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A Good Start

The advanced guard of the American army landed in France on Monday, June 25
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WARING & GILLOW'S
SALE OF

LINENS-DRAPERY-CHINA-GLASS
NOW PROCEEDING
FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY. J

Linen Bargains.
Choice Reproduction of Real Filet

l^ace Bedspreads
U-ual price. Sale price.

For Single Beds 219 15/9 each
For Double Beds 25/6 18 9 ..

H.mstitched I'ine Longcloth
Pillow Cases.

Size 20 in. by iO In,

U^tual price 1/6^ Sale price 1/- eaeh

Hemstitched Superfine Longcloth
Pillow Cases, Mitred Corners.
Washed ready for use.

Size 20 in. by 30 in.

Usual price 2/11 Sale price 1/1 li eaeh

Hemstitched Fine Linen Pillow

Cases, Mitred Corners.
Size 20 ins. by 30 ins.

Usual price 6/6 Sale price 4/11 eaeh

Hemmed plain cotton Sheets,

exceptional Value.
Size 2 yds. by 3 yds.

Usual price 10/6 Sale price 7/11 pair

Hemstitched Fine Longcloth
Sheets.

Size, Usual price Sale price
Sinile Bed 2 yds. by 3 yds, 14/9 1 1 9 pr.
Double .. 2iyds.by3iyds.20/- 17/6 ..

Exceptional offer, 50 pairc only.

Fine Hemstitched Pure Linen
Sheets, for single Beds only.

Size 2 yds. by 3 yds.

Usual price 47/6 Sale price 35/6 pair

200 Lace Chair Backs.
Usu.ll price 1/6 Sale price 1/0^ eaeh

250 Lace Chair Backs.
Sale price 1/3 each Co clear

45 only H.S. Embroidered Cloths.
45 in. by 45 in.

Usual price 10/9 Sale price 8/9 each

Hemstitched Superfine Linen
Pillow Cases. Mitred corners.

Size 20 la, by 30 in,

Usoal price i/6 Sale price 6/6 each

Extra Heavy Double Warp
Government Sheet, specially re-

commended for hard wear.
Sale price

EintleBedsiM 2 yd. by 3 yd.... 12/9 pair
Double., .. 24 yd .by Si yd..,, 16/9 ..

Drapery Bargains.
76 pairs Scotch Lace Curtains,

refined Adams design, suitable for

drawing room.
54 ins. wide by 3 yards.

Usual price 14/11 Sole pice 19/11 pair

50 pairs Scotch Lace Curtains,
strong useful curtains for bed
rooms.

54 in, wide by 3 yards.

Usual price 6/1

1

Sale price 4/11 pair

12 pieces 50 in. Moire Damask,
in shades, green, rose, ivory and
blue, suitable for heavy curtains.
Usual price 4/11 Sale price 2/11 per yard

250 yards 50 in. Figured Velour,
in green, mauve and rose.
Usual price 6/11 Sale price 3 11 per yard

180 yards 50 in. Rose Silk Damask,
Louis XVI, design.
Usual price 11/9 Sale price 7/1 1 per yard

20 pieces of Silk Damask and
Bmcade, various colours and
designs.

Usual prices 9/11 and 12/11

All one price to dear, 5/11 per yard.

200 yards 50 in. Cotton Brocade,
basket and wreath design on green
gn und, figured cream.
Usual price 3/11 Sale price 1/lli per yard

35 pairs Bordered Moire Curtains,
lined complete ready for use, in

mauve, gold, green, rose and
cream, 4(1. by 10 ft.

Usual price 59/6 Sale price 42/6 per pair

2,300 yards 31 in. heavy repp
Cretonne, hand printed with Sun-
dour unfadable colours which are
guaranteed.
Usual price 2/11 Sale price l/4i yard

250 yards 50 in. hand printed jaspe
Taffeta, French design.
Usual price 6/11 Sale price 4/11 yard

400 yards 50 in. hand printed jaspe
Taffeta in two distinct colour
treatments.
Usual price 6/11 Sale price 3/11 yard

275 yards 50 in. hand printed jaspe
laffeta.
Usual price 6/11 Sale price 3/11 yard

China Bargains.
Tea Service (6001), finest English
China. Beautifully decorated pink
roses and forget-me-nots, panelled
in a delicate shade of lemon, black
lines and border, gold edge.
Service for 12 persons, 40 pieo s.

Usual price 32/6 Sale price 24/6
Sample cup and saucer, post free, 1/6

Tea Service (6002). A fine old
Rouen design, J-inch band of the
noted French blue, decorated with
a beautiful chased design in

brilliant colourings, gold edge and
lines. For 12 persons, 40 pieces.

Usual price 33/- Sale price 27/-
S-imple cup and saucer, post free. 1/6

Dinner Service {6004) finest Staf-
fordsiiire ware. Roses and natural
coloured flowers on black ground,
on rim gold edge, round covered
pieces.

52 pieces.
Usual price 63/- Sale price 52/6

67 pieces.
Usual price 87/6 Sale price 75/9

Sample plate, post free, 1/-

Dinner Service (6005), finest Staf-
fordshire ware. A charming
Adams festoon in pale blue and
pink roses, light delicate black
traced rim, gold edge,

52 pieces.
Usual price 63/- Sale price SO/9

67 pieces.
Usual price 95/6 Sale price 79/6

Breakfast for 6 persons, 29 pieces,
Usual price .16/6 Sale price 26/6

Sample Dinner plate ]/-

Tea cup and saucer ... 1/6

breakfast cup and saucer 2/-

Toilet Services (The Bristol), A
rich coloured band of pink roses,
and natural coloured flowers and
green foliage. Old Jacobean shape.

Single Service, 5 pieces.
Usual price 16/6 Sale price 14/6

As above, but decorated with the
famous old Bristol sprays, or decoi-
ated with dainty sprays of violets.

J^.

^

The Specimen Items printed above are merely a few examples of value to be obtained
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MESOPOTAMIA

IN
Mesopotamia was the Garden of Eden, the primal

Arcady of the human race. We never forget the legend,

but we do forget that in Mesopotamia was the ground

first cursed, so that it brought forth thorns also and

thistles. Evidently, the curse still rests on that ground. The
report of " the Commission appointed by Act of Parliament to

enquire into the operations of war in Mesopotamia," is horrible

reading, but let us also bear in mind that the root of the

calamity lay in the anxiety of the Government of India to

do its duty by India, which was rightly empha.sised by Lord

Hardinge in his speech to the Lords. The offerings in men
and money freely made by Princes and independent States

were readily accepted, but when it came to the Englishmen

responsibly for the resources of the country being equally

generous and far-sighted, it was another story. The
parsimony and political myopia of the Viceroy and his Finan-

cial adviser were unpardonable, judged from an Imperial

standpoint, but regarded from a purely local, view, one has

to admit that their fault chiefly lay in placing an exaggerated,

if wrong, emphasis on the duty they owed to India. They
placed India before the Empire and used their position

to keep her there. This would have been impossible under

any other rule except British. And when the judgment

came, and a terrible price had to be paid for the sins of

omission, we have also to bear in mind that no difference

was made between Briton and Indian in those barges of death

and agony, floating down the Tigris ; the men had fought

shoulder to shoulder ; and they suffered and died cheek by
jowl. It is a fearful story, but through it all there shines

a spirit of racial unselfishness.

Considering the immensity of the blunders and errors

of judgment committed liy those in high position directly

responsible, it is difficult to see how such persons can be

usefully employed further in the service of their country
;

had the faults been smaller or thp position lowlier, there would
be no two opinions on this point. But when this is said, we
believe that the good that should come out of this humiliating

experience will be lost, if the country goes out scapegoat-

hunting and then is satisfied when it has bagged a big head or

two. To one acquainted with India and the history of the

British in India, there rings through all this report the

ancient and ill-omened echo of autocratic arrogance which has

always been the besetting sin of Britons in power in the East.

Years ago Kipling put into the mouth of a retiring Viceroy

the words :
" Here at the top one loses sight ol God." The

sentence embodies a truth that is as living to-day as in the

days of Warren Hastings or as when it was written. It was
the policy of the old East India Company to regard all

Britons not directly its servants or subservient to its orders

as " interlopers " to be harrieil from pillar to post. The

: message which the Commander-in-Chief, Sir Beauchamp B^H,
sent to Sir Percy Lake, warning General Cowper that if he
sends any more querulous or petulant demands for shipping
he shall be at once removed from the force and refused

any further employment of any kind, is worded in identically

the same fashion as the reprimands which reached Chatham's
father, Pitt, when he made himself obnoxious to " John

"

Company's ser^-ants in Bengal at the end of the eighteenth

century. Read Sir William Meyer's letter on the railway in

Mesopotamia, which two months' previously had been
urgently demanded by the General at the Front. It begins

in this leisurely fashion ii" I confess to being somewhat
sceptical as to the line being at all so remunerative as is at

present represented, at any rate for some time to come."
Do we not catch here the very tone of the Surat factory two
centuries or more ago ? It is a quill-driver in a counting-

house who writes, not the Member of an Imperial Government.
The evil is not confined to India, it extends to WTiitehall.

We find the Secretary of State, a politician if you please, whose
ears are always quivering to catch the first whisper of dis-

approval in his own electorate, assuming all the airs of

autocracy, ignoring his own Council, permitting and en-

couraging the Viceroy to do the same at his end, and running

the Indian Empire as though he were the Grand Mogul. It

\Tould be comic, if the results were not so tragic. Mr. Austen
Chamberlain and Lord Hardinge have only acted as their

predecessors have done (there was no greater autocrat

than Lord Morley), and as their successors will do, once

this unsavoury report is forgotten, unless strong action is

taken that will prevent its occurrence.

The root of the whole evil is the continxiance of the tradi-

tions of the trading company which won India for us. The
depository of these traditions is the Indian Civil Service, as

at present constituted. Most people' in this country

imagine the Indian Civil Service to be identical with the

Home Civil Service ; they do not understand that this

phrase designates a monopoly of chief appointments enjoyed

by a small body of Covenanted Civilians who have won
their right to these prerogatives and privileges not by strength

of character [or long service, but by the mere possession in

their youth of what is known as " an examination brain."

These lineal descendants of the old factors and merchants of

the 'E.I. Company take good care on arriving at the seats of

the mighty that they have " about them men that are fat,

sleek-headed men and such as sleep o' nights." He, who thinks

too much, be it Cassius or Major Carter, is sent to Coventry

;

such men are dangerous to the peace and self-satisfied content

of exalted mortals ! Much is forgiven because of the good

work so many do ; but this good work is not confined to their

service ; engineers, doctors, forest officers, police officers, etc.,

etc., give the same—when they are not prevented—but

without the emoluments or hopes of preferment and titles which

the I.C.S enjoys. The radical . trouble is not that the

Supreme Government spends seven months of the year

at Simla—you ' might send it to Jacobabad for May and

June, and it would do no better—but that it spends the

whole of the year in an eighteenth century atmosphere.

This is common knowledge to all who have lived and worked

in India, but it has needed a catastrophe like this Mesopo-

tamian business in order to reveal this verity.

The highhandedness of Lord Hardinge and Mr. Chamberlain,

the higgling of Sir William Meyer, the insulting remarks

addressed to General Cowper because he fulfilled his duty,

the still more insulting behaviour towards Major Carter for

daring to attempt to save our troops from needless death

and torture are old, old stories to Anglo-Indians ; the sar^e

sort of thing has been going on decade after decade. New
and far stronger currents of public opinion have to be created

in India which can only be done by modernising its public

services and by destroying the monopoly of the Covenanted

Civil Service with its old traditions and its hereditary hatred

of interlopers, be they merchants, journalists, doctors, etc.

It is to be hoped that this Mesopotamian tragedy will be the

starting point for a new era of adminstrative efficiency in

India where all the elements of success are ready at hand,

only to a large extent nullified by an antiquated and

. anachronistic adminstrative system.
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The Russian Effort
By Hilaire Belloc

UPON the ist of this month, last Sunday, the central

portion of. General Brussiloff's armies struck the

first blow delivered by the Russians since the

Revolution of last March had produced its enor-

mous effects with, among others, the necessity for recon-

struction upon every side.

The divisions engaged were of very different origin. They
included troops froni Finland, from Central Asia and from

Russia proper. They attacked upon a total front of some
l8 miles ; their chief effort being concentrated upon a sector

of about half this, to wit, nine miles or so, which will be

presently described.

Before describing the geographical details of the stroke we
may note its largest aspect.

It was delivered against that part of the enemy's forces

which contains his best units, the very heart of the forces

under Bothmer covering Brzezany. the southern approach to

Lemberg and the double shield both of Lemberg and of

Halicz to the south. '

The mere fact that it was delivered at all puts an end at

once and for good to the system developed by the enemy
increasingly throughout the last four months, of using

the Russian front as a " rest camp."
It is an error to believe that the enemy, and in particular

the Germans, have weakened their Eastern front. The num-
ber of men holding it is the very minimum required for the

task even of passive occupation and defence. The enemy
began to take away divisions amounting to nearly 20 (or the

equivalent in smaller units) the moment the pohtical state

of Russia began to be uncertain ; but he soon came to the

limit of this depletion and he is numerically as strong between
the Baltic and the Danube as he was three months ago. None
the less the uncertainty of the Russian situation has hitherto

been of the greatest value to him, because he could send to

the Eastern front as to the quietest of quiet sectors divisions

which have had to be withdrawn from the fighting upon the

West and, within a certain measure, he could establish a

rotation, bringing fresh divisions from the East to replace

the tired troops worn out by the extreme pressure in France

and Belgium. So long as this opportunity was open to him,

the Russian situation was of real value to him and a corre-

sponding anxiety to ourselves. With the offensive delivered

last Sunday, the consequences of which are not yet fully

developed, this system comes abruptly to an end.

We must further remember that the German Government
in particular has gambled upon the asset of a continued

security towards the East. While necessarily keeping a

certain riiinimum number of units between the yEgean and
the Baltic (the German divisions have never fallen to less than

76 upon tins front), it has at the same time depleted its

artillery and its stores of munitions therefor. To recon-

struct a full concentration of material is a much longer and

more difficult business in this war than to reconstruct con-

centrations of men, and the new Russian attack is of the

more value on that account.

There is one last feature more important than any other

attaching to that new attack ; and it is this :

Once more the enemy's Higher Command is faced with the

complexity of two active fronts and of all that this duality

of effort imposes. Everything depends, of course, upon the

continuity of the pressure which our Allies shall exercise, but

given such continuity the recrudescence of activity on the

Eastern front is of the very best augury for the immediate
future of the war.

With so much said let us turn to the details of the action.

Its strategical elements are of the simplest. The main
railway and the main road, the great trunk communications
which lead up through the heart of Galicia, go along a water-

shed between the basins of the Dneister and the Bug. The
reason of this that under the cHmatic conditions of the

country, with the imyossible roads of autumn and spring

and the floods of winter, the dry watershed is. and has

been for centuries, tiie best and often the only approach.

The great city of this watershed, the political occupation of

which is so important, and the strategical value of which is

also important because it is a nodal point whence many rail-

ways and roads radiate, is Lemberg. To cover Lemberg and
the road and the railway reaching it was the chief effort of the

jermans last year when they came to the succour of the

Austrians and poured down their 41 divisions to make good the
enormous gaps created by the wholesale Austrian surrenders of

last June and July. Bothmer was the German General put in

command of tliis most critical sector. He had under his orders
the best of the German units—I think, writing simply from
memory, nine divisions—a somewhat smaller number of

Austrian divisions (but these of the best material), and even
summoned to his aid and obtained, two Turkish divisions which
by the way, fought well and were not the least factor of his

strength. This army under Bothmer lay in front of and re-

posing upon the Zlota Lipa, one of the main rivers running
south from the watershed. The chief town upon his line, Or

rather just behind it, was Brzezany.
When General Brussiloff determined to attack this season,

it was clear that his advance right upon Lemberg by the

watershed, being in the nature of a frontal attack along the

line which the enemy was compelled to defend wth the

greatest concentration of his troops, would have but doubtful

fortunes. In other words, the positions in front of Lemberg
must be turned by the north or by the south.

To turn them far towards th^ south was increasingly

difficult the further. off from the watershed one made the

attempt, bec.a,ijs? tKe; further south one went the deeper grew
the ravines cut by the rivers in the plateau and the broader
the streams an^|their adjacent marshes. It is also true that

the country fifirther south is more thickly wooded and its

obstaclestherefor.errjore numerous and formidable.

The Chosen Sector

Our Allies had therefore to compromise between a direct
attack along the Lemberg railway and road, foredoomed to
failure, because the enemy hid covered that vital point most
thoroughly, and an attack far round by the south (the enemy's
right, their left), which, the further off it were attempted the
more difficult it would prove. The sector chosen as likely to
give upon the balance the best results was the sector in front of
and just north of Brzezany. The rivers so high up hs this are
hardly formidable obstacles : the ground is fairly open and
the lateral railway which feeds the Austro-Turko-German
front here, running down the Zlota-Lipa valley, has its chief
depot at Brzezi^ny itself.

On the 1st and 2nd of July (beyond which the news does
not carry us at the moment of writing), the Russian attack
had had the following ground for its manoeuvre and the fol-

lowing results.

The general line of the Zlota-Lipa in the neighbour-
hood of Brzezany with its road, railway and river
obstacle, is, roughly speaking, 1,000 feet above the sea.
To the east, parallel with the Zlota-Lipa and about
four miles away from it on the average, runs the small
sluggish stream called the Ceniowka, which falls into the
Zlota-Lipa at the village of Potutory. In between the two
streams are heights occasionally wooded, but generally bare,
rounded in contour and reaching at their highest points
summits of about 300 feet above the water levels to east and
west. The enemy had drawn his lines covering what may be
called the Ceniowka positions. He held, that is, the villages
of Potutory, Zolnowka, Szybalin, the course of the stream
up northwards to the confluence of the Korf, a brook falling
into the Ceniowka and, on the extreme north where the stream
was becoming insignificant, he held the large bare flatfish lump
called Mt. Sredniaga, not quite 300 feet above the water.
Along the stream at the base of this large bare hill, lie the
wooden huts of Koniuchy village.

What the Russian effort accomplished in tlie two days
which alone we are able fo review at this moment was this :"

It carried on fhe north the whole of Mt. Sredniaga, the
burnt ruins of Koniucliy', and reached as far as the Kori
Brook. Whether' 'it carried all the line of»tIie Ceniowka to
the south we are not told. The northern effort was chiefly
the work of troops from Mnland ; Siberian regiments carrieil
the lower portion of tlie Ceniowka, including the ruined
villages of Szybalin, Zolnowka, and, most interesting of all,

Potutory at the confluence of the Ceniowka and the Zlota-
Lipa, directly thi-eatening Brzezany and the lateral railway,
was approached. At the moment of writing the advance
upon Brzezany from this direction, the most threatened of
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all, had not proceeded further. Potutory was not yet occupied,

but tlie Siberian army corps was already master of the trenches

covering ft from the south-wesl:/ and it was clear that the

hills between the Ccniowka and the Zlota-Lipa we/-e lor the

most part in Russian hands. But the attack had not reached
the Zlota-Lipa itself by Monday night..

It is in such a situation that we must leave tliC baltlef Uiitil

further reports §hall tell us how far it has been pressed." ";•

The Storming Troops

Perhaps.the most interesting mark of tfee \yar in tlie West
at its present stage is the enemy's creation and use of what
he calls " Storming Troops." Mr. Dane dealt with them at some
length in last week's issue of this paper when I was
absent in France. I hope my readers will not think it super-

fluous if I return to the subject with the added information

acquired during my visit abroad.
" The formation of these " storming troops " is, in the first

place, an open confession of deterioration in quality in the

mass of the army. That is their first and most obvious

characteristic.

We must not exaggerate the comparative deterioration of

the enemy. Every belligerent force which has been suffering

from the material and moral losses of three years war has

passed and is still passing through a downward curve. Only

those forces which grew slowly in the course of the war

and have still large reserves of" the best material untouched,

form exceptions to the general rule. This deterioration has

among other factors, the following :

(i) The larger proportion of older and younger classes

necessary to replace the fittest classes, which have been worn
down in the process of war.

(2) The mere effect of time and strain upon the rtien who
have held the field for long periods.

''

(3) The necessity of using over again mblfi" who have been

even badly wounded or, what is worse, who have suffered

a bad illness or shock. '
,'.''

Every belligerent force then, which 'tiaS'' been at work

during the whole course of the war, the be'Wigerent forces in

other parts of every nation fully mobilised 'in 'August 14th,

has suffered and is suffering deterioration.

Our interest in the formation of the " storming troops
"

upon the enemy's side is the index it may afford of the degree of

deterioration, "and the experiment is proof that that degree

is more advanced than the corresponding degree of the

Western Allies. It is only what was to be expected from the

character of the prisoners taken, and from two known facts ;

first, that the German Empire has had to call up ,a Class a

whole year younger than has the French Republic—it has

called up 1919, while the French have not had to call up*

anything younger than 1918—and secondly, the extremely

hniited period of training to which the enemy is compelled.

He gives his recruits little more than half as much time in

depot and training grounds as the French do.

German Class 1919 the Test of Exhaustion

Apropos of this German Class 191 9 I would lijce to admit a

digression. I have already said in these colun;ws, I think,

that three-quarters of 1919 was already in depot, but I was

told upon the best authority during my recent visit to France,

• that the matter is not quite certain. It is only a. detail affect-

ing a very few weeks of the campaign, but it is as well to be

precise in these matters and to correct any errors. The ki;iown

facts on which there is no disagreement are as follows :
, ,

Class 1918—that is the boys who were born in 1898—were

called up in successive batc"hes at the end of last year. It

was with the help of this new recruitment that the man-

power " in sight ' for the fighting season of 1917 promisad

a reserve of one million men which, as my readers wiU re-

member, was the figure given in L.\nd & Water six months

ago. This million was roughly divided into
.
two equal

halves: One half the 1918 class, the other half Hospital

Returns ; men at the moment in depot and the very few

that still remained to be combed out from cjivihan em-

ployment.
. , . „ r

In the first six months of 1917, especially of course

during the last thre of those months, very heavy casualties

were suffered by the German forces in the West. Had

they been subjected to a corresponding pressure upon the

East the moment might well h^'fi heen dpcisive. But in the

West alone their casualties of all kind,' including sickness,

reached a total before the qnd',' of Jiino of more fhan

800,000 men. And of this total more' than three-eighths_,

something like a third of a million, were " definite losses,

that is. moil killed or taken prisoners or so Very badly wounded

or invalided that they could never reappedr m anv capacity

The remainder, however, close on 60 per cent, of the total

casualties, would again appear in uniform at some time or

another, and peihajis half of them would reappear in the saiiie

duties they fulfiUcd before, that is, in aOtive sci-vice in the

tiring line.

The reserve of man-power of which I have spoken^ one
million men in sight behind the existing armies for the fight-

ing season of 1917—was used, as everybody remembers,
for the formation of the famous " strategic reserve " with
which Hindenburg was, by the unanimous consent of the Ger-
man Press inspired by the German authorities, to " restore

a warfare of movement in the West," etc., etc.

When we say that this reserve of man-power was used
to create such a strategic reserve (perhaps 25 divisions) we
do not mean, of course, that the new divisions were formed out
of the actual men composing this reserve of man-power, but
that the presence of such a reserve of man-power made it

possible to create the strategic reserve in question. Now the
capital fact of the campaign during the last three months has
been the destruction of the strategic reserve, the break-down of

the German plan for restoring a war of movement and the eat-

ing into the German man-power at a rate far superior to that
which the enemy had budgeted for. He thought that the re-

tirement during the thaw and fog of last March to his new
line Arras—St. Quentin—Chemin-des Dames would prevent
the delivery of a spring offensive, that is, would delay Allied
operations by at least eight weeks, and he thought that this

new line would hold at its essential or pivot points and there-

fore that he would not suffer any exaggerated loss.

Both these judgments were miscalculations upon his part.

Sir Douglas Haig delivered his blow as early as the 9th of

April and the French came in with theirs a week later. There-
fore the period over which heavy casualties were spread was
extended over a greater period than the enemy had allowed
for. Further, the two principal defensive positions on the new
line failed to hold. Vimy Ridge went, and so did nearly the
whole of the Chemin-des-Dames. Apart from the actual loss

in prisoners and dead incurred by those two defeats, the enemy
has been subjected through the loss of these defensive positions

to a heavier rate of loss than leoidd otherwise be the case, and
the same apphes in varying degrees to the consequences of

losing other defensive points, especially the White Sheet
Ridge, and the Moronvillers Hills east of Rheims.

It is difficult for general opinion to seize the truth that
the rate of loss is the decisive factor in siege warfalfe. General
opinion is much more struck by the more vivid and obvious
capture of ground. Nevertheless, it is the effect upon future

rate of loss produced by the capture of such and such a piece

of ground which is the really important thing. The enemy
having lost the Vimy Ridge, for instance, has by that loss

necessarily suffered a higher rate of casualties by far in the
sector of which the Vimy Ridge was the shield, than he would
have suffered had it held. He has the disadvantage of being

directly observed. He has for a long period—one of weeks—

-

to hold new and imperfect defences requiring from their

character the sacrifice of a greater number of men. He has
to counter-attack perpetually in order to maintain himself.

To give but one example of the way in which the loss of a
good defensive position compels one to spend men : The
corner by Vauxaillon, where the German hne leaves the

Chemin-des-Dames and runs off northward. The original

defensive positions on the crest were held by two divisions.

Had they remained intact two divisions was a sufficient
" lining." In the same space to-day, the enemy has had to

mass five divisions since he lost the crest, and he has been

counter-attacking almost without respite for now two months
in order to maintain himself at all.

The enemy thus having been attacked earlier than he

expected and having lost the defensive positions (incidentally

also positions of observation) which enabled him to spare men,

has been subjected to this heavy rate of loss, the consequences

of which are now following. Before May was over it was
clear that he no longer had the power to handle any so-called

strategic reserve offensively. It was being eaten up in the

process of defence and it was further apparent that he

wou'd have to call very soon on class 1919, that is,

the boys who reach their i8th birthday in the course

of this year. Class 1918 went out of the depots into the

fighting front very early. It had already begun to

appear in the firing line during April. By the end of May,
if I am not mistaken, certainly early in .June at the latest,

no one was left of i<)i8 in the" depots. They were all either

incorporated in the fighting units or in those so-called " field

depots" immediately behind the line, which the German
system maintains as a sort of small reservoirs to afford

instant replenishment to units between the main depots

and the fighting. 1919 was warned only a few weeks after
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iqi8 had been caUed' up. The medical examination of

the class took place last April, and the last proclamations

appeared, if I am not mistaken, early in May : that is, the

pubUc summons. If the German method were that of

certain other conscript rations, notably the French, we might

conclude without hesitation that during May the greater

part of 1919 had actually been incorporated and was to be

found in the depots. But' there is, unfortunately, this element

of difficulty in the calcul.ttion. The Germans call up their

classes in detail and bv aegions. We know that certain

regions, that of the 15th Corps, for instance, had all their

Class i()i() called up two months ago. But we are not yet

fully informed with regard to the greater part of the Empire

in this respect. Wliat we do knc)W is that 1919 has passed

its medical examination and ii not actually for the greater part

already in the depots will be there very shortly indeed. We
may similarly presume that the first elements of 1919 will

appear upon the field in the eaiiy part of next Autumn,perhaps

even before October. Until that date the enemy is dependent

upon his hospital returns. It is known that he is combing

out no more men from civihan aujciliary employment ; upon

the contrary, he has actually now to send some back. It is

not so very "long ago that he sent back 20,000 miners from the

field to the pit and there are indications that he has not a

sufficient labour power behind him.in spite of the enslavement

of occupied districts.

From this digression, which I hope sufficiently explains

the degree of exhaustion the enemy is now suffering,

\vc can return to the chief effect of this phenomenon, the
" storming troo])s."

Tliese " storming troops " consist of battalions not only

specially trained, but specially selected ; the men are picked

for their physique, or their character, or their intelligence,

from all manner of units and are then subjected to special

training. Their functions are highly differentiated. They are

themselves imb\ied with the idea of superiority to the rest of

the army and that remainder has to treat them as superiors.

They are exempt from duty in the trenches and kept before

action at some distance behind the lines. They are saved as

far as possible all unnecessary fatigue and when they are to

be used they are distributed in comparatively small groups
among the other troops to form " spear heads " as it were
for the attacks contemplated.
The disadvantages of such a system "of last resort"

are very well known and have been discussed in pretty

well every text book dealing with such affairs, nor
would the energy have been driven to it but for that

degree of deterioration, itself the consequence of excessive

casualities of which we have spoken. The mass of an
army out of which its best elements are thus taken loses in

quality quite out of proportion to the numbers with-
drawn. The parallel to this is within the experience of every-
one. If you take the best bowler and the best batsman from
a cricket eleven you weaken your team by a great deal
more than two-elevenths. If you withdrew from a political

society the five per cent, or so of its educated men you would
weaken its competitive power against foreign societies by
much more than five per cent. And though the picked men

chosen for the stormmg troops have not the same sort of

superiority over their fellows, yet this superiority is

sufficiently marked for their absence to involve a further

serious depreciation in the quality of the mass from which
they are withdrawn.

This drawback, however, is not the greatest of the reasons

that have always made commanders hesitate till the

last
,
moment before adopting such formations under

the pressure of necessity. A far graver considera-

tion is the effect upon the mass of the checks inflicted

upon chosen bodies of the sort. It is a paradox, but it is true,

that the very conditions which compel the formation of such
selected units are those which render the use of them dangerous.

This is even true in the much broader and more general

case of the Corps d'Elite and it is worth noting that the latter

usually appear in mihtar^^ history, hke Napoleon's Guard, in

moments of success, and fail to retrieve a lost cause when the
downward process is far advanced.

In the particular case of these " stprming troops " this

truth is much more evident. They come into use not
in the moment of success but after the moment when
the sentiment of defeat' is already heavy upon the army
as a whole. They are used to maintain with difficulty by
continual counter^action positions to which in defeat a force

has been driven back and they are, as it were, doomed
to negessary and repeated checks which serve as examples
or warnings to all their fellows. The last few weeks' fight

on the Chemin-de-Dames has been exceedingly instructive

in this point. For one small local success scored by the rush
of the new formations, or rather their mixture with the
attacking troops, you have a dozen cases in which they are

broken.
There is'a last consideration of which the enemy's command

is well aware and which will begin to tell before very long.

The material necessary for such formations is limited. Its

quality necessarily deteriorates very rapidly and its rate of

loss is ver^. high. Even when you have consented to weaken
the averagfe of your forces by this system of selection you are
like a man borrowing money with the dehberate purpose of

spending it wastefully. What the proportion in casualties

is between the storming troops and the rest I do not know.
It is certainly not double. Perhaps it is not more than a third
in excess of the average

; perhaps even lower than that.

But at any rate, it is always superior to the average rate
of casualties and must be so from the veiy expensive

,
nature of the work for which these special units arc
designed.

It cannot be denied that there is a certain moral effect
produced by selection of this sort as there is in the larger
case of the corps d'iehte. In other words, you get naore
out of the selected units than their original superiority before
they were trained together might seem to warrant ; they have
an espirit de corps and a corresponding tenacity in attack
due to their peculiar position among the forces. But this
moral advantage does not long outweigh the drawbacks we
have mentioned, and that is why an experiment of this kind
is never tried until the latter phases of a losing fight, and only
then as a desperate experiment.

The Transformation of War_II
I said last week that the present great campaign had

gradually produced a certain transformation in the methods
of war. The first type of this transformation was that of
scale, both in time and in space.
The second tyj^e of transformation proceeds from the

departure the enemy has made from the conventions hitherto
imposed by European morals upon the conduct of war.

This development of the war has a most important political
side, of course, which will appear very largely in the settlement
follo\ving Jpon the enemy's defeat ; and this political side, the
restriction of war in the future as far as possible to normal
boundaries and to the methods recognised by the European
conscience, will be of much more consequence than the
technical military results we are about to study. Indeed,
upon the success or failure of such restriction largely depends
the future of our civihsation and in particular of this country.

.

But, neglecting for the moment this larger issue, let us confine
ourselves to the military results pure and sim"ple.

I have no space this week to do more than catalogue the
new methods brought in by the Germans. I will to-day
attempt such definitions and leave a fuller examination
of them to later articles in this series.

The novelties of which I speak are of two separate kinds.
In one category come the various invasions of non-belligerent
rights ; in another come the introduction of new and hitherto
prohibited methods of warfare against beUigerent forces by
sea and land. The first of these, is by far the more
important, paradoxically enough. i& aU iuilitai*' ejfcct.

The novel methods of attack against armed men, both
those which have been accepted and those which we still regard
as abominable innovations, have not anywhere produced the
results which were expected of them. It is the political
side of the innovations and outraging of non-belligerents
which have most profoundly modified war.

Consider the comparatively slight result of mere novelty
m atrocity of attack. The novelty that came nearest to
success was the introduction of poisonous gas by the Germans
in April 1915. It came, if we are to believe the accounts of
many eye-witnesses, very near to success.

(i) It had all the effect of surprise. The power of doing
such things was common to all civihsed nations, but it was
not

I
believed that any civihsed nation would use that

power.

(2) The discharge of gas was delivered "at the point of junc-
tion between the two Allied armies.

(3) The troops attacked consisted in great part upon the
French side of native troops upon whom this unusual engine
of warfare had, of course, a special effect of terror.

(4) The attack took place not only at a point of junction
but at a point where the line was not strongly defended.
As a matter of fact, a complete rupture was produced in the
lines and, so far as we can judge, if the enemy had taken full
advantage of his success he might, even at so late a date, have
modified the course of the war by that single act. A very
wide gap opened between the Canadians on the extreme left
of the English hue and the nii.xcd troops of the French riyht.
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The enemy did not take advantage of his opportunity and gas

in general has fallen, since it ceased to have the effect of sur-

prise, to an auxiliary form of attack which has never proved
decisive. The Allies, after a brief and natural hesitation, were

compelled to follow the evil example set by Prussia and here,

as in every other single case where the older civilisation

suffered from tardiness or reluctance, it has, with the efflux

of time, prdved its superiority. The Allied use of gas is

superior to the enemy's use of gas at the present moment.
At the same time, what always happens in war occurred

with the case of a gas attack. A defensive rapidly developed

against the new offensive weapon, a gas helmet was provided

and improved. The new weapon has now become a common-
place of the great war. It has not and we may confidently

say will not prove of decisive effect.

The other novelty of what may be called the forbidden sort

(as distinguished from the development of trench weapons,

etc.), is the use of flame, whether in the form of projectors or

of inflammable material discharged to a distance and there

set fire to. The defence against this new offensive has not

developed with the same rapidity as the defence against gas,

but as in the case of gas the new weapon has proved in no
way decisive. It sometimes produces small local successes,

as on the plateau, of Craonne the other day, but it has pro-

duced nothing more. It would seem, at any rate, in its present

state of development, to be one of those military inventions,

the lack of mobility in which outweighs their offensive power.

\\'ith gas, and the use of flame we exhaust those novelties

against armed forces which broke the original conventions of

liiu'ope in the field and, as I have said, neither of them has
proved of decisive effect.

But when we come to the other category, the violation of

non-belligerent rights, we find the mihtary effect of the
Prussian immorality to be very considera])le : So consider-

able that the enemy until quite lately believed it to be decisive
and still permits his publicists to spread the illusion tliat it

may be decisive.

There are three main divisions of these crimes : First, the
violation of neutral territory. Secondly, the enslavement of
populations whose territory is occupied, and thirdly, the
murder of non-belhgerents.

If the war be examined with, the largest vision, it will be
clear that upon these crimes alone has the enemy been able
for a long time past to count for any chance of escape from the
punishment that threatens him. He is here in a vicious
circle. The very actions which would increase the severity of

his punishment are those by which alone he can hope to
escape that punishment. It was submarine murder, for

instance, which brought in the United States, and yet sub-
marine murder was by his own calculation and open con-
fession, his chief standby. In the same way the enslavement
of poprdation on the northern frontier of France has, more
powerfully than any other of the enemy's crimes, produced
the specific determination to destroy its authors. But the
enemy would tell you that but for such enslavement he could
not have maintained himself physically at all, and that by
enslavement alone has he been able to continue the war.
The violation of neutral territory, to take the first of these

crimes in its order, has had upon the course of the war a
strategical effect of the first magnitude. And I propose to
examine the effect of this novelty iij next week's article.

H. Belloc.
{To be continued).

The Editor of Land & Water is always glad io receive

photographs or pictures illustrating the countries in which
the forces of the British Empire are now engaged. If not

possible for publication they will be immediately returned.

The A.P.M,
By Centurion

An A.P.M. has more acquaintances and fewer friends

/% than any officer in His Majesty's forces. It is his

/ ^ duly to know everyone wisely but not to know
-A. JL.anyone too well. He should never accept hospi-
tality, and rarely offer it, unless it be a lodging for the
night. If he offers you this form of entertainment you
cannot refuse. He has to know all about etiquette ; if he
asks an officer for his name and regiment he must be careful

to have his armlet on, and if he enters another A.P-M's
beat " he must be equally careful to have it off. He

should know a lady when he sees one. He may ask an
officer for his belt, but he should not ask him for his " slacks."

He should never swear, except at a court-martial, and then
not profanely. It is never safe to ask him the way, as he is

naturally suspicious and may think you know it but cannot
walk it. The fact that he is called Assistant Provost

-

Marshal does not mean that he is meant to assist officers

home, though he sometimes offers to do so. When he does

that be sure you ask for a medical officer as soon as you get

there, and say you don't feel at all well. The A.P.M. has few
equals and no superiors. He can ask any officer he likes to go
for a walk with him, though it is a mistake to suppose this is a

compliment, and it is unwise to refuse. He is privileged to at-

tend executions, which he does with a pocket-handkerchief,

but not to blow his nose. He is very fond of exercise. He
takes other people's pleasures sadly. He has a profound dis-

trust of human nature but he is seldom indignant and never

surprised. It is very difficult to make him see a joke

—

(specially a practical one. His manners are, indeed, more
subdued than jovial ; he will sometimes touch an officer on the

shoulder, but he rarely slaps him on the back. He is fond

of^frequenting estaminets, especially after 8 p.m., but this does

not mean that he has convivial tastes. He has the insati-

able curiosity of a child without its ingenuousness—his

curiosity lacks charm.

From all of this it will be gathered that an A.P.M., although

invariably a man of parts, is usually, more feared than loved.

He is a lonely man.
Now there was once a young A.P.M. who feared neither

God nor man—always excepting the P.M. who is a

Brigadier and has power to bind and loose. He was zealous

•—so much so that the zeal of his office had almost eaten him

up. So when he was not posting road-controls and instruct-

ing examining posts or parading his " red cap---," he would

sit and meditate on spies like the harlot in the Book of Joshua.

In the matter of spies your Intelligence Officer is the plain-

clothes man and your A.P.M. is the policeman ; the Intelli-

gence picks up the scent but the A.P.M. does the kill. Now
this young A.P.M. longed with a great longing for a bag. So far

he had had no luck. It never seemed to come his way as it

came the way of other fellows he knew. There was Wetherby
in a certain home Command, who had had a glorious stunt,

capturing the commercial traveller with a valise of saturated

underclothing which had yielded the most surprising results

in the hands of an analytical chemist ; there was Chipchase,

A.P.M. to a Division, who had located the sniper under the

tombstone just behind our lines ; there was Ledger who had
caught a female of disarming ingenuousness at a certain Base
as the result of a train of induction which began with no other

data than the -fact that in knitting she always looped the yarn
over the forefinger of the left hand instead of the right, and
in eating laid her knife and fork parallel across her plate,

which is a way they have in Germany—but then Ledger

had had a German governess and his bag was luck, pure luck.

Still these things showed what could be done by observation.

One morning as he was sitting in his office making up
his weekly report, the orderly entered and placed a buff-

coloured envelope in the " In " box where it lay until such time
as the A.P.M., glancing up from his papers, chanced to observe

that it was marked " Confidential." He languidly ripped it

open with a bored intuition that some officer had been over-

staying his leave or having a difference of opinion with Mr.

Cox about the principles of banking. Then he suddenly sat

up in his chair as he caught the head note " From the Com-
mander of the —— Naval Base to the A.P.M; of the

District." And this is what he read :

" Lieutenant Commander——— of the Night Patrol reports

that about 1 1 p.m. on the 25th, he observed irtermittent lights

on the coast some 300 yards from Winstone Point. They
appeared to be signals in the Morse code addressed to some
ship at sea. We have no signaUing station at that point.

Lt.-Commdr. was unable to read the messages in full,

owing to the signals being apparently addressed to someone
lyirg nearer in shore . The only words he succeeded in detect-

ing were " Yes," "No," "Repeat." There has been con-

siderable activity of late on the part of U boats along this

coast, under circumstances which seem to indicate precise

knowledge of the sailings from —— harbour. It \vill be
remembered that on the 25th a tramp steamer which had
cleared from the harbour about 10 p.m., while following

the course indicated in the Admiralty sailing instructions, and
showing neither port nor starboard lights, was torpedoed
about midnight. I should be glad if you would keep tliis

locality under strict observation please.'

The A.P.M. read this through twice. There might be
nothing in it, of course—he had known more thamouco what
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it was to pft on n false, srcnt. And he felt alternately

exalted and depressed. The eoast was welt patrolled and all

approaches to t\\f beach were pri)hilMted by an order issued

by the C.N. A. under Defence of the Realm regulation 2<Sa,

closing them nightlv at (1 p.m. Besides, the Morse code seemed

a little too obvious, and the .X.l'.M. had a i)assion for the

obscure, not realising that the most successful deceptions

are always the simpU^t. and that monosyllables like " Yes"
and " No " may in a cipher stand for otlier things than mere

affirmatives and negatives.

The A. P.M. had read a great many detective stories—which

isja very bad training for a detective. Life is never so elabo-

ra'te as fiction. In the spy stories of fiction there is usually a

master mind who erects a scaffolding round a house in a per-

fect state of repair and employs six secret agents as bncE-

layers, merely m order that one of them may drop a brick

from his hod on the head of the detective as he passes by ; he

hires a powerful Rolls-Royce to procure his death by a street

accident ; or he watches his movements by aerial reconnais-

sance from an aeroplane ; and he invariably uses a cipher

language so obviously obscure that it shrieks for elucidation as

loudly as a cuneiform inscription. You must have noticed

this if you are in the habit of reading detective stories. But

the real spy never does anything so melodramatic or so sug-

gestive ; he usuallv journeys by tram or motor-bus, eats

buns in an .\.B.C." shop, travels in Dutch cigars or cinema

films, and is nothing if not unobtrusive. He does not

use numerals for letters or transpose the alphabet ; he sends

transparently simple messages about invoices, or contents

himself with posting a catalogue of cigars or a newspaper.

It is only your trained " Intelligence " men who will guess

that the commercial correspondence, the price list of Havanas,

or the stop press space may have a secondary meaning. The
art of esponiage consists in making the primary meaning so

obvious that a secondary meaning will never be suspected.

It is the art of the double entendre.

. The A. P.M. knew nothing of all this. He was not an
" M.I." man alnd had never worn the green tabs of an
intellectual life. Consequently his first flush of certitude

was succeeded by a cold fit of doubt. The situation seemed to

lack colour. .\ restaurant in Soho, a suite of rooms at the

Ritz, an alcove in the National Liberal Club, an opium den

in Whitechapel—such romantic surroundings he felt, were

the proper mise en scene for a real spy stunt. At that moment
the orderly entered with a telegram. The A. P.M. opened it,

and as -he" read his heart went " dot and carry one." For

this was what he read :

" TAHW ECIRP EMBARKATION DRAFTS RETTOR
MA DEF PU ON DOOG ATAT.

DECENCY LONDON."

Decoded this ran :

Suspect embarkation drafts sailings are known to U boats

please set a watch upon coast in vicinity of harbour.

Then he knew his chance had come. He spent a restless

day counting the hours till dusk. About 8 p.m. after a delib-

erately frugal meal, he^girded up his loins with his Sam Brci^vne

belt, slipped his Mark Webley into its holster, and set out on
foot for Winstone Point.' As he proposed to begin with a

reconnaissance he decided to go alone. It was a warm night,

but there was that brooding apprehension in the air which

seems to portend a thunderstorm, and low down on the

horizon Orion, the herald of troubled weather, shone with

a baleful light.

Winstone Point is a bold headland on the west side of which
lies a small fishing village. The Point is the limestone

termination of a long greyhound-backed down which runs

inland for many miles and is covered with short crisp turf

and creeping cinque foil. It is intersected by a winding track

strewn with flints chipped into sharp and minute splinters

like thorns by the chisel-like feet of flocks of sheep. The
A. P.M. carefully avoided this track as he cUmbed the down,
and finding a small dew-pond like a shell-hole which com-
manded a view of the whole ridge as it ran inland, he crouched

against its grassy slopes. The night was dark save for the

feeble light of the stars, and as he glanced at the phos-
phorescent glow of his wTist watch he could just make out the
position of the hands—they were at 10.30. His position was
about a mile due north of the spot where the ridge terminated
in an abrupt cliff some four hundred feet above the sea, and he
was facing north-east. For a long time nothing happened as
he lay there listening to the beating of his heart and the
fairit chafing of the sea upon the distant beach. Then he
suddenly saw a flash about a mile and a half further inland,

where the do«-n attained a greater altitude. It was followed

by a sequence of short and long flashes, and he realised that
someone was signalling in the Morse code. He made out the

words " Ansuer." " Gfneral Answtji^" Thon a pause.

Then " No," " Yes." " Repeal," " Xo." " Yes," " 109
Hatlalion," " June ^." Then the signals ceased.

Me lay prone on iiis stomach on the turf waiting for their

repetition. Nothing happened. Reflecting that his prey

might use the track on his right for his return journey, he con-

tinued to wait, olilivious of time. .Meanwhile t lie sky, long

ol)scure, grew black above him, the air curdleil anil thickened,

not a brt-ath of wind stirred the sultry atmosphere. Some-
thing cold as dew liopped on to his liand.and as he moved
jumped suddenly, so that his heart jumped with it. It was
a toad. The sheep grazing t>n the brow of the hill had dis-

appeared. The furze buslies were suddenly shaken by a violent

convulsion, the clumps of j-oung heather rustled like tissue

paper, antl every bent of grass trembled. At that moment
a shaft of light cleft the sky downwards from zenith to horizon,

and in one trenchant glimpse he saw the whole sea for miles,

and outlined upon it, like the silhouettes in a naval text-

book, the siiapes of the patrol-boats black as ink against a
background of burnished silver. The heavens opened their

batteries, and as the thunder crashed the rain descended in

torrents and smote the hard dry earth like hail. Another
flash rent the sky, and by its blue corrosive light the A. P.M.

saw the whole ridge and every furze bush upon it. But not

a living thing stirred. The mysterious signaller had vanished.

Drenched to the skin, with runnels of water down his back,

the A. P.M. rose stiffly. All further quest was useless that

night. He took out his knife, cut a branch of furze, and dig-

ging a small hole in the earth he planted it upright in front of

him. Then he drew back some two yards, and placing his

walking stick in a line with the twig on what he judged to be

the point whore he had last seen the signals, as though he

were bringing "the sights of a rifle to bear on a given object,

he planted tlie stick firmly in the ground. An hour later

he was in bed. i.

He was trying to read a signal of baffling brightness, when
he awoke out of a troubled dream to find the sun shining full

upon his face. He rose and dressed and, after a hasty break-

fast, determined to visit the scene of the night's operations.

Before leaving he gave orders that the Sergeant of the

military police with a^picquet of three men should join him at

2 p.m. at the fishing vdlage on the western slope of Winstone
Point; I''

Hewent armed as before, but this time he took with him
a magnifying glass with a handle such as is used for reading

print by persons who suffer from niyopia. He had purchased
that magnifying' glass some months earlier as the result of a
careful study of the operations of a classical detective whose
name is a household word as the discoverer of the Inductive

Method. He felt that the time had come to use it.

He left his horse at the village inn and ascended the down

.

He discovered the two sticks without difliculty, and taking a

compass bearing he found that they were aligned on a point

due north north-east. He walked slowly in the direction

indicated, keeping a sharp eye on the turf after he had
covered about a mile. He suddenly came to a halt at a spot

where hc saw a number of matches. Examining the ground
more closely he thought he found traces of trampled grass

which tlie rain had not wholly obliterated. Then he went
down on his hands and knees and scrutinised every blade of

grass with his magnifying glass. At the end of half an hour
he had gathered the following :

(i) Nineteen burnt matches.
(2) A piece of burnt paper.

(3) A pipeful of tobacco only partially consumed.
(4) A small piece of sausage.

Then he sat down and applied the Inductive Method. He
tried to reconstruct the personality of the suspect from these
apparently insignificant trifles. At the end of half an hour's
deep meditation he had arrived at the conclusion that the man
had a tooth missing in the centre of the upper jaw, was one-
armed, probably careless of money, and verj" probably a
'(German. How ? By a simple process of ratiocination

:

The serrated edge of the half-eaten sausage revealed the marks
of an even row of teeth, but in the middle of the perimeter
there was a gap. Nineteen matches had been expended in

an attempt to hght one pipe—there was no trace of ashes
beyond those of the halt-cohsumed wad of tobacco—and each
of the matches I'lad onlj- burnt to the extent of an eighth of
an inch ; this showed that they had been extinguished as soon
as lit, a contretemps so iinusual as to be only expUcable on
the assiunption that the smoker had been unable to use his left

hand to. shield the match held in his right. The waste of
tobacco costing iijd. an ounce pointed to an indifference to
considerations of economy ; an application of the method of
Observation an<i Experiment to the tobacco by first smelling
it and then smoking it had convinced the A. P.M. that it was
a cho'iQe blend of. " John Cotton." The nationality of the
suspect was more difficult to establish ; the sausage suggested
Gennah nationality ; but the A.P.M. would have felt more
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assured ii ae couia have detected m us composition traces of

those cubes of ouion and garlic witli which the maker of

Delikatessen tickles the coarse palate of the Hun. But an
examination with the magnifying glass yielded no assurance

on tliis point. Still it was a working hypothesis.

Then he turned his attention to the scrap of paper. It was a
piece of ordinary writing paper some three inches by four, but
on holding it up against the light he failed to find any traces

of a water-mark. He scrutinised the written characters and
saw at a glance they were in a foreign tongue. He did not

know a word of (icrmau although he knew that the language

was not French. But he was struck by the prevalence of words
ending in the letters " ch." Although the characters had
been partly obliterated by the rain he could make out clearly

the words'" bach " and " hoch." His pulses quickened as he

rcilccted that the German tongue was notoriously a language

of gutturals. Then he caught sight of the word " Strafe,"

and persuasion became a certainty. The fragment of sausage,

inconclusive and insignificant in itself, added nothing to what
WIS now a conviction, but undeniably it strengthened it.

He descended the hill with a light heart.

He knew that stern things lay ahead of him. For the

uninterned German who chooses to play the part of spy an
ignominious death is the inevitable penalty, and the man
would in all probability sell his life dearly. But the A.P.M.
was not a man to flinch. He telephoned through to his

office giving orders to the sergeant that each man was
to bring his revolver. Then he went to a chalk-pit some
hundred yards from the village and fired the six chambers
of his own revolver in succession to test the trigger-

pull ; the weapon was in perfect trim though the pull was a

bit heavy, and he regretted now that: he had not, as he had
long intended, had the pressure reduced to six pounds. Only
one thing remained to do—and he didiit. He sent off a code
telegram to " Decency, London." It contained the following

message :

"' Have matter well in hand. Important' develop-

ments. Will report to-morrow." ,.: >, .-. .

This was not strictly necessary, but you must remember
that the A.P.M. was young and zealous. And youth does

not like to hide its light under a bushel ; it prefers to let it

shine before men. It is a venial fault.

During the afternoon he rehearsed his plans for the night.

He despatched his four men by different routes, avoiding the

beaten track, with orders to assemble at a stunted beech-tree

which was within a few yards of the place of his discoveries.

They were instructed to keep completely out of sight, taking

all possible cover so as to escape notice bv anyone who might
be keeping the .open spaces of the hillside under the observa-

tion of a pair of field-glasses. The A. P.M. himself approached
the rendezvous by the most open route like any casual way-
farer. They met at the appointed place at the end of half-

an hour. Each of the men reported that he had seen nothing.

They had carefully obser\-ed their direction and the A. P.M.
felt confident that forty minutes would suffice for the night's

advance. He therefore timed the start for 10.20 p.m.

At the appointed time the four men, who had been disposed

in such a manner that they formed an approximate circle

with the beech-tree in the centre, slowly conv^ged on their

objective and halted some hundred yards away.
,,
The A. P.M.

had arranged to simulate the plaintive cry of a.peewit as the

signal foir closing in. They lay there for what seemed an
interminable time until a rosy fiush in the East heralded the

approach of dawn and a lark rose in the morning air. The
A. P.M. began to fear that they had been observed.

He decided to remain where ne was all the next day, keeping

the men with him so that no movement of theirs on the hill-

side shoald be visible to the secret watcher. One man was
detailed as a ration party to crawl down the hill as unob-
trusively as possible and bring back food and water. It was
a tedious vigil. The sun beat down fiercely upon their heads,

the flies tormented them like the seven plagues of Egypt,

they had a most amazing thirst, and as he lay on his back
the A. P.M. reflected that the attractions of a detective's career

are greatly exaggerated in fiction. The sun set at last,

sinking in a ball of fire below ilie horizon, and within less'than

lialf-an-hour one man crawled in from his observation post

a hundred yards away, and reported the approach of four

men. The AP.M. was a Htt'le itaken aback at the number.

He drew his revolver out of ifs hiplster a^d waited.

His men had orders that n6'bj(^pd was to be shed except in

case of extreme necessity ; it vv'^s impoitant to capture the

spies alive, for they might bie the means' of ehciting valuable

information. The newcomers were slow in arriving, but as

Ihey approached their voices grew more distinct. They
sp<jke a foreign tongue full of strange gutturals. And at

times tluy uttered the letter "
I
" in a curious way as though

they were clearing their palate with a view to expectoration.

The .\.P.M. despatched his man to relieve another who was

stationed nearer the doomed men
;

, the other lieported that

their conversation was unmlstakaWv German—be' had dis-

tinctly heard the word " Strafe," though the rest of it was
unintelligible. The four spies clustered together, and one of

them suddenly flashed a lamp.
At that movement the military policeman by the side of

the A. P.M. tried to distract his attention in a hurried whisper.

"Hush ! you fool," said the A. P.M. testily, and pursing his

lips as though he were drawing at a pipe he uttered the shrill

cry of a peewit. The A. P.M. and three of his men rushed
forward noiselessly over the turf, the fourth unaccountably
lagging behind. It was beautifully done. Each mihtary
pohceman closed with the man nearest him, the A. P.M.
catching his man with either hand around the ankles and
bringing him heavily to the ground. He fell with him and
as he did so received the impact of a huge fist in his eye
which made him see flashes such as are not recognised in the

Morse code.
" Blast !

" said his victim, and as he struggled he poured
forth a torrent of invective. Most of it was unmistakably
English, but unfamiliar words hke "Duw "and ••Diawl" caught
the A.P.M.'s ear and the accent was foreign and peculiar.

Therefore the A.P.M., giving himself the benefit of the doubt,
tightened his grip on the profane man's windpipe.

' Let me go now, look you. Yes, indeed," said a voice

near by, as though the owner was trying to agree with his

adversary quickly. " You have got your knee in my guts
whatever. There's fooUsh you are, man. I was have a
belly-ache. And for why ? Duw anwyl ! man, stop it I tell

you."
" It's the South Wales Borderers, sir," said the fourth

policeman who had betrayed such indecision at the last

moment and who now came up panting. " And I think they'\ e

been doing signal practice. I saw the answering signal

on the hill t'other side of the bay just now, sir. And I tried

to draw your attention to it, sir " he added with gloomy
satisfaction.

The A. P.M. relaxed his hold, and the combatants rose to

their feet. He had nearly strangled the Ufe out of a sergeant

of a crack Welsh Regiment. The others rose also, including a
mihtary policeman who, having been an ostler in private

life, had been trying desperately to sit on his opponent's

head, and was surprised to find that he still kicked. Serious

things had been done upon the earth that night. • The
penalty for striking a superior officer on active service is

Death—and the sergeant had struck, and painfully. The
penalty for an officer who strikes a soldier at any time is

dismissal, and the A. P.M. had incurred it. Four military

policemen had committed an unprovoked and aggravated

assault on three inoffensive soldiers engaged "in the per-

formance of a military duty—which is a tort, a misdemeanour,

and also a statutory offence under the Army act.

The British army is a wonderful thing. The sergeant

of the Borderers gravely saluted the officer to whom he had
given a black ej'e, andtheA.PM. returned the salute with no

less gravity. The sergeant, with his windpipe still somewhat
contracted by the pressure from his sujjerior office's finc;crs,

proceeded to offer an explanation with the mechanical preci io i

of a soldier giving evidence at a court-martial

:

" At^p.m. on tlie 2^h, 1 7mss ordered by the signalling offlzer

of the lo^th Batlalton the South Wales Borderers to proceed

to Winstone Point. I wass arrive there at dusk ."

" That will do, sergeant," said the A.P.M. smiling bitterly.

" I think I know the rest—which I can explain better than you
can." And he did.

As the A.P.M. retired down the hill with his picquet he

thought deeply—this time deductively. The major premiss

of his syllogism does not matter, but the conclusion was
depressing. He could not stand the Sergeant of the Borderers

a drink ; in an A.P.M. that would be conduct exceedingly
" prejudicial." To offer him the price of one would be

worse. But a little gift in kind—there would be no harm
in that, just to show there was no ill feeling. When he got

back to his billet that night his eye (the uninflamed one) Ut

on a book which had been one of his dearest possessions,

but which he now regarded with a hostile air. He had had

it specially bound in tooled morocco. He packed it up
and posted it to the Sergeant with his comphments. Its

title was The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.

• * * * «

The Sergeant of the Borderers held his tongue—for

obvious reasons. But one of his men must have talked.

And as the sparks fly upward, the story spread from hut-

ments to the orderlv-room, from the orderly-room to the

officers' mess, from the officers' mess to Brigade H.Q., and

from Brigade H.Q. to the H.Q. of the command, till it was
noised abroad from Dan even to Beersheba. I have already

said that an A.P.M. is more feared than loved, and that he is

apt to be a lonely man. The A.P.M. was no longer sure

that he was fearedbut he was certain that he felt \ery lonely.

He has applied for a transfer.
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The Inn of a Thousand Dreams
By Gilbert Frankau

WHERE the road climbs free from the tmrsh and

the sea

To the last rose sunset-gleams,

Tivixt a fold and a fold of the Kentish wold

Stands the Inn of a Thousand Dreams.

No man may ride with map for guide

And win that tavern-door ;

As none shall come by rule of thumb

To our blue-bells' dancing floor :

For no path leads through Churchyards Meads

And the fringes of Daffodil wood,

To the heart of the glade where the flower-folk played

In the days when the gods were good.

Who hastes our wold with naught but gold,

Who seeks but food and wine,

Tlic wood-folk wise shall blind his eyes

To the creaking tavern-sign ;

He shall know the goad of the folk of the road

And his led wheels shall not find

The gabled beams that sheltered our dreams

In the nights when the gods were kind.

We had never a chart save our own sure heart

And the summoning sunset-gleams

When you rode with me from the marsh and the sea

To the Inn of a Thousand Dreams.

No sign-post showed the curved hill-road

Our purring engines clomb,

r"rom where dead forts of dying ports

Loomed gray against gray foam ;

We had never a book for the way we took,

But the oast-house chimney-vanes

Stretched bfeckoning hands o'er the lambing-lands

To point us their Kentish lanes.

As certciin-true our track we flew,

As nesting swiftsures flit,

By stream and down and county-town.

And orchards blossom-lit :
'

For Pan's own heels were guiding our wheels,

And Pan's self checked our speed

In the spire-crowned street where the by-ways meet

For a sign of the place decreed.

Rose-impearled o'er a wonder-world

Glowed the last of the sunset-gleams ;

And we knew that fate had led to the gate

Of the Inn of our Thousand Dreams.

Who needs must pique with kitchen-freak
^

His jaded appetite.

He shall not know our set cloth's snow,

Our primrose candle-light

;

We had never a need of the waiter breed

Or an alien bandsman's blare.

When we pledged a toast to our landlord host

As he served us his goodwife's fare.

As right of guest they gave their best

;

No hireling hands outspread .

White bridal-dress from linen-press.

To drape our marriage bed

:

They had never a thought for the price wc brought,

The simple folk and the line.

Who made us free of their hostelry

In the night when all dreams were mine.

When the trench-lights rise to the storm-dark skves

Where the gun-flash flickers and gleams,

My soul flies free o'er an English sea

To the Inn of a Thousand Dreams.

Once more we flit, hands passion-knit.

By marsh and murmuring shore.

By Tcnterden and Bennenden,

To our own tavern-door

:

As again we go, where the sunsets glow

On the beech-tree's silvern plinth,

Down wood-paths set with violet

And Spring's wild hyacinth.

Once more we pass, by roads of grass,

To find for our delight

Trim garden-plots, and shepherds' cots

—

Half-timbered, black-and-white . . .

There is never one gash of a shrapnel-splash

On the wall* of the street we roam,

Where the forge-irons ring for our welcoming

As the twiUght calls us home.

Till the trench-lights pale on the gray dawn-veil

Of the first wan sunrise-gleams.

My sold would hide with its spirit-bride

At the Inn of a Thousand Dreads.

Once more I press, in tenderness,

(Dear God, that jdreams were true 1

)

Your linger-tips against these lips

Your own red-rose lips knew.

In the middle night when your throat gleamed white

On your dark hair's pillowed sheen.

And your eyes were the pools that a moonbekm cools

•For the feet of a fiiery queen.

Woman o' mine,, heart's anodyne

Against unkindly fate,

Love's aureole about my soul,

Wife, mistress, comrade, mate

!

I stretch ghost-hands from the stricken lands

Where my earth-bound body lies.

To touch your fair smooth brow, your hair.

Your lips, your sleeping eyes :

You are living warm in the crook of my arm,

You are pearl in the firelight-gleams . . .

Till the blind night rocks with the cannon-shocks

Thai shatter a thousand dreams,

Flanders, June, 1916.
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Past and Future—IV
Developments of Industrial Life

By Jason

II

IT
is difficult to see how we cotild have waged a long

and exhausting war without the Trade Unions. They
were invaluable in the days of voluntary recruiting ;

they have helped to organize and stimulate our resources
for production, they have dealt with the trouble of

absenteeism and irregular work, and they have eased all the
Strain and burden which a great war throws upon admini-
stration.

This war has been the undertaking and the responsibility

of a democracy, whereas the great war with France a cen-
tury ago was the undertaking and responsibility of the ruling

class. At that time Trade Unions were illegal associations

and the mass of the people were excluded from every share
of control in the affairs -of the nation. In this war our
strength has been the strength of a society in which all classes

recognised the justice and the importance of their cause and
the necessity for common sacrifice. Where we have had
failure or difficulty in collecting and using our power, the ,

cause has been a reluctance to take the Trade Unions into

full partnership and a tendency to rely on methods un-
suitable to democracy. The important fact to note is that

the support of the Trade Unions .has been essential to the
prosecution of the war; and that the Trade Union is as in-

tegral a part of our national life as the House of Commons.
In this way the war, though it has involved the temporary
surrender by Trade Unions of important rights, a surrender

which causes great and growing anxiety among the work-
people, has confirmed and established the position of the

Trade Union as a public institution. ;. ,

It was contended in an earlier article in this series that the

war had destroyed the convention that regarded the workman
as the mere instrument of the capitalist system. It has

spread through the ranks of industry a spirit of rebellion

against that tradition which had already begun among
thinking workmen before the war. It has stimulated a

sense of personal dignity and independence which is fatal to

the Victorian ideas of the industrial system. We have
now to find some new conception of that system which will

satisfy those human instincts ; to devise some form for in-

dustry that will be compatible with the spirit of democracy.

We may adapt President Wilson's words and say we have
to make the mdustrial system a place where democracy can

live in safety.

What part will the Trade Union play in this new economy ?

A century ago Trada Unions were illegal associations. The
Combination Laws, passed about the time that Napoleon
won the great battle of Marengo, made it a crime for work-

men to attempt any concerted action to improve their

position. These laws put the workmen absolutely at the

mercy of the employer. Readers of the report on the

working of those Acts published in 1824 will note the

case of a Stockport spinner, a man who had been in Sir

John Moore's army at Corunna, who spent a couple of years

in prison because he left his employment with some twenty
other workmen when their wages were reduced. Consequently

Trade Unions were virtually secret societies with all kinds

of oaths and ceremonies binding their members to mutual
loyalty. Many of them were disguised as Friendly

Societies. The Home Office and the magistrates made the

atmosphere of these institutions still more bitter by their

employment of spies, who often became agents provocateurs.

The most famous of their spies come into the scathing

poem by Charles Lamb, called "The Three Graves."
All this time wages were falling, and those combinations

were largely directed to mitigating a terrible decUne in the

workman' s standard of life. But they were not solely con-

cerned with wages nor were they exclusively defensive.

There were elements in the atmosphere that encouraged a

more revolutionary temper. Great changes were at work in

industry, and the new system, with the sharp discipline of

the factory, presented a forbidding look to men and women
who had lived in relative freedom in the days of cottage

industry. The war had brought high prices and great

distress ; universal causes of revolution. The agitation for

reform which culminated in the passing of the Act of 1832

set men thinking on all kinds of questions. All those in-

fluences are to be seen in the history of the Trades Unions,

which for some time nursed ideas and ambitions that went

far beyond increases of wages. Ideas that we now call

syndicalist ideas found expression in The Voice of the People,

an early workmen's ])aper published at Manchester, and the

discontent of the workpeople supplied material for the

teaching of Robert Owen and the propaganda of the Chartists.

This revolutionary temper virtually disappeared from the
Trade Union world after this first phase of propaganda for

something like half a century. The Trade Union struggle
went on, and during the years associated with the Sheffield

outrages, the Commission of Inquiry and the Acts giving
Trades Unions effective freedom, passed in 1871 and 1875.
Trades Llnions occupied an important place in controversial
politics. But the Trades Unions as a whole were not discussing

any new theory of their relations to industry, or their

relation to the State. They were building up their organisa-
tion and strengthening their resources. In fighting for their

charter, the Act of 1871 and 1875, they were fighting for

the very means of existence.

Social Progress

In the late eighties there was a great development of what
we may call Socialist thinking in this country. Social questions
begun to thrust themselves into politi.cs and at the same
time they began to enter with a wider range into the imagi-
nation of the Trade Union world. The London County
Council, set up by a Unionist Government; seemed to suggest
infinite possibilities of reform and progress by means of pubUc
control, and everybody became hopeful and interested in this
new and vigorous institution. The great Dock strike made
a powerful impression on the conscience" of London, and
more important, it led to new developments in the Trade Union
world, for it showed that even in unorganised industries
men could combine with effect. Reformers in the middle classes
who had looked mainly to politics began to expect something
from direct action by the State in redressing social evils,

and the pressure of poverty with the creation and develop-
ment of rnore general labour unions, began to stimulate the
Trade Union world to ask for more than its conventional
demands. The Independent Labour Party was the concrete
expression of this new spirit. For nine reformers out of ten
the key to social reform was Nationalisation. Make the State
the employer and the social problem is solved. This in a
greater or less degree was the remedy demanded by almost
everybody who was tired of the spectacle of waste andpoverty.
The more ardent spirits of the time lived like the early Chris-
tians in an atmosphere of dehghtful illusion, believing that
every wrong could be righted by this simple expedient arid

looking forward to the municipal millennium.
This phase has passed. Much had happened before the

war to belie its early promise, and of the new experiments
in State action many had provoked little enthusiasm
if not active dislike. The multiplication of officials had
proved very unpopular, and though some measures, such as
the Trade Board Acts, had immediate and beneficent results»

others such as the Insurance Act seemed to make a positive

virtue of red tape in a country which takes very unkindly
to government by regulation and order. But if State control
was not too popular before the war, it would be difficult

to find language that would do justice to its unpopularity
to-day. The war made an immense extension of State
control inevitable, and citizens in general, besides employers
and workmen, have accepted it as part of the business of

prosecuting the war. But nobody likes to have his business,

his daily life and all his habits arranged and regulated -by a
Government official, and when officials have extraordinary
powers and are working under special pressure their ad-
ministration does not err on the side of tolerance or patience.

A very significant incident occurred in a strike this spring.

The men in a munition factory who had had a sharp quarrel

with their employers, replied, when the Government proposed
to intervene, that they would rather negotiate with their

employers, bitter though their relations were, than accept

an arrangement made by the Government. Oire thing is

certain. The workman after the war will not be content

with the system in force before the war, but he certainly will

not want to substitute for the system the control of a
State Department, qualified only by its responsibihty to

Parliament. It is not by State control that democracy will

find a safe place in the industrial system.

At this juncture it is natural that workmen, and not
workmen only, should begin to take a wider view of the scope

and opportunities of the workmen's representative insti-

tutions, and to ask whether the answer to the problem is not
to be found in clothing Trade Unions with new powers and
responsibilities. A hundred years ago everybody thought
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Ihatanuiuusirymusi t)e controlled by tluMaiiltalist. Industry

w^s not a great public service, but tlie ])rivate affair of the

cniiployer, who was to have full authority over the lives of his

workpeople. The Socialistic idea of substituting the State

for the capitalist was a protest against this view of industry,

aiid as such it was valuable, but it did not satisfy the con-

ditions of the problem, for it merely substituted one employer

for anotlier without any guarantee that the new control

would be exercised on more tolerant. or more democratic

lines than the old. It was an ai)preciation of this fact that

prepared men's minds for the teaching of Syndicalism,

the gosj>el that industry should be controlled by the workers

and that the State should stand aside.

It was easy to see the flaws in the doctrine, a doctrine

which carried with it the ruthless and breathless logic (if

French thinking. Obviously the State cannot stand aside

and leave the different groups of workers to exploit the

consumer at their pleasure. The citizen is not merely a

worker on the railway or a worker in the*i;iine ;
he uses the

railway and he uses "the mine. Some kind of central power

is necessary to guarantee public and general rights, and to

substitute "for the State a series of industrial communities

is to invite chaos. But Syndicalism, like the Socialism

which was in fashion twenty years ago, had a lesson to teach.

Socialism laid stress on the v'iew of industry as national service,

a view which was strange to the old \'ictorian conception

that the spirit of gain was the power that moved the world

along the true lines of progress. Syndicalism laid stress on

another truth, equally strange to our fathers, that the workers

themselves must have a conscious and responsible share

in the iiulustrv in which they are engaged. It was in fact

a challenge to" industry to adapt itself to the conditions of

democratic life, and a summons to the workman to claim new

duties and rights for himself.

How can this be done ? How can the miner or the spinner

or the glass-blower become as it were a citizen and not

merely a servant in his industry ? How can industry

be transformed by this new spirit which regards the cotton

mill, not as a private enterprise directed by a single will

exercising authority over a great body of men and women,

but as a public enterprise in which the whole body of

,

workpeople have some real and recognised share .' The
answer is that the Trade Union must become something

more than a society for protecting the interests of different

classes of workpeople, and something more than a society

for disputing the claims of the employer. It must take a

part in controlling Ihe affairs of the industry.

This revolution will commend itself to many minds as a

means of industrial peace, and its value from that point of

view is obvious. But the proposal must not be confused

with arrangements for Conciliation Boards. These Boards

exist already in many industries, and they Would continue.

These Boards exist for a limited purpose, to keep the bar-

gaining men and masters on peaceful hnes, and to encourage

and facilitate settlement by diplomacy as an alternative to

war. Wliat is wanted is some machinery for enabling employers

and workmen to bring and use their minds together, not for

the .settlement of disputes or questions about wages, but for

the general questions that concern their industry.

For this purpose a scheme has been outlined by the com-
mittee set uj) by the Reconstruction Committee to consider

the whole question of improving the relations of Capital and
Labour. This committee published last week an Interim

Report, -recommending the creation of Standing Industrial

Councils, at which members of the representative organisa-

tions of employers and workpeople would meet and discuss

the affairs of^this industry. There would not be occasional

or emergency meetings. They would be regular and frequent.

They would be as much a part of the procedure for conducting

an industry as meetings of Boards of Directors.

It is important to note that this Committee speaks with a
special weight of authority. A more representative body
can scarcely be imagined. If we take the employers' world
we find the names of great engineering and shipbuilding

experts like Mr. Allan Smith and Mr. Carter ; if Sir Thomas
Ratcliti Ellis does not know the coal industry inside out, it

ivould be difficult to name any man who does, and Sir Gilbert

Claughton has been secretary to our largest railway company.
In the world of labour there is no personality so powerful

at this moment as Mr. Robert Smillie, the President of the

Miners' Federation. Mr. Clynes is a highly-respected Labour
member and the secretary of a General Union, while Mr.

Bulton represents the A.S.E. Mr. J. T. Mallon is the secre-

tary to the Anti-Sweating League and he has served on a
large number of Trade Boards. The economists are repre-

sented by Professor Cliapman of Manchester University,

and Mr. J. A. Hobson, both men of standing, of whoir^onc has
made a special study of tlie cotton industry, and the other

has- a reputation for independence. Miss Mona VVilsun,

specially associated with the early struggles of Women's

Trades Unions,- and Miss Susan Lawrence, speak with an
unquestioned authority on ])roblcms connected with .women's
employment. It is highly significant thatSuch a body shoiild

rcijort in favour of giving industry a constitution for the

discussion of its affairs.

These discussions will cover a wide range. Taking an in-

dustry as a whole, there are such qucstionsas those of securing
that,, when there is a scarcity of material or a" scarcity of

orders, the best arrangements shall be devised to prevent
unemjiloymcnt. Obviously it makes not less difference but
more to the workers than to the employers what device is

atloptcd ; whether, for example, mills work short timd or

shut down for one day a week, or whether they try ex-

periments in a shorter working day. The whole question
of providing^ security to tiie workmen and regularity

to the industry is a question in which employers anu
workmen alike are interested. Ouestions of methods
of payment, of fixing and adjusting earnings and rates,

of the use of workpeople's experience and ideas, of

the encouragement of invention, of the development of

opportunities of education and .research—these and many
other questions are not merely tlie concern of a Board of

Directors. They should form material for the deliberations

of National Councils or District Councils, on which the

Trades Unions and the Employers Federations sit and deliber-

ate together. The workman whose Trade Union elects

members of these Councils will fejl that instead of taking

decisions on all the questions affecting his work from a
superior he is helping to make these decisions. The Trade
Uni6n has hitherto tried to break the absolute power of the

employers by impiosing certain restrictions. It will take an

important !,jS,^^p forward when it shares that power.

Decentralise'fl Control

iSJpt tiia't it would be enough to have big Central Councils

alone. .In the Trade Union world as in every other world •

power is apt' to drift into the hands of a bureaucracy. Readers

of Mr. Cole s book The World of Labour, with its illuminating

discussion of Trade Union jiolitics, know that the discontent

in the labour world to-day is in part a revolt against rule from

the centre Jjy workpeople who feel that their officials are out

of ipuch with the atmosphere of the workshop. A National

Council would be supplemented by District Councils and by
Works Committees where the workpeople could discuss con-

ditions of employment with the representatives of" the

employer, df the causes that impede the harmonious and
successful worl^ing of a business, some would be removed
if the feelings of the workpeople were considered in the arrange-

ment of the details of administration, others if the workpeople

did not feel that their independence could only be main-

tained by resisting every innovation. Joint councils and
joint committees can release industry from those hampering

embarrassments. But they will do more than this, for they

will mark the new character of industry as a species of public

service in which workpeople can recognise their own contri-

bution, to the wealth and welfare of the State.

Such. an experiment has just been launched in the scheme for

a Builders' National Parliament or a National Council which is

1 to explore all the questions affecting the building industry

and to draw up two codes, one compulsory and one voluntary,

for the guidance of the industry. Among the subjects first

to be examined are the regularisation of wages, the prevention

of unemployment, the decasuahsation of labour, technical

training, the encouragement of research, scientific management
and means of increasing output. In every one of these ques-

tions there is a great danger of causing hardship if employers

act without the co-operation of workpeople. Scientific

management, for example, would easily become a more in-

genious and more thorough method of exploiting the work-

men if it were simply an arrangement devised and intro-

duced by the employer. Such it is at the present day. But

a great deal of the economy and improvements for which

scientific management aims can be effected with advantage

to all parties if employers and workpeople put their heads

together and consider where and how waste can be elimiuated.

The workmen alone can speak with first hand authority on
the incidence of strain.

It will be objected that this is a tempting but a very ambi-

tious scheme; Look at your great variety of Trades Unions,

Httle competing craft unions, larger general labour unions, a

world of confusion from which you expect to develop some
system of effecti\'e representation. The scheme is ambitious.

It must be elastic to allow for the different circumstances of

the different imlustries. In highly organised industries the

main lines of the plan are simple. There are other industries

ill which organisation is still immature. It is our boast as

a jx-'ople that we invented representative institutions from the

exjwriments of our towns. What we could do for politics

we can do for industry.
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Life and Letters
By J. C. Squire

Mr. Bennett
as Critic

THE literary " causerie " does not flourisli in this

country. Its place is usually supplied by a column
of what are usually called " literary notes," but

which would be more accurately described as puli-

lishers' announcements garnished witli comments which are

supposed to make them readable but only succeed in making
them silly. There is one gentleman who . . . but, no,

the decencies should be observed. Now and then a good
causerie crops up, flourishes for a few years, and disappears

again. The best of our time was that which Mr. Arnold

Bennett contributed from 1908 to 1911 to the New Age over

the signature of Jacob Tonson. Portions of this are now
reprinted in Books and Persons (Chatto andWindus, 5s. net).

The immediately striking thing about Mr. Bennett's notes

is their range. There is one large exception : he says very

little about the dead, though he does allow himself a discursion

on the greatness of Wordsworth. He is deliberate in this :

as he remarks, there are good living authors who have to

earn their living and can profit by publicity, whereas the

corpses of the illustrious defunct can dispense with our

solicitude. He gives us very little of tlife criticism which has

been defined as " the adventures of the soul- jamong master-

pieces": it is evident that that kind' of" '(S-ifticism- must
depend almost entirely on the dead for its subject matter.

Set elaborate .criticism, in fact he avoids ^s a rul^, even

where the living are concerned. His job as a tritic he con-

ceived to be that of a taster, an " authentic expert," with an
intellect, a knowledge of human nature, and a trained literary

sense who gave his opinions, very briefly, for what they were

worth. He sang the praises of Joseph Conrad', Dostoevsky,

and Tchekhoff years before their greatness was uiiiversally

accepted in this country. And he strenuqusly eulogised, too,

a good many other men, like Wilfrid Whitten, Murray Gil-

' Christ and Leonard Merrick, about whom he may or may not

have been right, but about whom he had formed judgments,

which he could rationally defend, quite independently of

other people's views. One is struck, in fact, by the multitude

of the people he did praise : his natural liking for satire and
the caustic phrase never made him less than generous to any
contemporarj' who was the sHghtest use. Only, t think, in

two instances did he give what many of us would think to be

inadequate admiration to great modern writers. He declared

—

in each case with the. handsomest reservations—his inability

to go the whole hog about G. K. Chesterton and Henry
James. And with characteristic honesty, instead of trying

to vamp up more convincing and damning objections, he gave

the real reasons. Of Henry James (after fine discijipiinating

praise) he says "What it all comes to is merely that his

subject matter does not as a rule interest me "
'; of Mr.

Chesterton that

in my opinion, at this time of day, it is absolutely impossible

for a young man with a first-class intellectual apparatus to

accept any form of dogma, and I am therefore forced to

the conclusion that Mr. Chesterton has not got a first-class

intellectual apparatus. ... I will go further and say

that it is impossible, in one's private thoughts, to think of the

accepte* of dogma as an intellectual equal.

Tlie first sentence is rather unfortunately phrased : it reminds

one of Mr. Bennett's denunciation, in another place, of people

who will not admit " x " to be true because it would force

conclusions they do not want to accept. And it may be

pointed out, as to the second sentence, that this is precisely:

what many accepters of dogma feel about the other side.

But the point is that what Mr. Bennett thinks he says, and

without beating about the bush.«•*,*
-This causerie, however, was not knainly concerned with

examining or advertising good writers: All literature was

Mr. Bennett's field, and all facts relating' to the literary

industry. He was interested in the rise and fall of reputa-

tions, justified and unjustified : in the organisation of the

publishing trade : in the remuneration of authors :
in

the various publics, the small public of " experts," the small

])ublic with the habit of reading good stuff imitatively, the

very large public of library-subscribers and the immense jndjlic

which has not yet been reached and which buys nothing

of value except vilely-bounded sets of Dickens and Scott

that are hawked about by the touts. In this reprinted

selection you are switched off from the audacities of Mrs.
Elinor Glyn to the idiocies of provincial Library Committees,
and from the profit Mr. John Murray got out of Queen
Victoria's letters to the artistic badness of Brieux. Handled by
a less vivacious and individual writer many of the controversies
and incidents he deals with would have interested nobody
but those in the trade when they were written and nobody at
all now. But Mr.' Bennett has the gift of making anything
interesting to anybody : the thing that matters most is the
eye that sees and not the object seen.

But the topical remains topical. The criticisms in one or

two paragraphs are bound to be pemmicanized expressions

of opinion. However sound, vigorously delivered, decorated
with amusing quotations and anecdotes, they suffer from the

absence of background that the conditions of their production
necessitated : and when they deal with authors who no longer

are even supposed to matter, and novels which were but the

novels of the season; only Mr. Bennett's phraseology makes
them readable. Even some of his Butts—and he is always
good on his Butts—are now dead and gone : a new genera-

tion of vermin has begun to crawl over the surface of literature,

including Professors worse than any of those stamped on by
both "Jacob Tonson's" feet. The best passages in Mr. Bennett's

book, are those written, not by the weekly chronicler, but
by the clear-eyed, imaginative and sympathetic novelist who
observes the whole human show. There is a fine chapter

on the Provincial Book Market which no journalist who was
not also a " creative artist " could or would have written.

It takes both observation and imagination, at this time of

day, to see this aspect of the Free Library's operations, and
to illustrate it so concretely :

Go into the average good home of the crust, in the quietude
of " after-tea," and you will see a yoHthful miss sitting over
something by Charlotte M. Ypnge or Charles Kingsley.

And that something is repulsively foul, greasjf, sticky, black.

Kemember that it reaches from thirty to a hii'Wdfed such
good homes every year. Can you wonder that it should carry

deposits of jam, egg, butter, coffee, and personal dirt ? You
cannot. But you are entitled to wonder why the Municipal
Sanitary Inspector does not inspect it and order it to be
destroyed. . . . That youthful miss in torpidity over

that palimpsest of filth is what the Free Library has to show
as the justification of its existence.

"I know," adds Mr. Bennett, the journalist, "what I am talking

about." The addition, after this description, was not necessary.

There are very acute and illuminating surveys of the

English prosperous classes and of the dilettanti : and here

,and there a delightful little interpolated essay,, such is

that on A Book in a Railway Accident. But about the finest

thing in the book is the chapter on Swinburne

:

On Good Friday night I was out in the High Street, at the
cross-roads, where the warp and the woof of the traffic assault

each other under a great glare of lamps. The shops were
closed and black, except where a tobacconist kept the

tobacconist's bright and everlasting vigil ; but above the

shops occasional rare windows were illuminated, giving hints

—dressing tables, pictures, gas-globes—-of intimate private

lives. I don't know why such hints should always seem to

me pathetic, saddening ; but they do. And beneath them,

through the dark depth of shutters, motor-omnibuses roared

and swayed and curved, too big for the street and dwarfing

it. And automobiles threaded them between, and bicycles

dared the spaces that were left. From afar off there came
a flying light, like a shot out of a gun, and it grew into a man
])erched on a shuddering contrivance that might have been

invented by H. G. Wells, and swept perilously into the con-

tending currents, and by miracles emerged untouched, and
. was gone, driven by the desire of the immortal soul within

the man." This strange thing happened again and again.

A few houses away, where the upper windows were lighted,

the old poet was dying : but the crowd knew nothing of it.

I should like to have quoted the whole passage. It may be

remarked, in conclusion, that whenever Mr. Bennett is at his

best his style automatically changes. I suspect that the

method of "successive short sentences, like the discharges of a

muted machine gun, is a method made on theory : when
more commas, dashes and even semi-colons creep in, one

feels that Mr. Bennett is speaking naturally to one and not

shooting at one with his shrewd eye screwed up.
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Le Garcon Le Plus Brave du Village
By Isabel Savory

LE garcjon Ic plus brave . .
."

The woman who spoke was not his mother, nor

any relation of his. She stood near the fire ; her

hands that had laboured long around the same
hearth, hung down on her apron : her eyes looked out across

the room :

Le garcon le plus brave du village . . . il a He Imijours

si Iranqiiil . . . c'etait le modele de la jeunesse. II y en

a heaucotip, beaiicoup] qui sont moris, mais il y en a qut

impressionneni plus que d'autres. Quand on a appris sa

mort tout le monde pleuraient.

• * * * •

His little village. A handful of houses outlined from afar

against the sky : stone-built, ragged, worn, sad-coloured :

leaning each to each, cHnging together on the rock, much as

their few inhabitants clung together, lived a life common
tu all. yet intimate to each, precious to its own fireside.

Standing over the tumbled roofs, looking down on their

bleached tiles, the church belfry, a gaunt fossilized figure,

shepherded its little flock. Now and again the bell would
speak, one voice for all, heard by all, regulating the times

and the ways of all. A harsh voice, some of the rock in its

clang, that men and women born to rock would understand :

not loud, meant but for a small village, the sound felt to be

quickly lost and to become part of the quiet airs to whose
keeping all sound and all life is finally committed.

In front of Verdun, in the stunning reveille of sleepless

guns, was there ever amoment when he, the tranquil Youth,

tliought of the clear, quick call, breaking and sealing again

the silence ?

A silence of mountains, far and apart. The village stands

as the goal of a long pilgrimage towards the clouds, its little

rocky path clambers and twists upon itself, solitary, knowing
the tap sometimes of the hoofs of a laden mule; that is all.

The cjTpress trees he can never have forgotten, that climb

with the higher track, sharp, beautiful spears cut dark against

the light, nondescript hills, set on slim shafts and tapering

to the sky. A tree that has shed all superfluity and become
the selection and significance of a tree.

It is a definite country. In the steep gorges between the

mountain lies a crumbling moraine shed by the bare heights,

a grey and brown moraine that whitens to the tone of its

colourless grass, the softness of it seamed and carved by
rivulets. On the lower slopes of the mountains the same
moraine is belted and held in leash by low stone walls, set

back and stepped one above the other, the broad steps green

in April with grass and barley. Lifted above them stands

the skeleton of the mountains, bony, white against the sky,

a sky oftenest blue, washed cold. Definite as this country,

it would seem, was the life of the Youth himself, so little did

it deviate from the simplest existence, content to see others

set off while he sentinelled the sheep or reaped the ribbons of

barley up the Borrigo : to listen to their tales on their return.

He can have known little of the sound of wheels : of the

associations of most villages and towns: Jiis little village, for

the lack of these, perhaps, grips tighter to its few individual

necessities, provoking before dawn the voice of its forge, the

soft thud of hammer on heated iron.

\ Three tracks only for him to have known ; links with
villages scarcely less remote : tracks that snake and are

lost in the folds of the mountains. The one he must have used
most often, because it leads to the high grazing lands, is also

the steepest, working criss-cross up the wall of mountain,
grooved-out and polished and narrowed to the strict com-
pass of the feet of flocks passing in single file. At last it

knows no further lift, comes to the sky, to a world beyond,
underneath the sky, comes out upon a flat-topped saddle

of silvered, stoic grass, learned in all lessons of wind and sun.

Hereabouts is first heard the sound of sheep and goat bells :

alluring, stabbing sound.
Not that life can have been poignant, nor a riddle to the

tranquil Youth, who must have built his own short life too
simply to admit complexities of light and shade, and knew
nothing of an unessential, troubled existence.

He had his one permission from the lines in front of Verdun
and was with his people. Did he leave for the last time

without question ? Did he perhaps, with the second spell
of tumult and horror, take it that Death might be well the
gift of his silent and sure country, its most precious gift ?

It came to him in the Spring. At the time amongst the
mountains of the change of the wind and the melting of the
snows : of the music of a thousand torrents : of pale, lit

faces of primroses. -There is no grave, marked, for his parents
to find, in the torn and aghast land before Verdun. La
Jeunesse of France left there but names and memories, less

connected with Death than Victory : but his abiding memory
is elsewhere than on a battlefield.

One soft evening in late March, of south wind, after the
Angelus had rung, when white cloud folded itself round the
little village and waited on its sleep, the bell spoke of him :

and next morning at dawn the Oiflce was read. The moon
had not left the sky. The sun came up and laid his scarlet

over the mountains. A thrush sang.
I'"nU day was born. And the flocks went out upon the

hill-sides.

The Music of the Poets

WHILE Professors trouble their souls over

phonetics, poets—a "more humble folk—are glad

to make melody with such sounds as we possess.

And it is wonderful how well some succeed. Very
difficult is it to analyse the music of a poem ; to tell how
much is owing to the selection of words and how much to

the ideas that lie behind the words. Does a rhythm of sound
prepare the brain for the picture which the sense of the words
is intended to create, and does the nice correlation between
these two functions cause that harmony which imparts

sensuous delight ? To anyone interested in this line of

argument we would commend Mr. J. G. Squire's new volume
of poems. The Lily of Malnd (Martin Seeker, is. net.). Mr.

Squire, whose writings are now well-known to readers of

Land & Water, has to a high degree the gift of melody ;

indeed his verse sometimes seems to have the very quality

of music. Take the following eight lines—a poem complete

in itself—entitled " Behind the Lines." The curious

repetitive has the same haunting suggestion which is dis-

tinctive of a striking phrase in a sonata or other musical work

;

The wind of evening cried along the darkening trees,

Along tlie darkening trees. Iieavy with ancient pain,

Heavy witli ancient pain from faded centuries,

From faded centuries . . . O foolish thought and vain 1

O foolish thought and vain to think the wind could know;
To think the wind could know the griefs of men who died.

The griefs of men who died and mouldered long ago :

" And mouldered long ago," the wind of evening cried.

Tlie Lily of Malnd, the long poem which gives its title^o the

volume, tells the legend of the lily that blooms only once

and for an hour at midnight in the heart of the jungle. It is

visible only to women, and to them only once in a life-time ;

it has to be sought through the blind jungle and the black-

ness of the night. In this legend of a beatific vision, as

imagined by the poet, there is a beautiful parable of life.

Mr. Squire goes to Nature for his philosophy, wherein
in the opinion of this writer, he shows wsdom. Tlie best

illustration of it in this volume is" Acacia Tree," a psalm
and a parable to teach man patience and endurance—lessons

which we all stand in need of in these days. And in the

last poem of the book he warns his fellow-beings from seeking

to discover " The Stronghold" from which pain, hate, and
all the unpleasant things of this world ai'e excluded, and
where peace only reigns :

But, O, if you find that castle,

Draw back your foot from the gateway,
Let not its peace invite you.
Let not its offerings tempt you.

For faded and decayed like a garment.
Love to a dust will have fallen,

And song and laughter will have gone with sorrow,
And hops will have gone with pain ;

And of all the throbbing heart's high courage
Nothing will remain.
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

15

W-HEn July comes we begin to think of summer
holidays—even in war time—and to nine people
out of ten the light literature to make holiday
with consists of a good novel or two. Many

people will be taking no holidays this year or keeping them
at home. I recommend such people a judicious course of

hction as a restful and rela>dng alternative to crowded hotels

or uncomfortable lodgings at tlie sea-side. Several readable
novels have come my way lately, and they arc of styles to
suit a variety of tastes.

* * * * «

Let me first welcome Mrs. Flora Annie Steel in a kind
of romance that I fancy she has not done at full length before.

Marmaduke (Heinemann, 5s. net), is a story of the middle of

the nineteenth century with scenes laid partly in Scotland and
partly in the Crimea. The hero is heir-presumptive to a
Scottish barony, and its heroine is the granddaughter of his

father's head-piper. The father, Lord Drummuir of Urum-
muir, a remarkable old rake, is the presiding genius for

evil and good, of an extremely entertaining talc. I do not
' beheve that an officer in the '50's would have spoken of a
cigarette as a " fag," but otherwise there is nothing that
offends against one's liistorical sensibilities in the setting of
tlie book, and the description of the old reprobate's court at
his Castle of Drummuir, is a very skilful piece of worK. Mrs.
Steel does not disdain the somewhat melodramatic use of
coincidence to round off a tale which has in it all the
elements of a {,Teat popular success.*****

.'•liss F. Tennyson Jesse's Secret Bread (Heinemann, Gs. net),

claims our attention as something more than a pleasing
diversion. It is an attempt, often powerful, always arresting
and, in its total impression, extremely sad, to express the
passing of the generations. The scene of it is laid in a Cornish
manor-house and the plot of the story arises from the devilish

revenge taken by the eldest son of a family of bastards against

the youngest who had become heir to the estate by their

father's death-bed marriage with their mother. This youngest
son, Ishmael, who comes into the world in the first chapter and
goes out of it, a grandfather, in the last, is the leading

character, but his personality, which is at first extremely
\"ivid, seems to fade into insignificance before the idea of the

march of the generations which gradually dominates the book,

even ousting from it the promising theme of " the bread
eaten in secret." This theme is expanded by Parson Boase,

young Ishmael's guardian and tutor, who is, as it were, the

chorus of the earlier part of the book, in this fashion : "There's

only one thing certain—that we all have something, some
secret bread of our own soul, by which we live, that nourishes

and sustains us. It may be a different thing for each man
alive." Ishmael thinks he knows what his secret bread is

and believes he will cherish it* to the end. It seems to have

Jast Ready. Price 3/6 Net.

THE LAST DAYS
OF FORT VAUX

By HENRY BORDEAUX.

READERS will welcome the appearance in book form of llio

account of " The La.st Days of Fort Vaux," from the pen

of the well-known French novelist, M. Henry Bordeaux,

which attracted so much attention when it came out in serial

form in the Rtvue dea Deux Monde.f. M. Bordeaux draws from

his own experiences, for he is serving at the front ax Staff

Captain, and has access both to French official documents and to

many German papers taken from the enemy. His work is a well-

merited tribute to the heroism of the French soldiery, and its

weird, lively, and at the same time thoughtful picture of the three

months' siege that formed one of the most conspicuous episodes

of tha great Battle of Verdun has an enduring interest a« a record

of events that well deserve commemoration.

NELSONS' AT ALL BOOKSELLERS
AND BOOKSTALLS.

been the autlior's intention to show how far he did so but, if
so, the bigger and less manageable idea overwhelmed it, and
the result is one or two loose threads in a novel for the most
jjart well constructed in spite of its wide scope. There is in
the book, as in many books written by women, an element of
hardness, that is almost cruelty (tlievice they most detest in
certain of its manifestations) "in dealing with some subjects,
but there is also an extraordinary knowledge of life and a
vivid insight into the mainsprings of human action. Secret
Bread is a very remarkable, if rather depressing, book.

* * * * *

And now for what Stevenson would haVe called a " tale of
tushery." With Gold and Steel, by Cecil Starr Johns, (John
Lane 6s.) is quite an excellent tale of the type that Mr.
Stanley Weyman brought into fresh vogue some score of years
ago, and that never quite lost its admirers, even when the
costume play ceased to fill the theatres. Although one would
think that the age and personality of Henry IV of France
had been worn threadbare by English novelists, Mr. Johns,
by admirably contrived adventure, a gay sense of humour
and a Dumaesque prodigality of romantic swagger, manages
to bring fresh life into an old theme. He has a most chivalric
hero in the Breton Le Pouldu, a spirited comrade for him in
Armand dc Bourlay, a thorough-going and dangerous enemy
in de Vaarg, and a winning heroine in lionise de Marmont.
Many old friends of historical fiction, besides Navarre, make
their appearance in these crowded pages, but Mr. Johns writes
with the freshness of one telling such a tale for the first time,
and I for one read With Gold and Steel from start to
finish with much the same eager interest as that with which as
a boy 1 devoured for the first time The Three Musketeers.*****
We come again to problems in Mr. Horace Vachell's latest

novel. Fishpingle (John Murray 5s. net.) is a novelised
version of the author's play of that name, or is it the novel on
which the play was founded. Mr. Vachell challenges the critic'

to say which was written first, the novel or the play. I never
saw the play so that I do not feel very competent to judge, but
the novel, finished though it is with the almost too complete
smoothness which is so characteristic of its author's work,
bears some traces of attempts to underline points, which
suggests that it was written subsequently to the play. In
any case it is a pleasant and easy book to read. It raises a
question of extreme interest at the present moment. How is

all that is good in the old country life of England, its sport
and its conscientious landowners, to be saved in the necessity

of making it justify itself economically ? Mr. Vachell has a
tenderness for the Squirearchy, but I am not sure that he does
full justice to his case in the presentation of his typical English
country gentlemen. He himself sees so clearly the good points

of Sir Geoffrey Pomfret that he rather neglects to emphasise
them and so leaves the reader with the opinion that he was
merely an obstinate old fool, who in the last resort could be
managed by those round him, and especially by the mysterious

and melodramatic butler, Fishpingle. Still the book puts the

problem quite clearly and fairly and may start some people
facing it who would not otherwise have given it a thought,

except from some extravagantly prejudiced point of view

THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY
AND AFTER

JULY.
An Irish Settlement?:

(1) Is it wise to establish Home Rule before the End of the War7
Hv ]>rolesi«)r \. V. I>1CEY.

(2) A Southern Unioflisfs View. Bj Sir HIONRY BL.VKK, G.C.M.G.

Air Raids and the New War. By HAROLD F. WYATT.
The Coining Revolution. By Dr. AUTHLR SHADWELL.
The Return of Religion. By tlie Very E«v. Canon WILLI.AJI BARRY, D.D.

German Warnings to Germany. By GEORGE SAUNDERS.
Sketches in England and Germany—1914, III.

By "the Hon. Mrs. WALTER FORBES,
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, either on one side qr the other. Moreover, it is a true holiday -

novel written with that smiling air whose bkindibhments

it is hard to i«sist.

* • •

The Candid tourtship, by Madge Mears, (John Lane 6s.)

^ seems at first to 'be going to develop into what at the

end of last centurv used to be called i)ar excellence the

'problem novel. For in the second chapter we find the

sufiragcttc beitrine regretfully refusing the hero because of

a confession he makes to her about a previous affair. We
move on to the ne.xt chajjfer in fear of floods of rhetoric on

the lines of "one law for the man and another for the

woman." But Miss Mears has too much humour to be

quite guilty of that, or she could never have written on

the subject of open windows that " incompatibility of

temperature has broken up many a happy home," and we

find ourselves in consequence taking more interest in; th«
' somewhat unexpected developments of the story than

perhaps thestorv justifies. It- presents, for those interested,

an insight into the psychology of a certain type of feminist.

* *-».*
Here is the third novel I have dealt with which has the

true holiday spirit. Which are the other two, I leave it to the

ingenious reader to guess. There can be no doubt about

the hohday value of a good detective novel. There can be no

doubt too that The Post-Master's Daughter by Louis Tracy

(Cassell & Co. 6s.) is such a detective novel. It is. of orthodo.x

pattern—body discovered, ingenious . invention of false

scents, stupid local pohce, clever C.I.D. men (the " Yard"

is allowed more kudos than usual), but there are novel

incidents for each phase and novel characters to perform

them, all being well set off against a well-studied background

of village life. The whole tale moves with lively talk

and bustling action. Mr. Tracy is a good story-teller and

this is, I think, so far his best.

Auluvin. by Muriel Hine (John Lane. 6s.) is the story of a

man and hi« wife who separated hastily through incom-

patibility, and, with this author's usual skill, the varied for-

tunes of" the two are rendered thoroughly interestiiig. Deirdre

Caradoc, the wife, had a charming country cottage given

her by her rich cousin, and there she settled down to captivate

the neighbourhood, more especially a rather eccentric squire.

Complications, oi- course, ensue ; how they end the reader

will find it well'^Vorth while to ascertain. The main interest

of the book, as in all Miss Mine's work, lies in her characterisa-

tion. In spite of the husband's hasty judgment and its result,

sympathy with him is skilfully retained, and in spite of the

obviousness of what follows on Deirdre's decision to go and
live alone, iJne wants to know just how it happened, and to

know, too, just what will happen next—in that \vay one is

drawn oil to the story's end, with scarcely time to notice how
very skilfully th&^tage is set. The beauty of the country

cottage ard its setting, , the atmosphere in which Deirdre

lives, are so well rendered that in reading one may see it all

and get some of the perfume of the country flowers. This

book fulfils the promise of the author's earlier works, and forms

an event in the fiction output of the year.

Iniquity of Gulls

To the Editor of L.\nd & Water.

Sir.—Can Dr. Burland cite a solitary proved instance (not

hearsay or unproved assertion) in which gulls have propagated
foot and-mouth disease or anthrax, or have eaten fruit ?

I put the question because (i) your correspondent's state-

ment that the gull is now " about the most common bird we
have " shows that his knowledge is confined to coast areas

and counties
;

(2)- his observation that " almost all birds are

quite capable of looking after themselves " indicates that

he js unaware of the persecution to which many species are •

subjected and of the extermination of some of these in Great'

Britain; (j), his statement that gulls have been withdrawn
from protection in Scotland is true only of eight coimties-

and only partially true of two of these ; (4) gulls are not pro-
tected by the Act in the open season, the only time when
(if at all) they could be of use " in the food interests of this,,

nation," and their eggs are not protected by the Act. '
' ';

I do not deny that one or (perhaps) two species of gull'

have greatly increased of late years ; but this Society, when
considted, offered no objection to the removal of the protection

accorded to y^eeggs by local authorities in certain districts,

in order, that those eegs might be collected for food. I would
suggest that those who make wholesale charges and sweeping
assertions should not disregard accuracy in setting fortli

their indictments. L. G.vrdi nkr.
Secretary, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,

2J (Jueen Anne's Gale, S.W. . -

S^>:.-(i

Militarism and th^

Individual.
By "BLACK WATCH."

"It is a big di'tuvback to Army life," said a i';etired officer

to the writer reliently, " that it so thoroughly unfits a man for
any other kind ,of life. It's quite true that the Army makes a
man in one sense., but equally it unmakes him. The routuio
destroys his individuality. A man may struggle like the devil

to avoid losing his personality, but unless he is an exceptional
sort of fellow he has to give in in the end. ''

. ,

I give the comment for what it is worth. It may be over-

stated, but thei:e is a large measure of truth in it. The
great complaint .of ofheers at the front is that > however
liardworked they may be, mentally they are rusting. Below StaS
ranli there is little or no chance for " brains."

That is ope of the many reasons why .such an enormous
number of officers occupy themselves in their scanty leisure by
studying the Pelman System of mental training. Apart from
other benefits.—with which I will deal further, on—ithe System is

beyond all question one of the very finest forms of mental recrea-

tion thatcoidd be devised. " A brilliant mental tonic " (to quote

the remark of a Pelmanist) describes it neatly. It would, frankly,

be Impossible for any man, be he ever so jaded or brain-weary,

to, follow this syitem without receiving a huge indraft of fresh

energy, fresh inspiration, and fresh hope.

But,j:^|fck stupid prejudice which puts Officialdom against

&x\}jih\r^vj\^^^i- advertised (as though the Govei-nment had not,

itself, ei^MwKjbe ..aid of adv^ertisement to secure its needed
millions oT'TOcn ^'id money!), I verily believe that the )Ndv

Office would have miade the Pelman Course an integral part of

every officer's training. There are over 4,000 British officers who
will bear me out in this assertion, and who would doubtless add,

emphatically, that it would be a gi-and thing for the Army. .,

For " Perrrianisrri " does not limit itself to affording welcome
mental recreation. I would describe that, indeed, as the smallest

of the advantages to be gained by it. "Pelmanism" has an intensely

practical bearingirpon efficiency in every sense of the word. '

Keen powers of observation and perception—clear reasoning
ability-^self-oonfidence and self-control (even to the point of

courage)—concentration—the abolition of mindrJVS^andering and
brain-fag—decision—will-power—and, above all, an absolutely

dependable memory: these are what the Pelman Course develops

in those who study it.

The strenuous character of this war has made it imperative

that eveixmEiri who aspires to do his part with credit shall exert

every unit of his mental ability: and "Pelmanism "helps him
to do. this. There is no officer—ifrom the newest subaltern to the

C.O.—wh^ can afford to overlook this tried and proven aid to

efficiency.

I ha^ie seen some hundreds of letters from the front : letters

from Generals, from Colonels, from R.F.C. and R.N.A.S. officers,

from Admirals, from the Captains of many of the finest fighting

ships, from the Infantry, from the A.S.C., from the B.A.M.C.

—

letters froin every rank and from every xmit of the British Army
and Navy, telling in the plainest way what immense advantages
have been derived fi'om the Pelman Course.

Of these letters "Truth " very aptly remarks:

—

The results obtained by students in the AiTny and Navy
demand special consideration, if only from their 'volume. It

might have been anticipated that men engaged on active service

jvould have little time to spare for what, from an uninformed
point of view, might seem to be an academic study which might
well bo left to the times of peace. That is not the view of the

Army or 'the Navy. The Services demand the best from every

.man, here and now. Activp sendee does not teach habits of pro-

crastination, and youth—in AiTny and Navy are the flower of the

hatiori's youth-i-is tb(^l*;^ger to wait for to-morrow. So the

Army and Navy^ia\'e titkeM to " Pehnanising " with avidity, and
irom all rnidvs comes the testimony of its value, from the General,

who " accepts, •si'ith thankfulness, the new ideas " which he gets

I'rom the coui-se, to the cadet.

' A full reprint of "Truth's" Specinl Supplement, dealing

with the work (jf the Pelman institute iu the Array and Navy,
ttc, together with a copy of " Mind and Memory," in which the

Pelman Couree is fully described and explained, may be obtained,

\/ratis and post- free, by applying to The Pelnmn Institute,

"39Mi3Veuham House, Bloomsbury Street, London. W.GJ.
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In 10 Months we Saved

the Lives of 6,000 of

Belgium^s Little Ones.

WILL YOU NOT HELP
US TO SAVE OTHERS?

" L'CEuvre de la Sante de I'Enfance Beige,"

under the Presidency of H.S.H. Princess

A. de Ligne, in Holland, undertakes to

bring children who are "CERTIFIED BY
DOCTORS to be in declining health " from
Belgium into Holland, where they are cared
for and returned after being properly

nourished and clothed.

UNLESS YOU HELP, THIS LIFE-

SAVING WORK IN HOLLAND
CANNOT BE CONTINUED, AND
16,000 CHILDREN WAITING FOR
THEIR TURN MUST PERISH.

Remittances to the delegate of above work, the Hon.
Treasurer, Working Men's Belgian I'und (Registered War
Charities Act, 1916), 32 Grosvenor Place, London,
S.W. 1. Earmarked for the " Belgian Children's Fund."

BURBERRY NavalKn
Illustrated

Naval

Catalogue

Post Free

Kvery
Burberry
Garment
is labelled

'Burberrys'

NAVAL BURBERRY
A healthful substitute for oilskins and
macintoshes. Airylight and self-ventila-
ting,yet effective against every form wet

I'or many years, distiii

giiished Officers of the

British, and other grea
Navies have relied iipor

Burberry Weatherproof Kii

as the most effective mean;
of protecting health againsi

the hardships and exposure

which their arduous duties

entail.

Burberry Naval Kit fulfil.'

the definite purpo.se o1

giving dependable and en-

during service under all

conditions, in all seasons

and climates ; and safe-

guards health aoainst wet.

wind and cold with that

unequivocal certainty which

superiority in material,

weaving, proofing and
workman.ship alone can

assure.

Complete Kits for R.N.,

R.N.R.. R.N.V.R. and

R.N.A.S. in 2 to 4 Days,

or Ready-To -Put -On.

BURBERRYS Haymarket LONDON
Boul. Malesherbes PARIS ;& Agents in Chief Naval Stations

™" LONDON

CLOVE COMPANY L"^

NOW PROCEEDING.
MEN'S GLOVES.

LOT 59.-Best Ouality Natural
Chamois, Prixsf.im Hand-sewn, with
Ula.k or Si'ir Thre.iil. Special Cut
'Ilinnih';. one laruc Pearl Itutton.
Sale Price 3/10 pair. Postage 2<l. ex.

LOT C9.— Fine Doeskin "Gazelle
Finish" Superior (Juality Pupie .Si'un,

in Dark Grey .Sliaiie, one Button.
Sizes 7 to 8^. 8a 'O Price 3/8 pair

Postage 2d. extra.

LOT 6>.—Real Reindeer Gloves, Prix-
seam sewn (IOn;ilisli made), in dark
(irey shade ; >;ii;iiit. hleiriislu'iH in tile

skill. Sizes s. s{, X], sj. « only.

Sale Price 7/6 pair. Postage ;id. ejt.

MEN'S PYJAMAS.
M 65.—The "Ambleside" Superior
Quality Ceylon Flannel Pyjamas, in
Hlue, (Jreen, or Heliotrope Stripes;
also Blue and White. Grey and
White, Green and Heliot-rope, or
Fawn and Green Stripes.
Sale Price 7/3 each. Postage Sd. ex.

3 for 21/-. Post free.

M S7,—The "Ambassador" Best
Quality Ceylon Flannel Pyjamas, in
Grey with I'ink. (ireen, Heliotrope
or Fawn, and Hel!otroj)e uith Green
Stripes. 9/11 each. Postage ."xi. extra.

3 tor 29/-. Post free.

MEN'S SHIRTS.
M 6. — Best Quality
Zeohyr N«glig« Shirts,

,«i'lt or Stilt Pnlfis White
Grounds, neat B!a**k,

It I n e. or Heliotrope
stripes. Bnia Price 4/. each

Pfs'ige 2d. extra.

PJ^^. M 8 -Wool Taffeta,
f

I
^\ *» u n :ii e r wei>:Iit.

Douhle Cutis,
with Blue.
Blue k, o r

Heliotrope
^tripes. Very
Miiierior.

'In Price 7/9
Postage M. ex.

3 for 21/.

Post free.

Ordert by Post
riceive every
advantage of

the Sale. M (7. Pyjaaai.

Letter Order Bepi & CilyWarehouse

:

West End EstabHshtnent :

45 8?45a CHEAPSIDE, E.C,2. 82&83 NEW BOND ST.,W,I.
Three doors /rom Oxford St.
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A Day's Holiday in the JEgean
Bv A. G. White

Brother Diodorus

IT
has been the

happy lot of

many who are

serving in our

land or sea forces

in these tremen-

dous times to find

themselves able,

cither of their own
will or impelled by
the big toe of ne-

cessity, to leap

over the wall of

daily routine and
set their feet in the

large room of ex-

perience. Especi-

ally is this so with

those who have
found themselves
in the Eastern
theatres of war ;

• whether in war-
weary Macedonia ;

in Mesopotamia,
" that comfortable

word "
; marching

arduously into the Promised Land, or stationed in the liastern

Mediterranean, that inexhaustible fount of mythology and
romance.

It was while at Stavros, serving in the senior ship of the

squadron su]iporting the right flank of our army on the

Struma front, that the present writer had an experience

which would not have come his way had not the whirlwind

of war swept him out of a quiet

English city and dropped him
amidst the Ai)gean Isles. This
experience was a visit to the

Peninsula of Mount Athos, the

great home of nionasticismin, the

Eastern Orthodox Church. In

ordinary times, a permit to visit

the Holy Mount can only be ob-

tained from the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople or from the represent-

atives of Mount Athos at Salonika.

But under present conditions the

granting of permission to land
there rests with the local British

Naval Authorities. Not that such
authority could or would supersede

the Athonian rule that nothing
ttha is not of the male sex may and
or live in the Peninsula ; for as

weeks grow into months and
months into years, the Navy itself

in these waters passes a celibate,

almost monastic existence.

Mount Athos is the easternmost

of the three peninsulas which
run in a south-easterly direction

from the ancient Chalcidice. It

rises from a low-lying isthmus

up to the mountain whose six

thousand feet command the

Northern yligean. Across the nar-

row isthmus can still be traced the

line of the canal cut byXerxes in

483 B.C. This arduous enter-

prise was undertaken partly that

the Persian fleet might the >

better co-operate with the movements of the anny along the

coasts of Thrace and Macedonia ;
partly, no doubt, to avoid

the fate which had overtaken a previous naval expedition

against Greece, when the greater portion of the Persian fleet

'liad been wrecked in a violent storm while trying to round

the huge and perilous promontory. Mcunt Athos itself is

always grandly beautiful, now floating like a magic isle

upon a sea of mist, now crowned with dazzling cumulus,

in the level ravs of the westering sun it, glows rosy pink,

shading to violet, purple, grey and black in quick gradation

as the short twilight deepens into night.

On the south-eastern spur of the Mount there still live

Troglodites. These solitilry cave-dwelling hermits pass their

days far removed from the world, pcrcbcM high ou some

Bell Tower, Batopedios Monastery

seeminglj' inaccessible rock, a late survival of the earliest

form of eastern monasticism in the Christian era. From t hese

was developed in the tenth century the monastery of the

Most Great and Most Holy Lavra, the first organised com-
munity on Mount Athos. This monastery is delightfully

situated on the lower slopes of the Holy Mount, looking across

the blue ^Egean sea towards Leinnos Isle. There are some
twenty otlier monastic foundations scattered up and down
the Peninsula, all of them Greek but three ; the Russian

monastery of S. Panteleimon, the Bulgarian Zographo, and
the Serbian Kiliander. The ancient founders of the mon-
asteries knew well how to choose their sites and how to build.

Many are gems of graceful beauty. Especially do they so

appear when viewed from the sea under the lavish brilliance

of an eastern sun. As you sail down the coast, you catch

glimpses of delicate green domes, golden crosses, red roofs,

shiniuK through and above the trees which grow so abundantly,

even right down to the sea.

It was early on a lovely autumn morning that a small

party of us left Stavros in a fast patrol craft bound for the

monastery of Batopedios, which we reached after a three

hours' run. This monastery is charmingly placed, by the

sea, at the foot of clive-crowned vine-clad hills. We anth ored

in the quiet sheltered bay, and after a quick luncii pulled

to the stone jetty, where there had assembled a party of monks
to greet us as we landed. After mutual, salutations, they
conducted us up the sloping paved roadway to the main gate.

Tlnuugh this we passed into a large courtyard, cool, delight-

ful, old-world. To the right, a wide terraced pave led up to

another courtyard surrounded by ancient monastic buildings.

Opposite the'entrance in the main court was the monastery

chapel and a bell tower with clock. By the clock hung a bell

on which the passing hours were struck by the figure of an
old-time warrior, who was destined to afford us some amuse-

ment later in the day. On reach-

ing the courtyard we were first

taken, according to the hospitable

custom of the monks, to the large

upper room, a many-windowed
guest chamber looking out over
the sea. On the walls were
numerous paintings and photo-
graphs of divers ecclesiastics of

the Eastern Orthodox Church,
and crowned heads of a former
generation. Some of these latter, it

must be admitted,were rather mon-
strous colour schemes. Amongst
them we noticed a familiar por-
trait of Queen Victoria, similar to

the one which, accompanied
almost invariably by a portrait of

the late Mr. Gladstone, adorns
so many of our cottage homes.

In the guest-room, we were
greeted by more of the brethren,

one of them being the secretary

of the monastery, a benign monk
of Falstaffian proportions, yet
withal not without grace. Cigar-

ettes were handed round, and we
were soon all busy talking, one of

our party acting as interpreter-in-

chief. There was then brought in

a tray containing a jar of delicious

quince jelly, with spoons and
tumblers of water. With oft-

repeated "eucharisto," to air our
little Greek, we each in turn
took a spoonful of jelly and
glass of water. Coffee followed,

and red wine, a pleasing local vintage. The monks were
eager for the latest war news and heard with much indignation
that the Greek Government had allowed the Bulgars to seize

Kavala. They were also considerably perturbed on learning
that the enemy had burnt some of the farms in Macedonia
belonging to the Athonite monasteries. (Most of these
communities, it may be noted, draw considerable revenues
from their scattered farms in Macedonia, Thaso, Imbros,
Lemnos and Samothrace.) After leaving the guest-clmmber,
we were taken to an octagonal building in the same wing.
The lower storey was used as a museum of local antiquities ;

the tipper was the monastery library which contained some
exquisite scripts. A few of these were over a thousand years
old ; one in particular, a book of homilies, was a priceless
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work containing illuminations of great
beauty. Age had caused no fading
or deterioration of the brilliant reus
and golds and blues and yellows

;

inspection through a strong readirg
glass failed to find any flaw in the
ancient workmanship. The time spent
amongst such treasures was all too
short ; truth to say, our guides did not
seem at liome there, and the offi-cial

librarian unfortunately was net at hand
Before \isiting the library we had

beep joined by brother Diodorus, a
delightful old man of over seventy.
He spoke English well and was for-

merly in our Merchant Service. He
had withdrawn from the world some
fifteen years before and joined the
Hatopedian Brotherhood, and is now
waiting to sing his A"«<nc Dimittis.
From the library Brother Diodorus
took us to his private room, spotlessly
clean and neat and not the least little

bit like an austere monastic cell. A
window gay with flowers and a bal-
cony covered with a richly-laden vine
spoke of one who, though with-
diawn from the wo^ld, could yet
rejoice in the bounty with which God has blessed it.

We spent some time here chatting in English with the old
man, and then went down into the main court to visit tl.e

monastery chapel. Here there was much to stir our eager

Vine-Clad Balcony, Brother Diodorus' Room

interest and arouse cur sense of mystery. The Iconostasis,

the lofty sanctuary screen, was resplendent with ancient

icons ; the gilded carving and fine brass filigree work glowed

warmly in the patient light of many candles. There was
nothing here of the grotesque, tawdry or cheap which so often

spoils beautiful sanctuary screens in the churches of the

Orthodox Communion. On the altar, which stood under a

baldachino in the midst of the sanctuary, was a small silver

cross of the most delicate workmanship imaginable. Into

the front and back of the cross were inlaid panels of cedar

wood each about one inch square ; each exquisitely carved

to pourtray a scene from the Gospel story. Resting in a

socket at the back of the altar was the magnificent silver

cross ot Constantme the Great, now carried in procession on

great festivals. Amongst other treasures, too, \vc were shown

a richly jecorated two-leaved icon dating from the eight li

century ; also a chalice of much beauty, the cup of which.

some seven inches in diameter, waS of jasper delicately

wrought and transparently thin. It was supported en a

base of silver by two dragon-like figures, their fore-feet resting

General View of Mount Athos

on the rim and their quaintly fashioned heads peering into
the chalice. There is in the woild only one similar chalice,
now in S. Mark's; \'enice. Both originally came from S.

Sophia, Constantinople.
We left this treasure house of Byzantine art reluctantly,

but time was pressing, and went across the courtyard to the
refectory. This ancient building is no longer used, as the
monastery of Batopedios now belongs to the later form of
monastic Ufe on Mount Athos. The monks live in separate
apartments, and possess property of their own. Their affairs
are administered by a sort of board of directors who are
elected for a definite term.
From the refectory, we adjourned to the guest-chamber

for refreshment before leaving. As we were going out through
the courtyard, where grave-faced monks were pacing in the
cool of the evening, the clock in the bell-tower showed three
minutes to the hour. The brother responsible for the clock
happened to be with us', and he wished us to wait and see
the hour struck on the bell by the old watch-keeping warrior.
So we stood and watched the minute hand move round

—

two minutes, one minute, the hour—and nothing happened !

The old monk had forgotten to wind up the striking machinery'
that morning, and it had run down after the previous hour
had been struck. The poor old fellow retired in confusion
amidst thfe laughter and kin.Uy chaff of his brother monks
The brethren now accompanied us down to the landing

jetty. The sun had set and the western slcy was deepening
into violet. The hills guarding the entrance to the Rendina
Gorge (through which S. Paul once pressed to Salonica with
his urgent message), cast deep black reflections in the ca m
motionless sea ; so that it was hard to define where substance
ended and shadow began. Almost we were persuaded that
the war was an evil dream. Next day we were lying off the
mouth of the Struma, while our ship's guns poured lycldite

shell into the enemy's trenches and organisations. And so
life goes on in the ^Egean. Active service to the full

—

blockading the enemy's ports, bombarding the Bulgarian and
Turkish coasts, keeping an eye on the slippeiy Greek, hunting
the modern pirate of the seas, patrolling and sweeping the
narrow and dangerous waters between the /Egean Isles

; and
with it all, priceless opportunities for experiences.

^
!£:;!!• |-

Gourtyard of the Monastery
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DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

ISames and addresses of shops, where ike articles mentioned
can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard
addressed to Passe-Partout, Land & Water, 5, Chancery
Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

Warraoted to

Wear

Very clear-sighted buying is necessary
now-a-days if any thing at all satis-

factory is to be got for the money. This
is particularly true where stockings are concerned, prices
fluctuating here so much that nothing is certain save their
perpetual increase.

Some hole-proof black cotton stockings, guaranteed to
last without a hole for six months from the date of buying,
are one of the best propositions encountered for many a long
day. These stockings are of particularly good quality, soft,

well-finished, and of very superior substance. • ^s a wear-
resisting stocking they fulfil economy's highest dictates,
for they are specially spliced at heels and toes and thus
unusually strong. War workers find these stockings an in-

calculable benefit. Not only are they most comfortable to
wear, but with them no darning is necessary, an occupation
for which in these strenuous days no-one has the spare time.
They are kept in cdl sizes, from 8^ to loj and are a well shaped
stocking into the bargain.
.The guarantee is given' with every six pairs sold, the price

is 13s. 6d. the half-dozen, and nothing could possibly repre-
sent a better investment. The firm selling them are now
holding their summer sale, some exceptional offers in the
stocking way being a feature, though those just mentioned
are too much of a bargain already to allow of any further
decrease in their price.

Summer Felt
Hats

The idea has come straight over from
Paris and promises to be received with
equal enthusiasm here. As soon as the

sunny weather started, Parisians wore Ught felt hats with
their diaphanous lawn and cotton dresses. Nor is the notion
anything of the bouleversement at first it seenis, because nothing
makes a better sun hat than a felt.

A clever London firm are showing the most delightful
collection of featherweight summer felt hats possible to imagine.
For one thing, smart though they are, there is a definite
practicabihty about them. They are light, cool, do not hurt
m the rain, and are in a great variety of shape and style. The
available colours are white, champagne, and pale grey, and
in some cases a fascinating colour contrast is achieved by
means of a " puggaree " swathe—quite narrow and very
softly bound round the crown.

upanish sailor hats in this light weight felt with stiffened
brims are 30s., while soft felt squashable hats with a pretty
feather mount or something of the kind at the side are a
guinea. Many of these roll up into the smallest possible
compass when travelling, and hence are a boon in these days
of restricted luggage.

Specialities are always rather delightful

WeUg""'^
things to meet, especially when doing so
directly benefits the encounterer. An

instance is some capital boots—for both ladies and men

—

with waterproof welts. These completely ensure that the
foot is kept perfectly dry, the boot being absolutely
impervious to rain or darnp.

jThis welt is the patent of one famous firm. In common
with many other ideas now-a-days, this at first originated to
help the men in the trenches ; then, however, it naturally
expanded, others taking to the idea and women war workers
finding their needs also provided for. The welt itself is such
a clever arrangement that it is quite interesting to go to the
showrooms and have its principle explained. This the
courteous assistants will be only too pleased to do at any
time, and whether the inquirers buy or whether they do not,
they will find they are equally welcome.
:Another thing worth note is that these boots are made with

" Driped " soles, these in expert opinion being the very best
that can be got. The comfort of marching boots fitted in this

way is intense, as soldiers are always proving, and though they

are not at the first go off inexpensive, they last so long that in

the course of time they automatically become so.

A welcome piece of news is that, though the firm naturally

enough gives credit, it has a special system of cash prices for

all who like to pay at once and so get the discount.

A Sale of
Gloves

Two special points make a sale of gloves

uf extreme interest. In the first place,

a great number of special pairs suitable

for motoring and all kinds of work are being cleared from
is. iid. upwards. These gloves are of very strong leather,

large enough to slip on with the utmost ease, and are par-

ticularly well worth buying from the war worker's point of

view. V\'ith gloves such as these, it becomes a far easier

matter to work on the land, in the garden, or indulge in any
other of the many pursuits to which shortage of labour and
the general events have brought many women.
The second chance goes rather to the other extreme of

purpose, concerning washable white kid gloves, selling

during the sale at the reduced price of 4s. 6d. They can be
cleaned in the most delightfully easy way, the dirt just

sponging off. Another feature—odd though it may seem
—is that this variety seems to keep cleaner longer than the
majority of white gloves, while perhaps the superlative point
in their favour is the way in wliicli they last and wear.
The sale price is a thing to take and be grateful for in this

case, since already this special glo\e has increased in price.

Scotcb
Skirts

Scotland is responsible for several good
things, as many of us south of the Tweed
are gratefully aware. Some skirts made

in Scotland of first class Scotch materials must now be
included, the makers dealing with the crofters direct. .

A thing now to note is the extra care many women are
giving to the character of their clothes. This is a direct
result of the general rise in prices, durability having to be
a thoroughly investigated matter. The skirts in question
last in such a continuous way that one almost wonders where
the profit to the makers comes in. It probably lies in the
fact that one customer always makes another, praise of the
skirts going from mouth to mouth, and half of the business
being consequently built up on that most satisfactory foun-
dation of all—personal recommendation. \\'ell-cut, man-
tailored tartan skirts cut either on the straight or the cross,
are kept in stock sizes, but can also be made specially to order
within the brief period of four days.
These skirts at tht outset are not exactly inexpensive, out

as time goes on the initial price repays itself over and
over again, the truth that it is cheapest to buy good things
in the end being once more attested. Passe P.\rtout

Following their well established precedent July is the mouth set
aside by Stagg and Mantle of Leicester Square for their Summer
Sale. Bargains abound in evtry department ; as a matter of policy
alone they should be closed with while yet there is time, for the turn
of the year will bring an inevitable rise in the cost of every class of
material with it. Stagg and Mantle are seUing some charming coat
frocks in gabardines and serges for 55s. gd. the original price being
79s. 6d. and even ^i guineas. Early-autumn coats in heather tweeds
coloured blanket coats, and black and white checks are being cleared
off at very special prices, and some advantageous buying can be done
J?,j!j"

mackintoshes, some of which are reduced down to 21s gdOdd skirts can be picked up for the proverbial song and together withmany other good things will be found in the sale catalogue which
Stags and Mantle will send everywhere on request.

Intelhgence is the greatest power in the world, and from its b.-i.elitsno one need be excluded, for those who do not claim it for themselves
can always profit through that of others. The Macdonald SmithBram tojveyboard syiUem of pianoforte technique is a case inpomt; through It the veriest dullard in pianoforte playing can tecomean accomphshed performer with the minimum of trouble. This brilliant
systcni needs first a httle study, then some application, and the results

n^.,\^
amazing ones a» scores of grateful testimonials affirm.

rnn.?ol nvlr M^'i"
P"""!''''^ °^

F"'
'>''"^'=™ *' ^^"^ 'I'^veloi^ment of rapidcontrol o^ er the important nu.scles, and this not by vveaniome 'practice"at the piano but by mterestmg exercises away from it h The system isdescribed by Mr. Macdonald Smith in his interesting Oooklet^'' L^hlon Pianoforte Playmg," application for which should be made to him at

.9. Bloomsbury Square W.C.,.. a penny stamp being enclosed
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GREAT SALE TOnfflT

BARKERS
LOUNGE SUITS
in the luxurious Mans' Shop, Barker Score

8/9

220 Suits Mercerised or TwiU
Striped ijumiuer i*VJAMA:S.
fast colours, fde&I
summer wear.
Sale Price .. ..

WORTH 9/6.
3 SUITS. 20/-

190 Suits superior quality
Ceyloa PYJAMA SOTTS, 01-

celloDt patterns, most reliable

(or wear aud wash-
ing, well madev
Worth 11/9.
Sals Price

3 Suits. 26/6
300 Suits medium weight ud-
shriDkable Twilled Ceylon
PYJAMAS. good design,

adapted for hard/^ /| |
wear, soft finish,U/ I I

easy cut. >^/ Al.
Sale Price

WORTH 12/8.
3 SUITS, 29/

120 Suits Summer Taf
feta PYJAMAS, de
ligbtfully soft, ideal

for comfort anl
wear, smart stripes.

Will not shrink.
Sale Price . . .

.

WORTIT 15/6. 3 SUITS, 38/-
35 uult6 superfine Summer
All-Wool Flannel PYJAMAS,
acme of comfort, pretty Pink:
Sky and Mauve
stripes. I unshrink-
able finish.

Sale Price . . .

.

WOKTH 21/-.

3 SUITS 49/8

MEN'S Breeches
The very garment for farm
work and wear on the allot

ment, well cut, as sketch, and
made in excellent quality Derby
Tweeds, in many shades of

Fawns and Greys.
Patterns on re-

quest.
Sale Price, to clear

Usual price 25/

12/9

'16/9

VESTS & PANTS
BARGAINS

.3/8

3/11

34 doE. Gentlemen's Natural
Unshrinkable Summer
weight VKSTS, PANTS,
DRAWERS.
Sale Price, each
(MitHises 6d. extra,

WORTH 4/9.
3 Suit!; 21/6

28 doz. White Scotch GauKe
Merino VESTS or PANTS,
soft and unsbrink'
able.
Sale Price, each
Outsizes 6d. extra.

WORTH 4,11. 3 Suits 23/-

36 doz. Natural Unshrinkable
Summer All-Wool VESTS or
PANTS. Most reliable lor

wear and wasliiog.

Sale /C //C Pants
Price
Vests ^^/ ^^ Orawers

Outsizes 6d. extra.

WORTH 7/U. 3 Suits 40/-
Wheii ordering state waist aoi]

Inside leg measurement.
20 doz. White Silk pnd Merino
VESTS, PANTS, or DRAW-
ERS. Ideal summr
wear, unshrinkable.
.Scotch make.
S;ile Price, each
WORTH 9/11. 3 Suits, 46/8

Outsize* 1/- extra.

15/6

^Cifi tioot' quality PAR-
/^l II I HAMATTA medium
•^^-'^-' shades of Fawn,
gviaranteed water-

proof.
(Jsual price 39/8

-t -t r\ PARRAMATTA
I I I I WATERPROOFS.
X Xv/ Best quality for

motoring, dairy,
farm work, etc. The Best
Barker Value ever

^

offered. When or-

dering, state chest

.

measurement.

s?5/.

'^35/.

20 doz. TUNIC SHTRTS,
Soft Fronts, Double Cuffs,
various patterns,
all good fast
colours. Each
WORTH 4/6.

3 for 8/3.

18 doz. TUNIC SHIRTS. Soft
Fronts, superior quality, well
made and cut, White grounds,
neat stripes. Double
Cuffs. Each
WORTH 5/6.
3 for 11/6.
22 doz. Summer Ceylon
Finish DAT SHIRTS, neat
stripes on White
tfruunds.
Each
WORTH 5/6

for 11/6

3/11
Ceylon

rS, neat

3/11

450 SUITS
Perfectly Cut and
Taiicred in the best
West End Style
Beautiful quality
HOMESPUNS, HEii
B I N G B O N li-

TWF.EDS, TWEEDS,
ajQd WORSTEDS, in

various thades of
Grey. AP neat designs

6/6""" 6/11

•7/11

FLANNEL
TROUSERS.

In Three Lots.

Lot 1. Pairs FLANNBI.
__ _ TROUSERS, 1 n
^Cfx light, merllum, and

/ rM I darK shades of
»-"-' Orey. also thin

White Serge and White Flan-
nel. Perfertly cut. BottomB
permanently turned up, side

straps uii hips, buttons in-

side. Cloths all purchased
before the advance ^ -^ ^
In prices. Ill //^
Sale price, to clear | | I / | 1
Usual price 18/-.

-^V^ V^
3 pairs 30/-

Lot 2, isye Lot 3, 15/a

16 doz. Taffeta DAY SHIRTS,
smart stripes on White
KTOundB. Weal shirt for

neglige w&r.
Each
WORTH 9/11.
3 for 23/6.

10 doz, only All Wool Taffeta

DAT SFIRTS, in

*Vhit6 oiffy. Double
Cuffs.

Bach
3 for 29/

7/11

9/11

Khaki Service

SHIRTS

:5/3

7/9

Usual Price 84/-.

EVERY SIZE
IN STOCK.

Men of tall or short

stature can be perfectly

6tted at Barkers.

When ordering, state height,
and chest measure, also colour
preferred. A perfect fit

guaranteed.

Ready to Wear SPORTS
COATS, good for allotments,
country and farm work. In
Irish and Welsh Tweeds and
Homespuns. Patterns on re-
quest. When ordering pleaso
state chest measure over
waistcoat and per-
fect fit guaran-^r/
teed, y.^'m
Usual price 37/6. "•-'

18 doz. Khaki Cotton Summer
Service SHIRTS,
eluding detachable
eotlar.

.sale Price
3 for 15/6.

16 doz. Khaki Cotton Poplin
Service SHIRTS. Smart in
appearance. Including
detachable collar.

Sale Price .. .

3 for 23/-,

20 doz. KhaU Taffeta Service
SHI RT3, Regulation shade,
with detachable
collar.

oale Price
3 for 31/6.

Sock Bargains
30 doz. Qentlemen's Black
summer SOCKS, embroidered
clox sides, cash-
mere finish.

Sale Price
WORTH 2/-.

6 pairs 8/-.

30 duz. Black Cashmere

Suality, t a ;

yes.

S;tle Pri

Worth 2/6 pair. 6 pairs 11/-
75 doB. Plain Black Cashmere
SOCKS, fast dyes,
summer weight.
.Sale Price
WORTH 2/-.

6 pairs 8/-.

20 doz. Khaki Cashmere or
Ribb-f] Knitted SOCKS, for
service we.ati reli-

able makes.
Sale Price
WORTH 2/6.

6 pairs 11/-.

10/9

l/4i

"i/lil

im

i/iii

Hats, Gloves, Ties, Collars— Everything a Man Uses or Wears
FOR THE REMINDER OF THIS MONTH SALE PRICES WILL OBTAIN IN MANS SHOP FOR ALL MEN'S WEAR

John Barker and Company, Ltd.,
Great Military Tailors. Kensington, London, W 8. Well-known Mufti Tailors.
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" REPRISALS "

THE best thing which has been said in the Press

since the last air raid on London—and the phrase

appeared in several organs of the Press—was that

the term " reprisals " had ceased to be an accurate

description of any policy undertaken for the limitation of

enemy aggression through the air upon open towns.

The term " reprisals " is a military term capable of fairly

accurate definition. The enemy does something .which in

your judgment violates the code of military honour or

exceeds the limits imposed for the regulation of war between

white nations. To check his doing such things, you adopt a

corresponding policy of extremes either by an action parallel to

his or in some other way. You do such a thing with a temporary

object and with the intention of relieving your pressure on him

when he relieves his pressure on you. We have had many such

examples in this war. The clearest, perhaps, is that of the

German and French prisoners. The Germans have con-

tinually attempted a novel policy against their prisoners of

war, submitting them to excessive or degrading or dangerous

or military labour, and the French have immediately

countered, by strict reprisals upon the German prisoners of

war in their hands. In every case, the effect aimed at has been

reached. The Germans have abandoned their novel cruelty

and the French kept the compact, as it were, by relieving the

prisoners in their hands from the methods employed as a

temporary necessity. The action has been strictly parallel.

The only divergence between the two methods being that

the pressure is more easily exercised upon the Germans than

upon the French, from the fact that any inconvenience caused

to a wealthy German touches the very nerve of the modern

German State, which is plutocratic in character.

But in the question of these air raids on open towns, we
have something different. The Prussian theory of war

includes the terrorising of the civilian population. Ttiis

point in the Prussian theory is not secret or even novel. It

has been preached in numerous Prussian text books and is a

part of the conception of war as it stands in the Prussian

mind. We shall not get the Prussians to abandon this by

any temporary expedient. It is a permanent part of his

mentality. In other words, a mere exact repetition of his

own action directed against him by us would not of itself

make him abandon the poHcy of bombarding any civihan

population within range, any more than it would make him

abandon the policy of- shooting hostages, of burning

towns, murdering women and children, stealing private pro-

perty from billets, and destroying historical monu-

ments. What we have to consider then, is not so much the

effect of our action as a deterrent, but rather its effect as a

positive weapon in war. Would the liarrying of certain

towns (Frankfort would be politically the most important,
but It IS distant) shake the moral of the enemy and disturb
his power of command and his military plans? \nd if
we are convinced it would do so, would the expense in the
risk of craft and in the withdrawal of craft arid trained men
from the purely military activity upon the front be worth
the results obtained ? Would it be worth those results at
this particular moment of the war and in this particular
numerical situation ? The mere satisfaction of a revenge
dunng the course of an undecided campaign is not only useless
in the mihtary sense, but is of negative effect. It is waste of
energy. It is like turning aside in the middle of a prize-fight
to try and slap the face of somebody who has cheered your
opponent. But if a military result can be shown worth
the expense entailed, even though that result be 'arrived at
mdirectly,' then it is ctearly sound policy to adopt it.

Now in this matter we can only repeat what has been said
before in these columns and what remains just as true after
a.dramatic and startling daylight raid as it is in a quiet period
when people have half forgotten such raids are possible.
This truth is that the public in general and members of Parlia-
ment in particular are wholly unable to judge the situation.
We have said it over and over again in these columns with
regard to other miUtary problems. It applies to them all.

The only men who are in a position to judge what should
be done so far as military policy is concerned, axe the men
in possession of the figures. The position' is a very simple
one. In all war the main factor of success is numerical.
There are a certain small number of men whose duty it is

to receive and co-ordinate all the numerical information upon
the war day by day. These men are the civilian politicians

who happen to be in power—and only a few of them—and
a certain very small number in the Higher Command. No
one else can judge.

Civilian discipline is as necessary to us as military discipline.

There is this unfortunate difference between them. Military

discipline is an organised thing, exact in character, calculable,

and offering remedies for evidences of weakness which it

locates at once and can, as a rule, promptly repair. CiviUaa
discipline is unorganised—especially in the parliamentary
countries—it is confused by the fact that you have, side by
side such disturbing factors as rumour, and the action of the
Press, and it is further confused by the peculiar and abnormal
nervous condition of mankind when it is massed in our large

towns. Nothing can supply civilian discipline but the

good will and the spontaneous action of the civilians them-
selves. The censorship is an aid and a very necessary aid.

The exceptional legislation necessary to war, such as the

Defence of the Realm Act, is another aid also necessary, but
the main part must, after all, be played by the private citizen.

Upon the whole he has played that part well in the past. It

will not only be a pity, but a great peril if the long strain of

the war and the peculiar position of London so near to the

enemy bases, so immense a target and so vital in the life of

the nation, should between them lead him to panic and folly

at this moment. It behaves us to remember in this con-

nection that the enemy is compelled to watch and to suffer

from a rapidly increasing superiority against him. The
extent of that superiority and its rate of increase have never

been sufficiently emphasised by the politicians. They have

been too much concerned with stiffening opinion and warning

people against a facile optimism.

We may conclude by saying that a secret session of Parlia-

ment in connection with this orany other matter is at once ac

absurdity and a danger. These secret sessions here anc

abroad are nothing more useful or dignified than a sop to the

pride of elected persons. There is no sort of advantage in

letting hundreds of men, who merely happen to be Parlia-

mentarians, hear this or that about the war which is not told

to their fellow citizens. Even if the Parliamentarians were by
some accident men of special talent, chosen for their powers

to counsel and advise the soldiers, it would be quite im-

possible to secure real secrecy when dealing with a body

which is in quantity the equivalent of a battalion. As a

matter of fact, in these so-called " secret sessions," the

responsible politicians of every country do keep a great

deal back from the members. They are compelled to do so

by the vital necessities of the nation.
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The Battle of Jezupol
By Hilaire Belloc

.i....M. rv-m,mmrT-.^

THE chief military event of the week has been the

attack deUvered by the Russian armies upon the

southern end of their present offensive front. Up
to the moment of Monday noon, described in the

despatch reaching London late on Tuesday afternoon, when
these lines were written the operation, evidently still in

progress, had achieved the capture of jezupol, the forcing of

the lines upon the Black Bystrzyca, the advance of the

Russians at one point as far as the river Lukwa, and
consequently the presence of the Russian forces right upon
the Hank of the enemy forces in the important point of

Hahcz, with the capture of no less than 48 guns, including

12 heavy guns and of 131 officers and 7,000 of the rank
and file of the enemv.

Before considering the nature of the ground over which
this operation has proceeded, we must consider the object of

this, as indeed of every other offensive undertaken in the

present phase of the war. It is an error to regard these actions

as being mainly undertaken for the reduction and occupation
of certain geographical points. It is an error also to think

that these points are of no importance. Certain of them are of

high strategic importance t>ecause they form the pivot upon
which alone an orderly retreat can be planned, or because
they command great river crossings, or because they arc nodal

points at wliich a number of railway systems and road systems
meet. Certain of them are also at this stage of the war of high
political importance. Therefore the occupation of them re-

presents in each case both a military and a political success

of the Allies and a corresponding approach to their ultimate

goal. One may say with justice, for instance, that the great

victory upon the \Vhite Sheet or Messines Ridge (upon which
there has hardly been placed sufficient emphasis—it was one of

the greatest feats in the military history of this or any
other country) was of much value in threatening the ground
to the North of Lille ; for Lille is essential in the military and
in the political sense to the German position at this moment.
We may say in the same way that the violent German re-action

two months cigo was conducted with the object of saving
Douai ; and one may say that the present Russian operations
as a whole threaten Lemberg, and that this last one particularly

threatens Halicz. But it still remains true that the largest

object of the various offensives is not the capture of such
positions, but the dissolution of the enemy's siege lines. To
quote the phrase used by Mr. Dane in this paper and else-

where, the enemy has " anchored " himself, and his fixed lines

are being subjected to blow upon blow with the object of

compelling their dissolution by numerical loss, and by the

shaking of moral. In whatever form th6 end might come that
form could ultimately be called a dissolution. It-might take
the form of a rupture in the lines, creating flanks and "rolling

them up." It might take the form of an attempted retreat

upon a large scale, which a vigorous pursuit would disorganise,

and upon which such a pursuit would inflict losses so great

and demoralisation so considerable that a rupture would
succeed to the retreat as an indirect consequence of it. It

might even conceivably take the form- of a war of movement
in which the enemy, no longer a united body, would go down
in detail, but only after a number of separate actions. But
though the nature of the dissolution, the exact form it would
take, is unknown even to those who are responsible for the
plans of attack, the cause of such a dissolution is perfectly

well known. It would be arrived at by the pressure upon him,
which is rapidly increasing, becoming greater than he can bear.

Though of one blow it may be said that no clear geographical
objective is before it, of another that it did not produce the
results expected, of a third that it is a battle " for" such and
Such a place, all have this in common : That they are
blows suffered by the enemy, who is compelled to remain
upon the defensive ; that they are blows after which
he has to choose between ruinously expensive reaction (as

on the Aisne to-day), or inactivity (as East of .the Messines
Ridge to-day) : That they are blows leaving him more and
more in that position which the text books describe as " in-

voluntarily suffering the increasing superiority of the
opponent.

"

With so much said on the general nature of these operations
lest we should regard this particular battle of Jezupol as being
essentially a fight for the obtaining of Halicz (which it is

not, though Halicz may ultimately be the local prize won) I

will proceed to describe the ground.

The Russian front in Galicia as a whole ran when the

offensive began on July ist from North to South, leaving

Brody in Russian hands, Brzezany in enemy hands, Halicz

also in enemy hands, and so on to the Carpathians.

The pounding upon that front first in one place and then
in another, the catching, if possible, of one sector after

another unawares, the reduction of the enemy numbers and of

his guns and of bis moral, the compelling of him to abandon
positions strengthened throughout the best part of a year
and to fall back upon weaker because newer entrenchments,
the compelling of him at the same time to reconcentrate con-

tinually against this and that threatened point (a task the

more difficult because of that mixture of races in his

army, of which we shall speak in a moment)—all this is

General Brusiloff's task. He resumed active operations ten
days ago. He has already accounted for some thirty

thousand prisoners and for a very Targe number of enim;

losses not calcvilable by us because we lack the elements
of making an estimate. The first attack, it will be
remembered, - came off against the sector of Brzezany.
This was the battle of July ist, and July 2nd. At
the end of that battle, which lost the enemy the lines of "the

Cchiovvka, biit did Dot drive him from the heights covering
Brzezany, he continued to applv considerable pressure
against these heights, but developed his attack up towaids
the nortli.^lhe effect of this was tmdoubtedly to deceive the
enepiy's l.ygher command up(2i the point where the next blow
should be struck. ,. In spite" of a great superiority in ob-
servatiqn whidi the enemy' poissesses upon this front, "it is clear
that tl«re wasan importaht element of surprise in the affair
that flowed -exactly 5 week after the main fighting in front
of Br^zany. -For this attack developed y.'ith great sudden-
ness i|bt towards t he north but towards the south, or left
of thaGahcian front. It took the form of an overwhelming
attack by General KorniJoff's armv, the VHIth, South of
the,Dniester uponjhe .sector in front of Stanislau.
^he ground here presents the following features.

..JSixe-£iy£cIku£sterjun.s,in a rather deep trench from north-
west to south-east, about 25 miles south of Brzezany at its
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nearest point. It has very pronounced curves in its course,

some c2 the loops leaving but a narrow^isthmus at their base.

It is rapid, untordable, and crossed by permanent bridges at

rare points, vvhile the only railway bridge in the whole
district is the great bridge of Jezupol, which has been
certainly destroyed long ago, even after its repair at the

end of 1915:
The country to the south of the Dniester differs considerably

from that to the north. The ground is harder, upon the

whole less thickly inhabited, and contains more obstacles upon
the north of the river than it does upon' the south. The
tributaries of the Dniester upon the north run, as a rule,

through deep trenches separated by ridges of considerable

height. They are often marshy in their course and tliey

run in parallel lines one behind the other, forming a succession

of obstacles. to any advance westward from the east. The
tributaries on the right or south bank of the Dniester on the

other hand, present less difhculty They are not marshy,

but as a rule sandy. They are fordable save in the immediate

neighbourhood of their mouths, all their upper courses being

no more than the mountain torrents of the Carpathians, and

the district as a whole is a fertile plain lying at the foot

of the mountains and bounded by them on the one side

and the Dniester upon the other.

In the particular field of battle we are considering two such

rivers run into the Dniester from the Carpathians, the

Lomnitza, which joins the Dniester above Halicz, and the

Black Bystrizyca, which passes in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Stanislau and falls into the Dniester about a day's

march below Hahcz, near the point of Jezupol. Between
the two and parallel to each runs the smaller stream of the

Lukwa, which falls into the Dniester at Halicz itself.

The front from which the attack was made ran in front

of Halicz (still in enemy hands) in front of Jezupol (also in

enemy hands at the time), then covered Jamnica, which

appears to have been in the hands of our Allies ; ran down
covering Stanislau, which was also in their possession, and

from that point reached the Black Bystrizyca, which from

that point upwards was an obstacle defended by the Austrians.

The morning of Sunday last, and perhaps the night between

Saturday and Sunday, was filled at every point of this district

from the Dniester southwards, say between the points
•marked AandB on 'Map-II., with the intensi\'e bornbafrdment.
of the artillery preparation—it is a sector of about ten miles.

Upon the Sunday noon the artillery lengthened its range, and
the infantry attack was launched by General Kornilotf, who
commanded the troops engaged. Where the Austrian front

\yas first broken we have as 3'et no indication to guide us, but
f)robably somewhere near the point C on the northern end,
for It was immediately in front of this, in the direction of the
arrow, that the furthest advance of the Russian cavalry
appears to have been made. They reached the Lukwa at
Maidan, the point marked M on Map II. At any rate, it is

clear that there was a complete rupture of the defensive
organisation somewhere south of Jamnica, and not very far

from that town, and almost certainly north of Stanislau.

The rupture seems to have taken place fairly early in the
afternoon if we are to judge by the opportunity our Allies

found for reaping the fruits of their victory. Both sectors

of the broken line were at the mercy of the successful assault

:

Jezupol was entered and the village of Ciezow behind it,

and a detachment moved up on the right towards Halicz.

The dii ect advance meanwhile passed and occupied the little

hamlet of Pavelce lying in a ravine south of Ciezow, while
further to the left the advance passed Rybno, and further yet
crossed the Black Bystrzica and occupied Zagwozdz and
Stary Lysiec. It was a complete- success clearly following

upon the unexpected breakdown of some cejitral northern
point in the defence. For the first time in a whole year of

the war, the rupture was sufficient to permit of the use of

cavalry, and the Russian mounted forces were able to follow

the retreating remnant of the Austro-German force which had
been defending these ten miles.

There lies above the Bystrizcya valley, reaching to the

parallel valley of the Lukwa, a rolhng country of forest hardly

more than 150 feet above the water levels in its highest points.

This forest is locally known as Czarny Las. It is cut by great

parallel " tides," crossways not hardened but permitting of

rapid movement by detachments of horse throughout its

breadth. It runs in successive waves, as it were, the troughs

of which are marked by streams running down to the Dniester.

It was through this great wood that the remnant of the
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defeated force fell back, and before nightfall the Russian

cavalry at some points had already reached the Lukwa.
The exact line upon which the retreat " crystaUised " we

ha\e not yet any evidence to trace, but the obvious line

upon which the enemy should rally is that of the river

Lomnitza—no very good obstacle, but the only one in tlie

neighbourhood, and one with a clear field of lire in front

of it. For the wood ceases before the Lomnitza is reached.

l^urther. it is clear that there has arisen a very interesting

dislocation in the enemy's position upon the north and the

south of the Dniester respectively. His front to the south

of the river is something like seven miles back at its furthest

point from the prolongation of his front on the north of the

river ; Halicz is threatened now both from the east and from

the south ; and it will be of interest to see whether in the

next few days-thc enemy will be compelled or no to fall back
upon the north of the river, in order to straighten his line.

Careful attention devoted to certain points in the various

short communiqui5s that have reached us, give us a few im-

jHjrtant conclusions. In the first place, we may be fairly

certain that the sector attacked was for the moment held

mainly by Austrian troops, and probably for the most part

by troops of Slav origin. The Berlin version of the affair is

careful to tell us that the reserves hurried down from the

north to stop the rout, were German. The Austrian com-
munique is vaguer. It simply uses the term " our " reserves.

Now this conclusion, if it be justified, I mean that the

shock fell mainly upon .Austrian troops of Slav origin, is

important, because it shows us upon this front an element
which has long been noticed upon the Italian front. The
heterogeneity in race and political object, in which is the

weakness of the Austro-Hungarian army, is making itself

felt here as it was felt earlier this summer on the Isonzo.

The commanders of the German, the French, the British,

the Italian forces, concentrate at will from any portion of their

command. But the Austrians, and the Germans, where they
happen to be working with the Awstrians, are compelled to

consider not only the numbers, but also the racial character of

)the troops to be used upon a particular operation. It means

that they cannot always reinforce from the nearest units.but

may have to bring men from a distance. It also means that
what are politically their most reliable units, have to be sub-
jected to constant movement with the correspondin g strain

that involves. We saw this machinery at work very clearly

during the recent Italian ofte.nsive. Hungarian troops had to
be moved down from the north to the Carso, and did not come
into action for more than 48 hours after the first positions on
the Carso had been lost. It would seem as though the same
forces were in play in Galicia.

Anothtr point to notice is the situation of the sector upon
which this attack was delivered as regards communications.
Of lateral communications by which the enemy could
support his line when it was attacked, there are none.
There is no road, railway or even hard path of any .sort

nmning through the great wooded mass from north-east to
south-west. But, on the other hand, the communications for
advance after victory on the part of the Russians are excel-
lent. The railway running through the woods from the junc-
ture above Stanislau was probably of no service to them, but
the numerous parallel " rides " through the woods of which
I speak, all lead in the direction of the retreat and the pur-
suit, so does the main road from from Ciezow towards Halicz.
The only obstacle to the bringing forward of the guns will be
the shallow Bystrizyca on a small section of the front. On
all the rest of it between Zagwozdz and the Dniester there
is nothing at the present season to forbid the advance of the
tractors up into the woods and through the forest.

What the fuU consequences of the victory may be we shall
not know for a day or two, though perhaps th« public may
be in possession of them when these lines appear. It may
create such a gap between the enemy armies -north and south
of the Dniester as to compel a considerable movement of
retiremerit. It may result in no more than a slight shifting
of the line backwards—though even that would involve
the loss of the Dniester bridgehead at Halicz which covers
Bothmer's right. In any case, it is proof that the Russian
armies are capable at will of asserting superiority on the
Galician front. H. Bexloc

"i""- The Air Defence of London
By F. W. Lanchester

As T sit down to write on the recent air raids, the

/^ first line of an editorial in one of the leading London
f ^k dailies catches my eye :

" There must be air^ J^reprisals." We went through a period of Zeppelin

raids, there was a cry for reprisals, a public clamour for the

building of a fleet of airships to bomb German towns. Let

us thank those who had the direction of affairs in their hands
that such councils were not listened to. The Zeppelin as a
menace has been mastered by direct defensive methods.
Probably it would stUl be possible for the Huns to bomb
London by Zeppelin. With luck they would do some damage,
and with luck some of them would get home again, but the

plain English is that with our present means of defence,

attack on London by the big airship does not pay. Here we
have the essence of all methods of defence ; in military

matters it is rarely, if ever, that the means of defence or the

means of attack entirely flatten out the enemy—the question

is whether or not any particular method of defence involves

a greater expenditure in the attack than the results justify,

and whether in the reverse problem the attack gives results

commensurate with the expenditure of the means by which
it is conducted.

Let us not go into the question of whether air attack

on London is justified from an ethical standpoint or not.

Ethics in warfare is secondary to facts. The enemy of to-

day, and I venture to believe the enemy of future times, is

not concerned with what is ethically right or wrong— he
concerns himself with what he thinks will pay. Thus he
has decided that London is worth bombing, and he has at

least shown that he has some appreciation of the regions which
may be bombed to the best advantage.

Ihave discussed the question of attack upon a capital city

such as London at length in my Aircraft in Warfare.
Chapter ig, and have given many reasons why we must be
piepared to admit such attack as legitimate warfare ; not

the least of these reasons is that any act in warfare will in

practice be considered legitimate if it holds out prospects

of success from a mihtarj^ standpoint to the enemy. No
amount of talking or moralising will dispose of this fact.

When we hav(; to consider, as we undoubtedly have to

consider, our means of defence, it is essential to take into

account the object which the enemy has in view, so far as this

object is disclosed by his actions. If London were attacked

by a powerful force of aeroplanes such as we have not yet

witnessed, say 500 or 1,000 aeroplanes taking part, it would
be fair to assume that the object of the enemy is the destruction
of the city by fire ; especially would this be the case if his
tactics should lend colour to the suggestion, if, briefly, he were
to follow an initial attack conducted with explosive bombs
by a second attack in which incendiary bombs were employed.
Against such an attack nothing but direct defensive measures
could operate with effect. But the recent raids have not
been conducted with such overwhelming or staggering forces,
probably for the very good reason that the enemy has not
such forces at his "disposal They have been conducted
with a dozen or score of aeroplanes whose operations have
been localised, so far as we can judge, intentionally on certain
chosen sites. That his intention has been to cause fires and
do the maximum local destruction may be taken for granted,
but he can have been under no illusions as to the purely local
effect of his attack. Manifestly his object hitherto has been
no more than was the case in the Zeppelin raids, primarily
to shake the nerves of the public and thence react through
political channels on the efficiency of our military organisa-
tion. That his previous efforts in that direction, "raiding by
Zeppelin, were to a small extent successful, is an open secret,
that the success was only partial, and microscopic at that, is

due to the fact that in spite of much froth and blowing off of
steam in Parliament, and in certain sections of the press,
the Englishman's nerves arc hard to shake ; for every one whose
nerves are shaken there are a dozen whose nerves are steeled
and whose teeth are set.

Of the various methods of defence against raids such as
those we have experienced, that is to sav, raids on a small
scale., as history will, I think, record them, that of direct
defence by a screen of aeroplanes, or possibly concentric
screens of aeroplanes, is the most extravagant and the least
appropriate. Wc do not know when or exactly from what
direction the attack may be launched. We have no certain
means of securing an adequate warning. If the attack be
launched under weather conditions favourable to a raid, the
enemy, flying screened by a stratum of clouds, may remain
as invisible as a submarine totally submerged. To be effective
a direct defence founded on a screen or screens of aeroplanes
would require to be sufficiently strong at every point to meet
a possible enemy, and a warning of at least half an hour or
thereabouts would be required in order that our machines
should be in the air at sufficient altitude to give battle. It
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is for this reason that nearly all our effective air figliting has

so far been done during the return of the enemy to his base;

it would be totally out of the question to maintain a sufficient

force of aeroplanes continually patrolling at high altitude,

and any such suggestion may be dismissed as impracticable.

Even if we assume that from naval patrols over the North
Sea a warning of the approach of enemy aeroplanes can be
given, the numerical strength of the screening force would
have to be immeasurably greater than the attacking force.

It would take perhaps 500 aeroplanes to put up an adequate
defence of London, and even then it is practically certain

that the enemy, under favourable weather conditions, might
slip through. If we were to immobilise 500 machines for the

defence of London against enemy raids a dozen or twenty
strong, it would be a far greater justification for the enemy to

maintain and carry out a succession of such raids than the

material damage which such a force has hitherto shown itself

capable of effecting. The time may come when direct de-

fensive measures may be deemed possible, but it presupposes

an immeasurably greater numerical development of the air

service, both on the part of the attack and the defence than
anything yet in sight. Twenty defenders pitted against

twenty attackers might never get sight of the enemy, but
one thousand defenders, on the other hand, might be able to

put up a successful defence against one thousand conducting

the attack. Not even then could the enemy be prevented

from breaking through, but his losses in machines and per-

sonnel and the interruption and partial failure of the attack

might, we may hope, mean that his losses would be out of

proportion to the results achieved, which, as already stated,

IS tlie criterion of successful defence. • So much for the pro-

posals of direct defence. If to-day an attempt were made
to bar the road to London by screens of aexoplanes, there

would scarcely be a machine available in any of the fields of

battle for the normal conduct of hostilities.

The Balance of Advantage

I^t us come back to the phrase, there must be air reprisals.

If reprisals are to be effective we must assume that when we
" reprise " we shall do the enemy as great or greater injury

than he has done us with an equivalent expenditure of means.

If, for example, we were to divert 100 aeroplanes from the

ordinary military duties to do such injury to a German
city as the enemy ;in] turn have inflicted on London by

—

say—twenty aeroplanes, the reprisal, however effective in

destroying property and killing people, would be valueless.

The German has a fair knowledge of elementary arithmetic

and is quite capable of making his own calculations ; he would
at once redouble his efforts in raiding London. If, on the

other hand, we could detail twenty machines to raid some
German town and inflict more vital injury than that inflicted

by a similar number of German machines, then we might

hope that our reprisal would be effective ; it would at least

carry some degree of conviction. But again, why divert a

raiding squadron to bomb, say. Cologne, with little or no
beneficial military effect, when the same squadron might be

bombing one or other of the enemy bases or depots, doing as

great or greater material damage, and at the same time

getting on with the war. Even a diversion of our aircraft

from their military duties might justify the Hun in employing

liis machines where he knows we are at a strategic disadvan-

tage in the raiding of London. These are the facts which

appear to be forgotten by many of those who call for reprisals.

It is curious that one fundamental fact seems to be ignored

by those who blame the military and naval authorities for

not adopting the particular measures that they wish. The
naval and military demand for aircraft and personnel since

the war started has never flagged, and the resources of the

country have been gradually diverted to supply a demand
that has been continually on the increase. Writing on this

subject some eighteen months back,* I said

:

In the author's opinion it is vitally necessary, both with a

view to ensuring speedy victory and to our future as a nation,

that our manufacturing resources in the production of air-

craft should be developed to the utmost ; aeroplanes and

still more aeroplanes will be needed, aeroplanes in the maxi-

mum possible quantities of every useful type, whether

reconnaissance, bomb-dropping, or fighting machines ; our

total present capacity for production is petty in comparison

with what we have evidence the future will demand.
The question of the future of tlie Aeronautical Arm is not

purely the concern of the Army and Navy.. it cuts deeper;

it is essentially an affair of the nation. It is national, because

it concerns both services. It is national, because it is of

wider and more far-reaching moment than comprised by

its relation to either. It is national, because it d/spends upon

our national industrial resources, and may tax thes<^ to the

uttermost ; national, because it is the Arm of greatest

potential development in the present war, and in future

warfare may decide the fate of nations. Finally, it is national

because it Ls the Arm which will have to be ever rgady ,
ever

• Aii'crafl in Warfare, page 20x,

mobiUsed, both in time of peace and war ; it is the Arm which
"in the warfare of the future may act with decisive effect

within a few hours of the outbreak of hostilities.

This is as true to-day as when it was written, and the
truth is one to which I am sure those responsible for

directing the destinies of British aircraft develojiment have
beer\ fully alive. Factory after factory has been diverted
to the production of aircraft and aero-engines, possibly not
so quickly as I or other enthusiastic supporters of the Aero-
nautical Arm might have wished. But we must not forget

the past call for ammunition and more ammunition, and the
past and present call for heavy calibre guns and still more
heavy calibre guns. The industrial resources of Great Britain

have been taxed to the utmost, and the construction of aero-

engines is not to be taught or learnt in a day. The power of

the present Air Board as a branch of the Ministry of Munitions
is as nearly absolute when it comes to a matter of supply as
any power in the country. If the military authorities have
not pressed for aeroplanes more insistently than they have
pressed, if the naval authorities have not pressed more
resolutely for an increase in aircraft, it may be at least

credited to them that it is their duty to provide themselves
with munitions of other kinds which are equally essential to

tl^e conduct of the war, and it is certain that allowing for

mistakes and errors which must be deemed inevitable, no
increase in the output of aircraft could have been obtained
without a diminution in something else. As in the para-

graph quoted " aeroplanes and stUl more aeroplanes," are

needed, and if the war goes on for another year, or two 01

three years probably this same fact will remain equally true.

We have to remember that the enemy is within easy
reach of London, our capital city, and the enemy cities within

our reach are cities of comparatively minor importance. The
suggestion has been made that for every attack on London
we at once organise an attack in force on a German city and

flatten it out. Cologne is sometimes mentioned. Let us wave
on one side the difficulties of the problem, and assume that

by saying the wor4 we could muster a sufficient force of bomb-
dropping aeroplanes to wipe Cologne out of existence. It

might be considered a salutary act; although as. a matter of

ethics the bombing of London can be better justified as

likely to affect the course of the war than the bombing of

Cologne. .However, I am, or will make myself, sufficiently, a
Hun at heart to say " Damn the ethics ! Let us muster all our

air resources and concentrate on a city like Cologne to destroy

it, so far as the power of high explosives is able to effect that

object." The question remaining is, presuming we possess

such resources and can detach the air force required, whether

still a city such as Cologne would be the best and most valuable

objective. Would it not be better to say to our military

and naval commanders :
" Utilise the air forces at your dis-

posal to hit the enemy as vitally and as hard as you can.

If you can liit harder in conjunction with infantry and artillery

use them so, if an expedition against an enemy city or railway

junction will hit the enemy the harder, do it." Surely the

military authorities, perhaps in conjunction with the naval

authorities, and finally the War Cabinet, can be trusted to

make the available force of aircraft as effective against ,the

enemy as it is humanly possible.

If we have commanders in the field or in the navy that we
cannot trust, let them, be replaced, do not let us try to do
their work for them, it is no use .the man in the street rushing

in to put a finger in the pie. Support the policy of aeroplanes

and still more aeroplanes by all. means. Do not for a moment
allow anyone in authority to think that there would be the

least lack of support for such a policy, either as to material

or personnel, in its entirety. Let the public take their

share of responsibility, if they think fit, in advocating aero-

planes and the Air Service in front of everything. I believe

that it is the right policy. Let them give confidence to their

servants, for their Ministers are their servant:?, to the extent

of making it clear that whatever mistakes they may be blamed

for in the future, they will never be blamed if in the ffght of

history the Air Service becomes too strong or the aeroplanes

too numerous. But do not let us allow any 'hysterical inter-

ference with the control of our ai: forces, for there is nothing

which would justify the enemy in his own eyeis more fully and

completely in raiding London than that.

Those who have not made a study of the; problem of air

defence may feel irritated and ask why, if it p ays the Germans

to detach squadrons from his fighting forces, already inferior

to our own, in order to raid London, it should be bad policy

for us to retaliate in the same coin. The answer is simple.

London is within two hours' easy flight of territory in the

occupation of the Germans, namely, Belgium. Berlin, the

nerve centre of Germany, is virtually out of.- reach of bur air-

men: it is some 400 miles distant from our- nearest point of

take-off: we are at a strategic disadvantage. '
'

We must get on with the war. If wc d m gel the Germans

out of Belgium, the air defence of London is^assured.
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Three Fighting Figures of France.
By Charles Dawbarn

WHFA' ho speaks- in the Tribune of the Chamber.

M. Alexandre Ribot, the Krench Premier, has a

characteristic gesture. He seems to throw his

words to his audience. His right hand has a

backward and then a forward swinging movement, just as

if he were a twentieth century Discobolcs. M. Bnand, on

the other hand, opens his arms when he speaks and expands

his chest so that he seems to swell with his oratory. His

voice is grave and sonorous, whereas the Prime Minister is

less vigorous in his tones, but shows remarkable vitality.

Though seventy-five, he has the pliysical energy of middle

age Nothing seems to tire him. He frequently crosses the

Channel for conferences with the British Government and

always travels at night, arriving fresh at either destination

for the day's business. Sometimes in Paris that business

includes a stormy sitting of the Chamber.

No greater contrast could be imagined than between the

demeanour of the British House of Commons and that of its

F.ench counterpart. Perhaps an ideal Chamber would be

one which combined the qualities of the two : the fire and

temper of the French Deputy with the sound sense and

dignity—sometimes overdone—of the other. In any case,

M. Ribot dominates the assembly by his prestige and

authority. He has need of both—when passions are aroused,

as over " To Stockholm, or not to Stockholm "—for the

Socialist [Conference, provided endless possibility in a

French Assembly, with its poignant memories of Alsace Lor-

raine. The language was strong and variegated—in tune

with the situation—and old habitues professed they had never

heard anything like it.

""french language " has passed into current speech in France.

It is full flavoured and marvellously picturesque, and Deputies

seem to have caught the habit though they Have not the excuse

of the Poilu, who has acquired his argot at the expense of

his skin. Words barbed and weighted with opprobrium flew

about the Chamber. Nev^ertheless, the G.O.M. of French

politics—a little older than Thiers, when he saved the country

after the disasters of 1870—gained his point, as the sub-

stantial vote showed. His presence as Premier at the present

moment shows that solid qualities are still the most valued

asset in politics. He offers no target to false rumour ;
he

has always had a reputation to lose and his career is compact

of labour, energy, sane ambition and toleration.

No Extremist

Free from the extremist spirit which characterises so many
Politicians in France, he lias steered the middle course through

arliamentary shoals and gained the esteem of those who
love fair play. In the Dreyfus case, he believed in the inno-

cence of the Captain, but disbelieved in some of the methods

for establishing it. His love of compromise caused him to be

accused of sheltering General Mercier, tlie War Minister of

the day, who was behind the famous trial ; in reality he sought

only a sound and unsensational way out of the difficulty.

His moderate spirit also was shown in the Church versus

State controvert. Though a Protestant, M. Ribot objected

to Separation on the ground that the State had incurred certain

obligations towards the Church, which could not be disre-

garded, and he resented also the harsh methods of the Combes
I^Iinistry in driving out the Religious Orders. That he was
right is now generally conceded by his countrymen, for the

war has brought a truce to anti-Clericalism.

Ribot is celebrated for various things. Shortly before the

war he became chief of a new Government—for a single day.

The combinaticn did not survive even the passage of the

Ministerial Declaration, and the Cabinet, which included M.
Delcasse and other celebrities, passed into the limbo where
he so many Fre^nch ministries. Again he was Presidential

candidate for about as long, the Moderates finally choosing

M. Poincare for the supreme post. Contrary to the common
run, M. Ribot hus grown more democratic with the years, and
has sacrificed, l.sis friends say, his aristocrat top-hat for a

democratic " bowler "—sign and symptom of the inward

change. His strength lies in his experience of public office

as Afinister of Firtance and Minister of Foreign Affairs. Tn the

one field, he found out the resources of the country and induced

Jacques Bonhom.iie to bring forth his gold for the War Loan,

from his legendary bas de laine ; in the other, he found out

the thoughts of Iturope and, incidentally, signed that great

contract with Russia which is the basis of the Grand Alliance :

thus it is not ina opropriate that to-day he should be the

representaiiive of that policy.

His right-hand nuan in the new Government is M. Painlev^,

the Minister of War. He is a statesman of uncornmon

erudition. Much learning, however, has not robbed him of

his action ; he is as decisive and unequivocal as a proposition

of Euclid. His mathematical talent contributed to the

victory of Verdun. He was Minister of Education and In-

ventions at the time—under the Briand Ministry—and, with

the aid of M. Borel, revised the old artillery tables for range-

finding with the result that the guns had a new accuracy in

destructive force. M. Painleve with MM. Borel and Adamard,

also eminent mathematicians, is regarded as the continua-

tor of the work of M. Henri Poincare, the savant cousin (rf

the President.

;

Once a Professor

The War Minister, who, in conference with Mr. Lloyd

George, soon settled the Greek business, has been emphatic

from his youth up. He flung himself whole-heartedly into

the Dreyfus case on the side of the prisoner, and led demon-
strations in the Latin Quarter, where he was Professor of

Mathematics at the Sorbonne. By the natural order of events,

he became deputy for this Pays Latin, the nearest approach

that France possesses to a University Constituency, and re-

mained in that position for ten years. He interested himself

in Army questions, but Tesisted "the Three Years Bill, holding

with Jaures, the Socialist oraitor, that it was better to have a

small, highly-trained army and a fully developed reserve than

a large and loose general system—a huge " barracks " army,

in fact. But when war came, there was none more deter-

mined than he to secure " peace'with lionour " by force of

arms. Like M. Ribot, he is a member of the Institute of

France, his department being the Academy of Science.

His strong mind rebels against half-measures, and he

opposed M. Briand when the latter tried to effect Cabinet

changes which he considered inadequate. His same ardent

temper led him to defend General SarraiLand come to London
fbr the purpose—to lay the case before Mr. Asquith and Mr.

Lloyd George—^when it was a question of sending the French

officer to Salonika. Sarrail, he said, was the victim of a
cabal, and was wrongfully reheved of his command. As a
scientist, the War Minister is interested in all scientific develop-

ments, and was one of the first to perceive the possibilities

of aviation. In the early days he flew with Wilbur Wright,

when the celebrated inventor was experimenting in France

with his machine.
Like his hierarchical chief. General Petain is a great

mathematician. As a boy, living in a small village near

Havre, where his father was a baker—thus, his origin is as

democratic as that of Joffre, the son of a working cooper—he

covered the walls of his bedroom with algebraical signs. He
solved the most complicated problems without the aid of

paper and pencil. Even when he played at tops lie could not

leave mathematics out of it, and strove to drive his own
" peg " into squares and triangles. His modesty has re-

mained with him, and he likes nothing better than to revisit

the friends of his boyhood. Some with whom he played have
done well in the woild, but others—and the General makes no
distinction—wear the fustian of the manual worker.

Everyone knows that he sprang into world-wide prominence
for his defence of Verdun, where, without sufficient means,

he resisted the Germans during weeks of ferocious attack.

His bravery is proverbial, and it is a wonder that he has
survived so many hair-breadth escapes. But a special Provi-

dence seems to watch over him, delivering him, at the critical

moment, from mortal harm. Legends have grown up about
his invulnerability as well as about his methods for retaining

youthfulness. He is sixty, but he has the face and figure of

fifty. Someone started the story that he skips every morning ;

he believes, certainly, in the sovereign virtues of diet and
exercise and measures his food and drink as carefully as if he
were a jockey training to weight. If he has a fault, it is his

la^k of self-assertion. He livts a life of retirement amongst
his books and problems. iNoiie the less, he liad a great repu-

tation in army circles before the war for his theories on
attack ; . practice, particularly the fierce fights around Vaux
and Douaumont—the forts to the north of Verdun— have,but
confirmed that estimate. His rise to the highest post has been
startling, even in ithis starthng war, for in August 1914, he
was simply a Colonel with thoughts of retirem.ent.

These, then,iare the men upon whom France, with others
such as M. Albert Thomas, the Minister of Munitions, is relying

in this unexampled crisis in her history. Happily, there is

every reason to bedieve that they wih justify the faith that is

being. placed in them by the army and the nation.
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Past and Future—

V

The Secret of Industrial Power
By Jason

WHE^ a battery goes into action every man from
the Battery Commander downwards works at
the top of Ins speed. There is no whisper of
ca canny. The drivers turn their teams as

smartly as they can : traces are released with the rapidity
of a flash of hghtnmg: guns are swung round detach-
ments fly to their places, and in a few seconds teams and
limbers have disappeared in the distance and everyone
IS waiting for the first orders from the Batterv Commander
When the orders are rapped out, the laver makes minute
manipulations with his fingers and traverses the gun on to its
target

:
the man behind him loads, another closes the breech

the gun IS fired, and as it flies back from the recoil, the breech
3.S opened : everything bqing done so rapidly and quietly
that one might suppose it a single operation carried out by a
single hand. As a piece of rapid and dexterous movement
by a group it is as neat a performance as one could wish to
see. And to secure that efficiency men and officers will
spend hour upon hour repeating a monotonous routine, with
a constant strain on hand, eye, ear, memory and attention
until the very name of gun drill sounds like a sentence of
penal servitude. For there is a common inspiration, a common
driving impulse, since every man knows that success and
honour and safety for his battery, and therefore for the cause
for which his battery is in the "field, depend on the rapidity
and accuracy with which that group can learn; to act and
move together.

Soldiers of Industry

Carlylc invented the name " Captains of Industry ' when
he wanted to find an arresting watchword for an age that
seemed sunk in a purely commercial creed. The metaphor
is natural and we often talk to-dav of soldiers of industry
If we go into a great workshop or factory we see masses of
men, women and children working together on the thousand
and one details that make up a wonderful whole, the product
which very likely none of them wUl ever see. There are
foremen who l(K)k like the N.C.O.'s, there are managers
who are like the regimental officers, and somewhere or otiier

'

m the background there are directors who form the General
Staff. The metaphor ?s natural, but it is misleading. For
whcrdH5 in a battery under fire there is a common object
before the eyes of every man in the battery, it is only in a
very quahfied sense that there is any common object before
the eyes of every person in the workshop.

It is true that there are a great body of men. women and
children all engaged in producing something together, that
they are co-operating, that they are carrying out orders
designed for some intelligible jiurpose which stands in
direct relation to their work, and that under some circum-
stances the failure of that purpose reacts on all engaged in the
workshop. But there the resemblance ends. If we want

• to appreciate the difference between the two cases we have
only to ask ourselves what the driver or gunner thinks when
his sergeant urges him to put his last ounce of power into a
movement : he knows that his own safety and the safety of
everj'body else depends on that effort, 'and he makes it.

But the foreman, when he urges' a workman to put his last
ounce of power into ct movement, cannot appeal to that
motive. For the industrial system, which, seemed to the
political economy of our grandfathers to be an admirable
arrangement for harmonising interests, does in fact create
separate interests, and employers and workmen are governed
by considerations that may,produce conflict at any time and
on any point.

Let us take,
,
for example, the' whole question of improve-

ments, both of machinery and of method. The outside
observer is apt to argue on the lines of the old economist,
and reassure himself with gencndisations about industry
adapting itself to new concUitions, without thinking very
precisely about what happens^ while that adaptation is in

process. It is better, he will say> for everybody engaged in
industry, whether he is capitalist or manager or worker,
whether he supplies money or directing mind or skill, or even
mereinuscle, that the industry should prosper and e.xpand.
We have formidable competitors, pcrseveri-^g, ingenious,
resourceful. To hold our own we must use all tlic brains and
power at our command. The man then who makes difficulties

about adopting this or that macliino, who stands out against
industrial economy, wiio refuses to help to' save time or
money or skill, such a man in the workshou is like a gumaer

who says that he will mutiny if a new type of gun is Intro-'
duced, and that his own army must carry'on with an obsolete
muzzle-loader while the enemy is making improvements in
the latest breech-loading piece. The argument is so plain
that the inference drawn from the attitude of the men in

^

these cases is that they have not the sense to understand
their own interests. It is supposed that their malice is the
result ot stupid ignorance or conservatism.

False Reasoning

The argument is plain enough, but it leaves a great part of
the question undiscussed. During some bitter strikes a
century ago over the introduction of machinery, certain
economists tried to reason with the workpeople. In the long
mn, they pomted out, everybody benefits by the introduction
of machinery and the hardships are only "temporary Yes
replied the workmen, but man's life is only temporary also!
the answer pierced the weak point in the philosophy of the
times. Industry was regarded as a world in which men andwomen were pawns, to be moved here or there as the circum-
stances of the market suggested, and not as human beings towhom th(i temporary hardships, dismissed so lightly bv
economists as mere incidents in the progress of industry, meant,
in Lord Acton's words, " want and pain and degradation
and risk to their own lives and their children's souls."
The workman was regarded as the abstraction, " Labour "

The economists talked of Capital and Labour as if they were
comparables, as if the transference of labour from one in-
dustry to another were as simple as the transference of capital
Brougham put the whole process in a nutshell. If too much
capital IS attracted to a particular industry, the rate of interest
will fall, and so th6 disproportion will be corrected, for the
superfluous capital will seek some other sphere where the
higher rate of interest shows that capital is in demand
Similarly with labour. The demand for labour falls off in
one industry, perhaps because of changes in that industry
wages fall, and the superfluous labour follows the example
of the superfluous capital and seeks some sphere where wages
are higher, tuat is, where labour is in demand. These force""
rep^ilated the supply and demand of capital and labour, and
all- that was necessary was that the workman should be
intelligent enough to understand them. They would then
appreciate the fundamental harmony of interests. By this
kind of reasoning economists came to forget that when talking

. of "labour " they were talking of the disDosal ofhuman fives, for
they thought that a formula which explained how capital and
labour responded to the fluctuations of the markets should
convince

. the workman that temporary hardships do not
matter.

From the workman's point of view, there was more in al
this than the working of an interesting and abstract economic
law. Smith is employed at a workshop at a week's notice '

Some machine is introduced which makes Smith superfluous
Smith goes. He may be out of work for weeks or for months,
"Do you not see, you slow-witted fellow,"says the economist]
" that the introduction of this machine means industrial pro-
gress, and that you as a member of the race stand to gain
hke everybody else ? " Smith may believQ this, but mean-
while he is more particularly interested in the fact that he is
in danger of losing his home, that his children are threatened
with starvation, and that the prospect of the workhouse is
becoming unpleasantly intimate.

Speeding Up

Or let us look at the question of speeding up. In America
and Germany the whole topic of industrial fatigue has been
_made the subject of careful experiment and study. All kinds
of expedients have been adopted for testing fatigue and
strain and for discovering the conditions under which men
do their best work and are least exhausted. This study has
become an exact if rather dangerous science. Take this

example of " Taylor's law." Taylor was a great prophet of
scientific management in the United States.

" Taylor's law is that for each given push or pull on a
maris arms it is possible for a workman to be under load
for only a definite percentage of the day. For example,
when pig iron is being handled (each pig weighing 92 lb.),

a first-class workman can only be under load 4J per cent, of

the day. He must be entirely free from load during 57 per
cent, of the day. And as the load becomes fighter, th^
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percentage of the dav under whicli the man can remain under

load increases. So that, if the workman is handhng a hall-

pig, weighing 46 lb., he can then be under load 58 per cent,

of the day, and only has rest during 42 per cent. As the

weight grows ligliter the man can remain under load durmg a

larger and larger percentage of the day, until finally a load is

reached which he can carry in his hands all day long without

being tired out. When that point has been arrived at this

law ceases to be useful as a guide to the labourer's endurance,

and some other law must be found which indicates a man s

capacity for work."
.

The Chicago journal Factory, gives the following account ot

an experiment in increasing speed :
" Two men were assemb-

ling a macliine ; oi^.^ was taking 37^ minutes to do the job

the other 40 minutes to do the same job. The movements ot

the men were so rapid that no difference could be detected

by the most expert observer, so a special split-second clock

with a rapidly revolving second hand was set by each of the

men. and motion pictures were taken of them at work. The

resulting films were throvm on a screen at a much reduced

speed and carefully studied. Frames and tables were then

invented to eliminate motions which took up the smallest

fraction of a second, until finally the operator who formerly

took Z7\ minutes to assemble his machine could do the same

job in 8^ minutes."

The Human Element

The workman looks with suspicion on these develop-

ments. They are introduced by the employer and the em-

]iloyer is chiefly concerned to make the niost of that part of

the workman's day which he controls. But the workman
has to think of his life as a whole. If he makes a supreme

effort or if he contrives to acquire such precision and exact-

ness as to become almost a machine, he may increase his

output enormously, but what about his health, liis mind and

the prospect of his old age ? In the early days of the In-

dustrial Revolution men and women were used up at a

terrible rate, and to-day in many occupations old age sets in

very early in life. We have only to read what an erninent

doctor like Sir Thomas Oliver tells us in his book on Diseases

of Occupation to see what a price the working classes pay for

the industrial power of the nation. Why should the. work-

man, to whom the hours he spends in the factory are only part

of his life, lay himself out during those hours to perform sorne

astonishing and exhausting feat whatever the cost to his

health ? The employer pays for so many hours of work :

he does not pay for so much health and "vigour as well ? He
does not make himself responsible for the children who have

to suffer if the workman overstrains himself and renders

himself unfit for work. And what satisfaction is it to the

workman to know that he increases his output, to know that

no man living could have carried a heavier weight of pig-iron

or assembled his machine a second quicker, if he is too tired

to use or enjoy his leisure ? The workman cannot think of

himself as a meremachine whose movements can be accelerated

and regulated like clockwork. And he is right, even if judged

solely by the standard of economy of labour, for many move-
ments that are unnecessary for a particular operation may
actually relieve fatigue because they vary the various use of

his muscles. Moreover in resisting all this speeding up he is

obeying an instinct which is older than his life : he is obeying

an instinct born generations ago in this same struggle between

a law of nature tending to the preservation of the race and a

law of economics tending to the development of industry.

Is the conclusion, then, that all improvements must be

resisted by the workpeople, and that there must be a standing

strife for all time between the spirit of experiment and
adventure in industry and the Trade Unions tradition of self

defence? If so it is a poor look-out for the future. Of course

not. Industry cannot call a halt or use bows and arrows in a

world which has invented machine guns. It is not a bad
thing but a good thing in itself that we should learn what
methods and arrangements economise effort, how the number
of motions in a given process can be reduced, what load on a

shovel is the least tiring, how generally the work that has to

be done in the world can be simplified and made less ex-

hausting. We have learned a great deal in the war, for all

kinds of appliances have been devised to enable women to

take the place of men in the munition works. Some admir-

able work has been done by the Committee on the Health of

Munition-workers, of which Sir George Newman is chairman,

and their reports are a valuable addition to our knowledge of

which full advantage must be taken not so much in the

interests of production as in the interests of the workpeople.

For in a properly organised industry the workpeople would
clearly be the first to benefit by measures that make the

nature of their work hghter.

It is here that we come to the crux of the question. As

industry is organised at present, it is the employer's interest

rather than the workman's interest that prompts and directs

these economies. So lon§ as that interest is the deciding

factor, two fallacies are liable to vitiate all these improve-

ments and to turn them to bad rather than to good account.

Two Fallacies

The first fallacy' is tlie fallacy which thinks only of the

workman as an economic unit, so much labour power at the

disposal of the employer, disregarding all other aspects

of his life. Tlie second is the fallacy of thinking that the

best judge of a boot is not the wearer whom it pinches, but

the maker who sees it on somebody else's foot and admires

it as a happy fit. An illustration will make the point clear.

It was always assumed by the old economists that the intro-

duction and develo])ment of machinery made men's work
easier. They entirely overlooked the nervous strain of work-
ing with machinery which such authorities as Sir Thomas
Oliver regard as an element of capital importance in the con-

ditions affecting health and vitality. Sir Thomas warns us
that the speeding up of machinery in the factory and the
workshops is causing an alarming strain on the nervous system.

The workman knew what that strain was well enough, but
it never entered the imagination of the emploj'ers or

economists. It was seriously argued by one of the economists

who defended child labour, that the mill cliild only worked
fifteen seconds out of every minute, and that therefore his

hours which were nominally twelve were, in fact, only three.

So long as all this side of industrial life, which is called

scientific management, is controlled and regulated only by
the employer, it is bound to be a danger. It is a good thing
to arrange adjustable scaffolds and shelves whereby a brick-

layer is saved a great deal of unnecessary bending and stooping,

but if that arrangement is introduced merely to increase the
speed at which he can pick up his bricks, the foreman thinks
only of this speed, and the bricklayer is, in point of fact,

pressed all the harder in con.sequence. But the new Councils
which are to take over the management of the affairs of our
industry provide just the body that can use the resources of

science and experiment without abusing them. The worker
is interested, as a worker, in the success and efficiency of his

work, because it is human nature to find a satisfaction in

doing a job well. He is interested in another sense, because
to do anything consciously less well than one could do it is

,
destructive of a man's self-respect. He is interested again in

doing his job reasonably quickly and having more time for

his leisure. Above all, he knows better than the employer
where and how the pressure of speeding up is felt. Doctors
tell us that a man's impressions of strain, though based on no
scientific knowledge, arc an invaluable guide in diagnosis.

The new Councils and the new Workshop Committees will

then, it is to be hoped, explore all this department of industrial

life with care, making the business of industrial production .

easier and simpler where this is possible and protecting

the workman against the dangers, while securing to him the
advantages, of new methods and devices.

It will not be enough, of course, to see that the workman
is the gainer and not the loser in respect of health and physique
from such improvements. It is necessary also to see that he
is not the loser in an economic sense. Here we come to one
of the most important of the tasks of the new Councils, for

it will be their duty to provide the workman with some form
of security of tenure. • This does not mean that Smith is to

have a guarantee that for the rest of time he will be employed
on precisely the same job and that a method cannot be changed,
until he is dead. It means that Smith will not find himself
on the doorstep because some improvement has been made,
and that Industry will accept a riew responsibility for the
workpeople employed in it. The Councils will fail in an
elementary duty if they do not devise some satisfactory

means, in the language of the Whitley Report, of ensuring to
the workpeople the greatest possible security of earnings and
employrnent, without undue restriction upon change of

occupation or employer. We hear a great deal about the
necessity of increasing outputs after the war. The true
rriethod is to open up a new source of power and energy by
giving new freedom and responsibility to the workpeople.

The Fre.sh Air Fund, founded twenty^six years ago by Sir
Arthur Pearson, has again begun its yearly good work, and the
promoters hope it will not be necessary to disappoint the poor
children who long for a day in the counirry in this year of sorrow
and anxiety. Fifteen pence gives a poor child a dav in the
country ; fifteen shillings pays for a fortnight at sea or in the
country ; and /13 defrays the cost of a complete party of two
hundred children for the day with the necessary attendants.
All the expenses of management are borne by the promoters.
Subscriptions should be sent to the Honorary Secretary, Mr.
Ernest Kessell, 226,. Great Portland Street, W.i.
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P. Z."
By the Author of Jl Qrand Fleet Chaplains Note ^ook

A T the moment of writing this, we are in the throes

/% of a P.Z., in the North Sea.

Z_Jm That is sufficiently vague, I hope, with regard to

X .^.the locaUty ; and as for the date, it will be many
weeks before this can appear in print, so in this respect also

I am not giving much away.
For the same reason of cautiousness I shall refrain from

giving any accurate and detailed account of a P.Z., which of

course would be of untold value to the enemy. There is,

besides, another reason why I purposely abstain from sucli

a description—and that is, because I could not do it if I tried,

owing to my profound and entire ignorance of such a highly

technical subject.

I deal only in generalities, and in my own little naval

Curiosity Shop collect merely such trifles as take my fancy,

without pretending to possess any skilled knowledge about
them, hoping only that the articles please also those who
deal with me.

But what is a P.Z. ?

I put this same question to a watch-keeper, in the very

early days of my naval career. He glared at me with a bitter

and melancholv glare, and replied briefly :

" Hell's delight !

"

However, this did not help me very much, so I turned to the

Meet Engineer—(they were not called Engineer Commanders
in those days) , and put the same question to him.

He said :
" What is a P.Z. ? Why, a quick method of

getting rid of several hundred tons of good coal !

"

This also left me just as much in the dark. A facetious

Cornishman ne.xt volunteered the information that the letters

stood for Penzance ; which I knew was quite true, having

seen them on the brown mainsails of Cornish trawlers in

Mounts Bay ; but the remark was made in such an evident

spirit of«raillery that I searched around for a fitting retort,

and could think of nothing better to say than that the letters

also stood for Poor Zany ; but this was such a weak effort at

repartee, and Zany is such an unconvincing word after all,

that I left it unsaid, and the honours remained with him.

And it was not until my desire for knowledge had led me into

further researches that 1 found out at last a P.Z. is what
corresponds at sea to a sham fight ashore.

There is no mystery attachecl to tlie two letters ; they do not
" stand for " anything at all, but are simply taken from a signal

book where similar groups of letters in many permutations

and combinations indicate a vast number of naval orders

and phrases in a short and convenient form. We are, as I said,

in the midst of a P.Z. now. An impressionist picture of our

fleet at the present moment would paint a wide stretch of grey

tumbling waters, over which a countless number of ships of all

sizes and classes are tearing at high speed in every possible

direction and apparently quite aimlessly. I say a " countless"

number, because if you were to stand on deck and look around

to try and count them you would find they are Uke the stars

on a summer night, which appear to grow in number the

longer you gaze at them. Look steadily at the horizon until

your eyes ache with looking, and you will see another large

squadron you had overlooked at the first count ; they are only

just visible, dimly merging into the hazy tones of sea and sky,

and, as you watch them, they disappear again.

Nothing more definite than this breaks the horizon. There

is no land in sight anywhere. This, by the way, is what the

Germans describe as "the British fleet hiding securely in

its well-defended harbours "
; and a certain section of our

own public seems more than half inclined to believe them

;

which, of course, is just what the Germans want. But in a

sense, after all, thev are correct. The seas themselves arc

Britain's harbours, well defended by her steel walls now as by

her wooden walls of old ; and in these wide harbours we cer-

tainly have done a very fair share of " lurking " since the

war began ; and although we should be delighted to extend

the hospitality of our " hiding-places " to the enemy, we

have had them all to ourselves save on extremely rare occa-

sions.

The rapid and complicated movements of the ships dashing

so wildly about on all sides are, of course, meaningless only

to the uninstructed. They remind one of nothing so much

as those curious water-beetles which can be seen on a stagnant

pond on any summer's day, gyrating over the surface as though

skating on ice, and continually passing and repassing one

another, circling rapidly over the water in apparent con-

fusion, though they never collide, nor get in each others

way.
In reality, the bewildering movements of the ships are as

full of purpose and as scientifically co-ordinated as the

figures of that dance beloved of all blue jackets and known to

them as the Dee Awlberts—that is, the D'Alberts.

One portion of the fleet represents the enemy, and we—
tiie other portion—represent ourselves ; and we experiment

with the other fellows in various ways, much in the same
manner as a professor of jiu-jitsu might practise his old

tricks or learn new ones on the vile body of his apprentice.

Sometimes it happens that the apprentice succeeds in

throwing the professor—and thtn wc metaphorically scratch

our heads and wonder what we did wrong, or whether some
other dodge, might be more effectual. A P.Z. in the old days

was a much more alarming affair than it is now, becavise

it was so rare an occurence, at least on the grand scale.

On some stations it was just an annual treat, like a Sunday-

school picnic—which it much resembled indeed in many
respects, notably the light-hearted tendency of many of the

party to run away and lose themselves.

I remember, for example, a P.Z. in the Mediterranean, a

dozen years ago, when the Atlantic Fleet came up " the

Straits " to play with us. We met them somewhere oft Lagos,

and the two fleets at once proceeded to play " Here \Ve

Come Gathering Nuts and May"—a P.Z. is really very

much like that game !

But unfortunately—well, have you ever seen the game in

question as sometimes played at the Sunday School treats

referred to above, where the children forget the rules in their

happy carelessness and get all mixed up ? We were just like

that ; and we finished up the battle with all the ships of both

fleets booming along at full speed on parallel courses, inextric-

ably confused, friend and foe side by side, steaming hell-for-

kather in a mad race for a non-existent goal !
How we

all escaped ramming each other is more than I can say
;
but

the' situation was well summed up by our Rear Admiral

—

(he is an Admiral of the Fleet now, and doubtless remembers

the incident)—who signalled to his nearest opponent—
Is this the battle of Armageddon ?

On another and more recent occasion an amusing con-

tretemps occured with curious results. It really happened

during manoeuvres, but these are nothing more than a

glorified P.Z. The fleets were carefully placed in their

prearranged dispositions with adefinite object, namely to prove

that the set scheme of the enemy force could be successfully

counterchecked in spveral different ways.

But unhappily for the plan the Admiral commanding the
" enemy " force was a man of ideas as well as of action ;

and

no sooner had the .
order been given to begin hostilities

than he at once sailed from his base and mopped up his

opponents piecemeal, thereby disproving all the accepted

theories and bringing the manoeuvres to a sudden close

before they were properly started. It was just as though

the Dragon had swallowed St. George at the first onset and

consequently spoiled the whole of a combat that promised

to be most interesting and instructive !

A P.Z. nowadays is a very serious and strenuous affair,

entaihng as much preparation as one of those trench raids

which figure so unimportantly in the communiques but mean

so much previous working up in reality. And after the schemes

have been carefully worked out on paper by the various

admirals' staffs there is a great deal more preparatory work

while actually at sea before the opposing fleets meet for their

sham battle. Everyone on board has a share in it. I have

even a small one myself. But naturally it is the admirals

and captains who find the most excitement in such exercises—

which are rather like living chess, where ybu can't exactly say

you are not taking part in the game so long as you are dressed

up to represent a White Knight or a Black Bishop, but the

people who get the most fun out of it are those who move

the pieces about the board.

Perhaps the Gunnery Lieutenants also manage to suck a

little excitement out of the proceedings ;
for they are a

separate class of human beings, who can always succeed in

raising a thrill provided they are allowed to waggle their guns

about and point them at the horizon or another ship or the

moon or—well, anytliing. Then they will come down to the

wardroom and sit up half the night talking about straddles

and ladders and spotting and plotting, only switching off

occasionally to turn the current of high voltage anathemas on

to the officer of K turret, or the T.S., or the voice-pipe num-

bers—unhappy criminals who bow their heads meekly before

the storm of wrath but survive it somehow and never seem a

penny the worse for it.
, xi. f ^ t> 7

But to the Hoi Polloi, there is no denying the fact, a P.Z. is

rather a boring affair. The Navigator doesn't hke it, he-

cause it keeps him on the bridge for several hours without any
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extra pay, which ot course is a crying shame ; watchkeepers
do not like it either, but then they are never happy unless

they, have a moan about something, so perhaps it works in-

directly to give them pleasure. Nobody, in brief, is alto-

gether sorry when it is all over. This is the sort of thin^you
hear in the wardroom :

"Well, is the battle over ?
"

" Yes, thank goodness. And if it had been a pukka show
\vc sliould all be at the bottom of the sea by this time !

"

" Wliy ' What went wrong ?
"

" What went wrong ? Did anything go right ? Well, well,

there won't be another one till next time, that's one blessing !

"

I fancy that a similar conversation may sometimes be heard
in army messes. The pitiful incompetence of all officers

senior to yourself in affairs 'of strategy is, of course, pro-

verbial. Strangely enough, the opinions 'expressed' do riot

preclude a very deep admiration for the Offic.erg coQcerned,
nor do they in any way imply that the show has really bein
a failure ; they are not intended to, but merely represent that
tired feeling which supervenes on affairs which have been

—

to put it mildly—slightly lacking in personal interest.

. Yet.P.Z.'s are the thing, after all. Not the Real Thing,
but next door to it, and indispensable to a Fighting Navy,
The Battle of Waterloo was won anywhere but on the playing
fields of Eton ; it was won on a hundred drill-grounds and at
innumerable deadly dull parades ; and the final battle for Sea
Power, if ever it is fought, will be won not so much through
the sports which help to keep the Navy fit and happy, but by
countless P.Z. exercises in which admirals and captains have
practised their hands at the great game.

Liza! A True Story
By H. Russell Wakefield

SHE was the first to greet us. She came cautiously

out, sniffed our stacked cycles, looked up into the

C.O.'s face as he dismissed the company, and then
trotted off with the men, walking delicately before

them as if to show them round their new home.
For the first few days she refused to be adopted, and

accepted scraps of " Bully " with an aloof indiscrimination.

Then one day she came into the bivouac of a man named
Kowe, in my platoon, put her head between her paws and went
to sleep. Why she chose him, I do not know, but I always
felt something deeper than mere chance, some unswerving
instinct sent her to him. If you looked at Rowe's crime sheet

you would have put him down a rascal ; when you saw his

face, you ever afterwards picked him out for the " sticky

jobs " ; which is the highest praise one man can give

another. He was dark as a gipsy, untamed, tireless, with
a streak of irresponsibility which filled his crime sheet.

That was the beginning of a great and simple friendship.

Rowe's bivouac was pitched over an old disused trench,

and the day after she adopted him, she hopped down into the
trench as soon as it was light, placed an egg just by his head,

and vJagged her tail as if to say, " You didn't expect that, did

you ?
"

Rowe watched her after that. Just opposite tHe
trench was a barn, where the sens lived. It was always
slmt at night, but there was just one hole left for them to

go in and out by. She discovered this, squeezed her way in

and stole an egg so quietly that she hardly disturbed its in-

dignant owner: She did this every morning for a fortnight,

much to Rowe's satisfaction, until something went wrong.
W hen off duty the men used to sit round the courtyard

of the farm drinking beer and coffee and talking to the
farmer's daughters in their marvellous esperanto. Rowe
was sitting there one morning, when suddenly she came in,

caught sight of her master, came up wagging her tail and
put down an egg by his feet. When the farmer's daughter
saw that, esperanto gave place to fluent, idiomatic Gallic

abuse, and Liza, as she was beginning to be called, was only
saved from the direst- penalties by a look in Rowe's eyes,

which daunted even those viragoes.

Now I must describe her. She was a combination of count-
less breeds ; in stature and shape like a medium sized Irish
terrier, a glossy red-brown in colour, with the most perfectly
shaped head, and the most liquid, inteUigent, yet aloof eyes.

\\ hen she looked at Rowe their expression was quite different.

They glowed then with almost a tigerish affection.

Liza grew a good deal while with the company, thickened
out into a big, powerful dog, and lost a little of her original

grace. W'hen she first joined us, she had a most sexless,

virginal air about her. I always thought she suggested
Artemis more than any real woman I have ever seen or read
of. She possessed great speed and was never known to tire,

and she had no nerves. We were mnning a bomb school
at the time, and lived among the crash of live bombs and the
hum of flying bits of metal. She never minded it in the least.

One day, when Rowe came into his bivouac and found a
large piece of bomb had gone clean through his blankets, she
was sleeping peacefully just beside them.
Liza came with us on all rides and marches. With her long

easy stride, she easily kept up with the bicycles and found time
to drive off all the stray horde of dogs, who were longing to get
two good meals a day and a nice quiet home by the simple de-
signing process of adoption. She went into the trenches for three
weeks and killed innumerable rats. Rowe's friends she accepted
as her own, but no,one else seemed to interest her in the least.

Orders several times came round that all dogs were to be
destroyed, but on the pica of her genius for destroying rats,

I always managed to save her, and so earned Rowe's undying
gratitude. Directly there was any trouble about her, he
always came straight to me.
Then in the late autumn we got orders to move back from

the line, our destination Salonika. Liza, of course, came
too. On the way down to Marseilles, the train stopped for
half an hour at a wayside station, near Avignon. Lizagot
out to stretch her legs, got on the track of a rabbit and went
away after it. W hen the train began to move everybody began
jumping in, and then Rowe, who had been making tea,

missed her.

"Where's Liza?" he shouted, "anyone seen Liza?" He
was almost frantic. He gave the long shrill whistle which
was always his signal for her. She was far out in a field at
the time, but the moment she heard it, she put down her head,
stretched out her beautiful legs and raced for the train. She
came through a gap in the hedge, just level with the l^ist coach.
She just managed to keep up with the train, which was
very slowly increasing speed. Every man in the train was
leaning out whistling and cheering her on. Rowe was onlv
kept in the carriage by main force ; he was alternately whistling
and cursing. For fully five minutes she kept it up, then seeing
it was hopeless, stopped suddenly, stared after the train for

a moment, then turned and slunk towards the station.

My platoon thc«>. b^gan a long and heated wrangle as to
whose fault it had been, while Rowe stood and stared back
along the line. He hardly spoke until we got to Marseilles,

and then got hopelessly and remorselessly drunk. The CO,
understood, saved him from a court martial and let him off

lightly.
. A fortnight later we landed at Salonika.

When we had been there a month I was taking my platoon to
the baths, and we were just turning up opposite the *W hite
Tower, when I noticed a party of infantry coming towards us,
I saw they had a dog with them, and I was just reahsing that
it seemed strangely familiar, when I heard Rowe almost
shout, " My God, there's Liza." I knew it was no moment
for strict discipline, so I halted my party and told Rowe he
could give one whistle, if he liked,

When Liza heard it, she stood stock still, stared in our
direction, then leapt towards us. Thai; meeting I will not
attempt tq describe.

We found out' that 'she had joined the next train passing
through, had been adopted by a corporal and had come all

the way with him. He was sorry to lose her, but, as he owned :

" She never really took to me hke." For several days Liza
ran wildly about, was petted by everyone and seemed to like
it, and then settled down to her old aloof concentration on
Rowe.

Later on she fulfilled her destiny and became the mother
of four robust but most mongrel puppies. She looked after
them well, kept the flies oft" them, and pulled them in out of
the sun into the excellent kennel Rowe had made for her.
I am not sure, however, that she had a very strongly developed
maternal instinct ; the heat was frightful, and altogether
I think she was reheved, when they grew too large and in-
dependent to need her care, and went off to join the great
horde of stray mongrels, which glean a precarious livelihood
in the streets of Salonika. ,

Liza came up the line with us, killed a snake in Rowe's
bivouac and stood; the climate better than any of us. But
she put on weight and was beginning to look more placid and
mature,. When I last saw her she was sitting with my platoon,
who were out qn post. . She was staring out over the lake, and
growling peacefully when Rowe gently pulled her. tail.

tXlife ^Villto Tijwer at Salonika is to bo seen to the left of tlie photo-
graph *hi'.;h is published on ]iagc IS.
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Life and Letters
By J. C. Squire 1

Jane Austen's

Centenary

JANE AUSTEN died on July iSth, a hundred years,

ago, at the age of forty-one. She began writing early ;

Pride and Prejudice, " a mature work, was finished

when she was twenty- one. But novel-writing was,

to her, in a sense a recreation, like another : and she left only

four long books, two short ones, and two fragments. These

mean so much to her admirers that one of them has seriously

suggested that a man's worth can be estimated once and for

all by his ability to appreciate her. She had a. most " un-

eventful " life, and we know very little about it. Yet those

who like her feel that they know her more .intimately than

any other writer. To those who have not read her, she is

^ merely a woman with a name like a governess, who lived at

the same period as Maria Edgeworth (another of the same

sort) and wrote books with titles such as Emma and Sense and

Sensibility, which stamp them as moral treatises of the worst

and most edifying kind. But to those who know her she is

unique, a delightful secret, a secret shared by thousands of

people.

• ***'
Miss Austen lived—as an author—in greater seclusion

^
perhaps than any other English writer. She knew no

celebrities and corresponded with none : her name did not

appear on her title-pages: and her fame did not become

considerable until after her death. During the last year

or two of her life her books sold fairly well, and she received,

with equanimity, two tokens of appreciation. The Quarterly

published a considerable review of her work, and the Prince

Regent's Librarian, writing on behalf of his illustrious em-

ployer, asked for the dedication of Emma. Miss Austen

assented, and inscribed the book to the Regent : upon which

the Librarian, encouraged, wrote again, suggesting that the
''

author's gifted pen might properly be employed upon " an

historical romance illustrative of the august House of

Coburg," which was about to be united, by a holy bond, with

the Royal House of England. It is not easy to persuade

oneself "that George IV. was Jane Austen's only point of

contact with the great world : it is absolutely impossible to

imagine what a German historical novel by her would have

been like. She could not imagine it either : she explamed

to the Librarian that she could not undertake any story m
which it would be improper to laugh. Treatii^es with a serious

object were not in her line. " I think," she said, " I may
boast myself to be, with all possible vanity, the most un-

learned and uninformed female who ever dared to be an

authbress."
» • • *

This is, of course, an exaggeration : and even had it been

literally true at that date, she would have lost her proud

pre-eminence ten thousand times over by now. She was

fairly widely read in history and literature :
and amongst

her other accomphshments, as her nephew proudly relater;

were embroidery of the most masterly kind, spillikins, and

cup-and-ball, at which she once caught the baU a hundred

times running. One would expect this : she was a human

being before she was a woman of intellect : and her pro-

pensity for entering into the occupations and amusements of

her circle is of a piece with her preference to write about the

worid she lived in rather than about the myriad worids she

did not live in. Her brain was good enough for anything,

but she did not employ it in speculation or controversy or

the promiscuous acquisition of facts. One remembers the

education of the two Misses Bertram, who thought them--

selves so superior to Fanny Price :

" How long ago it is, aunt, since we used to repeat the

chronological older,of the Kings of England, with the dates

of their accession, and most of the principal events of their

reigns I

" _
"Yes," added the other; "and of the Roman Emperors

as low as Severus ; besides a great deal of the human
mythology, and all the metala, semi-metals, planets, and

distinguished pliilosophers." '

There has -been no critic so desperate as to suggest that she

was the product of the French Revolution. Her complete

"detachment from the Great War, which raged throughout

her writing career, has often been mentioned. She hoped

her brothers or characters in the Navy might pick up a httle

. prize-money : and there her interest ceased. She and her

family and her neighbours and her heroines were in Chawton

or Meryton, Bath or Lyme Regis : and those arenas w?ere

quite large enough for the display of the general affections

and particular idiosyncrasies of men arid wdmen. She

limited her art still further
:'

she dealt only with her own
social class, and its outskirts. She must have known farmers
and cottagers well enough : , but they never appear as
characters in her books. It is evident, therefore, that her
limitations of subject were as much a matter of deliberate
choice as of opportunity. The genteel families of a country
town, the officers of a militia regiment, the local clergy, a great
landlord or two, and a sprinkling of governesses and- sailor
sons on leave : these materials she found quite sufficient for
her picture of life.

England has had few such finished artists. There is only
one conspicuous weakness in her books. It is not true that
she could draw women, but not men : her subsidiary men are
as good as her subsidiary women. But her heroes are shadowy
and unsatisfactory compared with her heroines. All her
novels were written from the heroine's standpoint. In
Pride and Prejudice the author may almost, be said to look
at the world through 'Elizabeth Bennet's eyes: in all the
other books she is standing, as it were, at the side of her
heroines. She knows them intimately : she never troubles
to give us the inner history of the young men with whom
they are in love. All the other persons around them are

illuminated and made familiar by the laiVip of comedy that
is turned on them. This operation cannot be wholeheartedly
performed on the young lovers ; and even the most im-
pressive of them, Mr. Knightley, and the nicest of them.
Commander Wentworth, arc rather vague and unexplored.
We can deduce the rest of Mr. Bennet from what Miss Austen
shows us : Darcy's personality has great blanks like the old
maps of Africa. We have to assume that Darcy, since Miss
Austen thought him worthy of Elizabeth Benhst, was an
exceptionally fine man : but we know very little about him
except that when the plot necessitates it he behaves like a
pig and when the plot necessitates it he behaves like a
chivalrous gentleman. This weakness, however, is remark-
ably little inconvenience to the reader. We are prepared ta
take these young men at Miss Austen's valuation : the hearts
of the women are quite sufficiently, exposed to make the love-

stories interesting ; and in any case the love-affairs are not
the only props of the books. Their first interest lies in the
vision they give us of the everyday life of ordinary families,

in the inexhaustible interest drawn from the apparently
humdrum by a woman of genius. Her people are the people

we know. The Georgian setting- of harpsichords, muddy
roads, Chippendale, hahas and Empire dresses, does not make
them archaic : it merely makes clearer their permanent
modernity, the endurance of types of character, of human
" humours," impulses, small deceptions and generosities,

and mannerisms of speech and gesture. There must have
been Miss Eltons, Sir Walter Elliots and Miss Bfiteses in

Athens : they must exist in Samarkand : and one might quite

conceivably forget whether one had read about Mary Bennet
and her mother in a book or met them at Cheltenham. There
they all are, scores of them. We know little directly of their

souls : nor do we of most people with whom we dine or drink

tea. But few of them—Collins and Lady Catherine, one
admits, are Dickens characters — are less real than our
acquaintances. And, through Miss Austin, we get far more
amusement out of them than we do out of our acquaintances.

For Miss Austen had sharper eyes than we.

Nobody has excelled her interiors, or invented such
exquisite beginnings and endings. She gejs one intrigued

in the first sentence, yet without the least effort.

And no great writer of Enghsh has kept his English up with

so little apparent effort. The quiet tunc of her sentences is

never broken, yet never gets dull. She always uses the right

word, yet never with the appearance of having searched for

,it, and the felicities of her humour are inexhaustible. " Mr.

Knightley seemed to be trying not to smile ; and succeeded,

without difficulty, upon Mrs. Elton's beginning to talk to

him." They are usually as quiet as that : they produce warm
flickering smiles as one" passes. It is hopeless to attempt to

illustrate them here : or to show how discriminating is her

sarcasm and how sweet and sympathetic is the spirit under-

neath it. She was in the line of Addison and Goldsmith,

uniting immense sense with great sensibihty. Amid the

tropical forest of the Romantic movement, she flourished,

the most perfect flower of the Eighteenth Centurv.
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Letters to the Editor

Cautes of Industrial Discontent

Sir.- Jason's admirable analysis of the industrial situation

should command the most serious attention of all who are

interested in the industrial welfare of this country, and pai^

ticularly those engaged in a solution of our labour problems.

There are, however, one or two elements which have had a

most disturbing effect upon labour, and which Jason seems to

have overlooked. I refer (i) to the licence granted to various

political organisations since the beginning of the war to carry

on openly an anti- British propaganda, which has thrown

suspicion" and discredit upon the Allied cause, and white-

wasljed the enemy's methods and intentions.

As Jason shows," the working classes have a keen sense of

justice, and are quick to recognise inconsistencies in the law.

They cannot understand why one or two of their misguided

(omVades should be punished for interfering with the output

of munitions, whilst men like Ramsay MacDonald, Philip

Snowden, F. W. Jowett, and E. D. Morel are permitted,

week after week, to poison the minds of thousands and destroy

their faith in the righteousness of the cause for which their

countrymen are lighting. Many of these men read the

Labour Leader, which has studiously falsified the issue from

tiie beginning. They have noticed the apparent importance

which these men seem to occupy in the councils of the

nation, and who, after hampering the Government in the pro-

secution of the war to the best of their ability, are granted,

some of them at least, passports to Russia, in Order to

assist our Ally in settling his domestic difficulties

!

(2) They have read of the alleged atrocities committed by

the Germans—(although not in the Labour Leader, which

has been careful not to inform its readers on this subject)

—

and also of the treatment of German prisoners at Donnington

Hall, and elsewhere. And they have contrasted this with

that accorded some of their old chums who have fallen into

the hands of the enemy ! They have witnessed or read of

the results of the raids by German aeroplanes upon our open

towns, and of the military burial honours accorded the per-

petrators of these murders, and the inscriptions upon their

tombs, " To brave and gallant foes." And they are bewil-

dered. They cannot see any differehce between the action

of the Kaiser in awarding "Captain von Brandenburg the

Order " Pour le Merite," and that of our own authorities in

acknowledging a German bbmber to be a brave and gallant

foe. These mconsistencies arouse suspicion.

(3) Regarding the scandals connected with the Dardanelles

and Mesopotamia Expeditions, the industrial classes have not

been Wind to the vast difference in the treatment accorded to

certain workmen whose dissatisfaction has delayed the output

of munitions, and certain pohticians and highly-placed

miUtary and civil officers whose culpable neghgence has

caused the death and sufferings of thousands of our best and

bravest, and seriously prolonged the war

!

^

These are a few of the additional causes which have tended

to dishearten labour and have led to both suspicion and dis-

content. And on such soil it has not been difficult for the

various anti-British societies, such as the U.D.C., which

our complacent rulers still tolerate, to sow the seed which

may yet bring forth a har\-est of trouble.

Stamford, July, 1917. , Arthur Kitson.

Capital and Labour

Sir,—The report of the Reconstruction Committee on the

relations between employers and employed, with its sug-

gestion of setting up National Councils in each industry, is

excellent so far as it goes, but may 1 point out that a vital

element to the success of the proposal is that all employers

and all workpeople should be in their respective organizations.

In paragraph 23 of their report the Committee recognise this,

but they make no suggestion as to how it is to be brought

abQut. Herein hes the cru.K of the whole matter? and it must
be. faced, otherwise the suggestions of the Committee mean
nothing more than the setting up of Conciliation Boards,

which have been common in most industries for many years.

A.s an employer who has during the last few months
attended many conferences of employers and employed, 1

believe the feeling is growing that the State should set up
some form of machinery to secure that, at any rate in our

staple trades, every worker should belong to his Trade Union,

and every employer to his Trade Association. In fact at

one meeting a resolution was passed to this effect.

May I be permitted to make a proposal which may serve

as a step in this direction. Let tlie Government announce
that they are prepared to grant a Charter to any industry in

which the Masters' 'Federation employs 75 per cent., of the

workpeople, and the Trade Union represents 75 per cent, of

the operatives, provided that application is made jointly by the

two bodies, which charter shall, inter alia., make it illegal for

anyone but members of the Trade Union to be employed in

that industry, or for any employer to operate unless he is a

member of the Trade Association. The charter should also

lay down that the industry should be controlled by a Joint

Board of employers and employees, presided over by a

Chairman appointed by the State, and further that statistics

relating to the industry should be published yearly, showing
the cost of production per £100 of net value of product, to-

gether with the percentage of average net profit on the goods

produced, and all particulars with reference to markets,

wages, conditions of work, health, etc. In other words, the

industry should be laid bare, and all the facts made public.

Such a charter would safeguard the interests of employers and
employed, and also those of the community, and would fore-

stall any suggestion that the community was being ex-

ploited by a combination of employers and workpeople.

This proposal I submit the Government can put forward
without taking any undue responsibility. They would simyjly

offer facilities. If no trades availed themselves of these

facilities no harm would be done. If on the other hand one,

two, or half a dozen trades applied for charters, a very useful

social experiment could be made, which if successful would
go a long way towards solving the problems of industry.

I attach the greatest importance to the disclosure of all

the facts relating to the various industries. Let

employers and employed know the facts, and they

can be trusted to deal with them in a common-sense
way. It is precisely because Labour at present does not

know the facts,, and because their only way of ascertaining

what wages and industry can carry is by making periodical

demands after the manner of the Income Tax collector, that

friction arises. In truth it is not possible to conceive a system
or want of system, better calculated to cause trouble and
unrest. The first essential to a better understanding between
Capital and Labour is that all the cards shall be laid

on the table, and all the facts known, and that can only be

done when the industry is thoroughly organized

.

I submit that the suggestion I have made above is soufid,

reasonable, and practicable, and can be safely initiated at once.

Surely if a majority of on6 can turn out a Government it is

not asking too much that a three-fourths majority of emploj-ers

and employees should rule an industry.

New times demand new measures and new men.
The world moves on ; and in due course
Outgrows the laws that in our fathers' days were be.st

And after we are gone a better scheme will be devised
By wiser men than we.

T. B. Johnston.
Managing Director, Pountney & Co., Limited.

The Bristol Pottery, Bristol. July, 1917.

The Garden of Eden
Sir.—As a regular reader of your most interesting and ably-

conducted periodical I have felt emboldened to take exception
to the words which occur in the second line of your leader in

the current number. I mean the words
—"We never for-

get the legend
"—of the Garden of Eden. '

In my opinion the' expression is rather an infehcitous one,
referring as it does to the account given to us in Holy
Scripture, of the beginning of our race. A more carefiil

perusal of the first few chapters of the same book, and the
last few too for that matter, give food for anxious thought
at the present moment, and is calculated to ensure us against
he familiarity which breeds contempt.
The Higher Drive, Purley. F. V. C. Sergeant.

Silkworm Gut
Sir.—We have pleasure to advise you, that the' season's

crop of silkworm gut in Spain is completed. The manufac-
ture has begun, and during August, deliveries in this country
may be expected. So far as can be seen, the quantities and
quahties are an average. The large quantities required for
surgical work due to the war, and the larger expenses all

round, are estimated to increase the cost some 50 to 65 per
cent. Anglers, therefore, must be prepared to pay a consid-
erable increase in price for gut casts, and general gut work
of all kinds i\\ the immediate future.

For Hardy Brothers (Alnwick) Ltd.,
John James Hardy, Managing Director.

Alnwiclf, J}ily ^917, ,
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw
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PLACE to the senior service ! Here are true tales of

many ships in many places, whiclr have the im-
primatur of Admiral Jelhcoe. It is the proper thing
of course, to call such a volume of reminiscences

"breezy," but that is not exactly the adjective 1 should apply
to Capt. A. R. Wonham's Spun Yarns of a Naval Officer,
(P. S. King and Son, Ltd., los. 6d. net.) I should call it a
well-informed book if that were not almost as unfortunate in
its implication as calling the author well-intentioned. Both
epithets would no doubt be true, but they would only be the
half-truth. Capt. Wonham, after long years of service, writes
of happenings he has shared in (starting with the saving
of Gordon at Shanghai) on the seas that he has helped to
rule. It is not merely the informative that attracts in such
a book ; it. is its authority and point of \n&\\.' The changes
in the Navy since i860 have been almost inconceivably great.

It is interesting to follow them through the eyes of one who for

many years was intimately concerned in their changes. There
are also many side-lights on the little affairs of the Empire in

Spun Yarns. The Navy, we find, is generally involved in

such matters.

* * * *

The Army, especially to-day, is inclined to be more articulate

than the Navy ; but, even among the rather bewildering
number of books of its class, Yeo's Soldier Men (John Lane,
3s. 6d. net.) stands well out for its individual and effective

work. " Yeo " presents a series of studies, couched in the'

form of fiction, but obviously based on first-hand experience
of the men and incidents on active service, chiefly in Egypt.
Little points of psycliology, the moods and tensions of the
mind when under the pecular strain of modern fighting, are the
thingsthat chiefly appeal to hiai, and in such studies as "2nd
Lieut. Vereker," and "The Unsatisfactory Third," are extreme-
ly well done. I especially liked the study of Spinks, the man
of ideas, who during his time of training, longed so eagerly

to get to the front to put those ideas into execution. When
he got out his disappointment with the conditions of active

service, as compared with ti aining, may be summed up in the
plantive expression ; " There ain't the scope some-'ov/."

* * * * if

Count Chedomille Mijatovich was formerly Serbian Minister
for Foreign Affairs. He has been Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court of St. James's, Con-
stantinople, Bucharest, and the Hague. When such a
personage thinks he can "give some authentic and impartial

contributions to the historical study of the antecedent cir-

cumstances wliich finally developed into war," one naturally

opens one's ears, remembering too that it was in Serbia that

the spark was kindled that led to the present conflagration.

If one does not find in The Memories of a Balkan Diplomatist

(Cassell and Co., i6s. net.) quite all one expects to find, for there

are some marked reservations in the Count's apparently
candid narrative, especially as he reaches the year 1914, yet

the book is certainly not merely of the utmost value as an
historical document, but has also great interest, romantic,

personal and national, in other directions. The book opens
with a fascinating account of the author's mother, who,
among other claims to interest, was a young girl kidnapped
by a witch and remained for some years an assistant in the

latter's magic rites. That is not the sort of opening one
expects in a book by a European diplomatist. The Count
himself is a spiritualist, and among other manifestations

describes how a mediurri at a seance arranged by the late

Mr. Stead foretold the murder of King Alexander and Queen
Dragaso clearly that the' King's' Minister in London, as the

Count then was, sent him an express warning, which was
intercepted by his enemies. Even apart from such highly

sensational matter, however, these Memoirs would attract

attention from the extremely life-like sketches they contain

of many of the chief actors in Balkan affairs during the last two
generations, and the author wins our regard by the fine quality

of his patriotism. The spirit of Kossovo inspires his pen.

* * * « *

Very few novehsts have really succeeded in giving a truthful

picture of stage-life. Such as have done so have provoked

an immediate charge of hbel from members of " the " pro-

fession, which is! not because a truthful Study of an actor

is necessarily ugly, but because the idealism of .the average

actor is so strongly developed as to prevent him from |iecogniz-

ing his own portrait. Mr. Keble Howard in The Cay Life,

(John Lane. 6s. ) appeals to the sentimental side of this

idealism. His picture perhaps errs as much on one side as

that of " the sex-specialist," whom he denounces, errs on the

other side. But as far as providing a healthy, readable and en-

tertaining story is concerned, he errs on the right side. His
Jilly Nipchin is a distinct creation and will win tlie hearts of
the novel-reading public for many a long month to come.
In the slang of the moment, she certainly " makes good."

* 4: * * *

"This volume of entertaining tales and sketches must
finish my selection of fiction for the week. Miss Blanche Wills
Cliandler has collected into book form, under the title of
Tommies Two (Sampson Low, Marston and Co., 3s. 6d. net),

some of the fugitive pieces in which she has shown herself

a sort of literary Bairnsfather of the troops seen from this
side of the water. The collection was well worth making.
Miss Chandler has very real sense of humour, as witness
The Born V.C. and The Sleeping Soldier.

In the current number of The Hibhert Journal much
space is devoted to Reconstruction ; writers who contribute
to this section include Professor James Ward, Dr. Crozier,

Mr. J. A. K. Marriott, MP., and\he Countess of Warwick.
But the articles which wall in our opinion attract the widest
attention, are three dealing with the ever-present mystery
of the Hereafter. The Dean of St. Paul's writes on _" Sur-
vival and Immortality." His language is obscure and his

meaning lacks the lucidity which, in the opinion of the
writer, the subject demands. Needless to say, there is a
reference to the Dean's favourite saint, Plotinus. Very
different in style and diction are the other two articles on
this subject. Dr. Charles Mercier is merciless in his applica-
tion of cold logic and common sense to the claims of Sir Oliver,

Lodge
; . and Dr. Jacks in the presidential address to the

Society for Psychical Research, delivered last JunC and
published heie under the title of " The Theory of Survival
in the Light of its Context," is equally direct and down-
right. Both deny that science has established any right to
speak with authority on the great riddle ; both assert it is

as much to-day as ever a question of Faith. These are two
first-rate pronouncements which will give unfeigned satis-

faction to a very great number of persons, who by no
means see eye to eye with either of the writers.

JOHN LANE'S NEW BOOKS
SOLDIER MEN

liv \VA>. 38. 6d. net.

"Tlieae vivid aBd liumaii BLo^i^•^ are ainouK tlio best that the war has
produced. It is a true soldier's booli, manly, Ircsli, and selt-respecting. and
' it touches tlie spot' every time.""Doiij; felenrapli.

" Kvery sort and shade of soldJer i.t in this exwllent volume, and every

one rings perfectly true."

—

Clarion.

THE LIFE OF JOHN WILKES
By HORACE BLE.ICKLEY. With nunnerous illustrations. Demy 8vo.

16>. net.*

"An orderly, detjiilwi. aind very carefully-documented account ol Wilkes'

life .... an admirable hook."— Obserrcr.

IN THE WAKE OF THE WAR:
Parliament or Imperial Government?

By HAEOLO HODGK. Cronn 8vo. 58. net.
*• Mr. Hodge's suggestions may be read with profit."

—

Timet,

IN GREEK SEAS:
And Other Poems of Travel.

By OSW.MjD H. HAIU>Y (.late Mr. Itegistrar Hardy of the Trobate Court).

3s. 6d. net.
" In tlie*e pieces a mature and cultured mind enlarges in well-moulded

verse on theroies which appeal to it. . . . His sedat*. ttnely-polished verses."

""'""
THE MAID WITH WINGS:

And Other Fantasies Grave to Gay.
Bv E. n. CSBOHN. 68. net.
" Literary iraftsmiin.ship is everywhere evident, and It iis a.pplied to a

great variety of subjects.'"— .Morniiiff Pott.

THE REBIRTH OF RUSSIA
By ISAAC I''. MAl!.C(WiS()N'. Illu-trated. 3$. 6cl. net.

Thifi book i.i Uio ilrst adequate narrative of the greatest event in world

hiitory since the French Revolution.
^

t'lMly IS.

^XCE1L.1L.ENT e/- NOVELS.
AUTUMN

By MURIEL niNE (Mrs. Sidney

Coxon).
" Undoubtedly 'Autumn' remain* a

story to rc;ul and remember."—
Punch.

•• Full of cliaracter. cleverness, ftnd

real observation."— 1'« tier.

THE GAY LIFE
By KEBLE HOWARD.

Mr. Keble Iliiward has utilised his

personal experience of the stage in

his new novel, '"fhe Gay Life," which

sets out to give a true picture of

the life of an actress.

THE GREAT GIFT
By SIPXF.Y PATEIIXOSTKR.

A present-day pol;iticiiI novel which
'fthouUl be widt^ly read ; -characters

that may he identifitMl. a fascinating
love story, and a ylimpse behind the
eoenes oif the cxpening of th^* War.

[July IS.

WITH GOLD AND
STEEL

B> CECIL STAi;i:. JOHNS.
A roraaiK* of the days of Henry of
Navarre, idctTiresque and full of
dramatic Interest.

JOHN LANE, THE BODLEY HEAD, VIGO STREET, W.l.
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Reform of Public School Educiation
By S. p. B. Mais

'

THERE are two problems which require immediata

solution in the domain of Education ; two points

in which wo have quickly to make up our minds

before we can hope to promulgate a scheme for the

reform of public school education. They are: (i) The

type we want to produce, and (2) the methods we ought to
' employ to produce those types. In the first place there are

many people who are entirely satisfied with the results of the

present system ; tliey point to the magnificent quaUties

evinced by our men at the front, qualities of indomitable

courage, both physical and moral self-endurance, splendid

initiative, ability to obey command, the capacity to gain

and keep the confidence of other men, unselfish self-sacrifice,

intense love of the country which gave them birth, and
countless other virtues not less praiseworthy than these.

We are, perhaps, prone to forget amid the clamour of war
that there is ever a probability of the return of peace :

we omit to remember that just as the clouds of war broke

without warning, so may the sunshine of peace dispel these

clouds as unexpectedly, The youth of to-day will be

called upon to grapple with the arduous problems that

will beset us' in the years of reconstruction which will follow

immediately upon the cessation of hostilities. What is the

tj-pe we wish to produce if these problems are to be

adequately dealt with ? Knowledge of social conditions and
an intense sympathy will without doubt be the predomi-
nant characteristics of the leader of to-morrow.' Are we
training those who are now at school on lines calculated to

evince these and other qualities of a similar nature ? Is it not

a fact that the majority of boys are now allowed to leave

school without any training whatever in social reform or in the
principles and duties of citizenship, or in sympathetic vision ?

In O.T.C. work and their games boys are just as keen as

ever, but how do they stand in matters pertaining to the
intellect ? Are they not inchned to shirk mental labour of

all sorts ? Are they not blind to the responsibilities- which
will all too soon rest upon their shoulders ? The type which
W'e aim at producing will have to be something altogether

different from this. It will have to study the question of

capital and labour, it will have to help in a rational scheme
for demobilization, it will have to face squarely the problem
of the poor, destroy slums, encourage the arts and a love of

the beautiful, equalise the opportunities of all men so that
merit shall displace interest, and worth count before riches.
Howcan such a type be produced ? In the first place by
interesting the parents. So long as parents regard educa-
tion as a sort of training for the body alone, no progress is

possible. That a boy should gain his First Eleven or Fifteen
cpiours is of little moment ; that he should develop sanely
and methodically mentally is of the first importance.
At present only a minority of fathers worry about the sub-

jects their children study. They willingly leave such things
to the schoolmaster, who in his turn has perforce to be led
in these matters by the dictates of the Universities and
e.\terrial examinations. So we have a vicious circle. No
change can be effected until the parents demand a thorough
reform, and few fathers and mothers like to trespass on a
province with which they are for the most part unfamiliar.
Parents then mUst first be educated, and after the parents
the schoolmasters.

In the past a man has been selected to a post at a school on
the strength of his University degree and his success in athletics.
To have gained a " First," or gained a " Blue" ensured a
good permanent position on the staff of a first-rate public
school. Unfortunately these men got into the habit of re-
garding their degree as the zenith of their achievement. They
were encouraged to believe that there was nothing left for
them to learn. Certainly they found nothing in the work
they were expected to teach which required any further
study. It never struck them that they ought to be keeping
abreast of all modern movements. They found that so
much of theu: time was spent in correcting exercises, adding
up marks, helping with the games, or organising societies, tliat
no spare hours were afforded during which they could read
or argue about the pressmg matters of State which were per-
plexmg the politicians and thinkers of the time. It never

crossed their minds that they ought, when teaching history fo'
example, to show how present-day conditions depend very
much on precedents drawn from the past : they never dreamed
of applying Greek ideals or Roman order to the practical
problems of their own day. . All the subjects which they .

taught were dealt with as if they had no relation to the world
outside school, but were so many lessons in mental disciphne
of no practical utilitarian value whatsoever. Consequently
teaching became dull and the profession of. schoolmaster fell

into disrepute. The best men would not join, partly because
it offered no Scope for their abihties, partly because of the
wretchedly inadequate salary.

Higher Pay, More Leisure

Now no reform is possible unless the right tvpe of man is

attracted into the ranks of the teacher. The" pay must be
raised considerably, and more leisure given in order that
schoolmasters may continue to study the things which they
are expected to teach, which comprise nearly everything in life.

In existing circumstances it is quite possible for a boy to pass
from a great Public School after six years of so-called' teaching
without being able to write a letter or to express himself
with any clearness of diction on any subject. It is not only
possible but probable that a boy of eighteen will now leave
school ignorant of the arts, unable to speak properly,
with no special individuality of character, no interest in
books or politics or any of the things that go to make the com-
plete man. He wiD, in other words, have no marketable
value : subconsciously he will want to do something for his
country and find, to his chagrin, that he is merely a dead-
weight, unfitted to give judgment on matters that require
mental acumen or knowledge of the conditions of life.

It is in his school days that the foundations must be laid
for the true citizen. It is in his school days that a man nmst
begin to feel that passion for literature without which
no one can hope to gain much insight into the
art of living. It is false comfort to imagine that what a boy
omits to learn at school will come naturally to him after-
wards. It is simply not true. Set him in the right direction
while he is still malleable, give him an interest in thevthini^s
that matter and the odds are on his becoming an efficient
member of the Commonwealth. Deny him any prospect
of the vista before him', cram him full of useless formul-e,
and train his memory but neglect his powers of reasoning
and you may get him to take care of his bodily health

; you
will never succeed in educating him in the true sense of -

the word. All talk of reform and progress will leave him
cold

; he will use his influence to keep everything stationary,
he will obstinately clog the wheels of Government because
he will fail to understand the principles underlying action

;

he will selfishly seek to gain all for himself and prevent
others from sharing his good fortune.

First then, in order to prevent this catastrophe, we have to
train cur teachers.

In an admirable article in the current number of The Round
Table an anonymous writer puts forward some practical
suggestions for this training, not only for those who are to
teach but for all who would be counted among the leaders
in any direction in the future.
As the President of the Board of Education has so aptly

l)ut it, our first business is to secure the right kind of teaching.
This can be done by making the lot of the teacher a happy
one : he must be relieved of domestic worry if he is to devote
himself whole-heartedly to the service of his country.
Happiness in part consists of absence of financial difficulties
combined with congenial and useful service. Useful service is
impossible without proper training. Up to now there has
been no training whatever' given at the Universities in
citizenship. The Round Table suggests a • three year course
for a Pass Degree, to be spht up into three periods.

In the first year the undergraduate will attend lectures
in Enghsh Literature and in one other language ancient or
modern, in order to glean something of its literature. In His
second year he ivUl, study Bfifj^h History and make practical
experiments m the Lsiboratories in some branch of Science
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in his third year he will devote himself t6<Econonrics'and the
ethics of individual and social life.

Thus equipped the young man ought to be ready to take
his place in the lists either as a general practitioner in the

science erf living or as a specialist teacher of tlie j-oung. But
all grown up people, whether employers or employed, will

continue thoir study in Civics so that they mav evolve schemes
for the amelioration for the lot of humanity at large, widen
their interests and understand eacli ofher better. At present
many live in. a dangerous state of profound ignorance : the

sooner they realise the truth of R. L, Stevenson's famous
phrase that " To be wholly devoted to some intellectual

exercise is to have succeeded in life," the better it will be
for each individual and the country at large. The Workers'
Educational Association have already made it abundantly
clear that engineers, miners and weavers not only find a

humane education of practical use, but they have further

discovered that all technical industrial training is secondary
to this civic training as an aid to knowledge and wisdom of

the mind.
As a race we have hitherto refused to believe in education.

Its uses have not been computed in terms of character, i.e.,

efficiency and happiness, but in terms of industrial usefulness,

which is almost as bad aS the German system of training all

its citizens to serve the State regardless of industrial rights

and individual freedom.

At last there are signs of a change of attitude. Continuation

schools are to be made compulsory and teachers are to be
recognised as worthy of higher social status and more
adequate remuneration, but we have still toi learn that

education to mean anything must mean a vital inter-

ference with the soul, and neither State, nor Church, nor

teacher, nor parent, nor any other authority has any right to

form a people's mind or tamper with its personality except

for the people's good. That is the main fact that we have to

keep before us in our attempt to remodel our system of

education.

Short-sighted people have frequently asserted that dis-

content follows in the wake of learning :
" Educate the

people" they say "and they will rise in revolt against their

lot in life." If that lot is miserable, vicious and unhealthy

it is certainly a good thing for the country that they should,

'but it is a gross error to suppose that anarchy or discontent

springs from any other source than ignorance. To know all

is to forgive all, to know little is to forgive a little, to know
nothing is to misunderstand everything. Once bring the light

of reason within the reach of everyone and the result will not

be discontent but happiness, not anarchy but peace.

It is a trite saying, but both exphcit and true, and never

more apropos or more necessary for us to reahse than at the

present time, that " the proper study of mankind is man."
This is the end of the whole matter and contains in a

nutshell the complete theory of modern education. Happiness
' and prosperity come through understanding alone, and under-

standing only through a right conception of a word which we
have hitherto intinctivoly disliked and mistranslated. It

remains for us to change our tactics with good speed.

Apocalypse
Bv Francis Blackweii,.

IF all men's hearts their mystery untold

Might but unfold.

And the revelation that we know not there

Were but laid bare ;

How much the broader, in a wide surprise,

Would open bur eyes.

When they we thought so lacking and so mean

Were truly seen :

Heavened around by a redeeming grace

From time and place,

In stature of eternity who trod

—

The sons of God I

r If X- :

There is now open at 46. KnisWfeliridgc, a photographic exhibi-

tion entitled " Warriors All," in which are sliown a number of

portraits of distinguished .sailors and soldiers. These portraits

are the work of Mr. H. Walter Barnett, and they are

remarkable for their strong sense of character and almost

,cdfnpletc absence of the photographic^pse.
^'i^^;^-"^^'^'*'?^

will interest amateur pho'fographcr^^j^'^jtotitJgf^^ the <n-'

dividuality which it is possibl| td ffflwe ''[IJlKr^-'S^'^ttLf
'

camera; a painter could often ."dow bet-(BV^*ry ij^''^f^
is Old and New Australia—^fwo phoH^&phs, d*BWr the Ijtta'

Sir Henry Parkes and the other of a young Anzac ;
both good

types, so that the contrast stands out very clearly.
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Why Soldiers Recommend

The burberry
Upon the followiiif,' all-important considerations, which
should be the guide to selection, depends the vylue of

a Service Weatherproof.

(1) Dependability in all weathers.

(2) Healthfulness under all conditions.

(3) Freedom from cumbersome weight.

(4) Distinctive, yet workmanlike, design.

THE BURBERRY, made in special Burberry-woven

and proofed cloths, has for more than thirty years success-

fully materialised these ideals.

It efficiently excludes

steady downpours of

heavy rain , continuous
drizzle or saturating

mists.

Free from rubber, oiled

silk or other unhealthy
air - tight fabrics, it is

faultlessly self - ven-
tilating and fully satis-

fies every hygienic

principle.

Is cool to wear on the i

hottest day, yet, owing
to the extreme density
of the cloth, warming
when the temperature
is low or wind cold.

Wonderfully light and
free-fitting, it can. be
worn throughout a wet
day without the slight-

est sense of discomfort
ot fatigue.

Distinguished, yet
thoroughly practical,

in design, it ensures
the smart Service

appearance, requisite

to the soldier.

Strong and durable,

withstands rough wear
and long Service with-

out loss of its weather-
resisting properties.

Every
BuTbRTTy
Garment
U labelled

' Durberrys.' " The Burberry ensures ctymfort and security in
every kind of weather."—hk^'D & WATER.

Officers Under Orders
for France or the Near or Far East can obtain at Burberrys,
Uniforms in suitable materials, and every detail of kit

READY-tO-PUTON.
Perfect fit is assured, as every garment is made in no less

than 55 different sizes and fittings.

Complete Outfits to measure in from 2 to 4 days.

BURBERRYS {^S'kTo'U
8 & 10 Boul. Malesherbes PARIS ; and Provincial Asents
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Notes from Salonika
Bv H. CoUinson Owen (Editor of The Balkan News).
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Inderwood and Lnderwoud.

British Military Camp, with view of Salonika

THIS is being written somewhere up on the Serres

Road—that famous route to the Stmma which is

as famiUar now to many thousands of Britons as

the Strand. From the point where I am the guns

can be heard but faintly, though at night their flashes play

oil the clouds like summer lightning, but there are heavier

explosions close at hand. That is where our engineers are at

work on the hills in the neighbourhood quarrying the best stone

tliey can find—which isn't saying much—so that this important

supply line may be made to' carry, whether in the dust or in

the rain, all that the needs of a large section of a big army

demand of it.

We found the Serres Road little more than a glorified track,

although it has been an important military road ever since the

dawn of history, and long before that. The engineers have

for many montlis past been labouring to transform it into

a first-class turnpike, aided by thousands of native labourers,

men, women, and children, who break up the stone that is

brought down from the quarries in slow-moving and creaking

ox-carts, and who live in clean and well-organised camps

and pass more contented lives under their British employers

than they have ever known before. But it is a small part

in the great war, although every day the road carries as much
transport as would have sufficed for the whole of qne of those

little frontier wars which used to occupy quite a respectable

space in the newspapers. At almost any hour of the day that

one looks across to the road there is a motor-lorry convoy

passing—ten, twenty, thirty or more of them—each lorry

surmounted by its own little aureole of dust cloud as it rumble^

sedately along at the pace appointed by the officer's motor-car

ahead.
.•\nd this goes on every day—and night—of the year. It

enables one to begin to understand why campaigns in such

difficult countries as this are not the dashing and dramatic

triumphal marches demanded by the critics in the clubs.

* • • • *

I have mentioned that this particular stretch of the road

is a considerable distance from the front, but my chief per-

sonal interest- in it comes from the fact that it is even further

from Salonika. It is difficult, sitting at the door of a tent

in this wide and rolling countryside, to realise that at one end

of the road lies dusty Salonika, with its crowded and noisy

streets, and the groups of every nationality pressing just as

usual round the newspaper notice boards in Venizelos Street.

For a considerable stretch of time, which seems like an

eternity, I have been producing every day one of the many
newspapers which make of Salonika the most cosmopolitan

centre of the Fourth Estate in the world. Tiiere are newspapers

in French, Italian. Russian, (ireek, Serbian, Judae-Espagnol

(the language of the Jews who were driven out of Spain 450
years ago and settled down here) and—need we say it ?—

a

daily newspaper in English, which has recently given birth

to a little weekly. Of daily newspapers in French alone there

are five, of Greek four or five, of Serbian three—altogether

there are close on a score. \A'here they all get their news from

seems to be something of a mystery.

At first one has the impression that most of the telegrams

which appear in the local pres5 are merely ben trovato. I*

seems hardly credible that the many items of news one may
glean every day from a study of this Babel Press—news from

Berne, Paris, London, Zurich, Amsterdam and all the other

famous nursery grounds of newspaper telegrams — have

really been despatched by human agency, and sent over a

real "telegraph wire and received in a real post-office. But

a little experience shows that Salonika really does sit at the.

common banquet board of the nations, and that its helping

of news, though not a full-sized ration, is genuine. In other

words the telegrams are despatched " from Europe," as we

say here, and not invented on the spot.
* » * »

One may read in one or other of these journals some striking

item of information—such as that the Germans are training ia-

telligent dogs to act as railway porters, or that the Kaiser

has announced his intention of sending no more telegrams of

congratulation during the duration of the war. Canard iS the

word you breathe instinctively—but a httle later, when the.

newspapers from Europe make their leisurely appearance,

there sure enough are these same items of intelligence ; a

little more detailed perhaps and embellished by grave comments

from the experts who sit in watch in London and Paris, but

otherwise just the same. And we must not forget that in

spite of occasional difficulties in telegraphic communication,

due as a rule to fluctuations in the political barometer at Athens,

Salonika has one striking advantage which it owes to the

cosmopolitan nature of its organs of public opinion. The

art of taking in each others' washing is here practised on tlie

most liberal scale.

The British Wireless Service, for instance, the best of all our

sources of information from the outside world, appears sooner

or later in seven languages and five characters. And to

paraphrase Abraham Lincoln, you may read some of the news-

papers all the time, or all the newspapers part of the tirfie, but

you cannflt possibly read all the newspapers all the time—

-

iao great harm is done. (To be quite truthful, although this

is decidedly a city of polygots, I doubt if there is a single person

who can read all the newspapers that appear, although I

know one or two who approach very closely to this ideal.)

And finally, in spite of this system of exchanging information,

nearly every day one paper or another appears with an item

of quite exclusive news, at which there is great rejoicing in

that particular redaction.
* * * * « .

The chief mart for the exchange of news is the window
of the cigarette shop at the comer of the Rue Venizelos and the

Place de la Liberte. No sooner lias a newspaper received a

telegram which is judged to be more than usually interesting

than the burden of it is written out in large characters on a sheet

of paper and an emissary—paste-pot in liand^—rushes round

to the censorship office at French Headquarters, and having
obtained permission,- proudly pastes the bulletin on to the

window of the cigarette shop. Here Tommies, poilus, Italians,

Greeks, Serbs, Russians and the rest stand in a respectful semi-

circle, and try to puzzle out the import of the message. That
little patch of uneven cobblestones must have seen the strangest
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Typical crowd at foot of

fraternisations that even
this war has produced.

We have heard much of

the mysterious language
b\- which Tommy conversef

witli his brothers in arms
in France, but think of the

possibihties of Unguistic

ingenuity where Anglo-
Saxon, Gaul, Latin Sla\%

and Hellene (not to men-
tion the Annamites and
the l^lack sons of Ham
from Senegal) meet on
common ground each con-

tributing his little bit of

knowledge to the common
stock.

If George Borrow iiad

ever been fortunate enough
to discover that particular

corner he would have
lingered for hours every

day, interpreting for each

"brother" in turn. And
quite often lie would have

found a passing gypsy on

whom to practise his

erudition, for Venizclos

Street is the happy hunt-

ing ground of the strange

creatures of Bohemia who
live in miserable little

shanties outside the old

waUs of the town, and who
send their wrinkled wives

and copper-coloured little

children down to the

centre to beg in persistent

md wheedling accents.

Penny Johnny," "penny
Johnny," is their principal

refrain repeated twenty times a minute as they scamper over

the cobbles on their bare feet.

; *****
Journalism in Salonika occasionally has its own special ex-

'citements. » Quite often, sometimes for patent, sometimes for

occult reasons, newspapers are suppressed, and disappear

from circulation for a day or a week—sometimes indefinitely.

There was one pro-Boche journal which disappeared ver\

early in the days of the Allied occupation. A guard of gen-

darmes was mounted over the door of the impritnerie—and

they were faithfully there months afterwards at a time when

a newspaper of unimpeachable sympathies was using the

machine.
In the days before Greece was split into two halves on the

Venizelist movement, and Royalist officers were still clanking

up and down Salonika—the time before we had our little

revolution here, and King Constantine's supporters were sent

packing off to the south—we had the incident of the Rizos-

pastis (Radical). This was in the very best style of fiery

Continental journalism. Suddenly one hot afternoon sixteen

brave Royalist officers descended on the editor and his

assistant, and crowding with difficulty into the room, drew

their swords and proceeded to wreck the staff and the establish-

ment. ' was conducted to the office shortly afterwards,

and by this time the

editor, with a bandage
round his head, was
writing a fiery leading

article for the morrow
- naturally dealing
with the incident —
with a strict attention

to business which ex-

cited one's admiration.

.\part from smiting the

«'(litor with a sword,

tlie invaders had be-

haved simply like so

many spiteful school-

boys. The contents of

tiie ink-pots bespat-

tered the walls ; a

l")(ii little table, which
h.id never been built to

stand any strain, was
broken into mat h-

wood
, papers were

thr. uui about, and a

rrulitvocd and Ihulenrond.

Roman Arch, Salonika

Old Monastery, now Brigade Headquarters

portrait of Venizelos on the

wall was slashed and de-

faced. This being, at that

time, almost entirely a
Greek affair, the gallant

band was sent to Athens
where they went through
the form of a disciplinary

incarceration, and no doubt
later on took a charac-

teristic part in the outbreak
of December last.

It is perhaps superfluous

to say that journalism here

has its comic side. There
was the Evening Post, an
attempt at an English
journal, which a year or

more ago struggled along
for a week, and then one
evening came out as the
Evening Spot—and died of

the shock. And any de-

scription of our efforts,

however incomplete, should
contain a reference to the

Ifiberal, a paper published
half in Greek, half in

English. It was a brave
effort—but never before had
such wonderful English
been given to the world.

It would have turned a
cultured Babu enviously

green. The first number
contained a note which
said ;

" We bog pardon
from our readers for the

very bad English of our
paper. We have discovered

our unrepereable mistake
th« very lost moment. W e

have been deceived inconsciously ; our neset Paper-number
will prove real English."
And the main article, addressed to " Kis Majesty the

King of The Greeks," said :

" Sire, you are the child of the Greek people you are his

creature. You have been nourrished with his own milk,

with his pure milk, a milk of so many bitternesses, of so long

a slawcry and of so many shopes you belong to him entirely

and you are the great Child which this people created as his

symbol as a holy symbol for the realisation of his national

dream, . . . You are the successor of the marmlest emperor
of Byzantiurfi."

And after being told at length in the same sort of language
of the things he ought not to have done, Constantine is

further addressed :

You are the irresspossible foctor of the state, the holy

nymbol of the notion, the Crown to wich everybody owes
respect and faith."

Unhappily, four columns of an appeal couched in such

moving terms had no effect on the " successor of the marmlest
Emperor of Byzantium." Constantine, reigns in Athens, but

the Liberal died a very early death. ( Happily, King Con-

stantine at the moment of \vriting has been deposed : how the

poor Z.j6«;'(j/ would have rejoiced!) Three weeks after the

. first number a second
appeared, with a por^

trait of "The Great .

Gladstone" as one of

its features. But alas,

the English had not
improved in the mean-
time. Among the ad-

a d V e r t i sements we
could still read ' The
Columbus bar of Mrs.

Pipina is accomplished
and perfect from any
point of view. All

the world to the Mrs.

Pipina 's Bar." It may
be that all the world
went to drink with

the fascinating Mrs.

Pipina, but the Liberal

did not find similar

support. And so passed

an attempt to develop
Anglo- Greik relations.

liidtmitvd iind Vndcrwovd,
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~ Names and addresses of shops, where the articles mentioned
~an be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard
iddressed to Passe-Partout, Land & Water, 5, Chancery
Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

A Chance in a
Thousand

While the summer sales are on, most
firms of standing make one or two excep-
tional offers both to celebrate the occa-

sion and to give their sale a reputation. These offers are the
things first looked for by the experier.ced shopper, and those
finding them get their just benefit. One of the best chances
of the kind ever put forward holds good at the moment and
concerns some artificial silk golf coats. Incredible though
it sounds, these golf coats are actually being sold at 12s. iid.,

a price that means not one farthing's worth of profit to the
firm itself.

These coats are full, very well made, with a strap across the
waist at the back, and are particularly soft and silky looking.

Sports coats are now the most useful thing in the world,
numbers of women giving them almost everyday wear. Those
who are wise in their generation are buying tliem before the
autumn and its rise in prices comes along.

All these reasons and a good many others besides make
these wonderfully twelve and elevenpenny sports coats some-
thing out of the ordinary. Though one or two other colours

originally existed, the main stock is in two shades of grey, one a
silver grey, the other a more oxidised tone. Such a coat
can never again be offered for the money, and those securing
it will have the most genuine cause for self congratulation.

Just What is

Wanted

One of the cleverest corsetieres in London
has now turned her special attention

to corsets for men, built on purpose
to relieve the pressure caused by artificial limbs. The boon
0/ these corsets to men disabled in this way no words can
tell, suffice it to say they mean all the difference between
comfort and the reverse.

These corsets are the result of very close and studied thought,
and all kinds of developments of the same idea are being exe-
cuted through the same expert braiin. Special corsets to

wear after operations are also made, everyone of which is

an immense improvement on the old heavy kind of surgical

belt. These corsets are most wonderfully light, they give
adequate support but do not restrict the figure in any way.
V\'earing one, indeed, a man would not know he had got
anything of the kind on were it not for the very welcome sup-
port, and they are cut in such a way that the outside observer
cannot detect anything of the sort there, only that there is

a general improvement of figure.

Men in uniform find some of the models sold are the greatest
convenience, because they help so to carry the weight of

accoutrements. The maker only requires a few simple
measurements, a personal visit being quite unnecessary if

this for any reason is difficult to pay, and designs and
estimates are always promptly forthcoming.

Too Good to

Miss

Yet another sale opportunity of a
specially generous character concerns some
ribbed spun knickers. These are being

Jold for 4s. 6d., in spite of the fact that this is actually eighteen-

pence less than what they originally cost the firm.

To say these knickers are worth buying is to understate
the case, being far too mild and inadequate a term. They
are warm, so can be bought with advantage against tlic

cold weather ; they wear, and, what is more, they wash, so that

their economical possibilities come from all sides and are very
real ones. There is a silky look to their weave, a mercerised

finish being cleverly given. These knickers are kept in all

kinds of plain colours, also in some shades witli most
attractive shot effects.

In view of the common—and often true—cry that every-

thing is now unwarrantably dear, knickers such as these come
as a welcome reminder that the day of bargains is not yet

^pent They are made in two shapes, one being set mto a

buttoned band, while the other of typical Directoire shape

is run round the \\'aist on an elastic.

Unique
Gloves

Fabric gloves are at times a disappointing
thing but some special gloves of the
kind, resembling reindeer, eclipse any-

thing that has been done in this way before. As further
evidence of their bona fides it may be said they are being sold

by a firm whose reputation for gloves is simply world wide.
Generally this firm does not touch fabric gloves, but the
excellence of the ones in question has caused them to deviate
from this rule for once and make an exception.

The glove market is one of the most uncertain of all ; sup-
phes are always problematical owing to import and many other

difficulties, all that is certain being that prices will steadily

mount up. These fabric gloves are French, and through
them it is proved once more that the French are adepts at this

kind of thing. Nothing but scrutiny can disclose the fact

that they are not the reindeer they appear to be. They are
made on the same careful lines that this sort of glove usually
is, close with two dome fasteners, are beautifully cut, and wear
supremely well.

They are kept in white and a very charming shade of grey^

and wash beautifully. The main point in their favour, however,
is undoubtedly their price, 3s. iid. being all that is .asked

for a glove which in its own particular line has few competitors
and absolutely no rivals.

'Treated Tweed
Caps

Serviceable headgear which at the same
time is thoroughly, smart and becoming
is on occasions the aim of most women.

All these points have been hit to the extreme of nicety by
some treated tweed caps, which can be just pulled on and left

perfectly secure on the head. These tweed caps are nothing'

short of a perfect accompaniment to a workmanlike coat
and skirt. They are of a very individual shape, one which
is very typical of the famous firm producing them.
AU sort of attractive tweed caps are being used and in many-

cases an effective feather mount—often in great beauty of

colouring—just tilts the cap to one side. Another feature
is the delightful lining of hand woven silk for which the firm

is justly renowned, this heljiing considerably towards making
it the well finishe-i thing it is.

Other waterproof caps of stitched gaberdine are also

tascinating, having a brief brim, which shades the eyes, while

another is somewhat of the jockey cap persuasion. These
caps make the carrying of an umbrella a superfluous proceeding,,

and are welcome on that score alone, an umbrella being a
tiresome thing when we reheve existing difficulties by carrying

our own parcels and things of that sort.

The Simplex
Gaslighter

h'inding that we can perfectly welt

do witliout some article we previously

counted indispensable has its pleasing side.

This is specially true when the article in question happens

now to be an expensive commodity, which without doubt
explains the great success of the Simplex gas lighter

—

a match substitute.

These gas lighters were, broached in this country some
months ago, then, owing to various difficulties, the supply was-

stopped and it grew impossible get them at all. Now,
however, a certain shop has once more a good supply of them,
though the price has gone up just a few pence. People with
gas stoves, gas heaters, ordinary gas jets, and incandescent

mantle jets find these lighters the utmost convenience. With
one at hand it does not matter in the least if there is not

such a thing as a match in the house, a light can be obtained

instantly and so easily with its aid.

How it is done in such a prompt and easy way is magical,

but whatever the cause may be there is the result. To light it

is just a little stick with a jjcrforated end. Hokling this end a
little way from the gas outlet, after turning it on, lights it

—

heigh presto! and it's done! \\ hen the lighter has not been in

use for some time it should just swiftly be passed through a
flame. The price is is. 6d. If by any chance any lighter

sent should not be satisfactory it will always be exchanged,
the shop responsible conducting their business on the careful

principle of pleasing each customer no matter how small the
transaction may be. Passe-Partout
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THE
INVESTMENT.
5% EXCHEQUER
BONDS.

TENS OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE In the

British Isles desire an investment where their money is

absolutely secure and which will ultimately be paid back to

them pound for pound in cash, while they get a dividend of

5 % per annum. Such an opportunity is presented to them in

5% EXCHEQUER BONDS.
The Government guarantees to repay, pound for pound, in 1919 or 1922, as the

investor prefers, any amount invested in 5% Exchequer Bonds, and further will pay

interest every six months at the rate of 5% per annum on the amount invested.

Could any investment be more secure, or worthy of respect ? Should you, at any

time, desire to realize the Bonds, a banker, or any member of the Stock Exchange,

will arrange the matter for you, or if you buy it through the Post Office, the Post

Office will do it for you.

TO HOLDERS of FOREIGN
SECURITIES.

|-|AVE you examined your List of

Foreign Securities to see whether you

can help your Country by selling some

of them and thus be able to invest in

5^ Exchequer Bonds ?

DEATH DUTIES.
J-IAVE you invested sufficient money in

5^ Exchequer Bonds to enable your

Executors to pay all the Death Duties in

this security? if you hold 5% Exchequer

Bonds there will be no need for them to sell

out stocks at a loss because 5^ Exchequer
Bonds are accepted as the equivalent for

cash in payment of Death Duties.

EXCHEQUER BONDS ARE ALSO ACCEPTED AS THE EQUIVALENT OF
CASH IN PAYMENT OF EXCESS PROFITS TAX OR MUNITIONS LEVY.

If you have £5 to £50 to

invest.

you can gtt a Bond for £5 or for £20
or for £ 50 from any Money Order Post

Office, or from a Banker, or your Local
War Savings Committee will see that you
get what you want.

If you have £100 or over to
invest.

^ET a prospectus from any Stockbroker

or Banker or send a cheque direct to the

Bank of England. You can get either

Bearer Bonds or Registered Bonds as you
prefer. Interest on Registered Bonds is

paid without deduction for Income Tax.

THEREFORE BUY

5% EXCHEQUER BONDS
The Safest Investment in the World.
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IM GERMANY

THE downfall of Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg and
the upstart of the almost unknown commoner Dr.

Michaelis, is substantial evidence of the increasing

strain of war that is being felt in Germany. What-
ever else may be behind these two facts is obscure, but their
object clearly is to end the war as quickly as may be, on
Germany's terms. All the manoeuvring that went on at
Berlin previous to the Kaiser resolving " with a heavy heart

"

to dismiss his most faithful servant, the " Scrap-of-paper
"

Chancellor, had this end in view. It has been reported that
among the final causes for Bethmann-HoUweg's dismissal was
that he had privately expressed the opinion that the war
could only end in a draw. But as a distinguished French
pubUcist, M. Albert Milhaud, points out on another page of

this issue, " no glittering sophistry can disguise the manifest
truth that a drawn war would be a German victory." It is

a much greater victory, however, which the Crown Prince
and Hindenburg still believe to be possible, provided they can
only delude the German people a little longer. They
evidently think that by submarines and air raids we may be
driven to make an inconclusive peace. In this they com-
pletely misjudge, as usual, the temper and the determination
of the British people. The submarine menace can and will

be defeated, while the value of their air raids, expressed in

military terms, is insignificant. Our duty is to preserve a
united front and an unshaken will : our answer will be more
vigorous prosecution of the war.

Reliable evidence is forthcoming from the Central Empires
tlirough neutral countries, that the strain 'on the national

life of Germany, Austria and Hungarj', becomes well-nigh

intolerable. Had they been democracies, their endurance
would probably have snapped by now, but being under
despotisms and disciplined mercilessly, they have been, and
will continue to be, compelled to bear the burdens imposed
upon them by their rulers. But the rulers recognise a break-

ing point is possible, even with the most subservient peoples,

and the whole internal policy of Germany is directed towards
staving off this rupture so long as it is humanly possible.

Neutral observers, on whose reports credence may be placed,

state that a new spirit of unrest and independence is abroad in

Germany, and that the unquestioning reliance op the infallible

wisdom of the Kaiser and his advisers is gradually becoming
a thing of the past. Rehable evidence is also forth,

coming that the Central Empires are on the eve of

exhausting all their reserves of man-power and no
longer have the means of making good their losses in the'

field without seriously impairing the maintenance of their

indispensable industrial output. This fully supports the

figures which Mr. Belloc has given in these columns from

time to time, and on which he writes again to-day, it being of

course: Understood that this exhaustion of reserve power

does not so far imply any actual weakening of the strength
of the fighting line.

In Hungary, the economic position is so serious that all

Government officials are now granted a war bonus of 70 per
cent, of their salaries to meet the extra cost of living, and
in many institutions and businesses salaries have been
doubled. Throughout Austria and Germany the necessities
of existence become not only more expensive but rarer to
procure, but Teuton thoroughness does not overlook a single

opportunity of lessening the strain ; as an instance it may be
mentioned that death-shrouds of linen have now been officially

forbidden, they must be of paper, so the German citizen
to-day goes to his grave en papillate as though he were a red
mullet. Let it not be forgotten there are two sides to
Teuton thoroughness, and while ration-tickets are issued
by officials for every conceivable commodity, the enter-
prising German civilian sets up forgery-factories for these
tickets ; in Berlin alone from 20 to 30 establishments have
been discovered, whose sole business was the forging of
bread-tickets.

These facts and statements all bear out the contention that
the Central Empires are not only war-weary, but dread more
and more the consequences of the protraction of the war.
Beyond this they do not go. There is no reason to suppose
that either Germany or Austro-Hungary have any imme-
diate fear of starvation. Privations can be carried to a
greater pitch before a condition of absolute distress is reached,
and the armies in the field can be maintained in a state of

efficiency for some time longer, without the lack of
efficient reserves making itself too apparent, provided
they fight on the defensive and from prepared positions.

But if it were possible for the Allies to conduct offensive

operations on a larger scale and more aggressively
than hitherto, then these internal conditions of the
Central Empires are bound to make themselves felt. From
the very beginning of the war it has been stated by Germans

. themselves, as well as by- those familiar with the history

and social life of the German Empire for the last forty-five

years, that Prussian militarism can only be broken by a
decisive mihtary defeat on German soil. There can be no
doubt of the absolute truth of this statement to-day. It is

apparent that for the last yeaf the strategy of the German
General Staff has been devoted to keeping the battle on foreign

soil. As we pointed out a few weeks ago, a hysterical note
in the complaints made of the now far-distant Russian raid

into East Prussian territory is still, perceptible in German
writings. British interest in the internal politics of Ger-
many can only rightly be said to begin when British troops

stand on German soil, be it this year or next.

As we have already mentioned, the present rise to power
of the Crown Prince is testimony that in certain sections of the

German High Command confidence is still entertained in

the capacity of the Teuton armies to hold the foreign territory

or the greater part of the foreign territory which is still

occupied by them, until the AUies will be forced by popular

pressure at home to cry out for peace. It is the last chance

of Pan-Germanism and of Prussian Autocracy which are

inseparably linked together, and it would be foolish on our

part either to exaggerate or to under-estimate the strength

which the -very desperation of their foi;tunes will lend to
'

their campaign.

W^e are out to crush the evil despotism of the Hohen-
zollerns, which can only be accomphshed by military^ methods.

It must be established finally and for all time that the

military power of civilisation in defence of liberty, justice and
humanity, is more potent than the military power that seeks

to enslave civilisation. " He that leadeth into captivity shall

go into captivity : he that kUleth with the sword must be

killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of

the saints." These words, assumed to refer to Nero,

apply to-day with singular force to Wilhelm. It will have

been noticed that the Kaiser conferred the Cross of the

House of sHohonzellern on Herr Bethmann-Hollweg in

order to soften his fall. Could there be a more fitting

decoration for such a man ? For is not truly the Cross of the

House of Hohenzellern the cross on which Belgium, Serbia

and Armenia have been crucified ?
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CJe War
Strategic Value of Stryj

By Hilaire Belloc

THROUGHOUT this campaign there have appeared

over and over again certain strategical points, the

occupation of which would have had perhaps decisive,

and certainly locally decisive, effects upon the Great

War. The threat to these points has been immediately seized

on by competent students of the campaign ; the consequences

that would follow upon their occupation by either side have

been pointed out.

When there has been a failure to reach those points by
either party, when " the threat " has not matured, there has

been a reaction in opinion toward what is called " pessimism
"

whether in Berlin and Vienna on the one side, or Paris and

London on the other ; because the reader of such comments
puts the indicative for the conditional into what he reads and
thinks that he has been told a thing will happen because it

may happen, and if it did happen would be of advantage to

his side in the conflict.

This difficulty attaching to any intelligent criticism of the

camapign has not been felt upon the Allied side alone. It has

been felt just as severely upon the enemy's side.

Let us consider a few examples. In the first days of the

war, the German army, advancing by what is known as the

gap of Charmes in Lorraine after his victory south of Metz,

was clearly seen by those who were studying the war among
our opponents to be upon the eve of a decisive success. It

reached and passed Luji6ville, and had it reached the Moselle

and crossed that river, all the defensive positions to the north

would have been turned, and the battle of the Grand Couronne
would never have been fought and won. The Germans did

not reach and cross the Moselle. They were taken in flank

by General de Castelnau on August 25th, compelled to retreat,

and suffered the immensely expensive defeat of the Grand
Couronne immediately afterwards. Upon these foundations

was built the victory of the Marne.
Those among our opponents who were following the cam-

paign as intelligently as matters of this vast importance should

be followed, must have appreciated both the chances of a

strategical German success and its failure. The fact that it

failed in no way contradicts the strategical importance of the

thing attempted, and he would indeed be a poor student of

war who refused to understand a plan because the plan in

operation failed.

Strategic Hypothesis

There are, I say, dozens of such examples scattered up and
down the history of the last three years. The district lying

immediately behind the river Yser later in the same year

1914 had the same strategical importance. If the enemy
h id won the race to the sea and occupied this territory, pressing

forward to the ports of the Channel upon the flanks of the
Allies, the effect of the Marne would have been reversed.

Competent criticism in Germany appreciated this and said
it. If that territory had later been reached by the breaking
of the Allied line in front of Ypres, such an advance
would have been of first class strategical importance. Both
these German attempts failed, but no intelligent German
student of the war would have excused himself for mis-

understanding the importance of the movement simply
because the movem'ent did not reach its conclusion.

Early in the next year we had the Russian threat to the
Moravian Gate and to Cracow imposed by the Russians against
the enemv, and at the same time the equily important strategi-

cal objective of the Hungarian Passes, and especially the Dukla.
The passes were never occupied down to their debouching
point upon the plain ; the Moravian Gate was never reached ;

Cracow never fell. But those places retain their strategical

meaning just as much as though their strategic use had been
fully exploited. Bapaume at one moment of the battle of the
Somme, Douai after Vimy, all the district lying behind the
west bank of the Meuse at Verdun, are other instances in point.

Such has been the course of the war that both parties can
now cite an alno.t equal list of such things. My object in

recalling them is to guard against a false impression in dis-

cussing, as I propose to do this week, the strategical import-
ance of Stryj and the reasons which make this point at once
the immediate objective of our Russian Allies and its retention
the necessary task of our opponents. To say so much is not

to say that Stfyj will be reached by our Allies or that Stryj
will be successfully defended by our foes. It is merely to
explain what underUes the strategical situation in Galicia.

^o that it may be presented to the reader as an intelligible

thing instead of a chaos, which a confused reading of the

communiques presents.

When of two forces stretched in a line one before the other,

the superior is trying to break the defensive line of the

inferior, one capital element in the power of the defence is, as

we all know, lateral communications. Your main communica-
tions which should noimally come down perpendicular to your
line from your bases, feed you and permit the evacuation of

your wounded; etc. They are your very life. Lateral com-
munication is communication across these, parallel to your line

and just behind it. It is lateral communications that you use

for moving men from one part of the line to the other as they

may be needed, and as the pressure is felt first upon one point

and then upon another. If your lateral communication jams
or is found wanting, if you cannot concentrate your men and
material at threatened points as rapidly as your superior

opponent can concentrate his to bring pressure upon those

points, that opponent will break you somewhere by bringing

to bear against you forces so much stronger than your own at

the particular point threatened that your line fails to hold.

;

Lateral communications thus serving the front behind and
parallel to the line to be defended are in the present condition

of war of two kinds : Roads along which petrol trafiic can be

used, and railways. The value of roads relative to railways

has enormously increased since the advent of petrol traffic,

that is, of the internal combustion engine. But a railway

still remains essential, and we must study the two combined
in order to understand the defensive power of any sector.

Now, if the reader will look at Map I, he will see what
the conditions of lateral communications are for the Russian

and the Austro-German respectively. The Russian lateral

communications are bad. There is no main road and there

is no railway system by which our Ally can rapidly move
considerable bodies of men- from north to south and south to

north between, say, the region of Brody and the region of

Stanislau. On the other hand, upon all that line the

superiority of numbers and possibly, for the moment, of

material (though not of observation) is with our Alhes. It

would appear also that they have the superiority of moral,

which is the most important thing of all. The Russians,

therefore, without being compelled to move considerable

bodies of men or to make considerable new concentrations

of material, can exercise pressure now here now there upon the

line at will—I am speaking, of course, of the purely military

problem without considering the political one which lies

behind it. I am presupposing an independent military com-
mand able to take the fullest advantage of its oppbrtunities.

The enemy, on the other hand, has to move considerable

bodies back and forth to meet each new pressure or threat of

pressure upon the various points of his front. He is com-
pelled to such movement for two reasons : First, his numerical

inferiority, which he can only supplement by mobility

;

secondly, and more gravely, by the lack of homogeneity

among his forces. The Slav units have not the same value

to him in this war between Germans and Slavs as have the

German speaking and Magyar units. While.it is also to be pre-

sumed that the German divisions proper, that is, the divisions

drawn from the German Empire and under its command, are

more reliable than the divisions of the more exhausted Austro-

Hungarian forces. The enemy is therefore compelled to move
German and Magyar troops to the threatened points, as well as

compelled to move merely for purposes of concentration.

The mass of the German troops when the attack began
were under Bothmer south of Brzezany. The composition

of the forces north of the Dniester was : on the extreme left

or north, in front of Koniuchy three Austrian divisions,the

32rd, 38th Honved, and 54th ; the centre, near Brzezany,

two Turkish divisions, the igth and 20th, forming the XVth
corps ; then southward on to the Dniester five Gerrnan
divisions, 53rd, 36th, 75th and 48th reserve, and one division

unidentified ; Halicz bridgehead was held by two divisions,

of which I do not know the numbers, and there were four

more German divisions available within 48 hours for the

region south of the Dniester—eleven in all.

But the troops actually continuing the line south of the

Dniester in front of Jezupol and up the Black Bystryza were
not of the same quality.

Brussiloff first pinned the bulk of the German and Turkish
forces in the centre by the big attack in the Brzezany region on
T ulv I St and 2nd. He further deceived Bothmer into believing
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that the battle would develop towards the North ; as a fact
the main blow was struck immediately afterwards on the south
by General Korniloff, who broke the enemy's front in front
of Stanislau, rapidly reaching the line of the Lomnitza, and
turned and carried Halicz, the bridgehead supporting
Bothmer on his right, and securing the passage of the Dniester
river, ^yithin a week he had forced the Lomnitza, itself and
had carried after the most desperate fighting the point of
Kalusz, not quite half way from Stanislau to Stryj. At this

point, that is, after the delay of a week from the first effect of

surprise upon Bothmer, a very noticeable thing appeared.
The troops defending Kalusz, who twice succeeded in re-

capturing the point, and were twice driven out again by the
superiority of the Russians over the Germans in hand to hand
fighting, were German. In other words, they were a concentra-
tion effected from the local reserves centre southward to rein-

force the threatened sector and to save Stryj, the threat to
which was the main peril of the Austro-Germans, for reasons
which we shall see in a moment.

Let us first appreciate how this concentration was effected.

The Dniester is a broad and rapid stream running in a rather
deep depression and cutting off the centre under Bothmer
from the forces south of the river, which had just been broken
back by Korniloff. Rapid communication from the north
to the south of the river for the purpose of such concentration
as we have j ust seen to take place at Kalusz is only possible

by two avenues, (i) the road which runs from Brzezany to the

bridge of Swika, a road continued on to Kalusz and there

joined by the road from Stanislau ; and (2) the railways from
Brzezany and Lemberg, and so on Vo the neighbourhood of

Stryj by way of Dolina. The ipermanent road bridge at

Swika was no doubt supplemented by temporary bridges,

but everything that crossed the Dniester here had to come
by the main Brzezany road and to go on by the main Kalusz
road.

Now with Kalusz gone this road loses its strategical value,

and the lateral communicationof the enemy becomes the road
system and the railway uniting the region of Brzezany with

Stryj. The enemy can still probably use the bridge at Suvka,

but he has no good road serving from this point the hilly

region behind Kalusz, and for any considerable concentration

a nodal
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of men and material he will be largely dependent upon the
bridge higher up at Zuravno and the railway from Brzezany
through Bohatyn to Stryj alone.

Let us suppose that with these means of concentration he
can still, as now appears probable, while holding all the
Brzezany region in sufficient strength, concentrate a sufficient
material, a sufficient number of men, and above all men of the
right quality, to prevent a further Russian advance up the
railway and main road from Kalusz to Stryj through Dolani,
or across country directly from Kalusz to Stryj by the side
roads. What will he have gained by such an effort ? He
will have saved Stryj.

The importance of Stryj is that Stryj makes
point where the railways and roads supplying
sent front, which covers Lemberg, converge,
holding Stryj prevents through communication
the Hungarian armies and the "army in Galicia.

north of Stryj begin the marshes of the Upper Dniester.
South-west of Stryj begins the mountain road over the main
pass into Hungary, and anyone holding Stryj holds
in his hand the knot of communications upon which the ex-
isting front depends.
With the Russians at Stryj the existing line covering Lem-

berg, which may be called " the line of Brzezany," falls.

There are other roads and railway passages of the Carpathians
further west, and Lemberg itself is served by these roads
and railways as well as by the main road and railway through
Przemysl to the north of the mountains. Stryj is not a
point the occupation of which compels the evacuation of
Lemberg itself, as has been written in some quarters. But it is

a point the occupation of which would compel the enemy's
present line in Galicia to fall right back.
Now such a retirement in the dry season and in full contact

with a superior force must everywhere involve for our
opponents a grave peril of rupture. That is true everywhere
upon the 2,000 miles of front, and that is why the Allies
everywhere worked to compel such a retirement ; not because
it means the occupation of territory but because it shakes, and
by shaking imperils the continuity of the enemy's line.

Such are the reasons which permit one to call the great
battle now going on between the Dniester and the Carpathians
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!i fight for Stryj, and for the moraejit until or unless there are

developments elsewhere to the north, the fate of Stryj is the
test of strategical success or failure here.

Bothmer may very well choose to retire before Stryj

is reached. He has lost Halicz, which was the shoulder so

to speak, of Brzczany, and the Russians already at Kalusz
are deep on his flank. Should he choose to do so he can, so

long as Stryj is safe, retire with all hfs lines of communications
intact behind him, and with a railway permitting him lateral

communication to the south as well. He may determine to

stand where he is, and we know from the shapes of salients that

have been held elsewhere in this war with its immense in-

crease of defensive power (the salient of St. Mihiel for instance)

that a line which looks impossible upon the map may be a
perfectly practicable one on the ground. But if Stryj goes
the generaFline north of the Dniester becomes impossible, and
that is whythe fight is for Stryj at this moment.
There are certain other minor considerations affecting

this region. One is that the Russians as they advance are
leaving on their left flank upon the upper Lomnitza certain

Austrian bodies, the strength of which we do not know, but
wliich are resisting with the advantage of difficult ground in

the Carpathian foothills. If the Russians get on much
further these forces cannot hold, for if they tried to hold they
would be cut off from their companions on the north. But
for the mome.ut they interrupt the advance. That advance
is also by the latest news (as I write—Tuesday afternoon)
held up in front of Kalusz by the arrival of enemy reserves.
Another consideration is that wet weather suddenly begin-

ning has swollen these mountain streams, including the
JLomnitza itself. ^ They are not very formidable obstacles in

the dry summer weather, but like all such watercourses
coming down rapidly from great heights, they can become
impassable at the fords at very short notice. Meanwhile, the
thing we want to know most about in order to understand
the situation, is that, of course, on which we cannot obtain
information. And Ijhat is the expense in exhaustion, men
and material, wliich the advance as far as Kalusz has in-

volved. For it has become one oMhe principal features in

this war everywhere that even a local success has not only
the novel difficulty of breaking a modern defensive front, but
the novel difficulty of pursuit.

In its essentials the modern battle is exactly what the old
battles were ; a triple operation ; three things in succession :

obser\'ation, artillery preparation, advance ; then, if the front

be broken, a second operation, pursuit—without the success
of which the first operation is sterile.

But while the categories remain the same, their contents
have changed altogether. Observation is no longer a few in-

terrogatories of prisoners and a mass of groping cavalry work.
It is itself a preliminary battle which must be won in the aii to

begin with. Artillery preparation is something multiplied a
hundredfold from what was formerly known, and correspond-

ingly difficult to achieve is the element of surprise ; and the
pursuit, which was a matter of cavalry and of infantry and
guns proceeding rapidly over existing roads, is now the painful

bringing up of a hundred times the old material over country
destroyed by the battle itself.

It is not too much to say that when the first great movement
appears in this war, it will be due to the mechanical preparation

of the pursuit and the enormous accumulation of material

required for it.

The Great Dune
On Tuesday last, the loth of this month, the news coming

too late for comment to be possible in our last issue, a very
violent, though wholly localised action was fought at the
place where the canalised Yser falls into the sea. It is a
spot marked by a mass* of sandhills tufted with rugged grass,

the highest of which sandhills is known as " TheGrfeat Dune."
This height was seized by the French in the earlier part of the
war and may sei-ve.to give its name to the whole of this little

piece of ground.
The interest of the action lies, not so much in what hap-

pened as in why the enemy thus attacked at so very high an
expense to himself ajid upon so small a sector for so appa-
rently small a result. The whole of this line across which he
ad\'anced is less than a mile, and the force which he had
to deal with was but two battalions. Why did he act thus at
the cost of a bombardment worthy of a first-class affair ?

The answer to this question seems to be that the position
beyond the obstacle of the canal and its mouth formed a
bridgehead, the offensive value of which he dreaded.

South of it begin the inundations ; north of it is the sea,
and he must have argued that if this bridgehead were en-
larged a general attack upon his line on its extreme northern
sector would use the section as a jumping-off place for thrusting
along the coast. Hence his determination to reduce it.

He had a second subsidiary object, apparently, which was
to obtain information.

If these be the t\vo answers to the question why the thing
was undertaken, we may turn to the answer of the question,
how it was undertaken which, as I have said, is of less im-
portance to the understanding of the war in its present phase,
but of more vivid interest to the general reader. I should add
before begmning this description that I have no information
beyond that,provided by the pubUshed despatch and descrip-
tions in the newspaper.
The front between the sea and the beginning of the in-

undations beyond Lombaertzyde, was recently taken over from
the French by the British. Up to the point where the pools
of water become numerous before the zone of inundations is
actually reached the ground is a mass of sand, fairly firm
where it is consolidated by coarse grass on the summits and
sides of the sandhills, but very loose and difficult where it is
drifted deep and wind blown in between the tufts. The front
ran about 600 yards east of the canal and the part of it which
was not complicated with water was rather more than a mile
broad, though the distance from the sea to the inundations
was, of course, greater than that.
Though the attack was delivered upon a much broader front

as a whole, the part which chiefly concerns us is the part
immediately neighbouring the sea, the front as it ran inland
for about 1,600 yards. For it was here that the Germans
occupied ground, and on the extreme northern part of it that
they destroyed the bridgehead and left their opponents at
the close of the action without a footing upon the further side
of the canal. This extreme left of the Allied line reposing

upon the sea was held by two battalions, one of the 6oth,

the other of the Northamptons, the former lying nearest the

sea coast, and the latter inland, continuing the right.

The enemy began an intensive bombardment, so far as one
can make out from rather conflicting accounts, in the night

between Monday and Tuesday. The full fury of the bom-
bardment was only developed early on the Tuesday morning,
soon after six o'clock. The bombardment was carried out
mainly with the 5.9, the enemy's chief piece at this moment.
For an hour it searched the front line, then after seven,

lengthened range to the support line, and an hour later seems
to have been principally directed against the further side of

the canal and an hour later again back to the first line—and
so forth. It was a methodical series of parallel bombardments
carried on with the utmost intensity of concentration. This

went on till sometime after two o'clock in the afternoon, by
which time it would seem (again according to rather con-

flicting accounts), that all the bridges across the canal had
disappeared. After a pause of a quarter of an hour, the

bombardment was resumed upon ail areas simultaneously,

front line, support, and canal banks. Already the officer in

command of the 60th had sent back a messenger reporting

the destruction of the bridges and of all defences. For three
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hours this simultaneous bombarament continued, concluding
by a last hour of very intense and concentrated fire upon the
foremost positions. From about ^ quarter-past six to about
a quarter to seven this climax of the artillery was at its height,

and immediately afterwards the German Marines attacked.

The defence was able to maintain the fight, apparently for

about an hour, in spite of the complete destruction of defences

and machine'guns, which had been effected by the enemy's fire.

The fact that the advance along the sea coast could be made a

little more rapidly than elsewhere seems to have permitted

of an enfilading fire, which completed the enemy's success.

It seems to have been about half-past eight o'clock before the

affair was over.

Very few of the two battalions holding this restricted

bridgehead returned. But it is difficult to accept the enemy's
claim to 1,250 valid prisoners out of so small a force. The

bombardment alone would hardly have left that number, and
it was followed by more than an hour's heavy hand-to-hand
and bomb fighting of the survivors, coupled with enfilading

fire from the German machine guns brought up on the north
of the line. That more than 60 per cent, of men so engaged
should have been taken as valid prisoners is not credible,

especially out of so small a force in action for nearly 24 hours.

It is probable that the enemy has here again done what he has

often done in the course of the war, published not the real tale

of prisoners, but the largest number which he thought could

be accepted in the first moment of defeat.

Further south the enemy met with no perm"anent success.

In the sector immediately to the right of the Northampton'
he was pushed back from what he had taken ; further south

again, opposite the ruins of Nieuport and by Lombaertzyde,
he was held.

The Present Enemy Strength

When the military history of 1917 comes to be written, the

present moment, mid-July, or rather the period including most
of the month of June and the first half of July, will form a sort

of watershed between the preparatory actions, and their

sequel.

A note on the known present forces of the enemy, though
it is only a repetition of much that has appeared before in

these columns, may be of ser\'ice at such a moment.
The main lines of any such estimate are already familiar

to the readers of this paper.

Of the enemy as a whole the German Empire represents

almost exactly half the numerical strength, and much more
than half at the present moment of his power of munitionment,

let alone the moral factors of organisation and command.
Further, the quality of the German troops is still superior,

taken all round, to the quality of the other half of the Alliance

to which we are opposed. There are still Austrian, Hun-
garian, Turkish and Bulgarian troops in the field as good as the

best that the German Empire can show. An ample proof of

this truth has been given in Macedonia, upon the Carso, and in

Asia. But the point is that the German Empire has not yet

developed patches as weak as many that the Dual Monarchy

now exhibits, on account of excessive mixture of races under

its command. The same is true of the Turkish Empire with

its mixture of races and imperfect recruitment.

Now, as always, therefore, a study of the German forces

alone is our best guide. For though the Germans could

have done nothing without their allies, they remain the

nucleus of those allies. We know more about them, and we
can argue from them " a fortiori "

; for any numerical weak-

ness in them applies with greater force to all the other members

of the Prussian following, with the exception of Bulgaria.

The total number of people included in the German military

organisation, " drawing rations " as the French express it,

was, at the beginning of June, well over five million—probably

nearly five million and a half.

This may be called in one sense of the term the German
" Army," and certainly anyone talking of the German Army
in the technical sense, would count all that enormous number

as belonging to it. But we should make a very great mistake

if we here used the translated term " army," the word in its

primitive sense, the sense of the novel and the newspaper—

that is, a body of armed men in conflict. A modeta army is

something very different, especially a modern army under

field conditions.

The active force immediately in contact with the enemy,

the men who in rotation occupy the trenches defensively or

are launched offensively to the assault, are a comparatively

small proportion of the whole. These are the infantry with a

small admixture of dismounted cavalry.
,

Even the whole fighting army properly so-called, that is,

the organised divisions, is a much smaller proportion ot the

whole than was the case in former times.
_ .

Thus in the instance of the German army at the beginning

of last June, we have a number of organised divisions which

at their present establishment counting all parts of a division

—not only infantry, but cavalry, artillery, medical and other

auxihary services and staff, amount to something perhaps

iust over, but at the most, very Uttle over, tlu-ee million men.

It is a point on which there is room for error from tliQse causes :

(i) The Germans formed early in the year more divisions than

they could keep up and had to break up some of tliese divisions

—so that the number of divisions true of, say, March ist, would

not be true of April ist ; (2) Information is not sunultaneous.

A division is identified, say, in Roumama on Marcli ist

It disappears on the 15th. It may have been broken up

or it may be resting, or it may be on its way to the \\ est.

An estimate made in April would be m doubt about it Mean-

while another division is identified in Champagne on March

20th. A report drawn up on April 1st would show both

these divisions in being at that date ; yet one might already

have ceased to be. [Note, for instance, the 119th division;

with Bothmer in January against the Russians, then sent

either inland or to the Western front, now certainly replaced

by some other division with Bothmer as yet unidentified.)

(3) The reduction in the establishment of a German division

is not quite homogeneous throughout the whole army. If

we put the number of divisions at more than 220 and less

than 230, and the average strength of a division at more than

12,000 or less than 14,000 men* we have a minimum of two

million and three-quarters and a maximum of three millions

and a quarter.

The arm which suffers the bulk of the casualties and the

wastage of which is critical, the infantry
—

" the bayonets "—
are a still smaller fraction. They are little if any more than

half this force. When everything was at its full original

establishmeht, the ihfantry, " the bayonets," were more tlian

half, they were 60 per cent. But all that has changed. The
proportion of artillery has increased, especially of heavy

artillery, so has the proportion of other and lesser technical

arms, the auxiliaries necessary to a division have increased

and the infantry battalions have been cut down to three-

quarters of their old strength. At present, one may say that

w ithin a small margin of error, the non-technical infantry alone

actively used are about 50 per cent, of the organised divisions.

The number of battalions organised and within the fighting

zone (counting, of course, those held in reserve, but within the

fighting zone) is roughly 2,000. And the average of a battalion

was, as we have said, probably, at the beginning of June,

about 750 men. The German Army, therefore, counted at

that moment something like a million and a half bayonets, of

whom rather more than the million were on the Western

front and rather less than the odd half-million were on the

East, from Macedonia to the Baltic.

The German troops on the East were slightly interspersed

among the Bulgarian troops ; more largely among the Austro-

Hungarian troops from the Danube to the Pnpet, and formed

the main part of the extremely thin line which held the great

distance from Pripet to the Baltic, where the Germans rightly

expected little activity and had further put their worst ele-

ments so far as quality was concerned. Those on the West

were their best divisions and far the most heavily protected

with artillery. „ . , , ,

It is this million and a half that are suffenng the heavy

casualties of the present fighting season, and especiaUy the

larger portion which is upon the West. This force of bayonets

has behind it for filling of gaps as it wastes much the greater

portion of the reserve of German man-power. In other

words, much the greater portion of this reserve is drafted for

^'^We'lnow of what that reserve consists. There were,

roughly speaking, at the beginning of June, more than 450,000

men but less than 500,000 men in depot. To supplement

these there was nothing but class 1919, the training of which

has now begun and which will be put into the field probably

in the autumn (though portions of it may have to be used

beforehand), 350,000 lads already in trainmg with another

150,000 to come in later. There is nothmg left to comb

out" from among the working population behind the armies

On the contrary, a certain number have had to be sent back

thi^ spring to the workshops and the mines^though only a very

small^proportion.^^^
in the present year has differed of course,

enormously with the nature of the fighting. Until quite

• TikPa tvDical case. 5 Divisions identifted ill Galicia, of these 4

of 3 Reg m^ents only, hke the great buUc of German divisions

3 "-eg
^^_^^^y jjyj ^i^g jtij of 4 regiments.
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recently there was no appreciable loss on the Eastern front

save the normal loss from sickness and occasional bombard-

ment ; while on the Western front the great bulk of the losses

have been incurred during the course of the great blows de-

livered against the enemy since the beginning of April and

during the counter-attacks following upon those blows. It is

estimated that the total casualties from January ist to the

beginning of June were somewhat over 800,000 men, taking

the German army as a whole. Of these some 40 per cent.,

or a third of a million, were what is called " definite casualties,"

that is, men killed, taken prisoner, or so very badly wounded

that they cannot be used again in any capacity whatsoever

nor for any work, however hght, even behind the zone of the

armies.

In these " definite casualties " are included, of course, the

comparatively small percentage of definite losses through

sickness. That is, men who are off the strength from sickness,

not temporarily, but for good and all.

The remainder of the casualties, between 400,000 and

500,000 men, 60 per cent, of the total casualty list, return to

some kind of duty within an average delay of about foiu:

months. But a considerable fraction cannot, of course, be

taken back to full active service as infantry of the front line.

It is interesting to compare the present state of affai'-s

with that of the moment which may be called " the half-way

house " in the course of this war : That is, the end of the year

1915, and the beginning of the year 1916.

The many articles which have appeared in Land & Water
from my pen during the last two years and which have care-

fully followed the numerical situation of the enemy from time

.

to time, so far as information was available, include an article

of the February 24th, 1916, which was particularly detailed

and took a general survey of the situation, basing its con-

clusions upon the number of " military dead " which could

be accounted for in Germany from the opening of the war up to

December 31st 1915.
It was then pointed out from the most varied evidence

(to which I invite the reader to return) that the German
" military dead " at that moment touched the million. The
number of dead included directly or indirectly in the official

Geiman casualty lists was 19 per cent, less than this figure :

about 810,000. -But the true total could be established by the

comparison of a number of other forms of evidence—though

the official casualty lists were the basis of the calculation.

What we find at. the beginning of June, 1917, is what was to

be expected from the contrast between the nature of the fight-

ing in the earlier and in the later part of the war. The number
of German military dead is at the present moment less than

double the number, although the two periods before and after

December 31st, 1916, are almost exactly equal—each of 17

months.
The fighting in 1916 was very severe upon the West, in-

cluding as it didthe tremendous but abortive attack upon the

Verdun sector and the Battle of the Somme. On the other

hand, the Russian offensive in the centre of the Eastern line

held by Germans at Baranovitch failed, while the Russian

offensive which succeeded upon the south inflicted casualties

mainly upon the Austro-Hungarians, and had no considerable

effect in diminishing the numbers of the Germans there

present. Again, there was throughout the winter a general

lull, at least a lull compared with the earlier very heavy
fighting upon the West ; and, as we know, the Eastern front

was almost absolutely quiescent for nearly nine months.

The number of German military dead at the moment of

which I write, the beginning of June 1917, had therefore not

doubled the number on January ist, 1916. It had added

more than 75 per cent., perhaps near 80 per cent., but not the

full 100 per cent. "' IVfihtary dead," I may remind the reader,

means the dead among all those who have been drawing

rations since the beginning of the war. It includes, many
beyond those who die in action or shortly after action, from

wounds.
It is further interesting to note that the present estimates

of " definite losses " tally exactly enough with the present

strength of the German forces, their known reserve of man-
power, and their total mobilisable strength in three years of

war. There were' on June ist more than 3J milHons, but

less than four milli'on Germans who would never come back

to use in any form- whatsoever. For though the Germans
keep in uniform every single iridividual they can, there is a

margin of wounded whom it is hopeless to attempt to use in

any service at all, e ven as porter to a prison or servant in a

hospital.

It is important b sre to avoid confusion betvveen different

categories of meani ng attached to the word " losses." A
confusion which has a great deal to do with the conception

that the estimates 1 egularly printed here throughout 1916

were erroneous. F; ir from: that, they exactly tally with

present known numb ers, and indeed the estimates printed in

Land & Water for , nearly two years past follow an exact

cui've and accurately correspond with what we now see to be
the result in enemy exhaustion. " Definitive losses " are

the smallest category : they exclude all men who are kept
on the army lists in any form whatsoever. A man who has
lost a leg or an arm and is working in an office is not included
in definite losses. Nor is anyone in hospital or on con-

valescence or of no further use save as a prison guard or

hospital servant. At the " half-way house " of January
1st, 1917, the number off the possibility of active service at

the moment, for instance, was already some three millions

or a little more, as appeared in my article on numbers at the

time. But the " definitive losses " were far less, little more
than two millions if as much.

While four millions or a little under represents to-day the
" definitive losses " of the German army, the losses " off

the fighting strength " are another matter altogether. These
general losses, the number out of action in the sense that they
cannot again be used for active service is, of course, much
larger than four milUons, and the bulk of the balance reappear

in the 5^ millions of the army total. If we add the 5^5 millions

actually drawing rations to those four millions, who no longer

exist, even on paper, and estimate the reserve furnished by the

1919 class, in so far as it is not yet drawing rations, we get the

total mobilisable strength in the third year of war in almost

exactly the same scale as the other fully mobilised belligerent

Powers, more than 13 per cent, but less than 14 per cent, of

total population. For while it is true that Germany has been
able to release men by enslaving occupied populations, it is

also true that the Allies have been able to draw upon the

labour power, of neutral countries, and the one advantage in

man-power pretty well cancels out the other.

It is well to keep these simple numerical facts clearly before

one even at this late stage of the war, when opinion is naturally

weary of such things : for it is the wastage of enemy effectives

that is winning the war. If the enemy has backed down from
point to point in his claims, if he has asked for peace and
still asks for peace, effectives is the clue.

The general impression that the published studies on

enemy's numbers, his rate of loss and what not, are a matter

of guess-work is great nonsense and ought never to have been

allowed to arise.

It is one of the few things on which one has a right to

criticise the authorities in time of war that they have not

issued, as they could have done, at regular intervals, the known
numerical position of the enemy—within a due margin of

error. It could have been done without betraying any im-

portant secrets and without weakening the Intelligence De-
partment of any Power. The French military authorities

have indeed pubhshed such estimates from time to time.

They have done well, because this sort of thing affords a solid

basis for sound judgment neither exaggerated, exalted, nor

cast down.
In the absence of such simple figures, officially vouched for,

or through the erroneous supposition that the estimates
' printed were nothing more than private guess work, there

has arisen the thoroughly false conception—now very difficult

to eradicate—that this all-important factor towards our

general judgment of the war was lacking. Worst of

all are the writers who use phrases implying that the

numerical condition of German effectives is unknown,
that their recruitment is marvellously in excess of their

opponents, their recuperation from wounds and sickness in

some way miraculous, and their rate of wastage incalculable.

All these things are normal, all are known within no very

great margin of error, and the progress of the siege towards

its inevitable conclusion is marked by that knowledge.

H, Belloc

A War History in Photographs

To the Editor of Land & Water.

Sir,—The Committee of the National War Museum are

anxious to make, as far aa possible, a complete history of the

War in Photographs. Such a record should be of permanent
historic value and European importance.

Efforts to obtain similar National Collections are now
being made by all the other belligerents. We wish, therefore,

to make a strong appeal to all friends and relations of officers

now serving, or who have at any time served with H.M.
Forces during this present war, for free gifts of bromide
photographs. Such photogaphs should be unmounted and
printed on bromide paper, this in order to facilitate docketing

and to secure their permanence. If the donors will write on
the backs of their photographs such details as will form a

minute concise biography, withjdates of promotion,distinctions,

etc., they will materially assist the committee.
CHARLig§ FFOULKES, Lieut. R.N.V.R.,

National War Museum, jr. • Curator and Secretary.

Storey's Gate, Westminster.
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Admiral Sims
By Henry Reuterdahl

The writer of this appreciation of Admiral Sims has been
his friend for many years. Mr. Reuterdahl is America's
most distinguished marine painter. We are indebted to his
brush for the portrait of the Admiral reproduced on this page

A
New York, June 1917.

LITTLE while ago ex-President Taft said to a
friend of his : " The ways of history are curious
Wien I was President, I reprimanded a naval

L.ofhcer for saying the very thing he is doing just
now. That officer was Commander Sims, now Vice-Admiral."
On December 3, 1910, Sims, as commander of the battleship

Minnesota, during a banquet at the Guildhall, given
by the Lord Mayor of London to the visitiiv
American Squadron, in the course of a
speech remarked : " If the time ever
comes when the British Empire is

seriously menaced by an external
enemy, it is my opinion that you
may count upon every man, every
doUar, every drop of blood of your
kindred across the seas."
A hundred years ago and more,

Americans fought the British in
high sea duels. It was clean,
manly fighting, officers in
cocked hats and gold lace,

men stripped to the buff. To-
day, American tars and British
seamen are fighting side by
side like a band of brothers,
fighting the common enemy
for world democracy and the
freedom of the seas, fighting

the Huns for decency and
civilisation.

Canadian born, William
Sowden Sims, Vice-Admiral in
the United States Navy, leads
the American squadrons, the
first naval officer to get on the
job. In the cabin of the U.S.S,
Melville, or from a desk ashore,

he directs the tactics of the new
slayers of the U-boat, American
fighting craft patrolling the Atlantic,

searching for the U-boat sea-wolf.

His destroyer officers and crews, doc-
trinated by Admiral Sims himself in

thinking in " flotilla " terms, carry out the

identical ideas which he formulated recently

when in command of the
American Torpedo Flotilla.

His motto " Cheer up and get

busy," made practicable what
he is doing to-day. Admiral Sims belongs to the silent workers,

themidnight oil-burners,,the constructors of big things. So far

as the public is concerned, he is the X of the American Navy,
known to his confreres only, but, of course, well-known to the
British Admiralty, and heretofore almost unknown to the

man in the street whether in New York or London. When
war broke out and the Navy Department laid down the

strategy and tactics for the operations of the United States

Navy in this war, it is safe to assume that orders were drawn
for Admiral Sims to proceed abroad and corffer with the

Allied Admiralties, and later to command our first naval

force in British water. With wisdom Mr. Daniels picked the

right man. Because of the Admiral's high, professional

standing and his close affiliation with the British Admiralty

he is the logical choice. But saVe for the bare announcement
that the Admiral was to lead our naval mission in Europe,

the American press had little tdsay about him, for the simple

reason that they knew hardly anything about him. Naval

officers rarely talk for publication-^Sims never does.

Yarns of the great captains of industry have been spun ;

statesmen and clever politicians have had their laurels

;

but even the sketchiest story of the biggest man that the

modern American Navy has produced is as yet untold.

America's most distinguished naval officer is incognito- to his

own people. Few outside Army circles knew much of

General Gocthals until he built the Canal. In peace, we

mildly ignore our military men, in war we build them arches

of honour, and anoint theto as heroes so that sculptors may
make monuments and spoil good scenery.' That is because we

Vice-Admiral William S. Sims, U.S.N.

are unmilitary : we are not a seafaring people. Imagine
Schwab, Hoover, Vanderhp or anyone of our leaders in civil
hfe being practically unknown.
To a man, naval officers believe that Suns (whom I have

known intimately for seventeen years) laid the foundation to
the Navy's efficiency. He put the new American Navy
upon the seas. He made it efficient. To revert to
slang, he put "gun in gunnery." He made the ships hit
the target and he tore to tatters the honest, but old-fashioned
bureaucracy of yesterday. He destroyed, but he built up.
The old days ! Beautiful, high-sparred ships, as g'raceful

spots in the landscape, coiled ropes, lovely white decks,
shining brass, skipper running a " taut " ship, with

everybody scared to death of the "old man ";

the quarter-deck often roped off so as not
to disturb the slumbers of that worthy;

the crew, when on liberty, more or less
half seas over; "spit and polish."
Nobody thought of war. Target
practice just dirtied things up

:

" Chuck the blooming things over-
board, why mess the decks." Such
was the atmosphere of the Ameri-
can Navy when Sims became a
midshipman, no better, no worse
than any other navy.
When Sims, as a youngster,

served in the Tennessee, a fine
old wooden tub, he found the
steerage, the quarters of the
midshipmeh, reeking with foul
air from bad ventilation. He
complained to the captain.
" As humans we are each en-
titled to so many cubic feet of
pure air," quoth young Sims,
looking the old seadog square
in the face. " The devil you
say—get to your quarters, and
remember, ,'young squirt, that
there ain't anything human
about a midshipman," bellowed
his ^superior. But Midshipman
Sims wrote an official letter. His

recommendation was of course
disapproved by the skipper. But in

due course of time the Navy Depart-
ment saw the justice of the complaint

and the steerage was made larger and
properly ventilated.

As a junior, he performed his duties well,

his shipmates say, but with-
out any particular distinction.

Like most officers of those days,

he knew little of the great
navies and with many believed that the American Navy was as
good as, or even better than any. He was an instructor in navi-
gation on a Philadelphia schoolship. But he woke up. As
naval attache in Paris during the Spanish War he got the inside

touch of what the big navies were doing. He saw a great
light. In 1900, a " young" lieutenant (42 years old) reported
for duty on board the Kentucky, at Gibraltar, bound for the
Far East. It was Sims, tall and black, with a Henri Quatre
beard, looking more French than American. For three
years, as naval attache, he had sent hundreds of reports to
the Office of Naval Intelligence. He had seen with his own
eyes the superiority of foreign ships. His reports were truth-
ful, but not nice reading for the conservatives at home.

America's naval success in the Spanish War over an enemy
already defeated by his own weakness, inoculated all hands
with an extraordinary conceit. And the naval decay that
followed the Civil War was again repeated in a smaller mea-
sure after Santiago. With it came a contagion of self-ad-

miration to which all hands fell victims. Fore and aft the
haloes shone brighter than any bright work. The press took
up the chorus and all at once we were made to understand
that at sea we could conquer the world.

The Kentucky's captain thought she was a fine ship. She
was the pride of the Navy. Sims felt otherwise and unlashed
his typewriter. With two fingers (the Admiral is still a two
finger artist on the machine) he hammered the Kentucky
to bits. He pointed out that, aside from floating, she was no
ship at all, and he catalogued the battleship's defects. The
report reached the Department. Sims argued over the
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^varcl-room tabic :
" We should have shed tears when we

launched her instead of sprinkling her with champagne." He
became unpopular : he was called an " anarchist."

When Sampson's fleet returned to New York and the

boom of guns and the shriek of whistles and the hurrahs rising

over the arches of honour welcomed the heroes of Santiago,

few were aware that only 4 per cent, of our shots fired against

Cervera's fleet hit, and that no heavy projectiles struck home.
The late Professor Algar, then the Navy's recognized authority

on gunnery, wrote :
" At the distance of 2,800 yards, nearly

half the shots fired at Santiago went 100 feet to one side or

another." Such poor shooting was not the fault of the " man
behind the gun. He did the best he knew, and that he
failed to do better was due to the workings of an inferior

system. Guns improperly installed, and gun sights far from
accurate, were part of it. Our naval renaissance began in

the Far East. One of the keenest naval minds. Captain,

now Vice-Admiral, Sir Percy Scott, commanding the British

cruiser Terrible, was its godfather. Sir Percy Scott had
originated a method of target practice where only actual

hits on the target counted. The American way then was
tiring on a small triangular target, and imaginary hits were
plotted on a profile of a ship. , It was farcical, wrong in

principle and did not establish the mechanical skill of the in-

dividual gun-pointer. The American blue-jackets took
no more interest in gunnery than in scrubbing decks. It

was throwing ammunition overboard. It was a 5,000,000
dollar ship making live dollars worth of hits, firing away thou-
sands of dollars worth of shells. About that particular time
one of our vessels during her annual fighting efliciency prac-

tice fired 12 shots with her 8 inch guns with no hits, 166 from
the 4 inch guns with 4 hits, 269 with the 6 pounders hitting

3 times, in all 447 aimed shots of which 7 hit.

British Target Practice

Again Lieutenant Sims hammered his typewriter. He
showed that the Scott system of target practice was based
upon the individual sporting instinct of the blue-jacket, upon
competition. He proved that the British could shoot and
that we could not. In 1901, the Terrible, commanded by
Scott, established the world's record, making 8 hits with 8
six inch shells. Night after night Sims wrote. A few of his
friends helped to copy his reports and spread the gospel of

straight shooting. The work was done after the day's duty,
mostly on the quiet. In the East he wrote eleven papers.
These were passed from ship, to ship. The " anarchy " of

"hits and holes" and "continuous aim" spread, and the
thumb-marked pages of these reports were the beginning
of the new era. But the Bureau system would not budge.
It was its own judge as well as jury, and always acquitted
itself. Sims' reports were again pigeon-holed.
Sims said before the House Naval Committee :

" I used
rather unofficial language because I wanted to tear some-
thing loose. 1 saw later that was a failure. So over
the head of the Commander-in-Chief I wrote direct to the
President. It was the rankest insubordination, but according
to my ideas, when a situation like this arises, where you know
that you are absolutely right, and where there is nothing
doing, complete military subordination becomes cowardice."
Every chance was against him. The Bureau system was
heavily entrenched. President Roosevelt's own brother-
in-law was a Bureau Chief. The popular impression then was
that our ships were the best and that the man behind the
gun was all right. Why be disturbed ?

But to find out for himself. President Roosevelt ordered
five battleships of the Atlantic Fleet to target practice.

These ships fired two broadsides at a condemned light-ship.

They hit the target three times. There was no answer.
The Bureau system collapsed so far as gunnery and self-

laudation went. The President called Sims back from China
and put him in charge of the Navy's shooting. He became
the Navy's first Inspector of Target Practice. Result, 50 per
cent, of hits at the first practice—this at 1,500 yards at a
stationary target—this distance about that time being sup-
posed to be the minimum fighting range.

By infusing the same friendly competition that exists
between football teams and fostering the individual sporting
desire to excel, Sims transformed the Navy's target practice
from a monotonous drill to a contest where each man's
work counted, and where everyone took pride in his effort

and did his best to beat the next fellow. Money distributions,

trophies and other prizes have made an esprit de corps in

framing gun-pointers. They kept their guns on the target

and learned that only hits counted. It became ship com-
peting against ship, turret against turret, division against
division, gun against gun.

Last year I was permitted to announce that during the
winter's battle practice in Cuban waters, the American

Fleet excelled in remarkablp shooting. At 16,800 yards, the
first leg at long range, all ships made 8.4 per cent, of hits.

At 13,000 yards, 18.5 percent. The Dreadnoughts, at, iy,i$$
yards, made 8 percent., at 13,000 yards 20.28 per cent, of hits

all in a moving target. This year, again, the Fleet has
bettered its own record, and beyond the expectations of

gunnery experts. Let that be enough. And future naval
historians will have to state that this probably unequalled
performance occurred while Mr. Daniels was Secretary of Navy.

In the only interview on naval matters which Roosevelt
gave as President of the United States, he stated to the
present writer :

" Commander Sims has done more for target
practice than any other man in the United States. It is

chiefly due to him that we shoot as well as we do. It is

humiliating to think what poor shots we were during the
Spanish War."

Captain Bradley Fiske, now Rear-Admiral (retired), wrote
in the U.S. Naval Institute :

" In regard to the officer who
was instrumental in introducing this excellent target practice
of ours, he was not an ignorant crank, but a lieutenant-
commander in the navy of excellent reputation. He proposed,
not a fantastic, highly expensive, and extremely scientific

experiment, but simply that our navy improve its gunnery.
Did the navy see ? Not at all. Did any naval officer of
high rank help ? Not one. Who did ? A civilian. President
Roosevelt. The writer (Captain Fjske) does not believe
that he ought to write what he thinks about this episode,
but he feels that every naval officer ought to regret that we
failed to manage so clearly our own business and that a reform
of purely naval character, so simple and so good, should have
had to be forced on us by' a civilian."

Admiral Sims was at the Naval College, working for two
years as a common student, taking the long course, studying
the art of war in its highest form, writing essays on tactics
and strategy, proclaiming the same conclusion as every other
military student, that :

" The advantage in expense would
be greatly in favour of ample preparation in time of peace
rather than the lavish, wasteful and inefficient expenditure
that lack of preparation necessitates upon the outbreak of
war." Relinquishing command of the Nevada, his last sea
duty, he returned to the Naval War College, but as President.
Now, as to the man ? Tall, slim, square-shouldered, over

six feet, strong as an ox—^with a sharp ej'e, not. an American
face, hair and beard streaked with gray, large forehead. Kind,
witty, sharp, what the French call charmer. Fo'castle slang
mixed with French metaphor (he spoke French like a Parisian)

.

Never idle, seldom at the theatrei, giving never a thought to
display. He used to ride to the College on a bicycle, some-
times taking one of his children on the handle bars.

Traditions at sea have made discipline and authority
dominate, and often replace common sense. But Sims' for-

mula is as follows

:

Always let your general mission be understood. The
American is willing to co-operate when his intelligence is enlisted.

Invite suggestions, and consider them carefully.

Hold conferences for this purpose. I have known valuable
improvements in seamanship, gunnery, radio, etc., to result
from such suggestions from junior officers and enlisted men.
Make use of competition where practicable. It promotes

interest in even the most strenuous drills.

Be sure you know thorou'jhly the .subject of all your instruc-
tions. Knowledge of your job always commands respect from
those associated with you.

Encourage your men to come to you for information on any
subject, and take pains to look it up and supply it. Help them
in anything they want to study.

Train your men in initiative by " putting it up to them " on
all proper occasions, and explain why you do it.

When you have inspired loyalty in all your men, more than
half your troubles will be over, for thereafter initiative will develop
rapidly if you give it intelligent direction and adequate oppor-
tunity. Thus, you will have developed a team in which the
men will speak of the ofTicers of their division or ship as
" we," instead of " they."

Maintain discipline with the muiimum reference to highe?
authority. If you succeed in establishing the relations indicated
by the above, you will hardly ever need to appeal to higher
authority.

^

Always be considerate of ,, inexperience. When admonition
will correct a.small faiilt.^it is_a,lmost always a mistake to inflict
punishment. / ' '

Be absolutely just in all your dealings with your men. Hardly
anything tends more strongly towards loyalty. All kinds of
men respond to the " square deal."

Never destroy or decrease a man's self respect by humiliating
hnn before others. If his self respect is destroyed his usefulness
will be seriously diminished. A man who is " called down " in
the presence of others can hardly help resenting it.

Do not let the state of your liver influence your attitude to-
ward your men.

,

Avoid as you would the plaguej hostile criticism of authoritv.
orevei^iaceUous or thoughtless criticism that has no hostile
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intent. Our naval gunnery instructions state that destructive

criticism that is born in officers' messes will soon spread through
the ship and completely kill the ship spirit.

It was predicted at the time that Admiral Sims was estab"

lishing a reliable doctrine for the Torpedo Flotilla under
his command that his policy would tend to create a new era

of thought throughout the American service. His steps

were taken in accordance with the precepts of the Naval
War College. Sims agreed that of all the great captains of

history Nelson was the leader whose precepts should be most
followed. Nelson was personally nearest the hearts of his

followers and his success was the greatest. The lesson

Nelson taught was co-operation. Ahead of his day, Nelson

saw that the leader is not apart frojn his people, but a

part of them. He saw that if a plan is understood and the

orders obeyed, it is not because the commander exercises

authority, but because his comrades in arms talk to him,

understand him and his purpose, and because initiative on
their part to further the general plan, is better than bUnd
and unintelligent obedience.

Never once has Admiral Sims believed that there could be

other than one outcome of the war. The British sea power
must win in the end. With the German Fleet in port or

behind minefields, where it is perfectly safe from attack,

and the British Fleet more than half the time at sea, and the

thousands of ships on all oceans, the German chance for

aggresiveness is without limit and the British small.

In planning the tactics and strategy of the American
part in the war, Admiral Sims is working in England with

friends. He has known Admiral Jellicoe for years. The
big men in the British Admiralty are his personal friends.

The British Navy I know thinks highly of him.

Dangers of a German Peace
By Albert Milhaud

M. Albert Milhaud, the writer of this plain-spoken article,

is one of the most eminent Professors of the University

of Paris. A historian, he has made a study of the diplo-

matic history of Europe, and for several years has been

commenting on the politics of Europe in his contributions

to the Paris journal, "Le Rappel." He belongs to that dis-

tinguished band from the Ecole Normals Superieure, which

has given many famous men to the service of France, amongst

them the present Minister of Munitions, M. Albert Thomas.

MPAINLEVE, Minister of War, in the course

of a speech which was greatly applauded in the

Chamber of Deputies, made a remark which
. deserves tb be passed from the French Parlia-

ment throughout all the AUied peoples ! "If to-morrow

our will should seem to weaken and there should appear to

be a crack in our military edifice, you will see the grinning

face of Pan-Germanism replace Scheidemann's winning

smile." In short, the French Minister thinks that if the

Allies do not destroy German militarism once for all, the

Pan-German conspiracy will wax more vigorous than ever,

and only one course will remain open to the world that has

grown weary of the struggle : to submit sooner or later,

frankly or under some specious dissembling. Then we should

be " organised" by the friends of the most sage Ostwald:

organised ! The darkness of night would descend upon a

world whence the independence of the nations had been

banished.

Is it so very difficult to realise that the day when Scheide-

mann's winning smile beguiled us into consenting to sign

peace on the terms of a drawn game would be the day before

Germany won a decisive victory ?

It is the simple truth that no glittering sophistry can disguise,

the manifest truth that a drawn war would be a German victory.

Scheidemann is far too good a patriot to suggest a " drawn

game " to us if it were not to the advantage of his country.

We are fairly entitled to indulge in speculation about the

Germans, and often it seems almost impossible to think about

them as one thinks about the rest of the human race. But

so far as German patriotism is concerned there is no room

for rnisconception. A man like Scheidemann, who is looked

upon everywhere as a semi-Chancellor, as the inspirer and

also the mouth-piece of Bethmann-Hollweg, would never

propose to draw the game and conclude a blank peace unless

it were bound to be to the advantage of his country.

One must, instinctively, suspect all German proposals,

but one must be much more suspicious of those that seem

to be moderate than of threats of frightfulness. The brutal

, threats of the Pan-Germanists are good for our cause ;
the

mealy-mouthed advances of the Socialists are bad for it. The

former make us angry, are warnings, put us on our guard

against danger. The latter minister insidiously to our pro-

found, sincere desire to see peace and concord restored to

the world, and thev delude us. ,.,
Every time a Pan-Gcrmanist pamphlet is published we

ought to make the welkin ring with our gratitude for these

salutary, if insalubrious productions. The Pan-Ger:nanist

is the most honest German, because he is the most sincere.

He is covetous, but he acknowledges it. He has premeditated

designs upon our domestication, but he is quite candid about

it. The Pan-Germanist most certainly is the German who

is serving the cause of civilisation in the world the most

effectually at the present time, for his incessant advertising

puts the Allied Governments and peoples on their guard.

If all the Allies had taken the menace of Pan-Germanism
seriously before 1914, we should not still be in arms after

three years of stern war. We all should have been armed.
The German Government is beginning to reahse that the

Pan-Germanists are looked upon by the Allies as heralds of

danger. It seems to want to discredit them by means of

attacks made upon them by its " Socialists." It has sanc-

tioned judicial proceedings against some Pan-Germanists of

note, as much as to say, " See, my dear Allied Peoples, I

am not Pan-Germanist. I do not know him. I decline to

recognise him." No one but a child would allow himself to be

caught in such a trap. There are even children to-day who
would be suspicious of such artless underhandedness. It is

'positively humiliating for us that the enemy can believe

the Allies can be deluded so easily. ^

Wlienever we read a pafnphlet written by Socialists or by
Germans whom we regard as Liberals, we must take care.

These Socialists are either members of the- majority and
disloyal to the Government, or they belong to the minority
and are of no repute. As for the German Liberals, they
represent the lowest class in their country. Their utterances

might give the Allies an impression that in the enemy land
there is a sane public that deserves consideration. As a

matter of fact, there is only a handful of national " non-

conformists," and that quite inconsiderable crew is tolerated

by the Kaiser in order to put us on a wrong scent. And so

it is allowed to express itself pretty freely at a time when
the Press itself informs us that the censorship is doubly
secretive. If German authority opens the coop for the

Liberal and Socialist chickens, it does so in compliance with

a system of organisation of which the object is to mystify

the Allies for the fullest advantage to the House 6f Holien-

zollern. That is why the most objectionable Germans are

much more useful to us to-day than the most liberal among
them. The latter are designed by modern Fatality to infect

us with the poison of sleeping sickness. It is a danger

against which we must be ever on our guard.

Let us merely enquire what would happen if we were to

cease hostilities in the present circumstances, imder the

delusion that both parties were going home having to pay
their own costs, to use a legal phrase.

The Allied Nations, who were dragged into the war by
compulsion, peoples who for a long time had been demo-
cratic, pacific and peaceful—Belgians, British, French,

Americans, etc.—would spontaneously and automatically

resume their intellectual and moral occupations, viewing the

world in the alluring tints of the spirit of peace. Naturally

the old forces, now ui^der restraint, and methods of politics

where considerations of internal order are paramount, would

come into use again, and with all the more energy because of

their long repression ; their own natural elasticity woffld be

given free play.

The old political parties would then resume their cam-

paign. The least discerning of men can foresee how all the

parties would proceed to bring indictments against the rest

and also attempt to make good their own defence. But
on the morrow of so much mourning and misfortune and
misery, politics would not be confined to the clubs and to

meetings held at specified hours ; it would be in the streets

and throughout every rank and grade of human society that
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debate would rage between those who said : "I did so and
so and so," and those who retorted, " I told you ages ago

that we ought to do something entirely different."

The confusion would be worse confounded, in face of the

impossibiHty and the practical inutility of fixing pre-war

responsibihty, by the very serious economic and financial

discussion regarding the cruelly heavy consequences with

which every citizen individually wovQd be menaced and
under the necessity of submitting.

Political parties would argue over the equitable distri-

bution of responsibility ; citizens would object to the

distribution of the war taxes as having been unequal and
unjust, and they would squabble among themselves when
they had to assess the charges—a most formidable burden

—

resulting from the war. In the midst of all the maelstrom
of public affairs and of all these mutual recriminations we, as

Allies, must manfully face the fact that in all the countries

a number of fools and knaves will be found insisting that they

have been the victim of Alliances and that they might have
expected much better treatment elsewhere.

No good purpose will be served by emphasising the kinds

of things to be considered. The same considerations

that in each country will induce a man to indict his opposite

neighbour who has resumed his normal way of living

—

to indict the party to which he docs not belong or the district

where he is not domiciled, will most certainly induce him to

indict the Ally who is no longer with him, but has gone back
to his own country and henceforth stands behind another

frontier. When the common frontiers of the Alliance are

broken down the separate frontiers of the peoples will become
barriers.

Scheidemann's Peace

No one can fail to see that Scheidemann's peace would
surprise us in these unsavoury quarrels and that Scheidemann's
Government would exploit them at leisure for its own greater

advantage. Will the enemy fail, after the war, to carry on
from outside all that espionage, provocation and propa-
ganda on which for years past he has spent hundreds of

millions of money ? Be very sure the ground would be well
prepared for sowing dissension between the citizens of one
country and their Allies of yesterday. With this object
in view, the German would strive everywhere to create a
movement of public opinion in favour of rapprochement
with Germany. In every country where in 1914 he had
any friends, he will strive to encourage them to renew a policy
of agreement and closer relations with Berlin.

And would not this policy of reconciliation with the Kaiser's
Government be represented as the best means of securing
individual and separate immunity from a new war ? No
doubt all these negotiations would be difficult to conduct, for
the Germanophils of 1914 have lost a good deal of their pre-
war credit and sympathetic favour ; German " fright-
fulness," the frenzy of Boche strategy and tactics, and the
inhumanity of Teuton methods remain, and long will remain
fresh in tifie people's memory.
No doubt these negotiations will be difficult to conduct

—

for a generation. Then we may expect the Germans to
practice their art of writing history in their own manner,
and humanity will not have seen the greying locks of the
warriors of 1917. who by that time may be greatly changed
by reflection. That will be the time when Germany will
resume her forward march to Paris and to Calais. The
Belgian frontier will still be commanded by German camps
and by great German railway stations designed for purposes
of invasion. And if the AUiances of 1914-1917 failed to
achieve victory, who will believe in Alliances in, say, 1937 ?

Germany will have spent her inter-beUum period in effecting
the overthrow of the Alliances. Perhaps she will " demo-
cratise " her army, permitting men to enter its commissioned
ranks who hitherto have been excluded therefrom. She will
not forget that the Pan-Germanists of to-day are for the
most part Liberals obsessed with ideas of national greatness
and of political progress of the middle classes. She will
announce the " new births," to use Gambetta's phrase, and
all that need be said will thus be said. Prussian
militarism, which will not have been destroyed, will remain
the object of a particular cult, for will it not have secured
impunity for the aggressor Empire ?

Impunity, moreover, is an inadequate expression. The
aggressor Empire will have definitely achieved the conquest
of its own Allies. It will have spread a net of domination
over the whole of Austria-Hungary, over Bulgarians and
over the Ottoman Empire, all of which she will have probed
and tested to the bottom.
Thanks to the trick of the drawn game, Germany will be

in a position to concentrate on any day she chooses, not
merely the German army divisions, "but the army divisions
of Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey wherever she

may please-to do so. She is entitled to concentrate them
on the left bank of the Rhine, her most formidable military
camp, where she will be a perpetual menace to Holland,
Belgium, Luxembourg, the North and the East of France,
and the whole Atlantic littoral. If some day she succeeds
in paralysing the Russian people by her intrigues, will not
Germano-Turanian militarism consider the plan of hurling
the formidable mass of its four coalesced armies against the
West ? And will it not seek by the rapidity of strategic
successes to prevent the landing of the British Army and the
preparations of the American Republic ?

Can anyone really suppose that if Germany got out of the
war not merely indemnified but supreme over the Allies,

she would not attempt to bear down the little States, which
would be reduced to a condition of hopelessness and moral
vassalage by the powerlessness of the Alliance of 1914-1917
to conquer ?

Can anyone fail to realise the weight that would lie upon
the soul of the Neutral Powers if they learned that Germany
had been able to emerge from this war with her arms un-
impaired ? Does not one feel ~that ultimately the Neutral
Powers would succumb to the domination of the Germanophil
party, and that the rout of the Pro Allies would be general ?

Thus, a blank peace, a drawn game, would mean for the
British that no return was possible to the status quo ante
of 1914, and that henceforward they must maintain a perma-
nent standing army to defend Belgium and their own territory.

For the French it would mean the final renunciation of
Alsace-Lorraine and of all guarantee of security in the north
and east. For the Americans, as for the British, it would
mean the necessity of entering into the ways of eternal
militarism. Yes ; the armed watch would have to be main-
tained and to discontinue it would entail acceptance of

Destiny, that is to say submission to German autocracy,
more or less thinly disguised.

Germany reckons upon completing in peace her work in

the war, if we do not exhaust her formidable miUtarism in

the conflict now proceeding. She reckons first of all on
penetrating into the economic and financial life of most of

the European Powers. She reckons upon imposing her own
commercial and financial domination upon them, and on
securing world-wide prevalence for her marks, her firms,

her agents, her agencies, her oi'ganisers. With sublime
hypocrisy she will offer her assistance in the rebuilding of the
ruins which she has made.
She reckons on setting up everywhere parties and groups

who would take advantage of the general weariness to secure

for her re-entry into countries whence her crimes ought to have
banished her for years to come. Already, while the
war is going on, she has tried to " work " opinion among the
Allies. What will it be after the war, especially if she is adroit

enough to assume an outward mien of democracy and succeeds
in putting rather more out of sight the real preponderance
of her Headquarter Staff and the Imperial Dynasty ? And
again, is not a cry of universal brotherhood going up already ?

Will not her cameraderie receive some sanction by this call

of the heart to a less savage condition of things ?

One would like to cry "Universal armistice ! Let us forget

!

Let us forbear to pour out the precious blood of man ! Let
us away with ideas of war !

" One would like to do this. But
would not that be to betray the future, and would not the

enemy already, by intimidation, have spread Pan-German
domination a little wider over the world ?

" We do not want the shameful peace which Germany
offers us," said M. Ribot a few days ago. And so in France,
as in England and in the United States and in Italy, there

is only one policy and one will, in order to save the future of

civilisation and of democracy—to save the independence of

all the nations.

The Governments know that they must be willing to hold
out and to fight a little longer yet—perhaps for a long time
yet. , The peoples must give their unanimous assistance to

the unanimous Governments. Let us say it yet once more

:

an indecisive peace, fhe non-destruction of German militarism,
will niean the definite triumph of the Pan-Germanist conspiracy.
Only military victory by the Allies can maintain the

policy of the natiops—^eace, without and within each of

the nations. Tlie men whose wills weakened would be
responsible for defeat.

The dramatic art of M. Brieux has a flavour of its own, not
appreciated by everyone, but Mr. Charles B. Cochran is doing
Rood service by presenting these modern French plays in London
and staging them well. The Tlirce Daughters of M. Dupont if

not by any means unrelieved gloom as many seem to think ;

tliere is a strong farcical vein running through it, and laughter at
the Ambassadors Theatre is frequent. The standard of the
agting is very high, the whole caste being good, but the heaviest
burden falls on the shoulders of Miss Ethel Irving and Mr. C. M.
Hallard ; they are magnificent. It is a play not to be missed by
anyone who makes a serious study of the drama.
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Past and Future : Organisation
By Jason

13

THE creation of Joint Councils will mark an important
stage in the development of our industrial organi-
sation. It will give to those industries, where Trade
Unions are well established, representative insti-

tutions. In this way it will enfranchise the workman and
give to society the benefit of his knowledge and ex-
perience. It will increase the power of the industry, reduce
waste, help to destroy the old view that the workpeople are
a separate class, the mere instruments of the power and wealth
of others. If this scheme is developed widely and full ad-
vantage is taken of its opportunities the setting up of these
Councils will be a turning-point in our history.
But none of these consequences will follow unless' the Trade

Union is the basis of the scheme. We do not want to see new
and rival organisations enabhng employers, when they are
hostile to Trade Unions, to play off one force against another.
That would mean not strength but weakness, not co-operation
but chaos, and civil war more bitter than any of the quarrels
of the past. There must be no " Yellow " Unions in our
workshops. The initial principle is to confirm what we may
call the spirit of Trade Union law.

It is, of course, essential that the Government should
accept this constitution for its own workshops and industries.
In the Post Office, in the Dockyards, on the Railways
which are now under Government control, and in all Govern-
ment undertakings, the principle should be applied without
delay. The Government cannot well recommend to other
employers methods that they do not adopt themselves.
Slowly and gradually we havfi come to see that the Govern-
ment must be a model employer. We have recognised that
principle in the case of hours and of fair wages, and in the
case of a departure so important and so promising as this the
Government must obviously set the example themselves.

Elements of Chaos

It happens that Government employment offers a specially

favourable field, for it is relatively free from the difficulties

caused by the number and variety of Trade Unions. In the
case of the railways and the mines, now under Government
control, and in the case of the Post Office and the Dockyards,
there are forces tending to overcome the competition of

different Trade Union interests, and to bring all classes of

workpeople into line. It is easy to see that the elements of

chaos and discord in the Trade Union world are a serious

embarrassment and danger to the prospects of the scheme and
therefore the experiments in Government employment will

be particularly instructive.

In those industries where Trade Unions are weak, some
special method is necessary. In most of those industries

there exists a special machinery in the form of Trade Boards,
established under the Trade Boards Act of 1908, an act for

fixing and enforcing rates of wages in sweated trades. The
operation of this Board has been reviewed by Mr. R. H.
Tawney in an important book]"Minimum Rates in the Tailoring

Industry" and the experience of the Act shows that it has had
two beneficent effects : in the first place it has promoted and
encouraged Trade Unionism, and in the second the members
of these Boards have developed a habit of discussing other

questions than mere wage questions. This habit has arisen

partly because it is their duty to fix conditions about learners

and in this way they have come to regulate more or less the en-

trance to the Trade. The machinery of these Boards might be
extended and certain further definite powers might be given to

them. Before very long we may hope the Trade Unions in these

industries will become powerful and representative. Mean-
while these Boards might be set up in certain sweated industries

where they do not exist and in certain svyeated sections or

departments of organised industries.
''^'

'

"'

When industry has its constitutipn thefe Will be questions

enough for its representatives to discuss and settle. We have
referred to the questiorB that come illideT the term of scien-

tific management. Methods of payment will naturally be

discussed, subject of course to the maintenance of district

rates. There have been numberless experiments in different

methods of payment in Munition Factories during the war,

and this experience will be available for the use and guidance

of Workshop Committees. Here also it is of vital importance

to have the men's views represented. It is the instinct of

the employer so to arrange methods of payment as to obtain

the maximum of work from a workman in a certain time.

It is the instinct of the workman to steady and regulate this

pressure, and it is the instinct of the Trade Union to substitute

what we may call either a group selfishness or a group loyalty
for a merely personal incentive and method. The payment
that may be calculated to elicit the greatest effort at a given
time may be unfair to the older workmen, and the Trade
Union represents collective interest, as against the tempta-
tion to the individual to think only of his earnings.

Idle or Industrious

There was a good deal of discussion in the i8th century on
the question whether workmen were idle or industrious.
Bishop Berkeley said that if a traveller noticed that a man work-
ing in the fields stopped to gaze after him he was generally an
Irishman : Cobbett said that the Englishman and the Irishman
worked hard, but the Scotsman generally chose a light job
such as peeping into melon frames. Neither of these state-
ments can be accepted without caution, for Bishop Berkeley
was trying to persuade Irishman to -work harder and Cobbett
shared Dr. Johnson's prejudices against the Scotsmen in

England. Adam Smith laid it down that workmen paid by
the piece tend to overwork themselves, and the
important Interim Report on Industrial Efficiency and
Fatigue, published by the Health of Munition Workers Com-
mittee, observes that workers, especially those newly intro-

duced to industrial life, require protection against their own
eagerness. The temptation to go on to the other extreme will

be checked by the atmosphere of corporate responsibility for

the success of the industry. It must be remembered that group
loyalty, if it sometimes acts as a restraint, may also act as

a stimulus. Gun-drill, for instance, becomes much more
exciting in a battery when the sub-sections are pitted

against each other.

The importance of giving the workmen a voice in these ques-

tions is very evident to anybody who has studied the paper on
" Incentives to Work " published in the Interim Report on
Industrial Efficiency and Fatigue, to which reference has been
made. It is there remarked that no wage system known to the

Committee takes any special account of the physiological

fact that a natural inclination to work is followed by a desire

for rest. Two officers at the front recently, for a friendly

wager, competed in making equal lengths of a certain trench,

each with an equal squad of men. One ' let his men work
as they pleased but as hard as possible. The other divided

his men into three sets, to work in rotation, each set

digging their hardest for five minutes and then resting for a

time till their spell of labour came again. The team
which was so organised won easily. The second officer

understood this physiological law and the first was ignorant

of it ; so was his team.

Value of Experience

But in a Munition Factory it has been found that the

workpeople have arranged their own exertions with an
eye to this law, of which they were aware not from any
scientific analysis but from personal experience. A gang
of workers, men and women paid on a time wage, were found

employed from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. with two half-hour meal
intervals, at the process of emptying and filling a series of

presses. Each press, after being filled, has to be left under hy-

draulic pressure for 35 minutes, during which time other presses

in the series are emptied and filled. The management calcu-

lated the number of presses to each series, which would allow

the work to be done in 35 minutes at a reasonable pace : but the

workers on their own initiative have adopted a different

method. They work with a rapidity so organised that the

series of presses is emptied and filled in less than 25 minutes

after which they rest for ten or twelve minutes,

until the time comes to begin again. The Report urges that

the work of tending machines is very apt to cause physical and

mental exhaustion, just because the speed of the machine

largely controls the rapidity of output and the worker has

therefore an incentive to strive to keep pace at all costs. In all

work of this kind interpolation of rest pauses is essential, and

the Committee urged that a proper method of payment

would recognise this. This clearly is a case in which the ex-

perience and suggestions of workpeople are essential.

The subject of Welfare Work has come into prominence

during the war because the Ministry of Munitions, called on to

deal with the problems created by the sudden expansion of a

particular industry on an unprecedented scale, has been obliged

to consider the arrangements for the health and comfort of

; workpeople. V\'omen and boys were taken into employment
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m great numbers, and in the early months of pressure many
of the lessons learned so painfully in the Industrial Revolution

were forgotten. Everybody was thinking of the firing line,

where the Germans could drop a shell on our infantry when-

ever they wished, while w? liad to ration our guns day by day.

It was a choice between lives and shells, and the authorities

yielded to the temptation to suppose that long hours, Sunday

work.and incessant overtime were the means to rapid production.

We had to learn over again that all this is false econoniy,

and that there is no sphere in which the law of diminishing

returns exacts such certain penalties from those who dis-

regard it. The circumstances under which this work has

been done forced on the attention of the Ministry the whole

question of provision for canteens, washing, rest rooms and

other necessities of a decent working life in the factory.

From this there developed a Welfare Section, and in many
works a Welfare Supervisor is appointed whose business it is

to see that the factory conforms to a certain standard in these

respects and to gi-ye help and advice. This institution

might obviouslv become a positive evil if it meant a new

inquisition on "the part of the employer ; if the welfare

worker becomes mainly a new pair of eyes for the management.

But if the workpeople themselves control it, it becomes

quite a different thing. It would represent the organisation

by the workpeople of arrangements for their own comfort,

and their enforcement of the kind of standard that would

be imposed if our Factory Acts were brought up to date

Workshop Committees

The mention of the sort of questions that will be discussed-

under tlie new arrangement shows that the success and

reality of the scheme are largely dependent on the Workshop
Committees. Any tendency to concentrate authority and
function in the District and National Councils would be

fatal, f6r it would be followed by discord between these

several bodies. The Workshop Committees would be in the

closest touch with the actual life of the shop, and they must

have initiative and power if the scheme is to be genuinely

representative.

The creation of these Councils and Workshop Committees

will mean the beginning of representative Government. It

will mean that the general conditions on which the main

body of the industry is agreed will be applied throughout

the industry. But industry, organised for this purpose,

will be a unit also for other purposes.

Take for example the recent establishment of the Board
of Control for the cotton industry. The high price of cotton

and the shortage of supply have caused a crisis. In the old

days every encouragement was given to the chaos and
confusion that arose in such a case, for the several iirms were
left to do what they could and many firms suffered while

others actually might make profit out of the difficulties of the

trade. Such a crisis occurred at the time of the famous
Orders in Council (the answer of the Government to Napoleon's

Berlin Decrees) when works were closed by the score and
workpeople turned into the streets by the thousand.

It is obvious that an Industry ought to act together and
pursue a common policy. The setting up of this Board is a
recognition of this truth, and a recognition also of the

truth that the workpeople ought to have a voice in deciding

that common pohcy. It will put an end to speculation. For
the Board will regulate the buying and selling of raw cotton, and
it will have the most extensive powers. Buying and selling

will be by licence, and licences will be granted solely by the

Board of Control on which Trade Unions have full representa-

tion. Thus Labour is admitted to the control of commercial
policy and not merely of industrial conditions. In this

crisis it is emphatically true that economical pohcy will

determine_industrial conditions.

The same arrangement has been applied to the woollen
industry in even greater detail. The Government had to

find clothing for millions of men, and this entailed all kinds
of changes and adaptations in the industry. From tliis

there has grown up a system of control of the industry,

which is in name state control, but in fact self-control.

The Advisory Committee through which the Government
control is exercised has full Trade Union representation.

This Committee rations its firms and it also determines the
margin to be allowed at each stage in the process of production
as remuneration for the work performed at that stage. In its

relations to the State the industry thus resembles a Guild.

The centre of gravity is now the Advisory Committee, though
the Government began by attempting to exercise its control by
the old-fashioned methods of specialised oificials. It is not
improbable that this Advisory Committee will expand into

a permanent organisation after the war.

The Government would have been well advised to adopt
the same large view in setting up its railway management

committee. If Mr. J. H. Thomas is fit to be President of the
Local Goverhinent Board (and nobody questions it), he is fit

to serve on a Railway Committee. There is no reason foi

discriminating between the railways and such an industry as
cotton. Industries that have learned to act together in a
crisis will not revert to the old disorganised methods.

Ministry of Industry

We have learnt something also about the use of central
institutions or departments. Two Ministries have been set

up during the War with whom future industry is specially
concerned ; Ministry of Labour and Ministry of Munitions.
Now the idea of a Ministry of Labour is obviously false and
misleading. The name suggests that " labour " is a separate
class in the State for which separate laws are made and ad-
ministered. It looks like an extension of the vicious principle
of the Insurance Act. That Act introduced the principle
that if a man has an income below a certain figure he can be
compelled to do things which men richer than himself need
not do. It says something for the unreality into which our
politics had degenerated that so wrong a principle should
have encountered so little opposition. To talk of a Ministry
of Labour seems to imply that the workman instead of being
an ordinary citizen belongs to some distinct world of his own,
with its interests and its own concerns needing the special

interference of the State. It is as if the democrats in the
French Revolution had called for a Ministry of the Third
Estate instead of demanding for the Third Estate the full

rights of active citizenship. In the reorganisation after

the war, the Ministry ought to be absorbed in a Ministry of

Industry, a Ministry, that is, which concerns itself with in-

dustrial matters that are of interest alike to employers and to

workmen.
Certain functions would naturally belong to such a Ministry

of Industry, which is needed. It is agreed that the nation has
a direct and vital interest in safeguarding essential industries,

and in maldng secure the supply of essential raw materials.

The organisation of Scientific Research, immensely stimulated
during the war by the sheer necessity of discovering substitutes

for products that we had imported from Germany, is recognised

now as an administrative work of capital and paramount im-
portance. What is wanted is some means of providing manufac-
turers and men 'of business with full knowledge of the latest

results of experiences and research, of giving advice and guid-

ance based on experience at home and in foreign countries.

The Ministry would have, for example, a Costings Depart-
ment which would work in conjunction with the Industrial

Councils. It would be the business of the Department to

issue reports, like the reports issued by the Bureau of

Standards in the United States, showing what is a reasonable

cost of production for each class of article and each pro-

cess. Such a report would be a guide to the Government in

placing contracts and in deciding what profits are excessive. It

would be a guide to industry, for a manufacturer would learn

whether his work was up to the average standard of efficiency

and if not where and why he fell below it. It would be a guide

also to collective bargaining on wages.

Such a Department would enable the Government to keep
watch over the supply of raw materials and generally to help

the efforts of industries to organise and improve their resources.

Such action will be needed particularly in the period im-

mediately following the Declaration of Peace. The shortage at

the beginning of the war caused by a vastly increased demand
will be succeeded after the war by a real shortage in relation

to a normal demand. This will' involve a strict control of

raw material and not least, of shipping, to protect the nation

and its industries from the dangers of famine.

It has already been announced that a Committee representing

the chief employers' associations and the chief Trade Unions

will be the central authority for advising on dcmobihsation,

and such a Committee should become a permanent feature of

the Ministry for the discharge of the functions assigned to

the present Ministry of Labour. This Committee might be

formed by representatives from Industrial Councils.

The working of the Trade Boards Act, -the supervision of

Employment Exchanges, the control of Unemployment In-

surance, would all naturally belong to a Ministry of Industry.

The leading principle to" be kept in view in the operations

of this Department would be precisely the opposite principle

to that of the Insurance Act. As much work as possible

should be done through the representative associations of

employer and workman, and as little as possible through the

Department itself. In the case of Unemployment Insurance

the principle of supplementing the provision made by Trade
Unions which was recognised in the Act of 1909 should be

extended, and the administration of the Employment Ex-
changes, locally as well as at the centre, should be associated

with these representative bodies.
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Life and Letters
By J. G. Squire

Wilkes and
Liberty

FREEDOM must often wish to be saved from her
friends. Men vigilant over the Uberty of the subject
frequently find themselves compelled to support
undesirable and even unsavoury persons. If the

authorities prosecute a speaker or writer under the effete
Blasphemy Laws, the victim is normally a man with whom
it is impossible to sympathise except theoretically : and
censored journahsts, authors and orators are. more often
than not, madmenvor malignants who have expressed views
with which the majority of their defenders do not agree.
Governments which desire to break a law or invade a principle
commoiily choose the most favourable ground they can find :

and their opponents are obliged, for the sake of a general
belief, to treat ate heroes and martyrs men whom they would
prefer not to touch with a barge-pole.

* * « * *

John Wilkes {The Life of John Wilkes, by Horace Bleackley,
John Lane, i6s. net), was the most remarkable illustration
of this truth in all our history. The first great struggles in
which " Wilkes and Liberty " was a battle-cry arose out of
No. 45 of the North Briton and the Essay on Woman. " No.
45 " was the culmination of a series of attacks upon George
III. and Lord Bute, wliich no decent man would have written
and which no decent man could approve : the final nastiness
of it was the suggestion that illicit relations existed between
George's mother and his Prime Minister. The Essay on
Woman was one of several poems, remarkable only for the
utter coarseness of their blasphemy and obscenity. Few of
Wilkes's reputable supporters thought these compositions
anything but what they were : and, in the heat of the conflict
the wives of the very Whig magnates who were financing him
and defending him in Parliament refused to let him into their
drawing-rooms. But in each instance an important principle
was at stake, or believed to be at stake. After "No. 45

"

Wilkes was arrested on a Genera] Warrant which mentioned
no names : and it was feared that this opened the door to
the promiscuous apprehension of persons obnoxious to
Ministers. And the Essay on Women had been printed and
not published ; its authorship (though now indubitable)
was not definitely brought home to Wilkes ; and the Govern-
ment had only been able to get hold of a copy by means of
bribes and espionage. A large number of those who backed
Wilkes were pohticians, delighted to find a stick with which
t o beat rivals in office ; and he was also helped by the general
dislike and fear of Scotsmen. But his great strength, through-
out his fighting career, lay in the fact that the attacks on him
were beUeved to be part of a general scheme for establishing
a royal autocracy, working through a subservient Parhament.
The aristocratic adherents of the 1688 settlement—oligarchs
threatened with a loss of power^—and the general public,

anxious to preserve what freedom it possessed, were bound
to mobilise behind Wilkes. For a dozen years, triumphant
at the polls, in prison, in exile, or defying the ministers of
the Crown from his throne in the Mansion House, he was
the idol of democrats in England, and the inspiration of
democrats in France and North America. The county of

Middlesex returned him again and again when the House
of Commons declared liim incapable of election : given free

choice, almost any other constituency of any size in the country
would have done the same tiling. Whenever he scored a
success in his prolonged trial and lawsuits, he was drawn
through the City by triumphant crowds ; in the King's
Bench prison he was almost buried under gifts of money and
provender ; his trips into the country were triumphant
progresses ; his electoral ;victories sent multitudes cheering
through illuminated streets. He fould bring tears of
sympathy into innocent eyes, and for' a good many years
he was continually doing so. But his own view of the matter
was summarised in a characteristic phrase : " I must raise

a dust or starve in a gaol."
« « * * *

"mSrv" xvfr?°''^'°^'*''^*"^"«d^i^lithe help of

andiminTi
™st catenng to the Nonconformist vote

WesS.S «f u"""^
""^ P'^P''^^ churchwarden at St. Margaret's

fratern V wh
^'

T^ """l
°^ '^' Medmenham monks, a con^

SonS^thJ p ^^'''u^'^l'
^^'^ ^°' generations a legendamongst the Buckmghamshire peasantry. His immorahtv

Ssted hir'^-^n^'^'^^^^*^
^^"*"^y- H*^ frequentTy si?gested his price to the Government of the dav : now theAmbassadorship to Constantinople, now the Governorship of
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^'"'^'- ^' '^'' ^^'"P''^ P^P^l^^^ ^ho madehim the power he was, and at the end of his life, safe in the

Sw^ fnn'''
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u
'^' "^''y- ^' «^^l^°^^d most of his old

rTbpnHon'J'^K^";''"'" ^ P'"^"" ^^ ^he Throne. He was

^hnnf ^K libertine, an unscrupulous demagogue, and

SZiZTT^r^'' adventurer as has ever yet becomeprominent m Enghsh politics, which is saying a good deal.

* * * * *.

Th?l'*ir°'"
he would not have succeeded-he had his points.

liHi; nfff'^'''' '".u
"»<'p^''«^- a scholar, probably made very

ill! Tu'^l''^'
*^°V&h It almost reconciled Dr Johnson to

^.^; I.T . i"" ""'uf'
'"

^'l^
'°"^' ^^y- a gentleman, certainlymade him tolerable to the more respectable of his pohtical

associates. But his greatest assets were his high spirits and
his courage, and the wit that proceeded from the two
Shame, said Gibbon, " is a weakness he has long since

surmounted. He had never known what it was. He
never hesitated because of a mind harassed by conscience
tie was audacious in action, and always ready with the
effective and impudent word. No misfortune depressed him
and no personahty or dignity abashed him. The crowd
loved to picture him as a victim of circumstance, bankrupted
and slandered by a Government of tyrants, standing up for
the rights of a Briton against all the forces of birth and wealth •

and he acted the part with astonishing dexterity, humour
and charm,—and with an appreciation of the value of noble
catch-phrases that would have served him even better in a
later age. He was thoroughly "game"; he fought his
duels as though they were games of billiards.*****

In spite of all his vices and his cant, in spite of a
physical ugliness (he had a long thin, sallow, almost concave
face, and squinting black eyes) which approximated to that
of his near relative Sin, it was difficult not to be attracted
by him when he was physically present.' He belonged to the
type, a favourite one with modern biographers, of the
fascinating blackguard. And, as a politician, though he
really cared nothing about the distresses of the disfranchised
and disinherited proletariat which he used, he had unusual
insight. The " Wilkes and Liberty " struggle gave birth to
the movement which ultimately produced the Reform Bill ;

and all his life Wilkes saw that reform must come, and said'
that it should come. He predicted the French Revolution,
and did his best to avert the American one : he was the
direct cause of the obsolescence of the veto on the pubHcation '

of Parliamentary Debates ; and he was at every stage a very
good judge of the abihties of statesmen. Modern Radicals
must regard him as one of the most important of their
ancestors : we all have scoundrels in our pedigrees, and it

cannot be helped.*****

We must, in fact, accept the description of him by the young
Gibbon, who met him as a brOther-oflScer in the Militia :

" A
thorough profligate in principle as in practice." From the

beginning, when the son of the Clerkenwell distiller married
a Buckinghamshire heiress for her money, induced her to

make over her estates, to him, and then separated from her,

his career was one of unusual blackguardism. During his

first election campaign, he denounced bribery in the loftiest

way : in his second he spent ^(7,000, informing a friend

Mr. Bleackley tells his story well. His historical judgments
are more sensible than we have any right to expect from the
author of an illustrated biography ; he has spent much time
upon his documents ; and he works in all the amusing anec-
dotes. But his English is not of the first order. His grammar
is very seedy, and one frequently encounters sentences like
" Being the most gregarious creature that ever lived, his

room was nearly always full of company." He has a fine

flow of cliches and the most exasperating habit of tacking

«.*w..w*, ....V. f^v.....*. J.^.i.J..,, wv^^, ...-w pv....«. j«.... ....iVV.J,

the tactful John," and " the autocratic John," one yearns
to come across a name standing alone in unqualified sim-
plicity. Mr. Bleackley's one original enterprise in the way of

expression is his coinage of the highly regrettable adjective
" Wilkish." He bad better, here/ also have stuck to the stock.
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Afternoons on the Irish Coast
By William T. Palmer

ONE has memories of many charming afternoons

along the coast of Ireland. There is not a season

not a month of the year without its picture of

wild nature. Such a budget of contrasts too.

There was ice, green and blue and white, piled high along

tlie Giant's Causeway. For ninety January hours a tempest

from the cold North had raged, and now, after fury, came

Peace, a rustling sea and the early sunset flooding the crags

in crimson glory, magnifying their height, distorting their

ruggedness. Out there on'the waves a few gulls were resting,

and a' dark shadow along the horizon presaged the coming of

winter migrants which the storm had halted among the

Hebrides and along the western shores of Scotland. A tiny

V of wild swans slanted across the sea for. some food-bearing

mud-flat about the mouth of the river Bann, but the ordin-

ary shore-dwellers had been hustled away, either inland

or to secluded bays far from this exposed outlook.

Tliere were afternoons of grey February on Lough Foyle,

where the white capped waves were never visible more than

a boat's length ahead, and all the local knowledge of the

natives failed to bring us within sight of the divers and rare

ducks. The ears gained more than the eyes on such occasions—

sometimes the whole cloud was vocal. There were company

calls, and famfty chuckles: there were feeding cries and

hungry queries : there were barks and whistles and quackings

and rattles : there were alarm signals, and either a mighty

flutter of wings told that the unseen birds had gone away
through the fog, or a silence which told that the divers were

making a subm*irine exit from our vicinity.

There were March afternoons when, chilled by the loughs

of County Down, one waited for the evening passage of

the wild geese—^geese which quickly got to know that murder

was not in the power of the solitary figure on the marshes,

and which pitched well within observation distance. The
sentry goose is apt sometimes to make a mistake on that

point, and a pound of heavy shot crashing into the mass
of scared birds is the penalty. There is nothing particularly

striking about this coast unless one choose a firth, a river

estuary, running up to the mountains of Mourne. March
too is apt to be a month of boisterous weather.

The Passage of Migrants

But April brings forth the sun and the summer migrants

Ireland is in the hue of passage both for the birds retiring to

the Arctic and Scandinavia, and for the new-comers which
fare , as far north as the farthest of the Shetland group.

There are scores of migrant sea-birds off her coasts, many
familiar in their season, others not usual to Britain. It is

only in April, however, that one feels tempted to leave the

shore for the woods and lanes and water-sides. Scores of

tiny birds—warblers, Unnets, etc.—have come and are busily

settling themselves for the summer. The swift and the

swallow are swinging through the air, but glorious about
all is the flood of bird song. But the shore is not the

place for music of this kind. Its birds are vocal either in

discordant shrieks or wailing calls, with sometimes a sort oi

faded sweet pipe from the oyster catcher.

It is full May that calls one back to afternoons on the
Irish shore. Tliere are sea-birds on the rock towers, on the

broad cliffs of Donegal : there are sea-birds on the stony
shores of the bays of Connaught : there are sea-birds on the

sands and marshes of Clare and Cork. Go where one will,

there. is the vigorous scream of alarm, the roaring of many
wings as the bird colony rises from its chosen haunt. There
is a darkness filled with white, rushing flakes—a veritable

' snowstorm of birds—as one walks along their shores. Eggs,

eggs, everywhere, sometimes so closely packed that one
steps with caution, and so cutely coloured and proportioned

that a few feet off they are quite invisible.

June brings one more into touch with the birds of the
Irish sea-crags. Out in the wilds the osprey has_ still its

eyrie on some pinnacle where at a glance it may b& informes^

of the moving shoals of small fishes. There are great shelves

sacred to the nesting of the gannet or solan goose—a wicked
looking bird at any time but most so when the climber comes
suddenly face to face with it on its breeding station, and the

long heavy beak is dashed towards his face. The great

solemn chick is a still weirder sight—^so utterly different from
its parents, and tlie most helpless youngster among Biitish

birds. A young eagle will fan its wings into a flight for

pleasure : the wren with its ridiculous wisps will adventure

forth without counting the cost : but the young solan goose

is a sulky creature indeed, and a real trial to its parents.

Luckily or unluckily, twins do not occur in gannet-land,
and the woolly overfed creature may be just the result of
pampering continued by many generations of proud and
fooUsh parents. There is far more cheerfulness anyway
among the razorbills and puffins, the guillemots and shear
waters which line some of the Irish sea-ledges.
Our most interesting memory is a visit to a lonely skerry

off the Kerry coast where the sttfrmy petrels make their
home for a few weeks in the year. The low rocks slippery
with sea-wrack made walking unpleasant, but there was a
vast romance in being so closely in touch with the most
daring, most familiar, yet most mysterious of sea-travellers.
Few are its known nesting haunts, wide its range as the
Atlantic sweep. No storm seems to disturb its life, for
through the wildest day one may see it in glancing flight

here and there over the troubled waters. Yet this tiny reef,

so far from shore that the mountains of Kerry are a mere
haze on the horizon, is its home. The few birds, scattered
at our coming, were lost to sight on the swelling sunlit blue
of ocean, yet one felt that their keen eyes were watching
our every movement, that every white egg discovered added
specially to the alarm of one pair of the watchers. The
nests proved to be rough constructions of weed and grass,
generally in holes or crevices where the mother bird might
sit undisturbed by direct sunhght.
One has memories of soft summer surges off Tory Island

and off primitive Achill, in many bays where sea-fishing as a
sport (as apart from a trade) is practiced. In high July
the birds of the shore and cUffs are at rest, for their tiny
broods are self-dependent, and no .close attention to the
home is requisite. There is a loui^ing spirit abroad : the
males and' females flock separately*;- and dawdle over the sea
where an illimitable banquet is at their service. The young
broods, too, fly together and,'after a few days about the home
strand or ledge, launch forth into the unknown. There are^"

thousands of pigeons in the Sea-caves, and land-birds ot^

all sorts from peregrines to skylarks on the grass ledges and,;;

among the rocks, so that the shore is not unfrequented. This
great outward movement among the sea-birds is preparatory
to the great migration—for most of our individual birds

pass south with hard weather, their places being taken by
kindred from the icy North.

It is during September that the southward tide is in full

flow. It is hardly strange to notice that the birds fly least

keenly with a following wind, particularly if it be powerful and
carry along sheets of rain. Such a boisterous assistant

ruffles up the feathers, drives the rain to the very skin,
' and soon the chiUed bird falls exhausted. A succession of

strong gales from the west brings Ireland its strangest visi-

tors—birds which in summer frequent Greenland and even
Iceland, but which normally take a course down the American
coast for winter. Frequently birds famihar to the swamps
and marshes of Florida come down on the Irish coast, tired,

amazed, pausing for a while before continuing their route

:to the Tropics.

October is another slack month for the Irish bird-lover

;

but November rouses the shore and the bay to life. Knots
and TVhimoral, scooters and divers, the sea sandpipers,

come south in thousands together with the numerous sea

ducks, and one turns to the sandy bays of the Eastern sea to

welcome the coming of the wild geese. For centuries Ireland

has been renowned as a great haunt for these, flying there

from the Arctic Circle, from the nesting marshes round the
Baltic. Wild .swans too wing this way, but never in great

numbers. On the' western shore the wi nter strikes shrewdly
in squall and storm, beating back the tiijy birds from the salt

water, causing even the strong ones to flinch in terror and
majesty. Donegal, ebiinemara, Kerry, each has its wild

areas, though in the far south of the land there is less of Arctic

rigour in the 4)i-eeze,rtand in every shelter the sub-tropical

.palms and aloes flouiji^hje

The Irish shore is full of contrasts such as this. The
sterile rocks of Antrim protect some tiny vale of rich pasture :

the great cliffjs gf Gablyapf stand boldly out against the
Atlantic to keep in pelc#some silver-stranded bay by which
nestles the brown village of the fisher-folk : the crags of

Kerry fence in some such darhng of the gods as Glengarriff

,

just as the misty Reeks charm away the tragedy of winter
from the arbutus groves of Killarney. The wild west coast

is a contrast to the peaceful pasture lands which shelve

toward , St. George's Channel and the Irish Sea. The song-
birds which wing ,to Ireland for their summer quarters are
balanced by the silent fieldfares and redwings, the discor dant
sea-farers of the winter months.
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YOU Can Help Us
to Save Belgium's

Little Ones!
Send your cheque now and help to save a suffering

little life. A Belgian Committe in Holland,
" L'CEuvre de la Sante de I'Enfance Beige " (under

the Presidency of H.S.H. Princess A. de Ligne)

receives from Belgium

Starved, Consumptive,

Broken GhjU[dren,

Feeds, Houses, and Clothes them. They are then

returned to Belgium (for funds db'ibot pe^-mit more).

HELP THESE
LITTLE ONES!

jii..' j;.

Remiitances to Hon. Treasurer, " Working NfenV B^aM' Pond "

(Registered War Charities Act, 1916), 32 Grosvenor Place, London,

S.W. 1., Earmarked for the " Belgian Children'! Fand."

Security-Comfort-Distinction
l^Wher^'T.

essential qualities of a Naval Weatherproof are

.h. R 1
successfully combined as in THE TIELOCKEN

^he finpIfL?
S"^'"^coat that is universally admitted to be"g °°est safeguard the war has produced "

The TIELOCKEN
thoronl"hl''''''^^

Burberry-woven and proofed material, isthoroughly workmanlike in design; distinguished in
appearance; and doubly protects
every vulnerable part of the body.

lilnttrated

Naval

Catalo^e

Pott Free
It IS secure against all forms of wet,
yet faultlessly sef-ventilating—
excludes downpours of rain,
saturating mist, or driving spray,
yet IS free from rubber, oiled-silk, or
other unhealthy, air-tight fabrics-
light and cool to wfear on close days,
and yet, owing to dense weaving,
snug and warm in cold winds.

Another distinctive advantage is its
quick adjustment. A strap-and-
buckle holds it smartly and well—
no buttons to fasten.

NAVAL KIT
BURBERRYS are experts in all branches
of IN aval Outfitting, and supply correct and
well-tailored Uniforms, as well as every
detail of dress and equipment, at reason-
able prices.

Officers' Complete Kits in 2
to 4 Days or Ready-to-Wear'

Every
Burberry
Garment
is labelled

'Burberrys'

SERVICE WEATHERPROOFS
During the War BURBERRYS CLEAN andRE-PROOF Officers' " Burberrys/' Tid^k^*"
Burfrons and Burberry Trench-Warms in u days

FREE OF CHAPr.F

BURBERRYS H^yTn^rkeTLONDON
BoulMalesherbes PARIS; & Agents in Chief Naval Stations

iyf

XOkif darit ym,irtf
^

MalcoJKMvt 'i

/~|NE application of "Muscabane" will cnsiire your Immunltf
^-'frocm any fly pestduring the whole day. "Muscabane" Cream is
pleasantly perfumed and agreeable to use. It is a fragrant skin
cream aa well as an effective insect repeller. No one using
"MUiseabane" need fear mosquitoea, but should a non-user be
bitten "Muscabane" will quickly allay the inflammation.

la soldiert in the firing line or when wounded " Muscabane "
is invaluable aa a protection against the maddening attack/
of fly pests.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONIALS
Professor STOKES, F.G.fl,,

"writes as follow^:—

Dear SiT8,~I have carefully
analysed your Fly Ointment
(' Muscabane ' Cream). There
are four essential ingredients.
None of these is of the least

harmful nature, but beneficial.

They are calculated to ward
off the attacks of insects, and
should non-users of this pre-
paration be bitten, this
ointment would relieve the
irritation and rapidly heal the
inflammation.

Mr. F. G. SHAW. F.G.S.,
thQ well-known Author, Triu
veller, and Instructor in Fly
Casting, writes ^.s lollows:

—

With regard to " Musca-
bane " Cream, I have found it

the most perfect form of
pret^entive to house fUes, mos.
quitoes, sand flies, harvest
bugs, fleas and other skin
pests, as weil as a remedy
for their bites. I have tried
this preparation in Canada, in
South Africa, in Australia, in
Norway, and other parts of
the icorld, and can confidently
recommend it.

" MUSCABANE "

CREAM aSords an excellent protection
against iiusect bites.

LOTION can be applied freely to any
parts not fully protected,

SOAP may be used regularly in addition
to the use of the Cream or Lotion.

All one price, 1/3 each, of all Chemists.
ALLEN & HANBURYS LTD.,

37 Lombard Street, London, E.C.3.

Shopkeepers can obtain Wholesale aup-
T'lips from S. AIJXJOCK & CO.. LTD..
Ksliing Tackle Manufacturers, P.edditcll.
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

July 19, 191J

FROM the somewhat mixed bag of an off season of

pubhshing. I will pick first of all a noteworthy con-

tribution from the Na%7. Mjny people have heard

rumours and a few lucky people have seen copies of

The Tenedos Times, a periodical by means of which the

Mediterranean Destroyer Flotilla kept up its spirits and

incidentally raised funds for certain charities during the

early days of the war. Here it is reproduced in permanent

form for all the world to appreciate (G. Allen and Unwin,

2is.), and is again pubhslied to benefit a charity, this time the

Officers' Branch of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Associa-

tion. The extraordinarily good work both in colour and in

pen and ink, especially tlie latter, by the late Commander J.

Ji. Waterlow, should alone make the book a treasured pos-

session. For the rest tlie letterpress contains much good

topical jesting, and an abundance of verse serious and other-

wise, including many excellent examples of the limerick,

that popular stand-by of the ephemeral journal. Here is an

example which for better appreciation should be accompanied

by its spirited picture :

A wonderful bird is the pelican

;

His mouth mil hold more than his belican ;

He can stow in his beak
Enough for a week

—

I can't understand how the helican

!

Such is the spirited frivolity of the fighting man. Let us

turn next to the sulemnity of the man who stays at home.

* * * *

There is an undoubted nobility of utterance in the poem,
directly or indirectly inspired by the war, which Mr. Eden
Phillpotts has brought together in a volume appropriately

entitled Plain Song_ (W. Heinemann, 3s. 6d. net). With a

classic simplicity and sureness of style, only halting now and
then from a certain pedantry in the choice of words, Mr.

Phillpotts sings of high endeavour and the cause of freedom.

He deals only. with the big and permanent things, and his

deep reverberating tones may well be lost for a time among
the higher pitched notes of the great mass of modern poetry.

Yet I hope this message will be heard and listened to, for

it helps to sustain an exalted mood in which nothing base

and petty enters, and in which alone the lasting triumphs of

the spirit are won. Here is a characteristic thought expressed
with characteristic directness of rhetoric :

And know the work that you are called to do
Rests in your reach alone, beyond the ken
Of any othef. Who takes place of you ?

Not in the compass of a million men
Your duty lies : it shall be wrought by none
If at your sovereign will it is not done.

- • * *

The classical spirit in another mood is also evident in Mr.
Oswald H. Hardy's volume of verse In Greek Seas (John
Lane, 3s. 6d. net). Here are the poems of a cultured traveller
who muses in verse that often rises to considerable heights of
executive skill. It is pleasant in the stress of the times to
.follow Mr. Hardy into his quiet bye-ways of thought, and allow
oneself to be soothed by liis true gift of harmony. I quote
two verses from " On Shillingford Bridge," with its inevitable
suggestion of " The Scholar Gipsy "

;

. . . —too fast the cords that bind the sonl,
Too dim the path before our downward feet.
Soon must wc sec the swift approaching goal
With all our fond endeavours incomplete—
Too late to learn, when we are past reprieve,
A world we have not duly ser\-ed, and all untimely leave.

Yet not in sorrow would we leave the day.
Not in despair shrink from the allotted bourne,

There follow who will tread a surer way.
Noting these little tracks that we have worn.

So occanward flows on thy constant tide
And still the quenchless springs of God burst from the

mountain side.*****
The war from the point of view of the stay-at-home is

with us again in Your Unprofilahk Servant (W. Westall and
Co., 3s. 6d. net). This is a picture of the war mood in England
from the woman's point of view. The author may not have
the X-ray power of Mr. H. G. Wells when he is seeing it

through and through, but she has the power of clothing what
she does see, which is considerable, with its proper com-
plement of flesh and blood. Her book has a message of solace
for women who have lost tliose they love in the war—a message
the value of which a man cannot appraise, but which carries
the countersigns of sincerity and simplicity.

How many people, like myself, after reading an excep-

tionally good article in the Morning Post, over the initials

" E.B.b.," have formed the intention of cutting it out for

their scrap-books, and forgotten to do it till tlie paper had
been used to light a fire ? They can now rejoice with me
that they did not waste their time fiddling with scissors and
paste, for in The Maid With Wings (John Lane, 5s. net), they

will probably find many of the things that they had intended

to rescue from oblivion. At any rate, in these " fantasies

grave and gay," they will be able to rejoice in a good selection

of characteristic, and therefore delightful, work from the

fertile pen of Mr. E. B. Osborn. They will also have an
opportunity of appreciating the wide range of his knowledge
and interests, the clearness and saneness of his style and the

racy vigour of his prejudices. Let me express the variety of

the book by describing three of the nineteen sketches that

make it up. The fantasy which gives its title to the volume
describes, with a fine sense of the romance of history, the

apparition of Joan of Arc to a dying soldier. " The King
of Hoboes," describing an interview with an American tramp,
is both wonderfully dramatic and psychologically acute.

It is worthy of a place beside some of the dialogues in

Lavengro, among the classes of tramp literature. " Simplified

Spelling " is a little " Battle of the Books," an account of a
meeting of words presided over by " Damn " to protest against

the proposed reforms of the Simplified Spelling Society. It

is an earnest of much other good literary fooling in the book.*****
In The Transactions of Lord Louis Lewis (John Murray,

5s. net), Mr. Roland Pertwee tells with great verve and in-

genuity a series of tales of the adventures of a wealthy col-

lector of objects of vertu and art. The villains of the tale

are two dealers, Cal(bb and Paliser, who three times enter into

unholy partnership to oust Lord Louis, and three times get

ousted themselves. It is a thoroughly entertaining book.

"Britain's Effort" Exhibition

THE photograph on the opposite page is of a litho-

graph by Mr. C. R. W. Nevinson, now to be seen at

the galleries of the Fine Art Society, 148, New
Bond Street. It is part of an Exhibition entitled

" Britain's Efforts and Ideals in the Great War, illustrated

in si.\ty-six Lithographs by eighteen artists." Each artist

takes a separate activity ; Mr. Nevinson, for instance,

illustrates " Making Aircraft " in six lithographs. Mr.
Charles Pears deals with Transport by Sea, Mr. George
Clausen, with Making Guns, while Mr. Eric Kennington
and Mr. Frank Brangwin illustrate how soldiers and sailors

are made. Women have their artists. " Work on the

Land " is delightfully depicted by Mr. William Rothenstein,

and " Women's Work," by Mr. A. S. Hartrick. It is an
extraordinarily interesting exhibition, and does undoubtedly
bring , home to the observer the wonderful energies and
activ.'^ies that have been stimulated and released by the war.

Naturally, the subject is by no means exhausted, but it would
require, not sixty-six lithographs, but as many as the number
of the Beast, which is 666, to deal adequately with all the

work of war. Britain's ideals are explained in a dozen alle-

gorical pictures by a haU-a-dozen different artists

THE POSTHUMOUS POEMS OF
ALGERNON SWINBURNE.

tdiled by LDMUND GOS5E and T. J. WISE.
Demy 8vo., 6/- net. Ldition de Luxe, 30, - net (only » (ew'copies now remaining).

NK>V ^V.VU JIOOKS.

MY -75.

By PAUL LlNTItR.

3 6 net.

The Diary of a French Artjlieryman.

THE WAY dF
THE AIR.

By EDGAR MIDDLETON. 2/6 net
A bool: for all who are interested

in flyinS.

rqj!5V NOVKt^S.

THE NURSERY.
»v EDLX IMIUXPOTTS. 6/- net.
"An eventful and moviniz story. . .

It holds the ftileniion anJ enlists the
sympathy."

—

Times.

SECRET BREAD.
By F. TKXXYSOX JESSE. 6/- net

MARMADUKE.
By FI.OnA ANNIK STKKU 5 - net.

UEINEMANX

POTTERAT AND
THE WAR.

By BENJ.\MtN VALLOTTON. S/.ne

ZELLA SEES
HERSELF.

By E. M. nELAFIELD. 6/-1..I
(2iid Xnipres.sion.)
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Making Aircraft

This picture by Mr. C. R. W. Nevinson, entitled " Acetylene Welder," appears in the Exhibition— Britain's

Efforts and Ideals in the Great War—now being held at the Fine Art Society's Galleries, 148, New Bond Street
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DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.
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Xames arid addnsses 0/ s/w/.s, Khae the articles mentioned

can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a foslcara

addressed to Passe-Partoiit, Land \' Water, 5. Chancery

Lane IV.C. 2. Any other information mil be given on request.

Overall House
Frocks

Heaps of women now engaged in niani-

foltl duties about house and garden wear

some kind of overall when first getting

up in the morning. It is great economy to substitute this .or

a frock, not wearing the latter till later in the day and so sav-

ing it considerably. Ever since the beginnmg of the war

one of the best known London shops has speciahsed in overalls

and brought out man\- useful designs. Amongst the latest of

these is a coat overall on unusually well planned hues, bemg

exceptionally full and by no manner of means the skmipy,

uncompromising-looking "garment sometimes offered.

Bar the fact \h it these coat overalls button down the en-

tire length of the front, they are on precisely the same principle

as the coat frocks so many of us have already found invaluable.

The becoming fullness tends towards this, for not only are they

gathered at the front into a shouldei- yok". but at the back

is a wide box pleat, so there is a very adequate width in the

^k!rt. Round 'the waist is a trim belt, and there are two

capacious looking pockets.

With perfect justice this model may be called an overall

house frock, even apart from the fact that it is equally in-

valuable for war work away from home. It is made of soft

finished robe cloth in brown, heliotrope, grey, white, n^vy or

butcher blue, vieux rose and putty, and costs the exceed-

ingly small sum of 7I 6d.. postage being paid in the U.K.

A wanted development—and a welcome
Use Rice one—is rice flour. Some while ago it was

^'°'"'
said by a competent authority that people

did not really realise the value of rice as an article of food. Not

only is it nourishing and wholesome, but compared with

other things it is distinctly cheap. Rice fiour, moreover,

is a patriotic thing to use. \\ ith its aid we can reduce bread

consumption, for it makes into cakes, buns and biscuits

wjiich can all be used instead of bread, and all of which v\hen

well made can be quite excellent. Rice flour buns are

])articularly delicious.

\or do the uses of rice flour end here, it can be used for

lh'> thickening of soup, and mixed with other flours it can

form part of practically everything, so that once again the

issential and scarcer cereals can be saved. Another point

is that rice flour can be bought in quantities without any

stigma of food hoarding attaching to the proceeding.

There is plenty of rice in the country, and the relief of pressure

upon the wheat stores will be welcome.
,

A famous London firm were amongst the first to see the

possibilities of rice flour and are seUing great quantities of it,

their customers warmly backing them in the idea, and prompt-

ly taking advantage of it. Seven lbs. cost 2s. 3.\d., fourteen

lbs. 4s. 6.id., while 22s. 6d. is the price for 70 lbs. Organisers

of V.A.D. hospitals and institutions aU over the country

will be glad to hear that larger quantities can also be had,

44s. Qd. being the price for 140 lbs., while 895. 3d. buys

2S0 lbs., or a sack.

The Cheapest
in London

Somi ama^.ingly inexpensive easy c'lairs

with loose cretonne covers are doubly

noticeable at the present day when most

are so untowardlv dear. In spite of war conditions and the

increase of cost 'of production, these easy chairs keep to a

moderate price in a way both unusual and refreshing. It

could not be done, of course, but for the fact of the firm

c( ncerned being their own manufacturers, and thus having no

middleman prices to contend agiinst.

These easy chairs please in every possible way. They

are very comfortable, very strong, very weU made—just the

type of' thing, in fact, into which a man or woman can slip

thinkfullv after a long day's work and spend a pleasant

c^ cning Tor V..\.n. hospitiils they are capital, several orderrj

of this k n 1 having reached the firm from all directions.

Pc:Ip s, however, the cogent point is that this most com-

Or Unsurpassed
Value

fortable easy xhair can be bought for the incredibly small

sum of 37s' 6d. This actually includes the loose cretonne

cover the whole thing in all its fresh daintiness and charm

being' sold complete. A cretonne co erod arm-chair can be

the pleasantest sight in a room, and h xr chairs ably fulfil

that duty the cretonne covers being \ rry attractive, some

being specially gay and bright with trjlhs roses and such-

like charming thin'gs scattered over them.

Even .after these words appear in pr nt

some days will still remain of the July

sales and one or two unsurpassed s.ile

bargains are still going.' Taking all the various conditions

into consideration, underwear is one of the things amply repay-

ing buying at this juncture. Some woven gauze merino com-

binations give a unique chance for they are actually being

sold at 3s. lid., a very special sale price.

Woven gauze merino is delightful for undergarments, and

the ones in question fulfil every possible requirement fh-y

wash well and are the most satisfactory things in the world

to wear These combinations are finished with a pretty lace

edge and can be had with low necks or high necks and short

sleeves The value here is as genuine as it is remarkable.

Then there are some fancy ribbed combinations with crochet

tops for ^s iiid., very elastic and good looking, while (if

they are not by this time all gone) some delightfully soft lisle

vests with fancy crochet tops are th most amazing offer yet

encountered, two for two shillings being the wholly

inadequate price asked for them.

Every woman wanting a raincoat should.

The Coat to before she makes her final choice, con-
Have sider one of the best models ever pre-

sented or made. This is called the Ladies '
Trench Coat and

it is made by a famous firm of raincoat makers who. as soon as

the war started, scored instant success with their splendid

coats for the trenches. Men appreciated them so much th it

they in thefr turn recommended them to all their womenfolk

who were promptly embiirking on war work. This gave the firm

the idea, and in a very brief while they originated a storm-

proof coat for ladies on the precise principles of their trondi

coat for men.
. , , n • . r

•

This ladies' trench coat is capital from all points of Mew

and has been built with the sternest eye to thorough effi-

ciency and practicability. M hen the collar is turned up it can

be fastened in absolute secure watertight position almost up

to the ears. Security is rendered doubly sure by a clever yoke

piece, this keeping the whole thing in absolutely taut position,

while' a storm strap also plays its protective part.

The coat wraps well over in front and' is fastened round the

waist by a smart looking belt, run through a buckle. It can

be made with or without a detachable fleece lining, and apart

from its weather-resisting properties is the most delightfully

warrn comfortable wrap into the bargain, and a boon that

cannot b3 overestimated to women motorists and the like.

Patterns, prices, and illustrated booklets will all be for-

warded on 'request. Pa^se-P.^RTout

A splendid site, 'just opposite Golders Hill Park, looking over

Hampstead Heath, has been commandeered by the War Office

for the Allies Hospital Benevolent Society. There is room foY

Hospital Huts to hold 1,000 men, and were they completed they

could be filled to-day with men discharged from the Army,

maimed and crippled, ivho could be cured if only they could be

treated by special appliances, electricity, mas.sage, whirliag

baths, etc., at far greater expenditure of time and money than

the Army Hospitals can give.

The greater number of these crippled and semi-paralysed men
are skilled workmen of essential value to the community. H
cured they could take their places once more in the ranks of

skilled labour. If left to wither away in a crippled condition

thev will only be able to undertake casual menial jobs or will

'jecom? permanently unemployed, a reproach to the nation.

Funds are urgently needed for" the installation of the Hospital,

for owing to the rise in price of labcnir and building materials the

original estimates will have to be largelv exceeded. Donations

can be sent to the Hon. Treasurer, Sir George Wyatt Truscott,

Bart., at the Office of the Societv, 135/7, New Bond Street, V\ .1.
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A SPECIAL Number of LAND & Water
^^~^ will be issued on August 2nd to

commemorate the Third Anniversary of

Great Britain's entry into the War. It will

contain many features of great interest of

which the following is a short account

:

Letters from a Legation
A remarkable series of letters from an American diplomat, written from Brussels
in Aug-ust 1914 and published for the first time in England by the consent of the
United States Government.

The Proofs of German Grime
A unique collection of German proclamations issued in various towns of Belgium
and France, and illustrating the deliberate methods of barbarism employed by our
enemies. Reproduced in facsimile with translations and notes.

A Military Review - - By Hilaire Belloc
Naval Events & Policy - „ Arthur Pollen
The Riseofthe R.F.G. - „ Major Fellows
The Spirit of Russia - „ Prof. Sir Paul Vinogradoff
The Greation of Poland - „ Roman Dmowski
Short Story - - - ,, Genturion
War and Industry - - „ Jason
The Future ofDemocracy „ L.P.Jacks
A Poem - - - - „ T. G. Squire
The Arts in War Time - „ Gharles Marriott
Cartoon .--.,, Raemaekers

A special double page Illustration by Gharles Pears
depicting the arrival of American Destroyers in

British waters.

This will be one of the finest numbers of " Land & Water " that has
ever been produced.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW: PRICE ONE SHILLING.
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TRUTH ABOUT DEMOCRACY

WE shall have to be very careful in this country

and throughout the Great Alliance, especially

in the near future, of phrases which have become
almost universal in the mouths of the poUticians

and which may well, if we abuse them, weaken our military
efiort. They turn on the use of the word '

' democracy." Wc
are told that the Allied nations are fighting for " democracy "

;

that " the struggle is between democracy and autocracy,"
and even—most dangerous phrase of all—that our quarrel is

not with " a democratic Germany," but only with Germany
as at present organised under an autocracy.

There is a sense in which the first of these two phrases is

true
; but there is no sense in which the last phrase is true—

and it is exceedingly important that we should distinguish

between the spirit which inspires the one set of words and the
spirit which inspires the other. It is true that the Alliance

represents above everything the right of each conscious
political community to its own life and the right of such com-
munities to govern themselves. It is true that it is fighting,

and has been fighting from the first moment when Prussia

suddenly declared war upon Europe three years ago, for this

principle ; and it is especially true that the enemy, the two
Central Powers, the reigning houses of Hohenzollern and
Hapsburg-Lorraine each (though' for different reasons)

stand for the opposite principle. They claim that the con-

sciousness of races and communities is weak, and that admini-
stration and material welfare will outweigh with men the
mere ideal of local patriotism. It is further true that the

gross violation of national freedom and of the right of a nation
to its continued and independent existence have proceeded
from the Central Powers and particularly from Prussia.

Prussia for 200 years past has never varied from her declara-

tion that she cared nothing for national rights and was only
concerned with the advancement of her own power, especially

as expressed in her dynasty.

All this is true. But when people go further and try to

make it out that some particular scheme or experiment in

human government, such as a Parliament to which the

Ministry is nominally responsible, universal suffrage, etc.,

etc., is the test between the two belligerents, they ire talking

nonsense. The war is much more real than that, and in its

present phase to discuss details of that kifid is like arguing
theology with a burglar who is not only that, but a burglar
with a record of murder ,and on the top of that a burglar

actively engaged in trying to kill you and your children.

The issue before the Alliance, and especially before Great
Britain, is an issue of victory or defeat in the field. There is

no middle course. Since Prussia and her allies have thrown
down a challenge to Europe, have enslaved Europeans and

tortured them, massacred innocent noii-belligerents and
neutrals wholesale, have broken every old and honourable
convention which regulated warfare between Europeans,
and have, in general, rebelled against the moral standards of
Europe, the issue is not whether our enemies or any part of
them shall adopt this or that one of the many experiments in

human government (all of them imperfect) which are to be
discovered wrecked or surviving up and down the history of

mankind. If the enemy maintains his defence up to the
moment of obtaining a peace which leaves him militarily

strong and able to renew his methods, then we are defeated.

If we are defeated the civilisation of Europe is defeated with
us, and this country in particular will never be proud or
strong again. On the other hand, the defeat of the enemy
in the field, whether the enemy at that moment of defeat is

politically organised in one fashion or another, means the
safe-guarding and the maintenance of all the things which we
hold dear and of these things the nation stands far and above
any particular political arrangement of democracy or parlia-

ments, of " responsibility of Ministers " and the rest.

There is a strange and almost tragic lack of the sense of
reahty in those who introduce abstract conceptions of this

sort at such a moment. It is an absence of the sense of

reality which you never get in private or domestic affairs

—men don't play thus with their health or their fortunes

—

but which there is always a danger of your getting in pubHc
affairs. And it is one to which men who have made pohtics
their profession are particularly liable. Some men , live in

phrases, and though the personal objects in the careers they
have undertaken had very little to do with the phrases they
use, yet the use of those phrases becomes so much of a habit
as to be a second nature. It is not second nature for the mass
of men who are supporting the terrible burden of this war,
and that is why it always jars upon the plain citizen and still

more upon the soldier when beheads a long discourse of which
such phrases are the backbone. The plain man, and par-
ticularly the soldier, has one object in view, which is the defeat

of the enemy. He knows instinctively (and indeed the thin"

is perfectly obvious) that there is no such thing in an affair

of this magnitude as a draw. No possible conclusion to the
war is conceivable which woiild not either leave the enemy
nation humiliated, broken and weak, or the British, the

French, and their Allies burdened with a permanent sense of

failure. That is the plain truth, and it is a truth which ought
not to need reiteration.

The enemy, and especially the German enemy, and among
Germans the Prussian in particular, who is the backbone of

the.whole of the enemy's resistance, has here and for a long

time had an advantage over us. He is in no doubt at all

about what he wants or about how to obtain it. He desires

and has desired, from the moment when he saw that his first

plan of conquest had failed, to obtain what he would call
*' an honourable peace." But a peace honourable to any
party in such a struggle is necessarily a victorious peace. He
has never wasted energy in defining and re-defining some
abstract aim or other. His object has been and still is the

very simple military object of maintaining his siege lines in-

tact and of continuing his resistance to the pressure he suffers

until those who exercise that pressure will have no more heart

to continue the struggle. Any suggestion of compromise
with that militMry plan is by so much a military weakness.

It is a w-eakness to be avoided at all hazards.

There is one idea and one only which should fill every
mind, it is the idea of the war. And the objects and methods
of war do not translate themselves into terms of democracy
or autocracy or any such thing, but into terms of military

success or military failure^Defeat or Victory ! It is at the

peril of our national existence that we modify those simple

terms with any exiraneous matter, or weaken our resolve with

the admixture of any side issue. The temptation to do so

becomes the stronger as time goes on. The enemy realises

this weaivness of the Alliance and leaves nothing undone,

overtly or covertlj', but more particularly covertly, to confuse

the plain issue. The success his propaganda has achieved

temporarily in Russia is bound to encourage him to new
efforts. We must beware of phrases—Defeat or Victory are

the only words to bear in mind.
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The Action near Craonne
By Hilaire Belloc

THE characteristic of this week, as of several weeks
past upon the Western front, has been the concen-
tration of German effort against the ridge above the
Aisne, which is marked by the Chemin des Daines.

From the moment when the French showed their deter-
mination to accept on this ridge a purely defensive attitude and
to " try " the enemy's strength, the enemy has attacked again
and again. It may almost be said that his special and
dangerous experiment of forming " storming troops " was
made with an eye to this particular sector. He has launched
something like 40 great attacks on this one line since he was
driven from the last plateau of the ridge—that of Craonne

—

on May 4th. Until this last great battle opened his

expenditure of perhaps 100,000 men had been without
fruit. He had lost very heavily indeed. He had gained
nothing : A tiny crescent here and there is matched by a
corresponding small French advance elsewhere ; his losses
in prisoners about equal those of the French ; his losses
in men other than prisoners are far heavier.

What, then, has been his object in thus acting ? Politically,
it is the common-sense object of attacking the most exhausted
of various enemies, even if oneself be more exhausted than
he. That" surely needs no comment. It is a perfectly self-

evident policy. The German recruitment is annually 70 per
cent, more than the French. The superior German exhaustion
has compelled the Germans to borrow a year ahead of the
French. The youngest lads they have to put under fire

now are exactly a year yotnger than their youngest opponents.
But if with their numerical superiority they could shake the
numerically inferior French th(^ might hope to break up the
Western organisation arrayed against them'.
That is the political aspect and motive of these continued

and very expensive attacks. They are undoubtedly com-
bined with a clumsy misunderstanding of the French temper
at this moment. For it is simply inevitable that the Prussian
should misunderstand any superior civilisation.

But apart from the political object there is a very clear
strategic object.

Hheuns
\, Yerdan

Southerm Limb

The German line as a whole between the North Sea and
Lorraine is a sort of set square. If either limb of the T goes
there is disaster. The great threat, as everybody knows, and
no one better than the enemy, is to the northern limb of the
set square, and it is to this, at its extremity particularly, that
the enemy's anxiety is directed. But if the other limb of the
set square broke or fluctuated it vvould be impossible to hold
the northern limb. He is therefore maintaining himself with
all his energy upon this second or southern limb, at the point
marked by the arrows, as a sort of preliminary to the main
trial he must endure to the north, and as a sort of foundation
for his attempt to resist that trial.

Now he cannot remain merely upon the defensive along
this southern hmb of the set square. He has not the men, and
he has not the organisation for it, and he is inferior in artillery
into the bargain. He is also inferior in observation. I do

not know whether it sounds paradoxical, but it is a mere ele-

mentary truth of all warfare, that if you have lost good
defensive positions or good defensive opportunities, you have
to counter-attack more violently ; you have to lose far more
men ;

you have, in general, to make the machine work faster

and more expensively in order to maintain the worse hne be-

hind the better line which you have lost.

That is the whole meaning of the Chemin des Dames during
the last week, and during several weeks before. The enemy
is upon the whole overlooked in the matter of mere ground.

He upon the whole suffers a superiority of observation at his

opponents' hands from the air. He suffers—take the line as
a whole—from a considerable superiority against him in

artillery, from a moral superiority, which can only be judged
by those upon the spot and which I do not pretend to describe,

and from a certain though moderate numerical superiority in

men upon the southern limb as a whole. Therefore must he
counter-attack with the more violence and the more tenacity
if he is to hold at all.

One might put the matter a little theatrically, but not
untruly, by expressing it in Spoken sentences :

" I am standing in an angle facing west and south. I am
expecting a tremendous blow upon the northern angle facing
west. I. must secure the southern face of the angle if I am
to hold at all when this main attack comes. I used to main-
tain that southern face by defensive siege works, which I

had strengthened for over two years, in which I long had
superiority of artillery, and up to last April, little less than an
equality in men, and complete power of observation over the
ground approaching my positions.

"All these I have lost. I lost my observation ridge at the
end of April ; I have long lost my numerical superiority
vfi men. I have been thrown back on a new and less perfect
entrenchment ; I am suffering from superior artillery fire,
and, on the whole, superior observation from the air. Yet
I must keep my southern face firm in view of what is coming
against my western face. My only way of keeping my
southern face firm is to keep up an offensive-defensive con-
tmually along the line of it. I must go on attacking to be
able to hold at all. My chief anxiety is for men, and the
task is terribly expensive in men ; but I have no choice."

That, I think, is a fair statement of the position between
that exalted platform of Craonne, which looks out over the
plains of Champagne, and the prolonged forests of Coucy
and theAilette, where is that angle by Laffaux in which the
German position turns a corner, and, from facing south against
the hatlted and awaiting French line of the Aisne and Cham-
pagne, turns north to contemplate (with what legitimate
anxiety the future will show) the steadily increased
British force and its French admixture that is preparing the
northern blow. »

So much for the general nature of these repeated attacks
by the enemy against the Aisne Ridge, attacks which might
have been thought to reach their climax in the heavy disaster
suffered by the Germans a fortnight ago, when three of their
divisions were broken to pieces on a ten-milp front but re-
newed with hardly more result so far in the fighting of this
week.
That fighting merits a particular and detailed description

for It IS a sort of model of all recent fighting in this district'
illustratmg its pohtical and mihtary objects; his 'barlkulay
object to-day being the plateau of Craonne, which is the ex-
tremity of the Aisne ndge and gives observation over all the
Northern Champagne plain.
The geographical nature of the Aisne Ridge must first be

grasped. It is a long and continuous height of somethintr
over 20 miles, runmng north of the Aisne River from Soissons
eastward

;
and the particular portion which concerns us (and

the Germans) just now is the last seven miles of it which
stretches from the village of Troyon to the little town of
Craonne.

This last seven miles of the ridge may be compared m~shape to the Greek letter Pi (^), or to a football goal • abeam supported upon two standards. The beam is the ridge
Itself, and the tvyo standards or legs of the letter Pi are the
lateral ribs of Paissy and Beaurieux running down southwardtoward the Aisne and sinking in height as thev go. The ridg-
is of chalky formation, though the stone is so hard that itcannot be called chalk nor compared to our chalk downs
It is extensively quarried for building. If I am not mistaken
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a great part of the stone used in the building of Rheims
Cathedral came from the western end of it.

The value of this ridge for military purposes is twofold.
In the first place, it is difficult of attack, because the slopes
falhng northward from its outer edge are very steep, and in the
second place it gives perfect observation over the broad valley
upon which the Germans were thrown back during the great
offensive of last April. It does not, unfortunately, give
observation over the whole country northward because, be-
tween it and Laon, there is another ridge (called, from the
•village at its foot, the ridge of Ste. Croix) which stands up

I agamst the sky and cuts off from the observers upon the
Aisne Ridge the vast plains that stretch out round Laon, and
the roads and railways • whereby the enemy supplies this
front.

Nevertheless, the possession of the observation posts upon
the Aisne Ridge and the possession of its steeply guarded
escarpment is of the highest possible military value. It
compels the enemy, as we have seen, to use much larger num-
bers of men here than was the case when he was himself in
possession of the ridge. It puts all his three parellels in this
region under direct observation, and if it were lost the loss
would correspondingly jeopardise the French line in that
region.

The main ridge between Troyon and Craonne is far from
being a simple narrow line, such as is, for instance, the ridge
"f Vimy and many other similar formations in Northern

France and in this country. I cannot recollect any close

parallel to it in England, but perhaps the nearest thing- to
compare it to is the southern end of iJie Chilterns.

The first or eastern half of that section we are considering,
is fairly broad—from 500 to 1,000 yai-ds and more between
the clearly defined northern escarpment and the dip of the
southern slopes that run down to the Aisne Valley. This
broad part is followed upon its summit by the country road
now famous as the Chemin des Dame^. Its observation
posts are in the hands of the French. Sone 4,000 yards east
of Troyon the ridge suddenly narrows, an«l 800 yards further
on eastward comes to a knife edge as restricted as the Hog's
Back which carries the Portsmouth road bet's /een Guildford and
Famham. This wasp waist of the rid,ge wa s marked in times
of peace by the large farmhouse of Hurte.bise (" Take-the-
Gale ") tl^e ruins of which with their observ. ation posts are in
the hands of the French.
Eastward again from Hurtebise the rid|'e broadens out

once more, though not so considerably as wa s the case in the
Troyon district. It is nowhere on the level fla t top as much as

500 yards across, and in places it is not a . hundred. This
eastern section rises gradually as it proceed s and is in all

just 4,000 yards long—about 2J miles—and it was against
this part that the whole of the German effort f last week wa?
directed. It consists in two portions. The plateau called
" The Casemates," and the plateau just a'l bove Craonne
(the highest of all) which bears the local name ol " California."
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Between the two the flat summit narrows to a waist only
slightly broader than that of Hurtebise.
Oh these heights the French trenches are drawn* Roughly

speaking the first trench follows the northern escarpment, with
its observation posts coming in places down below the edge
and along the face of the hill. The second trench follows

more or less the summit, or centre of the flat, and the third

roughly corresponds to the southern edge. Theplateauof Cali-

fornia at the extreme eastern end above Craonne is of a special

value because it is the highest part, because it is a natural

fortress, very difficult of access on all sides, and because it

overlooks not only the valley to the north between it and
the ridge of St. Croi.\, but all the vast plain of Champagne,
the east of which it dominates as Black Down dominates,
the Sussex Weald or Shaftesbury the flats of Stour Valley.

The first portion of the northern escarpment is bare, but
after a short distance varying from 50 to 150 yards, the lower

slopes and the valley below are for the most part covered
on this section of zi miles by woods which conceal the con-

centration for an' assault. The largest body of wood is below
the western part of this particular section, just under the

Casemates Plateau- and known by the name of Vauclerc.

The escarpment of the ridge dominates the valley below (which

is that of the Ailette) by about 300 feet; and the sharp slope

is about 150 to 200 feet m dip. y

It is quite clear that the Germans intended this time a
complete operation which should put them in possession of the

Craonne and Casemates Plateau. We can be certain of this

both from the strict circumscription of the effort, from its

determined character, from the quality of the troops employed,
and especially from the very prolonged and intense bom-
bardment. Further, the attempt is stiU continuing at the

moment of writing.

The preliminary bombardment extended for over a week.
There is evidence (from prisoners) that it was to have ter-

minated, and the infantry attack to have been launched,

two days earlier (that is Tuesday, the 17th), and its post-

ponement may have been ordered for pohtical considerations.

The new Government in Germany—the new Chancellor, that
is—was to make an inaugural declaration upon Thursdaj',

the rgth, and it was perhaps designed that the carrying of the

plateau should have come as welcome political news
immediately after.

At any rate, the bombardment lifted just before 7 o'clock

of the morning of Thursday the 19th and the infantry was
launched to the assault.

This infantry, the first batch of it at least, which took
the brunt of the fighting, was specially chosen. It was that

5th division of the Guard which was formed in the earlier

part of this year, .with whom were distributed elements

of the " Storming Troops," a description of which was recently

given in these columns. The French iront trenches were held

by troops from Indre et Loire—Tourangeaux.
Immediately after seven o'clock this 5th Division of the

Guard which had, I think, been kept behind the Hnes up to that

day, attacked the escarpment. The attack failed completely

against the two wings, the Western and the Eastern ; the nar-

ow piece of ground between them was more difficult of defence

because the direct observation of the barrage from the
trenches behind was not possible, and here over a sector of a
little more than a hundred yards the Germans obtained a
footing in the demolished front trench. This did not give

them, by the way, any observation posts, because the front

trench at this point runs just below the escarpment. The
few yards of ground thus seized were subject to a very heavy
converging fire from the I'rench right and the French left,

which, as will be seen from the map, project upon either side.

Following upon this converging lire the French counter-

attacked, apparently in the afternoon, and drove the enemy
back to the lower part of theslope. While it was still day-
light, at half past eight in the evening, the enemy returned

to the assault, and all night there was a violent hand to hand
struggle along the entire two and a half miles.

It is remarkable that the German communique issued that

evening told us nothing of this very considerable action.

The next day, Friday the 20th, another division, which may
have been the reconstituted 5th Brandenburg Division or the

6th,* and which was in any case composed ot Brandenburg
troops, was thrown in, in support of the shattered Guards. They
appear to have come into action in the course of the night,

for the action died down quite early, and during the greater

part of the day nothing more was attempted by the Germans.
On the night between Friday and Saturday there were a
renewed bombardment and numerous infantry assaults,

none of which got home, and during the day of Saturday
there was another interruption in the enemy's infantry

operations, an interruption filled with a continut)us bom-
bardment. On Sunday yet another division—the 15th

Bavarian—was thrown in by the enemy after a particularly

intense prepaiatory bombardment at daybreak, and pefhaps
portions of a fourth.

All the Western effort between Hurtebise and the " waist
"

to the east failed. Meanwhile there was a considerable con-

centration going on behind the German lines, part of which
was caught in the open by the French observers and very

heavily punished under direct fire from the batteries concealed

under the southern slope of the heights, and it beame clear

in the course of the day that the enemy was organising an
effort of first-class importance. Not only had he added
to his original Guards Division, a second, a third, and possibly

a fourth division against that little point of 2i miles since

the opening of the battle four days before, but he was con-

centrating a great m'ass of artillery, many new batteries

being located in the course of this last Sunday by the French

observers. Before Sunday evening the enemy lost ground

in front of the Casemates, but at the same time—just before

dark—they got into the French front trenches on the northern

edge of the California Plateau.

It seems from the last report that the French observa-

tion posts on the northern edge of the " California " plateau

were even in enemy possession on Blonday, but not the parts

on the east overlooking the plain. As we go to press the action

is continuing and would seem to be increasing in intensity.
-1

;

— ^
"

*As the paper goes to press a French dispatch gives the Division as the
5th Reserve—a iJrandenburg formationj

The Russian Break

The Russian front has collapsed. That is the plain truth

of what has happened on the 25 miles between, and north of,

the two railways which converge on Tarnopol. To what

extent the breach may be extended by the time these lines

are in print it is impossible to say, but at the moment of

writing its seriousness is best grasped by the eye.

Let the reader look at the huge bulge on Map III. and he will

appreciate what I mean. The Austro-German armies are

already bej^ond the point from which Brussiloff started nearly

14 months ago, and the breakdown was due, not to military

but wholly to political circumstances. There was no faulty

strategical disposition. There was no lack of munitionment

or of guns. What was at fault was the human will and the

political organisation of men.

It is the strongest object-lesson in the necessity of military

discipline which the war has yielded : May it be laid to heart.

It is not only the general discipline of any army wliich makes it

strong, it is the permeation of that discipline throughout every

detail of that army. A chain is as strong as its weakest link.

A line is as strong as its weakest sector. The 7th army did

magnificently in the first two days of July at Koniuchy and

in front of Brzezany. The 8th army under Komiloff a week

later did better still, and carried the whole line of the Bystryza,

reached the Lomnitza and threatened Strj'j . The 2nd army,

which covered Tarnopol and ran through Zborow, may very

well have contained elements as excellent as those of the 7th

.md 8th irmiesto the south of it, but because one element was

rotten nothing could hold.

The 607th regiment appears to have held a portion of the

trenches about 15 miles north of the Lemberg-Tarnopol rail-

w'ay, just on the watershed between the two river systems.

Its sector was not broken by the enemy artillery, still less

driven in by the enemy's infantry attack. It was simply
abandoned by its defenders at 10 o'clock in the morning of

last Thursday, July 19th, and the event is perhaps the most
significant of the whole year.

The local reserves immediately behind were ordered to

make good before it was too late. Instead of obeying orders

they went into committee and moved amendments. Before
evening, the four or five miles for which the original mutinous
four battalions were responsible, was a clean hole in the
Russian line, and the elements to the north and to the south
had, of course, to retire if they were to save themselves from
envelopment. The whole line was dissolved, and over a space
of some 25 miles or more a precipitate retreat began and was
indeed necessitated by the original act of mutiny upon the
part of the 667th. It continued all Friday ; by Saturday
night the enemy's troops were in the very suburbs of Tamopo!
and the Russi:in line in Eastern Galicia had ceased to exist in

any true military' sense. The salient created by the enemy
was already thirty miles in depth ; by Monday Tarnopol
Was in enemy liands.

What the. furt^her consequences of this piteous political

breakdown may be we cannot yet tell. The facts as I have
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stated them apply to the events recorded by both sides in
almost similar terms up to the night of Saturday last, the 21st.
As this paper now goes to press 24 hours earlier than it formerly
did—a necessity imposed upon it by the labour conditions of

the moment—we have no later news at the time when this
article has to be set up.
The remainder of the news from the Eastern front is so

far insigniiicant. There is a report that the 7th army is

furthering its retirement south of Brzezany, and it is difficult

to conceive how it can avoid such a movement, and the 8th
arm)* south of the Dniester has abandoned the last points it

held beyond the Lomnitza and will in its turn feel the effects
of what is going on fifty miles to the north of it. An artillery
duel of some severity, followed by an infantry attack, took
place in the north simultaneously with this all-important
breakdown in Galicia. The German attack was successfully
met by Siberian troops. The scene of the attack was the
lake region north-west of Minsk. There was also a certain
amount of fighting on the Dwinsk front, btit compared with the
Galician news these northern developments may cilmost be
neglected.

There is only one point of relief in connection with that
news. It is the point we have always made in these coh.imns,
and it remains true even in the face of such events as those of
Tarnopol. It is, that in the presence of chaos the enemy
cannot for the moment weaken his Eastern front. The situa-
tion is abominable but it is one degree better than it would
have been had an organised nation with disciplined
armies accepted peace. To-day it is clear that nothing that
has so far happened upon the Eastern front yet permits
the enemy to leave that front ungamished. He needs, and
wil>need, counting in the Austrian, Turkish and Bulgarian
Allies, not less than a miljion and three-quarters between
the Black Sea and the Bahic. With less than that—only a
man to a yard—his line cannot be held, and no breakdown on
the Russian side, nor even negotiations by any portion or
fraction of what was once the Russian Empire, can guarantee
him so far against the necessity for continued vigilance.

The Transformation of War_III
V\'c were saying that the three great factors in the tran^s-

formation of modern war were, first the change in scale which
involved a change in quality— (or the modern war is the war of
a whole nation or of several nations combined ; secondh',
the effects produced by the new violation of neutral rights

;

and thirdly the effect of new instruments, particularly the
internal combustion engine with its two great developments
of aircraft and rapid road transport.
The second of these factors in the modern change, the

innovation of neglecting neutral rights, has certain military
consequences which have, as yet, only partially appeared.
It is remarkable and. greatly to the honour of Europe that .so

obvious an advantage to thQ belligerent who should under-
take it, has been in so largeameasure refused, and it is remark-
able with what stubbornness this purely European tradition
of the rights of neutrals (for antiquity outside a few small
federations knew nothing of this principle) has • survived.
There has indeed been only one perfectly clear cut immediate
and determined violation of what had for so long been a part
of European morals, and that was the passage of the. German
troops through Belgium. Wherever else there has been such
interference with what used to be thought the rights of

neutrals, that interference has been partial and tentative

and has reached even the degree which it now holds, very
slowly. Such an experience gives a fair ground for hoping
that even in the future, when a Europe profoundly changed
shall have arisen out of the war. something wilj remain of the

old conception that the rights of «i nation within the European
comity were comparable to the rights of a free citizen in a
State. The German Government itself in committing the

crime of invading Belgium admitted that it was a crime

and proposed the plea of necessity, urging with a really childish

simplicity that the invasion of France, which was its object,

Could not be accomplished in any other fashion. As a fact

the military advisers of the German Government were here

probably in error. It is doubtful in the light of what happened
to the first fortresses that were attacked whether the Eastern

barrier of the French frontier would have held. And if Ger-

many lost the war at the .Vlarne it was largely because she

insisted upon executing so enormous a turning movement.
But at any rate, for the purposes of this discussion, the

noteworthy point is that for the first time in many cen-

turies territory of whichtheneutrality was specially guaranteed

was violated. That which has been done once may»be done

again, and it behoves us to consider the military con-

sequences of such an action.

The first and most obvious military cofisequcnce is its

necessary effect of grouping the very largest military com-
binations together. This effect is produced by the com-

bination of a number of tendencies. The small and weak nation

upon the flanks of a strong nation knowing itself liable to

invasion in spite of guarantees, must almost necessarily ally
itself either to the strong nation which threatens it, or to some
strong opponent with whose frontier it also marches. We
might put the thing in a nutshell by saying that after this wav
the small nations upon the fringe of the Germanic group in
Central Europe will either fall into the orbit of that group
(in case the Allies fail to use their victory as they should)
of, will fall into the orbit of those who have defeated the
Gernlanic powers.
A very large number of strategic consequences flow from

this. The gate of the Baltic will belong to one or other of two
groups in Europe, as we have seen the entry to the Black Sea
fatally fall into the hands of one of the two opponents.
The same will be true of the Continental ports of the North
Sea; the opportunities for supplies whichthese afford will either
be left open to whatever governs Central Europe or will be
removed from that Power.
Yet another mihtary consequence is the overlooking of the

smaller neutral territories in the matter of espionage or intelli-

gence. It is hardly credible that two opposing elements
will permit small or weak neutral territories to remain in the
future what they have been in the past, a field of competition
between the spies and counter spies of either party. We
may almost use the word "necessary" and say that it will be
inevitable—a question of national survival—for the victorious
party to take measures for preventing the use of territory,

ho\vever sacredly guaranteed as neutral, for the purposes of
espionage by the defeated party.
To take another aspect of this thing. History will not fail

to note that if Germany probably weakened herself by the
violation of Belgium strategically, she none the less politically

strengthened herself and has in that occupation the immediate
though subsidiary advantages of near bases for attack by air

upon this country. Whether that occupation, so long as it en-
dures, also gives her naval advantage I do not know, but it

jnay well be so. Had the Entente, taking as their excuse the
violation of Belgium, immediately proceeded to a similar
violation of neutral rights, their strategic position would have
been enormously improved. In the matter of blockade
alone, the immediate rationing of all the small nations of the
North would have hastened the conclusion by months or years.

A corresponding neglect of neutral rights would have given a
perfectly open road into Serbia from the south and would have
established bases for action against Austria in the Adriatic.

The Entente has suffered in a military sense heavily by its

attachment to the older principle and by its great reluctance
to detract even partially and tardily from that principle.

But we must do ourselves the justice to record the truth,

that this hesitation was mainly a moral one. There were,
it is true, other elements. There was the desire to prevent any
accession of strength to the enemy by throwing even the small
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nations into his arms; there was the peculiar position of the

United States. There was the shortest and easiest com-
munication with our Russian Ally, and so forth. But in the

main the motive was that imderlying the whole effort of the

Entente, the preservation of Europe with its tradition and its

conscience intact. For that is in the last analysis the great

distinction between the two parties to this enormous quaCrel.

Prussia wholeheartedly, and with a greater or a less degree of

reluctance her group of Allies, stands for the destruction of

European traditions as being somethingin the way of Prussian

power and expansion. Tlic Entente stands for the preservation

of that tradition. And that is why the war, quite apart from

national patriotism, appears to the detached onlooker as a

fight for the salvation or dissolution of Cliristendom.

That things will be quite the same after the war in this

respect as they were before the war is unfortunately not to be

hoped for. It will never be possible in future to leave the

chances of a violation of frontier out of account. But we may
reasonably hope that the novel infamy which Prussia has in-

troduced into European warfare will be restricted within

tolerable bounds.
We have an historical parallel for such a thing in three

other enormities, each of which is associated with the name
of Prussia : Attack upon a peaceful power without declaration

of war (Frederick the Great's boast at the beginning of his

career) ; the destruction of existing power by mere occupation,

(Prussia's detestable partition of Poland—to use Frederick

the Great's own phrase his " communion upon the body of

Poland-") ; and the shooting of imnocent hostages—of which

1870 was the precedent. All these things were introduced

into practical war by Prussia, yet none of them permanently

entered into our European morals.

A fourth might be added : The use of forgery in diplomatic

relations. The war of 1870, for instance,was brought about
by a deliberate forgery, the crime of Prince Bismarck who
forged a telegram, purporting to come from the French authori-

ties, in order to force war. Here was a precedent established

in 1870 and one that went unpunished, nevertheless it did not

enter into the general morals of European diplomats.

On the contrary, the tendency of the decent nations was rather

to forget that such a thing had happened. I well remember
how, in the House of Commons some years ago, I pointed

out that when Prussia next undertook a raid upon Europe she

would probably do some gross breach of morals in the belief

that such a breach would give her an advantage. But when I

cited Bismarck's forgery in proof of this many dissented from
this undoubted historical truth ; many had not heard of it

—

so short is political memory. Perhaps after the war the nature

of the animal and the necessity for destroying it will be
better understood. Yet there would seem to be quite a
number of fairly educated men going about who have not
yet learnt the lesson, and who would trust a democratised
Prussia (what a phrase !) for the third time, and observe with

interest the continuation of that Power still strong in Europe.
H. BelloC

Mr. Arthur Pollen, our Naval Writer, is giving a series

of lectures in the United States. Next week we look forward
to publishing a special article from his pen reviewing naval

events and policy throughout the last year. He returns to

England early in the autumn, when his naval articles

will he resumed in these columns.

The Food Situation in Holland
By John C. van der Veer (London Editor of the Amsterdam Telegraaf)

•N
OT long ago a Dutchman said to me: "Coming
from Holland to England seems coming from
war to peace." In other words, he found in this

I , country, after her three years war, the food question

far less severe than it is in Holland, which all the time remained
at peace. The same tale was told by many sailors of tor-

pedoed Dutch steamers on their return to Holland. The
Germans never believed us when we ridiculed their boast of

being able to starve the British Islands by their illegal and
barbarous submarine warfare. But they learned that homely
truth recently from those returning Dutch sailors, who had
perforce been living in England for a couple of y^ars, until a
Dutch steamer came to fetch them. Here they found plenty
to eat, but a scarcity of food in their own country.

This striking fact is encouragement for the British people.

Their hardships caused by the war are actually less than
those endured by the people of neutral countries, who in time
to come will be ashamed of having stood outside this great

struggle for right and liberty. And their shame will be more
penetrating, when they realise their ignominious acts of

sustaining the universal enemy by supplying him so prodigally

with foodstuffs and other things which he badly needed for

carrying on the war. It deeply pains me to say, that Holland has

in that respect sinned very much against the Allies, and
particularly against Great Britain, whose honourable inter-

vention in the war actually saved her from falling after

Belgium a prey to German ambition. But the whole of our
people, overwhelmingly as they are and remain in sympathy
with the Allies, must not be blamed for the export policy,

which sustained and even encouraged Germany in her struggle.

On the contrary, the bulk of the Dutch people deserve more
pity than reproach, for that very export policy has victimised

them not less than it thwarted the object of the Allies. That
is what I want to explain here.

I do not want to defend myself against the imputation of

harming Holland. I claim to have my country's honour

and highest interests far more at heart than some of my
countrymen, who for the sake of private gain have during

the war conducted a roaring trade with Germany, filling their

own pockets but depriving the Dutch people of sufficient

foodstuffs which their own soil produced, and at the same
time provoking resentment among the Allied nations.

In view of the fact that Germany wantonly provoked this

wat, and carried it on atrociously, every nation ought to have

boycotted her. Such moral policy does not agree with what

is called neutrality. But the neutral countries of Europe

have not even followed strict impartiahty towards both

groups of belligerents. Their export policy favoured Germany

iar more than the AUics. simply because Germany, being driven

in a corner, offered them the highest prices. According to
our official statistics, the total quantities of principal Dutch
products in 1915 and 1916 exported to Germany and England
were in metric tons (one metric ton is equivalent to "984
British ton) as follows :

To Germany. To England
Potatoes .'. .. .. 334,559 ^3,6oQ
Potato Meal .. .. 128,514 13,857
Meat ' .. .. , 131,467 25,445
l^ish 316.219 747
Butter 68,088 • 4,657
Cheese 139,521 15,257
Eggs 55.548 8,535

1,176,916 72,087

The figures omit the great quantities of foodstuffs smuggled
into Germany during the last two years. But it shows that
in that time Germany received of Dutch foodstuffs sixteen
times more than England. The quantities were in the first

quarter of this year far less unequal. Then Germany
received from Holland 20,028 metric tons of meat, fish and
dairy produce, and England 13,660 tons. The proportions
were in the last two years scandalously in favour of Germany.
Yet, she has not only destroyed a large part of the Dutch
mercantile fleet and .the finest ships, she has threatened the
independence of Holland. On the other hand, Great Britain
has not only at sea protected Dutch ships against German
mines and submarines, she also safeguards Ihe independence
of Holland and her colonial possessions. Is it then any
wonder that numerous Dutchmen feel very bitter about an
export policy which has been favouring Germany far vtoo
much ? My paper (the Amsterdam Telegraaf) has constantly
opposed and denounced that export policy.and for commenting
not the least too strongly on it, the Editor, Mr Schroeder,
was arrested in December, 1915.
Now, what has Holland gained by that extraordinary

large export of her own foodstuffs to Germany ? Holland
to-day is flooded with German money. It is true that she is to
some extent dependent on Germany, particularly for coal and
iron. But Germany intentionally made Holland dependent
on her for those things, by sinking numerous Dutch ships
and preventing our country getting coal from England. It is,

however, not an exchange to which the trade between
Holland and Germ.any points, it is rather profiteering
on the part of some of our producers and commercial men.
•At the end of last year, the statistical Dutch weekly In-en
Uitvoer (Import and Export) calculated, that during the first
nine months of 1916, Holland sold to Germany between
£23,000,000. and £25,000,000 more than Germany sold to
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Holland. From this it can be realised how much German
monfey Holland gained during the war. And as Germany
stopped long ago sending gold to Holland, the balance was
largely paid in notes, which are likely to become ' scraps of

paper "at or before the end of the war.
But even if all the millions which Dutch trade earned from

Germany were realised at their face value, it cannot console

the bulk of our people, who to-day are suffering from a food
scarcity, which is mainly due to the large exports to Germany.
Take the case of potatoes. Holland produces far more than
she needs for home consumption. In ordinary times, about
ten pounds of potatoes are weekly consumed per head of our

population. Since more than a year ago, the large exports

to Germanycompelled our Government to ration our people in

regard to potatoes. They had ultimately to be reduced to two
or even one pound per week, and recently Amsterdam was
entirely without potatoes. That caused riots, in which a few
people were shot and many injured. It must, however, not

be thought that our people are less law-abiding than the

British people. They are rather more long-suffering. But
while tliey were themselves without potatoes, they knew that

large quantities were still going to Germany.
The Germans, with their usual falsehood, tried to cast the

blame on Great Britain and incite our hungry people against this

country. But the facts were too well known in Holland.
The British Government at last took steps to stop the one^

sided Dutch export to Germany. A commercial agree-

ment was made some time ago between this country and
ours, whereby the Dutch Government was left entirely

a free hand to decide how much Dutch foodstuffs, should

remain in Holland for the Dutch people themselves. But
of the quantities allowed to be exported, Germany and Great
Britain were to get an equal share. About 20,000 tons of

Dutch potatoes of last year's crop were already exported to

Germany. But before Great Britain rjeceived her share of

the old crop, new potatoes were sent to Germany. That
unfairness the British Government did not allow, and no honest

Dutchman blamed her. This country is perfectly willing

to receive no potatoes or other foodstuffs from Holland, if

none are sent to Germany.
The same unfairness is apparent in the export of eggs.

In normal times the Dutch people can afford to eat on the

. average two eggs weekly per head of the population. Holland
produces an abundance of eggs-, and, before the war, used
to receive also large quantities imported from Germany.
Germany now sends Holland no eggs, but receives from her

ever so many more. In consequence, eggs, too, had to be ra-

tioned in Holland. They are distributed through the muni-
cipalities, who, in the middle of February, could get no more
than 13 per 1,000 inhabitants, instead of the normal con-

sumption of 2,000 per thousa-nd inhabitants. And in the

same 7nonth, not less than 622 ions of Dutch eggs were exported

to Germany. The same thing happens with vegetables, beans

and peas. Our own people have to go short because of the
large exports to Germany. That situation they have tolerated

for two years. It is enough to make the most law-abiding
people revolt.

And the more Germany gets the more she claims. If a
finger is given to her, she takes both hands. She bullies

Holland unceasingly, and may yet drive our country into the

war. That this can" never be on her side, is what every level-

headed Dutchman fully understands. But the rulers of

Berlin have a particularly urgent reason to dislike Dutch
neutrality, now that Holland cannot supply them any longer

with the same huge quantities of foodstuffs as before. The
Germans perceive the certainty of losing Zeebrugge as their

submarine base. I am sanguine enoughto hope that Ostend
and Zeebrugge wlil be wrested from them before the coming
winter. Germany would then have only the Ems as her
submarine base in the North Sea, and that prospect is as gloomy
to her, as it is cheerful to Great Britam. The river Ems
gets frozen in the winter and is at that period of the year in-

convenient for a piracy campaign. Besides, the distance is

so much greater and Great Britain can bottle up the Ems
far easier than Zeebrugge.

Therefore the German rulers have their eye on the Scheldt,

to compensate themselves eventually for the loss of Zeebrugge
by removing the submarine base to Antwerp, whose harbour
has since their occupation been of very little use to the Huns.
Dutch neutrality bars that waterway effectively, and Germany
can only make use of the Scheldt by violating Dutch neutra-

lity, or by pushing Holland into the war on her side. She
is just now trying very hard the latter policy by inciting

Dutch feelings against England. I am, however, confident

that she will never succeed in hoodwinking the Dutch people

by gaining their active support.

The overwhelming part of the Dutch people have too great

a contempt for Germany. Besides, the Dutch understand
fully that they would as a nation, commit suicide by taking

Germany's side, and ultimately share her doom. Holland
could be effectively blockaded to cut off all her supplies from
outside, and all her colonies would be taken away. Heaven
help our rulers in that case. But, apart from all these grounds,

I trust my own people too much to believe that they will

ever allow themselves to be duped in becoming the ally of

the ruthless invader of Belgium, who is also the arch-enemy
of our free nation. Should Germany try to make use of the

Scheldt, she will force Holland into the war against her. Much
as I dislike the policy of the Dutch Government in submitting

too readily to Germany's ruthless methods, I feel certain that

they will never allow ker to violate Holland's neutrality.

And in view of the foregoing, it is rather significant that

Queen Wilhelmina said recently in her speech from the

"Throne: "Our people may yet be called upon to

exercise their utmost strength for their freedom and
independence."

A Dreadnought of the Air
By B. Percy Noel

THE aeroplane of the type most suitable for the

purpose of carr^'ing the war into the heart of Ger-

many is ready. To execute the programme that

the "British pubHc demands and which military

authorities in all Allied countries have come to believe highly

important, it is only necessary- to intensify the production of

this aeroplane leviathan. It is ready developed, tried and
proved. Of this I have had practical demonstration, thanks

to the courtesy of the British Admiralty which authorised

me to go as passenger on the trial voyage of one of these

mammoth craft. Although it carries a load of several tons,

th.is machine travels faster than any aeroplane regularly em-

ployed by the Allies during the first year of the war. It is

provided with two engines of the maximum power known to

successful air engineering. The wing spread is so expansive

that eighteen full-sized men could he along the planes head

to heel and any one of them might walk on the ground under-

neath the lower plane without bumping his head. It has

flown with twenty-five people aboard as easily as with three.

I saw one of these aeroplanes leave the ground for its air

baptism, circle high and wing its way from the works to the

naval station near by, just as it had left the assembling rooms,

and an hour later without any alterations or adjustments,

felt it hft into space v^th me aboard, to climb above the

clouds and fulfil to the letter the Admiralty's requirements

Even before we glided smoothly down to a perfect landing, I

was convinced that the big plane was a success, realised

that its employment in magnificent numbers as long distance
,

artillery in Germany was now only a question of months,

while the beginning of its commercial use would date from
the first days of victorious peace.

The other morning I received a telephone message :
" The

big machine will leave the works at 11 a.m." It Was on the
grass outside the great doors when I arrived, and Mr. Clifford

B. Prodger, an American, who was to pilot it, was pulling on
a' tightly-fitting cloth helmet. In front of us was this

Brobdingnagian thing of the air, so heavy, solid, even massive,
that it seemed incredible it ever would leave the ground.
A mechanic in the fuselage fifteen feet above our heads

asked :
" Are you re^dy for the motors now ? " and the pilot

nodded assent. Then a most amazing thing happened. No
mechanics touched the screws to put the motors in action,

but very slowly and noiselessly the blades began to move by
an unseen hand actuating hidden mechanism. After a
complete revolution, one motor after another began to fire,

their blades whirring on either side of the fuselage. Then',

as a final precaution, these great engines were speeded up until

the indicators registered the desired number of revolutions.

There was a double blast of air of terrific force accompanied
by the continuous roars of explosions and the rumble of gears
that caused the screws to turn less rapidly than the motors.
The test over, the mechanic emerged through a trap door in

the floor of the fuselage and the pilot climbed in followed by
other men.
There is a ridge some hundred and fifty yards distant.

The machine must be in the air when it crosses that ridge, or
crash. It is a tense moment for me as the huge aeroplane,

released, moves ahead slowly at first, then goes on faster and
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faster. Bnt before I can anticipate it the wheels leave the

ground. They rise a few feet above, then move straight

ahead, as if hesitatii'ig to go higher, until suddenly the nose

points upwards and the enormous thing climbs steadily and
rapidly on a long curve.

The weather was not agreeable. It was unsteadily windy
Rain clouds hung low, occasionally sprinkling the ground
with cold drizzle. All blue sky was hidden by high altitude

clouds above which were probably more. It was black in the

north-east, like a threatening storm. The wind was now twelve

miles, now twenty an hour, I guessed. There were no machines
in the air.

At luncheon before the start, I had asked : " What would
you do if we met a Hun up there in the ten-thousand foot

level ? "
^

" Dive," answered Protlger, " and as quickly as possible."

You mean to say that you go out unarmed ?
"

" We took gunners with us the last time, but we don't

need them to-day. There won't be any Han machines over

in weather like this." And I thought no more about it until

later when we were well above the third strata of clouds.

They offered me the seat of honour, the gun ring at the very
nose of the fuselage in front of tlie pilot and the Naval Air

Service officer acting as official observer of the tests. Or
I could sit in the wireless and bomb-dropping room behind
the pilot, where, entirely enclosed and comfortable, my
vision would be limited to the ground below and horizontal

glimpses through small windows. The after-gunner's position

was highly recommended, and I took that. An officer climbed
in after me through the large gun opening, and we mounted
to what is called " the rack," a latticed floor above the main
lattice, through which one has a direct down view of the

earth's surface. Standing on the rack with the top of the

fuselage under my elbows, I saw, looking forward, the head
and shoulders of the pilot and observer, and another head in

the gun ring beyond. Looking back, was the tail, with the

rudders and elevators seeming very far away. Prodger
raised his hand, the motors roared, and we raced across the

field with very little jarring. That ceased entirely as the

wheels left the ground and we mounted skyward.
Prodger, anxious to better the record time for the 10,000

foot climb, held the biplane's nose up to the limit. That made
the big " bus " move through the air at about one-third les^

speed than could be attained on the level. Consequently
the bumpy air was felt even in this huge craft. Bumps
cause the machine to drop suddenly a few feet, which would
be very disagreeable to anyone who was not sure that it was
not any more dangerous than .the swells at sea are to a good
ship. The higher the speed of the aeroplane the less all air

disturbances are felt.

Without knowing it we pass through the moving rain clouds
at 1,200 feet, and at 1,800 look down on them. Tliey are
so light that they barely obstruct the view of the country,
which begins to appear Lilliputian. Above are heavier clouds,
still hiding the sun.

Tired of standing, I go below and get out of the rush of air.

After amusing myself with the inter-communicating tele-

phone, checking up our altitude barometer with the'better
instrument forward, I look about. It is a comfortable interior

—comfortable except for these slats of a floor with an inch of
open space between them, thrbugh which earth recalls its

distant presence, and filmy rain clouds slip by.
In front of me is a magazine of " dummy " bombs, ready

in their traps. What an array of power to wipe out the forces
that make it possible for the enemy to continue to carry out
that plan of subjugation, which already has caused so much
misery in the world ! I could crawl by these projectiles, into
the stations forward,the wireless and bomb-dropping positions,
to the pilot's and observer's seat and tlie gunner's round hole
in the nose of the fuselage. But I content myself with look-
ing, watching the pilot's feet on the rudder bar, and his
elbows as he actuates the wheel that controls the ailerons for
lateral stability and the wheel post which keeps the elevator ,

set at the best climbing angle our mighty engines permit.
But to see movement I must watch closely, for there is very
little, only fraction^ of inches.

I walk about this space, on the floor of slats, and inspect
the various devices that Britaiai's skill has devised to compete
with the ruthlessness of the enemy. Finally, mv companion
comes down and we shoiit inlK each other's leather-sheathed
ears, one observation or another, and finally seat ourselves
on the rack, while the engines roar and the air rushes by
overhead.

" We could play cards, here, if we had any," he shouts and
signs to me. But as we have none I take out a notebook, and
demand the altitude.

" Seven thousand five hundred feet," he signals back. So
I record as follows :

" On board His Majesty's Royal Naval Air Ser\Mce plane
No. X. Some where over England at 7,500 feet, June 25th,

1.15 p.m. Both engines turning nicely. Slight bump now
and then as we mount, but steady on the whole. We are still

on the Way to 10,000 feet for altitude. Clouds above and
below."

Yes, looking down through the photographic slots in front
of me, I see only the white down of clouds; above through
the aperture in the fuselage, the same. Then I climb back
to the rack, and standing, peer over our sides.

In every direction clouds. Thi'ough those that are above
the sun is just visible, a round white ball. But enough light
filters through to illuminate the soap-suddy, cotton-like billows
below. The wind cuts like a winter hurricane.

Below again.,this time on thejrack, where I lie down on my
side, and. resting in comfort, watch the view from the window
opposite. Aftei*a while I lower the unbreakable glass, but
the air is too cold, and it soon goes up again.

Before I had looked down on gas tanks and factories as we
passed over them, thinking how pimple it would be to release
those bombs and how difficult to miss such enormous targets.
But now the comfort of the thing comes over me, and I
irnagine this same type of aeroplane after the war, on peaceful
mission between continental cities. Instead of those bombs
there will be room for more passengers, and the rack instead
of being open to. show the ground will be solid to lend con-
fidence to the passenger. There will be a sort of promenade
deck from the control room forward to some point aft of the
present after-gunners' position, and below it seats or berths
for passengers, who may enjoy the view, as 1 do now, through
side windows all along the fuselage. Then—bang !

Like a small cannon firing close at hand comes this un-
nerving sound followed by others ; one side, then another at
unequal mtervals. Quickly I notice that we are pointing
steeply down, that the motors are barely turning over. It
was exactly what Prodger said would happen in case we met
an enemy in the air.

So I ciimb to my feet while the fusilade continues. Bnt
before there is time to look about in search of an attacking
Hun. I realise that the noise comes from the motors, which
continue to fire spasmodically even after the ignition has
been cut off. We have attained 10,000 feet and are on the
way back to the aerodrome.
The air rushes by witli new speed as, we ghde down from

10,000 to 6,000 feel in a few minutes, and there is so little
n )ise that my companion and I converse without difficultv-
there is only the grinding of the gears and the singing of the
wind in the wires. At 0,ooo feet we are able to see much
of the surrounding country again. Prodger gets his bearings
and heads across country on a slight decline, now flying on one
motor, now on the other, and then again on both, to show how
easily it can be done.

Not very long after I jiear, " There's the aerodrome."* We
go down steeply with the motors barely turning and bank up
on a steep angle, like a small machine, to land at the right
spot, slip over a moving railway train not thirty feet below
and touch the turf as lightly as any aeroplane can, about one
hour after the start.

" How do you like it ?
" some one asked.

" That," I remarked, "is the longest-range, highest calibre
artillery piece in existence, and I am vefy proud to have
made its close acquaintance

; for surely it is gohig to do
much to win the war."

This articU is copi/right in the V.S.A. by the " Chicago Daily N«U>|

'

The following lines (which are copvright) were specially \vrif tea
by Mr. Rudyard Kiphng to help Iving's College Hospital Den-
mark Hill

; at the present time it is greatly in need of funds :

Our cliildrcn give Dicmsclves that we may live
Unhurt behind the thunder of the guns.

Is It so great a thing that we should give
u\ Httle from our store to serve our,sons ?

, The Nakedness of the Land, by Mr. A. H. Savory (B. H Black-
well-, Oxford, is. 6d. net), is a concise statement by a writerwho has had 28 years' experience of farming both as "owner and
occupier. Crammed with facts and conclusions, and most of
the latter will be generally accepted by those competent to
judge them. The burden of his text is illustrated by the very
true couplet, quoted on page 3 :

1 y

To make a pa.sture will break a man.
But to break a pasture will make a man.

This, of course, was said when cereals were making remunerative
prices sav 25 or 50 years ago. It will remain true so long as wheat
IS not below 60s. a quarter ; but the Government wh5 are nowtrying to induce farmjrs to break pastures by proposing a

f^i'he .'ci,''' f
'^''"7 """*"'' P^"°d) ^\^ offeVing'^a premium

to the scamp f^irmer by proposing to paV that guarantee—ilany be payable—per acre instead of per quarter. To break uppasture, torun it for t.vo or three years, and then to retire wiUbe a most profitable business. Such men will " make," but their
successors will be broken. This is a useful little brochure torecommend to your tounrsfdk friends.
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On Parole in Gelderland
By a Prisoner of War

TO live in comfort and security at the present time,

unless one be singularly dull-minded, is very similar

to possessing ill-gotten gains. The mind cannot be
easy in the enjoyment of advantages to which there

is no clear right, even though they may be the unwelcome
and inopportune gifts of a capricious and omnipotent Fate.

That must be the keynote of the life of an English officer

interned in Holland ; of those at least who crossed the border
in October 1914, after the fall of Antwerp. The aviators

taken prisoner since that date are in different case, for they
have borne their share of fiD;hting.

But we are reaping the advantages; such as they are, of the
embusque, and there are no tares in our sorry harvest. The
position is too good to be comfortable ; we are having it both
ways. We have no dangers to face, no privations to undergo,

'

an3 yet no deserved contempt to shoulder. Did we not all

come forward in the first month of the war ? Did we not
see service before the leaves fell in the first autumn ofihe
struggle ? No one can say that it was our fault that at

Antwerp we were left behind, forgotten ^d cut off, with only
one reasonable course before us. To crown the irony, because
our adventure was swept into the political limelight, W£ came
in for a full portion of sympathy, interest, and even ingenious

praise.

Fortunately, that was a passing phase: we were a mne
days wonder, for we happened before the nation was roused
from the habits of peace. Then we were rightly forgotten.

Tragedy, grim and immense, crowded us from the stage.

Like some minor character in a preliminary scene of a great

drama we spoke our few words and therr left to return no
more. We had played our part, a light one, without great

labour or reward. Personal friends still sympathise politely,

and one is grateful for their unsophisticated condolence. It

is a salve, and as such is welcome, for after our long idleness

we have no illusions about ourselves. Perhaps we are unduly
cynical It is wf-ll to feel that there are others who judge
U-- !'ss pf-rspicuously.

liitcrmxl in Holland— free from danger and stigma! It is a

fate that many unheroic human .women wftuld secretly desire

for son or husband. Exile : yea. But no exile could be

less wearisome. We are in a. country lif the same climate

as our own, whose people are very similar to ourselves^ and
C'Tisiderate to us beyond words.

At Groningen

No prisoners of war ever lived in a camp so- well ordered

as that at Groningen or enjoyed so many privileges of

leave and means of amusement. It is not a particularly

ennobling existence ; a life with all necessities provided and
little work or cjiance of advancement. Imprisonment ' is

always hateful, but tlrts is endurable as well intentioned effort

can make it.

For the oflicers, existence in Holland has been even less

!i k • I lie. We were separated from the men early in 1915 and
M orated for a year in an obsolete fort near Utrecht,

i here at first, in damj) restricted quarters, we fblt the pinch

of war. But soon it changi'd. The opening of well-furnished

rooms, the coming of si'.ring, and perhaps most of all the occa-

sional granting of k;i\e on parole, lightened our moderate
burden. There were pleasaftt days in the long summer ;

days divided between the tennis courts, and "tip and run"
pick ups, aiid bathing in the moat, or at times lazing soli-

tarily half buried in the long grass on the elm-shaded ram-
parts. But when a year, all but a few days, was completed,

after a maze of vague instructions we were ordered to give

permanent parole. Some interned German officers were

moved to our quarters soon after we left ; but they did not

take kindly to the life. Not all the philosophers of the

Fatherland seemed able to sustain them.
" We hardly ever see the German officers. They stay in

their quarters studying and drinking beer," said a friendly

sergeant of the garrison on meeting some of our fellows a few

months after we had left. Our warders had long grown
accustomed to our frantic exertions at games, and the ap-

parently aimless running round the ramparts. They even

copied some of our amusements and defeated us inatug-of-war.

Several of the German officers broke their parole, and for

a time leave was stuj>ped. There were constant quarrels

between the Dutch officers and their charges, which finally

led to violence, and a public inquiry at the Hague. The
dramatic fracas among themselves, the bitter feuds and

challenges to duels, so dear to the theatrical Teuton nature,

became notorious, and a common laughing stock in Hollandi

Even one senior officer, an old student at a Prussian military

school, and no special friend of ours, soon wished we were
still there. Had we returned, however, there is little doubt
he would have changed liis mind, for his punctilious soul

iiated our unceremonious ways. But taken all round we had
been on very friendly terms with our warders and with one
another. Tennis, swimming, "tip and run" and in wintei
football in a disused magazine, had at least passed the time
and kept our livers healthy.
But it was good to be free once more. Escape had long

been humanly impossible and our confinement could serve
no useful purpose. We were given a generous parole. Except
for fortified areas, and places near the frontier, no part of

Holland was forbidden us ; and we were given fair boundaries
wherever we chose to live. We have to report to the nearest
military authority every Saturday mornmg, and may not
leave our district without permission (which can be had for the
asking) but beyond that there is no reminder of our durance.

Clogs and Baggy Trousers

Though we are close neighbours, and in normal times
a large volume of trade paSses between the two countries,
very little of Holland is known in England. We are an
untravelled'race and the oddest notions about foreign countries
prevail in our island. On the rare occasions on which the sub-
ject enters English minds, the Dutchman is thought of as an old
fashioned creature in cl^gs, and baggy trousers and red or blue
shirt. But in real life, he is less /romantic. Only the clogs
remain of the imagined attire. Even these are laid aside on
Sundays, and the Dutchman wears dark ready-mades and
black or brovvna boots. In certain show places, and in out
of the way villages, the women and even a few of the men
cling to the old national costume. But it is little more than

,

a picturesque revival, rapidly succumbing except where
it is artificially preserved.

The Dutch women have round good-natured features, but
in youth their colouring is rose petal and their eyes crystal
blue. Occasionally they are very beautiful. Complexions
whose tinting and texttxre would be remarkable in England
are common enough. In Gelderland another tj'pe is offer

found, thinner in the face and body, with pale ivory skin and
grey eyes big and serious. But here, and indeed all the
world over, the beauty of peasants, dazzling for a few years
of youth, is short lived as the wild briar on the hedges. When
the freshness is gone there remains the placid kindliness,

unchanged since it was portrayed by the great masters of
Dutch art.

The scenery in Holland often reproduces quite faithlfully

the cheap prints of Dutch landscape so common in England.
It is & flat country of unending field and pasture, interlaced

with ditches and canals, studded with windmills, and tilled

with meticulous care. Straight roads lined with evenly
spaced trees draw a low curtain around the horizon. Nature
is a puny thing, a subdued servant of man. But all Holland
is not like this. There are tracts of heather and pine wood,
and peat marshes given over to snipe and wild duck and
herons. Gelderland, which stretches from the shores of

the Zuider Zee to the German frontier, is a province of low
hills, and moors with long stretches of fertile land. I look

out, as I write, upOn a tiny valley whose further slope—too

low to be called a hill—is a bank of sombre elms and beeches.

The gently delving ground before me is netted by a maze of

hedges enclosing tidy gardens. Shrubs and fruit trees obscure

the view, shutting out all but the red roofs of the cottages

between our house and the oak shaded highway that threads

through the valley. The garden leads into a quiet avenue .of

oaks and acacias—tall thin trees with scraggy branches.

Blue-eyed Patriarchs

The Gelderland peasants are a sturdy race, blue-eyed, and
in later years bearded as patriarchs. The Dutch of the towns
and lowlands are sleek and smug, but these sun-burned
countrymen are free of bearing as the yeomen of Scotland. Rye
and roots are their principal crops, which they till with a mini-

mum of machinery. They reap and thresh by hand, while

steam ploughs are unheard of. The\' are picturesque figures

in their brown corduro5's and short smocks of blue twill.

The valley of the lihine, the Waal, and the Yssel is fair

as the Garden of Eden. Overlooking it from the Gelderland

hills the broad plain, flat and wooded and watered by the

three rivers, stretches out further tlian the eye can see.

Away in the distance lie the frontier hills, range beyond
range, blue and misty as a landscape by Leonardo. In winter

it is artificially flooded and becomes a huge sheet of water.
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'ike a bleak estuary, or a land whose dykes have yielded to the

sea. It is the suggestion of ordered and yet exquisite nature,

tamed and still beautiful, that is restful and pleasing to the

eye. Humanity yearns for these pleasant valleys where life is

easy and the curse of Adam lightened. It is the dreamland
of romantist writing which one has seen clearly in the paintings
of old masters. Even the brickyards and factories are no
blemish ; in fact, veiled by the distance their mellowed
redness becomes a relief amid the variants of green. It is

most beautiful in spring, when the great orchards are white
with cloud/ blossom and yellow kingcups gild the lush

meadows.

Heather and Sand-Dunes

The tableland from which one views the extended valley is

bare as the lowlands are rich. It is an ocean of brown heather
rising and falling in long sweeps like Atlantic rollers after a
storm. But these are rollers with miles between their crests,

and they are oken displaced by irregular spurs and ridges and
hillocks. Here and there the heather is shorn away and
gathered up to use as stable litter, while in exposed places the

yellow sand triumphs over the sparse vegetation.
Fir saplings, grown in the more fertile places, are all that

the soil can nourish. But it is a valuable crop, for the timber,

cut in about its twentieth year, finds a ready market, chiefly

as mine props. The brown purplish land, with its sombre
pine woods hardly varies all the year round, except in August
days, when the dry heather relents and wakes the dead
ground to gay life. The pine woods stand grim and change-
less, like dark armoured infantry awaiting a charge. In the
summer a few light leaved birches, with feathery crests, fringe

their ranks, like cavaliers amid a roundhead phalanx. One
loves the sad hued pines for their immutable constancy.
When the birches are leafless skeletons, no longer visible, the
deep green needles patiently defy the onslaught of winter.
The dumb lowering land extends no welcome to the stranger.
The natives it seems to tolerate, and they harmonize with its

severity. But it frowns eternally upon the pleasant valley
and spurns the black-coated tripper from the plains. He is

out of place here, dusty, hot and feeble ; too weak to live

where nature frowns. When nature is warm and beautiful
she is very tolerant towards mankind, and his vileness is

hidden, forgotten in the glory of vegetation and lower life.

It is only in wild places, where less elemental force is expended
upon the products of the ground, that man is moulded in
grander form. The men of the hills have ever conquered the
cities of the plain.

It is well to pass our easy exile in this country, often
strangely simihar to our own land. Let the imagination
wander and one is home once more. English is spoken very
generally, for the Dutch are excellent linguists. Our sports
and games are taking a firm hold, and the general sympathy
of the people is with our cause. They are near enough to the
frontier to feel ythe shadow of frightfulness yet not close
enough to fraternise with the barbarian, hordes over the
border.

The arrival of the English mail has become a rare
occurrence happening about twice a month. It has at least
the advantage of placing us beyond the party clamour of
our press. Ten or fifteen days old papers, .with prognostica-
tions about events long past, make tedious reading. Per-
haps one gets a clearer perspective from the less enterprising
and less mercurial papers of this country. The issues of the
war are not obscured by a mist of irrelevant politics and person-
alities. The Dutch critics are shrewd and alert. They are
not deceived by absurd pretences and bombastic utterances
on either side. Hollanders are, and have always have been,
cautious and hard-headed—a little suspicious of dreams.
Automatically they look for the ulterior motives behind the
most altruistic deeds and promises. They never humbug
themselves by the belief that sacrifices are made by statesmen
out of pure generosity. The worid is not governed
and seldom even guided by sentiment, and Dutchmen are

. stubbornly alive to the fact.

It is strange to live all this time in a land of peace, among
a people that truly hates war. There is no war party in
Holland, for war would mean destruction to at least a portion
of the country, and there is no reason to suppose
that they would be better treated than were their Belgium
neighbours. The Dutch are on the very edge of the arena.
If they fall from their precarious position they will be precipi-
tated into the heart of the struggle. For them war is no mere
diplomatic and economic move ; it is a question of life and
death. But in spite of shadows life goes on outwardly
unchanged. The army is mobilised, but the soldiers are too
well behaved to obtrude themselves. The unrestricted
submarine warfare has certainly affected the country ; fuel is
scarce, petrol and paraffin are almost unobtainable. Fears of

famine are expressed in some quarters, and bread cards have
been issued. But all these things have fallen upon the
country during the past few months. In 1916 there were
few signs of the great war.
By an irony of fate, the. news of the battle of Jutland,

came during a tennis tournament at'Arnheim, the chief town
of the province. AH around were familiar English character-
istics ; the players, men and girls in cool whites, the more
skilled self-consciously wearing loose blanket coats ; the
waist-high screens round the important courts ; and the
spectators seated and standing near, their dresses and sun-
shades like a bank of bright flowers. It was a charming
ground, with fifte paviHon, and beyond the courts stately
beech trees threw their welcome shade. It is at functions like

these that one realises the close kinship betv/een Hollanders
•and English. The whole scene might have been laid in the
tennis club of an English town. The courts were indeed of
red rubble instead of grass, which grows poorly in the Nether-
lands, but against that the umpires from their varnished

. perches called the scores in English. One of our people had
done well the day before and was playing in a final. We were
waiting for this set when the news of the sea battle came.

The German Version

It was the German version of course; five of our capital ships
and three armoured cruisers sunk! The German losses two
small cruisers! Unbelievable! But there was no denial.

A paper victoryforthe German fleet, and such it has remained.
In neutral minds the English defeat is half believed in ; at the
best the battle is regarded as a draw in Germany's favour.
Our enemies were prompt and clear in their claims, we were
uncertain and tardy. The Germans blew their trumpet
loudly ; no matter if the notes were false, they drowned our
own rather plaintive piping. This year there are hardly any
tournaments. Balls are very scarce. Golfers, too, are feeling
the hardships of war. Holland is still a land of pleasing triviali-

'ties, and this staid race is now frivolous in comparison to
its death-ridden neighbours. As time passes the danger
appears to grow less and they hope with increasing confidence
that they will be able to keep out of the war.
The country is well organised and capably governed.

There are few slums, little poverty,, and less crime. Un-
like the unwieldy nations around her, Holland has less need
of Armageddon to sweep away the economic, social and
political abuses and misunderstandings that, even before
the war, were rending the Great Powers.

Public School Education
To the Editor of Land & Water;
Sir,—I have just been reading in Land & Water of July

1 2 th an article by Mr. S. P. B. Mais on PubHc School Educa-
tion. I do not know what experience he has of Public Schools,
but I was a master at a public school for fifteen years, and
1 find many of his statements entirely without foundation.
He says that masters with a high degree, regard that degree

as the zenith of their achievement, and believe that there is
nothing for them to learn, that they did not concern them-
selves with modern history and politics and that they were
miserably paid. All the statements seem to me the exact
reverse of the truth. In refuting them I confine myself to
my own experience, but I am sure that what I say is equally
true of my colleagues, and of those masters at other public
schools with whom I was intimately acquainted.
My " wretchedly inadequate salary " amounted to £1,000

a year when I went as a master at the age of twenty-three,
and to ;{3,ooo a year when I left fifteen years afteVwards.
Although 1 had hard work- I learnt French, German and
Italian, as a master, and taught all these languages out of
school hours to my pupils. For six years I taught modern
history and political science to a class of the higher boys,
apart from my other work, and immediately after leaving I
was able to write a number of articles for the Encyclopcedia
Bntanmca, from the knowledge which I had acquired as a
master.- With one colleague I read through the whole of the
Divina Commedia, when our school work was done; with
four or five others. I made a minute study of medieval
history. I was no exception to the general rule. It was at
a public school that Wescott^and Farrer placed themselves
in the first rank of theologians, and tliat A. C. Benson founded
the literary, reputation which he has since extended.
What does Mr. Mais mean ? I really Have not an idea.—

•Yours faithfully,

„ . ^ Oscar Browning.
Pensione Saccaro, Siena, Italy,

July 17th, 1917.

rl^X '^'2-^ ^^^ been pleased to contribute £200 toward.'s Kinueorge s Fund for Sailors.

'
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Past and Future : The Waste of Youth
By Jason

NOBODY who has compared a squad of town
recruits and a squad of officers at drill, can fail

to remark the contract. He sees at once what a
difierence it makes to builfd, physique, tone and

xt^'arriage, whether a youth has been brought up in fresh air,

with healthy games, and good food, or whether it has been
his fate to work during the years of adolescence in bad air,

with little recreation, deficient food, under conditions that
arrest development.
When we read of the exploits of our new armies in the

Sorpme Valley or on the Vimy Ridge, we ought to form a
picture in our minds not only of the heroism of the hour, but
of the long and painful process by which thousands upon
thousands of our soldiers have overcome this cruel consequence
of their boyhood. For in the early days of training nothing
is more striking to those who have had a healthy boyhood
and youth than the difficulty that recruits from the counter
or the mill find in standing the strain of a long route march
or a hard da/s work in the field. These were men who had
lived habitually on their nervous energy, for whom some
artificial stimulus of excitement was almost essential to
prolonged exertion. They have made themselves soldiers
by a moral discipline of which few besides themselves knew
the cost, hardening muscles, limbs, an(f will, till they have
the tenacity of iron.

Instruments of Industry

What 'is it that explains the difference between these two
classes, a difference that shows itself most dramatically on
the parade ground, but not less significantly throughout
life ? It is, fundamentally, that we think of the children
of the comfortable classes as naturally entitled to education
from the possession of minds and bodies which can be trained
and developed, whereas we still tend to think of the children
of the working classes as the instruments of industry, merely
to be considered in relation to its needs and uses. The most
important question that awaits our answer in reconstructing
our society is the question whether or not we mean to release
the life and prospects of our society from this, the most
terrible of the legacies of the Industrial Revolution.
A century ago there was a good deal of discussion of the

question of popular education. The hght in which politicians

regarded it is well illustrated by a speech made by William
Windham, himself one of the best scholars in the House of
Commons. " It was said, look at the state of the savages
when compared with ours. A savage among savages was very
well, and the difference was only perceived when he came
to be introduced into civilised society." The President of the
Royal Society, Davies Giddy, put the objection directly

and with emphasis

:

However specious in theory the project might be, of giving
education to the labouring classes of the poor, it would in
effect be found to be prejudicial to their morals and happi-
ness : it would teach them .to despise their lot in life, instead
of making them good servants in agriculture, and other
laborious employments to which their rank in society had
destined them. Instead of teaching them subordination,
it woufd render them' factious and refractory, as was evident
in 'the manufacturing counties. It would enable them to
read sedUious pamphlets, vicious books, and publications
against Christianitv ; it would render them insoknt to their
superiors : and in a few years the result would be that the
legislature would find it necessary to direct the strong arm
of power towards them, 'and to furnish the executive magis-
trate with much more vigorous laws than were now in force.

Most of those who were in favour of education were careful

to explain that they only wanted the children of the poor to
receive just so much education as would make them more
useful to the rich. Mrs. Trimmer, regarded by many as rather
advanced, defended herself on this ground :

" It is not
intended that the children of the poor should be instructed in

language, geography, history, and other branches of a liberal

education, but merely in such a knowledge of their native
tongue as shall enable them to read the Scriptures : in the

plain doctrines and duties of Christianity : and in those

modes of conduct which may engage the favour of their

suDcrlors."

Put in this naive form this doctrine of the servile State,

to borrow a term which Mr. Belloc has made classical,

strikes the modern mind as a little too crude for a society of

free men and women. But in greater or less degree this

spirit has haunted our ideas about education ever since.
This is apparent not only in the indifference with which we.
have left van boys, errand boys, bobbin boys, and' all this
world of youthful labour to the inexorable mercies of the
market, but also in the grounds on which the extension of
education was urged before the war. Itwas argued that our
clerks ought to be more like German clerks, our workmen
more like German workmen : it was only rarely that the
argument was based on the wrong done to men and women
by treating them as if their faculties were of no importance in
themselves, or the injury done to the nation by leaving these
great resources of character and intelligence undeveloped

New Value of Youth

The war, we may hope, has destroyed this spirit. For as
our armies march to the trenches we think of our boys of
nineteen not as the property of this or that employer, nor as
the discarded instruments of this or that wasteful trade

:

we think of them as the arm of a nation fighting for its life.

Yesterday they were hanging behind a van for fifteen hours
a day, or doffing bobbins in a mill, or running errands in the
street with a blank and empty future, and nobody asked
what was to become of them or what was happening to their
minds and bodies. The world went on its way as if it were the
most natural thing that school life with its interest and its

games and its opportunities and its ambitions should come
to an end for all these children as soon as an employer could
find a use for their fingers or their muscles. Then came the
war, and the nation learnt to put a new value on its youth.
When peace returns will our boys be merely van boys,

errand boys, riveters' boys, bobbin boys again, or will they be
looked upon as the true riches of a nation ? Are we going
to say that it is only when we need their shoulders for a rifle

or their fingers for turning a shell that we count our youth,
or are we going to resolve that this hideous waste of the past
is over and done yrith ? There can surely be no doubt of the
answer.

There are few people whose imagination is so dull and slow
that the war has brought home to them no sense of shame
and guilt for that past. The sacrifice of youth, with all its

golden hopes, is the great tragedy of the war all over Europe,
and thousands pf Englishmen who have scarcely given a
thought to the subject before the war, are determined that
the youth of to-morrow shall have a fair chance in all classes
of life. That reparation at least can be made to the youth
of yesterday from whom their country has taken their all

:

to whom she had given nothing.

Accusing Facts

The accusing facts have been brought before the country
again and again. The Consultative Committee of the Board
of Education issued a report in 1909 on the lamentable
deficiendes of our education system for all above the age of

fourteen, in which it was pointed out that our industrial

system was beginning to exploit for its own purposes the
increased efficiency of boy and girl labour due to the improve-
ment of our Elementary Education. '' There are signs that

the factory system (where its operations are not held in check
by the conscience of the employer or by the regulations of the

State) is beginning to seize upon the improved-human material

turned out by the elementary schools at the close of the day-
school course. Certain branches of machine production are

being so organised as to make profitable the employment of

boy and girl adolescent labour in businesses which, while

demanding some intelligence and previous school training,

are in themselves deadening to the mind."
It is nobody's business to consider their minds ; it is nobody's

business to consider their bodies. It is nobody's business to

ask what is going to happen to them when they grow too old

for the particular temporary place that they fill in our system.

We have begun tentatively with Advisory Committees of the

Education Authorities and with Juvenile Committees
associated with the Unemployment Exchanges. In the

sphere of physical training we have a most promising

institution in the Boy Scouts. But this provision barely

touches the problem. It was stated in the report of the

Consultative Committee that there were rather over two
million boys and girls in England and Wales between the ages

of fourteen and seventeen, and that three-quarters of these
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were, on week-days at any rate, under no educational care.

In the old days, apprenticeship provided technical and

industrial training for a number of boys at this age, though

of course it did nothing for their physical development.

But modern apprenticeship does not fulfil these conditions.

It generally begins at sixteen, two years after the boy has left

school. As processes are more and more specialised, the

knowledge that a boy acquires becomes more and more limited

in its scope and less and less likely to turn a boy into an all-

round workman. As for the large class of boys who are not

apprentices their occupations are purely blind-alley occupa-

tions. They learn nothing, and when they come to manhood

they are turned adrift to make way for another generation of

victims. We have only to glance at the street corners of our

towns to see the consequences of this inhuman system^

The bodies of the boys and girls who grow up without any

provision for mental training are treated with a neglect that

is nothing short of criminal.

No Recreation

'In 1903 there was a scare about the physical condition of

the nation prompted by the large numbeV of rejections for

military service. The Director-General of the .\rmy Medical

Service reported in a memorandum that from forty to sixty

per cent, of candidates for the army were physically unfit.

This panic led to the setting up of a committee which took

evidence from a number of witnesses who could speak with

experience and authority. One of those witnesses reported

that there were not more than five per cent, of the youth of the

industrial population who were materially touched or assisted

by anything in the shape of a well-organised recreation

agency out of school or working hours. The consequence of

our neglect of the bodies of the children of the working

classes was indicated clearly and dramatically in the results

of certain researches submitted to the committee which

showed that it takes three Roclidale boys to make two Rugby
boys of the same age in weight and build. A comparison of

boys in the textile towns and boys from the countryside tells

the sanfe tale.

For at this stage growth is an important index. The age

of i^dolescence is the most resilient period of life, and if we
want to estimate the ravages of overwork and neglect we shall

not be able to trace the results in health during these years.

They show themselves, so far as health goes, when these

boys and girls are men and women of forty, ip premature
decay and old age. But they show themselves at the time

in growth, for the cells demand food for two purposes : for

repairing waste and for building up the body. If then food,

which of course, in this connection includes rest and stimulus,

is insufficient for the needs of the cells, all the nourishment
received will go entirely to the repairing of waste, the more
immediate need, and the building up of the body has to suft'er.

Now if we think of these boys and girls as human beings,

the first thing that strikes one is that the age during which
they are neglected is the most important age in their lives.

Modem |:)sychology and modern medicine lay the greatest

stress on the period of adolescence, as the period which more
than any other determines the whole future of life. It is

described as a new birth ; the dawn of powers at once
infinitely more important, infinitely more delicate than the

powers developed in childhood. It is true to say that child-

hood is less liable to injury from its surroundings and con-

ditions than adolescence.

It is arguable indeed that it would be better to begin educa-

tion where at present it ceases for three children out of four,

than to educate up to thirteen or fourteen and then turn

children adrift at the most critical moment in their lives.

This is the stage at which the imagination is buoyant and
expansive, and impressions leave a lasting inriuence for good
or for evil. Motor functions pass through momentous
changes, and the smaller muscles that are used in the finer

movoments, closely associated with the activity of the mind,

are at this stage specially liable to disorder. Growth is more
rapid and more spasmodic than at any other age. For all

these needs of adolescent nature we supply only an industrial

life vvhicli is positively harmful, for modem industry from
its very nature increases nerve s);rain and discourages the

equable development of the larger and the smaller muscles.

What education is given is given in continuation schools to

which children come tired, and physical training and open-

a'r games are almost entirely left to chance.

We have at this moment a rare opportunity for putting an
end to this scandal. Large readj ustmments will be necessary

in industry after the war, and at such a time it is a relatively

simple matter to introduce a half-time system up to eighteen

If it is the law that everj'body up to the ag^ of eighteen shall

spend half of his or her time in education, including in that

term physical training, games, and a period of life in camp,
industry will adapt itself to this change as it will adapt itself.

to the other changes necessary on returning to peace con-

ditions. The recent report of the Inter-Departmental Com-
mittee on this subject after pleading in eloquent language for

a complete change of outlook contents itself finally with a

modest demand for eight hours a week. What is the value

of eight hours a week, divided between general education,

vocational education, physical training and games ? Why,
a boy in the public schools has more than eight hours a week
for games alone. As for the disturbance to industry, certain

leading employers have expressed the opinion that it is less

disturbing to industry to have a half time arrangement than

to withdraw juvenile workers for eight hours in the week.

A great deal is made of the hardships to the poor parent.

It is the curse of the industrial system that it has made child

labour an integral part of the working class income, and men
and women brought up in that bad atmosphere are only too

ready to accept the view that their children must be sacrificed

i ust as they themselves were sacrificed in the past. The Trade

Union leaders take a larger view and they are right. If we
look solely to the economic consequence^ to the working

classes, the reduction by one-half of the available juvenile

labour will have two effects. It will raise the wages of

juvenile labour, and it will raise the wages of adult labour.

The supply of chikl labour has been an incubus on the working

classes for a century. Industrial life is caught in a vicious

circle. Children elbow out their parents, and*in their turn

grow prematurely old from spending the years of growth in the

atmosphere and labour of the mill.

Cheap juvenile labour means unemployment for adults

and lower wages for adults. The restriction of juvenile

labour is therefore a cardinal condition of success in the

struggle for the woiiving class standard of life. There will no

doubt be special cases of hardships for which provision must
be made, but speaking generally, the gain to the working
classes will be substantial and immediate.

What of Industry ?

And what of industry ? Let us dismiss at once the objection

that industry cannot aft'ord this reduction of the labour at its

service. We have withdrawn five millions of men from

productive industry during the war, and we have been able

to carry on because we have found all kinds of alternative

resources. If half the children now working are withdrawn,

is industry, which could perform the wonders we have wit--

nessed, after losing miUions of workmen, going to collapse

on that account ? Of course not. There is no danger of a

labour famine. .\t present too much of th^ work of industry

goes to boys and girls, and too little to adults. In this con-

nection we have to remember that much of the work now
done by youths can be done by disabled soldiers.

For the future industry stands to gain. This reform will

do more than anything else to raise the standard of health,

physique and intelligence of the mass of workers, and the

reaction of this improvement on our industrial power can only

be realised by those who know how much poor health and

physique cost in the mill and workshop. Mr. C. E. B.

Russell, the well-known writer on industrial life in Lanca-

shire, who died last month, mentioned in his book on Social

Problemfof the North, t.h3.totthG 11,000 young men who tried

to enlist in Manchester in the year 1899, only 1,000 were

found to be fit for the line. Tliat fact gives us some clue to

the kind of material which our present system turns out.

For the nation the issue is simple. The children born every

year number nearly a million. The doctors who gave

evidence before the Committee on Physical Daterioration,

affirmed that 85 per cent, of those children are born strong

and healthy. It rests with the nation whether those 85 per

cent, shall grow up into strong and healthy men and women
or not. If we put our heart into it, resolving that no child

shall be employed more than half time, and that the utmost

care shall be taken to provide all these children with decent

education, healthy games, physical training, swimming, and

a spell of camp life every year, we can make the people of

these islands a race as vigorous and strong as the Australian

soldiers whom we distinguish so easily in our streets. If we
say, on the other hand, that industry forbids this, or that

public opinion is not ready, for a generous scheme, or that

the idea of children as merely wage-earners has got such a

hold on the mind of all classes that we cannot shake it, then

we may continue as before, bringing up thousands of children

for the prisons, the hospitals, the workhouses, the streets, for

a life in which the happiness and vigour of purpose and
self-respect is unknown. Can any patriot doubt whether it is

worth while to spend money, t'ime, trouble on "turning

healthy children into healthy men and women ?

, Nobody who has seen wounded and dying lads who have
given life or limb for their country, can be satisfied with any
ideal short of this or forgive 'a Government or Parliament
that falters in so urgent a task.
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Life and Letters
By J. C. Squire

Mr. Conrad's

Masterpiece

MR. JOSEPH CONR.\D is now admitted to be

one of the greatest living writers in our language.

It took him a long time to get his due from any

but a small public. It is with something of a

shock that one reads that Lord Jim, of which Messrs. Dent

have just published a new six shilling edition, was written

over seventeen years ago, and appeared in book form in 1901.

What) were the masterpieces which, in that \ear, overshadowed

it } Whv was not Mr. Conrad at that sta^je recognised as the

equal of" Hardy and Meredith, whose names, bracketed

together, used to appear in the reviews ad nauseam? I

speak with the freedom of one who at that period was not a

professional critic.

* « « « *

Lord Jim is the storv of a man's successful endeavour to

rehabilitate himself, the book opens with his failure.

With a few other wliite mt •' he is taking a crowded pilgrim

ship, the Palna, across the Indian Ocean. On a perfectly

still moonlit night she strikes a derelict and her forward

compartment, screened only by a rusty old bulkhead, is

flooded. Only the officers know. All over the deck the half-

naked pilgrims sleep, sighing and moaning in the heat. The

German captain and three companions hurry off in a boat :

at the last moment Jim, undeliberately. automatically,

jumps in after them. The ship, as it happens, does not go

down ; there is an inc^uiry, and the deserters have their

certificates taken away. But to Jim the important thing

is not this ; it is the knowledge that he has failed to live up
to the code : the loss of honour in other men's eyes and still

more in his own ; his unworthiness of his native civilisation

and of the service. Wherever he goes, taking odd jobs in

Asiatic ports, his story follows him ; and once it has turned

up, even* though men are ready enough to palliate it, he

vanishes. He goes always Eastwfird, always hankering for a

chance of confirming his conviction that he .is equal to the

greatest calls that can be made upon him. And in the end,

among savage Malays in the interior of an East Indian

island, he gets satisfaction. He lives to know what it is to

be absolutely trusted by men and dies celebrating a "pitiless

wedding with a shadowy ideal of conduct."

Ik * « ^ *

There is no need in a review to disclose the details of this

story. But those who think Lord Jim Mr. Conrad's greatest

book will at least meet with no objection Irom the author,

and Mr. Conrad's best is equal to the best of any other living

man. As an achievement in construction, it is in the fii-st

rank. Mr. Conrad's method is, as usual, bizarre. The story

is begun by the author ; then taken up by his favourite

narrator Marlow, who, on an Eastern hotel verandah, tells

what he has seen of Jim, and what he has picked up from
others, to a chance grouo of men lying on cane chairs in the

darkness, smoking and drinking ; and it ends with docu-

ments, written bj- Marlow and Jim, received by one of those

listening men years afterwards, in a London flat. Each
subsidiary contributor to the story is clearly described in his

special digression, and there are constant side-stories. • Yet
the impression with which one finishes is one of unity, har-

mony, perfect proportion. There are otie or two minor

flaws, but they are so insignificant as to be hardly

worth mentioning. The digressions are not too long

;

the pains taken with characters only slightly connected

with Jim are not wasted, as they always contribute to the

picture of the background against which he Hve^l and the

world which played upon his feelings and thoughts.

• * « * 4t

The book contains a large, if floating, population of por-

traits. No figure, save Jim's, goes the whole way through.

The others come and go under the rays of the lamp which
follows him from Aden to India, from Hongkong to the

Moluccas : smart captains, drunken outcasts, ships'-chandlers,

merchants, hotel-keepers ;
" Gentleman Brown," the pirate

;

Egstrom and Blake, the quarrelsome partners ; Stein, the

tall and studious old German trader, with his quiet house,

his great tropical garden and his collection of butterflies ;

and the notaijilities of Patusan, the cringing Rajah, the mean
half-breed Cni neHus, massive old Doramin, with his ponclcrous

elbows held up by servants, the mysterious and pathetic

girl whom Jim marries, and Dain Waris. who reminds one of

the noble young Malay in Altmyer's Folly. Jim, himself.

always remains a little vague. Mr. Conrad's preoccupation
with his hero's dominant idea, as deduced from his actions
by other people, had resulted in Jim being inadequately
disclosed. But the more rapid portraits are all perfect.. And in
no book of Mr. Conrad's is a greater variety of scenes so surely
sketched. There is little elaborate set description. Theaccouiit
of the pilgrim ship's voyage under the sun and moon across the
flat ocean, " evenly ahead, without a sway of her bare masts,
cleaving continuously the great calm of the waters under the
inaccessible serenity of the sky," is magnificently, almost in-
tolerably vivid. But when the narrative comes nominally
from Marlow, the descriptions must be kept within bounds,
lest the stretched illusion of speech should snap. Even so
on alrnost every page some beautiful—and usually terribly
beautiful—scene is bitten into one's mind, and the whole
region of Patusan, the town on piles, the interminable
gloomy forest, the moon rising between a chasm in the hills,

the muddy waters, the marshes, the stagnant air, and the
immeyise blue sea round the river's last bend, is pieced
gradually together so that one remembers it as though oneself
had been there. And it is all done in English of a grave
music which, from one to whom our language is not native,
is miraculous.

I think, however, that the book's greatest quality is a moral
one. Like the late Henry James, Mr. Conrad .scarcely ever
preaches, yet is in the best sense a didactic writer. He is

capable of speculation about conduct : there is an immense
amount of it behind this story. But he brings something
else than curiosity and agihty of intellect to the discussion.
" Hang ideas !

" exclaims Marlow, in a half-seriotis aside,
" They are tramps, vagabonds knocking at the back-door of
your mind, each taking a little of yoiu" substance, each carry-
ing away some crumb of that belief in a few simple notions
you must cling to if you want to die decently and would like

to live easy." It is rather too stark a statement : but it is

at least a half-truth. Take Jim's act of cowardice, for

example. A good many of our modern morahsts, with their

mania for destrojang the things by which men have lived

\well for countless generations, would probably argue that he
I did right in jumping into the boat. The others had gorie

;

the ship, as far as he knqw, would infallibly sink ; there was
no earthly chance of his saving the panic-stricken passengers
if he stayed ; and in any case a man is not responsible for an
automatic impulse. Other and darker men would even argue
that, as the representative of a higher civilisation, a strong

and enlightened man, Jim was even doing his duty to the

world by escaping instead of sacrificing himself for the sake
of a lot of besotted and dirty Moslems oh their way to Mecca.
Such arguments, though not until our own time have
philosophies been constructed out of them, are not new.
They are familiar to every man in the shape of, inner prompt-
ings. We have all lapsed ; we all remember things we are

ashamed of, cowardices which we cannot forget ; and we are

familiar enough with the voices which say, " What does it

matter ? " " To yourself you are the most important thing,"

"iForget it," " Why bother, since nobody knows," and, very

subtly, " It is a man's first duty to be prudent." Circum-

stances made of Lord Jim, Especially at the end, an extreme

case. But all the same he was typical. A man's self-respect

can only be restored in one way : by doing the second time

what he has failed to do the first. A civilisation in which

men should spend their time promiscuously undermining

traditional loves and loyalties by imperfect syllogisms would

rot to pieces. If you believe that, even at the risk of en-

countering the last and supposedly worst charge of being a ,

sentimentalist, you take the romantic view of life : and you '

will have Mr. Conrad on your side. His books, in spite of all

the blood and thunder, both metaphorical and literal, that

there is in them, in spite of the black skies behind their

lightnings, and the brooding sense of evil that pervades his

meditations, are an incitement to decent living. I do not

know what his nominal religion is, or if he professes any ;

he is obviously perplexed and oppressed by the cruelty and

pain of things. But if he sees behind the world a pit " black

as the night from pole to pole," he finds consolation not in

the insane and pathetic assertion that he is master of his own

Fate, but " in a few simple notions vou must chng to."

which the race, after some thousands of years of expejience,

has discovered to be more effective.
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Some Rivers of Scotland
By William T. Palmer

FROM Tweed to Brora is a far cry. One has lieard

the music of many waters and beHeves that every
river in Scotland has its own song. In the darkest
hour one should not confuse the brawling of the

Spey with the melody of the Tweed, the soft purling of the
Forth with the murmur of Ythan, the sobbing chorus of the
Dee with the majestic music of the Tay.
From the moors beyond Peebles away down to Berwick,

the Tweed changes not its tune. Certainly the refrain swells
and falls ; it quickens, races, diminishes, slacks, but it never
halts. The song ages and mellows with the length of the way.
Streams come in from Cheviot and from Lammermuir without
breaking, even for a mile, the constancy of the music. The
silent Till is indeed the only stream which retains iy, character
to the very edge oi Tweed. The others come early within the
magnetism of the great main stream.
The thin wafble as the rivulet escapes from the moorland

bogs becomes a mighty diapason, a veritable .organ-swell as
the mature flood sweeps through the lower salmon pools and
then blends its voice in the^mystic chorus of the^ea- Tweed
possesses true Scottish energy. It is never reckless of strength,
never boisterous in rejoicing, never extravagant in desire or
despair. Crags and ramparts of rock in its course exist, but
to be assailed, turned and worn away. Tweed never wanders
far, never slinks aside to avoid an obstacle. Its every curve
is strong and full of purpose. Down the slopes of bare rock
glides the river, down the gap where it has pounded the
boulders into a ladder it thunders and tumbles. Even in its

sternest hour, when the spate rises in -might and volume,
Tweed never forgets its pride, its dour purpose, its ancient
respectability. If the inland rains command a rise, a rise

there must be, but the river is swift to withdraw to its own
domain. There is no mad riot, no surly sweeps over un-
resisting plains.

In this matter the Forth is a far different stream. One
meets the waters from Balquhidder roaring and foaming
down, the pass of Leny. There is a merry lilt, a sportive
dashing, as the stream dances away from the foot of the
Trossachs. The Teith iiows swift, merry and strong. But
when all the streams from west and south and north reach
the carse of Stirling, the Forth welds them into a river of

muted voice. So mmor is the lay that on a«ummer afternoon
one may rest long by the Old Bridge before one is certain

that the water has even the feeblest message at all.

Even in winter, in flood-time. Forth itself believes little

in hurry. When the mountain torrents over-charge the
river-bed the extra volume spreads slowly, lazily over meadow
and ploughland. And when the stress is over, the flood
seems just as unwilling to depart. Great pools and basins
lie about for days, then soak tardily into the fields ^s the
drains come into operation again.

The song of Tay is for the most part more boisterous,
merry, and less responsible than either Tweed or Forth.
The former is proud, the regnant stream of a fighting Border,
its fords the historic gathering place for armies in battle array.
The latter, looking up to Scotland's royal fortress, is more
placid in its loyalty. Tay passes through wild country,
though its lower course compares well for richness with either
the carse of Stirling or the merse of Berwick.
One has heard the infant Tay singing softly through the

snowdrifts on Ben Lui, and heard again its roar, as after its

hours of check, it hurls its foaming, vicious force against the
tide, and harries back the sea-water mile after mile. As the
Dochart one has heard it chafing and splitting past the rock-
island at Killin, which forms the last resting place of the
Chiefs of MacNab, and as full Tay one knows it draining away
from the great loch to pass through woodlands and pleasant
pastures toward the sea.

Tay is, however, scarcely const'ant in its music. Even the
main water sees many changes. It bickers down the old
forest of Central Scotland to become almost mute in Strath
Fillan : it shouts again with joy as it passes from the twin
lochans with their memories of Bruce and John of Lorn.
Its voice is lost altogether in Loch Tay. But the worst
is still to come. There is a sad hour when riotous Garry,
fresh from the steep plunge of Killiecrankie, overwhelms the
quieter stream and hurls it along in spume and fury. But
the genius of old Tay, though hustled aside for a moment,
gradually reasserts its power, assumes a new leadership and
song, and in time vanquishes completely the turbulent intruder
from the wild glens, the bens, and lochs of the Grampians.

From source to mouth Tay is magnificent. Its surround-
ings are tinged with romance: it.is a river system with a
past. For decades the population of its glens has been

shrinking : the higher standard of life, of work and of pleasure,

has tempted its sons and daughters away. Yet the Tay, the

Lyon, the Garry, the Tummel, the Earn, have implanted in

each heart a song :
" We haste away, yet truly, and for ever

will we desire to return."

The Dee of Aberdeenshire marks a transition. It has

come through a land of standing pines, of tall larches, of wild

red deer and grouse and ptarmigan, through the sporting

domains of kings and princes. Yet the song of Dee is humble :

there is far more of royal pride in Tweed. There is in I^ee an
undercurrent of heavy music, but it is broken. It has not the

full round voice of the Border stream, nor the muted cadences

which mark th^many lochs in the song of Tay. There is a
hint, too, of the sad green forests which change neither

winter nor summer. Tweed lives buoyantly through the

bronze and rich green of oaks, which change their radiance

with the passing of the year.

The voice of Dee has always the harsh croaking of melting

snow, the eagle's wild cry, the raven's call for carrion. The
lofty mountains about the springs of the river hold great

drifts and masses all through the year. Its flood song is

mighty and continuous—continuous not with the sullen

swelling of Forth, but with a rich quality of its own drawn
from the thousands of forest ar<^hes where the rootlets hold

back and steady the flow of storm-water. One has listened

to the flood music of Dee as the young stream rattled past the

foot of Cairn Toul and avoided the steep pike of the Devil's

Point, and it has changed only in volume "except that' a

sobbing, dragging under-tone has been added by the water-

falls, narrows and rock-ladders, when the river bids one fare-

well at the harbour bar of Aberdeen.
As regards the twin river of the granite city, the Don,

one can write little from personal knowledge of its upper
reaches. As it comes down the dark defile above the bridge

of Balgie, one detects a less happy melody. Can it be that

the waters are disappointed, that the ocean is too soon
reached ? There is indeed little of similarity between the

two streams. Dee races free and bright over an open course,

but Don swings sjlently from one dark pool to the next,

and without a note of triumph ebbs into the sea. Yet one
woiild not be sure that the song of Don is full of weeping.
No great river of Scotland sobs its way in the manner of

certain streams of Wales. and Ireland.

Spey is merely a huge torrent : its lastlevel sweeps through
Moray check not the rough glory of its voice. One has heard
the midnight shouting of the river across a forest of dark
pines and found pleasure in the sound. There is no snarl in

the song, whether heard at Aviemore or out where Tay falls

into the sea beyond Fochabers. It is just a devil-may-care
lilt, the pipes played by a youth to whom strength has been
abundantly given, but not yet the experience of war. Spey
never reaches discretion. It is a river of mad pranks, of

strong buffetings, of fords where the rushing waters seek

without mercy to overwhelm both horse and rider. Spey
has very little of the loch music in its song. The sobs and
rashes are those of surging waterfalls, of cascades, of rock-

ladders. There is long hastening down the glens, there is the

swift rush through the forest, there is the sudden swirl as a

great boulder bars the wary, as the bar of shingle sways the

current this way or that.

- Though the Ness is but a fragment of flowing water, it

represents the tribute of a mighty land of mountains, of long
glens, of a skein of lochs. From Glen Garry, from Glen
Morriston, from Glen Urquhart, the great streams rush into

Loch Ness, and that wavering crashing note which runs
through the long cadences is a memory of the thunder-chasm
of Foyers. In former times, there was no wavering in that
staccato note : the great fall has since been robbed of most of

its waters, and it is only in winter, when the dams are over-
flowing, that one is sure to hear the sound at all.

Space runs out too swiftly—it is like the northern torrents. •

There is Beauly and Conon, there is Carron and Oykell, there
is Sihn from the heart of Sutherland. And, last of all, is

Brora, typical of the sterile north. There is little of fertility

now in the straths, less even of grass on the hill-tops. The
song of the waters is in accord with surroundings. Tlie

Brora on a summer day Hq^ nothing of the lilt and laugh of the
southland : its minor voices are but those of a torrent hushed
by drought. Forest-trees are scarce, a wild melancholy
sohtude broods oyer the highlands. Can it be that Brora
should be anything but gloomy? But the river speaks the

• .high' bravery of the north.^; Its gJoom is a mere film over the
nobler spirit. Brora "is a ; truie warrior to whom tears and
moahings are but memories o^f- childhood days.
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The New Boy
By J.

J) SymoD
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THE new boy, in a wider sense than that
in which he makes his debut at school
is the main factor in the problem of educa-
tional reform. Reconstruction of our teaching

system, however ingeniously devised from the point of view
of those who belong to the older generation, runs the risk of

going astray, if the reformers fail to take particular account
of their material, and, basing their scheme on retrospect alone,

unconsciously give too much weight to the memory of their

own boyhood. Even the wisest may fall into this insidious

snare, for it is hard for men in middle and later life to get into

complete touch with the mind of the growing boy.
This tragedy of age found perhaps its most poignant ex-

pression when Ibsen struck out the compelling image of the
younger generation knocking at the door. Its tragedy lies

m the implicit hostility of the new race to that which is passing

away. It is the knock of those come to eject. Pushed thus
to its logical conclusion, the figure is perhaps too cruel, too
relentless. There are mitigations, merciful and rewarding,

as every sympathetic schoolmaster knows. To him, if he is of

the right sort, it i^ given to keep touch with the genus boy in

a way that is in part denied even to parents. It is essential

therefore that that educational reform of which so much is

hoped, upon whkh so much is staked, of which so much is

spoken, shall take full and just account of the person it aims
at benefiting, the new boy.

For the new boy is very new. The rapid changes and
extraordinary upheavals of recent years have produced a
creature who differs more sharply from his predeces^or of

thirty years ago than that predecessor differed from his fore-

runners equally removed in time. It may be questioned
whether any young generation, since the Renaissance at any
rate, has sprung forward with so fresh and even revolutionary
a vision as that which is now before us. This boy is the heir of an
e.xtraordinary time : his clear young eyes see old institutions

crumbling and new institutions springing to birth. He notes a
sharp cleavage with the past ; the course of his own future has
been suddenly altered. Two and a half years ago 4ie was
looking forward to college or business at the end of his school
life : boys already at college were either engrossed in sport or
begifining to awaken to the higher fascination of intellectual

things. Across this quietly ordered path came the tumult of

war, and hundreds rushed into the field. In an hour they had
become men, and for many life itself was now a thing but of
weeks or months. Before long what had been voluntary
choice became the lot of all, and the boy who was fast

approaching military age saw his school days numbered.

The Hazard of Life

The hazard of life assumed a definite meaning. Perhaps he
had a future, perhaps not. One day he might gather up the

broken threads of civihan training and pursue the path marked
,out for him in time of peace, but the whole outlook of youth
was clianged. A huge and not unwelcome adventure had
intervened : the issue did not perhaps trouble him with any
very clear realisation, but the mfluence has been in-

evitably formative. It extends to those younger boys, who
will not be called upon to take up arms, except as a precau-

tioncU"y measure, and differentiates them sharply from their

fathers. The old studies,- the old pursuits wiU not suffice

them. They " drive at practice" ; even those who would
have inclined in other days to the quiet walks of scholarship, in

the humanist's sense, are looking a little distrustfully at

merely bookish accomplishment. The boy must be caught
with deft and wise management, if he is to be won back to the

imperishable gifts of antiquity. Modifications ' there must
be ; but a scheme of education wholly utihtarian would make
our last state worse than our first.

There is good reason to hope much from the present great

hour of the educated theorist, spurred by war to new views and
new activity. Among the many revelations of the time, none
has come home to the nation with greater force than this

—

that our teaching system calls for vigorous revision and re-

construction. At last there is a real public interest in the

question, which remained in the region of academic discussion,

only dimly appreciated by the man in the street, until the shock

of a national upheaval Ufted the debate out of the merely
professional and fixed upon it the attention of the average
parent, always shy of the scholastic mystery and usuall>
a little puzzled by the controversies of schoolmasters. Bui
now, to the other wonders of the time has been added that of a

public conscience fully awake to educational concerns.^ Eor
the first time, paterfamOias, the man of affairs, who had
come to look on education as an incident, necessary but
expensive, a duty which he discharges vicariously with some
distrust of his paid agents, realised that this thing touched
him nearly. It was a work of national importance from which
he could no longer stand aloof. He must get new light on the
question. The newspapers, always sensitive to the public

' feeling, began to offer views and counsel of various quality.
Some held a torch, others only a rushUght. But the movement,
despite^ inevitable confusions, was healthy. The parent
became convinced that amid the manifold reforms of the
hour, it behoved us imperatively to set the school-house ia
order. And he must make the question his own.

Cry of the Pessimist

The movenient, perhaps, did not arise entirely from the
purest enthusiasm for intellectual things. Many who cried
Mene, mene, lekel, upharsin were influenced only by
pessimistic convention of the moment, which, under the stress
of initial deficiencies in the field of battle, condemned and
criticised all national institutions. It was a perversion of the
maxim

—

fas est nib hoste doceri. The enemy, men cried, had
in all respects done better ; he was reaping the reward of his
wisdom and foresight ; we on the other hand were suffering
punishment for faulty method. At first the attitude was too
penitential : too often, as the discussion grew, the white sheet
and candle were dropped only to be exchanged for the hammer
of the iconocfest. This was very agreeable to those who
considered the schoolmaster but a feckless body, out of touch
with practical life, a dealer in mysteries useful perhaps
to bookworms, but beneath the business man's concern.
Gradually, however, equilibrum is being restored. In Mr.
Fisher's hands the cause of reform is finding a direction whicli^
promises equal justice to the claims of the new and the old
in education- The problem is not yet solT>ed by a long way,
but the omens are favourable, increasingly favourable.

Apart from the influence of actual war and all that it im-
mediately involves, our new boy has been moulded in particular

by the scientific and mechanical progress of the Twentieth
Century. He has seen the conquest of the air and it has ap-
pealed to his imagination with a power far greater than that of

the steam-engine, once his amiable desire. For the young
aspiration to be an engine-driver fades with growing years.

It hardly outUves the nursery. But the aeroplane has befen

not only a delightful pastime in the making and flying of

models, but it has offered him an adventurous and splendid
service, bom in the very nick of time to help the country at her

need. It calls for youth at its very best, the boy need not
'"

wait, he may begin the day he is of military age.

It is therefore the more urgent that the claims of scientific

and of literary training shall be rightly harmonised. There is

radical error in the popular conception that the two are

eternally opposed, and the popular misunderstanding has been
countenanced in quarters where the average man believes

that wisdom is to be found. He Ustens gladly to the

invocation of the blessed word science misused by the partially

informed, and believes that it is the word of salvation for his

sons. It is true that^there never was a generation so apt to

receive scientific training, and science must yet come by its

own, if we are to prosper as a race, but its effect will not be
dynamic, if it is summed up in mere text-books on dynamics
or that which is familiarly termed " stinks." The concept

must be something far wider, the proper application of

scientific method fo the whole of education, in which no part

will be held contemptible because it is modern or ancient, or

merely ornamental because it is literary. For what,

after all, is scientia but " knowledge " and thence "skill?
"

And in skill and knowledge is comprehended the sum of the

whole matter ; this perilous but, if rightly guided, glorious

remodelhng of education for the welfare of the new boy.
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Books to Read
By Liician Oldershaw

July 26, 1917

GOOD reading for the holidays will be found in Mr.

and Mrs. Egerton Castle's latest collection of stories

called after the first of them The Black Office,

(John Afurray, 6s.) The shortest tale in the book
" The Smile in the Portrait," is worthv of Stevenson in con-

ception and execution, and only falls sfiort of being a perfect

short story in its somewhat commonplace ending. For the

rest the tales are full of gallant adventure and gay good
humour, and comprise two stories of guinea smuggling to

France, an episode in the life of Burke the " resurrectionist,"

an entertaining yarn based on Sir \A'illiam Hope's passion

for swordmanship, and the first, perhaps the weakest of

the lot, which revolves round the secret examination of the mail

bags under the Restoration in France. The book is worthy
• of the reputation of these popular writers,*****

The new LibraTy Edition of the War Speeches of the Rt.

Hon. W. M. Hughes, published under the title of The Day
and After (Cassell and Co., 5s. net), contains a good deal of

matter, particularly the important addresses on " The Paris

Conference " and " The Empire's Future," that was not
published in the previous edition. The book enables one to

estimate at leisure the value of the contribution of the Prime
Minister of Australia to the solution of the problems that the

war has created or brought into prominence. The speeches

are well worth reading, not only for that reason, but also

because they reflect the vigorous spirit in which Austraha
went to war, and are, in that respect, more than the utterances

o^ a single individual, however eminent. Mf . Huglv.s had a
respectful, almost a servile, hearing in this country. Much of

it was a well-merited mark of tribute to the great Dominion
he represented. Some of it was due to his own personality,

and a very considerable residuum wasi due to what he
had to say. Of this last ele»nent of his successful " press

"

in England I speak with diffidence, but I am bound to say
that the constructive element in liis speeches seems to me
singularly barren. Mr. Lloyd George, writing a " foreword

"

to the speeches at the time he was Minister of IMunitions,

employs metaphor appropriate to his office.' " Read these
speeches," he says, " and you will lirid that the sentences
get home, and tha| their detonating quahty is of the highest
order. The percentage of ' prematures ' and ' blinds

'

is imperceptibly low." I am inclined to think that the Prime
Minister had a memory of hearing, but not of reading the
speeches.

.
I h^ve no doubt that 'the speaker's vigorous per-

sonality fharged them with a moving force. Except for
their value in stimulating a martial enthusiasm (certainly a
great exception), what do they signify ?

' * * • * *

Whether or no constructive proposals are lacking in the
speeches of Mr. Hughes, there is certaiply a brave display of
them in Mr. Harold Hodge's " tract for the times," In the
Wake of the War (John Lane, 5s. net) . " The war," says Mr.
Hodge, " has brought home to the public mind, at. any rate,
two things : that party politics paralyse effective action, and
that we have no permanent Imperial Government." Mr.
Hodge developQs these two points in a book of considerable
power and uncommon interest. He begins with a lament
for the downfall of the House of Lords and an exposure of
what he regards as the present impotence of the House of
Commons, on lines which have been recently much traversed,
but which he follows with the well-marshalled arguments
and the .well-selected illustrations of the accomplished
publicist. But the greater and by far the more important
part of the book is taken up with an essay in constitution-
building. Most people are vaguely of the opinion that the
Doniinions must be given a more' permanent share in con-
trolling the greater destinies of the British Commonwealth,
but so far dim schemes of Federalism have alone been
adumbrated. Mi'. Hodge rejects Federalism as it is usually
interpreted and provides a full blown constitution of his
own devising. I will not unfold still less attempt to criticise
his scheme. The important thing is that here are definite
and detailed proposals, clearly thought out, which will form
at the very least a solid basis for further discussion.*****
Two other books, constructive in their ideas if less concrete

in their proposals than Mr. Hodge's, may well be noticed
here. They are called The Coming Polity and Ideas at War
(Williams and Norgate, 5s. net each), and are the first two
volumes of "a popular Library of Regional, Human and
Civic Studies and their Application to Current Issues," which
is edited by Patrick Geddes and Victor Branford and is called
by the general title of The Making of Uw Future. Those who

know the work of the editors, and few people by now are

ignorant of the name and fame of Professor Goddes, will have
some idea of the noble and fruitful doctrine of civism which
is developed in these books, tlie first of which is written by
the joint editors of the library and the second by Profess9r
Geddes and Dr. Gilbert Slater. Till recent years the subject
of sociology has seemed as barren as its name is hybrid. The
reason for this is no doubt to be found in the materiahstic or
Prussian concept of it so well contrasted with the humanistic
or French concept in the opening chapter of The Coming
Polity. This book is in the main a httle essay in method,
showing by means of illustrations from the Thames Valley
how a regional sur\'ey properly conducted, can be adapted
to aid the urgently needed processes of political reconstruction
and re-education. The authors pay, by the way, a tribute to
Mr. Belloc as " orie of the very best of our regional geo-
graphers, and this, long before he made his reputation as a
military critic." In Ideas at War the authors take a general
survey of the Mechanical-Imperial-Financial Age from which
they deem that civility (as they call civilisation) is passing
and express their hopes for the reconstriiction of the world.

* * « * Ml

"FLM.S. Cornwallis was torpedoed and sunk by enemy
submarine in the Mediterranean on January gth, 1917."
Acting Commander A. T. Stewart and her Chaplain, the Rev.
C. J. E. Peshall have in The Immortal Gamble (A. and C.
Black, 5s. net), written her obituary notice. With pride and
affection tlicy describe the great deeds in the Gallipoli cam-
paign of their ship, which fired the first shot of the bombard-
ment and played her part in the evacuation, described by a
Canadian nurse as a " real slick vamooze." As a record of
life on a battleship during the war, the book has a unique
interest, especially as its authors write clearly /and simply
for the benefit of the land-lubber and realise how intimate
touches, such as the latest word in vogue aboard, will interest
us at home. Moreover, it is a contribution from a new point
of view to what its authors call " The Saga of the Straits,"
which " will be sung by our people long years after all who
gave it orchestration are dead and turned to dust."

AT THE .5/C.V OF LA BELLE SAUVAGE.

First and Last Things
Mr. H. G. Wells has just completed a New and Eevised
Edition of his older volume—" the frank conferfsions of
what one man in the early 20th Century has found in
life and himself." The spiritual theory set forth in
"God the Invisible King", is here translated into
inactieal terms. 6s. net

Memoirs of a Balkan Diplomatist
Chedomille Mijatovich, late Serbian Foreign Minister,
provides "a document which will attract students of
European Kistoi-y " (^The Times). " He has met all the
chief actors on the Ballcan stage and conducts us
behind the scenes of an ever-changing drama" (Daily
Telegraph), telling us " how things happened "

(C'hronide).
'

4 Photogravures, 16s. net

Germany Under Three Emperors
Princess Catherine Radziwill presents " a study by one
exceptionally well-infoi-med on the personal side of the
development of Germany " (Obsei-ver), "tells many
interesting things of the German spy system " {Evening
Standard), "we very earnestly commend her remarka-
ble book " ((?;o6e). 8 Photogravures, 16s. net

With Botha and Smuts in Africa
Lt.-Commander Whittall, R.N., Amioured Car Divi-
sion, has given us " the best war book we have had
thm year " (Morning Post). It is " an authoritative
account of what was accomplished by the mihtary
;genius of Botha and Smuts, aad the tenacity of their
troops in desert and bush" (Observer).

2 Portraits asod 2 Maps, 6s. net
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Sedes and its Marsh
By H. Russell Wakefield

iy

Model Farm, Sedes

SIX miles along the Salonika-Vasilika road, where the

•

\-iolet, "^hadowed and ever-cloudy mountains of Chal-
idice run out to join tl)e long promontory of Kara
Bumu, is a little oasis of trees from out of which a

littlj group of buildings peeps. This is the Model Farm,
Sedes, one of the very few examples of modern progress the
Old Turks gave to Macedonia. There is a long barrack-like

building where the budding agriculturists lived and worked,
forming with some rudimentary barns and out-houses a Httle

square, in the centre of which is an ancient fountain, which
is shiwn in the photograph reproduced here. The trees,

which hem in this little square on all sides, are a paradise for

birds, and one of the most certain and profuse springs for

many miles round ever

bubbles forth to refresh

the flower and vege-

taiile gardens, and to

irrigate the neighbour-

in?; fields.

To the north the

foot-hills terrace up to

the brow of Old
Hortach, the king of

that sector of the

coastal range, famous
for its charcoal. The
arid rolling plain just

reaches Sedes and then

ends abruptly in vast

desolate marshes,

which run out to the

tideless sea. It is a

beautiful and lonely

place and like all oases

lias the added beauty of

emphasised contrast.

Quite near it the

Serbian army landed
last summer, so that

it will have for evermore a place in the Sagas of that glorious

race. It has too a tinv strategic importance, for in the event of a

successful Bulgar invasion, should the Ime of the Lakes be

lost, it- might bo held as a strong place, guarding and

flanking as it docs the road to Salonika, though its

garrison would inevitably end cither in Valhalla or Sofia. It

was partly for that reason that the writer's unit was sent to

train there in the spring of lyK). Though quite near the city.it

was sp'.endidlv remote, and off the beaten track of Staff cars,

lorries and dispatch riders and all the wheeled hierarchy .which

in thi end remains the most abiding memory of active service,

The Mound in the Marsh

with the din and dust it stirs. There we remained cixweeks and it

is some tribute to its vague but potent charm that to more than
one of us it remains one of the happiest, most care-free expe-

riences of their lives—-a quiet hour before the fiery suns, the
choking dust, the thirst and strain, the burden and heat of

the Struma valley.

Before we left Salonika for Sedes, three of us bought guns,

safe but uninspired weapons, for the marsh was kfiown to be
thronged with water-birds. The occasional half-days,whcn we
had no duty, I always spent there. I can recall every dyke
and every stream, almost every yard of that entrancing
place. The snipe began three hundred yards from our front

loor, big wild birds,which rose in screaming wisps, and hurried

in huge circles, rising

ever higher till quite

suddenly they would
^woop in a " nose-

dive " to the reeds.

All along that part

of the coast are curious

and unexplained
mounds, i bviously

artificial, little editions

of those on the Wilt-
shire Downs. One rose

out of the very maish
itself, and the French
sent a working party
under an arcli£eologist

to excavate it ; it is

this party which ap-

pears in the adjacent

photograph. They
found several fine

vases, many skeletons

and tutti quanti, an>l

the floor of what
seemed to have betn
a tiny temple. Thv

bee-eaters, surely the trimmest and most beautiful of bird'

,

came in flocks and burrowed out their resting holes when-
the French had loosened the soil.

^

Ne^r this mound lived the wild geese, dignified and war\
birds, who timed their rise to perfection, and left but few o'

their company to vary our dift. But snipe abounded
especially the too confiding little jack, and only bad shootin,'

or bad cartridge* and Salonika cartridges weie vile snlphiitir

.swindles—could prevent one speedily getting half a dozen on
any good day. (Jncc to my eternal shame and regret I shot

one of tho'se rnrinus and aloof bird*, "^lie I.oon, a spc.iiiu'n of
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wh'.'-h hangs downward from the boy's hand in

th.it illustrated pjiilterer's hand-book, " Bolton

Abbey in the Olden Time." Before it died it

raised its splendid ruff and pecked my face ;

though the shooting of it was half an accident,

I still hate to remember it.

Further out came a long, almost unpenetrable

barrier of stiff bamboo reeds, through which a

httle river wandered, too wide to jump and too

tlcep to wade, and always a problem. As one

broke a way through the reeds towards it one

could hear the water tortoises dropping into it

like large stones. If one kejit quiet they would

sDon begin poking out their little black heads

to see if the coast was clear. These reeds made

a good ambush for the duck, mallard, widgeon

and teal, swishing by in their tense rush, and

som .-times a flock of widgeon came lamenting

down the sky. 1 walked countless miles with a

No. 7 in the right barrel and a No. 4 in the

choko, soaked through and splashed with many
kinds of mud, but sometimes I had my reward.

The other side of the reeds the marsh was

wilder, wetter and more treacherous, but still

its splendid self. It ran right out to the sea, and after

breaking tlirough the barrier one was confronted \yith

a mighty and lonely panorama. The scream of seabirds

tilled the air, the low sea moan came softly over the

wastes, the rays of the sun struck up in dazzhng, waving

sp.irks from every pool and watery place. Far to the right,

where the bay curved in. the little painted sailing-ships were

iiceiing over to the baby breeze, and on the beach a line ot

Officers Lines in the Forest

dots showed where the big seine net was coming reluctantly

to shore. To the east the lovely rhythmical curve of the shore

ran out to Kara Burnu, where the top of the mast and funnel

(f the monitor on guard there miraged hazily above the

horizon. .

Once I remember hearing a band on a French battleship,

close in shore, playing " La Reve des Grieux " from Manon,

and the ebb and flow of that half lonely, half pathetic air

seemed to complete and in no way break the

lonely pathos of that forgotten corner of the

world. Once too I was reminded that such

places are fickle as the sea which rules them.

Blown in by a southern gale, the sea rose up and

Hooded the marsh. I quickly found myself

bereft of landmarks in a strange, sluicing hostile

place. Three times I fell in up to my neck, and

only those who know how quickly such shocks,

such struggles and such anxiety sap the strength

:\nd moral of those who experience them, can

appreciate with what relief I found at last, when

it was almost dark, a possible way back. While

I was struggling an aeroplane passed me not

^00 feet up. I wondered if the pilot recognised

ny plight. I might easily have been drowned

\.-i"thin his sight. But that was the only time

I he marsh played me false.

How good it used to be to come back home

-s the light failed, when the men would be

• mging round the fountain, when the roar of

I he frogs came in from the marsh and the baby

owl'^ were beginning their haunting and musical

little talks in the darkening trees. Then dinner

Maize Fields near Sedes '

was ready and all was well ! Later on, as the first warning

of the coming heat, the marsh dried up, the snipe and

duck disappeared, great swarms of mosquitoes took then-

place and it was no longer a good or welcome place. But

there was bathing in a rippHng purple sea, and one could

lie out in a sun, not yet the merciless monarch of summer,

and let the breezes blow through one till sheer bodily

ecstasy overwhelmed the senses and produced that utter

careless joy in living which was the birthright ot

an earlier age. .

The storks came then and fussed round their

ancient nests on the roofs and in the trees, and

rattled their beaks with joy of return, ,till a

great clatter filled the air. One tattered patn

arch was resting on the barn roof after his long

flight and staring down at the unwelcome

activity and martial display around him, when

a frolicsme French aviator swooped down on him

and fired his machine gun in the air. The

patriarch bristled all over and ruffled his

feathers as if to say: "What sort of hell is

this, anyway ? What is that great and noisy

bird droning past ? Is this the reward of my
domestic constancy ?

" He fluttered out to the

marsh to think it over. Presently he returned,

clattering his beak for his mate, and then they

both began collecting twigs for the annual

repairs and alterations. C'est la guerre was

written all over him. Other memories one

might recall of the pleasant weeks passed in

this place that almost sec me i to belong to

another world—a world happier and more serene

than this war-stricken planet.

By and by when all trees were rustling with leaves, and

the earth had just settled down to its drowsy, summer
stagnation, we had to say good-bye. We left with the

deepest regret, our only consolation being that -we resigned

it to the Serbs. They were worthy of it. As we went

away a little party of them were singing a soft Slav love

song, which was so akin to the spirit of the place that it

seemed like Sedes itself bidding us a long farewell.

Greek Regulars and Cretan Gendarmes
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After Three Years
On oceans of tears,

On desolate wastes,

On rivers of blood,

On mountains of dead,

On infernos of shame ...
I will build my proud house of Hohenzollern.

lirawn Picia$ivels/ for " Land X" W'ltfr *
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NEARING ITS

THIRD YEAR
SEPTEMBER 1914 saw the incepli9n of

the "Thresher," October put it on
the market, and December proved

how rapidly spreads the name of a garment
fitted for a specific purpose. Since those
early months every precaution has been
taken to keep the ' Thresher" well to the
front so that to-day

7'iV^E'

"TE^I^iflMllEi^
is all that experience and wearers' criticisms can
achieve. This will be readily appreciated when con-
sidering the fact that 17,000 British officers have used
it, and what is more have recommended it.

In the early days, six months' wear in Flanders was
an achievement. After three years of war, eighteen
months or two years' wear is at least expected. And
to-day, we have the " Melcam " interlining which will
stand even that supreme test. Water force-pumped
can hardly penetrate it— it is supple, and stays so what-
ever the temperature, and, best of all, does not even
crack.

It's so well worth knowing this new lining—the
" Melcam," that we make this SPECIAL OFFER.

" Melcam " Interlining.
Any make of Trench Coat relined with QA /

"Melcam" oVj-
Original "Thresher" Trench Coats
with Oil-silk iinings relined " Melcam" 15/-

7'his ofer holds good until September Ut, after that
date relinings will only be undertaken at full cost.

"Thresher" Trench Coat,

unlined . . £4 14 6
Detachable '

' Kamelcott
'

'

lining £1 11 6
Detachable Sheepskin lining £3 13 6
Givalry type, with Knee Flaps and Saddle

Gusset, 1 5/6 extra.

All sizes in stock. Send size of chest and approximate •

height, and to avoid any delay enclose cheque when
ordering.

Send for Book 3— "The Complete
Guide to Expenditure on Kit and

Equipment."

By Aplmntmcnt to H. M, the King.

THRESHER & GLENNY
Military Outfitters since the Crimean War, vi

152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON, W.C, ^
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THREE YEARS OF WAR
THREE years of war—six and thirty months of un-

anticipated death and sorrow, agony and distress

on ev6ry continent of this planet—it is an immeasur-

able period if gauged by the heart -pangs it has created,

but if regarded from a higher standpoint and contrasted

with other periods of warfare when the same weights were

in the scales, barbarism and slavery on one side, freedom

and civilisation on the other, then there is no need for

despondency, not even if a full year or more has yet to be

added to the tale. No one to-day dares to predict when
the finish will happen ; even that most reckless of prophets,

the Kaiser, is silent ; but the AlUes are fully assured the

end can only come when victory is complete.

The present German Chancellor, Herr Michaelis, boasted

in' his first speech to the Reichstag, that the territory of the

Fatherland is inviolable. " If we make peace," he added,
" we must make sure as the first condition that the frontiers

of the German Empire are made secure for all time." Bel-

gium may be overrun if necessity seems to demand it

;

France and Russia may be invaded by land and provinces

snatched from them ; England may be invaded by air and

her civil population slaughtered, but the German Empire is

to be inviolable for all time ! These boastful sentences

make it only too plain that there can be no hope of peace,

of permanent peace with Germany—any sort of Germany,

call it autocratic or democratic as they will—until her national

conscience is convinced that she is no stronger than- the other

Powers, and that offences against international rights and

common humanity will be punished, no matter how long it

may take, by nations more powerful than herself. The

Allies are fighting for a permanent peace ; the reasons for

Great Britain's entry into the war hold as good to-day as they

did three years ago, and whatever the cost we shall not

desist until the cause of right and justice has been won, and

such heavy punishment inflicted upon the Bully of EiU'ope

that it will act as a deterrent for all time.

War is the Grand Assize to which nations are summoned.

Germany, to do her justice, recognised this truth from the

first, but with that overweening egoism which is to be one

of the causes of her downfall, she counted confidently on the

other nations failing to justify their existence. The British

Empire three years ago was deemed an old overgrown giant,

too lazy to move unless its own comfort or purse was in

peril
; now she is seen to be a young giant of inexhaustible

vigour and resolution, who, while set on winning the war. has
yet the time and energy to give thought to the problems of

progress which are recognised to lie ahead. A brilliant series of

articles from the pen of "Jason," have been appearing for

some weeks in these columns, dealing with many of the more
urgent industrial questions, and to-day this talented writer
in a final article, makes a rapid survey of the advance which
has been made in the industries and manufactures of these
islands. He does well to remind us that three years ago

—

in the first months of the war—the internal danger we stood
chiefly in fear of were the consequences of unemplo3Tnent.
Nobody did or could have foreseen the insatiable effects of

,

modern war, and he does only justice to the ordinary citizen

when he attributes to him and to her the extraordinary reserve
of power and resourcefulness of which this nation has shown
herself possessed. Mistakes have been made and will con-

'

tinue to be made in that most difficult of all modem problems ,'

—the management and control of free peoples. But here
real progress has also taken place, and we ourselves firmly

believe that with tact and good sense on both sides, to say
nothing of patriotism and discipUne, all the outstanding
difficulties can be overcome.

The danger that seems to beset the nation at home at the
present time is a too easy contentment with our achieve-

m.ents hitherto. This spirit does not affect the armies in the
field ; they recognise clearly the immensity of the task that
still lies ahead of them, and their courage is as serene as ever.

There is no question that it will be a great stimulus both at

home and in the field for profiteering to be dealt with in an
honest and straightforward manner; that is to say, in the way
Lord Rhondda is handling it. Weeks ago the then Food
Controller, Lord Devonport, admitted in Parliament that

profiteering did exist, and gave one notorious instance. But
there he stopped ; the culprits were not named, nor was any
action taken. This incident created a very bad impression

throughout the coimtry, which has been increased by subse-

quent events. At the same time, there has been an extra-

ordinary response to the Government's call for increased

production. Never have our wide acres and garden roods

been more extensively cultivated ; this joy of production,

certainly on the part of allotment holders, promises to con-

tinue. It may be remembered that the yejirs immediately
preceding the war witnessed exceptional activity in

gardening all over the countries, but energitis were devoted
more to flowers than to foodstuffs. Now that the true

value of the latter cultivation has been comprehended, this

increase of garden cultivation is likely to continue. And
that most conservative of all men, the Britisl* agriculturist,

has at last awakened to the significance osf mechanical
appliances, and is making much more use ol' them as Sir

Herbert Matthews points out on another page.

Land & Water has taken this opportunity to place before

its readers a record of the official crime and villainy of Ger-
mJCny's rulers. The proclamations of which we give to-day
photographic reproductions, are in themselves overwhelming
testimony of the callous and carefully premeditated biutality

of the Teuton nature. Were it humanly possible for war
ever to be discredited, then it will be admitted that Gei many
has done her best to accomphsh it. After glancing thiough

these Proclamations, read the letters from, the Amerkan
Legation at Brussels written home by Mr. Hugh Gibson, the

First Secretary. Here will be seen what thoughts were in

German minds before the invasion of Belgium had actually

begun. If there remains the faintest doubt that this

invasion was forced on Germany, these letters will sweep the

last shred of it away. And other overwhelming evidence also

exists. The Potsdam conspiracy, for particulars of which the

country is indebted to the Times, sheds a new and baneful

light on this subject. Itisnowmadeknownthat on July 5th,

1914, a meeting of the Kaiser and his principal supporters,

both in Germany and Austro-Hungary, took place in the

Palace of Potsdam, and there is circumstantial evidence that

at tliis meeting it was decided to force a war on Europe.
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A Review of the Third Year of the War
By Hilaire Belloc

THE third year of the Great War comes to a close

(according as we calculate '.from the first diplomatic

or the first military aqt- of hostilities) on July 31st

or August 4th. '
•

',-'
' "

.
. , ^

This third year of the war/if it be' looked at m its largest

aspect, will be seen to have been- dominated by two great

governing conditions.

The first of these conditions has been the relative dechne

of the enemy's numerical power, and this relative dechne has

applied not only to his effectives as a whole, but to his man-

power in general, including his. power of munitionment, and

his power of further production. The general effect of

this first condition, which is r
fundamentally determinant of

the whole campaign, will be discussed in a moment.

Its effect has been profoundly modified by the second

governing condition of the vear, which has been the Revolu-

tion in Russia. This political movement, whatever its ultimate

effects may be, has for the, period under review changed all

the calculation upon which the Allies have hitherto pro-

ceeded. The enemy enjoyed an almost complete repose

between the Baltic and the Black Sea for many months.

There was a proportionate drop in tlie curve of his casualties.

He was able to reinforce to some extent his Western front

while his Eastern front became a sort of great rest camp or

" especially quiet sector " to which could be sent troops who

had suffered from the superiority of the Wesfern Alhes.

There is the story of the third, year.. The war has been a

s-ege since the enemy was .thrown back on the Marne and

had the door locked upon him upon the Yser.
.

But it differed

for long from most sieges in this •., that it was a siege in which

the besieged were at first numerically the most powerful and

far superior in munitionment . to the besiegers, and which

lad therefore, to be most carefully conducted lest, in the

process of exhausting the besieged, the besiegers themselves

should break down.
, •„ n .

It was a siege then, in which for at least the first year a

much stronger man was being kept down upon the ground by

a weakerman. The second year was. the year of conversion^

It was the vear during which the attempt of the besieged

to reverse.the siege conditions before it should be too late,

was most violent. It included what may be called the four

great sorties (though one of them began before the end of

that year) : The thrust to the East ; the thrust to the

^gean ; the thrust upon the sector of Verdun ;
the thrust

against the Trentino.
, x- r 1 j tu^

In the mihtary sense all those great sorties failed^ The

containing hnes remained still containing the enemy. He had

broken them nowhere, though he had come uncomnionly

close to breaking them in the effort at Mlna m the autumn

of IQ15 ; and though he had come again uncommonly close to

breaking them at the very end of the second year, when he

just failed to effect a rupture of the Italian lines.

The third year would have seen his destruction but for the

political effect of one of these so0ies,„that against Russia.

Already before the third year opened the enemy had found

on the =omme that superiority .had passed to the Western

AUies. Before the end of that .
tremendous ^.^pl^ ^^

^^
embarrassed as to reinforcement,- upon the West^ Already

upon the East, before the third Y^a'" «Pf^d. he had seen

forty divisions disappear under the hand of Brussilof
.

There

remained to him just^nough surplus v'tahty to carry out the

restricted offensive against the new Roumanian front and

there ihen appeared to be nothing for him at all but a gradually

^Te^^^tafrall^Sember, an open and detailed appeal

for neace to his enemies at the close of 1910. Ihat appeal

was'^of c'ou?se re Sd, but (we shall do -ell.to rem be-

to-day) it was not only rejected but
^f^^/f^rfain crir^e

firm, wise and lucid. He had ^07^^"'=?
, f,

"'/.'"'J'
'"

^
He must pay such a penalty as will forbid his ever committ

ing such a crime again.
. , ;4.„.-,c of thp

Had the situation remained.poht.cally what it ^as at the

close of 1916 ; had we been dealing through the opening season

of 1917 with an unchanged and determined alliance agam^

the common foe, the end was not only certain but was near,

when the Revolution in Russia changed ail^

The siege of the rebellious Central \"^pires and their Alfs

by the combined civilisation of Europe, lost tscontinmiy.

For months the largest sector of the
^'fjJ^g. f^!,f„ '^U

" wear down " the force opposed to it
: -;oj^^°'l^j';u",P°"^as

the 1,000 miles from the Baltic to the Black Sea there wa.

exercised no pressure upon the bc^egccl.
<-„norioritv of

In spite of this grave defection the mcrcasmg ^^"P'^™;''^^.

the older and better civUisation in the south and VNCst im

pressed itself, when the Western offensive of 1917 opened.

Every blow broke in his defences and was not recoverable.

And the last weeks of the third year of the war saw him

upon the West threatened with disaster from the increasing

superiority of his foes. But the Eastern front was no longer

calculable.

Russia and Roumania

The details of the year must now be tabulated in their

order.

They resolve themselves clearly, as we have seen, into two

parts very sharply defined by the outbreak of the Russian

Revolution.
In the first part, during which every member of the Gra.nd

Alliance was working in concert with the rest, the pressure

steadily .increased upon the enemy until he saw disaster in-

evitable in the year 1917, called for peace and failed to obtain

it, took to methods of desperation.

The second part saw a profound modification of these

favourable conditions, the weight of the war thrown upon
the Western Powers and the regular curve of its progress.^ so

disturbed that all previous calculations failed.

As the third year opened the great advance of Brussilof

upon the East was approaching its term. The Germans

had been compelled to throw in some forty divisions, but

their action saved their AUies.

During the, course of August 1916, Brussilof somewhat

advanced his . line, especially compelling Bothmer in the

southern centre to retire somewhat, and before the end of the

month the advance had been continued south of the Dniester

sufiiciently to include Stanislaus.

It was at this limit, as it were, of the great Russian offensive

that the Roumanian Government decided to enter the fidd,

and upon August 27th declared war upon Austria-Hungary,

a declaration which was followed upon the next day, August

28th,, by Germany's declaring war against Roumania. But

Roumania was entirely dependent upon Russian communi-

cations for her munitionment. Was that munitionment

loyally provided by the old pre-Revolution Government

of Russia? It is a question which, of course, affects the

whole character of what followed, but one which the present

writer has not at this moment any ground for deciding one

way or the other. At any rate, the upshot of the campaign

was an invasion of Roumania, which occupied the capital

and more than half the fertile land, and reached " the lines

of the Sereth."

The Roumanian forces first proceeded to occupy the passes

of the Carpathians and to attempt an invasion. of Transyl-

vania, a purely political effort, very ill designed from the point

of view of general strategy, and excused by its originators

to the other Allies on the plea that only the presence of

Roumanian troops in Translyvania with its Roumanian

population could make the war tolerable to the mass of the

Roumanian people.' As should have been foreseen, the

Bulgarians quite shortly after the opening of the campaign,

struck against the Dobrudja. Accompanied by Turkish

and German contingents they moved up the Danube in an

effort to reach the great bridge of Cerna Voda and destroyed

four Roumanian divisions on the way, but a counter-blow

delivered upon September 21st checked them.

Roumania, though already suffering '
heavily . from the

pressure of superior forces, still apparently retained a suffi-

cient stock in munitionment to hold the mountains and the

essential Danube Bridge. Meanwhile, this month of Sep-

tember also saw the continuation of the tremendous pressure

which the Western Allies were putting upon the German

Army in the battle of the Somme, fand the continuous bom-

bardment which filled the month was crowned at its close ]^

the advance to the highest points of the Ridge in front of

Bapaume The ruins of Combles were occupied and the

battle up hill which was the first part of the Somme operations

The real effect, of course, of all that Somme offensive,

which covered from first to last not less than five months

was the attrition of the enemy's forces, the infliction of

casualties which were no less than 700,000 men. Progress

of the AUied pressure and its severity is to be judged by the

advance of the Hne into a further and deeper concave towards

the ridge of Bapaume, and this continued uninterruptedly.

The autumn mud just saved the enemy's line in front of the

B-ipaumc Ridge, but left him with the knowledge that short

of some great political change he could not hold upon the

same line in the coming spring. October saw the beginning
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of that crisis in munitionmcnt and supply which destroyed

the power of the Roumanian army. It opened with a success-

ful tactical move by the Germans north of the Red
Tower Pass, which broke and forced beyond the frontier

the Roiuiranian division holding it.

At the end of the third week in October Mackensen in the

Dobrudja at last approached, and by a decisive victory

captured immediately afterwards the railway line from the

great bridge of the Danube to Constanza, and the bridge and

the town itself. He advanced very rapidly to the north, and

at the beginning of November had occupied virtually the

whole of the Dobrudja, but he was not yet able to cross the

Danube and the mass of Roumania proper was intact. This

situation continued until the tliird week in November, when

we first knew by a despatch from Berlin issued upon Satur-

day the i8thof that month, and dealing with the fighting of

the day before, Friday, that the Carpathian line had at last

been forced and that the southernmost pass, the Vulcan,

has been completely mastered by the Austro-German army.

In the south there was an exactly simultaneous Allied

success. After heavy fighting in the "bend of the Cerna, the

brunt of which fell upon the Serbian infantry and the

French artillery, the lines in front of Monastir, known as

the ' hnes of Kenali " were turned, and upon that same

Friday, November 19th, Lieutenant Murat, the first

Frencli soldier, rode into Monastir. It was and it remains

a considerable asset of a political sort in the hands of the

Allies that this town, the prime object of the Bulgarian

entry into the war, should have been taken. But no advance

further proved possible. The mountain mass of the Balkans

was an insuperable wall, and the pressure on the south was

pot sufficient to save Bukharest from the combined advance

of the Turkish, Bulgarian, Austrian and German forces.

The rapid Roumanian retreat over the plain of Wallachia

threatened the capital more and more. Bukharest fell on

December 6th, after a battle which at one moment seemed to

have halted the invasion. The Danube was crossed as well

at many points and that invasion proceeded until it reached

the lines of the Sereth and was there halted.

Just after the open fighting season of 1916 had closed,

-the local actions in front of Verdun betrayed the new
character of the Allied superiority upon the West and gave

promise at the same time [of what might become a new
tactical method. In each a very intense but short bombard-

ment was followed by a carefully rehearsed movement with

hmited objectives.

The first, in October, recovered the observation posts of

the ridge, including the ruins of Douaumont Fort. The
second carried the observation posts to the north and west

of these, including that of Pepper Hill and the heights con-

necting it with the Douaumont Heights. In each the number
of prisoners taken alone was greater than the numbers of

French casualties, and each became the model for the fighting

of 1917. General Nivelle was in command of this sector at

the time, and it was in some nieasure the striking success of

these local actions which led to his appointment as Commander-
in-Chief of the French armies in the following year,

Italian Pressure

On the Italian front the position during the third year

—

considering the war as a whole—was the successful holding

of a number of Austrian divisions fluctuating between 25
and 35, and the successful maintenance of pressure unin-

terrupted from the Italian side against the enemy : pressuie

which gave proof of its character in the power to eftect an
occasional advance and to prevent any effective counter-

action. Thus Gorizia fell into Italian hands at the very

beginning of the third year, while later in the fighting season

of 1917, an offensive on a considerable scale was to reach the

crest of the Carso and the greater part of the ridge positions

beyond the Upper Isonzo, though failing to carry the Hermada
Hill on the Adriatic Coast, which is the principal position

covering Trieste, and failing also to carry the culminating

height of the Isonzo Ridge.

We must never forget the true character of the Italian

front and its function in the Great War. It is not a front

lending itself to an offensive nor one which would ever

properly see the breaking of the siege line, but it is one which,

so long as the organisation of the Eastern front by the AlHcs

could be maintained, had the great value of crippling quite

half of the Austrian forces. Meanwhile, the large Italian

margin of man-power made it possible to lend troops for the

extension of the line across the Balkan Peninsula.

At this moment, the opening of December 1916, a general

review of the situation convinced e%-ery observer that in spite

of the very real success in Roumania and the justified boast

that the line had not been broken upon the Somme, the next

year menaced the enemy with disaster. The British army was

growing steadily over and above its replacement of temporary
and permanent losses in the great battles ; the French losses

had been proportionately diminished in intensity by the in-

crease of its Ally ; most important of all, the power of
munitionment which Great Britain had now developed and
which was the key to all the future of the campaign, was
rising upon a rapid curve which the enemy could not follow.

Great slave raids, the utmost organisation of his resources,
the occupation of French coal and iron fields, of Belgian and
Polish machinery, were not sufficient to bridge the distance
between his rate of effort and our own.

First EflFort for Peace

Upon December 12th the German Government solemnly
asked for peace. It was the first time it had openly admitted
its peril. Many an effort had been made from the very first days
of the Marne onwards to detach one Ally from the rest, but
no general appeal had yet been attempted. It failed, and there
immediately followed in the latter part of December and
the January, 1916-7, those new dispositions which were due to
a feeling of desperation. The igi8 class was called up ; a
great number of new divisions were formed ; and most
important of all, the German Government declared its

determination to remove all remaining civilised restrictions
from its use of the submarine. The German decision to use
the submarine in this fashion may properly be compared to
the declaration of the Terror during the French Revolution.
It was the most extreme act of which the nation at war was
capable, and it was a novel effect in the story of European
warfare. The 'smaller neutrals whose ships were sunk and
whose crews and passengers massacred with the same in-
difference as the enemy would extend to a Frenchman, an
Englishman, or Italian would, it was calculated, fail to take
any action in defence of their ancient and most essential
rights. The risk was of a rupture with America. This risk
the enemy was prepared to run upon two calculations, the one
right, the other wrong.
He calculated rightly that his chances in 1917 were already

so bad that he might risk their increase on the chance of
really weakening the tonnage of the worid. While his false
calculation was that the variety of American opinion, the
large body of American citizens German in origin, and many
other factors, would, between them, keep America out of the
war. Meanwhile, the enemy began witli the evacuation of
Grandcourt in the second week of February, his preparations
for abandoning the salient of Noyon, and by so much shorten-
ing his line in the West.
That retreat, hastened by British pressure on the Bapaume

Ridge, was over by the third week in March.

Capture of Bagdad

Meanwhile, there had taken place in Mesopotamia, a very
considerable military event which, though subsidiary to the
greater fields of war, was of the highest possible political
importance to the British position in the East, and a severe
blow to our Turkish opponent. Bagdad had been entered
by the morning of Sunday, March nth, by the British
troops. After a prolonged preparation, the aim of which
was to secure ample communication from the base upon
the sea, the Turkish lines at Sanna-i-yat covering Kut on
the north of the Tigris, were turned by an action fought
above Kut from the south of the river upon February
15th, at the close of a further preparatory action which
had stretched over neariy a week. Upon that day the
whole of the south bank of the Tigris above Kut was
reached. A further action upon Friday, the 23rd, secured
the crossing of the river, the enemy was compelled to retreat
precipitately toward the forces he had left behind to the north
and on the 24th of the month, Saturday, Kut was entered'
What followed was among the most remarkable feats in the
history of war. A space of 100 miles with no good road
and no railway, supported only by an exceedingly winding
and treacherous river with a very rapid current and un-
known shoals spread throughout it, was covered by a large
British force in weather already becoming too hot for the
health of Europeans, and we owe to the engineers, more than
to any other branch of the ser\'ice, the surprising success that
foUowed. Ten days only divided the first advance on Bagdad
and the concentration in front of the town. It was con-
sidering the circumstances, by far the most rapid effort in
the history of the war, and proved at its conclusion also the
most successful. On March 7th, the three Turkish divisions
resisting the advance held the line of the Diala river pro-
longed westward in front of Bagdad. On the 8th and gth
this line was turned by a crossing of the Tigris and an attack
along Its eastern or right bank. The enemy abandoned
the line of the Diala, though this was not crossed without
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severe fighting against his rearguard, and on Saturday, the

loth, the first elements of the British force entered and occu-

pied Bagdad.
Contemporaneously with this action, with the retirement

of the Germans from the Noyon salient, and with the last

and successful eftorts of the enemy to push forward somewhat

in Roumania, coincidently also with the first appearance of

the German class 1918 on the divisional I organisations,

after three or three and a half months of training, there

took place the event which changed the whole face of the

war, andthat in a degree which to-day we are only beginning

to realis'e. I mean the Russian revolution. Upon Marcli

i6th, 1917, Western Europe received a message from the

new Revolutionary Government of Russia that the Czar had

lost his throne and was a prisoner, and that the Government

to which foreign Allied Governments must address themselves

was the Ministry responsible to the D=ma.
With the domestic nature of this great event we are not

here concerned, but it behoves us, if we are to mark what

followed, to appreciate what resulted in the matter of miHtary

disciphne among the Russian forces, and for that purpose

I beg my readers to admit some digression upon the nature

of this element in military affairs, and the consequences of

its dissolution,

REVOLUTION AND DISCIPLINE

To understand the effect of this event upon the purely

military course of the war, it is essential to detach one's niind

from all other than military considerations and to consider

what it is that gives executive force to an army.

An army is an assembly of men working under conditions

abnormal to human life. It is an assembly, the efficiency of

which for its own purpose, depends upon exactitude and

rapidity of movement. Secondly : An army is an assembly

of men subject to an unnatural strain. Lastly, an army
involves in its exercise perpetual inequaUty of treatment.

Most must be subject to a few and of the few each,

though commanding, must be subject to some other.

Those individuals of an army selected upon a particular day

for the most painful tasks are to suffer the greatest strain,

suffer inequality as compared with their more fortunate

fellows. Within the army one category will necessarily

be more subject to pain, to peril or to death than another.

These three main characteristics of an army, which make
it the exceptional thing it is among human assembhes, create

the idea of military discipline which is for an army a sheer

necessity. You must somehow produce a state of affairs

in which each unit of the assembly acts for the advantage

of the whole, and often bitterly to his cost, and as a result of

immediate obedience to an order given.

Without this mechanical and unreasoning element the

machine could not work. To put a simple case. One
hundred men could not, through the highest patriotism or

the most developed intelligence, form fours of themselves by
voluntary action.

When we discuss the tactical or strategical elements of

a military situation we take for granted the existence lof

military disciphne.

The disappearance or the weakening of this element of

discipline brings into military problems a point quite separate

from all tactical or strategic judgment. I can say, for

instance, in writing of the campaign of 1792 :
" The Prussian

army cannot turn Dumouriez until they have reduced the

fortress of Verdun which blocks their advance ; therefore,

there is full time for Dumouriez to call up additional forces."

That would be a sound strategical statement of the posi-

tion a few days before Vahny. But it takes for granted

that Verdun is held by a highly discipUned garrison and that

the troops in its neighbourhood which can be called into its

defence are of the efficiency which military discipline pro-

duces. As a matter of fact, discipline was absent and Verdun

was surrendered almost without a fight. Sound, therefore,

as the strategical statement would have been, it took for

granted a moral element which did not exist.

Now it is the character of every democratic revolution to

relax discipline at its outset. This is inevitable because no

man can wholly disassociate personal from political freedom,

and because to most men freedom means individual free-

dom almost alone. Freedom is obedience to a self-made law.

Any nation or community hitherto unfree and attempting

freedom, must destroy the old and hitherto existing form of

authority. But the disappearance of the known and accustomed

authority leaves the individual free to react for the moment

in his own interests alone and to forget the common cause.

In the case of military discipline, what happens in the first

stages of a democratic revolution is always the same. The

foundation of that disciphne is debated and therefore is relaxed.

So far as the purely military problem presented by the

phenomenon is concerned, its cliief factor after the extent of

the relaxation is tne duration in time of thatj relaxation. The
most egalitarian

|
democracy conceivable may impose—and

many such democracies as an historical fact have imposed

—

the most severe military disciphne upon its army. Super-
fically there is condradiction between the two things, but
fundamentally there is not ; for the members of the democracy
may well grasp the paradox that in order to preserve their

own freedom they must have a covering institution, the
internal organisation of which is unfree ; just as a fluid body
which would keep together must be contained within a solid

receptacle. It is not true, therefore, that a democratic
revolution necessarily destroys or weakens the miUtary
value of its own army in a permanent fashion. Bt)t it is true

that it weakens it at the outset, and the duration of that period

of weakness is all-important to the task which the army has
to perform : For all military things are measured by number
and by time.

The Russian Revolution weakened this military factor

upon the Allied side heavily, and that for a considerable
period. The causes of this were as follows

:

First : It came after a period of intense strain, affected

armies which had lost enormously and had been compelled
to months of- retreat. The retreat was successful ii> a miHtary
sense. The integrity of the Russian armies was maintained
and their line remained unbroken. But the individual
soldier did not feel it.

Secondly : The Revolution of itself was conducted by a
portion of the army, to wit, the garrison of St. Petersburg.

Thirdly : The democratic ideals underlying this Revolution
were not, as in the case of the French Revolution, entirely

concerned with the political emancipation of the whole nation,

but very largely with the economic emancipation of the
poorer citizens and with a number of ideals which had nothing
to do with nationahty and were indeed often opposed to
that ideal.

Fourthly ! The Revolution broke out in a community
which was not homogeneous and affected armies which were
not the armies of one nation.

Looking at what used to be called the Russian Empire
upon the map, we may speak of the Russian nation as 'occupy-

ing in Europe no more than its north-central portion. Fin-
land, already separated in its form of Government, formed no
part of the Russian nation, nor did the Baltic provinces nor
the Lithuanian, nor the Polish. The whole southern belt

of Ukraine was in its majority a community different from the
central part, though the degree of difference is a matter
which we in the West cannot easily test. A large and active

Jewish nation of several millions was at work throughout
the west and south, German-speaking, not Russian at all.

The effect of this weakening of disciphne upon the Eastern
front was positively very grave ; negatively it had less effect

than might have been expected, and that for reasons that
will presently be shown.

Positively, it did two things. It eliminated the Russian
power for the offensive until an advanced date in the fighting

season of 1917, and it permitted the enemy touse the Eastern

front as a sort of " Rest Camp," to which divisions mauled
in the West could be transferred and frocm which other

divisions fresh from long repose could be brought against the

French and Enghsh.

Effect on the Alliances J

Military operations upon a considerable scale are possible

upon the Eastern front when the ground has dried after the
spring thaw, and this means, roughly speaking. May south of

the Pripet marshes and June to the north of them. But it

was not until July ist that any action was urnlertaken, and
when such action was undertaken, it was at once partial and
troubled by mutiny. The northern armies did not move.
The southern armies, though enjoying numerical superiority

and better munitionment than they had had since the

beginning of the war, saw their offensive movement immedi-
ately interrupted by internal disorders.

From the moment that the Revolution declared itself the

enemy began withdrawing all that could possibly be spared

from the Eastern front in the way of mem and, of course, a

much larger proportion of artillery and of munitionment. Per-

haps as many as twenty divisions were thus affected. When
the strain upon him began in the West, that is, from the first

half of April, 1917, onwards, we find the enemy—not upon
the large scale which popular imagination has conceived,

but still in a degree sufficient to affect the Allied cause

adversely—sending to the Eastern front for repose divisions

which had broken down under the strain of the West, and
conversely bringing divisions westward which had enjoyed

the repose of the Eastern front and were fresh.

The positive side, therefore, the effect of the Revolution

was very grave for the Allied cause, and heavi^ counter-
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balanced the Increasing Allied superiority in the West.
But on the negative side, the effect was less than migth

have been imagined. I mean the numerical relief afforded
' to the enemy was not what it might have been under a

war of other conditions. This war on account of the great

numbers employed in it, has taken the form of immense
siege lines, hundreds of miles in length and stretched out to

touch upon either wing obstacles which cannot be turned,
such as the sea or neutral territory. Such lines depend for

their very existence upon continuity. If you will fight in

this fashion, you cannot dispose of your forces save within

a very narrow margin of movement. You cannot " watch
"

an enemy with a few detached bodies. You cannot threaten

an enemy advance with a smaller force than may fall upon
his flank, etc. The existence of the army and of the State

depends upon the line remaining unbroken, and this truth
continues to be true until the armed forces menacing that
line are no longer in being. That their future action is doubt-
ful, that their quality is deteriorating, does not absolve you
from the necessity of at least holding the line with some mini-

mum number of men—of leaving no gaps in it.

Now the eastern lines, excluding the forces in Macedonia,
are made up of trenches which, in their total development,
cover a thousand miles, their right reposing upon the Black
Sea, their left upon the Baltic. Apart from the lowering in

value of the opposing forces this line could be held by a very
much smaller number of men than would have been necessary
in another climate or in other geographical conditions. The
presence of immense marshes in its centre, of very many
woods, of broad rivers in places identical with the line and in

the north of numerous lakes and swamps, supplemented the
defensive organisation. Nevertheless it would be impossible
to hold such a line at all with less than a certain minimum
number of men, and that minimum was reached by the
Germans and Austrians (helped by a certain number of Bul-
garian and Turkish divisions) a month or so after the outbreak
of the Revolution, that is, in the month of April of this year.
Had the enemy attempted to hold the Eastern line with less

than this minimum it would not indeed have cracked, for
there was no pressure upon it. But there would have been
gaps in it of which the enemy, should he move, would at once
take advantage, and a line broken is a line destroyed.

In that phrase " should the enemy move," lay the whole
problem. A definite separate peace with an organised govern-
ment capable of imposing its will, is one thing. A weakened
or distracted enemy is quite another. Such a peace would have
permitted the enemy to bring very large bodies indeed west-
ward and would have altered the face of the war in a fashion
exceedingly different from that which we have witnessed so
far in 1917. Though much of the German material used on
the north of the Eastern line is bad, 3'et the balance of good
material is so large that it would have formed at once a most
imposing striking force to be used, whether for reaching the
.iEgean ports or as a menace to the Italian front or, more
decisively, upon the West, and at the same time it would have
provided a new reservoir of men for armies which approach
this year the limit of exhaustion in such reserves. But an
uncertain political situation is quite another matter. The
Revolution having taken place, the enemy Governments
could not count upon any enduring solution. An ofter
of peace from one section was not proof either that the remain-
ing sections would remain passive or that some counter-move
tnight not undo the faction which for the moment had proved
most powerful.

Allied Western Offensive

At a moment when it was still uncertain whether the
Russian Revolution would have this effect of dissolving the
Russian military discipline or no, the French and British
armies were pursuing their common task of maintaining the
fullest possible pressure against the enemy in the West. The
best and most immediately discoverable effect of their success
in this task was the rapidity with which they followed up
the German withdrawal to the St. Quentin line. So rapidly

' wks the engineering work of restoring roads and communica-
tions proceeded with that the British attack, the opening of
the 191 7 offensive, was rendered possible as early as Easter

;

the preliminary bombardment was over upon the morning
of Easter Monday, and at dawn of that day the infantry was

"launched against the Vimy Ridge and the positions to the
south of them. The Vimy Ridge, with its power of observa-
tion over the plain beyond, was taken at a blow, and all the
villages immediately in front of the British positions to the
south fell upon that same day, April 9th, or within the two
next days. Exactly a week later, on April if th, the main
French offensive was launched on the other side of the
."corner " which the German line turned at the extremity of
this great salient. It was delivered upon a very broad front
of some fifty miks and met with greater opposition and

» attained its objectives with greater difTiculty than had the
British effort of the week before. But it succeeded in a
struggle of five days in mastering the greater part of the
Aisnc Ridge, the main German defensive position to the west,
and all the first defensive system east of Rheims. In the
neighbourhood of Rheims itself the height of Brimont resisted

all attempts at capture. But a little later the group of hills

known as the Moronvillers Heights on the eastern extremity
of this front between Rheims andthe Argonne, and giving full

observation over the vast plain of Champagne in the north,
were mastered.
On June 5th an operation, highly locaHsed in extent, but of

capital importance, took place to the south of Ypres : It
was the capture of the Ridge of Messines or " White Sheet

"

by the British. This action was of the first importance, not
only for its immediate and ultimate results, but as an example
of the advance made by the British army in the British
organisation and of its complete superiority over the enemy.
The time-table was perfectly observed ; every objective
reached at the moment set down for it ; every post of obser-
vation upon the heights captured and easily maintained and,
most remarkable of all, the total losses inflicted on the enemy
were more than three times those incurred by the assailants.
Indeed, the total British casualties were very little more than
the number of valid prisoners alone brought behind the
British lines.

The remainder of the month of June and nearly the whole
of the rnonth of July formed upon the West a period of
preparation for the French and British armies, the results
of which are still to be seen at the moment of writing and
have not yet matured. But the same period was occupied
by the enemy in a series of perpetual reactions very expensive
to himself, but necessary to the maintenance of his line. In
order to understand the cause and the nature of these, we
must appreciate the fact that after July 5th, when the British
had carried the Messines Ridge, the enemy had lost every
observation post originally possessed by him between tlie

Vosges and the North Sea, with the exception of the Pilkem
Ridge, north of Ypres, and the two groups of hills in the
immediate neighbourdood of Rheims, the Brimont Hill and
Nogent I'Abesse. Exactly a year ago he had, between the
Vosges and the North Sea, all the points of observation ; he
overlooked the French from the heights above Verdun, from
Moronvillers, from the hills near Rheims, from the Aisne Ridge
and from the heights south of Peronne. He overlooked the
British from the ridge west of Bapaume, from the Vimy Ridge,
from the ridge of Messines. In 1917 all this state of affairs

was reversed. Having thus lost his fully-prepared defensive
positions and his observation posts, he had no choice but
to maintain himself by perpetual and expensive reaction ;

the fortunes attending these reactions were fluctuating ; he
had occasional local successes ; he twice obtained a footing
for a moment upon the Aisne Ridge, and also for a moment
he recovered ground on the Moronvillers Hills. But he always
later lost these advantages and had done no more than
maintain himself in his inferior and consequently expensive
new positions. Towards the end of this third year of the
war he recovered by a coup de main the bridgehead which
the British had just taken over from the French at the mouth
of the Yser, while he had, at the very end of the period under
review, upon July igth, recovered a footing on the California

Plateau, which is the highest point of the Aisne Ridge, over-

looking the Champagne Plain. But three days later, these

advantages were lost to him again and the whole of the ridge
recovered. The battle still is continuing at the moment in

which these lines are written.

So far as Russia was concerned, [it was still {uncertain

whether the Revolution had paralysed offensive power or no
when, upon July ist, a powerful blow was struck by Brussilof
against the eastern line opposite Brzezany, followed exactly
a week later by a second blow, delivered south of the Dniester,
which thoroughly succeeded in breaking the Austrian front
here, carried the town of Halicz, reached Kaluscz and for a
moment threatened Stryj with all the strategical conse-
quences of such an advance. It looked for a moment as
though the whole Austro-German front south of the Pripet
was in danger. Unfortunately, at the very close of the period
under review, the effect of the Revolution appeared in its

worst form in units recruited from the capital. These regi-

ments, belonging to the nth army which covered Tarnopo)
and lay between Brody and Brzezany, notably the 607th, de-
liberately betrayed their trust and abandoned their positions.

A wide gap opened in the whole Russian front, of which the
enemy took immediate advantage, and rapidly spread to a
sector of some 40 miles and compelled the withdrawal of the
forces to the north and to the south. This disastrous move-
ment is in full operation at the moment of writing these lines

;

whether or when it can be arrested, and what will be its

ultimate result, cannot be told, H. Belloq
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ilettcr0 from a Eeption
By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legal ion in Brussels)

/I 'f^'
^""^' Gibson was first Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels in July 1914. These letters were written by him

/I// to his people in the United States describing the events as they happened ; they have therefore an actuality which no remin-
*- ' -^ iscences could possess. They are exclusivelv published, with the consent of the State Department of the United States, in

America by " The World's Work " and in Great Britain by La\d & Water. For British readers these letters have peculiar

significance, for they are from the pen of the man who did everything in his power to save the life of Edith Cavell Reference is

made in them to M. de I.eval, the Belgian lawyer and Legal Counsellor of Die American Legation, who also strove so fiard but in

vain on that tragic occasion. Now we finow that the American Legation at the beginning of tlie war accepted the charge of the

Germans in Brussels " on the grounds of humanity." Lt will be seen from these letters that Mr. Gibson worked as bravely

and as sincerely on behalf of German subjects who feared violence as fie did for Miss Cavell. But in German fiearts tfiere is neither

gratitude nor mercy. The scene in the Chamber of Deputies at Brussels on August 5th, 1914, is described so vividly tliat Mr.
Gibson's letter is a historical document. Ominous are tfie words uttered by Herr von Stumm, Counsellor of the German Legation

in Brussels on that day. " The poor fools," lie said, referring to the Belgian people wlio dared to protect their independence ,'

" we don't ivant to hurt them, but if tfiey stand in our way, they will be ground into dust." Tfiese Letters from a Legation will

be continued in Land & Water for the next few weeks.

v~yRUSSELS, July 4th, 1914.—After years of hard
A^work and revolutions and wars and rumours of war,
J—^ the change to this quiet post has been most welcome,

and I have wallowed in the luxury of having time to play.

For the last year or two I have looked forward to just

such a post as this where nothing ever hippens, where
there is no earthly chance of being called out of bed in the

middle of the night to see the human race brawling over its

differences. When pounding along in the small hours of the

night, nearly dead with fatigue, I have thought that I should

like to have a long assignment to just such a post and become

a diplomatic Lotos Eater. And at first it was great fun.

That phase lasted until I had had a thorough rest, and
then the longing for something more active began to manifest

itself. I sat down and wrote to the D apartment of State

that while I greatly appreciated ha\in| been sent to this

much coveted post, I was ready whenever there might be

need of my services to go where there was work to be done.

July zbth, 1914.—Well, the roof has fallen in. War was
declared this afternoon by Austria. The town is seething

with excitement, and everybody seems to realise how near

they are to the big stage. Three classss of reserves have

already been called to the colours to defend Belgian neutrality.

A general mobilisation is prepared and may be declared at

anv time. The Bourse has been closed to prevent too much
play on the situation and let things steady themselves. In

every other way the hatches have been battened down and
preparations made for heavy weather.

To-night the streets are crowded and demonstrations for

and against war are being held. The Socialists have Jaures,

their l*"rench leader, up from Paris and have him haranguing

an anti-war demonstration in the Grande Place, where a

tremendous crowd has collected.

An advance guard of tourists is arriving from France,

Germany, and Switzerland, and a lot of them drop in for

advice as to whether it is safe for them to go to various

places in Europe. And most of them seem to feel that we
reallv have authoritative information as to what the next

few days are to bring forth and resent the fact that we are

too disobliging to tell them the inside news. A deluge of

this sort would be easier for a full-sized Embassy to grapple

with, but as Belgium is one of those places where nothing

ever happens, we have the smallest possible organisation,

consisting on a peace basis of the Minister and myself, with

one clerk. We shall have somehow to build up an emergency

force to meet the situation.

I'm off to scout for some of that same news that I would

give a good deal to possess.

July 2fith.—No line on the future yet. Brussels is beginning

to look warlike. Troops are beginning to appear. The
railway stations have been occupied and the Boy Scouts are

swarming over the town as busy as bird-dogs. A week ago

there was hardly a tourist in Brussels. Now the Legation

hall is filled with them and they all demand precise infor-

mation as to what is going to happen next and where they

can go with a guarantee from the Legation that they wih

not get into trouble.

July 31s/.—We have at last got out a circular saying that

the Legation cannot undertake to advise travelling Americans

as to what they had better do ; that each one must decide

for himself in view of the special circumstances governing

his case ; and that the circular contains everything that the

Legation has to say on the subject. They take that and

then talk it over anyway—but at least they have an official

statement of the Legation's position and cannot get away
from that.

The Americans who are coming in are agreeable to deal

with even if not always reasonable.

Saturday, August 1st.—Last night when I went home at

about midnight I found the; police going about with the
orders for mobilisation, ringing the door bells and summon-
ing the men to the colours. There was no time to tarry,

but each man tumbled out of bed into his clothes and hurried

away to his regiment. Two of my neighbours were routed
out a little after midnight and got away within the hour.

There was a good deal of weeping and handshaking and fare-

welling, and it was not the sort of thing to promote restful

sleep.

This morning I got down to the chancery at a quarter past

eight, and found that Omer, our good messenger, had been
summoned to the colours. He had gone, of course, and had
left a note for me to announce the fact. He had been ill and
could perfectly well have been exempted. The other day
when we had discussed the matter, I had told him that there

would be no difficulty in getting him off. He showed no
enthusiasm, however, and merely remarked, without heroics,

that it was up to him.

Sunday, August 2nd.—Another hectic day with promise
of more to come.

This morning I came down a little earlier than usual and
found the Minister already hard at it. He had been routed
out of bed and had not had time to bathe or shave. There
was nothing to show that it was a Sunday—nearly twice as

many callers as yesterday and they were more exacting.

Mrs. T— A— B— came in airily and announced that she
had started from Paris yesterday on a motor tour through
France and Belgium. Having got this far some rude person

had told her that her motor might be seized by the Government
for military purposes, and that an order had been promulgated
forbidding any one to take cars out of the country. She
came around confidently to have us assure her that this was
a wicked lie—and needless to say was deeply disappointed

in us when we failed to back her up. We had refrained from
asking the Government to release our own servants from
their military obligations and have refused to interfere for

anybody else', but that was not enough for her. She left, a

highly indignant lady !

The story is around town this afternoon that the Germans
have already crossed the frontier without the formality of a
declaration of war—but that remains to be seen. Brussels

was put under martial law last night, and is now patrolled by
grenadiers and lancers.

The money situation is bad. All small change has dis-

appeared in the general panic and none of it has dared show
its head during the past few days. The next thing done by
panicky people was to pass round word that the Government
bank notes were no good and would not be honoured. Lots

of shops are refusing to accept bank notes and few places can
make any change. The pohce are lined up outside the banks
keeping people in line. People in general are frantic with
fear and are trampling each other in the rush to get money
out of the banks before the crash that probably will not come.
Lots of the travellers who came here with pockets bulging

with express checks and bank notes are unable to get a cent

of real money, and nobody shows any enthusiasm over
American paper. I have a few bank notes left, and this

evening when I went into a restaurant I have patronised ever

since my arrival, the head waiter refused to change a note for

me, and finally I had to leave it and take credit against

future meals to be eaten there. We may have our troubles

when cur small store is gone, but probably the situation will

improve, and I refuse to worry. And some of our com-
patriots don't understand why the Legation does not have
a cellar full of hard money to finance them through their

stay in Europe.
Communications with such parts of the world as we still

speak to are getting very difficult on account of mobilisations.

This morning's Paris papers have not come in this evening
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and there ar. no promises as to when we shall seethem.. The

news in the local papers is scarce and doubtful, and I hope

for a word from Paris. - .•i

Wor'' has just come in that the Government has seized

the suj.plies of bread, rice, and beans, and will fix prices -for

the present. That is a sensible and steadying thing and

should have a good effect.

On the way back from the Legation this evening I saw •

Below, the German Minister, driving home from the Foreign

Office to his Legation. He passed close to me, and I saw

that the perspiration was standing out on his forehead. He
held his hat in his hand and puffed at a cigarette like a

mechanical tov, blowing out jerky clouds of smoke. He
looked neither'to left nor right and failed to give me his usual

ceremonious bow. He is evidently not at ease about the

situation, although he continues to figure in the newspapers as

stating that all is well, that Germany has no intention of

setting foot on Belgian soil, and that all Belgium has to do is

to keep calm.

The Ultimatum

August yd, 1914.—According to the news which was given

me when I got out of bed this morning, the German Minister

last night presented to the Belgian Government an ultimatum

demanding the right to send German troops across Belgium

to attack France. He was evidently returning from this

pleasant duty when I saw him last night, for the ultimatum

seems to have been presented at seven o'clock. The King

presided over a Cabinet Council which sat all night, and

when the twelve hours given by the ultimatum had expired at

seven this morning, a flat refusal was sent to the German
Legation. Arrangements were got under way as the Council

sat to defend the frontiers of the country against aggression.

During the night the garrison left the town and the Garde

Civique came on duty to police the town.

The French Minister came in this morning and asked us

whether we would take over the protection of French inter-

ests in case he was obliged to leave Brussels. That, of course,

will require permission from Washington, which will be asked

for without delay.

The influx of callers was greater to-day than at any time

so far, and we were fairly swamped. Miss L came in

and worked like a Trojan taking passport applications and
jollying along the women who wanted to be told that the

Germans would not kill them even when they got to Brussels.

She is a godsend to us.

Monsieur de Leval, the Belgian lawyer, who for ten years

has been the legal counsellor of the Legation, came in and
brought some good clerks with him. He also hung up his

hat and went to work, making all sorts of calls at the Foreign

Office, seeing callers, and going about to the different Lega-
tions. Granville Fortescue came in from Ostend, and I

should have put him to work, but that he had plans of his

own, and has decided to blossom forth as a war correspondent.

He is all for getting to the " front " if any.

Just to see what would happen I went to the telephone
after lunch and asked to be put through to the Embassy in

London. , To my surprise I got the connection in a few minutes
and had a talk with Bell (the second Secretary.) The
Cabinet had been sitting since eleven this morning, but had
announced no decision. I telephoned him again this evening
and got the same reply. Bell said that they had several

hundred people in the chancery, and were preparing for a
heavy blow.

As nearly as we can make out the Germans have sent pa-
trols into Belgian territory, but there have been no actual
operations so far. All day long we have been getting stories

to the effect that there has been a battle at Vise, and that
fifteen hundred Belgians had been killed ; later it was stated
that they had driven the Germans back with heavy losses.

The net result is that at the end of the day we know little

more than we did this morning.
Parliament is summoned to meet in special session to-morrow

morning to hear what the King has to say about the German
ultimatum. It will be an interesting sight. Parliament
has long been rent with most bitter factional quarrels, but
I hear that all these are to be forgotten, and that all parties.

Socialists included, are to rally round the throne in a great
demonstration of loyalty.

August ,^th.—Yesterday morning we got about early and
made for the Chamber of Deputies to hear the King's speech.
The Minister and I walked over together and met a few
straggling colleagues headed in the same direction. Most
of them had got there ahead of us and the galleries were all

jammed. The Rue Royale from the Palace around the park to
the Parliament building was packed with people, held in check
by the Garde Civique. There was a buzz as of a thousand bees,

and every face was ablaze—/Ae look of a people who have been
trampled on {or hundreds of years and have not learned to submit.

When I saw how crowded the galleries were I thought I

would not push, so resigned myself to missing the speech

and went out on to a bajcony with Webber, of the British

Legation, to see the arri\fal of the King and Queen. We had
the balcony to ourselves, as everybody jclse was inside fight-

ing for a place in the galleries to hear the speech.

When the King and Queen finally left the Palace, we knew
it from a roar of cheering thkt came surging across the Park.

The little procession came along at a smart trot, and although

it was hidden from us by the trees, we could follow its pro-

gress by the steadily advancing roaring of the mob. When
they turned from the Rue Royale into the Rue de la Loi, the

crowd in front of the Parliament buildings took up the cheering

in a way to make the windows rattle.

First came the staff of the King, and members of his house-

hold. Then the Queen, accompanied by the royal children

in an open daumont. The cheering for the Queen was full-

throated and with no sign of doubt because of her Bavarian
birth and upbringing—she is looked on as a Belgian Queen
and nothing else.

After the Queen came a carriage or two with members of

the Royal family and the Court. Finally, the King on horse-

back. He was in the field uniform of a lieutenant-general

with no decorations, and none of the ceremonial trappings

usual on such occasions as a speech from the Throne. He
was followed by a few members of his staff who also looked
as though they were meant more for business than for dress

parade.

As the King drew rein and dismounted, the cheering burst
forth with twice its former volume, and in a frantic demon-
stration of loyalty, hats and sticks were thrown into the air.

Two bands played on manfully, but we could hear only an
occasional discord.

Just as the King started into the building, an usher came out,

touched me on the arm and said something, beckoning me
to come inside. One of the galleries had been locked by mis-
take but had now been opened, and Webber and I were re-

warded for our modesty by being given the whole thing to

ourselves. In a few. minutes the Bolivian Charge came in

and joined us. Our places were not ten feet from the Throne,
and we could not have been better placed.

The King's Speech

The Queen came in quietly from one side and took a throng
to the left of the triburte, after acknowledging a roarine

welcome from the members of the two Houses. When the
cheering had subsided, the King walked in alone from the
right, bowed gravely to the assembly and walked quickly to

the dais above and behind the tribune. With a business-

like gesture he tossed his cap on to the ledge before him and
threw his white cotton gloves into it—then drew out his speech
and read it. At first his voice was not very steady, but he
soon controlled it, and read the speech to the end in a voice
that was vibrating with emotion but without any oratory
or heroics. He went straight to the vital need for union be-

tween all factions and all parties, between the French, Flemish
and W'alloon races, between Catholics, Liberals, and Socialists

in a determined resistance to the attack upon Belgian inde-

pendence. The House could contain itself only for a few
minutes at a time, and as every point was driven home they
burst into frantic cheering.' When the King, addressing
himself directly to the Members of Parliament, said :

" Are
you determined, at any cost, to maintain the sacred heritage

of our ancestors ? " the whole Chamber burst into a roar, and
from the Socialists' side came cries of, "At any cost, by death
if need be,"

It was simple and to the point—a manly speech, and as he
delivered it he was a kingly figure, facing, for the sake of
honour, what he kneiw to be the gravest danger that could
ever come to ' his country and his people. When he had
finished he bowed to the Queen, then to the Parliament, and
then walked- quickly out of the room while the assembly
roared again. The Senators and Deputies swarmed about
the King on his way c^t, cheering and trying to shake him by
the hand—and none were more at pains to voice their devotion
than the Socialists.

After he had gone, the Queen rose, bowed shyly to the as-
sembly, and withdrew with the Royal children. She was
given a rousing ovation as everybody realised the difficulty
of her position, and was doubly anxious to show her all their
confidence and affection. The whole occasion was moving,
but when the little Queen acknowledged the ovation so shyly
and so sadly and withdrew, the tears were pretty near the
surface—my surface at any rate.

F'or several minutes after the Queen withdrew the cheering
continued. Suddenly a tense silence fell upon the room. M.
de Broqucville, the Prime Minister, had mounted the tribune,
and stood waiting for attention. He was clearly under great
stress of emotion, and as the House settled itself to hear him
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he brushed away the tears that had started to his eyes. He
began in a very direct way by saying that he would Hmit
himself to reading a few documents, and hoped that, after

hearing them, the House would consider the Goverr.'ment

worthy of the confidence that had been reposed in it, and that

immediate action would be taken upon matters of urgent

importance. He first read the German Ultimatum, which
was received quietly but with indignation and anger which
was with difficulty suppressed. \\ ithout commenting upon
the German note, he then read the reply which had been
handed to the German Minister. This was followed by a
final note delivered by the German Minister this morning
stating that in vieiv of the refusal of the King to accede to the

well-intentioned proposals of the Emperor, the Imperial Govern-
ment greatly to its regret was obliged to carry out by force of

arms the measures indispensable to its security.

After reading these documents he made a short ringing

speech full of fire which was repeatedly interrupted by cheers.

\Vhen he came down from the tribune he was surrounded
by cheering Senators and Deputies struggling to shake his hand
and express their approval of his speech. Even the Social-

ists, who have fought him for years, rose to the occasion and
vied with their colleagues in their demonstration of enthu-
siasTi. M. Broqueville rose again and said, " In the present
crisis we have received from the Opposition a whole-hearted
support ; they have rallied to our side in the most impressive
way in preparing the reply to Germany. In order to

emphasise this union of all factions, His Majesty the King has
just signed a decree appointing Monsieur Vandervelde as a
Minister of State." This announcement was greeted by roars
of applause from all parts of the House, and Vandervelde was
immediately surrounded by Ministers and Deputies anxious
to congratulate him. His reply to the Prime Minister's

speech was merely a shout above the roar of applause :
" I

accept."

As we came out some of the colleagues were gathered about
debating whether they should go over to the Palace and
ask to take leave of the King. They were saved that labour,

however, for the King had stepped into a motor at the door,

and was already speeding to the General Headquarters which
has been set up nobody knows where. That looks like busi-

ness.

At the German Legation

WTien I got back to the Legation I found von Stumm,
Counsellor of the German Legation, with the news that his

chief had received his passports and must leave at once. He
had come to ask that the American Minister take over the care
of the German Legation, and the protection of the German
subjects who had not yet left the country. I said that we
could not undertake anything of that sort without authority
from Washington, and got the Minister to telegraph for it

when he came in from some hurried visits he had made in

search of news.
While we were snatching some lunch, von S. came back

with the German Minister, von Below, and said that some
provisional arrangement must be made at once as the staff

of the Legation would have to leave for the Dutch frontier

in the course of the afternoon, long before we could hope for

an answer from Washington. We did not like the idea of

doing that sort of thing without the knowledge of Washington,
but finally agreed to accept the charge provisionally on grounds

of humanity until such time as we should receive

specific instructions as to who would be definitely entrusted
with the protection of German interests. In case of need
we shall be asked to take over certain other Legations, and
shall have our hands more than full.

At five o'clock we went over to the German Legation,
which we found surrounded by a heavy detachment of Garde
Civique, as a measure of protection against violence. We
drew up, signed, and sealed a protocol accepting what is known
as "la garde des clefs et des sceaux" until such time as definite

arrangements might be made. The Minister and von Stumm
were nearly uristrung. They had been under a great strain

for some days, and were making no effort to get their be-

longings together to take them away. They sat on the edge
of their chairs, mopped their brows and smoked cigarettes

as fast as they could light one from another. I was given

a lot of final mstructions about things to be done—and all

with the statement that they should be done at once, as the

German army would doubtless be in Brussels in three days.

While we were talking, the chancellor of the Legation, Hofrat

Grabowsky, a typical white-haired German functionary,

was pottering about with sealing-wax and strips of paper,

sealing the archives and answering questions in a deliberate

and perfectly calm way. It was for all the wdrld like a scene

in a play. The shaded room, the two nervous diplomats

registering anxiety and strain, the old functionary who was
to stay behind and tjuard the archives, and refused to be moved

from his calm by the approaching cataclysm. It seemed
altogether unreal, and I had to keep bringing myself back
to a realization of the fact that it was only too true and too

serious.

They were very ominous about what an invasion means
to this country, and kept referring to the army as a steam
roller that will leave nothing standing in its path. Stumm
kept repeating: "Oh, the poor fools! Why don't they get

out of the ivay of the steam roller ? We don't want to hurt

them, but il thev stand in our way they will be ground in'.o the

dirt. Oh, the poor fools I
'

'

The Government had a special train ready for the German
diplomatic and consular officers who were to leave, and they
got away about seven. Now, thank goodness, they are

safely in Holland, and speeding back to their own country.

Before leaving, Below gave out word that we would look

,

after German interests, and consequently we have been de-

luged with frightened people ever since.

, All the Germans who have' remained here seem to be para-
lyzed with fright, and have for the most part taken refuge
in convents, schools, etc. There are: several hundreds of

them in the. German Consulate-General which has been pro-

visioned as for a siege. Popular feeling is, of course, running

,
high against them, and there may be incidents, but so far

nothing has happened to justify the panic.
This morning a Belgian priest, the Abbe Upmans, came in

to say that he had several hundred Germans under his care

and wanted some provision made for getting them away
before the situation got any worse. After talking the matter
over with the Minister and getting his instructions I took
the Abbe in tow and, with Monsieur de Leval, went to the
Foreign Office to see about getting a special train to get these

people across the border into Holland, and thence to Germany.
. We plan to start the train on Friday morning at four

o'clock, so as to get our people through the streets when
there are few people about. We are sending word about, that

all Germans who wish to leave should put in an appearance
by that time, and it looks as though we should have from
seven hundred to a thousand to provide for. It will be a
great relief to get them off, and 1 hold ray breath until tlie

train is safely off.

This afternoon, as the Minister and I were going over to

call on the British Minister, we passed the King and his staff

heading out of the Rue de la Loi for the front. They looked

business.

Several times to-day I have talked over the telephone

with the Embassy in London. They seem to be as strong on
rumours as we are here. One rumour was that the British

Flagship had been sunk by German mines with another big

warship. Another to the effect that five German ships have
been destroyed by the French fleet ofi the coast of Algeria,

etc., etc.

The Red Cross is hard at work getting ready to handle

the wounded, and everybody is doing something. Nearly

everybody with a big house has fitted it in whole or in part

as a hospital. Others are rolUng bandages and preparing

all sorts of supplies.

There is talk already of moving the Court and the Govern-

ment to Antwerp to take refuge behind the fortifications.

When the Germans advance beyond Lifege, the Government
will, of course, have to go, and the diplomatic corps may
follow. It would be a nuisance for us, and I hope we may
be able to avoid it.

Germans are having an unhappy time, and I shall be happier

when they are across the border. Nothing much seems to

have happened to them beyond having a few shops wrecked

in Antwerp, and one or two people beaten up here. One
case that came to my knowledge was an outraged man who
had been roughly handled and could not understand why.

All he had done was to stand in front of a>cafe where the

little tables are on the sidewalk and remark :
" Talk all the

French you can. You'll soon have to talk German.
"

A Search for Wireless

August 6th.—This morning when I came into the Legation

I found the Minister of Justice in top hat and frock coat

waiting to see somebody. He had received a report that a

wireless station had been established on top of the German
Legation, and was being run by the people who were left in

the building. Ht came to ask the Minister's consent to send

a judge to see and draw up a proces verbak. In our own
artless little American way we suggested that it might be

simpler to go straight over"and find out how much there was

to report. The Minister of Justice had a couple of telegraph

linemen with him, and as soon as Mr. Whitlock could get

his hat we walked around the corner to the German Legation,

rang the bell, told the startled occupants that we wanted

to go up to the garret . And—then we went.

When we got there we found that the only way up to the
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roof was by a long perpendicular ladder leading to a trap
door. We all scrambled up this—all but the Minister of Jus-
tice, who remained behind m the garret with his top hat.
We looked the place o%'er very carefully and the workmen

^-evidently in order to feel that they were doing something
--cut a few wires, which probably resulted in great inconve-
nience to perfectly harmless people further along the street.
But there was no evidence of a wireless outfit. One of the
men started to. explain to me how that proved nothing at
all

; that an apparatus was now made that could be concealed
in a hat and brought out at night to be worked. He stopped
in the middle of a word, for suddenly we heard the rasping
intermittent hiss of a wireless very near at hand. Every-
body stiffened.up like a lot of pointers, and in a minute had
located the plant. It was nothing but a rusty girouette on
top of a chimney being turned by the wind and scratching
spitefully at every turn. The discovery eased the strain
and everybody laughed.
Then there was another sound, and we all turned around to

see a trap door raised, and the serene, bemonocled face of
my friend Cavalcanti looked out on us in bewilderment. In
our search we had strayed over on to the roof of the Brazil-
ian Legation. It seemed to cause him some surprise to see
-us doing second-story work on their house. It was a
funny situation—but ended in another laugh
The day was chiefly occupied with perfecting arrangements

for getting pf£ our German refugees. The Minister wished
the job on me, and I, with some elements of executive ability
myself, gave the worst part of it to Nasmith, the vice consul-
general. Modifications became necessary every few minutes,
and Leval and I were running around like stricken deer all

day, seeing the disheartening number of government officials

who were concerned, having changes made and asking for
additional trains. During the afternoon more and more
Germans came pouring into the Consulate for refuge until
there were more than two thousand of them there, terribly
crowded and unhappy. Several convents were also packed,
and we calculated that we should have two or three thousand
to get out of the country. In the morning the Legation
was beseiged by numbers of poor people who did not know
which way to turn and came to us because they had been
told that we would take care of them. We were all kept
busy, and Leval, smothering his natural feelings, came out
of his own accord and talked and advised and calmed the
frightened people in their own language. None of us would
have asked him to do it, but he was fine enough to want to
help, and to do it without any fuss.

' A crowd of curious people gathered outside the Legation
tp watch the callers, and now and then they boo-ed a German.
T looked out of the window in time to see somebody in the
crowed -strike at a poor little worm of a man who had just
gone out the door. He was excited and foolish enough to
reach toward his hip pocket as though for a revolver. In
an -instant the crowd fell on him, and although Gustave, the
messenger, and I rushed out we were only just in time to pull
him inside and slam the door before they had a chance to
polish him off. Gustave nearly had his clothes torn off in
the scrimmage, but stuck to his job. An inspired idiot of
an American tourist who was inside tried to get the door
open and address the crowd in good American, and I had to
handle him most undiplomatically to keep him from getting
us all into trouble. The crowd thumped on the door a little

in imitation of a mob scene, and the Garde Civique had to be
summoned on the run from the German Legation to drive
them back and establish some semblance of order. Then
Leval and I went out and talked to the crowd—that is to
say, we went out and he talked to the crowd. H e told them,
very reasonably, that they were doing harm to Belgium, as
actions of this sort might bring reprisals which would cost
the country dear, and that they must control their feelings.
He sounded the right note so successfully that the crowd
broke up with a cheer.

,

In the course of the afternoon we got our telegrams telling
of the appropriation by Congress of two and a half millions
for the relief of Americans in Europe, and the despatch of
the Tennessee with the money. Now, all hands want some
of the money, and a cabin on the Tennessee to go home in.

There was a meeting of the diplomatic corps last night to
discuss the question of moving with the Court to Antwerp
in certain eventualities. It is not expected that the Govern-
ment will move unless and until the Germans get through
Liege and close enough to threaten Louvain, which is only
a few miles out of Brussels. There was no unanimous decision
on the subject, but if the Court goes the Minister and I will
probably take turns going up so as to keep in communica-
tion with the Government. There is not much we can ac-
complish there, and we have so much to do here that it will
be hard for either of us to get away. It appeals to some
of the colleagues to take refuge with a Court in distress, but
I can see little attraction in the idea of settling down inside

the line of forts and waiting for them to be pounded witl;

heavy artillery. While we ma^ bfe in some danger I prefer
to take mine in line of duty, and not as a pleasure.

Li^ge seems to be holding out still. The Belgians have
astonished everybody, themselves included. It was generally
believed, even here, that the most they could do was to make
a futile resistance, and get slaughtered in a foolhardy attempt
to defend their country against invasion. They have, however,
held off a powerful German attack for three or four days. It
is altogether marvellous. *

Kindness to Germans

In the course of the afternoon we arranged definitely that
at three o'clock this morning there should be ample train
accommodation ready at the Gare du Nord to get our Germans
out of the country. Nasmith and I are to go down and
observe the entire proceedings so that we can give an authori-
tative report afterward.
When I got there I found that the streets had been barred

off by the military for two blocks in every direction, and that
there was only a small crowd gathered to see what might
happen, about as hostile as a lot of children. I got through
the line of troops, and in front of the Consulate found several
hundreds of the refugees who had been brought out to be
marched to the Cirque Royale, where they could be more
comfortably lodged until it was time to start for the train.
They were surrounded by placid Gardes Civiques, and were
all frightened to death. They had had nothing to do for
days but talk over the terrible fate that awaited them if the
blood-thirsty population of Brussels ever got at them ; the
stories had grown so that the crowd had hypnotized itself,
and was ready to credit any yarn. The authorities showed
the greatest consideration they could under their orders.
They got the crowd started and soon had them stowed away
inside the Cirque Royale, an indoor circus near the consulate.
Once they got inside, a lot of them gave way to their feelings
and began to weep and wail in a way that bade fair to set
off the entire crowd. One of the officers came out to where
I was and begged me to come in and try my hand at quieting
them. I climbed up on a trunk and delivered an eloquent
address to the effect that nobody had any designs on them

;

that the whole interest of the Belgian Government lay in
gettmg them, safely across the frontier; called their atten-
tion to the way the Garde Civique was working to make them
comfortable and to reassure them, and promised that I would
go with them to the station, put them on their trains, and see
them safely off for the frontier. That particular crowd
cheered up somewhat, but I could not get near enough to be
heard by the entire outfit at one time, so one of the officers
dragged me around from one part of the building to another
until I had harangued the entire crowd on the instalment
plan. They all knew that we were charged with their inter-
ests, and there was nearly a riot when I wanted to leave.
They expected me to stay there until they were taken away.
Soon after midnight Fortescue came in, rolling up in a cab

looking for a place to lay his head. He had just come from
Liege, where he had had a close view of yesterday morning's
heavy fighting. He said the Germans were pouring men in
between the forts in ,sohd formation, and that these sheep
were being mown down by the Belgians heavily intrenched
between the forts. The Germans are apparently determined
to get some of their men through between the forts and are
willing to pay the price, whatever it may be. His description
of the slaughter was terrible ; the Germans were pouring
one regiment after another into the gap like water in a river
but they never got through. To-day we hear that the Ger-
mans have asked for an armistice of twenty-four hours to
bury their, dead.

After we had hung upon his words as long as he could keep
going Nasmith and I got under way to look after our exodus.
1 he Garde was keeping order at all places where there were
refugees, and I was easy in my mind about that ; my only
worry was as to what rhight happen when we got our people
out into the streets. Promptly at three o'clock We began
to march them out of the Cirque. The hour was carefully
chosen as the one when there were the least possible people
'"

A u
^^^^^^'^

' ^^^ evening crowds would have gone home,
and the early market crowd would hardly have arrived. A
heavy guard was thrown around the people as they came out
ot the building, and they were marched quickly and quietly
down back streets to the Gare du Nord. I never saw such
a body of people handled so quickly, and yet without con-
fusion. In the station four trains were drawn up side by side

;as the stream of people began pouring into the station it was
directed to the first platform, and the train was filled in a
lew minutes. At just the right moment the stream was
deflected to the next platform, and so on until all four trains
were filled.

7"o be continued.
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Military Events of the Week
By Hilaire Belloc

THAT upon which all attention is now concentrated

in connection with the war is, of course, the pre-

liminary bombardment which announces in Flanders

an action upon the very greatest scale—upon a scale

greater than the war has hitherto seen.

No discussion of this would be possible, or if it were possible,

of no profit : we must await the event. But meanwhile

it may be of some service to consider two subsidiary points

which have been vividly present before the public during

the present week—I mean the German actions against the

French for the recapture of the Aisne. Ridge and the con-

ditions of the deplorable situation upon the Eastern front.

As to the first of these we have now very full details com-

municated by the French and admirably put before the

English public by Mr. Warner Allen, from whose accounts,

coupled with those of the French correspondents and military

despatches, I depend for the analysis that follows.

It will be remembered that in the special effort of the last

ten days the first great enemy attack -was that of Thursday

the 19th of the month, when the Fifth Division of the Guard

tried after a long bombardment to seize the edge of the crest.

They failed. The 15th Bavarian and the 5th Reserve, a

Brandenburg formation, were thrown in, and on the 22nd

(last Sunday week) some measure of success was attained.

The French front line of trenches, which is here almost

exactly coincident with the northern edge of the California

plateau, was entered. A little later in the day the enemy
got a similar footing in the French trench on the edge of the

Casemates Plateau to the west. The preliminary bombard-

ment had continued all the night between Saturday and

Sunday, and was conducted by some 260 heavy pieces. The

German batteries exercised a converging fire, standing upon a

crescent from behind Cerny to the positions by Juvincourt,

north of Berry-au-Bac. It was the heaviest bombardment

the enemy has yet delivered upon any sector. What followed

was a very good example of the inherent weakness attaching

to such tri,cks as the segregation of storming troops, tricks

that are never adopted until a high degree of exhaustion has

been reached. The seizing of the French front trenches on

the two plateaux was the work of these specially trained men,

who were brought directly on to the field quite fresh without

having suffered any previous bombardment or any of the

fatigues of the front lines. So far so good for the enemy.

But the segregation of the " storming troops," their relief

from all previous strain, etc., mearis a corresponding de-

pression in quality and vigour of the " ordinary " troops

from whom the " storming troops " are taken away.

Therefore, when it came to occupying these captured

trenches and consolidating them, the " skimmed milk " of

the ordinary troops' from whom the storming troops are

chosen, had to do the work—a,nd they were unequal to it.
'

We know from captured documents and from the evidence

of French prisoners taken and afterwards released, rtiat the

storming troops complained of the slowness of the ordinary

troops in following up, and that the men of the ordinary forces

complained openly in their turn of being given all the worst

work, and of the privileges the storming troops enjoy.

The counter-stroke of the French, which took the form of

a crushing bombardment upon the newly taken positions, was

very violent, and we have proof that in certain German units,

such as the 214th and the 215th regiments, the total losses

that day, first and last, amounted to half the effectives present.

Such figures are, of course, only on a par with losses on many
other similar occasions in the latter part of this war, and niost

commanders could cite examples of worse punish-

ment. Still, it is a very high percentage to come at the end

of several days' efforts and proves the determination of the

enemy to recapture the ridge even at this very high expense

to himself. , , 1

The French did not re-act upon Monday the 23rd, a delay

which probably gave the enemy to understand that they no

longer had the power to do so, for he tried during the 23rd to

extend his success westward. But on the morning of Tuesday,

the 24th, a sudden counter-attack organised by the French

command was launched, and was completely successful, arid

threw the Germans back again down into the northern slope

of the ridge ; the plateaux were again wholly in French

hands, with the exception of a very small patch of less than

100 yards on the north-western edge of California.

On Wednesday, July 25th, exactly 24 hours after the

French success, and therefore shortly after dawn, the enemy

attempted to retrieve this defeat, but failed with very con-

siderable losses. The next day, Thursday, but not until the

evening, he attacked again further west beyond Hurtebise,

got into the trenches there, and lost them again. This action,

which filled Uttle space in the papers, was on a large scale and

was marked by one most interesting feature, which was that

the enemy threw in no less than two divisions successively

upon a front shorter than that which one division had hitherto

sufficed for even in this crowded piece of fighting, when

the whole effort has for now ten days dealt with a bit of

down-land no longer than that between Reigate and Dorking,

and the heat of it has been on a bit of the slope less than two

miles long. On the Friday, the 27th, the enemy continued to

attack, though with less energy and without success. '

The whole series of operations was summed up on Saturday

in a French official message, short but of great interest, which

tells us that three of the five German divisions engaged in thti
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last ten days must already be rep laced ; that in the last

attacks every man, including cooks and orderlies, was thrown

in, and that the last a'^sauU. which established itself near the

ruins of Ailles and held a little of the French front trenches,

but failed to roach the summit, was the forty-fourth delivered

against the Chemin dcs Dames sincc.its capture by the French

three months ago.

On Saturday there was sotae interruption of the effort,

or, at the most, an attack tliat was repelled. On Sunday a

French counter-attack in front of Ailles recaptured a short

section of front trenches there which the (iermans had held

for three days, but as this se< tion was in the northern slope,

well below "the crest, it had not, for either side, the im-

portance of the observation posts further east on the Case-

mates and the California plateaux.

The whole affair—whi.:h is still in progress—closely re-

sembles the last efforts in front of \'erdun just before the

great blow was struck on the Somme—and that for a very

good reason: the! enemy knows that much bigger things

are preparing elsewhere.

No official estimate has been issued of the probable total

German losses upon this comparatively short sector in the

period under review—that is, since about April 24th—-but

a guess at about 100,000 in total losses, say 30,000 definitive

losses, though it sounds high, has been suggested for the whole

period on the line between Laftaux and the neighbourhood

of Rheims.
We must not forget that even this very'considerable German

effort will be eclipsed by the news of the near future, and that

it is, in spite of its intensity, a secondary point in the whole

field of the war. But even so it teaches us certain lessons

with regard to the present situation of the enemy. He has

thus striven to recover the Aisne ridge, first because he must

try to guarantee his southern rim of the great angle which he

holds across northern France and Belgium. The holding of that

southern rim firm is essential to his power of retirement.

In a word, he is defending his pivot.

Next, he attaches great importance to the poUtical effect

of anv success here attained.

Lastly, should he obtain full possession of the observation

posts upon the ridge, he would transform the whole situation

to his advantage. He would be able to hold the heights with

a far less expenditure of men than he is now holding the valleys,

and he would have security of movement free from direct

observation in the eastern plain of Champagne.
Let us turn from this question of the Aisne Ridge to that

of the Russian breakdown in Galicia.

The Russian Situation

Lamentable as have been the effects of the breakdown of

all discipHne in the nth Russian army (*), there is a

strategical aspect attached to it which distinguishes it from

a mere disaster. This is the success hitherto achieved by the

7th and 8th armies to the south in effecting their retirement

so far witliout being cut off. The breakdown of the troops

covering Tarnopol led to an immediatje enemy advance on that

sector of nearly ten miles a day. After the first and disastrous

collapse things went more slowly. Not because the 7th

Russian army had recovered itself but because the enemy
had not the power • (—luckily for us!—) to reap the full

harvest promised by the extraordinary situation—the ex-

traordinarily favourable situation-^presentcd to them.

It is clear from the positions upon the accompanying map
that the enemy having once decided upon a very large opera-

tion—or at aiiy rate an operation as large as his very much
reduced forces permitted—was not merely striking where his

reports told him that the discipline was bad and the military

force of his opponent correspondingly weak, but was also

striking where, if he could advance fast enough, he would
get round the two Southern armies, cut them off from the

centre and be upon their communications.

The advanced position of the two southern Russian armies,

and especially of the 8th army south of the Dniester, was the

obvious temptation to act in this fashion.

The Austro-Germans, with their Turkish Allies (of whom
four divisions were present) having broken the whole Russian
front of Tarnopol, reached that town and even pushed on to

the frontier, were in a position, upon the map, to strike

southward and eastward behind the communications of the

southern armies and to achieve. a very complete victory.

If any man were describing the situation as between two
equal forces he could come to no other conchision. The
utter collapse of the line in front of Tarnopol ought to mean
th° military ruin of everything to the south.

Look at the map. The collapse of the Xltli army put the

enemy right on'the flank of the Vllthand VIIIth;"_,these were

(>) The number was wrongly quoted la,st week as "the 2nd," due
to a simple but inexcusable error upon my p:irt in reading " 11" in my
notes made some time ago as a Roman iL

at his mercy—on. tlie map. Yet at the moment of writing
so complete a success has been denied to the enemy. The
retirement of the two armies upon the Dniester has been
effected in time—though only just in time. With the loss
of Tarnopol they have lost one principal base of supply. If

(as is probable) they have to go back behind Czernov.iti
they will lose another. But the essential thing is that the
Austro-German advance, even though it be due, as it is

to a complete military Breakdown in certain units, has not
produced a full rupture of the line, nor the presence of the
enemy upon the railways and roads behind the retiring

Russian force to the south.

Now, why is this ? The answer would seem to be that
the enemy is not in sufficient force to do what can only
be called the normal thing under the circumstances.

The failure of the Galician centre in front of Tarnopol
would never have taken place at all had it not been for the
abnormal condition of the nth Russian army, and par-
ticularly (as it would seem) of the Guards in this same
critical point.

To the Roumanian advance against the densely wooded
ridge of the Central Carpathians up the Putna valley no
conclusive result can as yet attach. The numbers there are
not sufficient and the defensive opportunities are too great.
Some very thin screen, probably of bad recruitment, was left

to cover the Oituz pass. It "gave way before the stroke
delivered against it. It was in bad moral condition or it would
not have abandoned guns as it did, and the combined
Russian and Roumanian forces pushed into the forests of the
foothills and even up towards the main crest. But the
result cannot be considerable in this southern field unless
the main Russian forces to the north rally. H. Belloc
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The Growth ot Democracy
By Principal L. P. Jacks

UNTIL the war comes to an end no one can measure

its effect on democracy, nor. mdeed, on anythmg

else. There is a plain sense in which all these

speculations are premature. No doubt the wai

has already caused profound effects in social and political

life, and yet the end of the war when it comes may take

a form which will wipe out the more important halt ot tnese

effects and replace them with their opposites. It ib a

highly risky proceeding to interpret the meaning ot a tact

while it is incomplete, as the war now is; though that is

precisely what many of our thinkers have been doing witn a

hardihood that is astonishing.

The truth is that the war may have one or other ot two

different meanings, and one or other of two opposite ettectb

upon evervthing, according as it ends m the victory ol tne

Allies or in that of the Central Powers. It may be said.

Df course, that the war has already lasted three years, and

that with so big afragment of it before us, and with so long an

experience behind us. we m^y go ahead boldly with our

measurement of its effects. But this is no answer. For the

httle that is yet needed to make the war into a completed

fact is precisely what is going to make all the difference to the

meaning of this big fragment now before our eyes. Ur it

might be said that these three years have already taugW

us political and other lessons which we can never forget,

let the war end as it may. True ; but a German victory,

though it might not cause us to forget those lessons, would

effectually prevent us from making use of them for a long time

to come. The practical moral of this is plain. If any ardent

democrat believes, as he well may, that the war up to date

has brightened the prospect of democracy the world over, all

the more reason is there that he should exert himself to the

uttermost to bring the conflict to the one end in which these

prospects can be realised, and to prevent it ending in the way

which would wipe them out of existence, or, at least,

defer their fulhlment for generations. It is too early

for democrats to exult over the triumphs of their cause since

1014. The question is, will these triumphs stand.'' iney

will not stand if the Germans win. In that event democracy

will be discredited, and all the more discredited because its

recent extensions were unable to save it from overthrow.

In this way, it is evident. President Wilson has read the

practical moral, of the situation. He sees that all these

gains will not only be lost, but will accentuate the downfall

of democracy if the critical events ahead of us should mis-

carry.

A Conflict of Principles

Viewed from the political angle of vision the war is clearly

a conflict, perhaps the final conflict between the democratic

and the autocrat principles. It is the battle of the I-rench

Revolution fought over again, but on ^vastly greater scale

and between antagonists far more f«.r™dable tooneanothen

In the course of the war both principles have developed

their strength and at the same time displayed their ^?akness.

Democracy has shown its power to umte great Peoples.mthem-

selves and with one another, in the pursuit of an ideal aim

and it has shown this at a moment when, for want of an ideal

aim the same peoples were rent and sundered, mtemall>,

by a multitude of petty quarrels. In this way democracy has

revealed its strength. On the other hand it has shovvn the

weakness which :comes from divided counsels, from demat

ing pohcies and above all from mistrust of 't^ great mem

Aid yet it has not been daunted by the difficulties and mis^

fortunes arising from these causes ; but has held on to its task

in spite of them all ; so that we may say its ^^^kness to^

served incidentally to deepen the impression of its stren^th^

Autocracy presents the same double record. In the fen^^J
model, at all events, it has displayed an immense efficiency m
the pursuit of its aims. Per contra it has proved 'tsel to be

thorouKhlv immoral, and revealed its true nature as a principle

of riin|ledVr?aThery and violence in the Hfe of nations, thereby

condemning itself to everiasting mistrust.

Clearly it is futile to attempt any estimate of the effects

of the war on democracy unless we consider at the same tmie

its parallel effects on autocracy. The two things must he kept

in ^nd together, ^t is the common practice « each of the

parties to look at the matter exclusively from ts own Po "

of view, with the result that most discussions of the question

exhibit the facts as far simpler than they really are-jVe are

apt to be solely impressed by the phenomena on our own side_

We see an immense consolidation of democratic peoples

firmly united in defence of their principle and from this

w draw the conclusion that our principle has already

vindicated its right to rule the world.

But that is not the view of German autocracy. It has not

lost faith in itself—at least not yet. It is waiting for the end

of the war—that " little more " which is needed to turn the

war into a completed fact—to prove that we are wrong. These

German defenders of autocracy are pointing with pnde to the

results of their system, and, what is more, they are pointing

with contempt to the results of its opposite. " What, they

are asking, " has enabled Germany to put up this tremendous

fight and to hold together as a single-minded unit through the

strain and stress of these terrible years ? What is the secret of

our immense efficiency ? It is autocracy which has enabled

us to do these things. On the other hand it is democracy

which is responsible for the inefficiency of our opponents—

for the political difficulties of France, for the present chaos

in Russia, for the inabihty of the United States to make up

their mind until it was so late ; for the unpreparedness ot

the British and for the ease with which we fooled them before

the war ; for the want of cohesion and continuity in their

military policy, for the failure a.t Gallipoli, for the scandals

in Mesopotamia, for the indiscipline of their working classes,

for their domestic broils and dissensions, and for the way they

sacrifice their great men."

German Arguments

These arguments are theirs, nA mine. But though they

are inconclusive at the moment, there is no denying that

they would wear a very different aspect »/ the Germans were

to win. There are millions of people in all countries, not

excepting our own, whose faith in democracy is by no means

assured even now, and it is doubtful if any vestige of their

faith would remain with them in presence of a German

victory. To meet this by saying that the Germans are riot

going to win is beside the question. Indeed it is something

worse than a mere irrelevance. There are too many people

about who assume that democracy, just because it is demo-

cracy, will triumph automatically by virtue of some Divine

Right inherent in its nature. This is a mdst dangerous

illusion, and if we indulge it we shall be beaten, and what is

more we shall deserve to be beaten. The superiority of the

democratic to the autocratic principle must not be taken

as a fact estabUshed in the nature of things which of itself

and by itself will decide the issue of the war. Rather is it

the very question which the issue of the war is going to decide,

and it will not be decided in favour of democracy unless every

democrat puts the last ounce of his strength into the struggle.

We are much to apt to think that our service to democracy is

ended when we have spelt it with a capital D. Let us speU

it with a imall one for the present.

The question how far the cause of democracy^by which

I mean the principles of representative self-government—has

advanced during the war is extremely complicated and

reveals when it is narrowly examined, some curious paradoxes.

If we consider the broad facts of the international situation

the first to strike us is that the great democratic communities

have made common cause with one another. The United

States have joined in and Russia has become democratic.

Nothing of course can give greater strength to a prmciple

than the union of those who have it at heart, and with a

union of this magnitude, engaged m a common task, before

us, we have surely the right to claim that the three years

since 1914 have witnessed the greatest triumph which the

principle of democracy has ever won.
. , .,

But when we consider the matter more in detail counter-

considerations begin to make their appearance. How, for

example, have we ourselves, in Great Britain, been governed

since the war broke out ? It were hardly too much to answer

that representative self-government has been temporarily

suspended. This was a necessity imposed upon us by the

war When war breaks out it is at once apparent to every-

body that the conduct of its operations cannot be lelt to the

mercy of popular voting. Authority and independent control

are essential a-d these in a degree which has aUthejjuahties

Mr. Pollen's Article

We greatly regret that Mr. Arthur Pollens Review of

Naval Events and Policy, which was posted three weeks ago
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few days, and we intend to publish it in next week's tssue of

Land & Water.
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of dictatorship, thougTi we carefully avoid giving it that
name. We have no alternative but to put ourselves in the
hands of our leaders, good or bad as they may be, and to
entrust our destinies to their keeping—at least the only
alternative is that of prompt defeat by any antagonist who
was fighting under a unitary command.
The three years under review have indeed seen the growth

of a body called the Union of Democratic Control, but I

imagine that it must have galled the members of this body to
observe that there never was less democratic control in the
country than there is at the present moment. It has dimin-
ished by leaps and bounds ; even the control of Parliament
has become ineffective, until at last the directing power has
fallen into the hands of a small group of men. Formally
responsible to the people, these men are virtually irresponsible
for the time being. They have put us— I believe for our
own good—under discipline, they control the services of the
State, they even fix prices and regulate supply and demand

—

to say nothing of taxation which we have to accept in the form
in which

' it is imposed. The individual voter has become a
nonentity. He nmst do what he is told and pay up what he is

bidden—all maxims of "no taxation without representation,"
and such like, notwithstanding. In the meantime women have
won the vote ; and though this looks like another triumph for

democracy, we must not forget that so long as the present
conditions remain' in force the women, like the men, will be
unable to make effective use of the votes they are to have.

Of course it may be said that this temporarv suspension
of popular power has itself been conceded by the people for
the special purpose of carrying on the war, and that our dic-
tators are able to dictate onlv because the people have given
them permission so to do for the time being. This, I think,
is true

; but it is also true that for a people to give up power,
even for a short time, is one thing and to get it back again is

another. This may not prove so easy, for many reasons

Tlie Use" of Power

One is that institutions (or individuals) when once they have
acquired power are usually tenacious in retaining it, and are
very apt to forget or even to defy the conditions on which it

was originally entrusted to them. Another is that many of
those who thus surrendered their power may not be eager to
get it back. They may and often do come to the conclusion
that on the whole things are better managed when they are
left in the hands of a few highly qualified and efficient men.
As.to this much depends on whether the men in question show
thenriselves to be highly qualified or not. If, for example,
our present rulers make a great success of the undertakings
they have now on hand and prove their efficiency by the
results'of their actions, I should expect that the kind of Govern-
ment under which we have agreed to hve during the war, and
^hich is not strictly speaking democratic, would stand a
fair chance of being continued for some time to come. It is

t£y?_-that up to date these men have not been sufficiently
successful in giving confidence to this prediction. But the end
IS no t yet

.
Our rulers have still a chance, if they are able to take

It,- of producing results which will give a considerable
impetus to the beUef in one-man rule, thereby weakening the
central article in the democratic creed. At this point the
outlook for democracy is confused and obscure.

I observe that many of our political thinkers, especially
those with socialistic proclivities, are pointing with a good
deal of satisfaction to the immense increase of State control
which the war has rendered necessary. They point to the
results of " England's Effort " as they have been described—
for quite another purpose—by Mrs. Humphry Ward and
other writers, and they draw from all this an object-lesson
designed to show us what the State could do in times of
peace. Many of them clearly anticipate that this system of
State control, to which we have become habituated by three
years of close experience of its working, will remainm force after the war and will be applied on a larger
scale than ever to the solution of our social problems
as a whole. Now this, of course, is conceivable if we
suppose that the people will consent to make the tem-
porary system of the war into a permanent institution for
all time. But if we assume that they will refuse to do this,
and insist on the restoration of parliamentary control and the
settlement of State action by popular voting, then I venture
to think the argument would' fall to the ground.
The whole systen 1 of control ?.nd discipline under which we are

now Hving would be impossible if every item of it had to be
first submitted to the popular vote, and will become im-
possible as soon as the power of the vote is restored.
It is easy enough to fix the price of potatoes if you empower
a,. potato-expert to fix it and agree to abide by his
decision. But if you make the price into a matter for
public discussion^ and give every citizen the right to bring
torthresolutionsaadamendmentsastowhatin his opinion the

price should be.^and wait, until the matter has been thrashed

out and all the •'contending parties have settled their differ-

ences, it is clear that all the potatoes will have gone rotten
long before a decision is arrived at. This kind of thing is

precisely what has happened to the Irish question, and what
would happen all round if every matter of State control were
taken out of the hands of the few and restored to the hands of the
many. Indeed it has been happening, though not infrequently
overlooked, throughout a very long period in the history of our
legislation. Most of the measures that are passed into law do
not represent what the people want, nor what any section
of it wants, but only so much as is left over of what is wanted
when the various contending parties have exhausted their
rhetoric. The statute-book of the realm is a. collection of
these residua—we call them compromises. This result is prob-
ably the best attainable under the circumstances. But if anyone
will take the trouble to study the whole process of which it is the
result, he will soon see that this would never lead to any such
system of State control as that under which we are now living.
To get that we should have to trim our sails to another tack
which would soon carry us into regions where democratic
principles do not obtain.

Many-Sided Progression

Democracy, as we all know, means a free field for inno-
vators. But it does not follow that there will be much
innovation under democracy. The reason of this is that
innovators, when they are given a free field, have a tendency
to get in each other's way and to arrest each other's efforts.
Political thinkers are iii the habit of depicting the course of
our history as the result of a conflict between the forces of
order and the forces of progress. To this they ought to add
the far more serious conflict which goes on between the forces
of progress themselves, which is of course greatly to the ad-
vantage of those who stand by the old order.

Progress is not a like-minded thing. It is a many-minded
thing, a jostle of tendencies and ideas, and often comes to an
issue which none of the combatants intend or desire. The three
years of war have brought this out in a very remarkable
way—the way of contrast. On the one hand they have shown
the like-mindedness of the democracies of the world in their
determination to make good the essential principle of demo-
cracy—which is the right of all peoples to be governed by
their own ideas of what they want . On the other hand they have
shown with equal clearness that outside the sphere of war aims
no great people now in existence knows precisely w/;^/ it wants,
nor has any definite conception of the end and aim of its

life. In the light of these three years modern civilisation
stands out as a thing which satisfies none of the peoples who
have been parties to its creation. And yet when the questibn
is raised. What would satisfy them ? you either get no answer
or—which amounts to the same thing—ten thousand divergent
answers.

Now before any people can make up its mind how it wants
to be governed it must first know how it wants to live—for
the one thing depends on the other. The past three years
have been forcing us back on this prior question, and the
future of democracy turns on the answer it may receive.
My own conviction is that the life we all want to live cannot
be expressed in political terms at all, and that . the greatest
mistake in the past has been the attempt so to express it.

My faith in democracy is not based on the belief that it

automatically gives us what we want. Nor do I think that
it protects us from the disastrous consequences of not knowing
what we want. But it does give us a chance to find out.
And part of the discovery has been clearly made during the

last three years. The democratic peoples have come to
realise, as never before, that they want to live at peace with
one another and with all the world. War may be wanted by
war-lords, kaisers, dynasties, armies, governments, but by
the people—No! The discovery—or rather this new real-

ization of a familiar truth—is of immense importance. It
defines the first task of democracy. It provides a practical
starting point for the new era.

But will that new era dawn ? It will not, if the Germans are
suffered to win the war.

The Fourth Year of War
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The Problem of Poland
By I. N.

THE third year of the war has been marked by a

significant development of the Poland problem. The
beginning of that year found nearly all Poland in the

hands of the enemy, and the question of the nation's

future undecided. Russia, which before the war possessed

the largest part of Poland and held it during the first year, had
not taken any definite step in the matter. After the Grand
Duke's proclamation of August 1914, which seemed to promise

wider and more definite intentions, the old Russian Govern-

ment set about reducing the problem to the position of a purely

internal affair. When Russia had retreated from Poland
the Central Powers decided to profit by Russian inactivity,

but any definite action on their part was long prevented by
diflereiices between Beriin and Vienna. While the Hapsburg
Monarchy tried to obtain the annexation of the largest possible

part of Russian Poland, Germany's aim was to bring the whole
of the newly conquered Polish territory' under her direct

control. For more than a year the Kingdom of Poland
remained divided between two zones of military occupation,

German and Austrian.

At last, towards the end of the first quarter of the third

year of war, Germany succeeded in bending Austria to her

point of view, and on November 5th, 1916, a joint Austro-

German proclamation was issued, establisliing a Polish State,

as a constitutional, hereditary kingdom, on the occupied

territory. The German and Austrian parts of Poland were

not meant to be included in the new State, and its eastern

frontier remained undefined. Such a solution of the Poland
problem could not possibly satisfy the Poles, whose aim had
always been the reunion of all the Polish lands. Neverthe-
less It had one attraction ; the Central Powers were the first

to recognise the sovereignty of the Polish State, the refusal

of which had been the chief grievance of the Poles against

Russia. By this the Central Powers hoped to draw the Poles

to their side and even to raise a Polish army which would fight

in this war under German command.
The Poles, how ever, never trusted Germany, and saw in her

the most dangerous enemy of their national cause. After the

first favourable impression produced by the proclamation
liad worn away, conflict developed between the Poles and
the German authorities. Whereas the Germans expected
the Poles to, be satisfied w ith the proclamation itself and to be
ready to fight with them against the Allies, the Poles demanded
the immediate organisation of the Polish State and the re-

moval of the German authorities from the country. They
postponed the formation of the Polish Army until the estab-

lishment of an independent Polish Government. They
argued that a Polish army without a Polish Government would
not be a Polish army at all, but simply a part of the German
Army.

German Shams

It is true that there were some enthusiasts for the immediate
creation of a military force, but they enjoyed neither a ser-

ious position nor great influence in the country. Some ele-

ments, more or less responsible, agreed, under the patronage
of the German authorities, to fonn a provisional government
under the name of the Council of State, but they looked upon
it rather as a compromise, necessary in order to diminish
the power of the German authorities in the country' and thus
to spare the population as much suffering as possible. The
great majority of the Poles were opposed to that compromise
and remained in a position hostile to German schemes. Their
position proved correct, for the Council of State, after over
half a year's existence, remained a sham government without
authority, all power remaining in the hands of the German
Governor. Little by little its more responsible members
resigned ; those who remained represented a very small

political minority, glad to occupy the position of a govern-
ment even without real authority.

A mortal blow was dealt at German schemes in Poland by
the outbreak of revolution in Russia. Polish Socialists who
considered it their main duty to fight against the old Russian
regime and who had been the chief authors of the Polish

Legion in the Austrian Army, now declared that they would not
take up arms against the free Russian nation, on condition

that Russia should not try to reconquer Poland. It must be
borne in mind that the primary motive of the Polish minority,

which sided with the Central Empires, was hostihty against

Russia, based upon the conviction that Russia would never
agree to the independence of Poland. Therefore the pro-

clamation of the independence of Poland by the Russian
Provisional Government, issued on the lOth of March,

1917, robbed the Central Powers of their strongest argument
with the Poles.

With the disappearance of Russian danger for Poland,
Germany lost what remaining influence she possessed over
the national elements in the country. Everything that re-

presents the strength of national aspirations has turned
against her. Only those non-Polish elements which some-
times pose as Poles and have the means of drawing weak
men behind them, not caring for the future of the country
and anxious to resume their interrupted business, work for

an early peace, which would mean the German solution of

the Poland problem. They have invented the definition, of

Poland as a neutral country in this war ; through their co-

religionists they have found strong support in Russia, and,
which is even more curious, in the Western Allied countries.

Poland at the present moment may be said to be in the
camp of the Allies more truly than ever since the beginning,of
the war. Among the masses in Poland under enemy occupa-
tion, feeling against the Germans is growing to such an extent
that fears are entertained of an outbreak against the Central
Powers. Those political parties which from the first days
of the occupation were hostile to Germany and Austria, have
increased in strength. Certain parties, such as the P.plisli

Socialists, which formerly sided with the Central Ppwers,
are now changing their position. It is a very significant fact

that the well known Socialist leader, Pilsudzki, chief organiser

There is but one way to restore the peace of the

world, and that is by overcoming the physical might

of German Imperialism by force of arms.

Mr. Laming. July 29th, 1917

The immediate duty before us is not to discuss in

detail what kind of terms of peace we would like

when the war comes to an end, but to continue

the war with all the strenuous vigour which we
can command.

Mr. Balfour. July 30th, 1917

We shall never sheathe the sword which we have

tiot lightly drawn until the military domination of

Prussia is wholly and finally destroyed. ''»•
.

Mr. AsquHh. November 9th, 1^4

and formerly commander of the Polish Legion in the Austrian
Army, has lately been suspected of pro-Ally sympathies,
and finally has been arrested for trying to cross the frontier
with a false passport.
In Russia, where from 500,000 to 700,000 Poles are in the

army, a military congress of Poles took place in Petrograd,
at which a resolution was passed by an overwhelming
majority for the formation of a separate Polish Army and at
which a desire to fight against the Central Powers was warmly
expressed. The Congress elected an Executive Committee
whose task it is to carry out these decisions. In spite of all

the counteraction of the Russian Pacifists, the Committee,
supported by the military powers, hopes to achieve its pur-
pose. At the same time the Polish representatives in the other
Allied countries, including America, are working for the
organisation of the PolishArmy on the Eastern front and for
the recognition of Poland as a belligerent and an Ally possess-
ing official representation.

In German and Austrian Poland manifestations took place
in May calling for the reunion of all three parts of the dis-

membered country, and Polish representation in the Austrian
Parliament declared the necessity of the reunion of all Polish
lands with an outlet to the sea. This declaration, being con-
trary to the German and Austrian policy, drew after it in

the Austrian. Upper House an accusation of high treason
against the Poles.

The Poles understand that the independence of the Polish
State, whatever its extent and its constitution might be,

would be fictitious if German Poland with the mouth of the
Vistula remained in Germany's possession. Poland then would
have to depend on Germany for communication with the
outer world, and, surrounded by German possessions to the

iConclu'itd at' foot of following page)
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August Moon

I

(To F.. .S.)

By J. C. Squire

N the smooth grey heaven is poised the pale half moon
And sheds on the wide grey river a broken reflection.
Out from the low church-tower the boats are moored
After the heat of ths day, and await the dark.

And here, where the side of the road shelves into the river
At the gap where barges load and horses drink.
There are no horses. And the river is full.

And the water stands by the shore and does not lap.

And a barge lies up for the night this side of the island.
'Ihc bargeman sits in the bows and smokes his pipe.
And Ins wife by the cabin stirs. Behind me voices pass.

Calm sky, calm river : and a few calm things reflected.
And all as yet keep their colours : the island osiers,
Ihe ash-white spots of umbelliferous flowers.
And the yellow clay of its bank ; the barge's brown sails
That are furled up the mast and then make a lean triangle
To the end of the hoisted boom ; and the high dark slips
Where they used to build vessels, and now build them no more.

All in the river reflected in quiet colours.
And beyond the river sweeps round in a bend, and is vast :A wide grey level under the motionless sky
And the waxing moon, clean cut in the mole-grey sky.

Silence
; time is suspended ; that the light fails

One would not know were it not for the moon in the sky
And the broken moon in the water, whose fractures tell
Of slow broad ripples that otherwise do not show
Maturing imperceptibly from a pale to a deeper goldA golden half moon in the sky, and broken gold in the water.

In the water, tranquilly severing, joining, gold:
1 hree or four little plates of gold on the river

:

A httle motion of gold between the dark images
Of two tall posts that stand in the grey water.

There are voices passing, a murmur of quiet voicesA woman s laugh, and children going homeA whispering couple, leaning over the railings
And, somewhere, a little splash as a dog goes in.

I have always known all this, it has always been
Ihere is no change anywhere, nothing will ever change.

I heard a story, a crazy and tiresome myth.

Listen
! Behind the twilight a deep low sound

Like the constant shutting of very distant doors.

Doors that are letting people over there
Out to some other place beyond the end of the sky.
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Progress of Agriculture
By Sir Herbert Matthews
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Ploughing Four Furrows with the Overtime" Tractor
J. Sewman, Berkhampstead

IT
has become a mere platitude to say that the war is

causing a national revolution, but like most platitudes
it is an exaggeration. In the science of agriculture
it has introduced the germs of a revolution, but at

present the effect is usually more in the minds of agri-
culturists than in their general practice. It is true that a
considerable number of men have already availed them-
selves of such help as they can get from motor ploughs, farm
tractors, milking machines, and other labour-saving devices,
but they arc mostly the more enlightened men, who are
always on the look-out for improvements. \\ hat is more
promising, however, is that a much larger number (jf culti-

vators have, or are rapidly, divesting their minds of the old
deeply-rooted prejudices against all innovations. The man
who. four years ago, would have said : "No motor ploughs
for me ; they may possibly do some sort of work under
certain conditions, and on some soils of which I know nothing,
but they are no use on my sort of land," is now, perhaps,
against his will, but more or less inevitably, coming to the
conclusion that he must give them a trial. Those who under-
stand the psychology of the British farmer will realise what an
im mense advance this means.
We have not reached this point without a curious interplay

of many forces, as to which perhaps a few words may be of

interest. After the refusal of the late Government to take
any notice of the recommendations of Lord Milner's Com-
mittee, there was a long interval of nearly eighteen months
during which no authoritative body took any action having
as its object an increase in the supply of home-grown food.

True, the Departmental Committee on the Settlement of
cx-Service Men, dealt incidentally with the subject, and the
Central Chamber of Agriculture on several occasions called

attention to the need of a Government policy which would
lessen our dependence on sea-borne traffic, and encourage
home production by giving a feeling of security to producers.
But they were looked upon as interested parties, and con-
sequently not worth notice.

About the end of October, 1916, however, owing to various
causes, and to a sudden epidemic which attacked the Govern-
ment, and which took the form of creating a whole crop of
new Ministers, a change took place. Having created the new
Departments they had to be made to justify their existence.

Among them was the Food Production Department, who at

once became obsessed with the idea of three million more
acres of arable land. It was no new idea to several hundreds
of people who had studied the question for many years, but
it was new to them, and had all the charm of novelty. It

dominated everything else. Three million acres must be
ploughed up, and it must be done at once : the serious

shortage of men, horses and implements did not matter, nor

did the necessity of subsequent cultivation cause any hesita-
tion. There were so many counties in the country ; they had
each so many acres of grass and so many of arable ; a simple
sum in arithmetic settled how many acres each county must
break up. What could be easier ? The Defence of the Realm
Act gave the necessary powers ; it only needed working out
on paper.

But as soon as the official programme was complete, the
practical difficulties could be no longer ignored. So motor
ploughs were promised, and eventually sent out. Men were
frequently sent with them, but unfortunately they were,
as a rule, expert with neither motors nor ploughs, with the
result that not seldom a farmer has been turned from a
convert to a pervert ; or to one who will use a motor because
he must, not because he likes it. This is much to be deplored,
first because a perverted man is much harder to reconvert
than he was originally ; secondly, because inexperienced
drivers do not look after their implements as they need
looking after, nor do they teach their (possibly) unwilling
pupils how to care for them ; and thirdly, because work that
is not well done does not tend to good crops. On the other
hand, wherever the farmer or the driver happened to be an
enthusiast they did good work, even if lack of experience
caused extra trouble. Fortunately a number of such en-
thusiasts were found to exist. Every such instance has been
and is, an educational centre which will help to overcome
prejudice.

Now that the official mind has realised that three mill on
acres cannot be broken up by a stroke of the pen, and that
such land as is broken needs a great deal of cultivation, motor
power will be turned to other work besides ploughing, and is

therefore likely rapidly to increase the number of supporters.
Especially will this be the case if discrimination be made in

the selection of drivers : and as more experienced drivers have
become available such selection is now possible. Probably
no other side of farming has shown such a rapid development
as the motor tractor, but as this form of power can be applied
to so many operations it is only what might have been expected.
A considerable change is coming over the dairy world in

the form of milking machines. Milk producers found the
labour question a constant trouble for some years before the
war : the necessity for constant attendance twice a day,.
Sundays as well as week days, made it continuously more
difficult to find milkers. When something well over a quarter
of a miUion of men answered the call to the colours, dairy
farmers were at their wits' end and though matters have
been to some extent adjusted, partly through the patriotic
action of women, who pluckily came to the rescue, it cannot
be expected that these women will continue in any numbers
when the call of patriotism ends with the war. while uianj
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of the men who joined the ranks will never return. More-
over, there will be some difficulty in retaining the existing
supply of labour unless good wages can be secured- -2ss. a
week will not suffice in miny districts—^and it is certain tliat
a proiJer wage cannot
be paid if milk is to te
sold at less than six-

pence per quart.
Realising these facts

many have swallowed
their prejudices, are
emploj'ing power to
do the milking, and
many more are likely

to do so in the near
future. There is, how-
ever, one factor which
v\ ill prevent milking
machines becoming
quite general. They
cannot be used eco-
nomically in dairies

below a certain size,

and a very large pro-
portion of the milk
supply is provided by
small farmers and
small holders. It looks
iis if the small pro-
ducer must be under-
sold, and so crowded
out, except where cer-

tain local conditions
favour his existence.

The prejudice of the
dairy farmer in this

ca.si! has not been
without some reason, for until comparatively recently
the machines offered for sale were not without their disad-
vantages. Necessity, however, has spurred the manufacturer
as well as the user, and various improvements have been
ef ected.

Numerous developments of lesser degree may be noted in

Women Workers on

the shape of an increased demand for hay-loaders, hay-
making implements, and in fact for every kind of labour-
saving machinery. Perliaps no new devices of outstanding
importance (with one exception) may be recorded, but a mucli

wider use of these
previously found only
in the hands of the
most ad\ anced men
is undoubted. For
instance, it is prob-
able that in no single

year will there have
been so muchspraving
of potatoes in order
to prevent disease.

The exception referred

to is a new ly paten
ted farmyard manure
spreader, which 1 am
told is a great im-
provement on all

previous attempts in

this direction, and
which does the work,
not only quicker, but
gives a much more
even distribution than
hand work.
Although on nati-

onal grounds it was
doubtless necessary to
cancel the meeting of
the Royal Agricultural
Society of England's
show in 1917. its sus-

pension will' certainly
have helped to retard-

mvention, and even more to check the demand for the most
recent improvements. This annual exhibition is a better method
of bnngmg home to the minds of many thousands of people
what the agricultural industry means to the country and of
demonstrating to producers the latest developments in imple-
ments and maclunery than any other way that is practicable

By courtesy of
"

the Land A.D. £C0
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Industrial Developments : A Retrospect
By Jason

DU .RING the great war with France a century ago,
nine men out of ten were engaged in the tasks of
peace. If war had absorbed the energies of the
whole people then as it does now, it w ould have been

impossible for any nation to maintain the struggle from 1793
to 1815 with one brief break. As our population was under
ten millions, about half that of France, it is clear that our
man-power would have given out long before the peace of
Amiens. But the great mass of the population during those
years were engaged not in learning to be soldiers, nor even in
providing munitions of war, but in building up our new in-
dustries. We were often in great straits," and after 1803,
the rapid depreciation of paper money led to crisis and
disaster. But the most striking fact about the war, is the
concentration of our national energy on the production of
cotton, wool and iron, and it was during these vears that
the foundations of our industrial supremacy w ere laid.
When the skies fell, in August 1914, many people not

unnaturally imagined that the effect of war would be to
disorganise industry and throw millions of people out of em-
ployment. Our industrial and commercial life depended
on a great system of international commerce and credit,
and so violent a disturbance as a great war involving most
of Europe would clearly bring that system to ruin. We
pictured what happened to our industry during the conflict
between Napoleon's Berlin Decrees and our Orders in Council.
It was the first time that our workpeople had felt the effect
of the new commercial system, and at one moment thirty
mills were silent in Manchester alone. At that time England
and France tried to starve each other out and we had a fore-
taste of the methods to be used a century later. France was
reduced to a search for substitutes which reminds us of our
own devices to-day. " Premiums were offered at Vienna
for subtitutes for camphor, peruvian bark, and opium;
jnd for the discovery of plants having the same virtues as
senna, jalap and ipecacuanha. Many towns went unlit for
want of oil. Peas, beans and lupins were dried for coffee

;

the leaves of the hornbeam were dried for tea and scented
with the roots of the iris. Tea was planted in Corsica, which

was nearly in the same latitude as China, and the
results were announced to be a complete success. Experi-
nients were made in extracting sugar from raisins, from
chestnuts, from honey, even from seaweed."

England had learnt then what a price her population had
to pay for the creation of world markets. To-day that price
would be heavier, because the new system of Capitalist
industry, international credit, and world-wide exchange was
far more highly developed. If we turn to the earlv days of
the war, we see that anxious minds thought chiefly about
the most effective way of treating unemployment. "

It would have been difficult for anybody at that time to
imagine the spectacle Great Britain was to present one year
two years later. Nobody could have foreseen the insatiable
effects of modern war. It had not occurred to the most op-
timistic mind that unemployment would be unknown in a
great w-ar

:
it had not occurred to the most pessimistic

mind that everybody, men and women supposed to be too
old, boys and girls known to be too young, would be needed
to turn out the instruments of destruction. The strain ofsuch a war is almost overwhelming. We have had to find
an army of five millions : to supply that army and not thatarmy alone with munitions on a scale nobody had dreamt
of

:
to produce for peaceful commerce enough to maintain

our exchanges
: to build ships to supply the wastage due tomethods of war that before were almost unthinkable

to cultivate our own fields, knowing that every blade of corn
mattered as it would matter to a city besieged. The whole
nation IS then on war work of one kind or another

1

a, transformation is a tremendous piece of national
work, and the fact that it has been possible shows what areserve of power and resourcefulness the nation possesses
rhe mam credit for it must go, not to this or that authority buto the ordinary citizen. If it ],ad not been for his patience
his courage, his patriotism, this vast achievement wx.uld nothave been possible. We are very apt in writing and reading
history to looK out for great names and leaders, and to for
get that a nation s victories are not won by its generals aloneWe have been lavish enoughof titles and honours to generals'
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admirals and politicians, but we have often forgotten the

deserts of the common soldier, the common sailor, and the

common citizen. This war is above all the achievement of

the common citizen who, whether he has become a foot soldier

or a gunner or a sailor or a munition-worker, has responded

to the call of civilisation with a noble readiness.

Not Service but Profit

Tlie gi. neral spectar le of the national effort during these three

years is inspiring and stimulating. But it carries also a

warning. If our national resources have surprised us it re-

mains true that our industrial system has found us out. The
basis of that system is not ser\'ice but profit ; its motive

power is not freedom, but discipline. When we turned to

that system for the machinery to which to harness the ener-

gies of the nation we learnt something of its weaknesses.

The first and most conspicuous failure of the time has been

the failure to deal with profiteering. Under the spell of

the first emotions of the war, the Trade Unions abandoned
all their claims for higher wages, and called a truce. If the

Government had acted at once to stop profiteering, a great

deal of trouble that came later would have been avoided.

But the great doctrine of the industrial revolution (the theory

that the enlightened self-interest of the trader corresponded

by an unfailing law with the interest of the State) was too

deeply embodied in the intellectual composition of our states-

men for any such measures to be taken, and the workmen
who were prepared for any sacrifice and surrender

of their claims, saw that for other classes business was to be

very much as usual. The Government said it was unfor-

tunate that prices were rising, but that it was impossible to

control this tendency. Thus, the poorer classes learnt that

the law of sacrifice had its limits, and that there were people

whose destiny it was to make fortunes out of the sufferings

of their neighbours. The spell was broken.

The atmosphere of contention has clung to industry in con-

bi quence. The Government had to choose between the two
courses. Either industry was to continue as usual, in which case

the elements of strife that belonged to the industrial system

remain,or industry was to be transformed by placing employers

and workmen on some basis of ser\ice, eliminating all profit

and putting everybody on the footing < f the soldier. Such
measures would have excited some opposition from all classes.

They needed courage and imagination. But we may say that all

the efforts of the Government to create social and industrial

peace have been efforts to find substitutes for that measure.

The various measures that have been taken in this direc-

tion have included the setting up of a Committee of three

for adjustment of wage disputes (this Committee made 1,500

awards during 1916) ; the introduction of the principle

that war profits had some special liability in the excess profit

tax ; ihe arrangements for controlling shipping ; the new
and important system of Government purchase associated

with the Contracts Department, and the several attempts

to control prices, in the case, for example, of coal and food.

Not all of these problems have been solved, far from it. But
we have travelled some distance from the early days when
Ministers threw up their hands and exclaimed that no Govern
ment could lay a finger on the great law of profits.

The conversion of the national energy to the one task of

providing for war, has been a gradual process. It was some
months after the outbreak of the war that the Government
of the day realised that munitions could not be left to the

War Office. The business of the War Office was to raise and
train armies. For the other tasks of providing equipment,

amunition, guns and the vast apparatus of modern war, the

Department had neither the experience nor the qualifications

that were wanted. A separate Department was necessary,

the Ministry of Munitions was established, and Mr. Lloyd

George became the first Minister. What the scope and range

of the Ministry have become we may gather from Dr. Addison's

speech in the House of Conamons at the end of June.

The Ministry was primarily concerned with munitions of

war, but it has developed mto a Ministry of Industry, for

the war has brought one problem after another into the light.

When the Ministry was established rather over two years

ago, it was as Dr. Addison described it, a munition shop. It

is now in addition a great Department of Industrial research,

manufacturing not only 18 pounders, heavy guns, tanks,

aeroplanes, but machines for agriculture, devising schemes
for supplying material for which we were dependent on many
countries. Potash is a case in point ; the Germans thnught

we should be dependent on them after peace, but by n.ob li ung

our scientific resources the Ministry has discovered a pro.;ess

for obtaining great quantities of potash, and Dr. Addison
can assure us that his Department would be able to provide

every ounce of potash that the glass trade requires, and very

largely to meet the need of agriculture as well. Our capacity

for providing sulphuric acid is fifteen times what is was before

the war ; a fact of great significance for our industry in the

future. Before the war we could rely on British resources for

only about 10 per cent, of the optical glass we require, most
of the rest came from Germany or Austria. We are now in

a position to supply our own needs, and to give substantial

help to our Allies. We have been compelled to bring our

men of science into play for the purpose of war, and their

work will last for the purposes of peace. A great stride

forward has been taken in modernising our methods and
arrangements.

This has been the most successful side of the work of the

Ministry of Munitions, and it represents an achievement of

which the nation may be proud. The Ministry has been less

fortunate in its handling of the labour question. Here there,

have been two disturbing forces at work.
First the Government tried to adapt the industrial system

to the National emergency. Now the industrial system, as the

articles that have appeared in these columns have attempted
to show, sets up a permanent atmosphere of conflict, ^n
integral part of that system is the Trade Union organisation

and tradition, for they represent the defensive resources of the

workpeople created and developed by generations of struggle.

A Minister about to call on that system for a supreme effort

would naturally prefer to have so much plant and so much
labour power at his disposal so that he could economise
power, time, space, transport whenever possible. But before

the engineering industry could be simplified in this way a
revolution was necessary, and that revolution threatened the

Trade Union rights wluch the workpecple had acquired at

great cost, to which they clung as the guarantee of their

liberties for the future. Most of the trouble in the munition
works has turned on this question. The Government entered

into solemn negotiations with the Trade Union leaders, and
the first agreement to surrender their rights so far as war
work was concerned, was an agreement between the Prime
Minister and the Minister of Munitions on the one hand, and
the representative of the A.S.E. on the other.

The Trades Unions

Later the Government called on the Trade Unions for a
further and more dangerous surrender. The submarine
campaign and the general depredations of the war make
economy of labour in all directions essential, and one method
of economy was to extend dilution to private and commercial
work. This was a very big demand, and it was presented with
little care or tact. The workpeople were already suspicious,

and their suspicions were aggravated and inflamed. It was
believed in many munition centres that the Government
were conspiring with the employers to get rid of Trade Union
customs altogether, and the language of some of the news-
papers and politicians dwelling on the obstructive character

of these customs, encouraged this belief. Meanwhile it must
be remembered the old antagonistic relations of workpeople
and employer had not been abolished. On the contrary,

they were emphasised in the mind of the workpeople because
this reserve power, the right to strike, had been withdrawn.
The situation would have been cased if the Government

had known how to bring the workpeople into co-operation.

Early in the war, joint advisory committees had been set up,

representing workpeople and employer, for stimulating the

production of munitions. The Government were urged to

take this committee for their model. Unfortunately, Mr.

Lloyd George preferred more bureaucratic methods, and
instead of developing this committee, he created a new machi-

nery of Munition Tribunals and Labour Officers. The Tri-

bunals have become intensely unpopular.

This, then, was the first disturbing force ; the spirit of

the old industrial system. The other was the new element
of compulsion in the workman's life. The Military Ser-

vice Acts, and the Munition Acts between them destroyed the

personal freedom of the workmen. We know enough by this

time of the working of the .\cts and Medical re-examinations

to reaUse that the way in which conscription has been ad-

ministered has not tended to reconcile the working classes to

their new burdens. The Trade Card scheme, which, in its

existing form is open to serious objections of principle, re-

])resented some modification of a power which seemed to the

workman arbitrary and indiscriminate. The Government
wanted to get rid of the scheme because it hindered the supply

of recruits and in this case, as in that of the extension of dilu-

tion, they acted in such a manner as to make the workpeople

still more distrustful of their aims.

For these reasons the close of the third year of war found

the nation better equipped and organised in material than

anybody cc uld have expected, but less united in spirit than

it would have been if the Government had been more de-

mocratic in its methods. But the war has prepared men's

minds for changes, and in this respect also, lessons have

been learned for the future.
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The Rise of the R. F. C.
By B. C. Fellows.

IT
is not easy, without giving information which should be

withheld, to give a coherent account of the Royal Flying

Coqjs—the R.F.C. as it is known to everyone in these last

two y-ears of war. This r6sum6 deals generally

with the administrative expansion which has taken place

and in no part touches on tlie technical developments of

modern aerial science. It took the nation the first year of

war to realise the problem which faced it, and so great was the

stress of public affairs, that even then many of those with

whom the ultimate decision of yea and nay rested, were

unable to appreciate the possibilities which modern aircraft

gave to the power with imagination enough to grasp the oppor-

tunity thus offered.

To those who have been associated with the R.F.C. during
its amazing expansion in the last few years, so much that

seemed visionary is now rapidly becoming fact that there

seems no limit (metaphoricaUy) to the possibilities of modern
aircraft in war. The start of the war saw one squadron at

Montrose, a central flying school on Salisbury Plain, and the

administrative offices at Farnborough. One year later,

in August, 1915, we see an Aeronautical Directorate estab-

lished at Whitehall, Farnborough still the administrative

and training centre, but other training organisations now
in being with headquarters at Gosport and Salisbury Plain

respectively. From a single squadron at Montrose, we find

squadrons dotted throughout the greater part of England,
though the geographical limits at this time were still bounded
by Birmingham, m the north, Norwich in the east, and the

South-Eastern Coast-line.

How different is now the case ; is there a country district

in all England and Scotland where the aeroplane is not known
and the distinctive uniform of the R.F.C. not a common
feature ? Let us pay tribute to the debt which the Corps
owes to the firm and efficient hands which controlled its early

destinies, both at Farnborough and at the War Office. Pro-

bably no new organisation has been luckier in its birth-throes

than the R.F.C; to the satisfaction of all, the sams capable

hands which guided its pohcy in its early days, are still a

dominant power in its councils.

First Real Expansion

It was about June, 1915, that educated England, beginning
to awake to the necessity of conscription, saw her manhood
generally being eruolled in a great national army ; it was
in August, 1915, that the first real expansion of the R.F.C. in

the field took place. Round about this date, the star of

Farnborough began to pale and the Headquarters of the

Training Organisation were instituted in London, General

Officers were appointed to command the force in France and
the Training Brigade at home, the whole co-ordinated under
the G.O.C., R.F.C, who guided the destinies of the Corps
from Whitehall.

Time passed, and early in 1916 we find the R.F.C. in France
consisting of several Brigades, with a Major-General command-
ing the whole, a Brigade in the Middle East, with its forces

far flung from Salonika in the West, to Mesopotamia, East
Africa and India in the East, a vast training organisation

at home under its own G.O.C, and a host of departmental
depots for repair and store purposes.

It is interesting to note here how from three rooms at

Whitehall in 1914, the Aeronautical Directorate was forced

by its expansion to take new premises in Albemarle Street,

then to move in toto to De Keyser's Hotel (happily renamed
Adastral House), and finally, in February of this year, to

occupy the vast premises of the Hotel Cecil. It is sufiicient

to add that the expansion throughout has been on correspond-

ing hnes. This expansion at Headquarters was forced on
the R.F.C. by the necessity of coping with the ever-increasing

demands made on it by the numerous expeditionary forces

it had not only to feed but constantly to reinforce and ex-

pand. The history of the development of the R.F.C both at

home and abroad is wonderful indeed, and those who have
Uved and toiled in the midst of it cannot yet grasp its true

significance. Historical perspective, the only true gauge,

is necessarily lacking.

It is not my purpose here to do more than sketch lightly

the progress which has been made and to pay some slight

tribute to the great minds who have guided its destinies

throughout these crucial days.

In July, 1916, the Air Board was /instituted, a new era

began, and an attempt was made to co-ordinate the two air

services, whose aims and ambitions had necessarily to some
extent overlapped, more especially in the manufacturing

market, and the claims which the increasing demands of Home
Defence made on each. The country was lucky to have the

brains of Lord Curzon to deal with the questions then raised,

and the seed which he sowed during the five months of his

reign at the Air Board will be reaped by his successors. More

than that, his prestige was such that the War Cabinet know
now, as they would never have known otherwise, how vital

to the future of our Empire is an efficient Air Service. It

is not too much to say that the foundations of a future Imp- rial

Air Ser\'ice were then laid, and more important than all, the

duties allocated respectively to the Naval and MiUtary

Services were, for the first time, clearly defined, and responsi-

bility definitely apportioned. Discussions, moreover, proved

how necessary it was to have a single control of the output of

both engines and aeroplanes ; all this, together with the placing

of supply under the Ministrv of Munitions, was consummated
in the reorganised Air Board of December, 1916. No
praise can be too great for the spade work done by the late

President and his able coadjutors in the late summer and
autumn of 1916.

Home Defence

In an article of this nature hgures and places must necessar-

ily be used with reserve, and without themit is hard to bring

home the expansion which has taken place. To take Home
Defence alone, though new and difficult conditions have now
to be met, there is no doubt the antidote is already to hand,
and the aeroplane raids of June and July 1917 will rank
with the destructive Zeppelin raids of 1916 as an evil that

has been met and conquered.
To many of us the answer is not primarily in reprisals or

counter bombing, but in the defeat of the hostile forces in

the air. Anything else is a makeshift. Look at the position

when the Zeppelin raids of the summer of 191 5 occured
;

we had resources to meet them which can only be described

as pitiable, and yet we conquered, and not at the expense of

the army in the field. Similarly the present menace will

be countered and overcome in the air and at no distant date.

The present public anxiety is justifiable, but in fairness to

our airmen, it must be stated that the twin-engine Gotha
biplane, with which the recent raids have been carried out,

is no light thing to tackle.

Apart from the forces specifically allocated to Home De-
fence, we can say very roughly that the R.F.C. is to-day ten

times the size that it was two years ago. As it increases in size,

so necessarily must the dependent organisations and depots
which feed it. It is comparatively easy to decide on an in-

crease of say twenty squadrons, but think of what that means;
it entails twenty new training squadrons for the upkeep of

pilots, new repair depots, and new Store Depots. More and
more does the R.F.C, like its sister arms, become the province
of specialists; our men must have their special wireless training

establishment, their special photographic training establish-

ment, their special armament training establishmmt. It

is not sufficient now-a-days to teach a man to fly and
then send him out to fight, he must pass prescribed tests

in all the special training phases he passes through, and be
finally polished off and taught the use of his weapons in

the air at the special training schools which have been
instituted for the purpose. All that training can do to
secure the life of a pilot or observer in modern war
conditions is done. In no branch has progress on scientific

lines made greater strides ; the casualties are heavy, the strain

on pilots is great, but the training organisation expands
with the development of the forces in the field, and not
behind it, and therein lies the secret of its success.

We are all inclined to concentrate in the West, and probably
rightly so, as the main theatre of the war, but we cannot
neglect our commitments in the East, and one of the many
long-sighted moves initiated by the Aeronautical Directorate
at'the War Office, was the installation of a training organisa-
tion in the near East, to meet the requirements of these
other theatres of war. At this school of military aeronau-
tics, the young pilot is taught the theory and ground part of
his training ; here are to be found elementary and higher
training squadrons, and, finally, a school of aerial gunnery
in which he qualifies for being a service pilot.

It is not a little wonderfifl that all this has been e\olved
during the present war, and, in fact, wholly within the last

two years. Think again what it means ; all the pilots for

Salonika, Mesopotamia, and East Africa can be trained there
and the time and risk of sea-passage to England saved. Such
too is the equableness of the climate that this training can
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Swooping on a Taube

proceed year in and year out, and a valuable winter source of

supply for other theatres provided.

No account of the expansion of the R.F.C. in these two years

of war is complete without reference to the increasing share

taken in it by our overseas dominions. South Africa, Canada,

and Australia have all played their part, each with an enthu-

siasm and devotion consonant with the resources at their

cnm'nand. South Africa led the way
,
with the despatch

ot a South African Squadron for service in East Africa.

This very month units of the Australian Flying Corps are

taking their place in the lin? on the Western Front, though

for more than a year past, their corps has played a leading

and gallant part in the Middle East. Canada is meanwhile
developing a vast training organisation, and rapidly evolving

a complete and independent Flying Service of her own, ready
to stand in the near future alongside our war-tried squadrons.

Sea-girt island that we are, and menaced as we may be

by submarines, bright indeed lies the Empire's future so

long as all parts continue to contribute their quota to the

long line of air heroes, who have given their lives, aye, and
more than their lives, the memory of those Uves, on the altar

of their country's service.
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The Battle of Jutland

from a Drawing by H. L. Boyle, Commander.

Off Jutland, 6 21 p in , May 31st, 1916

THIS picture of the' battle of Jutland is from the

painting by Commander H. L. Boyle, Royal Navy.

The moment chosen by the artist is that when
the battle cruisers under Lion and Invincible and

the third and first Light Cruiser squadrons effected a

junction with the main Battle Fleet and attached cruisers.

The Battle Fleet is just starting to deploy into line, and can

be seen in six divisions in the far distance. The third Light

Cruiser squadron (Rear-Admiral T. D Napier) is in the

foreground. Falmouth and Yarmouth are followed by
Birkenhead and Gloucester, the latter pair having been

thrown out of formation by the ill-fated Defence and her

consorts, shown in the left distance of the picture, and after-

wards by the desire to avoid fouling the range of the third

Battle Cruiser squadron, under Rear-Admiral Horace Hood
in the Invincible.

This squadron is shown on the extreme right receiving the

first salvoes of the German battle cruisers, which were then

at 8,000 yards distance, but these enemy ships do not come
into the picture being too far to the left. Shortly after this

the Invincible was hit by one of these salvoes and blew up.

Sir David Beatty, in his despatch referred to this fine

incident in these splendid words : "I ordered them to take

station, which was carried out magnificently, Rear-Admiral

Hood bringing his squadron into action ahead (of Lion) in a

most inspiring manner worthy of his great naval ancestors.
'

Lion leading the battle cruisers Princess Royal, Tiger and
New- Zealand is shown to the right of Falmouth in the dis-

tance. On the left in the foreground is the destroyer Shark,

whose name will always be linked with that of Commander
Loftus Jones, V.C. It was this. destroyer, crippled by pre-

vious action, and on fife, which is now known to have been
referred to by Rear-Admiral Napier, of the Third Light
Cruiser squadron, as follows: " Here I should like to bring
to your notice the action of a destroyer (name unknown)
which we passed close in a disabled condition soon after G
p.m. She was apparently able to struggle ahead again, and
made straight for the Derflinger to attack her." On the
extreme left of the picture is the German light cruiser which
received the fire of every squadron in turn. " We particu-

larly admired the conduct of those on beard a disabled German
light cruiser which passed down the British lines shortly
after deployment under a heavy fire which was returned by
the only gun left in action." These words of Sir John Jellicoe,

pay a well earned and generous tribute to this gallant enemy.
This picture gives a good idea of the weather conditions

prevaihng at the time. The sun was unable to struggle through
the " weeping " fog clouds, and the ?ea at first a glassy cahn
soon became churned up and broken by the wash of a hundred
ships driving forward at full speed.

k(\-.jLLii!:sc35L-
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Explanatory Diagram of the Ships Engaged
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Cbe iHark of tlje iieast
" He that leadeth into Captivity shall go into Captivity ; he that killeth

with the Sword mnst be killed with the Sword—Rev., Chap. XIII. v. lo.

MUCH has been written concerning the terrors

and brutalities of the occupation of invaded
territories by German Armies, but nothing will

bring home so impressively the reality of this

horrible aspect of war as it is waged by the Teuton like

the following official Proclamations. Let any British

householder ask himself .what would be his feelings, had
the document printed below been left at his door by a

squad of Hun soldiery under a Prussian Non-commissioned
officer ? And most assuredly this would have happened
if a German Army Corps had made good its landing on

these shores, which was quite within the possibilities of

this war at one time. This return was, of course, drafted

in Berlin, long before the war li(?gan. Regard its

thoroughness; there is nothing in a home, be it castle or

cottage, which makes life pleasant or even endurable

which is omitted from it. This return has to be filled

up " without any omission or dissimulation." And it

concludes with this ominous sentence :

'

' The German
military authority reserves to itself the right to verify the

correctness of the above declaration." It is obvious

this return was prepared by the German War Office

in order to simplify and also justify looting. And we
know the extent to which it has been acted on.

Tlirough all these official documents, even the mildest

of them, there runs that tone of cold-blooded cruelty,

which is always and ever the mark of the bully. At the

bottom of page 32 there is the proclamation issued at

Charleroi in September 1914- It begins correctly

enough :
" The people of the town are from this day

under the authority and protection of the German Army."
The orders and restrictions are reasonable in war time

until we come to the fourth paragraph :

At night the inhabitants must keep a light in the rooms
overlooking the street and the doors of every house are to

be always open in order to give the authorities of the
Imperial German Army free access to the habitations.

This, so to speak, is a standardised clause, for it appears

in almost every German proclamation to invaded towns.

It was premeditated in peace time. Its effect in war was
clearly seen by those responsible for it. Its true object is

not to protect the Imperial German Armies, but to place

the women of the invaded towns at the disposal of the

German soldiery. There was no pretence about it in

practice. The purpose of war must ever be to destroy

:

but to defile is only the practice of barbarians at war.

There must be personal punishment for these gross and
deUberate crimes.

From a historical point of view, the two most interesting

documents in this budget are General von Emmich's
original proclamation to the people of Belgium (p. 28) and
the proclamation by General von Bissing, Governor of

Brussels, announcing the death sentence of Miss Edith
Cavell (p. 33). It will be noticed that in the latter it is

distinctly stated that Miss Cavell and M. Bancq had been
killed before the proclamation was issued. Four persons
(two men and two women) were condemned to fifteen years'
penal servitude, and seventeen others to varying periods of

penal servitude. It will be the duty of the Allies to rescue
these and other inhabitants of occupied territory, who have
been sentenced to periods of imprisonment.
The series of proclamations issued at Luneville at the

beginning of the war form an instructive comparison. Here,
again, the bully starts off by assuming a mild tone. The
first proclamation dated A'ugust 28th, 1914 (p. 30),
certainly begins with a series of falsehoods, but afterwards
in bolder tj'pe, the German General Goeringer appeals for

good order in the town and a return to normal life. He
states expressly that " the German army makes war on
soldiers and not on French citizens. He guarantees to the
inhabitants complete security of their persons and their

goods." No exception can be taken to the orders, penal-
ties and restrictions that follow. They are severe, but
reasonable under the conditions. But contrast with this

proclamation the requisition order issued less than ten
days later by General von Fasbender, of the Bavarian army.
What guarantee for their goods have the inhabitants of

Luneville in face of this brutal demand. Everything, it

will be noticed, is to be of the first quality, otherwise the
whole township is to suffer. Read also the notice issued
by the Mayor of Luneville, evidently under German dictation.

Lastly, we come to the Lille proclamations of last year.
The first one (top p. 34) suggests that the German
authorities are sincerely soUcitous for the well-being of the
peoples of Lille. One might assume that the order, harsh
though it be on the face of it, was forced by circumstances
on the military authorities. But glance lower down the page
and you will see that this is not in the least the intention
in the German mind. An hour and a half is the extreme
limit of time permitted to these wretched people to prepare
themselves to go unto captivity. The annals of war from
the most remote ages can show no more callous and total
disregard of human rights and needs. There is no question
that the former proclamation was issued as a bUnd to the
latter. Should victory rest with Germany, the latter would
be denied or discredited, and only the former would be
acknowledged by them

In publishing these original documents, for the French
text in every case is an exact photographic reproduction
of the actual Order printed and issued bj^ the German
Commanders, Land & Water believes it is rendering a
public service. It places on record indisputable testimony
of German official crime, cruelty and injustice in the
districts which Germany's armies have invaded.

M- _, rue. , n°
Hommea.

ComposItioB dia la famille { Femmas .

Enfants -

Je, soussign6, declare i I'Auloritd allemande avoir en ma possession les denr6ea suivantes, sans aucune .omission ni

dissimulation- <

Cette feutlle qui est remise aux habitants par MM. les Officiers de police, devra dtre remise directement, le 12 septembre 1914,
fc 2 beures de I'apres-midi, & M. le Maire KELLER, 3, place de I'Eglise.

M s««« uu UriMe. »«• CoKMrin F»ri«« Ur<t Mc Gn>M rr«*«(a PomMn d« i*rr« BiM«iU kmun

»• t* L>«M ft» Ulim. M IL«. u K<ca. H •Ita*. Nk.

r(Mi> Cmcc* to.(i^ AtU««UM V>« ordiMir* ciuB^n« E«o-a«-*t« ^^ TsbM Ci|«« HotM

turn. L.M.. P.MM. kitM. btrw, I<n>W<Mm. LltTM. LitTM. PHmU. Pi^ee*. Kb.

ttir>Mt d* t'lU
Cbrtui t.tfHri Chrtaui I.U«f*

pM l« l-alU*
Ham«M ri tclln ktf«h Vtthct i lk>l P«m VUHX PouIm

ct poalcii
Utuh RicTotclin

L'.\utorite militaire allemande se reserve le droit de (aire v^rilier I'exactitude de lit declaration ei-dessus.

Das Etappen Kom.mando
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AU PEUPLE BELGE
C'esI // man plus ijrmul irijn'l (/iic tcs Ironpes tiUcmnifff'S sf voient /orcees <te

framhir In lionliere de lieUjiiim'. Elks (iffisscnl sous la nmlraiufe diiiie nen'ssile inevi-

table. Ln iieiilrnlile de la lU'li/iqiir aipinl ele violee par drs o/Jiciers /hiiirais r/tii, sous un

dpffuiseiuenl, on I traverse le territoii'r belfje en automobile pour penetrer eu Allemayne.

• HKLGKS!
C'esI a moil plus uraiid <h'sir qiril y uil encore inoyeii «leviier uu coiiibai enire les deux

peuples qui eljiient amis Jusqu'u preseiil, jadis ineiiie allies Sou\eiiez-\ous dcs iriorieux jours de

XValcrioo 011 e'elaienl les aniK's alleiiiaiMies qui (ml <onlrilnie a louder el a elalilir lindependanee

el la prosperile de voire Palrie.

l>lals il nous faul le eheiiiiii lilire Des deslruelions de ponls. de lunnels, de \oies ferries,

devTOiil (Mre regardees coiiiine des acles liosliles.

BEIJiKS'
Vous avez a elioisir ! J'espere que I'aniiee allemaude de la IVIeuse ne sera pas conlraiule de

vous eoinbaltre. I'n eliemin lihre pour all.iquer, c'esl loni ce que nous desirous.

Je doune des garaiilies roriiielles a la populaliou lielge qii'ellc n'aura rieii a soullrir des
horreurs de la guerre, que nous payerons en Mr-iuouuaie les vivres qu'il laudra prendre au pays,
que nos soldals se monlreroni les uieilleurs amis d'un peuple pour lequel nous e|n'ou\ons la plus

haule eslime, la plus graiide synqtatliie.

C'esl de voire sagesse ei dun palriolisuie bien eoiupris tpi'il depend dexiler a voire pays
les horreurs de la guerre.

""
Lf (* ftwriit f. ommantfani on tJwf I' 4 rmfp tfr to Meutt*,

Von EMMICH

Dte d'Mer
Antorite Militaire Allemaode

AVIS AU MAIRE

Le Maire de la Ville de Lun6ville invite formellement
les habitants, sous les peines les plus s6v6res, k
s'abstenir de tous signaux aux a6roplanes ou repr6-
sentants queloonques des arm6e8 frangaises.

II serait tr6s imprudent, mfime par simple curiosit6,
de suivre avec trop d attention les evolutions des ap-
pareils qui survolent Lun6ville, de chercher & commu-
niquer avec les avant-postes franpais
Les sanctions imm6diates consisteraient, de la part

de M. le colonel Lidl. commandant d 6tape, 6. s'assurer
d'un nombre considerable d'otages, aussi bien dans la
clasae ouvrifere que dans la bourgeoisie.

Autant pour empgcher ou r6primer des manoeuvres
criminellea en temps de guerre que pour assurer la
s6curit6 des troupes allemandes et de la population
civile.

Les postes spSciaux de police, munis d'un drapeau
blano. doivent recevoir jour et nuit les communica-
tions qui leur seraient faites ft ce sujet.

/.r Maire de LunMlle,

;r=- KELLER.

La Commune de Lun6ville fournira jusqu'au
I'Septembre 1914. sous peine damende de 300,000 fr.
en cas de refus ou d'opposition :

1" U»0,000 <-igarfS, ..u 200.00(1 .igarpiri's. .lu ri.OOO Kil.iN

de lahai-;

2" 50.000 lilies de \m (en loiiiieiiiix uu en bonledles):
3* 1.000 kilos de (he ou dp eaciio-

V 10,000 kilos de .suere:

;*' 1,000 kilos de eale lomlie:
6" 1,000 has de laine;

T I ne quan(i(e de savon.de papier de lodeilo ou de papier
coupe, un grand nombre de mouehoirs e( de louieaiix

;

S* \ kilos de glycerine :

9* 10 kilos de gralsse.

J'ajoute expre886ment que tous les objets k livrer
doivent 6tre de premiere quality et que dans tous les
cas contraires la Commune en seraitrendue responsable.

Toute reclamation passe pour nuUe et non arrivee.
CrioQ. le 28 AoOt 1914

U C..mit

^WM«» « Ln4ni^ « wm SMtaM Von FASBENDER.
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Translation

TO THE BELGIAN PEOPLE

// is to my greatest regret that the German troops find themselves compelled to cross the frontier of Belgium. .They are

acting under the constraint of inevitable necessity, the neutrality of Belgium having been violated by French officers who,

in disguise, have crossed Belgian territory in order to invade Germany.

BELGIANS ' It is my greatest desire that there may yet be means of avoiding a conflict betze/een the two peoples who

were friends up to now and who not long ago were even allies. Remember the glorious days of Waterloo, when German

arms contributed to the foundation and establishment of the independence and prosperity of your Fatherland. But we

must have a free passage. Destruction of bridges, tunnels and railways must be regarded as hostile acts.

BELGIANS ! The choice rests with you ! I hope that the German Army of the Meuse will not be compelled to icage

war against you. A free passage to attack is all that we desire.

I give formal guarantees to the Belgian population that it will have to suffer none of the horrors of war, that we

will pay in gold for all provisions it may be necessary to obtain from the country, and that our soldiers will prove them-

selves the best friends with a people for whom we entertain the highest esteem and the greatest sympathy. Upon your

prudence and intelligent patriotism it depends to spare your country the horrors of war.

{Signed) Vox Emmich,

Commander-in Chief of the Army of the Meuse.

Translation ;

NOT TO BE TORN DOWN
German Military Authority.

The Mayor of the Town of Lunevillc formally requests

the inhabitants, under threat of the most severe penalties,

to abstain from making any signals to aeroplanes or

any other representatives of the French armies. It would

be most imprudent, even from mere curiosity, to watch tt

closely the evolutions of machines flying over Lunevillc or to

attempt to hold communication with the French advanced

posts. The immediate consequence would be, on the

part of Colonel Lidl, commanding the station, the seizure

of a considerable number of hostages, taken from the

working classes as well as from the bourgeois.

Both to prevent or restrain action that is criminal in

war-time ami. to ensure the safety of the German troops

and of the civil population. The special posts of police,

provided with a white flag, are to receive by day and by

night tlu; communications which will be made to them

on this subject.

Mayor of Luneville,

Keller.

Printed at LunectUe, 47, rue Gambetta.

Translation :

NOTICE TO THE MAYOR
REQuisniox Order.

The Commune of Luneville will supply, by September

1st, 1914, ttnder penalty of a fine of 310,000 francs in

the event of refusal or recalcitrancy :

I-—100,000 cigars, or 200,000 cigarettes, or 5.000 l;ilos

of tobacco :

2.—50,000 litres of wine (in casks or in bottles) ;
3.— J ,000 kilos of tea or cocoa ;

4.—10,000 A/7os of sugar ;

5.— I 000 /litos of roasted coffee :

6.—1,000 woollen slocki)igs ;

7-—.4 quantity of soap, toilet paper or perforated paper.
a targe number of hanii/;crohiefs and knives ;

8.—10 kilos of glycerine ;

g.—10 kilos of tallow.

I add expressly that all the articles delivered must

be of the f'rst quality, and that if they are not the Commune
will be held responsible therefor. All protestations will

be disregarded as null and void.

Von Fasbender,

Commander-in-Chief of the 1st Bavarian

Corps, Army of Reserve.

Crion, August 2gth, 1914.

Printed at Luneville, 67, rue Gambetta.

N.B.—1,000 kilos = say, 2,200 lbs.

220 gallons.

1 ,000 litres = say,
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Proclamation
A la population de Luneville

Les troupes allemandes se sont empar6es de la Villa de Lun6ville.

Les armies frauQaises sont battues sur toute la ligne.. Le corps allid

des Anglais est disperse

Les Autrichiens et les AUemands p6ti6trent victorieux dans la

Russia.

Je m'adresse au bon sens de la population de Luneville

pour m'aider au r6tablissement de I'ordre dans la Ville et la

remettre dans son 6tat normal.

n est arriv6 qu'k Lun6ville des convois de blesses, colonnes et

bagages. ont 6t6 attaqu6s par des habitants ne faisant pas partie de
I'arm^e C9 qui contrevient aux lois de la guerre.

L'armSe allemande fait la guerre aux soldats et non aux citgyens
franpais EUe garantit aux habitants une entidre s6curit6 pour leur per-

sonne et leurs biens, aussi longtemps qu'ils ne se priveront pas eux-
mSmes, par des entreprises hostiles, de cette oonfiance.

Le Commandant de la Ville porte & la connaissanoe publique les

dispositions suivantes .

I. — L'6tat de siSge est d6clar6 dans la contrSe occup^e par les

troupes allemandes;
II. — Seront punies de la peine de mort toutes les personnes

I. Qui prendronl les armes conire les personnes appartenant aux troupes alle-

mandes ou laisant partie de leur suite

;

2° Qui delruironl les ponls, endommageronl les lignes telegraphiques ou lele-

phoniques, les chemins de fer, les munitions, les provisions ou les quarliers des troupes,

rendront les chemins impraticables

;

3° Qui arracheront ees affiches:

4' Qui entreront en communication avee les troupes fran(^ises.

III. — n est d^fendu pour tons les habitants

:

1° Tout allroupement dans les rues,

2° De se promener dans les rues apres 7 heures du soir(iieure iranoaise);

3° De quitter la Ville apres 7 heures du soir ou avanl 5 heures du madn, sans
laissez-passer de lautorile allemande.

IV — duioonque abnte des aoldats de larm^e frangaise doit les
d6noncer, quioonque retient des armes ou des munitions doit les Jivrer
au corps de garde, rue d'Alsace, 39.

V — Les autorit^s allemandes ont I'intention de prendre soin de la
subsistance des troupes de mdme que des habitants.

Aussi rint6r6t de la population exige-t-il que les habitants rentrent
dans leurs maisons, ouvrent les portes et volets, reprennent le commerce
et leur travail pour rassurer I'approvisionnement r6gulier des hommes

VI — Les autorit6s de la Ville, la police et la gendarmerie doivent
venir se mettre k la disposition de I'autorit^ militaire allemande.

VII.,5- Les habitants qui auraient k se plaindre des soldats doivent
s adresser au Commandant du corps d© garde dans le plus bref d61ai.

VIII — Les details pour 1'execution de cet article seront publics
prochainement.

LiinviLLLi: If ?* \nul inii

GOERINGER,
General Commandant en Chef des troupes a LuneviUe• Lm«*iU*, 41. r«« Ciabalu
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Translation of Proclamation on opposite page ;

TO THE INHABITANTS OF LUNEVILLE.

The German troops have occupied the Town of Luneville. The French Armies are defeated along the whole line.

The Allied English army is dispersed. The Austrians and the Germans are pursuing their victorious march
into Russia.

I appeal to the good sense of the inhabitants of Luneville to assist mc in re-establishing order in the Town and in

restoring it to its normal condition. Instances have occurred at Luneville of cotivoys of wounded, columns

of troops and baggage trains being attacked by inhabitants not belonging to the army, which is a breach of the laws of war.

The German Army makes war upon soldiers and not upon citizens. It guarantees the inhabitants perfect

security of their persons and property so long as they do not deprive themselves of that confidence by hostile attempts.

The Commandant of the Town draios the attention of the public to the following ordinances :—

I.—A state of siege is proclaimed in the country occupied by the German troops.

II.—Penally of death will be inflicted upon all persons
(i) Who take up arms against individuals belonging to the German troops or attached to their suite. (2) who destroy

bridges, damage telegraph or teleplwne lineSi railways, munitions, provisions or quarters for the troops, or make roads
impracticable. (3) vulu) tear down these posters. (4) wJio enter into communication with French troops.

III.—The inhabitants are forbidden : (i) to gather in disorderly crowds in the streets. {2) to walk in the street after

•] p.m. (French time) (3) to leave the Town after 7 p.m. or before 5 a.m., without a permit from the German authority.

IV.—Any person sheltering soldiers belonging to the French Army must lodge information against them, and any
person in possession of arms or munitions must deliver them to the guard-house, 39, rue d'Alsace.

V.—The German authorities intend to watch over the maintenance of the troops in the same manner as over that of the

inhabitants. It is therefore in the interest of the population that the inliabitants should return to their Itouses, open
their doors and their shutters, and resume their business and their work, in order to ensure regular supplies for the men.

VI.—The autliorities of the Town, the police and the gendarmerie, must place themselves at the disposal of the Ger-
man military authorities.

VII.—Inhabitants who have any complaints against the soldiers must appeal to ike Commandant of the guard with the

least possible delay.
VIII.—Particulars with regard to the carrying out of this article will be published shortly.

Luneville, August 28th, 1914.
Printed at Luneville, rue Gamhetta

GOERINGER,

General Commanding-in-Chief the troops at Luneville.

m a la POPUUnON
.<• t'.* Ani'll <914. des li.-ibiliiiils(leLiiiii'\illc uiil liiil uiii- ailaqiic

|i:ii I'liiliiiMMili- niiilrv dfs i-otuiincs el liviilis'ulli-iiiuiiils. Le iiM^riie

jiiiii ik-s liiiliiliiiiis uiil lire siir des lornialiutis siiiijiaiivs iDynjuees

|>iir lii r.riii\ Hoiige. De plus on u lire siir des blesses alliiiiands

i-l siir riii'i|iil{il iiiilllaire eoiilenaiil nnc ainliulanee allein^nde.

A ciiiise de eps acles d'lioslilile, line lonirilHitioii de 650,0(tO (r

••si jiiiiMisiv a la eommune de Liine\ille Ordre est donne a M. le

Maire de \ei-sei cetle snmme. en or el en arnenl |iis(|u a 50.(»00 Ir ,

le i> >e|ilend>re 1914, a 9 heures du nialin. eiiire les mains du
ie|iresenlanl de raiilorile niilitaire ulleniande Tnule reclanialioti

Nera I'liiisideree comme niille el itoii arrivee On n ucciTrdeia pas

de delai.

Si ki Coniiniine n'exetule pas (tuneliiellenieMl I'ordre de payer

hi «<>iiMiir de li.'iO.OOO Ir.. on saisira Inns les liiens exigiblcs

Kn 4-a> lb- mm paienienl. des perqnisitions rioniiriliaires auroni

lien el hint lev babilanis seront rouilles. (^uieonque aura dissimuie

sciennneni de Targent ou pssiixe dp sonsiraire des liiens a la saisie

ill- riiiilnrile inililaire.ou qui elieirlle a miiller la \illc. sera riisille

\je tlnire el les olagps. pris pur Tanlorile niililaire, seroni rendus

n's|MMi*dile>d'e\etuter exaelenienl les ordres siisindiques.

Oi-dre esi donne 6 M. le Mairc dp publipr (oul de suite ces dis-

poiiilions a la Commune.

H«D*isiiiil, la 3 8«ptombn 1914

trnvrimtrM dt lv»*.iUf. V. ne Von FASBENDER

PROCUMATION
da Commandant Militaire Allemand de Namur

l,es Mijilais hclitos d Tranfais ilolvpnl fire llvres coaiine prisonnlcrs ile

mirrre avaiil i liciii'i-^. (Ie«aii( la prison. Los ciloyeus qui n'obt'ironl pas

i-rnnl condaiiincb au\ travaux fnrrte a |H>rpetuile, en Alleniagiio. L'liis-

p«rlion were lies imiiii^bli's cnnimencera a 4 heures Toul solilal lrou>r

sera iiiiiiiediatcnienl rusjiir. . . . Tiiuies les rues !>eronl occupccs par une

garile allcioanile <|ui prendra dix olages daos cbaque rue qu'ils carderoni

sous ieiir surtciiiance. Si uii aUeiilal se produll dans la rue. Irs di\ olages

seroni fusilli^s. ... I.es !\aniurois ilevront coniprendrc qu'il n'y a pa!< de

rrime plus erand et plus horrible ijue de cunipromelire par de^ allenlals

sur I'ann^e alleniandc. lexislence de la ville ou des habilants.

II /.,<; flriirral

:

Von BULOW

Translation ;

NOTICE TO THE POPULATION.
On August 25th, 1914, the inhabitants of Luneville made

an ambushed attack upon German columns and trains. The
same day, the inhabitants fired upon sanitary formations,
distinguished by tlie Red Cross. Further, German wounded
and the military hospital containing a German ambulance
have been fired upon. Because of these acts of hostility con-
tribution of 650.000 francs is imposed upon the commune of
Luneville. Order has been given to the Mayor to pay this sum
in gold and in silver up to 50,000 francs, on blh of September,
1914, at 9 o'clock in the morning, into the hands of the

representative of the German military authority. All pro-
testation will be disregarded as null and void. No extension
of time will be granted.

If the Commune does not punctually carry oul the order
to pay the sum of 650,000 francs, all exigible property will
be seized.

In the event of non-payment, domiciliary perquisitions
will be made and all the inhabitants will be searched. Any
person wilfully concealing money or attempting to remove
property from seizure by the military authority, or trying
to leave the Town, will be shot.

The Mayor and the hostages taken by the military
authority, will be held responsible for the exact fulfilment of
the above orders. Order is given to the Mayor to notify the
Commune of these ordinances immediately.

Henamenil, September 3rd, 1914.
Von Fasbender,

General-in-Chief.
Printed at Luneville, 47, rue Gambetta.

Translation;

PROCLAMATION OF THE
German Military Commandant of Namur.

All Belgian and French soldiers t>tust be delivered up as

prisoners of war be/ore 4 o'clock, in front of the prison. Citizens

who disobey wilt be condemned to hard labour for life in Germany.
A strict search of the houses will be begun at 4 o'clock. Any soldier

discovered will be immediately shot . . . All the streets will be

occupied by a German Guard who will take ten hostages in each street

whom they will keep under their supervision. If any outrage occurs

in the street the ten hostages will be'shot . . The people of Namur mus^
understand that there is no crime greater and more detestable than
by outrages upon the German Army to compromise the existence of

the town or its inhabitants.

i2th September, 1914. General Von Bulow.
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IIVIS ft M POPULftTION

Afin d'assurer sumsamnieni la securilc de nos troupes el le

calme de la popiiialioii de Heims, les persomies nominees onl ele

saisies comme olages par le Conunandanl de I'Armee Allemande.

Ces olages seioni fusilles au moindre desoidre.

D'aulre pari, si la Ville se tieni absolumenl calnie e! tran-

quille, ces olages el liabilanls seronl places sous la prolecUon de

lArmee Allemande.

Le G6n6ral Commandant en Chef.

Reims, le 12 Septembre 1914.

Translation ;

NOTICE TO THE POPULATION.
In order to guarantee adequately the security of our troops and the tranquillity of the population

of Rheims, the persons named have been seized as hostages by the Commander of the German
Army. These hostages will be shot at the least sign of disorder. On the other hand, if the Town
remains absolutely calm and tranquil, these hostages and the inhabitants will be placed under
the protection of the German Army.

The General Commanding-in-Chief.
Rheims, September 12th, 1914.

La Population de la Ville est, des cc jour, Sous

i'Aulorile el la Sauvegarde de i'Armee Allemmule. Ix;s

llahilanis sonl tenus de reprendre leurs occupalioiis

sans dclai, et les Ch6meurs scront conduits ;i la Maine |K)ur

servir a I'execution des travaux que nous onlonnemns.
Les Comniepcants devront faire droll ;iu\ Re(|ui-

silions de lArni^e Imperiaie sur ordre ecril des Aiito-

rit(^s niandalees.

Les (iifes de la (lile seronl (erinesa einq lieures, el la

Population civile devra renlrer dans ses fojeis au plus

lard a six heures. Tcuit refraclaire sera apprchende pai- les

rondes.

Pour la niiit les Mabilanis de\ronl enlrelenir une
luiniere dans les chanibres donnani sur la rue, e( les

|>orles de chacpie inaison seronl conslainiiieni ou\er(es

afin de jK'rnieKre laccos des hahilalions au\ Aulcu'iles

de rArnxK' lni|M>riale Allemande.

Ia's Kasseruhlemenls sonl interdils sur le passage

de rAriiK'c lni|M>riale Ailenian(l(>, (pii de\ra jouir du
respecl ei de la consideration de I(his.

Ix's Auloriles de la Mile el les l*ei"sonnes desij^nees

[>ar nous seronl responsaldes des inlraclions a nos
onl res.

Fail a Cliarleroi, le 10 Se|)ienil)re \9H.

Le General AUemand.
Command&nt U Ville

Translation ;

PROCLAMATION,

The population of the Town is. from this day fonvard,
under the Authority and Protection of the German Army.
The inhabitants are required to resume their occupations

without delay and all who are out of work will be taken
to the Town Hall to assist in the performance of such
work as we shall order. Tradespeople must comply
with the requisitions of the Imperial Army on the xvritlen

order of the constituted authorities.

The cafes of the town will be closed at fire o'clock and
the civil population must return to their homes at six

o'clock at the latest. All persons disobeying this order

will be arrested by the patrols. At night the inhabitants

must keep a light in the rooms overlooking the street, and
the doors of every house are to be always open in order

to give the authorities of the Imperial German Army
free access to the habitations. Crowds are forbidden to

assemble in the way of the Imperial German Army, which
must be paid respect and consideration bv all.

The Town Authorities and Persons nominated by us

will be held responsible for any infraction of our orders.

Given at Charleroi, September lolh, 1914.

The German General

Commanding the Town.

I
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PROCLAMITIOH

Le Tribunal du Gonseil de Guerre Imperial Allemand siegant h Bruxelles a

prononc^ les condamnations suivantes :

Sont condaimi^ a mort pour trahisoD eu baode organis^e :

Edith GAYELL, Institutrice a Bruxelles.

Philippe BAI\GQ, Arcbltecte a Bruxelles.

Jeanne de BELLEVILLE, de Montignies.

Louise THUILIEZ, Professeur h Lille.

Louis SEVEBIP(. Pharmacien a Bruxelles.

Albert LIBIEZ, Avocat a Moos.

Pour le m^me motil, ont m coodamn^s a qufnze aiis de Irdvaux forces :

Hermann GAPiAU, Ing^nieur a Wasmes. - Ada BODART, a Bruxelles. -

Georges DERVEAU, Pharmacien a P^turages. - Mary de' GROY, k Bellignies.

Dans sa m6me seance, le Gonseil de Guerre a prononce contre dix-sept

autres accuses de trahison envers les Acmees Imperiales, des condamnations

de travaux forces et de prison variant entre deux ans el huit ans.

£n ce qui concerne BAINGQ et Edith GAYEIJ., le jugement a deja.

re^u pleine execution.

Le General Gouverneur de Bruxelles porte ccs fails a la connaissance

dn public pour qu'ils servent d'averiissement.

BraxeUea !• 12 Octobre 1915

Le Gouverneur de la Ville,

Oineral VOM BISSIIffO

Translation ;

PROCLAMATION.
The Tribunal of the Imperial German Council of War sitting at Brussels has pronounced the following sentences

:

Condemned to death for conspiracy in treason : Edith Cavell, Nurse at Brussels : Philippe Bancq, A rchitect at Brussels :

Jeanne de Bellei'ille, of Montignies : Louise Thuiliez, Professor at Lille : Louis Severin, Chemist at Brussels : Albert
Libiez, barrister at Mons.

Condemned to fifteen years' hard labour for the same crime : Hermann Capiau, Engineer at Wasmes : Ada Bodarl,

of Brussels : Georges Derveau, Chemist at Paturages : Mary de Cray, of Bellignies. At the same session the Council of
War pronounced tvpon seventeen other persons charged with treason against the Imperial Armies sentences to hard labow
and to imprisonment ranging from two to eight years.

In the case of Bancq and Edith Cavell, the sentence ha'i already received plenary execution.

The Governor-General of Brussels brings these facts to the knowledge of the public in order that they may serve as a
warning.

Brussels, October i2th, 1915. General vo\ Bissing,
Governor of the Town,
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PROCLAMATION
du Commandant militaire Allemand

DE LILLE

L'lidiliiile (le TAnt'lclerre rend de plus en pluK ilil1irili*'tt; niwhiilli'lncnl ili- lit po|intiiliuii

Piiiit iillenuer In lilis^re, I'aulurile allemande 11 ilelluiitli' iicomiiuiil .lis volonliiiKs |ii>iii iillfi- Iravailler t la lanlpugne. Olle olTrf ll'a pas eu

If Mii-r^s lli>adii.

Kn riiasiMpienof. les habitants seronl tHaciii'S par ordii* el Irnnspnrtr's a la fiiiiipatine l,i*s tivartii-a Reronl eiivuyes a I'inl^rieur du lt;rriloire

oci'll|H^ de la France, loin ilrrriire ,Ie Tronl. uii ils st-rnni ocnipes dan^s raiiriciilliiif Pt nidlf iiient ii dcs truvaiii mililaires.

Par felle rttesiire. I'wcasion leiir sera dunut^ de inirux poiirvuir A letir sidisislant-c

En rus fie niVessit^, le ravilaillemeni pourra se Taire par les depots altrinands-

('linque i^vaeud puurra emp'orter avev lui 'M kiUi^-flinines de ba^ages [ustensiltis de menace, vtMements, ele...] (|u*on fera Lien d£ prt^parer Jes

maintenanl.

J'finlunne done : Personne ne pourrn, jtistpiVi ncnivcl or<ln'. rltaniier de il ictle. Personiio non pitu »'al)senter de son domicile I^gal dt^clar^*

de 9 lieures du soir i^ i* lieiu-es du matin (lieure allemniide) pour lani fju'il ne soil pas en possession d'lin permis en ri'gle

ConuMf il a'agil tl'une mesure irrevocalile. il est de I'lnlfr^l de la population nieine de rester calme el oWissante.

Lille, avrii laia

LE COMMAiSDANT

Translation :

PROCLAMATION OF THE GERMAN MILITARY COMMANDANT OF LILLE.

The attitude of England makes the provisioning of the population more and more difficult. In order to relieve the dis-
tress the German Government recently asked for volunteers to go to work in the country. This offer has not had the success
anticipated. Consequently, the inhabitants will be evacuated by order and removed to the country. The evacuated persons
will be sent to the interior of the occupied French territory, far behind the front, where they will be employed in agriculture
and in no way on military works. This measure will give them the opportunity of making better provision for their

subsistence. In case of necessity it will be possible to obtain provisions from German depots. Each evacuated person
will be allowed to take -^o kilogrammes of luggage [household tdtensils, clothes, etc.), which it would be well to prepare at
once.

I, therefore, make order as follows : Pending further orders, no person shall change his residence. Further, no
person may be absent from his declared legal residence between the hours of 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. [German time), unless he is

in possession of a permit. Since this measure is irrevocable, it is in the interest of the population itself to remain calm
and obedient.

Lille, April, 1916. The Commandant.

AVIS
(Texle francais)

'"'"'" '" ' '•"' '" '• ™»»""- » '-"repom, d« rnfant. .„Hle«, ,,e |< „n> h ,le teiir.

""''"• " •'"" ''•"'
" ''• 'i"-'"'--"- <"""• " Pnp«.cr

I
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n.an.er. ains, ,„e done couverture de laine. „e „„„„es e„au,s„res e, de ,^.. C.,a,ne person.,
lovr, porter snr elle s. oarte didentit. „„|eo„.,n, essaier. ,le se soustra^. an transpurt se,.

niipilo).iltlemenl piini.

ETAPPEN.KOMMANDA.VTUR.

Lille. Avril 1^16.

Translation :

NOTICE.
(trom the Feench Text.)

All the inhabitants of the house, with the exception of

children under fourteen and their mothers, and of the

aged, must prepare to be deported within an hour and a

half. An officer will decide definitely what persons are

to be taken to the concentration camps. For this purpose
all the occupants of the house must assemble in front of

the house ; in the event of bad weather they may remain
in the passage. The door of the house must remain open.

All protest will be useless. No occupant of the house
(even those who are not to be deported) may leave the house

before 8 a.m. {German time).

Each person will be entitled to 66 pounds of kig-

gage ; if the weight is in excess of this the whole luggage

of the person concerned will be refused without considera-

tion. The packages must be packed separately for each
person and provided with a label legibly written and firmly
affixed. The label must bear the name. Christian name
and the number of the identity card. It is absolutely

necessary that each person should, in his own interest,

provide himself with eating and drinking utensils, a
woollen blanket, good shoes and linen. Every person
must bring his identity card. Any person endeavouring
to avoid deportation will be punished without mercy.

Etappen-Kommandantur.
Lille, April, 1916.
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THE TIELOCKEN
Every

Burberry

Garment
is labelled

" Burberrya
"

Complete

Naval or

Illustrated

Naval or

Military

Catalogues

Post Free

The Naval Tielocken
A healthful and efPcient substitute

for oilskins and macintoshes.

THE TIELOCKEN Burberry ServiceWeather-

proof is practical in every detail ; smart and

distinguished in appearance ; and from throat

to knees, doubly protects every vulnerable part

of the body.

Made in special Burberry - woven and proofed

cloths, it excludes a steady downpour of heavy rain,

yet is faultlessly self - ventilating and free from

rubber, oiled-silk, or other unhealthy, air-tight

fabrics—is cool and comfortable to wear on close

days, and yet, owing to dense weaving, snug and

warm when there is a bite in the air.

Another distinctive advantage is its quick adjust-

ment. A strap-and-buckle holds it securely and

well—no buttons to fasten or lose.

The collar can be worn (1) open as illustrated ;

(2) closed to the throat like The Burberry ; or

(3) turned-up, when it forms a close-fitting storm

collar that prevents any possibility of water trick-

ling down the neck.

Practical Evidence of the Efficiency of The Tielocken
" The Tielocken it to comfortable that I xholl lie torry when it is worn
out. It is the best protection against wind, and rain that / have ever met."

—H. SHARP.
"My Tielocken it perfect; quite the most useful rain-coat I have ever
had. I recommend the 'Burberry' to all my friends."

—G. N. GODDASD.
"/ was able to resist the bad weather, brace the cold, sleep on the
ground, remain the whole night under rain, without getting wet, thavkt
to your proofed overcoat." —D. GASTOS.

BURBERRYS HAYMARKET S.W.I. LONDON
BD. MALESHERBES PARIS ; ALSO PROVINCIAL AGENTS
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BADGE BROOCHES
Any Badge Brooch in 15 ct. gold

and enamel - - £2 2

H set with precious stones, prices

range from -£3150

APPLICATION IS INVITED FOR
INTERESTING COLOURED

BOOKLET BB37.

London Showrooms :

15S-162 Oxford St.. W.l ;

2 Queen Victoria Street, E.CA ; 172 Regertt St., W.I.

Manufactory : Royal ]Vorki, Sheffield.

'Sranchei: Varii, Nice, Biarritz, Rome, ]ohanneiliarg, Montreal,

(Buenos Aires, etc.

Photo

Welfare on Wheels'
The Hon.ARTHUR STANLEY,cb mvq mp

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the British

Red Cross Society, recently wrote in " The Times" :
—

"It is almost invidious to mention any names when all are doing
so splendidly, but perhaps I may acknowledge especially the good
work of the Salvation Army Cars.

"We value very highly, not only their cars, but also the men
who are sent with them, who have a marked influence for good upon all with whom
they come in contact.

"

THE SALVATION ARMY HAS IN THE WAR ZONES
A FLEET OF 30 MOTOR AMBULANCES. EACH
CAR IS MANNED BY SALVATIONISTS WHO
COMFORT THE WOUNDED IN THEIR EXTREMITY,

Adjutant MARY BOOTH, writing from the War Zone in France,

said :
—"How proud I have been of our ambulances ! Many times

at official inspections our men have been commended for

the manner in which they have kept their cars. What a

splendid thought it was to have Salvationists to run our cars

plain, simple, working men, without any nonsense, and

with the real Salvation Army spirit."

FUNDS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED
TO EXTEND OUR WAR SERVICE
Cheques should be made payable to GENERAL BOOTH, crossed
•* Baak of England Law Courts Branch, War Fund «/o," and sent to

him at QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON. E.C.4.

i.:?

1^
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Art and War : A False Comparison
By Charles Marriott

Uy Gtorye CUxiuea from a pholv Ou Meiar*. Dixou

Renaissance

THE deeper effect of war upon art is not to be learnt

from its direct expression in painting. Leaving
out the question of opportunity, it does not follow

that the artist most strongly moved by the war will

piint war pictures. Rather the contrary. Military and
aggressively patriotic poetry is generally written by senti-

mental civilians. When the fighting man writes poetry, he

writes about green fields. Exactly the same thing happens
in painting ; and if we could follow the deeper reactions of

the human spirit, we should find, probably, that the pictures

of the last three years most truly " inspired" by the war
were flower studies and pastoral landscapes.

The cosmic reason underlying these truisms is fullv dis-

cussed in Emerson's Essay on " Compensation," and it will

be enough here to glance at the relationship between art and
war. Thoughtless people try to make it a co.Tiparison, and
solemnly debate which is the more important of the two.

You might as well ask whether cooking is more or less im-

portant than a thunderstorm, or " Paradise Lost " than six

<j'clock. The two things are not comparable. Art is a con-

stant activity of the human mind, and war is em emergency.

This should help us to answer the question, proceeding from
the false comparison, whether or not great artists ought to

be exempted from serving in war. If Shakespeare were
writing The Tempest, and the room above caught fire, so that

a child's life was in danger, we should expect him to drop

rhe Tempest and risk his own life to save the child's. We
should be disappointed if he didn't. But we should not

proceed to argue that The Tempest was less important than

a fire in a three-pair back. True, the war is bigger than a fire

in a three-pair back, and more is at stake than the life of

ime child ; but the size of the occasion does not affect the

urgency of the duty or the quality of the sacrifice. A man
c\n do no more than give, or risk, his life for another; and

any Englishman who dies for another, equally dies lur Eng-
land. The moment you think of war as an emergency a

dozen doubts are cleared up. Was Rupert Brooke " wasted ?
"

As much and as little as if he had died in the attempt to save

a guttersnipe from the Regent's Canal.

At the very beginning of the war, long before they were
obliged by Act of Parliament, artists in general responded

so fully and freely to the call that the question can be touched

upon without embarrassment. As commonly debated it

throws an interesting light on popular misunderstandings of

both art and war. Proceeding from a false comparison—of

the relative importance of art and war—the moment the

question is asked it is swamped in irrelevancies. The other

day somebody dragged in Leonardo da Vinci. But Leonardo

da Vinci was " called up " because, rightly or wrongly, he

was beUeved to be the greatest gunnery expert in the whole

world. With every admiration for the living artist whose
case was being debated. I should doubt if his military value

were equal to that of Generals Haig and Petain combined

—

which would be an understatement of the military value,

real or supposed, of Leonardo da Vinci to the Florentines.

The morbid desire to compare art and war really proceeds

from sentimentality ; the same sort of sentimentality that

prompts people to neglect flowers instead of growing potatoes.

Cracking up war by crying down the amenities of life may be

a satisfying emotional exercise, but it does not cut much ice

from a military point of view. The war will not be won by
not painting and not looking at pictures or by neglecting

flowers ; it will be won by fighting and by growing potatoes.

Soldiers and artists, the only really practical people in

the world, feel this in their bones ; and in the intervals of

hard fighting they turn to flowers and pictures quite shame-
lessly. All the soldier-artists who have spoken to me on
the subject, and they included three at least who have die'l
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for their country, regarded the war as a tiresome interruption.

An interruption but an imperative call. Therefore, they
joined up at the earliest possible momint : to lielp to get it

over. But, and this seems ito be an important distinction,

they recognised that the interruption was mechanical only.

Their creative and critical activity thev carried with them

By i'ric Kennin^ton

Field Dressing Station

into the fighting line. The truth is that nothing, not even a
world war, can stop art. It can only check production. The
artist is incurably an artist ; while he breathes he observes
and creates. He will note the colour of the very explosion
that cripples him, or turn a phrase in a bayonet charge.

All this, which may seem like a digression, helps to explain
why the only tolerable war pictures of the last three years are
virtually landscapes or portraits. The only exception that
I can think of was " Renaissance," by Mr. George Clausen,
R.A., in the Academy of 1915, and which we are per-
mitted to reproduce" here. Whether the artist intended
it or not, that picture itself was an assertion of the
proud and unique mdependence of art ; since art is the only
human activity that shares with the vital processes of Nature,
symbolised by the springing flowers and budding tree, com-
plete immunity from the destruction of war. Like Old Mother
Earth, as a soldier said, art " carries on " regardless. If all
the flowers and trees in the world were blasted the earth would
still punctually respond to the spring ; and if all the books
and pictures in the world were burned the creative impulse
would still survive, and without a scrap of paper or canvas
it would somehow find expression. But, except " Renais-
sance," I cannot remember any reasonably good war picture
of the last three years that is not of the kind reproduced in
these pages ; a more or less matter-of-fact representation
of places or persons. All the " heroic '•'

exercLses that have
appeared in the Academy and elsewhere, when they are not
frankly pot-boilers, give the uncomfortable impression of
attempts to make art respectable in war-time by putting it

into khaki. Art will not submit to apologies. You must
take it or leave it

; and if art is a superfluity in war-time, it

is never so superfluous as when it mimics on canvas what is

taking place in the field. Exactly the same is true of litera-
ture ; and I have read no descriptive writing about the war
that did not weaken and obscure the impression made on
my mind by the official reports in the London Gazette. If
you cannot rise to an imaginative interpretation of the war,
for which the time is hardly yet, you had better stick to the
bare facts or paint or write about something else. Personally,
1 do not think that art is a superfluity in war-time ; and"

I

believe that most fighting men would agree with me that,
apart from careful reporting, from a strictly military point
of view, you will help things on more with a pastoral landscape
than with a battle scene.

For one thing, when they go beyond the bare facts, which
are seldom picturesque, war pictures almost always glorify

war itself, a thing that the real fighting man never does.

Wishing to conve\' the atmosphere of war, thej' confuse the
spirit of man with the occasion of its exercise. War is the
occasion of noble deeds. So is cholera ; but that does not
make cholera itself anything but a beastly disease. Wai
shocks men into a sense of reality. So will an earthquake,
or even a railway accident. We did degenerate in peace,
but that was not the fault of peace. It was because we did
not know how to use peace properly. We thought that
national prosperity was a matter of buying and selling.

The great issues of the war could only be expressed in

painting in a symbolical design ; there remain the facts,

and it is well that they should be stated coldly. In war as in

peace art is a criticism of life, and by sticking severely to the
facts art places war in a proper perspective ; distinguishing
clearly between the occasion and the human spirit that rises

to meet it. Nothing could be more significant than that in

this war the professional battle painter is nowhere. All the
.Ljood work has been done by," plain " artists on active service.

Equally significant is the fact that, on the whole, the best work
has been done by men who are at least touched bj' the newer
movements in painting ; that is to say men whose interest
in art is acutely technical. This, by the way, is an amusing
comment on a recent gibe against the " Futurists, Cubists
and Vorticists" who want to hide behind their " creations."
The generally accepted leaders of the " Futurists, Cubists
and Vorticists " in this country are—or were—Gaudier-
Brzeska, Mr. C. R. W. Nevinson and Mr. Wyndham Lewis.
Well, on the outbreak of war Gaudier-Brzeska joined the
French Army in circumstances that, in themselves, needed
courage of the highest order, and after two promotions for
gallantry was killed in a charge on June 5th, 1915 ; Mr.
Nevinson served with the Red Cross in Belgium and France
from the autumn of 1914 until he was invahded out of the
Army ; and Mr. Wyndham Lewis is now with the artillery
m France. Nobody, least of all these men themselves, would
pretend that they did more than their colleagues of different
schools ; but they have not hid behind their creations, and
their creations and those of artists in sympathy with them
instead of, as gracefully suggested, being used to frighten the
enemy into thinking he had " an attack of ' D.T.' " have
given us the firmest impressions of the war to date. Nor is

Wytschaete Ridge

By Paul Nash

this surprising to anybody who has given to the newer ex-
pedients in painting more than the glance of self-sufficiency.
Rightly or wrongly applied they proceed from the wish for' a
more intense reality than is to" be got by " realism," and^
as is common in art—their impulse anticipated the spiritual
meaning of the war itself by several years. Reduced to
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DEWY WINE
IT HAS BEEN STATED WITH AUTHORITY THAT AN ORDINARY
MAN DRINKS WINE NOT BECAUSE OF A DESIRE FOR THE
ALCOHOL IT CONTAINS, BUT BECAUSE OF ITS FLAVOUR AND
SOOTHING EFFECTS. JUST SO! THE PRIMARY DESIRE OF
THE NORMAL MAN IS FOR WATER FOR

PURE WATER MADE PALATABLE
Genuine wine consists essentially of about
nine-tenths water, with small quantities of

fruit-sugar, fruit-acids, and fragrant sub-

stances ; the remainder, about a tenth, consists

of alcohol.

Some wines are richer in water, some contain

a little more alcohol, and some have alcohol

thrown upon them.

Excluding alcohol, we have water, sweetness

and fragrance to consider, and these three

factors account for the flavour and soothing

eflfects of wine.

Alcohol is a substance of great potency, aud

has its uses, but unless associated with suflB-

cient water and flavour in harmony, it is

liable to crisp the taste of Jhe ordinary man.

Some men keep fit and well without the help

of alcohol, some drink and enjoy, on suitable

occasions, pleasant beverages of both kinds

—

alcoholic and not so, and some with the sense of

taste crisped have become deaf, as it were, to

the delightful messages of pure water, refresh-

ing fruits, touching spices, and the sugar-cane,

and cry out even in public places that there is

no real palatable temperance drink.

In this last case, the ceaseless craving is not

for wholesome refreshment but for anaesthesia.

When you want a really pleasant non-alcoholic beverage, turn to

n/%CC*C Belfast

KUJJ J Gingeraie
It is ricli, in water—pure as in the good wine, in dainty sweetness, and in

fragrance also; and with the gentle spirit Ariel of Champagne dancing merrily

through all, it fully satisfies the desire of the average man for

PURE WATER MADE PALATABLE
Try it in the heat and turmoil of the day.

Try it when the day is done

—

It quenches thirst, and cools and calms ; and

Charms the sense like a stream of melody

—

Like a stream of immortal melody drifting

Through tender mists from far-away.

W. A. ROSS & SONS, LTD., BELFAST, IRELAND.
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philosophical terms this war is the assertion of reality as
against " realism ' in all human relationships.

Gaudier- Brzeska did not live to make his record of the
war in pictures, though I remember a few drawings of his at

the Goupil Gallery that by their extreme economy gave mo
a more intense appreciation of the mechanical forces em-
ployed in it than anything 1 have seen before or since ; but
we are indebted to him for certain rer|iarks from the trenches
so illuminating in themselves and so pertinent as revealing
the attitude of the typical artist to war that I shall make no
apology for quoting them here.

I have been fighting for two months and I can now gauge
the intensity of Life. . . . With all the destruction thai
works round us nothing is changed, even superficially. Life
is the sams strength, the m )\'ing agent that permits the
small individual to assert himself. The bursting shells, the
volleys, wire entanglements, projectors,- motors, the chaos
of battle do not alter in the least the outlines of the hill we
are besieging. A covey of partridges scuttle along before our
\ery tiench.
I have made an experiment. Two days ago I pinched
from an enemy a Mauser rifle. Its heavy unwieldy shape
swamped me with a powerful image of brutality. I was in
doubt for a long time whether it pleased or displeased me.
I found that I did not like it. I broke the butt ofit and with
my knife 1 carved in it a design through whicli I tried to
e.Kpress a gentler order of feeling, which 1 preferred. But I
will emphasise that mv design got its effect (just as the gun
had) from a very simple composition. of lines and planes.

"
I pinched

from an enemy
a Mauser ritle.

. I found
that I did not
like it. .

I broke the
butt off. .

."

This does not
sound much
like the effete

young man
that elderly

A c a demicians
and newspaper
funny men
would present
to us as the ty-

pical Vorticist

In parenthesis
he fights and
dies for his

country ; but
his earnest at-

tention is given
to " a very
simple compo-
sition of lines

and planes.'

If we must
have compari-
sons that, 1

think, puts
very neatly the
relative importance of art and war to the artist or indeed
to anybody who believes that Life and not Death is the
" moving agent."

It is to Mr. C. R. W. Nevinson that we owe some of the
most vivid realisations of the war in both its human and its
mechanical aspects. For the work of so young a man his
paintings have an extraordinary solidity of character. De-
scribing pictures in words is not much to the point, and it is

enough to say that this character is due mainly to " simple
composition of hues and planes' " ; to the clinching-up of
visual impressions by reality as conceived by the mind. Just
because optical illusion is not aimed at the illusion of reality
is achieved

; and you feel and hear the scenes depicted as
well as see them, witness for instance the picture of aeroplanes
reproduced on page . Not less admirable than the technical
skill of the artist is his moral attitude. He neither glorifies
nor belittles the facts of war. Only once did he fail ; and
that was when in a painting of the child victim of a shell he
was betrayed into sentimentality. Art knows nothing of
accidents.

With different means there is a like solidity in " The
Kensingtons at Laventie, Winter 1914," by Mr. Eric H.
Kennington. Long after the details of the picture are for-
gotten the design lives in your mind ; which, in a picture so
full of detail, is a triumph of art. The reality here is that of
human character, so that every man in the picture becomes a
personal acquaintance. You would know him out of uniform

;

and thus, without comment, Mr. Kennington has emphasised

Hi, courtety o/ Messrs. Ch<nio mid

Fricourt Cemetery

the truth that war is not in itself a great reality but an arbi-
rary interruption.

If the war had produced nothing but the work of .Mr.

Nevinson and " The Kensingtons," it would have been firmly
recorded in art, but —leaving out the mass of " official

"'

drawings and paintings—it has found interesting expression
elsewhere. Though Mr. Paul Nash and Mr. Keith Henderson
might not confess to any label it is obvious that their work
is Post-impressionistic in the sense of sharing in the general
reaction from optical realism. But the important thing
is that, like Gaudier-Brzeska, they bring to the war a
flefinitely artistic preoccupation which gives to their im-
pressions both consistency and credibility. For, paradoxical
as it may sound, you are never so likely to get the truth about
anything as when the observer translates the facts into terms
with winch he is familiar. The valuabie witness is the
butcher, baker or candlestick-maker qua butcher, baker or
candlestick-maker. Mr. Nash has always been remarkable
for the singular matter-of-factness of his landscapes ; the
imaginative matter-of-factness of the child to whom park-
railings are something eternally new and strange. In a
sense his drawings domesticate the war. They confirm your
secret belief— shaken by picturesque correspondents—that
trees in France are very like trees in England, and that both
are much more extraordinary than your sophisticated vision
allowed you to perceive. With a more deliberately decorative
intention. Mr. Keith Henderson deals with coloured lights

and explosions
and I for one
shall never
have done
thanking him
for the note
to one of
his drawings.
"The black
stuff is shrap-
nel. The pink
clouds are sent

up by crumps,
as they explode
among the re-

mains of brick
houses." Yes,
it takes art to

reduce the me-
chanical facts

of war to their

proper propor-
tion ; to show
what a little

thing is Krupps
It is pre-

cisely the lack
of artistic
matter-of-fact-

ness that
slightly preju-
dices the work
ofMr. E.Hand-

„ . , . .
ley - Read, for

all Its obvious merits. You feel that he is interested in the
war sentimentally rather than artistically. He is out to mourn
over the ruined landscape. In a sense he flatters war. To
look at his drawings is a little like listening to a man telline
the tale impressively.

But, when all has been said, these works and the manv
good military portraits—notably those by Mr. Orpen— are
reflections rather than expressions of the war in art
The moral is that war, while claiming the artist as man
must leave him free as artist or prejudice his value. " Art
IS long," the deeper reactions of the human spirit take time
to find artistic expression. If anything were needed to demon-
strate this truth it can be found in the present exhibition of
Britons Efforts and Ideals in the Great War" The

superiority of the works illustrating the " efforts " to those
attempting to express the " ideals " must be evident to
everybody. Yet there is no reason to suppose that the
Ideals were done with less , conviction. The well-known
story of the housemaid who began to sweep under the mats
as a result of religious conversion is true of every human
ff7f/ ""^f^f'^y

quickening influence; and it may be
that the total effect of the war upon art will be only to riiake
it more truly artistic, leaving subject and motive unaltered
Art IS more true to life and more persistent than war. Kingsand Kaisers can make and end war ; but not all the Kings
and Kaisers can make or end art or control that free exerc se
of the human spirit which makes art at once an expression
and a criticism of hfe.

^

By Keith llender^oH
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Ihe Napier reputation was unqueslioned. >*2'

'During the war its laurels are added to,

'each and every day NapiER CARS.AMBULANCES,
& Lorries unfalteringly carry on their important work
under Ihe most trying conditions.

IN Peace AND WAR the KJAPtER Is paramount.

Whew normal Peace conditions prevail once more
NAPIER RELIABILITY will not be forgotten.

This, together with its smooth running,
magnificence of line and refined appearance
emphasises what has always been our claim.

NAPIER- the proved best.
Bi| entering your name now on our waiting list

yuu join company with some of the most distinguished

& discriminating of the world's motor carriage owners.

MORE THAN FOUR TIMES THE NUMBER.
of RoyalAutomobile Club cerliftcates

than any other six- cylinder car

!

a actSk "DNAPiER^SoN,t:°
= LoNDON.W. 14,Nev}Burlington Slrcet. LONDON.W.
1
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The Russian Revolution
Its Religious Aspect

By Sir Paul VinagradoflF

THE political an J military aspects of the Russian

Revolution have been, for obvious reasons, very

much to the fore. The British public has heard

a good deal about the Provisional Government
and Soldiers and Workmen's delegates, about Maximalists
and Minimahsts, and other important matters. And
undoubtedly, this influx of political news corresponds to the
prevailing interests of the moment among Russians them-
selves. At the same time, it must not be forgotten

'

' that man
does not live on bread alone, but also on the word of God."
There is a stream of spiritual life running on, as it were, in

the subconscious existence of society. The riddle of the world
is not likely to be solved by the German onslaught ; problems
of morals and rehgion still present themselves to the human
m'.nd amidst the distracting confusion of national and
social struggles. In Russia particularly there is a wide
scope for ethical and religious movements. It is one
of the most characteristic national traits that, in spite of

all personal sins and failings, there is a deep-rooted conscious-

ness of moral responsibility among the uneducated as well

as among educated people in Russia. This practical idealism,

if one may use the expression, does not allow any one to escape

from the troublesome inquiry into the aims and reasons of

human existence. Some cling to the mystic traditions of

the Church, others seek satisfaction in social work, others,

again, devote their lives to a struggle against injustice and
oppression. Even the worst, those who give way to the

temptations of cupidity or sensuality, often display sudden
revulsions of feeling. Tolstoy's Nehludoff is as typical

a representative of Russian psychology as Dostojevsky's

Raskolnikoff.

We may be sure that before long Russian society will turn
with intense interest to the problems of life's inward signifi-

cance. The religious impulses have never been entirely thrown
into the background in the thoughts of the people. A pro-

found fermentation has got hold of the immense masses in

the domain of religion, and the process is likely to be the

more momentous because the established Church is unable
to satisfy the spiritual cravings of the nation. Now that the
links between the State and the Orthodox confession have
been broken, the conditions of religious life have to be resettled

on a new basis, and no one can predict what shape this re-

settlement is likely to take. The other day, one of the liberal

Bishops, Andrew of Ufa, made an appeal to the Old Ritualists

for a reunion of the Synodal Church with the Old Believers,

but the latter refused to entertain such an appeal, because,

as they said, they had nothing to seek or to change : they

had kept up their freedom of creed and ecclesiastical inde-

pendence tnrough centuries of persecution. This proud
reply makes it necessary for the established Church to achieve

its own salvation, and this can lurdly be done without a
great reformatory movement. Of the various heterodox
sects, rationalistic like the Stundists, or mystical hke the

Chlysti (Christs), it is needless to speak : they were kept
down in old days by the power of the secular arm ; pubUc
prosecutors and tribunals had to apply to them rules of criminal

legislation. They are sure to prosper and to spread under
the regime of Uberty.

Intellectualism and Mysticism

Apart from that, there is one fundamental difficulty to be
overcome by modern Russia, a difficulty which has faced

Russian intellectuals from the very time when Western civilisa-

tion was introduced into Muscovy by Czar Peter. How are

Western methods of science and civic life to be reconciled

with a traditional folk-lore which has grown in the atmosphere
of Old Russia ? When the eighteenth century with its ration-

aUstic conceptions of philosophical despotism had passed
away, the leaders of Russian thought became conscious

of the necessity of arriving at some synthesis of discordant

elements. Hence the struggle between Slavophiles and
Westerners, a struggle which is still going on in a sense,

in spite of the fact that the original formulse of the con-

tending parties have been worn out and cast aside.

A most important aspect of that struggle was concerned
with the different attitudes of the two groups in regard to

religion. The Westerners were to a great extent carried

away by the agnostic tendencies of European civilisation

;

they sided with the materialists, positivists, sceptics, pessimists.

The Slavophiles reproached their opponents with neglect

of the one thing that matters—of faith in a wise and just

God, and they saw in this fundamental error the natural
punishment for national apostasy. Here is a passage from
a letter written by a prominent Slavophile, Y. Samarin, to
a great leader of Westerners, A. Herzen.

" If there i.s no spiritual freedom in the sense of a free deter-
mination, there can be no talk of civil or of political liberty
—if man is not able to emancipate himself from the yoke
of miterial necessity—every form of external constraint,

every kind of despotism, every triumph of the strong over
the weak may be justified."

From a scientific point of view the argument is not cogent :

the parties were talking of different things. Herzen was
trying to explain consciousness, and to reduce it to its natural
causes, while Samarin was connecting consciousness with
mgral responsibility. One was considering causes, the other
considering aims. But this difference of point of view is

certainly significant.

Dostoievsky's Gospel

Dostojevsky in the Brothers Karamasoff takes up a
similar thread. He makes his great inquirer, John
Karamasoff, characterise in the following way the interde-

pendence of religious faith and of morality. " There exists

nothing in the world to make men love their neighbours;
if there has been love on earth, it is not the result of a law
of nature, but of a belief in immortality. Destroy in man the
belief in his immortal existence and not only love, but vitality

itself, the striving to continue the world's life, will be dried

up. For every individual who does not believe in God and
in future life, moral law is bound to be converted into the
opposite of the former, religious law. Selfishness and wicked-
ness will not only be permissible to man, but actually become
the necessary, reasonable and noblest outcome of his situation."

The stumbling block for all such attempts lies in the fact

that it is easier to feel the sting of spiritual hunger than to
satisfy it nowadays. In the eighties Tchekhov came forward
with his tales of disappointment and demoralisation. His
neurasthenic personages seem, at first sight, to be distracted

by the numberless minutiae of every-day existence, carried

away by contemptible appetites, contemptible indolence,

contemptible dreams. But there is more than lack of

character and of purpose in the aimless movements of this

unhappy throng.

At the back of all their weaknesses looms the despair of

men who have outgrow.i the guidance of a traditional ideal

but have not the strength to discover a new guiding star

and to devote their lives to it.

In the Didl Story, a famous professor, a prominent scientist,

who has led a successful and useful life, and has been in com-
munion with many generations of pupils, finds himself powerless

and speechless in front of the simple problems of his daughter's

and his adoptive daughter's lives. He notes in his diary, in

view of approaching death :
" there was no ruling idea in all

my work," and without such a ruling idea, all the pieces of

painfully collected knowledge are fragments lacking a central

shaft. Such confessions of disillusionment may have been
suggested by personal failures, but their bearing is in truth

much deeper.

I am not sure that a lurking horror of the same kind has

not overshadowed the mind of many a Western thinker—it

has certainly been felt by Schopenhauer and Nietzsche.

Well regulated, successfully active Western life affords greater

possibilities for diverting human attention : the Western middle
class is clinging to every day business, sport, light hterature,

journalism politics . . . In the East the problem remains
the same, but it takes a more powerful hold on men's
imaginations. What is the meaning of this dance of genera-

tions ? Can nature, or history, or divinity answer the query ?

The highly-strung Russian intellectual often loses his head
over it. As Tchekhov's " Ivanov " expresses it : it is a

curse to be a Hamlet on a small scale. With Tolstoy the

quest for a spiritual meaning and for a life in harmony with

it, assumed the shape of a reaction against science, art,

artificial culture of all kinds. To quote only one among his

many invectives, let me remind my readers of the following

passage :
" Science and art in our days are not the reasonable

activity of mankind as a whole, dedicating its best strength

to the service of science and art, but the activity of a small

circle of men who have made a monojjoly of this occupation :

Ccill themselves scientists and artists, and have perverted

the meaning of science and art and are merely using them
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to amuse their little circle of good-for-nothings, and to preserve

-them from dreary dullness.'.' .'. ^ _ ... ,,

.

Tolstoy is, of course, out of touch with the guiding ideils of

•genuine scholars—the search for truth for its own sake, the'

conviction that truth is sure to bring its reward in the shape

ofA practical applications, the perception of the immense
changes which have been wrought by scientific and philoso-

phical progress in life and thought. But, in spite of the yio-^

Icnce and injustice of his invectives, Tolstoy kept hammering
at one all-important point—at the necessity of justifying;

all studies of detail by their connection to the central problems

:

why do we live, what is our relation to the universe P-^Hciw

does our reasoning mind fit in with nature ? Such questions

^ eannot be solved by scientific methods alone,.- and/paas^fifora

t"he domain of knowledge into the domain- of .-religion. ^ .

Asa matter of fact, though Russian society has jqin^ the
-rlhg "of European nations too late to, join in th^. Refor-

mation,' it has not escaped the spititual-trial^pXtfe present
. cfifical period, and it is hardly too riitich to' say that one of

the tasks set to Russia is to take an active part infthe eyolu-

, t^n-'of religious thought. The task is as'vital'-.for -the

fntellectual leaders as for the mass of the people.-'" It'isi on
that soil that the elements of 'the nation so loiigv estranged
from one another, are likely to m-^et. ,

'"

^

A Farm in Flanders
By Centurion

THE air was drowsy with the scent of the flowers of

the downland—wild thyme, harebell, eyebright,

yellow bedstraw and creeping cinquefoil. A " Lul-

work skipper " opened and closed her orange-

wings upon the golden petals of the ragwort as though
fanning herself in the swooning heat. Between the chalk

cliff on which we lay, and the Purbeck limestone of the

opposing headland, the coast curved inland in a sickle-

shaped bay whose waters gleamed blue as sapphire in the

July sun. The surface of the channel was smooth as molten
glass, save when the propeller of a patrol-boat left

a furrow of white foam behind her. The complete
absence of motion combined with the transparency of the

air to give Nature-something of the, fixity of Art ; we seemed
to be looking at a water-colour painting. Borlase and I lay

at full length on the down, smoking our pipes and enjoying
the view with the proprietary, pride of two West countrymen
and that • sensation of ; unlimited opulence which seduces
every officer on leave, a sensation which is wholly subjective

and has nothing to do withthe state of one's account at Cox's.

In fact, it often leads to overdrafts. And like the enchanted
disciple on the Mount we talked of building tabernacles

—

after the war.
" No building for me !

" I said. " I will buy me a certain

manor-house, whose walls are as jasper—walls of old

red brick sun-ripened like a peach, gabled roofs, mullioned
windows, oak panelling. . . . Damn these flies !

"

'' And I," said Borlase meditatively, " will buy a farm in

glanders."
'

' A farm in Flanders ! . Not you, my son ! Don't I know
them ! Cold tiled floors, walls of mud and timber, a courtyard
whose chief decorative feature is a midden-heap, a landscape
of pollarded willows and slimy dykes with an obscene estami-
net in the middle distance. And no cubbing either !

"

" I didn't say 1 should live there," said Borlase slowly.
" But I shouldn't like to feel it belonged to anyone else."

" Where is it ? " I asked languidly as I watched a golden-
brown fritillary fluttering ecstatically. Borlase was gazing
out to sea beyond the white cliffs of the Needles to the distant

haze which masked the coast of France.
" D'you know the bit of country between Richebourg and

Festubert ?
"

" Do I not? " I said feelingly. " I lost my way there
once and all but walked straight into the German trenches."

" Well, it's there. The last time I saw it—and jolly glad
I was to see the last of it—it was mostly dust and ashes ; a
Jack Johnson knocked it endways. It was our headquarters
and was back about 300 yards behind the trenches—very
unhealthy. The Huns use to ' search ' up and down on
either side of us with their smaller howitzers, first up one
side of the road on which our house stood, then down the
other, as methodically as a gardener with a watering-can. I

used to watch their black and yellow bursts creeping nearer
and nearer with a kind of ugly fascination and wonder whether
.the next would get us. We had no cellar and didn't like to

bolt to our funk-hole across the yard for fear we should
give the show away. They got T that way—

I

found his boot afterwards. . . . We moved into that
sector at the end of 1914, having been in the whole show
from the beginning at Mons. We'd done our bit too in the
big sweep of October'when Smith-Dorrien tried to roll up the
German right resting on ' La Bass6e. We were in those
eleven days' fighting round the sugar-factory at Lorgies and
after that were moved up and down the lines in a sort of game
of " General Post," acting as reserve to the division—one
battalion to a division ! That was what was meant by
' reserve ' in those days. We'd trek after a week or ten
days in the trenches and settle down in billets and get

the camp-kettles going for a hot tub, and within a few minutes

along would come the order ' Be prepared to start for

at ha!f-an-hour's notice.' And we'd start.
" That went on till we settled down more or less at the

spot I've spoken of. Wc found fairly good fire-trenches
when we took over, but that was all. There were no corn-'

munication-trenches—we relieved by sections over the open
ground—no support trenches and no reserve trenches. Arid
lierc, like Caesar, we went into winter-quarters, except that
Caesar rested and we didn't. No one who has not gone
through that first winter out there, will ever realise what
the Old Army endured. We had no wire at first, and
consequently had to post extra sentries at night. We had
no flares—till we invented that stunt of sodium in jam-tins.
We had no trench boards, and no pumps, and when the water
got into our trenches it rose steadily till our men stood more
than knee-deep in a compost of icy mud and water,
which gradually stiffened round their legs like concrete.
Our company sergeant-major lost both feet that way.
There were no four-day reliefs in those days ; we were relieved
about once every ten and even then at least half the battalion,
and sometimes the whole of it, were kept up in close siipport
all night in case of a sudden attack. We were always 'on the
defensive and the Hun knew it. Raids were out of the
question—we hadn't the men to spare and, as you'll remember,
raids were never thought of till the November following,
when the New Army had taken the field. Besides, wc had
no bombs.

' But we couldn't take all the taunts of the Jager battalion
opposite us lying down, and it was then that we started ex-
perimenting with the ' jam-pots ' made by the sappers. We
used to call our bombers ' Tickler's Artillery,' and if they
didn't terrify the enemy they certainly succeeded in terrifying
us. You remember the kind of thing ?—one of Tickler's
jam-tins with a httle gun-cotton priming in the middle,
a fuse which one lit with a match like a pipe, and for a charge
pounded crockery, belt-buckles, shirt-buttons, ten-centime
pieces ; in fact, anything we could lay our hands on. It

was the best we could do. . . . Of course, we had none
of your portable Lewis-guns, only the old heavy machine-
gun of(gun-metal weighing 58 lb , and only two to the battalion
at that. As for trench-mortars, no one had ever heard of
'em except the Hun, until the sappers sent up their improvised
stove-pipes—five out of six were duds, and the sixth gave the
show away.

" And night and day the Hun pounded us with his artillery

—sprayed us with shrapnel and blew us up with H.E., and
there were our howitzers behind us eating their heads off for

want of stuff. When things got a bit too warm we'd tele-

phone back praying the O.C. of a battery of i8-pounders to
dust the Huns up a bit, and what constantly happened would
be something like this—I'd spot some Huns with my field-

glasses about 600 yards away making a M.G. emplacement
at their leisure ; I'd ring up the battery, and they'd put in
four shells, two short, two wide, then a dead stop ; I'd ring
up again and the answer would come :

' Sorry, we've fired
the ration—four a day is all we're allowed.' Then the
Hun, after waiting a bit, would proceed to concrete his
emplacement at his leisure, and after that there was the
devil to pay.
"I tell you it was heartrending—we were like Dervishes

with spears up against a machine-gun ; our men had nothing
except their courage and their musketry—but they never once
got the wind up and they put the fear of God into the Huns.
It was just as bad for the gunners. I remember old Haig-
Smith, the O.C. of the Battery, showing me once, almost with
tears in his eyes, his boxes of ammunition : all the duds
saved up like talents in a napkin since the South African
War and marked ' Singapore,' ' Hong-Kong,' ' Perth W.A.,'
and the Lord knows what else. That battery was put on
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MOTOR BICYCLES
For Solo and Sidecar.

Reliability and economy, with the special

advantages of the B.S.A. Countershaft

Three-Speed Gear, are responsible for the

great popularity of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

B.S.A. LIST FREE.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,

36 Small Heath,

Birmingham.

jg^./i^gz.
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British & Colonial Aeroplane
Co. Ltd.
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An Individual Performance,
unless it is a record in itself,

unconvincing. Here areIS

THREE performances that
confirm the Daimler reputa-
tion for Continuity of Service

OVER 85,000 MILES
At yon are aware, I waa among the firtt peraont to owa

Motor Car io the North of England, and tf I think rifht, one
of the firit to have a Sleeve Valve Daimler. It is now icven
ytars since we tot our 40 H.P. Daimler—she hai now done
over 85.000 mtlen. We have never had a mechanical stoppage
of any kind whatsoever on the road during the whole of that
time. She has only been once dismantled and overhauled by
my own chauffeur, and once at the Works. The only replace

. required waa a broken gudgeon pin, and lioing of brakea."

OVER 100,000 MILES
**

I have driven your Daimler angiaea 100,000 milei now
withoat a aingle atop on jonmeya except for tyrca."

OVER 110,000 MILES
" I nuyuy that my Mr haa done over 110,000 milei with on*
thorough overhaul and ia rnnnini aa wall aa the firat day."

The Original Letters will be gladly shown or
copies sent on application. Our Waiting List
steadily lengthens, and motorists who intend
to possess a Daimler after the .war should
forward conditional Instrnctlons to secure
priority of delivery.

The Daimler Company, Ltd., Coventry
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low diet and for some unexplained reason it had to be taken

like medicine once every 24 hours ; if the gunners saved it for

an emergency they had to return it hke an unexpended

Treasury balance ; so they used to fire it off after tea on

principle if it wasn't wanted earlier. Comic ! wasn t Jt .

" This went on for weeks, and week by week I saw my pals,

fellows who'd been at Sandhurst along with me, men

I'd played poker and hijnted with for years, knocked out

one after the other, also my best N.C.O., who'd taught me all I

knew, t he men in my company—all knocked out
.

I remember

in one morning we lost ninety men killed or mortally wounded

when about fifty yards of trench were wrecked and B company

spUt into two halves, left half being cut clean off from tne

right where the communication trench joined the Iront

trench. There the wounded lay-and rotted. You see that

damned M.G. emplacement of theirs commanded the whole 01

it, so it was certain death to try to get the wounded away.

*•
I tell you that when I considered the heavens in the tire-

trench at night and watched the eternal bombardment ot

Ypres like a blast-furnace in the sky, I used to ask myseii

what the old country was doing, and whether it had com-

pletely forgotten us. We used to read of strikes in bouth

Wales and on the Clyde, and speeches by stipendiary M.V_s

in the House jawing about ' militarism and threatening

revolution if the Government ever dared to introduce com-

pulsory service, and I tell you I felt sick. ' Militarism

!

It was militarism we were up against, evil incarnate, u you

remember the girl P found near Richebourg after

the Germans had done with her ? D'you remember wnat

we found in Warneton ? D'you remember—but, of course,

you know. How much does an MP. get ? Double the pay

of a company commander, isn't it ?

" We heard of K.'s new army, of course, but hope deferred

made our hearts pretty sick, and it used to be a standing )oKe

with the battalion to say : ' It's rumoured that Italy and

•the New Army are about to definitely abandon their

neutrality.' A silly joke, I admit, because we might have

known that the authorities at home were working night and

day to get a move on and succour us. And at last, like tne

dove to the ark, there came two Territorial regiments-

attached to us for instruction. Topping fellows they were,

too ! And, then, as winter gave way to spring, and spnng to

summer and the floods subsided in our trenches, the New Army

began to arrive. We could hardly belive it at first. And

it grew and grew like a grain of mustard-seed. And aU kiims

of fancy Ihings came with it-Stokes gUns. and Mills bombs

and Lewis guns, and stacks of shells. By that time I x;ould

cheerfully have said Nunc Dimittis. for I knew we were saved.

I felt old, very old, like the Johnny in the Bible, but hke him

I could have said, ' Now lettest Thou thy seryaiit depart

in peace.' I tell you I could have wept for joy as if I d snitted

a tear-shell. But by that time. . . ."

Borlase stopped and gazed out to sea in silence, ne was

silent for so long a time that at last I gave him a cue.

" Yes I know," I said. " I've been there. But 1 cant

s«je why' you want to buy that filthy farm. You know you

said it was all dust and ashes by now."
" So I did. But you see all ifiy pals are buried there.

Only the O.C. and myself, we, even we only, are left.
.^

• •

No ! I shouldn't Uke to feel it belonged to anyone else."

" Flying
"

In the current number of
" Flying,"Mr. F. W. Lanchester

continues his series of critical articles dealing with the recent

air raid and the problem of the defence of London. He discusses

the advantages and disadvantages of formation flying, and

adumbrates several new and suggestive lines of thought with

regard to our fighting and range finding.

Professor W. G. Duffield, D.Sc, also continues his series

of articles on meteorology, dealing with the air currents and eddy

circulation. Mr. H. Belloc contributes an important article

entitled,
" The Battle for Observation," which has a direct

bearing upon the struggle for the command of the air now in

progress on the Western Front.

'Ihere is also a trenchant article advocating Reprisals, by

" Raider," which will provoke a good deal of controversy. The

author is a " Pro-Reprisalist "
of the most uncompromising

brand, and lie bases his argument upon strictly logical premises.

There are many other interesting features, and the number is

one of the best produced by " THE only Penny Flying Paper."

Early this autumn Messrs. Chatto and Windus will publish

Letters to Helen: The Impressions of an Artist on the Western

Front The book will consist of a series of letters which Lieu-

tenant Keith Henderson wrote home from the front during the

battle of the Somme, and will contain twelve coloured pictures,

including the one of Fricourt Cemetery, which appears on page

40 with the permission of the publishers.

The effort of

the Allies

to gain the lead, which they at

present hold, was made possible,

by the efficiency of their motor

transport. This has been proved

on numberless occasions, and re-

dounds to the credit of all coi^-

cerned.

In the list of motor cars tried in the

stern test of war and not found wanting,

the "Austin" occupies an' honoured

place. Testimonies are continually'

being received from all fronts, as to

the reliability and excellence of design

of "Austin" Cars.

These features will be kept well to the fore

in the "Austins" to be .produced after

the war.

THE AUSTIN MOTOR CO. Ld.

Longbridge Works, Northfield, Birmingham.

London : 479-483 Oxford Street (near Marble Arch), W.I.

Alio at Manchcater, Norwich, and Parii.
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ey come

the fie

I
T is not far to the Dressing Station, but each step
seems long when you are in pain ; when you feel

the fever coming on, and your throat is parched with
the gas and smoke of the shells.

By supporting the work of the Y.MC.A. you can lighten
the sufferings of those files of weary men, straggling back
under fire, wounded. You can enable our workers to meet
them there, on the very edge of the battle, with the food
and drink they need so badly.

it is in your power to refresh
these wounded men and help them
on their way. WHIl you do it ?

Here is an account of what actually happened in the Battles of
Messines and Wytschaete, in which we were accorded the privilege
of supplementing the splendid work of the Medical Authorities :

—

" The Headquartert of the Army in a letter tent to all the Corps <uked
them to grant at facilities to distribute hot and cold drinkt, bitcaitt,
chocolate, and cigarettes Co ths walking uoundcd.
"In a wondarfat way the door was opened so_ that the Y.M.C.A.'s

served every track of wa'.king wounded on the battle front. We attached
ihem first to the advanced Drecsing Sta:i:ns. where at one point two of
our men were confined lor three nights unable to get out. Tlien half-way
doom the tracks from the advanced Dressing Stations we had a small
hat to help them on the journey, and then finally at every Collecting
Post the Y.M.C.A. men ucre there to give ths men the drink they so
very much needed, or to light a cigarette."

£1(00,000 is ergesntly needed
It costs ;£'6oo a day to mainlain the work which the Y.M.C.A. is now

carrying on in over 2,000 Centres; and from every Battle Front the
soldiers are asking us not merely to maintain our present work, but to

extend it. £250 will provide a Marquee fully equipped. Will you give
one ? Remember that every £1 you subscribe does some-

'

j
thing directly or indirectly to lelievc the sufferings of those
gallant men who are walking back to the Dressing Station.

Drsstng
Station
and Rail Head

nonaA'oni iJobU hi aJArauJ I" Ma:or R L. Hartley. Y^M.C.A.

Jialiottal HyJllO'l"-'. I'-!. Knttrll Hwnr,. l,onJ,,n. W L. I

WILL YOU POST THIS TO-DAY?
To Major R. L. Barclay, Y.M.C.A. National Headquarters.

12, Russell Square, London, W.C. 1.

I have pleasure in enclosing £ towards
the Special Work of the Y.M.C.A. for the Troops.

Name

Address

.,,1 -lUrrly f Co.. Ij.l. LAND AND WATFR.
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With the transparency of Crystal Glass.

Extract from One Tostimonial amonsst many referring to our " .illies " Watch—
24/4/16.

Dear Sir —I am greatly pleased with it, and since the date of receiving It I have

checked It by the Ship's Deck Watch and it has not varied one second either wa)

SMITH'S FLAT LEVER

ALARM WATCHES
/With Laminout Dial thowing\
\Time dittinctly at night.)

NO OFFICER SHOULD
BE WITHOUT ONE OF
THE WATCHES.
THEY ARE PERFECT
TIMEKEEPERS.
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EVERY WATCH HAS A
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Special List ot Accessories
For the Front

Free on Application.
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£4 15s.

Further particulars

on application.

S 3 „ AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH
Best Gold and Enamel. £2 2s.

Any Regiment same price.

The Best Lamp.—See Testimonials.
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ROYAL AUJIY MEDICAL CORPS
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By Appointment to H.M.
the late King Edward VII.
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Holders of 5 Royal Warrants.

REVOLUTION In Trouser
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BOUGHT BY HUNDREDS OF OFFICERS.
" More eflBci^nt than my beavy Press," fca.vs a Naval Officer.

The "ALPHA' Pat. Portable
CREASER A STRETCHER. Saves it« cost

over and over. Eaivil.v and rapidly fixed aad re-

moved. Hangs in Wardrotie when in use. Weigiia

only 20 ozs. Can be tucked into corner of euit caa*.
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Pnet free
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

OWEVER opinions may differ as to the value of
the moral drawn in The Unseen Hand in English
History {National Review Office,' 6s.) ..there can be
,no doubt that in it Mr. Ian D. Colvin has made

as able, ingenious and interesting a piece of historical recon-
struction as in his previous volume, The Germans in England.
His theme is that " the pohtical organisation and policy
of a State cannot be separated without error in thought
and disaster in practice from its economic life." His Unseen
Hand, is of material interest, and he argues that a nation's
chief preoccupation should be that its own unseen hand, and
not that of an alien, should control its chief acts of State.

There always is and always will be an unseen hand in politics.

Adam Smith, who " borrowed from French philosophy an
ideal world and an ideal past," did not realise this. " List

was too well acquainted with history, and affairs to make
such a mistake." So Mr. Colvin endorses the views of the
German Tariff Reformer, and writes a racy and informative
history of England from the time of the Tudors to illustrate

his case. In this history the climax of England's greatness
is reached in the Methuen Treaty, of which Mr. Colvin says :

"If France was cruelly revenged in the gout of Chatham
and the pricking toes of many other noble Englishmen, may
we not say that they suffered gladly in a great style for a
great cause?" It is always interesting to study history

from various view points, and Mr. Colvin's sincerely held
materialism forms a useful hypothesis for the explanation of

many historical conundrums and the placing of many
incidents in fresh relations to one another.

« * >i< « •

Mr. Ian Colvin and the Princess Catherine Radziwill are

at one in finding personal motives behind the events of history,

but whilst the former deems the ruhng motive self-interest, the
latter in Germany under Three Emperors (Cassell and Co.,

i6s. net) seems to hold that emotional caprice chiefly controls

the actions of men. Her book is in the main a study of Bis-

marck, and its leading theme, worked out with some in-

consistencies, is that the present policy of the German Empire
is in the main the outcome of his work, though he himself

. was rather a' consequence than a catise of Prussiam deVeftab'

•; ment. Moreover, the present policy is " Bismarckianisnji
' without Bismarck," an " imitation " which " was to brin|

' savage ruin to the world, despair to millions of human beingi,
•' destruction everywhere." Apart from generalities, the boo^
" has, like its author's recent work. The Tragedy of a Throne^,

r some interesting glimpses of personalities, espeeially during
•. the last twenty years of ..last century. .As in the previous

/ book, Herr. von / Holstein, Bismarck's lieutenant;, plays a

-.i
considerable part in the story.

g '
' i^ If It if it

'• Here is a book of somewhat unusual ' sketches from the
• Front. The Kitten in the Crater (C. H. Kelly, 3s. 6d. net)

is by- a Methodist Chaplain to the Forces. In the sketch

which gives its title to the book and in those which follow it

the Rev. Thomas Tiplady moralises, usually with good sense

and always with sincerity and broadmindedness, on incidents

'. seen and observations made during his work in France. That
the author must be a preacher who can drive home his

•
" points " is to be gathered from numerous passages such as

. this from " Tommy's Idea of the Churches." He is develop-

ing the theme that real goodness is unconscious. " Has
anyone," he asks, ever claimed to be as good as Christ ?

I forget whether Mr. Bernard Shaw has or not. . . . The
wife needs to be pitied whose husband knows he is a good
husband. Her heart is probably very near to breaking."

• I do not share altogether Mr. Tiplady's spiritual point of view

and I am often made uncomfortable, through a different
' and perhaps less sincere habit of speech, by his manner of

T expressing it, but I can swallow a good deal of what seems to

; me like sentimentality for the sake of the wholesome food for

• reflection which this book contains.

\ . * « * *

^ We are not yet prepared in England to comfort ourselves
' with- a sense of achievement, but there is no reason \yhy we
» should not ask the world outside to believe that we are perhaps

doing more than a casual reading of our own newspapers would
i^ suggest. I take it that that is the true inwardness of Towards

the Goal (John Murray, 2s. 6d."net), in which Mrs. Humphrey
.', Ward, in a series of letters to 'Mr.' Roosevelt, describes

,; something of what England has done and is doing in the war^
• Mr.'^RooSeVdt re^(Wfds fl<5.1jl^. '.m a,;prefa'fip in ;which ||C0mpli-

.— _^.or -iConliauii. p.n , jj^e, 50)

.
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CORSETS &BELTS /orMEN

THE Corsets and Belts

are anatomically cut to

give abdominal and spinal

support.

Are invaluable

for distributing

the pressure
caused by wearing

artificial limbs.

\

J

_^

Can be made
from mea-
sures for

those unable

to call for fitting.

Measure Forms on

application.

BELTS . 2 gns.

CORSETS ^1 _„3
PROM ^2 &"!>

MRS. MORISON Ltd.
47 SOUTH MOLTON STREET,
T...pho«: LONDON, W.I.
MAYFAIR 38e«.

,

I

GUARANTEED

WATERPROOFS
TRENCH COAT.

Medium Price 105/-
Ligbtwcight (suitable for the

Tropics) . . . - ^^ 00/-
Heavy „ 108/-
Flcece Linings - • • • „ 4B/-

IVritt giving chtit and Unglh riquirtd.

DAMP & HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT

; WATERPROOF BOOTS AND WADERS.

INEE BOOTS *'"> '^"'' """uli. bwuio,
j^pj Price 84/-

W!th blark
'rubber and
leather tops.

Price 00/-

OILSKINS.
For Naval or Military wear, in
cotton or silk materiais.

TESTIMONIAL.
" The waterproof is magnifi*
ceot, and never let a drop
of wet through ia the very
worst weather."

WATERPROOFS for CIV
great variety.

Geo. GORDBMG. ltd.
125 REGECVT ST.
16 NEW BOND

'Pliufles:

Retui 3738, GcrraH 6327

LONOON,
W.I.

DOMESTIC SERVJINT PROBLEM
INSTANTLY SOLVED BY INSTALLING THE

KOOKSJOIE RANGE
(Fhrtrtcc Pals. 13337/I5-)

,

(THE " EVEREADY " SERIES). ^ '

HOT
WATER
DAY AND
NIQHT.

NO DIRTY
FLUES

TO CLEAN

CON-
TINUOUS
BURNINO.

CONSUMP-
TION
ONLY

HALF TON
A MONTH

'*?*rT;

L
Demonstrations- Daily. Full Particulars from Depi. P.

The London Warming & Ventilating Co., Ltd.,
20 NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I-

We can supply Best Anthracite by ., . . .
the Truck at Lowest Market' Prices..

Feel depressed in the

morning? Get the
Kruschen habit, and every

morning will find you fit,

. alert and cheerful. Half

a teaspoon ful — i n hot
water — on rising— every

morning

!

Of all Chemists 1/6 per

bottle. All British.

iilll la
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I FOOTS
I ADJUSTABLE REST=CHAIRS

"THE BURLINGTON" (Patented).

Simply press a button and the back declines, or automati-

cally rises, to any position desired by the occupant. Ttelease

the button and the back is locked.

The arms open outwards, affording easy access and exit.

The Leg Rest is adjustable to various inclinations, and can be

used as a footstool. When not In use it slides under the seat.

The Reading Desk and Side Tray are adjustable and remov-

able. The only chair combining these conveniences, or that

is so easily adjusted. The Upholstery is exceptionally deep,

with spring elastic edges.

Would not one of these chairs add considerably' to the

enjoyment of your relaxation and rest?

OATALOGUS C OF ADJU8TABLB CHAIRS, rREB.

171 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.

J. W. BENSON'S
"PERFECT SAFETY"

SELF-FITTING GOLD WATCH BRACELETS.

Warranted ^&^.a>\5;^^ Illustrated U$t

Timekeeper.. ^feaS^F Post Free

Fine Quality Lever Movements, from £6 6Sf upwards.

MILITARY /^_ Regimental Badge Peifectly Modelltd
RATIPF

BROOCH T^rices on application. Sketches sent for approval.

25 OLD BOND STREET, W 1.

And 62 & 64 Ludgate Hill, E.G. 4.

THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY
AND AFTER

AUGUST.
At War with th3 German Ptcple. Hy Brigadicr-OenCTal F. G. STONE, C.M.G.

The Imperial C::n:ti:ution: tha New Phase. Dy SIDNEY LOW.
Canditlons of a Naval Oflonsiv:. By GDllAllD FIKNNE^.
MiBsnotamia;

(1) The Recent Military policy of tha Government of Iriitia.

Bv Major-Gcneral F. C. BEATSON, C.B
(2) The Tragedy of an Impossible System. By EVEHAIU) O0TE8.

Cabinot and Ccnvmtlon. By D. C. LATHBUEY.
The Real Ba3ls ofSemscraoy,

By EDMOND HOLMES {late Chief Inspector oi Elementary Schools for
England).

Christianity and History: a Critical Colloquy. By W. S. LILLY.
Convocation versus (he Church and the Biilc. By JIAItOLD F. VVYATT.
The Power of '.hj Puree. By J. A. K. MAKIIIOTT. MP.
A Pica for Readjustment in the Art- World. By ROBEliT. C. WITT.
Impreuicns of the Interned in Sv»it2eriand: and of the Vser Front.

By tlie Iticllt l;.v. liisliop I'.iir.v (Bishop for North and Central Europe).
Education in Ccp:nhagen: a Ccmmcn Sense Syotcm. By EDITH SELLERS.
Sketches in England and Gcrmsny—1914 (conaludsd).

By the Hon. Mrs WALTER JY)RBES.
Reconstruction and Reaction. By OKDliGE A. B. DEW.\R.
The Problems of War Control: after Three Years' Experience.

By A. CARSON ROBERTS.

London: SpottiawooUe, Ballantjne & Co., LI<1., 1, New Street Sqiiare.

(Continued from page IS)

ments to this couatry are as lavish as in an after-dinner toast.

Of the main part of the book I will only say that Mrs. Hum-
phrey Ward has brought to her accounts of visits to the front

that power of observation and of visualising a scene that one

expects, but does not always get, from a successful novelist.

Two pictures in the book stand out most vividly in my
recollection of it. One describes Miss Polk, an American

woman, engaged in a humane work of rebuilding the ruined

village of Vitrimont. The other gives an account of an inter-

view with Sister Julie, the heroic nursing sister of Gerbeviller.

This is a worthy sequel to England's Effort, no mean service

in kind rendered by an author of distinction to her country.

* » *

The war appears to have brought into well-deserved popu-

larity two little pre-war books which I have before me in

cheapened editions. Wayside Lamps and Wayside Neigh-

bours (Longmans, Green and Co., is. net each) are collections

of tales and sketches, evidently founded on fact, by an

officer's wife, who went through many sad experiences in the

South African War, where she did much to alleviate suffering

and with great tenderness brought words of love and hope

to the sufferers. Mrs. "Atkins " loves the Army and its best

traditions, and her tales are chiefly of courage and endurance,

qualities which she says in her Preface " have become almost

universal." These tales will bring to many readers a help

which I should not like to lessen by finding faults, for they

have a very genuine ring about them and reflect the great

and simple faith of the teller.*****
The message of the author of Wayside Lamps and its

Sequel has the merit of wholesomeness—a merit which
I fancy Dr. Charles Mercier is right in denying to the

spirituaHsm of Sir Oliver Lodge. The grave danger that the

mind unnerved by sorrow is likely to be permanently injured

by the growing habit of having recourse to mediums and the

other witches and spook-mongers of the modern world is

the initial justification of Dr. Mercier's book. In
Spiritualism and Sir Oliver Lodge (The Mental Culture Enter-

prise, 4s. 6d. net). Dr. Mercier subjects " The Survival of

Man " to a searching logical analysis. He exposes once

again the solemn frivohty of the usual " manifestation,"

questions with considerable force the, good faith of the so-

called scientific attitude of some of the modern professors of

spiritualism, and makes a challenge which, if not answered,

must be regarded as unanswerable. At any rate, I recom-

mend those who have been led by " Raymond " and " The
Survival of Man " to dabble in the black art, to listen to

Dr. Mercier before they proceed any further.*****
Of the school of Crashaw and Blake, Lord Braye bewilders

one's critical judgment by the very simplicity of his Muse,

whether she is speaking English or Latin. We do not often

in Lines in Verse and Fable (Longmans, Green and Co) get

knock-out blows like

- . . the caterpillar on the leaf

Repeats to thee thy mother's grief ;

Lord Braye's attitude of mind is partly explained by his

being out of sympathy with his country

:

Once an isle of faith

But for three centuries of pride and power
The Grand Insulter of the Sovereign See.

He denounces the prevaiUng spirit of Europe in lines which
occasionally reach a high level of eloquence :

Air Europe shuns the things which are God's own ;

They rush to suicide—crims ultimate,
Strangers to grace and foreigners to prayer.
And aliens to the Kingdom of the Lord.

He particularly laments the destructive use to which the dis-

covery of flying has been put by mankind, and his feeling is

intensified by having witnessed the death of the first " victor

in the Empire-air "
:

Poor Pilcher, when unconscious thou didst lie.

Breathing last sighs within these very walls,

No prophet, save his soul had been aflame
With song tumultuous such as came of old
From dread Ezekiel, could have then devised
Such fell employment for thy wondrous wings.

On the presentation of the Freedom of the City of Belfast to
Sir Edward Carson, an interesting interlude took place. It was
suggested that the Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen belonging
to the Lord Mayor, and which was used by Sir Edward to sign
the Roll, should be auctioned for the benefit of the Ulster
Volunteer Hospital. This was readily agreed to by the Lord
Mayor, and Mr. Thomas E. M'Connell, J. P., promptly mounted
his seat and offered the pen for sale. Spirited bidding took
place, the hammer eventually falling in favour of Mr. Robert
Bamett of Belfast, at a bid of /200.
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THE CARLTON
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT

Renowned Cuisine. Reduced terms for apartments during the War.

THE RITZ HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT

Sessel Pearls
5E55LL PEARL5 are the finest reproductions

existing. They are made by a secret and
scientific process which imparts to them the

same sheen, delicacy of tone, texture, and
durability of Genuine Oriental Pearls.

Beautiful Necklet of

5L55E.L PE.ARL5
in fitted case with

18-cL Gold Clajp.

£4 4i. Od.

Real Di amo nd
Clasps with 5L5SE.L
Pearl, Emerald. Sap-

phire or Ruby Centre,

from

S3 3*. Od,

5E-55tL PE.ARL
tarrings, Studs. 5carf

Pins. Rings, with Solid

Gold Mountings, from

II lOi. Od.

Old Gold, Silver,

Diamonds, etc.,

taken in ex-
change or pur-

chased for cesh-

brochure SV^o, 14 on request, post free.

SESSEL (Bourse, Ltd.). 14 & 14a New Bond Street,

LONDON, W. (Directly opposite Aspreys.)

/

SERVICE
BOOTS
IN TAN
GRAIN
CALF.

Leather Lined.

Double Soles.

BOOTS and SHOES FOR ALL OCCASIONS.

Every pair thoroughly reliable as to quality;

unexcelled for comfort ; of good shape and

strictly MODERATE IN PRICE.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD LONDON W.i.

z:

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Nothing leads to so many
troubles as Constipation.

Get that Kruschen habit

and stick to it. Half a

teaspoonful—in hot water
— before ri^^g — every
morning ! Jf'

Of all Chemists, 1/6 per

bottle. All British.

^ih¥^'^^-

liiiiilliiiiiiiiiliiilliililiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"^^

00
Owes its delicate flavour to the heather-sweet water

from the ORKNEY HILLS.

MCCONNELfS DISTILLERY LTD.

SCOTCH WHISKY DISTILLERS

Dicre Honse. Arundel Street, W.C.

ProprUtors of STROMNESS DISTILLERY.

ORKNEY. SCOTLAND.
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I M ITATION
theIS the ;

Sincerest Form of Flattery

I N^ S I S X
ON Tin;

"L.B." Adapter Lining
Originated by

Messrs. LINCOLN BENNETT & CO, LTD..

'

I

which ensures absolute tit and

RUBBER perfect comfort for your Sic el

•njBt mas Helmet.
ftWMfa: of SucI

tr^r,^-!^] IT IS STILL THE ONLY

LINING SOUNDLY CON-

STRUCTED ON AN
EFFICIENT PRINCIPLE.

Price 15/- Nt
PacWnv in wood box an** pojt«B 10 lh« Front 2/-

Thoasandi in use

at the Ftont prove

its efficiency.

"

Anyone can fit it.— No fasten-

ing) require d.—Dis'nbutea

weight.— Equqli<e it balance.

—

. , , . . , . 1 . 1 .
Provides ventilation.—Mini

-

Ltdiei desinn: losindoneol thMtlininsi lot lelalive ;
—-—:—

—

or (riead at the Front should lend us. il pofsible.a top mises concussion.— Obtainable
hat. bowler, or straw boater of his from whxh to fake .

:
. r , , 1

the exact shaps -nd Dimensions o'. his h:ad, other- in all sizes and shaoes Ot lieadl .

wise s ate ordiaaiy hat sze.

Write to—

Lincoln Bennett & Co., Ltd.,

40 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.
And 78 LOMBARD STREET, E.C

For ., Descriptive Pamphlet.

The CONTROL BOARD has

ONLY FIXED PRICES
T UGKILY for those with aristocratic

tastes but average purses , the matter

of QUALITY is still controlled by the

Manufacturer, and TURF remain the

best VALUE obtainable in Cigarettes,

whatever the price of others may be.

The TURF 1- size is

TURF

DERBY
SIZE

20 '" 1/-

Alrxander BOGUSLAVSKY, Ltd. "! 53 PICCADILLY. LoodoD.W.l

Names' and 'addresses of sJiops, where the articles mentioned

-^.Qdn.ke. obtained , ivill be forwarded on receipt oj a postcard

" addressed, to Passe-Parloiit. Land & Water, 5, Chancery

Lane. W.C. 2. Any other injormalion will be given on request.

War Time Table
Cloths

Russian Wood
Trunks

Table cloths of the finer types have

now, under the pressure of circumstances,

grown something of a lu.xury. Carefully

chosen substitutes can, however, be very successful as two

somewhat startling innovations show.

For country cottage or breakfast use, checked dust sheets

of unusuallv good quality are being used as table cloths

by some enterprising folk, this departure from the beaten

track of things being brilliantly successful. They are in red

and blue and white^check. last clean much longer than the

generality of table cloths ; and when at last soiled need no

elaborate laundrying, but can be washed out easily—and

without starch—at home. These dust sheets wear and wash,

wash and wear with unfailing regularity ; and can be recom-

mended to all whose stock of table linen is either unsatisfac-

tory or is running low. They cost only 7s. 6d. or los. each.

Yet another unusual but commendable idea is the turnmg

of some hemstitched huckaback full-bleach linen towels

into table cloths. These arc particularly suitable for kitchen

use, though they have been elevated into dining room re-

gions. They are hemstitched at either end, are a yard and

three quarters square and are being sold off at 8s. 6d. each.

For quality they are simply unsurpassed, and they sh..'uld

be secured before the present supply runs out.

This metamorphosis was suggested to the firm concerned

by one or two originally-minded customers, and a very happy

notion it has proved.

Anyone perplexed by the difficulties

of porterage, and the restriction of lug-

gage, should send for an invaluable

leaflet, describing and illustrating some Russian three-ply

wood trunks and boxes. They only weigh from four to six

lbs., so at a pinch it is quite possible to carry them oneself.

Light though they are, however, they are absolutely

unbreakable ; and in look they resemble polished satmwood.

They arc made on the premises of a certain London firm,

and the business done in them is stupendous, people seeming

to find in them their precise requirements.

Those who are tired of the ordinary

detachable collar, in lawn, crepe de chine,

or something equally frail and perish-

able will be pleased with some new examples in more durable

fabrics, yet smartness itself withal. A famous firm are

making them in soft surfaced flannel cloths, also m g<-ibar-

dines. The last named are biggish collars, just the thing to

wear with a coat frock, and are in white, grey, and ocige

colour They keep clean quite a long time, at least, the grey

and beige colours do, and in wear are both charming and

satisfactory. . „ u ,

The flannel cloth variety are made in a smaller shape, speci-

ally designed to fit neatly over the collar of a tailor-made

coat, and cost but 3s. 6d. They are in white and very dis.nc-

tive looking, being edged with a bold blanketing stitch in

blue, mauve, white, or black.

Something of this kind improves the look of the average coat

and skirt almost unbelievably, being one of the small

additional touches, minute in themselves, yet all important.

Quick and easy cleaning of a house is

in these days of infinite importance,

and any means to this end are more

than welcome. " Dusmo " does undoubtedly minimise

the sweeping-and also dusting-of carpets and rugs in a

quite wonderful way. It is a kind of powder, and should be

laid in a straight line on the carpet and then swept to the

other end, going the right way of the weave. Then it is simply

gathered up in a dust-pan, the carpet being well swept

and fresh looking all through this easiest of processes. Isot

only does it keep carpets free from dust, but it preserves the

colour, and helps them to keep new-looking in the most satis-

factory way. ,, . ,, ^ r^„.

The astonishing thing about " Dusmo is that even after

it has been used and must consequently be lull ot dubt, it

{Continued on page 54)

New Things in

Collars

The Art of

Dustless Sweeping
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Secrets of

Beauty.
THE CREAM OF

MODERN
BEAUTY ADVICE

By MIMOSA

A "Blackhead Secret.

BLACKHEADS, oily skins, and enlarged pores usually go

together, but can be instantly corrected by a unique new-

process. A tablet of stymol obtained from the chemist,

is dropped into a tumbler of hot water, which will then, of

course, " fizz " briskly. When the effervescence has subsided,

the face is bathed with the stymol-charged water, and then

dried with a towel. The offending blackheads, of their own
accord, come right off on the towel, the large oily pores immedi-

ately contract and efface themselves naturally. There is no

squeezing, forcing, or any drastic action; the skin, is left

uninjured, smooth, soft, and cool. A few such treatments

should bo taken at intervals of three or four days thereafter

in order to ensure the permanence of the pleasing result so

quickly obtained.

Grey Hair—Home Remedy.

THERE are plenty of reasons why grey hair is not desirable,

and plenty of reasons why hair-dyes should not be used.

But, on the other hand, there is no reason why you

should have grey hair if you do not want^ it. To turn the hair

back to a natural colour is really a very simple matter. One
has only to get from the chemist two ounces* of concentrate of

tammalite, and mix it with three ounces of bay rum. Apply to

the hair with a small sponge for a few nights, and the greyness

will gradually disappear. This liquid is not sticky or greasy,

and does not injure the hair in any way. It has been used for

generations with most satisfactory results by those who have

kncwn the formula.

To Kill Roofs of Superfluous Hair.

WOMEN annoyed with disfiguring growths of superfluous

hair wish to know not merely how to temporarily remove
the hair, but how to kill the hair-roots permanently.

For this purpose pure powdered pheminol may be applied

directly to the objectionable hair-growth. The recommended
treatment is designed not only to instantly remove the hair,

but also to actually kill the roots so that the growth will not

return. About an ounce of pheminol, obtainable from the

chemist, should be sutficient.

The Real Cause of Most Bad Complexions.

IT
is an accepted fact that no truly beautiful complexion
ever came out of jars and bottles, and the longer one uses

cosmetics, the worse the complexion becomes. Skin, 'to

be healthy, must breathe. It also must expel, through the

pores, its share of the body's effete material. Creams and
powders clog the pores, interfering both with elimination and
breathing. If more women understood this, there would be

fewer self-ruined complexions. If they would use ordinary

mercolised wax, instead of cosmetics, they would have natural,

healthy complexions.

A Strange Shampoo.

IW.\S much interested to learn from this young woman with

the beautiful, glossy hair that she never washes it with
soap or artificial shampoo powders. Instead, she makes

her own shampoo by dissolving a teaspoonful of stallax granules

in a cup of hot water. " I make my chemist get the stallax

for me," said she. "It comes only in |-lb. sealed packages,
enough to make up twenty-five or thirty individual shampoos,
and it smells so good I could almost eat it." Certainly this

little lady's hair did look wonderful, even if she has strange
ideas of a shampoo. I am tempted to try the plan myself.

W)OIMND
Compicuous for

their refined

taste

E2 1 . Charming Widow's hat in bhck soft glace sii!-. n
,

with a soft white Georgette lining, trimmed dull jet ^* jTQS.
beads and long soft veil . • • • • • °

WOOLLAND BROTHERS, Ltd.,

KNIGHTSBRIDGE, LONDON, S.W.

GOAT
OVERALLS

of

exceptional fulness

for

LADY WORKERS

Made of soft finished Robe

Cloth, very strong and fine.

Box-pleat in the back giving

extra width in the skirt ; two

large pockets ; yoke ; and

button cuffs.

7/6
POST PAID IN UNITED KINGDOM.

^ade in

^rown . t^Cav})

Slack Moss Qreen

Helio butcher

Grey Vieux Tiose

While Putty

TotUnham CoijrUti.,

London w t
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THIS COAT
HAS

CAUGHTON
BY bat

Sheer Merit

.. ciiy

i-rs

ONLY
ONE

Gamage Summer
Trencher

and thanks to its saperlative qualities asa "Service"

garment, it has proved a huge success. Officers

who have tested its in* rits are recommending it to

others in all quarters as a model of durability and
perfect comfort in Military wear.

The Gamage Summer Trencher

is a SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
inasmuch as the fabric used in its construction is

scientifically treated to ensure the maximum degree
of rain resistance. Then too, it is cut and made on

scientific principles.

Its extreme lightness is another point in its favour.

Lined same material as outside ol coat & intcrliaed oilskin

PRICE Post free
U.K.

niiuCrftled Military List*

FREE on request.

Kit* . completed and
Uniforms made to Mca-

•ttre in 24 hours.

Summirweieht Outlits lor Servinc Oflicers in

Mesopotamia, Etvpt. East Africa, etc. <

Khaki Drill Service Jacket • - SS/-
Uidges and Iluttons included.

Khaki Drill Slacks - - - 10/6
Khaki Drill Breeches - . . 12/6
Ditto Riding Breeches - - - 21/-
Khaki Drill Cord Riding Breeches 25^
Khaki Drill Shorts - per pair 4/6 & 6/6

Post Free U.K..

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., Holbom, London, E.C.I

The New Watertight Watch

The "AQUATIC"

luminoui

Wamnted 3 yean

The ONLY Watch that can " Live " in Water.

Read

This:

Exlracl from report of tLditor of " Kit and Equipment

"

m " Land & Water " of July I 9tfi :
—

" The said watcli

was taken, with full consent of the makers, fully wound
up, and dropped into a tumbler, face upward : the
tumbler was then filled up with water and stood away
for the night ... In the morning it was forgolten,

and that watch stayed at the txjttom of a tumbler of
water for iust twenty-five hours—and when the water
was poured off and the watch taken out, it was still

keeping perfect time. As a matter of tact. It Is

keeping perfect time yet. It is a real and valuable
discovery for naval men, who want a watch that is not
affected by damp and spray."

Price, as illuslraled :
—

In best WHITE METAL case, fitted with luminous
hands and dial, first-class Swiss lever movement r? . 1 C .ft
with 15 jewels, complete with leather strap ,., 5/^.1 0.U

In extra strong SOLID SILVER case, fitted with best

quality luminous hands and dial, lirst-class Swiss lever

movement, 15 rubies, Breguet spring, cut balance, r. ^ .1 ft .ft
complete with leather strap and silver buckle ..,a/*t.lU.U

LAWRENCE 8 LAURENCE, LIMITED,
Walchmaliers to the Jldmiralty-

38, Tottenham Court Road, London, W. 1.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY
[Continued from -page 52)

will npt begrime the hands. That all the dust has been,

collected there is shown by the changed colour, but it can

be sifted through the fingers—for curiosity's sake—and not

a trace of this will show. As a labour-saver it is simply im-

mense, for, not only does it almost automatically clean a

carpet and create no dust, but it prevents dust rising in the

totoward way it frequently does. Dusting thus also, is a

facilitated matter.

It should be noted that " Dusmo " must not be sprinkled

over the carpet, but—as already mentioned—laid in a thin

line instead. Without doubt it is an improvement and a

far more up-to-date version of the tea-leaves people frequently

used. It can be bought in packets costing from sixpence,

ninepence, half-a-crown and upwards.

The Comfort of

Beach Backs

Many people now are wending their way
to the seaside,and a little contrivance con-

ducing much towards comfort may appeal

to them. Everyone knows that long days on the beach without

a support for the back are apt to become a tedious matter,

while taking down a chair can be equally tedious. With a

beach back it is a different thing altogether. Leaning against

one of these small portable affairs hour after hour can be passed

in utmost comfort and ease. It is made either in striped or

in Green Willesden Canvas, and there is an adjustment at

the back so that the back can be fitted to any angle best

suiting its user.

•
. In spite of general increase this year, these backs have gone

!vip but little—if at all—in price. In striped canvas they

cost 4s. gd., 6s. 6d. being the cost of the green Willesden

variety. A strip of canvas stretching on the ground for sitting

on adds immensely to general comfort, all folding quite

compactly and flat for transit.

A Help !n the

Kitchen

A small matter, but one nevertheless

which is getting its full share of atten-

tion at the National Economy and Welfare

Exhibition, is the " Handy " pot-scraper. This is the in-

vention of a lady who had suffered from the usual inadequate

methods of cleaning pots and pans,and determined, if possible^

to improve on them. She took the result to the people now
selling it, they saw its possibilities, and it has spelt success

for all concerned.
It is a wooden contrivance, in shape like a many-fingered

hand, and it is quite invaluable for cleaning all enamel warfe.

Por one thing it does not chip the enamel like so many scrapers

do ; for another, there are no small pieces to break off and get

scattered amongst the food. One tribute to the "Handy"
pot-scraper's success, is that many people buying one come
back to get others, either for future use themselves, or to

distribute amongst their friends. W'herever it goes it wins
followers, and the old laborious methods of pot cleaning are

relegated to limbo

!

Being wood, it can very easily be washed and kept clean,

and here, once more, is a strong point in its favour. The
old wire type of brush was not only difficult to clean, but
after a time became positively distasteful to use. Here, on
the contrary, is a straightforward affair, one of the small
things which mean out of all proportion results, while the
price is a mere 4^d., postage being free.

A War Worker's
Bag

Women doing munition or any other

form of war work, may find a spe'jial

lunch bag a convenience. Those on a
well earned holiday will also welcome it, for it is made, not
only to take a hght lunch—sandwiches and the like,—but
is specially planned to hold a thermos flask as well.

It will also hold books ; there is a pocket for a railway
ticket, the size is ii^ by ii inches, and it is remarkably
light and easy to carry.

The leather and workmanship are too good to allow of its

being sold at any ridiculously low price, but it is the sort of

thing that will last for many years of use. P.-^sse-Partout

Why Keep Useless Jewellery *

We give highest possible prices for Old

Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Pearls, Emeralds,

&c. Cash or offer per return of post. Call

or write. Representatives sent upon request.

SESSEL (Bourne, Ltd.), 14 8 14a New Bond Street, W.
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Sold by

Stationers

and

Jewellers.

Prices from

10/6

up.

Write for

Illustrated

Catalogue

post free.

For Duration of War—and many years after
Not the least attraction in the possession

of a "Swan" Fountpen is the wonderfijl

association it gathers as the years go by. '

It becomes almost a living personality.

From the soldier in the field,—who finds his " Swan " Fountpen an unfailing
" standby " in many queer situations—to the statesman in the House, whose
signature is making history—and in numberless homes—every one who uses

a " Swan " Fountpen finds that years of unfailing service have made the
" Swan " a personal attachment.

The smooth gold nib is so skilfully manufactured that it

will go on writing with perfect ease for many long years.

Wd5^^

=E.

io~ 1
MABIE, TODD & Co., Ltd., 79 & 80 High Holborn, London, W.C.i '1
38 Cheipside. E.C.2. 204 and 95a Regent Street, W.i, London. 3 Exchange Street, Manchester. =
t-aris, Zurich, Sydney, Toronto, etc. London Factorr—319-329 Weston Strest, S.E. =

Associate House—Mabie, Todd & Co., Inc., New York and Chicago. =

INCOME TAX
You should write to us at once for our little Booklet, which clearly shows when
and what Tax can be recovered. Look at these few examples of actual cash

repayments that can be obtained without trouble or difficulty for past three

years :

—

(A) From /20 to £100 when your total income is under £700 a year. This also applies to

the mcome of Children under age.

(B) 5/- in the £ on the whole of the interest paid by you to your Bankers on Loans for

Private or Investment purposes.

(Q 5/- in the £ on the whole Income from Foreign and Colonial Securities (subject to certain

restrictions) when permanently resident abroad.

(D) 3/- to 5/- in the £ on Life Insurance Premiums.

(E) From 6d. to 2/- in the £ on the whole of your Unearned Income if the total income be
under £2,000 a year.

You may have been losing money for years past without knowing it. Write

to us, and the Booklet will be gladly sent to you post free and free of charge.

It will probably enable you to recover a considerable sum of money and save

you much in the future. All inquiries as to possibility of recovering Income

Tax answered gratis.

If you reside permanently abroad you should write for our Special Pamphlet, " Income-Tax
Claims by Foreign Residents," which gives a clear explanation of what claims may b 3 made
on the English Revenue.

Messrs. INCOME TAX CLAIMS, Ltd.,

41, Carlton House, Regent St. (Waterloo Place), London, S.W.I.
TELEPHONE: REGENT 4327,

INCOME TAX
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Appoixlmcni
'

H.M.

Qufen

TheTOORN" Featherwelgk

N^4 Active Service Coat
(Weight under 31bsj

" ^ for Summer and
Tropical Wear.

AN adaptation of our
"QUORN" Winter

Coat, also supplied in short-

length Coats with Extension
~~ ^^. Flap to protect the Knees.^ Guaranteed Waterproof.

PRICE £2 19 6.

Supplied complete in Wate r-

)
proof Envelope, fitted with
swivels to attach I0 b'lt for

corvmiencc in carrying.

PRICE £3 3 O.

Also in heavier weights
the QUORN No. i, 2, and 3

y Active Service Coats.

,
Only measurements required

I
to ensure pirficl fit: Chest,

\ length of sleeve from centre of

/ back to length desired, and
height.

Write for our Illustrated Booh-
'et, " For Active Service."

TURNBULL
and ASSER,

71-72 JERMYN St. LONDON. S.W. 1.

Tel* "Paddywhack, London." 'Phone! Geirard 4628

\, ZAIR'S .

' WHIPS, CANES
j

etc.

Write for Illustrated Price List of Whips, Sticks, and
Fly Whisks of every description.

6. & J. ZAIR, 1 23 Bishop St., Birmingham

[

THE "WESTFIELD" SOFT SERVICE CAP
with or without back curtain.

Fitted with waterproof lining and greaseproof shields,

16/6
The accepted design for both home and active service wear
grips the head without pressure, and will neither blow nor fall off.

WEST fir* SON ^'^'^^'^^ tailors
BREECHES MAKERS,

152 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W
DRS, I
:ers, I

\

Expert
"Service"

Tailors
Uniforms, Qreat
Coats, and complete

Kits, of Tieliable

Quality, at Moderate
Prices.

TRENCH
COATS

<'as illustration)

Froof against Pain
ird Wind, lined

Oil Cambric
i

84/.
Detachable Fleece

30/- extra.

Field Service Tuni^
Brilish Warm Coat 95/- 1 Breeches, Bedford Cord 55/- I Best Vh'p .. 90/-
Oilskin Coats .. 43/- Buckskin Strapping .. 12/6 -Slacks • • .. 35/-
Sleeping Bags from35, - | Servke Caps 1 4/6 | Breeches . . 45/-

X \

glllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllll»^

I ^ernard_

^aiheriff
MILITARY AND SPORTING TAILOK.

BREECHES
EXPERT

12 Highest Awards, Gold

Medals and Challenge Vase

SpKialUy ;

Service

Breeches
At the lowest possible price

commensurate with first class

material and workmanship.

Write or call at either of
toUowing Branches,

6 Conduit St., W. 1
Teiephon: : 2071 Maylair,

ASCOT Ta. 283 Ascot Bridj. House

CAMBERLEY Td.iCCamberUy 52 Lcndon Rd.

ALDERSHOT'/«/.137'4W««''«! I IHigii Street

illlllillllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllillillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllll^
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Kit and Equipment
We shall be pleasM fo supply informalion to our readers

as to where any of the articles nienlioncd are obtainable, and
we invite correspondence from officers on active service who
care to call our attention to any points which would be advan-
tageous in the matter of comforts or equipment, etc.

Letters of inquirv tenth reference to this subject should be

addressed to KIT AND EQUIPMENT " Land & Water,"
Old Serjeant's Inn, 5, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

Three Years of Kit

It was inevitable that three years of active service should
bring about changes in the form of military equipment, but,
at the beginning of those three years, few would have predicted
that the changes would have been so many and so far-reaching.
One great cause of change has been the difference in the form
of war—it was anticipated, at the outset, that the efficacy
of modern military machinery was such that trench war-
fare had become an impossibility, while the effect of modern
gunfire, combined with the absence of the element of surprise,
and tremendous increase in the size of armies, has driven the
combatants deeper into the earth, instead of bringing them
to the surface and keeping them there. The outcome of
this has been the trench coat, one of the most revolutionary,
changes in military clothing for a century, and another
outcome has been the necessity for waterproof boots—in the
old days, as long as a pair of boots was hard-wearing and had
a reasonable aptitude for keeping out the wet, nobody bothered
as to whether the leather was definitely proofed against
wet, but now officers require that their field boots shall be of

such quality that the wearers can stand in mud and water
with dry feet—not only do they require this, but, thanks to

good design and good material in footwear, they get it.

Another notable development is the collection of " gadgets
"

that has grown up—field cookers, combination of mess-tin and
water-bottle, ingenious writing cases, combination of map-case
with fitments for reconnaissance work, and half a hundred
other things that make for increased efficiency. Yet again,
the old pattern of waterbottle, badly designed and very often
as badly made, had nearly disappeared, giving place to a
gteatly improved pattern, and the haversack has undergone a
change for the better. Also in sleeping kit the kapok-lined bag
is steadily displacing the old and heavy " Wolseley " pattern
valise, which was cumbrous, involved much time and trouble
iji packing and unpacking, and was merely a one-purpose
irticle forced to serve two uses, instead of being—^as is the
kapok-lined article, a definite two-purpose thing in which the
one use does not interfere with the other* ,

It is virtually safe to prophesy that many of these changes
will survive the war, and the new articles will become standard
military equipment—with the trench coat and the sleeping
bag this may.be counted as a certainty. The new pattern
water-bottle too, deserves and will almost certainly get more
than a war-time vogue—even on peace service, the officer of
to-morrow will have a very different and far more serviceable
equipment than that of the army which took the field and
ftiade history in 1914. As a negative good effect, it may be
remarked that the old-time " greatcoat," an excellent water
carrier and a very good thing for every purpose but that for

which it was intended, has almost completely disappeared.
May it never come back to general use.

One effect of the war, in equipment and kit as in all else,

has been a forcing up of price, and that, it is to be hoped,
will not settle to permanency. It is for the present inevitable
—labour and materials alike cost far more than in pre-war
days, and the consumer must pay the difference, as always.
To-day, as always, it pays to get the best, and the saving of a
few shillings in kit or equipinent is not economy, but mere
niggardliness, since very many articles of equipment are just as
xdtal to the pfeservation of health—and sometimes of life

itself—as good food or good tactical ability.

The attitude of many firms that specialise in military kit

and equipment is summarised in the remark made by one of
them. ' It isn't altogether, a matter of profit," he said.
" The boys out there deserve the best of everything, and it's up
to us to give them the best all the time." Many firms have
risen to this view of the matter, and have proved themselves
worthy of absolute trust. from the man in uniform. Many of

them are seriously handicapped through sending their men to
the army—one, for instance, sent thirty men out of a total

of thirty-one employees of military age—but thev are carrying
on with the conciousness that there is a certain measure of
" national importance " in their work, and it is very largely

due to their ingenuity and resource that the man in uniform
is far better equipped for his work to-day than he was in the

'"-"iinued on paije 68)

MILITARY
OUTFITTERS

cincf

- CAMP '

EQUIPMENT
- MAKERS -

For all Services
Climates & Conditions.

Catalogues on Request

-TUNICS. SLACKS.
BREECHES. WARMS.
CAPS. PUTXEES.
BOOTS. LEGGINGS,
TRENCH COATS.
SAM BROWNE BELTS.
WEB EQUIPMENTS,
CAMP KIT & NECESSARIES.
TROPICAL & INDIAN

OUTFITS.

High Grade Kit only,
at Moderate Prices

4' PRINCES ST
HANOVER SQ
LONDON 'W'l

.MAYFAIR 4071

The Officer proceeding to

France, Salonika, Egypt,
Mesopotamia, or India re-

quires Kit suitable for the
various climates. The House
of Hazel with a century's
experience of Service Cloth-
ing, and, knowing what is

required, supplies it ar.d

guiiantees satisfaction.

The Officer at home, when
commissioned, requires Kit
which will stamp him as a
gentleman of taste, and not
clothing turned out by fac-

tory methods and low-grade
labour in the interest of
*' economy."

The House of Hazel does
not accept Cadet Contracts
and caters solely for indi-

vidual Officers of all ranks,
who prefer Clothing and
Equipment which v\ill re-

flect credit on the suppliers

and the users.

Specialists in

Flying Outfits.

=^6^a

The "S & A" ' EatanswiU"
Combination Mess Tin and Water Bottle.

(Swaine & Adeney's Patent).

The size is the same as

u.sual cavalry mess tin,

but slightly deeper. Ihe
capacity of the bottle is

two pints.

Ahiminium mess tins,

nickel bottle, silver

plated inside, with
patent air-tight stopper,

in khaki canvas cover-

I
carrier with shoulder

|

ling.s or with swivel

hooks for attaching to

belt £1 17 6

LOADED
STICKS

and WHIPS.
No. lA.—T.oadcd stick,

wlialebon* centre,
plaited all over
kani^aroo hide,
wrist strap,
length 30 inches or
36 inches £2 : «0 :

No. IB.—Ditto, whale-
bone centre.covered
all over plg.'fkin,

sliding wri.st strap,
length Se inches.

£2: 2:0.

No. S.—Officer's New
market Whip.
whaleiKjne centre,
plaited raw hidf,

with kangaroo hide

handpart, loaded
• ml. silver collar,
and thong «l! 18:0

Ditto, plaited all over,
kangaroo h i de.
loaded end, with
thong ... fii: 15:0

HAVERSACKS
Extra large and strong,

made from an
offlcer'a design,

12/a

Ditto, with
base

leather
18/6

Detachable sling 2/6 ex.

Postage to B.E.F. I /- extra. Send for NEW llhnlraled List of War Equipment

SWAIIVE> &" ADBNEY,
By appointmeit to H.Mt The King

185 PICCADILLY. LONDON. W.
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To Officers who are tired

of sweltering in rubber

or oil- proof ed^oats

Discard them !

and buy an

OMNE TEMPUS
TRENCHER

> Genuinely 'Tiainproof without rub- y^
ber or oil-silk, made from fine ^^
close - woven Khaki wool— not

f^i cotton—and proofed by the secret

I "Omne Tempus " process, which

allows free passage of air, though

denying admission to rain.

Ready for wear in your size,

or made to your measure.

A testimonial letter selected from hun-

dreds that we can show you :

—

W. D- , Capuin. writes ;— S^h April, I9f6.

0*1 t n A " J'"" ^t^t be stad to know that my ' Omne Ttm^us '

tj lU U has £ive*t me every saritintlion. Jl hai been fiiit to ma»yM V « V w
fg^^^ ig^ts <tu> ini; the Tvet winter n-e've ka^t out here,

tut it Aas •m-er/niled me. In my opinion e:'ery officer

vkosoetonaetive seri'ice cmrtit to ftaz'e an Omne Jem'

*us ' with him. It is the only coat I haX'e Jonnd -whuh

really does keep out rain: it has none 0/ the dtsa.tvau.

taees ofIke or.tiMary maeintask aiui it is also li^'ht ami
warm. 19 that it can ie worn at a light orvtrtaat at ni£kt

in summer."

SAMUEL BROTHERS, U^

22V223JxfordJt^^

65/67 LudgatcHELC. s!",'.';,-.)

"Omne Ttmpus"
Trencher

£4 17 6

-n
OVERCOATS FOR
RACING, DRIVING. TOWN AND COUNTRY WEAR.
WATERPROOF RAGLANS FOR SUMMER WEAR.

I
Our TRENCH

COATS
are made with

DETACHABLE
FLEECE

or KAPOK
LININGS.

Kapok I inin^ is

very LIGHT, is

^uarant.:ed

WATERPROOF
and

VENTILATES
naturally.

BRITISH I

WARMS.

MaJOII writes :
—

" . . . The Coat yoa made for me is

the best I ever had. A Coat liy day and a Bed by night. I have never
once been wet under it

'

•sPFriAl ITV • ALL KINDS OF OVERCOATS FOR EVERYOrCUI/\UI I I . KIND OF PURPOSE.

SIMPSON SlONDON iit
Eil.b. 1800.

SPORTING AND MUFTI OVERCOAT MAKERS FOR
L\DIES AND GENTLEMEN

103 REGENT STREET LONDON W 1. •

KIT AND EQUIPMENT
{Continued jrom jxige 57)

first months of the war. " On indent from Ordnance

store" has followed the designs of private firms, but it

would be hard to find one instance in which it has led, and in

spite of Government supervision and advantages which

])rivate firms cannot obtain, in many cases the " on indent
"

supplies are not of such good quality as those obtainable in

the ordinary way—field glasses, on the word of an artillery

officer, form a case in point, while one has only to look at a

pair of " indent " boots to see the difference between " reach-

me-down " and made to measure. And on active service

the trite maxim—" Only the best is good enough " will hold

good for just as long as" such a thing as active service exists.

Rubbers

By the word " rubbers," the man on the other side of the

pond understands waders of gum boots, but there is a much
smaller form of rubber shoeing which is even more useful,

and that is the rubber pad to save the sole and heel of a b<.x:-t.

If you get the right kind, you do not merely prolong the Hfe

of a pair of boot soles and heels for some slight period ;
you

render them so wear-resisting that they will last just as long

as the uppers, as has been proved by actual experiment with

a pair of first-class marching boots. This form of rubber is

made up into pads which are vulcanised to exactly the right

degree, and which have an amazing amount of hard wear in

them ; in addition to this, they give a grip and resiliency to

the tread in walking or marching which saves fatigue to a

very great extent—they not only add to the life of a pair of

boots, but considerably increase the comfort of the wearer.

It is merely a case of knowing what kind to get and where to

get them.

The Hymans—the unique new pocket Rajige-Finder—may be had
on trial for one week on receipt of cheque for price (£i complete in

case). Inland postage is. Price refunded if returned in good con-

dition within time stated. Descriptive pamphlet free from the manu-
facturer, Chas. Hymans (Dept. F.) St. Andrew's Street, Cambridge.

—

(Advt.)

Pllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllll!llllllllllllli^l||lllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll^

= C»pt. M—. B.E.F., Francs, writaa :— ,„,,.,= "Your Solei are absolutely O.N,= Sir H. H. A. HOARE, Barf., writes :—
=: *' They are in every way ihorousHly satitlactofy.

I Phillips' * Military'

I SOLES AND HEELS
g Ol Thin rubber plates, with raised studs, to be

g attached on top of ordinary soles and heels, giving

S complete protection from wear. The rubber used is

= six times more durable than leather.

^
(]| They impart smoothness to the tread, give grip,

= and prevent slipping. Feet kept dry in wet
= weather. Ideal for Golf.

p FROM ALL BOOTMAKERS.
^ STOUT I Active Service) • - 4/9 per set.

^ LIGHT (Town Wear. Golf. Blc.) 3/9 „

^ LADIE3 (General Wear) - - 3/0 „

^ With sliyl.t extra clnri»c Tor fixinir.^ If any difficulty inobtninimi. send pencilUii outline of stile and
:= heel, With P.O. tor Sample Set, to the makers. Sent Post Free.

m PHILLIPS' PATENTS, Ltd, (Dept. F.3)

g 142-6 Old Street, LONDON, E.C.I.

I

Stormproof Trenclier

Elvery's New Stormproof

Trencher is actual

Rubber Waterproofed and

guaranteed reliable. Worn in

conjunction with detachable

fleece lining forms a perfect

Trencher and will not " hold
"

wet. Price 3J gni-

Elvery's are replete icilh all

Waterproof Kit.

Waterproof Kr.ee L«^i"j£^,/6

Rubber Gunbcols, - ^J^/r
Porl.ble Bathi in Cases I'om 21/-

Waterp.ool Glovfs, - ''°
Air Pijlows, Basins. &;.

g^^ Wa,en>roo.Jneoiali,.s
j, jjjjjpj,,^ j^
LONDON, W.I.

Llmltetla^Limited
And at Elephant House, Dublin, and Cork

One door from

New Bond Street,
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By Appointment
to

His Majesty
The King.

TRENCH COAT
The Most Reliable Military WAterproaf Produced

Self-Praise is no Recommendation.

READ wh&t an Officer says about

Aquascutum.

" March 30, 1917.
" My old Aquascutum I have had out here since the

end of July, 1916, and it has given every satisfaction.
" It has given perfect jjtotection against rain, snow,

sleet, icy cutting wind and liquid mud right through
this Winter Campaign, which is acknowledged by all to

have been the worst of the three as regards weather
conditions."

The. original may be teen hy anyone interested.

There is only one AQUASCUTUM.
Do not accept inferior imitations.

Sold in all principal towns by our
recognised Agents.

Wat(irproof
Coat Specialists

for over
50 years.

TRENCH COAT Oalj Heicht .nd Che.t
Me&«urem«nt required.

Regd.

c m̂aa^

VALISE.
DisT^ensei with Wohdey and Blanhett.

Waterproof Bd h Valise in Ong.
VERMIN PROOF. WEIGHT ABOUT 10 lbs.

CONSTRUCTED TO HOLD ALL KIT ANDTO STAND HARD WEAR FOR AN
INDEFINITE PERIOD.

Complete with Straps, Name and
Regiment painted on - 5J Gns.

Extract jrom Officer's Letter B.E.F.
"I am convinced no sane man seeing your Valise

and another make side by side would fail to take the
lormer. We ve been moving about a considerable
amount during the past few months, packing up at
a moments notice and pushing off and having to
travel light,' and I've seen what a business other

nien s batmen have packing stuff into Valises other
than Aquascutums, and how when it's needed for use
everything has to be tipped out and a bed made
whereas I simply say to my man 'roll up," and the
whole business is finished in a few minutes—and at
the other end of the journey it's simply a matter of
unrolling, ' et voila ' !"

The original of above may be leen by anyone interested.

»> 100 REGENT STREET,
Ltd. LONDON. W. 1, i

McAfees
38. DOVER ST.,
PICCADILLY; >OC:i.

Makers ofthe test quality
Pbotwear only. Original
Designers ofmodels com-
bining neatness with comfort

Model No. 55.
Field or Trench Boot.

Cat from the best Fiench brown
stained calf, good plump skins,

stout in substance, requiring no

lining, will stand the hardest

wear and keep out the wet abso-

lutely, being made with

McAfee's
Waterproof Welts

Dri-ped' Soles

illlllllll! Illllllll

Doable wearins. Waterproof.
Light 'and Flexible'

FROM STOCK :

ash Price : £7 7s. Od.

Credit „ £8 8«. Od.
Special Orders to Measure

10/- extra.

Sketches and self-

measurement foim

on application.

AlanMcAfecE-a
(A. B. McAFEE. Sole Diret'or)

iiliUlUlllllOillillilill

Compact Light Tents.

"BIVOUAC" TENT.
(R«gd. Design.)

Made in three sizes. Weight of smallest
only 22 ounces. Above illustration will
give some idea of what it will stand In

the way of hard weather and rough usage.
White, green or brown roofs.

TENT.

•MOTOR TENT.
filegd. I>e«ign.)

Weight comDlete with poles, pegs and
lines, only 7 lbs. As supplied to officers

of the ist and 2nd Life Guards for Active
Service at the Front. Roof in green or

brown.

Oar "COMFY" SLEEPING BAG.
(Regd. Dcelsn.)

The Warmest and latest Sleeping Bag,
designed to pack up very small. Weight
from 1i lbs. Stuffed real eiderdown.

"IMPROVED GIPSY'
(Regd I>e6ign.)

Note extension back and double roof, also
overlap to carry rain from tent-base. Roof
in white, green or brown colours. Weight

only 40 ounces.

We specialise !n supplying light

weight tents for service in the
field, as already supplied to
thousands of Officers of the British

Expeditionary Forces

"LITEWATE" FOLDING BATH
(LIGHTEST ON THE MARKET.)

roLDED

Measurements—Onen : Diameter 28 ins.,
depth, 12in. Closed: Diameter 10 Ins.,
length 13 ins. Width of parcel 4! ins.
Weight toonipJetc with S wooden sup-

ports) Only 15J Ounces.

LIGHTWEIGHT TENT Co. (Dept. L), 61 High Holborn, London. W.C.
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The "Land & Water' Wrist Watch
^

With unbreakable glass and luminous dial

OST wrist watches are "gay deceivers." Some. are always in a hurry.

Some are lazy; and some are .steady and sure, telling the time truth-

fully year in and year out. Of the last kind is the Land &

W.iter."

The "Land & Water" is one of the greato.'st achievements

of the watchmaker's skill. It is the finest quality timekeeper

obtainable and has been proved by practical tests in the trenches

equal in accuracy to a 40-guinea chonometer. For Naval and

Military men it is the ideal watch. It is built to stand the jars

and jolts inseparable from the conditions of modern warfare.

The screwing-in of the movement into the specially built silver

case, which is different to the ordinary way, renders the watch

far more dust, damp and waterproof than any other pattern.

The movement is fully jewelled and fitted with micrometer

regulator for extra fine adjustment. Each watch is adjusted

and compensated for all positions and temperatures and is backed

by a two years' guarantee from the makers—a firm with a cen-

tury's good name at stake.

The " Land and Water " Wrist Watch, with unbreak-

able glass and luminous dial, post free... £4

Special non-magnetic Model, white dial ... £4 10

9-ct. Gold Model, white dial only £8

Stevcl Wristlet Extra.

Stevel Wristlet (as illustrated), self adjust able. Fits

all wrisrts—slender or stout. No straps, buckles, or

other inconveniences. Enables the watch t o be slipped

up tlie arm at wash-time, or turned face downwards,

thus doing away with dial protectors. Strong and
durable.

Nickel plated, post free 2/3. Silver-plated, post free

2/9. Gold-plated, poet free S/3.

The " Q
Alarm

»> Pocket
Watch

Read this from the Trenches

Messrs. Birch and Oaydon:-Dear Sirs,—I thought

you might like to have some details about t'le wrist

watch I purchased from you eighteen months ago.

I have just arrived back in London on leave aft«r

fl(t«n nionths in the trenches. The hands of the

watcli have never been set since I left England, .ind

on checking the variation, I And that the watch

has eained leM than two minutes m the Dfteen

months Duing this Ume the watch has always

b^n on my wrist, and has been through many

attacks in the Somme Battle, including the taking

of . etc., and on countless occasions has

been subject to very severe damping.—A. H. a.,

10th Bn. Royal Fusiliers.

Obtainable only from

Birch & Gaydon, Ltd.

\.

Technical and Scientific Instrument Makers to the Jldmiraliy & War Office,

.^--— , IP. I J PPO WESTEND BRANCH(Late John BarwU

{^X')^^^ Fenchurch it., London, t.L.D , 19 PiccadUly Arcade, London, s.w,

With luminous dial

This Walch Is a remarkably accurate timfr
keeper, tlie movement being of the best
quality, fully jewelled, perfec:tly balanced and
compensated for all temperatures. It Is par-

ticularly recommended for tba use of oillcora

in timing attacks, bombardments, etc. Equally
suitable tor civilians who, if they possess It,

need never depend upon memory for punrltt

ality In keepmg appointments. The back pf

the case opens so that at niglit-ttmo the

watch may be stood at bedside ready to

awaken you in the morning. The alarm is

sim pie to set, and at the very moment of

the appointed time a lengthy repeater-like

sound will compel your attention. Should

you fail to hear it (which is hardly possible

unless surrounded by noise). Its vibrations

are unm istakably Insistent.

Kach Watch is fuUy guaranteed by th«

makers.

Oxydised £4 4s. Silver £5.

t

To the attack !

EACH morning finds the Briton preparing

for the attack; the daily onslaught

upon his enemy—the stubborn beard.

There is only one eflFective way to a pleasant

and easy victory, and that is lather—and still

more lather. For lather that will not dry on

the face; generous, creamy, fragrant lather.

PRICE'S

SHAVING STICK

will add a pleasure to

your shave.

It lasts long, is usable to

the last fraction of an inch.

Ofall Chemists, Hairdresaen

and Stores.

PRICES,
BATTERSEA,S.W.ll.

This advertisement, which appeared in 1912, is

inserted to remind you of a Sunbeam' perform-
ance thai has never been equalled by any car.

U 9Twas a famous victory
"

GRAND PRIX RACE
JUNE—1912

(THREE LITRE CLASS)

1st SUNBEAM
2nd SUNBEAM
3rd SUNBEAM

DISTANCE ... 956 MILES
AVERAGE SPEED 65 M.P.H.

WON BY

COUPE DE REGULARITE

SUNBEAM TEAM

Note THIS WAS A SCRATCH RACE—NOT A HANDICAP.

'Beyond doubt, the greatest feat in the history of motor racing."—
Illustrated London ATews.

THE SUNBEAM MOTOR CAR CO., Ltd.
Head Office and Works: WOLVERHAMPTON
Manchester Showrooms: 112 DEANSGATE
Uodon and Diilrict Agent, (or Cirs . J. KEELE. Ltd., 72 New Bond Street, W
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By Appointment
to

His Majesty
The King.

TRENCH COAT
The Most Reliable Military W&terproof Produced

Self-Praise is no Recommendation.

READ what an Officer says about

Aquascutum.

"March 30, 1917.

" My old Aquascutum I have had out here since the

end of"July, 1916, and it has given every satisfaction.

" It has given perfect protection against rain, snowi,

sleet, icy cutting wind and liquid mud right through

this Winter Campaign, which is acknowledged by all ta

have been the worst of the three as regards weather

conditions."

Tht original may be eeen by anyone interested.

There is only one AQUASCUTUM.
Do not accept inferior imitations.

Sold in all principal towns by our
recognised Agents.

TRENCH COAT Oolir Heicht and ChcM
Me«turem«Bt requireil.

'^ Waterproof
Coat Specialists

for over
50 years.

Regd.

VALISE.
Dispenses with Wolscley and Blankets.

Waterproof Bed h Valise in One.
VERMIN PROOF. WEIGHT ABOUT 10 lbs.

CONSTRUCTED TO HOLD ALL KIT, AND
TO STAND HARD WEAR FOR AN

INDEFINITE PERIOD.

Complete with Straps, Name and
Regiment painted on • SJ Gns.

Extract from Officer's Letter B.E.F.—
" I am convinced no sane man seeing your Valii^e

and another make side by side would fail to lake the
former. We've been moving about a considerable
amount during the past few months, packing up at
a moment's notice and pushing off and haying to
' travel light,' and I've seen what a business other
men's batmen have packing stuff into Valises other
ti.^ri Aquascutums, and how when it's needed for use
everything has to be tipped out and a bed made,
whereas I simply say to my man ' roll up,' and the
whole business is finished in a few minutes—and at
the other end of the journey it's simply a matter of
unrolling, ' et voili '

!"

The original of above may be seen by anyone interested.

100 REGENT STREET,
Ltd, LONDON, W. 1.

* To CURE—is the Voice of the Past.

To PREVENT—is the Divine Whisper of the Present:

INDOOR WORKERS
When brainwork, nerve strain, and lack of exercise make you leel

languid—tired—" blue "—a little

Eno s Fruit Salt
in a glass of cold water will clear your head and tone your nerves.

This world-famous natural aperient for over 40 years has been the standard remedy
for constipation, biliousness, impure blood and indigestion.

It is pleasant and convenient to take, gentle in action, positive in results. The safest

and most reliiible digestive regulator.

It is not from what a man swallows, but from what he digests that the blood ia made, and
remember that the first act of digestion is chewing the food thoroughly, and that it is only

through doing so that you can reasonably expect a good digestion.

A Judicious Rule.—" 1st, Restrain your appetite, and always get up from table with a dw:re 10

eat more. 2nd, Do not touch anything that does not agree with your stomach, be it most agreeable to

the palate." These rules have been adopted in principle by all dieticians of eminence, and we recom-
mend their use.

' A LITTLE at the RIGHT TIME is better than Much and
Running Over at the Wrong.'

ENO'S FRUIT SALT CAN NOW BE FREELY OBTAINED FROM ALL CHEMISTS AND STORES.

Prepared only by J. C. ENO, Ltd., 'Ffuit Salt' Wofks, LONDON, S.E.
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THE STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE
HERE should not be a Stockholm Conference. The

more closely the reasons for it are analysed, the more

certain it becomes that the Conference is part and

parcel of German propaganda, not to secure a

German peace—at least not at this stage—but to weaken

the resolution of the Alhes in the lightness of their cause and

to create the illusion in their minds that after three years of

warfare which has drenched Europe in blood they may now
safely consider the means of terminating the dciily loss of

life and the infinite distress. It may be stated without fear of

contradiction that there is no thinking person who docs not

desire the war to end as soon as may be, but the Prime

Minister defined correctly this attitude of mind when he stated

at the Queen's Hall on Saturday :
" War is a ghastly thing

;

butnotas grim as a bad peace." Wehave therefore the choice

Df two, and only two alternatives—war or a bad peace ? Can

there be any hesitation in our decision. Two years ago, or

even a year ago, there might have been some wavering, but

not to-day. At that time Germany had no wish for peace, she

still behcved the victory was in her grasp that would B*ako

her the ultimate arbiter of the destiny and fate of civihsation.

Now that she realises this is impossible, she works foi breatli-

ing-timc, for a few years of repose in which she may again

fool Europe while she prepares for Europe's enslavement.

Wherefore she raises the cry, " Is it peace ?
" through all the

subterranean channels which she has cunningly prepared

by a system of subornation extending over a long period of

time ; and the only answer that the Alhes can make to her

messengers is the old one :
" What hast thou to do with

peace ? Turn thee behind mc."

The Stockholm Conference is to come before the Labour

Party Conference to-morrow, when the question whether or

not British Labour delegates shall attend will be decided

by voting. Feelings run strongly, but the mass take the

common-sense view that any parleying with the enemy at an
International Conference is impossible at this juncture,

seeing that this fact will be used by Germany, no matter

how strongly the Allies' case may be stated, to the disadvan-

tage of the Allies. Undue emphasis is laid on the sentiment

'of Russia. We have to face the truth, far from agreeable

though it be, that popular sentiment in Russia at the present

time is in a state of chaos. The signs of renewed order have
not been unfavourable during the last few days, but it would
be madness for the other Allies to weaken their position under

the mistaken idea that by so doing they will hearten and
encourage Russia. These arc the troubled waters in which
it has always delighted Germany to fish ; evciyone knows
now that the Balkan unrest was dchbcratcly fomented in

order to further the world-might policy of the Kaiser and
the Pan-Getmans. and no one can doubt that internal

unrest in Russia is being employed for the same purpose. If

only the British Labour Party can be deceived into beUcving

the presence of delegates will render assistance to the cause

of order and defence at Petrograd and Moscow, Berlin will

be happy, for she herself has no delusions regarding the

currents and cross-currents which are flowing so strongly in

the dominions of her northern enemy. In this diraetion

she looks for sah-ation, for the miracle that shall save her

from the punislunent which the Alliance is now capable of

inflicting, if the war continues to be prosecuted with vigour

and determination.

The formation of the German Imperial Government, under

the new Chancellor Herr Michaelis, should leave no doubt in

British minds that Germany is as she always has been, a de-

spotism. The idea of placing power in the hands of the

people is as far as ever from the thought of her rulers, one

reason being that the people do not in their hearts desire the

power. The war was willed by the Geiman people in the

firm conviction that it would extend and greatly increase

the material wealth and prosperity which three previous wars

had bestowed On them. They accepted willingly the

discipline imposed by their rulers as the price of prosperity ;

and in the last three years they have carried out without

regret or hesitation the most brutal and barbarian orders

on the assumption that they were necessary for victory.

Victory delays, but in German minds this does not mean
defeat hastens. The German jicople undoubtedly do long

for the war to end, but they have no genuine desire that

their form of Government shall change. Recent events in

Russia bear testimony to the well-drilled orderly Teuton

nature that the rule of the AU-Highest is the best for national

efficiency and personal comfort under normal circum-

stances which will return presently. It is an utter fallacy to

assume there exists a natural craving in the breasts of German
citizens for a form of Government to which we apply the word

democracy, often erroneously as Dr. Jacks pointed out last

week^ We have to prove the higher worth of democratic ideals

if the German people are to be converted to our way of think-

ing, and that proof can only bo established by the complete

military defeat of German despotism. Until it has been

utterly discredited on the battlefield, where the foundations

of its power were laid, it is folly to expect the people on whom
it has bestowed in the past so many good things, so far as

this world goes', to withdraw their trust. To quote Dr. Jaclcs

:

'• It is too early fbr democrats to exult over the triumphs of

their cause since 1914. The question is, will these triumphs

stand ? They will not stand if the Germans win."

There can be no gainsaying this truth, and it is for this

reason that the Stockholm Conference seems entirely out of

place in so far as the Alhes are concerned. Their aims

have been most clearly defined in the plain and unam-

biguous words which the President of the United States has

both spoken and written. " What would the future of the

human race be worth if the dehberate and calculated bar-

barism of our enemies overran the world ?
" asked Mr. Page,

the United States Ambassador in his eloquent speech at

Plymouth on Saturday. In his official position Mr. Page

has had before him documentary evidence not available to

the world at large, and he declares[once again the war was

thrust upon us. Last week we referred to the secret Potsdam

Conference of July 5th, 1914, and now the Daily Telegraph

gives us the wording of the lying message which the German

Emperor with his own hand wrote to President Wilson on

August loth, 1914, and which was sent to him through Mr.

Gerard, the American Ambassador in Berhn. To quote

Mr. Page's words again :
" This is a time of the heroic cleans-

ing of the earth of that ancient and deadly malady, military

despotism "—despotism which turns into mockery truth,

justice, honour, freedom, in a word every ideal for which

humanity has been prepared to lay down its life in the past.

And now Germany's rulers " appeal to the pity of the world

they set out to subdue." We have to be on our guard against

this last danger, which is as formidable a peril to the future

peace of the world as anyjwith which the nations have been

menaced by Germany in the past.
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Opening of the Flanders Battle

By Hilaire Belloc

IN
order to understand events of the past week in front

of Ypres, we must clearly seize the change which has come
over the nature both of offence and defence since the

piolonged actions upon the Somme. •

The Allies in the West are greatly the superior of the

enemy in numbers and in jrower of munitionment. Short of

some further and still greater change in the affairs of Russia

they will remain superior. It is the object of the Allies

now, as it has been for more than a year past,

not to stand up against pressure expected or un-

expected in any sector but, exercising that pressure

themselves upon any sector they choose at will, to con-

tinue it, cither unbrokenly upon that sector or first upon
one sector and then upon another, until the enemy's power
of resistance shall be broken.

The great Somme offensive had the effect of very seriously

weakening the enemy upon the West. He was only just

able to recruit in time to prevent a complete break, and
even as it was, though he was saved' by the weather, he was
compelled to his first partial retirement before the next

fighting season opened. Roughly speaking, the method of

attack during the Somme and the method of defence were
these : the offensive carried on an almost continuous bom-
bardment and forced first one line and then another of the

defensi\e in increasingly deepening and broadening crescents.

The blows followed each other at considerable intervals, and
each was heavily expensive in men.
The defensive held each line successively in great strength

and incurred a somewhat larger expense ia men in the

process.

During the winter interval the relative superiority of the
Allies in munitionment and guns increased, and this year a >

new. plan developed upon both sides, a plan the character of

which was clear after the close of, the first spring offensive

in front of Arras and in Champagne.
Tills plan was to fix limited objectives, the occupation of

which would involve a comparatively short advance ; to break
the elaborately organised enemy front completely o\er a given
stretch of the hne, by prolonged and accurate bombardment ;

to occupy this limited belt immediately, and then to prepare
the next blow upon such defences as the enemy should have
organised behind. Such blows, each strictly limited, but fol-

lowing each other fairly rapidly, would by their limitation be
far less expensive in men ; would compel the enemy to highly
expensive counter-attacks, and should, in general, make his

inferior forces lose at a much greater rate than the superior
forces pressing him. The culmination of such repeated blows
would ultimately leave liim in a situation where he could not
maintain his line.

To meet this plan imposed upon him by the superiority of
his opponent the enemy proposed tliis system of defence :

To hold his elaborate front organisation as thinly as possible,

to preserve by the saving thus effected considerable reserves
upon a second line, say, on the average 2,000 yards behind
the first, or more ; to admit thus the impossibility
of holding his elaborately organised front line under the first

attack, but to attempt its recapture by strong and necessarily
expensive counter-attacks while the assault was still in con-
fusion after its first success.

All the fighting for the Aisnc Ridge has shown these char-
acteristics and they will appear without doubt during this

great battle of Flanders which has just begun.
It is clear that the success of the offensive will depend

upon the rapidity with which it can organise each successive
blow, and upon its ability to compel the enemy to lose men in

a far heavier proportion than do his assailants.

It is ecpially clear that the success of the defensive will

depend upon its power of retarding such blows and of inflict-

ing loss upon the assailants during counter-attacks beyond
those assailants' calculations. The longer the period between
attacks the better the opportunity of the defensive to organise
new lines, and if the old first line can be recaptured by the
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counter-attacks the expense is worth while because it compels

the assailant to do his work all over again.

,

The preparation for the Flanders battle was the flattening

iut of the sahent at Ypres and the capture of the

Wytschaete or Messinfes Ridge. This was the action of

ihe first weel-^ of last June. It was the most carefully worked
out and the most successful of all the offensives, local or

general, undertaken since the Allies acquired superiority in

the West.
The main battle was prepared for during the ensuing

seven weeks ; the last two of them were taken up with a very

heavy bombardment upon the sector chosen between the Lys
River and the beginning" of the marshy country 25 miles to

the North at Steenstraate (Stone Street) upon the Yser Canal,

just at the point where the marshes begin to broaden out and
make any action still further to the north impossible.

This bombardment was of an efficacy and upon a numerical

scale hitherto unknown even in the present war. It was aided

during the long spell of clear weather by the superiority which

the Flying Corps had established m the air, and its severity

may be tested by the fact that in a few days before its close

no less than six divisions had to be withdrawn and relieved

upon the enemy's side.

No small part of this bombardment, and not the least

efficacious part of it, was in the use of gas shells. It has been

discovered, for instance, from prisoners, that while the 52nd

Reserve Division was relieving the 6th Bavarian Division

in the night before the infantry assault, that is, in the night of

Monday, July 30th, the whole relief fell into confusion through

the effect of gas, against which it seems, the enemy helmets

were not a sufficient security, and one battalion of the Bavarians

remained unrelieved throughout. There is evidence of another

striking success of the use of gas two days before, upon the

29th, some surv'ivors of which fell into the hands of the British

during the battle. Historians will be interested to note that

these worst effects of gas. delivered from the AlUed side,

struck the enemy in exactly that region astride of the Poel-

cappelle Road where the enemy first used this invention in

April, 1915. suxeeded in breaking the line by the surprise it

caused, and only failed to get through because he had not the

initiative to seize the great opportunity offered him.

The bombardment reached its culminating point of intensity

after three o'clock in the morning of Tuesday, the 31st. At
ten minutes to four it lifted and the infantry was launched

along the whole line, their objectives being in the north

between the crossings of the brook variously called the

Steenbeck and the Hannebeck ; in the centre the first Ger-

man organisation, which is a continuation of this Hannebeck
line, and in the south the same first line organisations right

down to the Lys. The order of battle would seem to have

been, following the very vague indications afforded by the

despatches, as follows :

On the first 2,500 yards or so, from just north of what
used to be the Steenstraate bridge over tne canal to a point

just north of the niins of Boesinghe, were two French divisions

under General Anthoine. Immediately on their right would
seem to have been the Welsh troops opposite Pilkem, and

upon the sector where the Allied line crosses the Yser Canal,

and begins the trace of what used to be the Ypres sahent.

Next, it would seem, Scotch troops ; in the centre English

troops taking one down the newly-conquered line past Hooge
to tlie neighbourhood of Oostaverne and somewhat to the

south of it ; thence afterwards the Anzac troops, the Austra-

lians to the north and the New Zealanders on the extreme

right down to the river Lys. We have been told that in the

very centre near HoUebeke, just south of the canal, troops

from Middlesex were engaged.
The morning of Tuesday broke dully, threatening rain, and

the clouds were lying so low that observation was almost

impossible. Indeed, as will be described in a moment, this

was the first great battle fought in the West (since the new
conditions began), without the power of observation from

the air. But the aircraft did other service. Not only pre-

paratory to the action in spotting, but in raiding enemy
aerodromes and roads and in flying low and attacking enemy
troops even upon the march. Impossible as were the con-

ditions for observation, there seepi to have been few occasions

during the latter stages of the war in which the new arm did

better in its offensive character. It has become a cavalry

which has six times the speed of the old cavalry, ten times

its endurance, and the added power of jumping anything in

front of it.

The morning attack by the infantry all along tVie line

from dawn to about noon on Tuesday the 3Tst, reached all

the objectives marked out for it, and the first despatch sent

by Sir Dougla-^ }hi'>" in the early afternoon registered this

succesf.

Itum^atvnsand
marslies

here

The French crossed the canal in the night, carried the
ruins of Steenstraate behind it, then took Bixschoote, the
Kortekeer Inn, close to the Steenbeck, and occupied success-

fully an advance line about 4,000 yards in length, or a little

less. The Welsh carried the rudns of Pilkem and came down
towards the brook on the further side, while the English
troops in the centre reached to iSt. Julien (which is another
crossing of the'brook), Frezenb<;rg, Westhoek, the farm mid-
way from Klein-Zillebeke to Za advoorde, carried HoUebeke,
and reached the canal beyond v'.this last being the work of

the Middlesex troops) while to \ the south the Australians
under the Hill of Messines advanced as far as the windmill
nearly half-way between Gapajird and Warneton, and the

New Zealanders on the extreme* right took the Warneton
suburb of La Basseville. The fi.rat line enemy organisation

had fallen over the whole distances in- the first attack.

Among the incidents in this principal part of the action

we must note the Welsh troops c'lestaoying the 3rd battalion

of the Prussian Grenadier Guards during their capture of

Pilkem. The division to which thesie German troops belonged,

the 4th Guards Division, was caught actually in process of re-

lieving the 23rd Bavarian Division* during the night between
Monday and Tuesday, and to this tnuist iii pairt be ascribed

their very heavy loss. The Frencl lit r oops to tbe north of the

Welsh pushed on beyond the ob)ecti\ii;s assignee' to them, and
during the morning got leave to rea ;h the Steenbeck itself.

Their departure was a difficult one. They had the canal to

cross and bridge (as had tlie Britisli troops immediately to

their right) and it is a country in wh icli trenches are almost

impossible and in which mo'^t works sli ow above i^round. while

the slight rise immediately in front of, them be^i md the canal
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is cut with isolated woodlands. A similar advance beyond

the objectives assigned took place on the part of the English

along the Roulers Road at Fezenberg. At this point certain

English troops penetrated to the line where the enemy had

withdrawn his field guns, and put nearly a score of these out

of action before falling back. To the south of Frezenberg, in

the wooded country which begins at W'esthoek, the fighting

was very stubborn and the resistance of a strength corre-

sponding to the enemy's opportunities for defence in such a

region. But the line even here occupied aU the enemy's

first defensive organisation, and by the early afternoon, the

first phase of the operation ended.

At that moment the rain, which had threatened all morning,

began to fall. The wind also had risen, and it was in some-

thing like a storm that the next phase of the battle opened.

This phase took the form of violent counter-attacks launched

by the enemy throughout the whole of that afternoon and
the succeeding night.

These counter-attacks lasted all through Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, and it is by their failure that the

character of the battle must be judged. The ceaseless rain,

which continued throughout those days, accounts in great

part for the impossibility of following up the blow. But
even if there liad been no rain these great counter-attacks

would have taken place, and it is fair to say that tlie con-

ditions to which the rain reduced the ground was almost as

hard upon the enemy and his infantry reaction as it was upon
the British and the bringing up of their guns.

Of these great counter-attacks the first was launched
against the sector between St. Julien and the Roulers railway.

It occupied the late afternoon and was repelled with very
heavy losses. But it was resumed with fresh troops at even-
ing and during the night succeeded in compelling the retire-

ment of the British troops holding St. Julien on to the rising

ground above, to the west of those ruins. At the same time

another ver>' strong counter-attack was launched immediately
in the neighbourhood of the railway and to the south of it.

This attack got a footing in W'esthoek before nightfall, but
was forced back again during the darkness.
The rain continued heavily throughout the night and

throughout the following day, Wednesday, August ist.

During that Wednesday the positions lost at St. Juhen were
recovered, as were also those astride of the railway to the
south. Whether Westhoek was completely recovered or not
it is impossible to discover from the despatches sent. At any
rate, the British troops were in the western part of the ruins.
Thursday was full of fresh counter-attacks, the strongest of
which was the attempt to re-take St. Julien. It failed. By
Friday night the whole of the line stood again, as the Field
Marshal tells us in his despatch, upon the positions occupied
during the first advance. During the whole of that Friday
the heavy rain still fell, turning the flat Flanders land into a.

quagmire and making a pond of every crater hole. The
strain imposed by such unexpected weather at such a time,
and upon ground so torn, has been described as greater than
that suffered at an}^ other period of the war. With Saturday
the weather began to clear, and at the moment of writing we
have Sunday's account of the bombardment beginning again
against the new German line. Eight guns have been taken
and over 6,000 prisoners.

At this point we must leave the account of the Flanders
battle. Upon our side it has secured the whole of the enemy's
first strongly-organised position, including its support trenches
over a front of 25 miles, and it is the obvious preparation for

further blows. The enemy by representing the Allies as
desirousof reaching much more distant objectives, can present,
and has presented, the whole affair as a check.
The immediate? future will decide, with proofs much stronger

than verbal or written ones, the debate between these two
contentions.

The Eastern Front

To write of the Eastern front in the ordinary terms of

military history is impossible, because the element which
military history always takes for granted—a certain measure
of homogeneity and unity—is absent. You cannot weigh the

value of disposition upon the map, nor even of numbers, when
the moral factor is not only indefinitely variable from unit

to unit, but also from day to day.
Nevertheless, there is one geographical point in the rjtuation

which has been generally remarked and which rer.iins its

importance even under the utterly abnormal condition of tlie

Russian forces upon the Galician frontier. It is the "corner of

Dorna Watra," tlie point in tlie Carpathians where Roumania
and the Bukovina meet. This point is the pillar, as it were,
upon which turns the defence of all Moldavia, that is, of all

the remaining half of politically independent Roumania,
which has hitherto been shielded against invasion.

If the retirement of the Russian line compels the abandon-
ment of this corner (and the last news shows that it is already
shaken) the issues from the mountains into the Moldavian
Plain are in danger of passing one after the other into the
enemy's hands. The political result of such a catastrophe
would be the almost complete occupation of Roumania bv
the enemy ; the strategic result would be the loss of an easily

defended line, that of the Central Carpathians and the sub-
stitution for it of a line difficult of defence, requiring for the
holding of it a greater number of men. The Upper Screth is

not a formidable obstacle and has never, I think, been used as
a defensive line in the very many campaigns seen by this

region in the past. The Pruth behind it is a better line by far,

but to stand upon the Pruth would mean the abandonment of
all Roumania.
The reason that this Dorna'Watra corner is so important is

the orographical character which it bears. It is a sort of
knot in the mountains from which the streams descend in
radiating lines— a knot which separates the Carpathians to
tire north of it from the mountains to the south, and there-
fore what I have called it, a " pillar." The last good crossing
of the hills from the Hungarian Kingdom into the Bukovina
goes just north of this knot or pillar, but to the south of it for
a long way the defence of the densely wooded mountain range
is easy and has, as we know, been successfully maintained by.
the Russians and Roumanians throughout all the vicissitudes
of the past year. Let the Dorna Watra comer be lost and this
easily defensible line is turned and probablv lost.

We are not acquainted with the principal element of all.

That is, the forces of which the enemy, disposes in this region,
hut it is difficult to see how the very advanced point now
formed by this corner where Hungary, the Bukovina, and
Roumania meet can long remain in the hands of the Russo-
Roumanians,with the Russian retreat continuing as it does.

Czernowitz was abandoned last week, and with Czernowitz
the defensive in this quarter lost two very important assets.
In the first place, it lost a large and important depot of stores
and mimitionment. In the second place it lost the main road
and railway which form the latetal communication behind the
de/ensive, The lateral communication was the main road and
railway of the Sereth valley. Now though the main railway
goes on beyond Czernowitz to Halicz and so to Lemberg, and
though good railway communication behind the Russian
line was lost quite recently in the retirement, when the Second
Army broke and drew back with it in a flood the -7th and 8th,
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to the south of it, yet so long as CzemowUz held there was
still ample road facility for using that town as a terminus, and
southward from it working the road and railway of the Sereth

valley in support of the defensive line which was holding the

Carpathians from 40 to 50 miles westward. With Czernowitz

gone this road and railway lead nowhere. They would still

be of full service if munitionment and supply came up from
the south, but they do not, they come down from the north.

The armies in Roumania are dependent upon the bases in

Southern Russia and Kiev, and after the loss of Czernowitz

they can only be supplied through Jassy by a very round-

about way.
The only favourable element in the situation is the obvious

numerical weakness of the enemy. If he had been at the

strength at which he was a year ago, he would, as we saw last

week, have certainly destroyed the 7th and 8th Russian

armies, for the breakdown of the second army had put him right

upon their flank and even behind it,so that it seemed a matter
of not more than two or three days before he should appear
upon their communications and cut them off. That he was
not able to do this was certainly not due to any strength in

the Russian second army, which was in rout, and had not yet

begun its stand upon the frontier. It was due simply to lack of

means in the pursuit. The same weakness may prevent the

enemy from taking advantage of the present situation in

the corner of Dorna Watra.
Not a bad test of the future situation will be the point of

Piatra. If the line has to fall back through northern Roumania
so as to uncover Piatra, the northern valleys issuing from the;

Carpathians are in possession of the enemy. If Piatra con-

tinues to be held it means that the enemy is not in sufficient;

strength to reap the fruits qf his opponents' breakdown.

The Importance of C^culation—

I

Amid a great deal of correspondence which I have received

upon the figures of enemy losses and man-power published
from time to time in these columns, I find a certain proportion
the tone of which is somewhat as follows :

' Of what use in this stage of the war is the publication of

such estimates ? They are only calculations upon very im-

perfect evidence, while the war itself and the progress of

events do not bear out what the estimates promise."

In other words, a certain proportion of my readers believe

this sort of calculation to be at the best of little service to our
judgment of the situation, and at the worst fallacious.

J say " ^ certain proportion " only, for naturally the greater

part of those who write to one about these figures are serious

students—who know the fundamental importance of numbers
in war and who have carefully followed the responsible studies

appearing in the Continental Press. These are usually con-

cerned with details—as, for in.stance, the evidence for and
against the presence of class 1919 in the depots as early as the

first week of May (everyone knew that the first batch would
not be actually in the depots earUer than the end of April

or later than the beginning of June).
This " certain proportion," however, has its importance,

and I would like to address myself to those composing it,

both the comparati\-cly few who have written to me per-

sonally and the much larger number who have acquired the

same impression from the popular Press— I mean the im-

pression that calculations of this sort are cither so imperfect

as to be negligible, or, even if fairly accurate, are unimportant.

I must, of course, as often before, beg the reader's inclulgence

for a certain amount of repetition which is inevitable, because

previous statements will have been missed by some and
forgotten by many more.

"There are two distinct elements in this feeling of doubt.

The first concerns the accuracy of the^tatements made ; the

second the value of such statements to our judgment even

when they are proved to be fairly accurate.

I will deal with these elements separately. First, then

as to the accuracy of such statements :

The various sorts of statistics published, whether in these

columns or in any other survey of the war, are based upon
different kinds of evidence and enjoy different degrees of

certitude. They are of two kinds : Statistics of the enemy's
positive strength—his total army, his fighting force, his man-
power at any moment, his recruitment—ai^d the negative

element, his losses.

In the first of these there are four categories of different

degrees of accuracy.
(i) Estimates of the whole " ration strengths" of the enemy

at any moment are based upon knowledge that is very full

and checked in numerous ways. When we say, for instance,

that the German Empire (which provides about half the total

belligerent force opposed to us) is maintaining a ration

strength of somewhat over 5I millions, we are saying some-

thing which is certainly not wrong by 10 per cent. It is a
figure that is taken as a sort of common knowledge by every-

one dealing with the subject.

(2) When we say that the strength in organised figblinc;

units, that is, the strength of the field army properly so-called

(as distinguished from the services auxiliary to the fighting

bodies) is ^i millions, we are again upon quite firm ground.

The enemy is possessed of much the same knowledge witli

regard to ourselves, and we certainly of full knowledge with

regard to him in this respect. The average strength of full

units is known, and by far the greater part of such units at

any moment have been identified, and thejr positions can
easily be dotted down upon a map. All sorts of information

from the indication of divisions in contact with our forces by
the interrogation of prisoners, the consultation of captured

documents and the many other forms of intelligence avail-

able, concur to this result. There are moments when the
margin of error is greater, as, for instance, when the enemy
is moving considerable bodies of men, or when he is in process
of making new formations. But his fighting strength is

known upon the average within a very small margin of error.

This second category just mentioned is, of course, one of
the two bases of all such estimates, for, according to the
lighting force employed and the nature of its activity will be
the proportion of losses and the size of drafts required to
repair them.

(3) The annual power of recruitment, the " crops of men,"
is known still more accurately as to its maximum. All the
belligerent powers are able to make the test for themselves
and to reason without danger of error, that any other belli-

gerent power, enemy or Ally, will be able to find not more
than such and such a number of youths capable of service

at such and such an age. At any rate, this calculation is

always easy in the case of nations which keep accurate census
tables, and which are know^ to be making the fullest effort

possible. In such estimates, then, one always supposes the
enemy to be able to get all the young men available—all that
proportion which will pass the doctor. In point of fact, the
real number raised is less, but one remains on the safe side by
.standing to one's maximum. For instance, one sa}^ of the
German class 1919, most of which is already called up and
the rest of which will be called up in the present summer, that
it can yield some 500,000. It may yield considerably less,

but it will not yield more, and we set it down at that figure.

(4) The only remaining class of recruitment is the men,
" combed out " from auxiliary or civiUan employment.
This is much the most doubtful figure. The estimates

made of it have to allow for a considerable mjirgin of error,

and the political and other conditions governing such " comb-
ing out " change from month to month with the situation of
tlie enemy. It is difficult to ascertain with accuracy how
far the enslavement of occupied territories relieves him, and
he is himself, like every other belligerent, compelled to con-
tinual changes of estimate in the number of valid men he can
afford to take away from civil or auxiliary work. Evidence
is frequently forthcoming of men having been taken away
from such and such work behind the army, of the numbers so
taken having proved excessive and dangerous, and of the
consequent necessity'of returning some of them back from the

army to their former work.

But though the category of " combing out " is the least

certain and the one subject to most fluctuations and errors,

there are these two things to be said about it at the present

moment. First : that it is and has been for now more than a
year, a very small category of the whole, and that therefore the
errors in it do not greatly affect the errors of our total estimates

;

and secondly : that the power of further combing out men
has for many months past ceased. Perhaps the rrioment of

greatest error in this respect was in the central period of the

war, say from November 15th to August i6th. It was then
that the novel and detestable poUcy of enslavement first began
to be generally practised and the Allies naturally under-

estimated at first the length to which the enemy would push
such an atrocity. The first serious " combing out " for the

German forcesjtook place, it will be remembered, in the month of

October, 1915. The process continued with various experiments

and shiftings from the army and back to the army until

the end of last year. The present year was not far advanced
when a point had been reached after which no further recruit-

ment from this source was possible.

It must be remembered, of course, that any considerable

political change at once affects this category. The occupation

or abandonment of any considerable piece of territory, help

direct or indirect from a neutral, etc., changes the balance,

but as things now are and have been for many months,
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accession of'strength from this quarter is closed.

So much for the statement of enemy strength. We always

specialise upon that of the German Kmi^ire. lirst because

its proportion to the total belligerent force against us is known
(it is one-half) and therefore it is an exact ciiterion ;

secondly

because our information upon it is so much more extensive

and accurate than our information upon any other section of

the forces opposed to us. ;

The other limb is the rate of loss, and the bridge uniting

the two is the estimate of men in depot at any moment, and
coming in as hospital returns for recruitment month by month
as the war proceeds. I-

The estimate of enemy losses in any one action or over

any recent and short period of time, is largely a matter of

guess-work, and the tendency is nearly always to exaggerate.

The only positive evidence available at first is that afforded

by prisoners and perhaps a few documents —captured on the

field. Then,.; shortly afterwards, comes the tabulation of

divisions withdrawn, coupled witli our knowledge of the average
loss which a division is expected to stand before it is with-

drawn. Later comes our knowledge through other forms
of intelligence ; lists printed within the enemy countries,

newspaper reports, corroborative evidehce of other kinds

(much of which is necessarily secret) and at last, after a con-

siderable period of time, the process of calculation gets nar-

rowed to within comparatively small margins of error.

For instance, we know now to within a very small margin
of error what the enemy lost in his five months of effort against

the Verdun sector. It was, with less than 10 per cent, of

error either way (and probably within 5 per cent) a loss of

Somewhat over 100,000 a month, the total losses being in the

aeighbourhood of 520,000 or rather more.' To put it another

way : it would surprise all those very many men whose busi-

ness it has been to collect and co-ordinate evidence upon the

matter, if some years after the war (supposing full information

to be then available) it was found that the total losses were as

much as 550,000 (excluding, of course; sickness and accident),

and if the numbers were given as low as 506,000 we could i)rove

positively that there was concealment: In the, same way,
after a sufficient time for the gathering of -much evidence,

it is estimated that his losses during the five months of the

Somme were in tlie neighbourhood of; yoo.ooo, though this

figure, being more recent, is perhaps subject to a slightly larger

margin of error. .
'

When we come to general losses over a very great period

of time we can get still more accurate results. We are more
certain, for instance, of such an estimate ;as' appeared in these

columns in the early part of iqi'J, giving the German losses

up to the end of December before, thariwe are of the losses

in any particular action or set of actions.": ; . :,.

This category, then, of general lossesi. is. a dependable
one within a great degree of accuracy,, though that degree
lowers in proportion as the events witliwhidr we are dealing

are recent. "

•'V'^
^

The second element in this limb is the^ fate of hospital
returns. Of general losses, a very great number return to
sotm kind of service, and after the experience of so many months
of war this proportion is known. It is a little over 60 per cent.

Of 100 men who appear in a total list of, casualties and sick,

some 40 or perhaps a little less, but not much less, are out of

the war for good.
That phrase " any capacity " is, of course, liable to mis-

construction. There is nothing to prevent your keeping a
hopelessly mutilated man, or a man. whose health is perma-
nently injured, in uniform and upon the ration strength, and
you can, if you choose, give him some sort of work to do
which is of little service to the armv, but which gives you some
excuse for not destroying him. Political considerations here
come in and vary the proportion so retained.
But though this introduces an clement of error in the paper

strength of your opponent, the error is of no practical con-
sequence. WTiether, for instance, a man unable to take any
active exercise, but helping to keep accounts in a hospital, is

on the ration strength or is employed as a civilian, is, for the
purposes of inihtary calculation, quite imimportant. The real
interest lies in an estimate of the proportion that can he used
again in active service and here the calculation is subject
to considerable difficulties. But we have certain rules.

In the first place, it is clear that the real interest again
lies in the numbers who can return to the same active service

as that which thcv were discharging before, not to auxiliary
ser\'ice of any kind, nor even to services less exacting than those
they first performed, but to the very same service. P'or in-

stance, a man may have been once in the units which in rota-
tion hold the front trenches. He suffered severe illness or
mutilation which forbid him to be so used again, but he may
none the less be used for services which are of an active military
sort. He may be attached to transport or even to certain

services in coanection with the heavy artillery behind the

lines, such makeshifts do not fill the gaps. The fighting line

depends on the recruitme;it of its infantry actively engaged.
Another rule %chich we must bear in mind in connection

with this difticulty is that the proportion of men returnable

has, paradoxically enough, increased with the duration of the
war. When the strain was less severe a man suffering from
sucii and such a disability would be discharged or put on to easy
auxiliary work ; to-day he will be forced into harder work
and even perhaps into the original active service from which
he was evacuated as sick or wounded.
Roughly speaking, one may say that, of a total casualty

list, while some 60 odd per cent, return to some sort of service,

little more than 40 per cent, returned in the earlier part of

the war to exactly the same service as they fulfilled before,

and even to-day not more than 50 per cent.

For instance, when we said in these columns last January
that the Germans " had in sight " for the fighting season of

1917, up to some date in August, about a million, of whom
half a million were already in the depots, it was allowing for

hospital returns which may have been wrong by say, 7 per
cent, or S per cent. But as these hospital returns will form
less than half the whole, the total margin of error was only one
of 3.per cent., or 4 per cent., the rest being the last of the
combings out who had been put into depots and the class 1918,
the numbers of which were accurately known.

It will be seen from the above that this kind of calculation,

even where it is applied to los,ses which are less certain than
establishment and total man-power, is sufficiently accurate
for all practical purposes of judgment. It is not as absolute
as an honest balance-sheet in business or a census return,

wherein there is virtually no margin of error at all, but it is

far more accurate than, let us say, the estimate of the rate at
which a piece of railway transport can be conducted, or the
probable mortality rate of a great city in some forthcoming
period. To give a parallel instance which will be familiar

to everyone ; It is not as accurate as the Government forecast

of a harvest made a week or two before the grain is gathered,
but it is much more accurate than such a forecast made at the
end of June.

Proofs of .\ccuracy.

Finally, we must, note that the accuracy of such estimates
is constantly checked and corroborated by the event.

For instance, evidence of a hundred different kinds co-
ordinated results in this estimate of German losses alone to

the end of 1915, after the first 17 months of war. Losses in

death, counting all those who have died that were ever on
the ration strength, about one million ; definitive losses,

that is, losses in dead and prisoners and hopelessly sick and
mutilated, just over two millions ; losses including those who
cannot go.back to the same active service as before, a good
deal--say, a quarter—over three million. It will be remem-
bered that this was very fully gone into in the articles appear-
ing in Land & W.\ter in March 1916.

Turn to, the estimates of the second 17 months, that is, up
to the beginning of June of this year, and you find all these
.figures increased, by somewhat over 75 per cent

.
, but not 80

per cent. You are less certain of the last 17 months than of
the first, because the time is more recent, but within that
margin of error you are corroborated by the nature of the
fighting. German wastage has not gone on at the same rate
because of the long months during which no pressure was
exercised upon the enemy between the Baltic and the Black
Sea, where the Germans had one-third of their army.'
The estimates are again checked and corroborated by the

rate at which the new classes are called up. Each such
summons has come accurately within two or at most three
weeks to the time-table suggested by the estimates.

Thus, if the losses had been what they were presumed to be,
class 1918 in Germany ought to have been called up at the
end of last j-ear, and class 1919 not earlier than the end of
April and not later than the beginning of June of this year.
The known events in both cases corroborated the estimates
previously made.
We may take it, then, that these general estimates appear-

ing from time to time of enemy (and particularly of German),
strength- -which strength is a function of (a) total man-
power, (b) losses, and (c) recruitment—are accurate for all

practical purposes. The margin of error is not what you
would get in most business estimates, and the totals are work-
ing hypotheses so near to truth that they correspond to the
results that should flow from them.
But even if they have this accuracy, are they worth mak-

mg } Are they of value to our judgment of the war and
therefore to the maintenance of civilian tenacity and sound
sense during the strain which the nation is undergoing } That
is the second part of the proposition with which I shall deal
next week. h. Belloc
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Naval Review of the Year
By Arthur Pollen

THE third year of the war opened with the public

complacently content that all was well at sea

;

and there was nothing at that moment to suggest

that it would not so remain. We were still in high
spirits as to Jutland ; we were still buoyed up by the

belief that just as we- had beaten the submarine in the

autumn of 191 5 and in the spring of last year, so could we
defeat it again if the enemy chose to repeat an experiment
that had failed so often before. We had, in short, estab-
lished our sea command so far as surface ships win it. We
had no reason for supposing that the U-boat could take
that command from us. Our complacency and our confidence
were destined to be somewhat rudely shaken.

First, in August, September and October came the first

questionings as to the

policy our Higher Com-
mand was shown by Jut-
land to have evolved and
imposed upon the fleets

at sea. Until a year ago
those whose business it

Was to interpret the nai^al

war to their lay country-
men had accepted the
official verdict on the
events of May 31st as
final. The dispatches had
thrown no new light on
the disposition, the deploy-
ment or the evolutions of

the Grand Fleet in the
critical hours between 6
and 8.30 p.m. The Admir-
alty.to whom alone all the
facts were known, had
expressed an unquaHfied
approval of the whole pro-

ceedings, and the pubhc
accepted the view, first,

that all it was possible to

do in the search for deci-

sive victory had been done,

and secondly, that it was
the thick weather, and
the thick weather only that

had saved the enemy from
annihilation. Besides, on
two important asjjects of

the thing the more we
•earnt of the battle the

more satisfactory did our
.'esults appear to be. Our
losses, though heavy, and
possibly heavier than the

enemy's, were not to be

explained by any superior

gunnery skill on his part.

The three battle cruisers

were known to have fallen

each to single lucky hits. Not one of them had been over"

whelmed by gun fire, or shot to pieces. It was not the

Ughtnessof tiieir armour that explained their fall, it was just a

defect, and an accidental defect, in their construction that

explained each catastrophe.

The British gunnery- might not have been the best conceivable

in method, but it was something that such evidence as was
available showed that the enemy's was certainly not better,

and probably not so good. In the other matter, no comparison

between the two fleets was possible at all. At every stage

of the action, whether it was when Engadine sent up the sea

plane to scout for von Hipper, and the scouting had to be

done at short range and at less tlian 1,000 feet elevation ;

or when Bingliam with Notnail, Nestor and A'icalor led the

attack on .Sheer's line, wiien tiie two, German fleets joined

up ; or when the destroyer attack was delivered previous to the

appearance of the Grand Fleet, or when Arbuthnot led down
on the head of the German line ; or when Goodenough, Sinclair

and the other squadron and flotilla leaders pushed their

reconnaissance and attacks right home to close quarters

and in broad daylight, in innumerable instances the British

Fleet had shown daring, a fighting spirit and a seaman-like

quality of which the* enemy gave no examples at all. Finally,

it was for a third time proved that in the Admiral of the

battle cruiser fleet the British navy possessed a sea leader
of the highest quality. And it was quite in the tradition
of the British Navy at its best that the Commander-in-Chief,
himself shut oft from playing the great r61e of victor, should have
borne so generous a testimony to the glorious work of his
more fortunate subordinates. So that, although we had,
of course, been disappointed that Jutland had not resulted
in the uttw annihilation of the enemy's main forces, it had yet
given solid grounds for high satisitaction. If the enemy
had any ulterior object in venturing out on the 31st May.
this purpose had been thwarted, and thwarted finally.
He hacl been proved incapable of fighting the Grand Fleet
to a finish

; he had shown no superiority in fighting methods

;

he exhibited no paraUel to the fighting spirit of our men.
We had, then, every right

to be proud and no reason
for being critical.

But during the next three
months our contentment
underwent a process of
gradual disintegration. A
former First Lord of the
Admiralty let a startled

world into the unpleasant
secret that Whitehall had
gone to war and kept at
war in the belief that, as
we could enjoy aU the
fruits of victory without
being victorious, and as
we could not fight out a
battle to the end without
risking ships, it was mere
common sense to avoid
close action and, therefore,

in thick weather to aban-
don the only hope of vic-

tory, and for the exceUent
reason that victory was
unnecessary, and the loss

of ships might be fatal.

It had, of course, often
been said that for years
past the strategic ideas
of oMi Higher Command
had been entirely defen-
sive, where attack should
have been our chief pre-

occupation, and offensive

only in the field of war in

which our overwhelming
interests lay in the evolu-
tion of protective measures.
We had built, equipped,
armed and trained our
fleet on the principle that
if it were only large

enough it would never
have to fight. Our only aggressive policy has been in
developing the submarine, for which if our hypothesis
is right, we would have no targets to attack. Mr.
Churchill not only gave substance to all the old doubts;
he made it appear that it was on the purely defensive principle

that Jutland had been fought. We were at once laid open to
the charge that the enemy had challenged us to fight and that
we had not dared to accept the challenge. It was made to
look as if " Safety F'irst " had been the slogan of Whitehall.

It is not surprising that we found the process of this dis-

illusion disi)iriting. What made this process all the harder

to bear was that it was during these months that, for the

third time, the spectre of the submarine rose in formidable

shaj^e before our eyes. At this time a year ago we believed

implicitly that the 1915 campaign had ended because we had
discovered the formula by which the underwater attack on
trade would be brought to defeat. The five weeks campaign
of March, April and May, of the spring of last year, did not

undeceive us. Ostensibly, the Germans had abandoned their

effort because Washington had sent thexultimatum, but most
of us, 1 think, supposed that, in yielding to America, Berlin

was assuming a virtue imposed by necessity. Nor was it

altogether unreasonable that we should take this view. For
a week or two things bad looked extraordinarily black.

Elliot and fry.

The Right Hon. Sir Eric Geddes, K.G.B.
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Ships were being destroyed at the rate of two and one half

and three a day. But the intensity of the attack had fallen

away before President Wilson intervened, though not, per-

haps before his intervention was assured. It was comforting

to think—on the facts as we know them—that it was indeed

our own counter-measures that had brought the shipping losses

to less than one a day before the American ultimatum was de-

livered. And it was a natural conclusion to form on such

knowledge as we possessed.

No Antidote

Of the details of Admiralty methods and as to the

scale of Admiralty preparations we were, of course, com-

pletely ignorant. But pre-war discussions had made it appear

that fast and numerous patrol vessels were a perfect antidote

to underwater war. War confirmed this view. Between

August, 1914, and December of the same year the enemy's

efforts to reduce our Heet's strength by torpedo attrition had «

been thwarted, and, as we suppose, solely by nets, by mines,

underwater bombs, and destroyers -the counter-measures

witli which we were already familiar. The transport routes

had been perfectly protected from the first. It looked then as

if the formula that spelled success was known, and that it was

a mere question of numbers to apply that formula over as

wide an area as possible. And, as there had never been the

least doubt that the enemy would attack upon the largest

possible scale, it was natural "to infer that our counter-prepara-

tions would correspond.

Quite early in 1915. the conjecture was pubUshed that the

enemy might produce one submarine a week in 1915, and three

a week in the following year, and as he began tlie war with

nearly thirty ready for sea, and twelve in various stages

of completion, and as a fairly close estimate of his losses

could be made, it should not have been difficult to foresee

his probable strength in underwater craft at any time to-

wards the end of 1916, nor how it would increase. We
had, besides, had a fairly full experience of both kinds of

submarine war—the ruthless and the more civilised. The
enemy had sometimes attacked everything in sight,and then for

whole periods liad confined liimself to attacks when some chance

for safety could be given to the crews. Those who knew the

truth about the two orders of campaign should have been

able to judge the extent to which sheer ruthlessness could

add to the enemy's piratical efficiency. In August, 1916,

therefore, it was perfectly reasonable to assume that the anti-

submarine formula was known, that the scale of the enemy's
preparations had been foreseen, that the difference which
ruthlessness would make was understood, and that the incom-
parable shipbuilding and engineering resources of Great
Britain had been drawn upon to their limit in preparation for

the inevitable day when Germany would make her last

effort to ward off a military defeat by an effective sea

blockade.

That this effort was inevitable was clear from the first.

There was not the least ambiguity about the threat of 1914,
and the surrender of 1916 was unequivocally conditional.
This was not indeed forgotten in August. But it did not cause
anxiety, precisely because we assumed that as the attack
was inevitable, an adequate defence would certainly be
ready.

A Rude Awakening

September, October and November brought a some-
what rude awakening. As the glory of Jutland faded from
our view, a new portent occurred which added doubts as to the
future and destroyed the illusion of the past. As December
and January went by with no mitigation of the losses,

thoughtful observers began to wonder what would happen
when, after the peace overtures had failed,Germany must make
her final effort. Then, in February, the great effort was
made. It is not necessary to recall the monotonous story
of the last six months. It is sufficient to contrast the doubts
and anxieties of to-day with our complacent optimism of a
year ago. Our command of the sea—in the historic sense
of command of the surface of the sea—is stiU as absolute as
it was, in that we can forbid the enemy either to trade
or invade. Our defence of our own surface sliips against under-
water attack seems still to be reasonably perfect, so far as
the ships of war and the transports on the military lanes are
concerned. But the merchant shipping of the world, whether
British, Allied or Neutral, is being destroyed at an alarming
rate.

Three years ago the enemy relied upon the attention which
mines, torpedoes and Zeppelin bombswonid inflict upon our
ships of war, in his hope of reducing the balance of sea power.

'

This hope he was compelled to abandon. He is trying tiie

slower method of sapping our fighting strength. Could he

have qualified fleet power and won a sea action, victory

on the whole field of war would have been his—and instantly.

He is trying to get the same result, and by the same means

—

directed at a different target. He must deny us the sea he

cannot use h'mself, or perish. His effort could not be made
except at a cost of atrocious cruelty and outrage—and it has
put him at odds with all the world.

, The question is, can he bring our shipping to the danger

point before he is himself exhausted, and therefore militarilv

defeated on land ? Only those can answer who know his power
of further resistance, and our power of doing without shipping,

Arthur Pollen.

Forestry Development
To the Editor o{ Land & Water.

Sir,—There is a great danger of some rash gigantic afforesta-

tion scheme being hurriedly embarked upon which will ulti-

mately involve the country in colossal losses. It is generally

hinted that a movement is on foot to introduce, perhaps in a
modified form, some such scheme as that recommended a few
years ago by the Coast lirosion Commissioners, and it seems
necessary that the public should realise beforehand what such
a scheme would have involved.

It was a scheme for planting nine million acres of more or

less waste land; and it was admittedly based on German
statistics. The State Forests of Saxony which gave the very

best results of any coniferous forests in Germany were in-

stanced as showing what results could be expected. Un-
fortunately, however, it appears that the figures were mis-

applied, for if pre-war British prices of timber are applied
to the volume data of the Saxon forests there is incontestable

evidence to prove that if the nine million acres of land
had been afforested, and if the undertaking had been
financed at 3J per cent, interest, the country would have
been involved in an ultimate net loss of about twelve hundred
million pounds by the time the area was in proper working
rotation. The writer appeals to all those who are now
advocating vast afforestation schemes to weigh carefully

these facts.

So also, the Commissioners estimated that the land they
proposed to plant was then yielding 15 lbs, of mutton per acre,

and though they omitted to reckon the sheep's wool, yet if

this be added, the land was, at pre-war prices, producing a

revenue of about 13s. per acre. Is it wise to sacrifice a real

3'early profit for that which must result in a direct loss, and
which requires a large capital to be locked up in enterprise for

seventy to eighty years ?

The poor lands of this country can be made to produce a
great deal more food if capital, labour, and brains are ex-

jiended thereon, and the resulting profits will accrue quickly
as compared with afforestation. However, all who are not pre-

judiced will agiee that some afforestation is necessary as an
insurance against submarine menace in the future. But
tlie facts must be faced. The loss involved, that is the cost

of the insurance, must be openly stat(;d. In the past there has
unfortunately been a concerted attempt to hide from the
country any real evidence about the finances of forestry, and
schemes have been suggested based upon such hypertrophied
data that the promoters have defeated their own object.

In the writer's opinion afforestation for the next five j'ears

must be confined to replanting or re-sowing the areas recently

denuded of timber,and which are therefore unsuited to farming.
The existing forest area should be sufficient to provide an in-

surance or reserve stock of timber when once it is properly
grown,?/ only future fellings are controlled with this end in view.

But even if it were not thus sufficient it could be supplemented
by storing imported timber equal in amount to one or two years'

supply. This would be far more economical than trying to
produce the greater part of rt at home by planting nine million
acres and sacrificing a yearly revenue from meat and wool of
nearly six million pounds sterling.

If Great Britain were again involved in war in 30 years
time, what would be thought of the economists who had sac-
rificed the food and wool from nine million acres and in return
could only point to woods, the oldest of which would only
provide pit props; whereas the majority would have no econ-
omic value for another 20 or 30 years ?

The writer has no wish to prejudice any sound scheme,
but his recent investigations when valuing for sale some
400,000 cubic feet of timber, including some of the best
grown Scots Pine in England, have convinced him that the
greatest caution is necessary. Unfortunately we cannot
produce all our food and timber at home, thus the nation must
choose between farming and forestry-r-the plough or the
planter's spade.

July, 191 7.

'

p. Trentham Maw.
Heron Court Estate Office.
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ittttrs from a Itgatton
By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the /American Legation in Brussels

(

TJwse tellers from a Legation which were begun in Land &
Water last week were written home by Mr. Hugh Gibson,
First Secretary of the 4»ierican Legation in Brussels at the begin-
ning of tJie war. They are now published with the consent of
the State Department of the United States. In the opening
letters Mr. Gibson describes the events that followed on the
declaration of war, his interviews with the German Minister
in Brussels, and the State visit of the King of the Belgians to
the Chamber of Deputies. At the request of the German Minister,
the United Slates Legation took temporary charge of German
subjects in Belgium, and it fell to Mr. Gibson's duly to arrange
for the deportation of a number of them from Brussels by way
of Holland. He had gathered together these German refugees
at a building near the railway station. He continues :

r^RUSSELS, August 6th—After starting the crowd into
/^the station and seeing that there was going to be no
-'-^ trouble, I set off with an officer of the Garde Civique
'to see about other parties coming from some of tlie con-
vents. They liad not waited for us, but were already
moving, so tliat when we got back to the station tiiey

tacked on to the end of the first party, and kept the stream
flowing. .

As fast as the trains were filled the signal was given, and
they pulled out silently. 1 stood behind some of the Garde
Civique and watched the crowd pour in. The Gardes did not
know who 1 was, aside from the fact that my presence seemed
to be countenanced by their officers, and so I overheard
what they had to say. They were a decent lot, and kept
saying : Mais c'esl malhenreitx tout de menu: ! Kegardez
done ces pauvres gens. Ce n'esl pas de leur faule, and a lot

more of that sort of thing.

It takes a pretty fine spiritto be able to treat the enemy that
way. A lot of people in the passing crowd spotted me, and
stopped to say good-bye, or called out as they went by.
It was pathetic to see' how grateful they were for the Jeast
kind word. I never saw such a pathetic crowd in my life,

and hope I never may again. They hurried along looking
furtively to right and left, with the look of a rat that is in
fear of his life. I have seldom pitied people more, for that
sort of fear must be the most frightful there is— simple fear
of physical violence.!

To-day trains have been coming in all day with wounded
from Liege and the lot —Belgian and Gennan—are being cared
for by the Ked Cross. The Palace has been turqed into a hos-
pital and the Queen has taken over the supervision of it. Nearly
every big hotel in town luis turned its dining room into a ward
and guests are required to have their meals in their rooms.
Some of the big department stores have come up finely in
outfitting hospitals and work rooms, clearing out their stocks
and letting profits go hang for the time being. The Inter-
national Harvester Company cleared out its offices here and
installed twenty-five beds—informing the Ked Cross that it

would take care of the running expenses as long as the
war lasts. The hospital facilities have grown far faster
than the wounded have come in, and there is an element of
humour in the rush of eager women who go to the station
and almost fight for the wounded as they are brought off the
trains.

A Truly German Message

Sunday, Aug. 9th.—I got this far when the roof fell in
last night.

During the afternoon yesterday I got out to attend to a few
odds and ends of errands—and as always happens when
I go out things began to happen. I came back to find the
Minister and Lcval wrestling with a big one.

A curious telegram had come from the Hague quoting the
text of a message which the German Government desired us
to present to the Belgian Government. Here it is in trans-
lafon, a truly German message :

The fortress of I.if^pe ha"! been taken by assault after a brave
ilefence. The German n<)vernm"nt must deeply regret tliat
bloody encounters sh >nld have resulted from the attitude of

the Jlcl(,'ian Govern mvnt towards Germany. Germany is

not coming as an enemy into Belgium, it is only through the
force of circumstances tliat she has liad, owing to the military
in<:i-;ures of France, to take the grave decision of entering
J'.i !'.;ium and <jccupying Liege as a base for her further military
operations. Now that the Belgian army has uplield tlie

honour of its arms by its heroic resistance to a very superior
force, the German Government beg the King of the Belgians
and the Belgian Government to spare Belgium further

horrors of war. The German Government are ready for any
compact with Belgium which can be reconciled with tlieir
conflicts with France. (See No. 70). Germany once more
gives her solemn assurance that it is not her "intention to
appropriate Belgian territory to herself, and that such an
intention is far from her thoughts. Germany is still ready
to evacuate Belgium as soon as the state of war will allow her
to do so.

Of course wn were loath to present anything of the sort,
but the thing had to be handled carefully. After some pow-
wowing I went ovct to the Foreign Office with the message
and saw Baron van der Elst. I told him seriously that we
had received a very remarkable telegram which purported
to contain a message from the German Government ; that
it bore no marks of authenticity, and that we were not sure
as to its source ; but that we felt that we should be lacking
in frankness if we did ^lot show him what we had recei\ed.
He seized the message and read it through, his amazement
and anger growing with each line. When he had finished he
gasped for a minute or two, and then led me into the next
room, to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. Davignon, to
whom he translated the telegram aloud. When tliey had
finished discussing the'message and I had a prettv clear idea as to
the Belgian attitude toward the proposal—not that I had had
any real doubt— I asked him : "If the American Minister had
delivered this message what would have been its reception ?"

Without an instant's hesitation M. Davignon replied :
" 'We

should have resented his action and should have declined to
receive the communication."

That was all I wanted to know and I was ready to go back
to the Legation.

I took Baron van der Elst home in the car and had the
pleasure of seeing him explain who he was to several Gardes
Civiques who held up the car from time to time. He was very
good natured about it and only resented the interruptions to
what he was trying to say. His son is in the army and he has
had no news of him. As he got out of the car he remarked
that if it were not so horrible the mere interest of events
would be enough to make these days wonderful. ,

When I got back to the Legation and reported the result

of my visit we got.to work and framed a telegram to Washing-
ton giving thQ text of the German message, explaining that we

'

had nothing to prove its authenticity and adding that we had
reason to believe that the Belgian Government would not
accept it. The same message was sent to the Hague. This
pleasant exercise with the code kept us going until four in the
morning.

Belgium's Indignation
1

The king to-day received through other channels the
message from the German Emperor in regard to peace
which we declined to transmit. I have not seen its text, but
hear it is practically identical with the message sent us,
asking the King to name his conditions for the evacuation of
Liege and the abandonment of his allies so that Germany
may be entirely free of Belgian opposition in her further
operations against France. I have heard among Belgians
only the most indignant comments on the proposal and look
forward with interest to seeing the answer of the King which
should appear to-morrow.
The town is most warlike in appearance. There is hardly

a house in the town that. does not display a large Belgian flag.

It looks as though it were bedecked for a festa. Here and
there are French and British flags but practically no others.

Every motor in town flies a flag or flags at the bow. We fly

our own, but none the less the sentries who are stationed at
all the comers dividing the chief quarters of the town and
before all the Ministries and other public buildings stop us
just the same and demand the papers of the chauffeur and each
passenger in the car. We have passports and all sorts

of other papers, but th.it was not enough, and we finally had
to be furnished by the Ministry for F'oreign Affairs with
special laissez-passer. This afternoon 1 slipped out for a
breath of air and was held up and told that even that was no
good until I had had it vised by the military authorities. It

is said that these strict measures arc the result of the discovery
of a tremendous spy system here. According to the stories

which are told, but of which we have little confirmation, spies

are being picked up all the time in the strangest guises.

Yesterday, according to one of these yarns, four nuns

Copiiright in (Re Vnittd Statet of 4m(rUa bv 'Tht World's Work,"
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arriving at the Gare du Midi were followed for some time

and finally arrested. NN'hon searched they proved to be young

German officers who had adopted that dress m order to conceal

carrier pigeons which they were about to deliver m Brus^ls.

Wireless outfits are said to have been discovered m several

houses belonging to Germans. I cannot 'emenibcr all tnt

yarns that aregoingabout but. even if a part of tliem are true

It should make interesting work for those who are loot^i^gJ^^
spies. The regular arrests of proven spies have been numerous

enough to turn every Belgian into an amateur spy-catcher

Yesterday afternoon Burgomaster Max was chased tor

several blocks because somebody raised a cry ot /s.v/);on

.

based on nothing more than his blond beard and chubby
'
face 1 am just glad not to be fat and blond these days.

The gossip and " inside news " that is imparted to us is

screamingly funny-some of it. The other day the news came

that the Queen of" Holland had had the Prince Consort locked

up becau'se he was pro-German. The next day she had hun

As things shape up now it looks as though we were the only

life-sized country that could keep neutral for long, and as a

consequence all the representatives of the countries in conflict

are keeping us pretty well posted in the belief that they may

have to turn their interests over to us. We shall probably

soon have to add Austrian interests to the German burdens

we now have. If there is any German advance some of the

Allied Ministers will probably turn their legations over to us_

The consequence is that we may see more of the inside ot

things than anybody else. Now, at least, we are everybody s

friends. This 'is undoubtedly the most interesting post in

Europe for the time being, and 1 would not be anywhere else

for the wealth of the Indies.

(3'o he continued).

Merchant Seamen
By N. M. F. Corbett.

THE North wind flays them or, in wrath.

Shatters their frail ships with his breath.

Fog-wreaths becloud them and their path

Is fraught with peril, sown with death.

Yet with unconquered hand and eye

They guide our freighted argosies

That England may be fed thereby,

There are 00 words for such as these.

The slinking death that lurks unseen

Beneath the sea's unruffled face

From mine or coward submarine

That stabs and flees without a trace

Cannot affright them or restrain

Their keels from furrowing England's seas

Wherefore our foemen boast in vain :

There are no words for men as these.

The shrieking winds, the sateless seas,

Bear witness to the deaths they die.

The gulls have seen their agonies

In open boats. The pitiless sky

That mocks their failing sight, is spread

In flaming splendour o'er their graves

And sees the Merchant Flag, bloo^-red

Stain at the last the encroaching wsyves.

No ribbons on their breasts tHey bear ;

No gilded scroll records their names ;

Who daily out or homeward fare

From Falmouth, Mersey, Clyde or Thames,

And in frail ships to sea go down
With none to mark their perilous ways

Save where, perchance, in some grey town

A lonely woman waits and prays.

Yet in this hour of England's need

They come to serve Her still the same

:

The lion-hearted, sea-dog breed

No foe may daunt, no sea may tame.

Unconquerable as they live

Unconquered, drowning in the seas.

What words of homage can we give ?

There are no words for such as these.

A Flying Episode
By Morley Sharp

The Reprisal

THE sun rose gradually over the hillside and shone on

the hangars of the aerodrome, and the loose canvas

flapped lazily in the early morning breeze. Above

in the clear air circled two planes, rising ever

higher and higher, " getting their altitude " before proceeding

eastward to the battle-.-ionc, where the thunder of the guns had,

with the advent of day, increased tenfold. Others could

be seen far up in the sky, darting to and fro, turning and

diving, while the white puffs burst ever and anon close to them,

showing the effect of the shrapnel, ten thousand feet aloft.

In his office sat the Squadron-Commander, a Major still

several years below thirty. He was a short wiry little man,

and his face bore the expression of one who had early learnt

to laugh at death. The look in his restless grey eyes belonged

to no particular age, and his dark hair was sUghtly tinged

with grey. He was engaged, over an early cup of tea, in look-

ing over the pilots' reports of the previous day while the

Recording Officer, seated in a comer, strove to stifle his

yawns over a newspaper.

A knock at the door roused the sleepy gentleman, and the

Orderly Officer entered and saluted.
" Well ?

" said the CO.
" There's a Boche overhead, sir," replied the young officer,

" mancEuvrin' to bomb us."
" What the !

" exclaimed the CO.
" Two of ours are engagin' him, sir," replied the Orderly

Officer, " he's that fast new plane of their's that's been over

two or three times and " but the CO. had gone through

the door of the office, and the Recording Officer was making
tracks to follow him with all speed.

Outside, group.5 of officers and mechanics stood gazing

upwards at the three planes, whose continued humming
sounded loud above the roar of the guns. The CO. strode

up to a group who were stationed outside the mess. The
senior Flight Commander saluted.

" That's that one of their's, sir," said he, "which came over

yesterday. I think he reckons he's found us out. He came
right over the top of our fellows—must have been fifteen

thousand at least. He's coming down now to aim."

All eyes remained riveted on the three planes, which
circled and dashed hither and thither, while the tap-tap of

their machine-guns sounded faintly to the spectators.
" He was right over us once," said the senior Flight Com-

mander, " and we thought he'd got us. It was just when he

first arrived. They seem to be keeping him off now. Hah

!

" Look out !" yelled the CO., and every officer threw him-

self flat on the ground, as the large German plane separated

itself from the two others and made straight over the

aerodrome.

A dull thud close by, and nothing more. A few seconds and
everyone was on his feet, some looking round to see where the

bomb had fallen, others up at the planes again, as the large

Boche made off, hotly pursued. Cries of " a dud," " Didn't

explode," " Where is it ?
" " Good shot," " What was it ?

A figure appeared from between the hangars and came
quickly across to where the CO. was standing. It was the

Sergeant-Major and he held an envelope in his hand".
" It was a weighted sand-bag, sir," said he, in answer to the

Major's look of enquiry, " fell be'ind the second 'angar, sir,

an' burst as soon as it touched the ground. That's what was
inside of it, sir."

The CO. took the envelope. It was addressed, in type-

writing, to the Commanding Officer, Royal FTying Corps.

He opened it and read the contents. They were as follows :

"A sguadron of fifteen of our aeroplanes have carried out

a successful attack on London. Many bombs were dropped
ivith considerable effect. All our machines returned safely."

The CO. slowly tore the message up and scattered the pieces

on the ground. Then he looked up again at the two planes
in which his officers were chasing the bearer of it, and his teeth
clenched and he held his breath.
The three were now some distance away, speeding towards the
German lines, the Boche in front with his pursuers close behind.
The rattle of their machine-guns was prolonged, though very
faint. The spectators strained their eyes. Suddenly a shout
came from several. It was the sight of the Boche plane fall-

ing slowly but surely while its pursuers remained aloft. Lower
and lower it came until the difference. in height between it and
the two others had become several thousand feet. Then it

was that, as those on the ground watched, they saw it burst
into flames and fall like a stone.

A grim smile overspread the C.O.'s features as he turned
away and went back to his office.
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Stterature anb art

A Novel at Seventeen
By J. C. Squire

THE difficulties of writing good school stories are
matters of commonplace observation. The boy
cannot see everything and, as a rule, cannot write :

The man forgets much and sentimentalises much.
The dilemma will never be completely avoided : But Mr.
Alec Waugh's The Loom of Youth (Grant Richards, 6s.),

IS a remarkable attempt. The book, Mr. Seccombe explains
in an amusing introduction, was written at the age of seven-
teen by a boy who left school since the war began, and is

now in the array. The school is easily identifiable. Mr.
Waugh, it is true, makes a weak attempt to throw the reader
off the scent at the start by saying that " Fernhurst " is in
Derbyshire : but, if that be so, his hero must have had a
remarkable cross-country journey when, on p. 154, he set
out to get there from Waterloo Station. At any rate, Mr.
Waugh was there ; he has described his life there, the place,
the masters, the boys, the games, the curriculum and the
gossip in immense detail, and with a passion for accuracy.
And he saw things and wrote English as probably no other
boy of his year in any school could have done. He writes
too exuberantly and rapidly to keep his language always at
its top level, and his progress, and ours, is rather impeded
by a superfluity of dialogue. But at his best he manages his
material like an old hand. It is a most astonishing feat.

• ***
Mr. Waugh is in violent reaction against the common con-

ventional pictures of school life. With charming straight-
forwardness he makes his hero himself discuss the question :

It was rather unfortunate that, at a time when he was bubbling
over with rebellion, Arnold Lunn's book. The Harrovians.
should have been published. This book, as no other book
has done, photographs the life of a Public School boy stripped
of all sentiment, crude and raw, and is, of its kind, the finest
school story written. It may have many artistic blunders ;

it may be shapeless and disconnected, but it is true to life

in every detail ; and Gordon was not likely at this time to
be conscious of technical mistakes. Of course, a storm of
adverse criticism bcoke out at once. Old Harrovians wrote
to the papers, saying that they had been at Harrow for six
years, and tliat the conversation was, except in a few ignoble
exceptions, pure and manly, an^I that the general atmosphere
was one of clean, healthy broadmindedness. Gordon fumed.
What fools all these people were !

Here is a critical mind working, impatient of humbug and eager
for truth. The attitude is not peculiar to clear-sighted school-
boys : it was precisely that sort of feeling that led to the
reaction against the \'ictorian novel and produced the modern
reahstic novel which, in spite of " leaving nothing out," is

often less hke life than Dickens himself, not to mention Jane
Austen. Mr. Waugh himself uses the word " photograph "

;

and the defects of photography are evident. It is in obedience
to his theory that Mr. Waugh inserts an amount of promiscuous
profanity, perhaps a little in excess of the truth, and innumer-
able descriptions and conversations which are, in a manner,
more accurately recorded than anything that has ever
appeared in a school story, but which are not proportioned
according to their interest and significance. If one's hfe
for a day or a week were fully recorded by a combined
cinematograph and gramophone, one would not find the
result had much in common with Hamlet or the Elgin
Marbles. Selection and proportion are necessary to produce
not merely an effect of beauty, but one of truth. If Mr.
Waugh, fifteen years hence, should write another book, in

precisely the .same spirit of candour and with precisely the
same desire to explore, it would lack some merits that this

book possesses, but it would also catch aspects of the truth
that this book insufficiently emphasises. It is always difficult,

when in the middle of things described, to see the wood for

the trees, and it is made more difficult if one is determined,
on theory, that not a single tree should be overlooked.

* * 4> * *

But, of course, he does not produce a photograph : he was
not old and hardened enough to do that, even if anyone can

—

which is doubtful. He is a most exceptional being, an
enthusiast and at hearf, a fierce romantic. So is his hero,

Gordon Caruthers—we may note that the whole-hog reahst

would have called him Henry Wilkins Simpson. He is

followed from the age of thirteen (when, a point that I feel

sure no adult novelist has remembered, he is struck, on his

first day, by the " unending stream of bowler hats ") until

he leaves to enter the Army, an athlete, a scholar, and a
blood. That he is not a normal boy is natural : it would be
difficult to write a novel about him if he were, for he would
have next to no thoughts. But he is abnormal even among
unusual boys. The author, at seventeen, quotes not merely
the classical authors, but the latest and voungest of living
writers. So Caruthers and some of his friends have tastes
cultivated to a quite exceptional degree. Wilde, Shaw and
Chesterton crop up in their daily conversation. " Marlowe
had been right," reflects Caruthers at a crisis of thought, and
his hohdays at Hampstead produce reflections like " Near
John Masefield's house was the garden where Keats had
written his immortal Ode to a Nightingale ":

Tester had been right ; he had wasted himself ; he had been
bhnded by the drab atmosphere of Public School life. And
as he read on. while the summer sun sank in a red sea behind
the gaunt Hampstead firs, read of the proud domineering
soul of Manfred, visualised the burst of' passion that had
prompted the murder in The Last Confession, felt the thunder-
ing paganism of the Hymn to Proserpine, he was overcome
^yith a tremendous hatred for the system that had kept
literature from him as a shut book, that had offered him
mature philosophy instead of colour and youth, and that tried
to prevent him from seeking it for himself. . . . What a
system, what an education.

The quotation is rather an extreme one. Mr. Waugh does
not really desire boys to spend all their time visualising
murders and listening to thundering paganism. His in-
vective is not unmitigated ; he has, for instance, a great
admiration for his headmaster. And one would be giving a
false impression if one did not make it clear that his polemic is

only occasional, and that most of his pages are filled with
life-like descriptions of daily life. But Mr. Waugh does not
leave us in doubt that his principal object is exposure and
reform. And one can understand what he feels.

* * * *

He is, mentally, in rebellion. He has few positive suggestions
to make, perhaps, save that athletics should be less glorified
and that English literature should be taught—suggestions
with one or both of which many schoolmasters agree. But
his real trouble is that he feels cramped ; that he is haunted
by a sense of the pettiness of his daily occupations, the
triviality of his companions' interests, the realisation of
the difference between what life is and what it might be.
The vehemence of his attack upon the " system "

is, I think,
possibly accounted for by a failure to realise that the limita-
tions of life at school are, to a large extent, the limitations of
life everywhere. Public school curricula and public school
masters might both be improved—like almost everji;hing
else in our civilisation—but no improvement is going to pro-
duce a whole race of boys who read the world's literature
at sixteen, write remarkable books at seventeen, and at the
same tiine play games well and escape priggery. And it would
be unfair to test any system of education solely by its reac-
tions upon such exceptional beings when they find themselves
caught in its toils. Time will probably teach Mr. Waugh
this. He will know, later on, better than he does now, what
events made the deepest and most permanent impressions
on him : some of them may prove to be casual sentences of
which he thought he took httle notice. His conceptions
of the malleabihty of human beings will be modified ; he
will still appreciate, but not quite so highly, the value of an
early acquaintance with the works of Mr. Compton Mackenzie ;

he will discover that what was one boy's poison may often
have been many boys' meat ; and he will, standing more out-
side, see in his old friends and his old self charms and virtues,

and in his old life foundations of moral qualities which he
naturally did not perceive when he was a boy himself. His
crowd were healthier than he knew, the masters were not quite
such asses as they seemed, and even the games, in retrospect,
will appear to have both more importance and more beauty
than they had to a rebel. But it is at least evident that almost
in spite of himself, Mr. Waugh, like his hero, both enjoyed
them and excelled in them. And it is equally evident that
in spite of all his diatribes, he passionately loved his school.
He might reflect that there is much to be said, in spite of a
defective " system," for the spirit of an institution which gets
such a hold over the affections of even the most detached
and enlightened as does the English public school. The French
convict in Guiana does not find his heart-strings tugged by
memories of dear old Devil's Island.
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw
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OF all recent books dealing with contemporary events

Mr. Isaac F. Marcosson's The Rebtrlli of Russia

l]ohn Lane, 3s. 6d. net), is the most worth reading,

it deals in a vivid, picturesque and mformative

manner witli the greatest event of recent times. The author

IS modest about his own work. " This little book, he says.

" has no serious historic pretensions. It is frankly journalistic

—the record of momentous events chronicled, hot on ine

heel of happening. It was my good fortune to be among the

first to reach Petrograd after the Great Upheaval. I found

the capital delirious with freedom—the people still blinking in

the liKht of th(- sudden deUverance. I saw the fruits ancl

the follies of the ncW libertv." So with the deft touches of

the experienced journalist Mr. Marcosson proceeds to outline

the events of those historic days in March and to gives Horn

personal observation, interesting sketches of the leaders 01

the Russian Revolution.
"

* * * * *

It is good reading, this red-hot record of the Russian Revo-

lution. It seizes on the events that seemed vital at a period

of intensive activity. It is a book of those f^rst impressions

which are likelv to "be the right impressions. I do not know

if the author is accurate in every detail, or if lus judgment

of individuals is to be relied on. But there is, after all, not

much room for error of detail in a book which records a series

of big events ; the mountainous Rodzianko acting as

Mirabcau to the Duma when refusing to assent to its dissolu-

tion ; the Czar, with a fountain pen borrowed from (jutch-

koff , a man of many adventures, but none so epoch-making as

this, writing out the manifesto that signed away his power ;

and " the man Keren?ky," who has a chapter to himself,

electrifying now the Woikmien's and Soldiers' Council, now
the Finnish I'arliamcnt, and again a fashionable Red Cross

working-party, with his sudden appearances and impassioned

speeches. Mr. Marcosson pays due tribute to Lvoff. the

organiser of the Union of Zemstvos, to the idealistic and

self-sacrificing Milyukoff and to the other courageous makers

of the Revolution. Rut even in those first days of the great

change he always comes back to Kerensky, and let us hope

that his final summing up of the latest lawyer-politician

will come true. " The man," he says, "who was the cement

of the Revolution will remain the rock of Reconstruction."

1^ * * * *

The unconquerable spirit of France exhibits itself, in one

case from a general and in the other from an individual point

of view in two books I have just been reading. The one

is Les Diverses families SpiritneUes de La France (Paris,

Emile Paul, 3fr.5o), in which M. Maurice Barrcs shows how
Catholic, Protestant, Jew, Socialist and Traditionalist have

united to fight for France, and how in fighting for France

each is fighting for his faith. M. Maurice Barrcs is perhaps

the best-known to English readers of all the eloquent ex-

ponents of the patriotism of his country, and it is only

necessary to say that his latest book is written in his usual

strain of fine enthusiasm based, according to the habit of his

countrymen, on an appreciation of reality. Such a book will

help to crystallise the new unity of France. Would that"

someone with the same faith and the same vision would do
the same for our country before it is too late.

* * * it He

My other French book is Under Fire, by Henri Barbusse

(]. M. Dent and Sons, 5s. net), one of the most remarkable of

French documents of the war, and well worth translation

into Flnglish, a difficult task with which Mr, Fitzwatcr Wray
has struggled, on the whole satisfactorily. The book,
dedicated " to the memory of the comrades who fell by my
side.at Crouij and on Hill 119, January, May and September
1915," is a detailed record of tiic experiences of a French
soldier and the men of his squad from the time of mobilisa-

tion. It is particularly interesting to the English reader,

because it gives fuller information about the French army
than is usually to be found in such books. The book is full

of incident, humorous and horrible, mostly horrible, for the

author is a realist who ^^uiifif^lc on the glories of war.

But the most wonderful MBuuminating part of the book is

the dialogue, the talk cimny of the soldiers among them-
selves, describing their contempt for those who manage to

evade active service, or, lying wounded in the mud dis-

cussing equality and whether the horrors of war will be
sufficiently remembered even by themselves to prevent war
ever happening again. This is the constantlj' recurring theme
of the book :

" There must be no more war after this !

"

And yet in. spite of this preoccupation of the author's with

the very present beastliness of fighting, there shines through

the book the splendour of the common man when he faces

discomfort, wounds and death for the sake of an ideal.*****
After reading two such books as the above, I was naturally

thinking of all that France meant to Europe and to civilisation

generally, when I took up a little book by a Danish Professor,

which pays gracefully and sincerely the tribute which our great

Ally has earned. France bv Chrfstophe Myrop (Heinemann.

IS. net), pubhshed on behalf of the French Red Cross, is a book

that might well be adopted as a text-book in our schools.

The titles of a few of its chapters, " Christian Ideals," " Le

Panache," " Gloria \'ictis," " Beauty and Gaiety," aiid "The
Land of Liberty," reveal the scheme of the book, which is of

the nature of a scries of essays on the leading characteristics

of the country honoured. The author writes simply, but with

dignity. He chooses his literary illustrations from well-

known sources, Le Chanson dc Roland, Rostand, Victor Hugo,

and he records what every schoolboy should know, but does

not know about France'. So let every schoolboy read it I*****
News from No Man's Land (Kelly, is. fid. and 2s. 6d. net)

comes to us with an introduction "from General Sir William

Birdwood, which would of itself entitle it to a hearing. It is

the work of the Rev. James Green, the Senior Chaplain with

the Australian Imperial Forci:!. and is primarily intended for

his own fiock. " I can only hope," says the author, " that

reading what the Padre has to say may cheer them in some

lonely places, or help them to be happy though miserable in

some indifferent billets." The stories "of the Western Front

with which tlie book opens will doubtless be full of memories

for such readers. The essay on " The God of Battles" carries

with it the authority of a Chaplain for tlie kind of rehgu n
that appeals to the soldier at the front. What will perhaps

chiefly- interest the general reader, however, is the author's

visit to London in the guise of Macaulay's New ZealaYidor and

his being chietly struck with its crazy collection of chimnty

pots, from which he manages to extract a moral.*****
It may, under very favourable circumstanci-.. l>f .1 pleasant

thing to sec ourselves as others see us. La Mdchoire Carrcc

or The Square j[aie> is a series of newspaper articles by two

French journalists with the British troops in France, and

is published both in French and linglish, (Nelson and Sons,

IS. and ifr.) M. Henry Ruffin and M. Andro Tudesq write

in a lively and picturesque style about last year's British

offensive. I recommend English readers, vyho would avoid

a certain feeling of awkvvar.dness in listening to the compli-

ments paid to our country to read the FYench version in which

they seem to come more naturally. Only one thing in the

book worries me, and that is the title, which seems to be based

on sonic misapprehension, for, say the authors, in talking of

the English soldier's determination to see the war through :

' S'il n'en rcstail qu 'tin, it serait celui-ld car—c'esi lui (tui

le dit el on doit le croire— il a ' la mdchoire carree.' " Do
English soldiers ever speak of their " square jaws " ?*****
"The little progeny claims to be as vigorous and well-shaped

as any in the world of latter-day English verse, exceptions

being made in the case of certainly one, perhaps a second, and
])ossibly a third writer," So writes Mr. Paul Hookham of

his httie volume of verse, Y'lco Kings (B. H. Blackwell, 3s. M.
net). The surprising thing, after this bold claim, is to find

the poems in question neither very good nor very bad. There'

are one or two effective lyrics, including a recruiting song

that has an unusual lilt about it. The long blank verse poem
which gives its title to the book is particularly common-place.
It is all of apiece with the following reminder of the

Conqueror's speech in Tennyson's Harold :

I am the first of our proud Normm line

To find this people out. There's that in them,
Celt. Roman, Saxon, how.soe'er it comes,
That, conquer as we may is quite unconquerable
A stolid obstinacy untamable,
That bends its one clear thought to one clear point.

* * * * *

The Great Gift, by Sidney Paternoster (John Lane, 6s.),

is a readable political novel on the theme of the stalled ox.

Hugh Standish attained one of those marvellous successes,

first in business and then in politics, which would a few years

ago have seemed impossible save in fiction. But he starved

the emotional side of his nature, and when love came into

his life, it was not reciprocated. It is an obvious theme, but
it is worked out with considerable narrative power and a
freshness of outlook that is engaging.
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British Art and the Village Church
By Charles Marriott

ART is long, and you must begin at the beginning :

with hfe. We are all talking about reconstruction
just now, and it is agreed that people must be got
back to the land, that village industries must be

revived, and that as a complement or a preliminary to these
necessary changes village life must be made possible for in-

telligent people. I am not speaking now of the obvious
questions of housing and transport, but of the less obvious
though equally important questions of amusement and
social intercourse. It is here that differences of o'pinion

are hkely ; to arise, with all sorts of experiments and
consequent waste of time and energy*. As to the first of the
necessary changes there can be no difference of opinion. It

is proved by the cold logic of the facts, otherwise the activities

of the submarine. If the war has demonstrated anytliing
it has demonstrated beyond • any shadow of duubt that in

the long run, and finally, the man who really matters is the
man with the hoe.

How to secure him in large numbers and how to house and
feed Jiim are not matters for private individuals. These
tilings will have to be settled by legislation, and necessity
will show the way. But unless all public houses, concert
lialls and picture palaces are to be run by the State the question
of amusement and social intercourse will be left to private
enlerpvrise ; that is to say, they will become incidental to
private profit, and suffer accordingly;

Some sort of communal action is needed and the question
arises, upon what basis and under what directions ? In any
question of the sort it is as well to refer to history. Let us
look back to the time when, unless all th6 books are
wrong, village life was possible to intelligent people.
What was the basis and what the direction ? Again,
unless all the books are wrong, the answer is emphatic and
simple : the Church. But, indeed, we do not need the books
to tfll us that ; a walking tour in any English county is

enough to convince anybody with eyes in his head that the
full story of possible village life, with all its pleasant associa-
tions of art, music, the drama and dancing, is written in our
village churches. Huskin called the cathedral " a Bible in

stone" ; meaning that it summed up in simple terms for simple
folk the wiiolc history of man's relations with the visible an»l
invisible universe ; in respect of the narrower field of village

life the humbler edifice might well be called a Whitaker.
In our sentimental regard for the village cliurch we are apt

to overlook its enormous practical importance. Not only
the one-time centre of social life, but as the origin and school

-jjf many of those arts and crafts upon which and not upon
" business," as our astonished eyes have lately recognised,
the welfare of the nation finally depends. In so far as civiliza-

tion is not based ujwn the man with the hoe it is based
upon the man with the chisel and hammer ; and it was in
the village workshop in close connection with the village church
ihat the man with the chisel and hamme;- learnt his craft.

If the church did not actiially command his labours it gave
him the subjects and motives without wliich his craft would
have been a mere whittling of sticks and beating of iron.

And wherever a village craft, equally with such draggle-

tailed survivals of organised amusement as " Paste Egging
"

in I^ncashire, and " Guise Dancing " in Cornwall, has
kej)t alive, you will find at the bottom of it a religious connec
tion.

Man}' years ago I was tramping from village to village in

Bedfordshire with the object of getting orders for photographs
of churches, of which my employer had the negatives. In
one village I came upon a complete survival of the village

craftsman. He was an old man, deaf, blue-eyed and pink-
cheeked, with a warbling voice and not a hair on his face.

His workshop stood in a sea of Shirley poppies and other

annuals, and all about it werp fragments of old grey stone-

work from the neighbouring church. He was painting a
blackbird in full song upf)n a spray of hawthorn on a tile for

what he called a " jardineer."
" That is the way a blackbird stands when he sings," he

said with a chuckle. " It took me a long time to see exactly

how the little rogue set his feet and held his head. When
I paint a bird you may be sure that every feather is quite

right."

My photographs turned him on to colour. With a cunning
little leer he pulled out a drawer under his desk.

" Look here," he whispered, " here's colour ! When they
restored the church yonder they took out the old windows
and put in new ones by a London firm. Abraham and Isaac,

and Joseph in the Pit ; all done in washed-out reds and

greens and browns. This is some of the old stuf!. I took
it. Ah, yes—colour !

"

He fingered the glass like a miser ; hfting a handful and
letting it fall, bit by bit, jingling into the drawer.

" Have you seen the church yet ?
" he asked me. I said

that I had not been inside.
" Well, when you do go in, look at the panels in the chancel

roof. I did them, in stencil ; they are very beautiful."
He went on to tell me of the many jobs he had done for

the church ; painting, carving and carpentering. As he
said, it was only a " public building " that allowed a man to
use the best materials and put in his best work.

Again, I know a little church in Gloucestershire where not
only the ironwork but the brass processional cross was made
by the village blacksmith ; and everybody must know in-

stances where something done for the church was the only
opportunity for the local craftsman to make full use of his
invention and skill. But, you will say, these are not more
than interesting survivals. True, but they are survivals
of a state of things that was once common. They are the
relics of what it is no extravagance to call the British school
of arts and crafts ; the community of painters, glaziers,

carvers, broiderers, and metal-workers who, not less than the
Italian schools of painting, were primarily dependent upon the
Church for the development of their skill.

The more one looks into it the more one is inclined to believe
that English village life, as distinct from the mere negative
of town life, with its complement of arts and crafts and or-

ganised amusements, in a word, " England," ended with the
Reformation—or at any rate, the seventeenth century. An
instinctive recognition of this is amusingly confessed in an
unexpected quarter. In country places it is quite common
to find good Nonconformists who are proud of the local

church ; and it is always the Pre-Reformation character of

the church, in so far as it has been preserved, that appeals to

them. And, if you come to think of it, Nonconformity itself

was not a reaction from the Pre-Refoirriation Church but from
. something made in Germany. There is more than a secular

meaning in the Royil rejection of Teutonic names and titles.

But, lest I bethought prejudiced, any living body of religious

belief might serve as a working basis for the revival of village

life and the amenities that belong to it.

What it amounts to is that if we are to have a real revival

of village life we must get back to some definite basis upon
wliich it can be organised. Deliberate " revivals" of this

or that particular village art, industry or amusement, such
as morris-dancing, will not do ; nor will parish reading or

recreation rooms or concert halls. No intelligent person is

going to put up with " parish entertainments." Admirable
in themselves, these institutions and diversions lack the broad
and deep foundations of their originals. The men and women
of the middle ages were united and organised in their arts

and amusements but not by them ; the arts and amusements
themselves were definitely related to a common something

of which the symbol, if not the occasion, was the village church.

Well, in our village churches we still liave the machinery for

the revival. One emphasises the churches, the buildings

themselves rather than the clergy, because they are beyond
all differences of private opinion, whether religious, pro-

fessional or esthetic.
'* Rally round ihe churches," might prove a more effective

cry than " Rally round the Church." The concrete is more
pqwerful than the abstract. There is magic in things, material

things, particularly material things that have been and are

to be used by generations of men and women. Faithfully

as the majority of our clergy minister to the spiritual and
intellectual needs of their parishioners, the character of their

services, except in places where full ritual is observed, has not

encouraged them to take full advantage of the material

resources of their churches, with their extraordinary appeal

to the imagination and reconciling power. For, just as the

technical element is the real reconciling factor between the

creeds of cla.ssical and scientific education, so I believe that

a common interest in some example of human craftsmanship

will often settle diflEerences that verbal discussion would
only accentuate. The Anglican and the Nonconformist
masons will get hot over doctrine ; they can hardly differ

about a piece of good stonework. Somehow or other we have
to get back England. We might do worse than begin by
concentrating on the institution that best preserves the con-

tinuity of English life ; in which the fact and sentiment of

England are combined in concrete form as they are combined
in nothine else : the village church.
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The Long Green Path
By J. D. Symon

IF
the streets of midsummer London try the wayfarer's

feet overmuch, let him, if leisure serve, try the Long
Green Path.

It is so obvious as to be easily missed. Men and women
take it in part every day and are glad thereof, but its full

charm is known only to those who realise it as one and in-

divisible, and who set themselves to pursue it from end to

end. missing nothing. For it is possible even in the very

heart of London to enjoy a good three miles or so of pleasant

country strolling in which one's feet are only for an insigni-

ficant iuinute or two condemned to tread hard gravel and

stone, or softer wooden paving-blocks. There is no mystery
about it, e.KCcpt the perennial mystery of that walk s

perfection, which is revealed to those alone who make it a

definite pilgrimage from start to finish, beginning, as the

reader will have guessed, at Storey's Gate and ending at

the little wicket a few yards beyond the northern entrance

of the Broad Walk in Kensington Gardens.
In these days of higher railway fares, when the country

ramble comes more seldom to careful townsfolk who think

strictly' in terms of War Economy, here is compensation

—

rus in urbe, a veritable foretaste of that sylvan London
raised to the n'" power of which William Morris dreamed
in Nezt'S from Nowhere.
The present stress has for the moment made the entrance

into this earthly Paradise somewhat less attractive than it

used to be. We miss the ancient cool shimmer of the lake

in St. James's Park as we tread the sward that once with its

attendant waters cheated us into fancying it some riverside

lawn at Maidenhead or Pangbourne. Where the waves once
danced stands a comely enough temporary Ministry, quite

inoffensive as times go, with a fine old family servant,

choice product, one fancies, and offshoot of Whitehall, on
guard at the door. But even he, the double, almost, of an
Imperial statesman, and the glimpses of white-bloused girl

clerks, eternally industrious, through the open windows,
cannot wholly reconcile us to thploss of the " moving waters
at their priest-hke task of pure ablution." Still, it is necessary
for the imperious hour, and no patriot dare complain.

When Dusk Falls Misty

Here, at the opening of the walk, escape from town is impos-
sible : the green belt is still too narrow, and the bald huddle
of Queen Anne's Mansions will not be denied. On a day of
crystal atmosphere that fashionable warren hits the eye
uncomfortably. It is only when dusk falls misty that Queen
Anne lives. Then the piled outline of the building loses

its gaunt and forbidding detail, the mass alone remains in veiled
silhouette, towering above the gardens with an odd, yet
very close, resemblance to Edinburgh Castle, as seen on a
hazy evening from Princes Street.

The grass is almost continuous, if you know how to steer
among the paths and avoid too many crossings. Three at
most should be your brief tribulations on the gravel walks,
and with soft and cool going you are at the Victoria Memorial
all too soon. Here the Long Green Path suffers its first con-
siderable interruption, and some dodging of motors and taxis
inter\'enes, but that is soon over, and the Green Park offers
another delightful stretch of turf to the wayfarer. It seems
to exclaim with Stevenson, " Come up here. Oh dusty feet,"
as you cross to its gently rising slope. If it does not finish
the distich, adding " Here is fairy bread to eat," that is only
because of late years no open space of London dare compete
in fairy lore with Kensington Gardens. It is there that Sir
James Barrie and Peter Pan hold fairyland in fee simple, and
their right and title no wise mortal will dispute. But for all

that
,
even the Green Park knows its midsummer magic. Not

perhaps in the day-time ; it is too open, its glades are scarcely
sequestered enough, hardly glades at all, and it has no falling
water, but in the gloaming, and after, when the lights twinkle
in Piccadilly and friendly beacons gleam from the tall houses
of St. James's Place, this stage on the Long Green Path
rises above its daylight monotony. It remains, however,
the least intimately friendly of all the parks, when the best
is said, and what it has of romance comes, perhaps, almost
wholly from the buildings around it on the north and east.
By association, that is. not by intrinsic beauty. And at one
point, in certain weather, there is a glimpse almost of Italian
landscape

;
trees and the campanile of Westminster Cathedral

alone visible ; the point is from the little gate close to a hotel.
It is another of London's infinite surprises, her curious
mimicries of other cities and lands. For here, could we but
grasp it, is CosmopoHs.
The last serious interruption to the ereen road ocscurs at the

top of Constitution Hill, but the traveller can persevere to the

very end across a small triangle of turf behind the gate ; and
go out to the roar of Hyde Park Corner, past " Cavallinton,"

as the Italian colonists in London, with a neat portmanteau
word, call the Wellington Statue. They have, by the way,
their own descriptive nomenclature for every place. Regent
Street " Stradone del Campanile Aguto"—" Pointed Steeple

Street " ; Notting Hill, " Paese delle Lavandare"—"Washer-
women's Land," but this is mere irrelevance. The longest

and most charming stretch of the Green Path is now before

us. and lucky is the traveller who hits that trail on a day
when the red hawthorns beyond " that disgraceful Achilles

Statue " (as a now old play had it) are in bloom. But
even later in the season, when that touch of colour is

absent, the Park is never failing. Now begins the country
illusion in earnest ; the houses recede until at last at a point
almost due north of the eastern balustrade of the Serpentine
and just beneath that swell of ground where two well cared-for
guns enjoy a'temporary lodging and threaten aerial intruders,

London of bricks and mortar has vanished utterly away.
Look where you will, no urban accessory breaks the sylvan
landscape ; only the low sustained growl of traffic seeming
to wheel in an endless circle around this happy woodland
where the sparkle of sunlit water makes dancing points of
light between the foliage, betrays the nearness of a roaring
city.

He who would know Hyde Park in her perfection should
evade the wide and windswept northerly spaces where the
way seems long and may be tedious ; he should evade also
the drive beside the Serpentine. Medio jticundissimns ibis

(the adaptation won't scan ; no matter) and the right track
is on the turf behind the Royal Humane Society's House or
Pavilion, where all sorts of unexpected dips and dells vary the
pathway. Two fences must be climbed here, but that is also
in the day's work, and there is no trespass in the act. The
trees grow more nobly here in finely considered grouping anc;!

at length, if you keep an eye open for the contours of the
ground, vou will discover just eastward of the Magazine a
neglected amphitheatre, or rather a Greek theatre, where
30,000 spectators (the Athenian number) should one day sit by
companies upon the green grass to see some Shakespearean
Pastoral, As You Like It or A Midsummer Nitht's Dream
for choice. Perhaps if we have any heart or money left to
celebrate the Peace by a National' Festival, this hint may
come to fruit. Curious that in the hey-day of pageantry
this retreat was not chosen for the London Pageant, which
came, if memory serves, to nothing.
Once more and for the last time is it now necessary to

endure a little bit of harder going, across the bridge and so
on into Kensington Gardens by the gate beside the tea-chalet.
The old narrow path to the right, where the water-fowl used to
beg at the fence, is now barred by a sentinel, above whose
head stretches a placard warning us that the ground is sacred
to a training school. It matters not, for that way the long
green path did not lie. The alley had to be kept faithfully and
led only to the stony splendours of the ornamental garden,
best seen at a distance and very wonderful from the bridge in
certain lights, but not germane to this day's adventure.
And so to Kensington Gardens and a long luxury of richer

turf and glades more perfect in their rustic counterfeit
and more charming than any former part of the way. Of
Kensington Gardens, left to" the last fag end of space, piety
bids us be silent. For they have their laureate ; the ground
is strictly preserved and poachers need beware, lest Sir James

,
and his big dog dispute the passage. But if the right word is be-
yond our humble power, duty calls us to worship for a little at
the shrine of Peter Pan with its elfin riot around the pedestal,
that little latter day renewal of Arcadian pieties in honour
of the Arcadian god. reincarnate in a 19th century child.
And this Pan is kind and welcoming to wayfarers : he delights
not to leap out and scare them with rude shouting from the
way. Strangely enough he owes his being, his sanctities, to
the law that closes the gates after nightfall. Procul. procul
esie, profani !. He could not dwell in neighbour Hyde, that
night-long thoroughfare.
On then a little further

; over the Broad Walk and there
is still a yard or two more of the Long Green Path. But it

hurries too quickly to an end. The furthest gate cannot be
too long averted, for there must be no turning back or undue
loitering, since time is of the essence of this contract. The
Bayswater Road and its buses are upon us. The last possible
step has been taken on the Long Green Path. An easy but
steady pace has measured this pleasantest of London by-ways
in (my watch says) just one hour and three quarters of
enchanted time.

'
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The Commodore
By William McFee

17

HE was one of those Scotsmen who had come
down into England about the time Blair began to
build those immensely heavy and solid triple

engines of his at Stockton-on-Tees, engines still

thumping and wheezing their way about the oceans, old-fash-
ioned, deliberate, and very dependable. He was, in fact, one of
Blair's guarantee-chiefs at one time. A guarantee-chief , be it

known, is a chief put aboard a new tramp steamer by the
engine builders for the first six months, to guarantee an
efficient consummation of the contract. There used to be
money in it. But the Commodore of whom I speak, while
putting the brand-new Bcnvenuto through h«r paces decided
that he would remain in the employ. He did.

When I knew the Benvenuto a dozen years ago she was
so old I could scarcely believe the brass plate on the bulk-
head. She was nearly as old as I was. But the Commodore
was still in the employ. He had been away at intervals,
trj'ing various schemes for getting rich ; but he had always
come back. At the time 1 was in the company they had
about a score of vessels, from decaying old crocks like the com-
fortable Benvenuto to smart, new hurry-up freighters like
the Aretino and the Petncchio, and Mr. Gowrie, the Com-
modore as we call him, had been at various times chief of
them all. And I used to wonder why he had not been
appointed superintendent, until I learned that the Super-
intendent himself had been second with the Commodore.
Yes ! And it wasn't that the latter was so old. He was
then an active, alert, and extremely competent man of
fifty-five, and whenever a new ship was launched, he was
kept ashore to take her over at the end of the six-months
guarantee. The fact was, he was too valuable afloat. More-
over, at sea the Commodore's ineradicable vice of uttering
forcible truths spiced with sardonic humour did no harm.
Indeed it did good, for part of the time I was third with him,
and I had to sit under the rich stream of acrid wisdom that
poured from his lips. •

For he knew the world. He had knocked about. He had
had shore billets in China and Nicaragua. He had put his

money into a repair-shop in Rotherhithe and gone into
bankruptcy in some style. He had won a lottery prize in

Havana and lost it all in a bank failure. He had read deeply
in many directions, and he could talk. He was a good
mathematician, one of those men to whom algebraic formulae
are merely semi-transparent screens behind which a shy
truth is vainly trying to hide. And I remember one joyous
New Year's Eve, when the Curio, Pdnechio, Aretino, Mario
and Malvolio were all in Genoa together, and we had marched
back to the harbour seventeen abreast singing " Auld Lang
Syne," I caught sight of old Gowrie taking a turn up and
down the deck, his big pilot-coat with its collar up against
the keen night air. 1 stepped aboard and made a light

remark excusing the hilarity that was now audible further on
along the quay. The chief nodded, and I heard a distinct

mutter of haec olitn meminisse jtivabit." And he told
me afterwards that his father had been dominie in Perth-
shire and had often waled him for his poor success in the
classics. And then the railway came up to Perth and the
dominie discovered that there were other things in the world
not near so dead as Latinity.

But the dominie had built well, for his son had a keen eye
and a long nose for the meretricious. " Heh, Hinny !

" he
would say to a new fourth " W hat'd ye call that ? " and the
" hinny " would have to do it again. And part of his lack

of success on shore was due. I believe, to his sardonic contempt
for the rewards meted out to the cunning and the subservient
and the knavish. He would jerk out tales as he walked to and
fro in a half-gale in the Irish Sea, we sheltering in the lee of

the engineers' quarters. He had a habit of walking rapidly

away from you, head down, as though he had taken leave of

you for e\'er, and then, stopping abruptly^ begin to talk over
his shoulder, moving his hand in a passionate way as though
he were taking the words and throwing them down the wind at

you. He would jerk out tales, as 1 said, and the burden
was the bizarre disparity between merit and reward.

He told me once that a pwlitician or civil servant whose
work involved as much responsibility, skill, tact and knowledge
as a ship-master's or engineer's, would be getting £2,000 a
year. And I daresay that was a very moderate estimate
of the case. He was getting £200 himself. Not that he
coveted wealth for its own sake. He was, if anything,
an idealist, for h^ had a vehement conviction that neither

wealth nor birth nor cunning was any adequate substitute

for achievement. Sometimes he would pose as a disappointed

man, and I remember one evening in Liverpool, sitting in the

engineer's mess after supper (for it was my night on duty)
and hearing him tell his wife how once he had been full up to
the eyebrows with ambition. He would jeer at me for
studying, and then incontinently express regret at having
abandoned it himself. His wife would soothe him by
sajdng softly, " Oh, nonsense, Jack," and he would turn on
her with a flash of his sardonic humour: "You don't care so long
as the half-pay's safe," he would say, and she would look at
me as though to ask, " Did you ever see such a man ? " I

never had, and he made a very profound impression on me,
so that when I heard the tale of his latest exploit, his caustic
individuality illuminated the whole thing and made it real.

For he is still at sea, though he must be sixty-five. I once
expressed astonishment to his wife that he did not retire,

but she said he was so restless they were glad to see hirii out of
the house.

A year or more ago he was chief of the Malvolio,, eight
thousand tons dead weight, bound westward after dis-

charging oats at a Mediterranean base. She was flying fight,

of course, doing eleven knots and unarmed. At seven
o'clock on a Sunday morning a submarine emerged about
two thousand yards abeam and fired a shot warning her
to stop. The commander immediately put the helm over to
bring the enemy astern and sent word of what was happening
to the engine-room urging full speed. Pa Gowrie was already
below in his pyjamas, opening the expansions to their
utmost limit and ordering the spare bunker doors to be
raised, for he had about fifty tons of Norfolk Virginia steam
coal (the famous Pocahontas brand) which he was saying to
catch a tide. And then he went up on deck, where things
were happening, for the enemy had found the range. The
mizzen mast had been struck just below where the wooden
top telescopes into the hollow steel part, and had collapsed

;

but as she carried no wireless this was nothing. The mate,
standing on the high poop, had been nearly blown over
board by a shell which buried itself in the ice box and exploded,
flinging timber, sheet-lead, sawdust and beef in all directions.
On the bridge the man at the wheel and the carpenter, who
was taking orders from the " old man," had been kiUed out-
right. The commander had taken the wheel for the time,
and he informed the commodore that he was going on for the
present. The latter went back to his room and put on his
working serges.

Down below he found the other engineers clustered about
the starting platform discussing the situation. His orders
were that they should carry on in the engine room while
he took charge of the fires. When he reached the stokehold he
discovered nobody to take charge of. The firemen had all

gone up on deck. Pa Gowrie in his young days ha4 been an
expert fireman. He knew coal. He used to tell me the curse
of the modern engineer was he didn't know cocd. In this
case he was in hfs element. He grasped a shovel and flung
door after door open. There were nine fires in all and three
fires to a man is a good allowance. Pa Gowrie worked through
the lot. Now and again a shell would strike some part of the
ship and e.xplode, but he went on with the job. Then he took
the slice, a long bar of inch and three-quarters steel flattened
at the end, and proceeded to loosen the clinker from his bars.
The sweat ran in streams from his lined, obstinate yet dignified
features. Suddenly with a terrific bang, a shell tore through the
'tween deck bunkers which were empty, ricochetted against
the beams and ventilators in the fiddlfey and fell thump on
the plates a couple of yards away from him. Pa Gowrie
regarded it over his shoulder as he worked. When he had
slammed the fire door to, he took a shovel and scooped the
sinister pointed twelve-pound visitor into a bucket of
sea-water standing under the ash-cock. Then he went on.
He could hear, above the hum of the furnaces, the steady
seventy-eight a minute beat of his engines. The third
engineer dashed in to give the news—shell in the after hold
just above the water line. The enemy were nearer too. Pa
Gowrie had nothing to say to that. He relighted his pipe
with a live coal and nodded. Watch the bilges, he advised.
The third said "Aye," and sprinted back to the engine-room!
It was very exciting.

High up above him. Pa Gowrie could see a black weather-
cloth which he knew to be the back of the bridge. Suddenly
a bearded face looked oVer the black cloth, a big bearded
mouth opened and let out a far away yell " There, Chief ?

"

" Yes, what's the matter ? " asked the Chief in a sort of
surly defensive tone. He was always defensive in talking
to skippers. "Game's up. Come on -out of it. Rudder's
jammed."

It appeared that they were going to take to the boats
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which were already in the water, one of them in splinters.

You might imagine that this was the end of the story. Not

at all. After stopping the main engines and easing the

safety \al\es, the engineers, shepherded by Mr. Gowrie,

trooped up on deck, and slid down into the boats. It may be

conceded that the Chief had abundant material in this adven-

ture on which to e.xercise his sardonic humour as they pushed

off and began rowing for the North .African coast. But it

never caused him to deviate in the slightest from his con-

ception of what ought to be done. The enemy, having

finally managed, after using enough ammunition to demolish

a large town, to sink the Malvolio, a very ordinary unarmed
tramp streamer, disappeared on the horizon, for this was before

he thought of the delightful sport of practising on lifeboats.

The three boats of the Malvolio, two lifeboats and a cutter,

put up their sails, and, favoured by fair weather, made the

desolate coast of Morocco early next morning. Four of the

crew, including the second officer, had been killed. Several

were badly hurt and useless in a boat. Both the friendly

fishermen and the bloodthirsty tribesmen of fiction were

absent from the picture, and the old man, anxious to got

himself and the ship's papers back to London as soon as possible,

decided to make for Europe in the boats. Fortunately for
them they were no saoner under weigh than a Spanish coasting-
steamer overhauled them and took them into Almeria,
an iron-ore port midway between Gibraltar and Cartagena.
Here, to their intense astonishment and disgust, they were
" interned until the end of the war."
Even this is not the end of the story. The first steamer

that arrived to load iron ore was British. What passed
between the commander and the bedraggled, unshaven crowd
from the Malvolio is not known ; but when the British ship,
loaded to her marks with iron ore, left Almeria, the Malvolio
crowd were aboard of her, in defiance of ail the printed
regulations on the back of the ship's articles.

They landed at Cardiff, and Pa Gowrie, after a hurried visit
to his startled family at Penarth, where he lives, went on with
the others to London, where they presented themselves
before the owners, who, very glad to see them, promised
them billets as soon as they could get another ship.
So tliat even this is not the end of the story really, for the

Corlegiano, a nice new tramp, with a useful twelve-pounder
gun astern, passed through Port Said the last time I was
there, and the commodore was chief.

Beyond Bagdad
By L. Harrison

FI
LEASE arrange to proceed immediately to

'Samarra . .
." And this order came before

I had had anything Hke time to assimilate Bagdad.
— Tlie Staff still cherishes the fond delusion that

I came out here to interest myself in the little dust-up
with Abdul. It is as well to allow them to assume the
purity of my patriotism, and to conceal the fact that an
mveterate curiosity was the true mainspring. But it is

rather above the odds to have to tackle another hundred
miles or more, seeing that I already suffer from acute mental
and visual dyspepsia. " Please arrange !

" So easy to
write, in the grateful cool of a spacious office. (We do
ourselves rather well in Mesopotamia now, some of us.)
But for file poor beggar who has to tear round in a grilling
sun, chasing distracted people, all short of transport and
temper, and all equally engaged in the pleasant task of
" please arranging," these polite words arc but a prelude to
perfcrvid profanity.

. However, fortune sometimes smiles. A timely glimpse
of a ho.spital ship banking in on the other side of the river ;

and all things were made easy. The boat was stopping to
take on ice for the front—yes, this ts still that same starved
and neglected Mesopotaniian Expeditionary Force—almost
at my door, mooring to the same dust-stopi that surrounded
and enclosed me. I could board in the evening, and move
off the following morning fpr Sindiyah.
And so past the gardens north of Bagdad, which had

been my morning walk for a week back, pleasant places with
mulberries in full fruit, and pink and white oleanders glowing
out from tlie groves of orange and palm, to Moazzam, a
moderate sized town four miles away. There was the
inevitable mosque, with its blue-tiled dome and single
minaret ; and houses along the river front, fromthc barred
windows of wluch the ladies of many harems made merry
remarks to us. We replied, but as neither understood the
other, no great progress was made. Had we met the same
ladies in the street, they would have drawn their garments
ostentatiously 'Over tlieir faces, and filed past us in silence
with deniure and downcast eyes.

Opj)osite Moazz"^m, standing some way back from the
river, is Kaziinam, a great place of pilgrimage, graced as it is
by one of the four great shrines of Islam. This mosque, with
Its two central domes, four graceful minarets (all these
covered with gold-leaf, and gleaming in the sun), and a
clock tower, IS a most striking sight as one turns a bend of
the river eight miles below Bagdad. But here, passing
within a mile of it, the fringe of palms cuts it off from view
and we catch only aggravating glimpses.
Another ten miles of gardens, and we break out into the

open, with irrigated grain fields, and squeaking, groaning
water-hoists working at full pressure. The n?ore lordly
tillers of the soil have pumps worked by oil-engines, but

most people still use the hoist. It is a primitive, but quite
ingenious affair. Two date-palm trunks are set obliquely
into the bank so as to project over the water, with cross-
pieces at the top and at the bank level, upon which
wooden rollers, like big cotton-reels, revolve. A big leather
bag, with a spout like a tea-pot's, is lowered into the river by
two ropes, one attached to the bag itself, and passing over
the upper roller, the other to the end of the spout, and pa.ss-
ing over the lower roller. The two ropes are fastened to
the heavy collar of a pony or cow, which runs down an inclined
plane into a pit, lifting the bag. As the bag is hoisted
to the top of the gallows, the spout is pulled out over the
entrance to the water channel, and the contents pour down
to run out into the fields. Some of the hoists are multiple
alfairs, with three or four ponies working in a single pit.A great deal of the grain, wheat and barley, stands ready
lor harvesting, a short-strawed crop, but heavy in the ear ;and at one point we see the elaborate tents of a Bagdad
merchant who has come up to contract for standing corn. At
a later date he will unload on the British Army at a handsome
profit. No wonder the Bagdadis welcome us with open arms !

From Yahudiyah to Kasirin, at both of which points we
have small posts, there is a ten mile stretch of gardens, and the
little Gurkha is having the time of his life on milk and eggs,
dates and oranges, bought, after much enjoyable chaf? and
chaffering, from Arab women and girls. Shrewd and enter-
prising are these local producers. They reckon more gliblym annas and pice after a few days than I mvself after a full
year. They pick up the essential Urdu, and the girls go
round the camps with their copjier vessels balanced upon their
heads, calling Acchcha Doinih (good milk), Acchcha Dondh
(good milk), Acchcha Dadin (good curds.) Milk and curds
the Indian understands, and he spends his money freely.
We should be free from scurvy this summer.
We reach the clearing hospital at Sindivah at nightfall

and hnd old friends, with whom, only a few weeks since,
we had had some happy partridge shooting away down
Aziziyeh. Fortune still favours me, for I find that a con-
voy of motor launches is going on up to Barurah in the
morning. I get all the gossip. The ration-sheep, a great
lat-tailed beast the size of a bullock, which is the hospital
ma,scot. IS. going strong; McGuffin, most intelligent of pi-
dogs, who has remained behind at Aziziyeh, has grown
to the size of a Great Dane ; Lot's Wife, who was sitting on
eggs under the O.C.'s table, has a sturdy family of nine
clucks, and the cow and calf, which were added to strength
after being deserted by their frightened Arab owners, were

all Ilk and acchcha "—a hospital catchword.

r.'^^^^'^u^'^^'^'^^^^'
'" ^^^ morning, I went on by launch. A

little above Sindiyah the chai-acter of the river changes.
It IS no longer bounded by two fairly high banks, but has a
vertical scarp alternately Upon one side or the other, according
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Gardens above Bagdad

f

to the scour, opposed by a flat plain of fairly large extent
and an over-grown sand-spit, behind which, sometimes as far

as a mile away, one can see the old river bank. At intervals

the stream divides round a low sandy island, and at some
points the original banks are as much as three miles apart,

though the stream or streams, occupying the bed are quite

j^mall. These old-time sand-spits afford good grazing, and the

Bedouin with their striped tents and fat flocks are dotted all

over them.
We pass the mouth of the Shatt-el-Adham, the scene of

>oine recent heavy fighting, and reach Barurah, which is as

lar as my launch goes. But again luck is with me, and I get

permission to take it on another five miles to Sinijah, on the

other bank, river-head for the moment. Arrived there, I

meet yet another friend in the O.C. of the Field Ambulance,
and we discuss further possibilities. There is no sick convoy
in from Samarra, so no motor ambulance is available. A con-

voy of cars bringing down officers, who were going on leave,

was expected during the afternoon. Perhaps if I inter-

viewed the Camp Commandant . . .

Thr Camp Commandant knew nothing about the cars,

which Avas only to be expected seeing that they arrived

half-an-hour later, and their occupants boarded a boat

he was holding back for them. I could proceed with the

ration convoy at 5 a.m. on the morrow to Ballad station and

go by train.
'
In the face of such " official reticence

'

' there was

nothing more to be said. So I returned lugubrious to the

.Ambulance, and was comforted with tiffin, for I was sick

of ration convoys. But the tables were turned. One of tly

cars belonged to the very man to whom I had to report ;
it

came over to the Ambulance with a note asking for shelter

and sustenance for the driver. So I proceeded comfortably

in the morning, magnanimously obliging two other officers by

giving them a lift in my car at the humble request of the

Camp Commandant.
Next morning I pushed off by motor car for Bailad station,

which i« closer to Sinijah than to the village of Bailad. The

latter lies midway between railway and rivet, and we see it

from a distance of five miles, dark palm gardens surrounding

a mosque. The road hugs the railway from Bailad on, and
lies over old river gravels for most of the way. It is strange

to see stones lying about in such prodigal profusion aftir

a whole year of never seeing a stone at all. Such nice smooth,

round, water-worn stones, too. I yearn to take back a car

full to heave at pi-dogs in Bagdad.
Soon after leaving Bailad we arrive at an ancient bridge

over the Dujail Canal, built by Caliph Ali Mansur, so I am

A Typical Ox-Cart

Bridge over Canal

told, upwards of a thousand years ago. It is of very soUd

brickwork, its three arches indicating that the canal must,

in the past, have been a much larger and more important

stream. The modem canal runs under the central arch only.

This arch has fallen in, so the bridge is no longer serviceable

and we cross by a much less pretentious structure. But,

apart from this, the bridge is well preserved, and the in-

scription in relief, which runs the full length on both sides.

is perfect.
, , • •. .

Five or six miles further, over gravelly undulating desert,

we reach a higli bank lying across our road, and runnmg away

out over the horizon, this is a remnant of the ancient Median

wall and, with the Dujail Canal, and some minor banks in the

neighbourhood, it afforded the Turks a very strong position lor

the defence of Istabulat Station, two miles behind. The

Turks made their last serious stand here, and we had a

stubborn fight before winning through. But a few traces

now remain of the struggle. Some little heaps of booty

collected up against the railway line, a few dead horses, and a

large area strewn with our shrapnel cases, and pitted with

occasional shell-holes -that is all.

I>^tabiilat Station is itself a heap of ruins, having been

i)lown up by the Turks before their retirement. The ancient

city of Istabulat is not much more than a heap of mounds

and stands upon the bank of the river some six miles nearer
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Mosul

Samarra. It is the first of a series of ruins, mostly dating

from the days of tlie Caliphate, which stretch away from

Samarra in all directions. How one regrets to have forgotten

all one's ancient histor}' ! In this country there really should

1)6 an official archaislogist attached to c'ach unit, to explain

places and events as we move along. But for many of the

relics the explanation would appear to h&ve been lost, and

there is a curious fascination about those ancient remains

that have left no impress whatever on history. It is appalling

to think of the number of civilisations that have waxed and

waned beneath the indifferent eyes of the inscrutable Arab,

who has been in them, but not of them. The Arab
makes one feel very small. We are fighting in

whati-the Turk is pleased to call Turkish

territory, and we have won what we shall hope

to call a British province. But at the back of

the Arab's eyes there is a look of calm, con-

temptuous assurance. Turk and Briton are

passing phases. There have been many before,

there will be others anon. They come, and
strut awhile, and go. The Arab cringes to

them, or harries them, according to expediency

and opjiortunity, and witliout discrimination.

But he has been the continuous possessor of

his own countr}', and he is sure that he will

always so remain.

Meantime, we get our first glimpse of Samarra

.

by far the most striking of all the towns of the

Tigris U stands back a little on the higli

bank, a hundred feet above the river. It fs

small and comj^letely walled, and is absolutely

dominated by its noble mosque, which is for the

moment all we see. A well-proportioned dome,
gleaming gold in the sun, flanked by two slender

and graceful minarets, with a second tiled

dome a little away from the main group, the whole standing

in bold outline, poised on rolling gravel hiUs, it is a picture

different from anything we have seen before in this country.
Behind the town stands up an enormous tower, a real tower of

Babel, Mith a wide spiral path winding to its summit. Here
is where our amateur arclijeology sei^^es its opportunities.

My companion informs me that this is the tomb of the Em-
peror Hadrian, and comments on the wide sphere of activity of

an empcrorwhobuilds a wall in Britain, and is buried in Meso-

potamia. Seeing that my map shows the tomb
of the Emperor Juhan, a large mound a fewmiles

further off, I suspect some confusion of ideas.

Later inquiries establish the fact that (a)

this is a monument to Caliph Haroun al Raschid !

(b) it is simply a fort and watch-tower of the

days of the Caliphate ; (c) it is but three hundred
years old, and has nothing whateverto do witli

the Caliphs. How much nicer this is than

hearing one cut and dried explanation ! One
feels, too, that if none of these alternatives

suit the mood of the moment, one is at

perfect liberty to go on guessing until some-

thing really attractive suggests itself.

Some miles above Samarra, on the right bank,

there stands a fine bold ruin of very solid brick,

with enormous underground Vaults. My map
calls this " All Ajik Ftit (ruined)," but our

amateurs tell me that its name is the " Abode
of Love," and that here, in the days of Al

Raschid, a languorous lady projected the glad

eye upon a desirable cavalier dwelling in what is

now " Lequel (ruin) " upon the further bank.

Details of this romantic episode are lacking, and I fear the

unromantic map makes out a better case. Certainly it seems

more like fort than bower. Near Lequel a Teuton gentleman had

his headquarters with a Decauville railway running from his

courtyard out to the scene of his excavations, between

Julian's Tomb and the spiral tower. He has departed,

leaving behind him " forty-two boxes all carefully packed
"

—to be precise, there were thirty-four—of which we have

assumed possession. If this campaign has achieved nothing

else, it will at least have saved the world from the intolerable

burden of another monument of German erudition.

Bagdad

Gorge in the Upper Tigris

Had I possessed an orderlj' mind, I should have reached
Samarra railway station first. But perhaps it is not a bad
point at which to close this rambling narrative. Here the
Turks have blown up the station buildings and workshops
and made an attempt to wreck all of the sixteen engines
standing upon the rails. This, they wished to do l^y

blowing all the cylinders of one side, but in their haste
they did rot notice that the engines were not all facing

the same way, and so, with a little readjustment, we have
been able to get some of the engines in working
order, and we have our Bagdad-Samarra
express train duly running.

The Turk is licking his sores at Tekrit. He
has two or three steamers with him, but they
will not be able to come dbwn stream until

the winter. We ha\'e all his railway material.

His means of transport are limited to camels
on land, and rafts on inflated goat-skins on
water. It is not very likely therefore, that

lie will make any attempt to recover Bagdad
before the autumn, and even then we shall

havti him at a very considerable disadvantage.

But until then we shall probably be left to

perspire in peace through the rapidly approach-
ing hot weather—the thermometer is somewhere
about no degrees at the moment of writing,

but that is not hot weather in Mesopotamia

—

with high gravel banks upon which to camp,
a clear river rippling and rattling over its

shingle bed, plentiful supplies arriving daily

by train, and always Samarra to feast the eye
upon. It is not too bad beyond Bagdad.
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Order Your Norwegian Boots for
the Winter Now

During the last two winters we have been totally unable to cope with the
extraordinary demand. This year the conditions are still more difficult.
Labour is scarcer and leather less plentiful. By ordering now you

can secure them, and they are

The Best Boots
WRITE FOR

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLETS OF
BOOTS, LEGGINGS AND SPURS,
ALSO SELF-MEASUREMENT
APPARATUS, IF UNABLE

TO GALL.

Model No. 20. £7

Capt. J. F. D.. writes:

France, 25/1/17.
" Yesterday I received my other
pair of boots. Both pairs arc
the best I Iiave had for comfort
and fit. They are ju.st it, and
all our officers have admired
them. They fit like a glove, and

are great to walk
and ride with. I

intend to wear no
other boots but
Faulkners."

for Active Service

WE ACCEPT
FULL RESPONSIBILITY

AS TO FIT
IF THE DIRECTIONS

ARE CAREFULLY
FOLLOWED.

Lieut. G. S. H., writes:

B. E. F., 21/2/17.
" I have worn a pair of your
Norwegian Field Boots out here
continuously since last year.
They have never been soled or
let ope drop of water in, neither
have I known during the past
cold snap what it

is to have cold feet.

The boots are now
as good as the day
I bought them."

Model No. 1.

£3 7 6

51&52 South Molton St.

Bond St.,

London, W.l
pkvilkner & Son

£4 4 U

and

26 Trinity St.,

, Hd=HM^h^1lfm;Vil»H:M*^^>l.H;y^E^ Cambridge.

By Appointment
to

c m̂imd.His Majesty
The King.

TRENCH COAT
The Most Reliable Military Waterproof Produced

Self-Praise is no Recommendation.
^^^AD what an Officer says about

Aquascutum.

«~1 ;?f-i
Aq"J>^<=>"t™ I have had out here since theend of July, 1916, and it has given every satisfaction.

.}^^ ^A"-^"
P^'^'^'^' protection against rain, snow,

tiu w'^f ^P '"^ "'"'^ "^^ "•3"''^ ""<J "ght through
this Wmter Campaign, which is acknowledged by all to

coJditb^'- "°"* °^ '^^ '^''' "^ ''^^'^' ^«^«^«°

Tht original may be seen by anyone interested.

There is only one AQUASCUTUM
Do not accept inferior imitations.

Sold in all principal towns by our
recognised Agents.

TRENCH COAT o„,v H..>h. .„d Che..
meaiiurement required.

c^ ĜOOJ^

5^ Waterproof
Coat Specialists

for over
50 years.

Regd.

VALISE.
Dispenses with Woheley and Blanket,.

Waterproof Bed & V.i,\. [^ q^^
VERMIN PBOOF. WmOHT ABOUT 10 lbs'

CONSTRUCTED TO HOI n A,r ^TO STAND H^RD^^^^A^toR \,^^^
INDEFINITE PERIOD

^^

Complete with Straps, Name andRegiment pamted on - 5| Gns.
lixtract from Offit^^Tru^^^rBTF

-

and anoThe^^mXlidTbrsidr''" r?^ y°" ^^'i-
former. We've bppn I • "''i""

^^'^ '° take the
amount during theTastfew'i '^r ^ r^''^-'^^^a moment's notice anH nfA" ^«' P'^'^'^'^S "P at
'travel Ught,' "and I've feen wLt°*

a"d. having to
men's batmen have pack^nr.H.ff • . ^"?T^^ °*''«'-

than Aquascutums^n^ 1,^ \^ '".*° ^''''^^s other
everything has to' ^ ,•/''"" '* « ""^^^^ ^°^ "^e
whereas f sfmpW ,,1"/'^^^'^ °"* .^"<|, ^ bed made
whole busin r s fi"4hed"^ Tf '"" "P'' ^""^ "^^
the other end of thl i„ ?./"" """"tes-and at

unrolling, ' et voill ' ;' ^^ '* ' ''"'P'^ ^ '"^"«'- °f

ne original of above may be seen by anyone ^ntereste.i

100 REGENT STREET.
Ltd, LONDON, W. 1.
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THE CASE OF MR. HENDERSON

THE crisis wliich threatens the victory of the Allies

is common to all Europe, but we are naturally in this

country specially concerned with its local aspect and

we may legitimately concentrate upon it. It comes at

the end of a whole series. The vote of the Labour Conference

in fa\-our of going to Stockholm not only came as a sort "of

climax to a movement whicli had been growing for some time,

but had, unfortunately, for the moment at least, a decisive

effect.

The beginning of things, was the declaration by a mixed

cosmopolitan group in the cosmopolitan centre of Petrograd

in favour of peace. They used a phrase directly imported

from Berlin
—

" no annexation and no indemnities "—in other

words, the policy which the masters of the German Empire

have been working for against the stupider of their subjects.

How far this piece of folly was deliberate, which of the little

:liques in Petrograd were agents and which dupes is in-

iifierent to the practical result. It is clear that the German

r.overnment and Higher Command eagerly seizejl the oppor-

tunity and made everything ready for permitting a German

delegacy to go to Stockholm. A few public men from this

country visited Russia both before and during the revolu-

tion. Mr. Henderson was chosen among others, and believed,

as might have been expected, that he was meeting men repre-

senting Russian national feeling. That great country, ad-

mittedly the most difficult for us of the West to understand,

had to be judged in a few hours by a not very competent

politician, hitherto quite ignorant of European affairs, and the

result was what might have been expected—he advised the

sending of British delegates to Stockholm.

We all know what followed. Mr. Hender.son, just a week

after his return, went over to Paris after some kind of con-

sultation with his colleagues of the Cabinet, the degree and

matter of which is doubtful. He went with Mr. Macdonald,

two German Jews from Petrograd (whom he doubtless thought

to be Russians), and he was apparently officially accompanied

by some public servant or servants. Everything was made

easy for him to undertake this journey and he undertook it

with the authority of a Cabinet Minister. No one in the

French capital could have taken his visit in any other cap-

acity. The good side of representative institutions appeared

immediately after in the fact that the whole episode (which

had been carefully kept from public knowledge) was dis-

cussed under the privileges of the House of Commons, and the

British public were astonished to discover that one of the few

men with some ofTicial r-ight to speak in their, name had been

jnirsuing a policy which they cordially detest and repudiate.

Mr. Henderson, called upon to defend himself, put forth the'

astonishing plea, that though he was a Cabinet Minister

he did not go abroad in the capacity of a Cabinet" Minister

but in the capacity of head of the Labour Part}'. The
working part of the War Cabinet thereupon discussed the very

unpleasant situation in which their colleague had landed

them, and, to spare his feelings, kept him waiting for an
hour in another room while they did so. It is to be feared

that this indignity rankled and had something to do with the

next development of an episode which is comic in spite of its

grave result.

The next step in the story is doubtful. Mr. Henderson
says that he gave his colleagues to understand that he would
influence the Labour Conference in favour of going to Stock-

holm ; all his colleagues, hywever, are unanimous in saying

he did the exact opposite, and gave them to understand he

would work against so fatal a decision. The probabilities are

in the nature of the case, very heavy against Mr. Henderson,
since the Cabinet would certainly have taken action at once

had they received the impression that their colleague was
going to advise against the most vital interests of the

nation. But apart from this there is the fact that Mr. Hender-
son took the trouble to write a letter after he had made his

speech to the Conference excusing himself to his chief, the

Prime Minister. There can be no reasonable doubt that the

version put forward by all of Mr. Henderson's colleagues is

the true one and that he gave them the impression that he

was going to work as the most elementary statesmanship

required. Mr. Henderson, speaking at the Conference with
all the authority of a Cabinet Minister (he has no other)

i.e., as a man knowing what plain citizens cannot know,
and as a man representing a national poli'cy which must
necessarily be kept secret, persuaded the Conference that

delegates ought to go to Stockholm and the members present

followed his lead.

We all know the conclusion. Mr. Lloyd George's long and
exceedingly plain-spoken letter, Mr. Henderson's lame de-

fence in the House of Commons, and Mr. Asquith's inter-

vention, which recalled the fact that we were at war, and
stilled the uproar. As we write these words the last develop-

ment is that the Cabinet has decided against the issuing of

passports, and it is to be hoped they will stand firm in this

right decision.

Of the many moralsthat may be drawn from this fiasco and
the harm that it has already done, the clearest and the least

debatable is the moral that Parliamentary methods which are

the experience and habit of the ParUamentary pohtician ^

do not make for decision, strength of will, and resolute action.

The people most heavily to blame in the whole matter were
nci Mr. Henderson and his group, but Mr. Henderson's col-

leagues. The responsibility was shirked, no definite line was
taken, but everybody left it to somebody else, and the result

was what we have seen. Had the Cabinet spoken through any
of its organs, in a firm and quite unmistakable manner, had it

said, even as late as a fortnight ago, that there would be no
traffic with such perilous nonf«nse as white flag

;

parleying

with the enemy by any section of the community, and that

such action was, in plain English, treason and to be punished

as treason, the whole nation would have vigorously applauded
the act, have supported it, and would have felt that it was
governed as men should be governed under the strain of war.

Instead of that, there was a Tong shilly-shally, resulting

as shilly-shallies always do, in a breakdomi. If the lesion is

learnt, at least so far as to guarantee us from such errors

in the future, perhaps the anxiety which we have suffered

during the last few days will not have been suffered in vain.

The situation still requires very -careful handling.

It must be made quite clear that the Government in its

action is not condemning any serious body of opinion, and
above all that it is not showing contempt for the real voice

jf the working masses of the country—that vast majority upon
which all public opinion, and therefore all proj>er conduct

of the war, ultimately depends. There is no doubt whatso-

ever of what that opinion is, of its patriotism or of its tenacitj',

but even " unpopular and discredited leaders " may become
symbols of the popular power which they misrcpres'.ent, and na

ground must be given for any complaint upon the.ir part that

those for whom they say they stand, have been treated hghtly.
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EXGI.AN'D has been threatened and is still threatened

at this moment witli the greatest peril of any
that have confronted her since she became a con-

scious nat'on. She is in danger of defeat at the

conclubion of the only war which has seriously menaced her

growth and independence. •

.In the past, supremacy upon the surface of the seas made
lier certain not onl\- of continuing the mistress of her own fate.

but of being able to prolong her resistance indeiinitely and
at the same time to throw into the balance of any land war
a weapon unique and wholly her own. No European
belligerent in the past Iiad disdained to recognise the solemnity
of treaties or the rights of neutrals, and it is true to say that

though the greatest wars in the past have threatened nations
with foreign dynasties none, since barbaric times, threatened
national existence as this war threatens it. For the means were
not available.

.
To-day and in this war, which in purpose quite as much as

in scale stands quite sefiarate from all otlurs, England is

lor the first time after three years of elVort and of agony'
in grave peril of deft at. And that peril is wholly political..

Were the peril military, it would impose silence. No
worse turn was ever done tlie country than the spreading of

panic in moments when the militarv situation seemed almost
desperate, and it is to the lasting honour of the national
temper that though attemiits to spread panic were not
lacking, the nation as a whole was not shaken at all. The
ner\ous disease was successfully isolated until the danger
had passed.

Now that the 'military situation is secure and that the peril

—grave and hnmedi.ite though it be— is purely political, the
more outspoken criticism is, the better ; for an evil of this

sort can only be met bv open dealing.

The ground upon which the political forces work in favour
of the enemy's victory and our defeat is groynd prepared by
fatigue, (me f)f the oldest phrases in all European languages,
except our own, is the idiomatic phrase which the Germans
translate " \\ar-weariness." Prolonged strain produces it.

In the principal s/nigg/es of human history it has been usually
the detertninins; factor.

The abnormal effort of a long war upsets all values ; moods
that seemed impossible at the outset may become comm(m-
place in its later years. Objects which were quite clear in

the first enthusiasm of the struggle, and for which indeed the
stniggle was undertaken, become confused or are forgotten.
Both parties to the conflict in different degrees arc subject to
this degradati()n of temper : Victorv. if the conflict be pro-
longed, is generally with him who sufiers it least. If we enjoy
the civilisation which we have to-day it is because Rome
8?.crificed three successive armies and" endured the invasion
and ravaging of all her dependent lands w hile Carthage, after
a certain measure of the strain, would not, although it had
been a victorious strain, make the last supreme effort of

reinforcement.

No better example of the moral fatigue produced by long
war could be given than the change in our attitude towards
the German befouling of arms. It is a feature which all

must have noticed and which emphasises in a rather horrible
fashion this element of fatigue. We have grown used to
abominations.

The enem\- from the first moment that he violated neutral
territory and broke his solemn pledges has proceeded step by
step to greater and yet greater crimes against the common
morals of our civilisation. He has massacred hosts of innocent
civilians, beginning under the mask of the word " Hostages,

"

continuing, as he openly avowed, for the sake of mere terrorism.
He has included in those victims innumerable women, old men
and little children. Even before the Marne he had bombed
open towns, .\fter his first defeats he introduced the use
of poison. He proceeded to the use of massacre by sea;
first against unarmed enemies under the plea that the vessels
in which they travelled might contain a cargo useful to war ;

next against unarmed enemies and neutrals indifferently, if

they travelled in such ships ; next, to any ship whatsoever
belonging to the belligerent powers opposed to him, howe\er
peaceful their mission, however incapable of defence their
crews. Lastlv, he extended this indiscriminate killing to
neutral vessels and to the nationals of powers indifferent
to his quarrel, murdering anyone who in any fashion, however
indirect, might conceivably in his voyage trade with his
opponents.

.\gain, as the war proceeded and in a late stage of it, he began,
.at first tentatively, but growing bolder as time proceeded,
to enslave the population of the territories behind his lines.

Not only prisoners of war but neutrals were compelled under
the threat of torture or death to help him in defending his
evil life. They worked in the mines. They turned the shell-

cases on his lathes ; they filled his cartridges • they raised his

fortifications against their ow n brethren. Young girls were
not spared ; children were separated from their parents and
there are hosts of families who after more than a year of this

\ileness know not whether the remaining members are alive
or dead. He has taken a peculiar and bestial pleasure in

humiliation, compelling those under his power to elaborate
deference and selecting for special indignity men and women
who occupy positions of respect, the chief magistrates and the
ministers of rcligicii.

Now it is horrible but true that these things have become
customary through the effect of time. Conceive what would
have happened in the mind of civilised Europe, what would
have been said in the Press of France and Jingland, what
expressions would have been used even in the artificial Parlia-
mentary world, if we had read four years ago of the massacre
by an\- belligerent of crowds of wounded soldiers on board a
hospital sliip ! To-day. when such an atrocity is recorded it is

recorded as an item of news.
It. is inevitable perhaps, enormously tragic as it is, that

this crusting of the wounds should have taken place. The
pitch of horror could not be maintained. But inevitable or
no (and some of us seem to retain our original indignation
better than others) it forms part of that general state of mind
upon which, I say, ,those play who either actively desire or
indirectly .serve, or as n>ere dupes are dragged in the wake
of, approaching defeat.

^
Every one of the forces at work, I say again, is political.

Not one is military. S\\ therefore can' without ofience to
military requirements, be analysed and expor.cc!.

Pacifist Sentiment

The first and most obvious, but I think the least serious,
is the presence in the communit}- of a certain small number of
people, very small in proportion to the w hole body of the
nation, but often wealthy and influential, who have from the
beginning disliked the w"ar and thought its objects unworthy
of or inadequate to the general policy of Great Britain. They
eofnbat its continuance to-day:

This handful of people (I am talking only of the sincere ones,
for the rest arc in another category) are worthy of respect,
although the jniblic exasperation against them makes it dififi^

cult to gi\e them their due. They have wholly mis-read
history

;
they quite misunderstand the position of this couiitrv-

in the world ; by a curious paradox their attitude is largely due
to an exaggeration of British Power and British security.
if they know anything of the record of Prussia they know "it

only as a sort of dull history lessen, rtmote frcm "actuality.
They do not apply it to their own fortunes and those of their
descendants They conceived, at the outbreak of war, of
an England which should remain benevolently neutral,
though sym;iathetic. perhaps, with the cause of civilisation

;

enriched during its course by trading with both sets of belli-
gerents

; and guaranteeing at its close the weaker from the
worst effects of defeat.

They thought (it sounds almjst insane now-a-davs, but
it secnieJ much more ])lausible then) that after the struggle
luiropc would return to much the same life as that which it

had left, and that in a stmcwhat similar balance of great
p3wers the position of Great Britain would be, if anything,
enhanced.
Above all, they had a respect and most of them an affec-

tion for modern Germany under its Prussian guidance.
They were often men for whom commercial success was
a sort of religion

; and the spectacle of a people rapidly in-
creasing its wealth, strictly subjecting its submissive prole-
tariat to regulations which made the wheels of capitalism
work smoothly, achieving numerous detailed successes in
scientific discoveries, and methodically copying the much
more numerous successes of more intelligent peoples ; a
nation so rapidly industrialising itself, becoming urban and
building a great mercantile fleet, appealed to them. On the top
of all this we must remember that they had been taught in
all the text books of all the Universities" that there was some-
thing called " A Teutonic Race," of which they themselves
were members, so that the greatness and expanison of modem
Germany cast a sort of reflected glory upon them even though
they were being outstrippecl in the race.
The realities of the war'at finst shook these people. The
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organs which they maintained in the Press and the voices
•which they command in Parliament, could not stand .against
the universal wave of popular feeling.

-•
• •

•

But time did its work. The collapse of Russia came with
its three phases of breakdown ; in failure of munitions

;

in treason upon the part of certain politicians of the old

regime ; and lastly, in the anarchy of the capital and the
predominance there of alien elements—with the consequent
disintegration of the army. . It led to a rapid lov ering of that
process of attrition which is the essence of a siege. The
enemy's rate of casualties fell to. i^erhaps, half what they had
been, or little more : and it was clear that the war would
thereby be considerably prolonged.

The phrases which had become current in the latter period
of all this helped the peace-mongers. They were phrases
originated by the enemy and carefully propagated b\- his

agents. They talked of " a war of tlefence "
; of " freedom

of the seas "
; of " the evil of annexations and indemnities."

In general, Prussia, giving the lie to her whole nature and
reversing every one of her own boasted formulas, did every-
thing to attract to her cause as many dupes as might be.

Meanwhile, the iron discipline which the Prussian Higher
Command has established upon a basis of terror, kept the

outer world largely ignorant of the terrible and increasing

strain from which our enemies suffered. The effect of the

blockade, the straits in which the C.erman and Austrian
populations find themselves, which a wise statesmanship
would have thrown into the utmost relief, was allowed to

fall into the background of the jniblic mind ; and to-day

for one man who understands what such a detail as the lack

of lubricants means for enemy transport and machinery
there are a thousand who know what the Eastern situation

means for the prolongation of the war, and hundreds, perhaps,

who have accepted in various degrees such t mpty abstrac-

tions as the " democratisation " of the Prussian herd, or

the falsehood that this war for the very existence of Europe
in some way subserves the interests of wealth and is designed

for the oppression of the populace.
The next element in this deplorable situation, and the

one which has been most vividly present in the last few days,

is the action of certain political caucuses in the various
belligerent nations ; of which caucuses the last to act, the

caucuses of so-called " Labour leaders " in the various

belligerent countries, is the most directly dangerous.
It is significant that these gentry fear above all things a

direct appeal to those whom they pretend to represent. The
EhrUcbs, tlve Goldenbergs, and the other naif Slavs of the
" Russian " Committees, detest nothing so much as the

National spirit of the Russian people and fear nothing

so much as its revival. The tiny handful of Internationalists

in the French Parliament (one of them is Karl Marx's heir!)

arc in the same boat ; they detest the Erench peasantry and
the traditional French spirit. There is not in this country
the same divorce between these isolated beings and those
for whom they profess to speak. But there is, perhaps,

to a greater extent than elsewhere, because here more than
elsewhere have representative institutions grown old, and
fossilised, a startling contrast between the jerky shuffle of

sham representation and the reality of national feeling.

Sundry individuals using a special and thoroughly false

system of voting, pretend to speak for what they call

'' Labour," and the results of this quite false mechanical

process arc watched for almost as eagerly by those who dread

it as by those who applaud it. It is a figment and a grotesque

tigment.

By " labour " is meant the totality of those families

who live in this country on a wage earned in some form of

physical operation : men (as the phrase goes) who " work
with their hands "

If we could summon the whole nation and separate that

minority which either does nothing, or earns its living in

clerical and professional occupations, from the great majority

who live upon manual labour of every kind ; if we were to

appeal to that body as a whole, to ask individual by individual,

whether each desired to achieve full victory over the enemy
or to compromise in this last stage and save him ; if we did

this can there be any doubt what the result of such a vote

would be ?

It is precisely that mass of the populace, the men who work
with their hands who wouljl be oveiwhelmingly, practically

unanimously.'in favour of the only possible national policy.

The tiny remnant who would favour compromise would be

found for the most part not in the popular ranks at all, but

in that peculiar world which foreigners call " the Intellectual,
"

the world out of which men like Mr. Macdonald and .Mr.

Snowdcn come ; a woild which uses words of six syllables

in discussing the i)lainest social problems, and is .steeped

in all t^e last pedantries of abstruse (and false) economic

theories. It would indeed b<; an amazing thing if, in this

supreme turn of the world's history, this most acute moment

in the story .01 £,ngiauu, lae ueau maclunery ot a Caucus
prove powerful to betray the living voice of a whole people,
and if sundry cards and ballots presented by sundry officials

and wirepullers were to decide the ruin of the living mass
which is' so utterly different from and superior to themselves.

But there is a third element standing behind these two.
It is the most powerful and the most to be.dreaded.- It'Ss
this ekment which pulls the strings and this clement which
is the master of the game. I mean, what is called inter-
national finance.

Briefly, this powerful cosmopolitan element whose interests
belong to no one nation, nor even to Europe as a whole,
believes the moment opportune to make peace bv negotiation.
They believe that the great loans which have "hitherto sup-
ported the war have now reached a point beyond which no
advantage can accrue to themselves. It is, judged that
they can be maintained upon a heavy strain as they now
stand.

; In other words, that the credit of the Governments
that ha\e pledged ie\enue as against the money lent and the
power of those governments to discover such re\enue, still

stands. But it is also judged that any considerable pro-
longation of the conflict will prove the inability of continuing
this process of mortgaging the energies of the nation to the
lenders. In such circumstances any min whose interest in
life is not concerned with a nation, but with a financial
process, and who prefers the success of the latter to the sur-
vival or greatness of the former, inclines to a disastrous peace.

Financial Interests and Motives

It is a great error to accuse the men who are thus more
and more openly opposed to our holding .on for victory, of
sympathy with -the German Government ; still less hav«j
they sympathy with its atrocities in war. Because some of
them bear German-sounding names, because many of their
immediate ancestors have been born within the lirnits of the
modern Germin Empire, is nothing to the case ; the real
motive is not national at all. It is one that seems to them and
would Sinn to any one else indifferent to nationality, obvious,
.Awful sufiering is prolonged

; grave diminution of their
])rivate wealth is threatened, and all this merely for an ideal
with which they are not concerned and with which they cannot
in the nature of things be concerned. That is the position
of what we call international finance at this moment.
You do not see its action in a direct form because that

form would ruin its own objects. You do not hnd (Jermaa
methods of war praised, nor even direct appeals for peace in
those papers which, in the various Allied Capitals are, as it

were, the jackals of this power. Paris, in , particular has
suffered from this plague.

If you look closely you will see a perpetual and growing
allusion to the enemy's strength, to his power of endurance,
to his organisation, and all the rest of it ; a perpetual sug-
gestion that the war is endless, and a perpetual indoctrination
of the mass which reads such things with the falsehood that
the enemy's power does not decline. The most absurd state-
ments on his strength find their best market in such papers,
and the chief attacks upon those who would keep opinion
sane, are to be discovered there also. •

,

At the other end of the scale (but in exactly the same
world) you have the same effort, strictly parallel,' going on.
You have the financiers who will say in ccmversation-, though
they would not print it or put it into a public speech, that
the continuance of the war is absurd ; that neither party
can win- -and all the re.st of it. It is the same .spirit, and in
a sense it is a sincere spirit, for the people who say these
things probably believe them. But their motive is a motive
quite indifferent to the strength or the decline of England. By
an accident this force now serves the enemy indirectly simply
because it is the enemy who will profit by an early peace.
And here let me conclude with the argument of this, though

surely by this time it should be sufficiently famihar.
I will suppose a man to say to me—for there are such men^

" What can be said against a negotiated peace at this moment ?

The fourth summer of the war is far advanced and is passing.

;

the ne.xt German class, that of 1919, will be in the held in a
few weeks. The failure of Russia has so lowered the rate of the
enemy's casualties as to alter the whole nature of the war.
A prolongation of hostilities merely means, without the
advance of either side, an increase of ruin, of pain and of
death. \Ve may reach a point where not the enemy, but
Europe itself will break down. If—not at any price—but
at the price of the enemy's evacuating the territory he has
occupied and submitting to a conference for the regulation
of frontiers, we call the thing a draw, what is there to be said
against such a policy ?

"

This is the reply.

The main result of all war is its effect upon the spirit of the
main belligerents engaged, and of the world that has watched
or taken part in the conflict. The immediate result is the
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delivery ^i .-.a li and such territory, tJie imposition of such

and siich ctmpcnsations which last, may, upon an exact

balanc^, cancel out so that peaci corner apparently with no

resuh to cither party, and the war has seemed a sterile fraud.

But the ultimate result is the preponderance of one spirit

against another. You may say that the Thirty Years War
was a draw. The Empire and the South had won ;

,

France

turned the scale in favour of the Northern and Protestant

Princes. The conqueror was content to negotiate. The
party at lirst defeated was allowed to live. Was there,

therefore, no lonsequence in history ? There was a vast

consequence. Northern (ieimany gradually acquired the

preponderance. It drew ahead. A handicap had been im-

posed, and of the two competitors that which at first had the

best chance, was, in the long run, surpassed.

The Civil Wars in this country resulted in a compromise
which maintained and actually restored the Crown. Sharp

sanctions appeared to reaffirm its ancient power ; but the

negotiation and the truce bore their fruit, and modern Eng-
land derived not from the restored monarchy, but from the

Parliament of the merchants and the squires.

There is no Peace in history, no termination of a conflict

between opposing ideals of wliich it can ever be said that each

lias retired to its own boundaries and left the future un-

affected- There is always and there must necessarily be a
victor and a vanquished. Perhaps in the processes of history

these struggles which have lasted longest and have ended by
the most apparent compromise, are those which have most
strongly emphasised in the long run the victory of the one

paity over the other.

A negotiated peace at the present moment means this :

That a Power armed in Europe, its armament supported
enthusiastically by all its nationals, could violate treaties,

could introduce into war horrors hitherto unknown, could

enslave Europeans, could massacre and could yet remain
strong, and unpunished. It would mean that this country,

having drawn the sword, not only with a fighting object

in view, but after puWic reiteration of that object, sheathed

it again with an apology, and a confessi( n that it had not the
strength to attain the goal for which it had set out. It would
mean that the various Allies, and in particular the two
principal Alliesi, the French and the English, would enter a
future in whicli each was conscious of defedt and each at
heart would be blam'ng his partner and what is worse,
himself : For men and nations when they are afflicted with
bitterness suffer this double evil of eating into themselves
and losing their friends.

It would mean that thegreaterpart of European civilisation
would look back to the Geimun defence and its success as the
capital military event of the mr)dern world and would see in
the armed power of Central Europe (which you may amuse
yourself by calling an autocracy or a democracy or what you
will), the one foundation upon wliich it could repose.

It would mean, without a shadow of doubt, the control
of the Near East ; of the Polish people, of the Baltic and the
Black Sea and their twin Straits, by those who are now our
enemies. No ink and paper nor solemn signatures at a green
table could prevent that. It would, therefore, mean the
permanent and perhaps rapid decline of Western civilisation,
and in particular of this country.

It might mean, if the West remain sufficiently strong, a
cycle of wars. It might mean, and would perhaps more
probably mean, a peace of deeper and deeper humiliation
The only alternative is victory. If y<ju say with the enemy

pmned upon the West, suffering passively blow upon blow
and never able to restore himself alter each blow, or to recover
what he has lost

;
with his territory blockaded ; his youngest

boys drawn into the struggle, that your victory is impossible •

if you say this in the teeth of what your son can tell you
returning from the front, and what, if you visit the front you
will see with your own eyes, then confess yourself the citizen
of a defeated nation and enjoy during what is left of your life
the fruits of that confession. But if you think things have
not yet reached that pass, and if you think there are still
powerful armies in the field, and that their action has not
been vain, then persevere. H Belloc

Consultative Treason
By H. M. Hyndman

IT
is already quite impossible to take the vote of the

Labour Party Conference seriously. But the absurd
muddle of the whole affair ; the acceptance by a
large majority of the proposal that forty-four British

Labour delegates should meet in fraternal harmony, those
corrupt fuglemen of atrocities, Scheidemann, Sudekum,
Ebert and Co., as well as the minority Social-Democrats, who
practically support the same Imperial programme ; Mr.
Arthur Henderson's strange speech and still stranger suppres-
sion of the official cablegram from the Russian Government,
disclaiming formally any sympathy with the Stockholm
Conference

;
Mr. Ramsay Macdonald's reference, on behalf

of the pacifist section, to our infamous German enemies as
"our German friends "—all these things have done the
Labour Party, as at present organised, incalculable mischief.
There are, indeed, elements of the ludicrous in the entire
conference.

The Russian Workers' and Soldiers' Committee, possessed
of no International Socialist or Labour authority whatever,
takes upon itself to call an International Socialist and I,abour
Conference at Stockholm, to consider the terms of peace with
the German Powers and their confederates, on the basis of
" no annexations and no indemnities." This programme is

already vague, inconclusive and irregular enough. But the
conclusions arrived at were nevertheless to be binding on all
sections represented 1 Our British Labour Delegates
assembled, in their collective wisdom decide, under the direc-
tion of a member of the War Cabinet and the Secretary of
the Labour Party, Mr. Arthur Henderson, to wit (just back
from acting as Special Government Envoy and Plenipotentiary
.to Petrograd), that they entirely decline the Russian invita"-
tion as it stands. They will have nothing to do with dis-
cussing the peace which the Petrograd Committee is so eager
to promote, virtually in the German interest ; but they will
despatch their chosen forty-four missioners of brotherhood
to Stockholm, for purely consultative purposes, which shall
bind nobody to anything. Shall bind nobody to anything—
except to meet and consult with the bitter enemies of our
country ! But for this item in the programme, men who
know their own minds about the situation would laugh
heartily at the hopeless incon.sequence of the arrangement.
That decision, however, to meet the German Kaiserists, is

so disgraceful that I do not believe the delegates themselves
fully understood what they were voting for.

For consider. Great Britain and her Colonies have been
engaged for more than three years upon by far the most
desperate and dangerous war ever waged. That is nowadays
a platitude, universally accepted as the baldest possible state-
ment of the truth. Hundreds of thousands of men of the
same class as the delegates, and thousands of millions sterhng
ot the wealth which they themselves create, have been
sacrificed, in order to defeat an unprovoked attack by the most
formidable aggressive militarism of modern times on all its
neighbours. Prussian militarism, controlling the entire forces
of Central Europe, meant and means to crush us and all our
Alhes, if it possibly can, to bleed us white in the event of
victory, and at last to secure its domination first over
Europe and then over the civihsed world. Nobody who has
studied German military pronouncements, or has carefully
followed the course of the war, can honestly deny this. More-
over, there is nothing whatever to show that this vast policy
of Imperial expansion has been abandoned, or that Geimany
has given up her attempt to establish herself as the supreme
power—Germany over all.

To talk, therefore, of " the democratisation " of the Father-
land at this juncture is preposterous. The whole nation
with a very very few honourable exceptions, is at one
Bethmann-Hollweg was in fact, turned out, and Michaehsw^s put in his place, because Junkerdom and pan-Germanism
are as strong to-day in Germany as ever they were. All the
peace babble in the Reichstag "and the criticism of the so-
called minority Social-Democrats (who also voted the war
credits after having solemnly pledged themselves to Belgium
and trance not to do so) only mean, so far, that the war has
been much less successful than they aU expected ; that the
Joss of men and the high price of food are rousing some dis-
content with the management of the glorious national endea-
vour by the Kaiser and his generals ; and that consequently
a German peace would be generally welcome. But no terms
of peace of any kind have ever been formulated by the German
Government, wth whom alone it is possible to negotiate
unless or until a revolution has taken place.

Ihat revolution, those who -know Germany best are
confident will not occur until after the war, if then. There
IS as little hope of it now as there was in July 1014 TheGermans we have all known and know, are still one solid bodym their determination to fight for victory. But they arc holding
on to every bit of the territory seized, in order, should aattcrs
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take a bad turn at last—and German military leaders are

not destitute of foresight—that they may be able to prepare

again, with a nice compromise peace comfortably arranged,

for that next time," which Mr. Lloyd George rightly declares

must never come. That is the position. The Allies are

slowly winning. The Geimans are slowly losing. A httle

marc, and with American assistance, they must be com-
pletely defeated. .Meanwhile, they are exhausting the

resources of infamy and treachery to a\;ert their doom and
win the war, before the United States army can cross the

Atlantic.

At such a time as this for a small minority of the nation

to open up even a Consultative Conference with the agents

of the enemy is to betray the dead aryd insult the living.

Whatever Mr. Macdonald's " German friends" may instruct

him to say, common Enghshmen know that we are fighting

a terrible fight, at first against overwhelming odds, and now
at incredible sacrifice, to the end that Junkerdom and
milita^i!^m shall not prevail in the coming effort of the peoples

for national, political, social and econom'c emancipation.

I do not believe that any appreciable number of my country-

men are eager to hurry oft to Stockholm to trade with or

consult Social-Democrat enemy agents.

The Labour Conference

It is worthwhile, therefore, to examine the constitution of

the labour Party Conference and to find out what this card

vote of 1,800,000 to 500,000 in favour of going to Stockholm,

which (he pacifists and pro-Geimm'Surrenderers so proudly

emblazon on their white flag, really means. To begin with,

I am personally convinced that the majority of the delegates

did not understand, even after Mr. Henderson's confused

explanation, that what they voted for amounted to a pledge

to meet and confer, in friendly fashion, with some of the

worst, most treacherous, vindictive and infamous of the

Kaiser's agents. This was never put to them except by Mr.

Sexton ; and Mr. Henderson, by covering the Scheidemann
gang with the mantle of his approval, blanketed this, which
was the real issue at stake.

Why should not a general referendum of all workers be
taken forthwith on this plain -question :

*' Do you wish to

send delegates to Stockholm for a consultative conference

with Scheidemann. Sudekum, Heine, Ebert, Noske and other
' Social-Democratic,' upholders of piracy at sea and wholesale

atrocities on land ?
" I believe that the dimensions of the

vote against doing anything of the kind would be astonishing.

For the workers at large would then see clearly that they

were condoning the crimes of these scoundrels, if they agreed

to have any intercourse with them at all.

But again. Whom do these delegates at the Labour
Party Conference represent ? As an old International

Socialist, I have from the first been opposed to holding any
International Socialist and Labour Conference during the

war ; for the very sufficient reason, as it seems to me, that the

millions of men fighting on the different fronts could not

send, or elect delegates, without the consent and active help

of their various Governments ; which assistance might very

probably not' be granted. Consequently, an International

Conference or Congress could not be, in any real sense,

representative.

Apply this test to the Labour Party Conference. Were
the soldiers figliting at the front represented ? Were their

numbers polled, without being represented, in the figures given

as the result of the principal division ? Mr. Robert Smillie

is the chairman of the Miners' Federation. He is an ardent

pacifist. To show that I have no prejudice in the matter,

1 may state that, for the past three years, I have worked
cordially with him in domestic affairs. I am doing so to-day.

Will he now tell the public frankly how many of the 250,000

or 300,000 miners, who volunteered for active service against

the invaders of Belgium and France, at the very beginning

of the war, were represented in the mass vote cast by his

Federati(m in favour of going to Stockholm ? He is sure to

tell us the truth, if he knows it—which is a good deal more
than can be said for some of his fellow-pacifists—and it would
be interesting to learn from him how this matter really stands.

In any case, surely, the miUions of men who are protecting

this island for us all so magnificently, upholding at the same
time the liberties of Europe at the risk of mutilation or death,

are entitled to be heard from, both as voters at Labour Con-

ferences and electors for the National Assembly, before aiiy

decision is finally arrived at about going to Stockholm : still

more before the terms of peace are formulated or ratified.

Further, how is the total vote of each organisation given

by the delegates who record it ? This is done dead against

the principle of proportional representation. It is majority

rule with a vengeance ! For example, if a Trade Union,

numbering 200,000, were called to vote upon the Stockholm

\ssue by a poll of all its members, should 100,001 vote in

favour of that ignoble mission, and 99.999 against it, the

card vote of the delegate of the organisation at the conference

would record 200,000 men as accepting the Macdonald-
Henderson view of the matter ! This, though barely half

of the whole are of that opinion, and all the men of the Union
at the front or in the army are thus committed to the proposal

without recourse. Is it possible to imagine a greater absurdity

than to count as voting for a measure 99,999 men who voted

against it ? Can anything be more unjust than to exclude

the fighters and men in training from voting on such a crucial

subject as this, and even to count their votes on this side or

that, without giving them any power of repudiation ?

Then, to bring the whole anangement to the point of

sheer idiocy, we are informed that out of the forty-four

delegates who are told off for Stockholm, in tKe event of the

vote of the Labour Party Conference being confirmed by
the Trade- Union Congress, shortly to be held, the British

Socialist Party, a vehemently pacifist body, which has cer-

tainly not more than a thousand or two paying members,

even including all not of British birth, is to be accorded eight

votes at Stockholm, or fully seven and a half times more than

the representation to which their membership entitles them.

No wonder there is a demand on all sides for a complete

Referendum on the question as to whether the organised

workers of Great Britain desire to confer with Scheidemann

and his fellows or not. Nor should we forget that even these

organised workers, all told, do not count for much more than

a third of the total labouring class of Great Britain. Far

too much importance, therefore, has been attached to this

comparatively small minority vote. It is high time that the

nation as a whole should take a hand in the business.

And this is the more important because it is quite clear

that the Workers' and" Soldiers' Committees, which came to

the front on the first flood of the revolution in Petrograd, no

longer have any claim whatever to represent the Russian

Government. The cablegram from Petrograd suppressed by

Mr. Henderson clearly shows that. These committees also,

as Thorne, O'Grady and Sanders informed us, on their return

from Russia, are nearly all manned to the extent of at least

a half by Jews. That was natural enough. The Jews are

clever, educated, and by no means disinclined to use their

ability to push their influence among their less enlightened

Russian comrades. But, for the Jews, whether financiers,

or workers, as Mr. Israel Zangwill points out, this hideous

war is a Civil War. They are butchering one another in every

army. They are undergoing most brutal treatment m Russian

Poland, German Poland, Galicia and elsewhere. We cannot

blame them, therefore, if, as a widely dispersed, but still

existent nationality, they should be for peace at practically

any price. Their watchword, " No annexations and no

indemnities" is all right for them. Anything for peace.

But that it now appears is not the Russian idea at all.

Jews in Russia

Here, too, comes in the jealousy and distrust of the Jew
which is still very common in Eastern Europe, and not in

Eastern Europe alone. It was a Jew, Karl Marx, who said :

' The Jew creeps into the pores of an agricultural society.'

It was General TrepofI who, after the monstrous Kischeneff

massacre, remarked to my dear old friend Michael Davitt

" If we gave the Jews the freedom you ask for them, in six

months they would be masters of Russia." It is at least

possible that the revolt against the Jews of the Socialistic

Bund may become seriously reactionary at any moment,

and that the so-caUed Maximalists, whether of the Leninist

or any other section, may suffer from their association with a

race apt to be a trifle arrogant when it feels conscious of its

superiority To say, therefore, as Mr. Arthur Henderson said,

that it is necessary to go to Stockholm for the purpose of

arguing the British case before a Russian jury—a jury which

is losing ground with its countrymen every day, and the terms

of whose formal invitation are almost contemptuously

rejected—seems to me, to say the very least of Mr Hender-

son's policy, a strange misconception of what is

politically advisable. Why should any non-combatant

section of Englishmen, however well organised they may be

for their own domestic objects, run dead contrary to national

opinion in order to curry favour with Russian Socialists who

have lost control even of Petrograd, largely by their own

There is, however, sometliing more to be said. Mr. Lloyd

George's Administration, which is pledged up to the hilt to

" get on with the war," to conduct our side of it to the best

advantage, and to lose no chance of winning completely, for

the sake of all men hold dear, actually pnded itself upon

leaving the Labour Party Conference " whol y iminfluenced

by the Government !
" Suc^h a policy is hopeless.

It is the duty of leaders to lead and to act, not to indulge
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'in philosophic fbntffiiplauoQ of events. " \\'liat we common
'Enj^lishiheh demand at this moment is a clear, plain stale-

'menfof the national position" from the nationar point of

'view. AVe want to know not only tliat' we mean to de'feat

our enemies- that we know already^lwf what are the real

•iacts as to the dangers and difficulties we hkve to encounter
and in what manner it is proposed to overcome them. A
nation which has faced the unnecessary disasters of Antwerp,
the Dardanelles and Mesopotamia, and the dangerous
succession of submarine sinkings, without flinching, is fit

to be fully entrusted with the handling of its own destinies.

The man who can rise to the .height of this amaz'ng situation,

who can set forth to his countrymen the full truth about their

own business, who can deal sternly With our enemies and
laithfully with our friends, will arouse a storm of enthusiasm
and determination among us which will even yet astonish
tl^e world. ' ' •

'

•* • * * *

P.S.—Since the above article was written Mr. ' Arthur
Henderson has made his defence in the House of Commons.
Not even his best friends can consider it satisfactory. I'or

some strong reason, which he cannot have fully disclosed, he
honestly thought it more important to use his influence in
favour of guiding the Labour Party to vote in favour of the
delegation to Stockholm, than to cany out the policy whioh
all his colleagues in the Cabinet were led by him to believe
was his own, as it was tJieirs. It is a very unfortunate
personal matter. But it does not affect the real issue. On
that, Mr. Lloyd George's Administration has at last come to
a "definite decision. ^Alinisters have resolved not to grant
passports for delegates to the International Socialist Con-
ference at Stockholm. Great Britain, the United States,
I'rancc and Italy arp at one upon this point. It is a good
thing for the .A.llies. It is, also, a good thing for International
Socialism. There was nothing whatever to be gained for
either by a " fraternal " consultation between the Socialists
ot the Allied countries and the Social-Democrats of Germany,
and Austria-Hungary. These Germans betrayed all of us
Socialists at the beginning of the war : they have deliberately
outraged all the highest interests of humanity during the
war. Leave them alone to reflect upon the consequences of
their own actions.

»-'.v«<.

The Military Situation
By Hilaire Belloc

THE oiH^ significant -military news of the last week
is the sharp fighting against the enemy's attempt to

recapture the Westhoek and Frezenburg positions in

the West and the combined pressure to the north and
to the south of the Moldavian armies in the East.

As to the first of these what is happening is fairly clear.

The offensive of July 31st obtained possession of all those
points which lie in a crescent north and east of Ypres and
overlook the plain beyond. The seizing of this dominating
line was the first and most immediate object of the blow
delivered on July 21st. Under the counter-attacks which
filled the next 24 hours after the Allied assault and were
prolonged during the next few days certain of these dominat-
ing positions were challenged and notably, during the present
week, the low summit upon which \\'esth(x;k stands and the
cross roads of Frezenburg from which one looks down north-
wards and westward every way to the Hanncbeck. The
position will be more clearly understood if we glance at the

' Contours upon' the accompanying map where it will be seen

r

i
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that Westhoek is upon the very top of the low hummock
between the Roulers and the Menin roads, while Frezen-
burg (lying nearly 60 feet lower) gi\es direct view over
more than a half circle of country around. The positions
in (Question are, of course, quite low. They are no mote
than the last sinkings of the Messines or White-Sheet
Ridge into the general level of the Flanders Plain. West-
hoek lies just under 100 feet above Ypres (though -jl miles
distant from the eastern water-gate of those ruins) and
Frezenburg is hardly 35 feet above the level of the same water-
gate—though three "mi ies distant. The Pilkem ' Rid,ge" further

to the north, is still less conspicuous in height, though more
easily seen because it is the last rise of any sort before the dead
level of the inundated sea flats.

The enemy's effort then, has been to wrest these positions
of obser\-ation from the British before the next blow should
be delivered. So far (the moment of writing being Monday
evening) he has failed. \\esthoek and Frezenberg are held
and the former passed. In the woods to the south-east of
Westhoek, where the contour is about g metres (some 30 feet)
higher than the ruins of the village, some ground has been
lost to the enem\-.

The Eastern Front

The plan of fighting upon the Eastern front is no less eviileni
and the accompanying map will perhaps present its elenients

I

in the simplest form.

With the abandonment of Czemowitz the Russo-
Roumanians lost their prjinfipal depot and, what is equally-
important, the terminus of that lateral road and railway down
the Si'reth. which supplied their armies defending tlie Central
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wooded Carpathian range from the DornaW'atra corner to the

neighbourhood of Focsani.

So long as Czernowitz stood, numerous roads and a whole
system of short local railways sers'ed thafcentre and turned it

iiito a place of supply for everything to the south. With
Czernowitz gone the main Sereth road and railway become
almost useless. They ser\-e only to contribute supplies that

may come through Jassy, and jassy only communicates with
the Russian supply centres based on Kiev in the most
devious manner through Odessa.
At the same time the Russian al)andonment of the Bukovina

(of which Cjternowitz is the capital) turns the whole Allied line

in Moldavia into a salient, the obvious policy for reducing
which (and driving the Russo-Roumanians out of what is left

of Roumania) is to attack the two wings and at the same time
tu bring pressure on the critical pillar point of the Dorna Watra
comer. It is upon this accoimt that Mackensen is attacking
as hard as he can northward from l"ocsani. Every mile of

advance he makes, and every mile of retirement suffered by the
Russians in the Bukovina to the north, accentuates the salient

and makes it more and more difhcult to hold Mofdavia. The
Roumanian Court has already left Jassy, and the pillar point

of the Dorna Watra comer is yielding. At the moment of

writing (Tuesday morning) the last news is that Mackensen
has reached Pincin and immediately threatens the junction
between the two parallel railway lioes'that serve the Molda-
vian plain.

It need hardly be added that the whole of this unfortunate
situation in Northern Roumania is ultimately.due to the break-
down of the nth Russian army in front of Tarnopol (now
nearly a month old).

So true is it that the strength of an army depends on its

cohesion, that is, on the validity of every part, and that this in

its turn depends upon universal discipline. \\ hether Moldavia
will be saved or no only the event can show ; but so much is

certain : That. only an unexpected Russian resistance in the

so M^lIOO

north can save it. Strategically, if the retirement through
the Bukovina continues beyond the frontier, Moldavia has

gone.

The Importance of Calculation—II

The Advantage

I think I showed clearly enough last week within how close a
dffgrcc of accuracy we could come in these figures of belligerent

• numbers, and how legitimate was- the use of such estimates
merely in the point of exactitude. But doubts upon the mere
reliability of such statements (which can onlv arise from
Jiastcjn reading or from imjierfect appreciation of the sources)

is only ono" half of the trouble. The other, and perhaps the
larger half, is the feeling that, accuratej&s the calculations may
bt under given conditions, those conditions change so

abruptly and their change is itself so incalculable that time
. and trouble are wasted in attending to any calculation at all.

Here is an example of what I iticiof

:

In the autumn of 1915 there was published in these columns
a verycareful estimate of the enemy's numerical position.

The size of the .'Kustro-Hungariiii field army wks slightly over-

estimated from a lack, at that time,' of sufficient evidence ;

but that of the (ierman field arnrv and its losses were given
• accurately enough because a suflficient time had elapsed to

correct the errors made in earher Calculations at the beginning

: of the war.

In estimating the resen-es "available for filling gaps the

estimates made at that moment allowed for a certain large

nuoibcr of civilians of military age as being necessary to the

"'mnningof-thecountry." Up to that moment this large num-
Ix-r had been kept back in civilian employment. It was a

matter of necessity that they shou}d be so kept back ; and the

amount of available reser\e man*powerwas by that extent

reduced. But shortly after this moment the enemv originated a

totally novel practice, hitherto unknown in civilised war, and
therefore not allowed for in any such estimates. The (lennans,

began, at first timidly, afterwards more boldly, to enslave the

populations of occupied countries. -^ It was clear that as this

no\el iw)licy proceeded and developed, very large number?! of

those hitherto eliminated frornthe estimated reserve of man-
power as necessary- for civilian employments, would be

released for the army. As artiatter of fact the power of
" combing out " such men continued during the whole of

I()i0 and only came to its final limit at the beginning of the

present j'ear. Therefore, the estimates made in the autumn
of 1915, though perfectly accurate for their time and
circumstance, needed sharp revision in favour of the enemy
within six months after the time they were made.

Here is another example. A full statement on German
numbers was made in L.\Nn & W.\ti;r early in ioi(>. referring

to the various categories of German losses (numiiers of dead,

number of definiti\e losses, number of losses from active

service, etc.) up to the jist December, ifjiO, and it was there

shown that the total number of dead off the gross ration
strengti) was then approximately one million. The total
definitive losses, therefore, a little over two million, and the
losses to full active service some three million and a quarter.
Now anyone reading that estimate (which events have proved

to be perfectly accurate) might well have extended it when
judging it in his own mind somewhat as follows :

" These are the losses for the first 17 months of the
war. We may take it that the same rate will continue, and
if the war lasts as much as another 17 months we shall have
double- that number of German dead ; double that number of
German definitive losses, and .so on. We know the rate of
German recruitment, and we see that under such circumstances
the German lines as they now exist cannot be maintaiiied
throughout the fighting season of 1917."
No such conclusion was drawn, of course, in these coluitins.

That would have been prophecy, and prophecy is a tljing
which this paper, T am glacl to say, has never indulged' in.
Indeed, a good deal of our space has been spe^tiih' wawting
certain contemporaries ami their readers against pr6j)hec\

.

whether optimistic or the reverse. The spirit that tallcec'

of " the Russian Steam Roller " and " The Russians in Berlii
by the autumn of 1914," has no more place here than the spiri'

that talked of " a (ierman march on India " and of ending tlu
war " still looking at Vimy Ridge."

Nevertheless, it is not only conceivable but probable that
many people would use exact and known statistics of the past
first seventeen months of war, for the formation of a guess with
regard to the future ; and when that future became the present
their guess proved wrong. After another second seventeen
months of war the German losses had not doubled. Thev
had increased by little more than another three-quarters, so
that there existed a sufficient though barelv sufficient margin
of reserve, though not for the fighting season of 191 7. '

,:

Why was this ? What had happened in the inten-al }_
'•

What had happened in the interval was the Russian break-
down, with the consequent relief of the enemy from pretty
well any sort of pressure over the whole of his Eastern front,
and the corresponding rapid decline in his total casualty
rate.

Now it is easily comprehendible that with such experiences
in mind (and I have only quoted two examples out of verv
many that might have been chosen) a man might say :

" These
statements of numbers, however accurate for the time in which
they are made, are a waste of energy and mislead the reader
because other incalculable factors are perpetually coming in,

and they make all the difference."

I hope to persuade my readers that this is not the case.
If you so misread the war as to imagine the numerical factor to
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be the only one, then certainly the close calculation of enemy
ef(ecti%es and rescn'es will be grossly misleading. If you
regard the curves established by the Intelligence Departments
of the belligerents as dead mathematical formulje, the future
development of which will be as regular as that of a
mathematical function described upon squared graph paper,
you will be quite certainly as much disappointed in one case
as you will be agreeably surprised in another. For the curve
will never follow an exact formula unless all the conditions
that gave rise to it remain the same—and those conditions
cannot remain the same. They include the moral, civilian

and militan,', the co-ordination of efforts between, different
Allies, the political attitude of the various belligerent govern-
ments toward their peoples and a number of other incalculable
variants.

They include, for instance, the consequence of movement.
Were the enemy line to break anywhere his losses would sud-
denly rise enormously. Such a political event as a sort of truce
—like that which we suffered for months on the Russian front
—makes them decline in almost as startling a fashion. The
advent of a new Ally upon either side, again changes the whole
problem

; so does the fluctuation of food supply, a good or a
bad har\est ; so even, to some extent, do the vagaries of the
i\ eat her.

Reasons for Calculation

Well, if all this is so, what is the good of making any such
caJculations ? Why are the best brains in all belligerent coun-
tries harnessed to the work of drawing up estimate upon
estimate and why are those rooms, which are the very brain-
centres of each anny, covered with mathematical diagrams
wholly concerned with such calculations and with such calcu-
lations alone ?

It is because in any human endeavour the calculable pari
tiiiisl have the first place. .It does not give you certitude even
in things so apparently blind as the operations of nature. It
gives you still less certitude where the will of man comes
in, and still less again where you have not only the fluctua-
tions of man's will, but .the accidents of battle, of climate
and the hundred other things that affect war. Calculation
IS not intended to give you certitude over the whole field, but
It ;s intended to give you exact knowledge over one part of
the field and by so much to reduce the difficulties your judg-
ment has to meet. You know; by pursuing such calculations
at least as much as can be known with accuracy of the forces
with which you are dealing, and it is at once "a duty and a
necessity to know as much as can be known, although the
other elements which can only be guessed at and very vaguely
ludged will have just as much or more weight in determining
the issue. °

If we put the thing conversely it is even more clear. Sup-
posing one party to a war were to use all the vast modem
machineiy of military intelligence and the calculation based
on It, and the other party were to neglect it, there is not the
least doubt as to which of these two parties would win The
party which neglected calculation (supposing such a thing to
be for one instant possible) would fall into a fog and anarchy
of movement that would determine his immediate destruction
If one party had identified the posirions and strength of the
other, wlnle that other had taken no pains to accomplish a
corresponding task on his side, the former could immediately
destroy the latter. He could strike when he chose and how
lie chose.

And if this kind of thing is imperatively necessary for
military operations, it is hardly less useful for the formation
of civihan opinion, upon the strength and sanity of which"
all mihtary power ultimately depends

It IS no exaggeration to say that if the record of enemy
strength, man-power and reserve had been clearly followedby the great mass of civilians in this country during the
present war, we should have been saved those lamentable
vanations in opmion which have been our gravest political
weakness: and they are almost equally a weakness when
they tend to exaggerate hopes as when they tend to panic
or stagnation.

I'a.iiii.

Consider, for instance, what the effect on opinion wouldhave been if the very simple statistics published in this
journal at the openmg of the year and again last Tune hadbeen matters as commonly appreciated by the public as isthe war map.

~

It will be remembered that we saw at the beginning of tlie
year a total German ration strength of somewhat over s'
millions

:
a fighting army of 3 J millions

; a reserve of man-power behind this, for supplying gaps up to sometime in
the present month, of about a million ; with the entry ofsome 300,000 or more of the 1919 class in the later summer
or early autumn.
By the beginning of June we had established more than

I of a miUion of total losses and about a third of a million of

definitive losses with somewhat less tnan the difference between
theni returnable to the field in an average delay of 4 months
What was the coilclusion from these simple and accurate'

- figures ? Evidently that the enemy had under existing
circumstances and eliminating, as we are now bound to do any
probable heavy loss on the Ru.ssian side, reserves available
for meeting Jus losses throughout this fighting season. His
effectives would not decline unless the actions determined
upon by the Higher Command took the form of a continuous
and vJ!iy heavy pressure. The judgment of the Higher
Command was against this form of military policy and as a
consequence a'ny stable judgment could deduce, from the
figures given, that the enemy's reserve would prove sufficient
for his purposes up to the latter part of tiie present season.

1 here is another point, one of detail, in which the value of
such estimates will be further seen. Among the prisoners
taken recently at the front have been a certain small number
o German c a.ss 1919. The interrogation of prisoners esta-
blished the fact that these few lads were volunteers, and
that is exactly what the known position of the iqiq class
as published in our estimates would have led us to believe.
J he drafts from 19x9 cannot be generally present in the
held so eariy as the beginning of August. W'c know that
the first of them were not incorporated at the eadiest until
some date m May and possibly only a few of them before
the beginning of June. The period of training even
lor the most advanced units would not be less than tliree
months and knowledge of this kind forbids us to build
exaggerated estimates simply upon the presence of a few iqio
pnsoners.

,
' '

The truth is that at the bottom of all misgivings about
so essential a thing as the following of enemy numbers,
is the natural distaste for close study produced by the length
of the war, and it is this more than anything else that has

^rinwlf
^^^/.^^^"^^"t in all our judgment lose its .weightdunng the last few months. It is all the more our duty to

re-act against such a tendency, for it is in the last stages ofa war that this element of calculation is of the greatest value.
1 here is another reason which makes it especially necessary

to follow calculation at this moment : It is one to which Ihave alluded elsewhere in this week's issue of L.-^nd & W\tkr
It IS the fact that those who are working underground to
exasperate our patience and to weaken our will largely dependupon the impression that the enemy is in some miraculousway inexhaustible, and not subject, as are other belligerents
to nornial losses. If opinion can be canalised into thatchannei
the task of those who are indifferent to defeat and very anxious
for peace is greatly strengthened.
There was published the other day from the pen of a dis-

tinguished diplomatic neutral, as he was then (^4o had livedat the centre of things in Beriin for many months), I mean

fJ'thSk'h
' " ^^^^^^'^"h^t the German Empire possS

(I think he meant in the spring of this year), at the presentmoment "Nine million "effectives." This statement vvasquoted widely, and I am afraid, believed. Welft^t is' hesort of statement which even an elementary public train ngm mihtary estimates would render innocuous but which fpublic 'gnorance of mihtary estimates may render verydangerous. Whether the author of the phrase was using thetechnical word ' effectives " as a technical word may bedoubted. Even If he meant by it "everybody b unTform
'

he remark was wide of the truth by mo^^e tl4n 30^ r centIt was, perhaps, due to some muddling up of the totaleffectives of the enemy with those of the German EmpL andat the same time a muddling up of the word " el^SLs "
with the phrase •ration strength." But. at any rate the

of men to be found in the organised combatant unitsincluding in their stafi-s and field auxiliaries (f/ mediilofficers in the field) of the German Empire' ^t t^ipresent moment are just over three million The incor-porated reserve with which to keep these effectives ip to

wHl'S HH
.^"'"^-'^^t under, half a million, and to hesewill be added in a very short time the newly trained men 0I

^,^'/'^'h'
'"" '^'''*'™ '^^ ftrst months of the Autumn

s^TaSTtinrmiitir^' ^^^°^^ ^^^ -^ ^^ ^^^ >-
Those are the facts— enormously different from thp

timates is es.sential to a sound judgment. ^
H. Belloc

Letters fro7n a Legation
'

^aI'ILI"
'^' '^'^'^^l^pty in the postal service with

\
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America's Industrial Mobilization
By Isaac F. Marcosson, Author of The War After the War, The Rebirth of Russia, etc.

THE first time I met Mr. Lloyd George he said :

" This is a war of machines. It is a contest between
British and Frencli workmen on one hand and German
workmen on the othei"."

America has taken this warning to heart. With the
mobilization of her men has come a kindred mobilization of
her resources, the setting up of a standardization of industry
that is one of the miracles of the Republic at war. The
story of her industrial preparedness—which was really the
cornerstone of her whole mihtary readiness—is a narrative
of practical patriotism as inspiring as it is helpful. It is all

the more remarkable when you realise that it has been
achieved in a melting-pot of a democracy with a multitude
of peoples, a diversity of racial ideals and, up to the declara-
tion of hostilities against Germany, a sharp clash of war
interests.

Likewise you can understand the almost acute readjust-
ment necessary in our industry when I say that for years we
had proceeded on a 100,000 army basis and that suddenly the
country was called upon to prepare and think in terms of ten
or twenty times that unit. It was just as if a private manu-
facturing establishment was forced, almost over night, to
increase its capacity tenfold. Yet America has made the
change without perceptible dislocation to her vast productive
machine. How was it done ?

There were four main reasons. Thefirstis that the country
declared instantly for conscription, which made the mobiliza-
tion of industry swift and simple. \Vc will not have to recall

our artisans from camp and field. The second was the fact
that for nearly three years wc have been pouring munitions
into Europe. The thiVd was that almost 'from the day far-

seeing men realised that a break with Germany was inevitable,
our best business brains began to concentrate on the industrial
war problems. A fourth—and in some respects the most
important factor—was the programme of industrial pre-
paredness out of which grew the structure of munitions out-
put. America was prepared to a far greater extent than her
foreign critics comprehended.

Quickened to War

It really began on that fateful day in May, 1915, when
German " frightfulness " registered one of its most appalling
strokes with the destruction of the *Lusitania. It was then
that the heart of America quickened to war. But with what ?

Our army was less than Lord French's first Seven Divisions
;

the sole powder plant owned by the War Department had a
daily capacity of 11,000 pounds, not enough to last the guns
Df New York harbour for one minute of firing.

The Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Josephus Daniels, had an
inspiration. " Why not create ^a Board to study the whole
rnechanism of war," he asked himself. He enlisted Thomas
Edison who became one of the organising forces. The eleven
leading scientific societies of the country were each asked to
name two members to serve on what came to be known as the
Naval Consulting Board. Around it rallied the mechanical
wizards of the nation, men of the type of Mr. A'e.xander
Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, and his most dis-
tinguished colleagues. Straightway the Board saw that its

great need was experts. The President got behind the move-
ment and issued a call to the 30,000 membefs of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
the American Society of Electrical Engineers, and the American
Chemical Sotiety. An army of specialists was thus swimg
into line. Having mobilized the 'scientists the ne.xt step
was to array the industrial chieftains.

A Committee on Industrial Preparedness was formed with
Mr. Howard Coffin as chairman. Mr. Coffin was a famous
engineer and ma.ster motor-car producer. He had per-
sonality and a real genius of organization. Tall, sinewy and
self-made, he was what Americans delight to call " a live wire."
Production is his hobby ; he thinks in terms of quantity oiit-

put. He knew that the best safeguard of the country "in the
war emergency was to be prepared to turn out munitions
on the swift scale that it manufactured cheap automobiles
and safety razors. He also knew that the Republic could
not put itself on this basis without first finding out what
and how much it could produce. Under his experienced

Mr. James Gerard, late I'nited States Ambassador in Berlin, in his
memoirs now appearing in The Daily Telegraph describing an interview
he had with the Kaiser at Potsdam in October igi.5, writes: " The
Kmperor said he would not have permitted the torpedoing of the
Lusitama if he had known it, for no gentleman would kill so many
women and children.''

direction a complete survey of American industry was in-
stituted. The committee jircparcd a printed form which was
filled in by 29,000 factories. This form called for the nature of
the factory output, the capacity of the plant, the number of
workers. Skilled and unskilled, what war munitions could be

produced in case of emergency ; indeed all ¥he vital statistics.

Every State was thoroughly organised to make the census
complete. Each one of the mechanical organisations that
I have mentioned named a member to sit on a State Board.
These Boards in turn sent skilled engineers in person to secure
information. Never in all industrial history was a survey
made under such conditions. Men whose salaries ranged from
£5,000 to £^15,000 a year drudged day after day, without
thought of compensation. It was a labour of love and
patriotism. When the facts were tabulated, standardized and
co-ordinated the Committee knew precisely what it could
count on when war was declared.

An Industrial Revolution

The results were startling. Manufacturers suddenly
realized that quite unconsciously tli,eir establishments were
embryo arsenals. A jeweller for example, was surprised to
know that his plant, with slight changes, could turn out
periscopes ; a sash-chain maker found that he could make
cartridge clips ; the phonograph-record producer that he could
make delicate shell jiarts or aeroplane mechanism; the music-
roll maker that he could turn gauges ; the cream-separator
factory that it could add to the shell primer output. And so
it went on. Even the makers of baby foods cUscovered that
they could " do their bit " in the war game bv manufacturing
shell plugs.

The committee went further than this. They gave prac-
tically every factory in the survey a sample order for the muni-
tion that it was best adapted to produce. It might be for one
hundred si.x-inch shell cases or a set of aeroplane parts. This
meant that all the necessary jigs, tools, gauges, blue prints
and other necessaries had to be produced and a set of workmen
skilled for the job trained. Here then was the nucleus of
the whole industrial mobilization. When the country turned
to war the experiment simply became a practical work on a
huge and nation-wide scale. The sample order was increased
a millionfold.

Out of the Committee on Industrial Preparedness came the
Council of National Defence appointed by the President.
It included the Secretaries of War, Navy, Interior, Com-
merce, Agriculture and an Advisory Commission composed
of seven civilians. These men were: Mr. Howard Coffin,

Mr. Daniel Willard, President of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railway ; Mr. Julius Rosenwald, a merchant prince who had
built up the .largest mail order business in the world ; Mr.
Bernard Baruch, an eminent New York financier ; Dr.
HoUis Godfrey, President of the Drexel Institute and a dis-
tinguished engineer ; Mr. Samuel Gompers, President of the
American Federation of Labour, and Dr. Franklin Martin,
one of America's greatest surgeons. From these men radiated
the experience and the personnel, including the ho^ts of labour
that vfould comprise the nation's chief bulwark in time
of war.
Now began an intensive organisation of the whole country

which drafted the best business, scientific and industrial
energy and resource. Long before President Wilson hurled
down the gauntlet to the Kaiser in his memorable speech
of April 2nd, the national defence had set up its far-flung

battle line. It had laid the foundations of a colossal Ministry
of Munitions and had a branch in practically every one
of the forty-eight States. It was geared to the biggest pro-
ductive machine in the world, and what was more important,
that michincry was already a going concern. It was one of

the principal national assets, and when war was actually
declared it went promptly to its task.

By May 15th, the following departments had been organised
and were at work : General Munitions Board ; Munitions
Standards Board ; Aircraft Production Board; Medical Section;
Commercial Economy Board (dedicated to the elimination of

waste) ; Co-operative Committee on Purchase of Army
Supplies ; Inventions Board ; National Research Council ;

Committee on Shipping (out of which has grown the >vhole

wooden and steel tonnage programme) ; Committee on Coal
Production ; Inter-Department Advisory Committee, which is

charged with the task of co-ordinating the war work and
preventing any duplication of effort, and a Committee on
Women's Defence Work which will marshal the whole
femilc labour clement with a view of its adaptibility to war
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-work and the release of. fit men for the armies. In other

words, wit liin six weeks after war had -been inaugurated the

industrial first line defence was ready.

The immense aircraft programme is one definite -result of

this readiness. Mr. Coffin happens to be chairman of this

board. His studv of the first two years of the war had con-

vinced him that iii the aeroplane lay one great iiope of victory

over Germany. Although it was the birthplace of aviation

America was sadlv beliind the times in aero knowledge and

hchcf. Xo time could be lost in getting a huge appropn-

tion from Congress and starting the aeroplane factories.

To build up an organisation for this campaign would have been

long, difficult and expensive. Thanks to the Council of

National Defence Mr. Coffin had an organization ready. He
launched an avalanche of publicity which educated Congress

and the public, and in record time /i50,ooo,ooo had been

appropriated, which means a fleet of .24,000 aeroplanes.

But e\en this immense sum of money would have been

impatent without immediate facilities' for construction.

Here is wliere the Industrial Survey came in. Mr. Coffin

knew precisely what m )tor-car and allied factories were avaiK

able for aeroplane building, and within two weeks after the

President had signed the bill authorizing the procedure the

wheels were whirring day and night in a score of plants. It is

just one illustration of tlie efficiency of the industrial mobiliza-

tion. What has been true of "aeroplanes has also been

true of army supplies hke uniforms, rifles, guns and
transport.

The mention of transport reminds me of one admirable

example of the national readiness, which is too vital to be

overlooked even in this brief summary. In the United States

to-day there are 3,500,000 motor cars, 175,000 motor lorries

and 250,000 motor cycles Thc\- constitute a mihtary asset

of almost incredible value. Under the auspices of the

Council of National Defence the country has been cut

up into districts, each one with a captain. A census had been

taken which permits the almost instant mobilization of this

huge array of transport for the army needs at home or abroad.

Had a portion of this immense machine been available for

I'rance and England in the early months of the war some of

the hazards and hardships might have been eliminated.

Take the whole mechanical output. It is dominated by one
idea—standardization. In aeroplane and motor car con-
struction miracles have been accomplished. Spark plugs,

self-starters and controls, in which there was a mighty and
costly competition among manufacturers, have been simpli-

fied. In many articles the number of specifications has been
cut down by two-thirds.

Nothing is so essential to effective industrial output in

war as a continuous flow of raw materials. England found to

her cost and sorrow, wiien put to the test, how dependent
she Was upon Germany and Austria for many of the essentials

to industry. Mr. Barucli is Chairman of the Committee on
Raw Materials, .Minerals and Mining, of the Cquncil oLNiationRl

Defence. He has taken a complete survey of .\mcric<i'5

mineral resources. Under his instigation .the metal prfKiucers

have been organised into groups. This will permit collective

dealing with the Government. . , .

So-called big business has rallied to the standard of pat-
riotism to a degree that is astounding to the people who have
hitherto believed that the United States waS so surcharged
with comm :rcialisnr that it could not see farther than the
pjcket b.iok. The copper producers, for examp'e, ciit the
mirket price in half on 45,000,000 pounds of copper nee ded
for .\rmy and Navy requirements. I might add that this
saved the nation a little more than £"2,000,000 in one lumo-
The steel m mufacturers have mide a corresponding reduction
in the price of steel, and their example in turn has been
followed by the brass and aluminiu m makers.

America, like England, will not be able to provide herself
with all the needful raw materials. Yet she realises that she
must make herself independent of foreign sources of supply.
The standard of self-sufficiency has been unfurled from the
niHsthead of the nation. To achieve this Congress has
appropriated £500,000 for a laboratory in which the whole
michinery of war will be taken aparl,' analysed, and if pas-
sible, improved. This is being done under the direction of
Dr. HoUis Godfrey, who is chairman of the Committee on
Science, Research and Engineering, of the Council of National
Defence. It will be a sort of Bureau of Standards of War.
Engines and guns will be perfected, explosives invented

;

schemes of standardization worked out ; the ability of the
nation to produce new minerals and chemicals tested. This
laboratory will not only be a first aid to war, but likewise a
definite incentive to the pursuits of peace. Wf;. too, will
find the way to potash and optical glass. It will widen the
whole national creative and productive horizon. Des-
truction will have its compensations.

Tiie very latest manifestation of American industrial war
preparedness is the creation of a War Industries Board which
is an annex of the Council of National Defence. It consists
of seven members. Mr. F. A. Scott, who has been chairman
of the Munitions Board, is chairman. His associates arc :

Lieut. Colonel Pierce, representing the Army ; Rear .\dmiral
Fletcher (who took \'era Cruz) the Navy ; Mr. Hugh Fraync
the Labour Organisations.; .Mr. Bernard Baruch ; .Mr. R. S.
Lovctt, head of the Union Pacific Raihvay and Mr. R. S.
Brookings, a successful business mln. The War I-ndiistrics
Board will be the clearing house for the Government's war needs.
.\nririca's industrial mobilization is thorough and e-fcctive.
It is a condition—not a theory. To Europe's wearict and
battle-tried fronts it will bring the breath of a new h'Jpe—
the guarantee of a complete victory over the commm enemy
of mankind.

The New Civilisation
By the Editor

MR. AND MRS. HAMMOND, when they wrote
this book, were rendering unto their generation
a far higher sendee than they realised, for though
only just published, the work was -finished

before the war began. They could not have foreseen the
extraordinary revolution that "was then just about to overtake
the industrial life of the United Kingdom—a revolution
that was not merely to affect economic and mechanical con-
ditions, but to touch so deeply the conscience and mind of the
nation that at the present moment it is incredible we can
ever drift back to the state that was in existence when the
proof-sheets of this book were passed for press. In the
preface the authors mention that "this volume is the first

part of a study of the Industrial Revolution," and they
promise a second volume that will give in detail, inlet' alia.
the history of the workpeople during this period in various
industries. We would make an earnest appeal to .Mr. and
Mrs. Hammond to lay aside the proposed second volume,
at any rate for the time being, and devote their exceptional
talents and industry to a companion work dealing with
" The Town Labourer igoo-1914 "—that is, from the acces-
sion of Edward VII. to the Declaration of War. Obviously
this could not equal the thoroughness of the book under
review, but it would enable students of industrial develop-
ment—and what intelligent person in these days is not such
n student?—to arrive at a fair understanding of the great

The Town Lahotirer. 1780-1832. The New Civilisation, by J. L-
Hammond and Barbara Hammond. Longman Green and Co-
lo^, od. act.

progress that had been made in some directions ; of the total
lack of any advance in other directions, and of the extra-
ordinary manner in which even when the more obvious
claims of humanity had been conceded, the heart of our
rulers continued to be hardened in so far as abstract justice
and human rights were concerned.

\\'e could not illustrate our meaning better than bv a refer-
ence to the chapters on "The Employment of Children."
A hundred years ago we were not only hanging men, but
women and children for petty larceny. Children—both
boys and girls—from five years" of age and upwards, were
employed twelve hours a day in mines, mills and factc)ries.
their failing powers stimulated by terrorism. Babies of four
and five were used—and for many years later—as living
brooms to sweep the chimneys of peers, gentry and trades-
inen. .\nA these things were done with the open approval
of Parliament. limployers and emplo\-ers' spokesmen " ior
the children's sake deprecated shorter" hours as it would be
exceedingly prejudicial to their morals to let them out earlier."
' Nothing,' said one of these philanthropists who worked his
children Irom 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.. ' is more favourable to morals
than habits of eariy subordination, industry and regularity.'

"

.\ hundred years ago the children of the poor were regarded
merely as part of the machinery of industry. "When a
weaver's wages had sunk to 6s. 6d. a week, the earnings of
us children in the factory became an integral part of the
lamily income

; and parish relief was refused if he had children
whom he could send into the mill." " The Combination
Laws put the children as well as their parents at the disposal
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of the employers. In the view of the ruling class, the child

of the weaver and the miner had ho claims on society ; there

%vas no reason to educate him except that some rudiments of

knowledge might make him more useful to his emploj-er; and
there was ever>' reason to keep such education as might

awaken discontent out of his reach." Well, how much has

been changed since ?
*

Pitiful Workmates

Charles Kingsley's Thf Waierhahics finally rescued Tom
and his pitiful workmates from the chimney flues. Babes
are not condemned to the coalpit to drag heavy loads or to

act as mechanical contrivances for the safety of the men
working the seams. .Apprentices are no longer handed
over by the parish with a sum of money to the first master
who will take them, and no questions asked. But .does the
ruling class believe to-day that the child of the poor has
equal claims on society as the child of the well-to-do ? The
question is suggested by the speech the Minister of Educa-
tion delivered in the House of Cprnmons only last week,
on introducing his Bill—a Bill which, if placed on the Statute
Book, promises to inaugurate a new civilisation, newer and
brighter and more enduring than that with which the volume
under review is concertied. An answer can be given when
it is seen how many legislators accept these assumptions
with which Mr. Fisher concluded hijs masterly utterance

:

We a-ssume that education is one of the good things of life,

which .should be more widely .shared than has hitherto been
the case amongst t)ie children and j-oung persons of the
country.
We assume that education should be the education of the
whole min, spiritually, intellectually, and physically : and
it is not beyond the resources of civilisation to devi.se a scheme
of education, pos.sessing certain con-.mon qualities, but ad-
mitting at the sams tim? large variations, from which the whole
population of the count^^^ male and female, may derive benefit.
We assume that the principles upon which well-to-do parents

. proceed in the education of their families are valid nitilnti-:
mutandis lor the families of the poor, and that the State has
need to secure fof its juvenile population conditions under
which mind, body, and character may be harmoniously
developed

.

\ye feel also that, in existing circumstances, the life of the
rising generation can only be protected against the injurious
ellects of industrial pressure by a furtiier measure of State
compulsion. But we argue that the compulsion proposed
17) tlMSr Bill will be no sterilising restriction of wholesome
liberty, but the essential condition of a large and more en-
lightened freedom.

"A large and more enlightened freedom " is not only the
cause for which the manhood of this countrv is battling in
!• landers, but it is the prize for which the Working classes
have striven for a hundred years and more with courage
tenacity and self-sacrifice, often in the face of almost hopeless
conditions, which are bevond praise. The story of the
beginning of Trades Unions is related excellently here. " It
would be interesting to know whether any other class of
hnghsh society has ever shown such readiness to trust its
fellows as the men and women who subscribed to Trades
Lnions w-hen they were illegal associations." In those days
the working class had no friendsr among the classes in power.
" The aristocrat believed in the unqualified rit^hts of private
property, the Radical believed in the unqualified virtue of
free competition. The aristocrat traced everything back to
private property: the Radical to private capital. The
Radical said that if the law ought not to intervene to protect
the rich, neither ought it on the other hand to intervene to

^protect the poor." What chance again.st these entrenched
dignities and powers had those who had only the labour of
their hands to depend upon ? It is true that individual
champions arose among both aristocrats and Radicals, but
they could make small headway against current feeling and
papular opinion, which moreover they often in their hearts
regarded as right. For the world, on the whole, went vcrv
well for the manufacturer and the landed proprietor after
W aterloo

; there was glory and honour as well as comfort
and luxury for them in being children of England ; there
was no reason /.»r //»cw to question the justness of inequality,
which they attributed more to Divfne law than to human
regulations.

So the poor had only the poor to look to for redemption, and
the working man had to put his trust in his fellow working-
man, knowing well there was always at his elbow a Judas
ready to betray him with a comrade's salutation for coveted
silver. But he won through. The authors in referring to
the influence of the Methodists, use these words :

" The
•Methodists taught that the greater the sufferings endured
with patience in these passing scenes, the greater would be
the triumph of faith and courage in the day when the plot of
humanity received its final disentanglement." To the present
reviewer these words seem almost to have come true, though
not in their intended sense. May we not behold the triiynph

of faith and courage over sufferings endured with patience
in the glorious conduct through which the cause of en-

lightened freedom has lieen upheld by the working-men of

Ivngland on the battlefields of France and Flanders during
the last three years ? Had not self-sacrifice been a heritage
which their fathers' fathers had handed down to them as the
one gift of those years of misery two, three and four genera-
tions ago, should we have stayed the enslavement which our
enemies purposed or have.checked the onward march of this

new barbarism ? Britain wins battles to-day, not only
through her splendid military and naval traditions, but also

through the courage and endurance which were nurtured and
strengthened in the fight for freedom which the town labourer
waged for over one hundred years.

Influence of the French Revolution

An interesting historical fact which this book recalls is

the extraordinary influence which the French Revolution
e.xerted over Britain's industrial revolution throughout the
nineteenth century, an influence which is not yet altogethei
dead. The Reign of Terror actually lasted under two years
in France, but in England it lasted more than ten times that
number. Every effort the lower classes made for more humane
treatment was regarded as a possible beginning of an up-
rising against existing conditions which would end with the
guillotine on Tower Hill. Churches were built, not as outposts
of heaven, but admittedly as ramparts against the forces of
hell, embodied in half-starved weavers and farm labourers.
The joyless Sunday of the X'ictorian era was much more due
to the French Revolution than to Puritan teachings. " In
the merry days of .\rchbishop Cornwallis, the Church, to the
horror of George the Third, had set the fashion in Sunday
parties. After the Revolution these dissipations ceased and
Sunday became much stricter." The Home Office then took
action against those of the poor " who wickedly profaned the-
Lord's Day by exercising unlawful Sports and Pastimes."
The Newmarket meeting, which opened on Easter Monday,
was postponed to the Tuesday so that it was unnecessary for its

royal and rich supporters to travel on Easter Day, to the
delight of the villagers, through whose villages the cavalcade
passed. " The Duke of York, in answer to remonstrances,
said that it was true he travelled to the races on a Sunday,'
but he always had a Bible and a Prayer-book in his carriage/'
.As regards the Sundays of the proletariat, "some regarded
the time spent by the poof on amusement as time stolen
from the service of God ; others regarded it as time stolen
from the service of their employers"; but both agreedlhat
amusement was bad for the poor.
Here we must part company with this fascinating book,

though we have touched only" lightly on its contents. Mr.
and Mrs. Hammond are inspired with a genuine historical
spirit. How widely they have read is evidenced by the
list of authorities given as an appendix. They never play
the r61e of plaintiff or defendant ; they are content to set down
the facts and let them for the most part speak for themselves.
These facts, combined with literary grace, raise their work
to a very high level. It has the character of a classic in so far
as the period it covers. It throws such a flood of light on the
history of industrialism and incidentally on so much English
literature, of the \'ictorian times and onwards, that we
should like to see it accepted as a standard work in
all Universities, to be read by .students taking Honours in
History, English, Economics, etc. The only fault we have
to find is that the authors have been a little too sparing with
the dates of years in the letterpress. The topic often compels
them to pass quickly over considerable periods of time, and
we arc occasionally uncertain to what exact year their
quotations have reference. It is a trifling defect, and only
worth mentioning if the volume is to be accepted as a text
book. There is not an employer in the country, not a work-
ing man or working-woman of intelligence, not an individual,
male or female, who takes a sincere interest in industrial
problems who can afford to ignore this book.

" The unofficial organ of the Inns of Court O.T.C." is the brief
description given on the cover of The Gehenna Gazette, which, a.s
is fitting with such a title, is written and ilhi.strated by members
ot '• The Devil's Own." It is also to be noted that this is a summer
number of Tlie Hades Herald, and its contents as well as its
titles are well worthy of remark. The only outside contributors
are Mr. W. W. Jacobs and "Touchstone.'"' who need no recom-
in»iidation, and, for the rest, it may be said that both letterpress
and drawings are witty and clever enough to make up a really
entertaining paper. The "Ode to a mess waiter," the "More-
hints on cleaning of equipment," and "Studies in evolution."
as instances out of a mass of good matter, attest the soldi-r's
unfailing sense of humour, and the drawings are just as good as
the literary matter, which is .saying a good deal. Copies of the
Gehenna Gazelle can be obtained on application to the Editor,
Inns of Court O.T.C, Berkliainsted, at a shilling each, the pro-
ceeds of sales being dcvot?<l to charities.
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The Prussian in Alsace
By Henry D. Davray

MANY people find it difticuU to understand why
a spirit of strife has perpetuated itself in Alsace

between Alsatians and Germans. They thought

that the antagonism that naturally followed

annexation would subside with the passing of years and that

the new generations would accept an irremediable situation.

But nothing of the sort happened. The unyielding pro-

tests of liie Alsatians in 1871, stubbornly repeated in the

Reichstag in 1874, were never forgotten by the children and

grandchildren of a population forcibly reft from France.

The Alsatians relentlessly displayed their irreconcilable ani-

mosity in such fevv ways as were left open to them by the

pitiless tyranny of tlie Prussian. Their dislike increased year

after year, and the estrangement of Alsatians born since the

annexation has to be admitted by Crermans themselves as a

matter of grave concern.

The Pan-fiermanic Press vituperated the obdurate Alsatians

who refused to be entlualled by the obvious superiority of

German domination and kultur, and it demanded drastic

measures in order to germanise them in spite of themselves.

After 44 years of German domination, the Zabern incident

revealed to an indifferent w,orld the real feeling in Alsace.

Yet, at the present time, after all that has happened, all

that has been written and said on the Alsace-Lorraine question,

many people do not realise why it is that the Alsatians are

openly against Gennany, they do not understand that, in

spite of forty-four years of tyranny, the Alsatians have
remained unconquerably French. There is no better ex-

planation of that attitude than the one every reader may
find for himself in a book* just published.

Knatschke is the typical Prussian, the pedantic, pompous,
fatuous, blundering, dogmatic, fanatical (lerman professor,

with no sense of humour and possessed of an ovenvhelming
faith in his own immense Prussian superiority and the un-

qualified excellence of everything German. He is an un-

forgettable figure, fiercely copiical and perfectly odious.

He is the embodiment of all the characteristics of the race,

and the idea of a comparison with Don Quixote, Mr. Pickwick
or Tartarin comes to one's mind. But these immortal
creations offend against their very qualities, they sin by an
excess of what is best in their nature > they remain good-
natured, well-meaning, intensely human in all their

extravagances, and we retain for them, in our inmost heart,

an indulgsBt fraternal sympathy.
But the great German scholar Knatschke, whom Hansi

has drawn, is a pure product of Kultur in his mind and soul
quite as much as in his outward appearance. The double
portrait Hansi- gives of him, by pencil and by pen, does not
permit any doubt as to the likeness : his short squat puggy
nose supports golden spectacles ; the reddish face is half
hidden under a long reddish beard—the blonde beast snout
which Nietzsche execrated and loathed ; big thick square
close-clipped skull is surmounted by a Tyrolese felt hat

;

his fat, flabby, corpulent body is sheathed in a close-fitting

green-tweed coat of military cut, buttoned up to the neck to
hide the absence of linen collar ; huge hands with fat,

plump fingers escape from sleeves without cufis ; his long,
goose-stepping legs are swathed with baggy trousers and his

big bulky, unwieldy feet are spaciously fitted out with strong
hob-nailed boots. His whole being seems proudly to pro-
claim Civis Germaniis Sum.

This attractive person who is called Dr. Wilhelm Siegfried
Knatschke, was bom in Tilsit-on-the-Hemel, the son of Her-
ring-Export-Firm-Owner and Eminent-Tradesman Knatschke.
He lives in Koenigsberg, from where he devotes all his learned
attention to the development of Germanism in the reconquered
land of Alsace. Once, on the occasion of a Philological Con-
gress, he even came in person on a two days' tour to the
Vosges, travelling through Alsace, where he learnt all about
that country and its people.

K Hansi 's book was first published in German in 1907. It is

written with a remarkable moderation and contains nothing
abusive, outrageous or libellous. As he then lived in Mulhouse,
where he was born in 1873, the author was particulariy care-
ful not to kindle the vindictiveness of the malevolent German
authorities. Whether he uses pen or pencil, Hansi never goes
to the lengths of German comic papers such as Simplici-
ssimus or Lnstige Blatter in either caricatures or lampoons.
He chaffs, and makes furt of individuals who are their own
people's laughing stock. But what is lawful on the right

'Professor Knatschke : Selected Works of the great German scholar
and of his daughter Elsa, collected' and illustrated by Hansi, and
faithfully translated into English by Prof. R.h. Crewe; I'h.D.; with an
introduction by Abb6 }?. Wetterle; late -deputy of Alsace in the
Keichstag^ (Hodder and Stoughton). 3s. 6d.

bank of the Rhine bacomes an unwarrantable crime on the

left, and the Boches were infuriated at the audacity of their

witty and clever " reconquered brother."

To Alsatians and Lorrainers, old or young, to those who
remained in Alsace-Lorraine after the annexation, or to those
who, like Hansi, were born since l87iand had to submit to

German education and rule, Knatschke embodies the domina-
tion of the conqueror. The "great.German scholar "represents
the spirit which animates his compatriots who swarm in

as gendarmes, commissaries of police, schoolmasters, petty
officials or officers in the army. They come arrogant and proud,
calling themselves " champions of German Kultur " against
the " French schovinistic-cultural swindlers." They tact-

lessly remind the Alsatians of their so-called Germanic
descent, they extol the greatly superior strength of the German
Flmpire to which the " reconquered brothers " ought to feel

grateful to be re-united. They do not understand why the
Alsatians remain stiff-necked, and keep their hands in their

pockets ; they fail to see why the Alsatians resent to be over
and over again called " re-conquered brothers "

; they wonder
why the Alsatians submit outwardly to German domination,
to the harsh, spiteful and oppressive rule of the " conquerors,"
which they inwardly loathe ; they become incensed when the
Alsatians refuse to speak the German tongue they are taught
at school and obstinately contrive to learn and to talk French
between themselves at home, and. as French is forbidden
in public places, they use their Alsatian dialect that the
Prussian is at a loss to understand. Finally, being obliged
to admit that after half-a-century, the population of Alsace
has not yielded to German persuasion and seductiveness,
the " conquering brothers " fume, rage, and threaten ; and
fines and innumerable years of imprisonment have been rained
on the population.

From Hansi' s book it is easy to reahse the unbridgeable
differences which separate Alsatians and Germans. On the
one hand we see a passionate attachment to individual liberty,
an unquenchable yearning for independence, for the un-
constrained enjoyment of freedom. It is of their own free
will and choice that the free towns and counties of Alsace were
united to France ; they were among the first to adopt the
ideas of the Revolution ; the Marseillaise was composed and
sung for the first time in Strasburg ; the Alsatians voluntarily
enlisted to defend the Rhine against the German invader ;

Alsace gave to France an inordinate number of famous men ;

never were Alsatians compelled to abandon their own language
or dialect ; they were F'rench citizens in the same way as any
other Frenchmen ; they enjoyed the same franchise, had the
same legal standing, and the various governments that suc-
ceeded one another in France during the nineteenth century
carefully showed all due consideration to the particularitie's
of the border province, and the irrepressible spirit of its in-
habitants, always intolerant of anything that reeked of
constraint or fetters.

On the other hand, when they became incorporated into
the German Empire, they were deprived of all freedom.
The Alsatians have never for one moment assented ' to their
forcible annexation. They had refused to France the right
to give them up to the conqueror and they refused to subscribe
to the pact in bending to the yoke. Prussianism and its
spirit of domination failed utterly to make them relent.

It must be painfully humiliating to the Germans to recognise
that after all their efforts to germanise a country and a people
whom they claim as brothers, as Germans by birth and
language, they have by no moans succeeded. Far from it.

There are not twenty officers of real Alsatian birth in the Ger-
man army, while Alsatians came by thousands to fight
in the ranks of the French army which counts among its
glorious chiefs a remark able number of Alsatians.

Hansi himself, who managed to give the shp to his perse-
cutors on the very eve of the war, is doing his duty valiantly
in the ranks of the armies of the French Republic. He was
for fifteen months at the front, and now as sub-heutenant

i/^" J']f
qups W'alz, the creator of the " Great German scholar

Knatschke," is attached to an important service in the rear,
where he fills a position fitted to his talent.

In the words of Mr. Balfour, " Alsace and Lorraine were
reft from France by force. At no moment since 1871 has the
passionate desire of those taken from France for reunion
diminished." Hansi has been a living proof of it and now,,
with his undelivered brothers, he awaits the moment when
J' ranee will ' restore herself to what she was before the attack
cngineerccl against her by Bismarck in 1870," for the moment
when the last German gendarme will have crossed the Rhine
on the heels of all the trite of Knatschkes.
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Pinkerton's Great Coup
By H. Russell Wakefield

RAINIE should never have been d humble platoon

officer. He had a very rare and dehnite talent,

which in a properly constituted army should have
brought him great distinction. On his third day

in France he ran to earth The Terror of The Old Kent Road,

in other words, an elderly and emaciated 'person, who sniped

British soldiers from a cunningh' contrived roosting place

in an oak. For. that he was christened " Pinkerton," and
for the future was always detailed for feats demanding
detective ability.

Rainie it was who interpreted that ingenious code of under-

garments and window blinds in the little house behind the

4'5 battery near Rieppe. It was rather a famous case, but

its history cannot be told here. It was he who seemed the

two occupants of the elusive Rolls Royce, whose peregrinations

caused four days' consternation to important personages.

He was a small, sturdy, intense individual, with " chess-

players " eyes ;
(if you know any chess experts you will

recognise what I mean). His power of synthesis and
analysis was naturally unrivalled, and he had developed it.

In fact, it was a shade too developed to be quite a happy
element in a small mess, living in that atmosphere of reaction

which active service breeds. Tension demands the lightest

of conversational touches ; a Sherlock Holmes, who exhibits

his unique talents on the smallest encouragement and on the

slightest provocation is apt to be a little trjnng. None the

less, he was liked well enough as brave, unselfish people (and

he was both) usually are.

By the time we left France opportunities for the exhibition

of detective abihty were rather played out, but Macedonia is

the sort of place good detectives should go to when they die.

Pinkerton's spirits rose daily after he arrived. While still

i 1 Salonika, he had reason to cut many notches on the staff

of Fame. Those sons of Miltiades and Abraham, who earned

a precarious livelihood by lifting officers' field-glasses, soldiers'

trousers and Government rations found, by bitter experience,

that our camp was a barred and deadly zone. " Early Morning
H^te," an elderly Greek sergeant-major whose specialities

were prismatic compasses and " greybacks^" was neatly

apprehended red-handed, and several other notorious local

characters had reason to feel aggrieved at being forced to

exchange the blessed light of day for the rather rudimentary
amenities of a Salonika lock-up.

Eventually in the height of that terrible summer we went
up country. At our first halt, Portach Plateau, the last out-

post of culture, Pinkerton discovered a distributing agent

of the Balkan News inspecting his bivouac rather closely.

Though unable to prosecute through lack of evidence, his

glare of suspicion* simply paralysed old " Balkan, velly goo
noos, ruddy goo noos," as the men called him, and he was
heard to mutter " bad Johnny " as he sloped off with his wares.

We were the first to arrive at the Shadeless V'alley of the

Shadow, and amongst other jobs we were given local police-

powers over our neighbours. By common consent, Pinkerton

was delegated to superintend them. Traffic across the lake

was strictly forbidden for the very good reason that certain

articles of undeniable military value had been, in the past,

slipped across to Bulgar territory to the mutual benefit of

everybody except the crews of tramp steamers in the .^gean
and Eastern Mediterranean. "But little puffs of gasoline and
creamy rings that fizz and fade, show where the One-Eyed
Death has been."

Pinkerton simply threw himself at his new duties. W'c.

were camped two miles from the lake, just opposite where
it died away in the river, and between us and its muddy old

waves was a wild tangle of reeds and swamps and forests,

through which ran little doubtful paths used by the fishermen

and herdsmen. There were several debauched looking villages

near us and dozens of little boats on the lake, so that it was
an ideal place for the exercise of the arts of contraband.

Pinkerton mapped out the whole area, marked down every

possible crossing, and, with the assistance of the motor-boats,

closed the lake to traffic. We knew, however, that stuff was still

going across somewhere in that wilderness of swamp. At
last Pinkerton found the main depot in Kulos, and a few days

later, at midnight caught 15 laden ponies by the river bank,

witli a fleet of punts ready to take the oil across. This coup
daunted and discouraged the others and the traffic entirely

ceased.

Soon afterwards the Bulgars arrived, occuptd the other

side of the lake and river, and made life very interesting and

strenuous. Wc had posts out just clear of tlie reeds on little

mounds. In front of them lay 1,500 yards of marsh and 1,000

vards of water ; then the shore villages occupied by the

enemy. It was just possible to force one's way through the
reeds to the beach and snipe the Bulgars in the village, but the
marsh gas was apt to knock out venturesome and enterpris-
ing persons, and the mosquitoes, which from their dimensions
must have been nourished on the Food of the Gods, daunted'
even the boldest. Pinkerton spent many hours every day
watching the foe through his .small, but very potent, telescope.
He made several interesting discoveries which had better not
be enlarged on liere.

His Favourite Watch-Tower

One day he went down to Post i about four o'clock, forced
his way into the reeds for 500 yards, getting slightly gassed
and severely bitten in the process, and climbed the little stump
of a tree which was his favourite watch-tower. He
had made it more or less comfortable, and his power of en-
during bodily miseries was always inhuman. He settled
himself there and put his telescope to his eye . . . The village
straight across the lake in front of him, Rakdambos, was
empty, save for a few donkeys and swine. He caught a
fleeting glimpse of a cavalry patrol riding along the bottom
of the Zanvik plateau ; smoke was rising from the direction
of Pagista ; obviously trains were running again. That
might be worth reporting. Everything else seemed drearily
normal. The opposite bank of the lake was marked by a
waving line of white, where the niynads of swan, their plumage
caught by the sun, were resting on the mud ; the geese were
in their usual place in the little estuary ; the duck were
swimming about in hundreds, and the snowy plumage of the
Little Egrets gleamed fitfully against the sluggish, shadowed
waters.

Pinkerton was a bit of a naturalist ; no one with his powers
of minute observation could fail to be. F'or the first few days
after their arrival the foe had been unable to resist the sight
of so much food, and had gone out in punts to procure it.

This had suggested to Pinkerton a masterly scheme. He
had proposed to import a fleet of decoy ducks and moor
them in a certain little comer, where the Bulgars could not
fail to see them. Then he had proposed to take down a
party of marksmen and wait till the appetites of the enemy
overcame their prudence. W'hen they were well out in the
stream, the marksmen would set to work to destroy them.
But the plan had been " turned down."

Pinkerton waited another half hour, and was just about
to go off, when he thought he noticed something, and put
his glass to his eye. Yes ! there were three men coming
down the hill to the village. A moment later he saw they
were in uniform. They came leisurely down to the village,

walked through the little street, and came down to the water's

edge. Suddenly Pinkerton saw them get into line facing

East, and stoop down as if to pick soinething oft' the ground.
Pinkerton started. It seemed funny that they should all

bend down together like that. He wished he could see theni

more dearly. Half unconsciously he noticed the swan had
disappeared. In a flash an idea came to hnn. He looked

to the West. That old tyrant, the sun, was just settling down
behind the scarred and stony crest of Dclav Tepe. The
summits of the eastern hills still shone, but their lower slopes

were dark.

For a moment Pinkerton kept absolutely still, and his

eyes were the eyes of a champion engrossed in the Middle

Game. Then he said softly and exultingly to himself, "Bowing
to the East!" He took one more look at the three men, who
were just disappearing into the village again. Then he climbed

down from his perch and raced back to camp.
* * « « *

Those highly trained detectives who track down the move-
ments and positions of enemy forces had " lost " two Turkish

divisions for over a month. They might have gone to Irak,

El Arish or Bitlis, and it was essential to rediscover them.

Therefore, when a report came through that some subaltern

or other had noticed three men bowing to the East at sunset

in a remote part of Macedonia, the information was not lost

on them. ' The sequel was seen a fortnight later when the

Press of the world was infonned that " Turkish troops had
recently appeared on the Front."

By that time Pinkerton was extremely busy tracking down
onelonides, a person of decidedly Teutonic sympathies,

knowledge of whose whereabouts was badly wanted. Need-

less to say, he eventually ran him to earth, or rather to

water, for lonides was reclining luxuriously in the sulphur

baths at Sohu, when his hour struck and he was gently
" tapped on the shoulder."
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Flight of Shells

By R. Monteith, S.J. (Chaplain to the Forces)

WHY does the spin of a rifle bullet result in its

drifting to the left ?
" This is, of course, tlic

same question as " Whv does the spin of a shell

, , result in its drifting to the right ?
" since the

bullet moves on a left-handed and the shell on a nglU-handod

screw. Owing to the flat trajectory of rifle bu lets (111 tin-,

war especially ranges have been very short), the drift and

rotation of the axis of the bullet are slight, but in tlic case of

heavv ordnance these factors are of very great importance.

1-or 'instance a shell under extreme conditions •* said to

drift as much as a thousand yards to the right. Also the

rotation of the a.\is mav result in its going wrong end hrst.

Dr. Proudman discussed the gyroscopic drift of fhe'ls in

a -mathematical oaper recently read to the Liverpool Mathe-

matical Society.' The practical value of his work in the.u

da\s will probably materially delay its i^ublication. 1 ius

note, though suggested bN' the subject of his lecture, will not

touch on mathematics. Its purpose is to give an account

of the causes which tend to produce these rather pu^.zling

movements of projectiles, not to discuss methods of calcula-

ting them. The facts to be explained are :

(a) A shell turns its a.xis to the right ;

(b) A shell drifts to the right

;

(c) A shell often turns its point gradually down and so

lands on it—that is, a shell turns to the right and follows

its nose. ^
\11 shells however, are not so obliging as to go nose hrst,

and some prefer to land on their tails. In fact, at first sight

1 think we should expect all of them to do so when fired at

high angles.
, . ^ 1 1 •

Two reasons might lead us to this false
_
conclusion .

(i) In vacuum a shell would keep its axis parallel to the

gun which fired it ; also the spin would only tend to steady

Diagram I.

the axis in this position. Thus, a shell fired at an angle of

40° to the horizon, would land on its tail with its axis still

pointing up at an angle of 40°. (Sec Diagram I.)

(2) It we consider the action of the air, apart from the

spin, we see that the forces are disposed as in the shuttle-

cock. Diagram II. illustrates how the air resistance turns

the shuttle-cock so that the end which was struck passes

under the feathers and then leads the way. In Diagram

Oio^rarn E

III. the forces tend to the same result, if we disregard the
spin, and we might expect the shell to turn turtle and alight

'

wrong end first. This is not the actual result, I believe, in

the case of our great naval guns. The reason is that the air

resistance is now apphed to a rotating body whose spin is

not easily to be checked.
i

\

Dr. Proudman asks me to give his more accurate conclusion :
—" On

the whole a shell keeps revolving its nose about a direction which
keeps a little to the right of that in which it is going, and it tends to
lollow its nose."

Two easy experiments carried out with a bicycle will

illustrate the whole theory.

Experiment 1 :

For convenience, fix the catch to prevent the handle-bars

turning ;
grip the bicycle with the left hand towards the

saddle and the right hand towards the handle bars, lift the

bicycle just off the ground, and use the pedal to give the

Diaorxirv IS

.r y
I •'

f /
"•4--^

/,..- :j
back wheel a good spin forward, that is, to your right,

try to turn the bicycle up into the horizontal. (Sec Dia

IV.) The bicycle will resist and try to turn to the rig

Experiment 2 :

Having started the wheel as before, try whilst kcepiiig the

bicycle vertical to make it turn to the right. Again yoU wili

find it self-willed with a decided preference to lean ov^er

away from you out of the vertical. As I have said, these

two experiments seem to illustrate the tendencies of spinning

projectiles, which 1 have numbered (a) (b) and (c). Regard
the hub of the back wheel as the case of a shell pointing aWay
from you. In Experiment i you have tried to turn it up as'

a shuttle-cock is turned in the air. It turned its axis to the

right so that a force couple, similar to the one which made
the shuttle-cock turn over, w^ill turn the axis of a.spinning

shell to the right and not up. The shell lias now turned so

that its nose is to the right of the direction in which it is

going. (Diagram 3 is now no longer a vertical section.)

The air resistance will be partly on the left side of the shell.

One component will still tend to hold the shell back, and
up, while there will be another causing drift to the right.

This is movement (b).

Also just as there was at first an effort of the air to turn

the point up, so now there will be a tendency to force the

point still further to the right. In Experiment 2, the cfiect

of such an effort to turn the axis to the right has been seen.

The bicycle heeled over away from the operator. The corre-

sponding motion of the shell is a lowering of the point. This

is the third motion (c) which we set out to illustrate.

As far as this third tendency is operative it will check

the first coming into play, but it depends on the first and is

secondary to it. We may conclude then that it is likely that

by properly adjusting the conditions- a shell might be made to

travel more or less nose first, drifting to the right with its

nose turned still more to the right end above the tangent to

its path, but turning over sufficiently for it to alight head-

first. Of course, nothing but a mathematical treatment
such as Dr. Proudman's will give us an idea of the relative

importance of the various factors of this problem. It will

be noticed that the explanation given makes the aberration

depend both on gravity and the air resistance and applies in

general to the whole motion.
So far the motion of a shell has been illustrated by com-

parison with the behaviour of a wheel. Now it remains tc

be explained why a wheel behaves as it does. This may be ol

more interest as the text-books give only a mathematicaf
treatment of gyroscopic action.

It will be necessary to remember that velocity and acceler-

ation are quite distinct. They may be in opposite directions.
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Also, if the acceleration; is in thg.' direction o^ motion the.

velocity increases ev^n whild the acceleration' aecfeases.-

Diagram V represents a wheel lying in a horizontal position.

maximum downward
From A to D a

„ D to B
„ B to C
,, C to A

iMMMjr. 'in (Jct«' «»•<>/''ori

D'tOQrarn ^

Suppose th{it it is rotating in the same 'direction as the hands
of a watch lying on the table face up. We wish to examine
the effect of a steady upward pressure at A (out 6i the paper)

an4 art equal downward pressure at B (into the paper). That
is to* ^ay, the effect of a force couple-acting about the axis

C D. In the semicircle CAD the resultant force on every
point will be upward. In the semicircle D B C the resultant

force on every point will be downward. As a point of the
wheel goes from C through A to D it will have .upward
acceleration all the time, so that the maximum upward
velocity will -be reached at D.
As a point of the wheel goes from D through B to C, it

will have downward acceleration all the time, so that the
velocity will be reached at C.

point gains up-out velocity,

loses up-out „
gains down-in ,,

loses down-in
Hence, though the forces act above the axis C D, the actual
turning will be about the axis A B.

If Diagram V be held vertical with A as highest point, we
shall be looking at the first experiment from the point of view
of the operator.

I N.B.—The rim of the wheel should be as heavy as possible

so that 1h? spin of the wheel may have its full effect.]

If the diagram be held with C as highest point we have
experiment 2 from the same point of view.

.Although this sort of treatment of a question in Rigid
Dynamics may shock the consciences of some by its lack of

rigidity, it is hoped that it achieves its purpose. This was to

show how elementary considerations indicate the general
character of the result. After all, when one has proved bv
Dynamics that a projectile will behave in a certain way there
is interest in examining whv it should do so. In conclusion

I must again acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Proud-
man, though perhaps he would not like the reader to infei

that he is responsible for these methods.

The Green Spot
By Morley Sharp

THE Squadron-Commander leant over the office

table, his finger on the map, while a frown puckered
his forehead.

" Yes." said he to himself, " I think I've got it."

He raised himself from his stooping position and slowly
took out his cigarette-case. Jhen he waJked to the window
and looked ou,t o\ er the aerodrome. -,

it was a quiet evening; there was no ^eeze. The flag

hung lirnply by its pole. The ' thunder ot the guns had
considerably lessened since noon. A couple of officers just

landed, walked leisurely over to the mess, carrying their
heavy pilots' coats on their arms. The CO. looked at his

wrist wajch and, turning from the window, pressed an electric

bpll. .\n orderly entered :

" Tell Captain Briggs I want to see him."
" Ah, Briggs," said the CO., " there's something here

that wants attending to."

Captain Briggs came and leant over the table beside the
CO. while the latter traced on the map with his forefinger.
The two lines of opposing trenches stretched parallel across

the middle. The point to wliich the CO. directed attention,
however, Tay beyond them—some ten miles on the German
side. It was a small wooded hollow, lying between the bare,
undulating folds of ground, and watered by a narrow stream.
It was round in shape and its diameter might have been a
hundred meters. It lay not far from where four roads joined
four main roads which converged into one, the latter leading
straight to the German lines.

The CO., having pointed out the green spot on the map, next
laid his finger on the junction of the roads, and looked at
Captain Briggs. -

" There's been a lot of activity on those roads to-day," said
he, " everyone has reported something or other in the way
of transport, and Parker reports a whole column standing just
there, stationan,-, mind you," and he pointed to the portion of
the road which was nearest the hollow. Captain Briggs
nodded.

"They'll be shifting their heavies further back, I'm think-
ng," said the CO., " since we knocked out that lot," and he
ndicated a line of pencil crosses, midway between the four
:ross-roads and the Cn-rman trenches.
.Captain Briggs rolled the cigarette round in his mouth

ftfith his eyes on the green spot.
" It's a fair-sized target, anvhow," said he.
" Eh ? " said the CO., " just so. It's a likely spot !

"

He looked at his watch again and then out "of the window
at the sky.

Second-Lieutenant Parker sat in his machine on the ground,
his eyes on the "rev. counter," his hand on the switch.
The CO. and Captain Briggs had finished instnictint; him and

had gone aside to escape the draught of the whirring propeller.

Lieutenant Parker's duty as well as his map was before
him, and, " throttling down," he waved his hand to the
mechanics, who promptly pulled the chocks away that held
fast the aeroplane's wheels. Slowly the machine began to
move, then its pace cjuickened until it tore across the ground,
rose up over the trees and circled round the aerodrome

Lieutenant Parker continued his circles until he had risen
to a height at which the aerodrome appeared to him about
the size of a postcard. Then he made a bee-line for the green
hollow, away beyond the enemy's lines.

It was not many minutes before the four roads, looking
much the same on the ground to Lieutenant Parker as they
appeared on his map: were directly under him, and, closing his
throttle he nose-dived for several thousand feet. Righting
his machine he looked with the bomb-sight, until he stretched
out his hand and released a bomb. As he looked over the
.side of his aeroplane to watch the eft'ect, he saw a German
machine, not very far below, coming up to meet him.
The bomb burst on one of the roads, not far from the green

hollow, and Lieutenant Parker could see, far below, the hurried
flight of men and transport along the four roads. He turned
his machine and again took aim with the bomb sights. This
time, as he released his bomb, he turned to his machine gun,
to be prepared to combat his adversary, who was now almost
on a level with him.
\ hurried glance downwards showed him a bright yellow

flame springing from the green hollow. .At the same time, the
concussion in rlie air jerked his aeroplane so much, that, had he
not been securely strapped in, he must have been thrown out.
.A deafening roar down below shook the ground for miles
around, and, at the aerodrome, the CO. and Captain Briggs
speculated much on the task done by their young subordinate.

But Lieutenant Parker's task was not yet over, for his

aerial rival proved to be well-skilled in fighting. Round and
round each other circled the two aeroplanes and the machine
guns spat out hundreds of rounds. Lieutenant Parker had
nearly, come to the end of his ammunition. He could see
his adversary preparing to fire. A couple of shots whizzed
past him, close_ to his ear. He pulled tlie trigger of his gun,
and the German pilot clapped his hand to his neck. He was
hit. In a flash the German machine had dived earthwards.
Lieutenant Parker dived after him firing his last few rounds.
Hut he had put his opponent out of action, and he felt that his
work was done. So he righted his machine and made back
for the aerodrome, to receive, on landing, the promise from the
CO. that he would be recommended for the M.C

• • » • *

And that was how "one of our airmen successfully bombed
a large enemy ammunition dump."
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

ANUMBER of books of verse—mostly of in-

dilierent quality—have accumulated on my desk.

In bulk they oppress me, like a visit to the Koyal
..Academy. So many people doing things with all

their might and so little achieved of any pcrrnanent value !

Yet, after all, what does "permanent value" mean ; and what,

particularly in the arts, do permanent values matter ? We
are here to-day and gone to-morrow. Meanwhile, let us strive

manfully to achieve ourselves ; and let us applaud and en-

courage the efforts of others, letting permanent values

take care of themselves and believing ail ett'ort tu be of value

to the individual and the race. Ab()\'e all let us sing the songs

of our contemporaries, and especially of those young and brave

men who march out singing to meet death.

* * * * * ,

" Should any sorrowing for the loss of sucli another bright

young life find comfort in these verses which, however im-

perfect from a literary point of view tiiey may be, are still

the true expression of the faith held by the best of England's

sons so nobly doing their duty to-<iay, the object of their

publicati<m will have been achieved." So " D.M.B.," in

introducing Robert Harold Beckh's Swallows in Storm and
Sunlight (Chapman and Hall, 3s. 6d. net), and there is

little to add to this by way either of criticism or recommenda-
tion. Beckh, a scholar of Haileybury and Jesus College,

Cambridge, where he had done well alike in work and in

games, and intended to become a missionary,'. After a year
at Cambridge he " joined up "' in August, 1914, and two
years later fell in action in France. Here are the poems,
very appropriately described by the way in their collective

title, of happ3' and hopeful youth. Beckh's last verses con-

tain the following lines :

—

Come danger, come Death,
Set teeth and brace bacJc.

Still woo Mother Earth
Tho' her brows be bent black.

With a smile full of mirth.
And she'll soon p.ay vou back,

In the coin that j-ou're worth.

* * * Hi «

"Youth" is the theme of an effective epigram by M. St. Clare
Byrne in Aldebran, a new volume in Mr. B. H. Blackwell's
valuable " Adventurers All " Series (2s. net).

At fifteen, Horace,
Sixteen, Tom Paine,
Seventeen. Plato,
Nineteen. Montaigne.
And now I look back
And, to tell the truth.
Stand aghast
At the age of youth !

This, however, is a parenthesis in a volume of lyrics with a
distinctive note of their own and a strain of haunting melody.
Some of the verses have the daintiness of Herrick, to whom
one of the pleasantest is addressed. Others show the
influence of W. B. Yeats. Here is the closing stanza of
the threnody, A^os idem mortales . . .," perhaps the
finest poem in the book.

When they shall come to tell me you are dead
I will be very quiet : 1 shall know
Instantly, then, the place where I n\u.';t go.
The thing (hat I must do. The words you .said
I must ponder on in the very deepest heart :

I must remember all you ever did
Of loveliness, and tlie deep honour hid
In your whole life, and all the little part
We shared tcgelher, both of sonow, laughter,
And age-old foolishness, all unforgotten,
I will tell over to myself all day
Your wonder and your beauty . . . and then after,
With peace of you from my long day begotten,
Quietly, strong with you, go on my way.

* * • •

Another volume of impassioned poems inspired by a fiorv
enthusiasm for I'-reedom comes from the pen of Henry l^i van
Binns. November: Poems in War Time (A. C. Fifield.'^s.
net) is the third volume of verse that this poet has published
since the war began, and it will serve to strengthen the growing

opinion that his is one of the greater voices of our time.
With splendid imagerj' fetched from near and far, and in
full resounding tones, he delivers the great message of the
age. I forbear to quote from the poems, because the most
characteristic of them, such as Freedom's Fellowship, have
a cumulative effect which would be lost in passages torn
from their context. The book ends with a dialogue between
Shelley and Mary Shelley on the subject of Emilia Viviani,
called The Price of Freedom. Shelley sums up :

" Freedom
is a perfect and final thing even as death and birth are in their
order final. And Freedom goes beyond them. It is eternal
life. It is immediate participation in the integrity of (lod
Him.self." But Mary has the last word :

" But never without
justice ; never without wanting to pay the price."

• « « 41 «

Freedom, treated in a lighter vein, is also the subject of
Reddie Mallett's Freedom Songs (Waters and Co., is. net).
These songs have a good swing about them and express now
with strong indignation and again with racy humour, an
Englishman's love of liberty and scorn of tyranny. Among
the humorous verses I specially enjoyed, " What I ses to
Jellicoe," the supposed yarn of a sailor pulling a good lady's
leg, a poem which should make an excellent recitation.

After an extravagant tale of penetrating the Kiel'Canal and
removing the Kaiser on his yacht, it ends :

—

" —.1 sixpence ?—Thank you kindly, Mum

—

I will have just a tot o' rum ;

I always ses drink makes a ioo^
;

But you're so kind, I'll break my rool,

Same when Jack ses, ' Jim, com-' balow ! —
' I'm on / ' 1 ses to Jellicoe."

* * * * *

Two other books of light verse are worth attention. One
is Odes to Trifles (John Lane, 3s. 6d. net), in which R. M.
Eassie of the Canadian Expeditionary Force writes gaily of
life on the Western Front in the spirit of these quatrains :

A tin of Ticklers between us four
A loaf of bread, and bully-beef galore
Beside us lying in the booby-hutch ;

What can a bloomin' soier wish for more ?

And nightly thro' the darkness there will come
A Quarter-Master-Sergeant "going some"
Bearing a jar upon his shoulder, and
He bids us taste of it, and 'tis the Rum

The other is Lyrics for Sport (B. H. Blackwell, is. 3a. net),
by R. P. Keigwin, who has made some reputation as a writer
of occasional verse. He deals with cricket, golf, "football
(both amatenr and professional) , and rackets ; and writes
useful mnemonic verses for Naval Cadets. The lady
(American, I gather), who has such a name as Atossa, can
hardly complain of this delightbil epitaph :

< Pause, friend, and read, that vou may know
How fares the good Atossa

Her 'at has vanished long ago.
But here repose her ossa.*****

Finally, here is a collection of poems to illustrate South
African life. In Gold Dust from South African Poetry (A. C.
Fifield, IS. 6d. net), Mr. E. H. Crouch has aimed at making
" a collection which shall truthfully convey to those who
may not be living in this land of sunshine, or who may not
be familiar with its varied and interesting aspects, a fair idea
of the scenes and life which go to make this sub-Continent so
lascinating." It is indeed a kind of geography in verse, and
very alluring verse too, much of it. In it vou may hear
" the creaking croon of the disselboom " in "that excellent
anonymous poem, " The Song of the Ox-Wagon," may listen
to the weird lullaby of a Kalfir mother, or the " Voices of the
'Veldt," may accompany in fancy the big-game hunter or
watch the southern stars with A. "S. Cripps.

All night a-orof upon our shleep,
A million warders stare.
What do the stars of England know
Of us the sons she bare

—

That all a million scornful eyes
NVor England's honour care f

i GOGGLES
I WIND-SCRCCNS

z^^^^n^
^ THE ONUY <^

SAFETY GLASS
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The Desert Made by Germans
By James Milne

Two Streets in Arras

THE German Michael has a wonderful sense of art in

destruction, a positive genius for ruins as a picture

of wantonness. He takes a craftsman's pride in

the way he levels a farmhouse, or even a humble
cottage. He overthrows a chateau, like that of Coucy, so

finely that it becomes an imposing cairn. He drills holes

through tl^ walls of a church with such nicety of relationship

that he might be arranging new light effects. He even corrects

a landscape by hewing down its trees and unloosing its

waters as if the ancient plans of Nature needed his better-

ment. He does all those things .so well that they carry an air

of permanence, as if red ruin and Ihe breaking up of anhistoric

land were a bequest to the ages, an heirloom which those ages
ought to treasure and preserve in inviolate desolation.

This is the devil's pageant, which my mind and heart, for

it bites into both, have . .. , , » —
brought back from a

strip of France which
the German Micliael

lield for more than two
years. You may. with
authority, reach it as I

did, in an hour's motor-
ride northward from the
beautiful and happily
unhurt town of Com-
piegne, which, itself,

is a bouquet of France's
history and romance.
The perfume of that

bouquet is still about
you as you come to the

region which the Ger-

mans laid waste when
they were driven out
of it in the *pring.

Consequently, the
shock is sharp, even
painful to a degree
which blunts your
natural attitude to-

wards men and affairs,

as if they were a new
emanation from the lair

of,'an unknown animal. It outrages the spiritual being in
vou, this brutal wastage of the useful and the beauti-
ful, this dance of ruination, in mockery of the good the
world has known. If you listen you can almost hear the
ironic laughter of the old gods of force and spoilage who
ruled in these northern frontiers of France before Christ
qave out his message of Christianity.

" Don't be angry ; only be surprised !
" So read a notice

which the Germans scrawled upon the best public building
in Pcronne when they left it a skeleton. One loves to think
tiiat the man who scrawled these words had a sense of tilings

hidden to the crowd f>f his fellows, who, probably, stood by
applauding his sign. Was he a soul trying to strike a glow
among them, a glow which should illumine, by irony, the
present and the future to them ? Perhaps his v\Titing was
just a chance, something done on the surface, into which there

Kultur

crawled a meaning unknown to the author. 'Anyhow, he
wrote better than he knew, and the French have taken him
at his word by leaving his message standing. They are not
angry, they have long been beyond anger with the Boche,
which is always their proud term of contempt for him. They
are not now surprised at anything he does, for his long spoon
of the nether regions has supped at their table these three
years. They are just silent about him, and that is an awful
judgment to fall upon one nation from another, and that
other, France, the spiritual mother of all nations.

If you will spend ten minutes with me in one village we
visited, you will understand the full eloquence of the French
silence about the Boche. It was a smiling httle place before
the war., sheltered from the winds of the north and the cast,
prosperous in its field? and gardens, self-governed in its

~ ., -'^ ^ ^:'^.';r> vl ;«.r;7-t -V -- v domestic affairs, in fine,

homes linked into a
community. Now its

Gothic church, built on
those lines found by the
medijeval French archi-
tects as having a lift

of the soul towards
heaven, is no more than
a quarry of stones.
These he upon each
other with the precision
beloved by the Ger-
mans when they set a
charge to blow up a
building. But the man
they left to fire the
charge was not, in the
interest of his own
skin, the perrect artist,

for its roar caught him,
broke half his bones
against a grave-stone,
and left him to be
buried by the on-com-
ing French soldiers.

If our poet Gray were
alive he could write a
new Elegy in a Church-

yard, and some day, who knows, a French Gray may
do it, though it is hardly necessary. You gain the im-
pression under all his war doings, of a strange abEence

of what George Meredith would have called the comic
spirit. By that, one does not mean a mere sense of

humour, nor a sensitiveness to the ludicrous and a corres-

ponding desire to avoid it. One means the grave quality

of comedy which is the companion of tragedy, the some-
thing elemental but soulful which lies betw een tears and
laughter and keeps both in their just places. The war has
given lis many queer lights on German psychology and this

is one which should be counted in, because it accounts for

much. If the Germans had the comic spirit in the high sense

of life and deatli, they would never have done the weird
things they have done in the valleys of Shadowed I'rnnce,

because those things will mock them to all eternity. You
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mav mock a man and only miike liim angry, but let the

Domesday Book of history rnock a nation on the irrefutable

evidence "of its own deeds, gloried in, and that nation has

come by its Purgatory. " Don't be angry ;
only be sur-

prised !
" It was the best word that German scrawler co';.xd

write for his people above the gre\

ruins of Peronne ; but it is also the

just word in their condemnation
and damnation.

That, and such as that, is the

elegy which the Boche has written

of himself across the slopes of

Northern France. You would think,

•from the care of his scarming and
the even roll of his rhythm, that

he loved his task, was disappointed

if he let it go imperfect. His gods

of devastation must have chided

him for leaving the high-set historic

town of Noyon without lacerating

it more deeply. True, he stole its

metals and its other wares valuable

to him, and he broke the canals

and made a sea of waters out of

which the cathedral Ufted itself like

a lighthouse. But the cathedral

itself he spared, being in a hurry

to escape, and so much the artist in

destruction that, if he could not do

it well, he would not do it at all.

Only one street did he sack, in his

modern fashion with mine and
bomb, and that was as he finally

departed, when his false gods

were laughing at his irnipotence.

We think of the wanton desolation

which the Boche has wrought.

Possibly he thinks, with regret, how
much more complete he might
have made it, which is a thought
to stagger humanity.
You get the idea, as you pass through the area which the

Boche wrecked, because he could no longer hold it, that he
showed a special fondness for trying to up-root any patch
of history he might come upon. The Chateau of Ham,
which fell within his pale of devilment, is an instance. It

had, that strong bastion set among the watery lands of the

Somme, known the presence of Joan of Arc. It was the
prison-house in which Louis Napoleon was confined for

years, and from which, disguised as a workman, he escaped
to Belgium, and then to England. Since then time had
eaten into its vaults, it had become a mere relic of history,

but the Germans would not let it stand. They must, with
their queer lack of vision, make it a relic of their own doings
as super-Huns. So they mined it methodically, and one
morning it went up in a tumult of stones and earth, Grossc
Tower and all. Now its ruins lie mute, bare to the heavens,

and the Germans fancy they have cut a page of history out
of the Book of France. What they have really done is to

illumine that page for all time, for they have set free the

spirit of the keep from the moth and rust of material decay.
Posterity will say that the Germans would have done

better for themselves if they had not left any self-made
memorials «« advertise their spirit as invaders. Often,
apparently, there would be an artist, a cartoonist, among
them, and what must he do but paint the Boche on a school

wall or embellish a dug-out with ribald sketches. These
leavings should be preserved, and, if it be possible, gathered

into a gallery where people might study the Boche at war

-s he sees himself. How he gloats over his supposed streng h

• s a fighting animal ; how lust and conquest are glonlicd ;

how brutal it all is ! How coarse is Boc-he humour when

the soldier-artist lets it loose for the benefit of his comrades

l,illeted with him ! Examples of it have a miasma like a

battlefield sown with corpses, with shell-holes lull of stagnant

water and with poisonous flies. But this reading of his

pictures done in odd, triumphant hours of the war of occu-

pation, could never have struck the German master of art,

otherwise he would have destroyed them with the Chateaux

of Coucy and Ham.
, r~ ^ ^ ^^ r < 1 +>,

It was a principle of war with Frederick the Great, and the

Prussian spoilers whom he begat, to live upon the enemy

country, if that was possible. The Prussians of to-day have

carried the doctrine so much farther that they first live

upon the enemy country and then seek to destroy it. That

is why in a pilgrimage by the Aisne ;ind the Somme, across

"round which was beneath the Prussian war-barrow, you

have a feeling of human desolation as well as of material

desolation. Where are the young folk whose laughter filled

the land ? If they are quite young you may meet them,

but there is no laughter in their voices. If they are not

quite- young they are doing the work of France, or, some

of them anyhow, doing that of Germany, under compulsion, •

for they have been spirited away. Where are the middle-

aged people, who were the heads of families, the administrators

^
^ of communities ? Fighting for the

Tricolour, carted off behind the

German lines, or, a few of them,

left to emphasise the absence of

the others. And the old people ?

They remain, numbed, stricken,

looking out from herded corners,

where they have found retreats,

wondering if they will live long

enough to have their France her-

self again.

The Germans made a desert,

but the French, with their quick
brains and their quick hands, are

sorting it into shape, and soon it

will take life again. Meanwhile, it

is the street behind the sound of

the guns, a street along which the

man - power of F"rance marshals
itself, always on the move forward.

Houses cannot be rebuilt in a day,
much less towns so thoroughly
razed as, say, Chauny. Stately

trees which shaded roads taking
you over the hills and far away,
cannot be grown to statelinefes

again in this generation. But not
all this defilement by the German
has quenched the spirit of France
onp little bit. It has outraged that '

spirit, given it new fire, burnt into

it a heat which has not been since

the Great Revolution gave the
world its Cap of Liberty. The
beautiful body of France has been
hacked, tortured, but her soul goes

marching on, untarnished, untarnishable, because it has a

divinity unknown to the German, undivined by him. For

those reasons, one returns from the Appian Way of ruins

sad at heart, but full of faith, nay of pride, in the redeem
ing pow-er of the French nation, wliich may God bless.

The Cathedral, Albert

J^1
/
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A Village in France
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Scenes from the Battle Area

Langcmarck—a German Photograph German Dugouts

A Chateau in German Occupation German Trench through a French Village

Bestowing Iron Crosses A Village in Flanders

A Coal Mine near Lens Depot of Railway Stock

1 hese are German photographs of places in France and Flanders. They were taken from German
prisoners who were captured at the Battle of Arras
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THE POPE AND PEACE

THE appeal which the Pope has addressed to the

belligerent Powers in favour of an early peace,

seems almost to have been drafted by a visitant

from another world, who had passed over Europe
on the wings of the morning and beheld the slaughter and
agony as it exists at this moment. All the events that led

to this slaughter, the manner in which it has been intensified

by Germany's ruthless war on neutrals and non-combatants,
its inevitable recurrence were Europe to return to the status

quo ante, seems to have been hidden from his eyes. He
sees the present horror and appeals to all that is best in

human nature that it may instantly cease. Would this were
possible. It is not. The appeal itself is weakened in that
it is not addressed to all the belligerents—Serbia, which has
been treated with a cruelty hardly excelled in Belgium, is

omitted ; there is no reference to Roumania ; obviously
Turkey gives no weight to this pronouncement on religious

grounds—Turkey who still holds ^in her hands the fate of

Armenia's pitiful remnant, to say nothing of the Christian

communities scattered throughout the Levant and Palestine.

The Alliance has to take these peoples into consideration ;

they have to recognise that they have an equal right to
be safeguarded in the future as, say, England or Germany,
France or Austria. Were the German colonies to be
restored, who is to save the subject races hke the Herreros ot

South West Africa from the abominations which they
have suffered in the past at German hands. This is one
aspect which render^ the appeal futile so far as the Allied
Powers are concerned.

But another aspect and one of greater weight, is that the
acceptance of peace at the present time by the Allies would
involve defeat. The .'\Uiance has to. think not only of its

children, but of its children's children. The Tablet, the
leading Roman Catholic organ in England, writing on this

subject, remarks :
" Mhile in Rome the prospects of the

struggle seems doubtful and uncertain, here the confidence

in victory was never so high or so robust. And London
is nearer to the West." And earlier in the same article it

observes :
" When the Allies insist on the necessity ot

crushing the forces of German militarism, they mean what
the Pope means when he urges that the first thing to aim
at is ' the substitution of the moral force of right over the

material force of arms.' " The close analysis which Mr.

Belloc contributes on this issue of the reasons why this war
is a just one on the Allies' side is very pertinent.

Do what one will, one cannot free the mind from the thought
that this appeal is the outcome of German influence, direct

or indirect. The moment of its deliverance, its statements,

omissions, and implications, its detachment from proved

facts, seem to present overwhelming evidence of German
bias. Mr. Richard Bagot, who has intimate knowledge
of modern Rome, .openly declares in a letter to the Times.
that notwithstanding Britain is represented at the Vatican]
the cause of the Allies never receives fair consideration'
within its walls. "No one," he writes, "who has had
occasion to read between the lines in the so-caUed clerical
newspapers and reviews published in Italy, since the begin
mng of the war, can honestly say that the constant and
untiring representations of our Government, through its
official mouthpiece, have any real effect at the Vatican

"

One is practically forced to this conclusion, on finding in the
Papal appeal the phrase—" the true freedom and common
enjoyment of the seas." Is not this .the very voice of Jacob ?
Do we not know now that what is meant solely by " freedom
of the seas," is that the right of blockade, accepted and
exercised by a Land Power, shall be denied to a Sea Power.
As for " the common enjoyment of the seas"—the words fall
on the ear with an ominous ring at the very moment when
the merchant seamen of tlie civilised world have at a public
meeting practically decided to debar German seamen from
the use of the seas in the future, except in their own ships, as
punishment for their cold-blooded brutality in destroying
life by drowning, - thereby infringing the

'

first unwritten
law of the sea.

Since the Pope's appeal for peace was published, another
document has appeared which destroys the last hope the
Vatican could have entertained for its success. Peace, as we
know, was to be based on guarantees to be given by the
various beUigerents. A right comprehension of the value
which Germany sets on such guarantees has existed in this
country since August 1914, but in order that there should be

,

no possible misconception on this point, Herr Bethmann-
Hollweg told most frankly to Mr. Gerard. United States
Minister in Berlin, what guarantees mean to the rulers of
Germany. And this was only last January. As the subject
is of first importance, we make no excuse for reproducin"
here, thanks to the courtesy of the Daily Telegraph, Mn
Gerard's exact words. Having read these astounding ad-
missions, does it not appear foolishness on our part to talk
of no annexations and no indemnities. We now learn what
Germany is prepared to demand if the Allies enter into
negotiations with her. Victory becomes more than ever a
first necessity for the ,peace of Europe in the face of these
arrogant intentions of the German Chancellor :

On several occasions when I asked the Chancellor whether
Germany were willing to withdraw from Belgium he always said
" Yes, but with guarantees." Finally, in January, 1917 y^hen
he was again talking of peace, I said :

" What are these peace terms to which you refer continuallv '

Will you allow me to ask a few questions as to specific terins
of peace ? First, are the Germans willing to withdraw from
Belgium ?

"

The Chancellor answered, " Yes, but with guarantees."
I said : " What are these guarantees ?

"

He replied :
" We must possibly have the forts of Liege anc

Namur. We must have other forts and garrisons throughout
Belgium. We must have possession of the railroad lines. We
must have possession of the ports and other means of com-
munication. The Belgians will not be allowed to maintain an
army, but we must be allowed to retain a large army in Belgium
We must have commercial control of Belgium."

I said :
" I don't see that you liave left much for the Belgians,

excepting that King Albert will have the right to reside at
Brussels with a guard of honour."
And the Chancellor answered :

" We cannot allow Belgium
to be an outpost (Vorwerk) of England."

" I do not suppose the English on the other hand wish it to
become an outpost of Germany," I returned, " especially as
Tirpitz' said the coast of Flanders should be retained in order
to make war on England and America."
I then asked :

" How about Northern France ?
"

"We are willing to leave Northern France," the Chancellor
responded, " but there must be a rectification of the frontier."
"How about the Eastern frontier ? " I asked him.
"We must have a very substantial rectification of ou]

frontier."
" How about Roumania ?

"

"We shall leave Bulgaria to deal with Roumania."
" How about Serbia ?

"

" A very small Serbia may be allowed to exist, but that question
is for Austria. Austria must be left to do what she wishes to
Italy, and we must liave indemnities from all the countries
and all our ships and colonies back."

>K If * Id in

Of course " rectification of the frontier " is a polite term for
" annexation."
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The Paaschendaele Ridge
By Hilaire Belloc

THE more difficult conditions of printing m
this latter part of the war make it necessary for

this paper to go to Press twenty-four hours earlier

than it did some weeks ago. On this account

my article cannot ustiallv. include any news recdved in

London later than midnight of Monday or sometimes the

early morning of Tuesday. 1 am unable, therefoie, to do

more than allude to the two new offensives in Italy and in

tront of Verdun, the first despatches with regard to whicli

have only just appeared in England as I write. The number

of prisoners given .so far is between 11,000 and 12,000, of which

rather more than one-third are the Germans taken in front of

\erdun and the remainder the Austro-Hungarians taken by the

Italians upon the Isonzo front. There is no mention as yet

of anv capture of guns.
r . . 1

The details so far show that the new tactic both of attack:

arid defence has comeMnto play before Verdun and on the

Isonzo as it has Icing been in evidence in Flanders and the

Artois upon the British front. The attack chooses a com-

paratively limited held, setting to each unit objectives which

include little more than the first line of the enemy's defensive*

organisation. This is broken to pieces by intensive bombard-

ments far superior to anything hitlierto seen in the war,

and made possible only by the heavy and increasing superior-

ity in munitionment which the Allies enjoy. These limited

objectives reached, the attack refuses further effort to advance,

immediately prepares for the next blow, which is of exactly

the same nature whether delivered on the same sectoror else-

where, and the effect counted upon is a cumulative one fol-

lowing as the result of a fairly rapid succession- of separate

blows.
% , ,

As against this offensive tactic the defensive now leaves

as few men as possible in its first organised line. These are

the men the survivors of whom come in as prisoners ; the guns

are drawn further back than they used to be and, briefly,

the first line is sacrificed. The hope of the defensive is set

in the counter-attacks, which are launched from the second

line as soon as possible after the first phase of the battle is

over, and it is on the success or failure of these that the issue

really depends. If they fail, each action involves the defensive

in very much heavier losses than the offensive has suffered.

But if they succeed—that is, if the attacking troops having

failed to consolidate their positions in time break or lose

ground under the pressure of the counter-attacks—by so much
ihe value of the first phase of the battle is diminished to the

offensive. Of course if the success of these counter-attacks

\vere general it would mean that the new offensive method h^d'

failed and the new defensive methods c'cviscd to meet it had

triumphed. Happily we now know for certain that this is

not the case. The inferiority of the enemy is now too great

for it to be the case, and of the total number of counter-attacks

laupched the percentage of those that effect their object wholly

or partially is small. One cannot yet say, however, that it is

diminishing ; that phase will come later when the exhaustion

of the enemy's man power has gone one stage further.

The contrast between the Allied and the enemy's offensive

power is here well worthy of remark. Whenever the Allies

this summer have undertaken the breaking of a piece of

enemy front on the West they have attained their object, and
we have had the regular succession of, first step, loss of

the first line by the defensive ; second step, counter-attacks

from his second line ; then later on another attack on the new
first line (the old second line), which in its turn goes—and so

forth. But if we turn to the only field in which the enemy
has been able to make an offcnsive ' in the West at all-

T

mean the five or six weeks struggle for the ridge above the

Aisne—we are interested to note the attempted use and com-
plete failure of the same method by the enemy.

The French first line is not lost. There is no necessity for

great counter-attacks from the second line ; still less is there

a succession of offensives turning that second line into a first

line and so forth, pressing the defensive back step by step.

What happened upon the Aisne was a \'ery great number of

attempts (from forty to sixty, according to whether you
counted certain minor assaults as part of the larger ones or

as separate actions) each of them preceded by its bombard-
ment, and each having exactly the same object as have these

Allied offensives : the immediate occupation of the l-'rench first

line ; its consolidation, and the meeting of the consequent

counler-attac^^-^Well. of this very large number of separate

blows only ii«out %\lf. a dozen succeeded in' holding even a

short sector'-8f tlie objectives propose'd in the French first

line, and from these the counter-attack drove the offensive

out in everv single instanpe sooner or later. It is as though

the British" in Flanders 'had attacked the Messines Ridge,

let us say, over and over again, and at the end of six weeks had

found themselves back wlvere thoy were at the beginning.

It is true that this compjifison sutlers from the difference be-

tween the large scale of the Allied offensives and the com-
paratively small scale of the fighting on the Aisne Kidge ;

But the princ»le is the'^ame and the contrast is of valtie.

Weather and Movement

Apart fromfhe two offensives in front of Verdun and on
the Ifeonzyi'the w'eek ]ias been marked by successful opera-

tions upon the Flanders front extending the large crescent-

shaped salient whicli; (based upon the old Ypres salient,

is now the principal British sector of offence' against the

enemy's line.

The plan of operations is clear to the whole world. It is that

one of dealing successive"blows, each upon a limited front, each

with limited objectives in front of it ; each breaking some
new piece of enemy deferisive organisation and each reducing

the remaining defensive power of the enemy by the loss he

suffers in men, in material, and in moral which we ha\'e

just seen. A conspicuous test of the new method' is the

comparative rapidity^with which the enemy can re-establish

each new piece of defensive organisation after losing the

old one. In other words, the ratio between the rate of

succession in the blows delivered, and the power of recovery

therefrom. ' That ratio is, so late in the season, largely

-dependent upon weather, and we see the rate of movement
closely following the olimatic conditions of the moment.
These govern three capital elements in the whole business :

They govern observation ; they govern the power to mo\^
into and over the ground 'occupied (which wet weather turns

into a morass of crater ponds and mud), and they govern thajt •

most important element, the rapidity and perfection with

which the men who have occupied the destroyed trenches

can restore them (and make new ones) for the purpose of

-meeting the counter-attacks the enemy imrhcdiately delivers.

The two movements of the week upon this Flanders sector

comprised a larger and'a sinaller operation. In the first, which
occupied Thursday, the i6th, there was a very considerable and
successful stroke delivered from a point just north-west of

Gheluvelt up to the extreme left where the French face at a
distance of 3,000 yards the outskirts of the Houthulst

F^orest. This line is about nine miles in length, and the

action which developed over it may be called after the name
of Langemarck, the ruins of which place were at once the

strbhgest'part in the enemy's organisation and the cusp of

the '^hrvefef advance. The character and extent of the fighting

undertakeh in this operation will be observed upon the

attompariying map.
It is remarkable that the enemy chose upon this occasion

to issue a, completely false bulletin. In the first place, he

nearly doubled the length of the line upon which the

attack was delivered ; he spoke of it as stretching

southward as far as the river Lys ; in point of fact, it stretched

no further southward than the Menin road west of

Gheluvelt. More remarkable still was the statement in the

enemy's bulletin that the ruins of Langemarck, the retention

of which was his principal object in meeting the blow, though
temporarily lost by him, had been recovered. The truth was
the very opposite of this. The British not only carried

Langetharck and advanced to the objectives which they had
set them, but nearly i a mile beyond : a distance which
Was doubled three days" later. There was a serious attempt
to press them back and tO reco\er the ruins of Langemarck,
but that attempt completely failed.

It is difficult to believe that this enemy bulletin was due to

premature despatch or to wrong information conveyed to

headquarters. The quite definite statement and its complete
lack of correspondence with real events makes such an ex-

plahation almost impossible. It is none the less somewhat
puzzling to discovei' the motive of these occasional gross mis-

statements. The mdsf common explanation is that they are

1
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made with the object of deceiving the Germau, public and
maintaining the moral of civilians. But we must reij)praber

that our own despatches are read in Germany fr,eely ii)tcf or
four days after the e\ent, and that the,descript;jo|i,.givei> of

the further fighting will show even a superfiQiaJ German
student of the war how the line actually stands. iPerhaps the
puzzle cannot be solved, and we can only leave it where it is

until we have some better information of the method in yvliich

these bulletins are collated and sent abroad.
Meanwhile, it is clear the enemy depends for the checking

of this serious and continued deepening of the breach in his

lines and of the consequent cumulative effect of such succes-
sive blows—now far more expensive to him than to his

assailant—upon the following method:
,

If the reader will turn to Map I, he will see that the nine
miles of the enemy s present defensive front—in the shape
of a crescent—have on the extreme south {the enemy's left)

a body of high land astraddle of the Menin Road and just in

front of the ruins of Ghehivelt ; while on the enemy's extreme
right or north, just behind his present line, is the big wood of

Houthulst. I^unning in a deep curve from one, to the other
goes the gradually declining ridge of Paaschcndaele.
The enemy clearly regards the two horns of the crescwit,

the wood of Houthulst and the heights of Ghcluvelt, as strong
pillars upon which he can rely to maintain either end of

his defence, while if his' centre is pressed further back, he: can
at last repose upon the ridge of Paaschcndaele.

This is the natural defensive line of the region, and now
we understand why he has been fighting so desperately to

retain the southern pillar, the heights near Gheluvelt. If

the reader will here look at Map II, he will see the nature of
these heights and the extent of the enemy's success and failure.

I show on this map in detail the contours of the district.

The dominating hummock is an oval rather more than a mile
long, lying, as I have said, astraddle of the Menin Road and-
marked by the ho metre contour. The best Belgian maps are
contoured to a metre, that is, every yard of ascent is shovvii,

and I have within this hummock of land marked the four
metre contours which lead one to its summit. That summit
stands just on the road at 64 metres, and is known in the
military discussions of the ground as " Hill 64." The British
soldiers have called it " flapham Junction."
On the north of Map II the reader will see the tiny hamlet

of VVesthoek, lying just above the 40 metre contour—that is

some 70 feet or a little less below Hill (14 and distant a mile
and a half from it. He will further note just to the east of
Westhoek a little isolated hummock marked 48, the highest
ground in that neighbourhood. Lastly, he will observe how
tangled and difficult the country is-made with woods. Xow
the whole fighting in this region—the southern pillar of the
German defensive scheme—is to maintain point 48, point 64
and the highest levels of ground running between the two ;

and the swaying to and fro of the battle in this district marks
the great efforts the Germans ha\e made to prevent them-
selves being dislodged from that defensive line.

In these efforts the woods have been their mainstay. The
difficulty of the British advancing through the splintered

woods supported the Germans during their long struggle to
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hold the ruins of Westhoek and HiU 48, a^d ^he s^e thing

happened in the immediate neighbourhood of HiU 64. " is

here that the small southern projectioq. oft^e Nuns Wood

(which the British soldiers call Glencorse Wood) has its im-

portance. It. stands on the shoulder of the highest point.

In the first sweep of the offensive some of the attackers got as

far eastward as into Polygon Wood, well over the ridge and

beginning to go dovsTiwards on the other side. A few seem

3ven to have reached the racecourse, according totiie descrip-

tions given by the newspaper correspondents. A violent

counter-attack tlirew them back to the line of the ridge again ;

the fight continued, and presumably will continue until the

next blow is struck, for the possession of the highest points,

being particularly violent in Glencorse Wood. If the enemy

loses that southern piUar his scheme of defence is consider-

ably weakened, and he is doing everything he can to nuintain

it even at the risk of weakening himself in the centre, and there-

fore suffering such a blow, for instance, as the second opera-

tion of the week, which cost him 500 yards of depth to the

south-east of St. Julien.
, , ^ , x.

For his Northern pillar, the forest of Houthulst, he has

perhaps less fear. For one thing it is not yet reacl\ed. The

French are still nearly two miles from its main body, and even

from the outskirting copses a full mile. When, or if, the next

blow carries the French up to the forest itself, it is so great

and formidable an obstacle that the Germans rely clearly.upon

its standing, while between the forest and the inundated area

on the north, the gate is narrow and very swampy.

We see from all this how the enemy's anxiety concentrates

upon a little lump of high land in the Gheluvelt region, and why

it has taken the place it hasdn the story of the last few days.

Westhoek.

GheUtvelrj^

The Pope's Note

The suggestion for a; consideration of peace which the Pope

has sent to the belligerent Powers has one dominating interest.

It may be put in the following question :
" Why does a

certain false view of the war almost invariably appear in any

neutral statement ? " For that is really the point where

intellectual curiosity as distinguished from passion is

aroused. That is the historical interest of the thing.

The man of the remote future who may be indifferent to

the issues of this enormous conflict ; some intelligent and well-

read person among our contemporaries, who is so detached

as also to be indifferent (if there be one such still remaining)

would certainly ask that question.

Why is it that not only in this suggestion for peace which

has last been circulated from the Vatican to the belligerent

Powers, but in the simplest conversation with chance travellers

from neutral countries, in a glance at the few remaining

newspapers of neutral countries which have not taken sides,

even in the general statements and offers for peace which

came earlier from countries once neutral but now dragged

into the war—why is itithat we find in them all a certain note,

a certain point of view, which we in the capitals of the modern

world, I mean in London and in Paris, know perfectly well

to be false ?

Before trying to answer that question let me state what

that note is and then proceed to prove its lack of correspond-

ence to reality—not a difficult task. After that we may pro-

perly -approach the answer to the question of how so stupend-

ous an error has arisen and why it is almost universal at the

present moment.
In general terms the tone of which I speak may be said to

run thus

:

" The Great Powers of Europe are engaged in a terrible

struggle which is costing physical and spiritual pain after a

fashion never known before. Each groupof the two Alliances

believes itself to be in the right. Each says that it is fight-

ing for its existence. The two claims cancel out one against

the other and all that remains is a horrible welter of incal-

culable suffering ground out by opposing forces which are in

a deadlock, and neither of which will, with any probability

be able to enforce its will upon the other. There is more than

this. Neither party can now state clearly what that will is.

Not only can neither be victorious over its rival, but neither

is clear upon what the results of victory should be. You have

then, aftef three years of increasing horror, which now threaten

to grow into a general desolation of Europe, no issue but the

obvious one of a mutual admission of error and an agreement

to cease the carnage.
" There would obviously be in such a truce points unsolved

bv a mere cessation of arms. Thus territory originally be-

longing to one set of belligerents is now occupied by the other.

Wanton damage has been done by both parties. There are

clear cases of moral dues owed here and there from one side

to the other. But these are points of detail which a sober

examination could settle rightly. The main and right view

is that the population of very nearly <all civilised Europe
has got dragged into an awful gladiator's show which threatens

an increasing weakness or even an extinction of the civilisa-

tion common to all. Let the misunderstanding be resolved by a

call to parley, and the details of particular wrongs settled by
particular arbitration."

That, I think, is how the matter stands in the minds of

those who have at various periods in the last two years appealed

for peace. It is a statement true not only of this last Papal

suggestion but true also of manj' a note we may remember
from neutral sources, and especially true of what is least sus-

pect of bias or afterthought, and therefore most valuable as a

witness, the chance conversation of neutrals in the smaller

countries and of the most detached of the writers in their Press.

It is the point of view (when they are honest) of the little

cliques up and down the alliance who amaze us by their

talk of Stockholm conferences and the rest just as the phase

of victory opens.
I say that this point of vi;w is very widespread and to be

discovered almost everywhere in men Mio profess a complete
detachment from the quarrel.

That is the first and most obvious point in the phenomenon
we have to study.
Now this point of view is false. It does not correspond

to reality. The proof that it is false is so simple a matter
that one is almost ashamed to set it down again in a newspaper
attached to the cause of the Allies. For the truth has been told

over and over again, and it is as surely as plain as the sun
in Heaven:
But because we are discussing this matter and because it

is never a waste to make things' quite clear, let us tabulate

the plain historical statements which demolish every contention

among those I have enumerated.
(t) All war is just or unjust mainly according to who is

the aggressor. Who was the aggressor in this campaign ?

Prussia was the aggressor. Prussia desired the war, prepared
for the war, and launched the war in the belief that she would
easily win the war.
How do we know this ? Upon the following evidence :

(a) Prussia from three years before the outbreak of the

war began to take steps in view of a coming campaign. The
heavy artillery was re-formed ; the pace of munitionment
was accelerated and numerous dispositions appeared at the

outbreak of the fighting which had required from two to three

years for their development. In the interval there was a great

levy on capital for the purposes of war throughout the German
Empire. Tlie German (that is the Pnissian) armies were sud-

denly and dramatically increased by a specicd statute, and in

many particular cases that could be proved notice was
privately sent, towards the end of the period, to interested

parties, of coming hostilities. Financial preparation was
further discovered after the event to have been made for many
months upon the market of London, the whole calculated for

the date on which war broke out. Lastly, a great levy on
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capital was made throughout the German Empire to provide

a war fund.

(b) As against this the Powers now known as "The Allies"

were preparing nothing. Upon the contrary they were, from
various causes, faUing back from the military positions they

had held as against Prussia some years before. Such >few

dispositions as they did take, for example, the French law

of Three Years' Service, were undertaken long after the

corresponding and menacing Prussian moves and even so

were eagerly debated, always cut down, and in some cases

actually refused by the Parliaments. The events of the first

months of the war amply confirmed the truth that Prussia

had prepared and that the Allies had not.

We may summarise the first point, then, and say without

fear of contradiction before history—for the matter is sus-

ceptible of positive proof—that Prussia designed war after the

harvest of 1914, and that no trace of a similar design and
preparation was apparent on the side of the French, the

English, or the Russians, but on the contrary and most
imfortunately, quite the reverse of such preparation.

(2) The particular circumstances surrounding the actual

outbreak of the war tell exactly the same tale. Jhe ultimatum

to Serbia by the Austrian Government is not to be paralleled

in any other diplomatic document whatsoever in the history

of Europe. It made war inevitable and was intended to make
war inevitable. Its acceptance would have destroyed Serbia

as an independent State, and a State so challenged is sure to

fight rather than be so destroyed without a blow.

Austria's Ultimatum

At this point again let us pause and note that the fact of no
similar diplomatic instnunent being drawn up in all the

diplomatic history of Christendom is overwhelming. That

note cannot be excused on the plea that such things have been

done before, and had resulted in the submission of the small

and assumedly guilty party and so saving war. It was a

document unique and therefore damning, and its object was
the conquest of a small State whose strategic position made
it the key of the east.

For a full month after it was launched it was clearly

believed in the countries afterwards forming the great

Alliance that it could never be acted upon. It was thought to

be only an excessive claim which would be modified. - The
proof of this is that the countries afterwards forming the

great Alliance took no steps for any coming war, while the

Central Powers arranged everything for a conflict which they

had precipitated and desired.

in the last stages of the negotiations to which this extra-

ordinary note gave rise, there appeared something which, if

possible, was more significant still. The countries now form-

ing the Alliance, suddenly seeing a precipice in front of them,

made the most vigorous efforts to prevent the fall of their

nations into that precipice. They appealed to arbitration ;

they appealed to delay. Arbitration and delay were refused

at the eleventh hour.

That again is not a matter of opinion or debate. It is a

matter of positive history. We further know from a com-
" parison of tests, both in the secret diplomatic correspondence

now published and in the public diplomatic correspondence of

the time, that Prussia insisted upon her subject States and her

Allies adopting this position.

(3) The positive act which provoked the European war was
also an act upon the part of Prussia. This would be a.secondary

point if the first two were not established. But the first two
are established. That a man is the first to strike a blow in a

quarrel is not in itself proof that he is the aggressor, but if it

be proved that he has prepared for the blow and insolently

determined to launch it in spite of appeals for peace, then

that first blow is not only corroborative evidence of his in-

tentions, but cumulative evidence as well. The positive act

which deternuned the war after those amazing preliminaries

of which I have spoken, was a challenge delivered simul-

taneously by Prussia to France and to Russia bidding the

latter to submit to grave humiliation in the person of the small

Slav State and the other to abandon its Ally. On this there

is no historical debate or question whatsoever, nor is any
possible. It was Prussia that said to Russia :

" Unless you abandon Serbia to her fate, I and all my
Alliance fully prepared make war against you at once," and
it was Prussia which at the same moment and hour said to

France :
" Unless you abandon your AlHance with Russia,

I will make war against yon."

(4) The war being thus (a) prepared for three years ; (b)

provoked, and (c) declared by Prussia at the head of her de-

pendencies, was enthusiastically and universally applauded

by the whole German people.

Of this proposition the proof does not consist in diplomatic

documi^ntt; or a comparison of dates, but in something even

more formidably true, the voice of a whole people. Great
crowds everywhere frenzied for war ; iimumerable wTitten
statements in the Press applauding war, and the whole chorus
shouting that war would be glorious and was for German
right ; universally expressed contempt of supposedly weaker
peoples about to be conquered^all these provide a testimony
to a true national act, a universal German insistence upon
forcing war, as overwhelming as ever a popular movement
has provided in history. The thing was unanimous and
instinct with an insolent certitude of victory that will never
be forgotten. That victory was declared absolved from the
old moral laws of Europe and, not justified but supported
by some fantastic philosophy of might, worthy of its originators

and apologists. Not a word was heard of any other kind
until the defeat came. Nothing said after the defeat can
obliterate our memory of those days, and those who pretend
that the things were not said, and that the cry was not tmi-

versal, are liars.

(5) Prussia entered upon her victorious war. She knew
herself and her dependents to be overwhelmingly superior in

numbers against the French ; in equipment, in science, and in

rapidity against the Russians. She had not believed that the
English would join the French—so much is true—but she did
believe after this junction was effected that the war would
be won by her before the long process of develbping the latent

strength of Britain could be completed.
We know what followed. Prussia, in the very moment of

victory on the West, suffered the overwhelming disaster of

the Marne. She was driven to ground and pinned and, in

spite of the most furious efforts, has remained pinned ever
since. Her successes upon the East, due to her great
superiority in industrial power over the Slavs, availed her
nothing as against the rigid tenacity which gripped her between
the Alps and the North Sea, and which permitted the vast

latent power of Britain to develop itself. She fought like a
beast in the toils against that net ; she was beaten at Ypres
and at Verdim. She failed. She knew then that she was
defeated, and from that moment she has intrigued for a peace
that would save her from the doom that was inevitable if

her enemies were but steadfast.

(6) In the process of this first insolent and imcompromisingr
claim to break all right and to assert what she pleased to he

advantage, Prussia in detail transgressed first one and then
the other of nearly all the conventions which have kept

European warfare a civilized thing. She began by throwing
away a solemn treaty to which her name had stood. It was
indeed the fourth or fifth time she had done that in her history,

but it was the most flagrant case. She proceeded to the

massacre of innocent civilians, to wholesale burning and whole-

sale theft ; thence to the introduction of instruments of war-

fare hitherto foreign and unknown, beginning with the use of

burning oil, then going on to poison gas, to which she reluc-

tantly compelled (to her own hurt) her intellectually superior

foes. ' She went further, she massacred
;
non-belligerents upon

the high seas and ended by massacring neutrals as well.

There is not one of all these abominations in which she did

not take the first step. France and England took the first

step in initiating fighting in the air ; proper reconnaissance

from the air by photography more and more highly developed ;

the increase of heavy guns and the creation of new types in

these ;
protective helmets ; barrage fire in its more and more

perfected forms ; the methods of destroying observation

balloons, etc., etc. ; these and twenty other legitimate steps

in the increase of military power were the corresponding steps

to those which in the progress of Prussia have been steps

illegitimate ; the lowering of a standard of chivalry and the

debasing of arms : murder, the destruction of monuments,
the bombardment of open towns—Prussia was pioneer in

these. In not one innovation of the sort were the Allies guilty.

There is, then, no question of two parties to a quarrel

each preparing for his advantage over the other, each watching

his moment, and both at last springing at each other's throats.

Still less is there a question of balancing evils done one against

the other by two parties equally infuriated and blinded

in the conflict. There is on the one side preparation ; a con-

tempt for pledges, a proclamation of superiority indiflerent

to right, followed after defeat by more and more desperate

atrocities and, at last, appeals for peace.

On the other side there is, at first, the natural unprepared-

ness of men who neither desired nor expected such a catas-

trophe ; their awakening ; their agony of preparation to repair

the wrong and at last, thank God; their abihty to begin the

chastisement. There is upon the one side no single act with

which it can reproach itself of innovation in barbarity or

falsehood. On the other side a positive claim that such

innovations were to be made at its own discretion, and to be

forgotten in the victory that would succeed.

There is not in all history a clearer case of right against

wrong, if only it be admitted that there is a right and is a
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wrong and that there is a God judging,- tlie nations. Why,

months after English women had pressed distractedly to

learn of survivors from the Lusitania. their fellow citizens

were still debating whether it was right or not to blockade

Germany in the matter of food !

Weeks and weeks after the first German use of poison had

nearly broken our line, great bodies of Englishmen were still

debating whether wc could legitimately use such a weapon

ourselves

!

. ,

Why then, has there been so general an acceptation 01

a picture quite false : A picture of two parties withm one

happv and similarly cultivated society falling mto a mis-

understanding, of tragic consequences, each worthy of the

other's respect and only needing mediation for an impossible

situation to be relieved ?
j 1

I say that that utterl\' false position has been ver>- widelv

accepted. It is accepted not only by many neutral chiefs of

e^-ery degree in the past, and even now, speaking officially :

it is'accepted widely in the neutral Press and neutral speech

ot private writers and travellers tf)-day. It is acceptetl to

our shame, by men among us who are so worthless as to torget

their country, and so stui)id as not to see that upon the fate

of their country depends their own.

How has such a complete dislocation of judgment been

made possible ? I think it may briefly and in conclusion be

ascribed in the following causes :

First, there is the fact that the original Austrian collapse,

the unchecked mastery of Trussia over all her dependencies

and Allies—the single word of command which ran in the

same tongue from the Danube to the North Sea—gave the

enemy's propaganda a unfty and simplicity of direction quite

impossible to his opponents.

Next, there is the mere geographical fact that those oppo-

nents were separated into two groups which had no link one

with the other; each fought separated from the other by a

thousand miles.

Next, there is the diversity of speech and custom which

makes it impossible for the great Powers of civilised Europe to

create in the short space of this one war that community of

sentiment which must ultimately arise, even if nothing nobler

than necessity be there to forge it.

Lastly, there was, most unfortTinately, the lack of capacity

on our "side to understand what jiropaganda should be. It

was so ill-co-ordinated, so turbid with little personal quarrels,

so subject to the wretched system of political jobbery, so

amazingly ignorant in its direction, and at the same time so

slow and'lazy, that we were bound to reap a bad han'est—and

we have reaped it. Against the ridiculous lies the Germans

told with regard to their losses, for instance, there was no

official action whatsoever.

I shall point out later how the Germans were admitting

in official lists less than a million dead at a moment when

they were telling Mr. Gerard that they had a million and a

half and had. as a plain matter of fact, a million and three-

quarters. There is an endless series of such falsehoods to

be noted in the German propaganda during the past three

years.

It is now too late for further criticism of this lamentable

product of a bad political system to be fruitful. But there is

a good side to this confession, which is that if it is too late for

further propaganda now to be of use that is only because the

supremacy of the Western Allies is now so strongly estab-

lished, and because the mere force of things has convinced, or

perhaps I should say, is convincing the plain man that the

enemy's claims and his statistics arc false.

Let it be remembered in conclusion, that any efforts for

peace, whether well meaning or treacherous; whether just

in motive or base in motive, are now of necessity working for

our defeat and for the victory of the enemy. He is at that

point where the continuance of the war is odious to liim and
threatens him more and more every day with disaster and

penalty. \\'c are at that point where the continuance of it is

merely waiting for a harvest. Wc .have but to meet every

such attempt, domestic or foreign, with plain refusal, to re-

assert the simple truths of the original German aggression, the

continued German abominations and the necessity of cutting

out such a cancer, to achieve the result of all that has passed.

He must be a madman or a fool at the best who sinks such an

investment and who at the moment of fruition foregoes its

fruit from some mere sense of weariness. As for him who
dissuades his fellow-countrymen dishonestly from plucking

that fruit, he is neither a fool nor a madman byt something

very much worse ; for he is a traitor. H. BiiLLOC

Owing to pressure on our space Mr. Belloc is unable to

deal in the current issue with Mr. Gerard's figures on

German Effectives, concerning which he has received many

\ letters. .4 full criticism by him on this subject will be

published next week.

• Reforms in India

To the Editor of L.\nd & Water.
Sir,— It is well-nigh impossible lor any one who tak'es a

serious interest in tliat most fascinating of all Imperial pro-

blems-British rule in India- to keep silent at this time,

when reforms are under consideration, which should prove

in the course of years to be as momentous in their character

and in their influence on Oriental life and progress as the

landing of the first European in India, or Clive's victory at

Plassey, or thei.taiH. of Delhi sixty years ago.

What we liava.<Jono since 1S58 is an amazing thing; in

two generations. wci hav<^ so educated an influential section of

the \aried radesiodfithe Indian Peninsula that it is now fully

persuaded it can govern the country by itself on the same

lines as England is go\erned, where to gain the same political

pri\-ileges it has taken this more or less united people the

better part of a thousand years. When the Westminster

Gazette re]>roaches the Aga Khan for delaying the publication

of Mr. Gokhale's last will arid testament for twelve months,

it overlooks the. fact that the .'^ga Khan, being himself of

India by birtlvd^d upbringing, might conceivably be better

informed of the true feeling of his countrj-men than an

Englishman whose knowledge of India can hardly be more

profound than was Professor Knatschke's knowledge of Alsace.

This point of^vieW' is confirmed when in the same article one

reads that tlip e.Tclusion of Indians from the commissioned

ranks of the British Army was " illiberal, unjust and deeply^

felt." The difticnlties which have always surrounded this

military question are apparently unknown, for had they been

known no honest man, as the writer of this article obviously

is, would have used the terms " illiberal " or " unjust " in this

connection.

Hasten Slowly

When any Briton raises the argument of festina Icntc in

connection with Indian affairs, it is so easy for his fellow-

countrymen to convibV him of being nervous, conserv^ative,

or even reactionary, but it is as well to remember that the

most consen,ative Western mind is a tearing progressive com-

pared with the bulk of Indian opinion. Psalm xc. is an

Oriental hymn, and the spirit that underiies the original, and

that is more or less suppressed in our familiar metrical

version, is as lively to-day in the East as when it was written.

Every Englishmaii who has bnen brought directly into con-

tact with this spirit, possibly over a considerable number of

years, must desire that reforms should be introduced slowly

and tentatively and that we should emulate the caution and

slow care of the wise beast of the East, the elephant, in

crossing the dangerous and treacherous ground that lies

between a despotic and a democratic Government.

No one will deny that India deserves the most generous

treatment for her splendid conduct during the war, but a

cursory acquaintance with modern Indian history reveals

that though on occasions we have been foolish, we "have not

been illiberal in the past. Now that the Great War has

established certain facts, we are able to make a quicker ad-

vance, but it must still be regarded as slow by those who
want to introduce at one leap the British Constitution.

The war has accustomed the public mind to consider more

deeply than aforctimes certain racial questions. One of them

de&li^\•ith'i'nentality. For German mentality we now study

the traiiliui; its people have received at home and in school,

and' we find that their public conduct is a natural reflection

of it. Now this is nbt a question of East and West ; it applies

with equal force to all humanity, and I venture to suggest

to British publicists that in writing of Indian reforms they

should keep before them Indian mentality. This will not be

easy, especially when the home is under consideration.

Think of the diflerencc in the upbringing of a child of the

high-bred :Mahommedan and of the Brahmin, both of the

same' social rank as we should consider it, but of different

religions. Think of the contrast between the teaching of a

Brahmin child and of a Pariah child, both of the same religion

as we regard religion, but of difierent castes. Then take into

consideration the upbringing of say, a Hindu child of Malabar,

where tliere were no marriage laws among the Hindus, until

the present Indian member of the Governor- General's FZxecu-

tivc Council, himself a Malayali, secured a permissive Act

twenty-five years ago, or again, the training ol a child of

a Pathan tribe. We English claim that the home is the

very foiindation of our civilisation ; if that be true, then

the civilisations of the East must be many, seeing they are

based on such dififerent foundations.

It is very desirable iri the interests of India that these ele-

mentary facts should be borne in mind.
Loiidori. August 2ist, ' ' Nox-Ofvicim..
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Campaigning in East Africa
-fl'V

By a Padre

THE Wami Ki\er battle had been a terrible dis-

appointment. The big capture which we had so

nearly effected would- have been a long step towards

ending the war. Now that the Germans had e.scaped

and gone to swell the ranks of the force which we supposed

was defending the line of the Central Railw^ay, all the work
had to be done over again. We startedi^n'thd march, after

two days' rest by the muddy Wami Kiverjin-anything but a

jubilant frame of mind, nor did the rtftwiaUy pronounced
warning that we were entering upon a. tract of waterless

country serve to improve our spirits.

The Central Railway is tlie greatest engineering achie\e-

ment of the Germans in East Africa. It stretches across the

entire- width of the colony, and links up Take Tanganyika
with Dar-e.s-Salaam and the sea. The part that interested

me at this time was the section running tlnough .Morogoro,

and skirting the foot of the WugurunMountains. These

mountains we could see distinctly from- our camp on the

Wami, as a great sombre mass on the horizon. They looked

bad enough on the land.scape, but on the map they looked

even worse. For the map showed that Jrwwning mountain

wall extended fifty or sixty miles to the souih in a tangled and

confused welter uf heights ; the \ery. place fbr a successful

defensive campaign.

At \\ ami I lost my good horse Thady, and also my private

bottle of chlorodynr. Thady simply disappeared. He was

taken out in the morning to graze with the other ofiticers'

horses, in care of one of the grooms. The other horses came
back, but not Thady. My own groom, a singularly stupid-C'aju

boy, was tearful, but could give me no consolation, though

he said he had searched the camp from end to end. It was a

large camp, and contained many cavalrymen whose mounts

had died. Tiiady was not in good condition, but he had a

great heart, and was good for anotli^f six weeks' work.

Thady's loss reduced me at once, so to speak, from affluence

to penury, for while I had him, I could use my nuile, Mary
Abyssinia, as a baggage animal, and so be largely independent

of the waggons. I came within an ace of losing Mary too,

with my big saddle bags and blankets, for soon after we had
started on the march (I was riding the machine-gun officer's

horse for /the day) I saw to my horror and dismay Mary break

away from the line, and dash off over the veldt in the direction.

more or less, of her home in Abyssinia, dragging with herwitli

little effort my insignificant groom. Fortunately, he stuck to

her, and in the end she gave up the ill-timed effort for free-

dom, and became once again her normal and placid self.

It was the only unladylike conduct of which I ewr knew her

to be guilty, except onCe, when she tried to kick the Colonel,

absolutely the one and only person she ever did try to kick.

A Long Trek

We make a long trek that dav, travelling with full water-

carts, two to each regiment. These would provide us with
two water-bottles per man, and the ne.xt water was supposed
to be anything up to twenty miles distant. The water in

the carts was chlorinated, which gives it a yi^i;y peculiar

flavour, very difficult to get away from- Wh,^i^ , jt^^a'tt',d in

this way it was supposed to be safe drinkingj^i|iO|UgK,our

own M.b. was rather sceptical on the point, ^iw carts, of

course, were carefully guarded and under the care pf a water
corporal, a most responsible and sometimes very disagreeable

office. Earlier in the war, it had very frequently been tilled

by clergymen of the Church of EnglamI, who combined this

duty with the work of chaplain. They carried rifle and pack
just as the rank and file, and their self-sacrificing and ,some-

times heroic labours won them universal esteem and respect.

My Anglican colleague, who^was attached to the other regi-

ment of our miniature brigade, had at one time been a,water

corporal, with the result that his influence with the men,Avhose
trials and hardships he so, exactly shared, was qt<ite excep-

tional. „,, ,

I,,,
,

,1^,' .^ '^^

We marched that first day 'tilf well into the pigm,''and

bivouacked in the dark. The load led tlirough a red country,

and the clouds of vermilion coloured dust whicl^ enveloped

the column produced in the strong sunlight a most striking

and theatrical effect. It suggested a,, company of, .firemen

fighting the flames, or some V\'itch's Kitchen scene Ifrqm a

pantomime, when the red Unaelight is turned uppn'',it}e Smoke
from the magic cauldron. ,.. ,.

,, j

Talking about colour, German ^st .\frica, so (ar as my
experience goes, is a most disappointing country. ^I had
come out full of cxTCCtations as to the glories ^'^ropical

Scfenery, but up to the time of writing I can safely say I have
scarcely seen a decent flower, while as to birds with theii*

gorgeous plumage, the most common have been a little

thing like a blue robin, and another, a big one, which seems
a cross between a vulture and a carrion crow. The few palm
trees we have struck have been nearly all decapitated, and
looked like decrepit factory chimneys. The natives, I believe,

make some sort of spirit from tlie leaves at the centre, and
the cutting away of these leaves make the entire head of the

tree rot away, and fall off. They say that at Neu Langen-
burg at the. top of Lake Xyassa, the roses are quite wonderful,

and as the country is about the size of all Eurojje minus Russia,

it may well be there are more favoured spots than those I

have visited. Over and over again I have fancied myself in

England, so qujet and subdued was the colouring of the
scene, and so entirely absent anything distinctly tropical

Charged by Rhinos

Next day we struck straight across country, making, our
own road, and leaving the beaten track altogether. We had a
little excitement at starting, for just as we were saddling up,

a sudden shout of alarm all over the camp announced the
approach of some sort of danger. It appeared almost at once
in tjie form of three rhinos charging down upon us, and looking

uncommonly ugly. Fortunately, instead of making right

through the camp, as seemed to be their first intention, they
swerved off to the left, and two of them were shot as they
passed. Someone has described the German liast Campaign
as " General Smuts's War in a Menagerie," a good phrase,

and one that has more triith in it than might be supposed.
This was .the only time we were troubled by rhinos, but lions

were very often with us, and so were leopards, while elephants

and giraffes knocked cUnvii our telegraph poles, and monkeys
of all sorts jabbered at us out of the darkness whenever we
encamped near a forest. The part of the country in which
I am at present wiiting is particularly rich in lions ; you can
hear them rf)aring (or more often grunting) almost any night,

and we have had one or two Askaris actually carried away
from the trenches. Only a night or two ago, four lions

attacked our cattle kraal, carried off two oxen, stampeded the
herd, and caused the men in the trenches to open fire under
the impression that the Germans were making a night attack.

Even in daytime no one is allowed to go beyond the confines

t)f the camp unless armed and with a companion.
This looks rather like a digression, but the fact is I am

half afraid to begin the description of the day which followed

the rhino visit. It was like no other day in the campaign,

and it lives in memory as a red hot abomination, a thing full

of a new and furious menace. Our way led across a plain, and
we made our own road. It was quite easy to do so, as the plain

was flat, and there were no rivers. It was covered with low

scrub, and grass burnt to a rich yellow by the sun. The
grass was the terror. If it had been soaked in paraffin it

could scarcely have been more inflammable, and when it

came in contact with anything in the way of fire-^^a cigarette

end or a spark from a motor bicycle was quite enough—it

simply exploded. But it was worse than an explosion, for it

was liot local in its action, but spread in all directions with

incredible rapidity. There is an expression " to burn like

wildfire," and we learnt that day to know what it meant.

Fortunately for us the gra^s was not very long, and, for-

tunately, too. such trees as there were did not catch fire very

readily, otherwise a most appalling disaster might ha\e

occurred- For we had with us not only macliine gun and
rifle ammunition, but two field batteries with their equipment

of shells.

We had' hardly started when the danger became apparent.

We were the leading battalion of the Brigade that day, but

other units were ahead of us, and soon we l)egan to see little

clouds of smoke arising at intervals in the distance before us.

And then suddenly we were in the very thick of it. As it

seemed to me. miles of flame appeared to spring into existence

on our left flank, and the whole column swerved suddenly
away to the right. If the road had been an old one, it would
probably have served as an effectual fire-break, but it

was only a track beaten down by the vanguard of the column,
and almost instantaneously the flames were over it, and
had destroyed the new-laid telegraph wire. I'ortunately, a
second track had been beaten by a column moving parallel

to us, and behind this we took refuge, while the native troops
.vl'ere set at work beating down the flames with branches.
I suppose they succeeded, but I confess 1 did not wait to sec,'
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but urged Marv Abyssinia on at her topmost speed, which,

when sTe felUike it. as she did that morning was quite a

resectable gallop. We got clear at last, and out of the

Se the hea Shich, added to the heat of the sun wa-s

IZos intolerable. But behind us the sky grew blacker and

bSerwhh smoke, and the thought that our transport wh
its heavy waggons and long teams of mules was m the th'ck

of it made us very anxious indeed, an anxiety which the

otvLTconce™ ofSme of our oldest and usually most imper-

turbable officers did not serve to diminish.

Nor were our own dangers by any means over. When we

.T^ade the midday halt for lunch and fires for cookmg Pur-

50<=es were lighted, we were disturbed time and again oy

Ss of alaS. the horrid crackling noise of butting
ff^|

and a general rush from all over the camp to the Point of

danger I was myself within a few yards of one of these con-

flaSions when t started, and though ten of us must ha^'e

SeenS within a few seconds, beating for all we Were Worth

with branches, it was a good teri "imutes before We had got it

under. That will give the reader some idea of what I mean

by the explosive force of the flames.

Arrival of a Home Mail

The cloud of smoke behind us grew darker as we advanced

in the afternoon, though we had no more fires m our imme-

diate vicinity. But we had only exchanged one evil for

another for after a few miles the road became blocked, and

we had numberless halts. Such halts are at any time wearying

to a degree, but when you are marching on water and m an

absoTutelv shadcless country', they become absolutely madden-

ing I was so disgusted with things m general that even the

appearance of a snake and its happy dispatch a few yards

a(v^y from me did not arouse sufficient interest to make me

get up. It needed the arrival of a mail, which by some

Extraordinary freak of fortune caught us up during^ one of

these halts, to dissipate the universal gloom. I was particu-

larly blessed in this mail, for whereas for every one else there

were onlv newspapers, for me besides newspapers there were

several letters. I remember there was a copy of the Fansh

i-^agazine, of which T had once been editor, and the .incon-

eruitv of reading about the school children's picnic, with my

head in a tiny patch of shade, and a row of patient Baluchis

sitting on the other side of the road, struck me very much.

But even the arrival of the mail could not make us forget

for long the all-important subject of water. When at last

we did creep on again, every one coming from the front

of the column was eagerly questioned as to its whereabouts,

and how far away we were. The answers were not reassur-

ing, for no one had seen the much desired river, and the

estimates of its distance varied from anything up to ten miles.

Then disquieting rumours begun to spread ; it was said that

we had missed our way. and that the river was away to the

left, that the river wasdrv, that there was no river, and that

what river there was, the Germans were holding in force.

Some colour was given to this last theory by the sound of

distant firing at nightfall, but in the end we camped by the

wayside after dark without reaching water at all. draining the

carts to their last dregs for the evening meal. The carts were

sent on ahead to get to the water if possible and come back to

. meet us in the morning.

After sundown, the whole sky was ablaze with the light ot

the bush fires, producing much the effect of an arrested sun-

set. It looked very pretty, but our anxiety for our wagons,

which had not come in, prevented our enjoying it very much.

Fortunately, just as We were turning in, the welcome news

arrived that they had got through safely, and were near the

camp, and shortly after they came labouring in. They had

had a fairly exciting time, being compelled at one point to

bum a fire-break before they could get on, but none of them

suffered any damage. Other units had been less fortunate,

and at least one ammunition cart had been caught by the

flames and sent its contents popping about in all directions.

Our anxieties with regard to fire were for the moment set 'at

rest, but those with regard to water still remained.

The carts had not returned when we started off at day-

break, nor did we meet them on the way. But after a mile

or two of marching we met natives carrying water, which

proved conclusively that there was really a river somewhere

about. Shortly afterward we struck it—quite a respectable

stream—and camped near its bank, for the rest of the day.

One of the minor drawbacks of a waterless day is that it is

impossible to get a decent wash. A great deal, it is true,

can be done with a very little, but it is impossible to get a

bath and a shave in a teacupfiil of water. Our sufferings in

this respect, however, were nothing to what many of the men
had gone through in the German West Campaign. An
offtcer told me that he had seen men there, their tongues black

with thirst, trying to lick up the drops of hot water which fell

from the pipes of a locomotive. He had another story about

a bath too gruesome for repetition.
Tvf„..„„„,.„

We were now only some fifteen miles distant from Morogoro

and the Central Railway, and speculation was nfe as to whether

we were on the eVe of the great battle of the war or not

We were not, as the reader of course knows. The ^^'ermans

made no stand at Morogoro, but retired into the Wuguru

Mountains after blowing up as much of the line as time per-

mitted Next day we heard that the Rhodesians had actually

entered the town, and simultaneously with this cheering

announcement, we Were told that We were to have at least a

month's rest in camp when we got there. We thought the

war was as good as over, and turned m that night little sus-

pecting the weary chase and hair-raising adventures which

were still in storq for us.
, „ , . , uvv. »v,,^=^

A sudden and^nexpected downfall of rain, for which most

of us were quite unprovided, caused us a night of extreme

discomfort ; the moment when the flood, m spite ot all my
efforts, reached my spinal column, remains even now one 01

the most vivid recoUections of the war. Perhaps it was due

to the soaking we had that, when at last we struck with our

own eyes the long-looked-forward-to line of the Central Rail-

way, it provoked no outward sign of enthusiasm. One or

two of the officers took snapshots of it, but the men plodded

stolidly over it, hardly raising their heads to look at it 1 am

afraid that as a force we must have lacked imagination, tor

otherwise this proof that we had actually accomplished the

feat of marching from railway to railw;ay, often enough

following no beaten track, and clearing the country of the

enemy as we went, must have evoked some little display ot

satisfaction. It may be that ^n uncomfortable pre

sentiment that we were not so near the end of things as

we liked to think had something to do with it. A glance at

the map revealed the fact that there was a great deal ot

German East left to the South of the line.

An East African Mission

About three miles outside Morogoro we passed a large

Catholic Mission on the top of a hill, and I registered a vow to

visit it at the first possible opportunity. The church had

quite an imposing tower, and the mere sight of a solid Euro-

pean building was refreshing to eyes weaned with too much

veldt and jungle. Many of the native huts had little pious

pictures set up before the doors, just as one sees in trance

and Belgium.

It had been one of my dreams while in France that 1 migtit

live to see the day when we should re-enter Lille, or if not Lillc,

at any rate some one of the occupied towns. That hankering

after glory was now to be satisfied in a strange topsy-tur\^y

way, and I was actually to enter a real German town, quite

a respectable town, as .we were soon to discover. Morogoro,

is indeed a model of town-planning, and gives the impression

of being much bigger than it reaOy is. The station buildings

were quite imposing ; there were several large sheds and a

double storied rather fantastically designed house for the

station master. A portion of the roof had been destroyed

by a bomb, and one of the sheds had been fired by the

Germans themselves, but beyond that the station had

suffered little.

We marched right through Morogoro, and encamped a

mile or so beyond the town. The main street, which was

planted with, trees on both sides, was lined by very pros-

perous white houses and had an extraordinary German
" feel " about it. I think the advertisements may ha%'e had

something to do with it, but it certainly in some way irresis-

tibly suggested the idea of beer-gardens, though I need not

say there was no beer in Morogoro. The civil population had

remained undisturbed, but they did not line the streets to

witness our approach ; in fact, nobody took any notice of us

whatever. There were a few German ladies to be seen, but

Greeks, Armenians, and Indians formed the greater part of

the population. The town was plastered all over with notices

in German and Swahili, signed by the C. in C, and announcing

the British occupation.

Our camping ground was a mile beyond the town on a rather

unprepossessing sandy plain. As we were to stay there for

a month, we set to work at once to build a substantial banda
for the mess. It was everything except waterproof, but,

unfortunately, that was the one property most necessary,

for in the evening the rain came down again. Luckily,

this time I managed to raise an old Kaffir tent. It was
full of holes, but by carefully manipulating my waterproof
sheet, I managed to get a dry night.

Next day I paid the visit to the Mission I had promised
myself. It stood, as I said, on the top of a hill, and to me,
after months of trekking and the constant expectation of

danger, it seemed like the city of peace. I spent the whole
day there enjoying to the full the atmosphere of rest, the big
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cool church, the orderly life of a religious conununity, the

utter absence of anything connected with war and its tumults.

The Fathers belonged to the Alsatian Missionary Congregatioh

of the Holy Spirit^ and, though technically Geman subjects,

their French sympathies had been generously recognised by
the military authorities, and they had been left undisturbed

by the terrors of deportation. All the Catholic Missions in

the Xorth of German East belonged to this Congregation,

and I only heard of one case in which recognition was refused.

On retiu-ning to camp that evening, I reached the market

square of Morogoro just at the termination of a public (*cecu-

tion. A negro had been caught attempting to loot the house

of a German lady, and had at once been tried and sentenced.
He was shot against his own dwelling, and the story went that
his only comment on the situation was that it would damage
the wall a good deal. That was, I believe, the only case in

which it was found necessarj' to inflict the extreme penalty.
I got back to camp laden with fruit and vegetables from the

Mission garden, feeling that I had deserved well of the mess.
And there I learnt that we were under orders to march at

eight o'clock the following morning. Of what avail were
oranges and even European (not sweet) potatoes in face of
such a visitation ! "Put not your trust in anything whatever
the Staff may tell you, especially when it refers to rest camps."

The A. P. M. again
By Centurion

WHEN the A. P.M. got his transfer from the Home
Command to a Base overseas, he began to feel

better. The affair of the signalHng-party had
undoubtedh' been ^ " wash-out," but he com-

forted himself with the thought that just as a dog is allowed
in law one bite, so an A. P.M. may be indulged to the extent
of one mistake. It is true that after one bite a dog is pre-

sumed in law to be ferocious, and on the same reasoning after

one mistake an A.P.M. may be written down an ass. This,

however, does not follow. The .\.P.M. felt that he might yet
achieve a great " .stunt " and, achieving it, become A. P.M. to

a division. Obviously the first thing was to profit by his

chastening experience, and he made several good resolutions.

One of these was to abandon the Inductive Method as an
instrument of detective work. By a very natural mental
revulsion he decided to adopt the Deductive Method. This,

as ever\'one knows, consists in beginning with a generalisa-

tion instead of ending with one. Now you can, within certain

limits, generalise about men, but you can never generalise

about women. M'oman will be the last thing to be rationalised

by man. The A. P.M. did not know this.

A Base is a very peculiar place. The unfortunate officer

whose lot it is to act as A.P.M. has to serve two masters—
the Base Commandant and the P.M. to the L. of C,
which being interpreted means Provost Marshal to

tJie Lines of Communication, and there is scriptural

authority for saying it is difficult to serve two masters. He
has also to keep on good terms with the representatives of

the national government who are many and various, both
civil and military, such as the head of the Mission (who is not
an evangelist), the prefect, the commissaire de police, the
procnreur de la Republique and the interpreter. They are
very fond of coming to pass the time of the day with him.
When one of them doesHhis, you must never ask his business,
for that would be too obvious a hint that you want to get
on with your own. You must first ask after the health of his

ox, his ass, his man-ser\ant and his maid-servant. He will

probably volunteer the information in any case, and though
it takes time you will, if you are wise, forbear to interrupt him
—it is quicker in the end.
An A.P.M. must also be on his guard against strangers.

For strangers flock round a Base like flies round a honey-
pot, demanding red passes or camels d'etranger, which arc a
kind of ticket-of-leave giving them licence to residfe sO long
as they are of good behaviour. The A.P.M., Before he
endorses their' papers for the commissaire de police, must
satisfy himself that they are " inspected and thoroughly
recommended." He has to tell at a glance the difference

between a joy-rider and a war-worker—a difference which has
puzzled many people. He has to be well up in comparative
religion, for he has to deal with the clergy and ministers of

all denominations. He must know Burke's Peerage almost
as well as the Army List, for " army followers " often claim to

be and sometimes are of ennobled blood, and there be some
that have entertained duchesses unawares. Your old-time

n'anditre had not where to lay her head ; to-day, she has a
house in Mavfair—which does not make her any easier to

(leal with. If the A.P.M. sees an officer with a lady who is

the officer's wife, he sends her home by the next leave-boat ;

if she is not his wife, he looks the other way. For at the
Base there is neither marrying nor giving in marriage, and
officers' wives are discouraged for fear their husbands may
get too fond of them.
Then there are the Women Auxiliaries ; if he sees one

passing the time of day with an officer, he parts them vio-

lently, but if it's a soldier he gives them a benediction.

Also he has to be on the look-out for " sick " officers, whose
lusty convalescence is apt to take the form of breaking out of

bounds.

From all of this it will be observed that an A.P.M. at a
Base has to know men well but women better. It is a
harassing life.

Now one bright day the A.P.M. was walking up and down
the Rue de la Paix seeking whom he might devour, which is

a way A.P.M.'s have. And he was in a voracious mood.
He had had a trying morning. An Anglican Bishop
had been trying to persuade him to endorse an applica-

tion to the G.O.C. for a permit to go up to the Front,
in order that he might write letters to the Times headed
" In the Field," and garnished with references to " our
gallant lads," which is always a good diocesan " stunt "

;

a merry widow had attempted to seduce him into 'giving her
a blue pass for her Rolls-Royce to carry " comforts " to staff-

officers, and had tried to impress him with her distinguished

connections ; a war-worker had practised a fainting-fit on
him in his office to convince him that her health required a
relaxation of the four months' rule of residence. As a result

of all this the A.P.M. was feeling cynical. A high-heeled,

high-stepping, full-bosomed demoiselle gave him a blithe

look as he passed out, but he ignored her. He was feeling

rather " fed-up " with women. Having cooled his brow by
taking the air he returned to his oflice and found awaiting him
—a woman.

" Show her in," he said to the orderly impatiently.

A woman, young, pleasing and plausible, entered and said :

" Bonfour, monsieur le Colonel." The A.P.M. was only a
captain and such obvious flattery at once put him on his

guard, l^is quick eye noted that her knitted coat, though
smartly designed, was only mercerised silk, he appraised
her" bracelet at 9-carat, and decided that her heels were too
high, her skirt ready-made, and her gloves one franc fifty.

" A demoiselle de magasin," he said to himself knowingly, and
then aloud :

" Your business, madame ? " as he offered her
a chair.

Her tale was lamentable. She had cashed a cheque for an
English officer, and it had been dishonoured. "The name
of the drawer was fictitious. Her employers had
demanded that she should make it good. Now for an
officer to utter a dud cheque is bad enough in England,|but it

is worse in France— for obvious reasons. And such things

do happen. In the old Army they never happened, and the

cheque of an English officer was as good as a Bank of England
note. But to-day when you have, at a rough estimate, be-

tween one and two hundred thousand officers drawn from
all classes of society, some of them possessing cheque-books
for the first time in their lives, and under the pleasing im-
pression that Mr. Cox's bounty is like manna in the wilder-

ness in that it can never fail—well, accidents happen. The
career of such officers is both brief and inglorious, and generally

ends in a G.C.M. before which the charge-sheet impales them
on the horns of the implacable dilemma of section 16 of the

Army Act as " well knowing " that they had no funds_ or of

section 40 as " having nq reasonable grounds " to suppose

that they had any. It is not a pleasant job laying such as

these by the heels, but the A.P.M. had the professional instinct

for a good case. Also he felt a righteous anger.
" The scoundrel !

" he said sympathetically.
" Pas du tout. You have no right to say that, monsieur,"

retorted the lady.

The A.P.M. was surprised. If he had known a little more
of women he would have guessed something. As it was he
merely pondered on the perversity of the sex. He asked for

details. The lady was distressingly vague. She did not know
the officer's name, nor his regiment, nor his rank. But he

was very good-looking— would that be sufficient ?

The A.P.M., with a glance at the mirror over the mantel-

piece, reminded her that there were other officers who might
answer to that description. The lady then volunteered the
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information that the officer .was very brave. The AiPiM.

modestly replied that there were- others of whom the same

might be said. It suddenly struck him that the lady was

rather pretty ; he noted how her copper-coloured hair glmtcd

with gold where it caught the sun. And undeniably, when

you came to think of it, it was rather nice of her t(« call lum a

Colonel. Perhaps, he reflected, he rather looked like one.

If .you had told the A.P.M. at this moment that ln^ was

PubVlv influenced by the lady's charm he would have denied

it with no less sincerit\- than warmth.
Kventuallv he elicited the information that the officer

,

had two " pips " on his sleeve and a strange beast on the lapels

of his coat— data which were sufficient to enable the .\.P.M.

to class him as a lieutenant in a certain Line regiment. The

rest was easv. Enquiiies at the Base Commandant's office

revealed the "fact that there were at the Base six junior officers.

'.ieutenants and second lieutenants, belonging to different

battalions of th^ regiment -some of them convalescents, one

ot them a Base " detail," the others belonging to a diait which

was being put through its paces at the Base Training Camp.

The first step was identitication. Within twenty-iour

hours messages had been sent out to the si.\ lieutenants and

second-lieutenants to attend at the A.P.M.'s office. He
included the se<*ond-lieutenants in order to make the itlcntifica-

tion as convincing as possible, for he saw himsell giving weighty

evidence at the " Summar\- " and being congratulate-l on

his astnteness bv the P.M.' to the I., of C. A proposal of

his to his friend the R.T.O. that he should allow himself

to be included in the batch of suspects as a super, so as to

give variety to the performance, was coldly received as

soon as he heUrd there was a woman in it. hor the

firrit time, the A.P.M. felt suspicious of the R.T.O., which

was unreasonable. He also issued invitations to the D.A.A.G.,

the Embarkation Officer, the Censor, and an Intelligence man,

but they all with one consent began to make excuses. The

lact was the A.P.M., being very young, was rather apt to

overdo things in his desire for theatrical effect. He was

nothing if not elaborate. It had struck him that as a

scheme of mural decoration it would look rather well if he

could distribute among his six suspects about the same
number of staff-officers. But he had to give this up. '

At the appointed hour six officers, in a state of extreme
ner\ous trepidation, presented themselves at the A.P.M.'s office.

Each one was in a mood of gloomy introspection, searching

his past for anything that might be construed as " conduct

prejudicial." For in the Army the most innocent of us may
have done something which we ought not to have done or

left undone a thing which we ought to ha\e done. Army
" crime " is an elastic conception and includes many things

not to be found in the Decalogue or the common law. That
tempting souvenir from a crushed aeroplane which you
neglected to hand over to your Battahon H.Q., that in-

judicious letter in which you expressed your frank opinion

about the Brigadier or gave the location of your unit in

order to enable your fiancee to find you on the map, that

photograph of a cadaverous Hun; which you took with a
secretive pocket-kodak—all these may rise up and accuse

you. None of them knew what scent the A.P.M. was on.
And each officer eyed the others furtively, hoping that

one of them was the man " wanted." The atmosphere of an
A.P.M.'s office does not conduce to charity.

\\ hile they waited in one room the A.P.M. was glancing

impatiently at his wrist-watch in the other and reflecting on
the incorrigible unpunctuality of women. Meanwhile,- each
of the unfortunate six was growing more and more convinced
that his case was hopeless and had decided to make a clean

breast of his individual delinquency. AH of them except
one.

At last the lady arrived. The A.P.M. noticed that she had
dressed herself with extreme care and a sprig of azalea rose

and fell upon her bosom as it panted in agitation. The A.P.M.
thought the decorative effect was intended for himself. But
in this he was mistaken.
" Madame," he said impressively, " I think I have suc-

ceeded."
And, feeling he was addressing the representative of a nation

which likes a touch of the panache, he added with a han
gcsle towards the door, " I will see that justice is done." The
A.P.M. was feeling like that.

"• Bon D'cn ! He is in there, he ? " she said staring at the
closed door and clasping jier hands in agitation.

"I have every reason to think so, madame," said the
A.P.M. majestically.

" And what will happen to him, monsieur le capitaine."

"He will be cashiered, dismissed, fired, degomme, bnse!"
said the A.P.M. destructively. And he overdid it.

" Ah, it is impossible. Nov, ! non ! I cannot."

This was a contretemps the A.P.M. had not looked for.

That the lady would at the last moment refuse to identify

La Qu^tHeme \ Annee
'i.\

By Emile Cammaerts

Voici que tes soeurs sont parties.

Descendant pas a pas le large escalier d'or, 'f

Et que le son deleur voix affaiblie

S'eteint au fond des corridors.'

La pcemifere, I'oeil brillant, nous apporta Ic glaive

Et, la poitriiie''n'iie, poussa le cri d'alarmo.

Elle nous dUy'H{''l'es yeux ct dissipa nos revcs

Et nous la,,^ju;vinjcv^ dans le sang, dans Ics larmcs.

La deuxieme^pfpusement nous tendit la couronnc.

La couronne d'epines de ceux qui luttcnt ct pcincut

Pour qu'a force de foi la verite rayonne

Et fleurisse de roses les ronccs incertaincs.

La troisieme, en stmriant, nous offrit uiic palme

Et, d'un voPlkrj^e' et sur, guida dans I'ouragan

ISios espoirs c^hMtibelants vers Ic havre de calmc

Oii, les deux bras tendus, la \'ictoire nous attend.

Mais toi, Et'rljin'gere, que nous apportes-tu?

Que nous d!riqnt,tfs,^-^ux:, que nous dira ta voix ?

\'ers quels. nouveaiUx,<lestins, vers quels cicux inconnus

Entraineras-tu nos pas ?

—^Je vous apporte la balance
,

Ou se pesent les vertus et les crimes.

J'attendrai pour partir que votre Sainte Alliance

Ait chatie les bourreaux et vcnge leurs victimos.

[All rights reserved.]

the culprit had never entered into his calculations. He
reasoned with her, cajoled, upbraided, even threatened, and
talked mistily of compounding a felony. This was a mistake.

A woman may be inveigled, but she cannot be forced, and
the more the A.P.M. stormed the more did she refuse. He saw
a second " stunt " escaping him, and he grew., bitter. He
thought of all the stab' officers and others whom he- bad
invited to the reception, and he saw himself the derisive •object

of many pleasantries. n
" Very well, madame," he said at last, ' there is nothing

to do but show you out."

Now what followed may have been design'—the A.P.M.
of course, has convinced himself that he designed it—or it

may have been accident. My own opinion is that the A.P.M.
in his discomfiture forgot which was the door leading to the

street and which was the door giving access to the suspects.

Be that as it may, it was the latter door he opened.

The lady .stepped into the room and saw six officers. She
drew back with a cry, stared at them, and then rushing

forward, as if urged by an irresistible impulse, she threw

her arms round the neck of one of them and cried :
" OU!

chei;i, why did you do it ?
"

ff)). )/;^> iii ,
* * * *

iiThe'AlP.M. looks forxvard to being mentioned in despatches.

Btit he lias ceased to generalise about women. He says

you never know what they will do next. And he thinks he
has been the first man to find this out.

A publication, new 'in every way, Recalled to Life, under
the' editorship of Lord Charnwood, is produced bv Messrs.

John Bale, Danielsson, Ltd., 83-91; Great Titchfield Street,

Oxford Street, London, at 2s. net. It deals with the pros-
pects for the future of disabled sailors and soldiers, to whom,
with the right kind of assistance, possibihties of hope and
of usfeftilness are still open, so long as the new methods pro-
vided for theit care and re-education are adequately sup-
ported. It is not' a begging circular, but a record of good
work well done, and nobody can peruse its pages and see
what is being done fbt the welfare of these men, who have
^iven the best of their lives for their country, without some
desite to aid on the woi<k;ii it is,' without question, a national
dtfty, and the business tjf' all from whom the war has not
taltfen Such toll as' these- men haw paid. We commend this
peribdical without resetvtition;! it is of special interest to all

whf^at-c attracted isy the recent great advance in medical
skill and Science. 'M'ay i't help a work the urgent importance
of-' Wfiith cannot bfc" o\'cr-estiinated.

'
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The Ferment of Reconstruction
By Principal L. P. Jacks

WE have been told, and never more frequently

than during the last three \-ears, that ideas rule

the world ; and the saying is often repeated

with a seraphic air, as though it were a kind of

opening prelude to the millennium. I am not the least con-

cerned to dispute the proposition as a general, J;i;uth ;
but 1

do contend that seraphic airs are inappropn^t?,|p.the utter-

ance of it. For it is a truth that cuts both wavs. Ideas are

of all sorts, good and bad, true and fals'el' "Obviously the

advantage of being ruled by them depends on which kind

happens to be ruling you. Hell is ruled by icic^as no less than

heaven.
It is a common mistake to suppose that those communities

are the most to be admired where ideas have the greatest power.

In that case, Germany would be the most admirable nation

on earth ; for there is no country where ideas are so powerful.

This should be enough to prove that it is nqt:ftlvv'ays the best

ideas which e.xercise the greatest power. Tlieworst may be
in the ascendant, or anything between the best and the worst.

For example, ideas " with money in them," which are neither

the worst nor the best, may dominate an epoch, or a whole
civilisation, while, on the other hand, the ideas' on which
manhood and character are founded hiiy b'c'Iittll'more than
ineffectual ghosts, present evervwhete'-'but dominant no-

where. ,

Scientiiic and Moral Ideas

Another mistake, to which we are all eNcessively prone, is

to suppose that those ideas are the most powerful which are

being most talked about. This, I believe, is seldom the fact.

A candid reading of history suggests a strong suspicion that
in all ages of the world the most powerful ideas are precisely

those- t'hait^ are being least talked ab»5*. One might even
go so far as to set up a kind of inverse proportion between the
two things'—the more orator}' the less earnestness, the more
eloquence the less action. For example, scientific ideas are,

on the whole, far less talked about than moral ideas ; yet, on
the whole, scientific ideas produce more earnestness and more
action. A scientific idea soon gives birth to a machine, and
the whole structure of society may be swiftly changed in

consequence—as happened when the steam engine was in-

vented, and a.s will happen now that tiie aeroplane has been
invented. But it takes a long time for a moral idea to

translate itself into a civilisation, into a character, or into a
manner of life.

The fate of scientific ideas in this respect is very different

from that of moral ideas. The scientific idea turns itself

into a plan of action, and that with the least possible delay.

The moral idea is apt to become a literary or pulpit property,
material for copy, stock-in-trade for novelists, playwrights,
agitators, preachers, pamphleteers and lecturers. There is,

of course, a literature of steam engines and aeroplanes ; but
its bulk is nothing compared to the literature, say, of

Christianity. Yet we are more in earnest about steam engines
and aeroplanes than we are about Christianity. At all event?,
it would be no hard thing to draw up a long list of ideas, good
ideas, great ideas, true ideas, which have been in existence
for thousands of years, which have produced' I literatures

and been infinitely talked about, but which havffi neVer yet
succeeded in ruling the world nor any considerable fraction of

it. We have need, therefore, to be very cautious about the
inferences we draw from the general proposition that ideas

rule the world.

The need for this caution is especially great at the present
moment. Ideas were never so plentiful as now. Indeed, I

would venture to say that good ideas were never so plentiful

as now. A multitude of new ones has been created, many
old ones have been revived, and the new ones combining \vith

the old have broken out into an efflorescence like that of, the
apple trees in spring. The war has set, us all thinking—and
remembering. Circumstances hayc given me a pretty, ex-

tensive acquaintance with that immense "literature of

reconstruction "—itself a portentT^which the war has, brought
into being and in which all this thinking gets itself expressed

;

and the impression it has left on.my mind, which no doubt
is shared by ever\'one vvha has had the same experience, is

that never before have I encountx-red such a flood of good
ideas. One is impressed, moreover, with the enomfijpus

number of social improvements which might easily bepftected

by the application of one or other of the good ideas 4(ore»aid,

or even by the application of a little commun sens?;,

,

But will th.' common , s^nse be, <j />/»//>(/ - Will, the good

ideas prove effectual J> Will a world which has stopped its

ears to Moses and the Prophets ])ay more attention to you and
me ? A literature of reconstruction is no doubt a reassuring
thing so far as it goes. But how far does it go ? The present
would not be the first instance of an intellectual and moral
awakening which has produced a literature, but produced
little else. There is always the danger that the production
of the literature may deceive mankind into the comfortable
belief that something wonderful is going to happen of its own
accord, that great changes will follow automaticallv —because,
it is thought, good ideas have a Divine Right to get them-
selves fulfilled, so that, having cast them on the waters we
may leave the Divine Right that is in them to do the rest,

and go to lunch or go to sleep as the occasion prompts

An Increasing Danger

This is the danger which attends a literature of recon-
struction, and the danger«increases just in proportion as the
literature in question is brilliant, ingenious, profound,
philosophic, eloquent and earnest—all of which qualities the
present literature of reconstruction unquestionably possesses.

With so vast a diffusion of good ideas accomplished, it looks
as though the main part of our work were already done. As a
matter of fact, it has hardly begun. How many of these good
ideas will actually succeed in ruling the world ? How many
of them will get themselves translated into fact ? \\ hat
reason have we for believing that the war will not be- followed
by a tragic wastage of the intellectual and moral force whi<.h
is now providing us with so many schemes for improving
the world? ,Such wastage there. has often been in the past.

And it may happen again.

There is also a danger in the fact that most of the problems
we are discussing are, from the intellectual point of view„ so
fascinating, so intensely provocative of argument, so full of

tempting opportunities for that war of minds which pro-

vides us with wholesome gymnastic, and which, we all love

so much. Under these circumstances discussion often gathers
round itself a secondary importance of its own, in which the
primary importance, perhaps the tragic importance, of the
thing we are discussing is submerged and lost sight of. This
also has actually happened to more than one promising
intellectual movement. The reconstructions proposed have
not been carried out. They have ended in verbiage, in enor-

mous accumulations of waste paper, in big volumes which
gather the dust and are not taken down from the shelf once
in a generation.

When the matter is considered in this hght we get a new
reading of the problem of reconstruction, and one which I

venture to think deserves the earnest and concentrated
attention of all serious men. At first sight, the problem
appears to consist in finding the right scheme, or the right

idea, by the application of which this or that is to be mended.
The importance of that I do not belittle -^nobody in his senses

would dream of belittling it—but behind it lies the far greater

problem of finding the power to carry out the scheme you
have devised, to give effect to the idea you have propounded.
And in speaking of power I am not referring to political

power as it is represented by masses of voters, by measures
passed into law, by armies and by policemen. I mean moral
power, as it is represented by the steadiness of the public in

the pursuit of its aims, by continuity of effort, by belief in

principles, by mutual loyalty, by strict adhesion both to the

form and the spirit of a pledge and by the refusal to be led away
•by cant. This is the kind of power you want and without
which your scheme of reconstruction will never be carried

out. It is one thing to devise an excellent arrangement
and secure the consent of the parties involved. It is quite

another thing to secure their continued loyalty to the consent

they have given ; and it is the last on which the success of

your scheme ultimately depends. No scheme has ever yet

been devised by the wit of man which was not susceptible of

capture by sinister interests, or exposed to ruin by the dis-

loyalty of the parties concerned in it.

Take, for example, the League of Peace ; one of the boldest

and most far-reaching of the " reconstructions " now before

mankind. Power, we are told, is to be at the disposal of the

League. But what kind of power ? Most assuredly it

must be moral power or the League will come to grief. It

must consist ultimately in the continued loyalty of the
nations to the objects for which the League was founded

;

in the spirit of good fellowship which animates their relations
;

in mutual respect ; in a readiness to take a generous view of
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each other's merits and each other's claims ; and it must have

this character not at the start alone, but all through and con-

tinuously. In the absence of these conditions the physical

power at the disposal of the League! however great it might

be, and all the more in proportion to its greatness, would not

be a guarantee of safety, but a new source of peril. It would
be expwsed to capture by sinister interests ; it would be at

the mercy and ultimately become the tool of the most astute

and the most unscrupulous member of the League. If peace

were to be guaranteed to-morrow by the massed armies of all

the States in the world I, for one, would sleep no easier in my
bed—unless I knew that behind the armies this other kind of

power was at work. On the contrary, my sleep would be

more uneasy than ever. And so with regard to every one of

the reconstructions, great and small, now before the pubhc.

There is not dUe of them that is worth the paper on which it

is written unless we are able to count onthe moral power which

is to give it effect.

Right Social Conditions

The question of power bemg then the crux and centre of

the whole problem, can we form any conception of the social

conditions in which good ideas are»least likely to be wasted
and most likely to succeed ? I think we can. The question

indeed is much too vast to be adequately answered with brev-

ity—it would require a survey of histor}' and a careful study
of human nature—but enough may be said to start the reader's

mind on a line of enquiry which, I am convinced, will ulti-

mately conduct him to the conclusion I shall now state.

The likelihood that a good idea will take root and fructify

as a social force is ultimately dependent on the good temper
of the community to which it is addressed. In human society

improvement that is worth the name is never effected by one
set of people forcing their ideas down the throats of another
set. AU improvement takes place by consent, by men seeing
eye to eye, believing in common and acting together in good
faith and mutual loyalty for the given end. This loyal and
continuous consent can never be obtained on a scale large

enough to be effective except in communities whose members,
as human beings, are on good terms with one another, respect
one another, trust one another, believe in each other's good
intentions; and take a generous view of each other's merits.
Imagine the opposite conditions—and they are not difficult

to imagine, for they existed in England before the war and
are by no means non-existent even now—and I say without
hesitation that the best idea that ever issued from the mind of
man, the wisest reform ever projected, will inevitably come to
grief ; it will split on the rock of mutual dislike, suspicion,
animosity—in a word on the rock of bad temper. There is no
power in the .State that can prevent this happening, for where
the spirit of distrust is rampant, the State itself will be dis-

trusted and its best efforts will be met by the cry that it has
been captured by villains. This simple consideration
points us to the one essential condition which will have to be
fulfilled before any extensive improvement,or "reconstruction"
after the war can be hoped for. There must be an immense
increase of social good will, of the spirit of good fellowship
between classes and individuals—an immense increase
beyond the pre-war le\'el, and even beyond the present
level.

With the end of the war we shall enter upon one of the
difficult periods of human history in which nothing but good
temper can save us from confusion such as the world has never
seen. If we consider the difficulties one by one, instead of
treating them in general terms, we shall find that most of
theni are of the very kind which is certain, in an evil atmosphere,
to give rise to jealousies and suspicions, to set class against
class and man against man.

It would be easy to draw a picture of a general meUe of
conflicting aims in which every opportunity would be given
for black and evil humours to develop. Great sacrifices
will have to be borne. We shall have not only to exert
ourselves but to exert ourselves together ; friendly co-opera-
tion will be the first law, and imperative at every point,;
the weak not shrinking from so much of the burden as they are
able to bear and the strong willingly accepting more than
the share which would fall to them on a mere counting of
lieads. One has only to consider what will be involved in the
single problem of finding among us year by year the interest
on a national debt of thousands of millions. It was good to
hear Mr. Hartley Withers, the financial writer, tell an audience
in Oxford the other day that the one condition on which we
could pay our debts after the war is that we keep our tempers,
get rid of our nastiness to one another, and act like reasonable
beings. The same advice may be given in regard to everv
other problem we shall have to meet. Evil is the augury
which comes in from time to time of classes, groups and parties

who are only waiting for the end of the war to " go for " their

old enemies with fresh vigour and animosity. If that spirit

prevails the prospects of reconstruction'—no matter on what
tenns—are black indeed.

It would be a good thing if the plea for good temper, for

the spirit of good fellowship, for social good will in every
form, could be made a tail-piece, or put into the forefront,

of every scheme for reconstruction after the war. It should
be clearly realised that the biggest ta.K we shall have to pay
will be the tax on our social temper, which is going to be
strained to the uttermost. Labour- and Capital should give
the matter their earnest attention. The Trades Unions,
the Labour' Federations, should take it up, and they should
do so in their own interest as well as in that of the public,

for it is certain' that not one of the objects which Labour
is now aiming 'at is even remotely attainable unless supported
by the goodwill and hearty consent of the whole community.
The women should take it up—-here indeed is a chance for

them, now that they are to have the vote, to introduce some-
thing that is both novel and essential into the political life

of the country. The churches should take it up. The writers
of leading articles should take it up. The financial experts
should take it up.

In those and a thousand such ways- the mind of the public
might be concentrated on the one essential condition for

dealing with the immeasurable difficulties that lie ahead.
If these efforts produced their impression I should not despair.
Otherwise I do not hesitate to predict that the multitude of
good ideas which the war has called into being will share the
fate of many better ideas with which mankind has been
familiar for centuries. They will not rule the world. They
will end their career as themes for eloquence, and recon-
struction will have to be content with the literature it has
produced. A poor result

!

This- ferment of reconstruction is a wonderful thing, and
on the whole an admirable thing. But there is one event
in which it will come to nothing—so far as this country is

concerned. It will come to nothing if the Germans win. We
shall have neither the heart, the enthusiasm, the means,
the money, nor the liberty to carry our schemes into effect.

Nothing will be left of the fennent but the gas that has been
given off and a black sediment at the bottom of the tank.
Meanwhile the world will unquestionably be reconstructed
—by the Germans—and in a manner that none of us approves
of.

In that event the future historian will have some comments
to make about all this which will not be pleasant reading to
those of us who may live to read them. " These worthy
people " he will say, " spent too much of their time and energy
on this business, and too little on bringing the war to th6
only conclusion that would have given them a chance." He
might even go further and make certain remarks which would
render us rather ridiculous in the eyes of posterity. For
example, he might say, quoting chapter and verse, that a large
number of Britons during the war felt into an evil habit of
consoling themselves for their losses on land and sea by a kind
of reconstructive debauch. When they lost an ironclad in the
North Sea, or a position in Flanders, they proceeded forth-
with to hold a conference on reconstruction arid proposed
a new religion. When the casualties were exceptionally
serious they began talking about eugenics and held a Baby
Week. When Bucharest was captured they discussed a
league of Peace ; and so on.

These remarks were actually made in my hearing the other
day ;

not jndeed by a future historian, but by an intelligent
young officer. newly returned from the trenches. And 1
imagine that after the war these in1;elligent young officers,
not to speak of the privates, will have a good'deal to say in
mouldmg the verdicts of history. If we lose the war they will
come back m wrath and we, who have made our chief con-
tnbution to the war bv reconstructing society during their
absence, will have to look out for ourselves ! There is only
one way, so far as I can see, of averting their anger. And it
IS too obvious to be named.
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Town Child and Country Child
By Anna de Bary

(ANYONE who, like the present writer, has made a

/% studv of village schools in England and on the

/ % Continent, must read *Mr. Fisher's statements

X m with some joy and some misgivings. Joy, because

the work of education' seems at last likely to be recognised

as the highest and most important part of civil service, and

onr children will in time receive as much inchvidual care as

the criminals in our prisons.

At present a captive people can put ua to shame. See

what Trent and Trieste do for their Itahan clwldren. The

Commune of Trieste cannot bear to leave its children to be

taught in Government schools, not because the Government

schools are not efficient, but because the people of Trieste

wish their children to have a certain mentality, a certain

spirit—the Latin rather than the Slav or Teutonic spirit.

The greatest sacrifices are made for the sake of preserving

this Italian culture, and made so successfully that Trent,

where the National League is beneficially busy, or was in

1914, and Trieste are, in spite of Austrian, Pan-German or

Slav pressure and aggression, even more Italian than many
towns of the Italian kingdom
The schools at Trieste are built as though each one were a

promise of future triumph. They have a dignity which is a

sacredness. The Commune has two great centres of recrea-

tion for the children for whom running in the streets is unde-

sirable. There are at these centres, gardens, libraries managed
by very small librarians, and children's theatres. Music

and manual work can be learnt, the children choosing the

occupation that appeals to their instincts or their home
habits. After the elementary school has done its best for a

child, he is passed on to the Gymnasium,' the Technical

Institute, the University Association or the University.

Rather than let a promising pupil leave too early, the Com-
mune will help the parents to support the child, offering at

least the amount which the child's labour would be likely

to bring in.

In the poorer and more isolated parts of " unredeemed

Italy," the National League keeps schools and libraries

and clubs for the young Italian, and this in the face of very

great difficulties. A building may stand empty for two

years while aiithorities at Innsbruck or at Vienna consider

whether they will sanction its use. Lesson books may be

confiscated, teachers arrested or parents punished for the

least outward expression of the racial soul. Yet the schools

cany' on and increase. This is the spirit we want in Eng-

land, but how can it be had ?

A Bundle of Negatives

We are not threatened in England with denationalisation

in the ordinary meaning of the word. We are too insular to

become Prussianised or Gallicised, but we may become a

bundle of negatives, a colourless, characterless folk.

Our children hear of their rights as Englishmen, and these

rights are said to consist in certain liberties of the person,

precious liberties bought with much blood ; also there are

rights to living wage, to leisure, to free speech and so on.

This is all very true, but does the English child know or care

that he has a right to all that is best in his country's literature,

in his country's art, in the scenery and air of his riktive land,

and in the religious experiences of his forefathers.'

Too many teachers are busy washing away the colour

from the lads of Yorkshire, or of Sussex, or of Devon. What
can they possibly give in place of- that colour ? Which
brings me to the misgiving occasioned by Mr. Fisher's scheme.

He seems to be not yet free from the fatal and fundamental

misconception that mars so much of our legislature. He
docs not appear to be quite aware that London is not England
and still less is it Great Britain. It would be far safer and

wiser to train all London children in village dame schools

than to train our village children in London schools or schools

on the London pattern.

The London child from the average London County School,

when he comes into the village, may speak up more rapidly

in his vowelless tongue, he may move more quickly and
attract more attention than the native child, but he always

seems, by contrast with an average child from the village

school, hopelessly underbred. Your village child may appear

quaint, slow, loutish and lost when he goes to town, but he

will not seem vulgar or underbred until he has altogether

lost touch with his old life. Let us insist then that the

•Speech delivered by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, Minister of Education
in the House ol Commons on introducing his Education Bill, August
loth, 1 917. ...

country child shall receive a rural education on which he can,
if he should want to, always superimpose the urban lore
needed by clerks and business men.

It has often been remarked that while the town child is

sharper at ten than the country child, yet his brains do not
seem to hold out. so that at twenty he is disappointing both
to himself and his- employers, while the youth imported
from the country improves steadily right up to middle life.

This superiority of the country child is in danger. He has
hitherto gained chiefly by the hours not spent in school.
It is among the sheepfolds that he has learnt responsibility
for the lives of others, in the farmyard that he learnt the
rights of the creatures who serve us, in the potato patch he
has learnt the patient persistence in rather dull work which
so many lack. He has learnt to face discomfort and hunger
and thirst when out on long tramps in all weathers. He has
learnt to enjoy simple pleasures and he has, in the better
type of village, learnt to know something of the manner of
life in positions differing from his own and has generally
learned to think of individuals rather than of those terrible

monsters of town politics, " the classes."
,

Such a culture as this is not understood by the town-made
master into whose hands the child is delivered for so many
of the brightest hours of so many years. FZxcellent as many
masters and mistresses are, they are yet apt to prize only
that form of culture which brings credit to a possessor much as
a good coat does. But the culture we want must be considered
rather in the light of food which is valuable only as it builds
up and sustains the growth. The quantity of knowledge
stored in the mind may be the sum of a mind's lumber. To
know where to find information and how to use it is on the
other hand a great matter.

The problem of the village school is how to protect the
child from undue strain and fatigue while allowing him to
become familiar at an early age with every form of country
occupation and work, recognising that such work, when not
carried to the point of brutal ising weariness, is a means of
culture much too valuable to be relinquished lightly. The
village child will still have plenty of time in which to learn
to read and write intelligently, to make use of the school
library or of reference books, or to carry on his own education
in any branch which he may desire. If we give up our
senseless system of measurements and our puzzling coinage,
if children need not waste time learning to divide land into
rods, poles and perches, while outside the school, they reckon
it only in " lugs," there will be ample time for all necessary
clerkly knowledge and also for a matter which seems likely

to receive attention now for the first time, that is training in

the spending of leisure.

At one of our well-known grammar schools there used to

be a man named, or nick-named, Tingey, whose duty it was
to keep the cricket pitch in order and attend to tlie play-

grounds generally. " What will you do with this tip if I give

it you i
" a boy wotild ask. " Why, beer and baccy," Tingey

would say, " beer and baccy, what else is there ? " "Tingey,

you're drunk,." they would cry. " Vis I vas," was the answer.

We have too many Tingeys in England, far more in pro-

portion to our numbers than the Tyrol has or than Holland,

to take two countries where there is much less reading of

papers and books than among us, an equal affection for the

pipe and the bowl, but a superior knowledge of how to live

in leisure hours, how id spend the margin of earnings, how to

obtain enjoyment. The Dutchman would probably buy a
picture or a flower, the Tyrolese a new musical instrument

or an increased spending upon his rifle club, or perhaps he

would buy a fine piece of wood from which to carve the long-

desired Crucifix. Dutchman or Tyrolese would very likely

get as drunk as Tingey on convivial occasions, but they would

at least be capable of other forms of recreation.

If we arc to spend great sums upon education, and we
ought not to grudge anything, we need to bethink ourselves

well to decide what the aim of education is, and then ho\\

best to reach that aim. Looking back on our own childhood

can we see what helped and what hindered ? What made foi

joy and health and good temper ? What overtaxed oui

immature brains ? Was it the cleverest teacher or the teachej

with the highest character who helped most ? How do w<

spend our leisure now, and where did we learn to spend 01

mis-spend it as we do ?

The education of our children cannot be left to any one

Minister, however wise. We must all bring our best ex-

perience and our most painstaking thought to bear upon

a matter whereon the destiny of our nation and race must so

largely depend.
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On British Peaks
By William T. Palmer

NOT so long ago one "rarely read about any
Eurojx^an peak which was less than ten thousand
feet in height. The Chamonix Aiguilles, the

stormy Shrcjckhorn, the ridges of the Matter-

horn among the Alps, the heights of Arctic Norway,
the dolomite crags of the Austrian Tyrol, and the snovv-

piasscs of the Caucasus were the literary fashion. There
was a "taste for sensation too, as well as for magnitude.
The past generation found no unclimbed mountain within

the four seas of Britain ; few rock-routes remain unconquered
for the next comers. Still, our home peaks possess charac-

ter, magnificence of shape if not of mere bulk, and adventures,

such as the breaking of a snow-cornice, the avalanching of

a gully or a shower of rock fragments have only to be sought
to be found.

Many of the highest British peaks go smoothly up, and
finish in neatly rounded, uninteresting " paps." Others
are great rolling waves tipped with foam of crags and flecked

with scree. Others again are merely tilted edges of upland.
Some peaks are fierce of appearance, jerking up in savage
horns and spikes, or presenting forbidding ramparts, or rising

in graceful spires. One gets surprises at times. The greatest

thrill one has yet experienced on an open British peak was
the surmounting of Glyder Fach, in North Wales. One had
strolled from Gorphwysfa (on the pass of Llanberis) up into

soft rolling masses of summer cloud. Glyder Fawr was duly
located, after which, across alternate stretches of gravel, rock
and grass, one took a compass course for the twin peak. A
hump of brbken crag was met and scaled, then to the left

one saw the spike of stones which apparently marked the
summit. For a minute the mists folded closely about one,hiding
everything in a grey smother. Then there was a brightening
and the curtain whirled aside. The climber stood on the
lip of a mighty crevasse, up the black walls of which the mist
was rolling and spraying. That further point discovered
itself as a shattered " Tower of Pisa " leaning over a gulf.

In sunshine the scene would have been interesting ; against
that grey, swirling background it was deeply impressive.

Easy Climbs

On the majority of British peaks easy routes simply shout
at the rambler. One has to improvise considerably to get a
climb as lively as say Striding Edge on Helvellyn. Snowdon
and Skiddaw, Cross Fell and Ben Nevis are pretty much alike
in weakness of ascent. Red Screes and the Peak^ Plinlimmon
and Ingleborough, Cader Idris and Ben MacDhui, Ben Lomond
and Tmto Top can be ascended with little difficulty, even on
donkey back. Kinder Scout and others of the South Pennine
are difficult to locate—their tops are mere tufts of turf tilted
a few inches above a mile of level moorland—and difficult
of access. The way is cut across by scores of deep rain channels
worn into the soft peat. One mile per hour is swift progress,
for each trench may be a dozen feet in depth, thirty feet wide,
with steep and slippery slopes, and one scrambles up to the
heather just m time to step back into the next hollow.
Moreover, these channels criss-cross in the maddest fashion,
and hold scores of mud pools to entrap the unwary.
The peaks of Tryfaen give possibly the best scrambles

south of the Border. One prefers the traverse from north to
south where the route dodges in and out of steep crags and
outcrops, where variations of more or less severity are always
tcmptmg, but even the easiest route-that from the we'st
—gets up a stiff, broken face. The actual peak is the higher
of two rock-teeth which stand, a few feet apart, above the
bouldery cone. The view east toward Capel Curig has as fore-
ground a few gaunt pinnacles and perched boulders, then a
tremendous pit in which one sees the peregrine and raven
floating apparently in suspense. In one of the ancient
guide-books it is stated that an elated companion leapt
several times from one rock-column of Tryfaen to the other
The exercise is possible—at three thousand feet one expects
exhilaration, but personally one would not risk a bad fallm such a pursuit. To surmount the last ten feet of Tryfaen
one must use the hands—it is the only peak south of the
Border 'where such a method is absolutely necessary.

Crib Goch suffers from being an outlying' ridge of the Snow-
don peak—but really it should be counted as separate and
satisfying. Many years ago a visitoi; likened its crest to a
mile-long tight rope done in rock, along which the daring
might crawl, glancing right and left to see, far beneath the
bleached skeletons of those predecessors who had failed in the
journey. Crib Goch is not really dangerous as this The
white patches are merely outcrops of felspar, and accidents

along the summit are few and far between. In a gale or
under thin snow . its narrow, rocky ridge might possibly be
dangerous, but even at such times one may walk serenely
beneath the crest; using the topmost ledges for handhold,
and avoiding the " Crazy " and all other pinnacles.
Turning to ^(Eumbrian peaks one has much to say

about vartetyv /
1 There are some glorious mountain

forms. Theivi finest ascent of all is Great Gable,
between \Vasda4e and Ennsrdale. The retreat from
this peak imay' be quite awkward in misty weather.
Though no cliffs intrude on the direct path, there are plenty
within easy reach, and most of the tiny cross-ridges slope
down to a false buttress and a sheer descent. Bowfell,
above Langdale, is another fine peak. Its magnetic iron-

stone ledges make the compass unreliable, a factor which is

not always appreciated until the party is benighted as well
as befogged;' '.'Scafell Pipe, the highest point of England, is

not distinguislwdi among others except for its roughness and
for a possibly sporting route up beside Piers Ghyll.

Its north face has given Scafell a reputation as wide ajs,

the world ofi'mofimtaineering. A series of huge rqck-towers;;
split off byalrrioSt inaccessible chimneys, has provided en-
thusiasts with a ne\y craft. But oh! that the long
hummocky grass-slope from Burnmoor and Eskdale did not
exist. To climb even the simplest route on the north
face—Broad Stand—is a task to the novice.
The ascent threads up thirty feet of naked rock, then swings

out to the left where for a few feet one scrambles astride the
rib which walls in the Mickledore chimney. The gloomy
depths of this, and the vista of Esk foaming two thousand
feet below, scares off many an adventurer. Without a rope
the climb is really none too safe for any but the experienced.
One has reason to believe that any ancient dalesman who
assailed this cliff worked out to the right instead of the left of
the famous ridge, takirtg something near the line re-discovered
in the North or Penrith Climb. From the great rift of Mickle-
dore there is another fine route to the peak of Scafell. This
is the steep and laborious Lords Rake, a screes shoot which
niay be varied by an ascent up the broken West Wall—

a

piece of rock-scrambling which is safe and introduces one tc
scenery of the wildest possible type.
The Scottish peaks are equally interesting to the rambler,

though most present the usually easy slopesv There are,
however, some not so accommodating. There is Sgurr nan
Gillean in the Black Coolin of Skye, up which the "tourist
route," IS even mildly exciting. Now-a-days, the way is well-
marked by boot scratches, and on a clear day the rambler
needs no other guide. Such a one must avoid all pinnacles
and carefully descend one or two gaps where the penalty of a
miss-step means cfertain death. Sgurr nan Gillean is a jewel
to the mild type of mountain-lover—the man whose tastes
carry him no further into the inner presence than can be
managed without ingenious balancing and strong "head"
work. One may see much, even of the wild CooHn, without
actually getting to grips with sheer walls .

On the niainland of Scotland, one finds less sensational

,

but still satiisfactory, peaks. There is Suilven, a great sugar-

l°t^j ?^^i^'*-^^'^
North, which from a distance looks impregnable.

In'd(*t-d-, th^ rock-front only surrendered within the past seven
ye^ars to *i*|3ert assault, but there is a slash right down the
chFf, a deeji furrow floored mainly with grass which robs the
ordmary iscent of terror. As already indicated, Ben Nevis
has an easy side though the north face with its patches of
eternal snow and its great rock-towers is still partially
untested.

Xhere is one peak above Glencoe which should be remembered.
^.'^^^^ "*'" Bian may be traversed without finding any great
dithculty but its out-lier, Stob Coire an Lochan, gives a real
chmb. It IS steep, it is narrow, it is rough, and the route

i''"(-L
"^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ °^ ™'^'^' ^"^ awkward stone-shoots.

A sligfit, touch of snow makesHhe climbing extremely severe,
as one had proved, though the hard-packed masses after a
hard winter rather assist than hinder the attacker.

Right through the mountains of Britain on6 finds the beau-
tiful as expressed in contour, the grand as shown in mighty
clifis, the sensational as typified in tovvers and pinnacles
Coiilpared with the Alps, tlie heights are small, but the
pleasure is none the less. One also is less in the hands of the
prolQssional progriinme-m'^iter and guide ; there is more
independence of route and course, and the beauties are both
supreme and continuous. There is no wearying drag up
leagues of moraine, no hburs on moderate snow slopes where
beiuty does- not exist. One gets to grips with the peak at
once, and afterwards, turning one's back, there is no terrible
slog back to civilisation.
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The Wallet of Kai-Lung
By J. C. Squire

EVERYBODY knows about Mr. Thomas Hardv,
Shakespeare, Lord B\Ton and Lord Tennyson. This

docs not detract from one's enjoyment of their works ;

but there is a pecuhar and intense delight in good
books which are not commonly kno>vTi. English literature

is sprinkled with them. .and one's own 1 favourites of the

kind one talks about with a peculiar enthusialtm. For
myself I continually urge people to r*afcl-i lYelawney's

Adventures of a Yottnger Son and Coryat's Oxudities, which,

famous enough in the auction-room, is seldom -ftiough talked

about outside it. The present age, like other ages, produces
these books that are less celebrated than they ought to be,

and one of them is Mr. Ernest Bramah's The Wallet of Kai-

Lung. This work was first published by Mr. Grant Richards

seventeen vears ago. For all I know to the contrary, it fell

quite flat ;' at any rate since that date Mn, iBelloc has fre-

quently informed an inattentive public thati/iti-is one of the

best of modern books, but one has never heard it mentioned

by any other critic. Largely, I take it, on account of Mr.

Belloc's recommendation, Methuens have nowiiisatied it in their

IS. 3d. (ne IS.) Library. It is a volume of. Chinese stories.

*'
* #••

One does not need to have read many translations from

the Chinese to understand that there is a distinctive, a unique,

Chinese way of looking at things. The late Count Hayashi,

in his memoirs, observed that his owni.countrymen, whatever
their material successes, could not help feeling inferior in the

presence of the civilisation, the rounded philosophy and per-

fect manners, of the Chinese gentleman. A man who reads

Chinese poetry is in contact with a mastery of the Art of Life.

Religion does not come in much except for rather decorative

gods and good spirits and demons ; once admit religion in our

sense and the Chinese conception of Ufe Avill not hold water.

But granted their rationalistic epicureanism they certainly

carry it out to perfection. They keep so supprbly their

balance. Moved by the passions, they stand outside them-
selves and watch themselves with sympathetic humour.
They would have grief but not its abandonment, joy but not its

paro.xysms ; they are conscious of the sweet in the bitter

and the bitter m the sweet. They bear pain, and the

spectacle of pain, with equanimity ; yet their calm does not

degenerate into callousness, and their comments on the

spectacle of life fall through the air like parti-coloured petals,

which flutter noiselessly in the wind and show in constant

alternation the grey side of irony and the golden side of tender-

ness. They enjoy beautiful things with an exquisite sensi-

bility, : but a careful moderation : wine, flowers, and the

sky, snow upon the mountains, reflections in the water,

song and the laughter of girls. They yield a little to every^

thing, but surrender to nothing, save to death ; and there

they submit courteously, with dignity, and throwing back
a glance of no more than whimsical regret. The old

Chinese literature is steeped in this philcsophy. They have,

it is alleged, no literature now on a higher level than that

which comes out on the tea-boxes. But the manners and the

restraint remain. When the fall of the Pekin Legations, was
in doubt the then Chinese Minister here, a most jfnliglitejied

and charming man. was asked what w;ould hanpen to. the

diplomatists if the rebels got in. " They will be de/cahpitat^d,"

he said, with a slight inclination. " But what wi|l happen to

the women and children ?
" continued the lady. " They will

be decahpitated," he said. " But you, who are so pro-

English, what would happen to you if you were there ?

"
I should be decahpitated." He thought that adequate :

it was only decorous to leave any anxieties or strong.emotions
he had to be guessed.

Mr. Bramah, in his book, has got the Chinese equanimity
wonderfully ; the most moving and the most horrible things

are told with mild deprecation ; the most^iotesquely farcical

situations are analysed and dev,(jloped with a full seiKe of

their rich ludicrousness but with tjie very slightest loss of

gravity on the part of the narrator. All the characters
behave consistently, veiling their actions and their intentions

behind the most transparent lies and subterfuges and saying the

most offensive things in the jjplites^ possible way. F^"^ '*

is to the comic side of the Chmese genius that Afr. Bramah
chiefly inclines. Now and then he uses China as an illustration

of Europe. By transplanting customs and phrases he at once
suggests the unity and the absurdity of mankind. Jn The
Confession nf Kai-Luttf; hey? j:r^nkly prji^wsterous. He des-

cribes Kai-Lung's earlv career as an author in terms precisely

applicable to a European literary failure. He began by
falling in love with Tiao T'sun, the most beautiful maiden ill

Pekin, whom he frequently met

at flower-feasts, melon-seed assemblies, and those gatherings

where persons of both sexes e.xhibit themselves in revolving

attitudes, and are permitted to embrace openly without
reproach

(which reminds one of the old lady's comment on the Tango,
in one of the. late " Saki's " books :

"
I suppose it doesn't

matter if they really love one another.") Kai-Lung was success-

ful in his suit. Then, " on a certain evening," he says :

this person stood alone with Tiao upon an eminence over-

looking the city and watched the great sky-lantern rise from
behind the hifls. Under these delicate and ennobling in-

fluences lie gave speech to many very ornamental and refined

thoughts which arose within his mind concerning the grace-

ful brilliance of the light which was cast all around, yet not-

withstanding which a still more exceptional light was shining
in his own internal organs by reason of the nearness of an
even purer and more engaging orb. There was no need,
this person felt, to hide even his most inside thoughts from
the dignified and sympathetic being at his side, so without
hesitation he spoke—in what he believes even now must ha\e
been a very decorative manner—of the many thousand persons
who were then wTapped in sleep, of the constantly changing
lights which appeared in the city beneath, and of the'vastness
which everywhere lay around.
" O Kai Lung," exclaimed the lovely Tiao. when this person
had made an end of speaking, " how expertly and in what a
proficient manner do you express yourself, uttering even the
.sentiments which this person has felt inwardly, but for which
she has no words. Why, indeed, do you not inscribe them
in a book ?

"

He does. But while he is absorbed in his labour Tiao accepts

"the wedding gifts of an objectionable and excessively round-
bodied individual, who had amassed an inconceivable number
of taels by inducing persons to take part in what at first sight

appeared to be an ingenious but very easy competition
connected with the order in which certain horses should arrive

at a given and clearly defined spot. " He completes his

work, publishes it at great expense and great loss, and makes
a last desperate bid with an effort to prove that the
works of the great national poet were not sheer imita-

tions. Here, in adaptations from Shakespeare, we lapse

into burlesque. There are several quotations like :
" O

nobly intentioned but nevertheless exceedingly morose Tung-
shin, the object before you is your distinguished and evilly-

disposed-of father's honourably-inspired demon "—though
after all a Boer dramatic adapter did render the same passage
as " I 6m thy papa's spook." This excursion, howe\'*er, dees
show Mr. Bramah s style. That style is almost impeccable.

* * * « «

He keeps it up from start to finish ; ceremonial to the point

of absurdity, embellished with an unending flow of maxim
and euphemism. It is not possible here to detail the com-
plicated plots of his extremely ingenious stories. The best

of all is The Transmutation of Ling. Ling is a studious youth
who passes the public examination and, to his horror, is

awarded, not a cosy Cuthbertship in the Whitehall of Pekin,

but the command of a very white-livered band of bowmen
who have to resist the continual onslaughts of exceedingly

ferocious bandits. His adventures are numerous and diverse.

A& I say, I will not tell the story, which Kai-Lung re-

counts, standing with a rope around his neck and his toes

touching the ground, to a brigand chief with a formidable

snickersnee. But one may perhaps quote some of the

incidental proverbs, which add much to the grace of the

tales.

Before hastening to secure a possible reward of five taels by
dragging an unobservant person away from a falling building,

examine well hi.s features lest you find, when too late, that it

is one to whom you are indebted for double that amount.
The road to eminence lies through the cheap and exceedingly
iminviting eating-houses

Although there exist many thousand subjects for elegant
conversation, there are persons who cannot meet a cripple

, without talking about feet.

Whether Mr. Ern(>st Bramah has been to the East or

has merely caught the atmosphere of its literature I do
not know. I do not even know who he is. But it is not sur
prising that one who likes good satire, good humour, good
romance and good English should find the book worthy of
being an inseparable comjiqnion.
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

AHOUSAND ; voices are endeavouring to explain

at the same moment. Each voice has a message,

eacli is worthy of a hearing, but among ' the

tumult and the shouting,' all are ineffective."

Anyone who has endeavoured to keep pace with the books
on " after the war " problems, will sympathise with this plain-

tive remark of Mr. E. J. P. Benn's in The Trade of To-morrow
(Jarrolds, 2s. 6d. net). I have just been reading three or

lour such books (Mr. Benn's among them), and find it ex-

tremely difficult to make up my mind whether to throw them
all into the lire and express sympathy with the Minister of

Reconstruction, or read them again^ for " each is worthy of a
hearing," and he in a position to criticise them. The latter is

the duty of tiie good citizen, andjone's duty is the least one
can do in war time. With which highly proper sentiment,

let me call attention to the scope and character of some of

the books before me.
' * lie * it *

Mr. Benn endeavours to be heard above " the tumult and
tne shouting," by putting the conclusions of his book in the

first chapter. He has a scheme of reconstruction based on a
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, advised by Trade
Councils for every trade, these Councils to be representative
of Trade Unions of the men and Trade Associations of the

emploj'ers. Readers, however, will be ill-advised if they
leave his book after thus becoming acquainted with the
mere skeleton of his proposals. He supports them in the
remaining chapters witii much shrewd and practical reasoning,

and he has many interesting things to say on points of detail.

Let me give one example. He is talking about " key " in-

dustries, and says that the Government is blamed for allowing
certain industries to drift into the hands of the Germans,
whereas the Government has had very little to do with it.

" Individual manufacturers . . . have discovered that
certain articles could be bought advantageously in Germany.
They had all hoped that their competitors were ignorant
of this advantage, and Gennany has been allowed to secure
the business because different British manufacturers were
not on speaking terms with one another.

"

*****
It is pleasant, for one interested in letters, to read an

economic treatise so delightfully written and so full of literary
allusions as Professor W. R. Scott's Jevons lectures of this
year, Economic Problems of Peace After War (Cambridge
University Press, 4s. 6d. net). This is a book both profound
and urbane, which it will repay the economist wh6 seeks to
relate general principles to present conditions to read carefully
and to read more than once. Particularly valuable, I think,
will be found the two lectures entitled respectively, '

' For the
Duration of the War " and " Communications of a Maritime
State." In the former Professor Scott points out, among
other things, that " the Government has become a dei^ositary
of the liberties of the greater part of the nation," and that we
should refrain " from pledging the future of commercial and
industrial freedom to a greater extent than is absolutely un-
avoidable." He also points out that there is the danger
that after the war a strong counter-tendency may be
carried to extremes. In the latter, he gives us a very interest-
ing comparison between shipping losses and reconstruction
dunngthe Napoleonic and during the present war, and also
efiectively counters the enemy's " freedom of the seas " talk
by pointing out what Great Britain has done for the freedom,
and how Germany is destroying the humane custom of the
sea that we have so largely helped to build up. Most inter-
estmg of all, however, is the concluding lecture on " Organisa-
tion Re-orientated," in which he pleads for a wiser use of man-
power. ' Man," he says, " is on the way to master inanimate
things, but hitherto the failure has been in treating human
beings too much like things." Let us, at any rate, recognise
there is such a problem for wlrich a solution is required.
'When the time comes, and that solution has been discovered,
the next generation may recognise it as a new industrial
revolution, greater than that of the eighteenth century

"

* * * * ° *
^

Professor Scott is a somewhat idealistic economist but
his idealism appears almost as materialistic as Mr. Benn

apologises for being when compared with the idealism of Mr.
C. Delisle Burns's study of political science, The World of
States (Headley Bros., 2s. net). It is a well-constructed book
written with great earnestness and some power of exposition,
to suggest the possibility of a world organisation in which
neither nationality nor economic interests will create hostility

between man and man. Yet 1 musj; confess that I find it a
dull book, partly on account of a pedestrian style scarcely
relieved at time*; by the use of a rather arch sarcasm, but
chiefly becauBe some element of human nature seemed to be
left out of account by the author, with the result that his
whole thesis gives the impression of a bridge of which the
central arch has not yet been completed. There are, indeed,
in the book, though too occasionally, illuminating observa-
tions, like those on the practical man. " The practical man
is indeed an authority on the course he has pursued ; but for
that very reason he is a bad judge of any alternative. He
cannot see anything but difficulties if he is presented with a
new plan of action ; and he cannot see anything but un-
fortunate accident in the natural consequences of his own
ineptitude. He thus misleads the common man by the over-
rating of practical e.xpeiience of past mistakes." There is a
great deal of truth in this, and 1 v'ould fain believe that I am
a practical man who can only see the difficulties in Mr. Burns's
ideahstic conception of the world of states, while in reality it

is a possible " new plan of action."*****
Here is a definite step that might be taken towards reaching

the ideal of Mr. Delisle Burns. In The Future of .Con-
stantinople (Allen and Unwin, 2s. 6d. net), Mr. Leonard S.

Woolf rejects previous proposals for the settlement of Con-
stantinople " on the lines of a narrow nationalism and a
rigid imperialism," and advocates an international .settle-

ment. He would like to see something like the European
Commission of the Danube set up in the present capital of
the Ottoman Empire, and he gives a very interesting account
of the working of that Commission. The problem is a diffi-

cult one, but Mr. Woolf offers a plausible and well-reasoned
solution of it. •

\*****
Now we come to a book that deals with hard facts. This

is The Parliamentary History of Conscription in Great Britain
(Allen and Unwin, 5s. net). This book is a compilation from
Hansard, with a preface by Mr. R. C. Lambert, M.P., who
opposed conscription in the House. It gives fairly fully the
debates and contains the texts of tjie Military Service Acts.
Where there is a certain amount of compression, it seems
on the whole to represent fairiy the view of both sides,
and it is likely to prove a useful book of reference.*****

Ths Ideal Nurse (The Mental Culture Enterprise, 2S. and
2s. gd. net) should prove a helpful little book to the many
now engaged in nursing. It consists of an address gi^cn in
1909 by Dr. Charles A. Mercier to nurses engaged in looking
after the insane but, as the author says, " by far the greater
part of it is applicable to nurses engaged in medical, surcical,
and other branches of the nurses' calling," and it was" well
worth reprinting. Dr. Mercier says that a nurse chiefly
requires two things, sympathy and capability. In a very
lucid manner he distinguishes capability from cleverness,
and with great eloquence and insight he makes sympathy
something more than a vague generalisation by analysing
it according to St. Paul's famous description' of Charity.'******

In P« Public School System (Longman, Green and Co.,
IS.), Mr. V. Seymour Bryant adds a seasonable book to the
great educational controversy. After examining carefully
the time-table of our preparatory and public schools, he
urges various reforms, chiefly in the direction of teaching more
English in the preparatory schools and in bringing science
into any scheme of General Education. The course of opinion
IS tending in the direction of such changes, and it is therefore
well to understand cleariy wh^t the performers propose.
Mr. Bryant knows what he is talking about, and goes thor-
oughly into the whole question.

I COCCLES
I WIND-SCREENS
XAW1NDOW5 THE ONLY ^

SAFETY GLASS
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War Memorials
By Charles Marriott

Memorial for Aldeburgh, Suffolk. By Gilbert Bayes. The lines are by Rupert Brooke

r-^I MONUMENTUM QUAERIS—it the last word
\ be given the fair interpre'tation of ' want " the look-
^^ ing round becomes doubly imperative, and it should be

done before rather than after, and under the surface

•of things as well as above. At the moment there is natural

anxiety about the form and character of our war monuments
and memorials, but I cannot help feeling that most of the

anxiety is on the wrong grounds ; lest the monuments and
memorials should not be "artistic'-' enough. The real danger is

that they will be too artistic ; too much derived from art and
not enough from conviction You cannot get good art out of

poor ideas, and so far as I can make out even the monumental
purists have no better idea than victory, meaning victory over
the Central Powers. At this time of day the only victory

which is capable of monumental treatment is victory over
ourselves. ,

No, this is not an attempt to excuse Germany for making war
or a plea for letting her down lightly from the consequences.
On the contrar}' it is an attempt to confirm the conviction that
Germany was and is guilty not merely in policy but in principle,

and must therefore be utterly destroyed in her present char-
acter and constitution. But the conviction of German guilt

will not be secured and so rendered capable of monumental
treatment until it is fully and clearly recognised how and to
what extent we shared in it. If ten men are drinking to-

gether and one of them sticks a knife into another he is justly
blamed for not carrying his liquor like a gentleman ; but that
does not absolve the rest from re-considering the quality of the
tap and whether they were wise to drink it in excess.

What, in short, was the tap that caused the trouble ? To
all appearances, and this is where the danger lay, it was a
very respectable brew. It is a common belief of childhood
that all dogs are male and all cats female ; and the generation
to which I belong was largely brought up in the belief that,

broadly speaking, virtue was German and vice French. In
the sense intended the belief was to some degree well-founded.
Our conception of Germany implied something of the Phari-
see , our conception of France did include the redeeming
attributes as well as the faults of the woman who loved much.
We were taught to admire Frederick, to regard Bismarck
as a good, wise and great man, and German culture as worthy
of imitation. Now until we understand that German guilt

is not German aberration but precisely German virtue, and
that we shared in it, and have now rooted it utterly out of

ourselves, at any rate in intention, the object of the war
will not be achieved and we shall not get our worthy monu-
ment to victory. '

_,

But illustration goes further than argument, and the
design by Mr. Eric Gill and Mr. Charles Holden, reproduced
on the next page, is ba?ed upon a monumental idea. It

was designed, in a competition organised by the Civic Arts
Association, for a monument to be set up in the new County
Hall in memory of those of the London County Council staff

who sacrificed their lives in the war. The subject is Christ

driving the money-changers out of the Temple. Nothing
could be more apt for a war monument in the municipal centre
of a great commercial city ; or more universal and at the
same time more personal in its application. For the German
virtue, that we shared to a certain extent, and that must
be destroyed in ourselves before we can cry ' Victory !

"

was and is in the last analysis nothing other than worship
of Mammon in the Miltonic sense of " admiring more the
riches of heaven's pavement, trodden gold, than aught
divine or holy." Grant Kaiserism, Prussianism, Junkerism
all their devilish power as instruments, they could not

have been operative in a world that was not prepared by
Mammon worship.

These is no mtellligent person who is going to believe

that in the twentieth century dynastic ambition could
hurl sixty million people into war unless they saw gain
in it. Dynastic ambition was there undoubtedlj', but in

making this war it was a tool rather than a motive. The
Hamburg-Persian Gulf Railwdy scheme, methodically
exposed in M. Cheradame's book on Pan-Germanism,
was backed by commercial rather than royal interests. And,
though their methods were condemned, their ambitions
were considered perfectly respectable. The belief in their

respectability was the brew that caused the trouble, and our
share in the belief was our share in the responsibility if not
for the war at any rate for the world conditions that made the

war possible, and, so to speak, ' inevitable." As for the so-

called German " atrocities," they would be not more than
accidentally they were not so clearly implied in the mildest

German theory of life and conduct that was ever held up to our
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admiration. For the terrible fruit of conscious and deliberate

virtue is the unconscious crime.
^

Further, the responsibility was shared by every one ol us

nt onlv bv the politicians and the finan^ers- /'i"^
f,

"^

ereat temptation to identify mammon-worship with particular

classes ; but in the heart of each one of us there are money-

changers and sellers of doves. That is the full meaning ol

tiie war monument designed by Mr. Eric Gill and Mr. Charles

HoldeA. Though directed against the great evil of com-

mercialism, with its unmatched power as the ultimacc cause

of war, it is not an arraignment of a particular class—\vmcn

would be presumptuous. It is a reminder to all ot us tnat 11

we are to participate in the lesson of the war, and m trc

dedication of the monument, we must purge the lempe 01

our heiirts. Nobody can have any real conviction about

any evil who does not confess at least a potential share in

it. and nobodv can claim any share in victory who has not,

at least in resolution, conquered himself
.

There can be no monument wituout a religious conviction.

If thev are to be artistic in the true sense of the word our war

monuments and memorials must be, in the old sentence ot

dedication: "To the Glorj' of God," and only incidentally

Design for L,.C.G. Memorial. By Eric Gill and
Charles Holden

" in memory of " such and such an event, however great

or such and such an individual, however heroic. And by a

re igious conviction I do not mean a sentimental idea of
' Empire fellowship " such as one writer describes as an
adequate motive for a memorial Chapel in the Charing Cross

Improvement Scheme. Nor by ." God " do I mean such a

being as gifted romancers collect in tidying up their souls.

You cannot make an artistic monument out of a patent

religion or to the glory of a synthetic God. The religion must
be common to the people, and the God must be the God of our

fathers.

But, to come down to the practical—if anything could be
more practical than the base of a monument—in order to be
artistic our monuments must be not only to the glory of God
but in the language of His crt-atures—the materials employed.

It is for this reason that not the worst memorials are public

works for some! utilitarian purpose ; a garden planted or an old

injustice removed. Since it is not my own I can describe as

brilliant the suggestion that a good way to commemorate thv

\Var in London would be to pull down the railings of London
squares, so that little children could play in them. We are

happier artistically in our common needs than in our celebra-

tions chiefly because we are compelled to keep cl^er to the

t^tuff. Outside material utility our best chancglrof artistic

safety would seem to be in spiritual utility ; some organic

addition to churches or the revival of the Market Cross. On

the whole the Market Cross would seem to have a peculiar

fitness It is not a new invention, but a traditional and

familiar form- that survives in fact in a great many places
;

and from its position in the commercial centre of the town or

village it would liave special advantages as a monitor, li

the war should really bring Christ into the market-place the

men whose names were inscribed on the pedestal of His Cross

would not have died in vain. Apart from some definitely

reli^^ious s\-mbol the best association is that of rest or refresh-

ment such as that of a public seat, preferably of stone, or a

drinking fountain. The great thing in a monument or

memorial is to avoid something that is merely to be looked

at. We are pathetically dependent upon the sense of touch

"for our deeper emotions. On the seat, on summer evenings,

we should think of our dead; and names actually felt by

little fingers would be engraved in memory beyond any telling.

-Vnd blood shed for England could not be symbolised better

than by the water of life. The shrine, though beautiful in

idea, is not really rooted in the habits of our people, and most

of the war shrines that I have seen look irrelevant. It is

doubtful if any form can be artistic when the idea that gave

it birth is no longer active in life. But in either case, of

material or spiritual utility, the e\ cnt or the names could be

embodied in the design and so commemorated in the only real

sense of the word.

It is when our artists, and particularly our sculptors,

attempt to embody an idea apart from utility, material or

spiritual, that they are apt to come to grief. They will not

trust the material to deliver its own message. They forget

or through vanity ignore that the first object in a memorial

is " to set up a store." If to the dedication :
" To the glory

of God and in memory of so-and-so " were always implicitly

added :

" through His creature stone, or glass, or bronze,

or wood," then could be said in quite large letters " by my
hand " with no effect of conceit but only the grateful modesty

of the collaborator. That is the great technical merit of the

monument designed by Mr. Gill and Mr. Holden. The

separate languages, so to speak, of bronze and 'stone are

scrupulously obser\'ed, and their collaboration in the complete

work is all the more organic on that account. In the model-

ling of the figures bronze is allowed to say how it, and not

the mere intelligence of the sculptor, conceives of the human
figure ; and the stone is let behave squarely and fimily.

There are the same technical virtues- in the marble relief by

Mr. Gilbert Bayes which we are allowed to reproduce. The

marble saves its face ; the sharp cutting giving all the neces-

sary relief to the design, with the right accent, without

destroying the continuity of substance, the <imooth saying,

which is one of the delights of marble. Here, too, there is

admirable modesty in the design itself. It is an Ulustration

to the verse of Rupert Brooke, leaving the moral to that,

rather than an attempt at sym.bolism by the sculptor-

Respect for materials is as much a religious as an artistic

virtue—if the two are separable ; it is a recognition of the

nature of things. Utility compels this respect, and even

when in purely commemorative work the respect is en-

forced, as by the hardness of granite in Egyptian sculptuie,

the results are generally better or, as we say, more monu-

mental, than when the artist has been left to his own
restraint. There is moral discipline as well as aesthetic

guidance in the limitations of the stuff. The greater the

freedom, as by our enormously increased command of materials

the greater the need for sonie deep conviction to control the

design ; and " style" though it may save us from the worst

atrocities, is a poor substitute for conviction.

The only victory we can worthily commemorate is a

victory for God, and we should not dare to claim a \ictory

for God that does not include a victory over ourselves. This

should be the inspiration and meaning, clearly and firmly

expressed, of our war monuments and memorials. For their

execution there is plenty of talent in the country ; and the

private heart of the nation has learnt by suffering to be sound

upon the real meaning of the war. The problem is to bring

them together at the right angle ; to evade the barriers of style

and custom and let the heart of the nation speak in stone.

Therefore, before we set up our monuments and memorials,

or embark upon any public scheme to commemorate the

war

—

circiimspicc. Let us look round at the whole meaning

of the war, in its intimate personal reactions as well as in its

international effects.

Nursing Adventures, by a " F.A.N.Y." in France (Heinemann.

3s. 6d. net), in its earlier chapters, provides an extremely realistic

picture of the confusion attendant on the fall of and flight from
Antwerp ; the writer has a very high opinion of the Belgian

soldiers and their work, and in these first chapterss he shows with

fine sense of the dramatic what that work was, incidentally also

picturing what nursing work in the early days amounted to.
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THEWAR COAT
NIGH three years

now since British

Officers were first

afforded coat - satisfac-

tion, and officially re-

commended to secure it

in the "Thresher."
Nearly 18,000 British Officers took
the "tip," and, by virtue of its sterling

worth—its perfect protection, its com-
fort, its practicality—the "Thresher"
is more in demand to-day than ever.

And better to day than ever, for the new

"MELCAM" INTERLINING
—impenetrable, imperishable, pliant, un-

crackable—is the finishing touch to the

acknowledged paragon of campaign coats.

"TIMII^iflMlll^
Coat,

Kamelcott

£4 14 6

£1
£3
and

11 6
13 6
Saddle

" Thresher" Trench

unlined

Detachable

lining . . . .

Detachable Sheepskin lining

Cavalry type, with Knee Flaps

Gusset, 15/6 extra.

All sizes in stock. Send size of chest and approximate
height, and to avoid any delay enclose cheque when

ordering.

Send for Book 3—" The Complete
Guide to Expenditure on Kit and

Equipment."

THRESHER &GLENNY,
Military Outfitters since (he Crimean War,

152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

By APtoiitment to H. Mi (Ae Kinf.
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BRITISH LOYALTY

ANEW Honour was created last week which once

and for all destroys the illusion that heroism and

devotion to duty under arduous and dangerous

^conditions are only deserving of public recognition

when displayed on a battlefield. For obvious reasons man

has always regarded war as the special arena in which

dignities and distinctions arc to be won ; now we realise

that the toil and perils of peace are equally worthy of recog-

f
nit ion, inasmuch as they are essential if war is to be waged

successfully. This new honour—the Medal of the Most

Excellent Order of the British Empire—is to be awarded
" for services of special merit rendered to the Empire by men

and women in manual and other work done for the war." The

italics aie ours ; these four words will, we doubt not, dis-

appear at an early date while the honour, which has been

badly wanted in the past, remains. " Peace hath her heroisms

no less renowned than war," is a truism which all have

accepted, but only now are we acting on it, and the fact that

no difference is to be made between the sexes adds to its public

value. Medals for our fighting forces were one of the out-

comes of the Napoleonic wars ; medals for the toiling hosts

of labour are an outcome of the Great War. This in itself

is symbohcal of the progress we have made in the appreciation

of a right perspective. The present life and 'death struggle

of civilised humanity has caused the scales to fall from our

eyes, and we now see that the existence of a nation is as

dependent on all its members, both in sickness and in health,

as is the mortal existence of an individual.

A week ago there were fears of a certain section of English

railway-men going on strike. This happily came to nothing,

for had it happened it would have disorganised the transport

of munitions and would have inevitably resulted in un-

necessary loss of life among our aimies in the field. As things

are at the moment, it is impossible to separate any part of the

national organisation from another part for the simple

reason tlie whole nation is at war, fighting fbr the principles

of freedom and humanity which are the very life-blood of its

corporate capacity. Long hours of work and high cost of

necessities are severe trials, but if they arc unavoidable, the

Briton, to whatever state of life he may have been called,

would be false to his traditions if he were to sacrihce his

mates and fellow-countrymen in order to make things a little

easier for himself. This loyalty between man and man
is one of the most precious heritages of our race ; we have

ever been generous of it, extending it to those of alien blood

who have given proof of their fidelity ; it would be an evil

day were any considerable section of the people to prove

false to the tradition, but this is almost inconceivable seeing

how stiong this quality has been displayed in tlic terrible

time through which we have passed-

But the strain of war, heavy thou{;h it has been, is by no

means over. In the coming weeks it may press still harder

on the shoulders of the civil population, though the daily

reports from the firing lines continue to be favourable. Gei-

many's new Foreign Minister, Baron von Kuhlmann, has

stated publicly that he regards it as his duty to study the

psychology of his enemies and to profit by that study to the

advantage of Germany. During the years this man was at

the German Embassy in London, lie made it his business to

get into close touch with all types of people ; he had spies and

secret agents in all (luartcrs, and he did not despise any

means or methods which would increase his knowledge of

British sentiment. Like tlic majority of his fellow country-

men, Kuhlmann for all his cunning is stupid, and he gave

himself away badly at the very beginning of the war by
overestimating British gullibility. Notwithstanding this, it is

well to bear in mind that he knows intimately cveiy traitor

there may be in England, he is famil'ar with the underground

passage ways through which it is possible to influence public

opinion, and as the necessities of Germatny become worse,

there is nothing he will stop at to promote discord and dis-

union in this country. His predecessois have done every-

thing in their power to promote distrust between the Allies,

and have failed. Kuhlmann has been elevated to high office

to weaken and undermine British loyalty. Shall he succeed ?

Not for an instant do we believe so, but it is well to under-

stand the motives and the aihis of this able and unscrupulous

l)crson, which are very plainly set out by Mr. Coudurier de

Chassaigne in his article that appears on another page.

As so often happens in the British Isles, after a hot early

surnmer, the weather has broken, and the harvest months are

cold and wet. These unfavourable storms are delaying

the ingathering of the corn, and they already have had a

very bad effect on the outturn. Fortunately, as the Prime

Minister has told us, the food po.ition ii: more favourable

than it was six months ago, but the strictest economy is

still nccessarJ' if privation is to be avoided. Lack of transport,

both by sea and land, will create difficulties in other ways

—

for example, the problem of supplying London witii coal during

the winter has not yet been satisfactorily solved. This is

the direction where in the coming months all have to show

loyalty to their fellows, and to help, each in their own small

sphere, in order that a full and complete victory over the

enemy may be. gained.

To revert to the new British Empire medal, know that

the services of very special merit which its bestowal is to

memoralise, will include " acts of great courage, self-sacrifice

or high example, of initiative or perseverance ; of skill, re-

source, or invention." Cannot even the meanest citizen

in the humblest hon^e practise some at least of these

qualities ? It is not only our duty to do so, but by so doing

we put ourselves on the same level of high conduct as the

men who are fighting our battles at the front, though at no

risk of life or limb. In order to purify ourselves from the

leprosy of seltishness and cowardly living, we need not go

down to the Abana and Pharpar of Flanders and France, we
may dip in the little Jordan that runs at our threshold.

Every effort is now being made to place the food resources

of the country on the most favourable terms possible for all

classes of the community ; it is less a question of supplies

than of distribution, and the success must ultimately depend

upon the consumer adapting himself to circumstances, that

is on the private citizen fitting himself to the peculiar

conditions of the times. It should not be difficult, though

it may be temporarily inconvenient. The first thing to be

'

done is to gain the consumer's confidence—^work which will

fall on the local Food Committees. The selection of these

Committees is of the utmost significance, and it is the mani-

fest duty of those who occupy leading positions in all local

areas to take an active interest in the appointments. One

of the great difficulties which the Food Controller has tp

conteml against is that, inasmuch as the problems mainly

concern retail trade, they are deemed beneath the consideration

of persons of position and influence. It is not easy to change

human nature in an instant, but we do consider that there

is no public duty of greater importance at the moment,

outside direct work for the war, than the regulation and

supervision of food supplies.
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The Great Italian Battle
By Hilaire Belloc

August 30, 1917

THE great Italian action affords by far the most

important military news of the week, aJid although

it is not yet complete nor the result achie\ed. its

development throughout the whole week is sufficient

to show, not only the scale upon which the operation is.heing

conductetl, but the promise of its bearing fruit.

The action is taking place along the whole of the Isonzo

line from Canale, in the north, to the trenches in front of

Dnino, in the south. As is the case with every such offen-

sive, there are two main points of concentration; upon the

two wings. The first on the north is concerned with breaking

up the Austrian defensive organization in the mountains

above Gorizia. It is on the extreme left wing of the Italians

that this has been successfully accomplished. The second,

in the south, on the extreme right wing against the sea, is

concerned with the forcing of that formidable bastion covering

Trieste, known as the Hermada or " Oak " Hill.

The measure of our Italian Ally's success on this wing,

now that they are fully established with heavy pieces, and

their munitionment, will be the fate of the Hennada Hill.

It is for tliis bulw-ark co\'cring the approaches to Trieste that

the great battle is being fought on the south, as it is being

fought on the north for the plateau of Bainsizr,i aijd its

escarpment wall of heights, the topmost of which, the m>nte
Santo, was carried last Saturday.

Very numerous examples in the course of the war ha%e

taught us both the importance and the limitation of an

overlooking position in trench warfare.

Briefly, to occupy a, commanding height, difhcult of assault

and giving direct obser\'ation over one's opponent, is a necessary

preliminary to any final success, but it has not the same
quality of advantage as it had. One can no longer talk of

a height as " the key" of this or that. Its occupation is no

more than the first—though necessary—step in a long process.

It gives superiority in one function alone of the many which
make up a modem battle ; to wit, observation—and only

local observation at that.

The advantage of higher ground for repelling an assault

and for fulfilling all the functions of a glacis, in field of fire

as well as in slope, are not what they were when the rifle

determined battle. \\Tiat conquers a belt of territory in

to-day's warfare is the artillery, and it is after the artillery

has done its work that the infantry occupies. There is, indeed,

some advantage in such occupation taking place uphill,

but the fact that the position you are bombarding is slightly

above you makes very little difference to the preliminary
artillery action.

In general then, a dominating height, giving full observation
and presenting an obstacle to advance against it-is, to-day, an
asset to the party occupying it . It weighs down the scale of his

side. It increases the efficacity in that slow work of reducing
then enemy's line by attrition, moral and material, whicli

is the whole strategy of the present war in the West and
South. But it does not rapidly determine an issue as was
still the case only a few years ago.
We may judge very properly of the valtie of position by

remembering that the enemy when he was driven to earth
in Fi-ance three years ago (and whenever since he has elected
or been compelled to stand upon the defensive), has made it

his first business to secure position.

We- may judge equally well of the limitations from which
position suffers to-day in this trench warfare, by his com-
parati\e inability to achieve any decisive success in spite of
his original occupation of the heights.

After the Marne, the enemy held prettv well every domina-
ting position from the Argonne to the North Sea. He had
the Moronvillers group of hills east of Rhcims and Nogent
Hill and Brimont Hill overlooking that city ; then the whole
of the Aisne ridge, the higher ground on both sides of the Somme
from Chaulnes to in front of Peronne, and then all the line
of positions from Gommecourt to the neighbourhood of Arras.
He had the Vimy Ridge and the Messines Ridge. Almost
everywhere he looked down upon the Allies. Yet, even
while he still had a grave superiority in artillery he got nothing
decisive from, that advantage. If in the long run he had
been able to maintain and increase his artillery superioritv,
then his positions on the heights would have borne fruit;
but, as we have seen, the superior civilisation which he
foolishly challenged, was able, once it turned its mind to
It, to outpace him in production : and it is now the Allies.

not Prussia and her dependents, who can make use of increasing

artillery preponderance. Therefore, lor them the occupation

of dominating positions is fruitful.

It is t]iis«liaractbr of position in the present phase of the war

—though not immediately decisive yet laying the foundation

for ultiiuate success^that makes the struggle for tlie Hermada

of such essential importance. This is why in the grouping

of the Italian artilleiy much the greater part of the southern

pieces are turned on to the Hermada and its neighbourhood.

This is why the British monitors are attacking it from the sea.

This is why the brigade from Salerno (once again provmg

^Ae C JI in S O

5elo^ StJaraLokva

I

'BrestDvizza^

the nonsense of all the old talk about bad recruitment from
the South) struck its heavy blow above Selo, in the effort to

outflank the Hermada on the North,, and this is why the

Austrians have massed their reserves upon their left, princi-

pally for counter-attacks in defence of the mountain.
The readers of this paper will remember our sliort descrip-

tions of the Hermada during the fighting earlier in the summer,
when once before it was attempted to master that height.

The Hermada rises up from the Gulf of Trieste above
Dumino in a fairly compact and isolated lump, between the
southern edge of which and the sea run the main railroad and
the main road to Trieste.

. The mountain is about two miles long by about one mile
broad. On the southern edge it sinks steeply down on to the
sea coast and the ledge along which the road and railway run.
"But on the northern side it is attached by a neck of high
ground to the escarpment of tlij Carso.

Its highest summit, which is roughiv in the middle of the
formation, is 1,074 i<-'et high. Its a'pproach is rather less
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steep from the western side, upon \yhidi the Italians are

attacking, than upon the eastcirn side where the Austrian

batteries and concentrations of men are concaaled. There

is a very sharp dip down southward towards the sea.

The despatches relating to the fighting of last Sunday (the

latest upon which this article can be based) make it clear that

the mountain has not yet fallen to any direct assault, but also

shows' us that our Allies are making a'strong effort to turn the

Hermada from the north, where the Southern Italian troops

had forced their way to Selo (the Slavonic " Sella ") on the

escarpment of the plain: since Friday last they have

been struggling to reach the summit of the Stara Lokva rise,

half a mile beyond the ruins of Selo and 120 feet above them.

On the northern end of the line beyond Gorizia, the heights

dominating the Isonzo Gorge are now completely in the hands

of our Allies. The last and highest summit, the Monte Santo

which had resisted all the efforts of the earlier summer fightmg,

fell during the late hours of Friday last, the 24th.

The capture of the Monte Santo has struck the imagination

of all and has been very properly made the occasion of wide-

spread rejoicings throughout Italy, for the Monte Santo

comes at the end of the ridge which dominates the great gorge

of the Isonzo above Gorizia and overlooks all the lower coun-

try at its iaet ; it was a sort of sentinel in perpetual obser\-a-

tion of the whole region eastward to the Venetian plain and

southward to the Carso. Moreover, in the great attack of

May last it alone had resisted of all the ix)ints of the ridge

when Kuk anil N'odice, the lesser summits, its neighbours to the

north, had fallen. This highest of the crests remaining in enemy

hands had detracted from the value of the oth?r captures.

Important, however, as the Monte Santo is both as a symbol

and as a tactical ])oint, we must appreciate that its fall has

been due to the much larger and more important busmes^ of

which the, week-end was full to the north of it, and that busi-

ness was the carrying of the Bainsizza plateau, which tlie

countryside has called for centuries the " Plain of the Holy

'

To understand the formation and position of this table land

is very important to our comprehension of all that the Italians

are doing. They have completely- smashed the Austrian ,

defensive organisation along the escarpment of it. We do

not yet know the strength or position of the second Austnan

line, but the clAnces of a war of movement developing here

are considerable. xu i,- i

The Isonzo is a mountain river, running down from the higli

Alps in one of those deep valleys which are characteristic of

such regions and entering just above Gorizia a narrow gorge,

the walls of which stand frowning at one another about

1,500 feet, upon the average, above the water.

Upon the left, or eastern, bank of the river, this wall is the

south-western escarpment of the Bainsizza plateau. It has

the tlSree main summits just quoted—crests higher than Us

average T*e Monte Santo, the highest, at the south, then the

Vodice, then the Kuk. At the Kuk summit the escarpment

turns round northerlv, receding somewhat from the nver and

along the valley, to widen until it reaches its northernmost

point at Hill 676. about five miles awav. At tins pomt the

escarpment of this nearly isolated plateau turns as sharply

to the south-eastward, where the rapidly deepenmg valley of a

mountain stream, which falls into the Isonzo, cuts it off.

It is joined to the mass of the Alps by a neck upon the east

:

The southern escarpment runs above the Pustala gorge and

brintjs one back again to the Monte Santo. Beyond the

Pustala gorge are the heiglits above Gorizia. of which the
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principal is tlic San Gabrielo, a strongliold of the Austrians.

dominating and overlookiue; (at b. range of about 7,000 yards)

the town" of Gorizia which they have lost.

Tl)e Austrians elected to make their strong defensive orga-

nisation of the first line along the positions afforded by nature,

the escarpment of the Bainsizza plateau, from hill bjb above
Canale to Knk and thence round from Kuk to the Monte
banto and so through San (labriele.

When they had lost Knk and Vodice, the main line still

lay along this escarpment covering the Monte Santo as shown
on Map II. Tlieir advanced positions were on the Isonzo
below where they had lost Canale in the offensive of last May,
and still held the crossing at .^nhovo.
The Italians on Sunday the i()th, and Monday the 20th,

crossed the Isonzo at and below Anhovo on i^ bridges under
the protection of their new and happily sujX'rior artillery tire,

carried the escaqiment and broke the main Austrian line,

sweeping o\er the Bainsizza plateau, thereby outflanking
Monte Santo from the north and advancing to some second
Austrian line, the strength of which and the time taken
in organisation we do not know. We do not yet know
its exact position either, but it is somewhere on tiie further
eastern edge of the escarpment.

It is a very great stroke, and it may lead to more. Unfor-

tunately, at the moment of writing, we do not know what has
happened yet to the two higluT points on the plateau. Hill

CS24, which is wooded and gives cover as well as observation.^
and Hill 801 (the hill called " Slemo ") two miles to the south.

What the occupation of the plateau may lead to depends a
good deal upon the fate of these two principal points of obser-
vation.

One of the characteristics of these Italian successes i.s

that the enormous anil novel pressure our Allies have been
able to bring to bear upon all the Isonzo front is due not
only to the vastly increased artillery (they are said to have
something like 7,000 guns in line between the Alps and the
Sea) but to a ver\' remarkable superiority in air work. Ever\-
observer has noted this superiority in the last few days, and
the degree in which it has been achieved is said, on the reports
of eye-witnesses who can compare it with the Northern fronts,

to be even more remarkable than the superiority established in
the same arm upon the Allied side dnring the first part of the
battle of the Somme. It is clear that >ipon this superiority
the Italian successes have been largely based.
The prisonei-s counted up to the evening of Sunday

were a total of 23,600, the guns 75, including two 12 inch
howitzers, and a great mass of material, and supplies was
taken as well.

The Flanders Front
Two actions Iiave specially marked the British work this

week in l-'landers. The first lias been the expensive but
successful effort of the Canadians at Lens. The second,'
the fighting for the " Southern Pillar " of the German
position in front of Ypres, described last week, the higher
ground below Gheluvelt.
As to Lens, that town, which has been turned into a heavily

garrisoned stronghold, is now touched upon all the west,
north and south, and the fighting is taking place in several
places within the limits of the old municipal boundaries.

Strategically, the importance of Lens is that it corresponds
upon the south, or British right, to the Ypres oflensive,
upon the north or British left. These blows on each wing,
when combined, are strategically a menace to Lille which,
in its turn, is at once the pivot upon which the enemy
necessarily depends in -case he should be compelled to a re-
tirement, and the main pillar of his resistance between the
Northern French manufacturing district and the North Sea :

the bastion upon which depends the curtain to the north
which covers his maritime bases of Ostend and Zcebrugge.

In all this week the ultimate object is, of course, the breaking
up of the defensive line, and the reduction of any one strong
point upon it, such as Lens, probably has a value in mere

YPRES'

Confyurs marJiecf

TresentF^htUtgLine

"Main. T/atitmllJefensive Line
o I 1 J

numerical losses greater than any other aspect of such a
success.

The chief centres of activity in this close struggle for the
ruins of Lens are the slight summit on the main Lille roadon the north, called Hill 70, now firmly in British hands (for
the recovery of winch several attacks have been launchedby the enenrty from the shattered suburbs to the south and
east beneath It), and the big slag heap on the other south-
western side of the town called by the British troops the "Grand

S^f"";
fh''''J!'\'*T'f ^J?.*^*^

^^"gl« of r^way lines justsouth of the heart of the City. '

ti :(\Sk^%"'T*'"*
°^

''T^*'"S
the latest despatches indicatetha the dig heap IS still held defensively by the enemv^on the other hand, every effort on his part for the re-Sngof Hill 70 on the north, has failed

^
t1n?i °?>l'

^f;'"^^P^"ding attack to the north of Lille-that IS, the attack from the salient of Yores-was marked
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this week by the second of the two actions to which we refer,

the very heavy lighting for what we called last week the
" southern pillar of the Paaschendaele Ridge."

This " southern pillar," it will be remembered, was essen-

tially the group of higher ground of which the summit is

hill 64 on tiic Mcnin Road, called by the British troops
" Clapham Junction." It is marked with a cross upon last

week's map which I here reproduce.

It will be rememh)ered what importance this point has for

the defensive and for the ofiensive, and how wc pointed out

last week that the enemy would make every cflort to prevent
its falling completely into British hands. Such an effort
has been made, and is, at the moment of writing, undecided.
Upon August 22nd, that is last Wednesday, the British

advancing from the highest point of Hill 64 down the Menin
Koad, got into the splintered wood called the Herenthagc
Wood, which the British Army christens " Inverness Copse."
The undulations here are very slight and, in spite of the im-
portance of obser\ation in the Flanders plain from even a
small rise, we must beware against exaggerating the con-
lours in our imagination. All the way down hill from " Clap-

ham Junction" to Gheluvelt is only 35 feet, and from the
same point to the middle of Inverness Copse there is a fall

of only 13 feet.

It was upon Thursday last, the 23rd of August, that the
British entered Inverness Copse and occupied about half of
its shattered area—the eastern half, of course. Had they
occupied the whole of this wood one might sav that the
hummock whicii thus slightly overlooks Gheluvelt and the
Mcnin Koad would have been entirely in their hands.
But it was hnpossible for the enemy to admit this threat

to his " pillar," without a very strong rc-action and bid
for its recovery. A\e accordingly find a violent counter-attack
taking place upon Friday, the 24th, in which the enemy claim,
in rather confused language, the recovery of this part of
the wood ; while the British communique registers the
withdrawal of the British advanced troops, but adds :

" The
confused fighting which has taken place in Inverness Copse
. . . is still continuing.'

Upon Saturday, the 25th, there was another fluctuation
of the line in tills hardly contested and (S ontial point. Tiie
German document admits the recapture by the British of
the north-western corner of the HerenthageWood (Inverness
Copse), and on Sunday morning it was lost again, the (lennans
attacking with flame in great strength, but by the afternoon
they had again been driven out. \Ve may take it (as far as
the very brief indications afforded us go), that the general
result upon the Sunday night of the three days heavy fighting

.
for 'this part of the " southern German pillar " was :

(i) A heavily pressed and successful British advance occu-
pying half the copse and reaching down to somewhere near
contour 60, but leaving the ruins of the Chateau on the south
of the road still in German hands. This on Thursday.

(2) A very strong German countcr-attick to rcco er this
essential piece of ground lilting the hours of Friday, and
pressing back the British perhaps to the edges of the little

wood, and in any castj recovering the .cheater part of it.

(3) .Another British blow on Saturday, which dfd not recover
the whole of what had been taken on Thursday, but a portion
of it. to wit, the north-western corner of the copse.

(4) A violent Gennan flame attack on Sunday morning
which temporarily recovered the north-west comer of the
wood, but was- driven back before night.
To those who have the opportunity for following the most

important element of all in the lighting—the comparative
losses—(an opportunity denied, of course, to the student at
home) the really significant factor is the price which the
enemy has paid in thus attempting to cling to the higher
ground. The highest ground of all at " Clapham Junc-
tion " he has lost altogether. He is putting forth a very
great effort to hold on to the first beginning of the further
filope, and so far has maintained himself there. But the real
value of the operation can only be tested from his point of
view or from ours by its effect upon his numbers—and ours.

The Verdun Front
Meanwhile, far to the south, a new simultaneous offensive

has further tested his numbers. This has been the sudden
and successful blow launched by the l-"rench upon the Verdun
sector. We are dealing here with an action about half as large
in the effectives ein ployed and the artillery work corresponding
to them, as the corresponding effort on the Ypres salient. It

has not the importance of the work on the Ypres salient, but

it is very significant as an example of the degree to which the
enemy is now pressed for men.
The French planned this offensive upon a sector of about

II miles, directly north and north-west of 'Verdun town from
the wood of Avocourt to Bezonveaux upon both banks of the
Meuse.
There was ample and lengthy artillery preparation which
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left the enemv in no doubt as to the blow that was intended.

To the four divisions which he had left upon this sector he

added two to meet that blow, and apparently a third in the

course of its dcliverv—making seven in all. He was unable

to prevent its full effect from being reaped, and his inability

was due to exactly the same cause which operates upon him

everywhere, the decline in man-power—a decline which would

already have been decisive but for the interruption of pressure

upon tlic Eastern front.

It will be remembered that we went to press last week too

earlv to do more than record the beginning of this operation.

Its details would seem to have been as foUows :
,

Upon Monday, August 20th, the artillery preparation

ha\ing dc:?troyed the enemy's defensive organisation, tlie

infantiy went forward and secured Avocourt Wood, the

famous summits of the Mort Homme, the Crown Wood, and

Cumieres Wood upon tlio left of tlie Meuse. On the right

bank the French carried Talou Hill, Hill 344 and Hill 240,

penetrating also into the wood called " The Ditches " (Des

Tosses) and the wood called " The Thatch Wood " (Chaume).

By the end of that ftrst day 4,000 unwounded prisoners were

counted.

There was a strong re-action before night on the part of the

enemy, probably conducted by the two supporting divisions

which he had already brought up. But it failed.

On the Tuesday the Ridge of Goose Hill, beyond the Crows

Wood, was entered by the French, and the \illage of Regne-

\ille at its foot : This upon the left bank of the Meuse. On the

right bank the new ad\'ance covered Samogneu.x and the

number of prisoners had risen to over five tliousand.

On the Wednesday, the 22nd, there was a violent German
counter-attack on the Mort Homme, which touched the front

line but was driven out again, following on which the I'^ench

line was advanced to the outskirts of the ruins of Forges. A
corresponding counter-attack on the other bank failed with
considerable losses, and by the evening of th^t day the number
of prisoners had increased to 6,116 unwoiindcd men (that

is, including " walking cases "—the prisoners who can pass the

tellers on foot) in addition to which there were 500 wbimded
men brought in.

On Thursday, the 23rd, there was only a srriall French stroke

on the right bank and a general consolidation of the positions,

but a full count of the prisoners and captured guns was
issued : 6,720 of the former and 24 of the latter.

On Friday came the second principal blow of these opera-
tions, the French after full artillery preparation attacked at
dawn and carried the whole of Hill 304, and the Camard Wood
to the west of it, ad\ancing about 2,000 yards on the average
and readiing the Forges Brook.
On Saturday another minor operation put the French in

possession of some fortified outposts just south of Bethincourt.
A renewed count of prisoners brought the total up to 8,100.

It is of real significance and interest to follow the G(!;rman
accounts of this operation, and I will therefore summarise
the enemy's despatches and let them speak for themselves in
the light of what the reader has iust had before him.

On the Monday night—the night of August 20th, when the
first French blow had been delivered, the German despatch','

after saying that the French were marching " under English
orders ' —a type of phrase which ought never to be admitted
in the terse language of military accounts, and which only
appears when the writer is suffering more than he should
allow himself to suft'er—tells us that " the battle before Verdun
is going in our favour," and adds that the fighting on the east
of the Meuse has not given any results to the French.

In an earlier communique of -the same day the enemy had
admitted a "voluntary withdrawal."
Upon the ne.xt day there comes the phrase " at many places

the French troops penetrated into our defensive zone in which
every step forward had to be wrested from our fighting troops
by sanguinary losses." After these adjectives we get the
phrase :

" Bitter hand-to-hand fighting and powerful
counter-attacks drove back the enemy almost everywhere."
And we are further told, for what it is worth, that the struggle
was mighty, and that it swayed to and fro ; that the measures
taken by the leaders were splendid ; that the tenacity and
bravery of the infantry was " typical," and that the termina-
tion of the day was " satisfactony'." The despatch ends up by
telling us that both leaders and troops anticipate a favourable
conclusion.

On the next day, Wednesday, the German communique
tells us that all attacks and thrusts were repulsed, and while
tlie French " forced themselves into the southern part of
Samogneux," the " dense masses " were " otherwise
sanguinarily repulsed."

The despatch describing Thursday's fighting is unimportant
as was the French despatch of the day, being a day in which
there was little action. But on Friday we get another of
these characteristic documents. It will' be remembered that
Friday was the day in which Hill 304 was carried, and we arc
told that Hill 304 was " evacuated in accordance with our
plans."

On Saturday, the day when the French reached the Forges
Brook and the little organised posts south of Bethincourt, we
have m the German despatch the remark that " the French
sent forward strong forces against our positions on the Forges
rivulet, and between Malancourt and Bethincourt." And
that these were " repulsed with heavy losses."
A tabulation of this sort is well worth making in the present

phase of the war. h. Bklloc

Mr. Belloc has been obliged, through indisposition,
to take a short holiday, and will consequently be
unable to contribute his usual article next week to
"Land & Water."
Special articles have, however, been arranged for
•hat issue : On the Western Front, by Edmund
Dane, and On the Italian Front, by Lewis R.
Freeman.
The publication of Mr. Belloc s analysis of the
rematmng German effectives, as estimated by Mr.
Gerard, is postponed.

Germany's New Foreign Minister
By J. Coudurier de Chassaigne

The K-riter of this article is the well-known London corres-
pondent of the Paris "Figaro." He fs also President
of the Foreign Press Association in London. He had many
and excellent opportunities of studying Baron von Kuhl-
niann and his methods during the six years the Baron was
Councillor of the German Embassy in Carlton House terrace.

DR.
VON KUHLMANN, or as he used to be called by

courtesy,BaronvonKuhlmann, is a fortunate man.
He is only forty-four, and has already obtained
the most coveted post in the whole of German

diplomacy, and has becom.e the chief manipulator of the
countless Pacifist wire-pullers who will succeed, if we are
not careful, in winning a diplomatic victory for Germany in
spite of its military defeat.

Ihe. man who assumes this gigantic responsibility is ad-
nurably qualified for his task. Baron von Kuhlmann comes
througli his father's family, from that upper middle-class
which lias been recently ennobled after havinfj made a fortune
in business, and he owes to that modest descent some of his
rarest gifts

;
his common sense, his instinctive knowledge

of everything connected with commerce and industry and liis
obviously inherited habits of hard work. For he is as "tenacious
and patient and energetic as the business man must be who
wishes (o succeed. He possesses also that quality which is
so rare among the German nobility, of sympathising only

superfically with the military caste, while he is profoundly
attached to the industrial classes, which, for him, represent
the true future of his country.
Ke is related, through the family of his wife. Marguerite,

Baroness Stumm, and through his mother, Anna, Baroness
Kedw^itz, with the best of the German aristocracy. In t'lat
way he is connected by his ancestry and his marriage with all
the governing classes of the Empire, but, as he does not belong
exclusively to any one class, he is able to estur.ate them all
at their proper value impartially. •

Nature has further favouredhim in giving him good looks.
He IS a fine figure of a man and has none of that obesity
which IS so common on the other side of the Rhine. Hi's
pleasant face and smile are full of an independent spirit and

I'uT .?•*
^'"^*^^ ^" expression of candour and good feiluwsiiip

that disarms everybody who does not know him well. His
Jiand-shake IS cordial, rather rough, but giving the impression
of perfect^ sincerity. In the popular phrase, he is"liail fellow
well met. Nothing in his outward appearance suggests the
diplomat—I should say tlie diplomat of the old schooh He has,
however, charming manners. He has an exquisite polite-
ness towards everyone who comes to him. but he is so simple,
so free from any affectation, that one would believe him to be an
absolutely splendid fellow witliout the least malice in his com-
position He means everything he says, tliough he docs not
speak all his thoughts. He has excellent health and appears
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to lia\p tireless energy. He alwa^-s seems fresli and ready for

anything. His tastes are simple"; he lives in Inxnry withnnt

being a slave to it. He said to me once :
" I'or me there are

only two indispensable things in life, a good cigar and a good

bed, for one must sleep well if one works hard."

In political circles, even among his enemies, he has. an

extraordinary reputation for independence and loyalty.

One of the most distinguished members of one of our Allied

Embassies in London told me four or five years ago that

Knlilmann had ne\er told him a lie. 1 know, however, of one

instance in which von Kuhlmann did not live up to his high

reputation. This is the story just as it was told to me by an

official, whose exceptional intelligence and perfect honesty

Kuhlmann appreciated.

Two or three years before the declaration of war, a German
meteor appeared suddenly in the sky of .tjlie social world of

London, and shone there with great brilliance until July 1914.

A month before the war, this magnificent star, whose name
was Baron vender Heydt, disappeared, and thought fit to go

and drink the waters in a little German town, there to take

care of his health which had suddenly suffered as a result of .so

many festivities and pleasures. Baron von der Heydt passed

as a voung banker who wished to found in London a brai>ch

of his family's business house, and as his business prospered

marvellously, he devoted all his leisure to good living in London.

His luxurious house was the meeting place not only for dis-

tinguished foreigners from all countries,^ but also for the best

English society. History now know? that this delightful

host was the connecting link between the (ierman Embassy,
more especially Kuhlmann, and a group of English and
foreign cliques, through which German; propaganda and
espionage were more or less discreetly conducted.

Detected in Deceit

Baron von der Heydt was the enlightened patron of the
correspondents of (rerman newspapers, and as such had a real

influence in the foreign political circles. \ow one day the

doings of Baron von der Heydt attracted the attention of

one of the best known English diplomatists. \\'ishing to know
more about the nature of the reports that were passing between
Baron von der Heydt and the (ierman Embassy, this diplomat
asked Kuhlmann if he knew this new arrival in the German
colony in London. Kuhlmann, taken aback, hesitated, and
was unwise enough to say that he did not.

" What '

" said his companion, " vou do not know Baron
von der Heydt. But he is one of the most brilliant and
sympathetic personalities in German circles in London.
He is ever^'where."

" I do not know him," Kuhlmann repeated.
"Well." retorted my friend, " such a state of things must

not continue. I must certainly introduce you to Baron von
der Heydt. I must arrange a breakfast party for you to
meet him."
Kuhlmann was unable to conceal his jnnoyanc?. The

diplomat, delighted at the trick he had successfully played on
the Councillor of the German Embassy, did not carry his
joke any further, l.ut he told me some time ago that he would
regret all his life that he had not introduced to Baron von
Kuhlmann one of his principal lieutenantr.

This little incident proves two things. Firstly that Kuhl-
mann, in spite of his good qualities, has the faults of his

race, that he has no tact or subtlety, and that, like all Gefmans,
he is an enthusiastic adept in this game of espionage in all its

forms, which is one' of the off-shoots of Gennan culture.

Kuhlmann was extraordinarily well informed. He had
his emissaries all over the world. He knew better than any-
one else how fo give valuable information to English reporters,
and journalists were sure to find a delightful welcome at the
Chancellory of the German Embassy where the Councillor
himself would receive them with warmth and cordiality.

One realised the hidden po\<er that the great chief of Ger-
man ])ropaganda in En.gland exercised when, on the day
of the declaration of war, he managed to pass into the JVcsl-

minsler Gazelle an interview which has become famous, and
the sole result of which, fortunately, was to make Baron von
Kuhlmann ridiculous, and to lead to his being christened
by the London newspapers, " the funny man." The noble
baron used fo try to persuade public opinion that the inten-

tions of Germany were absolutely pure as far as England was
concerned, and that England had nothirtg but advantage to
gain from continuing her friendship with the Kaiser. Kuhl-
mann also used to make a point of having close and friendly
relationships with foreign journalists. His intermediarv'
was Baron von der Heydt, who used to collect at his house at

his mcjst interesting dinner parties, not xinly correspondents
of the German press, but also those of other countries,

Kuhlmann in I-ondon was going through the apprentice-
ship of the profession he has since practised with much
success in Holland. His method is to surround himself

with a first class body of informers, and to give to the

Press of the coimtry where he is, and of neighbouring countries,

the information that serves his own purpose, presented with
an air of innocence that would disarm the most suspicious.

He is, in fact, a model of the ultra-modern diplomat.

He knows that in a well organised country effective

government depends on two essential instruments, a
docile press and a sound system of police. With the one you
impose your opinions on the mass of individuals, and with
the other you render powerless to injure you those few per-

sons who refuse to be convinced by arguments that are

sufficient to carry the crowd.

The Agadir Crisis

But if Baron von Kuhlmann naa only those two qualities

of the Prussian statesman, we might then regard his rise to

power without great uneasiness. However, he has already
proved since his sojourn in London, that this more or less

mechanical part of his method of governing was only on a
par with the rest of his policy. The new Foreign Minister

has a wider conception of the true interests of his race. All

the resources of corruption and of the iron hand are only
auxiliary instruments in the service of a great idea. The
future of the German Empire seems to him to lie in the un-
limited economic effort isi this prolific and hard-working
people, whose amamcnts exist only to levy blackmail on the
rest of the world. Kuhlmann was one of the instigators of

the Agadir crisis, and the policy of threats was the one which
he believed would serve his country best. But for nothing

in the world would he ha\-e wished that a single shot should
have been fired.

Kuhlmann's plan at the time of the Agadir crisis was to
intimidate France and to obtain, by bluffing and without
striking a blow, economic advantages and certain concessions

of territory. His object would have been quite genuinely

defeated if war had broken out. This was his own policy up
till Augu.st 1914. In that August he said to a friend of mine

—

" I can speak to you to-day as one man to another. I shall

tell you frankly what I think. Whatever maybe the result,

war is a criminal blunder for Germany. If we had had ten
more years of peace, we would be masters of the world with-

out having to shed one drop of blood."

I am convinced that Baron von Kuhlmann thinks to-day
as he thought three years jigo. He will make peace as soon as

events permit him to do so. He has an unbounded confidence

in the profound resources of the German race ; his only desire

is to recommence the work to which he and his friends, the

great capitalists, the great leaders of industry, had 'devoted
themselves twenty years ago, and which can be resumed along

two lines, economic conquest of the world based on the threat

of Germany's military power. Fortunately for us the junkers

defeated the commercial interests, and the war has opened our
eyes, let us hope for ever.

Kuhlmann is a practical man ; he will concede to the Allies

empty honours and even political advantages. I should not

be at all surprised if he gave up Alsace Lorraine, perhaps even
Poland, provided that Germany, or more precisely the Central

Empires, obtain economic compensations. He will be the con-

vinced and even loyal upholder of a peace witbout bitterness.

He will -shake hands cordially with his enemies of- yesterday

on condition that his one nightmare is destroyed, namely,
• the economic boycott of Germany after the war. He knows
that in a relatively short time the German people, if all

the markets of the world are open to them, and its com-

mercial travellers can go freely in the allied countries, will

regain slowly but surely, the place they had occupied before

the war in the industrial and economic life of the whole

world. A peace without bitterness will allow the Germans to

recreate their army, to augment their fleet, which they call

commercial ; even if deprived of some of her provinces a
Germany conquered on the field of battle will triumph through

peace ; for its workers, -its chemists, its capitalists, united

in a common ideal of industrial pan-Germanism, will work night

and day to reconstruct and renovate their fathedand, and in

\ 30, 40, or 50 years, our descendants will be faced by a Germany
that has learnt bv experience, and will next time know how
to use its cbmmercial victories.

Such, let us make no mistake about it, is the precise scheme

of this man who is above all things, practical. He will have

behind him his whole country, for German Socialists are, above

all, socialists in the interests of Germany, and his democracy

has no sympathy with demagogy.

What" sort of statesmen have the Allies to oppose during

and after peace negotiations to Baron von Kuhlmann, this

young, active, energetic man, who knows every question from

top to bottom, who is thoroughly trained in business, and who
knows beforehand exactly what must be retained in every

sphere and what may be sacrificed .'
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a 3(^tirnal from a JCegation

By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

In this journal front a Legation Mr. Hugh Gibson, First

Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels during the

opening months of the war, continues his story. In the previotin

portion of this Journal, already published in Land & Water,
he had described how the American Legation too/t charge of

(ierman residents in Belgium and made itself responsible for

their safety. Here he takes up the story after the entry of the,

German Army into Brussels. He describes a most exciting

journey which he undertook by motor-car to Antwerp in order

to cable despatches to Washington. Antwerp at this time had

become the headquarters of the Belgian Government. His

account of the Zeppelin raid is most interesting, as this was

the first occasion that the now discredited gas-bag 7ms used to

bombard a sleeping city. Mr. Gibson's Journal is published

with the consent of the Stale Department of the I 'niled Slates.

ryPCSSFLS, August lyth. 1014.—Some ten days ago I

/^^startedona tripto Aji'twcrp. got tlirougli tlio lines and
•^-^ managed to w riggle back into Brussels last night after re-

establishing telegraph communication with the Department
and having a number of other things happen to and around
stbout me.

All 1 can remember now n'f tlie 23rd is that it was. Sunday
and that we could hear cannonading all day long from the

east. It was hard to tell just where it came from, but it was
probably from the direction of Wavre and Namur. It was
drizzly all day. The German troops continued to pour

through Brussels. From time to time during the last few

days their march has been interrupted for a couple of hours

at a time—apparently as a result of a determined attempt
on the part of the French and English to stop the steady flow

of troops towards the French frontier. P^ach time we- could

hear the booming of the cannons—the deep voices of the

German guns and the sharp dry bark of the French. At
night we have seen the searchlights looking for the enemy or

flashing signals. Despite the nearness of all this fighting

and the sight of the wounded being brought in, the streets

barred off to keep the noisy traffic away from the hospitals,

and all the other signs of war, it has still been liard to realise

that it was so near us.

Our little German General von Jarotzky has kept clicking

his heels,together and promising us anything we chose to ask ;

we have run around day after day with our telegrams] and
not one has got further than the Hotel de Ville. Being
naturally somewhat touchy, we got tired of this after a few
days and decided that the only way to get any news to Wash-
ington was for me to go to Antwerp and get into direct com-
munication over the cable from there. We got our telegrams
ready and made a last try on the General on Monday morning.
He was still effusively agreeable and assured us that he had
determined to place. a military field wire at our disposal so

that we could communicate with Washington via Berlin.

Our previous experiences had made us suspicious, so it was
di'cided that while depositing our messages here I would
make a try at getting through the lines and send whatever
I tliought best from Antwerp or any other place I could
reach. We told the General frankly what we intended to

'

do and he was all smiles and anxiety to please. At our
request he had an imposing passport made out for me, signed
with his hand and authorised with his seal. The Burgo-
master wrote out an equally good letter for me when we
reached the Belgian lines. Providence was to take care of
us while wo were between the lines— and just to make it

unanimous he did.

We wanted to get away during the morning, but one thing
after another came up, and I was kept on the jump. We had
to stop and worry about our newspaper correspondents who
had wandered off again. Morgan came wandering in during
the morning and announced that he and Davis had set out on
foot to see whether there was any fighting near Hal ; they
liad fallen in with some German forces advancing toward
Mons. After satisfying tliemselves that there was noticing
going on at Hal or Enghien, Morgan decided that he had had
enough walking for one day and was for coming home. Davis
felt that they were too near the front to giveup, and with a
Sherlock Holmes sagacity announced that if they stuck to
these Orman troops they would succeed in locating the
French and British armies. Morgan thought this so probable
that he was all for coming back and left Davis tramping along
behind an ammimition wagon in search of adventure. He
found it.

After getting out of their trouble at T.ouvain, McCutcheon,
Cobb, and Lewis set fortli on another adventure. There are

of course, no motor cars or carriages to be had for love or

money, so they invested in a couple of aged bicycles and a
donkey cart. Cobb perched gracefully on top of the donkey
cart and the other two pedalled alongside on their wheels.

They must have bepn a funny outfit, and at last accounts
were getting along in good style. The air is filled with
nen-ousness, however, and there is a constantly increasing
list of people who are being thrown into jail, or shot as spies -

and there is little time for careful and painstaking trials for

wanderers who are i)icked up inside the lines of the fighting
armies and are unable to render a convincing account of

themselves. I shall be rather uncomfortable about them
until they reappear.
While we were waiting for the final formalities for our trip

to be accomplished I invested in a wrist watch and goggles.

] did not care to take my watch and other valuables inside
the fighting zone where 1 might have to make a run for it.

As always happens when such careful preparations arc made,
nothing did happen. We also bought a little fuzzy animal
like a 'leddy bear about three inches high and tied him on tlio

radiator as a mascot. He made a hit with all hands and got
a valuable grin from several forbidding-looking Germans.
We had signs on the car fore and aft marking it as the car of
the American Legation—the signs being in both I'rench and
German. As we were the first to try to make the trip we
thought it up to us to neglect nothing that would help to get
us throjigh without any unpleasant sliooting or bayonetting.

The Start for Antwerp

After formally filing all our telegrams with the German
General, Blount and 1 got under way at half-past two. Me
pulled out through the northern end of the city toward
Vilvorde. There were German troops and supply trains all

along the road, but we were not stopped until we got about
half-way to V. Then we heard a loud roar from a field of
cabbages we were passing, and, looking around, discovered
what looked like a review of the Ivnights of Pythias. A
magnificent looking man on horseback, wearing several orders,
surrounded by a staff of ten or twelve others, was riding
toward us through the cabbages, waving angrily at us to
stop. The whole crowd surrounded the car and demanded
hotly how we dared venture out of town by this road. While
they were industriously blowing us up, the Supreme Potentate
observed the sign on "the front of the car, Gesandtschaff der
Vereiningen Staaten, whereupon he came straightway to
salute and kept it up. The others all saluted most earnestly
and we had to unlimber and take oft our hats, and bow as
gracefully as we could, all hunched up inside a little racing
car.

Tlien I passed out our pass wliicli the Chief of Staff read
aloud to the assembled notables. Thev were all most amiable,
warned us to proceed with great caution, driving slowly,
stopping every hundred yards, and to tear back toward town
if popping began in our immediate neighbourhood. They
were so insistent on our not getting in the way of bullets,
that I had to assure them in my best rusty German that we
were getting into this ragged edge of their old war simply
because it was necessary for business reasons and not because
of any ardent desire to have holes shot through us. They
all laughed and let us go our way with a .final caution.
From that time on we were in the midst of German patrols.

We religiously observed the oiificers' advice to drive slowly
and keep a look-out. Five minutes later, we began to meet
peasants running away from their homes in the direction of
Brussels. They reported fighting near Malines, and said
that we were running straight into it. They were a badly
frightened lot. We decided that the only thing to do was
go ahead, feehngour way carefully, and come back or wait if

thmgs got too hot for us. We were stopped several times
by troops crassing the road to get into trenches that were
already prepared, and once to wait while a big giin was gotten
mto place. It was a ticklish business to come around a
turn m the road and light on a hundred men .sneaking along
lehmd a hedge with their rifles ready for instant action. Just
lieyond Eppeghem we met a troop of cavalry convoying a high
cart filled with peasants who had evidently been taken
prisoners The officer m charge was a nervous chap, who
came ricling at us brandishing his revolver which he had
tied to the pommel of his saddle with a long cord. He was
most indignant tha^we had been allowed to come this far, and
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reluctantly' admitted that our pass was good. All the time

he talked with us and told us of the skirmishing ahead he

kept waving that large blunderbuss in our faces. I tried a

little humour on him by saying as nearly as the imwieldy

structure of the German tongue would permit :
" Please

point that thing the other way ;
you can never tell when it

may go off and hurt somebody."
He was quite solemn about it, however, and assured us that

he had perfect control over it, emphasising his remarks by
shaking it under our noses. I was glad to get out of his

range, for I veril\ belie\e that if somebody had shouted boo !

he would have let that gun oft" with a bang.

Arrival at Malines

The German officers we talked with from time to time
said that the Belgians were advancing, and that several

skirmishes had taken place, that a big engagement was ex-

pected during the night or in the morning. We passed the

last of the (jerman outposts about two miles this side of

Malines, but for fear we might tell on them they would not
tell us whether we had anv more of their kind ahead of us.

We shot along througii the open country between the last

Germans and the edge of Malines at a fairly good rate, and kept
ii look-out for the English flag, which we had been given to

understand was flying from the tower of the Cathedral.

That is what we had been given to understand in Brussels
;

but along the road they were very noncommittal about the

whereabouts of the British troops. • W hen we finally did get

a clear view of the Cathedral spires we saiW the Belgian
flag standing straight out in the good breeze that was blowing,
and while that showed that the English troops had not taken
f)ver the place, it at least convinced us that the Germans were
behind us. As we drove through the little suburb on this

side of the canal which" runs through the edge of the town, we
found that all the houses were battened up tight. One lone
man who came, out from a little cafe told us that the German^
liad been through about fifteen minutes before, and had shot
up the town until thev were driven off by a small force of

Belgian cavalry which had appeared from nowhere and had as
quickly gone back to the same place. Not knowing what
forces were ready to start in again on short notice. :all the
inhabitants who were fortunate enough to have cellars were
hiding in them, and the rest were trying to get into town
as best they could, leaving their belongings.

U hen we reached the canal we found that the drawbridge
had lieen taken up. and that there was no way to get across.

'Jhere were a few gendarmes on the other side of the canal and
a few carts on our side. All hands were anxious to get across,
but the Burgomaster had ordered traffic to be suspendecl
until things had quieted down. We prevailed upon a genial
gendarme to run back and get orders to govern our special
case. After waving our credentials and showing how much
influence we had with the local administration, we were quite
popular with the panic-stricken peasants who wanted to get
into the town. Orders came ver>' soon, and we made straight
for the Hotel de Ville to thank the Burgomaster for letting us
in—and also to pick up any news he had as to conditions.
We did not get any great amount, however, as he could not
get over the fact that we had come straight through from
Brussels without having been shot by the German or the
Belgian patrols who were out with orders to pick up strav^
like us. We tried several timi-s to get information out of him,
but he could do nothing but man'el at our luck and above
all our proitesse, which left him quite bowled over. We gave
him up and went our way. He has had other thiijgs to marvel
about since.

Not far out of Malines we ran into the first Belgian outpost.
When we were about fift\' yards from them they surged across
the road and began brandishing rifles, swords, lances, a
veritable armoury of deadly weapons. Blount put on the
emergency brakes and we were bracing for quick and voluble
explanations when we saw that they were all grinning broadly
and that each one was struggling to get our particular
attention. \ye liajj our laisser-passers in our hands and
waved them in the air ; no one would pay the slightest heed to
them. From the hubbub that was seething about our ears
we learned that ten minutes or so before they had finished
a little brush with the Germans and that the articles they had
been waving in our faces were the trophies of the cf)mbat.
Each fellow wa;* anxious to show us what he had taken and
to tell just how ho had done it. They seemed to take it for

granted that we were friends and would enjoy the sight and
share their delight. One of the bovs—a chap about eighteen -

held aloft a huge pair of cavalry boots which he had pulled
off a German he had killed. It was a curious mixture of
childish i)ride and the savage rejoicing of a Tiji Islander with a
head he had taken. W<" admired their loot until they were
satisfied mill th.n prevriiled upon them to look at oiu" papers.

which they did in a perfunctory way. Then, after shaking
hands all round, they sent us on with a cheer.

We were hero-curiosities as the first civilians who had got
through from the German lines since the occupation of Brussels.

And perhaps we were not glad to be safely inside the Belgian
lines ! It was nervous work that far, but once inside we
found everybody friendly and got througii without any
trouble, although we were stopped every kilometre or so.

Soon after we passed the first outposts we began passing
Belgian troops advancing toward Malines in large force. They
seemed in good spirits and ready for anything. Our position

here has gone steadily up since the beginning of the hostilities,

and everywhere we went the flag was cheered and we got a
warm welcome.
We had a slow time of it working our way through the forti-

fications and convincing posts every fifty yards that we were
all right.

This forward movement of the troops was a part of a con-
certed operation by which the Belgians were to attempt to re-

take Malines and Brussels while the main German Army was
engaged in attacking Mons ajid Charleroi.

About twelve kilometres out of Antwerp we were stopped
at a little house and asked if we would take a wounded man
into town to the hospital. He had been shot through the

hand and was suffering from shock and loss of blood but was
able to chew a huge chunk of bread all the vvav into town.
He had no interest in anything else, and after trying one or

two questions on him I let him alone and watched the troops

we were passing. They were an unbroken line all the way in

and a lot of them had not left town. The whole Belgian army
and a lot of the Garde Civique were inside the ring of forts

and were all being put on the road with full contingents of
supply wagons, ambulances, and even dog artillery. These
little chaps came tugging along the road and turned their

heads to bark at us with enthusiasm.

Mined Roads

For a mile or so outside the enceinte which had been thrown
up around the town the roads are heavily mined, and small

red flags planted between the cobbles wim passers-by to

tread gently and gingerly. We did not require the urging
of the sentries to make us proceed with caution over these

places, which were so delicately mined that heavy carts were
not allowed to pass. 1 breathed more easily when we were once
out of this.

We found the militarv' hospital and handed over our
wounded soldier to the attendants, who bundled him inside

and then rushed back to hear what we could tell them. Tlicy

had not heard a word from the outside world—or rather from
our part of the outside world—since the withdrawal of the

Belgian arniy to Antwerp, and they greeted us as they would
greet fellow-beings returning from a journey to Mars. They
had a few newspapers which were being published in Antwerp
and handed them over to iis.^we being as anxious as they for

the news that we had not been able to get.

I'rom the hospital we drove to the Hotel St. Antoine and
asked for rooms. The proprietor was very suspicious of us,

and we had a tremendous time convincing him tliat there was
nothing the matter with us. He knew that we could not
have come from Brussels, as nobodj' had been able to make
the trip. Our pajx-rs were en regie but that made no difi'erence.

German spies and other suspicious characters had managed
to get forged papers before that. Fortunately, all the other

diplomats were living in the hotel, and I asked that he hunt up
some of them and verify what we had to say for ourselves.

Webber of the British Legation was brought out and acted

as though he had seen a ghost. He calmed down enough to

assure the proprietor that we were respectable citizens

and that he could safely give us rooms. All the other people

were away from the hotel for the moment, so we deposited

our things in our room and made for the Consulate General.

It was then half-past six and the Consul General had gone for

the day. Awell trained porter refused to tell where either he
or the V. C. G. lived, but we managed to find out and got to

the V. C. G.'s house after a hunt with a chasseur of the hotel on
the box. He was not at home, but his wife was there.

We talked with her for a few minutes and then went back to

the hotel to await Sherman's (V. C. G.) coming. He called in

the course of a few minutes and we made arrangements to go
to the Consulate after dinner and get off uur telegrams.

By the time we could get washed up and ready for dinner

the crowd had come back, and when we set foot on the stair-

way we were literally ovei-whelmed by our loving friends.

First 1 met Sir F'rancis Villiers and accepted his invitation to

dine. He and Prince Koudachoff, the Russian Minister, a
lot of other colleagues and goodness only knows who else fell

upon us for demands for news. I took refuge in Sir Francis's

office and saw as many jieople as I could until dinner time.
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Baron Van der Elst, the Sorrotarv -Genera 1 of thf Foreign

Office, and M. Carton de Wiart, the Minister of justice, for-

f;etting all about the requirements of the protocol that 1

should make the first call upon them, came around to see

if 1 had anv news of their families. I.iickilv 1 had and was

able to tell them that all was well. 1 did hot know that I had

so much first-hand knowledge of the people in Brussels, but

was able to give good news to any number of people.

It became a regular jov-feastand was more fun for me than

for anybody else. By eight o'clock we got out to dmner

but hardly got two consecutive bits without inteiTuptions.

In the midst of soup; General Yungbluth, Chief of Staff to the

King, came around in 'full regimentals and wanted to get

all sorts of news for the Queen. Before we got much further

others began to arrive and drew up chairs to the table, filling

up all that part of the room. As we were finishing dinner

several Ministers of State came in to say tliat the^ Prime

Minister wanted me to come to meet him and the Cabinet

Council which was being held just to assure them that all was

well with their families and to tell them, in the bargain, anything

tiiat 1 felt 1 properly could. However, I had my real work

ahead of me—getting oft' my telegrams to \\ ashington. I

tore myself away from the cirowd and, joining Shennan, who
was waiting for me in the hall, I made for the Consulate

Oneral. The C. G. was already there anxious to hear the news.

1 had to get before the Department all the news I could

and as comprehensive a statement as possible of everything

that had happened since communications had been cut.

1 pounded away until after eleven and got oft' a fat bundle of

cables, which Sherman took to the ofilice for me. I tlien made
tracks for the General Staff, where the Cabinet Council was

waiting for me.

I
Eager for News

1 have never been through a more moving time than the

hour and a half I spent with them. It was hard to keep from

bursting out and telling them everything that I knew would

interest them. T had bound myself with no promises before I

left about telling of the situation, but none the less I felt

bound not to do it. I was able to tell them a great deal

that was of comfort to them and that could give no ground

for objection if the Germans were to know of it—and on these

subjects 1 gave them all they wanted. After telling them all

1 could about their famihes and friends, 1 let them ask ques-

tions and did my best to answer those that I could. The first

thing they wanted to know was how the Germans had be-

haved in the town. The answer I gave them was satis-

factor\-.

Then they wanted to know whether the Royal Palace had
been respected or whether the German flag was flying over it

;

also whether the Belgian flag still flew on the Hotel de Ville.

Their pride in their old town was touching, and when they

"lieard that no harm had as yet been done it you would have
thought that thev were hearing good news of friends thej' had
lost. Then they started in and told me all the news they had
from outside sources—bits of information which had reached
them indirectly via Holland and the reports of their military

authorities. We have never had such complete information

given us. I made notes of a lot of it and ended with enough
to justify the trip even if I had not restored communication
with the Department.
We stayed on and talked until nearly half-past twelve,

when I got up and insisted on leaving
;
perhaps it is just as

well. They did not want to break up the party, but when I

insisted they also made up their mind to call it a day's woi-k

and quit.

We brought Van der Elst back to the hotel, and with
his influence ran our car into the gendarmerie next door.
Then to bed.

Blount and I had a huge room on the third floor front. We
had just got irito bed and were settling down to a good night's
rest when there was an explosion the like of which I have
never heard before, and we were rocked as though in cradles.

We were greatly interested but took it calmly, knowing that
the forts were nearly four miles out of town and that they
could bans away as long as they liked without doing more than
spoil our night's sleep. There were eight of these explosions
at short intervals, and then as they stopped there was a sharp
purr like the distant rattle of a machine-gun. As that died
down the chimes of the Cathedral—the sweetest carillon I have
ever heard—sounded one o'clock. We thought that the Ger-
mans must have fried an advance under cover of a bom-
bardment, and retired as soon as they saw that the forts were
vigilant and not to be taken by surprise. We did not even get
out of bed. About five minutes later we heard footsteps on
the roof and the voice of a woman in a window across the street

asking someone on the sidewalk below whether it was safe to

go back to bed. I got out and took a look into the street.

There were a lot 01 people there talking and gesticulating but

nothing of enough interest to keep two tired men from sleep,

so we climbed back into bed and stayed until morning.

Blount called nv- at what seemed an unreasonably early

ho»ir and said we should be up and about our day's work.

When we were both dressed we fo\md that "he had made a bad

guess, when he looked at his watch and discovered that it

was only a quarter to seven. Being up, however, we decided

to go down and get a bite.

A Zeppelin Raid

Wlien we got down we found everybody else stirring and
it toot: us se\-eral minutes to get it through our heads that we
had been through more excitement than we wotted of. Those

distant explosions that we had taken so calmly were bombs
dropped from a Zeppelin which had sailed over the city and
dropped death and destruction in its path. The first bomb
fell less than two hundred yards of where we slept—no wonder
that we were rocked in our beds'. After a little breakfast we
sallied forth.

The first bomb was in a little street around the corner

from the hotel and had fallen into a narrow four-storey house
which had been blown to bits. When the bomb burst it not

only tore a fine hole in the inmiediate vicinity, but hurled its

pieces several hundred yards. All the windows for at least,

two hundred or three hundred feet were smashed into little bits.

The fronts of all the surrounding houses were pierced with

hundreds of holes, large and small. The street itself was filled

with debris and was impassable. From this place we went to

the other points \\ here bombs had fallen. As we afterwards

learned, ten people were killed outright, a number have since

died of their injuries, and a lot mote are injured and some of

these may die.

A number of houses were completely wrecked, and a great

many will have to be torn down. Arniy officers were amazed
at the terrific force of the explosions. 'The last bomb dropped
as the Zeppelin passed over our heads, and fell in the centre

of a large square- La Place du Poids Publique. It tore a
hole in the cobble stone pavement some twenty feet square
and four or five feet deep. Every window in the square

was smashed to bits. The fronts of the houses were riddled

with holes, and everybody had been obliged to move out,

as many of the houses were expected to fall at any time.

The Dutch Minister's house was near one of the smaller bombs
and was damaged slightly. Every window was smashed.
All the crockery and china gone ; mirrors in tiny fragments;

and the Minister somewhat startled. Not far away was
Faura, the first secretary of the Spanish Legation. His
wife had been worried sick for fear of bombardment, and he
had succeeded only the day before in prevailing upon her to

go to England with their large family of children. Another
bomb fell not far from the houses of the C. G. and the V. C. G.

and they were not at all pleased. The windows in our hotel

were also smashed.
We learned that the Zeppelin had sailed over the town not

more than 500 feet above us ; the motor was stopped some little

distance away and she slid along in perfect silence and with
her lights out. It would be a comfort to say just what one
thinks about the whole business. The pun of the machine-
guns that we heard after the explosion of the last bomb was
the starting of the motor which carried our visitor out of

range of the guns which were trundled out- to attack her.

Preparations were being made to receive such a visit but they
had not been completed ; had she come a day or two later

she would have met a warm reception. The line of match
was straight across the town on a line from the General Staff,

the Palace where the Oueen was staying vviththe royal children,

the military hospital of the Elisabeth filled with wounded, the
Bourse and some other buildings. It looks very much as
though the idea had been to drop one of the bombs on the
Palace. The Palace itself was missed bj' a narrow margin,
but large pieces of the bomb were picked up on the roof and
shown me later in the day by Inglebleek, the King's Secretary.
The room at the General Staff where I had been until half an
hour before the explosion was a pretty ruin ; and it was just

as well for us that we left when we did. It was a fine b:g room
with a glass dome skylight over the big round table where we
were sitting. This came in with a crash, and was in powder all

over the place. JS'ext time I sit under a glass skylight in .Ant-

werp I shall Tiave a guard outside with an eye out for

Zeppelins.

If the idea of this charming performance was to inspire
terror it was a complete failure. The people of the tow^n, far
from yielding to fear, are devoting all their energies to anger.
They are furious at the idea of killing their King and Oueen.
There is no telling when the performance will be repeated,
but there is a chance that next time the balloon man will get a
warmer reception.

{To be continued)
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Stterature anti art

The Utopian Satirist
By J. C. Squire

MR. CHARLES Whiblev has iust published,

through the Univ;rsitv Press (is. Cid. net), the

Leslie Stephen Lecture recently delivered by

him at Cambridge. It was a good lecture, if rather

permeated with Mr. Whibley's political cranks ; and its chief

object is to show that Macaulay and other critics have been

hopelessly astrav in describing Swift as a low and beastly

ruffian who hated human society and was emphatically unfit

for it. *****
Mr. Whiblev is, of course, right. Macaulay and Thackeray

were completely wrong. I do not think it is quite just to sav

that Macaulay 's opinion was founded on Whig prejudices:

far more probably it arose from sheer disgust at Swift's fre-

quent lilthiness, and from misapprehension of his custom of

representing men, when he was attacking them, as larded

.vith all tlic disagreeable concomitants of the sty. But

vilely as he abused mankind, and too habituated though he

may" have become to e.xaggerated invective, his first impulse

was an ideahstic one. He detested men, not because they

were men, but because they were not the men they might be.

When he called himself a rnisanthrope, he went on to explain

that he intended to prove " the falsity of that definition

animal rationale, and to show it should be only ralionis

capax." He uses his communities in Gulliver to expose in the

most sa\-age way the defects of \\'estem civilisation : but can

t'lose who call 'this " cynical " deny that the defects were

there ? Mr. Whibley refers very properly to bis acceptance

of the " generous creed " of the King of Brobdingnag. " that

whoever could make two ears of com. or two blades of grass,

to grow upon a spot of ground where only one grew before,

would deser\c better of mankind, and do more essentia) service

to his country, than the whole race of politicians put together."

Mr. Whiblev' himself has so marked a disbelief in all politicians

that he allows this " simple doctrine " to stand by itst;lf.

But the Utopia in Swift's heart even had room for better

politicians. Take the introduction to the school of political

projectors in Laputa

:

In the school of political projectors I was but ill entertained,

the professors appearing in mv judgment wholly out of their

senses, which is a scene that never fails to make me melan-

cholv. These unhappy people were proposing schemes for

persuading monarchs to choose favourites upon the score of

their wisdom, capacity, and virtue : of teaching ministers to

consult the public good ; of rewarding merit, great abilities,

eminent services ; of instructing princes to know their true

interest by placing it on the same foundation with that of

their people ; of choosing for employments persons qualitietl

to exercise them ; with many other wild impossible

chimeras; that never entered before into the heart of man
to conceive, and confirmed in me the old observation, that

there is nothing, so extravagant and irrational which some

philosophers have not maintained for truth.

It is surely obvious that these are not the sentences of a

hater of mankind, but those of one who was continually

haunted and tormented by the undeveloped possibilities ot

mankind. Man is
" capable of reason "—and will not use

it Swift himself stated that he would " forfeit his life. »l anv

one opinion can be fairiv deduced from that book, 'Thelale

of a Tub', which is contrary to Religion or Morality. U
depends, of course, upon what you mean by Religion ;

and a

clergyman of the Established Church was. to say the least,

unorthodox wlien he informed the Honyhnhms that ' ditter-

cnc of opinions hath cost many millions of lives ; for instance,

whether flesh be bread, or bread be flesh ;
whether the juice

of a certain berr\- be blood or wine. " But generally speaking,

his claim was not absurd. E\en his obscenities could scarcely

give anyone a taste for the obscene, and. comprehensive

though his irony is. he seldom if ever jeers at genuine virtue

or makes sport of suffering. As Mr. Whibley suggests, it is

conceivable that his ironic method has misled people ; though

how anyone in his senses could have supposed that he meant

to be taken literally when he argued that the superfluous

children of the poor Irish should be exported for food, it is

difficult to conceive. Some, at least of his contemporaries,

gave him credit for good intentions. The Irish, at one period,

wou'd have risen in rebellion had the Government gone for

him. PoiX", Uariey and Bolingbroke knew the warnith of his

affections. .\nd an obscure publisher, who printed his poems,

alter remarking on the savagery with which he had written

about women and \\'higs, thought fit to add :
" We have been

assured by several judicious and learned gentlemen, that what
the author hath here writ, on either of those two Subjects,

hath no other Aim than to reform the Errors of both Sexes."
Surely a large and a lofty aim !*****
The same bookssller, in the same apology, made another

true, if oddly expressed, observation :
" Whatever he writ,

whether good, bad or indifferent, is an Original in itself."

Swift was one of the most natural writers \vc have ever had.

He did not bother at all about his sentences : he had a quick,

vivid, witty, logical mind, and his style has precisely those

qualities. Mr. \\'hibley justly compares him to Defoe, both
for his easy simplicity and for his power of realistic narrative.

To make one believe Gtillirer's Travels was an even greater

feat than that of convincing one that Robinson Crusoe really

did keep his hold on the rock till the waves abated, land, build

a hut, read the Bible to his parrot, make a hat out of goatskins

and see a cannibal's footprints on the sand. But Swift does
it, and with the most wonderfully cunning touches of veri-

similitude. How pathetically true Gulliver's longing, when
•amongst the kindly giants of Brobdingnag, to be " among
people with whom 1 could converse upon even terms, and
walk about the streets and fields without fear of being trod

to death like a frog or a young puppy "
; and still more that

other flash :

I likewise broke my right shin against the shell of a snail,

which I happened to stumble over, as I was walking alone,

and thinking on poor England.

But Defoe, outside straight narration, was clumsy. His
satires are almost, unreadable. Swift was a supreme ironist

:

he was as great at saying something by saying its opposite as

he was at direct story-telling. That he should have choseO
irony as his method of attacking abuses was natural.

* * * *

For he was, at bottom, a very reticent man. His friends

had often to deduce his good heart from his good deeds, and
even in ths letters to Stella he usually keeps to the superficies

of gossip and scandal. His anger was terrific when it broke
out. The most amiable of men with his friends, there was
a passion in him which men feared, something in him, it may
be, he even feared himself ; though it was to that he owed
the concentrate force of expression and which must have been
his chief source of delight. Vive la bagatelle is the motto
(it was his) of a miserable man. Swift was a miserable man ;

but the causes of his misery, however obscure they may be,

were not petty ones. Men are seldom great through being
unhappy ; Swift is almost unique in English literature in

that his unhappiness was not the effect but the source of his

power. The " fierce indignation" that, on his own state-

ment, consumed him, had to manifest itself in grim jokes

instead of exalted rhapsodies. At any rate, the ironical

method became second nature to him. And it has delightful

results in a small way as well as magnificent results in a large

way. He was a master of under-statement. " Yesterday I

saw a woman flayed, and you cannot imagine how it altered

her appearance for the worse." The little incidental jests are

scattered all over his minor controversial writings, and even
in the most necessary preface he took every opportunity of

gravely pulling the reader's, or even his own leg. One suchjhe

defended (speaking as one of " The Multitude of writers,

whereof the whole Multitude of Writers most reasonably
complains") on the ground that:

It makes a considerable Addition to the Bulk of the Volume,
a Circumstance by no Means to be neglected by a skilful

writer,

which is an extremely modem thought. " Whatever," he
added, " word or sentence is printed in a different character,

shall be judged to contain something extraordinary either of

wit or sublime." He was, in his queer way, a dreamer ; he
was a master of English ; a great realist ; and a great wit.

And if a man should still think he went too far in his exposure
of the race of " little odious vermin," to which he belonged,

let him remember two things. One is that Swift projected

a work entitled A Modest Defence of the Proceedings of the

Rabble in All Ages. The other is Svvitt's own despairing

reflection, that " there is not, through all Nature, another so

callous and insensible a Member as the World's Posteriors,

whether you apply to it the Toe or the Birch."
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Gabriele d'Annunzio
By Arthur Symons

August 30; 1917

POETRY as Rossetti has wisely said, must indeed be

,,.
•' amusing " as prose ; but it is not amusmg hrst

and poetry afterwards. But fiction, deling with

circumstance, which is the agcident of time, and

character, which is the accident of temperament; with

society wliich is the convention of external intercourse ;

with life seen from its own level, and judged by its temporary

laws ; has been a sort of composite art, working at once for

two masters. It has never freed itself from the bondage

of mere " truth " (likeness, that is, to appearances) it is only

now, faintly and hesitatingly, beginning to consider beauty

as its highest aim. No art can be supreme art if it does not

consider beauty as its highest aim. It may be asked, it

mav even be doubted, whether such an aim wUl cver^bc

practicallv possible for the novel But to answer in he

negative is to take away the novel's one chance of becoming

a great imaginative art.
, , ^, i

Thi-i aim at all events, has always been clearly the aim ot

d'Annunzio'; and with d'Annunizo it is important to remember

tiiat he was a poet long before he ever wrote novels, and that

his novels, as he gets more and more mastery over his own

form become more and more of the nature of poetry. His

early stories were crude, violent, done after the French models

of tiiat day ; the man himself coming out in them only in the

direct touch, there already, on physical pain, more than on

physical Treasure. But with U Piaccrc he has begun, a

little unc^TtMnly, to mould a form of his own, taking the hint

not only from some better French models, but also from an

Enghshiiian, Pater. There is still much that is conventional

and unskilful in a book which, it must be remembered, v^'as

written at the age of twenty-five ; but how it suggests, already,

the free form of the Trionio dcUa Morlc and Lc Vtrgtm dellc

Koccc\ how the imaginative feeling of the descriptions

of Rome struggles with the scraps of tedious conversation

between " golden " young men at the club or on the course.

It is the book of youth, and has the over-plenitude of that

prosjierous age. L'lnnocentc, which shows a new influence,

the Russian intimacy of Tolstoi and Dostoievsky, deviates

in' form, but narrows the interest of the action stiir tighter

about two lonely figures, seeming to be cut off from the world

by some invisible, hnpassable line.

In the Trionfo delta Morle, form and subject are both

found. This study in the psychology of passion is a book

scarcely to be read without terror, so insinuatingly does it

show the growth, change, and slowly absorbing dominion of

the flesh over the soul. " Nee sine U nee tecum vivere possum,"

tile epigraph upon the F'rench translation, expresses, if we
add to it the " Odi et amo " of Catullus, that tragedy of

desire unsatisfied in satisfaction, yet eternal in desire, which

is jierhaps the most profound tragedy in which the human
soul can become entangled. Antony and Cleopatra, Tristan

and Isolde : it might have seemed as if nothing new could be

said on a subject which is the subject of those two supreme

masterpieces. But d'Annunzio has said something new,

lor he has found a form of his own, in which it is not Antony
who is

" so ravished and enchanted of the sweet poison
"

of the love of Cleopatra, nor Tristan who " chooses to die that

he may live in love," for the sake of Isolde, but two shadows

who are the shadows of whatever in humanity flies to the lure

of earthly love. Here is a man and woman, I can scarce-

ly renieniber their Christian names, I am not even sure if wc
are ever told their surnames, and in this man and woman
1 see myself, you, everyone who has ever desired the in-

finity of emotion, the infinity of surrender, the finality of

possession. Just because they aic so shadowy, because they

may seem to be so unreal, they have another, nearer, more
insidious kind of reality than that reality by which Antony
is so absolutely Antony, Tristan so absolutely heroic love.

These live in themselves with so intense a personal or tragic

life that they are for ever outside us ; but the lovers of the

Trionjo delta Morlc might well be ourselves, evoked in some
clouded crystal, because they have only so much of humanity
as to have the desires, and dangers, and possible ecstasies,

and possible disasters, whch are common to all lovers who have
loved without limitation and without wisdom.

H.

In Laudi del Cielo, del Marc, delta Terra c degli Eroi, the

substance is infinitely interesting ; the form shows a wide icingc

of accomplishment. Never, indeed, has d'Annunzio shown
himself a more complete musician of the art of verse, and there

is here and there a jwem perhaps more genuinely poetic than

anything he has yet written. The first section of the book is

largely a song of heroes; there are pocras on Garibaldi, tlio

King, Nietzsche, Victor Hugo, Verdi, with a series of sonnets

o\\"Le Citta di hilenzio," in which the glories of Italian cities

are celebrated and a " eanto aiiguralc per la nazionc eldta."

In all this there is a great deal of fervid and eloquent

writing, but, except in some of the descriptions, little tluit

seems sincere with more than the orator's sincerity of the

moment, little that does not become tedious with the tedium
of unfelt emotion. Page follows page, and soon we
are wearied of this orator in verse, who expects to be listened

to because he has a beautiful voice. Much in the latter part

of the book has something of the same quality of tedium,
especially the four " DiHrambi." which are all gesture, and
some of the classical studies, which are no more than elegant

scholastic exercises done with great purity gf style. But,

among these classical studies there are some which have a
genuine personal quality, and a feeling for what was at the

root of classical mythology. The dialogue in sonnets, " La
Corona di Glauco," has fine outlines and moves to the sound of

steady music :
" Versilia," the nymph of the woods and

" Udidna," the nymph of the water, speak as if with the

actual life of sap and of springs. With these may be classed

a series of, poems which render with extraordinary subtlety

certain natural sensations : the joy of sunlight in " Mcriggio,"

the singing of water in " L'Onda " and " Intra dn'Amo ," the

delight of rain among the trees in " La Pioggia nel Pineto,"

with all that is expressed in the title " Lungo I'Affrico nctla

sera di giiigno dope la pioggia." They might be called " poems
and lyrics of the joy of earth." though with a significance

by no means the same as Meredith's. Their joy is a joy from
which not only the intellect but the reason itself is excluded

;

they render the sensations of animal pleasure in merely living

and being conscious of. life. Within these limits of sensation

they have infinite delicacies ; and this verse which is so. often

eloquent without saying anything, becomes suddenly precise,

with a new beauty of exactitude. A whole new order of rhy-

thms comes into d'Annunzio's work in the search for some
means of expressing almost inarticulate meanings.

What is curious, however, in this book, as in much Italian

poetry, is the license wliich jiermifs, in verse of line tcciinical

accomplishment , a paucity and irregularity of rhyme which
docs not exist in the verse of any other language. Poems written

entirely without rhyme are arranged in the form of stanzas :

for what purpose ? Poems, in which only the last line of each

stanza, of perhaps eight lines, rhymes, disconcert at all event;

the foreign ear, which refuses to carry on a sound so remotelV

recurrent. There is one poem here, " Albasia," which con-

sists of two stanzas of nineteen lines each, in which the last

lines of the two stanzas rhymt together. And in many places

assonances are ;dIowed to stand for rhymes, bad rhymes like

" Coperchio " and " Specchio " are used, or lines are suddenly

left unrhymed for nO apparent re.ason. Is there, one asks,

a reason for all these things, and is it a reason whicli can be

realised outside Italy ? For it is quite certain that d'Annunzio
never wrote a line carelessly or left it other than as he intended

it to be.

In this book for the first time, it seems to me, with tlie

possible exception of Francesca da Rimini, d'Annunzio
file jKjet has brought his technique to the point wliich

d'Annunzio the prose-writer had long ago reached. Tlic

verse becomes less formal, less formally accomplished within

too narrow limits ; it becomes at last a' means of speech.

What has always been most significant in the novels and in

the plays is the power of rendering sensation, with a directness,

an acuteness, almost painful. That power is only now fully

evident in the verse ; and it is because I find that power
in this volume of verse, only now fully evident, that I am
inclined to welcome it as, still with the possil)le exception of

Franccsca, the most important book of poetry that

d'Annunzio has yet given us.

III.

I never realised the full charm of the Italian langu^gr-

until I heard the " Parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins
"

read by Gabriele d'.Annunizo at Count Primoli's, and
d'Annunzio reads Italian more beautifully than any one I

ever heard. Delicately articulated, all those triple endings,
avano, arano, ovono, ringing like bells, fatigued the ear as
the blue of the Mediterranean fatigues the eye ; there were
no grey shades, and there was also no brief, emphatic pause
in the music. I realized then that it is a language of beauti-
ful exteriorities, and that its beauty is without subtlety

;

the typical feminine language. But the day when 1 made this

discovery is worth remembering for other reasons as well
;

for the ceremony of the reading, in that interesting house
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and before the choice of Roman society, was like one of those

readings in the days of powder and peruke,When poets were,

still elegant, and a part of society's amusement. D'Annunzio,

small, blond, at once eager and discreet, with the air of a per-

fectly charming bird of prey, his eyes full of bland smiles,

his mouth, with its uplifted moustache, poised in a keen

expectant smile, had indeed the air of a court poet as he stood

in th_ ante-room greeting his friends as they entered, before he

made his way to the dais, draped at the back with crimson

cloth, where he sat down atthe table on which were his MS. and

a Bible. Once seated, the reading once begun, \ou saw tlurt

other side to what you might liave tliought the merely mundane
young man

;
you saw the artist, whc), as he told me, was well

content if twelve hours' work had given him two pages ; for

his own words visibly absorbed, possessed him ; he never lifted

.
his. eyes from the. paper, he read all that chanting prose as if

he were reading it, not to the duchesses, but to the unseen
company of the immortal judges of art. It had been announced
that the conference was to be by someone else ; and one care-
ful mother went to the host, and asked if he thought !ier

daughter might remain. A French abbe, who had come to
hear the une.xccptionable Costa, seeing d'Annunzio, quietly
disappeared. Neither the abbe nor the mother need have been
alarmed. D'Annunzio first read the parable out of the Bible,
then his gloss upon it. The gloss was full of colour and music
Then he read one of the most delicate of his' poems, ••Villa

Chigi." Every one was eharnn-d, d'Annunzio and all ills

hearers ; and then the duchesses went.

An August Day, 1915
By Bertha Harrison

JUST at dawn there were two explosions.

The waking hours brought a perfect autumn day.

The sun shone, a soft haze hung o\er the woods and
deepened the blue shadows in the folds of the great

downs. From time to -time an erratic breeze ruftled

the smooth sea. The larks sang loudly and disputed the

sovereignty of the upper air with other flying things

—

featherless—gigantic—that also sang loudly, but in a lower
key. In the roadstead where some twenty ships—chiefly

.
neutrals—lay at anchor, the patrols were very busy running
about paying visits now to one ship now to another.

All at once the guardship—a respectable, elderly steamer,
of comfortable build— slipped her moorings and began

. " racing about iUfull speed, her .^ inch gun barking defiantly. •

[
After a few minutes she described a circle, tiring into the centre
as she turned ; then, the manoeuvre completed, she paused a
minute or two as if to breathe herself, and returned to her
moorings as if nothing untoward had happened.

After this we went out for a walk.
Our path lay' over high grass fields and slanted into a narrow

valley with a steep climb on the opposite side. Down that
smooth green slope came an elderly gentleman of benign
appearance but with a troubled look in his eyes. He stopped
and passed the time of day. Then :

" of course you have seen
the wreck," he said. No, wo had not seen it. "You will

find it over there "—he pointed to where the cliff edge cut
the .sky line^" as usual the murderous devils had done the

job thoroughly." And he went his way down the hill.

The cliff fell sheer 300 feet to the shingle beach ; and not
lialf a mile from the shore lay the martyred .ship— an oil

> tank steamer of some 3,000 tons ; built in the usual manner
of her class, with high bows and engines aft.

The job had been thoroughly done ; she was a total wreck.
The torpedo had exploded in the engine room, so her stern

was entirely su'omerged and she was, so to speak, sitting on her
own tail. Her' navigating bridge amidships was almost a-

wash, and her shattered funnel, rising at a strange angle from
the water, only waited a blow from a moderate wave to carry

away altogether.

She was a piteous sight ; verily a mark of the Beast—an
abomination of the Desolator. There is that in the aspect of

a wrecked or disabled ship which rouses feelings akin to those

excited by seeing a beautiful animal wounded to death
;

and it was in such a mind we looked on the latest victim of the
enemy's morning Hate.
There was no sign of life aboard her. The living and some

ol the dead had been taken off earlier in the morning and landed
at the little town two miles away. Half a dozen gulls chatter-

ing querulously, and a young porpoise—his black fin showing
from time to time as he chased his lunch—were the sole com-
panions of the poor thing, and to them she was of no con-

sequence at all.
J

There are many inhabitants of the 'British Isles to whom
the cold blooded savagery of the enemy is still but a name.
They are somewhat shocked by reading of its manifestation
in the papers ; but the daily recital has begome so familiar

t(j the public mind as to reduce it nearly to the state men-
tioned in a certain homely proverb. i . ^

To us, however, the thing came home as a ?:oncf'ete horror.

Destruction ha'd' been wrought and men killed almost before

our eyes. The enemy in his actual person was somewhere
under that calm blue water.

A further proof of his presence and activity awaited us

beyond the next headland, where a big steamer loaded with
timber was also in distress. She was afloat, thoujih evidently

badly holed ; and so low in the water as to seem in inuninent

danger of sinking. Proljably, however, her cargo -much of

which she carried on deck helped to keep her up ;
and with

some assistance she might get safely into port. Two power-
ful tugs had already arrived and \sire preparing to take her
in tow. A little group of trawlers stood by.

A black destroyer slid up from 'the south, gave some orders
and proceeded northwards. The tugs followed with the timber
ship. The -trawlers dispersed. All vanished in the misty
distance.

Then there was nothing left on the sea except the lightship
about three mUes off.

Lightships are dull. They do not look like proper ships ;

but are clumsy things, modelled apparently after the pattern
of those drawn by small children. Moreover, they make no
appeal to the imagination of the adventurous, for they are
always in the same place : and when—on a fine afternoon-j-
they bellow at^r^ular intervals, they are irritating^to people
on shore.

1 1 was a beautiful afternoon ; land and sea were full of colour.
The turf was like a gay carpet, so thick were the flowers,

eyebright. yelltjw crepis, pink and white clover, daisies,

scabious, harebells, yellow loto> ; with here and there clumps
of ladies' tresses ; smallest and sweetest of English orchids.

Wide patches of purple field gentians, delicate pink erigerons
and golden thistles brought back happy memories of Alpine
valleys. The great knapweed and the wild mignonette
fringed the cliffs with purple and pale gold ; and beyond, an
ultramarine sea melted into pearly distance.

The air was warm and balmy. The odours of the grass and
flowers mixed pleasantly with the sharp salt smell of the sea.

The small waxes fell lazily on the shore. Everything seemed
at peace except the lightship.

Presently, a little to the east of that discontented thing, a
trawler emerged from the mist, .\fter describing some curious
evolutions, she began tiring as if she were at target practice.

The shells hit the blue water into spirts of white foam.
It was interesting to speculate as to what might happen.

Mines ? Possibly ; though as a rule they are settled with
rifle fire. Srtill ..."...
The lightship bellowed on,, but with uncertain tremulous

tones, like a distressed cow. An aeroplane came droning
along like a cockchafer on a June evening and flew out over the
water ; it seemed she had a_ little word to say in the matter.

A bomb flashed in mid-air. The trawler fired once more,
then held her peace. The lightship ceased complaining.
Suddenly the earth was seized with a great trembling as

from an earthquake shock and there came a loud noise ]of

rushing water.

Not far from the lightship the sea had become violently

agitated. There was a boiling whirlpool of fierce white watt*",

with breakers hissing angrily as they foamed and tossed

themselves in all directions. It seemed as if the uttermpst

depths werl being churned up by some irresistible unseen
force. A few seconds—then a prolonged, heavy, thunderous
roar shook the air and beat upon the ears with stupefying in-

tensity. It was a terrifying sound. It surged up over the

land and rolled away sullenly among the hills.

The sun shone. The warm air moved lightly over the scented

land. The little waves crawled among the stones along the

shore. The depths of the sea held the silence of death.
• In the warm evening light the trawlers went home to their

base. They steamed in single line ahead, keeping distance

with the precision of a first class battle fleet.

One among them was a happy little ship and well contented

with the day's work, (iood hunting had fallen to her lot.

The evil wrought at tlav\ n had been amply avenged before snn-

,set, and in that swift vengeance there was poetic justice.

The Sea Beast had been rent in pieces from within by her own
vile spawn.
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Books to Read
By Lucian Oldershaw

August 30, 1917

IN
mattersofconviction, political, economic and religious,

most people appear to find in the war precisely what they

expect to find. There are some exceptions. 1 have known

some believers wlio became unbelievers and some unbe-

lievers who became believers, but for the most part men find

everywhere evidence for what they believed before the war. In

The'War Pilirim (Burns and Gates, 2s. 6d. net), a Danish

traveller, Johannes Jorgensen, sees everywhere in l*"ranee the

triumph of the Church, and indeed almost represents the war

as something planned by his friends of L'Action tranfaise

in honour of St. Joan of Arc and for the glory of the faith;

his faith, of course. Yet the book's sincerity is pleasant ;

it is all interesting, both the point of j'iew and the picturt^

themselves, especially those of the little strip of land which

is still Belgium.

« * ' * * *

Faith is also the dominant note in the story—which M.

Keyn^s-Monlavr, who tells it, claims is an absolutely authentic

story—of Sister Clare (Burns and Gates, 2s. 6d. net). Cer-

tainly it is very Ix^autiful. this tale of a little Franciscan

Nun," the sudden and terrible dispersal of her House on the

German ontrv into Dinant, of the horrors of the flight to

F'rancc, and "of her work and testimony in Rhcims. Gcca-

sionally the author is tempted to point the moral and adorn

the tale. He is so full of the urgency of its message that he

can scarcch' avoid this over emphasis. But for the most

part he tells his moVing story simply and naturally, especially

in its most poignant moments. I do not know of anything

more touching in all the literature of the war than the con-

versation here recorded between Pere Jean and Sister Clare

during the hazardous flight from Surices, nor anything more

tragic" than the murder of the saintly Father which followed

it. Whatever the creed of the reader, he can scarcely fail to'

pay homage to the sincerity and beauty of this book.

* * * * *

Here is a book by a Protestant writer of a fervour and

sincerity equal to that of the two I have just noticed, though

the author is not so gifted a writer as Jorgensen, nor has he

such a talc to tell as that of Sister Clare. There are two interest-

ing aiid curious points to be noted about'Jottings by a. Gunner

and Chaplain (Kelly, is. net^, by John A. Boullier. The
one is that the author rose from the ranks^to be a chaplain.

The other is what may be called his purely professional point

of view. He is out as a saver of souls, and is never so happy
as when he is counting his " bag."

* $t * * *

K. G. Gssiannilsson is a Swede, who holds firmly that the

Allies are fighting for Freedom, and has already made a

valuable contribution to war literature in Who is Right in

the World War ? Now we have translations of two more of

his books. The one Militarism at Work in Belgium and
Germany (T. Fisher Unwin, 2s. 6d. net), is a damning ex-
posure, carefully based on documentary evidence, of the

German policy of deporting "Belgian workmen and the

working of the Preventive Arrest Law in Germany. The
other is a more remarkable book. Sven Hedin : Nobleman.

(T. Fisher Unwin, 3s. 6d. net), is really a creative psychological

study of the type of mind that takes to Prussianism. Gssian-

nilsson was once the author of a poem in honour of Sweden's
great explorer. He explains how he first saw his idol's feet

of clay, and proceeds to topple him off his pedestal. There
is some striking irony in this description of a " nobleman."

]i there is still anything in America's attitude and spirit

which needs clearing up for English readers, it should be
explained in Mr. Frederick Palmer's With our Face in the

Light (John Murray, 2s. 6d. net). This little book is written

primarily, I take it, for Americans, to crystallise the public

opinion that has brought them into the war. It will serve also,

as its author hopes, to explain that public opinion, and how
it came to be formed, and how enduring it is in consequence
likely to be, to the English people. We already know Mr.
Palmer in England. He has been a War Correspondent in

F'rance, and has published two books in which he has been
generous in his praise of our armies. Wc listen to him.

therefore, with the respect due to a tried friend, and he ex-

plains clearly to us the meaning of America's long hesitation to

take sidts, and why it was she eventually came to do so. He
also explains why Prussia will find her a dangerous and
determined enemy.

>lt it * * *

I turned to a novel. The Safety Candle, by Miss E. S. Stevens

(Cassell and Co., 6s. net) for recreation this week, but scarcely

found it. The book is a study of two types of women, with a
rather shadowy man, the same man, intervening in the lives

of each. Gne of these women, the widow of forty-five, who
marries the young man of action after being further aged by
a railway accident, is the so-called " Safety Candle," a
feminine designation intended to imply that she does not
singe the wings of the moths she attracts. She is rather a
clever study and almost convincing, but her preoccupation

with her age, though natural, bores one, and we are not

made sufficiently to understand her attractiveness. The
other woman, a young protegee of the former's, is even more
elusive. She has moments of charm, especially when she is

wandering with her elderly Italian admirer among tlie anti-

quities of Sicily, but I do iiot think Miss Stevens, though she

is plausible, quite sufficiently explains her habit, for it almost

amounts to a habit, of having babies without the intervention

of matrimony. The book is provocative, and to me pro-

voking, but may have more appeal to women readers.

* * * * *

Picking up another novel. The Fortunes of Richard Mahoney
by H. H. Richardson (Heinemann, 6s. net)u with better

hopes, I encountered a long and photographic study of life

in Ballarat and Melbourne in the late '6o's. At first the book
bored me. but the characters were so real that, although they
never did or said anything particularly mtcresting, f got

fascinated by the book. Ruskin somewhere objects to one of

George Eliot's novels, that the people in it are " the sweep-
ings of a Pentonville omnibus," but if one could treat with

sympathy and illumination the life history of an omnibus
load of people, why should it not be of the profoundcst interest

and value '' Unfortunately, Richard Mahoney is out of

sympathy with his surroundings. He is impatient of the over-

crowding and vexed with the vulgarity of the people in the

omnibus in which fate has placed him. Consequently, the

story of his fortunes is written in a monotone of qucrulousness,

and were it not tor the charming portraiture of Mrs. Mahoney
one would be inclined to regard the contents as a mere cynic

with no feeling at all for the people he makes to live. As it

is I suspect the author of having more aft'ection for the

creatures of his fancy than he allows, and cannot believe that

the obvious moral of the book, that the only thing to be done
with Australian society of the '60's was to get away from it,

is the real moral. I am quite curious to know if Mahoney
finds life in England any more to his liking.

A valuable collection of War Speeches i()i4-i9i7 has been
made by Mr. Benedick W. Ginsburg (Clarendon Press, Gxford,

2s. 6d.) They include, among others, those delivered by Sir

Edward Grey in the House of Commons on August 3rd, 1914,

by Mr. Asquith and Mr. Bonar Law at tfie Guildhall on
September 4th, 1914, and by Mr. Lloyd George, then Chancellor

of the Exchequer on September 8th, 1914. The notorious

speech of the German Chancellor (Bethmann-Hollwcg) in the

lieichstag on December 2nd, 1914, endeavouring to throw
on Britain the blame for the war is also here, as well as the

speech by President Wilson to Congress—certainly quite one
of the most famous utterances the war has called forth

—

when he appealed to the United States to join the Alliance

in the cause of humanity. Mr. Ginsberg contributes an able

and eloquent foreword explaining the circumstances under
which these speeches were delivered, and also adding certain

facts which give to them peculiar point and emphasis. This

is a book that every publicist should have in his library, and
which no educated person can overlook who desires to keep
himself well informed on the true circumstances which have
surrounded this life and death struggle of c'vilisation.J
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On the Italian Front

Trenches opposite Monte Hermada Tolmjno

Mountains round Monte Nero Foot-Bridge over the Isonzo

Bombardment of Monte Santo Bombardment of Monte Cucco

Trenches on the Carso Valley of Plezzo

Special photographs of the very difficult country where the Italian Army, under General Gadorna,
is conducting a victorious offensive
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Nanies ami addresses of sfiops, where (he articles mentioned

can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partotit, Land & Water, 5, Chancery
Lane, IV.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

How to Save
Coal

How everyone will manage for coal

throughout the winter is as yet an un-
solved matter. Certain it is that many

will find the official allowance far below the amount they have
hitherto been accustomed to burn—even if the allowance
itself will at all times and all seasons be available.

The wisest plan undoubtedly is to piepare for the worst

—

or if not exactly the worst, something very near it. Every-
thing calculated to save coal is of the utmost importance,
and one or two inventions tending towards this end aie more
than welcome. One of these is the " Bewty " Fiie, the Pascall

patent and registered design. This at the minimum of e.xpense

and trouble converts a l3ar-fitted fire-place into the most
economical kind possible to imagine.
'Gone in a flash are those fire-places which not only "eat up"

coal, but owing to the difficulty of combating draught waste
it needlessly. Gone, too, is tha old sj'stem by which much of

the heat of the fire went up the chimney without being pro-
jected into the room. And like many extremely clever
things the " Bewty " fire is simplicity itself.

Mr. Pascall, the inventor, grasped the salient fact that
far more heat is radiated from a small fire spread out with the
bars removed, than from the customary kind. The " Bewty "

fire to all intents and purposes is like a tray of glowing coals
in the fire place, the utmost being got out of each piece of
coal and the saving in the amount used considerable. With
the spanner and directions enclosed almost anyone can put it

in place perfectly easily. It is made in four expanding sizes

and an illustiated descriptive leaflet is at the service of all

further interested.

-9

The careful saving of cinders is a most

ctnaers""^
important factor in the husbanding of
the coal supply. Formerly it is safe to

say that in nine households out of ten cinders were thrown
away which could verv welJ have played some part in the
next day's fire. Now it is essential to prevent this from all

points of view; apart from patriotic and economical con-
siderations waste has been made a punishable offence.
The " Ee-Kon-Me " Cinder Saver is one of the best things

of the kind ever produced. With its help cinders can be sifted
in the cleanest and most convenient way, and everjrthing that
can be possibly used again readily saved. This cinder sifter
consists of three parts, the bin, the sifter and the top. The
top is a particularly valuable featuie, for once it is on dust from
the sitting does not fly. The handle of the sieve fits into a
groove and.by moving "this to and fro for a brief while the dust
is shaken through, the clean cinders staying in the sifter
absolutely ready for use.

With this at hand no maid can object to saving the cindeis,
it becoming a clean instead of a somewhat grimy job. A
cinder sifter of this type lasts for years, being made" of strong
galvanized iron. Four sizes are available, costing from
17s. 6d. upwards, carriage being a trifling extra.

Elect r!c Labour
Savers

One of the most welcome developments
of the times are some stoneware electric
utensils, designed to labour save in

every possible way. They are made in England, and a little

leaflet describing and illustrating them is worth many people's
while to see.

Most folk with electric light in their houses will probably
make one or more of the articles depicted here their own.
Casseroles of various sizes, boiling jugs, shaving pots and
food warmers are included, and most covetable they are.

\\'ith a casserole, for example, any one can have a piping hot
meal at any time. The casserole itself, with its stone colour
and dark green ware is an attractive affair enough, and the
whole thing can be cooked in a rather delightful way on the
table. The Food Warmer again is a capital notion for anyone

looking after a baby or the wounded. Inside is a scale showing
tablespoons and liquid ounces, so that the amount wanted can

be accurately measured out. It can be easily cleaned.

With the shaving pot a man can get half a pint of beauti-

fully hot shaving water in three minutes, the price of the

pot being but 7s. 6d. Attachment in this and every other case

is simplicity itself, for the uten.sfl just needs connecting with

any electric light and the current then switched on.

The Electric
" Housemaid "

-Such in very truth is the name deserved by
the Preriiier Electric Suction Cleaner. This
can solve the whole domestic problem,

with the minimunf of labour, time and expense a house can
be kept delightfully clean. It is no use, of course, save to

people with electric light, but those who have it should
find that cleaning with the Premier costs a bare halfpenny
an hour. It is exceedingly light.

Things like this are going to revolutionize housekeeping
and rob it of half its difficulties and terrors. With the Premier
Suction Cleaner there is no need for that nightmare period
known as spring cleaning, and drudgery is just eliminated
from daily .housework.

Descriptive booklets will be sent promptly on request, and the
firm concerned are at all times most willmg to answer enquiries.

A Most
Convenient Matter

A cigarette, jiote case, and cheque-book
case combined is one of the best things
yet mooted for the convenience of man,

especially when on active sei-vice. To one side is a good space
for cigarettes, to the other a particularly clever arrangement
for treasury notes, while at the back is a division into which
a cheque-book readily fits.

There is also room for stamps and visiting cards, and then
the whole affair folds compactly over, going easily into the
ordinary sized jacket pocket, and taking up little room.
The great art of things now-a-days is compression, and

this little contrivance is the acme of multum in parvo.

White Washing
Veils.

Given the right type of colouring noth
ing is more becoming than a white veil.

as many have proved. At the same time
under certain forms and guises, these at the moment are an
unjustifiable extravagance, not to be countenanced.
But as far as some white veils hailing from Fiance are con-

cerned no such charge can be substantiated for the space of

a single second. In the first place these veils wash like the
proverbial rag ; in the second they are so strong that their

' durability is a matter assured.

Another point in their favour is that they are silk, and thus
have an unusually jiice sheen. In spite of this, however,
they are not unduly thick as many silk veils are, but of a
particularly light and becoming mesh delightful to wear.
Add to this the two points that their modest price is half-

a-crown, and that once the present stock is scjld out a future

supply is problematical, it will be seen without effort that the
opportunity is one to be seized.

Worth Enquiring
About.

The question of the proper fertilizing

of every scrap of agricultural and garden-
ing ground is of such vital importance

now that attention is assured for a new fertilizer just brought
out. The people concerned are most willing to answer all

enquiries on the subject. They believe that this new pro-
duction will create a record in fertilizers, and judging from all

reports have every reason for the assumption.
This fertihzer has an unusual amount of potash in it, in spite

of the fact that potash, now, is well nigh unobtainable. It

is letting no one into a secret to say that a waste product
of London is being utilized by a chemical treatment and that
if seems likely it will make all the difference in the fertility or
non-fertility of the land.

The interest of this to all farmers, agriculturists, market
and home gardeners, is difficult to exaggerate. At any rate
the matter is well worth looking into, and that is what "all are
invited to do. Passe Partout
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Stars and Stripes

William :
" Look at that, Willie ; am I still the All Highest or not ?

"

VapyrieM " Land & WaUr.'
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On the Italian Front

General Gadoma (centre) talking to the King of Italy (to the left)

A captured Austrian gun on the Carso
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GET RID OF DISTRUST

THE Trades Union Congress, which is sitting this

week at Blackpool, has an interest quite apart from

its resolutions on international affairs or the views

it has expressed on the Stockholm Conference. The
C(nmtry sees more and more dearly how the future of the Em-
pire will be based upon the prosperity of industry. The
Sunday Times, which is wisely giving considerable prominence
to the relationship between employers and employed, con-

tained this week an article from the pen of Mr. Dudley
Docker, C.B., the chaij'man of one of the largest business

concerns in the Midlands, and a big employer of labour, who
summed up the jwsition in these words

:

The proRress of the Kmpirc lie."; in industry, which is in the
hands of employers and employed. We must get on with
oiir commerce or make way /or others. We do not intpn<I
to sink into a second-class community, and mu.st prepare our
own future. The first essential is to get rid of suspicion and
distrust. Let there be light !

The address delivered to the Trades Union Congress on
Monday by its retiring President, Mr. John Hill, of the

Boilermakers' Union, breathed in almost every passage this

suspicion and distrust." He would not have the labouring

man put faith in anyone except himself, he showed distrust of

Government, of Parliament, of Capital, of PZmployers, and even
of Labour itse]f when it accepts public office. Regarding the
future, Mr. Hill spoke as follows

:

The best scheme of reconstruction will be one of our own
devising: a strong and intelJigent trade unionism linked with
our political arm—the Labour Party. If we can inspire the
men and women in the workshops and in the constituencies
tf> support those ideals we can say to the officious lawyers ami
huckstering bureaucrats, ' Keep thine own ship, friend ; we
do not want thee here."

So far as can be gathered from the abbreviated reports of
this address, the speaker advocated a policy of splendid
isolation

; tlic working-classes of this country were to stand
alone, their only alliance being the working-classes in

other lands. Wc need not pause to-day to discuss the
practicability of such a policy ; Mr. Hill realises it can only
be possible if democracy wins a complete victory in the war.
When the victory is gained, which will not be yet, it will be time
enough to consider seriously the question of iatemationalism

;

meantime, our thoughts can be more profitably occupied in

working out the best means of knitting together the nation
more closely, and by translating into civil life that splendid
spirit of comradeship and esprit dc corps which makes our
civilian armies invincible on the battlefield.

It is well first of all to fry and visualise for what the average
working man is risking his life in this war. For freedom and
humanity certainly, but how are these abstract qualities

resolved into the concrete and expressed in his own life? If

he comes from a bi^' city, at the worst humanity is repre-

sented by a dnglc rccm in a scjualid tenement house for

himself, his wife and his children, and freedom by the right

to get drunk evciy Saturday night, provided he carries his

liquor quietly. At the best, he may rent a house or a part of

a house ; there may be enough money coming in, provided there

arc not too many children, for an occasional cinema or cheap
excursion, beyond the necessities of decent living ; his

cliildrcn will be educated until tliey arc fourteen, when cir-

cumstances' will more or less compel them to begin waf;e
earning, and in the evening of his days there is the {tension.

Outside his work, it is not a full life ; it never can be for the

great masses of any countrj' ; tJierefore it becomes a most
urgent duty to see that in the work itself, ample opirortunity
is provided for development of personality and expression of

self
,
which after all constitute the true joy of human existence,

no matter to what state of life a man belongs.
The housing question is one on which Mr. Dudley Docket

lays special stress. " A slight acquaintance with the housing
conditions prevailing in most parts of the country," he

- writes, " must inevitably lead any impartial person to the
conclusion that the working classes are justified in their

demands for better accommodation for their wi\es and
families, and a larger share in the comforts of life. Good
houses are not luxuries, but necessities." It is a pity this

truism was not realised fifty years and more ago. It seemed
as if during the nineteenth century wc had lost the art of

house-building, of home-making. Even where money was
no object, comfort and convenience were neglected. We know
the horrors of the slums, but the sleeping-quarters, outside the
guest roorns, in many of the most palatial Victorian residences
of this city were only one or two degrees better. All classes

arc paying heavily for this neglect of their fathers, but there
is a new spirit abroad to-day, witness Mr. Charles Marriott's
" A Vision of England," in this issue. The working- classes

may be the first to benefit in that it is easier and cheaixs" to
destroy hovels and build up homes than to sweep Grosvenor
Square out of existence and impart to its monotonous resi-

dences a separate and comfortable individuality.

The present development of allotment gardens will make an
enormous dififerencc to city. life in the future, taking as it

were the people back to the country. But besides the better-

ment of homes, there must be a new and plcasanter atmos-
phere in factoiy and mill. " The question of wages and
output go hand in hand, and are interdependent. There
is no magic line fixing the amount of money to be paid to a
workman. A man is entitled to all he can earn. Some
manufagturers lose sight of the fact that the material point
is the Cost of the article produced and not the amount paid
to the man." Here Mr. Docker reveals the worst sore in the
many maladies of labour. If ambition be a virtue, then it

certainly is when the ambition is to make the home happy
and to give the children better chances than the parent.?

had, and this restriction of output strikes at the very root
of this noble incentive, which is perhaps one of the most
common stimulants in Anglo-Saxon blood. No nation has
fought more steadily and consistently through the Centuries
for the good of the children. This question is now becoming
•an Imperial one. Writes Mr. Docker:

This restriction of output has been almost peculiar to Great
Britain, and is the greatest danger to be faced by tlic Empire
in attempting to regain commercial supremacy after the war.
If this war is to be paid for and the nation saved from an
incubus of debt there must be greater production, and the
short-sighted trader must learn that increased trade means
higher wages.

Hand in hand, with restriction of output goes restriction of
currency. Any attempt on the part of cosmopolitan finance
to return to pre-war standards of value would be bitterly

opposed by employers and employed alike. It would impart
new life and vigour to that distrust of Capital which, as
we see now, is the evil thing tkat has to be destroyed if the
future of industry is to be prosperity. The best promise
for success lies in the fact that a new alliance is gradually
growing into' being between master and man, fostered
by leading men on both sides, who realise that community
of effort is as necessary for success in peace as it is for victory

. in war. Every individual who helps to strengthen this
indiistrial alliance and to create a better understanding
deserves well of his country. It is a campaign'in which all may
take part without regard to political view« or social status.
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Italy's Great Record
By Lewis R. Freeman

September 6, 1917

The writer of this article made a complete tour of the Italian

FrotU la^t winter, and he has just now returned from another

tour of the same Front under present conditions. I hrce

weeks ago he tias the gimt of Italian officers tn the trencnes

before Mount Hcrmada.

"NIONG the several factors strongly contributing

/\ to tlK success of th- latest and most bnlliant of the

/ \ Itahan blows upon her Isonzo .r J ihan Vront

J. ^tliere is no doubt that one of the m J .t important

was its comparative unexpectedness, the fact that it was

delivered at a point where the enemy had least counted upon

receiving it. This does not imply that the <.t1ensive itself

was unexpected (on the contrary, Austria in spite of her

infcrior aerial serN'ice in this theatre, could not but ha c

known that it was preparing during all of the three months

which elapsed between its inception and the dying down ot

the Italian attacks of Mav). but only that the opemng blow

came a good deal farther north than the enemy must have

believed that he had good reason for expecting it.

I am not I am sure, revealing anything remotely approach-

ing a militarx- secret, in writing that the Itahan f.eni-ral Statl

appear to be" faiflv well agreed that the chances of striking

a telling blow against the enemv are much better upon the

Isonzo Front than upon any other part of the lin?, which

serpentines among the peaks and valleys of the High Alps.

To the tvro, looking at a map and paying no heed to roaas

and contours, there appears to be a dazzling chance to cut

off the enemv in the Trentino bastion by moving from the

east or west," or from both (Urections at once, on Bolzano.

But it is iust this matter of roads and contours—the lack ot

one and the superabundance of the other ^that makes the

scheme (or the dream, as many Italian officers are wont to

call it), practically prohibitive.

The plan is no new one. General Garibaldi was interruptert

in a campaign that had the taking of Bolzano and Trento as

its objective when Italv made peace with Austria in i8bb,

and the fantastically brilliant victories of Colonel " Peppino

Garibaldi, grandson of the Liberator, in taking the (ol di

Lana and the Costa Bello in the present war were directed

toward the same end. The terrible losses of frontal attacks

against Alpine peaks, or the almost equally terrible.slowness

of the tunnelling and mining method of forcing the enemy

from some strategic pinnacle by blowing him up and off it

with a hundred tons or so of gelatine, convinced the Italian

General Staff that a really telling blow against the enemy m
the High Alps would be prohibitively costly. The conse-

quence has been the gradual settling of the whole Alpine

Front into a state of what might be called " active defence,

and the steady concentration of pressure on the somewhat

less mountainous region along the upper and beyond the

lower Isonzo. Indeed, in a sense, Italy's entire Alpine

campaign may be said to have been defensive in that the

heavy offensives for such positions as the Col di Lana, the

Castelleto and the Marmolada have been prompted primarily

by a desire to throw the Austrians from dominating points,

to establish a line that could be more easily held.

" Strange as it may sound." said an officer whom I met at

Italian headquarters, " the principal safeguard against attack

on our whole Alpine Front has been the strength of our

armies on the Isonzo. General Cadorna realised this from

the outset, and acted upon it with decision on the only occa-

sion that the enemy seriously threatened to invade us, I

refer to the Austrian attempt to break through in the

Trentino, a year ago last spring, and in connection with it I

recall a very amusing incident which, now that it is ancient

history, there should Ix; no harm in telling.

" It was just after General Cadorna. partly by the effective

use of such troops as were available on the Trentino and

partly by rushing a new army to the field in motor-lorries

(an achievement rivalling that of Gallieni-in bringing the

army of Paris into action at the Mame in taxicabs), had

definitely stemmed the tide of tjie enemy's advance. Most

of the war correspondents then in Italy were on hand to

follow the dramatic operations, and it was while a number

of these were waiting one afternoon for a promised interview

with the Commander-in-Chief that the incident to which 1

have referred occurred.
" Cadorna was pacing up and down the courtyard in earnest

conversation with a certain General X who had called

to congratulate him upon his great achievement. The

visitor, as it chanced, was somewhat hard of hearing, so that

occasional words of General Cadorna's, as he raised his voice

now and then to make himself understood, were all that

reached the ears of the waiting correspondents.

'It was just as X was about to depart that Cadorna

was seen to strike the palm of his left hand with the clenched

fist of his right, and, in characteristic manner, to snap out ti

dozen words or so in what was plainly some i)ithy conclusive

asseveration. The visitor leaned closer in an attitude which

indicated he had hot fully understood what had been said.

Again Cadorna smote his palm and spoke so loudly that the

words ' Trentino ' and " Isonzo ' were distinctly audible to

the correspondents thirty yards away. But still the meaning

was not clear to General X^^— , and, hand to ear, he leaned

still closer to the steel-trap of Cadorna's clenched jaw. If

there was anyone in that part of \'icenza who failed to hear

every word the Commandi r-in-Chief said when he spoke the

third time, I have vet to find him. There was no copy in it

for the correspondents, but much food for thought and argu-

ment. That night, and for many nights, there was hot debate

at Press Headquarters as to what Cadorna had meant when

he told General X that he was ' going to complete the '

defence of the Trentino upon the Isonzo.'

The Carso Offensive

"Dawning comprehension came as the preparations for the

Carso offensive of the summsr of iqi6 took shape, and with

the taking of Gorizia in August of that year the meaning was

clear. F'rom that time to this the Austrian has been kept so

busy on the Isonzo that he has never been able to gather

himself together for an offensive on the Trentino or anywhere

else. And as he will be kept busier and busier as time goes

by," concluded the officer with a laugh, " we are reasonably

safe in the belief that the war will be fought out on the Front

to which our sujjeriority in men originally enabled us to pin

it down, and where our superiority in the air, and in artillery

will enable us to fight it out and win."

There has been much not especially edifying discussion

by military correspondents in all of the Allied countries,

Italy included, as to what were Cadorna's objectives in

attacking on the Isonzo Front, these having been variously

stated as everything between a march around the Adriatic

to Durazzo, via Trieste and Pola, on the one hand, and an

advance upon Menna on the other. Broadly stated, the

Italian Commander-in-Chief's objectives arc precisely similar

to those of Petain, Haig or Hindenburg—namely, to capture

or kill as many of the enemy as possible, and, more or less

incidentally, to occupy as much of the enemy's country as

possible. Unfortunately, all of the country to which there

is fair chance of the Italians penetrating this year is too far

from the heart of Austria to make the blow a vital one.

That is to say the occupation of Trieste and the region round

the head of the Adriatic would not deprive Austria of any-

thing without which the war could not be carried on, anything

that would necessarily force that Empire to throw up the

sponge. Or at least this would be the case if Austria was in

the enjoyment of anything approaching the vigour with

which she entered the war. Greatly weakened and dis-

heartened as she is there is of course always the chance

that the taking of such a place as Trieste, signalling a scries

of retreats and defeats too great to be disguised by official

euphemism, might prove the last straw. Certainly the fall

of Trieste to-day would hit Austria far harder than would
have been the case a year ago.

The point, I hardly need say, for which a victorious Italian

army wotild have tlie most interest in driving for direct is

Laibach, the Austrian strategic centre, rather than Trieste,

this for a reason similar to the one which would impel a man
in a hurry to gather a load of apples to cut off a limb of the

tree and scoop up the fruit from the ground rather than

climb a ladder to pick it. With Laibach in Italian hands
all the region to the south of it, including Trieste, would fall

of its own weight. Unfortunately, the road to Laibach,

though by no means beset with such difficulties as those the

Italians have already travelled to Monte Santo and Gabrielb,

is rough and mountainous, and it is by no means improbable
that, once the Hermada is taken, the advance along the

more open littoral may out-distance that farther inland. In

that event, the fall of Trieste would probably precede that of

Laibach, hastening that of the latter by opening up a way to

it from the south.

What are the chances of the fall of Trieste in the course of

the present campaign, and what would be the probable conse-

quence of it ? The first part of the question raises at once
the problem of the Hermada. There has been no word in

newspaper war strategy parlance that has been more loosely
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used than that of ' key," as applied to a position, the taking

of which compt'ls the evacuation of an important objective.

Many a time and oft liavc these so-called 'keys" rusted in the

liands that have grasix'd them while the door they were

supposed to open still barred the way. In the sense that it

would be impossible for a strong Austrian army to hold

Trieste after the Hermada is in Italian hands, even this

crucially important position has no right to the t=rm of

" key." for if Trieste barred the way to some vitally im-

portant position farther on, its capture could be made a

terribly costly affair, just as is the advance of the British forces

across the level plain of Flanders. Or if Trieste \\rere the

only, or the main, Austrian naval base on the Adriatic, if

there were not Pola to carry on with, it is certain that the

enemy could, and doubtless would, make a very desperate

resistance before Trieste, even after the fall of the Hermada.
As things are, however, I strongly incline to the belief that the

Austrians will—as they have been doing from the first

—

make their great fight for Trieste at the Hermada, and that,

when this great mountain fortress falls, the evacuation of the

most important port on the Adriatic will not be long de-

ferred. // the Austrians cannot hold the Hermada it is fairly

safe to assume that they cannot hold Trieste.

About the Hermada it.self there is nothing especially dis-

tinctive except the fact that it happens to have been placed

across the road to Trieste. Like so many ridges and rises

along the Western Front, it owes its importance to its

position rather than to its height, contour or any notable

physical characteristic. Yet there is no one point along the

whole Western Front that occupies a similar position to the

Hermada. Douaumont and \'aux suggest themselves as

fortified hills blocking the way to a very important objective
;

but both Douaumont and Vaux fell to the Germans without

opening the way to \'erdun. Trieste,- as I have said, Ivill

hardly survive for long the fall of the Hermada, and the

latter, once firmly in the hands of the Italians, would be far

harder to recapture from them than were Douaumont and
\aux for the French to re-take from the Germans.

Mount Hermada

Regarding the physical characteristics of the Hermada,
there is not much that I can add to the succinct and com-
prehensive description of it given by Mr. Belloc in his last

week's article :
" A fairly compact and isolated hump,

between the southern edge of which and the sea run the main
railroad and the main road to Trieste." The name of
" Gibraltar," so often applied to the Hermada, is apt enough,

so faras it relates to a stronghold blocking a road as Gibraltar

commands the road to the Mediterranean, but misleading if

it is meant to conjure up a picture of a frowning cliff-begirt

fortress like a medieval castle.

I have seen the Hermada from observation posts scattered

around something like a hundred degrees of a circle, and from
these directions (which roughly correspond with those from
which the Italian attacks have been made), a soldier with stout

legs and a good wind—just such a soldier, indeed, as is the

Italian Bersaglieri—could trot right up to the round shell-

scarred thousand-feet-high summit of the Hermada at the

double. The principal reason that he has not been able

to do so up to this time was that the Austrian gun-caverns

and protective galleries for the men were so deep in the rock

that the Italian artillery had comparatively little effect upon
them. The Austrian would retire- with his machine gun to

the bowels of the earth until the bombardment of the Italian

heavies was over, and then bob up serenely and mow down
the attacking infantry from such of his half-demolished

emplacements as were still serviceable.

The vital importance attached by the Austrian to the

Hermada is shown by the fact that he has continued to con-

centrate and emplace artillerv- in that sector from the outset,

the consequence being that while on the rest of the Isonzo

front the Italian superiority in heavy guns has been on the

increase for many months, on the Hermada, when an attack

came, he has been found very nearly able to give shot for

shot. In the May attacks, the Italian artillery, reinforced

by the newly arrived British batteries, had considerably the

best of the exchange, but the slackening pressure on the Russian
front enabled the enemy to bring up both gims and men in

numbers and in time to prevent the attack being pressed to its

ultimate objective, the summit of the Hermada. Wjjen
Cadoma " lets go with his right " again, however, we may con-

fidently' expect an artillery superiority that will give the

magnificent Italian infantry a chance to get their teeth

in, to go up and drive the enemy out of his holes as they did

on the Sabutino, Kuk and the Vodice, and as they have just

clone on Monte Santo. When this happens the Hermada is

doomed, and once firmly in Italian hands the chances of the

Austrian winning it back are practically negligible.

Thefact that the Hermada is nothing more nor less than a

honeycombed mountain bristling with guns makes it prac-

tically invulnerable to any flanking attack save one striking

deeply enough to cut its communications. If it holds out for

any length 0/ time against the frontal attacks which we
may expect to see launched against it before long, something
of this kind might develop as a consequence of the taking of

Monte Santo and the deep Italian advance to the north.

Nothing short of an outflanking movement deep enough to

threaten the communications of the Hermada, however,
can be expected to force the enemy to retire from that strong-

hold. It is obviously out of the question for any Italian

force to try to pass down the narrow strip of plain between
the Hermada and the sea. It would be annihilated under the
guns emplaced on this, the steepest side of the grim black
mountain against just such a contingency. A similar fate

would probably await any attempt to outflank the Hermada
by advancing easterly from the present Italian positions on
the south-eastern escarpments of the Carso.

To sum up, then : if the Hermada falls in the course of the

present series of Italian attacks, it will probably be taken by
direct assaults launched after—for this theatre at least—

•

an unprecedented artillery preparation ; if it survives the pre-

sent series of attacks it may fall under the threat of its com-
miniications of a wide encircling movement from the north.

With the Hermada firmly in Italian hands, the question

whether or not the Austrian will put up a fight for Trieste

will hinge very largely upon wheth ^r or not he would expect
to return to it again in case he is forced to leave. If he ex-

pects that the Peace Treaty will be so framed as to give back
all or a part of the teritory Italy has taken from him, he would
naturally be inclined to begin his fight to save his remaining
submarine bases at some point that would not involve the
shelling of his principal port. It was the hope that he would,
sooner or later, be returning to Goriziathat made the Austrian
give up that place without resorting to a house-to-house re-

sistance that could have been made incalculably costly to the
Italian. Most of the wanton shelling of this remarkably
beautiful little city has been done since the Austrian has seen

his hope of coming back receding day by day as the Italians

pushed forward to the north and south.

The case of Trieste, once the Hermada is in Italian hands,
will be precisely similar to that of Gorizia in the several months
previous to its fall. The Italians will be in a position from
which, with their heavies, they can destroy it, block by block
and dock by dock, if they so desire. This, because Trieste is

to them an Italian city which they hope to enter into per-

manent possession of, thty will do almost as reluctantly as if

it were Venice or Naples ; indeed, only as a last resort will they
turn their guns upon a place which lias become to them the
symbol of all Italia Irredenta. This the Austrian fully under-

stands, and whether or not he will force the Italian to do this

by making a stand will, as I have said, depend upon
how good he estimates his chances are of coming back. If

favoiirable, he will doubtless try to draw the fighting to

some other line ; if unfavourable, he will try to lure the Italian

to destroying his prize with his own guns.

The dilemma of the Italians when once they are in a position

to bombard and to advance directly upon Trieste is a difficult

one. On the one hand there will be the natual desire to enter

this long-fo\ight7for objective with as little delay as possible ;

on the other there will be the no less natural desire to do the

place as little injury, irreparable or otherwise, as possible.

The Austrian fully understanding this phase of the situation

will, of course, endeavour to take full advantage of it. The
Italians, so far, have taken the greatest eare that their aerial

and naval bombardments on Trieste and its vicinity have been
directed towards points of unquestioned military character.

The increasingly frequent bombing raids by squadrons of

Caproni aeroplanes and by dirigibles are always timed to do
their work in the full light of early morning in order to be sure

that the tons of explosive go exactly where they were in-

tended to go.

There has probably been less indiscriminate bomb-dropping
in this theatre than in any other. Not even as reprisals for

the wanton destruction wrought by the Austrian raids on
Venice, Padua and Verona did the Itahans resort to bombing
the non-militar.y sections of "Trieste and other cities and towns

about the head of the Adriatic. Whether this restraint

would have been exercised had enemy regions other than

those of Italia Irredenta been within practicable bombing
range one cannot say. The fact remains that Ihe Italians

have not sought to compass the military discomfiture of the

enemy by the destruction of civilian life and property, which

is a valuable index of the reluctance with which they will

resort to such methods to force the Austrian from Trieste.

The capture and complete control of Hermada will un-
doubtedly materially simplify the Italians' problem on this

score. It is not generally known that, ever since the bringing

uo of the Italian " heavies " after the advances of last May,
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these guns have been in a position to roach a considerable

part ot the citv of Trieste with their liif^h-angle hre. I was

iiivendelinite assurance on this point during my last visit to

this sector of the front, when 1 was also told tiiat the one reason

whv such bombardment was not carried out was because

distance and uncertain observation would militate so strongly

against accurate lire that unnecessary uon-military damage

might be wrought.

Astonishing Perseverance

Turning to the great and developing series of Italian attacks

themselves, one is impressed with the fact that the astonishing

p,'rseverance of them is, considering the nature of the ground

being fought over, even more remarkable than the large area

<,{ territory conquered and the large captures of prisoners,

From 2S,6qo to 30,000 prisoners, and a six to eight mile

advance" on a fifteen mile front, combine to make a success

rather more striking than has yet fallen to any of the VVestern

Allies at any point befwecn the North Sea and the Adriatic,

l-lut. great as this preliminary success is, there has been no

Allied action in the whole war in which " more to come

•^tood out more plainly than it appears to from the one 111

(|U,!stion. Although the attack has Ixrii more or less general

along the front of something over forty miles, the great

weight of it has only fallen on the from fifteen to twenty

miles of front where the unprecedented advance has been

made-. There are some reports of attacks and slight advances

to the south (there has been some mention of gams at the

base of the Hermada), but the impression the whole thing

conveys is that Cadorna still has a good deal up his sleeve.

One would have this impression, I say, just from the way

the situation has developed since the initiation of the attack ;

C.eneral Cadorna's own statement made to the Italian ex-

jMiiiister Barzilai for publication in a Roman paper gives

it ample contirmation. I do not know whether the English

newspaper reader has come to appreciate vvhat models of

lucid terseness, of succinct comprehensiveness. General

Cadorna's daily bulletins are. He not only contrives to say

what there is "to be said in the fewest words, but he very

rarely fails to say it with telling effect. The same quality

is evident in his "rare interviews. No military leader of the

war has spoken for publication more seldom, and yet more

to the point when he did speak, than has Cadorna. Special

significance, therefore, attaches to this statement :

" As the military' critics of the Allied countries have already

fcivourably commented on the Italian plan." he said to Signore

l^arzilai, '" 1 may say without boasting that the present manoeuvre,

owing to its vast objectives and its daring, and its probable

eifects on the whoVe war, is one of the most important in the his-

tory of that war.
, ,." Our offensive comprises such an extensive front that it

would be impossible, except for the simultaneous success at all

points ; but the country may rest assured of our fmal success,

towards which the magnificent tenacity and patriotism of the

civilian population contribute almost equally with our glorious

fighters. . .
"

" General Cadorna," the dispatch adds, " gave in calm mathe-

matical terms facts and figures proving the immense military

and moral superiority erf the Italians over their traditional

enemies, and asserted' tliat the imminent and decisive success

of Italy means the turning point of the whole war."

IIow then, assuming tlsit the Italians are able to push the

present offensive for an indefinite time yet, may the situa-

tion be expected todeveilop ? Let us first glance hastily at

what has been accomplislsed during the first week of the offen-

sive, or up to about last Thursday. In addition to the spec-

tacular crossing of the Upper Isonzo—an operation which,

when we have the details, may well take rank with the blow-

ing up of the Col di Laiia and Castelletto for fantastic dar-

ing, the heights beyomltliat river were stormed and an advance
over the broken Bainsizza Plateau made (at a couple of points)

to a depth of over eight miles, and at no point, on a front

nf but little short of fifteen miles, to a depth of less than five

miles. The area of the conquered territory is computed at

over 150 square kilometers.
,

In the tenuous strip of lowland along the left bank of the

Iscmzo a dozen villages were taken, the largest of which was
Canale. On the highland of Bainsizza fourteen or fifteen

villages were occupied by tlie advancing Italians, in many of

which, so far had they been behind the lines and so secure had
the Austrians appeared to feel in their possession, the

civilian population had not been evacuated. The seizure ot

large stores of food and munitions—are solid evidence of the

unexj^ectedness of the attack.

An apparently firm foothold has been gained at the southern

end of the deep Chiapovano Valley. It is the depth of the ad-

vance at this point which may threaten the communications

to the San Gabriele, with its south-western buttress, San
Caterina, and induce the Austrians to abandon this cruci-

ally important tnassif even I>eforc they ;'re blasted off it by

the plunging fire ot the artillery the Italians will shortly b3

bringing to bear from the still higher vantage of the newK'-

captured Monte Santo. The fall of San Gabriele, which has

been the principal instrument of torture in keeping the Italians

upon the rack in Gorizia and almost entirely preventing their

leaping anything but a barren " sentimental " victory in

return for their heavy sacrifices in taking that bitterly-fought -

for little city, will be one of the first fruits of the taking of Monte

Santo. Not until San Gabriele and San Daniele have fallen

will the Italians be able to gain any distinct military ad-

vantage from the occupation of Gorizia. With the Austrians

pushed off these commanding positions and back <nit of any-

thing but heavy artillery fange, (iorizia will be on the way to

becoming the first adequate advanced base the Italians have

had beyond the Upper Isonzo.

The "Italians appear to be playing a gigantic game of

nine-pins with the dominating line of peaks, ranging in height

from 1,700 to 2,300 fe<^t, which prevented their advancing

beyond the Upper Isonzo during all their first two years of the

war. .Monte Kuk, the most northerly, fell in the assaults of

last May, as did also the \'odice, the slightly higlwr peak ne.xt

in line to Ihe south. Now the \'odice has " pushed over"

Monte Santo, the highest peak of the chain,.and Monte Santo

in turn, should bo\vJ o\'er Monte San Gabriele. Monte

San Daniele, next in line to the so.uth-east, cannot long sur-

vive an attack from San Gabriele, while the former, to quote

the words of an Italian despatch of a few days ago, " commands
the Pannowitzer Forest and San Marco, and San Marco in

turn enfilades Faiti and Stol, and these latter have their

intimate bearing up6n the tenure of the Hermada." This

suggests one very probable development of the Italian offensive

The Number of Prisoners

Even the casual reader of the daily bulletins will hardly

have failed to remark the fact that the number of prisoners

taken by the Italians in all of their great attacks of the last

year appear to be considerably larger in proportion to the pro-

bable number of troops engaged than in the operations on the

Western Front. A military correspondent of one of the Lon-

don papers explained this last week by saying it was due to the

freedom with which^ the Austrian soldiers of Italian blood

gave themselves up to their attacking brothers whenever oppor-

tunity offered. This hardly conforms with the facts, I fear.

The Austrians have done many stupid things, but hardly

anything quite so stupid as to employ units from Italia

Irredenta on any part of their Italian FVont.

The real reason for the comparatively large hauls of prisoners

is to be sought in the great underground rock galleries anil

caverns which have become inevitable features of this rock

mountain warfare. The labour of blasting sufficiently deep

trenches to give any real protection is almost prohihitive in

the first place, while in the second place the casualties in

even the best of these from flying rock fragments are greater

than those from pieces of shell and shrapnel bullets. The con-

sequence has been that both Austrians and Italians have,

between natural and artificial caverns (the former are especially

abundant in the porous Carsic formation), sufficient under-

ground shelter at most points for all the troops they ever need

to throw into their advanced lines.

Into these absolutely safe underground shelters the troops

retire while a preparatory bombardment is on, to emerge
when it is over to make the best defence possible against the

infantry attack. It is the same kind, of thing the Germans
have tried to do on the Western Front, only (because the

natural conditions are better suited to it beyond the Isonzo)

carried much further. The result is that the defence generally

loses fewer in killed and wounded in this " cave-man " war-

fare, and more in prisoners. The latter, reluctant to abandon
the safety of their underground shelters, usually give them-
selves up in large bodies as soon as the wave of Italian infantry

has swept up to or beyond them.
It may also have been noticed that the attack appears to

relinquish a much larger proportion of prisoners to the enemy
than on the Western Front. In the Italian offensive of last

May the Austrians claimed that nearly 25,000 prisoners were
left in their hands by the Italians, or a number almost equal to

that the latter took from them,while up to the present moment
in the offensive now on they are claiming that over 10,000
Italians have remained with them. I was assured on un-
questioned authority that the Austrian claims for May were
ratlier more than double what they should have been, and,
from the nature of the action, it is quite probable that the
claims in connection with the present offensive are even more
greatly exaggerated. But even so, the proportion of prisoners

abandoned to the enemy is far and away greater than any
attacking army on the vVcstcrn Front has ever ceded. This
again is directly due to the" rock warfare," where the digging

in of soldiers who have reached, or over-reached, some ex-

posed objective is practically out of the question.
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Warfare in the West
By Edmund Dane

ON the West front tlie week August 27th to Scptcmlser

2nd was, during the greater part of the time, wet
and stormy. This state of things not only affects

the ground, tending to impede movement and trans-

port on both sides, but, covering the battle area as a whole
with mist, restricts observation both from the air and on the

level. Nevertheless, to speak of a lull in the fighting istoenter-

tain a complete misimpression. Considering the conditions,

the activity was as sustained as it has been in any week on
the West during the war.

North-east of Ypres, from the farther side of Langcmarck
to the Ypres-Roulers road, wc " cleaned up " another series

of posts and emplacements forming part of the enemy's
third system of defence in this area. From Gouzeaucourt
to Hargicourt wc made, on July 26. a further and npt un-
important bite into the Siegfried line. North of Verdun
there was the battle round ISeaumont, and the approaches
to Hill 344, and at th.; end of the week there was the French
attack on the enemy positions north-west of Hurtebise, a
brilliant piece of work which proved entirely successful.

At the same tiine, the artillery duel, more especially north
of N'erdun on both sides of the Meuse, round Lens, and in

Belgium, was sustained, and often intense, and our airmen,
naval as well as military, and the French airmen, carried

out various bombing raids on a large scale, and with well-

marked results.

This during a week of very broken weather is assuredly
qualified inactivity.

Coming down to details it is worth observing that the
German defences no longer present a uniformity of type.

They are not now everywhere aji uninterrupted closely inter-

woven web of diggings, heavily wired, linked up with deep
and capacious dugout refuges, and supported at commanding
or vital points by concreted redoubts. The difficulty attending
such a system is that if sections of it be Swept away renewal
to the rear is a matter not only of great labour, but of time
and of material. Inanycvent a line of that character, even
given the necessary labour and material, and the time, can
only be rebuilt beyond the range of the hostile guns. In
the. meanwhile the sections remaining, though reduced
in value, are fixed, and that in the circumstances becomes a
serious disadvantage, for to no small extertt the value of any
part of a system of that kind depends upon its being held as

a uhole. The underlying assumption ,was that it could be
so held. Events, however, have destroyed the theory. It

is not only therefore doubtful, and more than doubtful, if

the enemy has at his command the labour and material

required ; but the plain necessity has arisen for a defensive

system which, while strong, is at the same time morahlc.

Today the state of affairs is that on some sections of the

front we have what may be called a movable type of defences,

and on other sections works of the older, immovable style.

The breaches made in the older system are from the Yscr
canal to the Lys ; from the north of Lens to Queant ; along the

Craonne Kidgo, the length of the Moronvillers Ridge ; and
lastly at Verdun on both sides of the river. In between are

patches or sections of the immovable line connected up by
the posts and emplacements representing the later develop-

ment.
It is interesting to note that during the week under review

our troops had to deal in Belgium with the one type of obstruc-

tion, and between Gouzeaucourt and Hargicourt with the other.

More than once in inspired German statements it was asserted

that British troops would prove useless in open or semi-open

warfare. That, of course, was after the assertion that they

could never successfully assault the fixed works had had to be

removed from the propaganda screen. There is never an
assault oh the fixed works now that does not go right home
to the objectives dctennined upon. The world, nevertheless,

is still invited to believe that in face of the later development

it is another story.

Hence the frequent appearance of the enemy formula

with reference to British attacks, sometimes imaginary, that

they " broke down in front of our defences with heavy losses."

The new discovery- has apparently a mysterious virtue. So,

however, had the older invention of an " impregnable
"

line—imtil its supposed qualities were exploded.

The question worth determining is whether the change from

a uniform fixed front to one partly fixed and partly " t-lastic,"

has added to or liRhtoncd the burden of the enemy's defensive.

Should it have lightened the burden it is from his point of

view to the cood ;
should it have added to the burden it is

to the bad. By burden of the defence has to be understood
the amount of effort called for in relation to the results of that

effort. If the effort called for be great and the results less

than before, the burden is increased ; vice versa if the same
effort or less gives greater scsults.

The Week's Record

Even this particular week, from August 27th to September
2nd, affords the means of settling the point. Let us run over
the enemy's activities.

August 27th : Resistance to Britisli attacks east and south-
east of Langemarck. Succession of counter-attacks. Raid
on the British positions north of Lens. Driven off with loss.

Attacks north of Laffaux, east and west of Cerny, and on
both sides of Hurtebise. No result. Violent attack on the
southern outskirts of Beaumont. Completely repulsed, and
according to the French report " annihilated."

August 28th : Heavy fighting in resistance to British

attack astride the St. Julien-Poelcapclle road. Succession
of counter-attacks. Two attacks on Inverness Copse. Both
repulsed. X'iolent bombardment of California Plateau.
Bombardment mastered by French counter-battery fire.

Intended German assault failed to " materialise." Artillery

duel north of \'erdun.

August 2qth : Counter-attacks against British south-east

of Langemarck. Attempted raid of British posts east o|
Oosttaverne. Unsuccessful. Defence against British raidfe

south-west of Hulloch, and north-west of Gouzeaucourt.
Artillery duel on Aisne sector. V'iolent cannonade on both
sides of the Meuse at Verdun. Reconnaissance against French
positions in Caurieres Wood. Repulsed.
August 30th : Cannonade in Nicuport sector, and north

and north-east of Ypres. Fighting against the British south-

east of St. Janshoek. Artillery duel at Lens. Artillery

duel at Craonne and Braye. Attack at Chevreux. Un-
successful. Continued cannonade at Verdun. Another at-

tempt against the Caurieres Wood.^ Repulsed.
August 31st : Another raid on British posts east of Oostta-

verne, tliis time in strong force. A British post captured. .-

Attempted raid on Britisli positions at Arleux-en-Gohellc.

Repulsed. Attack in force on British posts at Gillemont
farm, arid trenches of Gouzeaucourt. British post at Gille-

mont taken. Attack otherwise unsuccessful. Attempted
raid east of Cerny. No result. Resistance to French raid

south-cast of Corbeny. Position lost. Trenches raided by
F'rench at Butte de Mesnil. Artillery duel at Verdun.
September 1st : Cannonade at Nicuport. Defence against

British raid east of Wytschaetc. Cannonade soutli of Lens.

Attempted raid south-west of Havrincourt. Repulsed.
Positions lost to I-'rench north-west of Hurtebise on front

of 1,500 metres. Three counter-attacks to retake lost posi-

tions. LTnsuccessful. Casualties heavy.

September 2nd : Resumed attack against British posts

near Havrincourt. Positions captured, then lost. Raids
between Lens and La Bassee. Repulsed. Attempted sur-

prise attack on French posts near Cerny. Rei)ulscd. Renewed
attempt to retake the positions lost at Hurtebise. Broken
up by French artillery.

* * * * * .

This was a week not marked by any great offensive blow.

The period may be ranked as one of the interludes.- Yet we
find very considerable and general enemy activity. Of the

many counter-attacl:s the net result was the capture of two
British posts. On the other hand the positions lost north-

east of Ypres. south-west of Le Catelet, and at Hurtebise
were of decided tactical consecjuence. In one way and another
the enemy effort was greater than that on our side ; and it

was ccrtaiiJy much the more costly. There is hardly a com-
parison, however, between the respective results. On the one
hand they were negligible ; on the other of indisputable value,

and unless we assume that the Germans are merely fighting

for show, which of course is absurd, the bite of the Allied

.attack, watching its opportunity, pressing where the opening
offers, and getting in at moderate cost, is in sufficiently

striking contrast with the relative restlessness, and lack of

bite on the part of the defence.

There is evidently on the (ierman side sharp<^r sense of

insecurity. When the front was more homogeneous comparative
quiescence might be relied upon even though at some given
point like the Sommc a heavy, pressure had to be met- As
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matters stand pressure may have to be met anywhere. There
has to be a constant " feeling " of the Allied line to detect

possible surprise. It is a fatiguing situation.

Value of Infantry

One effect of the change in short is that the enemy has had
to bring his infantry more generally and more actively into

play. Broadly the later system of defence is based upon
counter-attack. At any rate it is based upon counter-attack

in the last resort.

Now it cannot be supposed that a dcfonsi\c dewlopment
which brings the enemy infantry more generally and more
actively into play can at this period of the war have been

adopted from choice. If the enemy were superior in the in-

fantry arm the explanation might be acceptable. He is not

s<iix!rior. The point is not one merely of numbers. The
difference in the fighting quality of one tJerman battalion

and another is very marked, and at times extraordinary.

In short the enemy infantry, like fruit in a basket intended to

catch the eye, has been deliberately " topped." Much of the

bulk is indifferent.

To under-estimate the enemy's fighting capacity of set

purpose can not only serve no useful end, but might be mis-

chievous. Optimism and pessimism alike are terms which
imply views influenced by feelings or temperament. A just

view has to be based upon the facts interpreted in a dry light.

Events certainly do reveal the trend of the war and all the

more clearly if carefully studied. In this instance we have
(i) the altered character of the front; (2) a modification of

defensive tactics arising out of that change
: (.5) more work

thrown upon the enemy's infantry by that modification.

Measuring the effort with the outcome of the effort can
leave no reasonable mind in doubt that the total result has
been to make the burd.:n of the defensive heavier to carry.

To what extent can the enemy carry that burden, and for

how long ? Of course if infantry has to be brought more
generally and more actively into play it is not a state of

affairs tending to lower the rate of casualties. So much is

demonstrated by the summary just outlined. The root of the
whole matter is the Allied initiative. It is the Allied initiative

which has thus compelled the Germans to fall back as they
have done upon an arm they are above everything interested

to conserve, and to expose it. More than that the exposure
under their practice of distinctions between corps and corps,

takes the heaviest toll of the best elements. There was an
example of that in the recent fighting at Lens. The evacuation
of that place was staved off, and no doubt it was important
politically that it should be staved off, but at what a price was
that done !

The military liability thus imposed upon the enemy is one
of great moment, and so long as the Allies hold the initiative

tactically as well as strategically, as they do, it is a liability

he cannot avoid. In that connection we ought not to for.sjet

how the complete initiative now exercised has arisen out of the
course of the war. It represents no " fluke " victory. On
tiie contrary it has been challenged with Cv'ery resource,

and at every turn. It is the harvest of a long succession of

battles. Further, the liability is bound to operate more
searchingly, not simply in casualties and the incidence of
casualties, but in fatigue. Even as things are the Germans
often find themselves obliged to leave troops so long in the
line without relief that they are unfit to fight.

It is somewhat the fashion at the moment to consider the

infantry arm as put down in this war from its old place, and
its functions as subordinated, and that was the opinioji with
which the Germans themselves began the war. Whether
or not after their experiences they hold the opinion now is

doubtful. Their actions do not tend that way. And the truth
is that the increased power of artillery, and even the use of
aircraft, so far from subordinating the function of infantry,
have made it all the more important. To say nothing of the
effect upon tactics of machine guns, and the re-introduction of
bomb throwing and trench mortar>, the work of the footman,
and his range of skill both in attack and in defence, have been
vastly enlarged. To think otherwise is to misread all the great
battles.

But if the functions and importance of infantr>' have in
truth been extended and raised, then the side which commands
tlie greater power in this arm lias the issue so much in its

favour, and the allied initiative proves as much. Manifestly
too to widen still further the difference in the power of the in-
fantry arm is an object of the first consequence, and is one
of the most telling uses to which the initiative can be put.
There may be nothing showy in imposing upon the enemy
liability which is bound in due course to crush him, and in
rendering escape from it impossible, but if not showy U is the
higliesl level of military skill, and it is the real art of war as
distinguished from the spectacle.

For another point not infrequently overlooked is that
war, as now waged, is, notwithstanding all the multiplication
of its mechanism, more even than ever it was a clash of the
power of mind. There is a very widespread idea that the more
mechanism is introduced the more the conflict becomes one of
blind strength in contrivances. Apart from" the fact that
mechanism is itself an embodiment of intelligence, the ap-
plication of such aids calls for more intelligence, not for less,

and commandership rises alike in responsibility and ineffecti\ e-

ness, not alone with the size of armies, but with their complexity
and equipment. It may be bad taste in that respect to praise
ourselves, but our French Allies who, despite all Genrian
claims and boasts, are the most thorough-going soldiers in

the world, and can wage war brilliantly and successfully

without degrading it to the level of cowardice and outrage,

hav2 gripped that fact, and are not blown about by the
winds of vain doctrine.

It is apposite in passing to obsen-c that if war were a blind

conflict of man-killing inventions, and that if infantry were
the almost negligible quantity which some who know little

of the matter think it to be, then very likely there could be no
decision. There could not be a decision in a mere contest
between opposing artilleries even if assisted by fleets of air-

craft. It is upon these notions that doubt as to whether there

can be a decision is founded, and it is a peculiar thing that both
are in a marked degree serviceable to the enemy. He is

most strongly interested in propagating the no decision possible

legend, because as he well knows a decision is not only
possible, but given the necessary time, foregone.

Suppose he were the better in leadership, had finally won,
and held the initiative, were the stronger in infantry; and as
the effect of all these things had imposed upon us what we
knew to be a wasting and deadly, yet uncscapable liabilitv,

and suppose somebody in those circumstances came along and
assured us that there could be no decision notwithstanding.
That somebody would forthwith be voted the most ridiculous

and grotesque of optimists. The contrary pessimism, or
professed pessimism when the balance is in our favour, is not
less grotesque, and not a whit less ridiculous.

The Thrust at Riga
The state of affairs on the East front is abnormal, and so

long as that state of affairs continues there is no basis on
which calculation can be applied. It is a very remarkable
fact that in the renewed campaign in Moldavia, Mackensen
has met with no success whatever save what was presented to
him by the defection of certain Russian units. Other Russian
troops have fought conspicuously well. A few days ago the
special correspondent of the r/w/cs writing from Jassy, declared
that in this campaign beginning with the resumed offensive

by the Roumanians, fourteen enemy divisions had been used
up, or at all events, had to be withdrawn on account of their

losses. This piece of information was doubtless derived from
Headquarters, and is probably reliable. If so, it has been
for the enemy a very expensive, and on the whole hitherto,

a singularK' unfruitful adventure. It is evident that reor-

ganised and in effect handled by French officers, the Rouma-
nian army has proved a p'jculiarly tough proposition, and if

doubt concerning its supplies could be eliminated, there
should be no ground for misgiving, and the less so because
of the situation in Italy.

That the enemy should have chosen such a juncture to
laimch an offensive having as its objectives the capture of

Riga and Dvinsk, may at first sight appear odd. So far from
being influenced by any favourable turn elsewhere, on the
West let us say, it has pretty certainly been inspired by the
bad outlook in that quarter. Relying upon the instability
of Russian resistance, and considering the issue of the war to
have resolved itself into a race between the submarine cam-
paign and .American intervention, with the chances, as they
think, in favour of the U Boats, the aim of the- Germans
is to create as improved a position as possible on the East
front by rounding off as quickly as may' be the conquest of
the Baltic Provinces.
But for the confusion—it might be more properly called the

absence of authority—in the Russian army, the niove would
not have had the remotest chance of success. As it is it appears
to ha\'e every chance since there is nothing in effect to oppose
to the advance^
On Siiturday the news came through that the enemy had

crossed the Dvina from the Illuxt bridgehead, abandoned
by the Russians some time ago, thus menacing communica-
tions with Dvinsk.
On Saturday he apparently, with ijo effective opposititm,

passed the Dvina also at U.xkull, 18 miles to the south-east of
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Riga, andwas reported to be dpveloping this success, practically
a \valk-o>-er, in the direction of the Riga-Petrograd railway.
If that railway be reached by the German forces, and it

was not easy to see what was to stop them, Riga would be
cut ofl, save for communication by sea.

The city occupies a promontory at the mouth of the-Dvina,
and the river has to be crossed by any forces approaching
from the west or south-west. As the river is wide this is

not easy. A crossing at U.xkuU gi\'es an approach from the
south-east, and there is no other impediment save the absence
of good roads. Since, however, the distance from U.xkull
is only j8 miles, that is of itself not formidable.

All the probabilities at the moment of writing were that
Riga could be entered by the enemy with little delay.
The Russian defence both at Illust and at Uxkull had

evidently given way.
Nor, if orders are reviewed and debated by ragimental

conlmittees, is that in the least surprising. Even if the
orders were " endorsed " the delay involved would be fatal,

and besides, no force is worth a rap if wliile some regiments
stand others withdraw as they may choose. That the break-
up of the Russian defence is due io this cause may be taken
for granted. It is remarkable that these breakdowns should
occur when and where the Germans want them to occur, and
the circumstance justifies suspicion, for the so-called democratic
organisation, even if debating societies on a battlefield were
not the last word in absurdity, is one that seems contrived
for the verj' purpose of facilitating corruption.

There is only this to be said, that »7 the Russian army is

purged of a taint which allows everv cowardly and dishonest
or blatant fool directly to murder his comrades by exposing
their lives, the Germans are not likely to hold " conquests

"

effected by such means.
Broadly, the enemy situation is this. The Roumanian

campaign last autumn and winter,'coming upon the heels oi

the battle of the Somme, swept away the German strategical

resers'e. As the campaign of 1917 could not be faced until

the reserve was re-created, there was a severe and universal
" comb " of every industry—agriculture, mining, transport,

and even arsenal and munition shops. The risks economically
.

were serious, and serious even for the keeping of the armies
afoot in the matter of materials and supplies. They were to
be met, for a time, by the Compulsory Service Law. Since,

however, it was foreseen that they could only be met for

a time, " unlimited " submarine warfare was resolved upon
to end the war within a calculated period. Not only has that
period gone by, but the strategical reserve, re-created at these
risks, has once more been swallowed up. The po.'^ition. there-
fore, in that respect, is exactly what it was at the end of last

year, but with the difference, a very vital one, that industry
has been drained to the dregs, and that even the hastened
embodiment of the 1919 class of recruits has made yet
another draft upon it.

We can understand therefore the haste to improve the
situation on the East front as a further insurance against
eventualities. The move indicates rather the gravity of the
outlook on the West, and a hedging against its politica.1 re-

percussion, for German losses in Belgium during the past month
have been of punishing proportions, and those round Lens and
on the French section of the front have been in the same ratio.

There is no reserve, and the economic and labour squeeze
has become beyond example severe. The submarines
are the one hope of keeping the Americans out. The hop
is not now certain. *

Since the above wan written the Germans, as foreseen by
Mr. Dane, have occupied Riga without resistance.

Leon Daudet: A Prophet in France
By J. Coudurier de Chassaigne

To those who have sufficient delicacy of perception

to pick up the wireless currents of political life, it

has been evident that in all the Allied countries those

centres of espionage organised by Germany before

the -war still retain much of their previous subterranean

activity. Public opinion was pacified when a few non-

nalnraiiscd aliens were placed under lock and key. But those

who had taken the precaution of obtaining naturalisation

papers were left at liberty to spy and plot with our worst

enemies, who are everywhere tho.se of our own household.

For however painful the reflection may be, it must be acknow-

ledged that every country has the traitors, as well as the
' heroes, it descr\'es.

In spite of the rigorous Press Censorship in France, the

r-xistence of this hidden danger has been gen.^rally realised

and fairly freely discussed. But to all this the French Govern-

ment turned a deaf ear, though it is true that a few small

fry were periodically imprisoned. It was not, however,

until Duval tlu- notorious accomplice of Almereyda, was

arrested on the Swiss frontier, with a German cheque in his

pocket, by the military police, that the Ministry of the Interior

and the civil authorities were forced to take action.

Even then, had it not been for the speech, now famous, made
by M. Clemenceau in the Senate, denouncing the incompre-
hensible attitude of M. Malvy towards these nefarious agents
of the enemy, it is doubtful whether the whole affair would
ever have been made public. M. Malvy's resignation is the
first fruits of that speech, but I question whether M. Clemenceau
would ever have made it, if the ground had not been prepared
by the persistent and courageous campaign conducted in

L'Action Fran^aise by his old political enemy M. Leon Daudet.
The true sentiment of patriotism, like necessity, makes strange
bed-fellows, and though M. Clemenceau is a Republican and
M. Leon Daudet a Royalist, both equally deserve the title of

good Frenchmen. From diametrically opposite directions

their common love for their country has on this occasion
united them against the common enemy. -

The oersonaJity of M. Clemenceau, whose destructive
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genius has dissuUod so manv French Ministries, and who
may yet deal a fatal blow to the system of which he is a living

symbol, is already well-known in Kngland. M. Leon Daudet,

has, on the contrary, scarcely been heard of on this side of the

Channel. Long before August 19 14, both writers, at the risk

of losing influence and popularity, made continual and

dcsix:rate efforts to rouse their fellow-countrymen to the

existence of the German peril.

The son of the celebrated novelist Alphonse Daudet. AL

Leon Daudet is himself a novelist whose talent, though totally

diiturent in character, is at least equal to that of his father.

This inherited disposition soon lined him from the study of

medicine, and the result of the change in his career was a

series of novels ot which Lcs Morlicoles is jM'rhaps the most

famous if not the most remarkable. But. though he has

never entirely ceas.d to write fiction, M. Leon Daudet has of

recent years devoted most of his energy to political iournalism.

His paper/,',lf/ion/->««(-in'.sr is const»crated to the champion-

ship of the Koyalist cause, and incidentally to the exposure

that besides her oin-n enemies in the field, France is under the

menace of secret enemies at home.

I Daudet's Activities

This latter crusade begun long before the war. was adopted

by M. Leon Daudet as a sacred duty. His barbed and

brilliant pen, violent, tenacious, and at the same time logical

in attack, soon made of him the leader of a band of writers

which includes that forcible theorist and monarchist M.

Cliarles Maurras. Despite the ability with which it was

conducted, L'Action l-rancaise had' until recently com-

paratively few readers in France, and made fewer converts.

I'Vom my own part, I must confess that before the war I never

attached much importance to the propaganda of MM. Daudet,

Maurras, and their Camelots du Roy. It required the terrible

catastrophe of 1914 to bring to my notice that extraordinary

book L'Avant Guerre, written at least three years previously

by M. Leon Daudet, with the express purpose of denouncing

the optni and occult intrigues of the innumerable German
agents already settled on French soil. With the connivance

of powerful groups of international financiers, these servants

of the Central Empires had elaborated plans not only for the

commercial conquest of F-rance, but also for the betrayal of

important strategic points within our territory to the invaders

immediately after the declaration of war.

L'Avant Guerre was given me by a friend who begged me to

read it. I spent a feverish niglit in devouring its pages and
closed them with the conviction that M. Leon Daudet was a

brave and patriotic Frenchman. Of his public and private

life 1 knew little or nothing. But I realised that in time of

peace it takes more than ordinary courage to raise a cry when
most political parties, and many private individuals, are

ready to smother you for daring to disturb their selfish com-
jilacency or threaten their petty profits. Of course, I was
told when I ventured to express my admiration of the book
that Leon Daudet was simply a venal traducer, in the pay of

najneless bandits whose only desire was to overthrow the

faultless regime which had given France forty years of p,->ace

and prosperity. I adhered, however, to my opinion that

whatever motives might have urged the man who wrote'

L'Avant Guerre, the book contained the truth and nothing

but the truth about the secular enemies (»f l-'rance. That
was sufficient for me. So next day I obtained a copy of

L'Action Fratifaise, the daily organ of this Royalist knight-

errant, who had dared to wage war against the perfidious

Teuton before the first shot was fired.

Shall I continue my confession, and avow that for more
than three years I have read L'Action Franfaise every day,

and that without being converted to all the views, political,

or religious, professed by Leon Daudet and his friends, I

have been compelled to recognise that they, and they alone,

in the Paris Press, were intelligent and brave enough to

prosecute day after day a patriotic campaign against those

hidden enemies, who were still flourishing in the heart of the

capital long after the Battle of the Marne? How many
times have 1 seen in L'Action Francaise, the formidable indict-

ment of Vigo, alias Almereyda, launched by M. Leon Daudet
at the time when that ex-anarchist, convicted of many crimes,

was the intimate friend of ix)wcrful politicians, and the

defender of M. Caillaux ! W liile L'Action Franc.iise had only

its few sympathisers and a public subscription, which was
mar\-ellously successful, to depend upon for funds, Vigo

alias Almereyda, Jacques Landau, and their associates, were

startiiig papers with ample subventions which not only pro-

vided their contributors with large salaries, but with all the

luxuries of Parisian life on an ante-bellum scale.

It really seems as if a strange and fatal l>indness inevitably

falls upon politicians from the moment they grasp the reins

of power. Like all prophets, Leon Daudet's indications

of the rocks ahead were reiterated in vain. In spite of his

ardent propaganda, he strictly adhered to the pact of the
*' Union Sacree," or Political Truce, and preached obedience

to tlie Government responsible for the safety of France

during her terrible struggle, never protesting against

the harshness of the censorship which makes every writer

in my republican country sigh for the liberty of monarchic

F^ngland. • Yet L^on Daudet's advice and entreaties were

alike disregarded by every successive Ministry. Again and
again he offered to give them the benefit of the documents he

possessed concerning many of the doubtful Frenchmen,
neutrals and naturalised Germans, who kept up communica-
tions with the enemy. But although his offers were never

accepted, the Government was unable to ignore entirely his

denunciations of certain functionaries. But it would not

interest English readers to give the list of scoundrels who
were finally arrested and condemned after having been
pilloried for years in L'Action Frangaise.

M. Leon Daudet's patriotic efforts made him few friends in

official circles, and the fact that the infamous Vigo, alias

Almereyda, enjoyed impunity for so long, was largely due to

his passing himself oft as a political victim of Royalist rancour.

To-day the tables are turned, though many parliamentarians

may still declare that M. Clemenceau, and nobody else, forced

M. Malvy to repudiate his former friend and comrade
Almereyda. The truth is, however, that M. Clemenceau
simply repeated in the tribune some of the facts and argu-

ments which Leon Daudet had collected and published

in his paper. In making this assertion I shall not be accused
of party prejudice. After seventeen years' residence in

Lbndon the only political consideration that moves me is

the safety and welfare of France.
But the Clemenceau-Malvy-Almereyda episode Would be of

little consequence beyond the limits of French international

politics, if beneath the affair of the Bonnet Rouge one did

not perceive dangerous though still vague possibilities of far

deeper import.

On the one hand, the scandal of the exposure and death
of Almereyda has awakened public opinion, and demon-
strated to the Government sceptics that Daudet's " spy-

mania " was not so mad as those in authority would have
had us believe. It is now proved that large sums of German
money have been sent into F>ance through a Neutral State

—not to corrupt the French Press—but to create mushroom
rags devoted to all those causes which are dear to the Central

Empires. No Ministry of the future will be permitted to

disregard the canker which had begun to eat into the military

as well as into the civilian elements of F'rance.

But, on the other hand, nobody can fathom the ultint'ate

consequences of the revelations which ^rnust inevitably be
made when the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies meet in a
few weeks' time. The legal action already started by the
Public Prosecutor against Duval and the acolytes of the
Bonnet Rouge and of the Tranches Repubiicaine cannot
now be arrested, all the more so as we are living under
military jurisdiction. In ordinary times the Government
would have had no real difficulty in handling this delicate

matter. At the worst, a new Ministry would have been
formed to disown the errors of its predecessor and all would
again have been well in the best of all possible Republics.

To-day, however, we are confronted with the following
situation : three different Ministries, each supposed to exist

and function by the consent of the Union Sacree, have
stubbornly refused even to listen to warnings and accusations
supported by evidence, made by a group of French citizens,

representing another ideal of trovernment. But in the end
the State has been compelled to take action upon these self-

same facts.

If the present Government had possessed the most ele-

mentary common sense, it would have madeuse of the Political

Truce to collaborate frankly with L'Action Franfaise in

the patriotic -«ork of cleansing France of its traitors, and the
Republican regime would have been strengthened thereby. As
it is, incalculable forces have been set in motion which may
well escape control. The task of explaining to the French
people why this nest of malefactore has been, not only tolerated,
but encouraged in the pretended interests of the " Republic,
will not be an easy one. It remains to be seen whether M.
Ribot—or possibly hissucc^ssor—will have the power and the
intelligence necessary to avert a disaster, not only to his party
but to the fabric of the Republic itselL

While south country' seaside resorts are crowded to suffocation
in September, there are parts of Blackpool where, if one de.sihe it',

comparative solitude can be enjoyed. At the same time, fur
those who delight in tlie fascination of crowds, there is plenty of
amusement and of crowds to be found at the Lancashire resort,
where every conceivable amusement is provided, and the in-

vigorating quality of the air tends to add to one's enjoyment.
Blackpool offers every vsiriety of holiday from the quietest to the
most strenuous.
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31 journal from a legation
By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

Mr. Gibson had carried the ^lory of his dangerous visit to

Antwerp from Brussels after that citv had been occupied

by the Germans to the second morning of his slay in Anticerp.

On the previous night there occurred Ihc historicfirst Zeppelin

raid by nigtU. He mentions that though much damage itas

done, it was a failure front a military point of vieit\ in-

furiating the peofiJc instead of frightening them. He is still

in A ntwerp wlien he takes up the story :

T~yRUS.SEr.S. August 2jth,jqi4.-.-ln tin; mornint; I railed

/ jat the Foreign Office, established in a liandsomc building
-'—^tliat belonged to ojie of the municipal administrations.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs took mc into his office and
summoned all hands to hear any news I could give them of

heir families and friends, I also took notes of names and
addresses of people in Brussels who were to be told that their

Avn people in Antwerp were safe and well. I had been doing
that steadily from the minute we set foot in the hotel the

night before, and when I got back later I had my pockets
bulging with innocent messages. Now comes the merry task of

getting them around.
The .Minister showed me a lot of things that he wanted

reported to Washington, so I went back to the Consulate
( ieneral and got ort some mcire telegrams. The trip wa.s worth
while.

* Blount and I were lunching alone, but would
not hear of it and insisted that we should sit at their table

as long as we stayed on in Antwerp and whenever we came
back. They were not only glad to see somebody from the out-
side world, but could not get over the sporting side of our trip,

and patted us on the back luitil they made us uncomfortable.

"

Ivverybody in Antwerp looked upon the trip as a great exploit

and exuded admiration. I fully expected to get a Carnegie
medal before I got away. And it sounded so funny coming
from a lot of Belgian officers who had for the last few weeks
been going through the most harrbwing experiences,with their

lives in danger every minute, and even now with a perfectly

good chance,of being killed before the war is over. They seem
to take that as a matter of course, but look upon our perform-
ance as in some way different and superior. People are

funny tln'ngs.

The Queen of the Belgians

I .-.topped at the Palace to sign the King's book and ran into

General Vunbhith,who was just starting off with the ()ueen.

She came down the stairs and stopped just long enough
to greet me and then went her way ; she is a brave little woman
anr? deserves a better fate than she has had. IngUbleek,
the King's Secretary, heard I was there signing the book
and came out to see me. He said the Oueen was anxious
I should see what had been done by the bombs of the night

before. He wanted me to go right into the houses and see

the horrid details. I did not want to do this, but there was
no getting out of it under the circumstances.

VVe drove first to the Place du Poids Publique and went
into one of the houses which had been partially wrecked
byontof the smaller bombs. Everything in the place had been
left as it was until the police magistrate could make his

examination and report. We climbed to the first floor, and I

never shall forget the horrible sight that awaited us. A ]>oor

policeman and his wife had btfen blown to* fragments, and the
])ieces were all over the walls and ceiling. Blood was every-
where. Other details are too terrible even to think of. I

could not stand any more than this one room. There were
others which Inglebleek wanted to show me, but I could not
think of it. And this was only one of a number of houses
where peaceful men and woYnen had been so brutally killed

while they slept.

And where is the military advantage ? If the bombs were
dro])jMjd near the f(jrtifications it would be easy to understand,
but in this instance it is hard to explain upon any ground except
the hope of terrifying the population to the point where they
will demand that the ^iovernment surrender the town and the
fortifications. Judging from the temper they were in yester-

day at Antwerp they are more likely to demand that the place
Ix: held at all costs rather than risk falling under the rule of a
coniiueror brutal enough to murder innocent peoi)le in their

beds.

The Prime Minister told me that lie had four sons in llie

army- all the children he has—and that he was prepared to

give everyone of them and his own life and fortune into
the bargain, but that he was not prepared^aild here he

>'uBiirialil in ikf Vniird Slaitt 0/ Amfhta by 'The Wurld't Hurt." '

banged his fist ciown on the table and his eyes flashed—to

admit for a minute the possibility of yielding to Germany.
Everybody else is in the same state of mind. It is not hys-

terical. The war has been going on long enough,and they lia\e

had so rhan}' hard blows that the glamour and fictitious

attractiveness of the thing has gone, and they have settled

down in deadly earnest to tight to the bitter end. There may
not be one stone left npon another in Belgium u'hen the Germans
get through, but if thes: people keep up to their present level

they wilt come through—ichaf there »s left of them.

German Atrocities

Later in the afternoon I went to the Foreign Office, and let

them read to me the records of the commissicm which is

investigating the alleged German atrocities. They are work-
ing in a calm and sane way and seem to be making the'most
earnest attempt to get at the true facts, no matter whether
they pro\e or disprove the charges that have been made.
It is wonderful to see the judicial way they can sit down
in the midst of war and carnage and try to make a fair en-
quiry on a matter of this sort. If one one thousandth part
of the charges are povcn to be true . . .

The rest of the aiiernoon was spent in seeing people who
came in for news of Brussels and who 'had messages to send
home. I had had to tell the hotel people that 1 would be
there from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. to see pef)pic and that the rest of the
time 1 must have free for my own work. They came in

swarms, all the diplomats, the Cabinet Ministers, and the
Ministers of State, army officers, and other officials—a per-

fect mob. I had a package of cards on which I noted names
and addresses and the messages which were to be delivered.

These messages have been sent out to-day, after being sub-
mitted to the military authorities, some of them in writing
and some by word of mouth, and if they have afforded one-
tenth the comfort that I hope, the sum total of misery in this

town has been reduced a good deal this day.
Colonel Fairholme left for the front with the King early

in the morning atid was with h.im during the battle at Malines.

He thought we were going back during the day, as I had told

him the evening before. About noon he called up on the
telephone and told Sir Francis that under no circumstances
was I to be allowed to start, as the town was being bombarded
with heavy siege- pieces and all traffic was absolutely stopped

;

that we could not only not get by. but that any part of the trip

by the regular road was extremely dangerous. I was just as
glad tliat we had decided to stay over. The Colonel stayed out
all that night and had not returned to Antwerp when we left

yesterday. During the morning he called up again and asked
about us, again advising against our starting. Pretty decent
of a man who has as much to think of as he had, to be worry-
ing abf)Ut us enough to take time out and telephone us as to
the dangers of the road.

To make sure of offering no unnecessary chances for Mr.
Zeppelin the authorities had ordered all the lights on the streets

put out at eight o'clock. It was dark as midnight and there
was no use in thinking* of venturing out into tiie town. The
Cathedral clock was stopped and the carillon turned off for

the first time in Ivaven only knows how many years. It

was a city of the dead. Guns were posted in the streets ready
for instant use in case the airship should put in another
appearance. As a rcs\ilt of this and the searchlights that
played upon the sky all night our friend tlv.> enemy did not \

appear. Some people know when the}' have had enough.
Yesterday morning I looked out of my window at the

Cathedral clock and saw that it was twenty-five minutes to
ten. I tumbled through my tub and rushed downstairs
to get through my morning's work only to find that it was
half-past six. 1 had forgotten that the Cathedral clock had
been stopped.

It was just as well that I was up early, howr^ver, for there
was plenty to be done. I found a lot of telegram:, waiting
for me at the Consulate and had to get off another string of

them. Then an Orderly held me up (m the street to tell me that
the King's Secretary was hunting for me all over the place

and that I was wanted at the Palace. When I got there he had
starteil off on qnother hunt for me. He finally got me at the
hotel and kept mc for half an hour.

By the time that I got through with him there was word
that the Minister for Foreign Altairs wanted to see me, so I

made a bee-line over there ; then there was another call to the
Ci^nsulate to answer some more telegrams. After attending
to various matters at the Palace, ttie Ministry for Foreign
Affairs, the Consulate General, and seeing a lew more people
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at the hotpl. the morning was gone and it was time for lunch

'^"tuf!a::d''.Sr7ut and bade n. farewell. You would

have thought we were on our way to Heaven except lor

the fact that they urged us to come back.

Back to Brussels

As we could hear the cannonading we decided that we

wm.ld avo,d the Malines road and would try ^^^}^'^^^
zone of trouble and work our way into Hnissels ^m the wtst

We got ferried across th. Scheldt on a terrible tub of a steanur

that looked as though slit would go down ^n^^f^^J^^. ^^^f/^
of the military automobUes that she had to get acros.. so that

"hev could get ammunition to the front \\e all ft -vay in a

bunch front the other side, but vve.drcw aWd of hem a.

we had not such a heavy load, and w.th.o
''^•'-f

^^^^[.^ "l^^
hour were outside the Belgian lutes. \ an der Est had

secured for us a most imposing /«,.s,s..-/,«.s-.s-.t, which took u.

through with practically no trouble except h^^^ t a^so

imposing that we were held at each barricade w lu.e all the men

on'dutv^ook turns reading it. The only ticklish par the

trip to "the Belgian outposts was working our wa> through tne

village, which had been mined in anticipation of a Gtrman

invasion. It is bad enough working one s way through th re

in a motor with even»-body helping you to keep out "f hann s

way, but it must be a trifle worse to do it in a mass with a man

on "a hill a little way off waiting for you to come up to the

signal post so that he can touch a button and send you m
small pieces into the next world.

We struck out through St. Nicholas. Hamme, Termonde

and Assche, and got into Brussels from the west without

mishap ; we have got quite used to having Pe.ople Po^;^

bayonets in our faces and brandish revolvers at us, so the

latter part of the trip with only that to contend with

seemed quiet and almost boring.
TT^^„t,»m

On the road in from Assche, we passed near Eppegh.m
,

and Vilvorde, where the fighting had been gomg on tor a

couple of days. After news had been received in Antvverp

of the defeat'of the French and English at Mons and Charleroi

the Belgians were ordered to fall back on Antwerp and had

left these little villages to be occupied by the Germans. As they

occupied them they had set them afire and the flames were

raging as we came by. They w^ere quaint little towns and had

excited our admiration two days before when we had gone

through-despite the fact that we had other thmgs on our

minds beside admiring the beauties of architecture. Now

they are gone.
1 1 ^ +v,

the Germans gave us no trouble, and we got back to tne

legation at Brussels by five. All hands poured out to

meet u= and greeted us as prodigal sons. When we had not

come back the day before they had about made up their

minds that something dreadful had happened to us and the

rejoicing over our return was consequently much greater

than if we had not whetted their imaginations just a little.

I found that the situation in Brussels had undergone Big

change'^ whUe I was away. General von Jarotzky had been

replaced by General von Lutwitz, who is an administrator

and has been sent to put things in running order again There

was no inkling of this change when I left and I was^'a good

deal surprised. Guns have been placed at various strategic

points commanding th? town, and the Germans are ready tor

anything The telephone wire they had put through the town

to connect the two stations and headquarters was cut day

before ye'^terdav by some cheerful idiot who probably thought

he was doing something good (or his country. The military

authorities thereupon announced that if anything of the -ort

was done again they would lay waste the quarter of the town

where the act was committed.

Some of the subordinate officers have since told us that

von Tarotzky was a fighting general and had no business

staying in a post requiring administrative ability. The new

man is cut out particularly for this sort of work and is going

to start a regular German administration. Functionaries are

being brought from Berlin to take things over, and in a short

time we shall to all intents and purposes bs living in a German

city The first trains ran to-day in a halting fashion to Eiege

and'the German frontier. Perhaps we shall have a newspaper.

An Unpleasant Experience

navis got back yesterday from his trip to the front, and

we learned that he "had been through a perfectly good experi-

ence" that will look well when he comes to writing it up, but

one that gave him little satisfaction while it was in process

He started off to follow the German army in the hope ot

locating the English. After leaving Hall some bright young

German officer decided that he was a suspicious looking

character and ought to be shot as an English spy As a

preliminary they arrested him and locked him up. Then the

war was called off while the jury sat on his case. One of the

„Hicers thought it would be a superfluous effort to go through

the form of trying him, but that they should shoot him without

further to do. They began considering his case at eleven

in tlie morning and kept it up until midnight. He was given

pretty clearly to understand that his chances were slini

and t"hat the usual fate of spies awaited him. He argued at

length, and apparently his arguments had some effect for at

tln-ee o'clock in the morning he was routed out and to d to hit

the road towards Brussels. He was ordered to keep religiously

to the main road all the way back on pam of being shot on

Meht and to report at headquarters here immediately on his

arrival By this time he was perfectly willing to do exactly

what was demanded by those in authority and made a bee-

line back here on foot. " He turned up at the Legation yester-

day morning footsore and weary and looking like a tramp,

and told his story to an admiring audience. 1 was still away

on my little jaunt and did not g«t it at first hand The

Minister took him down to call on the General and got them

to understand that I^.H.D. was not an English spy but on the

contrary probably the greatest writer that ever lived, not ex-

cepting Shakespeare or Milton. The General said that he

had read some of his short stories and that he would not have

him shot Just the same he was not keen about having him

follow the operations, He is now ordered to remain in this

immediate neighbourhood until further orders. To-day he haa

several interviews with the General in an attempt to get

permission to leave the country, but had no luck. The last

we saw of Davis he came in late this afternoon to tell us

that he did not know what to do next. He said that he had

been through six wars but that he had never been so scared

as he was at that time. If he is allowed to get out of Be gium

I think that he will not darken the door of General von

Lutwitz for some time to come.
.. , , j

I was surprised to learn that Hans von Harwath, who used

to be military attacW in W ashington and whom I knew very

well is here as .\djutant to our new Governor. 1 have not yet

had' time to get over to see him, but shall try to do so

to-morrow. I am glad to have somebody like that here

to do business with.

Louvain

A terrible thing has happened at Louvain, the? town where

we were only tetl days ago. Yesterday there was some sort

of ';hindv in "the public square. Tlv^ Germans say that the son

of the "Burgomaster shot down the commanding general.

That sounds a little peculiar, as the Burgomaster has no

son The Belgians say that two bodies of German troops

who were drunk met each other and one body took the other

for French and opened fire. However that may be, it ended

by the town being set afire ;
rapid-fire guns being placed m

the -streets and the jbeople mowed down like grass. According

to the Germans themselves the town is bemg wiped out ot

existence The beautiful cathedral, the town hall and the

other famous buildings of the place are in ruins. The people

were killed by hundreds, and those who were not killed have

been driven from the town. They have wandered m here by

the thousands and the end is not yet. This evening tae %vitc

of the Minister of Fine Arts came in with the news t lat her

mother, a woman of eighty-four years, was driven from her

home at the point of the bayonet, and had to walk with the

crowd of fugitives all the waytoTervueren, a distance of about

twelve miles, before she could be put on a tram to her daughter s

house Two priests have turned up at the Legation near y

dead from fatigue and fright ; one of- them, a man ot nearly

seventy, is very ill and may die as a result of what he has gone

through. Bar6n Capelle came in late this afternoon to tell

me that the Germans were bringing in a lot of priests on

carts of provisions and were planning to hold them as hostages.

One of them had called out and asked him to notify me that

Monseigneur de Becker, president of the Amencan College at

Louvain, was among these prisoners. He is the o'^ nj^" 1

went to see when I was in Louvain ten days ago. 1 had tolrt

him he was perfectly safe and scoffed at his fears.

The Minister was out when .this news came, but 1 salliea

forth and tried to locate the Monseigneur. He was not to be

found anywhere. When I got back to the Legation both the

Minister and Villalobar were here and 1 told them all about

what had happened. The people of the town were getting

excited over the treatment that was being meted out to their

priests, and it was in a fair way to result in serious trouble,

Both Ministers made for the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,

where the German Government is established, and belore they

left had secured orders for the release of all the hostages.

A lot of these terrible things are done by subordinate officers

and the people at the top seem only too anxious to learn ot such

affairs and do what they c^n to remedy them. The day has

been dreadful with stories of suffering and murder and pillage.

[Ta be continued)
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The "Nine Million" Effectives
By Hilaire Belloc

Mr. Bdlcc, who is away on a holiday hut will resume his

military arlidii next week, contributes /his analysis of

German Effectives in reply to Ihc letters he has received

from many correspondents.

I
HAVE been written to by many people about Mr.

Gerard's expression " Nine Million Remaining German
litfectives " appearing in the memoirs he is now publish-

ing. I should like to say in the iirst place, that the
criticisms I have to advance against this expression in no
way detract from my appreciation of the excellent work
which Mr. Gerard has done as a public witness in this grave
trial of all Europe. x

\Vhy must we regard this one phrase " Nine million re-

maining Gernjan eftectives " as wholly inaccurate ? ,

Be/ore answering that question let me remind the reader
of the way in which we naturally receive any impossible state-

ment made upon high authority.
. If a man highly placed in the Hydrographic Service of some
Government writes of the Straits of Dover :

" The deepest
soundings are but loo fathoms or so," we do not, whatever
the repute of the writer or his special opportunities of know-
ledge, accept the statement. We know that it is, as it stands,
nonsense ; we cast about for some explanation. We say to
ourselves, there may have been a slip ol the pen ; if the infor-

mation is in type, we may refer it to a printer's error ; or we
may find that the Straits intended to be mentioned were not
the Straits of Dover at all, but ^ome other deeper channel,
and that the word " Dover " came in by some error in writing
or dictating, or in collecting proofs. A mass of long-known
official statistics, to wit, the numerous soundings taken in the
Straits over centuries, make us perfectly certain that the
sentence as it stands is meaningless : no part of the Straits of
Dover is within much more than a third of the depth stated.

Now that is just what a man whose business it has been to
follow the statistics of this war feels with regard to the state-
ment that " German effectives arc still nine million in num-
ber." The German eftectives— in the sense of combatant
units- arc perfectly well known. They arc somewhat
over ILrce million (at the most 3i), organised in divisions
and lesser units, the numbois and positions of which have
been ascertained and arc followed minutely as the war pro-
ceeds. Behind these eftectives is an organised reserve power
of nien in dejwt, now very corisiderably less than half a
million (at which figure it stood ten weeks ago), but to be
increased in a very few weeks by the greater ])art of class

1919 and before the end of the year by nearly the whole of
that class.

Combatant Effectives

When we read, therefore, that " The remaining German
effectives are nine million," we cast about for seme explanation
of how the statement could have got into print—what sort of
typographical or other error explains it.

The word " effectives "
i.s generally used to mean the men

organised in units for combatant service -the actual fighting
force. For instance, when you are told by a military his-
torian that " Napoleon had' a difficultv in keeping up his
effectives in 1814," the phrase refers to difficulties in the up-
keep of combatant forces in the field—the filling of gaps
resulting from death, capture, sickness and wounds oiv active
ser\ice. It is not a word of that precise scientific or
technical value which words often acquire after long service,
and one can easily conceive that one source of error in the
remark we are criticising might be the loose or double use of
the word " effective "

: first to mean mobilised men in general,
and next to mean of active service alone.
Whether the word " effectives " has been ased first loosely

and then technically, thereby creating a confusion, or whether
it has been used throughout to mean the fighting forces alone,
is of little consequence to a true statement of the position.
The statistics of this arc well known. There is no debate
upon them save with regard to comparatively small margins
of error. .\ few weeks only of further tightini,' have modified
a position which, towards the beginning of July, stood some-
what as follows :

(i) Total ration strength of the German Armv about five
and a half millions (or a little under) : To show upon what
points doubt exists, I may mention that the lowest estimate-
I have seen is for 5,4.55,oo(» (whicii is that of a high Erench
authority), and the highest but just under 5,(h)o,ooo. It is

clear that a slight difference in date, or the "inclusion of one
very doubtful category /say, the ladies who arc on the ration

strength doing typewriting), by one authority and their

exclusion by another, would be sufiicient to account for these
small' differences. At any rate, if we put the present ration

strength of the (lerman Army at 5.V millions, we are probably
just a little over the right figure at the present moment.

(2) (M this large body, the only part which counts in our
calculation of fighting strength is the organised combatant
active force, and is about or perhaps at the present moment
a little under three and a quarter millions. This is what
would nonnaliy be called the " effectives."

(3) Of the balance of somewhat o\er two millions, and
perhaps nearly two million and a quarter, the great bulk are
n\ade up either of men who are used to garrison, to supply,
etc., hut tire too old to be used in the field (save a few excep-
tionally here and there), or of men so affected by war in the
way of wounds and illness that they can only be used for

similar auxiliary purposes. These last do not count among
" definitive " losses, that is, they are not out of the army
for ever as are the dead, the prisoners and tlto discharged
from vcn>- bad wounds or Hlness ; but then, neither are tliey

capable of active scr\^ice in the future.

Depot Strength

The only part of this balance between the total ration

strength (5A million) and the army in the field
( ;} million)

that counts in the active strength of the enemy is the number
Germany has in depot ; that was in June last under half a
million—excluding class 1919. By some British accounts this

reserve is by this time so depleted that the first of class

1919 have begun to appear in the battle—but they are barely
due, and it is probable that prisoners of 1919 arc volunteers.

This class was expected rather in the beginning of September
than at the end of August, and they will probably dribble in
during autumn— to the extent of 350,000 or thereabouts.
This is -not the whole of class 1919. The remainder of it, to
the extent of 140,000 or a little more, were put back as im-
mature for later training, and most of them will presumably
appear in the winter.

Such is, in rough figures, the situation of the enemy as
regards eft'ectives, that is. in combatant numbers. There is

no mystery about it. The figures are perfectly well known
and generally dealt with all over Eurlopc by those who concern
themselves with close and rational study of the campaign.
They arc based, of course, upon the convergence of many
different kinds of information, all grouped under the Intelli-

gence Department of the various belligerents.

Twenty-ohe German classes were put into the field in the
first months of the war—classes '14 to '94 inclusive. They
included the young men in their twentieth year and up to

men in their fortieth year. These classes 1914 to 1894 inclusive

came from men born during the course of 1874, during the
course of 1894, and during the course of the intervening years.

Apart from these, five older classes from 1893 to 1889 in-

clusive, that is, men from their forty-first to their forty-fifth

year inclusive, were summoned as liable to military service,

but not used in the field save in exceptional circumstances
and in small numbers.
The total number of men bom from 1874 to 1894 inclusive,

and still alive when Germany declared war was, omitting
figures < under a thousand, 10,757,000. Of the youngest
class, under normal conditions, about three-quarters are fit

for service. The elder, of course, as one approaches forty,

tail off' rapidly and come down through less than five-eighths

to little more than half. The total number normally available

for active use, within the 21 classes, was over seven, but rather

less than seven and a half millions. Of these, a certain

proportion, probably about a million and a half, were not
mobilised in the first months, but kept back for civilian work.
With the second year of the war, or rather a Ihtle before

the beginning of the second year of war, whit is called
" abnormal " recruitment began in Germany—as it did
somewhat later elsewhere.

It took three forms, (i) The combing out of what could
jxjssibly be spared from civilian occupation among the fit ;

(2) the calling of the younger classes ; and (3) the combing
out of the ' unfit." that is, of those who under normal re-

cruitment are rejected.

The first process was largely aided, some months lat r, by
the beginning of^the slave raids organised by the enemy in the
territories he occupied.

The second, which was begun in October 1915, could not
in the nature of things yield any very large body of men,
though, as the pressure increased with every passing month.
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the combing out process became more and more severe.

It was the third soiucp, the younger classes, which formed

the backbone of the recruitment to replace losses, but it gave

—even under extreme pressure— not more than the three-

quarters which we get in normal recruitment. The reason of

tlv» is that if you take an immature class below twe^itj\

though under pressure of war you lower your physical standard

of health, you ha\'e a larger number of boys who must be

kept back before thev are fit to scr\-e, from lack of growth, and

the gain in numbers due to the lowering in the standard of

health hardly balances the loss due to immaturity.

We know, for instance, the statistics of the last class called

out class loig. It bears out this case e.Kactly. The number

of boys of this class alive on the ist of last January was

omitting the figures below a thousand, 685,000. The total

number gathered for military service of every kind was )ust

on the 500,000, which is just 2 per cent, below the standard

figure—three-quarters of the whole of the class.

Possible and Actual Resources

If vou take the mere census figure of all the adults, from the

men "who were forty when theWar broke out, down to the

lads who ai-e nineteen this year, vou get out of the total

number alive at the moment of recruitment, a total mohilisahic

force for active service of about qf, millions. It corresponds

very closely, population for population, with what Great

Britain has found i)ossible (counting naval services and

exemptions for auxiliary work) and with what 1- ranee has

found iwssible. It corresponds also to the known present

ration strength of the (ierman army and to its known detimtivc

losses, just on 5\ millions for the first and just over four

millions' for the second respectively.

To sum up : Germany has used for active service numbers

which have already reached more than nine and may approach

f).'. millions and will, when 1910 has fully come into the field,

re'ach perhaps to nearly ten millions. (>f these her remaining

active force in the field is just over three million, say, si

at the most—with reserves behind it of somewhat less

than half a million, excluding class 1919. The balance can

never again appear in the field.

These things being so— the active effectives available

three and a quarter millions—it is not withovit interest to

enquire how the error in the statement we are submitting to

examination, the curious " nine millions " arose.

Mr. Gerard was told by the Germans that they had mobilised

twelve million men, first and last. TWs is roughly true.

Counting class 1919 they have called up, even where they have

not aerially put into uniform, ten million men up to the age

of forty, and the number of men in the classes over forty alive

at the beginning of the war came to not {ar short of two million

more.
But that has nothing to do with " effectives." That is,

only the total number of men put under the orders of the War
Office in one form or another, or even warned that they

may be called to service. It includes the older classes who
cannot be used in the field as well as the classes that are.

The intention was obviously to give the impression of a great

fighting force of twelve millions raised since the beginning of

the war and to call up a picture in the mind of this enormous

body all organised in combatant units—the remaining strength

of which to-day could easily be calculated by merely sub-

tracting losses in the field. It is as though one were to take a

business man's gross receipts since January ist and pretend

that his present balance at the bank would be got at by de-

ducting from that total his domestic expenses alone—and
those faked.

I have noticed this startlingly simple method of deception

in nearly all the German statements made for purposes of

propaganda. A piece of statistics is given which is true -

when words arc used in a certain sense. This statistical in-

formation is then applied to the situation, hut using words

in another sense : then the false conclusion is arrived at without

the painful necessity of detailed corroboration.

For instance, the world was startled to hear quite early

in the war flat the German hospitals performed the miracle

of returning to active ser\'ice all the sick and woundetl soldiers

who enteretl them, with the exception of a trifling 11 per cent.

The truth was that of those who survived after entering

hospital, cn'y 11 per cent, were given their final discharge

by the army authorities upon leaving hospital ; all the rest

of the survivors were kept on the lists of the army—no matter
what their condition. Some were either discharged later

on as hopelessly unfit, others were put to auxiliary work, no
matter how light ; only the balance—not 89 per cent, at all

but more like 60 per cent., returned to active service. The
proportion of the latter, as we know from the rate at which
the German classes ha^•e been called u]>, and from every

other source of information, has been pretty much the same

a-s among the other great belhgerents—which, after all, is

what one would expect—but it is astonishing what a number

of people were at first taken in by this monstrosity of .," 89

ix-r cent, hospital returns."
,

In the same way the total of twelve million summoned to

military service of one kind or another—which included

class 1919 not yet trained and the older classes never put into

the field was taken as the b.asis of calculation. It was

true for all men put under the military authf)rities from first

to last, from the beginning of the war to the present day, for

any purpose whatsotner and was then used as though it were

true of the active army in the field, which is a totally different

thing. The German " authorities having got that figure of

twclVe million accepted for something which it was not -

that is, for the active army in the field, proceeded to argue

that there must remain as many " effectives " as would result

from a simple sum in subtraction : the subtraction of their

" losses in the field." Even if this last item had been accurate,

the method was false : but the item of losses given to Mr.

Gerard was not accurate ; it was even ridiculous. For, as

we shall see, it had the following features :--

(i) While it gave fairly accurate account of prisoners

(available, remember, fn)m other sources to a neutral

diplomat)."

(2) It understated the dead by at least a (quarter of a

million (at the same lime giving the lie to its official lists by

half a million the other way !)

(3) It absurdly reduced the numbirsoff the strength from

wounds and sickness.

(4) It wholly suppressed the number of sick and wounded

which, while kept on the books of the army, cannot be

returned to active service.

To begin with, they told Mr. Gerard that " there were only

a million and a half deacl" It is worthy of remark that at

the very moment they were making this statement (I pre-

sume during last March at the latest, or perhaps in the very

first days of April) the German authorities were publishing

in their official lists the statement that there were far less

than one million German dead ! Even to-day the last lists

(covering July 1917) allow for only 1,030,000 dead!

The value of this sort of statistics'may be tested by that one

example alone. The real number at the time was about

I million and J or a little less, for by the end of May it was
about 1,750,000 to 1,800,000.

The next item they admitted was men incapacitated lor

active service by wounds and sickness. They gave the number
of these at half a million ! That is, for three men dead, only

one was incapacitated for service by sickness Or by wounds

!

Such a statement is mci'ely fantastic. The real figures are

roughly these • that the dead come to a little less than

half the definitive losses, at any moment, the remainder

being made up of men permanently incapacitated and
prisoners.

Of prisoners Mr. Gerard's informant gave'tum a half million
;

a further half million of hospital cases (I think) was
thrown in as a makeweight . . . and there the information

stopped ! These imaginary figures added up and came to

three million sure enough. Not a word was said of that

very large item—nearly equalling the number of dead—the
casualties which, though not leading to discharge, failed to

retum to active ser\'ice. Only the imaginary three million

were mentioned. They were deducted from the supposed

12 million effectives, and left i\\:. balance of nine million with

which so many have been amused and astonished.

It woiild be, perhaps, a waste of space to point out the

numerous 1 other ways in which the true figures can be

established, and the enormity of the error emphasised.

For instance, if Germany had nine million effectives to-day,

she would, at her present establishment to a division, have at

this time in active organisation something like Ooo

divisions.

Or again, if she had nine million effectives it would mean
that she had been losing at a rate of about one-lhird that of

the French and the English (as, for instance, at Verdun and
at the Sommc !)

Or again, il would mean that after three years of war she

was able to put into the field, of her total population, nearly as

many men, proportionately, as all the other fully mobilised

belligerents had been able to muster 'from the very hcginmng.

Or again, it would mean that she had had no losses at all

since the spring of 1915.
P.S. :—Here is a little note which will, I think, interest those

who have appreciated the real state of military losses in the
German Empire.
One comes in enemy reports and newspapers upon

the phrase :

" Over a million War Widows." It is

clear that the insurance work (government and private) and
the other forms of necessary statistics kept, made that phrase
.general in the early part of this summer : and it is equally

clear thut the phrase corresponds to some general and wide-
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spread information. Particular figures are. not given, but
these general terms are commonly repeated :

" Over a Million

War Widows." They are used in arguments in favour of

an early peace ; in rhetorical descriptions of the horrors of

wa.r ; in dry calculations of expenditure and strain:

\\'ell, it is" interesting to remark that the proportion of mar-

ried men in the German forces mobilised since the beginning

of the war for ar'nc sendee, that is, the classes '94 to '18

inclusive, is something between 52 and 53 per cent. In the

younger classes there are, of course, very few married inen

indeed. In th.e youngest of all not i per cent. In the older

classes tlie proportion gets steadily higher, until one reaches

the oldest class with a proportion of nearly 80 per cent., and
the average, if you take the whole lot and number them
separately, is just over one-half, 32 to 53 per cent, of the
Germans exposed to death from this war are married men.

In other words, the admission of just over a million war
widows exactly corresponds to that figure of just on two million

German military dead which we postulated for June.
It is only one other example of tlie way in which true statis-

tics alwa\'s converge to prove the same general result within
a small margin of error, whereas false statistics can always
be exposed if one is patient enough to lie in wait for the points
in which they give themselves away. H. Belloc

Progressive Whist
By Alec Waugh

PRIVATE WALKER of the 305th Machine Gun Com-
pany overslept himself. It was not the first time he

had done it, nor will it be the last. Reveille had
gone at 6.30, and it was now nearly seven o'clock,

only just time to shave and wash before breakfast. He had
meant to clean the barrel of the gun during that time : it

was in an awful state ; he had dropped it in the mud the night

before ; it must be cleaned before the next parade. One never

knew when it might be inspected. You could never trust

officers, they always did things at such funny times. That
barr?l had to be cleaned, and yet the mess orderlies were just

going for the food. If he cleaned it now, he would miss his

meal, and Private Walker could not rememlx'r a singk-

(xrcasion on which he had done that. No, the barrel would
have to wait ; lireakfast was much more important.

But the morning of Private Walker's well-earned rest also

happened to Ix; the morning Captain Evans had chosen for

one of his surprise visits to the gun teams. No one ever knew
when he was coming, usually he never knew himself till five

iTiinutes before. Nothing was ready for him. His visits

wore a daily menace to the Subaltern.

And so half way through the morning parades a whisper ran
round No. 2 section, " Cap's coming round." Private
Walkers heart sank within him. He pictured himself in irons

bound to a wheel undergoing ten weeks P.P. No. i. He had
visions of court-martials and a crime sheet miles long. Out
of the corner of bis' eye he could see Captain Evans inspect-

ing the gun, he saw him take out the barrel, and hold it

up to the light. '

" Mr. Ferguson," thundered the Captain.
Sir," answered the section officer rushing up.

' This barrel is filthy, Mr. Ferguson, filthy, a di.sgrace to
the company."

" Yes, sir. Sergeant Simpson . .
."

I don't want to hear anything about S>ergeant Simpson,
Mr. Fergusiai," shouted th; Captain, " this gun is under your
charge and I expect it tQ be clean. That's what section officers

are for. You don't know your duty. If you can't keep your
guns clean when you are out of the line, what are you going
to do in action. Ver>' bad, Mr. Ferguson, very bad. 1

can see that you've got no hold over your section. Your leave
will be stopped for three months."

Mr. Ferguson was left overwhelmed ; he had been counting
on that leave, and after all it wasn't his fault that the rotten
gun was dirty ; that wasn't his job, it was the ^rgeant's job,

and he wasn't going to take this sort of thing lying down.
Instantly he despatched, an orderly for th^ section sergeants.

" Look here, you two," he began, " this barrel is absolutely
filthy."

"Yes, Sir, Lance-Corporal . . ."
" I don't want to hear anything about any Lancc-Corporal.

You two are directly responsible for that gun being clean.

That's what you are sergeants for. If you don't keep your
guns clean you are not fit to be sergeants. You are both
under open arrest."

.As soon as he had gone the two sergeants looked at each other.
" 'Twern't our bloomin' fault. Bill."
" Naw, Joe, 'twas that blasted fool of a Lance

Jack, 'ere you," he bawled at one of the men, " ver run
off and fetch me Lance-Corporal Wilkinson and hustle

yerself too."
" Look 'ere, me lad," said Sergeant Simpson to the per-

spiring one stripe, " that there barrel of yours is awful dirty.
can't see down it."

" Is it now ?
"

" Not 'arf it bloomin' well ain't."
" Well Sergeant, Privat(r Walker . . ."
" I don't want to hear about your Private Walker, it's

your fa)ilt if 'c don't clean his gun, that's what you"rc;there for.

Don't thmk yer there for yourlooks, do yer ? You can go under

clo.se arrest you can, off yer get to the guardroom and bloo min
Huick too."

Lance-Corporal Wilkinson went to tlie guardroom, but on the
way he had five minutes' vituperative conversation with
Private Walker.

" See 'ere, you bloomin' fool, that gun o' yours is dirty,

got that ? It's your job to see it's clean, got that ? And ter-

morrer morning you'll be up before the Cap'n, got that?
Twenty-six days number one, that's what you're in for, got
that ? Now then don't answer me back

;
you're for it. See ?

"

.\nd so at last the long arm of justice was on the collar of
the real culprit.

* « * *

Next morning there was a string of prisoners for company
orders. The two Sergeants were marched in first.

" Dirty barrel. Sir," explained Mr. F'erguson, '.'it was in a
most filthy condition, and it's the sergeants' job to see that
it's clean. Sir."

" H'm," said the Captain, " is this the gun I spoke to you
about, Mr. p-erguson ?

"

" Yes, Sir."

"H'm, well-er-yes," said the Captain dubiously. It was
obviously the section officer's fault that the barrel was dirty
and yet he had to back up his officers. " Look here." he
blazed out, " You're sergeants, and are supposed to look after
your section. You've got no excuse ..."

" Please Sir . . ."

" Don't answer me back, you've got no excuse whatever.
It's through sergeants like you that the company will be losing
their good name, do you see ?

"

" Yes, Sir."
' Well-er-let me see. there's a twenty mile route march

to-morrow isn't there Sergeant Major ? I" thought so. You'll
conduct it, Sergeant Simpson, and Sergeant Henry, you'll
attend. March out.

Then Lance-Corporal Wilkinson was marched in.

"A dirty barrel. Sir," explained the two sergeants in
tmison. " It's the Lance -Corporal's job to see that the gun is

cleaned. Sir. We can't do it all Sir ; we expect him to do th^t
Sir. We have a lot to do Sir. What with guards, sir.

and ..."
" Yes, yes," said the Captain ; this was getting beyond a

joke, still he supposed he had to back up his sergeants. It

was the only way to maintain discipline ; if he didn't punish
the men his N.C.O.'s brought up, they would cease to take
interest in their work. " It's the Corporal's job to see after

his gun," ho said. " if the gun's dirty it's your fault."
" But Sir ..."
" Don't answer me back. It's your fault, see ? Sergeant

Major, put Lance-Corporal Wilkinson down for Cook House
Guard. March out."

And then trembling and without an excuse Private Walker,
No. 1532 of the 305th M.G. Company,' jons et origo malt, was
brought into the presence of Justice.

•| A dirty barrel Sir," said Lance-Corporal Wilkinson.
" It's his fault. I alius says to my No. i.

' It's you as 'as

got to fire that there gun, an it's up ter you ter see that it's

clean.' That's what I says Sir to my No. i, Sir, I says
Nt>. I . . ."

" Yes thank you Corporal, quite enough. Now is this the
same gun ?

"

" Yes Sir."
" Well, I am sick of it "

; the Captain's endurance was at an
end. " I've heard enough about this beastly gun, and I am
not going to hear any more. It's wasted enough of my time
already. Case dismissed. March out."
And so Justice was robbed of its prey : and yet not wholly

so. For, i)etwcen ' First Post ' and ' Lights Out,' two irate

Sergeants and an outraged Lance-Corporal liad a good deal
to say to Private Walker.
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Mr. Galsworthy Gives Them Gyp
By J. C. Squire

PF.RHAPS it would be as well to begin with a (airly

long quotation

:

Some say there is no such thing as an affinity, no

case—of 'a man at least—made bankrupt of passion

bv a single love. In theory, it mav be so ;
in fact, there

are such men—neck-or-nothing men, quiet and self-contained :

the last to expect that nature will play them such a trick ;

the last to desire such surrender of themselves ;
the last to

' 'inow when their fate is on them. Who could have .seemed

to himself, and indeed to others, le.ss likely than Charles

Clare V\'inton to fall over head and ears in love when he stepped

into the Belvoir Hunt ballroom at c;rantham that December

evening twenty-four years ago ?

You think von know the style ? It is Mrs. Barclay ? It is

the I'limih' Herald Supplement? No: It is Mr. John Gals-

worthy. Mr. Galsworthy thus opens the story of hi-s new

novellHeinemann. 6s.) which, for reasons which are certainly

Beyond me,' is called Beyond.

« « « iK *

Charles Clare Winton was the soul of honour. Tlie lady

he fell in love with at first sight, a beautiful "soft-hearted

creature," had been married for three years to " an amiable

good fellow of a husband." As she did not want to break

h<-r husband's heart, she would not elope, and the liaison was

kept dark. Then she bore XMnton a daughter and died in

childbirth. The husband brought the child up under the

impression that she was his own daughter, and died. Winton

was named as Gyp's guardian, and gave her, for convenience,

his own surname. For a long time he had hated the very

thought of his child—his child, in giving birth to whom the

woman he loved had died. But it was impossible to resist

" Gj'p." " Being seven, her little brown velvet frock barely

reached the knees of her thin brown-stockinged- legs,"—

which is, perhaps not surprising in a frock seven years old.

But " her eyebrows were thin and dark and perfectly arched ;

her little nose was perfectly straight, her little chin in perfect

balance between round and point." So, barring the frock,

she was perfectly perfect.

•if ie * tf *

As she grew up. so little did Gyp think of sex that she

felt " a secret yearning for companions of her own gender."

Then the change came. Her father took her to Wiesbaden
to drink the waters. They went to a concert. The star

performer was Gustav Fiorsen, a Swede, who had " had to

play his violin for a living in the streets of Stockholm " (a

topical touch) but had been rescued by a man with an eye

for genius.

Unlike most violinists, hs was tall and thin, with great
pliancy of body and swift sway of movement. His face was
pale, and went strangely with hair and moustache of a sort

of dirt-gold colour, and his thin cheeks with very broad high
cheek-bones had little narrow scraps of whisker.

His eyes were green, like a fierce cat's. The pair caught eacb
other's glances : he seemed to play an encore for her alone-

Someone tells her that he is a great rake and wants saving.

When she gets an anonymous bunch of roses it does not occur
to her that they are from him, so she wears them. The
result is that the first time they meet he says :

" I admire you
terribly. . . . You aye just Woman, made to be adored,"
and the second time he kisses her hand and declares that he is

not going to leave her. She is not in love with him ; but his

pla^'ing is superb, and she knows that he will " never accept
refusal." When, therefore, he follows her to her country
home and says :

" Major Winton, your daughter is the most
beautiful thing on earth," she accepts his proposal. Winton
naturally loathes the idea, and " when she came up to say
good-night, both their faces were as though coated with wax."
Buying furniture, etc., makes the engagement period tolerable.

(" if it were not for that," asks Mr. (lalsworthy brightlv,
" who knows hovv many engagement knots would slip[?")

But nothing could make the marriage tolerable. In 'the

train after the ceremony, " every now and then he glanced at
the corridor and muttered," while she " was tremulously
glad of that corridor." This was a rather inauspicious be-
ginning. Nevertheless, in " the early days she gave him
ever\'thing—except her heart," partly compensated by her
" elation of being identified with his success." But his

habits were Beyond. He mimicked her relatives to their

faces, and as for his jealousy ;

" T am jealous even of those puppies."
" And shall you try to hurt them ?

"

" If I see them too much near you, perhaps I shall."

Besides he would implore her to love him, which " seemed

to her mere ill-bred stupidity." Husbands really ought to

know where to stop.*****
" Disillusionment," remarks Mr. Galsworthy, showing a

keen grasp of the peculiiirity of the sex " is not welcome to a

woman's heart." Gyp discovers that her husband's music

comes from his brain and fingers, not from his soul. On the

very day that she disco\«ers she is going to have a child, he

comes home drunk. There jis [also his sinister friend Count
Kosek, who makes love to her :

" Ah God ! I am tortured by you ; I am possessed !

"

He had gone white through and through like a flame, save

for his smouldering eyes.

The phraseology- is what one expects from foreign Counts

;

the physical symptoms were, one hop)es, merely an idiosj'n-

crasv of thi< one. At all events Gyp flies to her father.*****
X\'hen she returns she looks through the window and sees

lier husband caressing Daplme W ing, a young dancer whom
Rosek had thrown in his way in order to promote his own
designs upon Gyp. Then Fiorsen comes upon Gyp at the

moment when her old music-master is kissing her hand.

Gyp goes to her father again, bears a daughter (little Gyp)
_and, standing on the seashore,

watching the sunlight on the bracken, Gyp thought :
" Love !

Keep far from. me. I don't want j-ou. I shall never want
3'ou."

One more return to Fiorsen (who now jealously digs " his

claws " into the baby) and Gyp leaves him again. She now
meets Love for the first time. Brian Summerhay, a sporting

barrister (with a face like Botticelli's or Masaccio's young
man in the National Gallery), whom she had met once, gets

into a railway carriage with her. They grow like old friends :

" Is it the isolation or the continued vibration that carries

friendship faster and further than will a spasmodic acquaint-
anceship of weeks ? " The isolation and the vibration, aided

by a sopy of Shakespeare's Sonnets opened at a pgissage about

"Ha! Ha! Ha! He ! He ! He I

Old (at Fritz, you can't see me."

Temporary Heroes
By CECIL SOmmERS.

Illustrated by the Author. 3s. 6d. net.

This book gives one of the most vivid pictures that have yet
been written of the life of the modern soldier.

SOLDIER MEM
By Yi:0. 3s. 6d. net.

" It is an open secret that ' Veo ' is the distinguished son of a distinguished
father. Hi^ tirst appearance in print rrveals natural observation and literary skill

of a very high order. These vivid and human stories are among the best that the

war has produced. It is a Inie soldier's book, manly, fresh, and self-respecting,

and ' it touches the spot * every time."

—

Daily Telegraph.

THE REBIRTH OF RUSSIA
By ISu\AC F. MARCOSSOX.

Illustrated, Crown 8vo. 3s. 6di net.
" Mr. Marcosson takes us straight to the core of Russia's revolutions. This

is a human document of enthralling interest, and is in itseM ' great.' "

—

Daily Mail.

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION ^^
By ISAAC DON I.KVIXi-:. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

"The author's aim has been to collate all the facts bearing on the growth
nnd first success of Revolutionary Movement in a coherent narrative which
should be marked by a due sense of historical perspective."

—

Morning Post.

ODES TO TRIFLES *•"*
RWifE^s.*"*"

By R. M. EASSIE, Sergt. 5th Canadian Infantry.

Crown 8vo. 3s> 6di net.
" Humorous vexse, by a member of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, in

which every stanza gets well home ; written with a refreshing air of conviction
and a real wit which scintillates the more sharply because not a word of it could
be spared."

—

The limes.

6/- NOVELS OF THE MOMENT 6/-

The Red Planet.
By \V. J. LOCKE.

The Candid Courtship.
By MADGE MF..\RS.

Wanted a Tortoise
Shell. nvPKTERBU.'NDTlLI.

Autumn.
By MURIEL HIKE.

The Gay Life.
By KEBLE HOWARD.

The Great Gift.
Bv SIDNEY B.ATERNOSTER.

JOHN LANE. The Bodley Head, Vigo St.. London. W.I
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true love, teach Gyp what she had never known before.

Alone, outdoors again, she changes her old opinion :

Love—the love she had thought she would never want ?

Ah, but she wanted it now, wanted it at last with all her

being !

With a shudder, she sprang up : the"ant^i had got to her and
she had to pick them ofif her neck and dress.

This last may, perhaps, ba best d^scribad as an Anti-climax ;

or perhaps it is only local colour.

* « * * *

One cannot detail the rest. How Daphne \\'ing has a cliild

by Fiorsen ; how Fiorsen kidnaps Gvp's child and Daphne
\\ ing recovers it for her ; how Gyp goes to live, undivorccd,

with Brian Summerhay, the perfect lo\'er ; how she catches

(for in this book e\'crybody goes wrong ; and nobody goes

wrong with impunity) Brian kissing his cousin ; and ho,v

Brian is killed riding, so that Gvp, robbed of everything but
her child, is left with her old father. But if one quoted ten

times as much it would all be the same.

* « ' « * *

It is not with pleasure that one compares a book by ]\[r.

Galsworthy with the latqr novels of Miss Marie Corclli. Mr.
(ialsworthy wrote The Country Huiisc and The Silver Box,
which, if not masterpieces, were, at any rate, very interesting

works. He is a high-minded man who devotes himself to

good and unpopular causes, and he hates caddish behaviour
to man, woman or beast. But a critic would be a useless

critic who allowed considerations like those to affect his

reviews. This novel appears to me to be unmitigatedly
bad. The English is the English of the cheap serial ; the
incessant dabs of banal and irrelevant description are almo.st

maddening ; and scarcely anything that the characters do
is credible. So set is Mr. Galsworthy on representing life as
vile that he (not Fate, and not themselves) bowls them over
like ninepins and jumps on them when they are down : the
one consolation being that they are puppets who have never
come to life. In so far as they have come to life one dislikes

them all, except Winton. If a book neither amuses one,
makes one feel, makes one think_ nor interests one by the
accuracy of its observation or the graces of its language, one
has no option but to say so.

H
Across the Bridges
URRY and po\erty and the acute g<ographical
separation of rich and poor have dragged down
the ideals of a London street, robbing it of

, charm and colour and all those odd f(}rma
tions by which Englishmen are wont to remember their
native town." So writes Mr. Alexander Patcrson,. in his
book Across the Bridges (Edward Arnold, is. net). It is not a
new work, but one to which we may well draw special attention
at this time when the betterment of the poor of our big cities

is engaging earnest and sincere attention. "

Onre things arc dirty or noisy or untidy or unattractise,
everything conspires to increase the failing and weaken the
powers of natural resistance." Even now this truism only
slowly permeates the public mind. If any continue to
question it, let them place themselves under the guidance of
Mr. Patcrson and be led by him across the London bridges
that span the Thames to the cheerless wartens of toiling
humanity in South\\ark and Lambeth. If they doubt the
truth of his words an evening's walk will contirm it.

.\cross the bridges human existence has to be made as
bright, cheerful and hapiiy as north of the bridges if the old
evils are to be abolished. Mr. Paterson' demonstrates here
what a procession of meannesses and littlenesses life is from
the cradle to the grave. Indeed, death or rather burial is

the great event. " The ceremony of marriage has curiously
little emphasis set upon it by custom in these parts. A
funeral demands special clothes and carriages, very con-
siderable expense and to attend such an event second cousins
will take a day off work and think it but dutifully spent."
Could any fact be more eloquent or more pathetic than this.

And how is it to be changed ? " Before legislation can sweep
boldly along the path of r-form, the men who vote and the

,

men who rule must have greater knowledge, of each other's
lives. . . . The most urgent need in all social questions
is for this knowledge and sympathy." Believing this to
be entirely. true, we draw attention to this marvellously
clear-sighted little work. Xo one can possibly understand
London life who has not read it.

The summer number of the Hritisli Attslralasian (is.), contaiii.s
a wcjflth of stories, articles, and verses of high literary quality,
together with a number of illustrations, some of tlie-War zone,
and others picturing " down under," but all exceptionally gojtl.
It is an' excellent production, and will appeal to everyone

The " Unsoldierlike Sub."
A LETTER FROM THE FRONT.

There has come to hand, within the last fortnight, a letter

from a Captain with the B.E.F. which is well worth reprinthig in

its entirety here, both in view of its distinctive difference from the
majority of "letters from the Front" and of what iias been lately

written in the pages of Land & W.uer regarding the remarkable
extent Jo which "Pelmanism" is being adopted by ofliccrs of

His Majesty's Army and Navy.
Here is the letter in question :

—

I should like to call your attention to the facts of the story- of my
Pelman Course.

When I began I was looked upon \\^th disfavour bv the CO. of my
battalion at home as being a sleepy, forgetful, and linsoldierlikc sub.
When I began >our Course my star began to ri.se— I had the ability.
but had not been able to use it. I left the home battalion with niy
C.O.'s recommendation us being the best officer he had had for more
than a year, and came to France.

I was then appomted as a second-lieutenant to command a company
over the heads of four men with two " pips," and have now three stars
and an M.C

That I was able to make use of my abiUtics so successfully I
attribute entirely to the Pelman System.

, Captain.

As an isolated letter, the foregoing might fail to carrvmuch
weight. But when it is taken as typical of some hundreds of
similar letters from .\rmy and Navy "officers, then, indeed, one is

forced to concede that there must be "something in Pelmanism,"
More than thirty Generals and Admirals and well over 300

naval and regimental commanders—to say nothing of j.ooo other
officers and a multitude of N.C.O's. and men—have adopted
Pelmanism since the outbreak of war, and every day brings reports
from them as to substantial benefits derived. There is indeed
"something in Pelmanism."

Let us take a few examples. A Naval Captain reports pro-
motion to the command of a fine cruiser—thanks to his Pelman
training. \ Lieutenant-Colonel reports "a step in rank" within
two months of starting the Course. .\ Major writes attributing
his majority a«rf his D.S.O. to the same agency. .\ General and a
Rear-.\dmiral also write giving testimony which it is, at presen

,

inadvisable to pubHsh. There is not a rank or unit of either
service which has not supplied convincing evidence of the fact that
Pelmanism is truly the short road to progress.

Many officers find that, in addition to assisting them to greater
military efficiency, the Pelman Course serves other desirable ends.
For example :

—

The Course has prevented me becoming slack and stagnating during
my Army life—this is a most virulent danger, 1 may add. It inculcates
a clear, thorough, courageous method of playing the game of Life

—

admirably suited to the ]'.nglish temperament^ and should prove woral
salvation to many a business man. " Success," too, would follow
but I consider this as secondary.

Such letters render comment superfluous.

" A few weeks ago a well-known peer called here in uniform,"
said the Secretary of the Pelman Institute in an interview, " to enrol
for the Pelman^Course. He told us that General had strongly
urged him to do so.

" We are continually enrolling military officers who have been
sent to us by their superior officers. The value of Pelmanism is well
appreciated by the higher command. There arc twenty British
Generals at present studying the course, which now includes Special
Military Supplements contributed by two Staff officers.

" Officers sometimes tell us that their enrolment is the result of
hearing the Course praised by brother officers at the mess. A Rear-

» Admiral decided to enrol after hearing two officers of his ship speak
highly of the benefits received from the Course.

" But in civil life the same thing happens. .Men and women taking
up new positions and responsibilities arc instructed by their employers
to get in touch with the Pelman Institute.

" The variety of callers at the Institute is extraordinary. In a
single morning we have interviewed a Doctor of Philosophy, the manager
of a munition works, an authoress, a famous flying-man, several clerks
and salesmen, a teacher, a Brigadier-General and other officers, and
the Governor of a great Bank. All the Wrid comes to the Pelman
Institute for help and advice, and I do not think we ever disappoint
them."

As a system, Pelmanism is distinguished by its inexhaustible
adaptability. It is this whic^j makes it of value to the University
graduate equally with the salesman, to the woman of leisure, and
to the busy financier, to the Army officer and to the commercial
clerk. The Pelmanist is in no danger of becoming stereotyped in
thought, speech, or action ; on the contrary, individuahty becomes
more pronounced.

V.vcry reader of Land & Water—whatever his position and
whatever his aims and interests—should read Mind and Memory,
in whi( h the Pelman Course is fully described and explained. A
copy will be sent, "gratis and post free, to any reader who sends a
post card to The Pelman Institute, y\ WVnliain House, Bloomsbury
Street, London, W,C.i ; and he will thus be placed in possession
of the simple facts of the case and be enabled to judge for liimself
the extent to which "Pelmanism" would forward liis aim or
ambition.
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Kf^'f'jy/, V'TF you could see, outspread beneath you,

y'\>—u^JfJ/ -* the whole panorama of the British hnes in

l1^>' "tl # France and Belgium, you would understand why
our sMdiers themselves ask you to support the

Y.M.C.A. Mile after mile, hour after hour, you

would see, thousands of feet below you, the

never-ending movement of tens of thousands of

khaki figures swarming round the Y.M.C.A.

huts and tents and dug-outs.

And you would realise, to quote the words of Field-

Marshal Sir Douglas Haig himself, that the constant

extension of the work of the Red Triangle "itself testifies

to the high regard in which it is held by our soldiers."

Huts and Tents are urgently
needed for France & Flanders.

Will you give one ?
£600 will provide a completely equipped portable Hut
which can be easily moved up as the British line

advances. Will you give one? If you cannot give a
complete Hut, will you contribute part of the cost ?

The other day a wounded soldier, grateful for the refresh-

ment given him on his way back from the fighting, emptied
his pockets of all that he had—fourpence half-penny—and
insisted on offering it as his donation to the funds of the

Y.M.C.A. He had risked his life; he had done his bit ; he
was wounded and in pain ; but he offered every penny he pos-

sessed. What will you give—for him and for his comrades ?

It costs £600 a day to maintain the huge war work
of the Y.M.C.A. and donations are urgently needed.

Please send your Cheque to-day.
Donations should be addressed to Major R. L. Barclay, Y.M.C.A.

'National Headquarters, 12, Russell Square, London, W.C. I. Cheques
should be made payable to Major R. L. Barclay, and crossed

' Barclay's Bank, Ltd.''
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WILL YOU POST THIS TO-DAY?
To Major R. L. BARCLAY,

Y.M.C.A. National Headquarters,
12, Russell Sq., London, W.C. \.

1 have pleasure in enclosing £
towards the special work of the Y,M.C.A.
for the Troops.

Name

Address
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A Vision of England
By Charles Marriott

19

*The Pool
Uu r. L. Griggi

MOST of US carrj' about in our hearts a concep-
tion of England that is much more real to us
than the England that we see. Generally
thougli not always, it is associated with the place

where we sp_ent our childhood, and takes its character from
that

;
with the strange result that the details of Thomas Hood's

1 remember I remember '•
are almost universally recognis(-d

As a rule, the conception does not go much further than
tins m.mtal picture of " the house where I was bom " butm some of us it goes on developing under the surface of life,
and we are always half-consciouslv ronfirming and adding
bits to It. For no appar

' ^

€nt reason certain things,
whether actually seen or
experienced or only read
about or heard in music,
are immediately recog-
nised as belonging to this
England of the heart

;

while, equally without
reason, certain others
are not. Often it is

much more familiar in
dreams than in waking
moments, which seems
to show that it exists in
the sub-conscious rather
than the conscious mind.
This would account for
its extraordinary reality
and consistency! as also
for the fact that, if their
broken utterances are to tl c j
be trusted, it i? the *"^ *'°''^

England to which dying
men return. In its character, persistent and at the same
time fragmentary with lapses as incomprehensible as the
vivid reality of some portions, it might be compared
to the original writing of a palimpsest. Life writes another
text over it, but nobody having'^ made out parts of the
original would hesitate for a moment to sav which was
the rnorc real and true, no matter how full ajid active
his liU: might have been. How much, if anything, the
original text owes to ante-natal memory I am not pn'-
pared to say ; but it is quite certain that it embodies many
scc{ies and incidents that coiild not have come into individual

* These photographs are reproduced by courtesy of the pjiblish.Ts
The Twenty-One Giillery. York Buildings. Adelphi.

experience. Almost everybody would be able to give instances
of their delighted astonishment at coming upon some unmis-
takable reference to their England in a book, picture or piece
of music. In my own case personal familiarity with the death
of Sir John Falstaft may be explained by the fact that I had
the good fortune to spend my childhood in Gloucestershire,
where the people talk like that to this day ; but why should
I knowmy way about Lamb's " Mackery End " and " Blakes-
moor?" Or why, again, should the second variation of the
second movement of Beethoven's Sonata Appassiona'.a,
which is not even English, recall for me not only a particular

scene but a particular
day ? It is true that
there is here a. sugges-
tion of evening bells over
summer fields ; but why
should that music bring
back the fields when the
bells themselves do not.?
As for the death of
Colonel Newcome, that
is England for so many
people that I shall not
claim it as personal.
Every now and then

you meet a jserson in
whom the England of
the heart is so constant
that they may be said
to live in it. Such per-
sons are usually in-

different to their actual
surroundings. They can
live in a slum— or what

,, . •,•..,., i* worse—a new suburb
without prejudice to their health or happiness, because
their spmtual home is elsewhere. Indeed, you can test tlie
reality of England^n a mans heart by his regard for actual sur-
roundings. If he is always girding against bricks and mortar
you may be sure that the reality is weak ; and, on the other
hand, people m whom it is strong are not more than indul-
gently interested in such admirable institutions as garden
cities and suburbs. They don't need them. Probably the
V}?.^^.

real Englishman, in that sens<-, that ever Hved was
V\ ilham Blake. Phis little cockney printer had an Englaiifl
so lirm and complet.> and consistent that he took it for granted
in an allu.sive manner that can only Ix- called exasperatim;
to less fortunate people. I often think that George IIl^

rake them away !" on being shown some of Blake's drawings

B» f. L. Griggn
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was prompted by despair at an England beyond liis rule.

So little did Blake depend upon the England about him
that Ik' was much happier in South Moulton Street than at

Felphani in Sussex. It is no exaggeration to say that if

wc could establish tin; England that forms the mental back-

ground ot Blake's writings and drawings, with the laws and
policies that belong to it, we should have all the material

wo need lor what is called " the work of reconstruction."'

When the Englishman, in that sense, becomes articulate

in language or line the results are not only absorbingly in-

teresting in tiiemseK'cs but extremely valual)le as propaganda.

The England of the future will owe much more to certain

writings of Kudyard Kipling, G. K. Chesterton and Hilaire

Helloc than to Acts of Parliament. Nor is the value of these

writings ^n the historical information, but in the sense of

England that they convey. They are the still, small voice--

if anything connected with Mr. Chesterton could be described

as small or still—of the Englishman in the cosmopolitan

hubbub, with a prevailing Easle.-n accent, that fills the land.

In the pictorial arts the sense of England is rarer, partly

because painters as a class arc tiresomely concerned about
what they see with their bodily eyes ; which is very seldom
ICngland in any sense that matters, any more than it is neces-

sarily the subject matter of painting.

But every now and th<;nyou get an English artist who, like

William Blake, draws from his heart. Such an artist is Mr.

¥. L. Griggs, some of whose etchings we are allowed to re-

produce here. His con-

nection with Blake is

real rather than obvious.

Blake had a friend call-

ed Samuel P:ilmer, who
spent his life painting

and etching, with more
regard for weak
i m a g i n a t i o ns, the
luigland that he shared
with Blake. Both of

them were proud to

claim how much of this

England they owed to

Milton ; and I believe

that Mr. Griggs would
be equally proud to be
called a successor to

Samuel Palmer. The
influence is not very
marked in these par-

ticular etchings becausi!

the subjects are archi-

tectural ; but to any-
l>ody who has had the
privilege of seeing Mr.
Griggs's work in pun
landscape the sympath\
with Palmer is obvious.

,
Equally obvious is it Xhe Quay
that this architecture

belongs to that land-
scape, and that both are not merely "bits " that survive,
but related parts of a consistent wfiole that exists some-
where if only in the imagination of the artist.

At a glance you_would say that " The Ford," "The
Pool " and " The Quay " must have been drawn from
actual buildings, if not in the same arrangement. As a matter
of fact, they are all " inventions," though based on a know-
ledge of architecture so intimate that it has become uncon-
scious. Personally, I do not like the word " inventions

"

I)ecause it suggests something done out of the head, and thjse
etchings come from a deeper source.
Much might be said about their pictorial and technical

merits
;

their effective arrangement in light and shade,
and their hrmness and economy of workmanship

; but l
prefer, now, to dwell on their extraordinary reality and what
It implies. For no man could conceive a city like this who
had not in his heart some sure and definite conception of life.
It is impossible even to look at these etchings without bt gin-
ginning to speculate about the life that went on in the city of
which they show parts, and to form conclusions about its
character. Wise governm.ent, bold policy, honest trade,
sound craftsmanship, and a dignified domesticity are all
implied in the look of the buildings. Insensibly, too, the
iniagmation passes Iseyond the city walls and explores the
suiTounding country ; and, indeed, in other plates, in " Maur's
Farm," " Stepping Stones," and " Priory Farm," Mr.
Gnggs has given us hints of pastoral and agricultural life as
firm and flourishing as the civic life expressed in " The Quav."
These etchings are memorials of an England that was" once
and might be again.

One remarkaole thing about these etchings is the practical
knowledge they suggest. With aU their romantic feeling, as

of the scene of groat events, they are entirely free from
W'ardour Street jHcturesqueness and the atmosphere of decay.

The buildings could be lived in. Looking at them one is

persuaded that Jlr. Griggs is as sound upon the plan as he is

inventive in the elevation ;
tliat he could if necessary build

the city that he has drawn. It would be a city like Durham or

Toledo, on a rocky hill in the loop of a river ; and, guided liy

the etchings, one confidently explores the parts of the city

that are not shown. Its general topography is already familiar.

And, in spite of the resemblance to Toledo in situation,

nobody looking at " The Ford " or " The Pool," could mis-
take it for anything but an English city. Not only that, but
there is even a local flavour, and I could name more than
one village in Gloucestershire that might have suggested tlie

street in " The Ford."
This combination of imagination, practical knowledge,

a feeling for tradition, and a s'ense of locality, is extremely
rare in artists—and even in architects. The impression
given is that Mr. Griggs would be a useful man to consult
in any scheme of restoration or reconstruction. He would
build or restore not only practically and beautifully, but
with a due sense of the continuity' of history. Unless all

the signs'are misleading, we shall presently be feeling back
in history for guidance even in our practical affairs. The.
return to the land is a fact accomplished, and unless we are
to be content with labour camps, we must have houses.
One effect of the return, particularly if, as is probable, we

develop the co-operative
system of agriculture,

should be the revival of

the country town.
Living in London we

are apt to forget Eng-
land and how much of

it still survives in coun-
try towns in a form that
could easily be brought
up to modern require-

ments. On the whole,
it is better to join

hands with the past
than to jump into the
future. Life is, aftei

all, an old business.

The " audacity " re-

commended by Mr.
Lloyd George is nothing
more than a bold bid
for reality ; the reality

of England that under-
lies the unreal world
created by modern ad-
vertisement.

Architecture must
come out of life, but
it is equally true that
architecture reflects up-
on life, and to live in

a decent house is more

By F. L. Griggi

than half way towards living decently. It is not only
the pig that responds to a clean stv.

" Extend the house
to the street and the architectural influence extends corres-
pondingly from private to public life, and along broad
highways and over firm bridges from town to country. Nor
IS there any need to extemporise an architecture, with all the
risks of faddism and the German virtue of " deliberateness,"
for the purpose. As Mr. Griggs has shown in other plate's
there are enough survivals, from the cathedral to the barn!
to teach us the principles of good building in everv department
of life ; that is to say, building in response to" the practical
needs and conditions and the ideals, aspirations and beliefs
of the community. There is no need to copy the sur\'ivals •

the better way is to study them and what' they meant in
life. To base our scheme of society on that of Gothic England
would be sOly, because the conditions are different ; but irom
the survivals ot Gothic England in architecture, and care-
ful consideration of their moaning in life, most of us could
learn something that would help us to organise our Ii\-es
private and public, upon a saner and firmer basis.
Thinking and feeling precede action, and the individual

affects the mass; and as a prelude to reconstruction it
would not be a bad thing if, instead of girding against the
present and trying to invent reforms out of nothing each of
us retired into his England of the heart and imagined the
lite that should proceed spontaneously from that Visions
are more practical and fruitful than "theories, and in their
vision, clearer, firmer and more consistent than most of us
can form, of a better England the etchings of Mr Griggs
will prove a powerful aid to reality. Being works of art and
not arguments, they share with [Hood's "I remember'
the magical property of universal and particular application.
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William : " Take it from me, Scheidemann, what America is doing does not trouble me "
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by another million
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Waterproof
Coat Specialists
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TRENCH COAT
The Most Reliable Military Waterproof Produced

Self-Praise is no Recommendation.

READ what an Officer says about
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GERMAN "HONOUR-

THE disclosure of the disgraceful deceit of the German

and Swedish Legations at Buenos Aires, for which

wc are indebted to the Government at Washington,

is another link in that chain of dishonour and

inhumanity from which Germany will never be disentangled

until she not only rids herself of her present rulers, but

changes her whole conduct of life. It will take more than a

generation to accomplish this mentaJ revolution, and we know

there can be no hope of it ever happening unless peace is

preceded by the total defeat and overthrow of those Teutonic

powers which derive—or imagine they derive—their strength

irom the practice of these abominations.

Count Lu.xburg, the German Charge d' Affaires to the

Argentine Republic, was permitted by the Swedish Legation

at Buenos Aires to make use of a private cypher in order

to communicate with the Foreign Office at Berlin, information

regarding Argentine shipping that would be useful to the

submarine campaign. This typical German diplomat suggests

that certain Argentine steamers should be sunk at sea " with-

out a trace being left." The reason for this cold-blooded

murder is to avoid unfriendly relations with a friendly

cotmtry, because in event of the crew being drowned to a

man. it would be possible for the Count to deny the very

crime he had planned. The Barbary pirate or the cut-throat

buccaneer was a gentleman compared with this German
diplomat. They slaughtered openly, and never troubled

to conceal their iniquities. It was possible to deal with

them, but how can we treat with men who are more callous

and cruel than pirates, at the same time professing thenj-

selves to be civilised and humane.

It is an ominous fact that at the beginning of the war,

that notorious and unscrupulous intriguer, von Kuhlmann,

now Foreign Minister in Berlin, was the German Minister at

Stockholm. He who glories in being a clever and deep student

of national psychology must have congratulated himself on

having read the Swedish character aright, so that by playing

on the hereditary hatred of Russia, and the German tendencies

of her Court, he was able to utilise Swedish Ministers abroad

most advantageously in that intricate system of German
espionage which there is every reason to Ix-licve is more

active than ever, though possibly more cautious But

Kuhlmann, through all his career, has only been rendering

to his Imperial master the sincere flattery of imitation. The
revelations of the private corresptjndcnce between tliat pair

of lovebirds, Willy and Nicky, twittering to each other on

their lofty perches, which the New York Herald has made,

must give the death-blow to the last friends of Germany
who would have us believe there c.xists a sense of honour

jor humanity in the Teuton breast. Hardly had he failed

to form a Euroi)can confederacy against Great Britain, and
to destroy the British Entente with France, than we find

the German Enioeror writinL' in a London newsn;ioer

protesting that he had ever been our true and loyal triend and

that he worked singly for peace. In private life such a

man would be hounded out of decent circles ; can there,

be a different rule for public life ? If so it must be more

severe, seeing the evil and misery which these men have it in

their power to work.

There is overwhelming evidence that most of Russia's

trials since the Revolution, have been caused by the same

covert intrigue of which this Buenos Aires incident is but

one illustration. This also was worked through Sweden, which

became the recognised channel for German agents and German

payments. The amount of Swedish coin that suddenly

passed into Russian circulation was the lirst direct evidence

the Provisional Government had of the activity of German

propaganda. Until it be possible (if it ever be possible) to

purge Petrograd of this malign influence, things cannot

settle down satisfactorily. The city and district is now
under martial law, and it remains to be seen with what

lirnmess and thoroughness this law is administered. As

Mr. Belloc points out, Russia is suffering to-day from lack

of discipline, not only in her armies, but through all sections

of the community, and until this is restored no reliability

can be placed on the future of events.

As for Sweden's part in this discreditable episode, the

question is still under discussion, but one fact is perfectly

plain. The Allies will not tolerate a second Greece in

Scandinavia. We are well aware that there is a considerable

body of public opinion in Sweden that is entirely on the

iide of the Allies, but it will have to make its influence felt

without delay. The Government of Sweden has to disavow the

action of its representatives abroad in the most unequivocal

manner. The excuses it puts forward are mere feeble

prevarication and do not touch the point at issue. It

can hardly suppose they will be accepted as an apology

or an expression of regret. The patience of the Allies is

exhausted ; there can be no more temporising with unfriendly

Neutrals, who do not show any, compunction in stabbing

us in the back, provided they feel fairly certain of escaping

punishment. Courts like those of Athens and Stockholm

are rendering, if they only knew it, the worst disservice pos-

sible, to* the monarchical idea. By lending themselves to

the dirty work of a discredited .Autocracy they display a

contempt for constitutional Government, which is the first

protection and safeguard oi their dynasty. The Queen of

Sweden, it may be said to her credit, has from the first openly

placed herself on the side of Germany, but her sympathies

should be entirely personal, otherwise they must involve her

adopted country in disaster. '

The tortuous ways of German diplomacy which have been

revealed during recent weeks, makes it diflicult to compre-

hend how any civilised nation, great or small, will be able

to enter into amicable relationship with that country in the

future. The keystone of civilisation is truth and honour

;

remove it and the structure inevitably becomes a ruin sooner

or later. President Wilson realises this ; the Times Washing-

ton ^correspondent mentions that "in public affairs he has

shown a willingness to bear with patience, even to forgive,

everything but deceit." But deceit may be said to be the

first and last virtue of Germans in all their dealings with

neighbouring nations. Beyond necessity it is the only quality

they .seem to understand. And they laugh in their hearts

at the old standard of conduct best summarised in that

verse of the minor prophet Micah :
" What does the Lord

require of thee, C) man, but to do justly and to love mercy

and to walk humbly with thy God." Germany regards this

spirit as slave morality, though she is slowly learning that

such ideals are not incompatible with greater strength and

longer endurance that she possesses. This German
" honour "

is one of the most, horrible things the world has

ever had to encounter ; it is not merely evil in itself, but it

is as it were a pernicious poison that spreads evil around it.

Not until it is wiped off the face of the earth can free peoples

breathe freely. It has taken time for Western civilisation

to comprehend its reality and to understand its full growth

and size, but now at last this is accomplished. And for this

we owe no small thanks to President Wilson, who is devoting

his emrgies first to revealing, then to . destroying it, know-

inL' there cannot be eudurinc peace while it lasts.
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The Line of Pskov
By Hilaire Belloc

THERE is a danger lest. In the present eclipse of

Russian military p<jwcr. the Rcnerai military problem

-till presented bv the war should Ix; misundcrsto<xl.

There is danger lest the nature of the Russian weak-

ness itself should also be misunderstood : and it is important

before winter comes on us, with its probable tedium and delay

in op<.'rations, that opinion should not falselv interpret the

fundamentals of the task upon which civiliv.d Europe is en-

gaged.

The war is as much as ever a siege.

It is a sieg<- upon one s<-ctor of which the besiegers have

yielded more and more against the pressure exercised upon

them by the besieged. I'pon this sector the besiegers have

suffered a disintegration of their forces. Were Ihs siege one m
uhich the hesief-ed could hope jor external succour or were Ihcy

still in full force this failure would be disastrous to the whole

Allied cause. As things are, however, the political collapse

upon tlie Eastern front has not, and cannot have castastrophic

consequences, and that for the two reasons indicated. Virst

that there is no relieving force to appear upon that sector;

secondly that the forces of the besieged are insufticicnt to take

full advantage of their belated political success upon this

side.
• u

A parallel from the common type of siege—which is that

of a single stronghold—will make my meaning clear. Take

an army contained within works of loj-tification such as those

of Paris or Metz in 1870. If one sector of the surrounding

force is ill-defended, .so that the besiegers there are pressed

back and back by successive sorties, the strategic advantage,

as distinguished from the advantage in supply to be obtained

by the besieged from such a success, will be one or both of two

things. Tliey will perhaps at last annihilate the military force

of their opponents upon that side, and so be able to bringe

their full force to bear against the remaining besiegers upon

the other side, and with that full force perhaps defeat them

in turn ; secondly they may hope upon this side, when they

have begun to be successful, for the reception of a relieving

force, such as was the army of the Loire in 1870, which will

reinforce them and decide the issue.

We must be careful to note that neither of those conditions

is prest!nt in the case of the enemy's Eastern front against

the Russians.

No Separate Peace

There is no immediate prospect, apparently, of the enemy's

putting the Russian armies out of action and of thus freeing

his forces upon this side for work against the VV est. VVliether

such result will at last be obtained depends upon j)olitical

factors in the Russian Stat(; of which we know very little ;

but at any rate, the existing organs of government (such as

they are) do not propose even to approach a separate peace.

Were a section to try for peace there would be nothing still

in any such arrangement ; while the destruction of the Russian

army and the consequent necessity of Russia accepting peace

is not a possible contingency. It may grow weaker, it may
continue to yield ground, it may continuously suffer in mpral

and in munitionment ; but the spaces are too great, the op-

portunities for retirement too vast, and the ultimate reserves

of human material, however shaken, are too considerable for a

decisive and hiial defeat to be inflicted on Russia in the pre-

sent condition of the enemy's armies.

The second definitive advantage which a situation of this

kind gives the besieged is also lacking, for even with the siege

actually raised, on this front there is no prospect of relief.

Of relieving forces giving accession of total combined force

to the besieged—which a breach in the besieging line permits

—there are none.

In general terms, the retirement of the Russian armies

before what is now an enemy superior in every militarv

cliiirarter-- numbers, cohesion, mat(M-ial -does not modify

the siege condition as a whole, and cannot modify it until, or

if there be, complete and Mcine cessation of hostilities upon
this side.

In general terms, again, the most significant effect of the

Russian breakdown is the diminution of his wastage which it

affords the enemy.
Tliat is the really serious thing. The Allies have by now

actually killed (if we count deaths from disease,etc.), four million

of their opixments and half of these are f iermans. Hut the

rate of loss both in tlie .Austrinii .uid in the ("lerman armies,

ill spite of the regularly incicusing severity of the Ituiiau,

French and British artillery- fire, has gone down steadily since

Russia hrst began to give way eight or nine months ago.

The diminution- has been especially noticeable since the re-

volution of last March.

Now let us consider the other aspect of the situation already

alluded to. Even such opportunities as the Eastern situation

gives the enemy cannot he fully taken advantage of by him

because of his failing strength. Tne phrase " failing

strength " may be used loosely or conversationally to describe

A condition approaching collaijse. It is used thus, for instance,

in the case of illness. It would, of course, \y.t ridiculous to use

it thus in the present matter, nor do I so use it. I use it in its

strictest meaning. Tiie strength of the Central Empires is

declining and has been declining not only positively (that is true

of all the biflligerents) but relatively to his Western opponent

for many months. Thev have already been compelled to

put into the field lads of younger by a full year and more

than those at present in the English, French or Italian armies,

and they have been compelled to put them in earlier than they

intended ; while their power of production, which is simply

a function of man power like any other, has also declined

relatively to that of (ircat Britain and her Allies.

Lost Opportunities

We ha\e had most striking examples of the way in which the

Central Flmpires lack the numbers requisite to make full

use of their opportunities upon the east It will be remembered

how.fwo months ago, with the shameful collapse of the Russian

7th army covering Tarnopol, the fiermans and Austrians,

together with a couple of Turkish divisions found themselves

not only upon the flank of, but actually within striking dis-

tance of, the communications of the Russian 7th army. Yet

they were unable to .take advantage of so extraordinarily

favourable a situation. I printed a sketch map in these

columns at the time, in which one saw the enemy advance

like a great curling wedge, not merely breaking the general

Russian line, but getting right round behind the southern end

of it. In spite of this Korniloff got his large forces away

securely without disaster. I think it is true to say that there

is no example in military history of a situation so advan-

tageous bearing no fruit. We shall see the same phenomenon

present wherever the Central Empires advance upon the li-ast.

They can advance pretty well where they please. They have

but to choose the sector upon which they will strike, and they

will there find themselves wholly superior in gun-power and in

formation which is the root of everything ;
but nowhere

will they have the strength to attain a decision.

Now, why is this ? The answer to such a question leads me
to the third consideration suggested by the present position

of tlie war. The reason the enemy cannot now develop a

sufficient power to obtain a decision on the East, and tlierefore

to concentrate next wholly against the West, is that the task

set him upon the West is out of all comparison with anything

that is going on in the marches of Russia.

It is this—the overwhelming preponderance of the West—
which must be steadily borne in mind, and which most thorough-

ly rectifies our judgment of the whole situation. Austria is

compelled to put more than half -much more than half

—

her remaining forces against the admirably led and organised

Italian annv ; now at last fully provided with heavy artillery

and with munitioninent. Not only has she to put more than

half her available resources there but, as we have seen very

clearly in the last few days, even that proportion is hardly

sufficient to maintain her purely defensive and desperate

struggle. She is in process of suflering defeat. The German
lunpire ha^ more than two-thirds of its whole active force

drawn into the defence of the line in France and Helgium ;

and even so it suffers repeatedly and continuously upon that

line from the continued superiority of its opponents.

Even put thus the thing is striiking enough. It is striking

enough to • iXMHeaiber tliat the whole weight of the Central

luni)ires in mere numbers is on the West, where they are hold-

ing desperately and with difficulty ; hut when we consider

other factors than the mere mnnbers the thing is more strik-

ing still. What the disproportion is in enemy guns between

J'last and West it is difficult to say, but it is a disproportion ol

something like threi- to one at tlie least
;
jMobalily far niofc.

The disproportion in aerial machines -one of the great tests to-

day of suix>riority—is startling. It is something like ten to

one ; for not much more than ten machines that you would

tmd upon the Eastern front the enemy must use over a hundied
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upon the West ; and when we add to this the disproportion

in the amount of enemy shell delivered on the West and East

respectively we have again an unknown ratio, but one which
is certainly higher than five to one.

A general summary of the situation is, then, that though
the Central Powers have proved their superiority upon the

East, they have at the same time proved their inferiority

against the older and better civilisation of theWest and South

of Europe, from which they themselves drew still their culture.

The war in its maturity has discovered what was perhaps

to be e.vpected from the very nature of E^irope. That
European civilisation which has ever spread eastward and
northward from the Mediterranean has vindicated itself

;

and where the tradition of that civilisation has been most con-

stant, tliere in the long run has military power proved greatest

.

It is a general conception which is clouded by a mass of detail,

and which at first was obscured by the fact that the aggressor

was prepared while 'his intended victims were not prepared.

But the long process of the war now enables us to eliminate

the first parado.x whereby the Germans and their depen-
dents seemed at first the military superiors of those who had for

ages been their masters. The same long process of the war
enables us to distinguish between the general cause and its

detailed effects. Those effects we may call superior munition-

ment, colonial resources, sea power, better communications,
etc., etc., but they all of them spring ultimately from the fact

that that which was originally the civilisation of Europe will

breed, even when it is surprised, better engineers, better

gunners, better chemists, better colonists and a stricter

political discipline than the cruder, more barbaric, thing which
has attacked it.

« « * * *

So very general and liistorical a thesis may sound fantastic

and is certainly inapplicable to the daily story of the war.

W hat )s applicable to the daily story of the war and to the

immediately practical need of public opinion in this country
at the jjresent state of affairs is, to keep in mind that largest

immediate effect of the general truth—the fact that the fate

of the enemy and of ourselves will never be decided in the
marshes and forests of the east, but must be decided somewhere
between the Adriatic and the North Sea.

The reader hears of this and that town occupied by the ad-
vancing enemy in the East. Yesterday Czernovitz, to-day
Riga ; but it is alway upon the East that he hears of these

things, and he tends to forget that the apparent immobility
in the West means the retention of the great mass of the enemy
forces upon one difficult, rapidly wearing and ultimately

hofX'less defensive. In spite of the fact that he has the great

majority of his men drawn in westward to stay the British,

French and Italian tide, and of his material an overwhelming
proportion, he yet suffers on the West repeated and continuous
local defeat. The enemy is. everj-\vhere upon the West, a bar
against whicli the Allied Powers are acting as a hammer.
None of their blows has as yet proved decisive, but the effect

of those blows is cumulative, and they are always delivered

at the time and place decided upon, not by the receiver, but
by the giver.

It is now nearly a year and a quarter since the enemy's
last power of offensive upon the \\ est died away. He will not
recover it. He stands there awaiting fate, and nothing can
deliver him from that fate but some political weakness on our
side, (if which, happily, there is as yet no sign.

We all know by this time what such a political weakness
would mean. We are all armed in spirit against it. To lose

the opportunity for final victory, from fatigue or from a mis-

apprehension of the true situation, would mean that the power,
the desire and the practice to make war as Prussia has chosen
to make war would remain intact. It would mean uninter-

rupted armament, peaceful civilisation completely at the
mercy of any sudden aggression, and the acceptation of those

novel methotls by jwison, by the bombardment of helpless

civilian towns from the air, by promiscuous murder at sea.

which menace all,human security—and in particular the founda-
tions of this countrs". \\ ith Prussia defeated those precedents

will not be established. With Prussia undefeated and
negotiating for peace, those precedents become the law of

future war. They would be mortal in particular to England.

OCCUPATION OF RIGA

Tn discussinie; any military problem upon the Eastern front

at the present moment we are wc^king without one, and that

the most essential, of military factors. We do not know the

value in cohesion of the Russian armies. We know that that

value has lowered, but we do not know in what degree it has

lowered. An armv is properly defined as a body of men or-

ganised for military action. In that word " organised
"

lies the essential character of an armv, bv which alone its

mrn- numerical strength its munitionment, its power in

weapons is informed. Losing organisation altogether ar

army is no longer an army, though it still has the weapons,

the munitionment and even the numbers that it had before ;

a great defeat—or " decision "—means nothing more than

the destruction ofc^organisation. The mob of men who fled

at sunset from W aterloo, for instance, were numerically not

much inferior to the strong force which had just before

attacked, hour after hour during the whole summer afternoon,

the defensive line of Wellington. They still had muskets,

cannon, powder, and shot, mounts and sabres—but they were
no longer an army, because their cohesion had wholl\' dis-

appeared.
In the case of a defensive line this essential factor of cohesion

or organisation has another aspect, which is that disaster

does not depend upon a general dissipation of cohesion, but
will follow even upon a local one.

Let there be a portion only of the line which is unreliable,

and the whole line goes.

It is notorious that in the present condition of the Russian
forces, sectors of this kind e.xist. Further, the enemy is

accurately informed with regard to the comparative discipline

of the various sectors in front of him, and can choose the

most demoralised for his point of attack. On the top of

that, we have the facts that this modern war of trenches de-

pends, more than ever did warfare before—though it has
always so depended—upon supplies and organisation behind
the fighting line, and that the bodies behind the fighting line

are, in the ca.se of tlie Russian armies, in a worse case than
the front itself.

A' A^ «7 «7 rv/T^.?

I say, it is useless to debate strictly military problems, to

compare the defensive capabilities of various lines, to judge
the movement of forces upon the East, in such a state of

affairs. For discussion of this sort, the discussion of such
problems as arise on the geographical side of military history,

presupfjoses an army fully organised. When the army is not

fully organised, when it is in process of alternative disinte-

gration and rally, the problems are insoluble. It is as though
one were discussing a problem in chess when one of the

plavers was subject to fits. You cannot say white is in such

and such a position, and has such and such an advantage over

black, because you cannot tell when or how long, between

the next move and the end of the game, white will be in the

possession of his senses.

We have, however, in spite of this \itally important un-

known, certain kr.own things to go upon. Riga, or rather the

line of the Dwina, lies apparently upon the map as the main
defence covering of the modern capital, Petrograd ; but

the reader wiH remark between the Gulf of Riga and the

nwina line, with the capital three hundred miles behind, the

long belt of lake (Lake Peipus), completed by the river,

which is called Xarova, towards the sea and a marshy belt in-

land. This is the so-called " Pskov line." It is clear that

a mere ad\'ance by land would here encounter very heavy
difficulties, if any sort of opposition can be arranged. The
season is late; in some six weeks the district of forest
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and marsh—apart from the lake—becomes exceedmgly

difficult of passage, l-ur a distance greater than the old

Dwina line, a broad river, a large and long lake, and then a

tangle of forest, marsh and shallow lakes bar the access to

wliat was long the modern capital of Russia—is the chief

centre of anarchist and pacifist ettort to-day.

If we had onlv to consider an ad\ance by land, we might,

I think, decide that a late autumn march upon Petrograd

is impossible in the face of any measure of oppositujii. worth

calling opposition, but this advance by land is not the only

opportunity offered to the enemy, there is still the sea,

still open "for months ; and of the present Russian capa-

bilities of defence by the sea we know nothing.

If the Gulf of 1-inland cannot be defended, and if Kron-

stadt itself is now a .-;ham, then Petrograd would certainly

l>e at the mercy of the enemy, even with his restricted forces,

and even though the great water-line of the Pskov or Peipus

Lake, continued bv the Narova river, stand firm.

More than that' cannot be said. It has been suggested in

the Press that the loss of the Dwina line was due, not to any
bad breakdown in the moral of the defence, but to "the
enemy's superiority in artillery." The phrase is meaning-

less. The Russians have been supplied with artillery superior

to that which they possessed at the moment when, two years

ago, they checked the advance of the enemy upon the line

of the Dwina. A great mass of new and heavy guns has been

further supplied, with a corresponding mass of munitionment,

and if gun-power were lacking at the critical point, it could

only have been due to a political breakdown behind the lines.

In "other words, the loss of the Dwina line and of Riga is

due to exactly the same political weakness as caused the loss

of the lines in Galicia and the German-Austrian advance to

Tarnopol and to Czernovitz. nor can the situation be restored

in any other fashion than by a political restoration of discipline.

Until such a restoration is eifected the defeat of the Allies

upon this front will continue uninterrupted, and limited

only by the enemy's now regularly diminishing numerical

power to take advantage of his opportunities.

The Italian Front
The Italian front of the Isonzo continues to be the chief

point of interest in the West.
Upon the southern end of that line the enemy has made

good. The great massive of the Hermada has held, as it held

last May. It is the critical piece of the defensive covering

Trieste. It has neither been carried nor turned. At the

moment of writing it is not threatened any more than it was

since the beginning of the new Italian defensive.

But on the north things are otherwise. The Northern

front was really broken when our Allies carried the line of
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heights north of the Kuk summit, and the symbol of that
considerable event was the turning of tiie-Monte Santo by the
Italian armies, producing for a moment a war of moveinent
upon the Bainsizza plateau and the occupation of the summit
of the Monte Santo. There still remains in this region one
capital point in the hands of the enemy, the mountain of
Saint Gabriel, which is as it/were the twin "of the Monte Santo,
standing to the south of it^ bevond a " col," and overlooking

all the Italian positions south and west. If the .'^aint Gabriel

goes, the Saint Daniel hill next to it will go too, and the w^hole

line of the heigiits will be lost to Austria-Hungary.
The accounts are confused, but it would seem that the

summit of the Saint Gabriel mountain was reached by the
Italians early cm Friday of last week, the 7th, and lost again
the same day to a strong counter-attack. It is not. so far

as the despatches reaching us in London by Monday go, yet
securely in Italian hands ; but our Allies are working round it

by the north, and the interest of the situation lies in the
answer to the question whether the Italians can so far

penetrate down ttie Chiapovano valley as to turn the position

of the Saint Gabriel height. We have no indications of the

. precise distance to which our Allies have penetrated down
this ravine, but we can say, roughly, that the Saint Gabriel
hill is now in something of the position that the Monte Santc
was at the end of the May offensive. It is not surrounded by
any means. There is not even a half-circle drawn by the

offensive round it from the west. It is threatened, and that

is all. On the other hand, the Italians are not held here by a
solid line, as they were after they captured the Vodice four

months ago. They are still exercising strong pressure and
they are still compelling movement, and the chance of the

occupation of the Saint Gabriel summit is considerably greater

than was the chance of the occupation of the Monte Santo in

the early summer.
There is, of course, in all this a;i element which we cannot

weigh because we have not the facts yet before us, and that is

the element of the enemy's moral at this point, to which one
might add the element of his mere numbers. He was badly
defeated on the line of heights jabove the Isonzo a fortnight ago.

He has lost, altogether, over thirty thousand prisoners

;

the pressure against him continues ; the weight of artillery

is now, at last, heavily in favour of the Italians, and their

air work is altogether superior to that of their opponents.
But whether the blow will be fully driven home or not still

depends upon w hat the enemy can put in line against them
upon this Julian front, and of that we do not know nearly
enough to speak. H. Bellog

K second edition of Blessed are the Dead, an anthology com-
piled by Mr. A. K, .Manning Foster to bring comfort to tuourners,
is now issued by Messrs. Cope and Feiiwick (3s. net). The idea
is an admirable one, and although the selection, like all such
selections, is very open to criticism, on the whole the compiler
has done well. In so far as words can bring relief in the black
liours of bereavement, these written thoughts by men and women
of all ages and kindreds will succeed.

There is much amusement in T/ie Pacifists at the St. James's
Theatre, the farce which Mr. Henry Arthur Jones has written in
ihe form of a parable. The local' butcher is the Hun who by
force would conquer Market Pewbury, including Susann.nh Pee-
body, the virtuous wife of Mr. Pacifist Peebody. It came as a
shock to find Miss Ellis Jeffreys as cockney lower-middle class
uncertain of lier aitches and not altogether sure whether she
lircy'ers being insulted by muscle and strength or defended by
weakness and argument. But it is an amusing evening's enter-
tainment, though the parable scarcely gets across the footlights^

The Whitehcail Aircraft Aerodrome, near Richmond, but in
the midst of country scener\-. is one of the great centres of war
activity-

; from small beginnings the output has increased until,
at the present tinre, Whitehead Aircraft has a hu^e list of ma-
chines to i'ts credit, and every week see.s that list increased. Its
aerodrome is one of the largest in the counti-y. and yet its

capacities are fully taxed in the testing of new " Whitehead "

machines, while the factory- front which these machines emerge
is aLso one of the largest yet devised for the work. Mr
Whitehead's establishment is, in even,' respect, an ideal factory-
its welfare schemes have been enthusiasticallv worked out.
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By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

This is the story of the iriinnphal procession qj the German
Army through Brussels in August, 1914, of which Mr.
Gibson was a spectator.

jTyRUSSELS, August 2olh, 1914.—To-day has been one
/") full of experience and the end is not yet. There was a
'^—^ great stir in the streets and crowds of people and weary

looking soldiei-s. At the Palace Hotel I found the usual

collection of diplomats and some other [leople whom I knew,

and from the crowd I elicited the fact that there had been some
sort of a rout of Belgian forces near I.ouvain and the soldiers

were falling back. That was about all they knew. I started

back to the upper town in the hope of finding some news at the

Porte de Namur. t)n the way up the hill I was stopped by
half a dozen groups of Gardes Civiqucs and soldiers who asked

me to take them to Ghent. They were so excited and in-

such a hurr\- that they could hardly be made to realise that,the

car was not liable to seizure. I took advantage of the oppor-

tunity to get a little first hand news and learned that they had
been driven back all along the line .and were ordered to retreat

to Ghent by any means they could find. There were no
trains available—nobody seemed to know why. The last

group that I talked with said that the vanguard of the Gennan
cavalry was only about fifteen miles out of town and would

be in this morning. They were all tremenduously e.xrited,

and did not dally by the wayside to chat about the situation

with me. I can't say that I blame them, particularly in view

of what I have seen since.

At the Porte dc Namur I found that the Garde Civique

in Brussels had been ordered to disband and that the plan

for the defence of the city had been completely abandoned.

It was the wise thing to do, for there was no hope of defending

the town with the small force of Gardes at the disposal of the

military governor. It would have been quite futile and would
have entailed a big loss of innocent civilian lives. The gover-

nor wanted to do it purely as a matter of honour, but he would
have paid for it heavily and could not have accomplished

anything beyond delaying the Germans for an hour or two.

The Gardes Civique were furious, however, at the idea of not

being able to make a stand. There was a demonstration,

but the cooler heads prevailed and the men withdrew to their

homes

The Triumphal March

"
1 was out by seven this morning and looked about for new

.

before coming to the Legation. I found that the (jernian"

were steadily advancing and that the vanguard was abou
seven kilometres out of the city. They expected to begin

the triumphal march about eleven. The Garde Civique had
disappear-ffl from the streets and there were very few police

to be found. The shops were closed,shutters down on all houses,

and posters everywhere with the proclamation of the Bur-

gomaster tirging the jxjople to refrain from hostile acts. It

was an abandoned and discouraged looking city. On the

boulevards there were long lines of high carts bringing in the

peasants from the surrounding country. They are great

high-wheeled affairs, each drawn by a big Belgian draught
horse. Each cart was piled high with such belongings as

could be brought away in the rush. On top of the l>elongings

were piled children and the old women, all of whom had
contrived to save their umbrellas and their gleaming .jet

black bonnets piled with finery. Those who could not find

places in the carts walked alongside, some of them even carry-

ing other things that could not be put on the carts. It

was the most depressing sight so far. Lots of them were crying ;

all looked sad and broken. Every one of them was pro-

bably without enough money for a week's living. Even
those who have money in the banks cannot get it out at

this time. They have no place to go here and have a bad
prospect even if this part of the campaign is finished quickly

and they are soon able to return to their homes. Their crops

are rotting in the grountl and many of their homes are

already in ruins That is the hard side of the war— lots harder

than the men who go out and have at least a lighting chance

for their lives.

When I got down to the Ijp^Ai'um I found that the telegraph

and telephone commtmication had been cut off. The train ser-

vice is abandoned and we are completely isolated from the

outside world. I did not think it would come so soon and only

hoped that before we were cut off the news was allowed to get

out that there would be no fighting in the city.

I had a lot of errands to do during the morning and kept

both motors busy. I found time to get up signs on my door

and that of M. de Leval, warning all comers that both places

were inviolate. That was in anticipation of quartering

of troops on private citizens—which has not been done.

We got word that Villalobar (the Spanish Minister), had
some news, so I went over to see him. He had heard from

Ihe Burgomaster as to the plans for the entry of the troops

and wanted to pass it along to us. The commanding general,

von Jarotzky, was already at the edge of the city on the

Boulevard \iilitaire and was expecting to start into town at

one o'clock. He was to march down the Chaussee de Louvain,

the Boulevards, and out the other side of the city, where his

men were to be encamped for the present. Other forces,

comparatively small, were to occupy the railway stations and
the Grande Place. At the Hotel de Ville he was to establish

the headquarters of the Staff and administer the city govern-

ment through the regularly constituted authorities. It was
all worked out to a nicety, even to the exact measures for

policing the line of march.

As I was about to start to see the triumphal entrv', the Spanish

Minister came along with his flag flying from his motor and
bade us go with him. We made off down the Boulevard

and drew up at the Italian Legation—two motors full of us;

the whole staff of the Sjjanish Legation and ourselves. The
Italian Minister bade us in to watch the show—which we had
intended he should do.

This did not work out well, so M. de Leval and I started

off down the street together. Thp first of the Germans
appeared as we stepjied out the front door and we saw that

they were not coming over the route that had lx>en originally

planned : instead they were heading down the hill into the lower

town. They proved to be the tr(X)ps that were to occupy the

Grande Place and guard the headquarters of the staff at the

Hotel de \'ille. We cut across through side streets and came
upon them as they were passing Ste. Gedule. There was a
sullen and depressed crowd lining the streets, and riot a sound
was to be heard. It would have been better had the crowd
been kept off the streets, but they behaved wonderfully well.

A large part of the reason for bringing the German troops

through here was evidently to impress the populace with
their force and'discipline. It was a wonderful sight, and one
which I never exjK'Ct to see equalled as long as 1 live. They
poured dow n the hill in a steady stream without a pause or a
break ; not an order was shouted nor a word exchanged
among the officers and men. All the orders and signals were
given by whistles. The silence was a large element of the
impressivcness.

These troops had evidently been kept fresh for this march,
and I should not be at all surprised. if it should prove that

they had not seen any fighting. If they have suffered any
loss' they have closed up their ranks with wonderful precision

and show none of the signs of demoralisation. They had clearly

been at great pains to brush up and give the appearance
of freshness and strength. Nearly all the men were freshly

shaven and their uniforms had been brushed and made as
natty and presentable as possible. They swaggered along
with a palpable effort to show that they were entirely at

home and that they owned the place. The officers looked over
the heads of the crowd in their best supercilious manner,
and the men did their best to imitate their superiors.

First came a lot of Lancers—a couple of regiments, I should
think ; then there was a lot of artillery, rapid fire guns and field

pieces. Then more cavalry and a full regiment of infantry.

When the last contingent of cavalry came along they burst

into song and kept it up steadily. There was a decidedly
triumphant note, arid the men looked meaningly at the crowd
as much as to say :

" Now do you realise what your little

army went up against when it tried to block us ' " It seemed
to me pretty rough to rub it in on them V»y singing songs of

trium|Th as they rode into an undefended city. If they
had been attacked and had succeeded in driving the invader
back into his own capital it would be understandable, but it

seemed to me rather unnecessary to humiliate these people
after trampling on their poor country and slaughtering half

their army. It was more than De Leval could stand, so I

walked home with him to the Legation.

,
When we got back to the Legation I decided that I ought

to see all that 1 could, so Blount and I went back in his car.

First we worked our way through to the lower town and got
a look at the Grande Place. There was a little more than
two full battalions resting therewith their field pieces parked
at the lower end of the square. Small squads were being
walked around doing the goose step for the delectation of the
hons Bruxe'.lois, who were kept a block away up the side
streets leading to the square. The men had their arms stacked
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in the centre ot the square andwere resting hard—all but those

wlio were supplying the spectacle.

From there wc went down to Luna Park, an amusement

place on the edge of the city. The stream waspounng by

there just as steadily as it had earlier in the afternoon. We

watched the passing of great quantities of artillery ca%aii\,

and infantry, hussars, lancers, cyclists, ambulance attenUant^,

forasc men, and goodness only knows what else.

I have never seen so much system and such equipment.

The machine is certainly wonderful, and no matter what is the

final issue of the war nobody can den^- that so far as that part

of the preparation went the Germans were hard to beat

The most insignihcant details were prepared for, ancl all

eventualities met with promptness. The horses were snoa

lor a campaign in the countr\-, and naturally there was a lot

of slipping on tlie smooth cobble pavements. Ihe instant a

horse went down there was a man ready vvitli a coarse clotli to

put under his head and another to go under hisfore feet so that

he would have some grip when he tried to get up and would not

hurt himself slippinsj and pawing at the cobbles, l-.ach time

a horse went down aU hands rushed to the rescue so effectively

that he was on his feet again in no time, and the procession

was barely arrested. The men's kits were wonderfully com-

plete and contained all sorts of things that I had never seen or

heard of, so I turned for explanation to Davis (the late Richard

Harding Davis), who had come along to where we were watch-

ing. He was lost in admiration for the equipment and dis-

cipline and could hardly find words adequately to express

himself. He said he had been through pretty much every

campaign for the last twenty years and thought he knew the

last word in all sorts of equipment, but that this had him stag-

gered. I asked him what a lot of things were for and he

frankly admitted that he was as much in the dark as I was.

Wonderful Equipment

A great many of the officers wore upon their chests great

electric searchlights attached to batteries in their saddle bags.

These are useful when on the march at night and serve to read

sign-posts and study maps, etc.

The supply trains were right with the main body of the

troops, and were also carefully gotten up for purposes of dis-

play. The kitchens were on wheels and each was drawn by

four horses. The stoves were lighted and smoke was pouring

from the chimneys. The horses were in fine shape and in huge

numbers.
After watching them for a while we moved back up to the

Boulevard, where we found the Minister with the ladies of

the family who had been brought out to watch the passing

show. \\'c had feared to bring them out at the beginning

lest there might be riots or even worse precipitated by
the foolhardy action of some individual ;

fortunately, there was

nothing of the sort, and while the reception given the troops

was deadly sullen they were offered no affronts that we could

see. The entry was effected quietly, and perfect order has

prevailed ever since.

From there we drove out to the country, and watched the

steady stream nearer its source, still pouring in, company after

company, regiment after regiment, with apparently no
end in sight. We watched until after seven and decided that

the rest would have to get in without our assistance. On
the way back a German monoplane flew over the city and,

turning near the Hotel dc Ville, dropped something that spit

fire and sparks. Everybody in the neighbourhood let out a
yell and rushed for cover in the firm belief that it was another

bomb such as was dropped in Namur. It dropped, spitting

hre until fairly near the spire of the Hotel de \'illc, when it

burst into ten or a dozen lights like a Roman Candle—evi-

dently a signal to the troops still outside the city—perhaps
to tell them that the occupatit)n had been peacefully accom-
plished.

When I got back to the Legation I found that the Minister

after waiting for me, had gone with Villal*bar to call on the

Burgomaster and the German General. They found the

old gentleman in command at the city hall, carrying on the

government through the Burgomaster, who has settled down
with resignation to his task. He is tremendously down in

the mouth at having to give up his beautiful Grande Place to

a foreign conqueror, but he has the good sense to see that he
can do more good lor his country by staying there and trying

to maintain order than by getting out with a beau ^eslc.

The first thing the General did was to excuse himself and
go to take a bath and get a shave, whereupon he reappeared
and announced his readiness to proceed to the discussion of

business. The two Ministers got him to agree to permit
them to send out telegrams to their governments either clear

or in cipher, and attended to one or two other things.

The General said that he had no intention of occupying the

town permanently or of quartering soldiers or otherwise
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bothering the inhabitants. He was sent there to keep open

a- way so that troops could be poured through toward the

French frontier. They expect to be several days marching

troops through, and during that time they will remain ill

nominal control of tlie city. Judging from this there must

be a huge army of them coming. We shall perhaps see

some of them alter the big engagement which is bound to

take place as soon as they get nearer the French frontier.

Brussels has not been occupied by a foreign army since

Napoleon's time, and that was before it was the capital of

a real country. It has been forty-four years since the capital

of a F:uroi5ean Power has had hostile troops marching in

triumph through its streets, ; and . the humiliation has been

terrible. The Belgians have. always, had a tremendous city

patriotism, and have taken more pride in their municipal

achievements than any people on earth, and it must hurt them

more than it could possibly hurt any other people. The Burgo-

master when he went out to meet General, yon Jarotzky, de-

clined to take his hand. He courtcoasly explained that there

was no persona! affront intended, but that under the circum-

stances he could hardly bring himself to offer even such a

purely perfunctory manifestation of friendship. The old

General, who must be a good dcalof a man,' quietly replied that

he entirely understood and that under similar circumstances

he would probably do the same. The two men are on ex-

ceedingly workable terms, but I don't believe they will

exchange photographs after the war is over. Poor Max
was going to spend the night at the Hotel de Ville. Most of

his assistants cleared out for the night, but he could not bring

himself to leave the beautiful old building entirely in control

of the enemy. He curicd up and slept on the couch in his

office just for the feeling it ga\e him that he was maintaining

some sort of hold on the old place.

The Minister arranged to have his telegrams accepted

and transmitted without loss of time. We wrote out our

message and sent it off right after dinner, but Gustave

brought it back, saying that the telegraph office was closed

and that he could find no one to whom he could hand his

bundle of messages. Evidently the orders for the reopening

of the place did not get around in time for our purposes. We
shall try again the first thing in the morning and hope that

some ofthe newspaper men will have succeeded in getting their

stuff out in some other way. They were around in force just

after dinner and wild to get an O.K. on their stuff so that it

could be sent. The General has said that he wanted the

Minister's O.K. on the men themselves, and that he himself

would approve their messages after having them carefully

read to him. He gave them an interview on alleged German
atrocities and will probably let them send through their

stories if they play that, up properly.

After dinner I started out on my usual expedition in search

of news. I found the Foreign Office closed and learned upon

inquiry that the few remaining men who had not gone to

Antwerp were at home and would not be around again for the

present ; thus we have no dealings through the Foreign Office

but must do the best we can with the military authorities.

I went down to the Palace Hotel on the chance of picking up a

little news, but did not have much luck. The restaurant

was half filled, with German officers \yho were dining with great

gusto. The Belgians in the cafe were gathered just as fai

away as possible, and it was noticeable that instead of the

usual row of conversation there was a heavy silence brooding

over the whole place.

August 21, 1914.—So far as we can learn we are still as

compeletely cut oft' from the outside world as we were yester-

day. The General promised the Minister that 'there would be

no difficulty in sending his telegrams either clear or in cipher,

but when we came to sending them olt it was quite another

story.

The first thing this morning I made an attempt to hand them
in but found all the telegraph offices, closed. At ten o'clock

I went down to the Hotel de X'illc to see the General, who has

taken over the duties of Military Governor, and see what
was the matter. He was away somewliere and so was the

Burgomaster, so I contented myself with seeing one of the

Echevins whom I had met a number of times. He could not

do anything about it on his own responsibility, but made a

careful memorandum and said that he would take it up will:

the (ieneral through the Mayor when they both got back. 1

also asked for laisser-passers for everybody in the shop, anc
he promised to attend to that. By lunch time we had received

no answer from General von Jarotzky, so I got in the motoi
with my pocket full of telegrams and went down to the Hotel
de Ville once more. It is a depressing sight. The Grande
Place, which is usually filled with flower vendors and a mass
of people coming and going, was almost empty. At the lower
end there are parked a number of small guns. In tlie centre
some camp kitchens with smoke rising "from the chimneys.

{To be continued)
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Italv and Southern Albania
By Lewis R. Freeman

B!

On Italy s New Road

,
ETWEEN the de-

lays incident to

I
the torpedoing of

'a connecting
steamer of{ Corfu, a wait

in the Gulf of Corinth
during the several days
necessary to establish the
fact that some refuse

dumped by a neutral
boat— contrary to the

new rules of navigation
of the Corinth Canal

—

had not contained cans
of high explosive, an un-
explained break in the
service of the Greek rail-

ways, and a week's hold-
up in a pastoral village on
the slopes of Mount
Olympus, because my pro-

mised permit to pass the Neutral Zone in Thessaly had
failed to arrive from General Sarrail's Headquarters, my
journey from Italy }o Salonika had taken the best part of

a month, which- was a good deal more time than I felt able

to dispose for the return. The almost equally uncertain

^ea route by Malta and Sicily appeared the only alternative

until an American missionary in Salonika, who had been in

Koritsa Ijofore the war, and knew the region well, suggested
that it might be worth trying to get back by Albania and the

Adriatic.
" There has been a sort of a caijt road through from Northern

.Macedonia to Koritza. Ersek, Agyrocastro and Santa Quaranta
for a number of years. The last time I was over it we were
three weeks from Monastir to \'allona, the last third of the

journev—from Teppelina to the coast—being made with a

pack train ; but I understand that the Italians have been

working for some time on a motor road that will enable them
to establish through motor lorry service between the modern
port they have created at Santa Quaranta and their military

ba^s in Macedonia. It will be well worth your while en-

quiring into, for the region is not only one of the most beautiful

and interesting in all the Balkans, but also one of the least

known.
" The political status of the region through which the road

runs is one of the most peculiarly complicated in the Balkans,

It was delimited as a portion of Albania in the treaty concluded

at the end of the last Balkan wars, but the Greeks have never

ceased to regard it as a part of Northern Epirus. Un-
doubtedly Cireek ambitions to-day (if one can speak seriously

of the ambitions of a country so generally discredited—in

consequence of the policy of its Germanophile king— as

Greece is at the present moment), extend to the possession of

all the territory south of a line from the mouth of the \'oyusa

to some distance north of Koritsa. On the other hand, this

region certainly falls within the boundaries which the

extremixis: among the Yugo-Slavs mark for their own, though

I am satisfied that the Serbian moderates will, and should,

be satisfied with the generous stretch of the littoral to the

north which all of the Allied Powers .seem agreed must fall

to their share to give their coimtry adequate outlet to the

sea.
" Again, we have the Albanian Nationalists who hope to

kee]) the re'gion as an integral part of the .Albanian nation

they count on founding after the war, and the Austrians and

liulgars who would, jointly and severally, seize anything

thev could lay hands on in the Balkans. The reasons given

for the French patronage of the so-called .'Mbanian republic

founded at Koritsa are variously stated as the outgrowth,

on the one hand, of a desire to further the aspirations of the

Albanian Nationalists, and, on the other, of a wish to leave

the way open for Serbian expansion in this direction. I am
not clear on this point myself, though I am sure France is not

impelled by any desire to secure "territory for herself.

" Finallv-and most important of all—we have the fail

accompli of the Italian occupation of this part of Southern

.Albania, apparently under an implied if not expressed under-

standing with her Allies that she is to remain there more or

less indefinit<'lv. Just what Italy's actual status here is would

be very difficult to say, and in my own mind there is some
doubt as to whether or not it is clearly defined among the

Allies. I find myself more and more inclining to the opinion

that her remaining there^assuming a victorious decision

in the war—will depend largely upon how she gets on with

the Albanians themselves. Neither the Turks nor the Greeks

have ever had any success in governing the Albanian (there

were a number of him in Janina and that part of Epirus which

Greece wrested from Turkey in 1912 and 1913), which is

not in the least surprising considering that he constitutes

one of the proudest and most independent races in Europe,

and that it is a shame to utter the word ' justice ' in the

same breath with either ' Turk ' or ' Greek.' If Italy will

rule mildly but firmly, and above all fairly, she may succeed

where these others have failed, and I feel sure that her re-

maining or not remaining indefinitely in Albania will hinge

upon her success or failure in getting on with the Albanian.

That, it seems to me, would be the most valuable thing for

you to endeavour to get a line upon in case you are allowed

to travel acrqes or about Southern Albania. Try to see how
the Italian is getting on with the Albanian.

"

The first definite reports I myself had regarding the con-

dition of the new trans-.Albanian road were rather discourag-

ing. A French officer told me he had been nine days on the

road, and had finally come into Fiorina in a motor lorry,

which was the fourth conveyance he had employed on the

journey. A British correspondent and an American Red
Cross doctor had fared somewhat better, haying made the

journey from Santa Quaranta to Fiorina in seven and eight

days respectively, and having only employed three cars each

for the journey. .All three, however, were agreed that the

progress already made on the road was, considering the

shortage of labour and material and the tremendous engineer-

ing difficulties, a stupendous achievement, and tliat it would
effect an incalculable saving in time and risk in certain classes

of transport—when completed. When this would be, none
of them would hazard a guess.

Ancient Road-Making

When I was ready to leave Macedonia, however, and applied

at Italian Headquarters for permission to go by Albania,

the report was more encouraging. The road was by no means
completed, they told me, but the permanent grades were now
established throughout, and good headway was being made
with the metalling and bridging. Much work that the

Romans had done two thousand years ago had been taken
advantage of, this being especially the case with several

important bridges over deep chasms where detours would
have been impossible and where the throwing across of

modern bridges would have delayed the passage of traffic

many months. There were places where it was necessary

to run very slowly over newlj'-laid metalling or where the

broadening of curves or grades was still going on ; but in

spite of all delays they were managing to get their mail
lorries through Santa Quaranta in from two to four days
right along, and with a fast car and good luck even better

than that minimum might be made.
The journey of half way across Macedonia and all the way

across Albania—all of the time in the mountains and at several

points surmounting ranges over a mile high— in two days, or

perhaps less than two days, sounded positively fantastic.

But a year or two ago. if the condition of the country made
it possible at all, which, on account of the incessant warfare,

was seldom, that same journey often took anywhere from a
fortnight to six weeks. But if the thought of making the

trip in two days seemed fantastic, what about the trip as I

actually did make it ?

By good fortune an Italiaii staff officer was about to leave

Macedonia on his way to Rome just at the time I was ready

to depart, and a seat was offered me in the swift, powerful

Fiat which had been placed at his disposal. There was a
chance of catching a certain transport for Italy if the journey

was made in record time, and the two drivers (both of whom
had been over the road several times before), were told to do
their best. This is what happened :

Leaving Fiorina at daybreak (by a coincidence just as a
German aeroplane began dropping bombs upon that defence-

less town in a raid wliich as I subsequently learned—killed

thirty-iive civilians and wounded twice that number), we had
threaded the zigzags of the steep road to the Stara Neretsca

Plateau before the military traffic had begun to move. The
advantage we had gained at the start stood us in good stead

all day, and from that time on our record-breaking schedule

was well in hand. .At 9 a.m. we stopped at Koritsa for coffee,

while hard-driving on the completely finished road in the open

valleys beyond brought us into Ersek witV\ more than an hour
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to spare for lunch. There were many miles of slow creeping

over freshly-crushed rock between there and the whited ruins

of Liascovik, and several precarious crossings over temporary

bridges in the bottoms of the deep valleys that gash the bare

rocky ranges of this region ; but even so there was time for

coffee and a glass of vermouth with the Italian commander

at the latter point, and a glimpse of tlu- scars a vengeful

Greek army had left upon the mosques and other Turkish

buildiuKs when they entered the town in the last Balkan

war.

A long straight road with a surface like a billiard table in

the valley of the Drinupoli, where the big I'Mat rolled olf miK-

after mile at a rate close to seventv miles an hour, made up

for the delay incidental to running' into the daily cloudburst

in the lofty passes of the Aeropus range, and the perlect

metalling and broad curves of the almost interminable zigzag

of the still higher, coastal range, made it possible to make up

fur the slow going through the mile-long caravans of foodstuffs-

the Italians were rushing through to the starving population

of lanina, which thev had just occupied. We caught our hist

glimpse of the cobalt tloor of the Adriatic frfim the windy

notch of a snowv pass at si.\ o'clock, and an hour later

with time and to spare to wash off the accumulated dust of

half the width of the Balkan Peninsula with a sea-bath before

dinner, stepped out of our car on the sun-hot shingle of the

beach of Santa Quaranta.
Our record of" something like ten hours actual running

time between l-lorina and Santa Quaranta. remarkable as it

seemed at the moment, soon went into inglorious eclipse.

An ofiicer in the Italian transport service— a man who had

been a famous racing driver before the war—in haste to reach

Italy from Salonika, drove from the latter city to Santa

Quaranta—from the /Egean to the Adriatic—between day-

iireak and dark of a long June day. He was sixteen hours on

the road—all but three of which he was himself at the wheel

—and in less than four hours of his arrival in Santa Quaranta.

a swift destroyer had landed him at Brindisi, so that his

time from Salonika to the shores of Italy was under twenty
hours. I had received letters in Salonika which had taken

live weeks to reach there from Rome.

A New Mail Route

The opening of the Santa Quaranta road to regular trafSc

has given a safe and speedy route to Italy, France and Eng-
land for urgent mail, and it is not improbable it may be

utilised to advantage in conveying troops to and from the

Balkan theatre. Its value for these purposes, as well as for

any other transport, where great speed and practically coin-

plete safety are desirable, will prove incalculable ; but the

reports which have been circiilated that it would ultimately

become the main line of communications for the forces holding

the Macedonia line is absurd in the extreme. Not a half-

dozen roads, built though they were with all the skill of the

old Romans (and the Santa Quaranta road has small odds to

ask on that score), over 250 to 350 miles of momitains, would
suffice to carry all that such a force as the one now main-
tained by the Allies in the Salonika area needs for its mainte-
nance. So far as its main wants are concerned, the Salonika

expedition is still on an " island "
; its principal communica-

tions must be by sea until the end.
Far from finding any obstacles put in the way of remaining

for a while in Albania and seeing something of what was
going on there, I found the Italian authorities ready and
willing to grant me all facilities for going anywhere I pleased.
" 1 have no objection whatever," said General Ferrero to me,
" to your seeing what you please, and writing about anything
you see. There is nothing here that we shall not be glad to

iiave you see and write about. In fact, all I shall ask is that

you will confine yourself to writing of things that you rfosee,

and to refrain from writing of the things you do npl see ; that

is, to form no judgments on secondhand or hearsay evidence."

The General was as good as his word, and as a consequence
there was hardly a mile of the newly-built roads of Southern
Albania which I did not pass over by motor in the course

of the mouth that followed, and not many of the main trails

that I did not cover at least a portion of on foot or in the

saddle. There was not a single city or large town which I did

not visit, and scarcely an important village. All in all, I

could not have asked for a better opportunity to carry out the

parting injunction of my missionary friend in .Salonika to
" try to see how the Italian is getting cm with the Albanian."
There is perhaps no other episode in the sombre history of

the present great world war so irradiated with romance as

that of the coming of the Italiansto Albania Meridional. There

is not a single stone-paved pass which to-day rings with the

tread of the hob-nailed Bersaglien or Alpini which did not

echo to the clanking armour of the Roman Legionaries of a

score or more of centuries ago ; not a valley which did not

yield of its fruitfulness to the Roman colonies just as freely

as it does to-day to maintain the descendants of those who
sent out th(jse colonies. For the Italian troops occupying

this part of the Adriatic littoral have been able to draw much
of their sustenance from tlie country, and thofee who have
produced and sold them food and forage are largely descended

from the colonists planted there by the first Roman Empire.

These latter still call themselves Riimene ; they have stead-

fastly refused to mix and intennarry with others of the Balkan
peoples, and, through centuries of Moslem rule, they have
kept to the basic forms of Christian worship. The women of

these Romanic villages wear the cross tatooed on their fore-

heads to this day. The language spoken by these people
has so much in common with Latin that the least educated'of
Italian soldiers—even the Piedinontese peasant, whose native

speech is the least Latin of all Italians—has no difficulty in

making himself understood in the most primitive villages.

Latin Albanians

If the Italian has something of the feeling of one coming
again to his own in meeting the Rumene of Albania, imagine
to what depths he is stirred when he finds that the easiest
grades which the precise instruments of his engineers indicate
should be followed in surmounting a lofty mountain range
coincide tothe fraction of a degree with those run by the engi-
neers of Augustus and Hadrian ; what must be his pride when
he sees that the old Roman bridges—with the great stones of

abutment and coping eroded smooth with the wind and rain
of 2,000 years but otherwise intact—are deemed fit to bear the
surging traffic of what must be one of the most sorely tried
of all the great war roads ! how he is moved in spirit by all

of this, how the soul of the ancient Roman awakes again in

the modern one, maybe judged from the words of anoihcerof
engineers to whom I had expressed my amazement and admira-
tion at the tremendous amount of labour which' had been ex-
pended on the embanking of a sharp bend where the Santa
Quaranta road zigzagged up the steep range behind Delvino.

'
" The explanation is very simple," he said. " Those huge

stones at the bottom of the embankment were probabl}' laid

by the Phamecians (Phoenece is the old name of Delvino),
while there is no doubt that the next ten feet of courses were
laid by the Romans. Well; that being so it would indeed be
a shameful thing on my part if I failed to make the super-
structure worthy of the foundation."

I have heard many French and British officers express
their astonishment at what they termed the miracle of con-
struction represented by the Santa Quaranta road. I think
I have discovered the inspiration of that " mir<^clc." It

is only the old Roman " showing the way."
But it is not only the works of old Rome which stir a senti-

mental interest in Southern Albania in the breast of the Italian,

for it was in this region also that those sturdy navigators, the
Venetians, pushed farther from the sea than anywhere else.

The great castle at Agroycastro, from the ramparts of which
(ieneral Ferrero read the proclamation of Albanian Inde-
pendence, was built by the X'enetian, and so also were those
at Teppelina, Santa Quaranta, \'allona, and many other points.

But the Venetians left one legacy worth far more than crumb-
ling ruins. Following an ancient custom of theirs every
trans-Adriatic colonist was given a gold coin for ev-ery olive

tree that he planted ; the consequence being that in the
vicinity of Vallona alone the centuries-old veteran trees, that
date from the Venetian occupation, in'ay be numbered by the
hundreds of thousands. '

It is the sympathy engendered by the Italian's feeling that
he is only coming to his own again in Southern Albania that
has made his success in getting on with the nati\e peoples
so remarkable. With the Rumene the bond of blood made his

task an easy one ; with the Mohamedan Albanian uniform
justice and generosity have been at the roots of his success.

For the first time in his history the Albanian has learned what
fair play is. and, sturdy fighter that he is, he is too good a
sport not to appreciate it. The Turk had destn^yed the
churches of the Christian Albanian, the Greek had destroyed
the mosques of the Moslem ; the Italian, taking a page from
the British colonial book, has pursued' a resolute course of
non-interference with either.

It is a remarkable anomaly that Southern Albania, in the
midst of a military occupation and during the greatest of
world wars, should be enjoying the coinpletest spell of peace and
prosperity it has ever experienced. This is due to the fact
that the protection afforded liiui by Italian occupation has
given the Albanian the first real incentive to work he has ever
known. With internecine wars keeping the men busy, and
with the Turkish tax-gatherer and raids of unfriendly neigh-
bours always threatening to take all the women cpuld raise in
the fields, there was, naturally, nothing to encourage any more
effort than was needed to raise enough to keep alive on.
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The Italian has offered employment lor everybody and a
fair price for all products of the field. Those of the seasoned
warriors who are possessed of a congenital mania to fight,

have found ready employment in the bands which the Italians

Jiave formed to harry the Austrians in the infinitelv picturesque

guerilla warfare carried on along the \'oyusa. The others—

•

men, women and children—have their choice between work
on the roads or labour in their fields. Not that work is

compulsory at all, but only that the rewards for it are now so

adequate and so certain tha-t a sturdy people like the Albanian
simply will not remain idle. It is estimated that the earnings
of the peoples of Southern Albania last year were four times
as great as ever before in their history. This increase is

about equally divided between the .money received for road
work and that from the crops from the land. Not only were
prices for crops far higlier than ever before, but, in spite

of the demand for labour on the roads, there was something
like a twenty per cent, increase in the land under cultivation.

This increase is expected to be doubled or trebled next year,

when the effects of the agricultural propaganda being carried

on through the Experiment Station which the Italians have

established near Vallona for the benefit of the Albanian
farmer begin to be felt.

One of the most important factors in the success that has
attended the Italian occupation of Albania, has been the

work of Lieut.-General Ferrero, who has now been in com-
mand at Vallona for over a yea,r. Perhaps the highest

compliment that I could pay General I'Vrrero would be to

say that he impressed me as being of that fine type of soldier-

administrator of which the British Empire has furnished so

many splendid examples, and of whom ' Major-tieneral

Pershing, who did incalculably valuable work as Military

Governor of the island of Mindanao, in the Philippines, is

perhaps" the most notable American. Like thaf of all the

great ones of his tyjje, the success of General Ferrero is based
on an abiding faith in the high purpose of his mission, firm

but tempered justice, a keen imagination, and a ready sym-
pathy for the people whose destinies he has been called on
to direct.

PhotograpJui in iUiistraiion of Mr. Freemav's description

of Huh' and work in Albania are printed on page 19.

The Husbandmen
By Centurion

THE Musketry Inspection Officer of a Home Command
was sitting in his room at Headquarters turning
over a lile of that feiiilleton literature with wliicli

the War Office thoughtfully beguiles the little

leisure we have by providing us with material for light reading.

Of the making of Army Council Instructions there is no end,

and much learning of them hath made many a " brass hat
"

mad. The room in which the Officer sat was superbly appoin-
ted. It contained a deal table with an improvised pen-
holder of corrugated brown paper, a pad of fawn coloured
paper such as grocers use to wrap up Demerara sugar and
the Stationery Department issues for writing inter-depart-

mental " chits," a copy of the Army List, two uncomfortable
chairs, and a telephone.

The sclieme of mural decoration was the harvest of a duti-

ful eye. Over the mantelpiece was a diagram of the Lewis,
machine gim. resembling in its structural complication a naval
architect's plan of a submarine. It was flanked by a list

of landscape targets, a table of the number of meii under
training for drafts, a roll of Range superintendents, and the
plan of a Solano target. These artistic efforts were all in

black and white,. but a touch of colour was afforded by a
map of rifle and field firing ranges picked out in violet ink,
and a large-scale Ordnance map showing the rifle ranges on
a vast tableland which has been the training ground of troops

|,ever since primitive man hammered out his arrowheads of
flint and the Roman Legionary practised the throw of his
javelin. On that Ordnance-map parallelograms of yellow
marked the location of the classification ranges with' their
" danger areas," while similar geometrical designs in drab
showed the field-firing ranges, each range within the parallel-
ogiam being marked in Wocks.

It was the room of a man whose only distraction was his
work—and a tin of tobacco.
The Officer was turning over an A.C.I, as to the use of

Drill Purpf)se and Emergency rifles, when the telephone rang
at his elbow. He t(X)k down the receiver.

" Who are you?"
" Range-warden of No. 27, sir. I rang up to ask if I can change

from G. range to A. and B."
" That's for the Musketry Officer. Ask him."
He put back the receiver and resettled lumself to his work

svhen the telephone rang again.
" Damn it!" said the Officer wearily, " I might as well be

in R.E. Signals as a Staff-Officer third grade. Well, what is

it? Who are you? John Leighfield of Littlecote Farm

!

I'm afraid it doesn't convey anything to me, Mr. Leighfield.
Farm six hundred acres, do you ? I congratulate you—I wish
I did. Short of labour ? Yes, so am 1. Oh ! 1 see. W ell,

you must apply to the O.C. of the nearest Depot. He'll
supply yon with men ; there's a new Army Council
instruction to that effect. What ? suspend field-firing for
fourteen days ! It can't be done. There's a war on. W here
are you situated? Lydiard Deverill ? Wait a minute.

"

Ho put the receiver on the table and ro.se and studied the
map. Then he returned to the telephone,

We'ir give you six days. Right oh! Oood-bye."
He rang off. Then he returned to the map and stuck a

imall flag in one of the parallelograms.
• • * • * «

The sun was at its meridian and the foreheads of the toilers
of the field, Stooping among the bronze-coloured com, glis-

tened with sweat. The cornfield was bordered with a Tieage
wreathed with brj-ony like a vine, and the field itself was
brilliant with a pageantry of purples, blues, reds, and golden
tints, where knapweed, cornflowers, poppies, and yellow ox-eye
gleamed among the yellow stalks. The grain drooped with a
" swan's neck "—a sure sign that the wheat was ripe. Some
days before, the farmer, having anxiously considered the heavens
hadsurveryed his ten-acre field and sampled the ears of wheat,
plucking a stalk here and there, and rubbing the grain between
the palms oi his hands like two tnillstones, to test its quality,
for he feared it might be milky in the ear or stained by the
recent rains. He had found the grain hard and firm ; a
day or two more and it would shed itself. The experiment
was decisive, and without further hesitation he had given
orders for the field to l>e " opened " by hand with the bagging-
hook, to cut a track for the " binder."
The workers were stooping to their task, each holding the

wheat back and away from him with his left hand while he
" cut in " with his right. The man nearest the hedge, a
sinewy labourer of middle-age, named Daniel Newth, having
progressed a few yards and left the cut corn standing, now
worked back again, and using his right foot as a lever, he
rolled the com into a sheaf. Plucking a few straws from the
sheaf he knotted the ears together, an(i using them as a string
he tied the sheaf round the " waist. " Then he rose to his
feet and mopped his brow with a red handkerchief decorated
with large white spots. >

" Time to eat our vittles, neighbours," he said, stretching
his back. " And I could do with a drap in my innards—I'm
mortal dry."

A number of heads rose from among the corn like hares
popping out of their " form "

; the women adjusted their
sun-bonnets and shook their skirts ; the men stretched
their arms. Among the latter were three soldiers in regula-
tion shirts, breeches and puttees, who, as they stood upright,
performed, by way of easing their muscles, a variety of mili-
tary exercises in which an Army Instructor would have
recognised a satisfactory reproduction of the " Rest," " Bend,"
and " Stretch " positions. A moment later the head of a
fourth soldier appeared in close juxtaposition to that of a
girl in a lilac sun-bonnet. The owner of the sun-bonnet was
flushed with a glow which may have been due to the heat of
the sun, but may also have had a more emotional origin.

A coil of auburn hair had slipped from under the flap of her
bonnet and hung distractingly on the nape of her white neck,
and as she rose she surreptitiously put it up.

The little party moved to the shade of an elm beside the
hedge and sat down to their meal. One of the women pro-
duced a bottle of " small beer "—a cottage brew of nettle,
clytes, dandt'lion, and other herbs, more cooling than
invigorating, and poured it into a cup. The man who had
spoken uncorked a large jar of yellow earthenware, and handed
it to an old man at his side, who, holding it misteadily with
both hands, elevated it to a horizontal jiosition and drank
with earnest concentration. The other men watched hini
with a look of stu<lied disinterestedness. He then wiped his
mouth with the back of his hand, and [jassctl the vessel tc
his neighbour, the jar circulating among the members of
the group like a loving cup.

" It be a neighbourly way of drinking—like Holy Com-
munion," said the old man, " but I could do with a half-
pint mug. It don't get no head on it,"
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He W.T5 an old man of fourscore and upwards, and his years

carri.'d with them tlie prt-rn-ativos wliich a«e always com-

niands in a rural cnmnnmilv dominated by oral tradition. His

knuckles were shiny and swollen with rheiunatism. his arms

brown as a kipix-red herring and mottled, and the skm on

each side of his neck hung in loose folds—a chronology ot

age as unmistakable as the rings on a cow's horns. His

blue eves had a lustreless watery look, and when he laughed

which "lie did with diflicultv, for his maxillary muscles had

lo*t their flexibility, the wrinkles round his eyes were, multi-

plied till they added another ten years to his face, his nose

drooped towards his chin, and his nut-cracker jaws revealed, as

thev parted, a solitary tooth which hung at the entrance ot

his "mouth like a stalactite in a cavern. But he was wise

with the wisdom of his years, was learned m a homely metero-

logv and in agrarian histoiT, and could tell you the exact

year in which the bagging-hook gave way to the binder and

the scythe to the mowing machine as instruments ot nus-

bai^dry. Ha sjwke a dialect which was pure Anglo-Saxon,

enriched by the opulent vocabulary of the Scriptures and the

liook of Common Prayer, although he could neither read nor

write Also he had that dignity of manner which is the re-

ward of a placid old age, and of a life spent in the calm un-

hurried -tillage of the soil

For some minutes the party ate contemplatively and no one

spoke, until the old man's eye alighted on the wooden leg ot

William Tuck, late of the Wiltshire Regiment, now discharged

under the King's Regulations from His Majesty's Army as

permanently disabled.
' A tidy piece o£ carpentrj?, that leg o' yourn, W illiam Tuck,

said the old man.
, • , •

••
It be that." replied William T.uck contemplating his

anatomy with a feeling of distinction. " But it be strange at

lirst. very strange it be. D'ye know, neighbours, when I

;ets a touch o' rheumatics in me thigh I can feel it below

'he knee in the leg as isn't theer."

They pondered this statement in silence, until the old man.

ixin'i "William Tuck with his eye, put a question.

"that's a ghostly leg to have, a ghostly leg it be. Say,

young William, did they give that leg o'youm Christian

burial in France?
"

"No! they've no time for the likes of that."
" Then take my word for it William Tuck," said the old

man solemnly " that lonely leg o' yourn be a haunting ye.

If thee doesn't write to Government asking for that mournful

leg o' yourn to be buried with th' Sacraments of Holy Church,

Ihat ieg'll haunt thee to thy dying day. Thee'll have

to account for that leg at Judgment Day to thy Creator,

seeing as He made thee in his own Image."

At this the whole party stared at William Tuck as though

shocked by his callous want of natural feeling towards the

departed member, and conscious of their scrutiny he attempted

to divert the conversation. " I done my bit anyhow," he

said, with some irrelevance, "which is more than Jacob Fox
hev done," he added as he caught the eye of that delinquent

lixed upon him with a look of horrified fascination.
" Shame on ye, William Tuck," said the old man magisteri-

ally. " How can ye cast stones at that poor natural. Jacob

Fox, tell the folk what the medical gentleman said to 'ee.

Speak the truth, young feller, and shame the devil."

Jacob, an ai-cemic-looking youth who had a way of moving

his hands uncertainly as though they did not belong to him, now
linding himself the centre of attention, blushed with nen,()iis

trepidation. He had a prominent Adam's apple in his long

reck which. resembled the " bubble" in the clinometer of a

field gun in being a kind of index of his equilibrium ..so that

whenever he was about to speak in company it could be seen

to wobble agitatedly through his skin. When, after some

ineffectual attempts' of its owner to swallow it, it returned

to the horizontal, Jacob found speech.
"

I went into a room— a girt room as big as Farmer Leigh-

field's barn, and I zeed a lot of young fellers there all standing

naked wi'out so much as a fig-leaf between 'em, and I thought

as it was the Judgment Day. And there was a officer gentle-

man as was a pinching 'em and feeling 'em as though they were

fat ewes in a pen on market day and 'e a gwine to buy 'em.

And a soldier called out my name and I says " Here, begging

your pardon, sir,' and the officer gentleman says 'Jump that

"fonn !
' and 1 jumps 'en. Then he says ' Hop on your right

foot,' and I hops. Then he says ' Open your mouth', and I

opens it. And he looks at my teeth and I says ' I be twenty-

two, please sir.' seeing as I thought he was counting my years

of wisdom in my mouth like a boss. And he looks at me
with eyes like a sparrer-hawk's and laughs, and then he holds

a thing like a cider-funnel to my chest and says ' Say ah,'

and I says'Ah-h' so be as if we were in church, xind he listens

with hisheadonone side to the works of Nature in my innards

as though 1 were a watch and he wanted to see if I was still

a-going. I felt mortal afeard. I do b'lieve, neighbours,"

added Jacob Fo.\ looking round with homeless eyes ' as that

man could read a body's unlawful thoughts like the Almighty

—so I tried to think "of the Lord's Frayer whereby he might

not catch me in carnal meditations."
" A pious tiling to do and prudent, Jacob," said the old

man approvingly," though 1 never could mind anything but

the ' Churching of Women ' when I tries to repeat them holy

things.
"

" And when I'd got to ' Tlij' Kingdom come ' he took away
his weapon and began to tap all the bones in my chest, one

after t'other, same as if he was a bum-bailiff taking a hin-

\entory, to see if they were all there. And I says ' Begging

your pardon, sir, I might not have the lawful number, seeing

as I was born two months afore I was expected in the

world,^

"

.

" Aye, that you was, Jacob Fox, I do well remember it

and a" mortal tribulation you was to your poor mother. It

was nigh six months afore she wur churched."
" And the medical gentleman says, ' What's that, my man ?

'

—sharp, like tlmt—and I says, ' Yes, sir, my mother and
the neighbours do say that that was the reason why I get the

falling sickness and am so afflicted in my intellects.' And then

he looks at me hard and qu.-stions me. ' Cross your legs ' he

says, and I crossed 'em. and he fetched me a clout on the

kriee-cap. Yes, that ah did. Lordy, the liberties that man
did take with my person, neighbours, ye would never believe.

And at last he writes something on a piece of paper and the

soldjer with the stripes says ' We shan't want you, my man,'

and he gives me a paper."
" .\nd was that all he said, Jacob Fox ?

" Yes, it were. But I did hear him say as I was a wonder-

ful chap," Jacob added proudly. " He said as I was the most

half-wittedest fellow as ever he'd zeed.'/

" Aye ! that you be," said the patriarch looking round for

approval as though this were a compliment paid to the whole

parish. " Yes, we do all know as you be wonderfully half-

witted."

At this they all stared at Jacob Fox with a kind of communal
pride, whereat Jacob blushed confusedly, and, astonished at

having held the centre of tbe stage so long, retired hurriedly

into the wings, taking refuge behind the broad back of Daniel

Newth, the patriarch's son, a hale youth of about fifty-five,

who in his father's opinion was still merely adolescent.
" It do mind me of Scriptures," said the old man reflec-

tively, " this recruiting- do. One shall be taken and t'other

shall" be left. It do all seem like the Last Day, it do. It were

never like this before. I mind how they'd 'list fellers in the

old days—the recruiting sergeant 'ud come round with his

cap full o' ribbons and talk pleasant like about the wonderful

life a soldjer 'd hev in foreign parts. Lawk-a-mas?ey

!

how that feller could talk—like a parson—aw could make
ye feel as proud as Lucifer telling ye how His .Majesty

had taken a partic'ler fancy to ye as a likely young feller to

stand before kings and golden thrones. He got hold of poor

Jarge Kibblewhite that way and giv 'en three ribbons of many
colours like Joseph's coat—poor Jarge as was killed at the

battle of Alma. That recruiting sergeant used to come
round at hiring-fair. Lady Day and Michaelmas he come
round, and if he'd see a likely-looking young carter with the

whipcord plaited round his hat he'd go up to 'en and charm

the soul out of 'en like witchcraft."
" D'you remember the Crimea ?

" asked one of the

soldiers.
" Ah, that I do young feller. I remember a mint o' things

afore you was conceived in your mother's womb. I be an old

man. the oldest man in the parish, bain't I, neighliours ?
"

' Yes, grandfer, that you be. Yen be a terribly ancient

old man."
" Yes, I be. I've a buried three wives. And I've never

once been on the parish. 'S'es, 1 do mind the Crimeer. There

was thirteen men went from this parish and all on 'em passed

save one. It was just after our Tontine club had its ' break-

up,' and we walking two and two with red staves to the ' Goat

and Compasses.' All of 'em was in the Wiltshires except

Jude Teagle as joined the Holy Boys, the same regiment as

sold their Prayer-Books for playing "cards,which was a sinful

thing to do. "it was a terrible big battle—the battle of .-Mma.

I do mind as we had a song at harvest home that year after

we'd carried the last load.

' There's old Jacky Rooshian
And a million o' men.

And there's poor John Bull
Wi' dree score' and ten....'

I do forget the rest. They shot down our men like spar*

rers till we scaled the hill, and then they lain like flocks o

sheep away from 'em—they do say as it's the same now—
and Old Boney, who was their head man, as was brought up
to see 'em drive us into the sea, says, ' Men, we're beaten.'

And beaten they was."
" W hy didn't you do your bit along with them?" said one i
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of the soldiers mischievously. " You must have been a tidy

young feller," he added, as" he gazed with a wink of his eye

at the bony figure of the ancient man gnarled, like an old

oak.
" Young feller," said the old man solemnly, " I was a

married man with dree childcr, and the quartern loaf cost

a shillin' and more. How'd I find vittles for 'em ? There

warn't no separation allowances in those days, there warn't,

and no soldiers' wives living on the fat of the land an

love-cliilder a-getting it too same as if they was born in

lawful wedlock. No that there warn't. But I hev attested

now and be ready, to come up when called upon if the King
be so minded."
At this all four soldiers laughed incredulously.
" It be true, I'll take a gospel oath on it," said the old

man's son. " It was when they had bills stuck up on the

school by Lord Derby, calling on His Majesty's subjects

to attest like men. And afore we knowed what he was gwine

to do, fevthcr goe.s up to squire and says " I be come to attest,

sir, and do my bit against those ungodly men.' And squire

says ' You'retoo old, jarge, you're an old ancient man.'

And (eyther comes home and sits in chimbly and never a

word says 'e to any on us. And he won't touch

bite or sup, and sits there a-fretting and won't speak
to anyone, as though he were turned into a pillar

of salt. And we calls in the Doctor as examined him
and couldn't find nothing wrong with im, and he says
' 'E's got summat on his mind.' And at last he gets it

out on en, and feyther tells en as squire says he be too old

and the grasshopper's a burden and desire do fail—and
feyther says as he'll never go out of the house again e.xcppt

veet voremost, and it ain't no good hoeing and hedge-cutting

for squire, for if he be too old for a soldjer 'e be too old for

labour at a shillin' a day, and 'e don't want no charity. And
squire, when he heerd it, sent for feyther and—^you tell 'era

what squire said, feyther."

The old man wiped his forehead with trembling hands.
" 'E said to me, 'e said, 'Jarge, I made a mistake, I did. We'll
put you in group one hundred and dirty dree—to he called

up if so be required.' And he give I two shillin' and nine-

pence and said ' Its the King's money, Jarge, and I con-
gratulate you. You're a credit to the parish and an hexample
to the younger men.'

"

" Aye, that you be, grandfer," chorussed his fellow-

parishioners.
" \\ ell done, old sport," said the soldier who had in-

terrogated him, " we'd sooner have you in the battalion than
any of those cold-footed conscientious objectors any day,
Lord love me, we would."

" \\e would that," said another. " We'll make you our
mascot."

" Mascot,", said the old mhn, " what be that?"
" Pride o' the reg'ment," replied the soldier laconically.

"WeVe got a bull-dog. I guess you're one of the same
breed."

The old man ignored the compliment. " This war be a
deep and fearful thing, neighbours," he said solemnly. " When
I did last hear parsfjn read the Commination Service I did
think of that there Kayser at tiic Last Day, when the sea
gives up its dead, and all the drownded babes and sucklings
and the women with child and the poor chaps that hev died
in torment a-calling on their mothers do rise up and point
the finger of accusation at 'en and do say ' Thou art the
man.' I tell ye it do make my old bones like water when
I think of the wrath of the Almighty and what he hev in

store for that misbegotten man."
" True, most true, and well-spoken, Jarge. It were

better a mill-stone were hung round that man's neck, it

were—but 'tis time to put these sheaves up, sonnies."
They rose to their feet.

" Now, my lads," said Daniel Xewth tutorially to the four
soldiers," you just bide a bit and zee how I does it."

He took two sheaves and embracing one maternally in each
arm he stood them upright upon the soil so as to get

'

the butts about a yard apart. He then sloped them
towarrls one another so that they made an isosceles triangle
witli the ground. This done he took a second couple
and ])laced them against the first, but not quite jmrallcl. so
that they stood at an angle to it, stacked together like four
rifles.

''
It makes'em stand easier " he explained " and packs

the ears better." This done the shock was complete.
" Now my lads, ye zees as I've a placed 'em in fours.

That's so as they'll get more air and dry (juickcr, though the
sheaf to the north won't get much suii. Some folks shoiks
em lengthways in sixes with the ridge running north and
south. Well, that's to get the best of tlie sun on 'cni and
to make 'em stand against the wind better. But they dunt
dry so well that way,"
" Its like lining sand-bags and consolidating " said one

of the soldiers reflectively. " You wouldn't think it, mister.

but there's a loi ot science in building a parapet. You've
got to fill yer sandbags only three parts full, beat 'em with
yer entrenching-tool, and then slope 'em so as they arc well
and truly laid."

" Aye, aye, it be the same with thatching. It be won-^
derful what a lot of science there is in the works of man's
hand. There's a right way and a wrong with everything."
As they talked, a burring sound as of a gigantic insect

was heard behind them and two liorses appeared driven by a
girl in a " smock " and breeches who sat gracefully in the tinv
saddle of a low iron vehicle. Bclovv the axle was a row of
sharp steel knives like a shark's teeth, and at the side of it
" sails " of painted wood revolved like the arms of a windmill
with the progress of the machin :: and, revolving, pre-sed the
corn on the near side of the driver against the knives and then
carried the cut grain over the drivhig wh'.el by means of an
endless web of canvas. A curved arm, threaded with twine
like the needle of a sewing machine, encircled the bundle of
grain, tied it, cut the twine-band, and the sheaf was then
thrown off the machine.
The chariot passed on leaving a swathe of sheaves of

yellow corn entwined with a garland of lilac scabious, pink
and white convolvulus, scarlet pimpernel, poppies, and all

the hectic flowers of the cornfield. A hare bolted from her
sanctuary in the diminishing wheat and was pursued with
shouts of " Kamerad " by the soldiers till she made her escaj^e
through the yarrow in the hedge.
They returned breathless from the pursuit, and as the

machine which was steadily reducing the rectangle of the
standing corn to smaller and smaller dimensions returned, they
gazed on it, their attention divided between its human-liko
gesticulations and the girl who drove it.

" Tanks ain't in it with that old wmcinuu said one of
them. " It'll begin to talk next, like a blooming gramophone."

" Its a binder," said the old man. " they came in in ninety-
two. They be mortal clever things and can do everything biit
talk. But they don't bind as tidy as a man do—they don't
keep the butts together."

" There ain't no flies on that girl," said another soldier as he
watch«d this new Persephone gathering the flowers of the field
with the finger-beam of her docile chariot.

^^

" I don't hold with 'em " said the old man dubiously.
" I don't mind wenches 'a binding sheaves—its like holding
a little maid against a woman's bosom and tying her pinafore
behind her—and women can do it tidy. But this driving of
bosses-it's men's work. The world's getting topsy-turvy
with maids a'doing the work of men. It's against Natufe.
Male and Female created He them, I say."
The day wore on to its close, the shadows of the elm

deepened, and the sun began to sink like a ball of fire over the
down;,. A light breeze flickered among the stalks of uncut
corn and brushed the surface with an invisible caress so that
a ripple passed over the drooping ears of grain.

" Time to be getting home-along," said Daniel Ncwth.
The toilers rose and straightened themselves. There

was an unmistakable sound of amorous salutation behind one
of the shocks of corn and the girl in the lilac sunbonnet emerged
readjusting the strings, her face a deep crimson. She was
followed by a soldier wearing a look of studied unconscious-
ness. His comrades gazed at the pair with a mortifying con-
viction of lost opportunities.

" They do say as kissing goes by favouring," said the old
man reflectively.

Five days later the Musketry Inspecting Officer, sitting
m his room at the Headquarters of the Command, was in-
terrupted by a ring on the telephone. He took down the
receiver.

" Hello ! What ? Harvestirvg finished, did you say ? Right
oh

! We'll close the field-firing range again." And he rose
and removed a flag from the map.

The official .'\ir Services lixhibition, first opened in London
and organised by f.ady Droghcda, has clone good work in collect-
ing for the Flying Services' ho.-ipitals ami Field Marshal Viscount
French's War Charities. It was opened at BinniuRham bv Sir
David Hendenson, at Coventry by Sir .Arthur du Cros, at Liver-
pool by Lord Derby, at Mancliester by Commander Paine, and at
Glasgow by the Duke of Atholl. a week being given to each centre.
An idea of its |)opularity may be gained from the fact that
although the charge for admission is only sixpence, (i\er';{;'^,ooo has
already been cleared for the charities which the exhibition
assists. The exhibits comprise Zeppelin engines and other relics.
war trophies, types of (lernian aeroplanes, aerial photographs,'
and such historic relics as the aeroplane flown Iw the late Lieu-
tenant VVarneford. It is an interesting and instinctive collection
of articles pertaining to na\al and military aviation, and has be-
come virtually a permanent institution, to which all that is in-
teresting and at the .same time capable ot complying with the
restrictions of the censorship eventually linds its way. Ladv
Droghcda, the organiser of the exhibition, is to bo congratulated
on the results of her work.
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Fishing Notes
By J. G. Squire

PEN'BOLLOW. in Cornwall. I seemed to remember,

was a s;ood place for fishing. One could go oiit for

a dav and count on getting at most a dozen and a

half and, if one struck a good patch, a huudrcd\\<;ight.

Fishing witJi lines is no tax on the intellect, and before sittmg

dinvn to Hcnrv James's two posthumous novels -much
as I hope to enjoy 'them—I felt that my brain might well lie

fallow for a week. This it has done.

* * * « *

At IVnbollow, it is notorious, fish of all sorts abound.

There is a wide open bay ; there is a tidal river with a bar ;

there are plenty of rocks and large stretches of sand ;
there

are flat shallows in shore and deep waters farther out. Every

fisli in the C;alendar is provided for ;
you have only to make

your choice of victims. There arc pollack, with their beautiful

brown-black backs and pale bellies. There are bass, and

whiting, and dabs and flounilers, all sorts of flatfish. There

are mackerel, swordlike and swift, their backs striped with

dark blue and rich green, their sides gleaming like silver.

There arc gurnards, red as Turner's sunsets, and strange

uneatable sjiiny fish. of even more gorgeous hues. There are

congers whose rcKjiii is more pleasant than their company,

and dogfish with mouths like sharks' uiouths and skins like

sandpai)er—now a popular article of food, but not under

the familiar name. All these are to be got by the simple

process of dropping a hook overboard and pulling it in when
it twitches or tugs. No fatigue of trudging through marshes,

lo(rf\ing for a convenient place for a cast, straining one's

eyes for a rise and playing about with fancy flies with even

fancier names. Sea-fishing is really restful, really a sport,

and in a place like Penbollow, one can make certain of a good
catch. The one thing to fear, according to the guide-book,

is a swarm of chad which may infest the place and snap at

one's bait before the other fish cau get a look in. I remember
those greedy, grasping, flat-sided little twisters. 1 hope I

shan't strike a crowd of chad.

* * * i^ *

Day I.—Pollack said to be plentiful inside Devil's Rock.

Row out alone after lunch with one line. Rubber worm.
Why on earth any fish should want to cat a rubber worm
I cannot imagine : but that is their business. 3 p.m., drop

anchor. 4 p.m., they don't seem very active. 6 p.m., they

always bite better in the evening. 8 p.m., getting dark.

Might as well go home. Wish 1 could have caught a pollack.

But there is plenty of time.

* * 4! * *

Day 2.—One might as well make a day of it. So a bag of

food and a flask. A fresh breeze, but not too rough : just

the day for a sail, whiffing for mackerel. A sailing boat
therefore. One companion. Two lines. Spinners and
mackerel bait. These beasts are cannibals. You can tell

from their faces that they are at once the stupidest and the

most voracious of fish. That large vacuous eye, that long
curved trap of a mouth. They will go for anything that
shines : artificial minnows, spinners, reels of cotton. Many
a mackerel has died with a silver spoon in its mouth. But
they like their brethren best. 11 a.m.. Lord knows what
one will do with this great pile of fish when one brings it in.

Cannot possibly post it home : they don't like mackerel.
Suppose we shall have to give it to those fishermen on the
quay : they will know where to sell it. 4 \).m. Let's go
across a little farther out. 5 p.m., Let's go across a little

farther in. 7 p.m. It doesn't matter : the week's young yet.

But I wish I could have caught a mackerel.

* * * m *

Day 3.~Morning. First two hours of outgoing neap fide,

the time for bass. Bass, very appropriately, to be caught on
Bar, only at certain hours. Small boat. Hire three rods

;

one to hold and two to stick out with their butts under seats.

Long fat struggling worms. Bald man over there in brown
boat said to be a great expert. He doesn't seem to be doing
anything this morning. That is a consolation. Afternoon.
S^d to be first-class whiting ground three miles down coast.

Dead calm. Shall have to row. 4 p.m. Here at last. 6 p.m.
These brutes never seem to want anytiiing to eat. 7 p.m.
No go. Perhaps water is too cloudy and they can't see bait.

Perhaps it is too clear and they can see me. 8 p.m. This
wretched tide looks like carrying me to America, in which
case I shall break Admiralty regulations about three mile
limit. 10.30 p.m. Man looked rather sick at being kept up.
Wish I could have caught a whiting.

Day 4.—Thinking this was getting rather serious I decided

yesterday to take desfwratc measures. Arranged, therefore,

to be called at 5.15 this morning and proceed to sea in Bob
Time's boat, he liaving guaranteed supply of fish if only one

will try for them when their apj^etites have been whetted

by nocttunal fast—if tliat is what accounts for it. 5.30,

Arrive at jetty. Sky, sea and coast uniform dark grey.

Silence over all. Fleet of small boats sleeping peacefully

in little harbuur. Utter calm. But did not get out of bed
to brood on utter calm, and am irritated by absence of Bob.

6 a.m.. Still not a human being in sight. Rose fluslied break

in middle sky : east still dark : pijje but no matches : dc

projunclis elamavi. 6.15, Suddenly through hole in eastern

clouds golden sun bursts. Coast melts in golden haze
;

golden pathway across waves ; wonderful hues where ripples

break on beach ; damn the sun ; damn the morning glory ;

damn Bob ; damn myself for a fool. 7.15, Bob arrives

saying he thought I did not mean to come. He has no
matches, being a non-smoker and probably a Dissenter.

7.30, Brisk wind off shore. No, that was much too solid for a
bite : it is ])robably a crab-pot. Yes, it is a crab-pet. 8

o'clock, Three miles from land. Doldrums. Bob will have
to row the tub home. Serve him riglit, the scoundrel. 9.30,

I have at least got up an apjietite for breakfast. l«ish for

breakfast ; this seems rather pointed. 10.13, Half-an-hour's

rest in smoking room. Picked up yet another man.- Hope he is

not a German spy. Perhajw if four of us join forces we may
have better luck. Agreed best plan to go to still better whiting
ground tliree miles uj) coast. Discussion as to scarcity. New
man says ridiculouslj' that other fish have been driven away
by dogfish. If so why do we not catch dogfish? Wish I

cotild catch dogfish. Dark man argues, more reasonably,

that pilchards have unaccountably not arrived this year.

Other fish like them. Perhai)s they've gone up Bristol

Chaimel by mistake. Or been swejit up by mine-sweepers.
Wish I could catch a pilchard. 8 p.m., Never mind : one
does get some good from this out-of-door life Byt I wish I

could have caught, say, a chad or two.

* it * * if

Day 5.—Weather again beautiful. Getting sick of sun and
blue sky. Everybody knows fish don't like it. Deter-
mined to do something to-day, though. What with the old
sportsman and his son we are now six. Huge galley the only
thing for it. Morning : Whiffed for mackerel. No mackerel
about. Tried rocks for pollack. Getting conviction that
reputation of this place for pollack is exaggerated. After-
noon : Span fruitlessly on way to whiting grounds. Also
on way back. Now universal opinion that if we try for plaice,

about sunset, just off the beach, we are absolutely bound to

catch some. Anchor, therefore, and drop whole ten lines

over. Boat long enough for twenty. Let them right down
for plaice. Plaice lie flat on the sand. Very happy arrange-
ment, therefore, having eyes on top of their beads. Avoids
discomfort of lying on backs. Good God ! A nibble ! Haul
up. Worm gone. Down again. Three lines up at once
All worms gone. No, not plaice. W^e have struck a colony
of crabs. Better go home. Wish I could catch a crab. Wish
I could catch a starfish.

% * * « «

Day 6.—Imjiossible to do anything. Weather simply
foul. Perhaps just as well. Luck obviously out. Nobody
else here has caught anything. That's a good thing, anyhow.
Raining, blowing, almost freezing. Wish I could catch a cold.

' * * «

The diary is a favourite form with professional humorists,,
who find its compressed expression a good medium for carry-
ing of{ their exaggerations and lies. I am not a humorist

;

still less am I a liar ; and I juesent the above to psychologists,
piscatorial hydrographcrs, and writers of guide books as a
narrative, literally and verbally true, of my outer experiences
and mental life during a week of that ludicrously overrated
occupation—if it be an occupation, but I certainly will not
call it a sport—known as sea-fishing.

The ChWch Army is offering a three months' cour.se of training
at Its 750 acre farm m E.ssex, with the object of enabling men
honourably discharged from either of the services, partiallv
disabled or otherwise, to earn their living as workers on the land,
h-ven in cases where men do not intend to take up such work as a
livelihood, a time spent on the land cannot fail to be beneficial
to them. It IS a good scheme. Full particulars can be obtained
of the Secretary, Discharged Soldiers and Sailors Department, s6,
Bryanston Street, London, W.i.
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The Perils of Restriction
By Arthur Kitson

This article by Mr. Arthur Kitson, whose leritings on com-

merce and-Jinance arc well known, deals with a complicated

and highly controversial question. We welcome corres-

pondence and criticism for the subject is of the first importance.

THE editorial comments on Mr. Dudley Docker's

recent article regarding restriction of output, which
apjieared in Land & Water, (September 0th) were
timely and wise. For thirty years or more warn-

ings have been sounded by leading statesmen and
economists as to the disastrous results which must ultimately

ensue from the continuance of this suicidal policj' which
has long been a recognised part of Trades Unionism. It

is, however, a mistake to lay tlie blame entirely upon the

shoulders of organised labour. Trades Unionism is not the

real author of this species of national folly. Its parents are

finance and monopolv, and its adoption by Trades Unionism
was literally forced upon laboin as a measure of self-defence,

as e.xplained by me in the article entitled " Labour, Capital,

and the State," in Land &. Water last October.
Broadly speaking, output is limited by the effective demand

for commodities, and demand is limited by the amount of

purchasing power (money and credit) in the hands of those
whose wants create the demand. Legal tender laws have,
however, artificially restricted purchasing power far below the
natural requirements of the trade and industry necessary

' for maintaining forty millions of people in a rationally pro-
gressive and economically healthy condition. This restric-

tion has been brought about by the establishment of the
gold standard and basis system which have no intelligible

or coherent relationship to the currency needs of commerce.
Let any one honestly and impartially seek a solution of the
problem of poverty and enforced idleness by asking himself
how it is that with an abundance of all the prime factors of

production—land and labour—wealth is and has been so
'comparatively scarce whilst poverty and semi-starvation have
been the lot of the vast bulk of the world's inhabitants for the
whole of the jx-riod of modern industrialism? A careful

r investigation will inevitably lead to the conclusion that one
[.of the main causes—if not the chief cause—has been an utter

insufficiency of the medium of exchange in the hands of the
producing classes. The greed of employers in the past led

;
them to starve the main factor of production by the suicidal

^policy of low wages, which naturally restricted the demand
;ior goods—since Labour is the great consuming class and
essential for maintaining good markets.

Curiously enough, whilst employers have always realised

[the folly of starving the land and neglecting to maintain

I

their plant, machinery, tools and equipment in a thorough
Estate of efficiency, they have often failed to see that the
[impoverishment of labour is equally injurious to the mainte-
nance of trade prosperity. Consequently, labour was com-
pelled to organise -and restrict each man's output in order

1
to pro\ide employment for all. Hence both employers and

L employed were caught in a vicious circle which was not
[entirely their own creation, and in pursuing their own class

[interests, they were defeating themselves and each other !

By cutting (if)wn wages, employers were lessening the
[demand for their own goods, and by restricting the rate of

production, the employed were curtailing the volume of wealth
jiavailable for distribution. But behind the scenes, limiting
the means of trade and production, the sinister figure of

cosmopolitan finance has been constantly operating, con-
trolling both Labour and Capital, manipulating prices and
economic conditions and alternating periods of industrial

prosperit}- with those of industrial depression ! No better
exposure of the influence of gold in restricting output has ever
been rnade than by Sir Kdward Holden in his address on
the " IJepreciation of Securities in relation to Gold," before
the Liverpool Bankers' Institute in 1907, just after the
American currency panic. In his address Sir Edward frankly
asserted that gold controls the trade of the world.

" Hand in hand with restriction of output goes restriction
of the currency," writes Land & Water. This should be
regarded as an economic axiom. Everybody would admit
that restriction of output in the engineering world would
accompany restriction of tools, machinery and plant. Surely
restriction of the mechanism of exchange must similarly
cause restriction of trade, and therefore restriction of output
generally.

.Vfuch is being written and spoken just now regarding
the dangers of currency inflation and the consequent higli

prices resulting. It is said that the present industrial
unrest is partlv attributable to this cause, and various

remedies have already been suggested by one or two well

known financial experts. I should like, however, to. point
out the dangers of these prescriptions, and to warn the public
to beon its guard against remedies which may prove infinitely

worse than the disease. I shall endeavour to deal with this

question in as elementary a way as is necessary to enable an
easy comprehension of a complicated problem.

Price Level of Commodities

What is ordinarily known asth6 price level of commodities
is brought about by the action of two forces : (a) the
marketable supply of commodities, (b) the demand for them
which is expressed by offers of money (namely, legal tender
and credit) by way of purchase. This level will change under
any of the following conditions :

(i) If the supply of goods sensibly declines whilst the de-
mand for them either increases or remains the same, prices
will advance.
(2) If tlie supply of goods increases whilst the demand either
decreases or remains as before, prices will fall.

(3) If the money demand for goods increases whilst the stipply
remains constant, prices will advance.
(4) If the money demand decreases, the supply remaining
Constant, prices will decline.

The first and third conditions produce inflation and hign
prices, the second and fourth mean contraction and falling
prices. So long as the supply of goods and tlie money de-
mand remain constant or vary together in the same direction
and proportion, the price level will not be affected. Now
apply these well known truths to present conditions. The
war has changed normal peace trade conditions completely,
so that the bulk of the populations in all belligerent countries
as well as in several neutral countries have been with
drawn from the production of the munitions of life to furnish-
ing the munitions of death and destruction. If we take the
total work done, including the fighting services—those con-
nected with the armies and naVies—as well as the output of
all products including munitions of war, the world's turn-
over in goods and services which have had to be financed
(or at least the goods and services of that part of the world
occupied by the present belligerents) is undoubtedly very much
greater than at any time prior to the war.

This increase of service including trade and production lias
necessitated an increase in currency facilities. It takes just
as much of the mechanism of exchange to produce and dis-
tribute a given quantity of the munitions of war as it does
the same amount" of necessary commodities for sustaining
and developing individual, social and national life. And armies
though engaged in the work of destruction, must be financed
in the same way as the armies of wealth production. But the
economic results of the two are vastly different.

After producing hundreds of millions of pounds' worth of
war munitions, our armies necessarily proceed to destroy
them in the task of fighting and conquering the enemy.
The result is that whilst the currency we have had to create
and which is represented by these millions o£ products
remains in circulation, the products are destroyed. Although
the total turnover, including services has increased, the
quantity of life-giving products has decreased, so that we have
the first condition before mentioned which necessarily leads to
higher prices—namely, a decline in the supply of real wealth
with an increase in the demand. And under our present
economic system it would be quite impossible to avoid this
result. If instead of making guns, shells, submarines,
aeroplanes, etc., for destructive purposes, we were building
up towns, constructing new railwaj-s. new canals, in short
increasing the national wealth, all this additional currency
would be represented by tangible wealth, and the supply
of desirable goods would have kept pace at least with the
increased demand, and hence we should not have witnessed
any considerable increase in prices—if at all.

What arc the remedies—if any ? First examine those
proposed. One popular writer urges the Government to in-

crea,se taxation very ctmsiderably and compel the people
to stint themselves. But to what extent ? To pay the whole
costs of the war during its progress out of ta.xation, the
(Government would have to put a tax f)f 20 shillings in the
pound on all incomes for the rest of the war. Which is

absurd.

Another proposal is to reduce the currency by cancelling
a proportion of the Treasury notes and liy destroying a
proportional volume of bank credit, which affects prices justas
legal tender does. Now whilst this would undoubtedly reduce
the effective demand for goods it would also curtail the
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lacilitics needed for maintaininp; the present rate of production.

This would mean reducing the army siipphes of munitions,

etc., which vvould probably result in our losing the war. This

proposal is similarly absurd.

Is there no renie'd\- for inflation and hiph prices? I nder

the world's present" abnormal conditions. 1 see no possible

remedy short of absolute communism and the rationing of

every "man, woman and cliild within the Vnhed Kingdom

in regard to every marketable commoditv. Outside of this,

inflation is inevitable. .\s an illustration, let us suppose

a besieged town cut off from all communication with the rest

uf.the world. Knowing tlie impossibility of increasing the

food supplies, dealers and merchants wcnild immediately

raise their prices, and as the food became scarcer, prices would

continue to advance according to. the first condition before

. mentioned. The disproportion between supply and demand

vyould be increasing daily. So long as the conditions of trade

were allowed to remain"" free "as in ordinary peace tunes,

notiiing could prevent this upward movement of prices,

which woiUd b& due- to inflation owing to the decrease in the

supply of goods, wh.ilst the money demand remained as before.

Ani-.ther plan, however, and one which would probably

be.^dopted under the conditions stated, 'would be for the

Mayor and Corporation of ,the town to commandeer all the

food and essentials, giving money or receipts for such goods

to those from whom thev were ta'ken, and then rationing the

entire population. In this way and in this way only infla-

tion might be prevented.

The suggested remedy of contracting the currency, however

der-erves special attention, because this is a plan that will

most- probably be attempted after the war in response to the

demand for lower prices. It is a measure that has been put

in practice in nearly all countries after war, especially a war

like the present^jn "which paper money has had to be exten-

sively employed to the exclusion of one or both of the precious

metals. And such cnntradion of the currency has always

resulted in industrial depression, u^holesale bankruptcy and

social misery in a more or less acute form for years !

Reducing Legal Tender

Consider what it means. By reducing the volume of legal

tender, the bankers have to reduce their loans and overdrafts

to clients who are called upon to pay. As most of these have

probably invested their borrowings in tools, machines, fac-

tories and productive implements, they are compelled to close

down their works and ofhces and call upon their clients to

pay up. These in turn having put their money into goods,

are forced to sell at any prices in order to save themselves

from bankruptcy. But these retailers and jobbers find the

demand for goods has fallen because there is less money for

the public to buy with. Moreover, as factories and works are

closing down through having to repay loans and over-

drafts necessary to carry on, the great consuming public

—the working classes—cease buying except the barest

necessities. Finding themselves unable to realise in time,

shopkeepers, dealers and others become bankrupt, and bank-

rupt stock sales occur all over the country. The manu-
facturers follow suit. Their clients having failed tliem

they are themselves unable to repay the banks and are com-

pelled to go into liquidation. In short, restriction- of thf

currency is always followed by the industrial and commercial

ruin of thousands, with armies of unemployed and starving

women and children.

Theie is also another important side to this question. The
Government has been borrowing enormous sums to carry on

the war, which is the chief cause of the present inflation. Our
National War Debt will exceed £6,000,000,000. Now what
kind of pounds are these which have been lent to the country

in its terrible crisis ? They are certainly not golden pounds
since the gold of the whole world would fail to equal this

colossal amount. Neither are they Treasury note pounds,

since these only amount to li per cent, of this sum.

These subscribed pounds are merely bank-cheque-pounds

and have no material existence. They are book entries in the

books of the banks and represent the credits of firms

and individuals, and are backed by the wealth of the sub-

scribers. Now these pounds are " cheap " pounds, that is,

they are worth in relation to all commodities about one-half

of the golden sovereign prior to the war. The farmer, the

manufacturer, the mechanic and the labourer, only have to give

one-half or even less of their own goods and services to buy a

pound to-day that they had to give prior to the war. So

that when a man has to pay, say £10 of taxes to-day, he can

do so with the same or fewer goods and services with which

he could i)ay only £5 of taxes in l()i^.

Tliis liuge National Debt—the greatest ever incurred by any
nation since the world liegan—must be repaid in principal

and interest liy the I^ritisli taxpayers. The interest charges

alooe will exceed ii^oo.ooo.ooo each and every year. This

is near]y.twice.the-total.taxe<?,paid-prior to the war.--But it

is not all. In addition we must pay the expenses of the

Government, and pensions to the wounded and disabled,

and to the widows and orphans of the gallant dead, as well

.

as the regular Old Age Pensions, etc. Taxation will require

at least Aioo.ooo.ooo per annum, which will be a very heavy

burden tor our trade and industries to carry. But heavy as

this will be, imagine what it will meanif short-sighted and un-

thinking statesmen and i'mancial experts Were to induce the

Government to revert to the so-called "good, sound, honest

gold currency !
" Such a\measnre \,wQuld enslave the pro-

ducing classe's for generations. For it would mean doublings

the national debt, doubling the rate of interest, and consequently

doubling taxation I ,

The Pound Sterling

" How will this happen ?
" may be asked. How can a debt

of £6,000,000,000 be suddenly converted into- a debt of

£12,000,000,000? The answer- is by ' doubling -the value of

the pound ! If a gold currency is re-introduced resulting in a

great reduction of legal tender and bank credit, the pur

chasing power of the pound sterling will be restored to what
it was before the war, and although all debts will be nominally

the same, actually—that is in labour products and service

generally, which are the only things 99 per cent, of the popula-

tion have with which tobuy money and to pay their debts

—

all

debts will be doubled. So that the taxpayers will have to pay the

cost of the 'war—tremendous as it is under ordinary conditions—

•

twice over, and twice the interest charges in terms of their own
products. This v.-tU mean that whilst the value of all debts

will be doubled, and the burden of paying them similarly

increased, the great investors in the War Loans will double .

their wealth with a mere stroke of the pen, besides receiving

over TO per cent.' in the meantime on ' their actual and
original investments !

•
• ,

The device of altering the value of the money standard is an

old one that has been practised by the great cosmopolitan

financiers for the past century or more. It can be done so

insidiously that the public are unaware of the fact until the

burden begins to be of crushing severity. The trick was played

on the Americans after their Civil war. President IJncoln's

Goverment issueda great quantity of paper money known as
" greenbacks " which circulated throughout the Northern

States and enabled the Government to win the war. Natur-

ally this money was cheap in relation to commodities generally

.

The Ciovernment also issued Bonds in return for money that

was subscribed and which was of a similar character, namely
cheap money. When the war had been concluded and the nation

was engaged in building up its industries'after the losses that

the war had entailed, the financiers induced Congress to increase

the purchasing power of money by destroying aA-ast number
of the " greenbacks " and to agree to pay the bonds in a

money of three or four times the value of that which was
loaned. The result was that the American people were forced

to pay the cost of their war three or four times over in addition

to the interest charges which averaged 20 per cent, per annum
on the actual amounts loaned, in order to satisfy the rapacious

appetites of the money-lending classes. And as an American
Senator once said to me, " Our producing classes had to go

through hell in order to satisfy the outrageous demands of these

financial vultures."

In order that we may see this proposal for contracting the

currency in its true perspective (which by the way is mentioned
by a writer in the last Quarterly Review' as a natural

and inevitable event which will logically follow the declaration

of peace) let us imagine what would happen if any statesman
or influential body of citizens were to propose a measure
during ordinary peace tirties'for deliberately inflating the cur-

rency for the purpose of enabling the nation and the debtor
classes to pay off their debts! Imagine what w-ould be
the result of such a proposal ! The Financial and Creditor

classes would rise in a body and flood the Press with letters

and articles denouncing such a scheme as barefaced rolibery !

Deputations would wait upon the Government and demand
immediate repudiation of such a proposal. And if the scheme
seemed likely to be put in practice, the country would be

thrown into a fierce political controversy.
The danger I have pointed out is of course attributable

largely to the financial ignorance of the average man and par-

ticularly the average ^lember of Parliament, who is likely to

propose as a means of lowering prices on behalf of the working
classes, the very msasure which will ihvolve not only the
working classes but the whole of the middle classes in irre-

trievable ruin ! The subject at the present time is of the

utmost national importance.

NOTE.—The articles on Trade and Finance .written by Mr.
Arthur Kitson for LAND & WATER during the past two years
have been published in book form under the title "Trade Fallacies,"
published by Messrs. P. S. King and Sons, price 5s,
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By JOHN BUCHAN.
yoi.vuE xvii.

From the Opening of the Rumanian Campaign to the
Change of Government In Britain,

el"ih. I'riijc 1/i ii'i.

"Mr. Buchan shows no sijns of flagging, and maintains his

pace as easily as ever. His work never defeneratas into mere
bonkmaking. We are given not only a lucid but a brilliant

narrative of events. The author's qualifications are shown in

the skill with which he disentangles salient episodes from a

complicated skein of events, and in the effort which he makes
to arrive at true generalisations, instead of contenting himself
with repeating the commonplaces of his side."
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Novels of the Autumn

1
^ "MIE autumn publisning season has begun, and

every day witnesses the output of new books. At

first the "influence of the war on fiction was .slight,

it provided episodes but scarcely coloured thought.

That stage has passed, and it is almost impossible to take

up a new book that matters without feeling that the last

three years have left an irradicablc impress upon literature,

though even now it is not as deep as it will be during the

next ten or twenty years.*,***•
It is a little difficult to analyse the undeniable charm which

pervades all the work of Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick, but one is

inclined to attribute it to a gift of perennial youth which the

gods have bestowed upon her pen. Close on a quarter of a

century has passed since the present writer first reviewed

one of her novels—and it was not her first by any mcafts—

and he finds himself under the same spell 'when reading her

latest hook, just published by Messrs. Mcthuen {Anne

Lidvsorlh, .5s. net), which hinges upon recent events. Mrs.

Sidgwick touches age with kindly reverence ; for middle

age she reserves her undoubted power of irony, but her heart

is with the young on the threshold of life. It was so in the

old years ;

"

it is so to-day. All her sympathies are with

youth ; she knows its troubles and its ambitions ; she com-

prehends its perplexities, and if so straightforward a story-

teller can be said to have a message, it is to the young :

" Be honest with yourselves, run straight, be stronj,' and the

world shall yield to you." This story is just a slight love-

story of people of no "particular consequence except that they

are the people that constitute England to-day, and who are

fighting her battles for freedom, both on blood-stained

fields abroad and in silent endurance at home. The scene

changes from suburban Putney to glorious Cornwall ;
al-

though it is not difficult to realise with which environment

Mrs. Sidgwick is the more enamoured, she is quite honest, as

witness this one sentence-: " The more I sec of country life,

the more I value the peace and seclusion of London." Had
the reviewer the naming of the book, he would have called it

Phahe Finds Herself: for the way in which a snubbed girl of

nineteen emancipates herself from the domineering rule of a

vulgar stepmother, and breaks off her engagement with

an " impossible " CO. simply through love for a healthy

boy in khaki, is the most delightful episode in the novel.

* * « .« *

Here is a curious fact. It would probably be difficult to

find two living novelists more dissimilar than Mrs. Sidgwick

and Mr. H. G. Wells, or two books more widely apart than

Anne Lulworth and The Soul 0/ a Bishop, and yet underlying

both is the same identical spirit. Which spirit is, that the

future is to the young, and that the war has proved the

future of England "to be safe, in that the youth of England

was never stronger, healthier, or more true to itself than in

this hour. This brings gladness to all, but perhaps more
especially to those with whom life must be largely retrospect,

. in that they know they are leaving their country in good
hands, in better hands probably than those which guided

its destinies in the generation or two that preceded 1914.

« « * * He

The junior officer of to-day has never been better portrayed

than by Stephen McKenna in Ninety-Six Hours Leave

(Methuen, 6s.), which tells how " the Kitten," on landing at

Victoria with three friends, was tempted to impersonate an
Italian prince, and' succumbed to the temptation, with the

result that the ninety-six hours were very crowded indeed

—

especially when the real prince turned up. Mr. McKenna
knows the junior officer very well, and, as one would expect

of such a novelist, he manages to make the reader know the

junior officer very well too, in which achievement he con-

trives one of the most delightful comedies that has been

written, since Mr. Hichens wrote The Londoners. The story

is engrossing, with sparkles of wit on every page, and the

reality of the characters is such that one bids them good-bye

at the end of the ninety-six hours, with regret. All who
have read Sonia are practically certain'to get this book, and,

for those who have not, wc recommend them to make

acquaintance with Mr. McKenna's work by way of " Kitten"

and Patricia, the lady who was really responsible for th€

whole adventure.
it tf * tt *

The metliods with which Germany sought to Prussianise

Alsace form the main tiieme of Hearts of Alsace, by M. Betham-
Edwards (Smith Elder, 6s. net.). It is not the story of the

book that counts so much as the scene in which the story

is set. The author knows Mulhouse and the ways of the

Alsatians, and she tells a simple story of life in a provincial

town, the disappointment of a French Alsatian father at his

daughter's determination to marry one of the conquerors

forming the main incident, or rather motive, of the story itself.

That story is a small thing, but what is so poignant ancl real in

the book is the way in which tlicse people, oppiesstxl by their

conquerors, retain their love for the Republic of which, in old

time, Mulhouse elected to become a part. Certain ways of the

German in peace are made plain ; it ought to be better known
that, long before this present war, the French language was for-

bidden to Alsatians, French pastors and priests were driven out

and replaced by Germans, and every attempt was made to

destroy the identity of Alsace with France. There is in the

book a delightful picture of a German official :
" Though very

likely an honest man, a good husband and father, false codes

of honour, exaggerated self-love and burgled authority, had
vitiated, rather disproportioned him ; he was out of place.,

an anomaly." And when he went to interview French
Alsatians, he carried a oig gold watch, the loot of an uncle in '70.*****

The Way of the Air (Heinemann, 2s. 6d. net)—who to-day

can resist a book with such a title as that ? We are all

anxious to read all we can of the element in which so many
wonderful things have been done and in which, . so many
wis.; people tell us, the war is going to be ^on and lost. The
author of the book, Edgar C. Middleton, has collected in it

many fugitive sketches and articles he has written for the

papers under the pen-name of " An .Mr Pilot," and has grouped
them under three headings, " The Service Airman in the.

Making," " On Active Service," and " Other Craft and the

Future." He knows what he is writing about and, generally

speaking, conveys his knowledge in an interesting manner.*****
Whether he is back in the middle ages, recounting the

"adventures of Beltane the Smith, or merely back a few

years, telling of the ." amateur gentleman," or up in this

present age, telling of Geoffrey Ravenslee in " little old

New York," Mr. Jeffery Farnol is always concerned with the

perfect man in quest of the perfect woman ; always, too,

the quest ends happily, for to this type of story no other

ending is possible. The Definite Object, Mr. Farnol's latest

book (Sampson, Low and Co., 6s.), differs no whit from its

predecessors in these respects. Mr. Geoffrey Ravenslee,

American millionaire, is the perfect man in search of an ob-

ject to make life worth living. He sets out for Mulligan's, a

tenement building—and there the object is waiting. It is,

of course, the perfect woman, and though Mr. Geoffrey Ravens-
lee is what ha is, there are just the right amount of obstacles

in the way to show the stuff of which he is made.*****
It is magnificent, but it is not life ; it is, as the authoi

through one of his characters admits, a chapter out of the

history of " the beautiful city of Perhaps." Yet it is not

melodramatic, for Mr. Farnol does not deal in melodrama
but in high romance. Geoffrey and Hcrmione are merely
the prince and princess of the fairy tale brought up to date,

and the Dickensian host of minor characters who surround
them, and help to make their story, give them such an air

of reality that all who know their Farnol will welcome this

new work from his pen, partly because he has, in a large

measure, the saving grace of humour, and partly because it

is in the nature of man and woman to delight in tales of

high ideals realised. Mr. Farnol does not bother about
realism, or attempt to solve social problems ; he tells a good
story, and tells it well, and in this his latest work there is

good proof of that statement.

t^' TOR ^^^^
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Karnes and addresses of slwps, where the articles mentioned
can he obtained, will he forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-PartotU, Land & Water, 5, Chancery
Lane, IV. C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

A Clever
Novtlty

Most women lind that the new paper
money necessitates its own special re-

ceptacle, carrying it in a case apart from
the remainder of their money.

Realising the frequent incon\-enience of this, one of the
most up-to-date firms of London have devised a new purse
to take change and paper money in one. This is the most
convenient affair in the world: At the front it is the ordinary
compartment purse capable of holding both copper and silver.

At the back -quite distinct from the purse part -is a
compact note case, ready to take any number of notes.
Then the purse i.-; slipped inside a bag or carried in the

hand holding neatly and safely its full quota of mone-.-.

Both note case and ourse fasten with very firm clips so that
the whole thing is jx-rfectly secure, while apart from its utility ,

the purse complete is a particularly nice looking affair.

It is in dark blue and dark green morocco, and though not
specially cheap—as indeed no good leather is now-a-days

—

is nevertheless a most covetable possession.

A Sllp-on Tea
Gown

The inner spirit of the times has been
gauged with one of the most delightful

slip-on tea gowns seen for many a long
day. A great many tea-gowns claim to be slip-on without
much right to the title, there being generally a fastening or
two concealed somewhere. This tea-gown, however, merits
the description if ever a tea gown did. There is not a
\estige of a hook, button, or any other fastening anywhere.
It just slips over the head—that is all.

The comfort of such an easy garment as this no words
can gainsay, especially after a long day's work or somethin;,;
equally strenuous of that sort. Hardly a second suffices
to get into it, and once donned it is a most becoming attrac-
tive garment, destined to show off its wearer to all advantage.
Made in either velvet or crepe-de-Chine, there is a large sailor
collar at the back, while some long loose ninon sleeves lend
a particular note of charm.

This fascinating model is being made in a very big range
of colours so that everyone's own special fancy has a very
good chance of being consulted. What is more it has a
particularly happy knack of suiting all figures, no matter
under what dimensions these may rank themselves.
The shop concerned is also doing remarkably clever things

with jumper coat models, these being more than usually worth
investigating and out of the u..ual run of things.

The Art of
Substitution

Before the war many people wanting
something in the way of a bettermost
boot had it made of patent calf with the

upper part of antelope. And particularly attractive it looked
as all will agree. Many months of war, however, have made
patent calf and antelope practically unobtainable, and any
that there is still available most untowardly dear.
A firm with a great West-end reputation have countered

both difhcultics by making some delightful boots and shoes
of patent glace with cloth tops, and the result to all intentsj and
purposes is very much the same. Some folk, indeed, may
almost count it as an improvement, and the footwear
undoubtedly is not only specially comfortable to wear, but as
far as the cloth upper part is concerned infinitely easier
to clean. Antelope never was a facile matter as far as this
was concerned, but with cloth all that is necessary is to
give it a good brush, and from time totiine, at rare intervals,
remove any spots there are with benzine As regards patent
siacd, even people who could never endure ordinary' patent
can wear this with utmost ease throughout the length of the
aay Thus at last ihey can ensure the smart looking foot
•A ear of their desires.

The same firm is also showing 'ome patent glac6 boots
11!)! vhoes with brai:!ed tops, and quite unusuallv effective

while their brown walking shoes for country wear are some
of the best at the price to be met with anywhere. It is in-

deed a place to know of, the quality' given here being so
exceptionallj' good as to create something of a record.

Of Wonderful
Value

A special offer row being made regarding
a Zenana dressing-gown deserves re-

markably close attention. Zenana dress-
ing-gowns are at no time particularly cheap things to buy,
but during the war their cost has ^reached a very unwelcome
height. At the same time nothing' makes a more charming
or cosier winter dressing-gown, and anybody once possessing
them has the pleasant consciousness that they will outlast
countless others of inferior type.

All this throws added lustre on the .dressing-gown this

notice immediately concerns. In the firstplace itis an imusually
pretty model. A Zenana gown, in itself is something of a
decorative affair, but in this case a pretty fancy has been
allowed fullest play. There is a large ninon collar edged
with swansdown, and very quaint original cuffs of the same
finished with a couple of straps. Following the usual custom
of such things these dressing-gowns are specially warm, be
ing lined throughout with silk, an added item to an already
formidable sum of total attractions.

The very special price of this Zenana gown is 98s. 6d. and it

is available in practically all colourings. In the time to come
it is practically certain such a gown cannot be of.ered for the
money. It is one of those rare authenticated ohers made
from time to time and infinitely worth securing.

Cook's Farm
Eggs

Eggs are now soaring to such a price that
Cook's Farm Eggs are drawn still further
into the limelight. For these, farm eggs

though they are, are yet eggs with a difference. In the first

place they are dried, in the second their price for a carton of

twelve eggs is is. yd.—though this it may be mentioned is

subject to market fluctuations.

At any rate, whether the Coming days from the time of

writing witness an increase or not, the comparison in price
with eggs in their shells is a wholly favourable one. Thus
here readily at hand is a real food economj'. From personal
experience Cook's Farm Eggs can be recommended for
scrambled eggs, omelettes, bread and butter puddin.es, and
things Of that kind—they have all been tried and proved
to be good. Custard again is a thing that shapes well under
their auspices.

These dried eggs ha\e the bright golden colour the yoke
of an egg always has. and are reliable and dependable in

every way. By this time they have become fairly weD-known
—the need for something of the kind being so great that this

in itself has acted as their harbinger. In certain places,
however, their name does not yet seem to have made its way,
and here it is certainly welcome.

Keeping Knives
Clean

Nothing is more distasteful than an
ill-cleaned table knife, yet to keep these
necessary- implements up to tlie mark is

a matter of no little labour. The " Soezee " Knife Cleaner
is a little contri\ance which banishes half the difficulties

away and makes knife cleaning^ if not exactly a pleasure, at
least far removed from a burden.
The "Soezee,"'as its name suggestively implies, is the simplest

thing in the world to use. It is indeed much like a polish-
ing pad, and that in fact is what in reality it is. W ith this
knife-cleaner no powder is needed, any requisite bein^ con-
tained inside it. The knives to be cleaned must be washed
first, but once this is done a rub or two with this contrivance
lemoves any stains there are.

For absolute labour saving of course stainless knives have it

all their own way, nothing competing with them in their own
particular sphere. At the same time it is not everyone
who possesses cutlery of this kind, and those owning knives
of the older type will find this knife-cleaner quite a useful
accessory. Its modest price being but a shilling it can hardly
be viewed in the light of extravagance. Passe-Partout
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THE ORIGINAL

TRENCH COAT
ITS services rendered "out

there," under weather

conditions unutterably^ vile,

have established "The
Thresher's " unassailable pre-

eminence amongst campaign

coats.

Nearly 18,000 British Officers, follow-

ing the W.O. recommendation the

first winter of the war, have put

"The Thresher" to the practical test

of active service. And daily the

number gro^ys because "Thresher"

comfort, protection and trustworthi-

ness have become proverbial amongst

fighting men.
And now the new registered

" MELCAM " INTERLINING,
that impenetrable, imperishable,

pliant and uncrackable lining which

is introduced into all "Threshers,"

makes even a better coat which em-
bodies the experience of 150 years

of Military Tailoring.

The THRESHER
Trench Coat with detachable

• * Kamelcott
'

' lining . . £6 6

With detachable Sheepskin

lining • • • • • • *o ° "

Trench Coat, unlined £4 14 6

Cayalry type, with Knee Flaps and Saddle

Gusset, 15/6 extra.

Send size of chest and approximate height,

and, to avoid any delay, enclose cheque

when ordering. All sizes in stock.

THRESHER &GLENNY,
Mililary 'Uailors since the Crimean War,

152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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BELGIUM
UNTIL recently it was obvious that in the talks of

peace, which the fertile but corrupted brain of Ger-

many's former Foreign Minister, Herr von Kuhl-

mann, was busily disseminating the future position
of Belgium was either ignored or kept in the background.
There has now been an apparent change of policy and vague
hints of a possible evacuation of Belgium arc uttered, but care

is taken that^they shall have no official authority lx>hind

them. The suggestion is made that thj time is approach-
ing when Germany will be willing to discuss with France in a
compromising spirit the question of Alsace-Lorraine. The
idea, of course, is that it might be'worth while for Germany,
now that it recognises defeat to be inevitable, to buy off

France by surrendering her annexed Provinces provided
it can keep a firm grip on Belgium. Should this purpose
be achieved, it would mean a. German victory. France
thoroughly realises this ; were it not for the innate contempt
which Gennans of the Kuhlmann type entertain for every-
thing French, such an insulting proposition could never be
put forward. The future of Belgium is a determining factor

in the enduring peace of Europe ; the reason for it is explained
most lucidly in an article on another page written by that

distinguished Belgian Socialist M. de Brouckere. But after

reading this article, it is well to comprehend thoroughly
the views entertained in Germany towards Belgium by the

leading men of all classes, which we are enabled to publish

to-day in the translation of the article from the pen of the

eminent Dutch publicist. Professor van Hamcl, which apjx;ared

in de A mnlcrdamncr last month.
Professor van llamel, it must be remembered, is merely

writing for his own countrymen ; were Holland to be sur-

rounded by Germany and German-controlled territory, it

could only be a matter of time for her to be compelled to sur-

render that individual national existence for which she has
fought bravely and unselfishly in the past centuries, and to

be merged into the (jerman Confederacy, keeping to herself

about as much independence as is permitted to Saxe-Weimar
or Mecklenburg or any other second-class German State.

This is entirely foreign to the Dutch spirit ; let the Kaiser
epdeavour to cast his shoe over Holland, and he will find

himself faced with the sanje problem which proved too hard
for Alva to solve in the sixteenth century. This truth is

recognised to a large extent in Germany, and they an icipate

the absorption of Holland by a natural process of en clop-

ment. Teuton publicists cannot conceive that any small
State should have the desire or the right to lead a separate
existence. Regard the brazen statement of the German
Christian Social Party : "A Germanic kingdom of Flanders
with a true German Prince at its head should be called into

existence. It should, without annexation, form part of the
German Empire." The italics are ours. In the same way.
and at a not too distant date, were this thing to happen to

Belgium, Holland without annexation would form part of the

German Empire, under a true German Prince.

M. de Brouckere explains why a German-controlled Bel-
gium is " a moral and material impossibility." " The
Western nations have never known repose when Belgium has
been in a state of subjection. Her freedom is essential to the

peace of Europe." Who will dispute this verity ? Germany
accepts it, even as she recognises that firm peace in Europe
is death to Pan-Gennanic ambitions and to the hopes and
schemes of Prussian militarism. To say that the Allies are

lighting for ix^ace, is not rhetoric ; it is a cold cast-iron fact.

The Germans prove this. The National Liberal leader, the
late Herr Bassermann, declared less than a year ago :

" Fot
Germany's security it is indispensable that we have our
hand on Belgium. If we do not succeed in holding the Flemish
coast, England has won the war." The German Navy League
has declared, "the key of Germany's future is on the Flemish
coast. Germany's domination over Belgium is a necessity."

Only last week Count Reventlow reaffirmed this opinion,
stating that by the renunciation of Belgium the ruin of the
German Empire would be sealed? England would win the war.
And the reason for these opinions is made as clear as the sun
at noonday in this one .sentence which appeared in the last

will and testament of the German Governor-General of Bel-

gium, von Bissing :
" Keep Belgium as a conquered province

for the sake of the next war which is sure to come."
'

Germany is fighting for " the next war which is sure to
come." The Allies are fighting for a lasting peace—to pre-
vent the next war which Britain has declared, through the
mouth of her Prime Minister, shall never come. These are
the two truths which cannot be too often repeated or too
forcibly driven home ; they are not mere statements in the
air ; they are based on the incontrovertible evidence of past
events. When has German security ever been threatened
by England through Belgian independence ? The mere
assumption is ludicrous to English minds. We have always
recognised that the freedom of Belgium is the strongest
rampait of Western tranquillity, even as we have regarded
the freedom of Serbia as a bastion against Pan-Germanic
aggression in the East. M. de Brouckere, himself an Inter-

national Socialist, will have no dealings with German Socialists

until " the military domination of Prussia is completely and
finally destroyed "—to quote Mr. Asquith's words—because
he recognises they arc merely the tools and emissaries of the
Kaiser. "What would it profit us," he asks, " to prevail

.upon the Gennan Emperor to withdraw if he retained the
power to return. Are we to go to sleep each night with the
fear of being awakened by the hoofs of the horses of Uhlans
ringing on the cobbles of our streets ?

" This Belgian view
of the future has not been sufficiently emphasised in the
past. We cannot help feeling that the political position

of the Allies would be considerably strengthened if the
leaders of Belgium were admitted to their Councils and their

opinions more widely published. It has long been the habit
of the Great Powers to enter into negotiations with each other,

irrespective of the small States, no matter how deeply the
vital interests of the latter might be involved. This has
been one of the weaknesses of European diplomacy, a weak-
ness which Germany, with her unscrupulous cunning, has
ever exploited to the uttermost. Considering the splendid

part Belgium has played throughout the war, it would
considerably strengthen the political position of the Allies

if greater publicity were given to the opinions of her statesmen

and of her Labour Organisations on the future of their native

land and the interests which, are involved in rendering

Belgian independence secure in the future. An inconclusive

and negotiated peace is the peril to be avoided. Mr. Bclloc,

in his " Chapter of Unwritten History " to-day, makes mani-

fest all that is involved in that peril.
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A Chapter of Unwritten History
By Hilaire Belloc

THERE has been no movement of importance upon

any front this week, and perhaps the chief item of

purely mihtary news is the welcome publication,

after too long a delay, of the French official figures

of German losses, drawn up in the course of the summer.

The truth with regard to the statistical position of the enemy
has, of course, been perfectly well known for a long time past

and has been repeatedly described in these columns, but

official pronouncement has a weight which no private student

can claim, however excellent the sources of his information.

Those who ha\e followed the statistics printed in L.\>.n

& \V.\TER will see that the official French statistics communi-
cated to the English Press last Friday are identical in their

conclusions with those given here, save that the French

estimate of totally mobilised German numbers is slightly

inferior to that which has been arrived at in this journal. We
hava always taken the yield of the younger German classes

to be 500,000. The French official estimate puts it at only

450,000. With this exception the conclusions arrived at are

the same, showing a balance at the present moment (ex-

cluding class i<)2o), of 5i million men upon the Hsts of the

Cierman army, of whom about 3J million form the organised

divisions in the field.

In the absence of active operatbns affording material

comment, perhaps my readers will allow mc to present them
with a piece of fiction.

I received this week from a correspondent, the quotation
from a newspaper which represents the Pacifists in the United
States and called The New Republic :

As long as alUed Generals and statesmen insist on the need
of a military decision thc\' ])ostponc, or perhaps prevent,
the victory which still lies within tlieir grasp.

This is writing of a sort we arc already painfully familiar
with from the pens of certain intellectuals on our own side of

the Atlantic—the cry for a negotiated peace and for a distinc-

tion between a wicked "' Kaiser " and his excellent and
friendly subjects, who only obey the orders of their superiorswith
shame and reluctance and whom it is our mission to set free.

We are happily also even more familiar with the plain
truth that there is no necessity for such a surrender, and that
the armies are sufficient to their task, and that the only peril

of shame can come from such weakness in civilians. What
I have done in the sketch that follows is to imagine a future
historian setting down the negotiation, and the consequence
of such a shameful peace.

My conclusions as to what that surrender would mean, will

seem to some perhaps exaggerated. I believe them to be in

the main true, especially as regards this country.

THE abrupt decline of European civilisation, which falls

like a catastrophe upon the early twentieth century, is the

most obvious thing in history. It is the cardinal point

of every elementary textbook and the universal commonplace
even of those who have least knowledge of the past.

In its main general lines, the popular conception of this

great event is the true one. After a period of increasing

instability in the European States, and just at the close of

their most brilliant material development, two of them in

confederacy suddenly forced war upon their neighbours.

That war was of unprecedented magnitude. It reached an
inconclusive end. Immediately—or almost immediately

—

after it, there is a collapse, in which all that men did and
thought, the arts, the sciences, letters, fell into an abyss.

Nothing recovered. We come upon a confused period, the

very few cited dates of which are uncertain and the length

of which, though it is known to extend over many centuries,

is variously estimated by even the best scholars. We rise at

last again into that new period of high civilisation, Which we
at present enjoy, corresponding, after so great a lapse of time,

to the old one which fell.

Those who tell this main fact of history even in its briefest

form to our school-children, and all who allude to it even in

the simplest of popular works, rightly insist upon the mark of

rapidity which stamped it. The other great changes which
set terms to historical development cover, some of them,
several generations. The most swift and fundamental—the
Reformation, for instance—covered not less than the long

lifetime of a mao- But this, the greatest change of all, was
the affair of quite a few years.

During the first quarter of the twentieth centurj', both the
precision and the scale of human effort in Europe were at

their highest. There had been a heavy decline in taste, if

you will, but everything remaining to us proves not the
decline but the actual increase of material power. The build-

ings are larger, the communications more rapid, the whole
economic effort more intense and, apparently, better founded
than ever it had been before. The war and its futile ending
follow.

Then there comes—in the second and third quarter of the
century—that curious blank interval, of which we can make
nothing : of which no permanent monument survives in any
form, however ruined, and of which the very meagre accounts
are so contradictory, and, in places, so incredible, that they
cannot be used as a foundation for historica' statement.
When we emerge from this blank towards the year 2,000
everytloing is changed.

For a hundred documents belonging to the early nineteen
hundreds, we have now perhaps one. The style has grown
difficult and impoverished. Humanity has turned r sharp
corner, as it were, and lost sight of its own past. Tiiere

begins with the twenty-first century that long period of twilight
or darkness of which, as I have said, one cannot even properly
determine the leading dates. A ruined society, enormously
diminished in numbers and reduced to the simplest form,
drags itself doubtfully through the ages. The vocabulary
has dwindled away to a few hundred words : forests re-arise

;

the old marshes are flooded again. Piracy reappears upon

the sea : and, at the same time, more than one novel barbaric
institution, the working of which we can hardly understand
to-day, rises to support the lessened world.
So much, I say, is the commonest of common knowledge.
But if the modem student will go a little deeper and will

ask himself, Why so enormous a result was produced and that
so rapidly ? And then How it took place ? He will find both
those questions most imperfectly answered. 1 should be
inclined to say, for my own part, that he will find them
answered not at all, but shirked, or regarded as insoluble.

Yet they are the only questions of real interest which a
serious student of history can ask himself about any event,
great or small. Why did it happen ? How did it happen ?

It is worth remarking that the same difficulty in a lesser

degree has been found attaching to other examinations of

history. In the long past it is a complaint we continually
find amongst those who study the advent of the Christian
Church, or the Rise of Mohammedanism, or the great change
called the Reformation, that though one could see what had
happened and could set down in order the steps of itsr pro-
gress, the explanation of it—the how and the why—were the
great questions of all never properly solved.

Now, I do not propose to solve those questions completely
in the case of this, the greatest of all such problems. But
recent research and the two great new monographs which
have appeared in the last five years do give us at least some
idea of the process, and especially of the rapidity, with which
the thing worked.

Briefly, the catastrophic nature of the result was due to a
change in the character of the war, which change marked
its fourth year. The great war came in that fourth year,
froin the late summer of 1917 onwards, to be looked at by the
various belligerents, but particularly by those of what we
now call the Western Alliance,* in a fashion quite different
from that in which the original members of that Alliance had
first conceived it.

That is the root of the whole affair—and yet that is the
point most difficult for us to-day to understand.

All men tend to reaci history backwards and to forget that
what are to us known facts were to the men we are historically
examining, an unknown future.
We can hardly conceive to-day how it was possible for

men who had set out with one clear objective of overwhelming
importance, to change their minds so rapidly. We are
bewildered when we find the very same public speakers and
writers maintaining in 1918 almost the opposite of what they
had maintained not four short years before. We are
astonished that what are, to us, the obvious and simple

• The common phrase used in our textbooks " Western Alliance
'

'

IS not found among contemporary writers. The original belligerents
are usually named by these the Central Powers on the one hand and
the Allies, or the " Entente Powers " on the other ; with the adhesion
of the Turks and the Bulgarians to the one part, of the Italians and,
later, the Americans to the other, and with the changed attitude of
what had been the Russian Eiripire, no convenient term was framed
by belligerents for those who still maintained the struggle, but our
modern phrase "the Western Alhance " is at once accurate and
comiireliensive.
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results of a false Policy should not have been perceived by the

men of the time. Every schoolmaster has had to answer
over and over again the question " Why did the Western
Alliance not fight until it had destroyed the enemy ? " It

seems to us clear that victory was a necessity to their very
life, that in a struggle of this sort only definite victory in the

field could ensure peace and even survival, that we are be-

wildered by its absence. Those who have gone a little further

into the matter are almost equally puzzled by the fact that

the inconclusive peace which was the root of all that followed
was parleved for just at the moment when victory was at

last within the grasp of the Allies. But the fact is, I

repeat, that here, as in every other parallel, though minor,
historical discussion we forget the mental attitude of con-
temporaries.

Three normal years are not the measure of time by which
to judge the mental revolutions which took place in those
three years of furnace, and the future, even the immediately
future consequences of their action, which are to us so plainly

inevitable, were as wholly hidden from them as is our future
from us.

But let me begin at the beginning.
With the outbreak of the great war the position is per-

fectly simple. You have among the various European
States one, Prussia, which is not heard of in the long history
of Europe till quite the close of that history. When we first

hear of it it seems to us to play at first a somewhat insigni-

ficant part, and only quite towards the end a curious and
inexplicably enlarged one.

During all the majestic process of European development
with which we are so familiar, the name of Prussia is unknown.
The rise of the great European States upon the gradual dis-
solution of the Roman Empire, their connection in common
morals and religion, their marvellous achievements in the
arts, the splendid blossoming of the vernacular languages
and their magnificent literature—with all this Prussia had
nothing to do, for Prussia did not exist.

A Poisonous Irritant

We do not hear the name (in what remains to us) until the
eighteenth century, and even then it is no niore than a sort of
small poisonous irritant in the body of Europe. It produces
no literature, no art, no science. We are familiar with the
praises bestowed upon it here and there as a military organi-
sation, but even that is broken in what may be called the
Augustan age of Europe, when the triumph of the French
Revolution seemed to have achieved a permanent, settled,
and superior form of civilisation to all the European peoples.

Then, suddenly, in the lifetime of a man, we find that
organisation suddenly rising to predominance. It becomes
the master of the German tribes, inspires them in what is to
us an inexplicable belief in some fancied superiority of their
own. We have extravagant allusions to German music and
to German philosophy—German everything—which are to
us to-day unintelligible. We have the much more solid facts
of the three nineteenth century wars, which end by the estab-
lishment of that ephemeral and unreal thing called for a
generation " the German Empire," and meaning, of course,
the Prussian establishment of the norther* Germans.
We see this novel and artificial thing rapidly drawing

into its orbit the whole of Central Europe, and then quite
suddenly and unexpectedly, like a whirlwind, it looses the
great war.
The men of the time—I mean the men of the moment in

which the great war broke out—were perfectly clear upon
either side of its nature and of its objects. Of that there can
be no possible doubt. There is no phenomenon in history so
clear cut or so simple.

This novel and, as it was to prove, ephemeral power, which
is no more than Prussia writ large, proposes to impose itself
by conquest as the chief of all Europe.
We may ridicule, as all our historians do ridicule, such a

pretension. It seems monstrous in its proportion between
means and end. It was monstrous. It was based upon a
foolish and even vulgar illusion. But of the strength of that
illusion there is no doubt at all.

Not only the leaders of this new German Empire, with its
Allies, but the whole mass of its people-—all tfhose who wrote
for it, all those who boasted of it, all those who framed its
policy—maintained without qualification at once the possi-
bility and the necessity of a war with conqrKst. The only
question apparently debated was the moment: best fitted for
the inception of such a war. The curious 1 lave unearthed
here and there a protest or a misgiving amor ig some of those
who were subject to the directing force of the new power.
But those protests or those misgivings, so far as contem-
poraries were concerned, were quite insignificant. They
passed unnoticed in the mass of affirmation: which was the

note of the whole time. We sliall not understand that time
at all, nor be just, as we must be just, even to those who pro-

voked so decisive a calamity unless we appreciate their point
of view and note that it was universal among them. What
is clearly in the general light of history, a vulgar and un-
instructed pride, was, in the eyes of those who suffered from
that folly, a simple truth.

They thought that the new State, being far more than the
mere equal of its neighbours, was unduly circumscribed, that
its strength merited and could obtain far more than the
general arrangement of Europe had granted it. They were
completely confident of success in any enterprise against no
matter what combination the older States might erect for

their own defence, and, when the war was launched by the
Prussian Government, it was launched without any shadow
of doubt in the minds of the aggressors that their aggression
would be justified by success.

Steps Toward War

Here the modern student will question our conclusions.

He will say that it was not possible for any people living

within the community of so active and independent a con-
geries of States to misunderstand the position so completely.
The simple fact is that they did so misunderstand it. In
the same way one might have insisted that the Papacy of the
sixteenth century could not conceivably have misunderstood
the situation of Europe when the Reformation broke out.

It is a matter of plain historical fact that the Papacy, with all

its opportunities for information, did so misunderstand it.

If proof were wanted it would be amply afforded by one
detail of general policy undertaken by the new power. I

mean their building of a great fleet to challenge the naval
superiority of Great Britain. That act which—«ven if we
knew of no other—would determine for us the monstrous
miscalculation under which they suffered, is conclusive.
But apart from that you have a most illuminating series of

incidents the few years before the war. The Prussian Govern-
ment had upon four separate occasions challenged the power
of defence of those whom it threatened, and upon eacii occasion
those whom it threatened had given way.
Such yielding was unwise, but it had taken place ; and we

shall quite misunderstand history if we do' not appreciate
what the effect of these surrenders was upon the Prussian and
consequently upon the German mind. \\'e represent them to-
day in history as some motion before the storm : mere indica-

tions of what was to come. But they were more than this to
contemporaries. We see them crowded into a few brief years
which are, for us, the preparation only of the great calamity.
They read each of them in turn as a successful effort to ward
oft' that calamity by compromise.
The English and the French had permitted Prussia and

her Allies to challenge the Russian Empire in the Balkans by
the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The French
had allowed a direct interference with their domestic affairs,

and twice on a threat of war from the Germans had given
way. First in 1894, when the elaborate system of espionage
established by the German Embassy in Paris was exposed,
and afterwards when M. Delcasse, seven years afterwards,
resigned at the dictation of this Foreign Power.

Great Britain, it may be said, had not gone so far in com-
promise, nor^ yielded so conspicuously to the increasing in-

solence of tljle new claims. It is true that Great Britain had
not suffered any humiliation so direct as had been suffered by
the Governments of the Russian Empire and of the French
Republic, but Great Britain herself had attempted more than
once to parry tlie threat of force by accommodation. Missions
had been sent to propose some proportion between the two
fleets and those missions had been undertaken on the initiative

not of the threatening power, but of the power threatened.

Up to the last moment those who had the most experience of
British policy and who were in the best traditions of the past
still hesitated to admit the issue. Even after the ultimatum
was issued to France, it was hoped that war might be avoided,
and almost the last acts of British statesmen before war
actually broke out, were acts temporising with the force that

was upon them.

In the summer of 1914 itself, we have upon tho one side

of the great quarrel a perfectly clear situation. The subjects

and the Allies of Prussia were determined upon war. They
determined upon a war which they were certain would be
victorious and brief. They were determined upon a: war for

which they could choose their own moment and for which
they had chosen their own moment. They made in- the eye
of all Europe a great levy upon the national wealth of tide

German Empire long before the first blow was struck, and they
openly called that levy a preparation for war. They abnor-

mally increased their already gigantic military forcf».>, and
their press, the speeches of their public men, a] I the
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pronouncements of their historians and of their univer-

sities the wliole of their national life—showed that such a war

was at hand.

The moment chosen for striking the blow was that obviously

the best suited to the aggressors. It wiis the moment after

the harvest of 1914 and, as we shall see in a moment, the

method of that aggression presupposes its being plaimed for a

particular hour and in a particular fashion.

On the other side, the situation is equally plain. Those

States of Europe against which the aggression was designed,

notably the l-'n-nch and the Russian, were not only upon the

defensive, but in a sort of bewildered expectation, which
clearly failed to grasp the magnitude of the peril. .

The congeries of force against which the sujierior force of

Prussia was about to strike were not co-ordinated. The
Government of Great Britain had been at great pains to avoid

anything like an alliance or anything like set terms, and
even within the country most menaced, which was that of

France, domestic discussions of an acute kind were permitted

to confuse the public appreciation of what was toward.

Misleading Views

If we ask ourselves the reason for this confused and unpre-

pared situation upon the side of what became tlie defensive

Alliance against Germany, we can arrive, though with some
difliculty, at an answer. The nations to be united against the

Prussian aggression were very disparate. Of the Russian

Empire, its simplicity of political textvue, its complexity of

race, of religion^ and provincial traditions, the West knew
hardly anything. It would astonish a general modern reader

I think, to come across in detailed study, as the professional

historian must, the thousand indications of this ignorance.

We have it on record, for instance, in a contemporary bio-

graphy, that the master of a famous College in an English

University, a very learned scholar, a man of good European
position, ',vas ignorant that the Russian authors wrote their

books in the Russian language, believing French to be their

Drdinaiy medium ! We have it al^o upon record that a public

man of eminence and not unlearned in history, whose whole
career had been spent in parliamentary discussions with the

chancelleries of Europe, concei?,'ed of Poland as a nation
provincial to Russia, and was ig/.iorant of the Polish elements
in the German Empire.

All this may seem fantastic too us to-day, and so in a sense

it is. But to the Europe of 1914 things were so, and of Eastern
Europe (save where it touched on the Mediterranean), of the
Slavonic civilisation and of what was meant by the general
term " Russia " as a whole, even the educated West was pro-
foimdly ignorant.

Again, those who were to belhe chief champions in the fight—
the French and the English—though closely linked, of course,
in history and, indeed, enjo3.ing a common origin and in-

stitutions and culture, had been for cpnturies natural oppo-
nents one of the other upon the European held. Each still

lived to some degree in the old traditions of the time when
the French Monarchy and the English aristocratic com-
mercial polity were tiie only two considerable forces dividing
the European held, between them. And in the htmdred
years preceding the great war, these two neighbouring nations
had grown to know, not mare, but less the one of the other.
The knowledge of 'French lirterature which had been, during
the eighteenth cent'cury, part of linglish cultivation, had largely
died out among t\ le educated classes of the nineteenth. While
the conception fc.rmed of England in the French mind, during
the latter part, at least of the nineteenth century, was one
quite different.'Irom the reality—a sort of sfanplified picture of
what the mid<.lle-class alone in England may have been in
the days of -Vhe Reform Bill and of the Early Victorians.
There was no sympathy between the two in any detail of
domestic or political life. Parliament was the great tra-
ditional and! iiational institution of the one. In the other
it was an erxoeedingly unpopular usurping oligarchy. The
inmieuse religious quarrels of the F>encli were incompre-
hensible to l.he English. Nor is anything commoner in the
domestic do cuments of the tintes than the expression by Eng-
lishmen of astonishment that tine Frenchman should betray
extreme erciotions in matters of theology, or upon the part of
the Frencfi that the English should seem sd indifferent to
their deba'tes of religion.

In other words, the union between all three parties of what
was to bei ;ome tri-partite resistan<:« to the Prussian challenge
were elen lents distant in various t'legrees one from the other
and mors.lly separated the one from the other.

In thi!i separation it would be fijohsh to omit the immense
effect of distance and physical isolation as between Russia
and the West of Europe, of languajfe, interests'and the conflict
of comiT lereial and colonial policy ai;,between the two Western
Allies.

In a^ word, the character of the,, resistance which Prussia

was about to encounter was everywhere marked simply bj^ the
conception of defence. The Alliance against Prussia was
brought into being solely because Prussia was about to

chaUenge. It was cemented only by the action of Prussia,

And it is true to say that even during the hrst year of the

great war, or at any rate during the great part of that year,

the moral cementing of the Alliance against Prussia took place

slowly and was in a great measure effected by Prussia

lierself.

The novel, startling, and terrifying atrocities of wliich

that Power proved guilty did more to consolidate the re-

sistance against her and the alliance of its various parts than
anything proper to those parts themselves. (

We say then, that when the great war was launched, there

was a clean-cut division between those who were to be the

belligerents. On the one side the Central Powers, organised
by, and dependent upon, Prussia alone, with one word of

command running from the Eower Danube to the Baltic and
from Met/, to the frontiers of Roumania, set out for a brief

war of conquest, in their eyes inevitably successful (for every
calculation was in their favour) and necessarily resulting

in their capture of the Near East, their domination over the
smaller Slav States and the reduction of the French to a
secondary position in Europe. Upon the other side stood,

at the outbreak of war, three disparate powers—France,
Russia and Great Britain (the latter of which was not a certain

factor in the Alliance until mobilisation had already begun
upon the Continent) and the purposes of that tri-partite

agreement between the three such chffereiit partners was the
comprehension of the conclusion to which the Central Powers
aspired, and the preservation of European tradition and national

independence.

Attitude of Defence

This attitude of necessary but imperfect defence was as clear

and as universally admitted as was the attitude of conquest
upon the other side. It is rare indeed in history to find any
great conflict so simple in its issues. Even in the case of this

one, afterthought led to attempts at confusing the issues,

and even to a forgetfulness of those issues, as we shall presently

see.

It began to be said, for instance, upon the side of the Central

Powers, that though they indeed had launched the war, yet

morally the guilt of it lay on their opponents for having
cramped the expansion and legitimate ambitions of the Ger-

mans. ' It began to be circulated later in the campaign by the

friends of the Germans in the allied covmtries, and by interests

neutral in their sympathies and desiring only peace, that the

whole tragedy was the result of some obscure misunder-
standing which they made no attempt to define. But these

confusions of the issue are negligible to the historian, and,

indeed, take very little place in any historical discussion,

because they are manifestly unreal.

The refusal of all negotiation, the terms of the original note
to the Serbian Government, the universal popularity and
acclamation of the war among the populace of the Central
Powers, the hesitation, tardiness and unpreparedness of the
Alliance constructed against them, all tell the same tale.

Under these circumstances the tone of thought and the
public expression of it to be discovered at the beginning of the .

campaign in France, in England, and throughout the Russian
Empire, 'was various, while through the German-speaking
part of the Central Powers it was homogeneous and fixed.

In Great Britain the mass of men had not thought themselves
near war at all. It came as a terrible and most imperfectly
comprehensive surprise. The effort of the nation was there-
fore limited at the very first, but the energy developed rose in a
ver}' rapidly steejjening curve even during the early period,
when reliance was placed upon merely voluntary action in
ev^ry department of the national life. Further, it was but
natural that men shoiild be slow to see things as they were.
It was equally natural to the academic or teaching classes,
for they had been trained in the Universities not only to a
profound admiration of Prussian Germany but to think that
they were themselves part of an imaginary and noble " Ger-
manic race," the origin of all good things in Europe ; such was
the curious pedantry of the time.,

In France the intensity of domestic discussion, especially the
passionate interest taken in that country in religious divisions,
and further the power of a small but very well organised
group of Socialists with international theories to defend,
somewhat divided opinion ; although the mass of the nation
was firmly and determinedly fixed upon victory against a
detested enemy.
The numerous races and creeds united under the autocratic

crown of Russia regarded the war at its outbreak with every
variety of emotion. The great Jewish community, number-
mg many millions, mainly German in speech and naturally
sympathising with German culture, were at one extreme.
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The orthodox Slavs, especially those of the wealthier classes

who had come into contact with and had nourished an old

antagonism against the Gennans, were at the other. The
Poles considered only their chances of freedom in the result

from the misgovcrnment both of their German and Russian

oppressors who had destroyed their independence.

The Baltic towns were largely German in tradition and
government. The Finns stood apart.

In a word the Alliance was disparate not only in its national

traditions but in the te.xturc of opinion with regard to the

war.
In the West this state of affairs very rapidly changed.

Immediately upon the outbreak of war the Germans com-
mitted what was then in the eyes of all European tradition

and morality a sacrilege. They violated neutral territory.

There immediately followed unheard of and abominable
massacres of civilians, and the public proclamation by the

Germans that this vast expansion of methods already intro-

duced by them in 1S70 was to be regarded as their normal method
of war.

Western Solidarity

That d isunion of tone, of which I have spoken, changed at

once in the West to a complete solidarity of opinion. With
the exception of a handful' of individuals, some of whom were
manifestly mad and one or two clearly the agents of the Cen-

tral Powers, the whole mass of the British and French popula-

tions became determined not only upon the complete military

defeat of their enemy, but upon his thorough chastisement,

iisarmament and reduction to impotence. Public men pro-

claimed this end as the necessary and, as it \^ere, the obvious

objective of what we call to-day the Western Alliance. It

was a thing no more to be discussed than the necessity of

putting out a fire or of arresting a murderer. It was per-

ceived as clearly as we perceive it to-day in the light of history,

but of course with less detachment and under the spur of fierce

patriotic passions, which we do not share, that the life of

Europe itself was at stake.

The great victory of the Marne. the classic example of

strategy in the warfare of the old world, was won at the begin-

aing of this process. The Central Powers, reduced to the

defensive on the West, had clearly lost their chance of con-

quest, and their doom to complete and decisive military defeat

was taken to be only a question of time. The virtue required

for its achievement was nothing more than the virtue of

perseverance.

This conception was, as we now know, perfectly sound,

both in strategy and in politics.

The time required for the process of victory was not known.
But that it was limited and that the process itself was in-

evitable was clear.

The enormous latent resources of Great Britain were
developed with astonishing activity. Within a year Italy

had joined the Western Alliance ; and if the hopes of rapid

• termination were somewhat exaggerated, the main truth that

time was the necessary factor working for the West against the

Central Powers was clearer than ever.

For two years, and. indeed, for nearly three (a period that

seems to us astonishingly short, but which bore a different

aspect to those undergoing the strain) the mood I have des-

cribed remained unchanged. The blows delivered were con-

tinuous and increasing both in vigour and effect, and the pro-

cess of slow victory uninterrupted.
Upon the East it was otherwise. The Eastern front was not

industrialised, and some historians of authority maintain
that the political as well as the material factors at work there

made for the success of the Central Powers. At any rate upon
the East that success appeared. Lack of munitionment com-
pelled the extensive but well-conducted retreat of the Russian
armies. The German and Austrian forces occupied the whole
of Poland. Bulgaria joined them and the Balkans fell into

their power. They supported their Turkish ally meanwhile
with a considerable measure of success.

But the fate of the war manifestly depended not upon any
event in this ill developed eastern region but in the fate of

armies in the heart of European civilisation, where the defen-
sive line of the Central Powers was held anxiously and with
increasing difficidty from the Adriatic to the North Sea.

It was in the fourth year of the war that there took place
that development in opinion which has been so little understood
by historians, and which is yet the key to all that followed.

I would insist upon it particularly, for I believe that the
comprehension of its causes makes clear what has hitherto
been inexplicable and blind in the history of our race.

A small minority at first, but an appreciable one, formed
nf very different elements, began to regard the whole struggle
in a novel and what is to us at first sight, an incomprehensible
fashion. This minority took as its postulate, consciously or
'Jnconscjously held, the impossibility of a decision. Not a

few men whose names have long been forgotten, but who were
famous at that moment with a curiously ephemeral fame of

popular leaders, men who had for three full years seen the pro-

blem clearly and defined it with accuracy, changed their

tone, discussed the nature of an approaching peace by
negotiation, argued the necessity of arriving at it, and took for

granted in all they said—most of them sincerely—the exist-

ence at the conclusion of the war, not of a humbled and de-

feated opponent, but of an opponent still strong, still their

equal—yet innocuous ! What was really extraordinary under
the circumstances (but the folly of judgment upon the future is

the most frequently repeated of historical plienomena) they
seemed to regard such an arrangement as final and satis-

factory.

Let me put briefly before the reader the causes of so singular
a conversion. For though it had taken place only in the minds
of a few it struck root and spread.

There was, in the first place, the interest of finance. A
short war, followed by the compulsion of the defeated party
to repair economic damage would indeed have rujned one group
of European financiers but would, if anything, have enriched
the other. Such a war would, again, have left the lenders
to the victorious party secure of their repayment and in-

terest without any very prolonged prospect of crushing
taxation. A secure peace once established the production
of wealth would have caught up the debt involved by the
destruction of so much during the fighting, and it is even pro-
bable that a great expansion of economic energy would have
followed—as it followed upon the Napoleonic wars a hundred
years before.

But after the three years of war it was dear that the power
to repay voluntary advances made by the wealthier classes was
reaching its term, and that nothing but prolonged and very
heavy taxation of accumulated wealth would be necessary to
achieve the end.
Now the financial interests of that moment in Western

Europe were largely cosmopolitan and largely indifferent to
national feeling—still more indifferent to the European
traditions which had inspired the defence against, and after the
defence the approaching victory over, the Central Powers.
That was the first and main cause of this new spirit—

a

most powerful one. Though the individuals concerned were
few they enjoyed a great command over the Press and over
certain sections of the politicans, and that their action was
secret was an immensely strong aisset in their favour.

Policy of Silence

Next there must be noted as a cause the necessary silence
adopted by all the commanders with regard to the progress of
operations. The perfected system of espionage in a degree
quite unknown in earlier wars, the essential value of surprise,
the very ease with which news could be rapidly communicated
compared with the conditions existing before the scientific

discoveries of the 19th century, made this policy of silence
necessary. But it undoubtedly had, with all its obvious
advantages, one great defect, which was to destroy, or to
delay those vivid impressions upon which the military spirit
of a people is supported under the strain of a great conflict.

Next we must allow as a cause that permanent division
between technical and instructed military opinion and the
vague miscolculations and ignorance of the civilian popula-
tion upon military affairs. To the soldiers of the higher
commands nothing was clearer than the rate of attrition and
the fact that attrition would decide the campaign. To the
civilians this truth was never clear, and we must perhaps
blame in some degree the Governments concerned for failing
to emphasise it and to publish frequently the statistics which
would have made it familiar even to the popular eye. It was
natural, indeed, that the Central Powers, in their increasing
anxiety as the end approached, should have concealed such
figures and should have tampered with their official lists, but
there was not such necessity for the Western Alliance. The
fault was one of mere routine and negligence. It was easier
not to undertake the work necessary for such a propaganda
and it was not undertaken.

Lastly we have that universal factor in history, the human
conception that the future will resemble the past. Its result
is to us to-day the most astonishing of the many astonishing
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features in an attitude which so many have found inexplicable.

Men of the highest cultivation and of considerable influence

through their writings, actuallv believed that a conflict of this

kind, ended by the salvation of the Central Powers and their

remaining strong and organised for war, would have for its

fruit the old conditions of European peace !

I have said that this change of opinion was confined to a

small minority. The armies were quite ignorant of it end

acted as though it did not exist. The great mass of the people

remained with a sound instinct, as determined as they had been

throughout the whole previous forty months of the struggle.

But the seed was sown, and especially among the articulate

minority among the warring nations it bore fruit and spread.

I am here at a point where a tracing of historical causes is

at fault. Why the Governments concerned allowed it to

spread. The exact channels by which its activity was con-

veyed ; the form of its final success—all these are impossible

to trace. All we know is thSt during the winter period

(months of exceptional strain compared with the warmer
months and of necessarily diminished activity in warfare)

what had been the confined error of a few—though these few

were powerful—grew into a very considerable body of

opinion.

Here again we cannot say, any more than we can say in

the case of any other great movement of humanity, how largo

was the body which, at the end of the movement, had this

spirit. It is probStile that it remained the spirit only of a
minority, though of a large minority, even when it finally

achieved its purpose.

The Peace of Berne

Whatever the causes developing this false opinion may have
been, it achieved a strength sufficient to impose at first a public
parley, next a partial truce upon certain portions of the va-
rious fronts, next a formal interruption of hostihties, and
lastly that monument of vanity, which every succeeding
generation has always cited as the type of an empty document
—the Peace of Berne.

We all know the terms of that document if only becausi
it is the butt of everyone who contrasts reality with fine

phrases. One may truthfully say that this tremendous epoch
m the story of our race contains two classical points. First,

the military point of the Marne, to which I have already
alluded, the second the philosophical or political point of the
Peace of Berne.

If paper declaration could do what alone conviction and
action Can accomplish, the Peace of Berne would have been the
foundation of a new and completely happy era. If un-
punished crime could disappear without ^^^nsequence, and if

the prime laws of human morals were other than they are,
this instrument might have been cited (as nearly all its con-
temporaries would at first cite it) for the great creative act of
European history, inaugurating a new world.

Its first principle, stated immediately after the preamble,
was universal disarmament : Its next the universal liberty
of Government established upon the popular will. Frontiers,
no matter how complex or geographically impossible, were
to be established after a most elaborate consultation of
resident populations, not only by numbers, but by interests
and classes as well and occupations as well.

Indeed, we note with curiosity the thoroughness of the
intellectual work put into this piece of composition, and we
half admire the mdustry which must have gone to the defining
2ven of the least among its innumerable details !

Nothing was lacking. The freely elected conventions that
were to settle every problem from the fundamental one of
proletariat discontent to the no less fundamental religious
debates A^hich had divided Europe, was weighed and the
scheme of its settlement announced.

It failed more thoroughly and, if we may use the word in so
awful a connection, more comically than any one of the
thousand similar, though lesser, experiments which history
can show, and the reason of this necessary failure should have
been clear enough, one would think, even to the intellectuals
who were responsible for its actual wording. There was no
one to carry it out.

The great war had established precedents of murderous
oftence by sea and land, the authors of which had suffered no
punishment. It had taught in its conclusion one of those
practical moral lessons which have a real power over the
mind of men very different from the presumed power of docu-
ments—the moral lesson that high material organisation
preparedness and a determination to achieve had proved'
in tnal by battle, the sole guarantees of success in human
effort, no matter how vile their users.

It had left Europe convinced by practical example that
no sanctity would stand against a properly prepared material
force.

A recluse of the time, bitterly opposed to this impotent
conclusion, wrote to a friend in a letter which has come down
to us, an inverted religious phrase, which sums up the dis-

illusion of that moment. " There is no God to judge the
nations." Every conflicting interest in Europe, from those of

possessors and non-possessors to those of clerical and anti-
clerical, every conflicting necessity of race, opinion, philosophy
and tradition had learned to depend upon that very factor
which had been eliminated by the em])ty words written down
in the reception room, of the Swiss Parliament House.
Arms in some form or another became the only appeal.

An armament of one form or another became the universal
test and the universal effort.

Manifestly in such a chaos (the inexorable result of a moral
falsehood), the old civilisation was doomecj.
At first—for a very few months—men lived under the

illusion that the compact could be kept. Then within two
years began the re^armament (first of the smaller States)
under a disguised form. In the attempt at combined action
against these, the intimation was difficult to frame, the
process slow and the wholly artificial alliance of those who
were yet strong was accompanied by a very real subterranean
intrigue on the part of each for the support of these new small
forces.

The crisis passed ; but uneasiness remainea.
The next few years were filled with alarms. At the first

talk of differences, ports were closed, the elaborate and now
fully developed s\stem of passports was made even more
stringent, an army of secret police, spies and counter spies in
each country were set to work, the press was censored, and
the magistrates instructed to strike terror. Worse than this,

every such rumour destroyed, especially in nations dependent
on import, the stability of the markets.

It was not long before the various designs for covering
what was really a new armament came to the surface and were
first tolerated, then denied, then accepted. Before those
who had left the ranks of the great war were middle aged,
fully organised competitive armaments upon such a scale as
the past had never seen, were pulling yet lower the rapidly
declining economic forces of the European States. Had the
problem been confined to international ri\alry, some sort of
tragic solution might have come at last in the conquest of all

by one, and in the survival of the victor as master of the
European field. But even this was not permitted. Humanity
had learned its lesson that force was the remedy, and that
evil sufficiently armed could always survive, that the crusading
spirit was an emotion that could be worn down, and that any
appetite sufficiently strong could make a bid for power.
Much the greatest unresolved strain of the time had been

the permanent quarrel in the industrial countries between
the possessors and the dispossessed. Each armed. The
armament was secret and imperfect, but it was equal upon
either side.

Inevitable Ruin

There had remained from the great war this permanent
impression upon the mind of the masses in the great towns ;

that they had been sent into a slaughter which had proved
useless, that they had sacrificed all for nothing. Someone
must be struck for so abominable a disappointment. A
motive of that kind added to a necessary antagonism between
wealth and poverty was the motive power of what followed.
The issue of the civil wars which were local, various, and

turgid, we cannot follow upon any general scheme ; so con-
fused is the chaos and so dark was that very rapid material
decline of which we have spoken. The first great famine
(it is significant to note), the first famine in which so many
died that the records are imperfect, took place not forty years
after the signing of the Peace of Berne, and at a time when
very many men still lived who had fought through the great
war and suffered its final disappointment and the futility of
its conclusion.

The first to be sacrificed in the turmoils which had filled

those forty years Aere, as invariably happens, not the scoundrels
but the blameless fools among those who had laboured for an
illusory peace. Their fate was a mixture of resentment against
deception and of another much stronger element, which is the
anger of the populace against assumed superiority.
There is a curious little phrase, emanating we know not

whence, but preserved to us after all these hundreds of years
by the chance survival of a piece of lead (mixed with some
alloy) which it is believed was used in those days in the art
of what was called printing. The letters are those used in
England, and experts ascribe it to the earlier davs of the great
conflict. It is evidently the title or foreword of some work,
and the words run :

" The War that will end War."
H. BEiLOC.
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^ journal from a legation
By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

On the day following the German occupation of Brussels,

Mr. Gibson went for a imlk through the town. He gives

a different version of that wonderful German orderliness

and resource of whirh we used to hear so much. A exl

'week \Mr. Gibson will tell of the " Last hours of Edith

Cavell," onf of (he most pathetic stories of the war.

Mr. Gibson was entrusted with Miss Cavell's defence.

»

ryRUSSELS, A ugusl 2xst, 1914.—The courtyard of the

X~j Hotel de Ville, where so many sovereigns have been
•^-^ received in state, was filled with horses and motors. The
discarded uniforms of the Garile Civique were piled high

on one side as if for a rummage sale. Beer bottles were
everywhere. In the beautiful Gothic room hung with the

battle flags of several centuries, there are a hundred beds
^a dormitory for the officers who are not quartered at the

neighbouring hotels.

The marvellous order and system which so compelled our
admiration yesterday was not in evidence. There were a
lot of sentries at the door and they took care to jab a bayonet
into you and tell you that you could not enter ; any sort of

reply seemed to satisfy them, and you were allowed to go right

up to the landing where the General had established him-
self in state at a couple of huge tables. Here confusion
reigned supreme. There were staff officers in abundance,
but none of them seemed to have the slightest authority, and
the old man had them all so completely cowed that they did
not dare express an opinion or ask for a decision. The
General himself is a little tubby man who looks as though he
might Ix; about fifty-fivr; ; his face is red as fire when it is

not purple, and the way he rages about is enough to make
Olympus tremble. The crowd of frightened people who came
to the Hotel de \'ille for laisser-passers and other pajjers all

found their way straight to his office ; no one was on hand
to sort them out and distribute them among the various
bureaus of the civil administration. Even the staff officers

did very little to spare their chief and head off the crowd.
They would come right up to him at his table and shove a
pi^ce d'identite imder his nose with a tremulous request for

a vise ; he would turn upon them and growl, " Bas bossible :

keineZeit: laissez mois dranquille, nom de D. .
.!" He switched

languages with wonderful facility, and his cuss words were
equally effective in any language that he tried. Just as
with us, every one wanted something quite out of the question
and then insisted on arguing alwut the answer that they got.

A man would come up to the General and say that he wanted
to get a pass to go to Namur. The General would say impa-
tiently that it was quite impossible, that German troops were
operating over all that territory and that no one could be allowed
to pass for several days. Then Mr. Man would say that that
was no doubt true but that he must go because he had a wife
or a family or a business or something else that he wanted to
get to. As he talked the General would be getting redder and
redder, and when about to explode he would spring to his

feet and advance upon his tormentor waving his arms and
roaring at him to get the — — — — — c»ut of
there. Not satisfied with that, he invariably availed himself
of the opportunity of being on his feet to chase all the

assembled crowd down the stairs and to scream at all the
officers in attendance for having allowed all this crowd
to gather. Then he would sit down and go through the
same performance from the beginning. I was there off and
on for more than two hours, and I know that in that time
he did not do four minutes' continuous uninterrupted work.
Had it not been for the poor frightened people and the general

seriousness of the situation it would have been screamingly
funny and worth staying indefinitely to sec.

I liad my share of the trouble. 1 explained my errand to
an aide-de-camp artd asked him to see that proper instruc-

tions were given for the sending of the telegrams. He took
them and went away. Then after a few minutes he came
gravely back, clicked his heels, and- announced that there

was no telegraph communication with the outside world,

and that he did not know when it would be re-established.

I asked him to go back to the General, who in the meantime
had retreated to the Gothic room and had locked himself

in with a group of officers. My friend came back again,

rather red in the face, and said he had authority to stamp
my telegrams and let them go. He put the rubber stamp
on them and said I could take them. I said that was all

very well, but where could I take them since the telegraph

offices were closed. He went off again and came back with
the word that the office in the central bureau was working for

official messages. I got into the motor with tbc Italian

Secretary, who had a similar task, and together we went to

the central bureau. It was nailed up tight and the Gernian
sentries on guard at the door swore to us by their Ehrenuoii
that there was absolutely nothing doing.

An Infuriated General

Back we went to the Hotel de Ville. Our friend the A.D.C.
had disappeared, but we got hold of another and asked him
to inform himself. He went away and we spent a few
minutes watching the General blow up everybody in sight

;

when the A.D.C. came back he smilingly announced that there

was no way of getting the messages out on the wire ; that
the best thing we could do would be to send a courier to
Holland and telegraph from there. I told him to go back
and get anot.her answer. When he came back ne.xt time he
had the glad news that the office had really been established

in the Post Office and that orders had been sent over there to

have our cables received and lent at once. Away we went
again, only to find that the latest bulletin was just as good as

the others ; the Post Office was closed up just as tight as

the other office, and the sentries turned us away with a weary
explanation that there was not a living soul inside, as though
they had explained it a thousand times since they had been on
duty.

By this time the wild goose chasing was getting a little bit

nionotonous, and when we got back to the headquarters I

announced with some emphasis to the first A.D.C. that I

could reach that I did not care to do any more of it ; that I

wanted him to get me the right information and do it right

away, so that I should not have to go back to my chief and
report any more futile errands. He went away in some
trepidation and was gone some time. Presently the General
came out himself, seething in his best manner.

" A qui tout ce tas de depeches ? " roars he.
" A moi," says I, knowing the language.
He then announced in a voice of thunder that they were

all wrong, and that he was having them rewritten ; before I

couldsummon enough breath to sliout him down and protest,

he had gone into another room and slammed the door. I

rushed back to my trusty A.D.C. and told him to get me
those telegrams right away ; he came back with word that
they would be sent after correction. I said that under no
circumstances could they send out a word over the signature
of the Aiiierican Minister without his having written it him-
self. He came back and said he could not get the cables.

I started to walk into the office myself to get them, only to
bump into the General coming out with the messages in his
hand. He threw them down on a table and began telling a
young officer what corrections to make on the telegraph
form itself. I protested vigorously against any such pro-
ceeding, telling him that we should be glad to have his views
as to any errors in our message, but that he could not touch
a letter in any official message. At this stage of the game he
was summoned to the office of the Burgomaster and
rushed off with a string of oaths that would have made an
Arizona CoiC-puncher take off his hat. The young officer

started calmly interlining the message, so I reached over and
took it away from him with the statement that I would report
to my chief what had happened. He was all aflutter and
asked that I remain as the General would not be long. I

could not see any use in waiting longer, however, and made
as dignified a retreat as possible under the circumstances.
There were a number of cables in the handful I had carried
around that were being sent in the interest of the German
(iovernment and of German subjects, and I took good care to
tell the young man that while we were glad to do anything
reasonable for them or for their people, we had stood for a
good deal more than they had a right to expect, and that
these cables would stay on my desk until such time as they
got ready to make a proper arrangement for our communica-
tions. Now we shall settle down and see <^vhat happens
next.

During the afternoon a lot of correspondents came in and
gave an amusing account of what the General had done for

them. He had received them cordially and had given them
a very pleasing interview, making an extended statement
about the alleged German atrocities. Could they send their

messages through to their papers ? Certainly ! Of course, the
General would have to read the stories, and approve the sub-
ject matter ? Naturally ! ! ! . The men sat down in great en-
thusiasm and wrote out their stories, giving full credit to the
German army for the orderly way they got it, the excellence
of their appearaK^e and behaviour, and the calm that
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prevailed in the city. They took these messages back and let

the old chap read them. He ploughed his way carefully

through them and expressed his great satisfaction at the

friendly expressions of approval. He put his O.K. on them
and handed them back with the remark that they might send

tliem. The Ixiys ventured to inquire how ?
" Oh," said the

General, " you can either send a courier with them to Holland
or to Germany and liave them telegraphed from there."

Whereupon he rose ani, bowing graciously, left the bunch so

flabbergasted that they did not wake up until he was gone.

He was most amiable and smiling, and got away with it.

Official Pillage Begins

The General commanding the forces now coming through

—

von Arnim—got out a proclamation to-dav, wliich was posted
in the streets, warning the inhabitants that they would be
called upon for supplies and might have troops quartered
upon them, and that if they ventured upon hostile acts they
would suffer severely.

The strongest thing so far was the series of demands made
upon the city and province. The city of Brussels has been
given three daj's to hand over 50 million francs in coin or
bills. The Germans aJso demand a tremendous supply of

food to be furnished during the next three days ; if the city
fails to deliver any part of it it irtust pay in roin at a rate
equal to twice the market value of the sui^plies. Tlie pro-
vince of Bfabant must hand over by Ihe first of next month
450 millions of francs—90 million dollars. When you consider
that the total war indemnity imposed by Gemiany upon
France in 1S70 was only five milliards, the enormity of this
appears. Upon one little province of a tiny country they are
imposing a ta.x equal to one tenth that imposed on the whole
of France. How on earth they are ever to arrange to pay it I

cannot possibly see. I do not know what is to happen if

they fail to make good, but I have no doubt that it will
be something pretty dreadful.

This afternoon the Germans went into the Ministry of War
and the Foreign Office and searched through the archives :

it must have lx;en an entirely futile proceeding, for all papers
of any interest were removed to Antwerp when the Govern-
ment left. I can imagine nothing more deadlv dull than
browsing through the routine correspondence of "the Belgian
Ministries. The high officials who were still here were kept
in the buildings to witness the search—a needless humiliation.
There is talk now of a search of the British Legation, but we
have heard nothing of it and expect that nothing of the sort
will be done without asking our permission first.

Brussels, August 22nd, 1914.—Another day with much to
do and no great results.

This morning at 7 o'clock General von Jarotzky arrived at
the Legation and was all smiles. It appears that my action
in making known my displeasure at his behaviour and that of
lus staff had a good effect. We have heard from several
sources that he blew up everybody in sight vcsterday after-
noon when he came out from the Burgomaster's ofitke and
learned that I had departed in bad temper. He knows that
nooody dares to oppose iiis acts or views, but just the same
he gave the^ fits for not having made me stay and attend tomy case. Be that as it mav, he appeared with his chief of
staff and sent up a. message that brought the Minister down
in his pyjamas and dres-sing-gown. He expressed great
regret for the " misunderstanding " of yesterday evening and
assured the Mmister that there would l>e no further cause
for complaint on our part. He had in his hand the telegram
which we had sent him the evening before—the very same
telegram which we had been trying to get off ever since the
German occupation of the city ; he had signed each page of
the message and l»ad affixed his stamp with an order that it
be immediately transmitted. He explained to the Minister
that the best thing to do was for him to take it in person to
the oHice of the Director of the Bureau of Telegraphs who
had already recerived instructions on the subject.

1 he servants v/ere thrown into a perfect panic by the arrival
of Uu: Generaux. It took some argument to convince them
that the Germans would hardly need to send two generals to
take them into custody.
About ten o'clock I w^s starting to go down to the telegraph

othce to send the messages when the Spanish Minister drove
up in us big green carwjth the Spanish flag flying at the fore.We told hini our story, whereupon he announced that he also
had telegrams to send and that he would go with us. We
drove m state to the telegraph office and found that the
entrance which had beeoi indicated to us was the alley through
which the mail wagons, drive in the good days when there are
any. Before an admiring crowd we descended and made our
way among Prussian troopers through the noisome alley
to a small side door, where we were stopped by a sentry who
stuck a bayonet in ,jnr wnoml direction and said we could
go no farther.

We went to the Burgomaster in his private office and
placed our troubles l)efore him. He understood the importance
of the matter and sent for the General. He appeared in short

order, clicked his heels, and inquired whether we had come in

regard to the matter of telegrams. The old fox knew per-

fectly well that we had and was ready for us. We had come
to the conclusion—which I had reached 3'esterday afternoon
and held all by my lonesome—that the old man was jockeying.

We spent nearly two hours "at the Hotel de Villa and got
in a good deal of talk that will be of service to all sorts of

i:)eople. When we got back we found the chancery full of

people who were waiting for us to tell them just how they
could send telegrams and letters and get pas.sports and permits
to pass through the lines in all possible directions. Before
leaving I had dictated a bulletin which was posted in the hall-

way stating that there were no communications with the out-
side world by rail, telegraph, or post, and that no laisser-

passers would be granted by the authorities,

First Rumours of Louvain

About four o'clock McCutcheoh, Irwin and Cobb breezed
in looking like a lot of tramps. They had sailed blissfully

away to Louvain in a taxi which they liad picked up in front

of the hotel ; when they got there they got out and started to
walk about to see what wa--- going on when, before they could
realize what was happening, they found themselves in the
midst of a Belgian retreat hard pressed by a German advance.
They were caught between the two and escaped with their

li\'es by flattening themselves up against the side of a house
while the firing continued. W hen the row was o\er, they were
left high and dry with no taxi—of course, it had lieen grabbed
by the retreating troops—and with no papers to justify their

presence in Louvain at such a time. "They decided that the
best thing to do was to go straight to the German head-
quarters and report. They were received well enough and
told to lodge themselves as best they could and stay indoors
until it was decided what was to be done with them. They
were told that they might be kept prisoners here or even sent

to Berlin, but that no harm would come to them if they be-

haved themselves. The order had gone out that if a single shot
was fired at thcGerman troops from the window of any house
everybody in the house was to be immediately taken out and
shot. Not wishing to risk any such unpleasant end, tljey

rented all the front rooms of a house and spread themselves
through all the rooms so that they could bt sme that nobody
did any slaughtering from their house. They were there for

three days and were told to-day that they might take them-
selves hence. They came back to Brussels in the same clothes
that they had worn for the past three days, unshaven and
dirty as pigs.

This evening when I went to see my old friend the General
just before dinner he told me that he had had news of a great
battle near Metz in which the French army had been cut off

and practically destroyed with a loss of 45,000 prisoners. It

sounds about as probable as some of the other yarns. In view
of the fact that my friend had no telegraphic communication
1 was curious to know where he got his information, but my
gentle queries did not bring forth any news on that point.

The tiermans now expect to establish themsehes for some
time here in Brussels. They are going to occupy the various
Governmental departments, and it is quite pxjssible that for

some time we shall have to deal exclusively with them.
The Government to which we are accredited has faded away,
and we are left here with a condition and not a theory. We
shall have to deal with the condition, and I am not at all

sure that the condition will not require some pretty active
dealing with. Functionaries are to be brouglit from Berlin
to administer the various departments, so that it is evidently
expected that the occupation is not to be of a temporary
character;

Later.—After wTiting the foregoing I went upstairs and
listened to some of the tales of the four people who were
tied up at Louvain.
They said it was really pretty dreadful. From their window

they saw, every little while, a group x)f soldiers lead some poor
frightened Belgian to a little cafe across the street ; several
officers were sitting at one of the tables on the sidewalk
holding a sort of drumhead court martial. While they were
examining the case a squad would Ijc merched around behind
the railroad station. A few minutes later the prisoner would
be marched around by another wav and in a few minutes
there would be avolleyand the troops would be marched back
to their post ; then, after a little while, a stretcher would be
brought out with a body in civilian clothes, a cloth over the
face. Some of the prisoners were women, and there Were
screams before the shots were fired. It must have been a
dreadful ordeal to go through.

(To be continued\
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Why Belgium must be Free
By L. de Brouckere

M.de Bronckcre {<t the well knoitn Belqian Socialist rvlwame
to London as a delei^ate to the recent International Labour

Conference and is himself an Ardent I ntcrn^itionalist. He
explains in the most explicit terms why it is that not only the

future of Belgium hut the peace of Europe and the cause of

democracy depend on the absolute military defeat of Germany

FROM the very beginning Belgium lias been intimately

associated with the international labour movement.
It was from Brussels that, in 1847, Marx directed

that cosmopolitan association of communists whose
famous manifesto exercised so profound an influence upon
the entire socialist movement. At a later period the " Inter-

national Association of Workers " had no mOre fervent

section than that of my little country, and none that was
numerically stronger. It was at Brussels again that, in

1891, the two units of the army of labour that had come
into existence separately at Paris two years earlier, effected

union for common action. And when finally, at the Congress
of Paris in upo, the new International Association was
definitely constituted in its present form, the capital of Bel-

gium was unanimously selected as the seat of its secretarial

department.
it occupied the whole upper storey of our great House

of the People. It was in constant intimate daily communi-
cation with all our national organisations, and the event
most eagerly looked forward to by all our militants was the

periodical meeting of the Bureau which two or three times

in the year' brought into our midst, as loved and honoured
guests, those who, in every country, were the most eminent
representative? of the Labour movement.

It was no mere chance, no merely fortuitous circumstance
that led to Brussels being chosen from so many other socialist

and labour centres as the world-capital of the movement
;

on the contrary it was the very nature of the Belgian nation,

as shaped by history. The country is a small one, but all

roads run through it. All thef)eoples of the West meet in it,

and often have come into collision there. They have been
brought into contact one with another there both in commerce
and in war, and there their civilisations have intermingled.

If any one of the Great Powers holds Belgium it thereby secures

a strategic position of such immense importance that the
equilibrium is upset. The Western nations have never known
repose when Belgium has been in a state of subjection. Her
freedom is essential to the peace of Europe. She is a vital

point in the organism of the civilised world. In no other
corner of the world are the conditions of existence so closely

knit up with the conditions of universal existence. In this

sense we can truly say, without self-flattery, that Belgium lies

at tlif lii'.irt of < ivilisation.

True International Socialism

In these circumstances it is easy to understand that the
Belgians, and especially the Belgian Socialists, are profoundly
internationalist. They have remained so despite betrayal.

All the conununications that they have succeeded in smuggling
across the frontiers guarded by the enemy prove that they
are still firmly convinced that there is no possible future for

the Labour movement outside the international movement.
This is a point worth insisting upon, for it gives added force

to the categorical refusal of the Belgian section to counten-
ance any common action with the (jerman Imperial Social-

Democracy, either at Stockholm or anywhere else.

I will here state our reasons. They,are not all of a national

kind, and will have interest beyond our own borders.

Our first reason for refusing to have any dealings with men
like Scheidemann and Heinse and the accomplices of the
Emperor is that we do not intend to have any dealings with
the Emperor himself. We intend to destroy his power. And,
with the help of our Allies, we shall not desist until we have
destroyed it, whatever it may cost us to do it. " Even
though might succeeds fur a time in reducing our bodies to

slavery, our souls will never submit," were the words of

a recent manifesto issued on behalf of all the Belgian Labour
Organisations. " We add this : whatever tortures may bo
inflicted upon us we desire peace only with the independence
of our country and the triumph of justice."

Now, if there is one thing clearly manifest to those who
take the trouble to think, it is that the triumph of justice is

impossible in a Europe in which German Emperors should
continue to exercise despotic power over a subject people.
It is even more clearlv manifest that in such conditions the

independence of Belgium, the very existence of Belgium,
is a moral and material impossibility.

I know my socialist friends—all my socialist friends, even
those who profess the most extreme pacifism—too well to
(juestion for a single moment their desire to see Belgium
liberated and indemnified. I know that if they discuss peace
at Stockholm they will demand for my country every imaginable
formal guarantee. The le;^lers of the English I.L.P. are

as unanimous in their agreen-.-jnt on this point as the Russian
Soviet. Let us suppose tiut their wishes are realised and
that the treaty they would like to arrange with Scheidemann
is ratified by the Emperor -surely a very generous supposi-
tion on my part 1 We should then have an assurance that
no German garrisons would be imposed »if)on us, no lion's-

share trade treaties, no indirect protectorate of any kind
whatsoever, and that a sufficient money indemnity would
be given us to make good all our material losses. All this

would be set down upon sheets of paper bearing the seal of

all the Powers. And what would be the good of that ?

Are we not satisfied already of the value of scraps of paper ?

We had enough of them before the war. They had some
value then, because we believed in them. We were able to
live and to trade and slowly to build up our various under-
takings, because we had confidence, or at least because the
m<;nace hanging over us appeared to be uncertain and remote.

Since then, however, the event has hapjiened, and our eye3
have been opened. The veil has been rent. On August 3rd, 1914,
in the course of the afternoon, the German Minister at
Brussels was still entreating our newspapers to reassure us
in his name. He was pledging his word to us. " You may,
perhaps, see your neighbour's house burning, but your roof

shall be safe," he asserted. That very evening he was
sending to our Government the insolent Ultimatum that
everyone remembers. Next day the soldiers of William were
murdering our women near the frontier. To-day, how many
thousands of our fellow-countrymen have no roof at all

'{

Caprice of an Emperor

What would it profit us to prevail upon the Emperor to
withdraw if he retained the power to return ? Are we to
go to sleep each night with the fear of being awakened by
the hoofs of Uhlans' horses ringing on the cobbles of our
streets ? W ho could endure such an existence ? Who could
assume responsibilities, work, prepare the future for his

children if the caprice of the Emperor could again destroy
in a day the fruit of the labour of a lifetime ? There would
be no alternative but for the stronger to go into exile, and for

the rest to submit. We should be " free " as the freemen of
the middle ages were free, who, plundered every year by their

ixjwerful neighbours, entreated the lord who dwelt nearest
to them to accept them as his serfs in order that they might
not perish under his violence. We too should be compelled
to pay homage to the lord, to accept the protection of William
and enter into liis Zollverein or attach ourselves to his Empire
in some other fashion. And as we are not disposed to do so,

we have no alternative but to continue the war against him
and against his Allies, however much they may prate about
socialism.

Many of those who desire to go to Stockholm are actuated
by a perfectly sincere desire to arrange to " draw the game "

;

to negotiate a peace in which there shall be neither victor nor
vanquished, the only kind of peace which, in their opinion,
can be just and lasting.

If they were right, Stockholm would, indeed, be abundantly
justified. But of all illusory mirages this one of " drawing
the game " witli the German Emperor is the most absurdly
impwjssible.

I have endeavoured to prove this from the case of Belgium.
I ought not to have to labour the point to show that the
Western Powers, living henceforward ' confronted by an
Emperor with drawn sword, in a world where the war had
broken all the ancient bonds and all the customs which contri-

buted to maintain equilibrium and at all events to preserve
a precarious ix^ace, in a world, moreover, where a multitude
of new problems furnished new occasions for cnnflict, would
have no choice but to prepare for another war, devoting
all their resources to it and concentrating all their thought
upon it, militarising and finally Prussianising themselves
in anticipation of a new and more appalling carnage, unless
they were preparp-d to resign themselves in abject submission
to the law of the strongest.

What is this war, but the final challenge flung by
Prussianism to democracv ? Read once more the manifesto
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of t]ie German Intellectuals. Imperial Germany there

I)roclaims through tlie mouths of her finest thinkers her poli-

tical and social superiority over all the rest of the world. And,
in this alleged superiority she sees the product of her very

Imperialism. That constitutes for her the foundation of her

right. It is in the name of her imperialist superiority that

she claims hegemony, and calls upon democracy to submit

in order that mankind may rise to the level of German per-

fection. If the democracies refuse, Germany summons
them to the arbritrament of the sword. German warfare

is pedantic : it assumes the character of a demonstration.

It is not enough for the weaker to acknowledge himself

defeated: he must confess that he had been mistaken, that

his constitutional principles did not permit him to assure

himself of that security without which civilised existence is

impossible. He has no option but to enter the school of

the victor.

Since the United States joined the coalition, and since the

revolution in Russia, the allied democracies make up a popula-

tion nearly three times as large as that of the Central Powers,
without reckoning their colonial populations, which give

them important co-operation. Their wealth is infinitely

greater than that of their adversaries, and their industry

more potent. We have had three years in which to mobilise

our resources. The sea is ours, despite the submarines. We
possess mafked numerical superiority on all the fronts, pre-

ponderance of artillery on nearly all the fronts, and the advan-
tage in material of all kinds. If in these ciicumstances
democracy were unable to triumph over the Emperor, it would
be the most appalling confession on her part of impotence,
incapacity and weakness. She would vanish from off tlie

face of tlie earth like other unfit creatures eliminated in the
struggle for existence. Never has the inevitable necessity
of victory been imposed more imperatively. This is a case
of victory or death.

A Moral Victory

Even if, despite the improbability of any such hypothesis,
Germany, whose armies still occupy unbroken lines in hostile
territory, renounced all ideas of indemnities and annexation,
if she ceased to demand any of these economic or military
'' guarantees " of which her Chancellor talked last April,
if si'e agreed to the admission of Poland into a nominally
independent unity, and to the restoration of Alsace-I.orraine
to France, but still retained her Emperor with his present
power unimpaired, I contend that this would be the most
signal victory for German imperialism.
A moral victory, to begin with : for it would have been

demonstrated thai by virtue of its essential principle it was
•apable of withstanding forces three times superior to its own,
ind compelling them to accept a compromise.
An economic victory, in the next place : the most elementary

acquantamce with things Russian would convince anyone
that, reinforced by the prestige accruing from its victorious
resistance to a coalition of the world, it would speedily impose
German commerce upon Poland, and at any rate, all the
western provinces of the former empire of the Tsars. It
woufd recover and increase the hold it previously had upon
the Barti'an?, and upon the Ottoman Empire. And it would
realise, in the most favourable conditions, the ambitious
projects indicated in the construction qi the Berlin-Bagdad
railway.

And, finally, a political victory, for, all the world over,
political influence follows in the train of commercial conquest.
Sof)ner or later the Middle-Europe Confederacy would be
constituted, and the equilibrium of the world would be
definitely destroyed.
Among the Stockholm party there are many people who

recognise as we do tlie imperative necessity of' breaking the
power of German Imperialism, but who think that it may
be awaited as the result of an internal revolution in Germany
They rely upon the German socialists and democrats. At
the outset, it is well to agree about the meaning of words.
Who are tl^e democrats upon whose courage reliance is to
be placed ?

Are they the Deputies who a few weeks ago voted the "Motion
of the Majority " in the Reichstag ? The event has proved
already how much their sincerity was worth, and what the
concessions with which they are satisfied amounted to
Are they the Socialists of the ATajority ? The Emperor has

had no more zealous supporters. It is "through their agency
that he keeps the people in submission. Everyone remembers
tiic manifesto in which they implored the people to remain
submissive when it was manifesting some unrest.
Are they the Socialists of the Minority? Everyone ac-

quainted with the facts recognises their excellent intention
rather after the fair though unfortunately it was. We
raise our hat to their courage, and if Germany can be renewed
from within it is assuredly their influence" that wUl do it

But is not that precisely the argument which must persuade
Western Socialists to refuse all compromise and all

common action at Stockholm with the Majority Socialists ?

These are men with whom the sincere democrats of Germany
have recognised it is impossible to act in concert, and with
whom they have abruptly broken off relations. Are we,
who are separated from the (lerman Majority by many other
points of disagreement and by many other offences of theirs,

to go and resume relations which are repudiated by the
Minority in Germany ? Are we to go and recognise a?

representatives of German democracy men who are denounced
in Germany as traitors to the cause ? Are we to assume
the task of rehabilitating them ? Surely a singular way of

assisting in the emancipation of German democracy

!

It is important not to give way at this point, either to
idle scepticism or to childish trustfulness. No one is justi-
fied in maintaining that Germany will for ever be incapable
of realising her own democracy. There exist to-daj' no
peoples marked out for servitude by a kind of irremediable
predestination, just as there exist to-day no elect peoples.
But, above all, no one is justified in regarding this process of
democratisation as inevitable and imminent, and in basing
his politics upon that dangerous hypothesis.

The Russian Revolution

It has been said that the Russian revolution made the
German revolution imminent. Perhaps it would do so,

if the Russian revolution were to triumph both at home
and abroad. But, if the revolution is defeated, if its armies
take to flight, if it is unable to avert anarchy or economic
paralysis from the country, what then ?' After spending
two months in Russia in close study of events, and after
careful examination of the situation in Germany, I have
no hesitation in saying that up to the present the events in
Russia have contributed to spoiling the chances of a revolution
in the dofuinions of the Emperor William.

It has been declared that, if we were to make peace with
the Emperor to-day, democracy would triumph to-morrow.
History teaches us, however, that it is not victorious Cjesar
who is overthrown, but Caesar vanquished. If the German
people are to be detached from their Emperor, they must
first be convinced that \\ illiam, like Napoleon before him.
has become the public enemy, and that the nation has not
only nothing to gain, but everything to lose from linking its

destiny with that of the t;. rint.

Before concluding I miist say a word about a last class
of advocates of the Stockholm Conference ; those who would
go there, not with the object of paving the way for a peace
by compromise, but for some other reason, as, for example,
in order to arraign the German Majority Socialists, or to
lay the case for the Western Allies before the Neutral Powers
and Russia. Their intention is most laudable. But it is

not by their intentions that political actions must be judged,
but by the results to which they logically lead. Unless 1

am very much mistaken, the results from Stockholm would
be deplorable.

Is the atmosphere of a Peace Conference very favourable
to an arraignment ? In opposition to our friends who desire
to proceed with the Conference, there would be in Sweden
the German and Central delegates, who have no intention
of standing their trial, the Neutrals, who desire at all cost
to prevent the prolongation of a war into which they are
in danger of being drawn, and the Russians, who have de-
clared most audibly that it was for the express purpose of
effecting peace with despatch—and consequently, by com-
promise—that they were so insistent upon summoning the
Conference. Moreover, in opposition to them would be
an important section of Westerq delegates, who would re-
present, in numbers wholly disproportionate to their strength,
the pacifist elements of France, England, Italy. America
and other countries. What good could come of "an arraign-
ment of which the first effect was to group all these disparate
elements into an artificial coalition ?

At Stockholm, as at all Conferences of this kind, it would
not be the speeches which would have any effect. The
thing that matters is the temper created by the convocation
itself by the intentions proclaimed by the organisers, and
by the adherence won to their projects. Now, whether
we like it or not, the Conference has been announced as a
Peace Conference, and it was held up before the peoples as
the symbol of the approaching cessation of hostilities. To
attend it is to give credence to the idea that that peace is
possible, and to arouse dangerous hopes which would be
disappointed.

Look at Russia. I know nothing is farther from the
thoughts of the Soviet than a separate peace, than fraterm- :

tion on the battle front, than abandoning positions belon
the enemy. Nevertheless the Russian soldiers who fought
like lions under the old regime and whose valour is above
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suspicion, are now comporting themselves in a manner which
is a sore grief to all true friends of the revolution. Can we
be surprised at it ? Can we fail to see that by convincing
them that a just peace favourable to the interests of revolu-

tionary Russia could be concluded to-morrow at Stockholm,
we took away from them all reason for fighting to-day ?

Why should they allow themselves to be killed when the

triumph of their cause is to be secured by other means than
by the sword ?

Yes ; the Socialists and the workers of the West have great

duties in respect of revolutionary Russia. But those duties

do not consist in ministering to the childish illusions of a
people that has hardly yet attained emancipation and has
never had any opportunity of acquiring the least political

experience. They consist in talking sense to it. The \\ es-

tern democracies have yet another duty : the duty of not

creating in their own countries, by flattermg illusions which

the Russian example has proved to be so dangerous, a military

situation similar to that from which our Allies are suffering.

I only see one way in which Socialism can resume inter-

national relations with dignity. The seat of our organisation
was at Brussels, in that House of the People which to-day is

guarded by (jcrman bayonets. Our International Associa-
tion is under tlie heel of the Kaiser, as Belgium herself is under
his heel. Is it prepared to accept the situation and, having
been kicked out of its own house, is it simply going to sit

somewhere else ?

Let it first of all drive out the invader and repudiate as

traitors to its cause all those who, like the German Majority
Socialists, have become accomplices of the criminal and acces-
sories to the crime. The deliverance of Brussels will be a
symbol of the deliverance of the International Association
itself. It is at Brussels, and at nowhere else than Brussels,

that its first Congress ought to meet.

Germany's Purpose towards Belgium
Mr. Asquith in the course ot the debate on the Reichstag Resolution in the House of Commons on Thursday

July 26th, asked this pertinent question :

Is Germany prepared not only to evacuate Belgium, not only to make full reparation for the colossal mischief and

damage which have accompanied her devastating occupation of the country, and her practical enslavement, so far as she can

carry it out, of large portions of the population—is she prepared no' only to do that—this is a very plain question, which

admits of a very simple answer—but to restore to Belgium not the pretence of liberty, but complete and unfettered and

absolute independence ?
''

/ should like to know the German Chancellor's answer to that question, not the ansuver of the

Reichstag. I ask the Chancellor that, I ask him now as far as I may. It is a very simple question.

Naturally the German Chancellor did not reply. But last month Professor van Hamel contributed to de Amster-

dammer an article setting forth German views on the future of Belgium which have been publicly expressed during the

last twelve months or so. The following is an exact translation of Professor van Hamel's article ; it affords con-

vincing proof of Germany's intentions. Those intentions will never be altered until, in Mr. Asquith's words, " the

military domination of Prussia is completely and finally destroyed."

NO straight answer to Mr. Asquith's question has

been given and none will be given because no Ger-

man can persuade himself to speak openly on this

question, which is the heart and root of all questions

raised by the war not only for belligerents but also for neutrals

like ourselves. We can, however, supply the answer : Nobody
in Germany from Scheidemann upwards through Michaelis to

Hindenburg has the remotest intention to reply in tlte affir-

mative.

Many good people appear to be under the impression
that a serious desire to retain Belgium docs not exist in

high placed circles and Government circles in Germany.
They think this is one of the many points capable of being

n<>gotiated. To them may be pointed out that the whole of

Germany from the Socialist to the hottest Militarist, and from
the steel manufacturers to the clergy, holds the view which
the Foreign Political Editor of the Kreuz Zeitung, Prof. Otto
Hoetch, has formulated in the issue of that paper of December
28th, 1916, thus :

Belgium will either be a vassal state of England or we have to
see that we obtain the substantial guarantees >vhich our Govern-
ment has asked for. Our demand-s on Belgium for military as
well as for industiial purposes arc absolute. For the sake
of the base of our power we cannot accept "any substitute.
This cannot be a matter of give and take or negotiation.

The Berliner Lokal Anzeiger last week said :

Asquith is sufficiently worldly wise to understand tliat with
the exception of a few fantastic people, nobody in our country
intends to deliver Belgium up to England and France again.

Every othW representation is misleading. Every effort

to represent Germany as wanting less and being less con-
vinced and less tenacious is wrong. Even if one can occasion-
ally quote the 'Berliner Tageblalt. which in these matters
is of no significance, the equivocal utterance of some German
authority or the apparently different assurance of a few
Socialists—one thing is certain : the pertinent question,
whether Belgium will again be allowed by the Germans to be a
free country is nowhere in Germany answered unconditionally
in the affirmative.

We do not want to be believed on our personal word. We
will allow our countrymen to hear a number of German voices,
in order that they may form their own judgment in this im-
portant question. They will then realise that the German
aspiration to continue to dominate after the war the Belgians
as creatures of the German Empire and to establish permanent
military, economical and political ties between Germany and
Belgium contains a fatal warning to Holland which cannot be
more clearly put than was done in the Deutsche Himmen of
December, 1016, by the recently deceased leader of the
National Liberal party, Herr Bassermann :

If Holland becomes enclosed between Germanv on one side
and a Belgium under Gcrma.T influence on the other side
it must and will come over to aud bids with C'.ermanv. H

* * «

England succeeds in re-establishing Belgium as an independent
state, British influence and antipathy against Germany will
increase in Holland. If on the other hand wc have a military
hold on Belgium, we are able to protect Holland against a
German invasion. Therefore al.so with regard to Holland we
are unconditionally obliged to lay our hand militarily,
economically and politically on Belgium. Much Cierman
blood has been shed in Flanders. May it be given to us not to
annex Belgium but to hold it well in hand.
That Conservatives and Militarists in Germany have

always considered the possession of Belgium as indispensable
for Germany's future is obvious. Von Bissing, the deceased
Governor-General of Belgium, left this legacy to his country-
men in his will w,^ich has been published in the press expressed
in the following words : " Keep Belgium as a conquered
province for the sake of the next war which is sure to come."
Since recently the German Government allows discussion of war
aims, so that it is possible on this side of the frontier to
hear German views, the line of thought prevailing at present
in Germany becomes quite clear. Nowhere has it been made
more plain than in the memorandum which the German
Navy League presented (June 17th, 1916) to the Federal
Council and Chancellor :

The key of Germany's future is on the Flemish coast. Had we
possessed and fortified this before the war, England would
never have dared come to France's assistance. Germany's
domination ov'fff Belgium is a necessity. A return to BcL'ium's
pre%ious independence would be for us a defeat after a hard
struggle. Also in an economical sense Belgium is an indis-
pensable link in the chain of Germany's oversea trade. Only
an Antwerp politically and economically subjected to Ciermany—in connection with which Flushing may perhaps fill the same
part as Cuxhaven with respect to Hamburg—can give us
satisfaction.

Similar language was held by the six big Leagues (the
League of Landed Property-Owners, Peasants League,
Christian Peasants Union, Central League of German
Manufacturers, Manufacturers Union and the Imperial Middle
Class League) in their famous manifesto of May 20th, 1915 :

It is necessary with a view to securing our sea-power and our
future that Belgium be subjected militarily and by tariff

policy, as well as by monetary and postal system, to the laws
of the German Empire. Its railways and waterways must be
merged into our system of communications.

And the " Independent Committee for a German Peace
"

in its organ, Toesland, of New Year s Day, 1917, remarked :

There are only two alternatives : either Belgium remains
under German hegemony or it becomes a weapon against us
in the hands of our enemies. This cannot be settled by a treaty
as between two States. Establish a German paramount
administration with a strict division of the Germanic and
Latin parts, assist the Flemish to obtain what they £,re en-
titled to in regard to education, administration of justice,

government and parliamentary representation, and the
rapprochement will bcccm": greater and greater.

The " Pan-Gcnuanic League " published on December 9th,
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igj.e, as an " explanation of the war aims of Germany."

Against England we have to keep our hand on Belgium and the

Channel coSst. For the safety of our Western frontier it is

indispensable to so organizfe tlie Government of Bc\f-nmx tnat.

after sepai-ating for administrative purposes the '^•'•'wn .inn

Flemish parts.the inhabitants have no influence on the poliUcai

fate of the country ; and the possessions and undertakmgs.

of the Walloon notables pass into German hands.

Firmly planted remains the opinion as put forward among

others by Prince Salm Horstmar, member of the Prussian

House of Lords, in Der Tag of July 29th, 1916 :

We shall have lost the war if we do not bring home as prize

of victory the domination of the F'lemish coast.

It should be noted, however, that it is not only in those

German circles which we call reactionary and whose great in-

fluence should not Ix! lost sight of. that these views prevail.

Among the groups of other political creeds exactly the same

opinions arc held. Good burghers of the city of trankfort

on the Oder jointly addressed a petition to the German

Chancellor of the following tenor :

Belgium has resigned its title to an independent State. W^
want it. We want its mineral wealth and industrial under-

takings in order to increase our economic power. The lorm

of our possession is indifferent to us. Annexation is un-

necessai>'. We want a Flemish State within our black and

white and red frontier posts.

From places in other parts of Germany such as Catholic

Freiburg in Breisgau exactly similar petitions have been

sent : "Let Belgium come under German leadership. The

popular Political Parties have uttered similar language. The

Christian Soci;d Party already in March, 1916, passed a resolu-

tion containing the following words :

It is necessary (hat no Belgium which can serve as a Franco-

British marching ground remains. A Germanic kingdom oj

Flanders with a true Gerninn prince at its head should be called

into existence. It should without annexation form part of the

German Empire; and while retaining its language and internal

administration, its means of communication, army and naval

ports should be under German supremacy.

^s regards the Centre party, the Koelnische Volks Zeittmg

in October, igi6, devoted several articles to the Belgian

question, one extract of which reads as follows :

Considerations of our defence and security guide us. Belgium

will remain a rich country : we can let it continue to seek its

own economic advantages if only we take permanent care that

Belgian economic life does not become a weapon against us.

Antwerp is of special importance. In the future it should

even more than in the past become the sea gate for German
production, especially for the Rhenish-Westphalian industry.

But in order to rule Antwerp's future we must have it in our

hands, precisely like Hamburg and Bremen, militarily and
economicallyl And without Ostend and Zeebrugge we are

not masters of Antwerp.

The National Liberal leader, the late Herr Bassermann-

wrote in the Deutsche Slimtnen of December 25th, 1916 :

For Germany's security it is indispensable that wo have our

hand on Belgium- If we do not succeed in holding the Flemish

coast, England has won the war. Only by keeping these

points d'appui we can enforce peace. To retain Flanders

for the Germanic race is the question. Antwerp must re-

main a German port.

The views of his party are also expressed by Lanick in

Klurheii uber Kriegsziele :
^ ^

Luxemburg and Belgium should uncoaditionally be brough*-

within the German boundary system. Belgium on ou*^

Western' frontier will have to fill the same part as the fortres^

line in Alsace-Lorraine. It must be open for us as a strategi*^

marching ground, and we mist have its natural means of de'
fence in our possession. We require tangible guarantees.
We must direct the Belgian railway systems and occupy the
principal fortresses. It is obvious that Belgium should also

economically and in its foreign policy be dependent upon
Germany. However, annexation is not desirable.

As regards the advanced Radicals the following quotation

from a loudly applauded speech made by the Reichstag

Deputy, Herr Wiemer in the party meeting in Greater Berlin

on January 3rd, 1917, may be taken as typical

:

We do not want to annex Belgium, no party desires this, Bu*-
what the Chancellor said in the Reichstag on December oth.

1915. with approval of all parties remains unaltered : we must
protect ourselves militarily, politically and economically
against England and France having in Belgium a jumping-
ofi ground on Germany."

The well-known Reichstag Deputy Herr Muller-Mefningen

said in the General Meeting of the Liberal League at Frei-

Munchen in January, 1917 :

'

The neutral press accepts as a communis opinio that Belgium
can rely upon being restored and indemnified by Germany.
This, however, is not in accordance with the official declaration

of August 4th. 1914. The future relationship between
the German Empire and Belgium must be settled by the

arbitrament of arms. In Belgium either France or Germany
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(even without annexation) will exercise hegemony.

From the above quotations it becomes apparent how the

formula "no annexations" has been| combined with hege-

mony. On May 3rd, 1917, the Reichstag Committee discussed

the Belgium question. A Radical Deputy then said in agree-

ment with Dr. Helferich, the Vice-Chancellor :

There is no longer any question of annexation. Even
^

semi-sovereign Belgium would lead to continual protes*

movements. But restoration of the old situation would also

carry the greatest dangers with it. Belgium then would only

be an appendix of the Entente. The only way by which to

attain our object is to separate politically Flemish andWalloons.

The Flemish are, as the most advanced guard of the Germanic

world, tied to us in life and death. We have to take care that

now before peace is concluded as much as possible of Flanders

is tied to Germany. Within half a year the Belgian State

should be split in two and Flanders should immediately be

closely connected economically with Germany. The Young-
Flemish desire a Flanders^ kingdom in close relationship with

the German Empire.

Now for the Socialists ! Too much importance is attached

abroad to a few manifestations of the Party and especially to

Scheidemann. Scheidcmann is not by any means as

positively in favour of Belgian independence as many think.

There are optimists among oui countrymen who have been sur-

prised when in answer to their question :
" So you wish Belgium-

to be free,"hehasanswered,"Yes, certainly, butundercertain

conditions."' But in the German Socialist party many much
clearer expressions have been heard.

Against Scheidemann's speech of October nth, 1916, about
" Peace by international' agreement," Leimpeters wrote in

the Socialist organ Die Glocke :

I have ample opportunity to mix with adherents of our party

in mines and factories. Nearly all without exception are

annexationists. Even many who side with Liebknecht and sup-

port the minority, will surrender neithet Belgium nor other

territory. If a vote were taken in out Party certainly ga

per cent, would be for annexation.

Paul Lensch, a Socialist Deputy of the Reichstag, wrote in

the Dusseldorfer General A nzeiger :

There is no difference of opinion among the German paople

that Belgium should not be annexed ; but they are also agreed

the necessity of demanding so-called guarantees for the future

Herr ^Conrad Hanisch wrote in the Vorwarls :

It seems as if the leaders with their manifestations in favour

of peace do not represent the rank and file of the party. As

regards, for instance, the much discussed "annexation ;
" I,

for my person do not make a secret of my conviction that the

interest of the German people and labouring classes demand
a great extension of our Eastern frontier, and also real guaran-

tees to prevent Belgium from remaining the gateway through

which England can invade Central Europe, taking into account

the interests of the Belgian peoiJc.

In the December, 1916, issue of the SozialisiiscJic Monal-

shefte Herr Max Khippcl wrote :

A clear programme to protect us against Belgium (dismantling

the fortresses, control of foreign policy, mutual means of

communication, economic rapprochcmeiit or amalgamation)

has still to be worked out. Unfortunately the press of our

party avoids this question, and only conducts the windmill

fight against the annexation nonsense.

These are perhaps an excessive number of quotations, but

we wished this time to give a faithful and lively picture of

what it is necessary to understand about the intentions

generally held in Germany with regard to Belgium. Is the

answer explicit or not ? And may we not say with Lanick

from whose Klarheit uber die Kriegsziele (1917) further matter

on this subject could be quoted :
" Germany desires on the

Channel a Western Mark or Dependency under German pro-

tection, not an independent Belgium." To satisfy this

aspiration, Bethmann HoUweg pledged his word in the

Reichstag on December 9th, 1915, and Michaelis repeated it

when speaking of grenz vicherungen (frontier security) in

his recent speech. *****
Note by Editor : Since this article was published in

.Amsterdam, other impressions of opinion on the future of

Belgium have appeared in the German Press. The most

remarkable was the following from the pen of Count Revent-

low, which was published in the leading article of the Pan-

Germanic organ, the Deutsche Tageszeitung, only last Sunday :

If it is true that the German Government has decided on th^

renunciation of Belgium, the ruin of the German Empire
would be sealed, and the English would be right when they

said that the Germans would win battles but that Eng-

land would win the war. In the solution of the Belgian

question lies, indeed, the future of the German Empire.

For the present nothing more certain is known, but it :s

necessarv to draw attention to the fact that rumours of such

a German renunciation have been increasing of late. Such

a peace would be a bankrupt peace.
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Life and Letters
Henry James's Last Works

By J. G. Squire

WHATEVER may be said about the later develop-

ments of his artistic habits, the powers of Henry
James's mind were unimpaired when, over

seventy, he died. His posthumous works there-

fore—there are two novels and a new volume of his re-

miniscences—unlike most things of the sort. They are

not rejected scraps, and they are not the diversions of an old

hand who has left the time of great effort behind him but

who cannot keep away from the pen. The two novels, The

Ivory Tower and The Sense of ihi Past have now been published

by Messrs. Collins (6s. net each), and no one who is addicted

to James can afford to neglect them. They are not, and one at

least of them could not have been, among his masterpieces ;

but they are the real thing and not a senile reflection of it.

And if they are unfinished, the deficiency is more than com-
pensated for by the inclusion, in each volume, of the very

elaborate dictated notes with which it was his habit to assist

himself when writing a novel.

All James's later works were dictated. He dictated not

merely his notes, but successive drafts of the books themselves,

each draft being an amplification spoken from the typescript

of the preceding one. This practice was bound to affect the

method of his presentation. It accentuated his natural

tendencies of discursiveness. " Of course," he admits to his

amanuensis "
I am afraid of twists, 1 mean of their multiply-

ing on my hands to the effect of too much lengthening and en-

larging'and sprawling.
'

' But the twist at the moment occurring

to him was surely, he thought, essential. It assisted, perhaps,

his drift away from the careful description of appearances,

of physical gestures and of scenes, of which the earlier James
was so great a master. And, no doubt, it also made more
voluminous the folds of his " sprawling," parenthetical,

profusely be-commaed sentences. These, it is quite

notorious, got more and more extraordinary as he got older.

There are many in the two books now published which will

entertain those who g?t an easy pleasure out of James's
serpentine phaseology, with the conclusion :

" Do you exj)ect

us to read a man who writes like that ?
" Here is one from the

new and variegated collection of syntactical blooms

:

She wasliappy—this our young woman perfectly perceived, to

her own ver v great increase of interest ; so happy that, as had
been repeatedly noticeable before, she multiplied herself

through the very agitation of it. appearing to be, for particular
things they 'lad to .say to her, particular conversational
grabs and snatihe.*!, all of the most violent, they kept attempt-
ing and mo.stly achieving, at the service of everyone at once,
and thereby as obliging, as humane a beauty, after the fashion
ol the old term, as could have charmed the sight.

There are some such, I candidly confess, of which I have
got the general sense, but no more. But one mast not mind
that occasionally. And one must give him his idiom. When
he makes a dying American millionaire say, " Vou utterly

loathe and abhor the bustle ! That's what I blissfully want
of you," he fails in superficial verisimilitude. But, after all,

dialogue in novels always bears marks of the novelist's

style
; James's misfortune or fortune was that his little turns

of speech were more unusual than most. And the wrongness is

only superficial. The sentiments underlying the words
are the principal thing ; and it was in discovering them that

he was a true, a great, realist.

« * • • •

His realism, in his later books, and conspicuously in these

two, is cohcerned only with a restricted and very exacting
field of observation. He avoids strong passions, strong
affections, melodramatic situations. His people do not
stamp or scowl or lie awake : discomfort, in these books, does
not approach agony nor pleasure delight. His business is

with the fine features of character, the little unspoken thoughts
that underlie (and u.sually greatly differ from) the things'we say,

and the precise nature of the relations of people with each other
and with, their social surroundings. Concentrated on sub-
tleties of perception and attitude he certainly became one-
sided. In, these two books one is certainly looking
at human bt-ings and seeing many things about them
more clearly than ever before ; but they are seen as it

were through tinted plate glass which shuts out sound ;

they have something of the near and clear yet remote ami
phantasmal appearance of creatures in an aquarium. The
sea breezes here do not ruffle the hair; the sunshirre, thoueh

bright, is scarcely warm. It is ea,sy, however, to say what
he did not do ; the important thing is what he did do, and
what he did with tremendous pains and tremendous success.

The pains were certainly well conceived in Mr. Wells's

reference to him as resembling a hippopotamus picking
up a pea. But he wasn't a hippopotamus and it wasn't
a pea. It was a very large section of the ordinary—not
the extraordinary—mental life of men and women. His
resourcefulness in in\'enting situations which should display
their reactions upon each other and to circumstance, the

way in which their conduct is affected by temperament,
by taste, by convenience, by ideals, by tradition, was
unique. In these two novels—which cannot be, properly
speaking, reviewed in this space—it is twice more illus-

trated. In 'J'hc Ivory Tower he returns to America and
England, the difference in outlook, manners, customs, often
so intangible and impalpable, that nevertheless make his

hero, arriving in America, say " no thing of one's former
experience serves, and one doesn't know anything about any-
thing." This novel, if finished, would have been a fine one ;

every. page is intensely interesting, and a large number of.

characters very clearly seen and exhibited. In The Sense of
the Past—which I do not think could have been a success,

though it has beautiful passages—he throws his hero back,
and makes us almost believe in the journey, into the life

of his ancestors of 1820, still aware that he is really a man of

1910, but keeping the fact dark. By this, shall one say im-
probable, transference he does what he wants to do : exhibits

just those differences, crude, subtle, or very subtle, between
our modern conventions and ways of thought and those of

our grandparents which engaged his curiosity. The in-

creasing " malaise," both of Ralph Pendril and of those among
whom he is thrown, is marvellously conceived. He is, one
feels, telling the exact truth all the time. He had, as an
observer, the real scientific spirit ; though not, thank God,
as an expositor the scientific method. But unlike some
scientific observers he did not regard all his moral and
psychological " tacts " as of equal value. His standards of

honourable living are always in the background : his implied
judgments never in doubt.

The notes, consecutive, and filling many pages given at the
end of these two novels, are such autobiographical fragnients
as We would give anything for from many great writers.

They are virtually gramophone records of a great artist's

talk about the work he had in hand : but they were not
spoken, self-consciously and with an assumption of the oracle,

or at least the public figure, into the gramophone. He has
conceived his principal characters and set them on a stage.

He talks and talks about them and their relations with each
other. Each time as he wishes to illuminate some trait or
give the story some twist, we see his forehead knitting while
his invention, his always fertile invention, produces the
necessary encounter, past episode, new subsidiary character,

or what not. Sometimes he dismisses the difficulty

with '! That will be easy when we come to it "
; some-

times he postpones it with the reflection that a notion
will come some time if he thinks about it long enough.
He refers now and then to a past work. The delicate

gruesomeness of The Sense of the Past is to resemble in

its growth that of The Turn of the Screw. And sometimes,
he breaks into delight and enthusiasm over the " magnificent,"
the " tremendous " possibilities opened up by something,
some " admirable twist," which has just occurred to him.
He exhorts himself repeatedly to face his problem, to "get
it right "

; and in one place he openly strikes a develop-
ment which is too complicated to handle. It is in The Sense

of the Past. The man of 1910 has changed places with the
man of 1820. He is describing the man of 1910 living in the
Past : shall he also, he asks (" will he also, " the reader in-

evitably asks) concurrently describe the life that the pro-

jected man of 1820 leads in the modern surroundings from
which Ralph Pendrel has escaped ? No : the complication
would be " an impossible one, an unspeakable tangle." It

is consoling to find that there were some things that baffled

even his curiosity and ingenuity : things not merely that he
could not do, but tlftit he would not attempt. As it was he
was perhaps attempting too much : and I should certainly

recommend all but the hardened to take The Ivory Tower
before the other book.
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The Future of India
By F. A. de V. Robertson

Tlie writer of this article lids a very mde experience of

India in several non-official rapacities. Wlun the war

began, lie uas called out as an officer of (he Indian Army
Reserve and was present at the second batlle of Ypres and

I-cstuhert. He has since been invalided out of the Army.

TUKKE recent events ougltt to turn the attention

of all Imperialists to the ques^n of reforming the

constitution of India. They are the approach-

ing \-isit to Delhi of Mr. Montagu, Secretary for

Indian Affairs, the speech delivered by Lord Islington early

last month at the Oxford Summer Meeting, and the publica-

tion by the Aga Khan of the " political testament" of the

late Mr. G. K. Gokhale.

The four names mentioned are all signiticant. Mr. Montagu

was Under Secretary for India under Lord Morley, who carried

a far reaching scheme of Indian reform. Lord Islington was

Chairman of the recent Royal Commission which investigated

the conditions of the Indian Public Services, and is now Under

Secretary for India. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, a Mahratta

Bralimah, was the ablest 'and the most respected advocate of

progressive Home Rule for India ; while the iVga Khan; who
professes himself in heatty agreement with Mr. Gokhale's

scheme, is the political leader of Indian Mussulmans. •

Two reasons readily occur to the public mind for granting

Indians a greater share in the governing of their country:

(a) India's loyalty during the war, and (b) the acknowledged

fact that this is a'war of democracy, and that under its impulse,

it is the right and the duty of Englishmen to advance the

democratic principle throughout their Empire. Each reason

requires some examination, for the circumstances of India are

not universally known in this country, and they differ consider-

ably from the circumstances in other parts of the Empire.

India's loyalty has been manifested in two ways. Her army
has fought gallantly in three continents, generously supported

by.the Native States ; while in British India German plotters

have failed to create a disturbance and Indian politicians

have rallied to the support of the Government.

The Military Races

The valour of the army, however, is only an indirect reason

for instituting political reforms. The races frgm which the

soldiers are recruited have slight connection with the educated

politicians of Bengal, Madras and the Deccan, nor have Indian

soldiers any cause to love Indian politicians. For years past

the latter have clamoured for increased military economy,
and we know now whither military economy has led us. At
the outbreak of war the Indian sepoy's pay was a miserable

pittance, and it has only recently been raised. No scheme of

political reform has yet been advanced by jvhich the martial

races would gain either power or profit, and it has remained
for the present Viceroy. Lord Chelmsford, to nominate a
retii-ed In<Jian officer to "his Legislative Council. On the other
hand the rally of Liberal and Radical politicians round the
flag arouses gratitude and gives a sense" of security for the
future. In short, as there has been no rebellion in India
during this war we may feel reasonably certain that there will

not be another, so the British Raj runs no great risk if the

Government indulges iii political experiments. The only risk

is that injudicious reforms may do harm to the majority of

the Indian people.

As for advancing the democratic principle in India, the
reformer must ask himself quo vadis and look carefully to see
if eacli projected reform will take him nearer the desired end.
Confusion of ideas may easily result in the reformer defeating
his own purpose. The inhabitants of India are divided among
themselves by race, language and religion, and the Hindus
are further divided into hereditary' castes. But for present
purposes it is enough to bear in mind the division into literates

and illiterates. The former number a few hundred thousand,
mostly lawyers and clerks ; the latter number over 300
million agriculturists. There are, of course, others besides
lawyers and clerks who are literate, either in their own
vernacular or even in English. Neariy all the ruling Princes
and the richer landlords of British India, the subordinate
officials, the nativ:" bankers and merchants, the Indian officers

and non-commissioned officers of the Army, all are literate

at least in tha vernacular, while in Madras most of the domestic
sen-ants can read and write English. But their interests are
not identical with those of the English educated party which
demands political reform.

The ruling Princes are not British subjects, and are not
directly concerned. The landlords vary in their opinions, but

on the whole incline to favour caution rather than speed
in altering the constitution. It is safe to say that were any
system established of open voting by all literates, the class

which chiefly consists of lawyers and clerks would sweep
the polls. But, as is shown below, it is not likely that such a
system will be' introduced. It is inconceivable that the
illiterate can receive the franchise, and it remains to be seen if

they will benefit by the bestowal of a wider franchise on the
literates. The question of caste also affects the matter, as it

affects all Hindu questions. Castes are based upon hereditary
occupations, and the literate class for the most part come
from castes whose occupations are sedentary^—Brahmans,
Kayasthas, etc. In relation to British officials the Hindu
literates are Liberals or Radicals ; in relation to the mass of the
Indian peasantry they are an hereditary oIigarch3'.

Reform Schemes

But perhaps it is not necessary that reform schemes should
be labelled democratic, despite the entente between the party
which Mr. Gokhale led and the party to which Lord Morley
and Mr. Montagu belong. Let us briefly examine the scheme
put forward by Lord Islington (who declared that he spoke
only for himself) and Mr. Gokhale. They are ver>' similar

in many points. Both favour a large extension of provincial

autonomy, and there are few with long experience of India

who will quarrel with this principle. India is too vast and
varied to be satisfactorily ruled in detail by one central

Government. A federal model was indeed contemplated by
Lord Hardinge's Government in the despatch of 1911 which
proposed the substitution of Delhi for Calcutta as the capital of

India. One of the best reasons for the change of capital was
that the Government, which in reality ruled all provinces, was
apt to be influenced by the opinions of the province of Bengal,

when it resided at Calcutta, while Madras and Burma com-
plained of neglect. The provinces of India differ from each
other as do the countries of Europe. The present writer has

worked in five of the provinces and can vouch that each trans-

fer seemed like a move to a new country—as indeed it was.

In fact it is a question whether the provinces should not be
further sub-divided, Oudh separated from Agra, Orissa and
Chota Nagpur from Bihar, and Malabar, Canara and the

Telugu country from Madras. But this by the way.
Into all the details of provincial autonomy as proposed

by Lord Islington and Mr. Gokhale it is not necessary' to enter

here. The most radical change proposed is Mr. Gokhale's

wash that not less than four-fifths of a provincial Council

should be elected. This would at first throw great power
into the hands of the literate class of Indians. Mr, Gokhale
would reserve two safety checks in the Government's veto

and in the official majority in the Governor-General's Legis-

lative .\ssembly. These hardly seem adequate, as either could

only' be used sparingly. There is already a majority of non-

official members in each Provincial Legislative Council, and
it is obvioufr that any reform framed to satisfy the demands
of educated Indians must increase that majority. But so

large an elected majority as four-fifths would be unwise. Eng-
land cannot yet resign the greater part of her responsibility

for the welfare of India.

Moreover, the educated Hindus will not have things all

their own way. The principle of community representation

has come to stay in India, thanks chiefly to the Aga Khan.
Mohammedans will everywhere elect their own representatives,

and may secure a majority in the Punjab. The important
communities of British planters, merchants and tradesmen
must have a voice in proportion to their importance. Wealthy
zavtindars (squires) will be a notable factor, especially in

Oudh, and any scheme which ignored their great stake in the

country would be defective. In Madras the quick-witted

Pariahs and Native Christians (they are often but not in-

variably identical) ought soon to be able to make their influence

felt ; and finally as primary education spreads, the peasants
will be able to elect their own members to the Council board.

Both Lord Islington and Mr. Gokhale desire a develop-
ment of Local Self-Govemment in municipalities and district

boards. This was the sphere in which the British people
learnt to rule themselves, and by this medium it was hoped
that the Indians would learn the same lesson. Considerable
opportunities have been offered for some time past, but on
the whole the results have been disappointing. Again we
must hope for an improvement in time.

Both reformers also desire an extension, or rather a revival,

of the powers of Punchayats, or village councils. This must
be heartily approved. The Punchayats are truly native
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institutions, not western innovations, and it is a pity that they

ever lost their former importance. But when Mr. Gokhalo
wishes to associate with the Collector or Deputy Commissioner
a small district council " the functions of the councils being"

advisory to begin with," a ven>' strong opposition must be

e.\pccted. The work of the executive branch of the Indiaa
Civil Service is twofold, work at the secretariats and work
in the districts- The secretariats are the " bureaucracy

"

about which many hard things have been justly said. But
the district administration by Collectors and Deputy Com-
missioners is onf of the finest things ever done by men of

British blood. Personal rule is what the Indian peasant

expects and understands. When it is exercised by a strong,

incorruptible, able tnan who will hold the scales even between
rival sects, the raynl is happy. All these virtues belong to

the average British head of a district, whom the rayal

affectionately h;uls as his ma-hap (his father and his mother).

Half the real woesx)f India are due to interference with the

chief magistrates of the districts by the secretariats. Why
men who have wofked in a district should so change their

spots when appointed to a secretariat is hard to explain.

Vet so it is.

On the whole there is no ireason to fear that the reforms

which are coming will be framed in a rash or a party spirit.

It falls to Mr. Montagu to put the final touch to them, but Mr.

Chamberlain, before his resignation, stated ofhcially that he

had received proposals for reform from the Indian Govern-
ment. The present head of that Government, Lord Chelms-
ford, has won a reputation for sturdy common sense and
devotion to the interests of India.

In conclusion, a few words may be said about the grant of

army commissions to Indians. Mr. Gokhale advocated it,

and Mr. Montagu has announced the concession. This has
been followed by the gazetting of nine officers of the Native
Indian Land Forces to commissions in the Indian Army.
There arc three directions which reform might have taken in

this matter:—(i) gazetting gentlemen who have passed

through the Imperial Cadet Corps at Dehra Dun
; (z) pro-

moting Rissaldars and Siibadars to second lieutenants
; (3)

permitting open competition among Indians for commissions.

The first is a boon to the princes and nobles of India ; . the

second would concern the yeoman class of the martjal races ;

the third would be a concession to the educated classes. The
authorities have rightly chosen the first alternative.

To provide careers for the relations of the ruling princes and
of the landlord nobles of British India, is a large problem which
has hitherto been faced by no one except Lord Curzon. He
instituted the Imperial Cadet Corps at which young princes

and nobles receive an excellent all-round education and
military trainings _ Incidentally, the cadets wear the most
beautiful of all uniforms in the British Empire, and they form
one of the Bodyguards of the King-Emperor. A selected

few of the cadets have been commissioned and appear in the
Indian Army List as the " Native Indian Land Forces," a
body of officers without troops. They have mostly been
employed on the staffs of (jencrals or in command of Imperial
Service Troops, which are maintained by the Native States.

It is a pity that it has been considered necessary to give these
officers new commissions, instead of posting them direct

to regiments, but presumably the step was necessar\'. For
the future it may be hoped that the Native Indian Land
Forces will disappear from the Army List and that the

selected cadets from Dehra Dun will be gazetted direct to the
Indian Army. Likewise it may be hoped that the number
dt commissions granted will be materially increased.

At times the suggestion has been made that the Indian
officers of the regiments, the Rissalders and Siibadars. who
hold commissions, but whose position is analogous to warrant
officers in British scr\'ice, should be promoted to British rank.

They are splendid men, brave, loyal and capable, and the
writer knows by experience that their work on active service

has been invaluable. But such promotions would rarely

be wise. The Indian ofhcers have mostly come through
the ranks. Their religion would forbid them taking part

in Mess life, and they would hanker for the society

of their fellows. Moreover, they are content with their

present status and do not desire increased responsibihty.

As for open competition, that is at present impossible.

Recruitment takes place among specified martial races, and
the army is organised in class platoons or class battalions.

Platoon commanders are always of the same class as their

men. Creed and caste are deliberately invoked to stimulate
the martial spirit. The men will follow a British officer, and
they will follow a Rajah -your Indian loves a lord—but they
would not follow an Indian of a non-martial race. It is incon-
ceivable that a Bengali Brahman should command a company
of Pathans.
Command of Indian troops is a matter of personal influence,

and it must not be forgotten that the most important factor

'

in an Indian's life is his creed or his caste.
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Novels of the Autumn

YEARS ago this reviewer was a temporary inmate

of a hospTtalin a Western city of Ameru-,a. Among

his (cllow-patients was a man from Arkansas c^a

considerable power of verbal expression. His

favourite ScS'c was ^'
Jesus H. Christ."

.

B"t the Arkansa

^e:^^;l=:^;£u^hf?r^

iSi:r disc:S hfwa^^^U "^jj a ,
J^S tota^^lv ignorant of the Gospel story to whom the

Sd Nlme'wfs merely a mellifluous ejaculation. It seems

to haN-e been much the same with Mr. WeUs. Un il two

or three years ago God appears to l^^^e represented to lum

nothing but a monosyllabic cuss-word. Then someone

must have explained that behind the word was a I^ersonah^

a Livine Power. This has so •' intrigued him-( mtnguea

te b^Heve o be h mot juste) that he cannot wnte enough

on the subject We have had God the Innsrble King, by

Wei fthe Incomprehensible Creature, and now we are given

TlTeSotdof a Bishop (Cassells, 5s. net), which "light ahno t

L called The Mind 0/ a Novelist lor it yields curious mights

into the innermost thought of the author. Among otliei

hlngs we dScover that Mr. Wells belongs to that no mcon-

siderable class of the comnuimty which )udges the social

status of the individual by the sue of the house lived in for-

eetting as do all those who subscribe to this suburban

snobbery, the well-known couplet of Dick Lovelace :

Stone wall.s do not a household make

>!or cubic feet a home.

The vounger daughters of the Bishop of Princhester certainlv

scored for when he. having jettisoned apron and shovel

hat retired to Pembury Road, they were sent to

Nottine Hill High School, which is perhaps the oldest and

certairJy one of the best.public schools for girls in the country.

If the onlv thing in Mr. Wells's new book was hisjejune and

flatlooted discussions of the Deity, it might well be passed

over for these things irritate a few and bore many
;
and

even those who take pleasure in them, do it for some secondary

reason For instance, it is amusing to find the eagerness with

which certain reviewers of a different faith are using Mr.

Wells's latest as a new stick with which to hammer the

Church of p:ngland. But with The Soul of the Bishop, as with

others of Mr Wells's recent works, a little leaven leaveneth

the whole lump. It was certainly so both with Mr. Bntling

and The Invisible King. The leaven in this case is a " precious

fluid
" " the most golden of liquids." a sort of Great Easton

syrop which sends " a joyous tingling throughout the body
'

and promotes visions. Mr. Wells benefits more from it than

the Bishop, and his readers benefit the most. Once the

Great Easton syrop works—it is a familiar formula—we

have the old Wells, the imaginative writer, the poet, who

throws reality to the winds, sacrifices verisimilitude, and

who, through vivid imagery and a fine art of word painting,

conveys an impression which is outside the scope of ordinary

language. His success is splendid. We may not like the

Bishop of Princhester. we may regard him as weak, un-

balanced, half-educated, but once the tingling begins and

the vision opens, we see him struggling in an apocalyptic

fit honestly and sincerely endeavouring to realise the truth

he believes to lie within him. While the drug is in operation

the Bishop is nO mean modern Hamlet, as feeble as mortal

man must always be, bowed down beneath " the heavy and

weary! weight of all this unintelligible world." Mr. Wells,

the theologian, moves us to mockery, but for Mr. Wells, the

imaginative writer, we have a most wholehearted admira-

tion. Weak and ineffectual as The Soul of the Bishop, re-

garded as a whole, must be pronounced, we believe it contains

certain passages that will in time rank among the master-

pieces of this prolific writer.

* * 4> * *

Wanted a Torloiseshell, by Peter Blundell (John Lane, 5s.

net) is a comedy of the Straits Settlements, of the type which

this author has made peculiarly his own, but there is missing

from it the usual Eurasian, whose place in this case is taken

by a fat and particularly offensive Swedish gentleman. The

plot of the story is mainly developed on the difficulty ot

obtaining a tortoiseshell torn cat—a real tortoiseshell, and

a worthy successor to the cats venerated m ancient Egypt.

Cats chased, cats dyed, cats stolen and cats recovered, give

plenty ot scope for action, of which the author takes full

advantage. The local colour is as convincing as ever, the

disreputable Scot, Mcpuat, is as disturbing as ever and the

story as a whole is as foyous a production as its predecessors,

a book with which to forget about events for an hour or two'^

and be genuinely amused.*****
Smugglers, lost heirs, and a distinct flavour of the early

nineteenth century, are the principal characteristics of The

Weird o- the Pool, by Alexander Stuart (John Murray 5s.

n;t), though there are gipsy women with the power of fore-

telling the future, a villain or two of the very deepest dye,

and the inevitable love interest of such a story, as well.

The plot is a complicated one. of the kind that Wilkie Collins

would have delighted in. and the saving grace of humour,

which the author possesses to a very large degree, redeems

the book from the commonplace and adds point to what is,

as a matter of fact, a very good story. Jimmy Bogle, reputed

half-witted, but in reality as brainy as the very clever villain

himself, cracks jokes in north-country dialect from time to

time, and the jokes are good, having in them a savour of that

hard-headed appraisement of hfc which is characteristic ot

the north-countryman. A good knowledge of woodland

things and ways, and the gift of terse, vivid description, stamp

the work, and certain verses, attributed to Jimmy Bogle—-

who could both scare crows and " make pottery," as he

called poetry— help to enliven it. We hope to see more of

Mr. Stuart's work, for this, presumably a first novel, is one of

more than usual promise.*****
It is fairly safe to say that when an American sets out to do

a thing, he does it pretty thoroughly, and Wings 0/ Danger,

a romance by Arthur A. Nelson (McBride, Nast, 6s.), is a

good instance of this. The author has taken the Haggard

type of Central African plot, and packed it so full of incident

that there is a thrill to every page ; not much ime writing,

for there is no room for it, but fights galore, and a yarn of a

party of Norsemen who, in old time, came exploring and

settled in the unknown wilds, there to be found by adven-

turers who brought with them a machine gun or two, and

other scientific implements which, of course, gave them a

decided advantage over their hosts in the wilderness. A
certain immaturity of construction is evident here and there-

it is as if the author had changed his mind while writing,

for he docs not make the most of some of his incidents, but

lets others overshadow them, so that in one or two cases

the reader is irritated by blind trails. But it is safe to say

that, if this book is handed to the average school-boy, it will

be difficult to get the boy to bed at the proper time, until he

has finished it. It is, of course, sheer melodrama, and very

impossible, if one stops to think ; but, in spite of its defects,

it is so engagingly written that one does not stop to think

until the drama of the red king and his mysterious city is

fully played out. In that fact is recommendation enough.*****
The Brown Brcthcrn, Patrick MacGill's latest book (Herbert

Jenkins, 6s. net), concerns certain men in khaki—three pri-

vates and a sergeant of the London Irish, to be precise—who

went through certain parts of the big defensive that preceded

the big oflensive of the Somme. The author writes of Vimv.

of Souchez, of life behind the lines, and he weaves into this

record of war a little love story between one of the London

Irish and a French " Fifi," a romance with a happy ending, in

spite of the war. But the book lacks the power of Mr. MacGiU's

earlier studies of battle ; it is as monotonous as the trenches

themselves, and not always convincing. V/e have read about

these three soldiers and the sergeant so many times, and many
of us know the real words of the trench songs which Mr.

MacGill has bowdlerised so carefully. It is an average war

story, but its author can and ought to do better work.
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Women's Work on the Land

J1fc«»J4»v.^ ."

-J

Ihcsc photographs of women woiking on the farm, in ihe forest and in the quarry were taken on tlie

Derbyshire property of the Buxton Lime Firms Company, whose Managing Director, Mr. Thomas Ryan
has taken a very active and practical part in the utilisation of women's labour on the land
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DOMESTIC
ECONOMY

Names and addresses of shops, where the articles mentioned

can be 'obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partout, Land & Water, 5, Chancery

Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

The Interoven
Stove

There is not a moment to lose if we would
tackle with any show of success the all-

important matter of coal. From every

point of view—patriotic as well as personal—economy must
be practised where coal is ^n question. Everyone can help

towards this end by burning less coal or burning it more
carefully, but restrictions are never particularly pleasant

things to practise, inevitable though sometimes they are.

The really ideal thing is to burn less coal and yet sufter not
one whit in comfort, and this the Interoven allows everybody
to do. It is the cleverest convertible stove ever invented.

ThougVi it ran look'precisely like an up-to-date type of sitting-

room fireplace, it can be converted without the least effort

into a splendid little cooking range. Then, once the needful

cooking has been done, back it all goes into its right position

and there is the sitting-room grate once more. Another
point worth noting is that water can be heated by this

stove once it is connected with the ^upply.

. One fire thus can do for everything, hot water, cooking
and heating, and one good-sized scuttle a day should keep the

whole thing going. The saving in coal thus is a clear enough
matter from the outset, and there is, of course, an equally
ob\ious saving of labour. People who are living more simply
and with less servants are giving the Interoven stove the
warmest welcome, and Mr. Frank Pascall, the inventor, is

liaving a continuous stream of enquiries about it. These he
is always pleased to answer, having printed leaflets illus-

trating his brilliant contrivance very concisely.

From .every point of view these particulars are well v\ orth
scanning, for the " Interoven " marks the w^ we all should
go on the domestic road of labour-saving and economy.

Very long soft wool scarves are charming

.^""^SM^e^*"^"'
everybody who sees them at a certain

carves
clever shop. Many things mark them

as out of the ordinary run of such articles, but in spite of thi.i

their price—unlike most things—has not been advanced.
In the first place, their length commends them to the

fastidious, being 2\ yards. This means that they can be
worn in a great many different graceful ways, some people
wearing them like a Scotch plaid, others ai ranging them at

the back into a sort of little hood, while others just twist
them round the neck in the old but well-approved way. Then*
their softness and becomingness is remarkable, and not to
be met with in any but the more superior kinds.
Yet another allurement is the available colourings, these

being varied and mostly irresistible. There is a lovely shade
of harebell blue, cherry, biscuit, orange and many other
colourings, as well as w^hite, while a scarf of this type can indeed
be dyed any colour to special order, an adequate amount of
time being allowed. They are British made and dyed.

\\ithout doubt these scarves for country wear rival furs,

being quite equally warm and often more suitable. To war
workers also, they specially appeal. It is good news to hear
that Tam o'Shanter caps of the same fabric are being made
on purpose to match. Delightful the whole set looks.

„ . . , ,,
British industries have received a great

"'HatT ^'"'P ^'^^'^ ^o'"'^ E"t'* ^''^•o"'" hats.
For some time it was thought to be

almost an impossibility to rival the great .Austrian industrv
of velour hat-making here, the Austrians having so mono-
polised this typ.i of thing that competition prior to the war
never seemed worth while. Nous avons change tout cela,

in company with many other things; and a certain English
firm to-day is able to turn out British-made velours which
well and truly fill the bill. They are to ba congratulated on
their pertinacity and enterprise, for great pertinacity in
order to get the necessary machinery was needed, besides
infinite patience and care in the pnliminaricsof '.he art. These

British velour hats are quite the most delightful thmgs of their

kind, they are light, soft, silky-looking and are being made
in a host of delicate pastel colours, as well as in black, brown
and the more " useful " shades.

For travelling they are nowhere short of perfection, squash-

ing into the smallest space, and yet always going back into

shape .again when redeemed from bondage. Apart from the

great number of colours kept in stock, any special shade can

be had to order at a slightly increased cost, time for the

order's execution being, of course, given.

A New
Duster

The " Dazzler " polishing duster takes

perhaps a little getting used to, but once
this has been accomplished, it becomes

a trusted ally. The use does not lie in the method of its

wielding—for this is simplicity itself—but simply on account

of its. unusual construction. For it is in a particular kind of

paper and is a two-fold affair, one part being white and the

other black.

In use it is just like an ordinary duster, the right method
being to rub with the white lightly first and then hard with

the black. This not only cleans furniture, windows, linoleum,

grates and china very effectually, but it is capital for glass.

For the glass of lamps indeed it is the most efficacious thing

heard of—quite doubling the light given.

As a time and labour saver, therefore, the " Dazzler
"

duster is all that can be desired. Another feature, speaking

for itself, is that they need no washing. When they are

used up they are just thrown away, and nice clean fresh ones

instituted in their stead. How long they last depends, of

course, on what is done with them, but in the ordinary way
they can be used a certain number of times.

Personal use has proved that they clean very well, seeming
to gather up and attract the dirt, while the price is 6id. for

half a dozen.

The Lure of
Tortoise-shell

A clever firm with their usual happy
knack of doing precisely the right thing,

have brought out all manner of attrac-

tive articles in tortoise-shell. It seems indeed as if they had
set out to show the utmost that can be done in this particular

way, one thing leading to another until the whole musters in

brilliant array.

Blotters and other writing table paraphernalia, toilet

things, manicure cases, manicure pads, scent bottles with
tortoise-shell tops (most bewitching affairs) trinket boxes and
all manner of similar things are here, and quite delightful

they are in their tortoise-shell guise. Another pleasing thing is

that they are very diversified in tendency, some are quite

small inexpensive affairs, others more important and conse
quently more costly, but one and all delight the eye besides

charming the imagination.

For tortoise-shell, in very truth, is one of the most beautiful

things we have, and not used, many good judges opine, nearly
enough. Those wanting to make something in the way of

an original wedding present, or any other offering, will find

their every need met here. Either they can pick up a fascina-

ting piece of shell set in silver gilt and the deftest thing in

in?xpensive trinket boxes, or they can buy an entire outfit

for toilet or writing table, finding each separate article a
triumph in itself as wall as part of a wonderfully constructed
whole. Oneway in which tortoise-shell challenges silver is the
fact that it does not need such interminnb'.e cleaning, an
occasional rub with a soft chamois leather being all that is

required. Passe Partout.

An important War Bazaar is to be held at the Ritz Hotel.
Piccadilly, on October 24th and 25th, to increase the much-
needed funds for the General Hospitals which are daily nursing
back to health many poor patients as.well as our gallant wounded.
The event is being organised by the Presidents and Lady Presi-
dents oi certain districts of "The League of Mercy," the proposal
having received the approval of the Grand President Brigadier-
General Lord Atlilone. All information abont this bazaar can
be had of the " League of Mercy " Offices, 29, Southampton
Street, Strand, or the Hon. Organising Secretaries,. Mr. and
Miss .Andrews. 5, Belsize Park, Hampstead.

is
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Edith Gavell

William :
" Now you can bring in the American protest

"

[We reprodure R»Bmael« rs' historical cartoon, m connertion with "The Last Hours of Edith Cavell," t«ld in this issue by Mr Huch Cih?flu.
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The verdict of

18000
British ^

Officers
NOT because we, as its

makers, know it to be

incomparable ; not merely for

the reason that the War Office

gave it their official recogni-

tion, do we say to officers,

" Wear a Thresher." But we
do ask them to judge by the

verdict of their comrades in

arms ; to follow the lead of

those 18000 British Officers

who have found in their

ThresherTrench Goats perfect

protection and campaign
comfort.

Since Mr. Charles Glenny
designed the first model in

1914, the Thresher has never
been excelled, never in fact

been equalled, though many
imitations have come in the
market. The Thresher has
specially protected features
ensuring perfect ventilation.

THE LATEST FEATURE IS THE

MELCAM INTERLINING,
an ° uncrackable, imperishable
pliant lining, impenetrable by the
worst wind or rain. Fitted to all

Threshers, this interlining is as

durable as the hard-wearing outer
shell.

THE THRESHER
Trench Coat, unlined . . £4 14 6

The Original Price unchanged-

Trench Coat with detach-
able "Kamelcott" lining £6 6
With detachable Sheepskin
lining £8 8

Cavalry type, with Knee Flaps and Saddle
Gusset, 15/6 extra,

Sead size ol chest and approximate height,
and, to avoid any delay, enclose cheque
when ordering. All sizes in stock.

THRESHER & GLENNY
ESTABLISHED I7SS.

Military Tailors since the Crimean War '

152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON, W.C

fI}{l!^ii[Hlll^

i^V

Agents I

W. Anderson & Son,

Edinburgh & Glasgow

Appoiniment :o i* H,M: The King.

VIRGINIA CIGARETTES

THERE is only one
Piccadilly Circus in the

world- it has no rival. There
will be onlyone Cigarette in the
world for you, once you have
smoked a "PICCADILLY
Circus " Virginia Cigarette-

it has no rival.

The tobacco used in making
these Cigarettes is selected

and straightened, leaf by leaf,

from the famous matured Old
Belt and Eastern Carolina
Tobacco, and cut by experts.

The most skilful hand-workers
obtainable are employed to make
this super - selected tobacco into

PICCADILLY Circus Cigarettes.

Every little detail is subject to the
most exacting care, and the result is

a cigarette of delightful fragrance
and delicacy.

The PICCADILLY
Circus Virginia Cigarette
is the most perfect
Cigarette that ever , has
been, or ever can be,

produced—it is the ulti-

mate perfection of the
Cigarette, at a moderate
price.

25 for 1/7
To be obtained of all high-class Tobacconists.
A List of the London Tobacconists sellin4 PICCADILLY
Circus Cigarettes will be published shortly.

ALEXANDER b6gUSLAVSKY, Ltd., 55, Piccadilly, LONDON. W 1.
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THE KAISER'S HYPOCRISY

THE German answer to the Papal Peace Note is sugar-

coated insult. The Pope gave as his reason for issuing

the Note last month that the time had come for

" concrete and practiced proposals." The most

concrete of the proposals put forward by His Holiness, so far

as Germany was concerned, was " the complete evacuation

of IVlgium, with a guarantee of her full political, military,

and economic independence towards all Powers whatsoever
;

likewise the evacuation of French territory." Not a word is

written in reference to either of these matters in the German

answer ; they are absolutely ignored as though it were mere

impertinence on the part of the Pope to have alluded to them.

Instead, the Papal Chair is treated to a fulsome eulogy of the

Kaiser
—

" the ruthless master of the German people," to

quote President Wilson's words—as the supreme evangel of

peace, ever since he ascended the throne nine and twenty

years ago. It almost seems as though Heaven had put the

brand of Cain upon the German Emperor. That mark, it will

be remembered, was set upon the first murderer that he might

live, and not be slain in punishment for his crime. So it is

with Wilhelm. Through all history he shall live as the

prototype of the most unblushing liar who has ever occupied

high place in the affairs of the world. He has boasted to

equal the brutality of Attila and has not fallen far short of the

original ; he has shown a callousness to human suffering which

places him beside Nero, a name still execrated ; but when it

comes to deliberate falsehood—foolish falsehood in that it

deceives no one but himself and his pupix-t people—he stands

alone upon a bad pre-eminence which no man shall hereafter

contest with him. This document, from first to last, reeks

of falsehood, and is possibly the most grossly impertinent

missive; which has hitherto ever found place in the archives of

the Vatican.

The Allies welcome it. They understand there is not the

slightest intention on the part of the Kaiser or his advisers

to let go of Belgium or the occupied districts of France until

they are compelled to do so by superior might. All the

talk that appeared in German newspapers ten days ago was
wind. The military and economic domination of Belgium
is the fi.ved policy of tiie masters of Germany, and it is a policy

that is still applauded and supported by the German people.

I.ast week it wais pointed out here that Germany is fighting

(or the next war which is sure to cotnc. This truth now finds

confirmation in a book recently published in Berlin entitled

Deductions from the World War. The writer is a General

von Freytag Loringhoven, who was Q.M.G. on the German
General Staff when Falkenhayn was Chief of it. In this book,

(for particulars of which we are indebted to the Times), the

German General shows how for one reason and another,

chiefly because of sea-power, victory for Germany in the

present war is impossible. It is, therefore, advisable that it

should be terminated as soon as possible, when it will become
possible " to work with the object of securing to Germany
greater freedom for violent and decisive blows in one direc-
tion." Freytag declares that the military demands pre-
sented to the Reichstag before the war were " a feeble mini-
mum measure of the desirable "

; and that in course of the
war " German armaments have been seen to be inadequate."
These mistakes must naturally not be committed in the
iTitifle. Whether we like the prospect or not, we have to face
the fact that already there exists in Germany a powerful
and influential clique whose thoughts are occupied not with
the present, but the future ; and this future has no concern
with peace, but with war on a vaster and more ruthless scale
which shall achieve for Germany that victory which is now
recognised by all those, who are in a position to form a judg-
ment, to be impossible in the present struggle.

This fact having been established out of the mouths of the
Germans, what significance are we to attach to these words in
the German answer :

" The Imperial Government welcomes
with special sympathy the leading idea of the peace appeal,
in which His Holiness expresses his conviction that in the
future the material power of arms must be superseded by the
moral power of right." The meaning to be placed on them
is that, while other Powers are to conform in practice
to this restriction of armaments, the present rulers of Ger-
many will regard themselves free to pile up armaments
seeing that they have introduced the inevitable saving clause
that their act must be " compatible with the vital interests

of the German Empire and people." Again and again have
they justified the most unjustifiable actions by pleading they
were necessary for German interests. It is obvious they are
determined to maintain this plea. The point which we'
desire to make quite clear is that this Peace answer, read in

connection with public utterances wliich are now appearing
or have recently been publislicd in Germany, proves con-
clusively that Germany's one aim at the present time is a
negotiated peace which will leave her free to work in her

own way for the next war which is sure to come.

The Allies are determined that this war shall not come.
With the replies of Germany and Austria fresh in the public
mind, it is well to repeat what the President of the United
States wrote in his answer to the Pope :

The object of this war is to deliver the free peoples of the
world from the menace and the actual ]K)wer of a vast mili-
tary establishment controlled by an irresponsible Govemr
ment, which, having secretly planned to dominate the world,
proceeded to carry the plan out without regard either to the
sacred obligations of treaty or the long-established practi-
tices and long-cherished principles of international action
and honour: which chose its own time for the war ; delivered
its blow fiercely and suddenly ; stopped at no barrier
either of law or ot mercy : swept a whole continent within the
tide of blood, not the blood of soldiers only, but the blood
of innocent women and children also, and of the helpless poor ;

and now stands baulked, but not defeated, the enemy of four-
fifths of the world.

Since this was written, we have been given undeniable

evidence of the falsehood and treachery of the German Diplo-

matic Service in neutral countries. No one, we presume,
would take the trouble to argue that such practices could have
prevailed unless they were countenanced by the Imperial
German Government and approved by the Emperor.
Read the story published by Us to-day of the murdered

English woman, Edith Cavell, written down by Mr. Hugh
Gibson, of the American Legation in Brussels, not from
memory, but when the events were new. We are shown
here, in the most vivid light, the type of German mind we
are fighting to destroy. There can be no enduring peace for

mankind if that attitude towards life is permitted to survive

this war. Who is to be the conqueror ? Which ideaiis to win?
"A man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief, who had
done no violence neither was any deceit in his mouth," or this

other—a man for whom deceit is as a garment ; whose joy is

violence, and who recks nothing of the sorrows or grief he

creates ? There can be but one answer ; that answer is being

delivered in the most pertinent manner by our gallant iroops

ip Flanders and France. "Victory is assured," said General

Smuts, the other day ; and after victory there must be
pmiishment which shall purge civilisa tion of this horrible

orgy of deceit and violence.
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The Battle of the Menin Road
By Hilaire Belloc

^ ^O appreciate the importance of last Thursday's

I action it is necessary to return to that analysis of the

I Passchcndaele Ridge which was printed in these

M columns in the issue of August Jjrd, and Map I which

I here reproduce from that issue.

It is there pointed out that the defensive position ujxjn

which the enemy relies since he lost his commanding observa-

tion posts immcdiatelyeast and south-cast of Yprcs in the

tarliir British victories of this summer, is the Passchandaele

Kidge.

It IS further pointed out that this position (a long crescent

foIloA'ing the gradual dechning scries of low heights which

lorm a hollow curve looking westward towards Ypres) reposes

upon two pillars, as it were, which are the northern and the

southern ends of it. The northern pillar is that big forest of

Houthouest, which is a perfectly secure area and which cannot

be cleaied bydirect attack. Tlie southern pillar on the Menin-

Ypres road in front of Glieluvelt, though very strong, is more
vulnerable, and has therefore been at once the main objective

of the Allies in their recent si,\ weeks of preparation, and the

))oint which the en.imy was most determined to maintain,

it is here that he has attacked again and again in the last hve

weeks, particularly in his efforts to recai)ture the whole of

Inverness Wood (the Hercnthagc) which lies across the
main road and was his chief mainstay.

That southern pillar consists in the high ground upon the
Y])rcs-Mcnin road, just west by north of (i'heluvelt. The
height is indeed insignificant. The highest point at X (on

Map I) just beyond the bend in the high road, which the British

.soldiers call " Clapham Junction," overlooks the ruins of

Gheluvelt by no more than ;;o feet, and the plains of

Flanders beyond by no more than 60 to 70 feet. It is none the
less the chief observation post of the whole country side

and it ha^ features of peculiar value to the defensive

YPRES

Contoursmarked
Ui/nstres \

TreserutFightingLine ^m^^n
"Maia T^afuraX^efensa^eLine
O 1 2 3

TOIN'T
HERE

7^Fcuschendae^ T^ca^e/vsc^tan •s^t^'u^-^ti/ ^ierecent^ai^i'ancreJias cajD^ure<f
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It is wooded and marshy. The artificial water of what
.

was once the Herciithage chateau has spread under the
.

shell fire (and probably also through the artificial work of

the enemy) into big sheets of shallow nuid and water,

which the army has called the " Dumbarton Lakes,' and the

clay soil of the^ woods has been puddled into an impossible

sort of putty. This mere surface difficulty applies to, all this

region, far to the north and far to the south, but when it is

coupled with the obstacle of wood, the complexity of local

contours and the marshy ponds formed by the artificial

water of the Herenthage chateau, it forms the strongest

defensive^part by far upon the line.

Everything that was done to the north and to the south of

this point upon the Menin-Ypres road was done in order to

make the capture of the southern portibn certain, and that

capture was completely effected. It was the work of

troops from the North of England, among whom are

quoted particularly the Durham men. and was concluded

in the four hours between the dawn and the mid-morning of

Thursday last, September 20th.

The weather was, as usual, adverse; after a period

of drv air. and fairly good visibility (but high wind) came

rain in the night before the attack, beginning at about nine

o'clock in the evening. But the rain lifted before dawn,

and though the going was very muddy and difhcult

the plan was fulfilled" in all its details and with perfect

success. All the southern pillar of the German line

fell into the hands of the advancing British, every objective

upon, which they had fixed was held, the ruins of X'elsthoek

were held and the straggling hamlet along the road marked by
the rubbish of the Kntintje inn was reached. This lump of

high land terminates in a 55 ft. contour which makes a fairly

clearly defined though slight escarpment upon the eastern

extremitv of the woods and overlooking the ruins of Gheluvelf.'

This ridge the British troops have christened ," Tower Hamlets.""

Onc,> that eastern escarpment of the low h.nght was in British

hands the southern pillar of the ultimate Passchendaele position

was won. '

It is no wonder that the most, violent efforts were made to

recover the lost ground in this region. Of those efforts we
have had from various correspondents detailed accounts.

The late afternoon of the day was full of these counter-

attacks, as was the whole of Friday, the 21st, and the chief

of them would seem to^iave been that directed against the heart

ofthe captured position—that is along theMenin road—by the

ifith Bavarian Divi.sion. But the counter-attacks were so

well nourished and succeeded each other so rapidly far to the

north and south of this decisive point that we are not certain

whether the attempt , of^the i6th Bavarian Division was

really the chief effort or no. In any case the destruction of

this covmter-attack, like that of so many others, was very

largely caused by the superiority enjoyed by the British in the

W-_ r,h£-atWf^

Xktatted TTUxp showiM^ contimrs ofthe

Southern TcUar axmecC by BriUsh
on iO°'Jiptcmber 1917

.

Approxima.Umw tuit aftirtht vtcOiy aj
detadtd bv BriCisli CarresponcUnti' -

air. T^e massing of troops for the counter-attack was
stoppecl.'they were bombed from the air while they were still

in column and were already shaken before they came under the
field artillery' and rifle fire of their opponents.

It -is iremarked by the correspondents that the counter-
attacks of the enemy were necessarily delayed by the with-
drawal of his re-action troops (as of his guns) further behind the
front line than was the case in the past, and this in its turn
is due to the increasing superiority of the British artillery.

It is an obvious method to meet an increasing superiority
of bombardment by holding your front line as thinly as possible,

but everything in tactics, as in engineering, 'is a com-
promise of forces, and what you gain in the sparing of men
immediately under the worst strain, you lose in the ability

for prompt re-action. So far as the accounts afforded us go
not one of

,
the counter-attacks'along all the eight miles achieved

its object, and certainly those directed against the principal
point upon the Menin road were thoroughly broken and proved
futile. ,

If we consider the larger aspects of the affair, and ask
ourselves what it means for the future, we note first and
particularly, that point with which I began, that the
southern pillar of the main ultimate defensive position,

the Passchendaele Ridge, is gone. That position is now
threatened in flank. It is not practically overlooked.
The whole ridge, as will be seen by turning to Map
I, continues for more than five miles upon ' the 50
metre, contour, and even the. highest points of the
group of woods and hummocks seized by the British last

Thursday, do not dominate its general line by as much as 30
feet. But the point is that the fixed area upon which the
southern end of this defensive position reposed has been lost

to the enemy. Any considerable fiu"ther progress down to-
wards. the plain at this southern end—as, for instance, the
occup"ation of the ruins of Gheluvelt and the lower ground
beyahd, turns the whole ridge. It was with, this object that
the attack was launched, and that object, the foundation of

the future success itself, achieved. Apart from this general
consideration of ground we must consider another aspect of
the action, which is the proof it affords that the last tactical

device, adopted by the defensive ,has been mastered. Isolated
concrete armaments of machine gun positions—what are
called by the British army " pill boxes " and by the
Germans, from the initials of their description in German, the
mabii's—have gone down before new methods designed against
them.
What- those methods are we must not know, but it is

clea'r''that they have proved once more the universal truth
running through all warfare that the mere defensive, however
ingenious or novel, is a prelude to defeat. The offensive
will always ultimately, have the better of it if it is

indefinitely prolonged. In this war it is a matter of

days or weeks to discover the jiew offensive device which,
destroys the value of the new defensive device. In earlier

wars It has been a matter of months or years. But the rule

is "always the same, and will necessarily always be the same.
He that is permanently and necessarily upon the defensive is

defeated. In other words, the defensive in war means nothing
.
save .time for preparation of a further orjensive or, if a further

offensive be impossible, the gaining of time for some political

transaction.

The just use of defensive devices with this object is half

the story~ of successful war ; but the defensive art without
any prospect of comparative accession of force, political or
military, is the acknowledgment of defeat. That statement

is an absolute in all military history, admitting of no qualifi-

cations whatsoever.

Jsow in the present circumstances the prolongation of the
Gerrhan defensive does not aim at a comparative accession

of force. The Allied force has far more in reserve than the
Central Empires. The German defensive is therefore

clearly based upon some hope that political aid will come where
military aid is no longer available. It is clearly based upon
the gamble- a gamble unfortunately legitimate from time
to time when a wave of depression runs over the Allied

countries, or when one of their Governments weakly permits
the advocacy of negotiation— that if the defence of the besieged
is sutticiently prolonged, the determination of the besiegers

to make good will fail : that the political structure behind the
Allied armies will break down either by a quarrel between
their ^component governing powers, or by the domestic and
internal disintegration of their social forces. That is the
chief danger before us. On the military side the problem is

already solved, and this last action proves this theme in its

own way more clearly even than did the preceding, though
complete, successes of \"imy and of Messines.

NVith regard to the " Pill Boxes," we should do ill to regard
thefh, even now that they are. mastered; as anything new in

principle and therefore baffling.

.„i\s,the defensive grows weaker iamen there invariably comes
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some policy of isolated position?;. It takes innumerable

forms, according to the nature of the war -blockhouses, or

guerilla posts, or what not. These new isolated concrete

machine-gun positions are only a particular example of the

general truth. There has never been a siege in history which

at its close did not take the form of bastions still strongly held

attempting to prevent the piercing of the increasmgly weakly

held curtam IxHween them. There has never been a defeated

defensive in historv which in its last stages was not of its

nature increasingly patchy. The advantage and disadvan-

tage of such methods are quite obvioas. The advantage is

the power to hold, of to attempt to hold, the outer shell of

tlie defensive zone with less men. The disadvantage is the

lack of continuitv in the defensive line. The pill boxes are

not some wonderful new idea which gives a longer lease of

life to the enemy than was expected. There is nothing

unexpected or of genius in the construction of very thick low

concrete protection for isolated maciiine-gun positions and

the substitution of these for continuous trenches which can

no longer be held or even kept in being under the perjjetually

increasing lire power of the British siege artillery. The only

question put by this last method of the defensive was whether

the lack of continuity in the defence which it presupposed

would be compensated for by the strength of the isolated

posts ? That is the question whicli all siege devices present.

The que5^tion has been solved in this case almost immediately

in favour of tiie offensive, and we may conlidently -expect

tliat the future will show what fruits "the answer to that

question gives us.

You cannot have your caike and eat it too. The moment
you begin to rely upon small isolated posts you postpone in

some degree your timing of counter-attack. You interfes^

with your power of lateral movement, and you create a front

line wliich is more brittle than the old. Perhaps also, if we
are to judge by reports, you lower your power of inflicting

loss upon the attacking troops.

The .Line of the Dvina

With regard to the line of the Dvina, what we have' to say

is unfortunately only too simple. It is lost.

The town of Dvinsk, or Uunaborg, is at the enemy's dis-

posal, whenever he chooses to occupy it, and the whole of

the defensive system of which the river Dvina was success-

fully made the nucleus during the past two terrible years ot

strain has gone to pieces.

Whenever you have an obstacle in warfare you hold beyond
that obstacle (if you have any hope of ultimate success)what
are called " bridgeheads," that is positions on the enemy's
side beyond the obstacle the possession of whiclvwill allow you,
when the time comes to advance, to cover the passages of the
obstacle . in your own favour. The Russians, in making
the Dvina their defensive line in the north, held a continuous
belt of bridgeheads from the gulf of Riga right upstream to the

lake region in front of Dvinsk.

licobstadtr

LiwenhcC

*d -'-MLZes

The Germans, during the whole of the last two years, and

especially at the beginning of that period, made everv effort

to reduce this bridgehead belt. So long as the Russian

political system and its army were intact they failed. In

their efforts of the last few Weeks they have completely suc-

ceeded. First they carried the bridgeheads immediately above

Riga, turned the position of that town and occupied it.

Now in the past week they have driven in the bridgehead

still further upstream, occupying Jacobstadt, and reaching

the river as higli upas Liwenliof. The line of the Dvina is gone.

The Russian Revolution and the French Revolution.

IN
the course of the present war, historical parallels have

constantly presented themselves to the public mind.
Where they haye been very general and very distant,they

have been, if applied with ciution, and with due elimination

of detail, serv'iceable.

For instance, the parallel between the present struggle and
the second Punic war, though there are vast differences in

scale, both of time and space, and in object, has furnished
one great invaluable lesson, the lesson of tenacity. In the
one case, as in the other, the party ultimately doomed to

defeat enjoyed every preliminary success, invaded tlie terri-

tory of its opponent thoroughly, and only failed at last through
the superior will and tenacity of the apparently conquered
party.

There have been certain other historical parallels which
have proved valuable, for instance, the parallels between (or

the identity between) the Prussian neglect of international
morals under Frederick the Great, with his invasion of Silesia,

and the Prussian neglect of internalional morals to-day
with its invasion of Belgium.
The parallels of the past, of blockcide by sea, have also

invariably held.

But there have been many more parallels drawn from
the past which have been misleading; and more than mis-
leading, highly dangerous from the fact that the secure and
known history of the past has made men forecast the- imme-
diate future with a sort of certitude, as though they were
following a map.
The worst of these, -uundoubtedly, has beeji the parallel

from old wars of movement. It has misled the best brains
and the most practised students of wax in Europe. This was
especially the case in the autumn of 1914. Then the new trench
warfare unexpectedly developed upcai its present enormous
scale in the VVest,

There have been other of these false parallels, of which one
of the most striking was the supposed parallel between the
German invasion of Poland and the pnt-cedent of 1813. But
the most dangerous at the present is undoubtedly the parallel

between the Russian Revolution and the French creative
movement of a hundred and thirty years a go.which transformed
F.urorv. If we allow that jiarallel to dqaninate our thought.

we shall lose the war. It is misleading in the highest degree,

and it misleads us preecisely in those points where we most
require discipline, tenacity and vision and makes us hope that

of the Russian as the French, there. will come in wisdom.

Let us first observe the superficial points of resemblance.

Both movements are an attack upon, and the successful

oversetting of, a political monarchical machine. Both have

for their motive power the discontent of a whole population,

largely an economic discontent, and both use the same phrases

with regard to political opinion, thougli the second is merely

a copy of the first in this respect In both movements there

is an appeal to ideals floating in the general mind of Europe, and
as yet, undeveloped. It is fair to add that both movements,
regarded apart from their military aspect, have more in com-
mon than the opponents of the present Russian Gc/vernment
upheaval might be willing to grant.

But it is the military aspect which practically determines,

because it is for us a matter of life a«nd death, and when we
come to that military aspect, the differences are fundamental.

To begin at the beginning. The French Revolution was
undoubtedly in its origin, and even at its height, the move-
ment of a whole people generally united and homogeneous.
This truth has been defined by foreign observers and students

as a whole, and by many native historians as well. It is

true that the direction of tlie French Revolution was in the

hands of a minority. It is true that the orderly process of

direct and universal voting by plebiscite or referendum did

not control it. But it is equally true that the nation as a
whole had been thoroughly permeated before the revolution

broke out with the ideals which that revolution set out to

realise, and it is worthy of remark that, with the exception of

western and highly localised rebellion in Vendee and Brittany

every reaction against the revolution was effected in the name
of the revolution and was an honest attempt to realise its

creed. The Girondins would have defined themselves as the
heirs and better representatives of the revolutionary creed

than the Mountain. The Cffisaristic conclusion of the whole
affair was thoroughly alive with its general tendencies, and
the poet who called Napoleon Robespierre on horseback was
talking sense

Now the Russian Revolution has not such a united nation
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to deal with, nor a. clear national ideal supporting it.

Its direction is in the hands of men whose ideaJs are essentially

cosmopolitan, many of whom are not Russians at all, but have

in the past proved their detestation of the Russian character

and regarded themselves as the victims of that character. The
material with which it deals is not one nation at all. The
Russian Empire which it has overset was not one organised

people, but an autocracy which united under its control

elements the most diverse in speech, origin, social tradition and

religion.* The Finns are not Russians at all. South Russia has

elements which we cannot judge in the west, but which are

certainly separatist. The Cossacks are an element apart.

The Poles were a distinct and separate entity, and the outlying

territories to the south and to the cast in the Caucasus and
licyond, and in Asia, were no part at all of one united nation.

Tlie Jewish element, very powerful, very numerous, and] in

the main German-speaking, were something utteUy distinct

from, and usually hostile to those whom they now largely

inspire and claim to order.

One Heart, One Brain

Again, France had in the revolution one heart and brain

for its whole organism, which was Paris, Russia has no such

centre. The town which claims to govern is the least national

of all Russian towns. Paris is the most national of all the

French towns. Some sort of parallel might be afforded by Moscow
if Moscow had been the scatof the movement and the traditions

of.Moscow and the local native leaders of Moscow its inspiration.

Petrograd can lay no such claim. On the contrary, its

position is the very antithesis morally, geographically and
politically, of a national capital. It is an extreme frontier town,

gathering within it and intensifying every anti-national mood
and itself the artificial creation—and the recent creation—of

bureaucracy.
Again, the French Revohition set out with a definite object

with a creed and documents supporting that claim. Its

whole action was positive. You hate it or you love it, as you
hate or you love an organised religion. In the Russian move-
ment there is nothing of this. There is a chaos of conflicting

negations. There is nothing upon which you can put your hnger

and say, " This is that clear doctrine for whicli these men
have risen and for which they are willing to die,"

But undoubtedly the sharpest contrast of all, and cer-

tainly the one which most practically concerns ourselves, is

the military contrast, and here you have a contrast of north

against south, of plus against minus.

The French Revolution was launched before the outbreak of

war. The war which followed upon it was a war, the flaming

motive of which was military success. The appeal was
made to a military nation to resist an invader who had in-

solently proposed to dictate domestic policy. The whole
revolution naturally turned into a war of propaganda and of

conquest, and the very nature of tlie whole thing was bound
to,become military from the moment that, in Danton's prophecy,

"the first bugles should sound."
The Ru.ssian Revolution broke out as a consequence of defeat.

Its extremists were the opponents of war, and particularly

of a war of national defence. It was bred in the distaste

of, or the hatred for, the profession of arms, its intensity was
marked progressively by the denunciation of the military spirit.

In Ifrance the chief architect of the revolution wasCamot,
a professional soldi.-^r whose interest, let alone whose stoical

ideals, were those of a soldier. Read the movements of the

man before \\ attignii-s, and see how the mere intellectual in-

terest of tactics al)sorbed him. . Note how the songs and the

legends of the French Revolution arc the songs and the legends

of arms : and mark the passion for military order which pre-

cisely coincides with the most violent strain of 1704.
The Reign of Terror was essentially martial law. And

if you consult the motives of its cruelty, and read in detail

the indictments under whicii its victims suffered, you will

find the overwhelming mass of them to be indictments against

military treason or military slackness, liven apart from
this military character of the Gallic race and of its chief

modern effort you have the clear reasoning, the intellectual

power which grasped from the earliest moment of the effort

what should be for all of us to-day its chief lesson : that a
polilical ideal once challenged to battle by an opponent can
only be realised by decisive victory in the field.

the Russian Revolution docs not show this character

but its exact opposite. Its extremists are men who cry for

peace, who tell us tliat the punishment of aggression is im-

moral, and who believe or say that an imdefeatcd enemy who
has already half crushed the army organisation will, if he is

now propitiated, leave them for the future in peace.

The characteristic phrase of the French Revolution,

rhetorical and borrowed from antiquity was this : " The
Republic does not negotiate with an enemy upon the national

goi! " '" -uch a characteristic phrase the Russian Revolu-

tion gives us no echo. There is no defining principle capable

of producing such an historical sentence. The nearest thing

to it is the reproduction of a false and silly sentence, framed
in Berlin, " No annexations and no indemnities." In other

words, no victory.

It is a phrase not only of German origin, but accurately

repeated for the most part by men whose own language
in Petrograd is German. It is as though when Verdun
had fallen in 1792 Danton had said : "No act of wicked
violence against our friends the Emigres and Brunswick."
\Vhat he did say (and all France (xhoed him) was something
very different. He said: " What wc need is Daring and
more Daring and ceaseless Daring." We have had no such
signal from the east to-day, and we may wait long for it.

A less general examination will show another characteristic

difference between the two niovemcnts, which is, after all,

but the natural consequence of their profound spiritual

diversity.

The French movement was wholly directed by men who
were the very concentration of the French people ; their

essence as it were : that professional middle-class of the

eighteenth century which has been reproached for the spirit

of the Jacobins, whose limited views upon liberty and property

have been the jest of their opponents, whose culture has been

thought too narrow—but who changed the world.

Every one of the leading men in the F"rench Revolution

is the man trained in the traditions of the French University

and in .the spirit of the French bourgeoisie. It was the

lawyers, the officers of the learned arms, sappers and gunners'

the young poets and the young scholars, the local magnates

of the towns, who made the thing, who directed it, and who
conquered Europe. The modern liuropean society which

they erected has been made in their image, it has failed where

they lacked breadth and magnificence, it has succeeded

where the strong virtues of their class were needed. They
were the spokesmen and the captains of the whole affair.

Napoleon himself was of them. Rousseau had been of them.

Robespierre, Carnot. St. Just, Danton, the mad Marat—every
name you can choose was of them.

There is nothing corresponding to this at all in the Russian

movement. Whether such a class exists in Russia may be

doubted. That it has come to control the revolution, if it

does exist, can certainly be denied.

Now it is unfortunately probable that without some such

homogeneous class direction a movement of this kind can

neither progress nor succeed.

Lastly, yoU'have the simple truth that the nation of France

at the French Revolution, through the vohmteers and through

the less articulate action of the peasants, joined the general

scheme. It was fairly articulate, it was upon the whole

united, it went forward towards a common end, and that end

you may sec around you in Western Europe to-day. But

of xohat the mass of the Russian peasantry may think or wish

to do to-dav we hear nothing. The revolution in France took

arms and conquered after the national federation. Of such

national federation, nay, of so much as a national convention,

we have heard nothing in Russia but promises—though si.<

months have passed. We simply do not know what the

nation, that interior Russian mass lying centrally among so

many other different peoples, the Muscovy peasantry which

is properly described as Russian, thinks or feels upon the

whole affair. It has not spoken, and as yet no steps have

been taken by which it may be permitted to speak.

H. Belloc.

It is too often regarded in this cojmtrv that inasm\ich as

fk;rmany has introduced the ration ticket system, everything

works smoothly in that coimtry imder the Food Controller.

But tliis extract from the Vos!.ischc Xeitung of Berlin which
appeared only last week, gives a very different view :

" livcryonc in Berlin buys on the sly what he can—noble,

)iost-oflico official, shopRirl, merchant, 'workman, and officer.

The usually moral man sees and hears with remarkable
light-mindedness, the humorous tales regarding the persistent

manner in which all classes ignore the law—as, for example, the

wild prices which workmen, themselves receiving the wildest

wages, pay in Spandau for illegally imported food, etc. Even
if one were to let loose that dangerous expedient—general

information against everyone—where can we find the prisons to

hold the millions who will be convicted ? Under such circum-

stances someone will always ask if it is not better to do away with

this entire system of penalty and compulsion, which is directed,

not against the minority, but against the majority. A return

to free trading without conditions or limitations has been many
times demanded. That is impossible. The simplest expedient

of going back to the peace basis when the industrial situation is

so thoroughly Abnormal would have the most dangerous conse-

quences. Whether a vital change in our war industrial organisa-

tion is either possible or advisable in the present state of high

war tension is a question which can only be decided by a con-

ference of experts. It must'also be remembered that when peace

negotiations or an armistice begin it will be impossible tg change
matters even then."
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General Pershing : The Man and His Work
By Lewis R. Freeman

DURING a recent sojourn in France I heard, in the

course of a single day, two very illuminative coni-

niejits on the officers of the newly arrived American
Expeditionary Force. The lirst was by a young

French Staff Ofhccr w hom I met while on a visit to the

Champagne front.
" We like your officers immensely," he said, " they are so

quick-witted and so energetic, and yet so easy to get along

with. But do you know they have been of a great surprise

to us in that they are not in the least ' American '

; they are

always asking us what wc think of things, not telling us what
///(•>' think."

" But isn't that just as it should be," I said, " consider-

ing that you have had three years of experience of modern
warfare and they haven't had any at all ?

" Of course it's as it should be," he replied ;

" but—well,

.to be frank, it isn't quite what we expected. You Americans
have such a manner of working out ways of your own to do
things that-^well, naturally, we rather expected to hear

more ipf how you were going to do it."

Returning to Paris that afternoon, I dined in the evening
with an American friend who was in France on a special

diplomatic mission, and it was while discussing the com-
plicated task of the Staff of the American Expeditionary
Force in l-"rance that he said :

" It isn't only a military liaison with the Allied armies that
h;is to be eft'ected, but jbJso a sort of a social liaison with the

Allied peoples—the French and the English. This being
so, we may count ourselves fortunate that the job is up
to our old Regular Army Officers. Our little Regulai" Army
—with the Navy, of course—was, up to the time of our entry
into the war, about the only really national thing we had.

Just about everything else was coloured with sectionalism,

provincialism ; and for that reason I have always held that

our Regul.ir Army Officers were not necessarily the most
typical, but certainly the most characteristically ' American

'

citizens of the country. And this is especially true of those
officers who saw service in the Philippines, for their

Americanism has been strengthened by a ' national per-

spective ' that can only be acquired by a considerable resi-

dence outside one's country, by ' standing off '-so to speak,
and viewing it objectively."

" General Pershing," he concluded, " is one of the most
—indeed, jx-rhaps Ihc most

—
' American ' American I know :

and, because in the first year of his work over here, he is

' establishing contact ' in so many senses besides the military,

1 cannot conceive of a man whom it would be more desirable
that our Allies should judge us by, or through whom they
should learn of the spirit we bring to our task and of the
spirit in which we hope to carry it through.

"

Because the average European's idea of the American is

of a sort of a cross between a Cook's tourist and a patent
medicine salesman, one can hardly blame him for having had
some misgivings how things would go when he had this

bumptious hybrid beside him as an Ally. As the remarks of
the young French Officer I h^ive quoted would indicate,
there has been " a great surprise " that in the place of this
popularly conceived American, there has appeared a modest
but apparently competent individual, who shows an astonish-
ing readiness to defer to the experience of others, and an equally
astonishing reluctance to try to make others defer to his.

\\ hat is hapix'ning is that England and France are just be-
ginning to make the acquaintance of a, to them, new type of
American, a type which, one may venture to hope, will

become sufficiently familiar to them in the months to come
to give it at least a sporting chance of supplanting the
' Cook's -touris*: patent- medicine -salesman " type in the
popular imagination.

With, my diplomatic friend I have quoted, I, who am
myself an .Viiierican, feel that America is indeed fortunate
that our Regular Army Officer, of whom (ieneral Pershing
is so distinguished, yet so thoroughly representative, should
be the principal medium through which our first forerunning
"national liaison" with oiu" European Allies is eft'ected.

* * * *

I have heard and read many descriptions and characterisa-
tions of Major General John J. Pershing, but I think none
that ever impressed me as being quite so succinctly com-
prehensive in indicating the traits that make' the man's re-
cord what it is as the words of a Moro chief of the island of
Jolo, who had met the then Military Governor of Mindanao
both on the battlefield and at the council table. Defeat on
the one side had won his respect, justice on the other his
gratitude, and at the moment I encountered him he had

come to the office of the acting Governor of Jolo to' give in-

formation regarding a threatened rising among the Moros.
\V hen I told him that I had recently seen General Pershing in

Zamboanga, he nodded his head vigorously, showed his

betel-nut stained teeth in an affectionate grin and re-

marked, " Pershin' he lick you, but he no lie to you." That
was all he said, but I have recently read magazine articles

(of more pages than that old bare-footed chief used words)
which failed to reveal so well what were the mainsprings of

General Pershing's success at tasks which had proved too much
for other men. He never made a promise w liich he could not
and woul^ not keep, and if fair dealing did not accomi)lish
the desired result he effected it by fair righting. Truth and a
good licking go farther with the primitive savage than with
his civilised brother, and the outstanding success that has
crowned American effort to rule the high-spirited non-Christian
races of the Southern Philippines is traceable largely to the
rare judgment with which the one supplemented the other
during the Pershing regime
Up to the time of his entry into the Philippine field, where

his most distinguished work to date has been accomplislied,
Pershing's career had not a great deal to dift'erentiate it from
any ether American Regular Army Officer of similar rank.
He graduated from West Point in 1886, and almost immediately
rode with the 10th Cavalry in Crook's campaign against
the Apaches in Arizona and Mexico, a somewhat similar

operation to the one against Villa in which he was destined
to have the chief command thirty years later. In 1890 he
took part in the campaign against " Sitting Bull," in the " Bad
]-ands " of Dakota, doing notable work at the head of a band
of loyal Sioux Scouts.
The next eight years were " routine," but in 1898 there

began for Pershing a period of military activity which has had
but the briefest breaks down to the present. He fought
and gained mention for bravery at San Juan and El Caney in

the operations culminating in" the fall of Santiago de Cuba,
and after the Philippines were ceded by Spain to the United
States, he was sent with his regiment to take part in the infin-

itely difficult series of campaigns for their final pacification.

It was the sheer brilliancy of his work against tlie fanatical
Moros of the big southern island of Mindanao which w;as res-

ponsible several years later for his unparalleled promotion,
over the heads of 862 officers who normally would have had
precedence of him—from Captain to Brigadier-General.
The. truth was that there was work waiting for Pershing, but
before taking it up it was imperative that he be elevated
to a higher rank, because departmental red-tape made it

impossible for President Roosevelt to promote him to Major
or Colonel, he, with characteristic disregard of precedent,
made him a General.
The work which awaited Pershing was to complete the

pacification of Mindanao and to initiate a suitable form of

government for that turbulent island, a task at which the
several distinguished Generals who preceded him had had
but indifferent success. How the miracle was wrought is too
long a story to tell here. Fair-dealing and fair-tighting,
as I have said, went hand in hand, and no penalty went
uninflictcd, no promised reward unfulfilled.

Concurrently with the military campaign a comprehensive
programme for improving the health and economic welfare
of the pacified population was carried on. Roads were built,
agriculture! stations established, and schools—both elementary
and for simple industrial training- started. The deadly
foe of one day became the peaceful coconut-planter or basket-
weaver of the next. General Pershing's great task was prac-
tically completed by the time he was recalled to America
shortly before the outbreak of the present war.
The task set General Pershing in sending h'un into Mexico

after the elusive Pancho Villa last year might well be compared
to sendmgaman into a cage of hyenas with orders to bring out
one of them without interfering with the others. That
Pershing succeeded in doing this without bringing America
mto actual war with Carranza (and thus playing the German
game) is by many, rated as the most superlatively finessed
achievement of its kind in American military history, one
which made his choice to conmiand the American Expedi-
tionary Force in France inevitable.

* * * * *

If one thing more than another impressed me in the all-too-
bnef chat 1 had with General Pershing in Paris a fortnight
ago, it was the grim earnestness with which he is putting- his
shoulder to his latest and greatest task ; that, and an almost
reverent admiration for the armies that had stood* the first
shock, thi.- men who had blazed the way before him.
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Cbe East Hours of eut\) Cabell

By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

Another Chapter from

A Journal from a Legation
Otcing to the temporary illness of Mr. Whitlock, American
Mintsier in Brrissels. who was in charge of British interests
in Bel-uimjt fell to the diitv of Mr. Hii^h Gibson to under-
take to save the life of Miss Edith Cavell, icho. as this
r.arrative shows, had been denied iiistice bv the German
Military Court. The facts were -written down at the time,
and Raemaekers famous cartoon, published on the occasion
and reproduced by us to-day, is another record. It is not to
be assumed that because at the last -moment the German
authorities in Brussels refused to apply personally to the
Kaiser for a reprieve, that the Kaiser itas not in sympathy
tilth the crime. He has never repudiated it ; he has defended it.

OX AUGUST 5, 1915, Miss Edith Cavell, an English
woman, directress of a large nursing home at Brus-
sels, was quietly arrested by the (ierman authorities
and confined in the prison of St.-C.illes on the charge

that she had aided stragglers from the Allied armies to
escape across the frontier from Belgium to Holland, fur-
nishing them with money, clothing and information concerning
the route to be followed. It was some time before the news
of MissCavell's arrest was received by the American Legation,
which was entrusted with the protection of Britisii interests
in the orcupied portion of Belgium. On August 31st the
\rinister at Brussels received a communication from the
.-\mbassador in London transmitting a note from the Foreign
Office stating that .Miss Cavell was reported to have been
arrested and asking that steps be taken to render her assist-
ance. Mr. Whitlock immediately addressed a note to the
German authorities asking whether there was any truth in
the repfjrt of Miss Cavell's arrest, and requesting authoriza-
tion for Maitre Gaston de Leval. the Legal Counsellor of the
Legation, to consult with Miss Cavell and, if desirable, entrust
some one with her defence.
No reply was received to this communication, and on

Septernber loth the legation addressed a further note to
Baron von der Lancken, Chief of the Political Department,
calling his attention to the matter and asking that Baron
von der Lancken enable the Legation to take such steps as
might be necessary for Miss Cavell's defence. On September
iJth a reply was received from Baron von der Lancken in
which it was stated that Miss Cavell had been arrested on
August 5th and was still in the military prison of St.-Gilles.
The note continued :

She ha.s herself admitted "that she concealed in her house
trench and English soldiers, as well as Belgians of military
age, all desjrous of proceeding to the front. She has also
admitted having furnished these soldiers with the money
necessary for their journey to France, and having facilitated
Iheir departure from Belgium by providing them with guides,
who enabled them to cross the Dutch frontier secretly.
Miss Cavell's defence is in the hands of the advocate Braun,
who, I may add, is already in touch with the competent
<">erman authorities.
In view of the fact that the Department of the Governor-
General as a matter of principle does not allow accused persons
to have any interviews whatever, I much regret my inabilitv
to procure for M. de Leval permi.ssion to visit Mi.ss Cavell
as long as she is in solitary confinement.

International Law

Under the provisions of international law the American
Minister could take no action while the case was before the
courts. It is an elementary rule that the forms of a trfal
must be gone through without interference from any source.
If, when the sentence has been rendered it appears that there
has been a denial of justice, the case may be taken up diplo-
matically with a \iew to securing real justice. Thus in
the early stages of the case the American Minister was help-
less to interfere. All that he could do while the case was before
the courts was to watch the procedure carefully and be pre-
pared with a full knowledge of the facts to see that a fair
trial was granted.

Maitre de Leval communicated with M. Braun, who said
that he had been prevented from pleading before the court
on behalf of .Miss Cavell, but had asked his friend and colleague
M. Kirschen. to take up the case. Maitre de Leval then
communicated with M. Kirschen. and learned from him
that lawyers defending prisoners before German military

courts, were not allowed to see their clients before the trial

and were shown none of the documents of the prosecution.
It was thus manifestly impossible to prepare any defence
save in the presence of the court and during the progress of

the trial. . Maitre de Leval. who from the beginning to the
end of the case showed a most serious and chivalrous concern
for the welfare of the accused, then told M. Kirschen that
he would endeavour to be present at the trial in order to watch
the case. M. Kirschen dissuaded him from attending the
trial on the ground that it would only serve to harm Miss Cavell
rather than help her ; that the judges would resent the pre-
sence of a representative of the American Legation. Although
it seems unbelievable that any man of judicial mind would
resent the presence of another bent solely on watching the
course of justice. M. Kirschen's advice was confirmed by other
Belgian lawyers who had defended prisoners before the Ger-
man military courts, and spoke with the authority of experi-
ence. iVI. Kirschen promised, however, to keep Maitre de
Leval fully posted as to all the developments of the case and
the facts brought out in the course of the trial.

The trial began on Thursday, October 7th, and ended the
following day.
On Sunday afternoon the Legation learned from persons

who had been present at the trial some of the facts

The Case Against Miss Cavell

It seems that Miss Cavell was prosecuted for having helped
English and French soldiers, as well as Belgian young men.
to cross the frontier into Holland in order that they might
get over to England. She had made a signed statement
admitting the truth of these charges and had further made
public

,
acknowledgment in court. She frankly admitted

that not only had she helped the soldiers to cross the frontier,

but that some of them had written her from England thanking
her for her assistance. This last admission made the case
more serious for her, because if it had been proven only that
she had helped men to cross the frontier into Holland ^he
could only have been sentenced for a violation of the passport
regulations, and not for the " crime " of assisting soldiers to
reach a country at war with Germany.

Miss Cavell was tried under paragraph 58* of the German "

Military Code, which says :

Any person who. with the intention of aiding the hostile
power or causing harm to German or allied troops, is guilty
of 6ne of the crimes of Paragraph go of the German Penal
Code, will be sentenced to death for treason.

The " crime " referred to by paragraph 90 was that of
"conducting soldiers to the enemy " (namely, dem Feinde
Mannschaften zufiihrt.)

It is manifest that this was a strained reading of the pro-
visions of military law ; that a false interpretation was wilfully
put upon these provisions in order to secure a conviction.
The law was obviously framed to cover the cases of those
who assist stragglers or soldiers who have become lost to get
back to their own lines and join their units. It is doubtful
whether framers of the military law had foreseen anything so
indirect and unprecedented as that of helping soldiers cross
the frontier into a neutral country in the hope that they might
subsequently find their way back to their own army. Miss
Cavell assisted these soldiers to escape into a neutral country
which was bound, if possible, to apprehend and intern them.
If these soldiers succeeded in outwitting the watch authorities
and~making their way to England, their success would not,
to any fair-minded person, increase the ofience committed
by Miss Cavell.

Her Courage in Court

Miss Cavell's Conduct before the Court was marked by the
greatest frankness and courage. She stated that she had
assisted these men to escape into Holland because she thought
that if she had not done so they would have been seized and
shot by the Germans ; that she felt that she had only done her
duty in helping to save their lives.

The Military Prosecutor replied that while this argument
might be made concerning English soldiers, it could not apply
to Belgians who were free to remain in the country without
danger. The subsequent behaviour of the German authorities
to the Belgian young men who remained in the country does
not lend any considerable weight to the remarks of the Public
Prosecutor.

In concluding his plea, the Public Prosecutor asked that the
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court pass the sentence of death upon Miss Cavell and eight

other prisoners among the thirty-hve brought to trial.

I'pon ascertaining these facts Maitre de Leval called at the

Political Department and asked that, the trial having taken
place, permission he granted him to see Miss Cavell in person
as there could be no further objection to consultation. Herr
Conrad, an official of the Political Department, who received

Maitre de Leval, stated that he would make enquiry of the
court and communicate with him later.

The foregoing are the developments up to Sunday night,

, October lotli. Subsequent developments are shown by the
following extracts from a journal made at the time.

Extracts from My Journal

Priissi'la, Octobsr 12///, 1915.—When I came in yesterday
morning I found information \vhich seemed to confirm previous
nports. that Miss Cavell's trial had been concluded on Saturday
afternoon and tliat the prosecution had asked that the death
sentence Ije imposed. Monsiei^r de I.evai promptly called

up the Political Department on tlie telephone and talked to Con-
lad. repeating our previous requests that he be authorised to
see Miss Cavell in prison. He also asked that Mr. Gahan, the
English chaplain, lie permitted to visit her. Conrad replied
tliat it had been' decided that Mr. Gahan could not see her,
but that she could see any of the three Protestant clergymen
(Germans) attached to the prison ; that de Leval could not see
fier imtil the judgment was pronoiuiced and signed. He said
that as yet no sentence had been pronounced and that there
would probably lie a delay of a day or two before a deci-
sion was reached. He stated that" even if the judgment
of the Court had been given it would have no effect until it had
Ijeen conlirmed by tjie Governor, who was absent from
Brussels and would not return for two or possibly three days.
We asked Conrad to inform the Legation immediately upon
the contirmation of the sentence in order that steps m'ight be
taken to secure a pardon if the judgment really proved to be
one of capital punishment. Conrad said that he had no
information to the effect that the Court had acceded to the
request for the death sentence, but promised to keep us in-
formed.

Germans' Lymg Promise

Despite the promise of the German autliorities to keep us
fully posted, we were nervous and apprehensive ; and re-
mained at the Legatioji all day, making repeated enquiry by
telephone to It^rn whether a decision had been reached.
On each of these occasions the Political Department renewed
the assurance that we would ]x informed as soon as there
was any news. In order to be prepared for every even-
tuality, we drew up a petition for clemency addressed to tlie
Govemor-Gen.'ral. and a covering note addressed to Baron
von der Lancken in order that they might be presented with-
out loss of time in case of urgent need.
A number of people had been arrested and tried for the

nftence of helping men to cross the frontier to Holland, but the
d.-ath sentence had never been inflicted. The usual thing was
to give a sentence of imprisonment in Germany. The of-
ficials at the Political JJepartnjent professed to be sceptical
as to the reported intention of the Court to inflict the death
sentence, and led us to tliink that nothing of the sort need be
apprehended.
None the less we were haunted bv a feeling of impending

horror that we could not sliake off. 'l had planned to ride in
the afternoon, but when my horse was brought around I
had it sent away and stayed near the telephone. Late in the
afternoon Leval succeeded in geting into communication
with a lawyer interested in one of the accused. He said that
the German Kommandantur had informed him that judg-
ment would Ik passed the next morning, Tuesday. He
was worried as to what was in store for the prisoners and said
lie feared the Court would be very severe.
At 6.20 I had Topping (clerk of the Legation) telephone

t-onrad again. ( )nce more we had tl>e most definite assurances
that nothing had happened, and a somewhat weary renewal
ot the promise that we should have immediate information
wlien sentence was pronounced.*
At 8.30 I had just gone home when Leval came for me inmy car saying that he had come to report that Miss Cavell

was to be sliot in the course of the night. We could hardly
credit this

;
but as our informant was so positive and in-^isted

so earnestly, we set off to sec what could b.- done.
'

Leval had already seen the IVIinister, who was ill in bedand brought me his instructions to find von der Lancken
present the appeal for clemency and press for a favourable
decision. In order to add weight to our representations I was

=M 'T^'^K*""^
^"^^ °"^ ^°^'' •*'*'* **''"*7 minutes after the sentence hadactually been pronounced. There U no need for comment.

to seek out the Spanish Minister to get him to go with us and
join in our appeal. I found him dining at Baron Lambert's,
and on explaining the case to him he willingly agreed to
come.

How Lancken Spent the Evening

When we get to the Political Department we found tliat

Baron von der Lancken and all the members of his staff
had gone out to spend the evening at one of the disreputable
little theatres that have sprung up here for the entertain-
ment of the Germans. At first I was unable to find where
he had gone, as the orderly on duty evidently had orders not
to- tell, but by dint of some blustering and impressing on him
the fact that Lancken would have cause to regret not ha\-ing
seen us, he agreed to have him notified. I put the orderly
into the motor and sent him off. The Marquis de Villalobar,
Leval and I settled down to wait, and we waited long, for Lanc-
ken, evidently knowing the purpose of our visit, declined to
budge until the end of an act that seemed to appeal to him par-
ticularly. He came in about 10.30, followed shortly by Count
Harrach and Baron von Falkenhausen, members of his
staff.

I briefly explained the situation as we understood it and
presented the note from the Minister transmitting the appeal
for clemency. Lancken read the note aloud in our presence,
showing no feeling aside from cynical annoyance at something
—probably our having discovered the intentions of the German
authorities.

When he had finished reading the note Lancken said that he
knew nothing of the case, but was sure in any event that no
sentence would be executed so soon as we had said. He
manifested some surprise, not to say annoyance, that we
should give credence to any report in regard to the case which
did not come from his Department, that being the only oflicial

channel. Leval and I insisted, however, that we had reason
to believe our reports were correct and urged him to make
inquiries. He then tried to find out the exact source of our in-
formation, and became painfully insistent. I did not propose
however, to enlighten him on this point and said that f did not
feel at liberty to divulge our source of information.
Lancken then became persuasive—said that it was most

improbable that any sentence had been pronounced ; that
even if it had, it could not be put into effect within so short
a time, and that in any event all Gov^'rnment Offices wer3
closed and that it was impossible for him to take any action
before morning. He suggested that we all go home " reason-
ably," sleep quietly and come back in the morning to talk
about the case. It was very clear that if the facts were as
we believed them to be, the "next morning would be too late

;

and we pressed for immediate inquiry.
. I had to be rather

insistent on this point, and de Leval, inhis anxiety, became so
emphatic that I feared he might bring down the wrath of the
Germans on his own head and tried to quiet him. There was
something splendid about the way Leval, a Belgian subject
with nothing to gain and everything to lose, stood up for
what he believed to be right and chivalrous, regardless of
consequences.

Finally, Lancken agreed to ehquire as to the facts, tele-
phoned from his office to the presiding judge of the court-mar-
tial, and returned in a sliort time to say that sentence had indeed
been passed, and that Miss Cavell was to be shot during tlie
night.

Plea for Clemency

We then presented with all the earnestness at our com-
mand the plea for clemency.
We pointed out to Lancken that Miss Cavell's offences were

a matter of the past ; that she herself had ^en in prison for
some weeks, thus effectually ending her power for harm ;

that there was nothing to be gained by shooting her, and on the
contrary this would do Germany much more harm than good
and England much more good than harm. We pointed
out to him that the whole case was a very bad one from
Germany's point of view; that the sentence of death had
heretofore been imposed only for cases of espionage and that
Miss Cavell was not even accused by the German authorities
of anything so sjrious. We reminded him that Miss CaveU
as dvredress of a large nursing home had since the beginning

the war cared lor large numbers of German soldiers in a wa\
that should make her life sacred to them. I further called
his attention to the manifest failure of the Political Department
to comply with its repeated promises to keep us informed
as to the progress of the trial and the passing of the sen-
tence. The deliberate policy of subterfuge and prevarica-
tion by which they had sought to deceive us as to the progress
of the case was so raw as to require little comment. W'e
all pointed out to Lancken the horror of shooting a woman,
no matter what her offence; and endeavoured to impress
upon him the frightful effect that such an execution would
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have throughout the civilized world. With an ill-concealed

sneer he replied that on the contrary' he was confident that the

efiect would be excellent.

When everything else had failed we asked Lancken to look

at the case from the point of view solely of German inter-

ests, assuring liim that the execution of Miss Cavell would do
Germany infinite harm. We reminded him of the burning

of Louvain and the sinking of the Lusitania. and told him that

this murder would stir all civilized countries with hoiTor

and disgust. Count Harrach broke in at this with the rather

irrelevant remark that he would rather see Miss Cavell shot

than have harm come to the humblest (ierman soldier, and
his only regret was that they had not " three or four

English old women to shoot."

Appeals to Kaiser Refused

• The Spanish Minister and I tried to prevail upon I-ancken

to call (jreat Headquarters at Charleville on the telephone

and have the ca.se laid before the-Emjieror for his decision.

Lancken stiffened perceptibly at this suggestion and refused,

frankly—saying that he could not do anything of the sort.

Turning to N'iilajobar, he said, "
I can't do that sort of thing.

1 am not a friend of my sovereign as you are of N^ours." to which
a rejoinder was made that in order to be a good friend one must
be loyal and ready to incur displeasure in case of need. How-
ever, our arguments along this line came to nothing, but Lanc-
ken finally came to the point of saying that tlie Militarv*

Governor of Brussels was the supreme authority {(jerichtslierr)

in matters of this soft and that even the Governor-General
had no power to intervene. After further argument he agreed

to get General von Sauberschweig, the Military Governor,
out of bed to learn whether he had already ratified the sen-

tence and whether there was anv chance for clemency.
Lancken was gone about half an hour, during wiiich time

the three of us laboured witli Harrach and Falkenhausen,
without, I am sorry to say. the slightest success. When
Lancken returned he ref)orted that the Military Governor
said that lie liad acted in this case only after mature de-
liberation ; that the circumstances of Miss Cavell's offence

\vere of such character that he considered infliction of the dea\h
penalty imperative. Lancken further explained that under
the provisions of the German Military Law the Gerichtsherr
had discretionary power to accept or to refuse an appeal for

clemency ; that in this case the Governor regretted that he
must decline to accept the appeal for cleitiency or any re-

presentations in regard to the matter.

We then brought up again the question of having the
limptTor called on the telephone, but Lancken replied very
definitely that the matter had gone too far ; that the sen-
tence had Ix'en ratified by the Military Governor, and that
when matters had gone that far " even the Emperor himself
could not intervene."* '

•He then asked me to take back the note I had presented
to him. 1 at first demurred, pointing out that this was not
an appeal for clemency, but merely a note to him transmitting
a note to the Governor which was itself to be considered
the appeal for clemency. I pointed out that this was especially
stated in the Minister's note to him, and tried to prevail
upon him to keep it. He was very insistent, however, and
inasmuch as he had already read the note aloud to us and
we knew that he was aware of its contents, it seemed that
there was nothing to be gained by refusing to accept the note,
and I accordingly took it back .

The Last Hopeless Plea

Despite Lancken's very positive statements as to the futility

of our errand, we continued to appeal to every sentiment
to secure delay and time for reconsideration of the case.

The Spanish Minister led Lancken aside and said some things
to him that he would have hesitated to say in the presence
of Harrach, Falkenhausen and Leva!. Lancken squirmed
and blustered by turns, but stuck to his refusal. While this

conversation was going on, I went after Llarrach and I-'alk-

enhausen again. This time, throwing modesty to the winds,
I reminded him of some of tlie things we had done for Ger-
man interests at the outbreak of the war ; how we had re-

t)atriated thousands of German subjects and cared for their in-

terests : how during the siege of Antwerp I had repeatedly
crossed the lines during actual fighting at the recjuest of I'ield

Marshal von dcr Golt/, to look after German interests ; how
all this servia- had been rendered gladly and without thought
of reward ; that since the beginning of the war we had never
asked a favour of the German authorities, and it seemed in-

•Although accepted at the time as true this statement was later tound
to be entirely false and is understood to have displeased the Kmp<'ror.
The Empf:ror could have stopped the execution at any monient.

credible that they should now decline to grant us even a day's
delay to discuss the case of a poor woman who was, by her im-
prisonment, prevented from doing further harm, and whose exe-
culion in the middle of the night at the conclusion of a course of
trickery and deception was nothing short of an affront to civilisa-

tion. Even when I was ready to abandon all hope, Leval was
unable to beHeve that the German authorities would persist
in their decision, and appealed most touchingly and feelingly
to the sense of pity for which we looked in vam.
Our efforts were perfectly useless, however, as the three

men with whom we had to deal were so completely callous and
indifferent that they were in no way moved by anything that
we could sav.

We did not stop until after midnight, when it was only too
clear that there was no hope.

It was a liitter business leaving the place feeling tliat we
had failed and that the little woman was to be led out before
a firing scjuad within a few hours. But it was worse to go back
to the Legation to the little group of English women who
were waiting in my othce to learn the result of our visit. Tliey
had been there for nearly four hours, while Mrs. Whitlock
and Miss Larner sat with them and. tried to sustain them
through the hours of waiting. There were Mrs. Gahan, wife
of the English chaplain. Miss B. and several nurses from Miss
Cavell's sciiool. One was a little wisp of a thing who had been
mothered by Miss Cavell, and was nearly beside herself with
grief. There was no way of breaking thenews to them gently,
for they could read the answer in our faces when we came in.

All we could do was to give them each a stiff drink of sherry
and send them home. Leval was as white as death, and I

took him back to his house. I had a splitting headache
myself and could not face the idea of going to bed. I went
home and read for awhile, but that was no good, so I went out
and walked the streets, much to the annoyance of German
patrols. I rang the bells of several houses in a desperate
desire to talk to somebody, but could not find a soul—only
sleepy and disgruntled servants. It was a night I should not
like to go through again, but it wore through somehow and I

braced up with acold bath and went to the Legation for the
day's work.

Miss Cavell's Brave Death

The day brought forth anotlier loathsome fact in connection
with the case. It seems the sentence on Miss Cavell was not
pronounced in open court. Her executioners, apparently in
the hope of concealing their intentions from us, went into her
cell and there, l)ehind locked doors, pronounced sentence upon
her. It is all of a piece with the other things they have done.

Last night Mr. Gahan got a pass and was admitted to see
Miss Cavell shortly before she was taken out and shot. He-
said she was calm and prepared, and faced the ordeal without
a tremor. She was a tiny thing that looked as though she could
be blown away with a breath, but had a great spirit. She told
Mr. Gahan that soldiers had come to her and asked to be
helped to the frontier ; that knowing the risks they ran and the
risks she took she had helped them. She said she had nothing
to regret, no complaint to make ; and that if she had it all to

do over again she would change nothing.

They partook, together of the Holy Communion, and she
who had so little need for. preparation was prepared for death.
She was free from res(?ntment and said :

" / realise that patriotism is not enough. I must have no
haired or bitterness towards anyone."
She was taken out and shot before day-break.
She was denied the support of her own clergyman at the

end; but a (ierman military chaplain stayed with her and gave
her burial within the precincts of the prison. He did not con-
ceal his admiration and said :

" She was courageous to the
end.. She professed her Christian faith and said that she wa3
glad to die for her country. She died like a hero."

The Stars

By Eden Phillpoi;?

Did each white star that shines upon the clear

Of Night's untroubled forehead, like a gem '

Glittering within her far-flung diadem,
Melt to the lustre of a fallen tear

Through all high heaven, enough would not be shed
To dedicate one drop to each man dead.

More tears than there are sfars have yet to fall

;

More hearts than there are stars have yet to break
For sacred Liberty's immortal sake.

At I'Veedom's high and universal call.

Oh, seed of heroes, watered with our tears.

Thine the sure harvest of these bitter years.
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The Two Presidents: Poincare and Painleve
By J. Coudurier de Ghassaigne

THE Mtration in France is anvtliingbul clear, even to

l.-renrhmen ns.d to the intricatie; of French pohtics

1 sometimes wonder how Knghsh people vinderstan.l

as well as thev do. the swing of the political pendulum

in niv country. Perhaps under the present circumstances

it n"av interesi them to take a peep behind the scenes at the

complex mechaniMn of our constitutional machine

First let me remind mv readers of the important part

nl.ved bv the President of the Republic during a Mm.sterial

Si. in Hme of peace as well as in war. The President is no

as manv imagine, a mere decorative hgure
l^^f

^^ at \hc head

of the *^tate to register the decisions of Ministers or of Fan la

ment'
"

H s duty's not only to agree to what they decide,

Z.A to put his- signature to the most important measi res.

laws and decrees, though, of course, this secondary part of hi>

functions takes up a great deal of his time. Bu
,

Ixforc

everything, the President embodies the permanency of the

ExeciitiveSower. He it is who really has his hand on the

helm of the good ship he has to steer through calm as well as

through stormv political weather. ,

Wlvn a Ministry resigns, he remains in power, jhe ex-

Ministers- simply carry on the every day business ti 1 their

successors are appointed, but meanwhile, Parlianient is only

represented in the Executive by the President of the Repub ic^

He it is who has to send for the politician whom he is going

to entrast with the task of forming the new Ministry.

It is true that the Head of the State always consults the

Presidents of the Senate and of the Chamber of Deputies, and

generally takes action after having come to an understanding

with them. But there is nothing to prevent his making up

his own mind and taking a decision contrary to the advice

op.^red b^• the Presidents of the two Legislative Assemblies.

This formality over, the President of the Republic then

summons to the Elvsee the politician who for various reasons

s-ems most likely to be acceptable to the majority of the two

Chambers. He "is not, however, invariably able to gauge

correctly the sentiments of Parliament. Only a few months

before the war, M. Poincare asked M. Ribot to take the reins

of Government, with the result that three days after he had

accepted the task, he was roughly dismissed by the Chamber

of Deputies at the very first sitting. Of course such a thing

would be impossible in England on account of the Farty

system In French politics, however, parhamentary majori-

ties are not made up of parties but of group combinations.

It is therefore perfectly possible that a majority should sud-

denly withdraw its confidence in a Prime Minister .and still,

after a very slight shuffling of groups, be prepared tp accept

as his successor another star of the same political colour.

Under these circumstances the task of the President of the

Republic requires tact, perfect knowledge of currents and sub-

currents, as well as great strength of chafactcr in crises.

Forming a Cabinet

An example of thi? occurred only the other day when M.

!Poincare called upon M. Ribot to form a Cabinet, and the

latter felt himself obliged to decline the honour, not because

the Socialists refusedHo join hands with him, but because M.

Painlev^ declined to enter a Ministry which did not contain

representatives of the Sociahst Party. M. Poincare then

turned to M. Painleve .'"who agreed to try his luck with the

help of the Socialists, but he too failed to achieve his object

and proffered his resignation. But the President of the

Republic, who evidently did not think the moment propitious

for a Socblist government, insisted on M. Painleve, con-

tinuing his negotiations without the help of the Socialists.

The consequence was the formation of a Ministry very similar

to that in which he had refused to serve under M. Ribot. And

to-day the Painleve-Ribot Ministry—for M. Ribot remained

in it as Minister of Foreign Affairs—reminds one of the

situation created two years ago when a Briand-Viviani Cabinet

succeeded a \'iviani-Briand Ministry.

In short, as long as the French Parliament remains a con-

gregation of small groups, the formation of a Ministry is more

a question of persons than of principle. It is therefore easy

to understand that the President of the Republic—who is the

maker of the Cabinet—plays through the President du

Conseil (who is known in England, as Prime Minister)

a most active part in all political evolutions, not only

as the executor of the will of. the Parliament, but also as

the powerful instigator of all political changes.

\Mien a Ministry has received the approbation of the two

Chambers, the role of the President of the Republic is far

from ended. He it is who presides at the sittings of the

Cabinet— that is at all the important sittings. Now and then

Ministers may meet to discuss under tlie Chairmanship of the

President dil Ccxiseil questions oi secondary import. But

v/henever there is to be what we might call a Grand Council,

where vital decisions are to be taken, the meitibers of the

Cabinet assemble at the Fllyste under the presidency of M.

Poincare. On these occasions he does not sit at the head

of the long green table, facing the President du Conseil,

simply to hear what the Ministers have to say. He takes on

the contrary his full share in the discussion, sums up the

delicate points and plays very much more the part of an Eng-

lish Prime Minister than the President du Conseil himself,

(who in English newspapers is always referred to as the Prime

Minister). Without making a further study of. the powers

which the constitution confers upon the Head of the State,-

1

have said enough . to show that he possesses the means of

making his influence felt in all decisions taken by the

Prime Minister whom he has himself chosen. '

Definite Limitations

There are however very definite limitations to his 'powers,

especially when the President happens to be a man of such

high moral standing as Poincare. It has been my privilege

to have long private talks with him on matters relating to

Home and I'oreign Affairs, and that up to a few months

before the outbreak of war. What struck me most in these

conversations was the extraordinarily impartial attitude oif a

man who, possessed, as no other, profound knowledge Y)f all

political subjects. Here and there it was easy to see, when he

analysed the situation, where his personal preferences would

have led him had he been an ordinary citizen. For the

chief among M. Poincare's great qualities are his perfect

frankness, his innate honesty, and his sound judgment

which enables him to see things exactly as they arc. But

he is not a mere Member of Parliament, free to follow whatever

ctiurse he deems wisest, even when the interests of his country

are at stake. H? is before everything the elect of Parliament

and the faithful servant of the French Constitution as it is. not

as it might be. Though his quick legal mind realizes to an

iota all the imperfections inseparable from any human sj'stem,

the President of the Republic has not, as his real duty, to modify

the laws of France, but to see that they are carried out to the

best advantage. He is in fact the guardian of the Con-

stitution, though he pos.sesses the power to dissolve the

Chamber of Deputies, with the consent of the Senate, and appeal

to the people if in a moment of great emergency he dis-

agrees with Parliament on an issue vital to the country.

Such a situation has', however, only once occurred in the history

of the third Republic, and it was fatal to Marshal McMahon who
then occupied the Presidential Chair.

I cannot conceive the possibility of M. Poincare's taking

any revolutionary step of that nature, and I am convinced

that he would rather sacrifice his life than do violence—not

to the letter—but even to the spirit of the law. Whether this

extreme respect for the constitution is a good characteristic

in a war-time President, must be left to the judgment of the

future.

M. Poincare's recent reference to the Almereyda scandal

is an admirable illustration of the restrictions imposed upon
his office. As long as a President du Conseil is in power, he

and his colleagues alone are responsible for the government
of the country. The President of the Republic can therefore

only express publicly in a vague and general w-ay his personal

desires and opinions regarding the policy of the Ministrj^

M. Ribot trusted M. Malvy, who was answerable for the

too lenient attitude of the police towards Almereyda and his

associates. Under pressure of public opinion, M. Ribot was
ol)liged to part company with his Minister of the Interior, and
that long delayed separation finallj' brought about the fall

of M. Ribot's government. This gave M. Poincare his con-

stitutional opportunity of stating what the policy of the next

government should be in the interests of the nation. It is

quite evident that M. Ribot, when he accepted the task of

reforming a Cabinet, and after him M. Painleve, had to satisfy

the President of the Republic that the line of conduct to be
adopted by the new Minister of tlfe Interior should be very

different from the course f(511owed by the late one. We can

rest assured that M. Poincare is as strongly anti-German and
as determined an adversary of the secret German agents

still lingering in l^ance, asM. LeonDaudet or M. Clemencean.

But his official character does not permit him to proclaim

his opinions, or to enforce them, otherwise than within the

rather narrow limits of his constitutional functions.

It is thereafter the turn of the President du Conseil, whose
duty it is t6 put into execution the general policy' upon which
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he and the President of the Republic arc agreeO, and to sub-

mit it for the approbation of Parhament.
,

. - •

M. Painleve has already passed the ordeal of his first

meeting with the Chamber of Deputies. His success on this

occasion was moderate, for reasons which are not perhaps
evident to outsiders. To begin with M. Painleve is not an
orator cither by talent or by training. He is before every-

thing a mathematician, illustrious in the estimation of that

handful of specialists who know something about high

mathematics. In other words he is a Professor, a distinguished

member' of the Academic dcs Sciences, and nothing in his

manner or gesture savours of the popular speaker. His
delivery is hesitating, abrupt, uninspired, and gives one the

impression of a school-boy painfully reciting, a lesson. I

knew him once, on the occasion of a great official ceremony
at the Sorbonne, lose the thread of his argument, and after a
few minutes of embarrassing silence, sit down without finish-

ing his discourse—which was, however, concluded with great

tact and eloquence by that practised orator M. Barthou.
\\ ith such a disadvantage one cannot help marvelling that .M.

Painleve even succeeded in securing election as a deputy.
But what is more marvellous still, is hrs actual attainment.
In a few years he has, in spite of his lack of the gift of oratory,

forced recognition of his remarkable intellectual qualities

from the most critical assembly of speech-makers in the world.
This achievement is in itself a good omen. W'c have

for many generations suffered from the fatal habit of empty
parliamentary oratory. Words, words, words, and as few
deeds as possible, has been the motto of the average French
politician intent on escaping real responsibility. As a nation
we are alas ! much more sensitive than the British, or the
Americans, to the persuasive power of sonorous and har-
monious phrases. Briaud, Ribot, Viviani, in fact all. or nearly
all of our recent stat^?smen, have been worthy disciples of
Gambetta. And this passion for making brilliant speeches

and for listening to them is certainly oneol tne cliaracteristics

of our Republican regime. Can it be that M. Painleve 's

accession to power w ill inaugurate an era of realization instead

of illusory promises and predictions f

The profound distrust of politicians which at the present

critical time exists in most democracies, is principally, if not

entirely, due to this policy of as much talk and as little action

as possible. For the first time since the beginning of the

war, the French people have a leader who, as he cann<pt talk,

must either act or go. We can be certain, however, that ^I.

Painleve's intention in assuming the Premiership is to accom-
plish what his predecessors have failed to do.

The French iration looks to him to purge our country from
the German peril within as well as without. He comes at the

psychological moment, when the Government of the United
States has proved to the world that a democracy, when well

organised, can take even better than a despot all measures
necessary* to expose and to punish the crim.c of treachery,

however securely the criminal may be entrenched behind

international and financial interests.

I have no shadow of doubt that if M. Painleve carries out

fearlessly the policy, outlined the other day at X'erdun by
M. PoJncare. he will have behind him the solid mass of the

nation. ^ There is, moreover, no time to lose if the whole-
hearted confidence of the hrench people in their political

leaders is to be restored. While the war lasts nothing: not

even the disquieting revelations concerning the Bonnet
Rouf^e, should be allowed to endanger the " Sacred Union

"

of all parties in the State. Even if the Socialist party has
for selfish reasons, adopted a sulking attitude towards M. Pain-

leve's Ministry, public opinion is not likely to tolerate any open
rupture that might weaken the united front which the whole
French nation must oppose, first to the armies, and secondly
to the spies and diplomatists, in the service of the Central

Empires.

The Perils of Restriction
To tlie Editor of Land & Water.
SiR,~The difficulty about Mr. Arthur Kitson's plea in

last week's Land & Water for our not attempting to deflate
the inflated currency after the war, is that the plea runs
counter to both current economic theory (or a good deal of
it) and the big financiers' interests. It is rather a powerful
combination for him to be against.

Nevertheless, this fact of itself need not hinder his con-
tentions from containing very urgent truth. The points
upon which it seems to be irnportant. that public interest
should be awakened may perhaps be comprised under two
heads : (a) the fact that to leave the currency, as if is,

after the war, helps the borrower, while to try "to restrict
it helps the lender ; and (h) the double fact that, given
tnne, our dislocated currency should right itself, and that
interfering cannot hasten the' process, it can only determine
v.ho shall suffer during the process. The whole question
se«^ms to be, whether will it be best for the nation to make
it easy for those who have borrowed in the last few years or
profitable for those who have lent ?

This may perhaps not be the real question. And even if

it is, to formulate the question is, of course, not to answer it.

But at the verj' worst, it will be something if the formulating
of it in this way enables someone else to see and say what
is wrong with it. Meanwhile, I go on to give the elementary
and simple reason for formulating it in this way.
To inflate the currency is to raise prices. Increase the

amount of money and, ceteris paribus, you decrease its power
of purchasing. Like other things, when it is abundant it is

held cheap and you get less for it. The pound or the shilling
does not go so far as it did. If, at the very time when the
currency is inflated, supplies themselves are getting scarce,
prices go so much the higher. And this, of course, is the
situation at present.

Legal tender has been made abundant, therefore
cheap. Th.e necessaries of life hav(; become scarcer than
usual, and so more precious. In consequence, it takes a great .

deal of the first to balance a given amount of the second.
Tn^rc are clearly two ways in which the system can adjust

itself again. 'l"he currency can be made' more scarce. If

money is more scarce a given quantity of it will buy more.
Or the necessaries of life may be made more abundant. If

goods are more abundant, there will be more to he had for agiven
amount of money, whatever sort of money it may be. The
former is the artificial, the latter the natural way of readjust-
ment

; in the sense that in the form-^r instance we interfere
with the currency (burn pound-notes and the like) while in
the latter we both leave the currency alone and leave thi-

necessaries of life to find their own way back into the market
again when the manv h;)nds now engaged in war return to

their normal productive occupations.
It makes no difference in the end which way is put into

practice. If we succeed in restricting the currency, then, as
production begins again we shall tend (at whatever cost
in anxiety and trouble and loss) to have the old normal
prices again. If we retain our present inflation we shall con-
tinue to have what we call abnormal prfces, fjut we shall

tend al.so to have abnormal wages, abnormal interest on
money lent, higher incomes all round. .\nd plainly, the
question is not what we have to pay for goods, but the relation
between what we must pay for them and what we possess
to pay them with.

Since the end is the same, then, the whole question is jis

to the most desirable path whereby to reach it. On this,

Mr. Kitson's argument seems conclusive. Restriction means
that people with money out, in tools, machines, factories or
whatever else, are ' compelled to realise. They cannot now
have so much out. Those who have bought goods from
them to retail are compelled in consequence to. pay up, so
they too must realise, and that at a loss, because the buying
public have not the money—" in short, restriction of the
currency is always followed by the industrial and commercial
ruin of thousands."
At the same time, further discussion is to be wished for of

the point that the people benefited by the cheap money are a
greater part of the nation than those hurt by it. The argu-
ment about the National Debt seems at first sight to clinch tiie

matter irrefutably. To restrict the currency is to raise the
value of the pound. If we want, then, to escape all avoidable
burdens, we should surely pay off that huge debt (whatever
be the power of the cosmopolitan financiers to whom we owe
it) with our money as it is ; and not first double the valur;

of our pound and then pay out the thousands of millions

which we owe. The argument seems conclusive. But we
cannot surely forget the numbers of people whose small

incomes will be partly supplied from the three hundred millions

of yearly interest which the nation has to pay on that dvbt.

All whose income comes wholly from this source must be
reckoned among those benefited by restriction. All whose
income comes in any proportion from that source, must in

that proportion be reckoned in the same class. And there

are many other similar points^—old-age pensions, people with
annuities and so on.

Nevertheless, the main line of the argument seems clear.

The main thiifg is to i)roduce, and get the goods there again.

The mere certificate for giving the individual a claim on the

goods of the nation, which is all that money is, seems to be of

its very nature a secondary affair. The natural course seems
to be to let it alone, and keep our eye on the main task.

The University, Glasgow. J. W. Scott.
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Etfc ant) Eertrrs

Marching on Tanga
By J. G. Squire

Accurate histories of the operations will no

/\ doubt be written, and there have been and will bo

/ % iroduced very vivid journalistic descriptions of

J. ILtrcnch life and trench fighting : jbut it is not' likely

that wo shall get from the Western Front -at any rate until

the war is far liehind us—a book with any permanent value

as
•' pure literature. " The whole thing is too filthily uglv

and monotonous in that expanse of mud, devastation and

scientific slaughter, and it is of pathetic significance that tlie

few good poems that have come from the trenches ha,ve almost

all been poems of escape, snatches at stray lieauties still remem-

bered or within reach ; the stars on a fine night ;
flowers in

a ruined garden or on a parapet ; memories of placid things

at home. Moreover, even with circumstances at llvcir best,

good artists arc few, and it is a chance whether those that

e.xist happen to, find themselves in places where they are

moved to write, about the things actually around them. 1

remember that Rupert Brooke, just before he went to Galli-

poli, told me liow clearly he retained the picture of the noc-

turnal flight from Antwerp, the confused .stream of refugees

along the road, the great sky lit up by the flames ol burning

buildings. He said he should write about it, and one wondered,

a month or two later, what he would make of the Greek sea,

the islands, and the battles in that parched and mountainous

peninsula. Another young poet, J. K. Flecker, had he lived and

been a soldier in an African or an Asiatic theatre, might

also have given us an account that was something more than an

account. But the first war narrative by a soldier which as

literature can compare with the best contemporary imaginative

work, is Captain F. Brett-Young's Marchinfi on Tanga

(Collins, 6s. net.). Captain Brett-Young (who is otherwise

known as a poet and novelist) served as a doctor attached first to

the 2nd Rhodesian Regiment, then to an Indian ambulance

unit. He took part in the operations in the summer of iqif),

when General Smuts drove the Germans from the foothills

of Kilimanjaro down the Tanga railway. The author, having

reached German Bridge, on the Pangani, then went with his

brigade southwards along the trolley-line to Handeni, and be-

yond it towards the Central Railway. He finished up with fever

and began this took in hospital. The manuscript was twice

torpedoed, and onci; had to be completely rewritten. The

reader can only be thankful that the author had an extra-

ordinarily rare combination of qualities : ithe genius to write

the book, and the patient industry to write the same book a

second time. Most of us, if I may say so, would have seen

the book damned first.

Captain Brett-Young supplies a good map, and a compre-

hensible account of the oix-rations—from which it is possible

to gather that medical arrangements might have been made
with more forethought, that Smuts's generalship was sound,

and that the personality of Smuts w^s largely responsible for

the splendid spirit of tlie troops. Probably we should have

been told more if no censors existed. But in any case. Cap-

tain Brett-Young's main business is only with the things

which came under his observation, including his own state

of mind and heart. He was often close to the fighting and

sometimes in the thick of it ; but in that campaign, actual

fighting was intermittent, and the most formidable and con-

stant presence in the book is African Nature, a far tnoic

terrible enemy than the Germans. The keynote of the

whole book is struck in the first chapter. He strays a

short distance into the forest from the station of Taveta.

and there, in a clearing between pestilential creeks, he comes

upon a company of emaciated black women dancing to ex-

haustion, whilst an old man and two boys beat tom-toms

to drive away the devils of fever. The horror and strange-

ness of that country, the cruelty of its wild life, the reek of

its forests, the awful drought of its deserts, arc one of the

main themes of the book, though they are never paraded.

And another is its tremendous grandeur. Stepping out of

that fover-laden forest of Taveta, he finds that the mist has

lifted and there

Out of the mist range after range materialised, until, through

those dissolving veils there loomed a shape far mightier than

any which my brain could 'have conceived : Kilimanjaro,

the greatest mountain of all Africa. Now that the sun had

quite gone from our lonely sight, the glaciers on the fluted

crater of Kibo shone with an amazing whitene.ss, while the

snows of the sister peak, Mawcnzi, were cold in shade.

The magnitude of these lovely shapes was overwhelming,

for they do not rise, as do the other African pe-TOS, from the

base of a mountainous table-land, but from the edge of a

low plain, not two thousand feet above the sca-leyel. Since

then 1 have seen the great mountain in many guises : as a

dim ghost dominating the lower waters of the Pangani
;
as a

filmy cone, imponderable as though it were carven out of

icy vapours, gleaming upon hot plains a hundred miles away ;

as the shadow which rises from the level skylines of tlie great

game reserve : but never did it seem so wonderful as on that

night when it was first revealed to me. walking from the

Lumi forest to Taveta. There was indeed somethiUR cere-

monious in its unveiling, and the mcmoryof that vast immanence

coloured all the evening of our departure.

• • * * «

You feel that great mountain, and others not so great,

towering all the time behind the narrative. There are detaTs

enough ; many unforgettable pictures of men and places, £nl

delicate sketches of small wild things, hornbills and rain birds,

acacia trees, dragonflies, orange tip butterflies'. But his domi-

nant impression throughout that campaign was that of the

immensity of wild Africa and the smallness of the men who

were crawling after each other through its swamps and over

its sandy wastes, the enormous ferocity of nature in an un-

tameable land, the transitorincss of man's journeys and fights

in that wilderness,\vhere in a year or two the deep tracks will

liave been overgrown by bush,"the bleached bones of men and

beasts, all the rubble of passing armies, drifted over by sand

and put out of sight for ever. Beauty, Mutability, and Fate

still dominated him even in his most desperate time when,

with a little party of wounded men, having been foodless for

thirty hours, he was surrounded by German-commanded
savages who searched and searched for them within earshot

whilst they crept or ran through the undergrowth, deliberately

tangling their footprints and longing for the dark. He thought

even then of the beauty of the grasses, and the evening light in

that solitude, and then his mind flew back to the extremest

contrast, a Devon summer afternoon "in a garden ravished with

the spicy odour of pinks. A strange business this . . . .a
strajige business, that I, torn and bleeding, should be running

for my life through- the heart of Africa, through dense

thorn which had never been shadowed by man's figure or

penetratecf by his violence since the beginning of the world
;

while, at home, perhaps, she whom I loved most dearly was

•sitting in that summer garden among so many peaceful

scents and knowing nothing . . knowing nothing. It

seemed incredible that this could be at all." Then when night

fell, and his parched and bleeding charges curled up in a mdlah

to take an hour of broken sleep, he watched the Southern Cross

swing over the sky and wondered again " at the strangeness

of fate which had cast me upon this strange land,"

perhaps to feed the hyenas, and thought that he had rather

die " in a country where the works of man bore witness of

his unconquerable courage ; where I might see on every side

tokens of tlie great anonymous 'dead in whose footsteps I'

was following, and so take courage . . . For that which

makes a place terrible or kindly is the life of men who have

worked and suffered and loved and died in it. That was the

way, I thought, in which a country got a soul ; and this land

had none."
I> * * Kc «

It makes the book quiet. The fighting breaks in and sub-

sides again, as the machine guns rattled and died away in the

green depths of those untrodden forests.
' Whatever hardships

and|excitements briefly come, they subside|; and reflection pours
back in a flood. Various men took it no doubt in various ways,
and with varying degrees of consciousness. But the author
is a poet, and was never far, even when most active, from
the mood in which, at the first camp by the Pangani, he sat

with his comrades by the fire, listened to the sap hissing,

looked at the shadowy figures around him, and wondered what
men they were whom fate had dumped together in so strange
a spot. His writing has scarcely a flaw from beginning to end,
and many pages are exquisite in phrasing and movement.
This does not mean that, at intervals, he lays himself out to be
purple for the sake of the thing. It merely means that he
always rises to the occasion, and that when his emotions are
more than ordinarily deep or the sights and sounds of those
hills and forests peculiarly in command of his senses, he lifts

naturally into passages of sustained beauty. He com-
municates his awe.
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According to Plan
By Boyd Cable
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ATTY"TRAVERS dropped his load with a grunt

of satisfaction, squatted down on the ground, and
tilting back his shrapnel helmet mopped a stream-

^ing brow. As the line in which he had moved
dropped to cover, another line rose out of the ground ahead
of them and commenced to push forward. Some distance

beyond a wave of kilted Highlanders pressed on at a steady

walk up to within about fifty paces of the string of flickering,

jumping white patches that marked the edge of the "artillery

barrage." The machine gun company being in support had
a good view of the lines attacking ahead of them.

" Them Jocks is goin' along nicely," said the man who
had dropped beside Ratty Travers. Ratty grunted scorn-

fully. " Beautiful," he said. " An' we're doin' wonderful
well ourselves. I never remember gettin' over the No Man's
Land so easy, or seein' a trench took so quick an' simple in

my life as this one were in ; or seein' a 'tiJlery barrage move
so nice an' even and steady to time."

" You've seed a lot Ratty," said his companion. " But
you ain't seed everything."

" That's true." said Ratty. " I've never seen a lot o'

grown men playin' Jct's-pretVnd like a lot of school kids.

Just look at that fool wi' the big drum, Johnny."
Johnny looked and had to laugh. The man with the big

drum was dbubling off from the kilted line, -and strung out to

either side of him there raced a scattered line of men armed
with sticks and biscuit-tins and tin cans. Ratty and his

companions were clothed in full fighting kit and equipment,
and bore boxes of very real ammunition. In the " trenches

"

ahead of them, or moving over the open, were other men
similarly equipped ; rolling back to them came a clash and
clatter, a dull prolonged boom-boom-boom. In every detail,

so far as the men were concerned, an attack was in full swing ;

but there was no yell and crash of falling shells, no piping
whistle and sharp crack of bullets, no deafening, shaking
thunder of artillery (except that steady boom-boom), nq
shell-scorched strip of battered ground. The warm sua
shone on trim green fields, on long twisting lines of flags and
tapes strung on sticks, on ranks of perspiring men in khaki
witii rifles and bombs and machine-guns and ammunition
and stretchers and all the other accoutrements of battle.

Ther^ were no signs of death or wounds, none of the horror
of war, because this was merely a " practice attack,"
a full-dress rehearsal of the real thing, full ten miles behind
the front. The trenches were marked out by flags and tapes,
the.artiller>- barrage was a line of men hammering biscuit-

tins and a big drum, and waving fluttering white flags. The
kilts came to a halt fifty paces short of them, and a moment
later, the ' barrage " sprinted off ahead one or two score
yards, halted, and fell to banging and battering tins and
drum and waving flags, while the kilts solemnly moved on
after them, to halt again atfheir measured distance until the
next " lift " of the " barrage." It looked sheer child's play.'
a silly elaborate game ; and yet there was no sign of laughter
or play about the men taking part in it—except on the part of

Ratty Travers.
Ratty was openly scornful. " Ready there." said a

sergeant rising and "pocketing the notebook he had been
studying. " We've only five minutes in this trench.
Arid remember you move half right when you leave hero.
an' the next line o' flags is the sunk road wi' six machine-gun
emplacements along the edge."

Ratty chuckled sardonically. " I 'ope that in the real
thing them machine-guns won't 'ave nothing to say to us
movin' half-right across their front," he said.

" They've been straffed out wi' the guns." said Johnny
simply. " an' the Jocks 'as mopped up any that's left. We
was told that yesterday

'^

" I daresay,' retorted Ratty. " An' I hopes the Huns
'ave been careful instructed in the same. It 'ud be a pity
if they went an' did anything to spoil all the plans. But
they wouldn't do that. Oh, no, of course, not."
He had a good deal more to say in the same strain—with

especially biting criticism on the " artillery barrage " and
the red-fac;'d big drummer who played lead in it—during
the rest of the practice and at the end of it when they lay in
their " final objective " and rested, smoking and cooling off

with the top buttons of tunics undone, while the officers

gathered round tlie CO. and listened to criticism and made
notes in their boolfs.

" I'll admit," he said, " they might plan out the trenches
Irre the same as the one's we're to attack from. It's this rot

o' fayin' out the Fritz trenches gets me. An' this attack -

it's about as like a real attack as my gasper's like a maihine-

gun. Huh ! Wi' one bloke clockin' you on a stop-watCh,
an' another countin' the paces between the trenches—Boche
trenches a mile behind their front line mind you—an' another
whackin' a big drum like a kid in a nursery. An' all this
' Go steady here, this is a sharp rise,' or ' hurry this bit 'cos

most likely it'll be open to enfiladin' machine-gun fire,' or
' this here's the sunk road wi' six machine-gun emplace-
ments—huh! Plunky rot. I calls it."

The others heard him in silence or with mild chaffing

replies. Ratty was new to this planned-attack game, of

course, but since he had been out and taken his whack of the

early daj's he was entitled to a certain amount of excusing.

Johnny summed it up for them. " We've moved a bit

since the Noove Chapelle days, you know," he said. " You
didn't have no little lot like this then, did you ?

" jerking

his head at the bristling line of their machine-guns. " An'
you didn't have creepin' barrages, an' more shells than you
could fire, eh ? Used to lose seventy an' eighty per cent, o'

the battalion's strength goin' over the bags them days, didn't

you ? Well, we've changed that a bit, thank Gawd. You'll

see the differ presently."

Later on Ratty had to admit a considerable " differ " and
a great improvement on old ways. He and his company
moved up towards the front leisurely and certainly, without
haste and without confusion, having the orders detailed

overnight for the next day's march, finding meals cooked
and served regularly, travelling by roads obviously known
and " detailed " for them, coining at night to camp or billet

places left vacant for them immediately before, finding every-

thing planned and prepared, foreseen and provided for. But,
although he admitted all this, he stuck to his belief that

beyond the front line this carefully planned moving must
cease abruptly. " It'll be the same plunky old scramble
an' scrap I'll bet," he said. We'll see then if all the Fritz

trenches is just where we've fixed 'em, an' if we runs to a
regular time-table and follows the laid-down route an' first-

turn-to-the-right-an'-mind-the-step-performance w.i've been
practisin."

But it was as they approached the fighting zone and finally

when they found themselves installed in a support trench

on the morning of the Push that Ratty came to understand
the full difference between old battles and this ne\v. style.

For days on end he heard such gun-fire as he had never
dreamed of, heard it continue without ceasing or slackening

day and night. By day he saw the distant German ground
veiled in a drifting fog-bank of smoke, saw it by night starred

with winking and splashing gusts of flame from our high-"

explosives. lie walked or lay on a ground that quivered
and trembled under the unceasing shock of our guns' dis-

charges, and covered his eyes at night to shut out the flashing

lights that pulsed and throbbed constantly across the sky.

The last march up that had brought them into the trenches

had passed through guns and guns and yet again guns, first

the huge monsters lurking hidden well back and only a little

in advance of the great piles of shells and long roofed sidings

crammed with more shells ; then further on past other monsters
only less in comparison with those they had seen before, orr

again past whole batteries of 6o-pounders and six-inch tucked
away in corners of woods or amongst broken houses, and
finally up through the field guns packed close in every corner

that would more or less hide a battery, or brazenly lined up in

the open. They tramped down the long street of a ruined
village—a street that was no more than a cleared strip of

cobble-stones bordered down its length on both sides by the
piled or scattered heaps of rubble and brick that had once
been rows of houses—with a mad chorus of guns roaring and
cracking and banging in numberless scores about them,
passed over the open behind the trenches to find more guns
ranged battery after battery, and all with sheeting walls of

flame jumping and flashing along their fronts. They found
and settled into their trench with this unbroken roar of fire

bellowing in their ears, a roar so loud and long that it seemed
impossible to increase it. But when their watches told

them it was an hour to the moment they had been warned
was the " zero hour," the fixed moment of the attack, the

sound of the gun-fire swelled suddenly and rose to a pitch of

fury that eclipsed all that had gone before. The men crouched
in their trench listening in awed silence, and as the zero

hour approached Ratty clambered and stood where he could
look over the edge towards the German lines. A sergeant
shouted at him angrily to get down, and hadn't he heard the

order to keep under cover. Ratty dropfX'd back beside the

others. " Lumme," he said disgustedly. " I dunno wot this

bloomin' war's comin' to. Orders, orders, orders ! You
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mustn't get plunky well killed nowaAays,- unless you 'as

orders to."
" There they go," said Johnny suddenly, and all strained

thoir ears for the sound of rattling rifle fire that came faintly

tlirough th». roll of tlie ghns. " An' here they come," said

Ratty qiiicklv, and all crouched low and listened to tiie rising

roar of a heavy shell approaching, the heiwy cr-r-rump of its

:.iU. A message passed along, " Ready there. Move in five

minutes." And at five minutes to the tick, they rose and

began to pass along the trench.
• Know where we are. Ratty ?

" asked Johnny. Rattv

looked about him. " How should I know," he shoutedT'

back, " 1 vvas never 'ere before."
" You oughter," returned Johnny. " This is the line we

started from back in practice attack—the one that was taped .

out along by the streanj."
Jj

" I'm a fat lot better for knowin' it too," said Ratty sar-
.

castically, and trudged on. They passed slowly forward

and along branching trenches until they came at last to the
^ (ront line, from which, after a short rest, they climbed and

hoisted their machine guns out into the open. From here

for the first time they could see something of the battle-

.ground ; but could see nothing of the battle except a drifting

haze of smoke, and, just disappearing into it, a shadowy
line of figures. The thimder of the guns continued, and out .

in front they could hear now the crackle of rifle fire, the sharp

detonations of grenades. There were far fewer shells falling

a'oout the old '" neutral ground " than Ratty had expected,

and even comparatively few bullets piping over and past

tliem. They reached the tumbled wreckage of shell holes and
splintered planks that marked what had been the front German
line, clambered thrmigh this, and pushed on stumbling and
climbing in and out the shell-holes that riddled the ground.-
" \\ liere's the Buffs that's supposed to be in front o' us,"

; h >uted Ratty, and ducked hastily into a deep shell-hole at

tlie. warning screech of an approaching shell. It. crashed

down somewhere near and a shower of dirt and earth rained

down on him. He climbed out. " Should be ahead about
a—here's some o' them now wi' prisoners," said Johnny.
They had a hurried glimpse of a huddled group of men in

grey with their hands well up over their heads, running,

stumbling, half falling and recovering, . but always keeping
hands hoisted well up. There may have been a full thirty

of them, and they were being shepherded back by no more
than three or four men with bayonets gleaming on their

ri.fles. They disappeared into thehaze, and the machine gunners
dropped down hito a shallow twisting depression and pressed
on" along it.

" This is the communication trench that used to bs
taped out along the edge o' that cornfield in practice
attack," said Johnn}', when they halted a moment.
-"Trench," said Ratty, glancing along it " Strewth !

"

Th? trench was gone, was no more than a wide shallow
depression, a tumbled gutter a foot or two below the level

. of the ground ; and even the gutter in places was lost in a
patch of broken earth heaps and craters. It was best traced
'^.- tlie dead that lay in it, by the litter of steel helmets, rifles,

b libs, . gas-masks, bayonets, water-bottles, arms and equip- •

inent of every kind strewed along it.

By now Ratty had lost all sense of direction or location,
but Johnny at his elbow was always able to keep him informed.

• Ratty at first refused to accept his statements, but was
convinced against all argument. " 'U'e should pass three
trees along this trench somewhere soon, "Johnny would say,
and presently, sure enough, they came to one stump six foot
high and two splintered butts just showing above the earth.
Tlvy reached a wide depression, and Johnny pointed rmd
shouted, "The sunk road," and looking round, pointed again
to som» whit^sh-,grey masses broken, overturned, almost
buried in th'.-tumbled earth, the remains of concrete machine
gun emplacement;? Ratty remembered had been marked
somewhere back there on the practice ground by six marked
boards. " Six," shouted Johnny, and grinned triumphantly
at the d<3ubter.

The last of Ratty's doubts as to the correctness of battle
plans, even of the German lines, vanished when they came to
a bare .stretch of ground which Johnny reminded him was
wh'ie they had been warned they would most likely come
under enfilading machine gun fire. They halted on the edge
of this patch to get their wind, and watched some stretcher-
bearers struggling to cross and a party of men digging furi-
ously to make a line of linked up shell-holes, while, the ground
about them jumped and splashed under the hailing of bullets.

" Enfiladin- fife," said Ratty, ".Should think it was too.
Why the 'ell ('.on't they silence the guns doin' it ?

"

"Supposed to be in a clump o' wood over there," said Johnny,
" .A.nd it ain't due to be took for an hour yet."
The word passed along, and they rose and began to cross

the open ground amongst the raining bullets. " There's our
objective," shouted Johnny as they ran. " That rige—

come into acfion there." Ratty, stared aghast at.the rise,

and at "the spouting columns of smoke and dirt that leaped
from it under a steady fall of he.avy shells. "That," he
.screeched back, "Gorstrewth. Goodbye us then." But he
ran on as well as he could under the weight of the gun on his
shoulder. Tney were both. well out to the left of their ad-
vancing line and Ratty was ihstitictively flinching from the
direct route into those gusts of flame and smoke. " Keep up,','

yelled Johnny. " Remember the trench. You'll miss the end
of it." Ratty recalled vaguely the line of flags and tape that
had wriggled over the practice ground to the last position
where they had halted each d^"^;,and- brought their guns into
mimic action. He slanted

,

fright' and presently stiUTibled
thankfully into the - broken ,t'rench,,ajnd .pushed along it up
the rise. At the.top he.Tound himsplf looking over a gentle
slope, the foot of which' was veiled.in an e.ddy.ing mist of smoke.
.\ heavy shell burst ,with-a.te.i*i;ifyirigcr4sh' and sent him reel-
ing from shock.;, He sat'down'^wit|i a.'bump, shaken and for
the moment dazed, but came to 'himself with Johnny's voice
bawling in his ear, " Gome on man, come on. Hurt? Quick
then—yer gun." He staggered up and towards an officer

whom he could see waving, frantically at him and opening
and shutting his moiith in shouts that were lost in the uproar.
He thrust forward and into a shell hole beside Johnny and the

.rest of the gun detachment. His sergeant jumped down
beside them shouting and pointing out into the smoke wreaths.
" See the wood ... six hundred . . . lay on the
ground-line—they're counter-attack———." He stoppecl
abruptly and fell sliding in a tumbled heap down into the
crater on top of, the gim. Tlie officer ran, back to them
mouthing unheard angry shouts again. Ratty was getting
angry himself. How could a man get into action with a
fellow falling all over his gun like that ? They dragged the
sergeant's twitching body clear. Ratty felt a pang of regret
for his anger. He'd, been a good chap, the sergeant. But
anger swallowed him again as he dragged his gun clear. It
was drenched with blood. " Nice bizness," he said savagely,
" if my breech action's clogged up." A loaded belt slipped
into place and he brought the gun into action with a savage
jerk on th-- loadiiig lever, looked over his

,
sights, and layed

them on the edge of the wood he could just dimly see through
the smoke. He coifld see nothing to fire at—cursed smoke
was .so thick—but the others'were firing hard—must be
something there. He pressed his thumbs on the lever and his
gun began to spurt a stream of fire and lead, the belt racing
and clicking through, the breech clacking smoothly, the
handles jarring sharply in his fingers.

The hillock was still under heavy shell-fire. . They'd been
warned in practice .attack there would probably be shell-
fire, and here it was, shrieking, crashing, tearing the wrecker'
ground to fresh shapes of wreckage, spouting in fountains of
black- smoke and earth, whistling and hurtling in jagged
fragments, hitting solidly and bursting in whirlwinds of flame

.
and smoke. Ratty had no time to think of the shells. Ht
strained his eyes over the sights on the foot of the dimly seen
trees, held his gun steady arid spitting its jets of flame and
lead, until word came to him somehow or from somewhere to
cease firing. The attack had been wiped out, he heard said. He
straightened his bent shoulders and discovered with immense
surprise that one shoulder hurt, that his jacket was soaked
with blood. --

^
•

" Nothing more than a good Blighty one," said the bearer
who tied him up. " Keep you home two-three months mebbe."
"Good enough." said. Ratty.. ," I'll be back in time to

see the finish," and lit a cigarette contentedly.
Back in the Aid Post later he heard from one of the Jocks

who had been down there in the smoke somewhere between the
machine guns and the wood, that' the front line was already
well consolidated. He heard too that the German countef:-

,
attack had been cut to pieces, and that.the open ground be-
fore our new line front was piled 'with their dead. " You
fellies was just late enough wi' your machine-guns," said the
Highlander. " In anither three-fower meenits they'd a been
right on top o' us." "

'

" Late be blowed," said Ratty. ..'' We was on the right spot
exackly at the programme time o' the plan. Whole plunky
attack went like clockwork, far's our bit o' th« plans went."
But it was two days later and snug in bed in a London

hospital, when l^e had read the dispatches describing the battle,
that he had his last word on " planned attacks."

" Lumme," he said to the next bed, " I likes this despatch
of ole 'Indenburg's. Good, mile an' a half we pushed 'em
back, an" held all the gi-ound, 'an' took 6,000 prisoners ; an',
says 'Indenburg,' the British attack was completely repul-
^^^ • • • only' a few crater" positions were' abandoned
by us according to plan.'

"

He dropped the paper and grinned. "Accordin' to plan."
he'saiid.:. ': Yes, it was.accordin'.to plan right enough. But
c forgot to say it was accordin' to the plan that was ihade'by
AiK an' ua."
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Will you help the

National Tribute

to Lord Roberts ?

The £500,000 NATIONAL TRIBUTE FUND TO PER-
MANENTLY ENDOW The Lord Roberts' Memorial Workshops

throughout the Country where men permanently disabled on

active service can work and earn an honest living.

The Lord Roberts' Memorial Workshops
is the National and most practical way of finding work at good wages for those who have fought

for us and have the right to work again. It is a sound business concern—not a charity.

^ j0 jff

No cause could be more worthy £20,740 has been paid in wages £48,583 during 1916. These
of your support and no tribute to disabled men and dependents figures speak for themselves
to our Greatest Soldier could during 1916. There has been a and show the great practical

be more practical. trade turnover of utility of the scheme.

1,029 badly disabled men have already been admitted to the Workshops.

Will you send in a donation to-day ?

THE TRIBUTE FUND is now nearly ^^z/" completed, thanks to the generosity

of tens of thousands of people throughout the world who loved Lord Roberts and

appreciate this sound tribute to his memory. It is hoped to complete the Fund
this year. Will those who are helping please do their best in organizing entertain-

ments and collections, and, if the public will aid this most worthy cause by subscribing

generously, the problem of finding work for oyr soldiers or sailors permanently disabled on

acti\"e service will be partially solved.

EVERY penny that you give goes to swell the capital sum that can make these Workshops self-supporting by

providini; them with the plant and premises which are as necessary in this case as they are to any ordinary

manufacturing concern. NO RED TAPE, NO DELAY. The man starts at £\ per week, and keeps

every pennv of his pension. What you give does not merely alleviate a passing phase' of distress ; it helps to make

safe and heippy the future of our disabled men now and after the war.

Make Cheques payable to Major-General The Lord Cbeylesmore, K.C.V.O., Chairman, The Lord
Roberts' Memorial Fund, 122, Brompton Road, London, S.W.I.

Factories at Londo^, Plymouth, Brighton, Calche^ter, Birmingbkin, Nottinghkm, Liverpool, Bradford, Newcaitle, Edinburgh & Belfast,

Major-General

The Lord Cbeylesmore, K.CV.O.,

Chairman.

Rt. Hon. Sir Fredlc. Milner, Bart, P.C.,

Hon. Treasurer

Major Tudor Craig,

Comptroller.

Charles Frederick Hicham,

Honorary Appeal Orgcniser.

SEND
A DONATION

TO-DAY PLEASE.

The Pictures show disabled men at work in the shops. Come and see them at work it will do you good.
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The British Firing Line
By Charles Marriott

CONSISTENCY is a great virtue, in art as well as in

life and Lieutenant E. Handley-Read, a selection ot

whose water-colours of
' The British InrinR jine

has iust been published by the Leicester txallenes,

is consistent both in his outlook and in his artistic methods.

His outlook is best described in his own words.

The mournful landscape of the Somme battlefields, scored and

intersected by miles of trenches, covered, m addition, with the

results of other human endeavour in the alternating processes

of construction and destruction fills the mind to ovcrflowmK

with thoughts too deep and too varied to set down in a

Foreword to a few pictures.

To sav that some of these deep and varied th""ghts haye

overflowed into the pictures themselves is to mdicate the per

sonal character of this record of what the artist himself aptly

calls "a landscaix. painter's war." Not that the personal

character prejudices the truth of the record O" the con-

trary for it is one of the apparent paradoxes of art that a man

is never so likely to give a truthful impression of anything seen

as when he allows full play to mood and temperament 1
he

untrustworthy witness is the man who sets out to be ^ detached

observer He is so keen on keeping himself out of it that the

effort affects the impression. The subjects of Lieutenant

Handlev-Read's drawings arc varied enough, but they are an

seen and set down in the same full-hearted conception of a

martyred countryside ; and in looking at them one makes the

same unconscious allowance as one makes for the emotions ol a

sincere speaker.
' '

, . . ^. ^ ^u ^^nt-
As to the method, the astonishing thing is that the artist

was not better known before the war. Obviously he came to it

fully equipped with something that might be compared to a

clear simple and fluent style in writing. The method is varied

to suit the individual scene or subject, but it is the same style

all through ; broad and free in statement, descriptive rather

than expressive in character, and sympathetic to the actual

materials employed. No doubt the war, and the exacting

conditions of work, had a clarifying and confirming effect upon

the style of the artist ; but nothing could look less like an un-

suspected ability, called out by the interest of the occasion.

Consequently there is no effect of time lost and accuracy com-

promised by technical difficulties. Everything is set down

with unworried ea-e and fluency, with detad enough but no

dwelling on unessentials, and a quite remarkable tact in
,

arrangement—from both the pictorial and the topographical

points of view.
, . xr, ^

'It is this double consistency, of outlook and style, tnat

distinguishes the work of Mr. Handley-Read from other good

drawings of the waj'. Nobody else has done anything that

gives quite the same impression of a connected series.

Cienerally the interest of the moment, actual or technical, has

arrested"the attention of the artist from time to time, so that

you get a collection of individual drawings good in themselves

but without any background of mood or similarity of treat-

ment to relate them. But here you have a series that seems

to have been designed and carried out with a single motive,

and publication in the present form was almost imperative.

Apart from that, the drawings illustrate the war from a

particular angle, or on a particular plane. There never was a

war or any other sequence of events that has been " covered »

on so many different planes—mental as well as material.

We have had careful topographical studies of wide fields of

operations, from the ground ai\d from the air, comments on the

vast mechanical forces employed or on the phenomena of

explosions, notes on the human side of the close-packed life of

trenches, and so on. Leaving out individual differences of

style, artists have concentrated on many di/ferent aspects of

the war as if, in addition to being artists they were tacticians,

geographers, engineers, chemists or novelists as the case

might be. Mr. Handley-Read gives us war from the land-

scape painter's point of view ; or, more precisely, from the

point of view of the landscape. The emotional background to

which all his pictures are finally related is that of the sufferings

of Nature.

An impression, however, is left outstanding—at first passed

over in the great chaos. It is bom of the tortured trees

twisted into unnatural shapes, splintered at their bases, up-

rooted and bent or stretching gaunt arms to the sky. Here

is a veteran of the forest battered and torn, there a slender and
graceful trunk with a few twigs as yet only ouUet-clipped.,

Sturdy willows are .seen hurled, root upwards, into a shell

hole. Such sights fix themselves ineffaceably in the mind.

Everywhere the murdered trees haunt the vision.

Beyond showing, as do also the notes to individual drawings,

that Mr. Handley-Read is as eloquent with the pen as with the

pencil, the above passage leaves no doubt as to the real motive

of his work. Incidentally he has made many drawings of

towns and villages, but it is as part of the landscape rather than

as examples of architecture that they have appealed to him.

Even the topographical accuracy which excites the admiration

of fighting men is reallv incidental ; and this brings home the

valuable truth that an artist is never so likely to be true to

life as when he is moved by some general idea behind the tacts

of life The fallacy of conscious " realism " is to suppose you

can find truth in a moral and emotional vacuum. It is because

Mr Handlev-Read has been so possessed by the murdered

trees " tiiat he has been accurate in his delineation of ruined

buildings and in his implied suggestion of all the other aspects

of the war. Truth to feeling always results in truth to the

facts—even if the facts are not stated ; and working faithfully

on one plane Lieut. Handley-Read has been, almost without

knowing it, faithful on all the others.

I'.ven the remarkable absence of the human clement from his

c.-awings is due. not to negative indifference to the human

side of the war, but to positive concentration upon the land-

scape side of it. There never was an event, or series of events,

of which it could be said with more point :
" You cannot

both be in the procession and look out of the window." And

even if you are not actually " in the procession " you cannot

see the landscape and the fighting at the same time. The

weakness of most war pictures done at home, even by men

familiar with war, when they deliberately set out to give

a full impression of it, is that' they do try to combine the

fighting and the landscape. In some wars this may have been

possible, and even in some incidents oi the present war
;
but

then the fighting did not look in the least like lighting

but only like a lumbering trot across broken ground,

not more significant of battle than the straggling

across the course at the end of a race -as may be

seen in that astonishing Canadian official photograph

of " The Taking of Vimy Ridge." So tha:t the drawings by

Lieutenant Handley-Read must not be looked upon as studies

of the background with the fighting left out. The fighting

was not there, or at least not visible, though possibly going on

between the foreground and the middle distance. As the artist

says :
" Never has there been such a secretive war. A man

may travel to his fire trench, and never appear above ground.

He may be in the same neighbourhood for weeks, and see

' nothing of it beyond the glimpse that his loophole or peri-

scope affords. He may be surrounded with hurrying life,

troops massing for an attack, relieving trenches, carrying up

supplies, but he will see nothing but his own immediate

surroundings, and a glimpse of the still more deserted stretch

of ' dead land ' between his own and the enemy's trenches."
" Ruin, emptiness, heart-breaking dreariness " are the key-

notes of the drawings. But, being true to feeling, they do not

imply that all. is over with the landscape. They show the

wounds in the bosom of Nature, and the ruin of the works of

man that are nearest to that bosom, but they do not fail to

suggest the tenacity of life in trees and the breath of life that

moves in the atrnospherc. It is astonishing, indeed, how
much of season and weather the artist has conveyed while

seeming only to mark the destructive effects of war. There-

fore the drawings are not depressing ; they retain the assur-

ance that life goes on, in the landscape as in the human spirit.

None of the drawings happens to deal with one of the worst

brutalities of the enemy ; the wanton destruction of orchard

trees ; but in this connection I lately read something so per-

fectly in ST(Tnpathy with the artist's ideas about Nature that it

will not be out of place to speak of it here. It was that in

every English village the women and children should plant two

saplings of apple, pear, plum or cherry, one to be trans-

planted in France or Flanders' when opportunity shall offer,

the other to be reared at home. By this means not only will

the orchards of France and Flanders be renewed, but there

will be established between the Allies a sisterhood of fruit-

bearing trees. The scheme, for it has already passed beyond
a suggestion, seems to me as practical as it is beautiful.

With all his consistent grasp of the particular aspect of

the war that he has been moved to illustrate, and all his inci-

dental accuracy, it is finally the emotional interest of land-

scape that the artist brings home to us. For the future his

drawings will preserve the mood as well as the look of the

British Firing Line in its present condition. It only remains

to add that his publishers and printers have done all that skill

can do to preserve the quality of the original^ drawings in

reproduction.

Copies of Lieutenant E. Handlcy-Read's Portfolio, price £5 .Ss.

are tP be obtained from '"Land & Water," 5, Chancery Lane,W.G.2.
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The British Firing Line
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By iftui. E. HtnclUv-Beai

Chocolat Menier Corner

By Lirut. E. Bandhyltead

La Bassee Canal

Wc reproduce two drawings from »he British Firing Line Portfolio by I/eut. F. Handley-Read. The

Portfo io contains twelve engravings in co/our, with an Introduction by Hilaire Belloc, and is published

by George Pulinan and Sons, Ltd., for the Leicester Galleries. A limited number of copies of this Portfolio

may be obtained, £5 5s. each, on application to the publishers, or "Land & Water," 5, Chancery Lane, VV.C.2
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Recent \ olumes of Note

MV dauj^litt-i Christine, who wrote me these

letters, died in a hospital in Stuttgart on

the niorninc; of August 8th 1914 . .

•"

So Mrs. Cholmondeley begins the intro-

duction which she has wiitten to ( hristinc (Macrnillan 6s. net),

a book, or rather a collection of letters, of little more than

250 pages, but at the same time one of the most \ita] and

intense condemnations of Germany that has been or will be

pioduced. One can hardly doubt tlie genuineness of these

letters ; Christine arri\ed in Germany in May of the year of

fate ; she wrote to the beinx she lo\'ed best, wrote her im-

pressions i5f the life she had to live while perfecting her great

f;ift of violin playing, and into her descriptions of her own life

come comments on Germany and German ways, unstudied

comments, made before the war showed to the world what

Germany really is, and doubly valuable in that, being the

impressions of' a girl, recorded in normal, peaceful times,

they form convincing evidence of German blood-guiltineso.

Here are extracts

:

They've been working for years for tlie moment when they can

safely attack It has been the Kaiser's one idea.

Russia and France will not interfere with so just a punish-

ment. Said by a German Professor with reference to the

Austrian demands on Serbia in July of 1914.

The talk of tlie war has been going on (in Germany) growing m
clamour . . . ever since the present Kaiser succeeded to

the tlirone.

To-day they were saying at breakfast that, if a crime is big

enough, it leaves off being a crims, for then it is a success,

and success is alway a virtue—that is, 1 gather, if it is a

German success ; if it is a French one, it is an outrage.

We (a German professor speaking) arc palite only by the

force of fear. Ojnsequently—for all men must have their

rela.xations—whenever -vve meet the weak, the beneath us, the

momentarilv helpless, we are brutal. It is an immense relief

to be for a moment natural. Every German welcomes even

the smallest opportunity.

I always, you see, think of Germany as the grabber, the

attacker.

Dne is tempted to quote and to go on quoting these damning

parentheses in the letters of a daughter to her mother. Better

propaganda work than the publication of the book could not

be done, and Mrs Cholmondeley deserves thanks for having

given her daughter's letters to be read, let us hope, wherever

the English toogue is spoken.

The Great War in 1916 is the title of the new edition

de luxe of Raemaekers' cartoons, which has just been

issued by the Fine Art -Society, 148, New Bond
Street (£6 6s.). It contains 60 cartoons which con-

stitute a vivid record of the progress of the war during"

1916. Raemaekers' genius seems to strengthen with time ;

it is remarkable how seldom he repeats himself. No living

cartooni^ is more active minded than he, more quick to

respond to a new impression. Mr. Perry Robinson in the

Appreciation which he contributes as a preface to this sump-

tuous volume writes :
" The greatness of Raemaekers rests

on the fact that he combines all qualities, fervour for the

right and a burning indignation against wrong, imagination

and artistic power, and, not least, an insight and critical

instinct which would have made him a brilliant writer if he

had not been an artist." This last quality has never been

more notable than in his most recent work dealing with the

war from the American point of view.

could never have survived Raemaekers' deadly pencil. As
it is, he will go down to history in liis true colours, thanks

to the Dutch cartoonist's unerring draughtmanship.*****
The Kaiser is a favourite figure, but Raemaekers always

allows him a certain dignity, even in that most amusing

picture,\Villiam Robert Macaire's answer to President W ilson :

" Well, Sir, if you insist we will try and behave like gentle-

men." (Cartoon 13) Another cartoon in which Wilhelm

urges " Tino " to stab General Sarrail in the back, is said to

have caused intense indignation at Potsdam ; we can well

believe it. If, as everyone ho])es and believes, as a result

of the war, the Hohenzollcrn breed will be cleared out of

all positions and places where they can work harm, it will

be in no small measure due to the presentation of this pestilen-

tial family, as they really are in life, by Raemaekers' pencil.

This volume is of course, an historical record ; already,

even now, looking back we begin to see the war in perspective.

The Zeppelin practically disappears after 1916, whil^ the

Tank makes its first appearance tliat year (Cartoon 23).

Then there are four terrible drawings depicting German
Slavery. This volume also contains some beautiful work.

LeVieux Po;/;* is a-wonderful character study of an old French

soldier. There is the picture which the artist specially

drew for St. Dunstan's, which, by the way, is one of the

rare instances when Raemaekers lias failed to catch quite the

right spirit. But he was never better than in the noble

tribute paid to " An American who gave his life for Humanity."
The more we study this collection of cartoons, the more
obvious it becomes that Raemaekers will be regarded by
posterity as the greatest figure in the worl4 of art which this

terrible upheaval produced during its progress.

* * * - * *

For constancy and determination to fight a war to a finish

there is no closer parallel to the present struggle in modern
times than the American Civil War. It is particularly

appropriate that this oft-told tale should be told again j ust at

this moment, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Dr. Rossitcr,.

the author, and Messrs. Putman, the publishers, for The
Fight for the Republic (12s. 6d. net.) This book is described as
" a narrative of the more noteworthy events in the War of

Secession, presenting the great contest in its dramatic aspects."

There is no living writer better fitted to handle the subject

than Dr. Johnson, who is not only an acknowledged
authority but has a charming style. The story is told simply

and to the point ; the battles are explained by frequent maps
and the reader is made to see quite clearly the underlying

principles. The light in truth was for the corporate life of

the States rather than for the limitation of slavery, which
happened to be the issue on which the greater question

turned at first. But with the Proclamation of Emancipation
it ceased to be a- war for temporary peace, but a war for en-

during peace and at the end of it we are told no American
could henceforth say :

" The United States are a confedera-

tion, but the United States is a Nation." This truth is being

realised to-day. ]3ut for that terrible Civil War of over fifty

years ago when the daily loss of life for a period of four years

was 400, America would never have been able to have
championed humanity as she is now doing. This fight for the

Republic is a story as full of vital episodes and thrilling

incidents as when it was in progress. It is a help to look back
and see how a war must be sternly fought to an absolute

finish if the principles that are in the balance are to survive.

This volume, although it represents only a part of Rae-

maekers' work during 1916, contains some of his most famous
cartoons, notably, the Kaiser and the Crown Prince standing

on the pile of German dead looking towards Verdun, with

the legend, " Father, we must have a higher pile to see Verdun"
;

the scene of Christ cleansing the Temple, and the famous

double cartoon of Berlin, August, 1914 (on the declaration

of war), and Berlin, December, 1916 (on the first suggestion

of peace). This double cartoon is remarkable in that Death
appears in each scene—in 1914 as a mocking clown egging

on ' Ihe drunken crowd, and in 1916 as a prosperous

lur-coated figure, smoking a big cigar, the only contented

being in the miserable group. Not since the Dance of Death has

any cartoonist made such great play w ith the grisly skeleton
;

twice he is introduced in the company of the Crown Prince ;

once the latter is throwing dice with him. the Kaiser looking on,

ami in the ;,econd after the Verdun defeat. Death decorates

the grinning degenerate with the " Order of Butchery, with

the Knives "—a necklet of skulls. Had the heir of the

HohenzoUerns been three times the man he is, his reputation
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BOMBARDMENT OP LONDON

THE bombardment of London has been in progress at

nights Drtorc or less regularly for ten days. Two

or three rather obvious facts stand out salicntly.

The enormous size of London is one. The Germans

( ,in claim truthfully to have dropped bombs on the British

metropolis, though these explosions may have been inaudible

to one-half of the people of London. This is a fact to be

rinphasised. for probably even its own inhabitants have

hardly realised before, except in the vaguest manner,

what a vast area the name of that (M Roman camp on a

hillock above the Thames covers to-day. When a Briton, an

.\lly or a Neutral reads that London has been bombarded,

hr must not regard it as though this thing had occurred in the

city or town with which he is most familiar, but know it has

happened to a county or big district. Another salient fact

i- the efficiency of the local defences under present circum-

stances. Persistent attempts have been made by the enemy

planes under peculiarly favourable climatic conditions

to penetrate to the heart of London. They have been prac-

tically thwarted. Already Londoners, with that adaptive-

ness to unpleasant experiences and disregard of personal

ixril which is so distinctive of British character, are personi-

fying the hjcal batteries with whose reports they are growing

familiar. There is Long Tcuii. with the loud voice and long

arm, who makes a big noise but is comforting. Mother Jones

talks with a regular scream, but no hen clucks her chickens

under her wing with a stronger sense of protection than she.

And sfj it goes on. When a bomb falls, it Ls oyer almost

before one knows it has fallen. " That's that " is the usual

remark if one is still there. The British Londoner has stood

this bombardment with splendid composure and the more

Inquently it is renewed the less it perturbs him.

But from these two facts spring others. It is obviously

impossible that the county of London can ever be adequately

protected locally. There is only one effective system of

defence. It is an old system : Drake practised it when Eliza-

beth was yueen ; Nelson when George III. was on the throne.

Carry the war into the enemy's country. It was the harbours

of Spain and France in those days ; it is the cities and towns

of Germany to-day. There is nothing new in this so-called

" policy of reprisals." England would not be England,

had we not carried out this very policy in other centuries.

In these recent aerial fights over London, there have been

as gallant men, as splendid dare-devils engaged as ever fought

under Nelson and Drake. Give them the necessary craft

and loose them, and Germany will rue the nights her bombs
fell on London. Meantime, the Germans declare (and we
believe they are honestly of that opinion) that the only reason

we do not invade their cities is that we arc unable or frightened

to. In Mr. Hugh Gibson's story of Louva in, related to-day,

a small incident is recorded, illuminative of the Teuton char-

acter. A drunken German soldier insulted one of their

party. A (ierman ofhccr was luckily with them ; "he wadcii

into the soldier in a zcay that ifould have caused a mutiny in

any other army." The Gennan's one idea of strength is

ruthless brutality. We -need not go to anything like his

extremes, but before he will cry off, he must be taught that
his enemy has it in his power to be just as brutal and ruthlcs;

as any Gennan if it so pleases him.

London will never be allowed to sleep quietly at nights

until the invasion of Germany by air is an accomplished fact.

When tlie accomplishment is carried into effect, is a purely

military question. Meantime, it is well to push <jn as rapidly

as possible witji the building of aircraft. Like shipbuilding

of old, this is mainly a private enterprise ; wisely so, for it

brings into play individual energy and daring. Behind
these there must be money ; it is the duty of good citizens to

support most liberally all aircraft enterprises, which are

rightly organised and conducted and have proved their capa-

city and efficiency for construction. We are building our

aerial fleets in the same effective way as we constructed our

wooden navies when British supremacy at sea was in the

balance. Though we may have lagged behind and have

failed to envisage the sky peril, the bombardment of London
has been a salutary lesson. The pride of the country is

touched and the nation is now determined that in so far as it

lies in its power, the noise of the last few nights over London
shall bea child's rat-a-tat-tat compared with the drum-fire that

shall resound through the cities of Germany 'before the winter

is over. The magnificent feats of our flying men in Flanders

is sufficient evidence that this is no empty threat-

Another salient fact of the bombardment is that at last

the general public have been awakened to the alien danger

in our midst. It was a common sneer of Germans before

the war that London was the cesspool of Europe. We have

discovered in the last few days that there is a much too

considerable amount of impleasant truth in this con-

temptuous saying. .\ low type of Continental Jew has not

merely on these nights attempted to invade, to the exclusion

of the local British poor, all the underground shelters, but

this unsavoury crowd has, like a blocked sewer, spread

itself over the Home Districts, swamping villages twenty and

thirty miles away and even further where cheap railway

transport is available. It is already becoming a sanitary

menace in country districts, and serious steps will have to be

taken without any delay. It is not a question at the out-

set for the Government, the local authorities should tackle

it to begin with ; the London County Council setting

the example. An L.C.C. Committee might be appointed

at once to investigate the exodus and general behaviour of

these mobs of unclean, undersized, ill-favoured folk during

the last ten days, with a view to an attempt being made to

head them back to the regions whence they came once the

war is over. Always detested by the genuine Londoner,

this detestation is developing into a stronger and more

active feeling in many of the poorest districts, as the writer

can declare out of personal experience. Not only have

these aliens displayed miserable poltroonery—the men even

worse than the women—but by their attitude and manner

they have spread fear and promoted panic just when the

genuine Londoner was doing his best to create confidence and

composure. This alien danger will not cease with the war ;

these creatures breed rapidly, a fact that has been recently

only too unpleasantly obvious, and they £u:e introducing into

the nation a strain of blood most undesirable, physically

and morally. It is no exaggeration to say that until this

bombardment scared these human rats from their East End
haunts, not one educated person in ten realised their existence,

let alone their numbers. It is all very well to allow the dogs

to eat the crumbs that fall from the children's table, but when
because of this kindness, the dogs multiply and begin to

drive the children out of the home, drastic action must be

taken. If the invasion of German aeroplanes leads to this

alien question being at last dealt with in a thorough and

serious manner, then we may feel with rea^oft that there is a

good bide even to the bombardment of London.
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The Second Blow in Flanders
By Hilaire Belloc

Bi:i()RE coii»idfring the details of the action fought

dui-ing Tufsdav. Wednesday, and Thursday last

wi>on the British front, it is well to establish again

the nature of the present position. 1 hough we

can forecast nothing of its future it is of the highest interest

because at any moment it mav become critical for the enemy.

The position is this : The Central Empires and their Alhcs

have all told, some ten million men in unilorni, and ratlier

over si.\ million of them organised as lighting forces in the held.

The balance, with the exception of all th? men in depot, do not,

and will not form anv part of the lighting force either now or

in the future. Of these forces the German Lmpirc provides,

as it has provided for many months past, one-half and most

of the men in hospital.

It has 2Y) divisions in the held. Exactly how many men

a German division counts on the average at the present we

cannot tell to within a few units, but it is something

under 12,000. The number of battalions of infantry which

is included in a present tierman division is rarely more than

nine, though there are a sufficient number of exceptions and

independent bodies to bring the total number of battalions

to 2.^14, which is the present number of German battalions.

Of these 2,J34 battalions, 1,369 are upon the West against

the French and English.

As to the exact average strength of a German battalion at

this moment we, again, are not informed with exact precision,

but we know it within faiiK- close limits, and we can say with-

out grave error on either side that some 700 bayonets upon

the average is very near the mark. In other, words, _ the

phrase a " Gennan" battalion " signifies to-day about /gths

the strength it signified during the first month of the war.

W'c then have about 050,000 German bayonets, but less

than a milli(m, upon the Western front. The mere statement

of that number in connection with a line over 300 mOes long

and with the opponents it has to meet is sufficient to explain

why the enemy now stands upon an increasingly anxious

defensive. In material the handicap is still heavier—and

the difference is increasing.

Now to this main aspect of the situation we must add a

second—the enemy's anxiety upon the question of man-power

for the future is also increasing. He happens for the moment
to be passing through a temporary crisis which we must

not exaggerate. He has nothing of class 1918 left in his

depots, and he is only just beginning to bring into the field

Class IQIO, three-quarters of which, have now had about

four months training. This " bridge " between the two

classes may provoke a momentary exceptional strain. but it

cannot be permanent , and may be neglected. M hat is per-

manent and serious for the enemy is the fact that the rate of

loss, as compared with his Western opponents—even excluding

the Americans—is growing. It is probably not growing posi-

tively : but it is growing relatively to the corresponding loss

upon the other side. The whole of the German class igiS has

passed through the fire this summer, while the corresponding

French class has been in barracks the whole time, and is still

in barracks, and not to be put into the held until later. Ger-

many vill already have lost many boys out of class igiq

through sickness, death, wounds and capture this autumn
and winter before the French youths, a year their senior, come
under hre at all. In other words, the German Empire, which

was, only nine months ago, a year behind the French in men,

is now a vear and a quarter behind them. This comparison

with the French shows nothing but the position against the

most exhausted of the Western Allies. The position of the

English anti Italian recruitment is far more favourable.

Now, under these circumstances the enemy has been com-
pelled to a strictly defensive policy. The thiiig is a necessary

consequence of the general situation, and of what is properly

called politics apart " the last phase of the war." It is

no more than repetition to state it. It is obvious to cAcry eye.

But a strictly defensive policy in the old days, when artillery

was supplementary to infantry, meant something very

different from what it means to-day, when artillery conquers

and infantry occupies. Too much of our present conceptions

of a defensive are based upon the old model, and we forget

that a modern defensive line faced with the modern develop-

ment and power of artillery, and of other mechanical and
chemical contrivances which arc but the extension of artillery,

cannot stand fixed up to the breaking point as the old siege

line did. It must give lx;forc it breaks, and it can iK)Stponc

breaking point by making it self " elastic," it may sa\c

itself from breaking by peqietual limited methodical retire-

ment. Continued successive and comparati\ely small retire-

ments, step bv step, where there is ample space to play

with, and where no grave jxilitical or strategical consequences

follow upon retreat, is a policy which may conceivably be -

maintained for a very long time. But upon the ^VVcstern

front, the space with which the enemy can " play " is very

limited, and both political and strategic circumstances

severeh- limit his power of retirement without disaster. On
the political side his great asset is that he is hghting upon

foreign, and especiallv upon l-'iench territory. He is per-

petually harping upon this " asset," and he has at this stage

in the lighting" the right to do so. It makes the task of

maintaining internal discipline possible, and at the same time

it enables him to work hard at the game of persuading neutral

and even belligerent fools that tliore is a t;talemate. So

much for the Political ad\antage which his retirement would

destroy. He would similarly suiter on the Strategic side, for

his position in the West covers, but only immediately cov^^rs,

certain of his main 'sources of supply in iron and coal, and a

strip of the Belgian coast, which thougli not essc-ntial to his

submarine campaign and his use of mines, is very \aluablc;

to the same.

Hold on Materials

Now, to retire even with elasticity, that i' , without allowing

his line to be broken, upon the salient in front ( f Vpres, and

to do so with anv rapidity, is to render very shortly his hold upon

the sea-coast, and his hold upon Lille and the coal and iron

to the south, impossible. If he merely stood up to each

successive blow, lost the crescent it was designed to occupy,

and so, week bv week or fortnight Ijy fortnight, went back-

wards, he would certainly be compelled to a general retirement

before the end of the ye,ar, with all the tremendous conse-

quences at home, in neutral countries and among the Allies,

in material power and in moral of his army which that retiic-

ment would mean.
Let us feee what alternative he has before him to regular

and cumulative retirement of this sort.

He can do one of two things. He can make the progress

of superior opponents
^
difficult by holding his first lines in

strength and by gambling against their withstanding most
of the successful shocks delivered against them. That was
what he did last year upon the Somme. The danger of

pressure from Russia was then still considerable, but he was
far better oft in men than he is now, and in spite of the very

great expense of this method he gambled upon if.

The gamble was, successful inasmuch as it enabled

him to hold out unbroken to the winter of last year, wlien the

weather stopped tjie active offensive, but it compelled him
to a very earnest, though -futile public bid for peace in

December, followed in March by an inevitable retirement.

This retirement from the great salient of Noyon was not

strategically disadvantageous, though politically he regretted

it. It straightened and shortened his line and made him
sacrifice nothing of material or strategic importance.

In the fighting of this summer and autumn he might have
continued this method. He did not do so because the British

superiority in guns and munitionment of every kind is now
not only so great, but so rapidly increasing that what
was dangerously expensive on the Somme w'ould have been
disastrous in Flanders. He has been therefore compelled
gradually to adopt a new method. It is a method of numerous
isolated posts which hold the front line with a minimum of

men ; of artillery drawn behind the front lines much further

than it used to be ; in other words, deliberately sacrificing the
front line to the blow the opponent launches, but trusting to

the power of the courrtcr-attack to restore the position, or at

any rate check his enemy's advance. The gamble here is

upon the proportion of losses such a method may in\-olve.

The counter-attack has always been and always will be>

but to use it in this particular way for the recovery of a belt

of territory sacrificed is novjl and tentative. You lose in

yielding to the first blow men, material and moral—above
all moral : you gravely risk much greater losses, if your
counter-attack fails. The loss in material indeed is not very
great. You do not lose guns as they were lost in the fighting
of last year, but you lose men in quantities ;yid your men
lose heart.

Still, it is the only way left. Comparatively rapid yielding
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of ground means tlT^ lo^s before tfie end of the year of alltlie

en»-my is yet tigliting for. Sliort of comparatively rapid

yielding of ground you have to choose bttween holding the

iront line densely, with the certain expense in men and in

guns, and the present method with a fair secvirity for the

material and a gamble Ix'tween bearable loss and very heavy

and ultimately unbearable loss, according to the success or

failure of your counter-attacks. Tlie enemy has chosen the

latter alternative, and it is pretty well the only course now
open to him. What we shall see is whether it will enable him

to save the sea-coast and Lille, and whether it will bring his

resources in men to the breaking point or no.

The Action

Of all this the action fought last week was an example.

Just before the British blow was delivered the enemy had
attacked strongly north of the Menin Road as though to

forestall what was coming, and had somewhat pressed back
the British line at that point. But when tlie full strength of

th" blow fell this previous action of his proved useless. Five

days had sufficed to prepare it—a very short interval, betray-

ing the greatest activity in arranging the aitair.

a^J'o«
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It was just after daybreak of Wedr.esday last, September
2f)tli, that the new stroke was delivered by Sir Douglas
Haig upon the gradually yielding defensive line of the enemy
in l-'land^rs.

Its capital point, as before, was the southern end of that

crescent defensive position, the general name of which is the

Passchendaele Ridge- that is, the southern pillar upon which
the crescent reposes. Far more progress was made in mere
space, in positions to the north where the advance carried

Zonnebeke and established itself therefore upon- the first

slopes of the centre of the crescent. The vital point in all

this, as in the actions major and minor of many past weeks,
was still that southern pillar, the heart of which was cut out
in the victory of the week before when the new defensive
system was mastered by the new de\ices of the attack. It

was against the British here that the enemy ma.ssed by far

the greatest density of troops for his counter-attacks, and it

is by the tenacity and success of the British pressure here
that the whole action must be judged.

Familiar as my readers must be by this time with the details

of this capital point, "the southern pillar "-of the l^asscjien-

da'-le Kidge. I must beg lea\ e to reproduce a map with sundr\-

new features in it which may make the effect of last Wed-
nesday's action more clear.

Before the main attack launched in the terrible weather of

July ;!ist and .August ist last, the German defensive organisa-
tion in this region consisted of a triple line.

There was first of all the " pie-cru!;t," the advanced strongly
enforced line upon which much the most of the enemj^'s
labour has been spent during the past two years. It followed
the western slope of the low heights which form what I have
called the southern pillar and ran in a semicircle from the
neighbourhood of Hooge round through, and then outside the
southern portion of, Sanctuarv Wood.
About a thousand yards behind this came the second line

which in those days of continuous trenches upon the enemy's
side was very strong, though not so elaborately organised as
the front line ; it covered Glencarse Wood, ran through
Inverness Copse, used the ruins of Herenthage Chateau, and so
curled round the wood which the British Army calls Shrews-
bury h'orest. The enemy had already abandoned the con-
tinuous trench system of defence here and was beginning to
rely upon the new concrete isolated machine-gun points and
the organisation of shell craters.

It was roughly uptm this second line that the attack was held
up during August and the earlier part of September, and it will

be remembered what heavy fighting continued throughout all

those weeks for the retention of the vital point upon the Menin
Road, which is marked by Inverness Copse. The British forces

yielded ground at one moment in this shattered wood, but nevei
left the whole of it. The north-western cornerAVas always held.

Meanwhile, the new system of Gcnnan defences held the
greater part of the copse, Herenthage Chateau to the south
of the road, with its sheets of marsh and water called " Dum-
barton Lake," and th> greater part of Glencarsse Wood to the
north of the road. The successful action of last week carris^d

the whole of this old second line. It occupied Inverness Cops?
in its entirety, parsed Herenthage Chateau, passed the ruins of

the Kantinje Inn, upon the fall of the road bevond Inverness
Copse, entered the ruins of \'eldhoek and reached and held
the slight Tower Hamlets Ridge. In this position the British

forces stood immediately in front of what used to be the old

third line. This old third line was no longer, of course,

a continuously held trench position, because, as we have been
told, that system had been given up by the enemv. It none
the less marked the string of defensive positions which the
enemy had constructed and roughly corresponded to the line

of resistance which had next to be carried. It ran, as will lie

seen upon the accompanying map, from the south of Polygon
Wood, through Carlisle F'arm, just east of X'elhoek, crossed

the Menin Road about 500 j'ards below or eastward of

Kantinje Inn and then ran along or just above the 55 metre
contour which marks the eastern slope or shallow escarpment
of the Tower Hamlets Ridge. It was this chain of posts which
was attacked at dawn of last Wednesday, the main weight of

the attack being developed north of the road in front of

X'elhoek.

Details of the Action

In t];e first thrust the works on the eastern slope of the
Tower Hamlets Ridge, on the extreni." right of the attacking

line were seized and held, and a strong counter-attack directed

from Gheluvelt was defeated. To the north of the road the
struggle lasted all day and was exceedingly severe, and the full

result was not known in London until the morning despatch
of the next day, Thursday the 27th, in which we were informed
that the counter-attacks in this region had broken down
and that all the British gains wore held by the English, Scotch, .

Welsh and Australian troops concerned. This fighting

between the Polygon Wood and the, Menin Road was
marked by many striking incidents, the chief of which was
tlte isolation, some time before the main thrust was delivered/

of two companies of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,

who held out until they were relieved by the advance of the

Wednesday. In the course of Thursday night the enemy
voluntarily gave up ground which he was trying to hold

upon the little stream of the Reutelbeck. south-east of Carlisle

farm, and thus admitted the defeat of his efforts. It was
remarked that the enemy losses in these very heavily weighted,

but happilv unsuccessful attempts to recover the lost positions,

were exceiitionally severe. *

Such was the story of the fighting which carried the last

slopes of the " Southern Pillar " and brought the British forces

to the outskirts of the ruins of Gheluvelt. Meanwhile, the

battle extended up northwards for another i\\o miles and
scored considerable territorial results. Immediately to the

north of the important obstacle Polygon Wood was carried

by the Australians in its entirety, including the very difficult

and strongly organised point of the Butte or mound in the

N.F. corner just beyond the racecourse. The Australian
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troops reaching the open country to the east of the wood

were Mibjected to counter-attacks of great violence, the last

of which was preparing as late as the morning of l<nday the

28th. when it was caught under Britisli artillery hre and

broken up. None of these counter-attacks succeeded.

Further to the north again came the chief advance of the

day th" capture of the ruins of Zonnebeke, and the establish-

ment of the British line upon the first slopes of the Passchen-

daele Ridge proper. At this point, however, the German

counter-attack somewhat thrust back the line, leaving the

British troops on the evening of Thursday, the 27th, in posses-

sion of the ruins of the chateau, of the church and of the

cemetery ; but, according to the accounts received from the

newspaper correspondents in the London Press of Friday

morning, not carrying the ruins of the station which were

still in German hands. North of Zonnebeke all the objectives

were reached and held. The defensive here was in the

hands of Saxon troops. The attack appears to hav«i been

delivered by British troops from London and from the Mid-

lands. A violent artillery fire modified the line here for a

moment, but it was restored by the Londoners before Thursday

night.

The Present Line

The line through Zonnebeke would seem to run, at the

moment of writing, so far as its position can be gathered from

the Press correspondents of tiie London papers, somewhat
as it is marked on the accompanying map.

It will be seen that Zonnebeke lies at the foot of the

Patechendaele l^idge, which rises up immediately above it by
a bank some fifty feet in height. The central point of the

village is the place where the by-road from the station comes
into the main road near the church. The main road thence

goes in eastward up the bank to the summit of the Passchen-

•iaele Hidge, wiiere there is a lump rather higher than the

rest and near it the ruins of a windmill. Where tlie main
road crosses the road to Passchendaele (whidi roughly follows

the summit of the ridge) you have liroodseynde cross-

roads with a couple of ruined cottages to mark it, and that

point commands all tiie flat country beyond. AH the plain

of F~landers to Brabant lies almost uninterrupted to the view
from this insignificant elevation at the foot of which the

British forces now stand in the ruins of Zonnebeke. The
Germans, so far as one can gather from the newspaper corre-

spondents, still hold the station and probably the sliglitlv

higher ground (Hill 40) just beyond. The British hold the

central point of Zonnebeke and the western half of the

ruins. They are overlooked from the rising ground beyond
the eastern half which the Germans retain.

The total number of jjrisoners counted after thij action was

somewhat over 1,600, but this is but a slight indication of the

very heavy losses which the enemy on the unanimous testi-

mony of our own observers and his examined prisoners suffered.

The density of the counter-attacks which failed was par-

ticularly remarkable, and was responsible for the greater part of

this loss. No less than four divisions, for instance, were identi-

fied first and last in the heavy work in the shallow Keutelbeck

depression, between the Polygon Wood and the IVtenin J^oad ;

while the total number of divisions which have had to be

withdrawn from action on the German side, from the attack

ApproximateBritish
line on 77iursday

5>roocIseyndf
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cross voios

of last week to Thursday night last, would seem to be no less

than ten. The French have remarked in particular how near
the advance now is to outflanking the great Houtliulst Wood,
which is the northern pillar of the German defensive position.

This is true, but that northern pillar will lose its local im-
portance in any case when or if the main ridge is carried. If

the enemy has to retire before winter on to the flats beyond,
and if he is observed by his opponent from the heights of the
Passchendaele Ridge—the last ridge in this part cjf Flanders
—his retention of the Houtliulst F^orest will not, so far as one
can see, have any further advantage for him. It will simply
form a large awkward salient with no particular \'aliie attach-
ing to it.
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The Political Factor
In the opening of this article 1 spoke of the enemy's

strategic and material position. including his position in man-

power, and mentioned the effect of all this under the qualitica-

tion of politico apart. But to that enormous qualification I

nnist return.

The enemy's waning strength, the certitude of his de-

feat, the preponderance over him of his opponents—all these

aic what they have been described not only in these columns

but by every competent authority for some time past. But

such calculations take for granted the permanence of the

jiolitical situation ; it is precisely upon the break-up of that

political situation that the enemy counts to-day in an especial

manner.
He has counted upon it, of course, in general, and has

worked towards it, ever since the Marne ; but since the

Russian Revolution, and especially since the effects of that

]^evolution, in the military collapse of Russia during the pre-

sent summer, he is dependent upon the political factor for a

measure of success such as last year he never hoped to attain,

and the whole of his action, not excepting tjtie campaign by
sea, turns upon p<jlitical calculations.

Let us tabulate these to see them more clearly.

(i) The enemy counts upon the divergence of aims between

the various Western Allies and in this divergence of aims

must be included the difference in national characters, tradi-

tions and experience.

(2) He counts upon the lassitude, ignorance and confusion

of the civilian population as regards the war> apart from
other domestic clifiiculties.

C)) He counts very much upon internal divisions, especialK'

in highly industrialised countries and districts where the

<|uanel lietween the wage-earning workers and the Capitalist

owners was already acute before Prussia and her Allies chal-

lenged Huropo to war.

These are the three main divisions of his political calcula-

ti()n--and it is a formidable one, full of menace to our futvire.

The Russian Revolution has given it a character it never had
before, for the Russian Revolution has shown every one of

these three points in a high light. It has shown how different

were the national traditions and ideals of the East from those

of the West. It has shown what enormous effect lassitude,

ignorance or c( nfiision can be upon the population at home,
and it has shown what can be done by the enemy when he

works ujion domestic hatreds and divisions.

If we do not appreciate these three main engines which are

calculated to counteract his desperate military situation, we
shall not understand either why the enemy is still so confider.t

or what good grounds of confidence he has. We shall fail,

therefore, to master his policy.

(i ) The divergence between the various Allies, even between
the various V\ estern Allies, is clear enough. It is first appa-
rent in the matter of aims. The French, for instance, are

lighting in iin old quarrel of theirs and for the recovery of

territory which had been taken by force, colonised by the

enemy and erected by him into a formidable economic sup-

])<)rt of his military power. The English are lighting for moral
;md material things necessary to their existence ; the respect

of neutral territory in Flurope, particularly of the North
Sea Coast ; the security of supply by sea,' and the prevention
of one Power's arising to mastery upon the Continent. The
Italians upon their entry fought for strictly national aims ;

the retention of lands which were morally Italian, and the
liisforic claim Hiat the Adriatic should be Italian in control.

The Americans, when they entered, entered because their

sovereign rights had been directly challenged by the German
claim to sink their neutral ships without warning and to mur-
der American citizens at will.

These differences are quite clear and on the surface, but
if we are wise we will consider other differences far more
imi-Mjrtant, which arc of national tradition, exix-jrieuce, tem-
perament and even morals, which arc too often glossed over
in the natural desire to avoid friction.

It is a matter of life and death, for European «;ivilisation

at any rate, that the war should be won, and it will not be
won unless we resolve these frictions or at any rate understand
their quality. Even as I write, 1 find in a paper which has
reached me from America, a Pacifist organ appealing to the
academic classes of the Eastern States, and professing sym-
pathy with Western Europe

—

The New Republic—an
a.stonishing plea in favour of the German Empire remaining,
not only strong after the war, but in full possession of Alsace
Lorraine, with the exception of the district round Metz.
I open an English paper and r /ad of the debates in th,? French
Parliament exactly as though it were an institution like the
English Parliament, aristocratic in origin and deep-rooted
in the popular tradition of France, instead of its being the
recent and e.\cei<^ingiy unpopular exjieriment whicli it Is in
tJMt rniintiv. It is a little as thoiifh a Frenchman were

to write of the London County Council twenty years ago,

in the days of Mrs. Ormiston Chant, as the political soul of

London. [ open a F'rench paper and I note the Labour
Party taken as the representative of the mass of the English

wage earners, and the absurd Pacitists of that party as in

some way representative of the li^ngUsh workmen.
These are but a few obvious examples of the differences

between the various Allies. The fact that the right of re-

jirisal is being debated in this country at all, is another example.
The fact that one of the Allies has suffered invasion still an-

other ; the fact that London is frequently raided from the

air, while Paris is nearly immune ; the fact that the whole
weight of the submarine campaign falls upon this country
and is only indirectly felt in others ; the fact that Great
Britain is almost entirely industrialised, while F'rance and
Italy are largely agricultural States ; the fact that Great
Britain depends so largely upon direct taxation for financing

the war, compaA'd with the postponement by our Allies of

this burden—these and one hundred other contrasting points

will occur to the reader. The marvel is not that so general a

congeries of nations mustering something like half the strength

of the world against the other lialf, should display these

differences, the marvel is rather that the Prussianised Ger-

man, bv his bestial actions, and proclaimed anarchy in morals,

should have called such an Alliance into existence.

Civilian Feeling

(2) The lassitude, ignorance or confusion of the civil

l)opulation' includes, not only the natural weakness cons^-.-

quent upon three years of war, nor the ignorance in which
one population may stand of the lightness of its losses, com-
pared with those of an Ally, but also the inability of great

bodies of men to grasp the lessons of the past. We repeat

constantly (in all the Press which counts in th is country)

that this war is a war of life and death. It is not a rhetorical

expression. It is an expression strictly true. Those who
know upon what the greatness of England has been founded
and what her ]X)sition has now been for over 200 years in the

story of the world, know that a negf)tiated p-j'ace is the beginning

of a rapid decline for England as certainly as they know
the laws of the physical universe. The mass of the population,

especially in a Parliamentary country, is not only ignorant of

such a past and of its causes, but has been, as a rule, misled

with regard to them. Its instincts are none the less sound,

but they are instincts alone, and if forces in favour of the

enemv (or of a negotiated peace, which is the same thing)

are allowed to play upon the popular ignorance, the con-

sequences may be fatal. It is at this disarray of the popular

feeling that the enemy aims. The petty bom bardments of

London certainly have no other object, and even the campaign
against shipping by submarine and mine is now mainly

directed with this object in view. None of the directors of

(ierinan policy can by this time believe that the destruction

of shipping will decide the war, however grievous its effect

upon our comfort and stMisc of security. What they do
believe is that its continuance may so afi'cct civil opinion as to

make a successful prosecution of the wa: ultimately impos-

sible. In this category of lassitude and confusion one may
properly put the enemy's dependence upon international and
cosmopolitan finance. Not that this part is confused or

ignorant. It is, on the contrary, very well informed, cunning

and acute. But its impatience with the continuation of the

war works along the same lines as all other forms of im-

patience and misconception and indift'erencc upon the arms
of Europe.

(3) Lastly, the enemy counts upon civil differences in

domestic events within each country and particularly upon

the difference between the possessors and the wag'^ earners

in the industrialised countries and districts. He has had

here some measure of success. 1 le counts upon a much greater

measure. It is interesting to see by what methods he has

himself checked though not destroyed similar tendencies

within his own boundaries. Universal conscription without

exemption or with exemptions in rotation is one of these

methods, but the most powerful of all has been his policy of

interfering as little as possible with the domestic habits of

the people. I think it may be justly said that during the

.whole war there has not been in the Central Empires any
restriction that was not imposed with the direct object of

wiiming the war, and which was not so clearly connected

with that object as to be apparent to all. The same cannot

be said of ourselves.

This brief review of the political forces upon which the enemy
depends for arriving at his object of a negotiated peace, is

no more than a summary of their names. It pretends to no
analysis of their causes or their working ; still less to any con-

structive remedy for the evils they thieuleii. One can only
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say in the presence of such a peril that it is the duty of cverv-

ane who sees what a negotiated peace would mean -and

uo;.t educated men see it—to withstand bV cAcrv means in

their iJowcr the progiess of lassitude and of disaftection, and

Lo resoKc by every means in their jjowcr the inevitable

differences of temperament and tradition between the Allied

peoples. The discussion of those i)oints which interested us

in the day> of i)eace is futile to-day. lupially futile is mutual

recrimination between conrtictin)^ jfiterests, hovve\er sliaip

:hcir conflict. The whole task and the only task is to win

the >var. And winning the nar means the im position by force

of arms upon the German people and their Allies, of the con-

ditions imposed by European civilization : not the jjcrsuasion

of the tlerman i)eople to an acceptance of those conditions ;

that would be worthless. Nor a document merely rcRistering

those conditions that we know from rejjcated ]'russi;ui

declarations and actions would lie <lisregarded. The Gciman
never keeps his word. But Vicfor>- imposing tlirse conditions,

with the weight of guarantees held by the \ictois. bhoit of

that, the war is lost and we are lost.
1

Ramadie

The victory in ^fesopotamia achieved by Sir Stanley

Maude last l-'riday and Saturday is ol first class importance.

The news has come in late and I can oidy deal with it very

briefly this week.
It would seem, so far as we can judge from the first news

alone, to have this character :

The enemy can attack by two roads, and with two lines

of supply behind him. The first line of supply is the Valley

of the Euphrates, nourished from Aleppo, whicli is the nodal

point of all near Eastern strategics. He can also attack

down the Tigris Valley, indirectly nourished from Aleppo,

but only after a tedious journey across country from the

Tigris and necessarilv based to some extent upon his exist-

ing stores and magazines in the mountains of .\rmenia,

where, before tlu- Russian invasion, he had his principal con-

ceniration to meet the successful armies of the Grand Duke
Nicholas.

He apparently intended to attack the British troops hold-

ing the area of Bagdad by both routes. He would strike from

the north along the Tigris, whence he would get most of his

men and a sufficient supply. He would strike from the east

where his forces were probably less considerable, but with an
ample supply, because there is no direct transport down the

Euphrates from the railway, which reaches and crosses that

river, whereas it does not reach the Tigris.

At any rate his plan appears to have been this double^

and converging attack. Sir Stanley Maude's victory of

last Friday forestalled this plan by restoring on both sides

the advanced base of the attack from the west along Euph-
rates. The Tigris and Euphrates rivers arc at their

nearest in the region of Bagdad. The road westward to

Aleppo from Bagdad runs to a pojnt called Eeludja, some

35 miles from Bagdad. To the north of this road goes the

telegraph line, to the south of it a railway.

Feludja is on the eastern or Bagdad side of the Euphrates.

There is a large bridge of boats at Feludja crossing the broad,

very rapid, and difficult t^tream. Beyond the stream the rail-

way ceases and the telegraph and road run together, south of

the riN'er and between it and the big marshy stream of water
called the Habbaniya mere. This shallow lake and marsh

drain into the Eu|)lirates by a water-course which comes in

at the point of J^amadie—four nviles to the east of this is

Mushaid. At Ramadie the (reneral commanding the main
Turkish force, Ahmed Bev, and his staff, with a c(^nsiderable

garrison, were awaiting the moment to advance. At
Mushaid was an advanced post. The great success which
followed was obviously due to surprise, that one necessity of

decision. The British Force reached the bluff which stands

to the south of Mushaid, overlooking the river, <m the even-

ing of Thiusday last, Septcm.ber j/th, and established con-

tact with the enemy. It is clear from what follows that the

eneinv expected no such movement. The left of the British

line attacked Ramadie from the south-east, and meanwhile
the cavalry, having crossed the watercourse, established

themselves on the road to the west of Ramadie. By some
time on F'ridav, therefore, the main "Turkish force lying at

Mushaid, on the road behind it towards Ramadie, and at

Ramadie itself, was completely encircled. The British con-

tained it to the east, to the south and to the west. On the

north ran the river.

During the night an attempt was made by the enemy's
forces, thus trapped, to break out up the Euphrates by the

road westward. The British cavalry was already there and
stopped this attempt, and at nine o'clock in the evening
of Saturday the encirclement was so apparent to tlje enemy
that he was compelled to surrender, though under what con-
ditions, whether of negotation or by^the storming of his last

defences we do not know at the moment of writing—the even-
ing of Monday, October ist. Sir Stanley Maude reports that

the fighting of Friday was very severe, including, presumably,
as it did, the carrying of the enemy's field works thawn to the

south east of Ramadie, eastward of the water-course. We are

informed in the despatch that much material and several

thousand prisoners fell into British hands, as well as the Turkish
general in command and his staff, but there is no enumeration
as yet of these captures.

Those interested in military history will note the parallel

between this brilliant piece of work and the manoeuvre of

Rivoli—allowing of course for the difference of scale.

H. BliLLOC
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American Influence in the Balkans
By Lewis R. Freeman

TJie influence which the returned American Emigrant exer-

cises in the Halkans -is explained in this article. U'ilh

America a part of the Alliatice, and taking part in Euro-

pean affairs, this influence may in time increase enormously.

11' the Kaiser were as surprised at America's entr\- into

the war as was his royal brother-in-law King Constantine

of Grcvce, tliere must indeed liave boen consternation in

Potsdam last April. For the misguided Tino, whose

prestige with his own people had been at its zenith in the

lour months following the discomfiture of the French in their

attempted coup of the preceding September, the coming in

of the United States mart^ed a turning point, and from that

time on things steadily declined until his abdication in June

brought to an end one of the most disgraceful reigns in the

whole miserable history of the Balkans.

That the (ireek Royalists had built high hopes on some

kind of help from America, there is every indication. I

arrived in Greece at the end of last March, and before I had

begun to unpack in my Athens hotel, an ofhcial from the-

l-oreign Office called to say that he liad been advised from

Italy- of my intended visit, and that, in pursuance

with King Constantine's desire to keep the .American

pulilic informed regarding the motives impelling him to the

course he had followed in his relations with the Entente, His

.Majesty was prepared to grant me an interview at some

mut\iaily convenient time the following week.

As there was some doubt in my mind as to whether or not

an inter\iew would be of interest to any of the periodicals

I represented, I suggested that no definite audience be

arranged until I had time to cable for instructions. Before I

had even secured permission from the .Allied Military ("ontrol

to send the cable, however, word was flashed through that

America was throwing in her lot with the Entente, and scarcely

had this information been published when my previous caller

hurried over to see me again. He was one of the most sur-

prised and indignant men I have ever met.
" We didn't expect this \vas going to happen when we

arranged Avith Hi-^ Majesty to see you," he whined angrily.

" Tnerc were many things we w.->nt?d to make the Americans

understand, mxich that we expected to have them do for us

when thev knew the real facts about the perfidy of \ enizelos

and his traitors ; and — But what's the use ? It's finished

for good now."

A Rare Distinction

After telling me that there was no longer any reason for

tlie interview with the King, he stamped out, with a parting

sneer to the effect that, if America wasn't going to be of any

lielp to Cireece, there was at least the consolation that she had

not it in her power to be of any more help to the Allies than

she had been all along. To the Allied diplomats in Athens

it had long bc.n known how fully and irretrievably the

Royalists were committed to Germany, but this was my first

experience of it, and it was scarcely less staggering than en-

lightening. .\s a consequence, however, I gained the distinc-

tion of being the only journalist visiting .Athens in the period

of Constantine's 'exaltation " following his " victory over

tlie I'rench," who did 710I have an interview with him.

Constantine, wliom on the evening of my arrival I had

Sftpn driving througli the streets and acknowledging the

greetings of his misguided people with the jauntiest of salutes

and the gayest of smiles, was one of the most dejected figures

imaginable on the glad occasion of the Royal Te Deum in the

Catiiedral on (ireek Independence Day, April 7th. His

abnormally protuberant forehead was wrinkled in a sullen

s<-owl throughout tlie whole imposinglv beautiful ceremony,

and not even the vociferous " Zitos !
" (X'ivas) set going by

picked ftfoiiP* "f 1''^ liirelings scattered through the crowds

drew more than the most perfunctory nods from liim or hi'^

<<|\ially crestfallen consort on the " triumphal " drive

bark to the palace. '
,

At this time partisans of M. \'enizelos were going about

in fear of their very lives, and the only'individual I came

across who flared to give any outward expression of the

renewed hope stirring inwardly as a consequence of the

action of the United. States was, a man in an obscure street

who had lashed the Stars and Stripes to the top of his barber's

jKile. Most of the passers-by doubtless thought that the

two red, white and blue insignia were intimately related to

each other, and it wa*; probably lucky for the doughty barber

that he displayed the Stars and Stripes somewhat " camou-

flaged.'^ liut when I i)uslied inside to ask him if it was a

coincidence that the wrinkled bit of bunting was out on the

same day that America's entry into the war arrived, he made
no effort to hide his real sentiments.

" Bet yer life it ain't by chance,", he said stoutly. " I

cut hair on the ol' Bow'ry fer sev'n years 'fore I beat it back
to this d d hole. Nope, ain't a 'Merican cit'zen ; but yu
take it fruni me I'm goin' tu be if they don't fire this hull

big bunch o' cutthroats—King an' all—out o" Greece on the

doubl". I brot that flag all the way from lil' ol' Nuyork with

me. To-day the first time I gets up the nerve tu put it out ;

but now it ("s out, by , it'll stay ther' till they cum an'

shoot it down. An' maybe they'll start more'n they're

lookin' fer if they duz that."

As the high-handedness of Constantine's agents pro'cocateur

in Athens steadily declined from the moment of America's

entry into the arena, 1 should not be surprised if that saucy

bit of red, white and blue- bunting were still flapping from its

queer flag-pole when \>nizelos returned in triumph to the

Greek capital three months later

Returned Emigrants

One meets many returned emigrants from America in all

parts of Greece^—as everywhere else in the Balkans—and it

is an interesting fact that every one of those whom I en-

countered at this crucial epoch in Hellenic history was a
most staunch ^'enizelist and intensely bitter against Con-
stantine and the whole Royalist regime. A family who gave
me shelter for a couple of days in a little village on the slopes-

of Mt. Olympus, in the course of my precarious journey by
land from Old Greece to Salonika, furnished a fair example
of the discriminating attitude adopted by even the most
ignorant of these as a consequence of their " spell of freedom

"

across the water. Five brothers of this patriarchal estab-

lishment had spent from four to eight years apiece working
in the mines and smelters of the Western States, and all of

them had eventually returned to invest their " fortunes" in

sheep and goats and to become " leading citizens " of the

cliff-begirt little Olympian village of Leptacara.

The eldest brother had erected a small cafe and rest-house at

the temporary tepninus of the railway line, which he had
named " Hotel Taconia," in honour of a inore pretentious

hostelry in the last town he had worked at in Washington.
He celebrated the arrival of the first " reel 'Mer'can" the

village had ever known by " shouting the house " in true

Western mining camp fashion. .After everyone—shepherds,

fishermen, section-hands, the station agent and two soldiers

in Royalist uniform—had been provided with a glass of

mastic' he proposed the toast to " Pretty soon 'Merica come
fight for (ireece." Then I stood a round to " Pretty soon

come yhck Venizelos," which a second one of the returned

brothers followed with " T'ell wi' Constantino!" The
last toast was so popular that it would undoubtedly have
b«en drunk repeatedly had not the end of the mastic put a
period to the international amenities.

Grimh' tragic was another occasion on which I heard a
returned Grtfco-American curse his traitor king with what
must have been not many removes from his dying breath.

It was toward the middle of last June that I entered Janina
on the heels of the Italian .Army, to find the people of the

loveliest of all Epirus cities in the last stages of starvation.

The rich valleys above and below the town had produced food

enough to feed its 20,000 inhabitants four or five times over,

but the Royalists, in provisioning Athens against the punitive

blockade of the .Allies, had transported to the capital all the

com they could lay hands on. The inevitable sequel was one

of the saddest of the war, and I must confess that 1 have
been scarcely more stirred by the streams of wounded draining

back from X'erdun and the Somme than by the sight of the

ghastly dead and dying—men, women and children—lying
indiscriminately on the sun-hot cobbles of the streets of Janina
and in the shade of its incomparable plane trees.

It was just at the edge of the public square that my car

was brought up sharp to avoid running over a poor fellow

who had collapsed in a heap while trying to wheel out of the

way a push-barrow on which were stretched the emaciated

corpses of a man and woman. He dragged himself to his

knees by clawing up the smoking radiator of the big Fiat,

and—noting that my uniform was different from that of the

Italian oflicer at m>- side— asked if I spoke English. \\ hen I

jumjx'd out, lifted him to his feet and told him that I was
an American, he almost choked with excitement.

"
I was contractor—Cheyenne, Wyoming—f'r ten yeais,"
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lie gasprd brokenlv. " My broth'r there "-jerking Ins head

toward the bodv of the man on tlie barrow—" was %yith me.

.Made plenty money. Came back here an' bought big farm.

We—rich men here- plenty corn an' sheep—much land -

all we want. This year good crop—fine prospect. Ihen

Constantino send soldier—take all- cow, sheep, goat, corn-

not pay nothing. Three months just little corn an roots to

cat My mother die—then my wife—then my boy and girl.

Vest 'day 'Talian come -bring plenty bread, plenty rice.

But we' eat too much. Stomach no good. Last night my
l)rotlier an' his wife—both die. I yery sick—very weak.

Von tell 'iMericans—we—1—Oh. God damn Cons'tino—

.

He slid dow n into a limp heap at my feet. We put hirn in

the car un<l carried him to the little hospital the Italians had

reopened in Ali Pasha s old lurt, where, though we managed

to get him attention ahead of the hundred or more similar

cases that were waiting, they told us there was little hope

of pulling him thiuiigli.

Nothing could have thrown a bctt(*r light on the circum-

scribed political outlook of the Halkan pfoi)ks than the fact

that not only the inhabitants uf the primitive villages, but also

many of llios*- who had spent a number of years in America

or I'ingland, invariably seemed to take it for granted that

the entrv of the United States into the war would imme-

diately be followea by the despatch of troops to help to attain

whatever happened to loom in the mind of this or that in-

dividual as the most necessary end.

An Albanian I encountered in Koritsa, who had 'earned

enough driving an express waggon in Brooklyn to return and

stt up a knick-knack shop in his native town, was cohvinced

an American army should be landed at Valona for tin- purpose

of pushing tlie Aiistrians out of all of Albania and settihg up

a National Crovernment at Scutari. Similarly, a Macedonian

\'lah, whom I chanced upon in the course of an evening walk

in the hills above h"lorina,suiDerintending the milking of the

flock of sheep he had bought with money saved from the

profits of his coffee-cart in Baltimore, felt that the first thing

an American force should do would be to drive the Bulgars so

far north that there could not bt> any repetition of such air

raids as the one which wrecked his house and killed his best

(log the previous week. A Serb, who did my washing ^at

Scochivir, had no doubt that the American Balkan army
should fight its way north from the Cerna Bend, while one that

cut my hair at Banitsia was equally certain the Yankee
advance had best be made up the Vardar. The reason for

the " strategy " of each I understood when I discovered that

the home of the first had been in Preleip and of the second in

(ihevgelli.

The Bulgar

If the truth were known I thinly it might well turn 01

1

that, of all the Balkan peoples, the Bulgar was the one most
impressed by the entry of America into the war. Of all

Bulgarian overseas emigrants ten went to the United States
to one to any other country, and in the exaggerated imagina-
tions of these and their friends, America constituted just
about all there was of importance in the whole outside world.
The actual significance of President Wilson's action could not
possibly have spread very rapidly in Bulgaria, and yet even
l>y the iniddK- of May there had been a noticeable increase in
the number of Bulgars deserting to the British armies on the
Struma and Vardar, an increase which the Intelligence Oflficers

had traced directly to the entrance of America.
" It is a remarkable fact," a British otficer engaged in

interrogating prisoners said to me, " that of recent Bulgar
deserters, fully fifteen per cent, have been in the United States
at one time or another, and the number of the latter is on the
increase. These ignore completely the technical fact that
their country is not at war with the United States, and say
simply that they do not want to fight against America, and
that they laid down their aims just as soon as they had a
chance."
The Trencli, Serlis and Italians were also reporting in-

creased Bulgar desertions at this time, and it was at a prison
camp of the latter near the Cerna that 1 had the opportunity
to talk with a genial cobbler who had once worked in h'all

River, and who, with his shoe-making tools under his arm,
had sauntered over from the Bulgar lines the week before.
He had come home, he said, to fight Serbs, not Jinglishmen,
Frenchmen and Italians. He had been trying to screw up
his nen'e to desert for some time, but hadn't got it to tlie

sticking point until a friend another returned Americanskv- -

had pii ked up a pajx r dropped from an aeroplane saying that
America had joined" the Allies. Shortly afterwards, taking
advantage of the confusion following the sniping of an officer,

he slipped out of a sap and over to the wire in front of the
Italian trenches without being missed. He was in hopes,
he said, of being turned over to " the American Army," and
being sent to a prison camp in the United States," adding

naively that, while the Italians were very kind to their

prisoners, he did not feel it was right to keep them there

where it w'as so exposed to air raids.
•• What air raids ?

"
1 asked. " Bulgar," he replied, adding

that onlv two nights before bombs intended for the " dump "

and hospital had struck right in the midst of the prison-camp,

and that if he hadn't been in the big dug-out he would have

been killed.

American Flags

In all Salonika at the time of my visit there were only

three American flags, one belonging to the Consulate, one to

the Standard Oil Company, and one to a Mission School

about five miles out in the country. Naturally, the starry

trio were in great demand for all international functions where

it w-as desirable that honour should be done to all of the

Allies, and there was usually a considerable waiting list for

each of them. Still more in demand was the lone cop3' of

the music of the " Star Spangled Banner," which they never

did, I believe, succeed in expanding sufficiently to make it go

all the way round a full band. " America," to the air of
" Cod Save the King," was the commonest substitute ; but

I also heard " Yankee Doodle," " Dixie," and once— by the

Serbian band, on an especially formal occasion
—

" My Home
in Tenessee."

The Jewish tailors in Salonika began turning out some very
fearful and wonderful substitutes for the " Stars and Stripes

"

before long, the, cheapest of these being made by painting red
the light blue stripes of the old Creek flag and stitching a
starry rectangle—likely to be of any colour—in one (and not
necessarily any particular) corner. As an " improvisation,"

however, I am confident that no American flag since the

first patch-work original has been worthy of mention in the

same breath with the amazing banner which was thrown to

the breeze of Mount Athos on the occasion of my visit to one
of the monasteries of that strange mediaival community.
As the first American to go to Mount Athbs after the entry

of the United States into the war, the kindly but simple Monks
saw no absurdity in arranging another of just the same sort

of " triumphal tours " with which they had been welcoming
French and British Admirals and denerals. This included
a Te Deum for my soul in the ancient church of a monastery,
a reception by the House of Parliament, and a series of formal
banquets in various parts of the Peninsula. There were
Allied flags in abundance on all occasions, but it was not until

the concluding feast at the rich and beautiful monastery of

Layra that the resourcefulness of the monks succeeded in

supplying the much-lamented lack of an American flag.

The banner which greeted me at the little spray-wet quay
and was carried at the head of the procession up the winding
road to the monastery gate was a most imposing (me, and 1

was especially struck with the bas-relief effect of the tlu-ee or
four snowy stars which peeped out between its ample folds.

There was only one fault to find with it—it would persist in

drooping and only wriggling snakily in the breez-e that was
snoring up from (iallipoli-way at a pace to s<^-t the other flags
in the procession whipping to tatters. Why this was I did
not understand until after it had been brought up to the
banquet haU and spread proudly out—with a monk at each
corner— for my inspection. Then it transpired that the red
stripes had been stained with raspberry jam, the cerulean
background of the stars with gooseberry" jam, while the stars
themselves were nothing more nor less than 'starfish, gathered
at low tide, baked stiff in an oven, and whitewashed !

When tlie German Keichstag was opened yesterday wcclc, its
President, Dr. Kampf, delivered a vigorous speech attacking
Pi^sident Wil.son lor his letter to the Pope. " President Wilson,'

'

he said, "repeats the old assertions of the ambitions and intri-
guing attitude of our Kmperor and our Government-, which
nevertheless, as is known to us all, maintained the peace of the
world for forty-three years in spite of all provocations."

Dr. Kampf conchided his speech thus: "To the German
people, for whom President Wilson feigns to cherisli so mucli
Iriendshij) and .so great .syinpalliv, he has flung into their faces
the worst insults which have ever been inflicted on any peopleWe are speaking in the name of the whole people when we decline
such interference. We repulse in the strongest manner the
attempts to create dissension, because Gerinanv is sufficientlv
capable of ordering her affairs lierself, and, indeed, to order tiieni
in such a manner as corresponds with (;ern]an needs and the
character of the (ierman people. At the fronts, whence a large
number of our members have just returned, we ha\-e been able
to admire the heroism of our incomparable soldiers, officers, and
generals, who with iron stubbornness and unbroken spirit ot
attack have daily accomplished the superlumian for more than
the past three years. We were able to observe the magnificent
order accomplished by the Cermaii C;eneral Staff. We were
amazed again and again at the magnificent accomplisliinents of
our Chief Army Adniini.stration, who, eVen in battles of defence,
)S never found wanting." The phrase "even in battles of de-
fence 15 illuminative. The speech was received wilh applause.
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a journal from a itegation
By Hugh Gibson (First Secretary of the American Legation in Brussels)

In tins last chapter from " A Journal of a Legation:' Mr.
Hugh Gibson describes Louvain. when the burning, pillage,
and massacre were actually in progress. The full storv cannot
oe old until after the war, but enough is set down 'to estab-
'^^h that the horror of Louvain tms deliberately planned
trv the German General Staff and approved by the Kaiser.

r^RUSSELS August 27/A, 1914.- There is bad news from

J^ J-oiivain. The reports agree that there was seme sort
of trouble in the square before the Jlotel de Ville a

da\' or two ago. Beyond that no two reports are alike The
(.ermans say that the son of the Burgomaster shot down
some btatf Officers who were talking together at dusk before
tht- Hotel de Ville. The only flaw in that story is that the
Burgomaster has no son. Some Belgians say that two
DodK-s of (,(-rmans who were drunk met in t he" dusk ; that
one body mistook the other for French and opened fire.
Other reliable people tell with convincing detaU that the
trouble was planned and started by the Germans in cold
blood. However that may be, the aflair ended in the town
l>eing set on fire and civilians shot down in the streets as they
tried to escape. According to the (iermans themselves
the town is being wiped out of existence. 1 he Cathedral,
the Library, the University, and other public buildings have
either been destroyed or have sufifered severely. People
have been shot by hundreds and those not killed' are being
driven from the town. Jhey are coming to Brussels by
thousands and the end is not yet. This evening the wife of
the Minister of 1 ine Arts came in with the news that her
mother, a woman of eighty- four, had been driven from her
home at tlie point of the bayonet and~orced to walk with a
stream of refugees all the way to Tervueren, a distance of
about twelve miles, before- she could be put on a tram to her
daughter's house. Two old priests have staggered into the— Legation more <lead than alive after having been cora-
l)elled to walk ahead of the German troops for miles as a
sort of protecting screen. One of them is ill and it is said that
he may die as a result of what he has gone through.

A Column of Grey Smoke

August 28///.—After lunch Blount and I decided to go
out to Louvain to learn for ourselves just how much truth
there is m the stories we have heard and see whether the
American College is safe. We were going alone, but Pousette
and Bulle, the .Swedish and Mexican Charges d'Affaires were
anxious to join us, so the four of us got away together and
made good time as far as the first outpost this side of Louvain.
Here there was a small camp by a hospital, and the soldiers

came out to examine our papers and warn us>to go no further
as there was fighting in the town. The road was black with
frightened civilians carrying away small bundles from the
ruins of their homes. Ahead was a great column of dull
grey smoke which completely hid the city. We could hear
the muffled sound of firing ahead. Down the little street
which led to the town, we could see dozens of whit^ flags
which had been hung out of the windows in a childish hojje
of averting trouble.

We talked with the soldiers for some time in an effort to get
some idea of what had really happened in the town TlK-y
seemed convinced that civilians had precipitated the whole
business by firing upon the Staff ol a General who was parley-
ing with the Burgomaster in the square before the Hotel de
\ille. riif-y saw nothing themselves and believe what they
are told. Different members of the detachment had different
stories to tell, including one that civilians had a machine
gun installed on top of the Cathedral and fired into the Ger-
man troops, inflicting much damage. One of the men told
lis that Ins compaii\' had lost twenty-five men in the initial
flurry. I lit-y were a depressed and" nervous-looking crew,
bitter against the civil population and cursing their ways with
great earnestness. They were at some pains to impress
upon us that all Belgians were Schuein and that the |)eople
of Louvain were the lowest known form of the animal.

After falkmg the situation over with the officer in com-
mand we decided to trv getting around the town to the station
by way of the ring of outer boulevards. We sot through
in good shape, being stojjped a few times by soldiers and by
little groups of frightened civilians who were cowering in the
shelter of doorways listening to the noise of fighting in the
town, the steady crackle of machine guns, and the occasional
explosions.

^ They were pathetic in their confidence t^hat the United
Mate--. u:k >,,.„;n.. i., ......

tf,pni. j„ ^^rtme way word has

travelled all over Belgium that we have entered the war on
the side of Belgium and they all seem to believe "it. Nearly
every group we talked to asked hopefully when our troops
were coming, and when we answered that we were not in-

volved they asked wistfully if we didn't think we should
be forced to come in later." A little boy' of about eight in a
group that stopped us asked me whether we were English,
and when J told him what we were he began jumping up and
down clapping his liands and shouting :

Les Americains sonl arrivh ! Les Americains sont arrives
His father told him to be quiet, but he was perfectly happy

and clung to the side of the car as long as we stayed, his e\'es

shining with joy, convinced that things were going to be all

right somehow.
About lialf way around the ring of boulevards we came

to burning houses. The outer side of the boulevard was a
hundred feet or so from the houses, so the motor was safe,

but it was pretty liot, and the i-inders were so thick that we
had to put on our goggles. .\ lot of the houses were still

burning, but most of them were nothing but blackened wall
with smouldering timbers inside. Many of the front doors
had been battered open in order to start the fires or to rout
out the people who were in hiding.

Slaughtered Citizens

Wo came to a German ammunition wagon half upset against
a tree where it had been hurled when the horses had turned to
run away. The tongue was broken and wrenched out. Near-
by were the two horses dead and swollen until their legs stood
out straight. Then we began to see more ghastly sights

—

poor civilians lying where they had been shot down as they
ran—men and women^one old patriarch lying on his back in
the sun, his great white beard nearly hiding his swollen face.
All sorts of wreckage scattered over the street, hats and
wooden shoes, German helmets, swords and saddles, bottles
and all sorts of bundles which had been dropped and aban-
doned when the trouble began. For three-quarters of a
mile the boulevard looked as though it had been swept by a
cyclone. The Porte de Tirlemont had evidently been the
scene of particularly bloody business. The telegraph and
trolley wires were down

;
.dead men and horses all over the

square, the houses still burning. The broad .road we had
travelled when we went to Tirlemont was covered with
wreckage and dead bodies.
Some Ix'draggled Cierman soldiers came out from under

the gate and examined our passes. They were ner%'ous and
unhappy and shook their heads gloomily over the honors
through which they were passing. They said they had had
hardly a minute's sleep for the past three nights. Th."ir
eyes were bloodshot and they were almost too tired to talk.

Some of them were drunk—in the sodden stage when tha
effect begins to wear off. They told us we could proceed in
safety as far as the station, where we would find the head-
quarters of the commanding officer. Here we could leave
the motor and learn how far we could safely go. This crowd
varied the wording a little by saying that the Belgians w?re
all dogs and that these particular dogs were being driven out
as they should be—that all that part of the town was being
cleared of people— ordered to leave their homes and go to
Bnissels or some other town so that the destruction of Louvain
could proceed systematically. We thought at the time that
they were exaggerating what was being done, but were en-
lightened before we had gone much further.

We continued down the boulevard for a quarter of a mile
or so till we came to the station. Sentries came out and
looked through our passes again. We parked the motor
with h number of (ierman military cars in the square and set

off on foot down the Kue de la Station, which we had admired
so much when we had tlriven down its length just ten days
before.

The houses on both sides were either partially destroyed or
smouldering. Soldiers were systematically removing what
was to be found in tiie way of valuables, food, and wine, and
then setting fire to the furniture and hangings. It was all

most businesslike. The houses are substantial stone build-

ings, and lire will not spread from one to another. There-
fore the procedure was to batter down the door of each house,
clean out what was to be saved, then pile furniture and
hangings in the middle of the room, st't them afire, and mos'e
on to th(' next house.

It was pretty hot, but we made our way down the street,

showing our passes every hundred feet or so to soldiers in-

r4:illed in comfortal)!i- armchairs which they had dragged into
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the gutter from looted houses, till we came 'to a little crossing

about hulf-wav to the Hotel tie \ille. Here we were stopped

by a small detachment of soldiers who told it; that we could

Ko no farther ; that they were clearing civilians out of some
houses a little farther down the street and that there was
likely to be tiring at any time.

The ofiftct»r in command spoke to us civilly and told

us to stick close to him so that we could know just what vve

ought to do at any time. He was in charge of the destruction

of this part of the town and liad things moving along smartly.

His uien were firing some houses near-by and lie stood outside

smoking a rank cigar and looking on gloomily.

We exchanged remarks with liim in German for a few

minutes. I hmping along behind the more fluent Pousette

anil Hulle. Then I said something in an aside to Blount and
the tifticer broke into the conversation in perfectly good
luiglish. He turned out to be a volunteer officer from Ham-
burg who had spent some thirty years in England and was
completely at home in the language.

We then accomplished the formal introductions whicli ar.^

so necessary to Germans -^'ven at a tim« like this, and when we
came to Riille the officer burst into a rapid fire of questions

which ended in his proclaiming in rapture ;

Why, I knew your father in Hamburg and went to school

with your Uncle So-and-So !

"

Reminiscence went on as though we were round a dining

table at home ; minute inquiry was made into the welfare

and activities of the Bulle family from the cradle to the grave.

On the strength of the respectability of Bulk's relatives we
were then taken under the officer's wing and piloted by him
through the rest of our visit.

Dynamite and Drunkenness

From where we stood we could sec down the street through
the smoke as far as the Hotel de \ille. It was still standing,

but the Cathedral across the street was badly damaged and
smoke was rising in clouds from its roof. The business houses
beyond were not to be seen ; the smoke was too dense to tell

how many of them were gone.

Machine-guns were at work near by, and occasionally there
was a loud explosion when the destructive work was helped
with dynamite.

.A numi)er of the men about us were drunk and evidently
had been in that state for some time. Our officer complained
tliat they had had very little to eat for several days, but
added glumly that there was plenty to drink.

A cart, lieaped high with loot, driven by a fat Landsturmer
and pulled by a tiny donkey, came creaking pa.st us. One of
our party pulled his kodak from his pocket and inquired
of our guardian in English :

" May I take a picture?"
His real intention evidently escaped the German who

answered cordially :

"Certainly; go ahead. You will find some beautiful
things over there on the corner in the house they are getting
leady to burn."
We kept our faces under control, and he was too much

occupied with his other troubles to notice that we did not
avail of his kind permission to join in the pillage.

He was rabid against the Belgians and had an endless
scries of stories of atrocities they had committed—though
he admitted that he had none of them at first hand. He
took it as gospel, however, that they had fired upon the
(lerrnan troops in Louvain and laid themselves open to
reprisals. To his thinking the^e is nothing bad enough for
Ihem, and his chief satisfaction seemed to consist in repeating
to us over and over that he was going the limit. Orders
had been issued to raze the town—" till not oiie stone was left
on another," as he said.

just to see what would hapj^en I inquired about the provi-
sion of the Hague Con\-entions prescribing that no collective
penalty can be imposed for lawless acts of individualf. He
dismissed that to liis own satisfaction by remarking that :

" All Belgians are dogs, and all would do" these things unless
they are taught what will happen to them."
Convincing logic !

With a hard glint in his eye he told tis the purpose of his
work

;
he came back to it over and over, but the burden of

what he had to say was something like this

:

" We shall make this place a desert. We shall wipe it

out so that it will be hard to find where Louvain used to
stand. For generations people will come here to see what
we have done, and it will teach them to respect Germany
and to think twice before they resist her. Not one stone on
another, I tell you

—

nie ein SUin an e'nandcr I

"

1 agreed with him when he remarked that people would
com<^ here for generations to see what Gerinany had done—
but he did not seem to follow my line of thought.

While we were talking about these things and the bu.sines.;

of burning and looting was pursuing its orderly course, a rifle

shot rang out near by. Instnntly evfry Sfiklier seized his rifle

and stood waiting for an indication as to what would happen
next. In a few s.:>con<ls a group of soldiers rushed into a
liouse about a hundred feet away. There was a soimd of
blows as though a door was being beaten in ; then a few
shots, and the soldiers came out wiping the perspiration
from their faces.

"Snipers !

" said our guide, shaking his fist at the house.
" We have gone through that sort of thing for three days
and it is enough to drive us mad, fighting is easy in corii-

l)arison, for then you know what you are doing." Then,
almost tearfully :

" Here we are so helpless !" -

While he was talking, another shot rang out, and then there
was a regul-ar fusillade, which lasted for fifteen seconds or
so : then an explosion.

Bulle stood not upon the order of his going but ran for
the station calling back :

" I've had enough of this. Let's
get otit and go home."
Our friend the officer said Bulle was right, and that it

would be the part of wisdom for us all to fall back to the
station where we would be near the car in case anything
happened. He started off at a good pace, and, as we were
in no mood to argue, we went meekly along in his wake.
We overtook Bulle engaged in an altercation with a very
drunken .soldier who wanted to see his papers and was insulting
about it. Instead of taking the easy course and showing
his papers, Bulle was opening a debate on the subject when we
arrived and took a hand. , Om officer waded into the soldier
in a way that would have caused a mutiny in any other
army, and the soldier, very drunk and sidlen, retreated
muttering, to his armchair oii the curb. We then moved on
to the station.

Outside the station was a crowd of several hundred people,
mostly women and children, being herded on to trains by
soldiers to be run out of the town. They seemed to be de-
cently treated, but were naturally in a pitiable state of terror.
Just inside the gates of the freight yard were a couple of
women telling their troubles to a group of officers and sol-
diers. Thcv had both lost their husbands in the street
fighting, and were in a terrible state. The officers and men
w>?re gathered about them, evidently distressed by their
trouble and trying to comfort them". They had put the
older woman in an arm-chair and were giving her a little
brandy in a tea cup. And the same men may have been the ones
who killed the husbands
We went on into the freight yards and were greeted by

a number of officers with hopeful talk of a train coming from
Brussels with food. We were gi\en chairs and an orderly
was despatched for a bottle of wine, so that a drink could
be given to Bulle.who said that after what he had been through
he would appreciate a glass of something comforting.

Teaching Respect for Germany

We settled down and listened to the stories of the past
few days. It was a story of clearing out civilians from a large
part of the town ; a systematic routing out of men from
cellars and garrets, wholesale shootings, the generous use
o,f machine guns, and the free application of tlie torch—
the whole story enough to make one 'see red. .\nd for our
guidance it was impressed on us that this would make people
respect Germany, and think twice about resisting her.

Suddenly several shots rang out, apparently from some
ruins across the street, and the whole place was instantly
in an uproar. The lines of civilians were driven helter-skelter
to cover—where, I don't know. The stands of arms in the
freight yard were snatched up. and in less time than it takes
to tell it, several hundred men were scattered behind any sort
of shelter that ofi'efed, ready for the fray.

I took one quick look about and decided that the substan-
tial freight station was the most attractive thing in sight.
In no time I was inside, closely followed by my own crowd
and a handful of soldiers. First we lay "down upon the
platform, and then, when we got our bearings, rolled over on
to the track, among a lot of artillery horses that were tethered
there.

'

1

Apparently a number of civilians, goaded to desperation
by what they had seen, had banded together, knowing that
they were as good as dead, and had determined to sell their
lives as dearly as they could. They had gathered in the
ruins of the houses fronting on the station and had opened
up oil us. There was a brisk interchange of shots, with an
occasional tinkle of broken glass and a good deal of cursing
by the soldiers who had taken refuge with us.
The artillery horses did not welcome us very cordially, and

began to get restive in a way that made us debate whether
we preferred staying up on the platform with a chance of
being potted, or staying under co^-er and being ingloriously
trampled to death. 'h joint debate on this important qucstioii
kept us occupied for se-\-eral minutes. We finally compromised

1
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by fishing down a few boxes from the pliitfonn and erecting

a barricade of sorts to protect us against stray kicks.

As we sat in the iindignitied position imposed on us by
circunistances we exchanged frivolous remarks, not because

we felt particularly gay, but because we had to do something
fi) keep ourselves" interested and to keep our courage up.

Hulle resented this and raised his head to look at me
reproachfully over the barricade and say :

" Don't talk like

th.'t ; it is nothing short <if tempting Providence."
After a time, Blount and I decided to make a n^connais-

sance in force, and see how the car was getting on. We crawled

along the floor to a place from which we could sec out into

the square. The soldiers were flat on their stomachs behind

a low wall that extended around the small circular park
in the centre of the square, and behind any odd shelter they

could find. The car lav in the line of fire but liad not been
struck. Wc were sufficiently pessimistic to be convinced

that it would go up in smoke before the row was over, and
took a good look at our shoes to see whether they would last

through a walk back to Brussels.

Our officer came out from behind his barricade and showed
us where the attacking force was concealed—at least, he

told us that they were there, and we were willing to take his

word for it without going across the street to make a first

hand investigation.

The German Version

He tried to impress us with the black sinfulness of people
who would fire upon the German troops, and called our
I'articular attention to the proof now offered us that civilians

had started the row by firing on (ierman troops. According
to the German story, which was the only one we had heard,
civilians had been hunted down Hke rats in garrets and cellars,

and shot down in cold blood in the streets when the}- sought
safety in flight. To my mind, it was not surprising that
men driven to desperation by seeing their friends and neigh-
bours murdered in cold blood should decide to sell their

lives as dearly as tJiey could and should do any possible
harm to the enemy. Three da\'s of the reign of terror that

had been described to uswasenougii to account for anything,
and the fact that civilians were firing now did not, in any
sense, prove that they were guilty of starting the trouble.
Tor all we could tell, they may have started it or they may
not have—but firing by them three days after the row be-
gan was no proof to anyone with the slightest sense of the
value of evidence. On the other hand, the story freely told
us by the (iermans as to their own behaviour ]< enough to
create the darkest presumptions as to how the trouble started
—and would seem to place the burden of proof on them rather
than on the Belgians.

\\ hile we were talking about this there came another rattle
I'f fire, and we scuttled back to our shelter among the horses.
Ivvcry now and then a surly soldier with two huge revolvers
came and looked over the ledge at us and growled out : ]l'ass

machcn Sic denn liter ? followed by some doubting remarks
as to our right to be on the premises. As he was evidently
very drunk and bad tempered, I was not at all sure that he
would not decide on his own responsibility to take no chances,
and put us out of our misery. After several visits, however,
he evidently found something else more interesting, and
came back no more to trouble us.

When the row began, a motor had been despatched toward
Brussels to recall some troops that had left a few hours be-
fore

; now and then our officer came in to tell us what he
thought of their chances of getting back.
On one of these visits Blount remarked by wav of airy

persiflage that that drink of wine that had been sentfor was a
long time coming. Anything as subtle as that was lost on our
friend, for he walked sofemnly away, only to reappear in a few
minutes with a bottle and several glasses which he set up on
the edge of the platform and filled with excellent Burgundy.
\\c stood up among the horses and drained a bumper of the
stuff while the officer wandered back to his work. He
had gone calmly out into the thick of things to rescue this
ItDttle and took it as a matter of course that we should claim
the drink that had been promised as.

Presently with a good deal of noise a fairly large force of
troops came marching down the boulevard and took up posi-
tions around the station. C/ur officer returned, waving a
smoking revolver, and told us to lie down as flat as we could
among the horses and not to move unless thev got restive.
He said it looked as though an attempt would be' made to take
the station by storm and that there miglit be a brisk fight.

However, there were onI\- a few scattering shots, and then
our friend came back and told us that we had better get out
and start for home l)ef<)re things besan again. He added,
however, that we must have the iJcrmission of the com-
manding officer who was on the other side of the station,
but ottered to pilot us to the great man and help us get the \>c\:-

mission. The way lay straight out into the square, in full

view of the houses across the road, along th; front of the
station just behind the troops and into the railroad yard on
the other side.

That station seemed about four miles long, and the officer

was possessed of a desire to loiter by the way recounting
anecdotes of his school days. He would walk along for a few
steps and then pause to toll Bjlle seme long and rambling

' yarn about his luicle.
" Then the old chap" would transfer

iiis conversational fire to another member of the part',-, and
we were obliged almost to pull liim the length of the square.
The commanding officer was a pleasant-faced little man

who stood in the shelter-of a water tank and received us in a
puzzled way as though he wondered what civilians were going
in that neighbourhood anyvyay. Permission was readilv
granted for us to leave—with the ludicrous proviso that we did
so " at our own risk." Then Bullc put everybody in ^ood
humour by inquiring innocently if there was any danger.
Everybody burst into peals of laughter, and we were escorted
to our car by the same slow moving officer, who insisted on
exchanging cards with us and expres^ing the hope that we
should meet again—^which we could not honestly reciprocate.
Then, after an hour and a half in the station, we got away
amid a great waving of hands.

The boulevards were deserted save for the troops coming
back into the town. New houses were burning that had Ixen
intact in the afternoon. After passing the Porte do Tirle-

mont we began to see people again —little groups that had
come out into the streets through a craving for company and
stood huddled together listening to the fighting in the lower
part of the town. In harmony with the policy of^terrorising

the populatitm the Germans have trained them to throw up
their hands as soon as any one comes in sight in order to prove
that they are unarmed and defenceless. And the way
they do it, the abject fear that is evident, shows that failure

to comply with the rule is not lightly punished.
Our worst experience of this was when in coming around a

corner we came upon a little girl of about seven carrying a
canary in a cage. As soon as she Saw us she tluew up her
hands and cried out something we did not understand.
Thinking that she wanted to stop us with a warning of some
sort we put on the brakes and drew up beside her. Then she
burst out crying with fear and we saw that she was in terror
of her life. We called out to reassure her, but she turned and
ran like a hunted animal.

It was hard to see the fear of others—townspcc^le. peasants,
priests, and feeble old nuns who dropped theii bundles and
threw up their hands, their eyes starting with fear. The
whole thing was a nightmare.

And so back to the Legation without further mishap to find

everybody worrying about us.

Systematic Atrocities

The foregoing is an impression of one afternoon at Lomain
taken from a journal written at the time. It was intended to
pass on the question of responsibility for precipitating the orgy
of murder and bestiality indulged in by the German Army
from August 25th until the 30th, when orders were
received from Berlin to stop the destruction and restore
public order.

Many subsequent visits to Louvain and converscttions
with people who were there when the trouble began have only
served to strengthen the impression that the whole affair

was part of a cold blooded and calculated plan to terrorize

the civilian population.

\V hile we were there it was frankly stated that the town
was being w iped out ; and its destruction was being carried out
under definite orders. When the German Government
realized the horror and loathing in which the civilized

world learned of the fate of Louvain the orders were
cancelled and the story sent out that the German forces

had tried 'to prevent the destruction, had fought the
fire, and by good fortune had been able to save the Hotel de
V'ille. Never has a Government lied more brazenl}'. When
we arrived the des-truction of the town was being "carried
on in an orderly and systematic way that showed careful
preparation. The only thing that saved the Hotel de Ville was
the fact that the German troops had not progressed that far

when the orders were countermanded from Berlin.

It was only when he learned how civilisation regarded his

crimes that the Timperor s heart began to bleed.

The true facts as to the destruction of Louvain will startle

the world -liardened though it has become to surprise at
German crimes. Unfortunately, however, it is imjiossible

to publish the details at this time without endangering the
lives of people still in Belgium under German domination.
But these people will speak for themselves wh>Mi the Germans
have been driven from Belgian soil and they are once more
free to six'ak the truth.
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Sir Charles Dilke
By J. G. Squire

IN
almost every chapter of Sir Charles Dilke 's Life (by

Stephen Ciwvnuand(iertrudeM Tuckwell, Murray, 2 vols.

j6s. net), there is enough material for a Quarterly article.

His experience of and judgments upon, foreign politics

would in themselves make a valuable boo'c. Me was in politics

for fifty years; was at one time a candidate for the Premier-

ship; he knew and corresponded with what <mc may call the front

benches of five continents, and touched every sphere of social

life. His versatility was amazing. At Cambridge he was

top of the Law Tripos, President of the Union, and, but for his

doctor, would have rowed twice against Oxford. He read,

it seems, a large part of the contents of the British Museum ;

he was asked to do Keats for the " l-Inglish Men of Letters"

series ; he travelled, rowed, fenced and dined out almost all

his life ; and he found time to acquire 6n every subject of

current politics an amount of information which was a store-

house for every individual and organisation that ever

worked with him. But if it is quite impossible to review his

biography because there is too much in it; from another point

of view it is difficult to review it because there is too little.

It is largely composed of his own memoirs: but one learns

scarcely anything about the essential n;an from it.

* * « * *

There is ao interesting communication here from General

Scely, who say* that for a long time he could not make out

what on earth Dilke was up to; and how at last he found that

his only motive was an unselfish desire to help his more un-

fortunate fellow-men. }t cannot but have been that ; but

the slowness with which General Secly appreciated it is the

measure of Dilke's extraordinary reticence. How far his

intimates got past this—how far, that is, he ever had an
intimate—one cannot tell ; but, dead as alive, the outside

observer cannot really feel hd knows him. All his life he was
to some extent a sphinx, though an active and loquacious

sphinx. In later years there was an added mystery ; for he

possessed, in the public eye, a special secret, whether it

was the secret of his guilt or the secret of his innocence. But,

apart from that, he did not disclose himself ; and it is possible

that he did not even know himself. You can only get at his

soul by inference. And this much is certain—and the justice

or injustice of his condemnation after the scandal is not
relevant here—that no man ever put up a finer show after a
knock-down blow. He did not sulk, or take to drink, or even,
as he might pardonably have done, retire to the country and
read ; he faced the music and began a second political career,

determining by sheer doggedness to induce his country to profit

by a desire and ability to serve her which have seldom been
united, in such a degree, in a single man. Ho succeeded so com-
complctely that, at the end of his life, the later Dilke had com-
pletely obscured the earlier Dilke in men's minds. That is not
failure in the private man. And it is argualJie that Dilke was
not even a comparative failure as a politician. In these later

years—his last two Parliaments saw him sitting, straight-
backed, beautifully dressed, fortified with many blue-books,
with the new Labour Party -he was directly and indirectly

responsible for most important reforms, notably the Trade
Boards Act. His advice behind the scenes was so freely

sought and given that he may properly be regarded as an
unofficial leader of the Labour movement. He did far more than
lie got recognition for ; but he had lost the desire for leader-

ship; and, having rehabilitated himself in the eyes of his

countrymen, he was not anxious for recognition of any other
kind. Infiuence--to be exercised in the public interest

—

was what he wanted and got. And it is at least arguable that
he would have done little more had nothing gone wrong
than he did as things were. For, in spite of his intellectual

attainments, integrity and force of character, he had draw-
backs which critics, for the moment, seem to have forgotten.

* * 41 * *

It seems, in short, now to be commonly assumed that had
it not been for the Crawford catastrophe, Dilke would have
become leader of his party and Prime Minister. Gladstone
expected him to be, and Chamberlain had agreed that he
should be so on account of his superior authority in the

House. Speculation on the point is' of the " If Napoleon had
won Waterloo " type : you may advance many reasons

for whatever view you hold, but you cannot approach
proof. But personally, not only do I think that Chamber-
lain—leaving other candidates out of the (|ucstion—would

iiavc inevitably overtaken Dilke had the partnership lasted

and prospered, but I cannot easily persuade myself that
anything could have made a Prime Minister out of Dilke.

He was a statesman : and he was exceedingly skilful as a
mere politician who knew the best way in which to get things

done. His knowledge was immense of many kinds. He was
fitted for any ministerial post, and had he become, in later

years. Foreign Secretary, Colonial Secretary, Secretary for

India, Home Secretary, President of the L.G.B., President
of the Board of ftducation, or President of the Board of Trade,
he would have known more about any of these jobs than any
other politician of his time. Kverybody who knew him
respected him : most people who met' him liked him ; his

constituents, both in Chelsea and in the Forest of Dean, were
enormously proud of him. A man to be Prime Minister
may have far less knowledge, sense and disinterested patriotism
than Dilke ; but unless accident has given him the, as it

were, automatic support of some strong " interest," local,

commercial, social or religious, he must have the power of

exciting or amusing, at any rate interesting, the electorate.

Dilke's personality was not of the sort which captivates large

masses of electors. Writing himself ol a speech he made in

his twenties, he says :

It was a dreary speech ; and, given (he fact (Iiat my speakins
was always monotonous, and that at this timo I was trying
specially to make speeches which no one could call empty
noise, and was therefore .specially and peculiarly heavy,
there was something amiisirtg to lovers of contrast in that
between the stormy heartiness of my reception at mosf of
these meeting.s. and the ineffably dry oration.s which I de-
livered to them—between cheers of joy when I rose and
cheers of relief when I .sat down.

T?"!^
was a peculiar occasion, for the discussion over the

Civil List had given Sir Charles a fleeting reputation as a
Republican fire-eater and the audiences assembled in a state
of excitement. .As a rule, you got the "ineffably dry"
speech without the cheers. In his last ten years his habits
of discursiveness and droning had got so acute that he was
impossible to follow. Whatever the subject—and it might
be anything from .Army organisiation to the sweated chain-
makers of Cradlcy Heath—he would stand up and pour out
thousands of facts in a monotonous gruff boom, his words
periodically becoming inaudible as he buried his head in his
notes or turned round to pick up a profusely annotated Bluc-
Book from his scat. The Minister involved would stay ;

a few experts on the particular subject in\olvcd would com-
p<^-l themselves to attend, knowing that his matter was bound
to be valuable if they could only get the hang of it.

« * * * si:

His chariictcr was universally respected ; he was admired as
a repository of information and wisdom, and a voung member,
of whatever party, who was congratulated bV him upon a
speech got a more genuine pleasure out of his praises than
from any perfunctory compliments from the front benches.
Ncvcrth.'Iess, nothing could stop his audiences from dwindling
away or his voice from lulling the survivors to sleep. He
knew that his voice was monotonous : that he could not help.
But he had also an intellectual disability which made him
treat every small fact as if it \\Tre of etiiial value to almost
any other fact, and a pronounced temperiimental disinclination
to be " rhetorical." He was too reticent to show his per-
sonalitv

: and he would not manufacture a sham personality
for public exhibition. He hated importing feeling into his
si>eeches, however strong might be the pa.ssion for justice
or mercy behind them : he deliberately refused to make an
easy appeal by frequent reference to '"

first principle's " or
cultivate those arts of expression whereby politics may be
made enjoyable to bodies of men, or even those arts of arrange-
ment whereby they may be made simple and comprehensible.
He felt all these things to, be humbug, and humbug was
abhorrent to him : failing to observe that, since under our
system speeches are an important part of a controversialist's
career and of a minister's administration, it is the business
of a man who would lead his countryman to pay some
attention—unless he is a demagogue bom—to the technique
of " rhetoric." In private conversation Dilke is reported
to have been one of the most interesting men of his age.
But on the platform and in the House of Commons he was
distinctly and undeniably dull. And it is possible that
England would not have stood a Radical Prime Mimster who
sent her to sleep.
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Port Said and a Tale of the Sea
By William McFee

Port Said, July, 19 17.

OF course ! Just as my letter to you, complaining by
the way of your silence, reached the bottom of thi?

letter box iii the Custom House Shed, your letter to

me is delivered ! However, 1 am so glad the mails

ronie and go. Erratically, but they come and go. You
know, of course, that we are not supposed to take our letters

ashore ? We are not.

Going ashore here, by the way, is quite a purgatory. First,

you must have a boat, and endure the basilisk glare of a

boatman whose legal fare is fourpence but whose first demand
is for four shillings. He comes down to sixpence, by the way.
You are then assaulted by various licensed brigands called

guides, who foist themselves upon you on the quay and who,
unless forcibly restrained, will conduct you all over the town
at a break-neck speed, ordering all manner of Oriental goods

which you don't want, and ending up bv showing you a license

from the Egyptian (iovernment empowering them to charge

yon forty piastres an hour. Having whirled your umbrella

round and round to rid yourself of these ambulatory pests,

you are directed by an incrediblv tall policeman in black

i)oots, wjiite uniform and scarlet fez, to enter the pas'^port

office.

The passport you must have already secured from the purser

signed by the commander of your vessel. This is insp)ected.

and held to the light and smelt by a gentleman of the country,

who asks you various questions as to your identity. Finally

he stamps it and permits you to pass. That is the first stage.

"\'ou emerge into a long yard, with the Customs baggage-

shed on your left and verandahed offices screened by a superb

scarlet-flowered mimosa-tree on the right. Another police-

man bars the way except into the shed where, if you have
baggage, you must open it and declare all dutiable goods.

You have only your umbrella and a wrist-bag, so yon advance
to a table at the far end where a British soldier in khaki
sits in judgment upon you. You must show your pass again.

You must give up your letters to be posted.

You are asked by an Egyptian assistant, if you have any
weapons or firearms concealed about your person. If you
reply, as 1 did once, " Yes, I have a twelve-inch gun in my
pocket," you yvill be regarded severely by the soldier, whose

• l)rain has become nearly unhinged with paring over Arabic
without a Master in fifteen lessons. However you pass the

examination with credit and are jjermitted to emerge from the

shed into the street. You are free ! You can go wherever
j'ou please. Alas, after all this fuss, there's nowhere to go !

Moreover since it is July, you will find the sun very warm.
You seek the shady side of Main Street. Here are the stores

where you can buy, at enormously enhanced prices, anything
from American tooth-paste and chewing-gum to Japanese
-ilks and tea-sets. They are called Oriental stores, but the only
Oriental thing about them is the salesman's habit of sitting

at the door-way. But if you do not wish to spend money.
Port Said, as I have said before, has no use for you. There are

no sights save the beach. So you wander on, turning a corner

and threading your way amongst the tables of the cafes until

you reach the iEastern Exchange Hotel, popularly known as

the ICastern, a vast structure of steel and glass arcading over
the street.

The Eastern is the great clearing house of the gossip of East
and West. Here congregate the merchant officers from Eondon
and the Orient. Here the waiters in white Egyptian
costume with scarlet fez and sash ser%e drinks to men who have
come from the ends of the ocean-highways. Here the skipper
from Singapore >meets an old shipmate from New Orleans or

Buenos Aires and exchanges grievances and home news.
An interesting place this arcade of the Eastern, with its

white figures forever gliding to and fro with trays of drinks,
its huge bower of palms and shrubs and creepers in enormous
tubs, and its plaintive orchestra somewhere round the corner.

Most interesting of all 1 think at night, when all the lights

of the town are darkened down and one sits as in a dusky
aisle of some artificial forest and looks out into the impene-
trable glooniof the street, f'xtraordinary how the same groups
congregate at the little tables night after night, month after

month. A year and a half ago I can recall the same faccb.

The mortality is not very high among officers at a base.

It was here, too— and this is what 1 wanted to tell you

—

that 1 heard a tale, a badly-told laconic tale of the sea. I

had met a shipmate, just in from Marseilles, antl we sat

talking for a long time. In fact I ought to have beOn in bed,

for I was going on watch at two. Suddenly he sucked at his

cigar and took it from his lijjs, leaning forward over the

table :

" Did you hear about the Abracadabra ?
"

I nodded. " Submarine got between her and the setting

sun and nearly knocked her to pieces with shell-fire before

they could make out where the shots were coming from.

Skipper got the U.S.O."
He shook his head. " Not that. I mean later."

1 shook my head in turn. "What happened later?
'

Well, he toid me as I said, in an imperfect laconic fashion,

for he is not an artist in words. One or two phrases he

struck out, however, which I shall use as occasion serves. I

like them. You see. he was there.

The A bracadahra escaped on that first occasion with the

loss of a dozen killed and as many wounded. It was a grim
commentarv on that little affair that they used a bucket-lull,

which is two and a half gallons, of friar's balsam, in two
hours. But they gained on the submarine, and her commander
received the U.S.O. \\ hile she was refitting mv friend joined

her as Second, and away they went to sea again. Ordinaiy
trade to South America, for she was not a transport. Nor did
the incident come under the head of war-news at all save that

the ships were without lights. It was winter time, in the

Atlantic, but not so far from land, and a fine but dark and
moonless night. Just before daylight the Abracadabra, out-
ward bound in ballast, was struck forward of the funnel by
another vessel, loaded, on another course. Who was to blame,
or how, I don't pretend to know. The point is that the
Abracadabra was badly stove in at the bridge and began to
make water. My friend, who was on watch, was joined by
the Chief and Third down below. 1 The telegraph, which had
been whirled to full astern at the moment of impact and back
to stop, was now pointing irresolutely to Stand By. Good
enough, as thev sav in the West country; they were standing-
by.

And now comes the astounding part of the tale. As my
friend told me this part of it, the high lights of the arcade
peering out of their green-painted petroleum-tin lioods showed
me his face drawn into an expression of extraordinary anxiety.
The waiters were piling chairs and only a few groups remained
dotted about the grhn corridor. A carriage with one twinkling
lamp drove softly by, a cigar glowing just behind the driver.

My friend leaned forward and thrust his harsh Celtic features
towards mine. His eyes stared. I suppose I stared back at
him, for what he said made one anxious. Anxious, not about
oneself, but about one's beliefs, one's tacit acceptances, one's
faith in the integrity, the ultimate integrity, of humanity.

For those three men stood by for the better part of an
hoiu-. The stokehold was empty, the steam was dropping, and
there was considerable water in the bilges, but they stood-by
watching the speaking-tube and the blind white face of the
telegraph pointing irresolutely to Stand-By. And presently
the strain of waiting grew oppressive, so that the chief, looking
up towards the skylight said to my friend, " Mister, go up and
see what's doing. It must be daylight now." And up he
went, and came out on deck and iound himself face to face
with a problem of some complexity. For the deck of the ship
was deserted, and far across tlie dark sparkle of the sea he saw
the boats crawling towards a smear of smoke on the sky-line.

For a moment he was so dazed that he storxJ staring like

a man half-stunned by a blow on the head. And then a
species of sickness attacked him, a sickness which in my opinion
was only partially physical, for as he put it, for a minute
" he had no heart." And mind you, it wasn't danger that made
him give way for a .second to despair. It was something
Ix-hind all that. It was as though a brutal foot had kicked
away all the under-pinning of his faith in man and sent it

crashing about his ears. It was incredible. Yet the tackle
swinging idly from the davits, the empty chocks, the silence,

were incontrovertible. For a moment, 1 say, he was as though
he had been sand-bagged. And then, with a hoarse impreca-
tion he flew to the top of the engine-room ladder, where the
other two, listening apprehensively to certain mysterious
noises in an otherwise silent ship, saw him waving his arms
like a madman and crying out in a strained inarticulate
wail, to come up, to come up quick . . . quick . . .

never mind anything . . . come on.

Of course they came, four or five steps at a time. They
found my friend on deck, the palms of his hands and his breast
jMcssed against the bulwarks looking at those distant boats as
though he wanted to remember the picture through all

eternity. He certainly won't forget it \«hile he is alive. As
for the others, they were so faint with the revelation that
they had to sit down and close their eyes. Good God ! You
know, I gather that for a moment their feeling was this.
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Whv. if that is an wo coimt for, what !•; the good rif goinf,' back ?

Ami ju'^t then llic .1 bracaddhra gavc'a very gentle lurch iorward.

This was a fortunate thing for them, for it aroused them
to the fact that they had other problems beside the grand

tragedy which had been engaging their souls. The ship

was sinking. For a moment they were in " a state," as my
friend put it. I think that is a very mild description of most
of us under similar circumstances. The sudden reaction

from agonised thought took the form of running round the

decks opening the life-belt lockers, lifting pieces of wood,
looking hastily at each other and dashing off again. And
tiieii they found the raft.

Let me e.vpiain. If you ser\-e or travel on a French, Italian,

Tireek or Portuguese vessel, you will find an abundance of

unsinkable flat rafts provided, fastened ready to float off

from rails and shrouds as the ship founders. But on a British

ship this would not do at all. Tiie prevailing idea in a British

ship seems to be that a few bottles of lime-juice and a minimum
number of life-belts is all that is necessary in war-time to go

all over the world. There seems to be a feeling that it is

bad form to worry about life-saving apparatus. I don't

oh'er anv solution of the perplexity. There it is, Tliere it

was. The chief mate of the Abracadnbrtx had managed to

fashion some sort of clumsy top-heavy affair out of four

oil-ban'els and some old hatches lashed with rope. It had
become an institution, a joke, a menace, a nuisance on deck.

By some obscure miracle, during the battle with the sub-

marine the previous voyage, this frowzy old makeshift es-

caped without a scratch. And now tlie three castaways
remembered it and hurried to the fore deck where it lay.

As soon as they saw it they realised that it would take a dozen

men to move it. .\nd at that moment the Abracadabra gave
another gentle lunge forward. In perfect silence they got upon
the raft and prepared to hold on.

Of course it is simple enough in theor\'. The ship sinks

and leaves you clinging to the raft and you are saved. Iiv

practice however there are complications. A ship^does not
sink on an even keel. You cannot float off a modern sTteamer's

fort -deck as from a billiard table. That fore-deck is encum-
bered with all sorts of things, winches, bollards, anchors,
snatch-blocks, booms, gins, slings, tackle, hawsers, ring-bolts,

ventilators, steam-pipes, ladders and so on. And conse-

quently our three ad\-enturers, as they sat on that frowsy

old raft and looked the winter sun in the eye as he came
shouldering up out of his, l)ed of billowy morning vapour,
regarded the immediate future with some misgivmg.

Tiie Chief, a big heavy elderly man, gnawed his motistache
and looked as if he were tning to remember where he had
put something. iVIy friend told me he felt " all of asuilden
fed-up with it all." I imagine he would.be, but he had no
time for meditatioii, for Xh*: Abracadabra began to do strange

things. She rolled. She rjghted. Then she dipped her
fore-deck ever so little. Her centre of gravity was chang-
ing at lightning speed all the time, like that of an intoxicated

man. She was half-full. Suddenly a hatch burst open and
flew into the air with a report like a six-inch gun. The Third
let go of the raft, he was so startled. And as he grasped it

again the deck swam from under them and the raft surged to
starboard, bringing up with a thump against the bollards.

Then the water, cascading o\er the descending bulwarks,
sent them with a rush against the winches. '

It was here that
the Third got his leg against a wheel-guard and had a parallel

strip of skin taken clean from hip to ankle-bone.
<^nce, in the rapids that came pouring over them as the

Abracadabra reeled in the agony of death, they had an anxious
moment—one of the ropes of the raft caught on a ventilator
cowl. Yet they could do nothing, for the raft was so tender
it turned over and over if they moved. Blinded and buffeted
they hung on until they felt an upward rush of water as the
ship sank over her bridge deck, an upward rush that flung
them here, and spun them there, and finally left them gasp-
ing in the easy swell of a fine morning in ^lid-Atlantic. By
some means they had hung on, and a trawler an hour later

came upon them and fished them off that frowsy, idiotic,

invaluable raft !

None of these thi"ee gentlemen will ever get within a mile
of the D.S.O., but do you know I really believe the con-
sciousness of having stood-by will in the course of years
graclually obliterate from their minds the appalling shadow
which hung over them when they came up that morning and
saw the boats had gone.

That will be better than any decoration
; for, as my

friend put it ;
" If it hadn't been for that, it was a joke

man I

"

ARE

A'

Old Maid
By Alec Waugh

RE any of the following gentlemen in the mess,
please. Mr. Ashworth, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
I'erguson. . . ?

"

Yes, I'm here."

Sir, you are to hold yourself in readiness to proceed up
the line, and to report to the adjutant at twelve and eight

till further orders."

Mr. Ferguson, a very recently gazetted subaltern in the
Machine (iun Corps, initialed the chit, and relapsed again
into one of the many long wicker armchairs of the Base depot
ante-room. He had been expecting to go up the line for

several days; most of the fellows who had come over on draft

with him had gone. He w^as not sorry. It was certainly

pleasantly slack at' the base, but it got boring after a bit.

Yes. on the whole, he was jolly glad that he was moving.
His preliminary training had taken a long time.

.\t twelve o'clock he duly reported himself at the Orderly
Room.

" Oh, yes, you are Mr. Ferguson, aren't you ? " said the
assistant adjutant. " You've been posted to the 305th
M.Ci. Company. Have your kit ready by six to-morrow,
and a lorry will take vou down to the station."

" What shall I do then ?
"

" Oh, that's all right. They'll see about that there," said
the adjutant, with vague and complacent optimism.

I"or Military .\dministration is only a glorified game of
" Old Maid," and the subject under discussion is the unlnckv
card, which each player in turn passes on to the next, heaving
a sigh of thanksgiving as soon as he is relieved of all further
responsibility. In this case Second-Lieutenant Ferguson
waft old maid ; somehow he had to be got to the Head-
quarters of the .;05th M.G. Company ; but each branch was
only concerned with the job of getting him off iis hands as
quickly, and with as little trouble to itself as possible.

Next day the game began in earnest.

From six in the morning to seven at night he was hurried
from one spot to another. He seemed to be in a continual
state of reporting to Majors w'ith blue hat-bands.

•• Ah. yes," they would say. " The .105th M.G. Company.
That's the ijist Division. Well, you'd better go to Ambr'e-
viUe, and they'll put you right."

And so for thirteen hours he travelled in the slowest of
slow trains without the least idea of his eventual destination.

From time to time Mr. Ferguson, observing the rules of
the game he was playing, changed trains, but the essential

characteristics remained imaltered. \\ earily he and the
train and the day dragged through thirteen stuffy hours.
But at last he reached the railhead. It was now seven
o'clock ; and Mr. Ferguson had begun to hope that he was at
last somewhere near the end of his journej-. It was almost
with elation that he reported himself to the R.T.O.

" The 305th M.G. Company, sir ? " he queried with military
severity.

And now the R.T.O. broke the rules of the game. Perhaps
the result seemed to him a foregone conclusion. Perhaps he
had played the game before so often that it had ceased to
interest him. But. whatever his rnotives, his action was
clear. Instead of passing on the card to his next door neigh-
bour, he dropped it beneath the tabic, and made an end of
the buMness.
With an air of genial benevolence, he despatched Mr.

Ferguson to the Headquarters of his company, w ithout worry-
ing how he got there.

"Yes, Mr. Ferguson, you are at Rideau. It's about nine
kilometres off."

" But how am I to get there?
"

" \\'ell, on ordinary nights j-ou'd have to walk ; but to-
night the light-duty railway is running a carriage down there,
and you can go back in that as far as Langeais, and then
walk from there. It's quite simple. Any one will tell you
the way. You're jolly lucky to have the railway."
And with a kindly' smile the R.T.O. turned "his attention

to the next claimant.
Rather dubious about his good fortune. Mr. Ferguson

returned to the railhead, and sought out a military policeman,
who informed him that the train was due any niinute.

" There's no time for me to get anything to eat, then ?
"

asked the famished subaltern, who had existed the whole day
on nothing more substantial than the small packet of sand-
wiches issued to him at the Base depot.

" Oh, no sir, there be no time for that. Train's due any
minute, and it's the only train to-night. You can't afford
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to miss it , sir. Let 's sec . sir . w here be you going, sir ? Rideau .•'

Well, then, von'll liave to change at Liilccourt."
" Rut the' K.T.O.' told me to change at Langcais."
" Oh no, sir, no. Lillecourt. It's mucli nearer. 'Ere

Rill," he shouted toa perspiring orderly, "what be the nearcbt

place for Rideau ?

" Oh ah, should think as 'ow Milleniont were," replied

Bill, without looking up from the floor-board he was scrubbing.
" Or else Fleurville. One of the two, any'ow I

"

"Mr. Ferguson looked at the Sergeant hopelessly : ,

" Well, where am I to get out '

" Can't say as 'ow it matters much, sir. They all be close

enough away. I'm for Lillecourt myself. But each man
to 'is own opinion."

And with this final expression of a philosophy of general

toleration, the Sergeant left the gallant officer to sit on his

valise, growing hungrier and hungrier every minute, as he

watched the raindrops splash in the muddy puddles.

The train did not arrive till ten minutes past nine.

^Nfanfully he shouldered his valise on to an open truck, and
climbed in after it ; cheered by the Sergeant who, having

deceived and deserted him for upwards of two hours, arrived

at the last moment in eager e.vpectation of largesse, with the

useful information that on the whole he had best get out at

Maintenant-Les-Loges.
It is bad enough being old maid, even when the avoided

card has got to find some eventual resting place, but when
no one is responsible for its safe keeping, it is a game hardly

worth playing.
* * « * «

.\fter shivering for llie space of some forty minutes in an

open truck, Mr. F^erguson and his valise were deposited at

Langcais. The valise he left in charge of a corporal in the

K.E.'s, who assured him it would be quite safe in his hut

(it took him two days to find it later on); and went in seavrli

of Rideau: There seemed little enough difficulty about that.

Everyone appeared to know all about it. " Oh yes, it was
just down the main road : less than two kilometres ; twenty
minutes' walk at the outside."

With hope burning high within hini Mr. Ferguson set out.

Soon he caught a glimpse through the gathered dusk of houses^

and roofs and gables. There rose before him visions of food,

a lied, and rest.

But the real fun had only just begun. Rideau was one
of the villages that the Germans had* been driven from some
months back, and there remained of it nothing but broken
walls, pud leaning arches. In the dark, it presented an
appearance of complete and utter desolation. There were
no signs of life. Mr. Ferguson had thought that, as soon
as he reached Rideau, his odyssay would be completed. He
now learnt that it had only just begun.

(Jf the .505th M.G. Company there were no signs. It was
now eleven o'clock, and Mr. Ferguson was both tired and
hungry. After twenty minutes' fruitless wandering amid the
wreckage of Rideau, he at last saw a light glimmering Ix-neatli

a particularly dilapidated outhouse. \\ ith hope reborn, he
beat on the door and pushed it open.

It was the quarters of the regimental S.-M. of the—shiie

Regiment.
" I say, do you know where the 305th M.C Company are ?

"

Xo, sir." i

' Well, look here : can I see any of your officers? They
might know."
The S.-M. drew himself to his full height. He was an old

regular and a guardsman. He was not used to being woken
up in the middle of the night by everv new army officer who
cliitsc to vvalk in. It was out of order.

I'm sorry sir, it can't be done."
" But look here : I mean—can't I sec the adjutant or some-

one ?

" It can't be done, sir, it can't be done," replied the S.M.
firmly, and Mr. Ferguson, realising that he could gather
notliing from this relic of reaction, turned dismally to the
deserted -street.

\ little way further down he saw another light. Here he
found a large crowd of gimners playing cards. " No, thev
didn't know nothing about no >fachino Guns, but Bill at the
cookho>i>e 'e might know summat

; is brother was a machine
gunner."

Not very hopefully now. Mr. Ferguson sought the cook-
house. " N'o," said Bill. " I don't know where they could
be. Mv brother 'c's in the 32jrd ; but they're in England
still. I dunno I'm sure, but the corjxiral of the gas guard
might tell 'c ; 'c do know more than I do About these things."

But the corjjoral of the gas guard was equally vague.
He thought there were tome machine guns somewhere in

Rideau ; but where they were he didn't know. ~5Ir. Ferguson
thanked hiin with frigid gratitude, and passed out to wander
backwards and forwari. seeking a cliimera. Once he met
a. mounted captain, who assured him that he would lind

Brigade Headquarters second on the right, and third to the
left, and that they would be able to tell him there for certain.
Rut it was not wry helpful information, for in the dark it

was impossible to teJl the difference between a track, a dis-
used tradesman's entrance, and a gap between two battered
houses. So, after following innumerable blind allevs and
tripping over coimtless wires, he was unable to discover
the point from which he liad started, so that " second on tlic

right and third on the left " became as useful a guide as longi-
tudinal bearings would be to a mariner without a compass.
But a limit is set to the longest pilgrimage. At last even

the most weather-beaten Ulyi^ses sees the white crags of his
long-loved Ithaca. .\nd so' to the w^ary officer there came
shortly after one o'clock the well-known" pop-pop-pop of the
Vickers gun. Eagerly he hurried in the direction of the
sound. A few minutes' walk brought him to the emplace-
ment, and the sentry indicated the Companv Headquarters
dugout that loomed a few yards up the road.
At last he would be able to get s<^)me food and a ])ed and

sleep. He marched smartly into the dug-out. Recollecting
quicklv all he had been taught at his cadet battalion about
reporting himself at his unit, he clicked his spurs and heels
together, gave the regulation salute, and rapped out :

" Second- Lieutenant Ferguson, sir,, reporting for duty."
The Captain looked at him, half in surprise, half in amuse-

ment.
" Whiit company arc }ou reporting to ? "Tie SJiid at last.
" The 305th Machine Gun Company, sir."^

The Captain laughed.
" Say. old son, tliis is the wrong place. Your crowd have

gone up north. We relieved them here last night !

"

R.N.V.R.
BV N. M. F. CORBtTT.

WHEN It is ended how shall I return
And gather up the rasellcd threads again
Of my past life—content once more to earn
My daily bread in drudgery and pain ?

1- that have been one of the fellow.ship

Of those who dare the dangers of the sea

And known the lift and swing of a big ship

Surging, full-powered, to action under mc.

I— that ha\e heard shells scream and seen men die

Laughing, as if the war were but a game ;

.And known the lust of battle ; seen the sky
Filled, end to end, with whirling sheets of flame.

.And felt my veins, long coursed by sluggish blood
Now thrilled and filled with wine and molten fije :

These ha\e I known and I have found thcm'good.
Can I to any lesser heights a.spirc ?

I—that have seen .Aurora's pallid sp)ears

Defiantly shaken in the face of Heav'n .

.And felt that thrill of beauty, close to tears,

That flowers deep in the heart when, low at p\ea,
Out of the Western sky of palest green
W hen all the sea is hushed and tremulous.

That first bright star gleams forth pure, pale, serene,

Touching the waves with silver—Hesp«rus.

I—that have seen God's fingers paint the dawn
In bars of rose and flame upon the East
.\nd watched the night-mists as a veil withdrawn .

I'retted with gold and pearl and amethyst.
I—that have seen the hill-high, smoking surge,

Burst at our lx)ws in rainbow-tinted spray,

.And heard the taut shrouds moaning like a dirge.

Can I go back to smoky towns and grey ?

With dirty streets and sordid offices.

And stupid talk in trains with stupid men.
Oh. every rustle of the dusty trees

Will bring remembrance and regret and pain.

I'll think I hear the whisper as the bow
Shears deep into the phosphorescent sea

.And, lifting, drips pale fire and green. Oh liow

Can life be ever as before to me ?

.And mil your kiss delight me as of .old

Wliose lij)s have felt the sea's salt, fierce caress,

( 111. shall I find your love-making grown cold

.\nd wcarisouK' your talk arid tenderness ?

.\n<l long and long for the grey, opei\ sea

.\nd the untainted wind upon my mouth.
To know^ again tln' infinite, deep peace

Healing my soul hkc cool rain after drouth.
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Notable Books

To review a story by Mr. JcmjiIi < uiuatl is always

difficult no matter how short it may be. It is packed

so full of life ; it is so provocatixc of discussion ;

you arc not satisfied with what lie tells you, no matter

how detailed it may bo ; there is always something more you

want to know. Itis like meeting, by chance, an entertaining

fellow in a lonelv resthouse in some out-of-the-way corner

of the East: You sit up all the night listening and talkmg :

in the morning voii go your separate ways, and the rest of

the day you curse yourself for a fool for not raising this ques-

tion, not asking for that further fact, or, perhaps, for liaving

interrupted just as he was painting a vivid scene. These

feelings are strongly roused in his newest book. Youth (Messrs.

Dent and Sons, 5s. net). It contains three stories ; the first

has as its full headline. Youth : A Narrative. Those who

know Lord Jim, will be peculiarly interested in this narrative

because it is exactly the obverse of the main incident of that

masterpiece. Jim, a well brought-np young Briton, deserts

his ship and her living freight of pilgrims in a moment of

temptation. Here a crew of Liverpool scallywags, with

funny old things as officers, stick to a burning sliip until

she blows up. just to save her for the underwriters. Why .'

Mr. Conrad tries to explain. In reading the passage, re-

member it is not an Englishmanwho writes, but a son of Poland

:

AVhat made them do it—what made thcni obey me when

1. thinking consciously how fine it was. made them dro|i

the bunt of the foresail twice to try and do it l>ctter ? Wlwf :

They had no profe.s.sional reputation—^no cxamples.no [raise.

It wasn't a .sense of dutv ; they all knew well enough how to

shirk, and laze and dodge—when thcv had a mind to it

—

and mostlv they had. Was it the two pounds ten a uaonth

that .sent them there ' ihey didn't think their pay half good

enough. No ; it was something iii|them, something inborn and

subtle and everlasting. I don't .say positively that thecrcwot a

I'rench or German merchantman wouldn't have done it, but 1

lioubt whether it would have been flone in the same way.

There was a completeness in it. something solid like a principle,

and masterful like an instinct—a d:.sclosure of something

secret—of that hidden something, that gift of good or evil that

m?.kes racial difference, that shapes the late of nations-

It is rather a long passage to quote, but we make no apology,

for this is a riddle that has e\er perplexed workers in the wilds.

What is this secret potency that keeps a Briton true to him-

self ? It is pleasant to know that this strength is not of our

own imagination— not mere self-conceit ; that this racial

driving power does, in truth, exist, otherwise it could not have

presented itself to Mr. Conrad. Any observant person who
lives any time in the outer parts of the Empire is aware of

it. It expresses itself in all kinds of queer ways, and it was the

knowledge of " this hidden something " that prevented

such men before the war subscribing to the theory of racial

decadence. They believed that only the occasion was

watited for " the hidden something " to shine forth and be

revealed to all men. The war has justified this faith.

Heart of Darkness, the second story, is a weird talc of the

Upper Niger. Mr. Conrad's marvellous gift (or creatipg atmos-

phere has never been used to greater effect. You feci the

menacing vastness of the inert, slowbreathing mass of impene-
trable jungle

;
you can smell the river mud ; if you have had

malaria, you will almost anticipate the shivers. The human,
almost inhuman, beings that dwell there live for you. For

the present reviewer this story will always have a curious

personal interest. He was reading it when an air-raid was on,

and just as out of the Heart of Darkness, out of the gloom of

the jungle, a spear was thrust and the steersman fell dead
at Marlow's feet, so out of the white invisibility of the moonlit

sky, the samespearwas l:>eing thrust, careless whom it pierced.

It was as though London were in the savagery of Central

Africa. This story is also notable for the following passagfc :

No. I don't like work. I had rather la/.e about and think o^

all the fine things that can be done. I don't like work—no
man does—but I like what is in the work—the chance to find

yourself. Your own reality—for yourself, not for others—
what no other man can ever know. They can only see the
mere show, and never can tell what it really means.

Has > ever the value of work to the individual been more
graphically or tersely describc»J in the English language ?

It is so intensely true, although, unfortunately, it is a truth

that is too ofteii oveilooked or ignored if it has not been

mastered in youth, before artificialities and conventions

obscure in men's minds the realities of life.

m * * * *

Two distinct aspects of the Near East are given in The
Rise of \atinnalitv in the Balkans, by K. W. Seton-Watson,

(Constable 10s. bcl. net) and Horns Life in the Balkans, by
Lucy M. J. Garnett (Mcthuen 10s. 6d. net.). The two are

complementary, for, while Mr. Seton-Watson is concerned

with a deeply interesting history—which' he presents with

as little bias as is possible in dealing with Balkan matters

—

Miss Garnett, in detailing the folk-lore and superstitions of

the various Balkan races, affords insight to the varying cus-

toms of the jjcople whose history Mr. Seton-Watson has so

ably summarised. She gives the key to the characters of

Greeks, Bulgarians, and Albanians, and from her study of

the inner lives of the people it is possible to realise how
truly Mr. Seton-Watson remarks that " in approaching
Bulgarian , history, and above all, the relations of Bulgaria

and Serbia, it is well to remember that the two nations are

to-day in very much the same stage of development as England
and Scotland in the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries." That
this is well said i* evident from even a cursory survey of

Miss Garnett's work, which shows these people as super-

stitious children of nature, almost devoid of the civilisation

of which the progress was suspended in Eastern Europe when
Byzantium - fell to the Turk.

^ iic :lfi ilfi ^

Mr. Seton-Watson's historical analvsis, to which Miss
Garnett's work affords such admirable illustration, is not only
of value to the student of Near Eastern affairs, but also to

all for whom the Balkan races and their future have the
slightest interest ; for the hook clears up the muddle in which,
for the average person, Balkan affairs are involved. It is,

in all conscience, a weary enough tangle of wars and intrigues
of which the author has to tell, but with admirable im-
partiality hfi goes down into the causes—mainly the selfish

intrigues of the Great Powers—of Balkan discontents and
feuds, sorts out the little wars between the various States,

and, bringing his story up to the end of the second Balkan
war in 1912, sets out the position in which the Hohenzollcrn
dynasty found means to bring about the world's greatest war.
The great value of this work—for it is undoubtedly t)f great
value—is that it makes easily accessible a statement of deeds
and aspirations alike of all the Balkan States, and inciden-
tally also states the criminal selfishness of the European Powers
which restricted these little nations at every turn. " The
maintenance of Turkey had become the fetish of British
statesmen," and, even more significant with regard to the
Crimean war—" It was an irony of fate that the blackest of
autocrats and reactionaries should have fought the battle of

liberty against the Liberal powers of the West." are sentences
in this work worth remembering. And, again. " The Great
Powers, in propping up the Sick Man upon his pillows and in

blocking, whenever possible, the movement for the liberation
of the Balkan Christians, had set themselves to light the stars
in their courses."

>K * * * i|i

An excellent bibliography concludes Mr. Seton-Watson's
work, which clearly points the need for some measure of
honesty and of at least an attempt at understanding of racial

ambitions, and the rights of people rather than their governors
in settling Balkan questions in future

The Road to Loos, the picture which appears on the opposite
page, is an excellent example of Captain Handley-Read's
exceptional gifts. We see here the wreckage and waste of

war. It is a pitiful picture, and the strength of it lies in that
the spectator realises it to be absolutely true to life. This
power of envisaging a scene is perhaps the main reason that
makes Captain Handley-Keads worlc stand out so pro-

minently. This truth has been recognised by the National
War Museum which has bought a number of his drawings.
But there is not a single picture in this five-guinea Portfolio
which docs not exemplify this exceptional quahty.
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The Campaign in Palestine

i^Our Front Line near Gaza

A British Camp

Famous Mosaic Unearthed at Um-Jerdr

Wady Guzzeh in Dry Weather

Encampment in a Wady

The Mayor of Gaza's former House

Camels Carrying Water Bathing Drill

This series of photographs gives a vivid idea of the country in which our troops in Palestine are c^)eratmg.

During the rains the Wady (or watercourse) Guzzeh is a raging torrent. This part of Palestine is one pt the

h gh routes of the world's armies, and the country has not changed since the days of Joseph and the Pharaohs.
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For Liberty and Justice

" The object of this war is to deliver the free peoples of the world from the menace and actual power of a vast

mtiitary establishment, controlled by an irresponsible Government."—President Wilson in his reolv to the Pop«
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THE FARMER'S JOB

To begin with, let it be said that the last word of this

headline reads job not Job, for to write of British

agriculture always rather itnplies that the subject

matter deals with a lineal descendant of the most
patient man who ever lived. The speech which the Minister

of Agriculture delivered before the Farmers' Protection
Association at Darlington last week is the most statesmanlike

utterance that has been made on the subject for many
years. We cannot help thinking that Mr. Prothero had before
his eyes not so much his immediate audience as the hosts
of town-dwellers who are looking more and more to the local

countryside for their food. He has made it clear that agri-

culture to-day—profitable agriculture that is to say~is a
most scientific industrj-, and that the husbandry of our com-
paratively restricted area of ancient tillage is interdependent
on the whole conduct of farming. To stimulate com pro-
duction, highly fed cattle are neccssar\' ; and ploughland
is needed for an increased output of milk. These are two
rudimentary illustrations of the nicely adjusted operations of

agriculture. The keeper of flocks and the tiller of the ground
are the two oldest and most jealous types of agriculture,

but to-day if Cain slays Abel, if the husbandman wages war
on the herdsman or vice versa, the whole country must SAiffer,

for. the operations of the two are correlated-

Do people, I wonder, realise the extra cost of cutting corn whicli
hiis been flattened by rain and twisted by wind ? Do thev
recognise how much a man is out of pf)Cket if he has to brinR
his men and horses into the field day by day, and send them
home after waiting for hours because it'is raining ? Do they
consider that, this j-ear, after the corn has been gathered into
shelves, it has often been necessar>' to scatter the sheaves
again, and even to untiethe bundles in ordertogiveit achance
of drying ? Do they think of the quantities of seed that have
Ix-en shaken out jf the ear and lost, or the amount of corn
that is damaged or sprouted ?

Do they ? Little if at all. But these few questions puj; by
Mr. Prothero will bring home to the general public the <iiffi-

culties that confront the farmer, especially in this present year
when the broken weather of August and the fir?t half of
September are frosli in the memory. For tens of thousands
the rain during those critical weeks meant spoiled holidays,
they did not pause to' remember it also implied mined
liar\-ests, the loss in cash of thousands of pounds to farmers,
and eventual loss to thcm»;elves through the increased cost
of food. There was no real cause whv thev should think
othcrwsp. Until a year or two ago a field of'wheat ripening
rerl-gold beneath the hot sun of late summer was merely
a pretty sight to thousands of town-dwellers ; it had no con-
nection with the bread upon their tables. This year they
might weeks later have re-visited the same fields and found the
sheaves still lying there, black and rotting and the grain sprout-
mg

;

this has happened more than once this centur\' in ex-
ceptionally wet autumns. The sight formerly was for
*'"

"' "S'V one, but nothing more, for their flour-tubs were

always full, fresh-baked loaves ever on their boards at a low
price, since the granaries of the worid poured their surplus
into the country through our unmolested merchant fleets.

But at last the townsmen are learning that English liejds

are in truth as necessary to their well-being as English
factories, and they begin to comprehend that the farmer is

as valuable a unit of national life as the manufacturer or
banker. Presently they will learn that in some respects
he is even more essential.

The Ministry of Agriculture has a difficult r61e to play.
It has to offer every encouragement to the farming interests
to augment production, but it is unable to fix prices which
from a business point of view is the most essential detail
of all, Mr. Prothero did right to dweS on this point in his

speech, and we regret his remarks should have been made
the occasion by certain political journals to foment jealousy
and trouble between the Ministries of Agriculture and of
Food. Fortunately the Heads of these two Depart-
ments are neither of them Party politicians, botli practical

men, who have escaped that form of neurasthenia which
seems at times to paralyse the will power of thoge who have
pa.ssed long years in the infected atmosphere of the Roval
Palace of Westminster. The Ministr>' of Food had previously
made concessions in the price of milk, and yesterday it did
the same over meat. Neither Lord Rhondda nor any other
reasonable being expects the whole burden to fall on the
producer

; the consumer is willing to bear his sliare of it.

Mr. Prothero is a believer in decentralisation ; he is doing
his utmost to push forward the work he has undertaken through
local Committees to whom he paid a well-deserved tribute
of gratitude. He has set before British agriculture a not
impossible task; he asks them in 1918 to equal the corn pro-
duction of 1872. Of course this is dependent on the weather,
but if farmers will meet his wishes and put their backs
into the job, there is no reason under fairly favourable cir-

cumstances why it should not be accomplished. Mr.
Prothero, who has always been most outspoken on the
question of food supplies, did well to remind jtis that peace
will not bring plenty in its immediate train. When war ends,

we shall be short both of money and of ships. In all pro-
bability, com will be scarce ; certainly it will be dear to buy
and difficult to carry. The more com, therefore, that we caii
grow in this country, the better able we shall be to feed
our people, and the less we shall be forced to buy abroad,
the more money we shall keep in these islands, the more
ships we shall set free to bring over tho.se raw materials of
manufacture on which millions of townsmen depend.

This is a vital fact the consumer will do well to bear
in mind. Germany still comforts herself publicly wath me
thought that England is to be compelled to sue for peace
through the success of her submarines. Privately,' thosei

responsible for this campaign are aware that up to now it hasi

Ix-en a failure, just as we here know it to be. But this failure

can only be absolutely assured if the people of these islands
continue to practice rigid economy. Wastfe or extravagance in
living might even now do for the country what German
naval " frightfulness " has failed to achieve. Each one of us
has to regulate his consumption of the necessities of life as
though we lived in " a beleaguered city," to quote Mr.
Prothero's own comparison.

It were well to repeat the exhortation to farmers with which
the Minister of Agriculture closed his speech at Darlington

:

The task which is set to farmers and labcmrers will test their
grit to the utmost. They are on their trial before the eyes
not only of this nation but of the Allies. Heavy odds are
against them. They are handicapped by the want of skilled
lat)oiir, by the shqrtage of fertilisers, feeding stuffs, horses
and implements, by the interferences and uncertainties
which follow in the train of a colossal war.' But every added
quarter of grain, every extra pound of meat, everj' additional
quart of milk will help to turn the scale in the nation's favour.
No greater responsibility has ever rested on the inhabitants
of these islands than that which rests to-day on those who
cultivate the soil.

This exhortation is admirable, but it would be foolishness
to assume that the present food situation will only test the grit

of the farmer and labourer. There is not ;in inhabitant of
these islands, who has not a part to play in this mighty
trial of strength. But Government ought to take immediate
action to prevent the swarms of selfish and cowardly
aliens from defeating the object in view. So long as these
creatures have money they consider they have the right to
buy and consume food freely. It is a seriovts danger.
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Haig's Third Blo\\
By Hilaire Belloc

October ii, 1917

ON Thursday last, October 4th, Sir Douglas Haig
delivered tlie third of tliose successful blows, each
with its strictly limited objectives, which are at once

mastering the Pusschendaelc Ridges and wearing
down the German forces opposed to them. Again we note

the rapidity with w'hich the preparation for the action was
made. The first use of the new tactic was made upon Sep-
tember 26th. The interval between the first and the second
blow was five days, and the interval between the second
and the third seven. Such rapidity of preparation is a new
thing in this war and is of very good augury for the future.

Tile line seized by the British forces at the end of tjie

second blow, that delivered upon Wednesday, September 26th,

and consolidated upon Thursday, September 27th, ran from

well in front of i^angemarck through tlie middle of the rulni

of Zonnebeke. covered the Polygon Wood on the easterr

boundaries of which'the new British posts were established

and further south crossed the Menin Road along the 55 metn
contour, including tiie whole of tlie Tower Hamlets Ridge
That line, it will be remembered, corresponded roughly, at

its southern end, to the old third German trench line, no

longer lield as a trench line, but organised in a string or

rather chequer of blockhouses—organised waters and ruins.

As regards the Passchendaele Ridge, the seizing of which

is the immediate object of these successive steps, what had
already been accomplished was the complete capture of its

southern pillar, the approach at Zonnebeke to a point about

a thousand yards from the summit of the ridge (marked by
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the Broods<n'nde cross roads), while between Passchendaele

\illage itself and the Britisii line at its nearest point there was a

distance oi rather more than 3,000 yards. This last -action

has changed the line as follows :

On the southern end, upon the Menin Road, the British

line has got right down the further slope to the outskirts of the

village of Ghe'hivelt. It has carried the whole of the bank in

front of Zonnebeke. seized the ridge at the Broodseynde cross

roads, and occupied the siunmit all along the Paaschendaele

road to a point 1,000 Aards up that road northwards and a

little short of the passage of the Koulers Railway across the

rTdge near the hamlet of Xieuwemolen. Further north, tlie spur

called the Abraham Heights by the British army, has Ix-cu

seized ; also the ruins of the liamlet ol Gravenstafel and those

of the \'illage of Poelcappelle some two miles east of Lange-

marck. The general result is, first, the complete clearing

of the southern pillar, the heights in front of Gheluv'elt

and the highest part of the ridge. The summits here were

seized when the first blow wits delivered a fortnight ago,

and now the slopes on the far side are secureh' in British

hands. In the centre the change is still more striking.

There the Broodseynde Cross roads m the very centre iif

the ridge are held and passed, and from this point, though
it is but 50 or 60 feet above the ])lain. one sees all ITanders.

It is a clean \iew broken only by the isolated lump of

Moorslede, which is of the same height as the Passchendaele

Ridge and about two miles from its sunimit. The command
of Broodseynde connotes direct observation of a sort which
had not yet been seized since the present actions began,
and which may be compared to that obtained when the \'imy
Ridge was carried last spring. There now remains nothing sa\e

the northern edge of the ridge on which the ruins of Passchen-
daele are perched to' be occupied. Meanwhile another
feature in the advance which wiU not be missed is the serious

increase of the salient now driven into the German positions.

That saliept cannot become much deeper without com-
pelling the enemy to modify his line and that is, of course,

the object of the whole movement. If or when British forces

seize the whole ridge and the slopes upon the eastern side. the
strong defensive position which the enemy has ultimately
depended upon the whole of this autumn with the forest of

Houthulst as its northern pillar and the heights of Gheluvelt
as its southern one, will have gone. To what kind of retire-

ment the enemy ma\' later be coni{Jelled is a matter of

conjecture save to those who have the advantage of seeing
the photographs token by aircraft behind the enemy's lines.

The Frerich Press has given us the mentictn of a new line

which, it seems, is being prepared as far back as Rouhrs,
but one has 'only to look at the map of V\ ustern Belgium
as a whole to see the grave political and perhaps strategical
importance of compelling a retirement here and to under-
stand why the enemy has fought so very hard to maintain
the heights, which he is gradually losing.

Importance of Lille

The great importance of Lille, both politically and strategi-
cally is now familiar to everyone. It is the neCessarv pivot
upon which any further retii^ement to the south of that town
must be conducted, and its long occupation has formed -a
political asset of the gravest sort. To the nortli Ostend and
north of Ostend Zebrugge have a value to the enemy which
only those can estimate who are acquainted with the maritime
problem, which I do not pretend to understand. Blit it is

universally granted that the possession of this strip- of the
Belgian coa.st is of special advantage to the enemy and a corre-
sponding weakness to ourselves. Saw if the salient in
Flanders be much further advanced, if it is true that the line
in the neighbourhood of Roulers is being prepared as the ne,\t
defensive chain of positions, the position of Lille becomes
difficult, and so does that of Ostend. We must not build too
much upon a mere g(;ographical coasideration of this'sort and.
of course, the mere occupation of the ridge would not in itself
pro\oke a retirement, it does not represent so pronounced a
salient as all that. But even if the salient were pushed right
on to the plain beyond, the war has taught us what e.xtra-
ordinarv- positions can Ix" chmg to bv the modern defensive.
On the older principles anyone would have said, for instance,
that the breaking of the Austrian line on the mountain plateau
north of Gorizia would have involved a general retirement to
the south and perhajjs e\-en have uncovered Trieste. Under
modem conditions nothing of the sort has happened. Half the
plateau has been lost, but the line to the south stands as
securely as though no such movement had taken place. What
is perhaps of more iniixjrtance is the verv serious los.ses iur
tlicted upon the enemy by this action. These losses were far
graver than those r.f the two previous actioas, and the cause
f)f so exceptional a casualty Hst was the fact ttiat the enemy
was caught by the British advance in the act of preparing a
great counter-attack.

Three German divisions had been concentrated during
\\"ednesday night for a counter-attack to be deli\-ered

apparently a couple of hours after the moment for which the
British ad\'ance was planned. There was here apparent the
drawback to the new defensive tactic which the enemy has
developed in the course of the late summer and autumn.
The policy of holding the front line with as few men as possible,
of depending upon isolated strong points, of organising the
craters and abandoning the (ildiT trench system, saved both
men and material whenever the immense superiority of the
British artillery asserted itself. But it compelled the enemy
to increase his depth and to mass both more slowly and further
off for his counter-attacks. They lost by this in their power
to surprise and correspondingly increased the power of theit
opponents to surprise, and such a surprise they suffered upon
this Wednesday morning, l-ixeryone of these tliree divisions

or, at any rate, of their attacking troops crowded on the narrow
front between the Kcutelbeek and the neighbourhood of
Zonnebeke was caught first b\- the British barrage and ne.vt

by the advancing infantry. The (ierman attack was planned
for six o'clock. It was organised upon a two-mile front from
near Zonnebeke to the southern liiiiits of tlie Polygon Wood,
and its three divisions were in their order from north to
south the Fourth Guards Division, facing Zonnebeke ;

south of this the 45th Reserve Division north of Polygon
Wood, iuui (ai)parently) opix)site Polygon Wood the ibth
Division. The enemy put over a barrage at half-past 5 pre-
paratory to his attack. The British baixage opened shortly
after, completely disarranged his plans and the British troops
were right in the midst of l^iis concentration before the surprise
was fully appreciated.

Details of the Attack

The British iidvance was so far as one can judge from the
correspondents in the following order :

On the extreme left, north of Langemarck, Irish troops,

Fusiliers, worked forward along the railway embankment
through very bad marshy giound ; next to them on their right

were troops from the Midlands, who also had difficulty with
the ground, but none the less took and held the^ruins of Poel-
cap{)elle. To the right or south of these again Xew Zealand
troops carried Gravenstafel and the low spur called the
Abraham Heights. Sonjewhere where the MidJanders and the
New Zealanders touched there was a particularly difficult

piece of marshy ground on either side of the Stroombeck and
one of the pointsof resistance most remarked was the German
machine gun position in the ruins -of Wellington Farm,
This was carried, liowever, and the line advanced as the sketch
map shows, some hundred yards beyond. In the centre of

the region of Zonnebeke and down to Polygon Wood where
the German attack was to have been delivered, were the
Australians, and to their right again, from Polygon Wood to the
Menin R(jad, were Fnglish West Coimtry troops and more
Midlatiders. But I ant not clear whether there were not

• l-lnglish troops also to the north of this with the Australians,
' for I note that one correspondent talks of English troops from
the Midlands having carried Noordemhoek, having difficulty

with the resistance the enemy put up at Retaliation Farm.
The German order of battle, apart from the three divisions

just mentioned, who were to have taken part in the gieat

attack, consisted, on the north of the Zonnebeke regioii auH
apparently opposite the Xew Zealanders, of the 20th DiVisioh

recently brttught West from the Russian front, and beyond
them to the north again the loth Ersatz. To the south,

beyond Polygon Wood there was, on the German side, a
curious situation. The German line here, up t(j the Menin
Road, seems to have been held by the i<)th Division of Reserve
recently brought west from the Russian front. But appar-

ently they were being relieved at the very moment of the battle

by the Sth Division. There was consequently very,great con-

fusion : prisoners from both dixisions were taken freely and
the units appear to have got hojielessly mi-xed.

But for the matter of that, confusion was the note of the

enemy's line almost everywhere after the first shock, and
particularly from Zonnebeke southwards where the German
attack was to have been deliw-rcd had not the British fore-

stalled it. The considerable concentraticm of men here,

caught first by the barrage and then by the advancing in-

fantry, accounting as we have seen for the very hea\-y losses

and also for the complete disarrangement of the enemy's plans.

When the enemy re-acted, his main effort was made, as

might have been expected, against the southern wing between
the Poh^gon Wood and the, Menin Road vyhere lie has always
thrown- in the greater part of his strength. There were no
less than six counter-attacks in this region between three

o'clock and dark on the afternoon of the first day's fighting,

the Thursday, and another strong counter-attack on the morn-
ing of the Friday after verv' hea%-A' shelling all night. The
total result of this pressure exercised upon the British
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truops was tf. compel the evacuation of the ruins of P"Wt'i-

liock Chateau which the British had taken upon Fhursday

and the creation o( a httle dent or re-entrant along the

course of the Keutelheck. But beyond this there fi^^s been

no modification of the line which has been every\vhere held and

consolidated. The emmy issued a curious vague and short

despatch after the action, one phrase in wluch should be retained.

He said that the British Ixad not reached their objectives

which were " doubtless " distant. Stuff of that kind can

hardly deceive the simplest newspaper readers witliin hib

own country and it is quite valueless for any other purpose.

The character of the new tactics is now perfectly plam to

cN-ervone -repeated blows with limited objectives ;
and the

two steps of Thursday's advance were exactly like those 01

the week before and the week before that, save that the success

was secured at a greater expense to the enemy. As an ex-

ample of what is meant by thest^ limited objectives, a very good

case is what liappened north of the Broodseynde Cross Roads.

The Australians here went along the Passchendaele Koad

as far as Nieuwmolen and beyond that point nearly to the rail-

way and then came back of their own accord ito the objective

assigned to them, which was only one thousand yards north

of the Cross Koads.

The total number of prisoners taken in the action was close

on four and a half thousand.

THE BATTLE OF RAMADIE

The further details received in London, describing Sir

Stanley Maude's very complete success on the Euphrates,

confirm and expand what was said here last week. Mr. Candler

has sent a despatch dated on September 29th which describes

how an advance camp was formed commanding the bridge-

head on the western side of the Euphraties opposite Feludja.

Two columns left this camp in the ni^t of the 27th and

attacked the Mnshaid Ridge a little before daybreak, while at

the same time the watercourse from Habbaniyah Lake to the

liver at Ramadie was crossed by an advanced body. The

cavalry made an eight hour march round westward and at four

o'clock on the Friday were on a line of hills at X on Map IL,

5 miles west of Ramadie running perpendicular to the river.

By this move the Turkish troops in Ramadie were completely

cut ofi from their communications ; their only chance was to

try and break through, in which attempt they failed, the

worst of their attacks taking plare apparently in the night up

to the dawn of Saturday against the cavalry holding the

heights to the west. It was apparently in the course of tlie

morning that the. Turkish troops, thus enclosed everywhere

between the British and the river, surrendered to the number

of 3,310 men and 145 ofiicers with 13 guns and much other

material. An interesting point in the account is the mention
not only of railway material but "several miles of Tine."

This suggests the completion of a railway up to Ramadie
down the Euphrates valley of which the public has as yet

lieard nothing. But doubtless we shall have further informa-

tion upon this point in the near future.

The Conditions of Victory_I

I
PROPOSE in this and following articles to discuss the

policy which consists in proposing hyixjthetical terms of

peace, to show that this policy is necessarily favourable

to the enemy and may be disastrous to ourselves. I

])ropose further to show how it could be and should be re-

Ijlaced rather by an analysis of the conditions, not of peace,

but of victory. For though the end of war is peace and

certain conditions of peace are the sole political motive of any

war, vet to parley before a decision in the field has been

arrived at has always been, and must necessarily be, the

ix>licy of the party which is approaching defeat, and the

refusal to parley is equally the mark of the party which is

confident of victory.

First let us consider the character of the campaign which

has been started lor the discussion, not of the conditions of

A ictory, but of terms of peace

:

The German and Austrian Governments and those who
sympathise with them in various degrees at home and abroad

began, after the loss of their defensive power following the

defeats of Verdun and the Trpntino, to start a discussion upon

the terms of peace. The German Press was given the hint
;

1 he Polish Jew Wittowski, who is the agent of the German
(Government in these matters and, through his brother, one

of their principal links with international finance, was given

the task of writing it up under his pseudonym Maximillian

Harden ; the agents of the Central Powers and their dupes

in every belligerent capital started the discussion of the terms

of peace as a sort of newspaper topic, planted it carefully,

watered it assiduously and watched it grow.

If you want to study the phenomenon in detafl you cannot

do better than note what happened in the American Press,

especially in that section of it which the French would call

" The Intellectuals," and which the Americans themselves

with characteristic humour calls " The Highbrows." Long

before the United States entered the war those who viTite"for

these papers were in full blast upon " The Terms of Peace."

1 have already cited one of the most prominent of them called

The New Republic, which also boasted the useful aid of men

of the same kidney writing in this country. The tip that had

lx;en passed round was to blame the German Government for

this or for that, even to* say that such and such a policy or

such and such an excess merited tlie interference of the United

States, but at the same time introducing three novel considera-

tions in favour of the enemy, the familiarising of the public

with lohich was the real motive of the whole manceuvrc.

Here arc the three novel suggestions which were to do the

work of the enemy, and which it was the business of his

friends to turn into familiar commonplaces by pcrix;tual

repetition.

(i) The suggestion or rather the affirmation that the

German people were innocent of the war and its crimes, and

suffered from the oppression of wicked rulers whom alone we
were concerned to defeat.

(2) That the German armies were so strong, their rate of

loss so slow, and the genius of their leaders so great that to

defeat them in the field was impossible ; or, at any rate, not

possible without the ruin of Europe as a consequence ;—yet

(oddly enough!) that their inferiority was sufficiently marked

to make it worth while for them to negotiate.

(3) That the words " Victory " or " Defeat " were the terms

of loose thinkers being (what indeed they are) general terms, and
that the practical and statesmanlike thing to do was to discuss

in great detail with concrete instances exactly what political

points were aimed at by the Allies. Such discussion these

writers would undertake and, as we shall see later, invariably

to the disadvantage of the Allies and to the advantage of their

German friends.

No one who has watched the phenomenon as it has grown
up during the last eighteen months can doubt either its

origin or its nature. As is always the case with such move-
ments, the great mass of those who support this one are dup)es,

but most of them are dupes whose minds were well prepared

for acting the deplorable and sometimes treasonable .
part

which they have been called upon to play. But behind the

dupes and conducting the whole affair, there is a much smaller

number of men who are the agents. In other words, things

of this kind are not subconscious movements of opinion ; they
are organised policies to which modern conditions with their

instantaneous communications and their rapid diffusion of

suggestion through the Press particularly lend themselves.

As this last pomt is at once vital and will appear to many
doubtful, I would like to dwell upon it for a moment and
establish it. For many novel discussions—I should say b y fai
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the greater part—are tlie spontaneous expression of opinion.

They are no doubt canalised and used once they begin, but

most of them spring, not from leaders, but from the crowd.

The ways in which you can tell a movement which is not of

this nature, but is engineered from its origin, the tests of its

artificial character, are as follows :

It has no gradual process of development. It arises

suddenly and exactly at the moment convenient to its

authors. It throws out no branches naturally as spon-

taneous opinion does, but perpetually repeats set phrases

which have been given it and is careful to limit itself to

tliose phrases lest it should disobey orders. It exhibits

with mechanical precision the sudden suppression of the

older policy which it has succeeded.

Tests of Artificiality

Now bj' all these tests tlie discussion of " Terms of Peace
"

while the war is yet undecided is an engineered and artificial

policy. It was not of slow growth ; it began all over the

world just at the moment when tlie last German offensives

were defeated. It began just when the enemy's Higher
Tommand knew that for the future it had to be entirely on the

defensive, a thing, be it noted, which tlie Allied Higher Com-
mand could not know for"some time, and which your journalist

or politician could not guess at within a margin of error of

some months. At the same time, the old policy, which was to

talk of Germany as brutally attacked by wicked men and of

lier moral right to do what she did, was completely dropped.
It was kept strictly for the home press and disappeared
entirely from the press of neutrals and opponents. Further,
throughout the whole movenjent from its origin, there has
been that curious note of ceaseless repetition, unexpanding,
undeveloping, mechanical, and depending upon fixed phrases,
most of which can actually be traced to an origin in Berlin.

This apparently sincere and apparently reasonable dis-

cussion of ' terms of peace " is one of the few clever things
which the agents of Berlin have done since the Mame. Most of

their actions have been foolish ; the most remarkable examples
f)f folly being their rieglect in the use of cipher and the con-
sequent discoverj* of their diplomatic movements. Their
lirst policy, which ran from the defeat of the Marne to the
l>eginning of the Somme, was also less able, for it consisted in

saying things that no one could possibly believe, such as that
the war had not been made by Germany, ahd that the desire
for conquest was not in the Prussian nature. But this second
policy is an able one, and if we do not look out it will succeed
in defeating the Allies. It has very powerful forces on its

side because it appeals in the most winning manner at the same
time to fools and to knaves. The financiers who have no
national interests and who naturally want an inconclusive
p>eace (if only from the fact that their fortunes cover both
sides and that a decisive victory would ruin one of those sides)
are strong supporters of this discussion of terms of peace,
and the great mass of unthinking men are attracted to it in
all sorts of ways. It looks so innocent ! However good a
patriot vou are there can be no harm in stating your terms.
After all. all war is fought for pcjlitical objects of some sort,
and to fight without stating them is to fight in the dark.
What we desire after the war is a stable peace and any con-
structive work towards it must be begun by way of definition
before the war ends, etc., etc.

The briefest examination, not only of the dates which mark
this new policy but of its character, will convince us that
these plausible arguments do not represent its true motive at
all. The motive is to save the Central Powers, and in par-
ticular the German Empire, from the punishment due to the
crimes of this war, and to leave their strength intact for the
future. In a word, the object of the whole affair is to save
Prussia.

Look at the movement in some detail and you will discover
how true this is. Let us take it point by point.
The first feature in the plan is to distinguish between the

German people and their rulers. The thesis is that the German
Empire is a country in which popular opinion does not exist,
or if it exists is brutally suppressed, and that the great mass
of men in that Empire are compelled unwillingly to wage
war and even to commit atrocities in war by monsters who bear
the names sometimes of " the Kaiser," sometimes nf " the
Junkers." Personally I prefer the English words the German
Emperor and the Squires, but no matter. Side by side with
this thesis you get the corollary that if the Germans were to
throw off this heavy yoke and become something called " a
democracy," we should no longer have any quarrel with them,
and we could all settle down to a comfortable millennium.
Now the main thesis here can only hold water with those

nunds—unfortunately not uncommon in our modern civilisa-
tion—which accept a secondary impression snch as printed
words and reject a primary impression such as the evidence of
their frtvn senses. No one could travel in modem Crtirmanv

for .so much as a week-end without discovering the utter

unreality of the idea that the German peoples are the un-
willing slaves of an unpopular tyranny. It is the wildest non-
sense. The Prussianised German Empire is the most
homogeneous State in the world. It likes its form of

Government ; its form of Government suits it, and even
where there is criticism it is essentially " the criticism of the

household." There is no shadow of real opposition to or real

dislike of what is an essentially national and to them satis-

factory form of government. The Federal Constitution, the

large local autonomy, the long established hereditarj' families,

and the dynasty of the Hohenzollerns at the head—every part
of the organism is thoroughly popular and strongly supported
by the people. We may, and it is to be hoped that we shall,

destroy this organisation precisely because it is strong. Its

strength has very nearly meant the undoing of Europe. But
to say that in destrojang it we are giving back freedom of

national expression to the Germans is a falsehood. They
have never had so high a power of self-expression nor have
been so truly themselves as in the present war.

Take the corresponding statement that the mass^of the

Gorman forces did evil only under orders and not througli a
spirit pervading the whole people. It is equally a monstrous
figment of special pleaders who wished to save that people

from what they now see to be an approaching punishment.
Of all the myriad testimonials carefully sifted and docketed
by the French and English authorities for use at the con-

olusion of the war, there is hardly a trace of reluctance

;

there are innumerable examples of satisfaction and delight.

From the first massacre of civilians upon the very frontier

of Belgium, through the butchery of innocent people in

I^uvain, in Liege, in Dinant and in fifty other places more
obscure, up to the latest murder by sea, the last wanton
shelling of men in open boats, the tale is always the same.

The German soldiery act thus because it is the national con-

ception of war. They are -applauded for acting thus by
their civilian population between whom and them. there is

no distinction at all ; they will act thus whenever they have
the power so to act in the future ; it seems to them the most
natural thing in the world. The bestial acts of defilement

which marked the whole advance up to the Mame, were the

jests not only of the officers l?ut of the private soldiers of the

German Army. You will look in vain even at the worst
cases for any sign of reluctance. The man whose sport it was
to shoot at the drowning women in Sermaize was not a man
acting under orders ; he was a German private, acting as

innumerable other German privates have acted before him
and were to act after him. • Tne man who methodically shot

off the lock of the tabernacle in Gerbeviller Church in order to

steal the sacred vessels was not acting under any orders ; he

was out for looting an altar ; he was doing what he had always
understood was the proper thing to do in war. One can know
nothing at all of human nature if one believes that vileness of

this kind is cured by the signature of the perpetrator to a bit of

paper or by his mere protnise to amend. It is cured by
pimishment, and if the punishment cannot be inflicted it is

not cured at all. If it is not cured there is no future for

Europe.

Democratic Prussianism

The corollary to this strange doctrine of a charming but
oppressed German people whom we are to set free to follow

their kindly instincts is equally false. That corollary pretends

that something called " Democracy ' being established in

Germany, the men who have committed these crimes and de-

lighted in them will suddenly change and establish a millennium
of peace.

It is remarkable that no definition of Democracy ever

follows this repeated statement. Sometimes, indeed, one

of the more naif of the pleaders for Germany tells us that it

means a Parliamentary system of Government ! That can
hardly be considered seriously. No one can say seriously

after the experience of the Parliamentary countries that

government by the professional politician and the Caucus
is more popular or more represents the direct action of the

people than do the present institutions of the German Empire.

If what i^ople mean by the use of this word " Democracy "

is the spreading of the democratic spirit in general—a spirit

which is not at all native to this country but which is that of a
majority in France, and certainly of nearly everyone in the

Colonies and the United States—all one can say is that such a

term has no relation to the present war. England is fighting

a people which deliberately challenged Europe in the hope

of an easy conquest and proceeded to degrade war to indis-

criminate murder—accompanied by every other abomination

they could invent for spreading " terror or satisfying their

appetites. What can it possibly matter whether such an

enemy profess this or that system of Government ?

But even if it did : even if you hold 'demotTacv to be a
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religion, how can you conceive it> sudden acceptance by
the Germans? In what way is such a spirit to \v.t proved ?

What act \i\ton the part of the German people will be the out-

ward sign of sucli an enormous revolution ? And even if by
a miracle, the like of which has never been known in the

history of the world, a race with a certain character de-

veloped through hundreds of \ears were to adopt a character

wliolly foreign to it in a few weeks, why on earth should that

guarantee us either a permanent peace or a justly organised

Europe ? If anyone says that democracies do not make wars
or do not commit evils he is talking nonsense. Democracy
is sought as an act of justice. The argument for it is' that it

gives freedom to the will and tliat such freedom is a civic

right. It is not sought as a spiritual salvation. Xo one
would be so mad as to say tliat it made the will hoh". The
whole point of evil is the freedom of the evil agent, and a society

which has adopted the democratic theory, that is, which acts

by the expressed will of the whole community, may perfectly

well use that will for oppression or for rapine, as it may use it

for the oppositcs of these evil things. Democracy is only one
of many theories of government : ilemocracies liave in the past,

and will in the future, commit monstrous acts, and there is

no one, however attached to the theory of democrac}', who
has been so foolish as to pretend tliat it destroyed man's
propensity to evil. Tho.se who quote Kousscau in this

connection cannot, I think, have read that great writer or

have read him in some very faulty translation. At the very
outset of the " Social Contract," which is the stron,gest expo-
sition of democratic theory in esi^itence, its author remarks that

such a go^"ernment is far too good for men.
The plain truth in the matter is this. Tliere is a State in

Europe, the citizens of which have for long manifested a will,

wliich will, in its effect is, by all European standards of morality
and tradition, extremely evil. It has been, unfortunately, so
tolerated as to become very strong, and to command a great
body of Allies, It has challengecl the civilization of EurojK'
feeling certain of victory. It has failed to achieve that victorv.
Its maifcstation during the struggle has lx"en one of incrensing
evil, one atrocity added to another as the war continued.
The peril of such a will amongst us must be exorcised if we arc;

to live, and the only conceivable way of exorcising it is

to break that will by defeating the armed force which is its onlv
w"eapon. Short of that, this evil survives, and its evil,

though it may seem to us to have reached already the very
limits of wrong doing, will increase to our destruction. If we
do not break it, the future will be all war. domestic and
foreign, and a war without conventions, without restraint,

degenerated, I repeat, into a doctrine of indiscriminate

murder. No man can honestly say that four years ago he
would have thought the massacre of civilians in open towns,
the sinking of hospital ships, the deliberate destruction of the
greatest monuments of the past, possible. Such things were
not in our conception at all in the year iQi;^. Because we
are familiar with them in the year 1917 is no reason for yielding
to such an abominable new code. The very fact that we are
to-day horribly familiar witii them is a direct argument for

rooting them out and making them impossible in the future.

I would seriously ask those who still use the arguments I

am condcniiiing, to consider a parallel with which they are well
acquainted, but which they never seem to consider. How
do they act against evils which directly affect their own skins ?

W'lien an individuid arms himself with a bludgeon, knocks
down a passer by on a dark night, and goes through his

pockets, how does your Pacifist and pro-German deal with that
individual ? Does he content himself with a promise that
the action shall not be repeated ? Does he argue that such
tilings have always been and always will be, and are but a nec-
essary inconvenience which reasonable men should tolerate ?

He does nothing of the sort. The forces of society are put to
work to seize the individual in question and he is severely
punished. He is put to such great pain as will, it is hoped,
drive out of him the desire to repeat his offence an(5 act as a
warning to otlicrs who might wish to imitate him. If we did
not do this to the foot-pad. if we contented ourselves with the
sort of reasoning applied to the German Empire to-day by
those who would save it from the consequences of its acts,

there would be such an outbreak of violence as would break up
society.

Tlie parallel is exact, though the case of the chance burglar
or garrotter with whom you^ theorist is in practice so
severe, is infinitely less important than the case of a whole
State organised among us for plunder and for killing. The
threat to humanity whicli tjie private criminal represents is

nothing compared with the threat represented by a whole
society deliberately provoking such a war as this, and conduct-
ing it by such methods as these ; methods, be it remembered,
wliich the German people heartily applaud. H. Belloc

. [To be continued).

The ne.vt issue of "Land & Water" will contain a
most important article by Mr. Arthur Pollen, who is

lecturing in America.
He review.^ the past administration of the .Ailmiralty

and makes a valuable suggestion for securing the future
possible co-operation of the American Navy.

Kerenski and Korniloff
By M. A. Czaplicka

A LTHOUGH the near future may bring still more
/% drastic changes in the home government of Russia,
/ % and although it is not too much to suppose that

*• -^-tlie most extreme group may rise to the crest of
the wave that will perhaps sweep over large tracts of Eastern
Europe—it is in the Kerenski- Koyniloft episode that the most
important national and historical problem of the Russian
limpire is embodied. The meaning of this conflict cannot be
studied too closely, for it will teach the Western world that
the revolution in Russia ought not to be viewed merely from
the standpoint of the Trench Revolution. Possibly "it will
also help to make clear how much more can be expected from
Russia during the war and what are the questions that may
arise for her when peace terms are discussed.

Ignoring the necessity for deeper study, which would lead
to a better understanding of the situation, people hastily
divided public opinion in Russia into two categories—more
or less rexolutionary, and more or less reactionaiy—and
watched anxiously to see which of the supposed parties would
be ready to stand the more steadily bv the Allies' war pro-
gramme. And, since it is human to "make abstract ideas more
concrete by associating them witli personalities, it was at first
understood that all the revolutionaries might be placed behind
Keieiiski, and behind Korniloff all those who represented
reaction in sympathy with the old regime. These two names
seem to embody, as it were, the formula; of the two
opposing programmes.
But then some doubts were expressed at the propriety of

such a di\ision, and various questions arose in the Western
mind, as, for instance :

' Have not the old reactionaries in Russia been faithful
o the .\llies .'

"

" Is It right to welcome a revolution, which, as its most
direct result, brings chaos and military retreat i

"

" Was the Revolution brougjit about by the people who
wanted a more vigorous prosecution of the war, or by
those who, like the Bolsheviki, desire the end of the war
at aiw price ?

'

Of course, in asking these questions Western Europe over-
looks the characteristic mentality of its Eastern Slavonic
allies. Although the reasoning facultv is so well developed
among them that their tendency to probe into the soul for
motives has become proverbial, yet in the Near East all this
takes 'place a/lej the act, while the act itself is the result
of impulse alone

: this very important truth it is which is
so often left out of account.

Neither before nor after the Revolution could a definite
line be drawn between a reactionary party and a revolu-
tionary party in Russia, nor could Russia's "attitude towards
her \\estern Allies be measured by her ci-edo in home politics.
But at all times both honest and "dishonest groups have been
found within her, and it is not far from the truth to say that if
the old regime had included a greater number belonging to
tjie former type, it could not have been sp easilv overthrown.
It is not so much the form of Government as "its corruption
that makes the ])eople distrustful of their old masters—a fact
that has often liappened before.
From such a point of view the Kerenski-Korniloff question

might perhaps be lietter named the " honest-supporters-of-
the-old-regnne and honest-supporters-of-the-new-regime ques-
tion. But tins also would be misleading, since many of the
followers of Korniloff were quite honest supporters of the
new regime. Mho, however, with their anxious cry for order
at any ])ncc, did not realise that it is futile to pour oil upon
a troubled sea while the storm is at its height.
A study of the personalities of the two leaders in the con-

flict has quite dispelled anv illusion that thev were acting from
personal ambition, or were supporting a programme not in
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accordance with the woUare ol their country and of Europe.

And the fact that one of tlie leaders is miUtary by birth and
training does not necessarily imply that to him the idta ot

order is nearer and dearer than it is to his opponent, whose
legal training and traditional party education were not less

indispensable in coping with the situation. Only in method,

people thought, was ther.^ difference between them. Whereas
Korniloff wished to introduce at the ]'"ront the discipline

which he hoped would afterwards penetrate into the heart of

the country, Kerenski believed in first restoring peace at the

heart of the country, and thus ipso facto restoring the health

of the army. Since this was apparently the only difference

between the two, progrannnes, people longed for a coalition of

these two striking and powerful personalities. So after

e.xamining the question sufficiently tu prevent them from
condemning either one of the leaders, anxious voices were

raised asking :
" \\'hy not combine the efforts of these two

protagonists ? Why not have Kerenski at home and Korniloff

in the firing line ?
"

Foredoomed to Failure

It is the main object of this article to put before the reader

some possible explanation as to why, even though the two
leaders had done evervthing in their power to avoid conflict,

such a combination was foredoomed to failure.

Not in the political difference between Kerenski and
Korniloff do we find the main clue. It is true that to a distant

observer, the most striking facts are, that before the revolu-

tion the one leader was an army potentate and the other the

most progressive member of the Duma, and that behind the

name of the one, dishonest reactionaries might have hidden

themselves, just as dishonest extremists might be lurking

Ijehind the other. This does not imply that either of them
would refuse to subscribe to the motto of freedom for Russia

and freedom for Europe.
However, if not in i)()litics alone, the clue may be sought in

those realms where changes are less rapid and differences are

morj profound and weighty than they are in party strife and
distinctions. If we substitute for the name of Kerenski that

of the class whose product he is—nam«'ly the Inlelligenlzia,

and for the name of Korniloff, the term given to the hyper-

product of age-long Russian militarism- -the present Cossack

class—then, and then only, w ill the problem stand clear before

our eyes.

The Socialists and other working men, the Trudoviks ana
other peasant parties, followed Kerertski, and many of them
even made him their mouth-piece, merely because tiiey recog-

nised, him as one of the Intelligentzia, from whom a protest

would come better than from one of themselves. Korniloff

was followed by representatives of the regular army and
various other institutions, because they recognised in him
the essentially military spirit and because they thought
that nothing, for the moment, could so effectually restore

order as the old military method. Thus in the inmost mind
of the two groups there were the two essential ideas which
had always clashed one with another from the ver;j' beginning
of the Russian State : extreme individualism and extreme
collectivism. Extreme individualism is at once the vice

and the virtue of the Intelligentzia.

As to the meaning of this term, it is almost unnecessary
to explain it further, in view of the great number of books
on the subject which have appeared in this country during
the war. Practically all modern Russian literature, art,

science and music is the product of the mind of this class,

lien and women of the aristocracy and men and women of

the peasant class belong to it only when they cease essentially

to belong to their own class and become merged in the

Intelligentzia. The term bourgeoisie has now been applied to

them by Extrtfne Socialists— the name by which foimerly
only the aristocracy and bureaucracy were known. But
this is an abuse of the term which will rectify itself fairly soon.

The Intelligentzia did not make the conquest of the terri-

tories which form modern Russia, nor do they directly rule

the countr\^ but, as is now well known, they are the makers of

what is called Russian culture, and they have a power of assim-

ilation unknown in other classes in Russia. Xowhere else

do tiw representatives of various Eastern and Western
nationalities, including Jews and Caucasians, mix so success-

fuUv, hence they arc nowhere less Slavonic or more " modern
Russian." So far they cannot be accused of having been pah-

Russian, as were most of the mentbers of the old regime, nor

ha\e they run after Great Russia supremacy, an idea still

cherished by many among the military party.

But however peculiar to Russia tlie class of the Intelli-

gentzia may be, the meaning of the term is better understood
in thus country than is the real meaning of the term Cossack.

\nA, indeed, without reference to histon,-. and an analysis of

the existing groups of Cossacks, it is difficult to realise that a

person so called may Ik' a Tungus of pure bloL^l or a Buriat

of Transbaikalia, or a Ukrainian patriot, or simply a Russian
peasant born and bred to a military life.

\A ho are the Cossacks really ? To what race and nation
do they belong ? What are the distinctions between the
Cossacks and the soldiers of the regular anny, or the ordinary
Russian citizens ? 'Was it nierely an accident that Kornilofi's

\enture was supported by the bulk of the Cossacks ? Why
were the Don Cossacks heard of in this coimection more than
any one of tlie other eleven divisions of the Cossacks of

Russia ?

To answer all these questions it is necessary to bear in mind
that the Cossacks at three different periods in their history

stood for three different principles. These three stages

correspond to the following periods of time :

(i) The end of the fifteenth, the whole of the sixteenth, and
a great part of the seventeenth centuries ;

(2) The eighteenth and the first thirty years of the nine-

teenth centuries;

(3) The present day.

The name Cossack is imdoubtedly of Turko-Tartar origin,

and is strongly reminiscent of the almost identical word
Kaizak-Kirghis. the name of the powerful tribe of Russian
Central Asia. Freely translated, this term is usually rendered
by " free man," " man free as the steppe bird," etc., the idea

of personal freedom lying at the foundation of the original

Cossack community. It is often supposed that the original

Kaiz'ak tribe was a conglomeration of rebels and refugees

from various Turkish tribes whose strict organisation was re-

sented by some of their members. The origin of the European
Cossacks is accounted for in a similar manner. The story

that they played the role of Eastern Crusaders who united

to defend the Christian countries of Muscovy, Lithuania, Poland,

and Roumania against the Tartar hordes, is one of those

beautiful legends which are unsupported by history. As a
matter of fact, the very reason for the formation of their

community was the wish for a ruptine with the countries from
which they came, that is from Great Russia. Poland, probably

Roumania and others.

These rebels may have liad various reasons for fheir dis-

content. The introduction of a more rigorous serfdom
is usually assigned as one of these causes, but the new
economic condition of the modernised States was probably

a more important factor. It would seem that the whole of

the first Cossack movement was a protest against the complex

State organisation and the industrial development that came
to the East from the West. And indeed, we find that the

Cossack national community returned to more or less nomadic

conditions, with hunting, cattle-breeding and trading as its

sole occupations. The Cossacks were for a long time strongly

opposed to agriculture. It was not till later that their

offensi\e and defensive warfare with the Turks forced them
to adopt a military regime. In any case, it appears to be true

of the forbears of" the Cossacks that class distinctions did not

exist, and that they felt themselves to be nationally inde-

pendent of their original homes. South-eastern Europe be-

tween the Dnieper, the Don, and the Lower Volga, depopulated

and devastated by the Tartar invaders, provided them with

a natural and favourable retreat.

First Cossack Movement

It is difficult to form an accurate idea as to their exact racial

composition, but since the Cossacks settled in Little Russian

territory, and since the natives of this territory shared the ill-

feelings' of the Cossacks towards the States of Moscow and

Poland-Lithuania, it is fairly certain that admixture with the

Little Russian strengthened the national feeling of the

Cossacks. Little Russian blood and the Little Russian lan-

guage would therefore predominate, while fusion with the

Asiatics must have been very slight, though in dress and mode
of warfare the Cossacks imitated their Turkish foe.

The oldest and most military divisions of the Cossacks

were the Western Ukrainians, Zaporozhians or Syech, who
lived along the River Dnieper, and the old Don Cossack

commnuity settled on the River Don. The Don community,

in contradistinction to the militarv' organisation of th«

Ukrainians, has had the family group organisation, but both

were ver\- democratic. At the same time they were very

obedient to their chiefs, and the concomitants of progress,

such as agriculture, modem weapons and modern warfare,

have found access to tHem \-ery slowly.

All the other old Cossack societies were secessions from

these two. main groups. The relations of the Ukrainian Cos-

sacks with Poland and of the- Don Cossacks with Moscow were

very strained, yet tlies«'. States by their influence, more or

less diplomatically exercised, did introduce some changes into

Cossack societies during the seventeenth century. Among
these changes the most obvious was the introduction of class

distinctions. The classes were : starshiny, ciders ; donwvityie.
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(lid families of rich Cossacks ; and holytba. poor people.

And they were in constant strife one with another at the time

when the clasli between the Cossacks and their neighbourmg

States brought about the long wars and the loss of Cossack

independence. The attempt of the Polish King Batory,

and others, to make of the Ukrainian Cossacks a kind of border

militia for tlie I'olish lands, thus assimilating them to the

I'olish State, carrie to nothing, and led to the Cossack risings

under Nalivaiko, Kosinski and Chmielnicki.

United with tfie Tartars and with Moscow, the Cossacks

proved unconquerable, as far as the Poles were concerned, yet

;he wars left the Ukrainian Cossacks so weak that it was pos-

sible for Russia later on to put an end to their free national

existence. Thr Don, and the closely connected Yaik Cossack

communities gave at all times a refuge to the rebellious refugees

irom Moscow, just as the Ukraine was the abode of rebellious

J'oles. The revolts known in the history of Russia as the

rising of Razin in 1667, the emigration of Raskolniki in 1667.

and finally the Pugachoff rising in 1773, had all the support

of the Cossacks. The end of the seventeenth century and the

lirst years of the eighteenth century saw the close of the

Cossack national existence.

Ideal of Independence

Through partitions, deportations, renaming, and change
of internal government, the Russian Government, while

leaving some of the old administrative forms, tried to sub-

stitute Russian imperialistic aims for the Cossack ideal of

national independence. The people were divided into units

now called voiska (brigades, regiments). Meanwhile, while

the old Cossack communities were reorganised, new Cossack
voiska were started on the reformed method, the latter not

having any of the traditions of the old Cossacks. The
new and the old Cossacks were then mixed, so that together

they might form merely a military caste, distinct from the

regular army, richly endowed with lands and privileges, and
distinguished frctm other citizens by their special internal

organisation, and their dependence on the authority of the

^Ministry of War alone. Tiie principle of cornpulsory military
service, introduced into Russia in 1874, was most strictly

observed by these Cossacks, whose whole training made them
a formidable mecJianism, not only in wars abroad, but also

as supporters of Tsardom. Conununities (or, strictly speaking,
regiments), belong to all the' Cossacks of Asiatic Russia,
namely, the Siberian, Transbaikal, Semirechian, Amurian, and
Ussuriisk Cossacks. It was specially in the gradual conquest
and subjection of Asiatic Russia that the qualities of the
Cossack regiments proved most valuable. So much for the
eighteenth century in the life of the Cossacks.
The third epoch of Cossack history is covered by the

nineteenth century and the beginning of the tweiitieth,
to be exact until the present Revolution. The opening of the
yearigio finds a Cossack population of some' eleven millions of
both se.xes, in the eleven Cossack territories, where all adult
males are obliged to perform military service for eighteen years.
The largest groups are the Don and the Kuban voiska.
As the Cossacks form a community within a community, they
have less contact with other parts of the population than
a regular army would have. It is true that within a Cossack
^tanitsa, which is composed of khutofy, or villages, there may
be some non-Cossack inhabitants, but only with a special
permit from the authorities of the stanitsa The distinctiop
between gentlemen (officers) and ordinary men (privates),
is observetl in all Cossack stanitsy. Meanwhile, although the
amount of land in possession of the Cossacks is something like

30 dessialine (about 81 acres) per head in European Russia,
and between 30 and 50 dessiatine (81 to 135 acres) in Asiatic
Russia, only a small part of it is under cultivation. The
military duties, and the preference shown for trade and
similar occupations, are no doubt sufficient to explain why
only per cent, of Cossack land in Asiatic Russia was under
cultivation in 19I0.

The racial composition of the present Cossacks can be only
roughly defined : there is probably as much Asiatic blood in
them as there is Caucasian, Jewish, and West European blood
in the class oi Intelligentzia. The Trans-Baikal Cossacks are
largely composed of Tungus andBuriat, the Don Cossacks
of Kilmucks, the Orenburg and Ural Cossacks of Turks,
Mordvines, etc. The most purelv Slavonic, however, are
still the Don Cossacks. The Upper Don Cossacks, who are
fair and heavily built, speak Great Russian, while the Lower
Don Cossacks, who are dark and slight, speak Little Russian.
As for religion, the greater part of them profess Russian
Orthodoxy, but. the Raskolniki, Yedinoviertsy, and other
Russian sects find many adherents among them, as also do
Mohammedanism (over half a million) and Shamanism.
Thus apparently uniform and consolidated were the terri-

tories whose male population formed an army within the
Russian Army at the beginning of the present war. We heard

much about tiieir war-Hke attitude, about their women joining
the army alongside of the men, and as the war progressed the
Cossack rose to the position of chief hero of the Russian Army.
It was perhaps not realised that the Government's masterful
reorganisation in the eighteenth century did not really sweep
away all the previous Jiistory of the Cossacks, and that the
members of the IDon Cossack community, broken up in 1733
and transported far away, one part to the basin of the Volga,
the other to form the Astrakhan Cossack voiska, have carried
to these new lands some of their old national feelings, while
those remnants in their own territory of the River Don,
cultivated these feelings with still greater fervour.
Again the Ukrainian Cossacks were still more broken up

;

in 1787 one part was given the name of " Black Sea Cossacks,"
and was transported along the river Kuban, while another
part was taken to Bielgorod and called Slobodskie
Cossacks. Yet they, too, have managed to cultivate and
si^read their feeling of national separation among the Little
Russians. The recent manifestation of this separation took
the Russian and PolisJi politicians by surfffise, though it was
apparent long bo^fore to the Prussian a^d Austrian diplomats.
Since the Provisional Government, bowing to military neces-
sity, granted autonomy to the I'krainians, is it astonishing to
find an echo of these events among the Don CossacKs "

(Here we must assume for a moment the truth of the report
of the rising of the Don Cossacks and their Hetman Kaledin,
received here early in the history of the Kerenski-Korniloit
conflict.)^ We need not attribute to General Korniloff any
special rofe in the movement among these Cossacks, whom we
may call Cossacks ' with a history " [to distinguish them from
the modem Cossack regiments], but nevertheless he is a symbol
" u ' ^"^* ^^ Kerenski is a symbol of the Intelligcntiiia.
We see then that with regard to the Cossack part of Russia,

the artificial intermingling oi' people "with historv " and
people " without history," did not result in obtaining the
present Cossack voixka. Much of the effort of the old regime
was indeed directed towards obtaining such a result

;

despotic rule, military organisation and special privileges
and endowment being the method applied. And even in this
case the Ukrainian and Don Cossack have not ceased to
remember their ancient past.

If we consider, however, that the other classes of Russia,
lor example, the peasants and the Intelligentzia, have a
diHerent social and cultural composition and an entirely
diflerent history,' we do not need to be very profound
psychologists to see that the methods and principles which
the modem Cossacks inherited from the old regime could never
nave been applied successfully to bring about the unification
ot the maiority of the Russian people, in spite of the present
great historical crisis.

A remarkable, letter appeared on October 1st in the
Rheimsch-Westjalkhe Zeitung, the organ of Krupps. signed

h«l
M^n^burg ]Vferchant." Herr Ballin might well have

been the writer. The following are extracts :

The outcome of the Scheidemann-Erzberger recipe for peacemay be^ summed up m the words •' Renunciation of victor>-."VVhat this would mean for our economic life is hardly understood
Jt mean.s neither more nor less than that we are prepared prac-
tically to abandon the economic fight with our enemies, or moreproperly speaking, with England, and to resign ourselves iu
i^nglands reraaimijg in pos.session of the immense advantageswhich she has gamed throughout the world. We cannot close our
eyes to the iact that England has, on the whole, realised her war
fi,?*' T'i

°."'' '"'^''^nt mihtary position should not blind us t<:.tne tact that our pnonomic world-position is getting worse. Before
ttie war our position as a world-power was based on our economic
activity m all parts of the world, our world-commercp, our
colonies, and our shipping. England's war aim was the des i ruc-
tion ot our world-position, and in this she has succeeded as none
would have thought possible. Our shipping and world' com-
merce are ruined, and it will need years of industrious toil to
build, up our old position again.
Durmg the last three years England has'been able to maintain

tne success ot her early attacks on our shipping and colonies, tosaddle us continually with fresh enemies, to set herself up every-where in our place and to rob us of the foundation for rebuilding
our foreign trade by the liquidation of thousands of Germanhrms abroad. The cruelle.st blow was the adhesion of China and
a arge part of South America to the Entente. There is no possi-
bility of our overseas trade taking up its former activity after
tne conclusion of peace nor of entering into the old relations,
i^actically no foundations for the latter exist any longer, while
the enemy has taken our place in some cases iii such a way that
he cannot be removed from it. The German merchant who goes
out into the world after peace will find everywhere rums and a
spirit of hostihty
Only England's complet© defeat can force her to give up her

plans and give our foreign trade free access to all 1 arts of theworld mcludmg her colonies and spheres of influence. Only then
wi.l the other Allies and neutrals allow German traders of all

f.^^!!!,^''"''
nghts 1,1 their countries. . . .We must hold out

till our incomparable {.'-boats have beaten England to her knees.
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The Great Fire at Salonika
By H.^ColIinson Owen (Editor o('The Balkan News).

FOR all those who have had to make Salonika and
its region their home for a considerable period during

the war, time and things will now always be marked
by one great division—before the Great Fire and

after. It has cut clean across our lives, and in many ways upset

them considerably. It is, at the time of writing, an im-

jwssible thing to order a cup of tea in Salonika. There is not

a single hotel or cafe.

Conflagrations which lick up a square mile of a city

within a very few hours, are after all not everyday occur-

rences, and it is a curious feelifig to walk through what were
one- well-known streets and to find on every hand only a

crumbled pile of rubbish, with here and there a heap still

smouldering a fortnight or more after the outbreak. It is

depressing to stumble along a street of fallen bricks and look

at tlie ragged outline of what was once one's own flat at the

top of (for Salonika) a noble building. It is melancholy to

stumble a little further, mount a crumbling staircase and
gaze into the unsightly ruins of what was once ons's own
club, and reflect that in that corner stood a table where for

hundreds of nights all sorts of parties gathered over dmner
and told stories of the Great War as they had seen it .in almost

every quarter of the world. And by the time the ruins of the

Post Otiice, one's own particular Bank (fortunately solvent

in spite of the disaster) and one's favourite cafe have been
inspected—well, it is pardonable to feel that the bottom has

been knocked out of existence, and that Salonika before the

tire, with all its defects, was a paradise compared with
Salonika after the lire.

It was an extraordinary scene while it lasted. San
Francisco had its fire after the earthquake, and so did Val-

paraiso, but I doubt if anybody living has seen a more striking

blaze than did we who were present at the destruction of old

Salonika. This ancient battered city has in its soul a sort

of itch for catastrophe. It is never happy unless it is throwing
oft another chapter of history. Plagues, massacres, attacks

b}' barbarians and rires, with now and again an earth(|uake,

have been its jxjrtion. The Young Turks began their revolu-

tion here (Talaat Pasha, by the way, was a Post Office clerk

in Salonika).

Only h\e years ago there was a pitched battle between the
Bulgarians and the Greeks in the centre of the town, and the
bullet-pitted minaret of St. Sophia, which was the centre of

that particular disturbance, now looks down on an area of

wholesale destruction. A few days later King George of

Greece wa^ assassinated as he walked along the main street

of his new city. Salonika becomes one of the storm-centres
of the Great War, and the armies of all the Allies send their

divisions here. And now we have our fire. If there ever
was a city marked down for an unquiet life it is Salonika.
It is not worth while wondering what will happen next.

All the same for a few days after the fiercest of the blaze
had died down, an unwonted peace brooded over the place.
Normally, the most damnably noisy of cities—with its

rattling springless carts on cobbled streets, its scolding donkey
boys, the rasp and screech of iron shop-fronts being pullei
up and down (the most dreadful noise on earth this), and
countless other nerve-racking sounds —it became a town of
uncanny calm and quiet, where the footfall of the passer-by
could i)e heard. To this succeeded a period when loud
explosioas startled us a dozen times a day, and half-bricks
or whole ones came rattling over from the places where the
engineers were blowing down dangerous shells of gutted
buildings -jirecarious structures which, with the natural
pers-ersity of things, refused to topple down save after repeated
heavy charges, although previously they seemed ready to
collapse at the slightest vibration. Just when one had accepted
the idea of being one of the few living tilings in the stricken
city, the sod of Salonika began to stir amid its dust and
ashes.

In a week the trams were running again along the calcined
front

;
the graceful caiques, which beat a hurried retreat

from the harbour wall 'on the night of the fire came flocking
back with all sorts ujf food (including luscious melons) from
the islands ; little open-air markets sprang up ; here and
there shops discovered miraculously intact amid the ruins,
prized open their warped iron shutters and began business
again. The one cinema left standing announced a forth-
coming performance for the benefit of the sinistres, and in
short, Salonika made some sort of effort to show that in
spite of disaster, it was not too downhearted..

For my own part, I have long since ceased to feel it strange
to look out of one of the miraculoiuslv saved buildings on an
acre or so of rubble with rows of skeleton windows, and melted.

twisted girders hanging down in festoons like lianas in a
tropical forest. Below coughs and spits the exhaust of

a petrol engine installed by the British Army, so that it

may have at least a one-page daily journal in spite of the

stocks of paper that went to swell the greaf bonfire. It was
not easy at first prcjducing even this newspaper, but it is well

to have plenty to do when you are working in a sort of grave-

yard where the persistent dust comes creeping through the

windows all day long, and there is no water either for washing
or drinking. Doubtless this business of being constantly

occupied has prevented one from realising to the full extent how
completely the fire has changed one's existence ; and it

has also dimmed to some extent the memory of that extra-

ordinary day when tli^e fire that started high up in the Jewish
quarter, swept down stage by stage until it reached the

water's edge and pushed a large proportion of the population

into the sea—or, at any rate, on to the lighters of the British

Navy.

Strange Eviction Scenes

Between 5 and 7 in the afternoon I was watching one

of the strangest eviction scenes of all time, as street after

street of crowded Jewish houses, tenements, courts and
hovels were licked up and patriarchal Jews by the hundred
with fezzes and white beards and a local sort of gaberdine

costume knwwn as the intari, rushed about actively in spite

of the skirts that clung round their slippered feet. It was an
amazing and a sad scene—wailing families huddled together,

the crash of falling houses as the flames tore along, swept

by the strong hot wind known as the vardar ; a slow moving
mass of pack-donkeys, loaded native carts, hatnals carrying

enormous bindens on their bent backs ; Greek boy scouts

(who seemed to be doing excellent work), soldiers of all

naticms ; ancient wooden fire engines that creaked patheti-

cally as they spat out ineffectual trickles of water ; family

groiips carrying beds (hundreds and hundreds of flock and
feather beds), wardrobes, large mirrors, sewing machines

(every family clung to its sewing machine) and a general

indescribable collection of ponderous rubbish.

, The evacuation of each street came in a panic rush as its

inhabitants realised that their homes also were doomed. AH
the way down the hill the narrow streets were littered with

these pathetic objects, broken or cast aside in the gathering'

rush. By 9 p.m. tlte more modern and commercial quarter,

with its many well-built shops, wmehouses and hotels, was
attacked. Here merchandise of all descriptions took the

place of the househtJd gods of the houses up the hill, but it

was the same story—very little that was dumped into the

street could be carted away. Merchants who had .^^coffed

at the idea of the fire invading their quarter now dashed

about in panic, imploring transport that was not to be had.

So, as the short hours pa,ssed, practically the whole of the

central portion of the city was ablaze—the sea a red glare

as it reflected the furnace of the mile-long front ; ships pushing

hurriedly away from the sea wall, with one caique blazing ;

and thousands of refugees crowded on tlie port—black pigmies
against a titanic crimson background.

At some moment late in the evening a great change

occurred. The British Army, which up to then had belonged

strictly to the British Army, suddenly, in a twinkling, became

everyone's property, and from apparently nowhere hundreds

of great lorries' appeared. Soon they were packed with

families and what was left to them of furniture, and went off,

came back again, and itpeatcd the work a dozen times.

Tomn^y was at his best, and in spite of the smoke and glare

and nois.' and the spectacle—apparently—of th« universe

burning, there was order and method once the problern of

getting the people away was tackled. In the midst of it all

I remember buying a 2d. slice of melon at the comer of the

English ^uay and thinking it was one of the best things I

had ever tasted. The melon vendor, as he sliced up his fruit,

seemed to regard catastrophes as excellent things.

By four in the morning the spectacle of a big hotel being

destroyed in a quarter of an hour or so was commonplace.

The sight later of calcined Salonika, once the first rush of the

fire was spent, seemed quite natural after the blaze we had

seen. By now we who still work in the middle of it regard a

ruined city as more or less a normal thing. The Greek Press

has said some extremely flattering, even fulsome things about

the work of the British soldiers during and after the fire.

Now has come a contest of wills as to the future rebuilding

of Salonika. .And when modern Greek nieets ancient and

unchanging Israelite, you may look out tor the tui^-ol-war.
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i£ifc ant) iteltcrs

Mrs. Meynell
By J. C. Squire

MRS MEYNELL'S .4 rather of Wanien, and

other Poem (Burns and Gates. .2s. net), is a sniall

paper-covered book. It contains sixteen poeniN

ten of which appeared neariy two years ago in

H i,rnatelv issued volume. Several of these Po^ms ;ire

noi unexpectedly, topical. And he who knows Mrs. Meynell s

work will know that no topical poem ol hers, even it ""^"^^cess-

lul (which these are not), could fail to afford a plam demon-

stration o£ one of her greatest qualities, namely, liei iianu

of thinking for herself and avoiding (to use her own phias<

••
the facile literary opportunity." She writes for ^^^^frnP"';

on the Shakespeare Tercentenary. So did ten thousaiul ot u r

poets. Thev taxed the compass of tiie obvious, as to un.

manner born—which, indeed, most of them were. 1
Hev

told Sliakespeare, «rf nauseam, that he was the bwan of .Won

(a term which should l)v now be reserved as a designation

for public-houses) and theytpld us, with monotonous iteia-

tion. that he was Britain's greatest glory ;
that he was t lie

common property of "the English-speaking peoples; and that,

take him lor all in all. we should not look upon his like again.

Onh' two writers—Mr. Thomas Hardy and Mrs. Meynell -

broke silence merely because they had something to say.

These were thinking about Shakespeare before they wrote

And Mrs. Mevnells reflections on the fact that she had liveil

through the tercentenaries of Shakespeare's birth and deatli.

and might, with such a length of days, have seen him m his

cradle and closed the earth on him, the image of that magni-

ftcence and fullness thus enclosed as it ivere within her own

comparative waste (as she sees it), are very charactcnstic

of her complete inability to write like a hack.*****
One may take another example. She has a poem on the

liarly Dead in Battle. But it is neither a lamentation over

the young who have died before their prime, nor a thanks-

giving that they died well. Her mind travels its own road,

and she discovers to us, surprisingly but convincingly, that

he who dies in early manhood has actually the. longest part

. of life behind lum, that time is never so long, and joy never so

deep as in childhood, and tliat as we grow older our childhood

seems a tract of almost immeasurable extent, but the later

years much more fleeting and much less full

:

What have you then foregone ?

A history' ? This you had. Or memories ?

Thcsp, too, you had of your far distant dawn
No further dawn seems liis,

Tlie old man who shares with you,
But has no more, no more. Time's mystery
]>id once for him the most that it can do ;

Ho has had infancy.

And all his dreams, and all

]{is love for mighty Nature, sweet and few,

Arc but the dwindling past he can recall

Of what his childhood knew.

He counts not any more
His brief, his pre.sent years. But Oh, he knows
How far apart the summers were of yore.

How far apart the snows.

Ihcrcfore be satisfied

l.ong life is in your treasury ere you fall ;

Yes. and first love, like Dante's. O, a bride

For ever mystical !

Irrevocable good
You dead, and now about, so young, to die,

Your childhood was, there Space, there Multitude,
There dwelt Antiquity.*****
There arc several beautiful poems in the book, but it is

too small to be more than a supplement to the Collected Poems
and the Collected Essays, two volumes which contain fewer

imperfectly executed sentences and fewer misty thoughts

than, perhaps, any of our time. She does not in the new
Nohime publish anything equal to Christ in the Universe or

.1 Girl's Letter to her o<e!n Old Age. hnt she leaves us in no doubt

as to her continued capacity to equal them. Her heart is

as fresh and responsive jls ever it was, and her craftsmanship

remains most scrupulously caicful. Concentration on the

rightness of every sentence ana e\'ery word is a risk\' thing

to .some wiiters : and the tiresome talk of the decadents has

'resulted in its being regarded as something approaching a sin.

But a thinker so conscientious as Mrs. Meynell, one who never

writes save when deep springs of experience are flowing,

is never in danger of polishing nothings or of seeking painfully

to string together a series of mere agreeable noises or curiosity-

shop words. .\11 of .her work is of one piece, and at its finest

hi the poems mentioned and in such essays as 77k' Spirit

ot Place and Composure— it is of its kind perfect.

The poet's attitude, her " outlook on life," is unchanged

and could not change : and one may attempt to approach a

definition. There is a sentence in Bacon's Advancement of

Learning which runs thus :

So certainly, if a man meditate upon the universal frame of

nature, the' earth with men upon it, the (li\ineness of souls

e.\cepted, will not .seem much other than an ant-hill, where
some ants cany corn, and some carry their young, and some
go empty, and all to and fro on a little heap of dust.

This detached "meditation" is not uncommon. Swift

cultivated it in order to make the ants angry : Anatole

l-'rancr. the sentimental cynic, does so in order to procure

a clieap pathos and a cheap amusement for them and him-

self. " Thedivinenessof souls excepted " is a large reservation,

and, with Mrs. Meynell, so large that it almost might cancel

the rest. Almost^ but not altogether. She too, after her

manner, retires into the immensities of Time and Space and
contemplates pain and pleasure, birth and death, as small and
transient things : not for perverse amusement or the conscious-

ness of superiority, but for a refuge and a consolation. Slie

has at once an extraordinarily sensitive heart and a perfectly

balanced brain : a capacity for an intolerable excess of feeling

but a permanent check in the steadiness and sagacity of her

thought. She reminds one of her own exquisite casual

image, " the aspen poplar had b^en in captive flight all day" :

the delicate fluttering tree, stirred by every little wind, reflect-

ing every alternation of sunshine and cloud, governed some-
times for long periods by one mood and one direction, but

anchored firmly to its immovable roots. She scarcely ever

writes even a short lyric which is spontaneously emotional

throughout : her first pleasure in the smallest thing, in a
girl's eyes, in a thrush's song, in a weed upon a ruined arch,

in the wind over the grass, leads always to "meditation" : and
jiaiii leads there even, more surely than delight. Sometimes
expressed, more often implicit, is the steady outlooic upon
all the worlds which makes so permanent an impression upon
the reader "of her beautiful Collected Essays, and of which
a typical expression is the concluding paragraph of The Rhylhm
of Life

:

For man—except those elect already named— is hardly aware
" of periodicity. The individual man either never learns it

fully, or learns it late. And he learns it so after, because it

is a matter of cumulative experience upon which cumulative
experience is long lacking. It is in the afterrpart of each

, life that the law is learnt so definitely as to dcj away with
the hope or fear of continuance. That young sorrow comes
so near to despair is a result of this young ignorance. So is

the early hope of great achievement. Life seems so long,
and its capacity -so great toone who knows nothing of all the
intervals it needs roust hold—>-the intervals between aspirations,

between actions, pauses as inevitable as the pauses of sleep.

And life looks impossible to the young unfortunate, unaware
of the inevitable and unfailing refreshment. It would be for

their peace to learn that there is a tide in the affairs of men, in a
sense more subtle—if it is not too audacious to add a meaning
to Shakspeare—than the phrase was meant to contain. Their
joy is flying away from them on its way home ; their life will

wax and wane ; and if they would be wise, they must wake and
rest in its phases, knowing that they are ruled by the law that
commands all things—a sun's revolut'ons and the rhythmic
pangs of maternity.

From a pagan philosopher this would be roughly equivalent
to " Hope thou not much and fear thou not at all," which,
as pagan mottoes go, is as good as any. " The divineness
of souls excepted " makes a difference : but Mrs Meynell.
although she has wTitten some of the finest modern devotional
poetry, seldom brings in faith te queer the pitch of reason.

She is, if one may seize " the facile literary opportunity," a
Christian Stoic.
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The Sower of Tares
By Centurion

E:
lIGHT points starboard!" called the Lieutenant

from the bridge.

'Eight points starboard, sir " chanted the skipper

'in antiphon from the wheclhouse as he glanced

at the compass o\erh€ad.
As our drifter changed her course, making a right turn,

a pennant fluttered up the flag-staff at a signalling station

on our port bow, paused interrogatively at the truck,

descended, and then ran up to the truck again. It was th;*

" Pass friend, all's well " of tho.se that go down to the

sea in ships. The exchange of salutations was repeated at

the guard-ship as we cleared the harbour-mouth and stood

out to sea. The sun glinted on the brass-work of the six-

pounder in our bows, the sea was smooth, and the telegrapli

was set at full-speed ahead. Our mizzen-sail was furled

and our masts bare, save for the spidery web of our "wireless ";

nothing was to be heard except the faint throb of the triple

expansion reciprocating engines in the bowels of the ship.

Our craft had an ingenuous air, and but for one or two unob-

trusive things might have been merely putting to sea for a

quiet trawl among the herrings as she did in the old days

before my Lords of the .Admiralty requisitioned her and made,
her stout, smooth-faced skipper with the puckered eyes a

warrant officer in the R.NW'.R. The flaws in the illusion

were the presence of the six-pounder forward, certain extremely

lethal ca-ses under the bulwarks aft, a wireless operator secreted

in his dark room down below, and the fact that we all wore

life-belts. Aiid in the wheel-house was a small armoury of

lifles.

StiU, it seemed extremely lik.!.a pleasure tiip, and I settled

myself down on the bridge behind the " dodger" with a

leisurely conviction that I had chosen the quietest way I could

of speading a few days leave. Tlie crew moved softly about

the deck stowing away gear : one of them peeled potatoes into

a bucket outside the -galley, and my friend the Lieutenant

went below to the chart-house to read some cryptic naval

messages and glance at the Admiralty " monthly orders."

The Admiralty can give points to the War Office in the matter

of jieriodical literature ; you would never look' for a plot in

an Army Council Instruction, but in the Admiralty Orders

every order " t^lls a story." But if you ask' a naval

l)atrol man on shore-leave, he will answer you like the needy

knife-grinder " 'Story?' God bless you, sir, I've none to

tell." The Admiralty does not love story-tellers. This is

not a story.
" Something ahead on the port bow, sir," shouted the

lopk-out man for\vard.

The Lieutenant, whose faculty of hearing, like his faculty

of \ision, seems to Ix; abnormally developied, came rushing

out of the chart-house, scaled the bridge ladder like a cat,

and in two seconds was by my side. He pulled a pair of

binoculars out of a pocket in the " dodger " and looked

thiough them for a moment. Then he ran to the telegraph

and put her at " slow." At the same moment one of the crew,

without waiting for orders, handed him a rifle from the whecl-

house. No one spoke a word.
About a quarter of a mile ahead, a jxjint or two off our

course, I saw a dark round object bobbing up aijd down
like a cork.

The Lieutenant got a " bead " on it. and I watched him

intently. The next moment he lowered his rifle and laughed.
" It's only a ship's tub," he said. " Like to have a shot at

her?" he added as he pumped two cartridges at the vagabond.

One shot fell just short, the other just over. I saw the skip-

per's eye on me as the Lieutenant handed me the rifle, and

feeling the reputation of the junior service was at stake I

did not welcome the invitation. But luck was with me.

"A bull's eye," said the Lieutenant approvingly. My
reputation was saved.

" It might have been a floating mine," the Lieutenant

explained. " One never knows."
" So that's why we're wearing these beastly cork-jackets

"

I said to myself. 1 began to understand the Admiralty

instruction, that you must never slop to pick anything up.

For, in these days, things arc not what they seem, and a

tub, a life-buoy, a sleejwr, an upturned boat, all the ingenuous

flotsam and jetsam of the sea may bt—and often are—merely
a trap for the unwary. The Admiralty does not encourage

souvenir-hunting. V\e only collect two things—mines and

submarines.

We were out on an uncharted sea. So long as vye

had kept in the channel swept by th6 min(?-sweepers in

the grev dawn our charts were useful, once outside it those

fharts were nhnnt ns helpful to \is as One of Taride's maos

would be to a Divisional staff at the Front. Trenches, saps,

dumps, listening-postS; " strong points," have altered the

geography of the l-ront ; floating and anchored mines have
confused the hydrography of the Channel. The soundings

on our charts were more delusi\e than the roads and water-

course? on a French ordnance-map of the Somme. But at

the Front the R.E. can. and do. make new maps for old.whereas

we had to grope in the dark making the best use we could of

our senses. The earth is solid, stable and open to aerial

reconnaissance and survey ; the sea is forexer shifting and
inscrutable. We had our secret staft-map of the sea, and very

useful it is for wireless work, but it t?Us us nothing of the tares

sown in the deep, and the soundings on our charts reveal to

us none of the shoal-water of the mine-fields. Once we leave

the fair-way kept clear for the merchantmen, and make for

our line of traffic patrols on point-duty, we are like a recon-

noitring party that goes " over the top " at night. We are

out on the No Man's Land of the sea. .

We were lea\ing the fairway now. We had altered our

course a few- points to the south, steamiftg in " line ahead
"

formation, a motor-launch following us, then another

drifter, each keeping a distance of about half a mile apart.

If we sighted a periscope to port or starboard we could

suddenly put the helm over and bear down on it. Steering

thus in a bad light, our drifter had once rammed the mast-

truck of a sunken ship in mistake for a periscope and scraped

her bottom badly, for she never misses a sporting chance. But
our distance was also a defence formation. One does not

march in column of fours when the enemy batteries have
'got the range. And when you are cruising over No Man's
Land of the sea you must proceed on the assumption that

at any moment you will strike a mine, in which case it is

just as well that Number One should go to the bottom on
her own. We were Number One.

But the naval patrol takes these things as a matter of course.
• Down in the bowels of the ship in the crew's quarters, reached

by a perpendicular iron-ladder opening at a hatchway about

the size of a pin-cushion, two members of the crew slept like

dormice in a blissful " fug." Next door, the wireless operator,

with the receiver to his ear, was immured in his sound-proof

box, calling spirits from over the vasty deep. Below the engine

room hatch the engineer, with his eye on his pressure-gauges.

was dreamily making a])ple-dimiplings out of cotton waste.

If we scraped a mine they would all be drowned like rats in

a hole- a mine always gets you amidships. The Skipper

would probably go through the roof of the wheel-house, and
the Lieutenant beside me on the bridge would execute a series

of. graceful gambols in the air like a " flying pig " from a
trench mortar. This had happened to one of the drifters

in that patrol a! week before : they picked up one jitan, who
will rtever goto sea again, and the others ars all "gone West."

" They were good men—some of the best," said the

Lieutenant.

As I looked at the cloudless horizon and ''the smooth
sea sparkling in the sun I reflected on the treachery of the

illusion, and it occurred to me that of all the risks of active

service, those endured by the " Auxiliaries " of the naval

patrol were the most unpleasant. Personally, I prefer the

trenches. But the Lieutenant would have none pf it. He
said—and obviously thought— that his was a "cushy"
place in comparison. I had heard a submarine commander
to the same effect. Also my pilot in a Maurice L'arman.

It's a curious fact that every arm of both services thinks

the other arms take all the risks. \Miich is as it should be.

The Lieutenant was an imperturbably cheerful person.

,\ perpetual smile dimi)led the corners of his mouth and
completed the illusion of precocious boyhood produced by
his diminutive stature, his frank ingenuous countenance,

laughing blue eyes, and kittenish agility. His face was

tanned to the colour of newly-dressed leather, but when he

removed his cap the tan was seen to terminate suddenly in a

sharp horizontal line on his forehead, above which the infantile

pink and white of his brow presented a contrast so startling

as to suggest that he wore the false scalp of a low comedia]i.

But the palms of his hands were as hard as a cobbler's, and
his muscles like tempered steel. There were many deficiencies

in his kit, and. seeing me glance at the toes f)f his feet which

peeped out of his sea-boots, he gravely explained that as the

water came in at the top, the holes at the toe were useful to let

it outat the bottom! He was the only commissioned officer on

board, and his repertoire was extensive-he was commander,

gunnery lieutenant, signalling officer, and half a dozen other

things "besides, and he carried hi his head all the secrets,

which are niaiiv ;infl conmlirated. of the Admiralty codes
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and instruction?. I suppose lie sometimes slept (though 1

never once saw him a*iecp) for he showed me his sleeping

aibin forward, which I shared, and it did not escape me
that the stove chinme\' was red with the rust of seawater

to the height of about five feet—which opened my eyes to

the luxurj' of his existence in the winter gales. At one

time, early in the war, he conducted a series of brilliant

tactical operations against a number T)f Medical Boards who
shared a belief, amounting to an infatuation, that a man
who, as the result of an accident in childhood, could not march
a mile without falling out and suffered excruciating agonies

at regular inter\-als of about a week, was " unfit for general

service." They kni>w better now.
Our approach to our immediate objective was the occasion

of a spirited display by the Lieutenant of his gifts as a trapeze

artist. We had run up a hoist of signals aswe ne^red the Hue
of patrols, and the engines being put at half-speed, the Lieu-

tenant took two signalling flags in his hands like a pair of

Indian clubs and ju'rched himself upon the rail of the bridge.

He twined his calves with simian-like flexibility round the

uprights, his feet suddenly became prehensile as he anchored
them to the middle rail, and with his lower limbs thus moored,
he proceeded to hurl his body about in space. His aiTns

described an arc of three-quarters of a circle with daz/.ling

rapidity as he executed a series of alphabetic jerks in the
medium of semaphore varied by almost imperceptible commas
and full-stops. Then he paused to take breath.

An ecstatic figure on the upper rail of the bridge of the
other drifter answered with similar gesticulations, to which
the Lieutenant feelingly articulated in reply.

The interlocutory proceedings of these knock-about
comedians concluded with an inquiry from the patrol boat,
which had been on point-duty in mid-channel for fourteen
days, as to the success of a wedding ashore, at which the
Lieutenant of our drifter had assisted as best man.

•' A.r. THE BEST MAN LOOKED LOVELY," signalled
the Lieutenant, and we descended to the chart-room for a
mid-day dinner.

He apologised for the menu, which was simple enough. I

discovered afterwards that he made it a point of honour to
share the same rations as the crew. The table appointments
were also exiguous, and there seemed a shortage of plates.

" They're " gone We?^t,' sir," said the orderly with a faint
smile. " That depth-charge did them in."

I raised my eyebrows interrogatively. And the Lieutenant,
by way of explanation told a tale. It cannot be told here,
but there is a certain C'-boat which will never make a " land-
fall " in (krman waters again. The Admiralty, wluch is

hard to convince, paid the " blood-money " over to the
Lieutenant a few weeks ago and the patrol shared it out,
according to their ratings, like a herring catch. And there
was a " bump supper " at the Naval Base. But the
auxiliaries hide their light under a bushel, and the lady visitors
at a fashionable watering-place are still wondering querulously
why the sea is so lustrously wet—they say their bathing'-
dresses won't dry and that they smell strangely of oil.

So one more of the Thugs of the sea had been put out of
the way, and her crew lie fathoms deep in the Channel awaiting
the day when the sea gives up its dead.

"Dirty devils, I call them, sir," said the Skipper
quietly, smokmg his pipe with his hands thrust into "his
pockets and a reef in his jumper as we did a dog-watch
together. He was a large stalwart man, speaking the East
Anglian dialect, in which an " a " frequently does duty for
an " c " and a " w " for a " u " Apart from these phonetic
peculiarities Ins speech was good King's English, and I
noticed that he used none of that truculent pidgin-English
which by a curious literary conventid'n so many longshoremen
of letters put into the mouth of those who go down to the
sea m ships, Your novelist, dealing in words, is so apt to
mistake strong language for strength of mind.
The Skipper paused and refilled his pipe, pursuing some

obscure strain of thought. Then he found speech.
'• Did you hear tell of the Belgian Prince, sir ? Ave every-

body has. There's never a dog-watch kept in any ship afloatm which that story isn't told. I've heard as men tell it in
every boarding-house in Liinehousc and 'Frisco and Sydney
and Shanghai. It's gone round the Horn, and it's gone
east of Suez. Why, there's sailormen as doan't know enough
to read their own discharge-note as have got that story by
heart like a ' chantey.' They'll never forget it till the'^Day
of Judgment. I 'm tliinkins as sailor-men as are not vet born
will be telling that tale round the galley-fire at night long
after j-our an' mv watch is up. ..."
He paused and gazed out over a '' Upper "sea. I noticed

he had forgotten to light his pipe. " I knew a skipper as had
once done the dirty at sea. No one knew the rights of it
exactly, and the ' Old Man ' never lost his ' ticket,' but the
story I heard tell was that he'd been ' spoken ' by a ship flying
signals of distress, and instead of putting down'his helhim to

stand by, he'd kept on his course and left her to sink with all

hands. And from that day he never entered a ' pub '

parlour but all the skippers 'ud get up and lave their glass

untouched and walk out. If they saw him making down
street on their port bow they'd port their helium so as to give
him a wide berth. Never a one as ever passed the time of day
with him or said ' what 's yours ?

' And it grew so that not a
sailor-man wpuld sign on if he knew as he was to sail with that
skipper ; some of them 'ud dcsart at first port they made
wi'out waiting to be paid off. They got the idea as he brought
bad luck, like a Russian Finn. And if you once get a notion
like that in a sailor-man's head, ye '11 never get it out. I've

heard tell of that skipper hauling up to ' speak ' a ship, and
when his hoist had told the name of his craft t'other ship
wouldn't so much as dip her ens'n to wish him ' God speed.'
And if ye 're an outcast at sea God help ye, for the sea's a
lonesome place. It so preyed on the mind of him that he
began to see ships flying signals of distress a-beckoning of him,
ships as wasn't there—till one night he put her straight on a
reef and then went over her bows. . . . You see, sir,

sailor-men have got their share of original sin, I'm no saying
they haven't, but there's one sin no sailor dare commit, for

it's the sin against the Holy Ghost—and that's leaving other
sailor-men to perish. The sea's shifty enough and tarrible
enough and treacherous enough as 'tis without men
being . .

." He did not finish the sentence. "Well
sir, I'm hanging about tack and tack instead of trimming
my yards for a straight run, but the course I'm steering is

this : the outlawry of that skipper warn't nothing to the
outlawTy as awaits the German when he once more weighs
anchor and puts to sea."

And he lit his pipe. It seemed to me that his hand shook
slightly.

The sun was sinking slowly in the west, his light lingering
on the headlands, in the east the skv was a deep blue
flushed with rose pink, but nearer the heart of the .sun
these delicate tints gave place to fleeces of ochre, and these
in turn to flames of molten gold. The next moment the sun
seemed to cease breathing upon the sky, all the cplours
swooned and went slowly out, and even the golden aureole
changed to a dull vermilion. The rocks became silhouettes,
the clouds turned black, and the shoals of rose-shadow on the
surface of the sea sank out of sight and gave place to a purple
bloom. As the sun disappeared below the horizon a lingering
ray tinged the darkling clouds with silver surge.
With the last expiration of the sun the wine-dark sea changed

to a leaden hue, and one by one stars twinkled overhead—
the crescent of the Corona Borealis to port, the Pleiades
to starboard, and over the truck of our foremast the constella-
tion of the Great Bear. The air grew very cold. A great
silence encompassed us, broken only by the lapping of the
water against the ship's sides. Round about us was a waste
of waters stretching away into impenetrable darkness. All the
friendly lights that guide the homing ships in time of peace were
put out. More than once before this our drifter, smothered
m a fog with no warning light or siren to guide her, and unable
to take a cross-bearing, had found herself casting the lead in
thirty-five fathoms right under the lee of a towering cliff with
only just time to put her engines full speed astern. Nothing
lightened our darkness except a great beacon \yhich, elusive
as lightning, winked at intervals across the sea revealing
for a second the dark silhouette of the motor launch as she
drifted about a mile awaA-. Our isolation was as complete
as that of a listening-post. We were out in the No Man's
Land of tjie Sea.

"The letter is " said the Lieutenant softly to one
of the watch as he passed along the deck. It was our secret
signal in the event of our bumping up against a destroyer
seeking to speak with her adversary in the gate. If our
watch forgot it our number would be up. \^'e showed no
lights, but hooded lamps, making faint patches of radiance
on the deck, were stowed away under our bulwarks.
Our station was. one of the favourite beats of the German

submarines and we lay there waiting for the deadly sower
of tares, waiting for her as for a thief in the night. From
time to time pale .shafts of Hght terminating in an arc of
phosphorescent cloud crept across the sky searching for
the secret menace of the air as we were searching for the
lurking terror of the sea. Now and again wraith-iike ships
with all lights out stole across the field of our vision and
sometimes our ears caught the pulsation of the engines of a
slup we could not see.

Time itself seemed to stand still, and how long we lav

atct?nH Tf'^ r* ^^",i
^y^^^^ '^^oded over our

InKi 1 i^""""^
"'y'^'^ speaking rto the Lieutenant,

h. ? f!f
whispers. Suddenly, one of\he men, ascending

thiough the hatchway that led down to the tomb of the
wireless operator, ^passed up a piece of flimsy-paper to
the Lieutenant. He took it into the unlighted chartHroom,and as I fell o^er the table he struck a mate], nnd by its
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flickering light I saw his face as he read thj message

—

Hostile
Submarines in Sight. Course not Known. As he read

iliese words aloud—and others—the match went out. He
groped in the dark for a locker, detachable and weighted,

and taking something therefrom he invited me to come
below. Once down in our sleeping cabin he unrolled a

mysterieus map under the oil-lamp, and putting his finger

on one of the squares he said, " They're there." Then we went
on deck.

He took an electric signalHng-lamp and holding it up
over the bulwarks he flashed a message to the distant motor
launch. A sequence of flashes answered it. And once more
we resumed our vigil.

The night dragged on, the watch was relieved, the stars

changed their stations as the earth rolled on through
interstellar space. I Sat in the bows gazing into the

mysterious night and hearing nothing but .the whispered
soliloquy of the waters beneath me. The dark-grey silhouette

of a transport crept by, deeply laden, for the sound of her

propeller never reached me. Then a barque gUded past,

but not a murmur escaped her, not a sail thrashed, not a block
creaked. They might have been the ghosts of the miirdered
ships that lay fathoms deep beneath us, deep in the sepulchral

sea. Trom time to time dark objects floated by—a packing
case, a hatch, an upturned boat, a derelict sleeper, the mute
and plaintive witnesses to a sinister and implacable terror
" more fell than hunger, anguish, or the sea." 1 gazed down
at the waters in which the phosphorus glowed faintly like pale
narigoldi, wondsring what tragic secrets their inscrutable

L'pths concealed. There grew on my drowsy senses a feeling

tliat the sea, as it heaved on its bed under the tidal moon, was
talking in its sleep. Faint p^als of sound seemed to animate

the watery depths as though the sea were a belfry in which
tlie bell of every foundered ship was tolling the watches of
the night. I heard a dull tapping on our stern—I went aft

but could see nothing but the shadowy figure of one of t!ie

deck hands. Then a hollow gasp like a cork drawn from
a bottle came from our port bow. The next moment a

^ deep Sepulchral cough echoed from amidships ; I looked down
through the skylight and saw one of the crew turning un-
easily in his sleep. By some strange acoustic illusion his

coughing seemed to be coming from the depths of the sea.

Each illusion was dispelled only to be succeeded by another.

A block creaked, the cordage chafed, a chain rattled. And
there grew on mq a masterful conviction that we were not
alone. I lifted my eyes and they lighted suddenly upon a
dark boat-shaped object gliding stealthily past in the current
about two hundred yards away. The next moment the
beacon flashed across the waters rending the veil of night

and in one trenchant glimpse I saw that it was a ship's life-

boat. Over the gunwale drooped the body of a man, the head
downwards between the extended arms and the hands lapped
by the himgiy waters. Across the stern another head rested
with the pallid face turned upwards and gleaming in the cold

searching light. I heaid a soft footfall behind me. and turning,

saw the s.kipper gazing over my shoulder. The next
moment the beacon went out.

One by one the stars paled, diminished, and disappeared

;

the surface of the waters turned from black to a leaden grey
and, with the first flush of dawn, gleamed like mother-of-

pearl. I looked around me. Far as the eye could reach I

saw nothing but the salt, inhospitable, secret sea.

Air Squadrons
By Francis Stopford

THE aeroplane for some reason has not yet caught
firm hold of popular imagination. It still possesses
an eerie fascination, so much so that even where
aeroplanes are of common occurence, an effort of

will is often necessary to prevent people from running out into
the open to watch these mechanical dragon-flies droning
across the sky. But the machine has not hitherto passed
beyond this stage, it still occupies in the popular mind a
place beside the bearded woman, the living skeleton or the
two-headed calf of the country fair. Perhaps this is not un-
natural, considering the comparatively few months that
have elapsed since man conquered the empyrean with the
spoils of earth—metal and wood, canvas and rock-oil.

How many realise the length of years that have elapsed
since this victory over the void was first pondered ? One
has only to turn to the penultimate chapter of the Book of

Proverbs to comprehend it. W hether it was really Solomon
in his palace of cedar who wrote it, or a literary Alexandrine
of the same acquisitive race but of a later date, signifies little.

" Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended ? " he
asks, and a few sentences lower down he confesses :

" There
be three things which are too wonderful for me, yea four
which 1 know not." And the first of these three or four

puzzles is " the way of an eagle in the air.' Already this

question was troubling the human mind. Whether Diedalus
came before or after, who can say, but it would be easy to

demonstrate that the aeroplane is to-day the most striking

symbol of human persistence and perseverance, of man's
unconquerable nature. The thought has germinated for

centuries ; the thing was bom but yesterday. Though we
do not perhaps comprehend it we of this generation have
witnessed the greatest mechanical prodigy which this

l)lanet has yet prodliced.

To a few it would sound blasphemous, to the many
ludicrous, was it to be said that on that first Christmas Eve,
the multitude of th» heavenly host that assembled above
the shepherds in the field, saying, " Glory to God in the

highest and on earth peace, goodwill toward men," or if

you would have the newer version, " on earth peace to men
of goodwill," was in truth a vision of aeroplanes. Yet pause
and consider, and the idea is not preposterous. The first

condition of peace on earth has hitherto been the deter-

mination of certain superficial excrescences or waterdeeps—i.e., mountains, rivers or seas—lx;tvveen the various jealous

congeries of mankind. These natural divisions of the earth,

as we have hitherto called them, have been abolished

by the navigation of the air. Henceforth humanity is one
through circumambient ether, and seeing that man is as

impotent to build partitions in the sky as to bind the sweet
inllucucesof the Pleiades, men of goodwill can never maintain

peace on earth unless their mechanical contrivances pro-

claim the glory of God in the highest.

The aeroplane is of the twentieth century—not twenty
years old. The principle it embodies is as fixed and certain

as the principle which ages ago enabled man to overcome the

limitations of rivers and seas or which in much naore modern
times permitted him, through the power of controlled steam,

to eliminate to a very large extent the delays and tedious

processes of locomotion. Contrast Drake's Golden Hind or

Humphrey Gilbert's Squirrel with Sir David Beatty's flag-

ship or even with a new submarine. H that be too big a strain

on the imagination stand in Darlington railway station, and as

the Scotch express steams through, compare its engine with
" Puffing Billy," silent on his triumphal platform at your

elbow. It is obvious tliat the development of flying machines

is in the future 4 logical sequence, a matter of mathematical

progression. We are only at their very infancy. If already it is

possible for warring nations to regard these machines, when
employed for purposes of destruction, as weapons of victory,

think what their powers must be fifty years or a century or

three centuries hence- In further support of this point of

view range the artillery of the present wai" against the

batteries fired in Napoleon's battles. There is no reason to

assume that the difference between fighting pjanes of this

year of grace and of a hundred years hence will be less.

So far from there being any cessation in the advance of

mechanical weapons of war, everything points to the exact

opposite, if war is to continue. If war should cease on earth, it

can only be by universal consent. It is conceivable that once

we have utterly destroyed Prussian militarism and have

stamped completely out this final outspurt of barbarism,

as many regard it, a new state of international comity may
be inaugurated which will never consent to war. But this

attitude towards life, should it occur, will be attained mainly

through the world's aerial navies. Air squadrons that carry

in their vitals blind death equally for men, women a,nd

children, for armed camps and harmless cities, for marching

battaUons and quiet hamlets may obviously in course of

time become the most powerful instruments of peace. If

they do not, human progress must be stayed; man by self-

preservation will l^e forced to be again a troglodyte and to

return to his ancient caves in the rocks or his burrows

among the tree-roots. Is such a reversion conceivable ?

The building of air squadrons is perhaps the most beauti-

ful work on which the son* and daughters of Tubal-Cain,
" the instructor of every artificer in brass and iron " have

ever been engaged. Now Tubal 's first cousin was Jubal
" the father of all such as handle the harp and the organ."

And it needs no effort of imagination to assume that the children

of those two descendants of Cain, the first murderer, work
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tosethcr to-dav in aircraft factories, when through the silent

'ilvern night ->kv there comes the droning of the bombing

machines, that music of hell's harps and the devils organs of

tleath Whether it be possible to construct a silent aeroplane

is a question un'ikelv to be solved in the immediate future

But as amatter of fact these marvellous mechanisms interest

one far less through their present uses than lor the capabilities

that lie before them, when blood no longer flows.

The Uncharted Sky

Tho-e who have wafchod squadrons of say ten or twenty

planes manoeuvring, must have lieeu struck with the immensit>-

of space. An aeroplane fl\ing at a hundred miles an houi

will at 10,000 feet appear almost stationary. It seems to

drift slowlv out of sight not bv its own volition. The pitfalls

and eddies that lie a few thousand feet above the ground are

already ianiiliar to airmen ; when the height rises into hve

figures it is said that a Sargasso Sea is encountered a region

of perfect calm. I-5ut these altitudes in temperate climates

are not without surprises, and when the upper currents of thv

Tropical Zone and possibly of the Frigid Zone are explored,

other riddles will have to be read. It is doubtful whether the

machine is vet built that rising from beside the Ouchteilony

:\Ionumenton the Calcutta maidan can soar nortTiwards and

descend upon the highest plateau of Jlount Everest a few

hours later, but it is absolutely certain, having advanced so

far. it is only a question of time and c.xperience before this

flight is acc(implished. E\en now we know more about the

uncharted sky than the Roman conquerors of this island

did of the (iiilf Stream. It. is f)nly by glancing backward

that we can discern how much farther forward it is jiossible

we may go. Already there are aeroprancs in the air -Dread-

noughts of the skv as they were called in L.\xd & \\'.\ter a

few weeks ago--which are capable of carrying a dozen

passengers from dawn to sunset of an autumn day without

descending. Turn over the files of London newspapers

seventy to eighty years old and peruse the fears and doubts

concerning the new fashion of railroad travelling. It was

thought a man would he stifled through lack of air if a train

mo\ed at fifty miles an hour. Such fears do not trouble

to-dav the most timid in regard to flight.

On" a perfect autumn day—brilliant sun and windless blue

sky—the writer stood on a wide stretch of meadowland,

not far from London, with half a score of aeroplanes soaring at

all heights above his head. Earlier in the day he had visited

workshops in which men and women were busy and watched

liow out of crude lumps of metal and unbarked trunks of

trees tliete grew into being a wonderful web of the most

delicate frame-work, light vet so strong that it seemed the very

poetrv of handicraft. The wood lent itself to the saw,

and the sawdust, sucked in by the fans, was turned into gas

so tliat the air the work-folk breathed remained pure, and new
driving power \vas created through what, in former times,

liad to Ix' removed at considerable labour and cost. The
workshops were large, lofty and cheerful, and it was easy for

those employed in the toil to go out and see the miracle they

had helix'd to create,. singing through the upper air and

tuning its \oice here in England to take part in that hymn of

battle thajt shall presently swell into a loud chorus of victory

over there in France and Flanders. Throughout these work-

shops one was conscious of a spirit of comradeship which took

away from the work the drag of drudgery. It is a joy of

aircraft-buililing that the least imaginative can almost behold

the creature forming itself into life, so clearly defined are the

separate processes. Behind this let there be intelligent

direction and that single purpose of achievement which is

the secret of the best regimental spirit, in that it compels

the individual to set above liimself the honour and credit of

regiment or workshop, and you have an almost ideal condition

of industrial life.

It was now the afternoon. Standing in the grateful shade
of an avenue that approached an old manor-house, with its

Tudor walled garden behind one where peaches and pears

were ripening in the open air, one looked over acres of

grassland. In the distance new workshops were rising rapidly

into existence : and the sun glistened on their roofs of glass

and galvanised iron. Behind them was the spire of the parish

church, and it was part of the picture. Gangs of men were
hard at work in deep cuttings, for in another week the canal

which Cardinal \\'olscy had constructed to carry water to his

pet project at Hampton Court, is to be turned under-

ground by the Lord Mayor of London, so that these meadows
will form one huge unbroken lawn, a jwrfect place for the

OJrising and landing of planes. " .\ thing of beauty is a joy fur

ever," and one never tires of watching a well-driven aeroplane

running along the grass and lifting itself into the'air;or \vhen

it returns, dropping gently down and lightly -travelling 'the

jiround before it comes to rest. It is an exultant^ sight, for

it suggests that man has at last freed himself from the bonds

of earth, though if he be not ^kil(ul he quickly finds earth

ren;aias an uncommonly solid fact.

One could not but wonder whether, were the great English

Cardinal to re-visit these meadows he knew so well, he wouM

be surprised. One doubts it. There is not so much altered

in England as we arc apt to imagine. and it has always been

contrar\- to the English character to express emotion at mere

mechanical contrivances, however new and noisy they may be.

He would be much more Hk.dy to begin with criticism and to

end by doubting the utility or beneficence of flying, unless

concrete evidence could be produced. This Mr, James

Whitehead (for his are the aircraft works and aerodrome here

described) should not have any difliculty in doing
;
and his

own typical British energy and force of character would

doubtless appeal to Wolse>-, who ever liked Englishmen who

were able to get things done and done well.

The spirit of nil admirari. the slowness to accept a now in-

\ent:oii or development is a common taunt against the

British character in regard to the building of air squadrons.

Whether we could have moved quicker is a question there is

110 intention of discussing here ;
at any rate the reproach

has passed, and liberal-prixate support, one understands, i;

forthcoming for aircraft enterprises that have proved them-

selves worthy of it. But the refusal of the Briton to allow

his emotions to be e.vcited by new inventions or novel claims

is a different matter. On the whole one leans to the belief

that it is not so much England as Germany which has

suffered from this national trait in so far as the building of

fl^«ng machines is concerned. During the attacks on I^ndon

by Gothas, nothing was more noticeable among British

residents, men, women and children, than their refusal to

be terrorised. The majority, there is reason to think, never

really realised the machines that were endeavouring to

break across the skv through our defences. They seemed

to regard the bombardment as though a Thor, some godless

Teuton god, was striving to hurl his thunderbolts on this

city from Germany, and it was these bolts that our batteries

were flinging back. • They spoke of it as it might be a new

sort of ball game— a mean kind of cricket or football on a big

scale. Cheers were on tap kt the least excuse, chaft was

plentiful, so was bad language, but not a craven word.

True to Nature

By the gate of a certain Ix)ndon house there stands a

chestnut tree overshadowing the pa\ement. On one of the

bombardment nights with the guns still linng in the distaiicc,

the owner came out to reconnoitre in slippered feet. He be-

came aware he was interrupting a love scene, for in the silence

of the night a girl's voice rang out cleariy, " Well, I can t

exactly say I love vou, but I do really like you." Gothas or

no Gothas, English courting had to be done. That same

night there was a sequel, a pathetic sequel, to this story.

An old couple had for years made it a habit on fine nights to

take a walk on open ground near their home before going tc

bed. It was glorious moonlight ; and Germans or no Germans

thev refused to interrupt their practice. They strolled to

their favourite bench, sat down, and a bomb falling just be-

hind them, killed both instantly. It was sorrowful, yet one

cannot help thinking that a cheer must have gone up as their

souls passed together into the courts of Heaven—true Britons

to their last breath.
/ .• i.

It will be urged that both these couples were foolish.

It may be so. It was certainly foolish of linglishmen in old

days to drink bottled beer on the plains of Hindustan, and to

pay duty calls in top-hat and frock-coat under a Bengal mid-

day sun. It killed off many of them. These dangerous

habits were due to the same trait—stubborn conservatism,

refusal to accept new tangled ideas, determination to be true

to oneself, though the skies fall. Call it foolishness if you

will ; it has been wasteful of human life, but it has won Britain

an Empire. There is no more inexplicable fact in the growth

of the human family, not even the persistent survival of the

Bedouin trilx' of Beni-lsrael, than that a small hybrid people

of the Northern Seas should have developed, alongside

enormous energy and an insatiable craving for adventure,

the same slow-moving spirit, the same blind devotion to

tradition w^hich animate the peoples of the Orient, with their

more ancient civilisations.

The subject cannot be pursued here, space forbids it, but

it is impossible to write about aeroplanes without entering

a protest against intemi)erate indictments which have been

uttered against us for not plunging more swiftly on this new
weapon of war. Had F^^ngland done this she would not have

' been true to her nature, and. whatever punishment she may
have . received in consequence of this slowness to move^ is

light compared wth that which- might have happened liad

-- she proved false to herself. TM#iS*a point toooften oNcrlooked.
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Autumn Days in Flanders
By an Officer

r

TVii's vi-.'id iJhcriplioH of Flanders during the glorious

weather which Western Europe enjoyed this autumn under
the waxing harvest moon was' written by an officer on active

sen ice before the weather broke and the present cold and
rainy spell began. It forms an excellent commentarv on
Captain Handler-Reid's drawings of the British Firing

Line, tieo of which are reproduced on page 20 of this issue.

A UTUMK has come to Flanders and it has come
/^k with a kindliness, a well-disposed friendliness,

/—A not less agreeable to the Army than to those who
JL .^L.direct our battles. It came in the night with a
nip in the air, with a quick keenness and freshness in the

small hours, with a sudden brightening of the stars which
caused dwellers in tents to arise from their beds and to lay

an extra coat over the sleeping-bags. Next day there was a

clear blue atmosphere, a cool breeze morning and evening,

mid-days aji almost perfect stillness. The swallows had
gone. They disappeared in the first days of September,
not gregariously, a little mysteriously, without a noticeable

grouping along roof-tops or on- telegraph wires. They were
just gone—gone from the land of dykes and ditches and an
atmosphere curiously disturbed, gone to a world of perjietual

sunshine, of exotic things, of azure skias.

There comes to Flanders about this time a certain golden

dreaminess of atmosphere which is the nearest to beauty
that the tlat countries ever know. Fen-dwellers, those who
live on flats and broads or beside far-stretching merest will

know this—dwellers in tlie eastern English counties. No
magnificence of flaming woods or of moimtainous purple

lieath or of gorse-strewn commons, or of panoramic contrast.

No bounteous spread of a late harvest or richness of the

rolling plains. Instead, there comes a film of deepest blue

and misty gold, a certain rich, lingering, yet fading quality

of sunlight that blots out misery and horror, that discovers

U'autv in squalor and desolation, that conveys the fancy of

some ultimate land wherein humanity shall rest at last.

And because the tracks and the roads are at their driest,

and becau^ discomforts are least, and because the worst
horrors of the year are probably over, the soldiers, too, like

this time .the best. True, never far away, is the l)eck')ning

spectre of winter—he of the grim, grey,- and mud-lirown
habit, whose \isag'e is desolation, whose heart is colder than
stone. But. the private soldier, never a man who looks
too far ahead, lives in and for the present which is his safe-

}^iar<l and saKation ; for the man who allowed himself to

dread w<»uld perish early ; and if he lingers, p)cor fellow, in

the self-deception that " the war will be over* l>efore Christ-

mas," that " the Germans won't face another winter "-

it is testimony to his magnificent incurable optimism, it is

jjart of his curious simplicity and pathos.

Looking out of a windo-.v, one glimpses a scene that would
gladden the hearts of those to whom war is a tragedy un-
relieved, whose nearest and dearest out here are as the lost

and the damned for ever wrestling in a kind of Purgatorv.
The October sunshine streams in through open windows,
lighting up cheerfully this farmhouse room which might
otherwise look a little ding\-. A fading flowery wallpaper, a
ciiest of drawers of dull polished mahogany, a great dark
clothes cupboard, three loeds with spotless sheets showing,
Two of them tented [with the queer white cribs to l)e

found in all these farmhouses ; a figure of the Virgin- in an
elaborate (and hideous) white cardboard shrine beneath a
glass case ; one or two faded oleographs of sacred subjects
on the walls ; low beams supporting a very low ceiling

—

this is the interior.' It is exceptionally comfortable, ex-
ceptionally clean, but in other resjx-cts precisely representative
of every other French or Belgian farmhouse.

Outside is the courtyard with farm buildings on three
sides. Ducks and poultry make the place lively with their
quacking and cackling ; "from the bvTc comes th^ lowing of
cows, comes also the farmer who has been milking -a sonr-
looking man, but polite withal, and good-humoured like
most of his race. The wife is there too, a lougii kindly
female, whose hands are never idle. They live hard, these
people, to judge by appearances. Of a military aspect there

is nothing but the sentry trampinij up and down jiis post.

The billet-guard lounge outside the farm, which is their

guard-room. A man, clad only in shirt and trousers, lies at
lull lengtii dozing in the pleasant sunshine ; another is asleep
in the same garli and attitude, and I think I have never seen
such an expression of perfect content as rests upon his face

;

others are playing football in the meadow opposite, their
shouts and laughter float in on the sunbeams Hke those that
came from plav-grounds of a half-forgotten boj'hood. Be-
yond is a wide, flat vista of little fields poplar-lined, of hedge-
rows studded with curiously-pollarded oak-trees, of small
marshy streams vv'hose outline is discovered by a line of

crooked willows, of thatched and brilliant red-roofed farm-
houses peering from poplar-groves, and here and there an
orchard and here and there a chinch spire. It is a monotonous
landscape, but a restful after the world of shell-holes and
desolation. •

Here is no war. Aeroplanes go droning overhead on their

missions to and from the line. \\'e have field days—a sort of

Olympic game. By night you may see the anti-aircraft

shrapnel bursting far away to the eastward. The other
evening, many miles distant, a captive balloon could be seen
slowly falling in flames like a sheet of burning paper. By
night, too, criss-crossed and interlaced, countless searchlights
throw white beams across a dim purple jewelled sky.
But as you move off the roads toward' " the line," there

comes a monotony far deeper, a wealth of activity far more
same and unvarying than the landscape of Northern F^rancc.

That landscape changes as soon as the frontier is crossed,

the little grassy fields give place to a semi-suburban country,
a succession of plots and lots, of cabbages, vetches, potatoes,
hops, roots, clover, and close cultivation. The villages and

,
towns are not beautiful—no rest for the eye anywhere. And
from the paved tree-bordered main roads comes the turgid
grinding brawl of the motor traffic, a worrying medley of

sounds which has not ceased since August, 1914, which will

not cease until the great armies fade at last into the grey
FTanders mist. ,

Day and night, night and day, winter, spring, summer,
and autumn,.it g^s on, this hwit and hurry of the traffic to

riMuind lonely Londoners of well-remembered lighted streets
in the ciieerful early dusk.
And as you move onward with the tide of lorries, the

waggons, and the long lines of moving traffic, you come to a
yet deeper monotony, to a monotony yet more changeless,
after the endless camps, the endless horse and mule-lines,

the endless swarming troops and khaki, the empty hu^s
of houses and skeleton villages, you come to the vast crater-

field—to use an apt (jerman expression—the old brown
• battlefields. Thitherward we all go, and autumn brings no
change, for no change is possible—it is perpetual winter
there. But stay ! Is it winter when the bright October sun-
shine rises over Houthulst, lighting splendidly the promised
land beyond this grim, stern-named valley of Braen-
beck, and tired outposts siiake the dew from their clothing,
and German smoke rises from German fires beyond the
stream, and night is past.

Cajytain Persius, the well-known Naval writer in the Berliner
Tagehlatt. expressed this view of submarines towards the end of last

month :
" In spite of all our enemies' boastful attempts to prove

that the submarine menace Ls slight, and in spile of the enor-
mous and increasing difficulties which beset our submarine
crews, the belief of the C.erman people remains unshaken and
unsliakable, and they know that in the end. when the requisite
quantity- of submarine material and men have gone into action.
Great Britain's wish to continue the war will be so paralysed
that there will be a reasonable prospect of peace. The reports
of our .\clnriralty Staff, wliich reach us almost daily, cau.se us to
gaze with constant admiration on those heroic souls, who are
lighting in home and foreign waters for the weal of the Father-
land, sometimes on, and sometimes under the water, but always
looking death in the face. We also remember with gratitude those
who are producing the.se complicated instruments. Only bv
the comlfination of personal and material forces of the most
speciali-sed kind can we attain iiltimate success by means of these
mast modern weapons, who.se destructive capacitv. so far as war
and merchant shipping are concerned, is astonishing the world
and opening a way to entirely new methods in naval warfare."
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Some Lighter Literature

IT
is an old saying that it is pleasant to play the fool at

times ; and if one remembers aright; this homely truth

was put on record bvthc same pen that wrote that it is a

pleasant and comely' act to die for one's coimtry. These

two Horatian taes are 'brought home to one by a bo"'^
j

frivolous drawngs which Mr. lohn Lane has just pubhshed

(The New Eve : drawings bv Fish ; written and designed by

Fowl 3s. 6d.net). To koe]) u'p tlie idea we may add the result

is good red herring for it does draw the mind away from the

sadness and perplexities of these times. Readers of the

Tatkr will be familiar with these light and airy sketches of

officers and their best girls ; there is a fund of laughter in

them: and it is just the sort of volume a host and hostess

likes to liave lying about the house. It would almost make

a dentist's anteroom cheerful.

* * * *

•The detailed biograph\- f)f a Russian aristocrat given in

Michail (Hcinemunn, (>s.' net), affords a picture of Rusijian

life before the revolution, and up to the first days of tlic

war ; not. onlv does it jiresent the extravagances of Russian

society, but " in portraving Michail with the minuteness

characteristic of most Russian authors, it affords glimjjses of

the difference between the Russian character and the characters

of western peoples. Michail's life is taken up at the point

where he has become involved in an intrigue which, to satisfy

his sense of honour, can only be ended by a marriage that is

distasteful to him; the story ends with his death in the

course of the war, and between these two points there is given

a sight of the man and his motives and actions. The author

—

whose name, bv the way, is withheld—has succeeded in pre-

senting her hero in such a way that we realise the Slavonic

temperament—it is a different mixture of flesh and spirit,

apparently, from that of the west ; more material in some tilings,

less so in others, and inclined to greater extremes in action.

The story itself is full of dramatic incident, and well-told,

but the 'ultimate impression produced is that there is the

real Russia of pre-revolution days, and, as the sub-title of the

book expresses it. the heart of a Russian.

There is more than an echo of Kipling's JiingU Book about

Tarzan of the Apes, by Edgar Rice Burroughcs (Methuen,

2s. 6d. net), though Tarzan was brought up among apes in

Africa, and the setting of the story is altogether different

from Kipling's masterpiece of wild life. The author is

evidently a keen nature student, and at the same time he

tells a striking story, albeit rather crudely as far as the human
part of it is concerned. How Tarzan learned to read while

stiU ignorant of liuman speech, how he gained contact with

his kind after he had reached manhood, and what manner of

man he became after having spent nearly twenty years as a

beast of a tropical forest, make good reading, without in-

volving more strain on one's credulity than the great majority

c;f novels. The test of the book lies in its last page, whicli

promises a further volume devoted to Tarzan' s adventures ;

we look forward with interest to the appearance of that

second volume, proof that this book is well worth reading.

Mr. Ridgwell Cultum, whose Triumph of John Kars has just

been published (Chapman and Hall. fe. net), evidently knows
the Yukon district through practical experience of its evils

and wonders, for he describes the mining town of " Nortli of

Si.xty " with the facility that comes only of real knowledge.
In this book he deals with a liidden auriferous area and the
crimes which it caused, as also with the punishment of those
crimes. Thougli there is nothing out of the ordinary in the

plot of the story, yet the way in which it is told, and the big
surprise which is sprung alike on the reader and the hero in

the last chapters makes it a notable work, in addition to the
sense of things northern which the author so subtly conveys.

It is not a book for squeamish folk, for the author deals with
hard life in a hard country ; it is. however, a novel that

deals with realities, and all who have the faintest interest in

the ways of the, far nortli will delight in the book.

* ' » * *

Messrs. J. D. Berosford and KennetJi RicJimond Jiave

collaborated to produce tlie liiography of .a man whom thev
regard as the originator of a new sj-stem of philosophy.

W. E. Ford, a Biography. (Collins, 6s. net), the result of their

joint efforts is a book that will prove stimulating but not
very satisfying. Ford l^gaii by studyuig the work of the
great educationists from Comcniusto Froebel, and set up a
school of his own in which he attempted to carry into practice

the results of his studies. The school, finally, was shut down.

and then Ford found that in order to learn to teach he had to

buirow more deeply into the systems of life that are the result

of ordinary teaching—he had to find out exactly where and
how his o\vn system had fallen short. He went east, and on a

visit to Japan he died with his search unfinished, leaving

a mass of note-books from which his biographers hope later

to compile a statement of his philosopliy of life.

Mr. Beresford contributes very little to our knowledge of

Ford; lie has made a great attempt to picture the man, but

the attempt has not succeeded, and, in his " notes " on Ford's

])hilosophv, a vague discoursiveness rojiders the chapter

irritating." Mr. Richmond, on the other hand, gives a clear

view of the man and his system which, as is stated, is

that of a man who lived before his time. Many will quarrel

with Ford's conclusions, and will reject his postulates in

great measure, hut all to whom the future of the race is of

interest would do well to study ^Mr. Rirlimond's exposition of

a somewhat remarkable man.

Tliere is a great similarity between the work of Mrs. F.ditli

Wharton and that of Thomas Hardy, in spite ol the great differ-

ence in the setting of their stfjiy, and the fact that Mrs. Whar-
ton deals with .American character and scenery. In her latest

work. Summer, (Macmillan, 6s. net), Mrs. Wharton portrays

an ill-educated girl in a New England village ; the girl ex-

periences a grand passion with a town-bred man, who regards

their love as a mere incident ; later, the girl's guardian marries
her to save her name—and that is all the plot. But the picture

of the tiny village, overshadowed by " the mountain " where
the girl was born ; the actuality of the characters, and the
way in which the author has got inside these people anc

made them alive, moving against real scenes, are much akir.

to the work that Hardy has done, for the little commonplace
story is lifted up to the plane of tragedy, made \'ivid and power-
ful. The figure of lawyer Royall, the girl's guardian, is

arrestingly drawn, more by implication than direct statement.
There is more of implication than statement, as a matter of

fact, in the whole book, which is as artistic a piece of work as
its author has yet produced.

THE LATEST BOOKS
THE REP PLANET bvw. j.locke. es.

" A very real and human story of the War."

—

Daily Graphic.
*' It is a masterly piece of characterisation, and is associated with a drama
full of omotional thrill? and ingenious strokes of comedy."-

—

Sunday Times.

tifl^ NEW EVE ~~ ^ ~
Pictures by • K. H, FISH." Text by " FOWL." Royal 4to.

3Sa net.

.\ new r.llfTtinn of Eve Pictures by • FISH," who is more entertaining
than over.

TEMPORARY HEROES
ByCFXILSOMMERS. Illustrated by the Author. 3s. 6d.
net. First edition sold on publication.

" Behind the rattle and patter (aUv.Tvs very shrewd and shrcwdlv nxpressed)
is a delicacy anil chivalry of attitude which makes these letters extremelv
attractive, and coinpeU lorJhfjr_«riter oiir great respect."—Afominy Post.

KHAKI COURAGE
By CO.\IN-GSBY D.WVSOX. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

This book has run through edition after edition in U.S.A., and is being
given to recruits, as the best picture of the passion for sacrifice whidi
inspu'es our men's courage.

POEMS OF WEST AND EAST
By V. SACKVIIXE-WEST (the Hon. Mrs. Harold Nicolson).
Crown 8vo. 38. 6d. net.

OUR GIRLS IN WAR-TIME
By JOYCE DEXXVS. Willi Topical Verses by HAMPDEN
GORDON. Crown 410. 3s. Gd. net.

fy companion volume to " Our Hospital A.B.C." Miss Dennvs here depictswomen workers in aU the profession s and trades which have opened up to them

AT THE SERBIAN FROlVT IN
MACEDniyiA '^'" P- ^ STEBBING. With lUustra-mnvbUvraiH

tions and Maps. Crown 8vo. 6s.net.
The author, who was on the spot, has had exceptional opportunities of
seeing the flghbngjnjhat theatre oi war.

ODES to TRIFLES *"° ^JyTf^>*^"
By R, M. liA.SSIE, Sergt. 5th Canadian Infantry. Crown
8vo. 3s. 6d. net.

"Humorous verse, by a member of the Canadian ExpediUonarv Force, in
wnich every stanza gets well home ; written with a refreshing air of con-
viction and a re.M wit which scintillates the more sharply because not a
word of It could be spared."—TA; Time'i.

JOHN LANE, The Bodiey Head, Vigo St., W.I
lVr«o for aUTUMN UST.
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At the Sign o/ La Belle Sauvage.

The Soul of a Bishop
H. G. WELLS.

"Tb« Bi&hop is a dignift€d figure. Only one novelist in a
thotkiand could have made him absolutely and at times-
rkIiciilou»[.v human. The characters are all exL-ellentiy por-

trayed with revealing touciies of wit and deft cbaracterisatioo."
SeoUman.

Second Large Impression. 6/- net.

The Marne—& After
MAJOR A. CORBETT-SMITH.

"It is by suitable anecdotes and fiuitable scraps of con
veri^ation overheard in the ranks that Major Corl>ett-Sniith
excels . . . opportune and spirited remarifs on the potitical

aepects of the war"—The Times.

With Four Photographs and Maps. 5/- net.

The Long Trick
"BARTIMEUS.*

"Nobody since Marryat ha« come within inile-^ of 'Bartimeus'
as a painter of naval portraits. The Navy ought to crown
him itft laureate."—JSceninjr Standard.

6/- net.

Land o* the Dawning
LINDSAY RUSSELL.

"... a good picture ii drawn of a back-bUx-ks township in

Northern Vii-toria, and of the starting of a local newspaper
and it« agitation on the irrigation problero "— rjie Times.

6/- net.

A. & E. CASTI.E.

"K f.iscinating romanci' of Napoleonic times . . . alwaj:>
Interesting and Jiumao ... a cracking story."—Dnili/ Chronicle.

6/- net.

Wolf-Lure

Flower of the Dark
JOSEPH KEATING.

"Originality and atmosphere. . . the Welsh characteristics of
MHig, religion, idiom, democracy . . and, as a side track, a

a beautiful picture of a miuer'e family Uh."—OUugoic Herald. g
, 6/- net. ,

The House of Cassell, La Bell'e Sauvage, E.C.4

W. ^^—^—^-^—^» m m m jd

Froivi Mr.HEINEMANN'S LIST
iJiia* Publlahed.

WAR POEIVIS9 AND OTHER VERSES
By R. E. VERNkDE, with an introduction by EDMU.VD
GOSSE, C.B. Demy Svo. 3/6 n.

" Robert Vern^de's Poems rank high among the more notable poems the war has
produced."

—

Tinus.

Rmaily Shortly.

FAIRIES AND FUSILIERS
Poenis by KOBEKT GR.WES. Crown Svo. 3/6 n.

Th9 Laieai Fiction.

BEYOISID JOHN GALSWORTHY. 6/- n.

• .\ great bock . . . His descriptions leave us silent with wonder. ... It is indeed
a red-letter day for the reviewer when such a book comet his way."

—

Pati Mail GaxeUe.

n/IWHUtL : The Heart of a Russian
A Nu\'.l .MUtri, in Englisli by 'A KISSIAN LADY." 6/- 11.

VNDER THE HERMES
RICHARD DEHAN, author of " THE DOP DOCTOR." 6/- n.

The FORTUNES of RICHARD
MIXHONY
II H l;i(n.\KnsON, author o> "MAURICE GUEST," 6/- n.

\\IOf¥lfiN GUIDES
\V. bilAW UEATH. Crown Svo. 5/- n.

SECRET BREAD
!•. Tl.NNV'-'ON' jr.SSr., 6/- n,

POTTERUT AND THE WAR
BENJA.MI.X VALLOTTON. 5/- n.

THE GAU/IBLER, And other Stories
F. DOSTf)l:VSK^ I r..n^l..'• ; I'v ronst-inc-L- Caniftt. ^,'' i'

LONDON: WM. HEINCMANN. 20-21 BFOFORD ITRtET. W.C.2

^M^
True Egypt an

Distinguished always for the unvarying

quality of the highest-grade Turkish leaf,

and perfect manufacture, the Nestor stands

first in favor among men of educated taste.

The name 'Nestor' on

your Cigarette is the mark

of a quality famous all

round the world. The
Egyptian Government
stamp on every box and

tin of Nestor Cigarettes is

the guarantee mark of the

True Egyptian Cigarette.

Nestors are made in Cairo
of selected Turkish leaf. For
thirty-five years the choice of

those whose judgment counts

SOME POPULAR SIZES
SURFINE

10, i/-;2o,2/-: 25, 2,6;50, 5/-; ioo,g/ii.

ExceLsioR (Milder)
10, lo^d. ; 25.2/1: 50,4/-: 100,8/-.

Ladies* Cigarettes ( Gold Tip):
'Queen' 25, 3'5; loo, 13/-

' Selos Amber,' (Orientally
pecfuiiied)

10, i/io; 30, 3|8 ; 50, 9/-; 100, 179

Nestor Cigarettes
At all High-class Tobacconists and Stores

throughout the World you can buy Nestors.

NESTOR GIANACLIS LTI>.
CAIRO AND LONDON.

Have you read

THE BOOK OF ARTEMAS
2/-

5/.

By ? T 7

Thirty-fifth Edilion.

2/-

net.

FOLLY OF INNOCENCE
By HOLLOWAY HORN. At all Libraries.

Should apptal ttnngly to readers intereited in human nature generally and the modern
woman in pa rt/cu/ar—The Bookman.

YOUR UNPROFITABLE SERVANT
3/0 net. By the author of "An Odd Farmhouae." At all Librariet.

An American view of Wartime lingland.

Carries you with interal from page to page.— Punch.

HONEYSUCKLE ROGUE
By R. MURRAY GILCHRIST. At all Libraries.

j4 fragrant, interesting, happy ttory.—Shefiicld Telegraph.

5/-

W. Westall & Co., Ltd.. 8 Adam St.. Adelphi. London, W.C.2

Messrs. CONSTABLE'S LIST.
Lieut.-Col. WHITTOX'S NEW BOOK.

A HISTORY OF POLAND. Sy^'v^:
From the Earliest Times to the Present Day. By Lieut.-Col. F. E. WHITTON. 8/6 net.

By the iamc

THE MARNE CAMPAIGN.
Witli numerous large scale Maps. ID'S net.

Ready thU Week.

WITH the FRENCH FLYING CORPS
By C.\RROLL D.'^NA WINSl.OW. With if'i illuctratioiis 3/fi net.

A THRILLING ANGLO-INDIAN NOVEL.

KING, OF THE KHYBER RIFLES.
By TALBOT MUXUY. \lnd LdilioH.

"An excellent yarn"

—

Vimes. Illustrated 5/- net
" Both in quality and cturacttr this novel stands in a class apart with one other »urk—Kidei Hn^gud'h

immortal ' .•'he' "

—

Glohe.
• I>eal ng v^ith the same thrme as that of ' Ktni,' the Indian Secret Service—a thoroughly azcit tiftalc."—

hristian ll'orlii'A

A CANADIAN SUBALTERN. 2/- net.

The actnal "lell'rs homi" writf'n by '• Billy. "an officer in the Canad>an Exped tionary Force—from ihc
trainifi^ t^rnun I. from Lo'i'<on. and from 'he trenches in Hla-tder —to \\^-- niothv r in C-^nada,

Thf Our/ook -my^: ' Am x'\ >y: almost Tic freshness . . . his youth laughs th ough every>pistlc . . Ii«

s>ets the * ... lit l*: the v. rv i-ser" * f youn (a a'a."

PublUhed by CONSTABLE & CO., Ltd., 10 Orange St., London, W.C.2
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The British Firing Line

By Onplnin B. Handiey-lUMl

La Croix Rouge, Neuve Chapelle

Behind the Firing Line
Bv Captain B. TIandley-Rend

We reproduce two drawings from the British Firing Line Portfolio by Captain \i. Handley-Read. The

Portfolio contains twelve engravings in colour, with an introduction by Hilaire Belloc, and is printed

by George Pulman and Sons, Ltd., and the Leicester Galleries. A limited number of copies of this Portfolio

may be obtained, £5 5s. each, on application to The Publisher, " Land & Water," 5, Chancery Lane, W.C.2,
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YOUR OBLIGATION
YOU have a two-fold duty to perform to those whom

you have sent to fight your battle. Firstly, to help

the State to provide for their immediate necessities, and,

after the War is over, to help those dear to you to start in

civil life. You can meet both these obligations by lending

money to your country now.

The amount you save grows in value as the time passes.

It is a National obligation to-day to

INVEST IN

NATIONAL WAR BONDS
or

WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
Full particulars from your Local War Savings Committee or Association.

Issued by the National War Savings Committee
(Appointed by His Majesty'* Treasury),

Salisbury Square, London, E.G. 4.
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FERMENT OF REFORMATION'
EARLIER in the year there were placed before the

readers of Land tSr Water a series of articles by a

writer who signs himself "Jason," dealing with in-

dustrial problems. Writing on this subject a couple

of months ago, we expressed the belief that " with tact and
good sense on both sides, to say nothing of patriotism and
discipline, all the outstanding labour difficulties can be over-

come." Nothing has occurred since to indtice us to alter

this opinion. To-day we resume these "Jason" articles,

and in the present issue, this writer, who has an intimate

knowledge of the factors that lie behind labour unrest,

defines the meaning of reconstruction from tJie working-
class point of view. This is the view which is to-day of the

greatest interest to everybody, for it is recognised that the

balance of power lies in the hands of working men. They
are educated ; they are—the majority of them—intensely

patriotic ; as a class they are distinguished by common
sense and levelheadedness, but at the same time they
include a type of impetuous idealists who believe

that the millennium can be inaugurated by one daring
stroke, and are prepared to risk everything on the off-chance

of securing some greater measure of freedom and happiness,

in the sense that they understand these terms. It is

just as well to mention that this minority is not peculiai

to England. It declared itself in Northern Italy only a few
weeks ago. Socialists, to use the common phra.se, promoted
certain riots in Genoa, Turin, and other cities ; they were
quickly suppressed, but with bloodshed. When the death-
roll was prepared, it was found that the name of not one
leading Socialist appeared on it. These men fo'mented
the trouble, but took care to save their skins. This single

incident has largely discredited Socialism among the working-
classes of Northern Italy. It is an old story that saviours
of the world are always available provided they are per-

mitted to find substitutes for Calvary.

Now we do not believe that this type of mind is common
in the United Kingdom, though it undoubtedly exists. A
series of articles has recently appeared in the Times under
the title The Ferment of Revolution, whose cumulative effect

has been to leave in the public mind the suggestion that
the country is on the verge of revolution. A careful perusal
of the ailicles show that the author did not intend to convey
this impression ; it is rather obvious that he Jias argued from
the particular to the general, and the idea i;; conveyed that
in writing these articles he had at the back of h is mind certain

disquieting symptoms which have declared Ihemselves in a
few Cambrian mining districts. He himself in a letter to

the Times this week has summarised his remarks thus :

labour lia.s so far yielded itself to revolutionary guidance
that many of its most important sectional organisations are
hindering recruiting, resisting rea.sonable indn.5trial discipline,
and demanding increases of wages which are in«;onsi.«(tent with
the economic stability of the nation ; and the Government
(including its labour members) has, in spile of its own
expressed convictioas, often given way to suctv movements.

There is truth in these two contentions proviaea it is recog- >

nised that it is not the whole truth. Labour has in certain

directions, and latterly, hindered recruiting, but what would
'

our position be if Labour had not thrown its full weight
,

at the earlier stages of the war into recruiting and so pro- i

videdthe men who now constitute the unconquerable army of
'

Great Britain? It is not fair to emphasise the defects of either

individual or party without giving due credit for their virtues.

This is where the Times writer failed. In the same way as

regards strikes. Frequently there would have been neither

strikes nor threatenings of strikes if the Government, or the

representatives of Government, liad dealt with reasonable

grievances at the outset in a sensible manner. It is futile

at this late hour to attempt to defend Government officials

fi"om dilatoriness and delay. To ordinary men of all

shades and classes, the extraordinary maze of formalities in

official proceedings and the waste of time and temper which
these engender have been a revelation. Business men, who
have become familiar through patriotic self-denial with these

conditions, deem it inconceivable how any successful business

can be conducted under the normal conditions prevailing in

Government departments. There has been some slight

improvement, but the fact remains that working men in

Government-controlled concerns who have gone out on strike

have been more often sinned against than sinning. This,

unfortunately, taught them the power which they possess,

and it is quite possible that this power, since then, has

been used or threatened to be lised unfairly under the

present war conditions on more than one occasion.

It is well to keep two facts in mind : the first that a Briton

remains a Briton irresiJective of class or caste ; the second,

which " JaSon " brings out clearly in his article to-day, that

for years following the industrial revolution, the idea pre-

vailed " that society existed for the creation of wealth."

It therefore follows that if among Labour representatives

certain minds still cling to the ninete,enth-century fallacy and
devote their energies to diverting wealth to their own class

they are not necessarily Revolutionaries, but merely
lawful Britons who are carrying into effect the gospel

which has been preached and practised in other strata of

society for several generations. The trouble is once a people

bows the knee to the Golden Calf, it never knows into what
divagations the idolatry may lead it. For ourselves we are

of the opinion that the working-classes have been on the whole
singularly free from this fallacy of wealth ; they realise that

money goes a small way towards the creation of a healthy

and happy life, once life's necessities are provided for, and
we believe, for reasons which " Jason " explains, that the war
tends to promote and strengthen this idea.

But the nation and the Government have to see that more
opportunities, are given to the working-classes to develop their

lives on right lines ; we have to introduce into this land,

overburdened with so many false social traditions, to say

nothing of mean streets and meaner habitations, an entirely

new standard of living. This will be no easy task, but the

people which has faced boldly the impossibilities of the last

three years and has overcome them, should not be daunted

by this internal reformation, for in truth it is the ferment

of reformation rather than the ferment of revolution which
is stirring to-day. The Times has done good service in

lending its columns to this exposition and discussion, for

it is a question that cannot be pushed into the background,

A good beginning is to be made in Mr. Fisher's Education

Bill, which will be considered in Parliament this session.

Hitherto education has been a subject which has failed to

focus the interest and attention of M.P.'s but it is to be

hoped they will approach it from a different side than

formerly and recognise in the measure the Minister of

Education places before them a start towards that reforma-

tion of society which is inevitable. The purpose among
all classes to recreate the whole fabric of social life is too

widespread to permit Ihe delusion to persist that when the war
is over, we can go back to pre-war conditions. For many
reasons, some obvious, others remote, it is impossible to

declare exactly the directions these many changes will follow, so

it is the more advisable to consider seriously the difterent

ways which they might pursue if wise guidance and lima

control were absent.
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Riga and the Western Front
B> Hilaire Belloc

THE action of. the German Fleet against the Gulf of

Riga is (so far) only partially a military operation.

It is (so far) the occupation "of a maritime point by

troops under the cover of a fleet. But it falls

sutticiently into the military province to merit a brief

description in this week's article.

The Gulf of Riga is a body of water roughly oval in shape,

not quite go miles in breadth and rather over 100 in extreme

length. It is almost completely land-locked and the great

barrier Whieh cuts it off from the main sea is the island of

Oesel followed in a chain bv the smaller islands of Diigo

and \\'orms6. This island of Oesel, with a smaller adjoining

island ciiUed Moon, from which it is only separated by a very

shallow narrow arm, with less than six feet ofwaterin it, across

which a ferry (now replaced by a mole) plied, forms upon the

I

AboatirAaffMttr
atdeepestr

north an almost complete barrier and, with Dago,, it forms one

absolutely closed except to small boats. The width of the sound
called Moon Sound between the latter island and the main land

is no more than six or seven miles across and is broken by
the island of Schildau in its midst. It is extremely shallow.

There is but one vcr\' narrow fairway with some four fathoms

of water in it. But even this is useless as an entry, for the

northern side is blocked by the Kumonsky reef over which

there is rarely more than 2I to 3 fathoms at the deepest points.

In other words, it is a passage completely commanded In-

shore batteries. But on the south, where a peninsula called

Sworbe runs out from Oesel, there is a main passage into the

Chilf of 18 miles, that is, nearly as wide as the Straits of Dove^.

The fairway is much narrower, for long sands run out for miles

southwards, awash for the most part and occasionally drying

off. There are no tides here but the water drops slightly

in level at different times, under the effect of thaws on land, of

wind, etc., and also with that mysterious "swing" which

sets up up)on inland bodies of water.

The actual fairway between these sands and the Irben

coast opposite is some 8 or 9 miles, completely overlooked

from the Donieberg, 280 feet high, behind Irben. This fair-

way is deep, with from 11 to 14 fathoms of water, but there

is a sort of bar outside full of shoals, with a narrcw rnd

tricky channel, having but 7 fathoms at its deepest. This

passage the German Meet was unable to force m the days

when the Russian Iimpire still existed and possessed a pro-

perly organised military and naval force. It was pre-

sumably 'thorouglily mined. Even as things now are the

attack which has been launched has not yet attempted this

passage, but has struck for the breakwater of the Gulf, the

Island of Oesel.

Method of Landing

On October loth a number of enemy aircraft dropped

Domiis upon the Russian shipping, lying presumably within

the island on the side of the Gulf. Two days later, on Friday

last, October 12th, two landings were effected under cover of

the fleet. The first took place in the deep bay on tlie north of

Oesel, called Tagclacht Bay. This injet is entirely com-

manded from both sides and with proper shore batteries

should be imapproachable. It has a good beach at the far

end, shelving very gradually and suitable for landing. The

second was effected near the village of Serro, the extreme

southern point of the island of Dago, which lies to the north

of Oesel and opposite the railway terminus of Hapsal.

At the moment of writing, Monday, October 13th, there is

no news received in London sufficiently precise to serve as

a basis for judgment on the situation. \\'e do not even know
approximately what is the strength of the German forces

that have landed. Some talk of one division, some of two.

The whole thing is pure conjecture.

By the evening of that Friday, October 12th, German
motor cyclist detachments were already appearing near

Orrisar, itiore than 40 miles, by the sandy tracks they had
followed, from the landing place. Orrisar is the village at

the Oesel end of the ferry, not quite two miles long, crossing

over the very shallow and narrow Strait to the island of Moon.

The Russian despatches tent out last Sunday speak of some
sort of fight for a crossing here, and tell us the Germans have

not yet been able to force it. Meanwhile the German force

which had landed near Serro met with unexpectedly strong

resistance, and -according to the Russian account, was beaten

back to its ships.

On the next day, last Saturday. October 13th, some sort

of inconclusive engagement seems to have taken place in the

Soela Sound between Dago and Oesel, but there was apparently

no further landing on Dago. Oesel, however, on which there

appears to have been a quite insnfiticiem garrison, was in part

overrun, all the northern part of the island being in German
- hands by the Saturday e\ening ; while the enemy also re-

ported that the principal town. Arensbourg (a small place of

about 7,000 souls) was in flames.

During these actions the enemy was also actively engaged
in trying to clear the mines from the Irben Channel, the main
entrance to the Gulf of Riga. It would seem therefore

as though. the operation as a whole were designed for the

mastery of the Gulf and .for further action upon its eastern

shore behind the Russian lines, with the object of turning

these and compelling the retirement of our Allies and
thus uncovering all the marshy country to the north,

including Reval, the chief base of the Russian Fleet. If we
look at the map we can see what the effect of a landing in

force north of. that is behind, the end of the Russian line would
be. It would be completely turned. It could not suddenly
extend itself by the hundred miles and more required to cover

Reval. All listhonia would he exposed. This then is what
would seem to be the enemy's intention : to master the Gulf
of Riga with the object of landing on its eastern shore and
turning the Russia-n line.

But all this is mere conjecture, because we are ignorant of

even such an elementary point as the strength in which the
attack is being made. The Russians themselves apparently
regard the movement as being directed against Hapsal, the
railhcadffom Reval about sixty miles distant from that port.

.
It is not-ver-y.-Clear what advantages the enemy would obtain
by the capture of this railhead. If he is free to land on Oesel
he is equally free to land on any part of the Esthonian Coast
and there would be no object, under such circumstances, in

trying to fight one's way sixty miles forward against an enemy
siipplied by a railway with such a base as Reval behind him.
It is much more likely that the movement aims at turning the
Russian line as I have said.

But I repeat, all this is guesswork. The certain thing we
have to bear in mind is the unfortunate fact that Germany in

this region can do pretty well what she likes. She is limited
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only bv the fear of entering into heavy comniitments on the

East with forces severely reduced arid "with her fate clearly

deiwndent u]>on the Western fighting where two-fhirds of her

armies and the overwhelming mass of her material is con-

centrated in the efiort to stave oft defeat.

THE WESTERN FRONT

On the West the week was marked by two successive blows,

tlic fourth and the fifth of those launched by the British

Higher Command during the present offensive ; and each of

these blows was further remarkable for the unprecedented

rapidity in preparation which it showed.

On Tuesday, October 9th, \s-as fought an action the news of

which reached London too late for inclusion in our last issue.

It was the first of these tvvO last blows and was struck from tfie

south of Houthulst Forest in the north to the eastern slopes of

the Ridge just south-east of the Broodseinde Cross Roads on

the south. On the extreme left the French co-operated

with us, the British left (on the right of the French)

consisting of English. Welsh and Irish troops and the Guards.

In the centre was a Territorial Division comprising the

Manchester, East Lancashires and Lancashire Fusiliers

regiments ; on the right b\' Broodseinde were the Australians.

The attack, which was launched at twenty past five in the

morning, had again something of the effect of a surprise
;

especially on the north,between the railway and Poelcappellc,

where two German di\isions were caught, the one in the act

of relieving the other. The troops coming in, those of the 227th

Division, naturally suffered the most. It had rained heavily

during the mght and the difficulties of the low ground were

very great. And some hours aiier tne first advance of about
a thousand, yards the local dilificulties, especially apparently
those- of transport, necessitated a retirement over about half

the belt occupied. It was not, by the accounts received,
undertaken under enemy pressure nor with any recorded loss.

On the ridge itself an advance of one mile towards
Passchendaele was effected b\ the Territorial division just

mentioned, on the left of whom were the Warwickshires and
certain units from Yorksliire. The objectives fixed here fell

short of the ruins of Passchendaele. Nevertheless a portion
of the British forces appear to have entered these ruins for a
moment, pushing beyond their objectives as was the case last

week in the .\ustralian advance up the road from Broodseinde.
They fell back later on to the objectives originally assigned
for them.
By the evening of the second day the total amount of

prisoners was just over 2,000, of whom 400 had been taken by
the French.

Rain fell at intervals during and after the advance, and the
chances of a repetition of the attack seemed to grow worse
and worse. Nevertheless, after so short an interval as onlv
three days from the inception of the fourth blow a fifth was
launched at 25 minutes past five in the morning of Fridav,
October 12th. upon much the same front, but excluding tlie

portion near Houthulst Forest where the French had pre-
viously advanced. . Very heavy rain had fallen again in the
night before this attack, which was therefore made under the
most difficult conditions conceivable. The rain set in again
with the later morning and the attempt to push the thing
farther was abandoned. This stroke was also successful
within its limits, counting before it was over 943 prisoners.

Later, during the Saturday, heavy rain continued to fall
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throughout the niglit and morning, and further action was,

for the moment, impossible.

It is dear that the weather conditions all further activity

j;ow in Flanders. Wc have readied the same time of year

as that which imposed limits upon the battle of the Somme
and for the same reason. The sun has no longer sufficient

power to dry the ground even after moderate rain, and any-
thing like really wet weather stops operations entirely.

The Conditions of Victory—II

I
BEGAN this series of articles by noting that immediately

upon the destruction of the enemy's offensive power in

the West and his being thrown back upon an increasingly

doubtful defensive, he had no chance of escape from ultimate

defeat—in spite of the Russian collapse—save through some
political manoeuvre.

Thi^ political manoeuvre was the industrious propagation,

first by his agents, next by his friends, and after that by their

dupes, of three consecutiv^c propositions.

The first of these propositions was that the German people
were not responsible for the war and its hitherto unknown
atrocities : the character it has increasingly borne of breaking
with every law, convention, and moral standard of civilized

Europe. The war and its wholly novel abominations were
due to a few wicked rulers from whom we had to free the
innocent mass of the enemy.
The two propositions following on this were, the second

one, that the defeat of the Central Powers, in the field was
impossible and that therefore it was necessary to negotiate,

and the third (to which these first two led up) that, as we had
to negotiate at last, it would be well to lay down at once in

detail the terms of a peace which the Allies could accept.

I said that these three propositions, and especially their

conclusion, were equivalent to a demand for parley ; that a
demand for parley was a demand for truce ; and that a truce
with an unbeaten enemy was the prelude to acknowledging
his successful defence. I said, therefore, that what we had
to do was to reject the whole scheme, after noting the false-

hood of the arguments in its support, and to replace it }>y
considering our conditions—not of peace, but of victory. In
other words, to consider what things were necessary to our
future and to the stability of Europe as the fruits of our full

military success : things which an unbealen enemy will cer-

tainly not give us, hut which a beaten enemy will be compelled
to give us.

The first part of my task, then, is negative : I have to
exhibit the falsehood of the arguments the enemy and his
friends are using. After that only can I approach the positive
part which is the statement of what the conditions of victory
are. In this negative part I examine the triple proposition of
the enemy and his friends. Last week I dealt with the first

of his proposals. This week I will deal with the second, and
the week after with the third.

Negotiation

The second proposition put forward by the enemy's sup-
porters and. for that matter, openly by his own statesmen and
soldiers, is the proposition that as a decision in the field is now
impossible, there is nothing left but negotiation ; the mere
prolonging of the struggle under such circumstances is a useless
and terrible expenditure of life and subsistence, and threatens
a common ruin to both parties.

Let us bring into relief the main fact about this proposition :

it is advanced by the enemy.
It originated le/ith the enemy ; first m a crowd of articles

and suggestions which began to appear during the battle of
the Somme, next in a definite and even urgent demand for
peace which issued from Berlin in the second week of December
1916, when the results of the Somme were fully known—
but before the collapse of Russia.

All that has followed since, whether from well-meaning
neutrals or from men who had no nationality and to whom,
therefore, the war was a meaningless tragedy, or from the
direct agents of the enemy, has been but a development of
the policy clearly originated in the summer of last year and
publicly enunciated by the enemv himself at the end of last
year's critical battle : A battle, be it remembered, which
definitely proved to the enemy that his offensive power was
at an end and even his defensive system doomed.

If we do not bear in mind this capital fact that the sug-
gestion of negotiation has come from the enemy we shall
misunderstand the whole psychology of it.

Of the variou^s forces which were grouped for the mainte-
nance of civilization against the Prussian menace of 1914
not one in the West has made default. Of the forces that
were grouped for the conquest of Europe in 1914 all have made
default. The Western Allies maintain their original position.
Prussia and her allies are already giving way. That is the core
of the whole matter. i

In July 1914 the attitude of the two sides was this :

The Central Empires, organised under Prussia, proposed
to do what they willed with the small nationalities of the
Balkans, to control the route to the East through these, and,
since the military power of France was their most serious

opponent (though counting only a third of their numbers),
they proposed early to destroy that military power in a brief

and necessarily successful campaign. Tliis done Prussia
and her Allies would have been the unquestioned masters of

Europe. But there was more than this. It was openly
announced —and the announcement was carried out in prac-
tice—that the old moral tradition of Europe, its conventions
in war, the sanctity of neutral territory and the security of
non-belligerents would be disregarded. We were told in so
many words what countless writings and speeches had already
led us to expect, that Prussia denied validity to the old inter-

national morals of Europe and proposed to achieve her
aggrandisement by a contempt of them.
When Great Britain entered the field, the military machine

of the Central Powers was already well under way, no modifica-
tion of its movements was then possible, and those who had
deliberately challenged the civilization of Europe asserted
(and believed) in spite of their evident annoyance at this
accession of strength to their foe, that the rapidity and success
of their overwhelming numerical power would decide the
issue before blockade could come into play. As for a serious
development of British military power by land, they did not
consider it possible for one moment.
There you have briefly stated the thesis of Prussia and her

Allies in launching the war. Every other pronouncement
than this has been an afterthought produced ultimately by
the Marne. These afterthoughts have contradicted one
another and have fluctuated back and forth with the fortune
of arms. The nearer defeat seemed the more generous or
the more pitiful was the attitude of the original aggressors.
Each accident postponing defeat led immediately to a different
tone.

Mastery of Europe

The one thing that stands historically unassailable is the
original motive and action of our enemies. Thev proposed to
master Europe. They were certain of their po'wer to do so
and they affirmed in theory (and carried out in practice)
the rapid achievement of victory by a contempt for all the
<)ld traditions of Europe at war. There was no talk in those
days, when the issue was clearly marked, of the war being
an aggression on Prussia by England. That was merely an
afterthought and a clumsy one. So far from its being true
It IS clear that the enemy believed up to the last moment
that England would not enter the lists. There was no talk
of the horrors of war, the pity of their continuance ; on the
contrary they were proclaimed as a sort of good—because
It was believed they would fall upon the opponents of Prussia,
there was no talk of freedom of the seas or freedom of nations
or races, or freedom of anything. There was a plain plan of
conquest by methods admittedly devoid of morality.
On the other side there was an equally plain political

thesis. Its base was the defence of all that had been known as
luiropean civilization. It stood for the maintenance of
sovereign national rights, especially in the smaller sovereign
States, for the observance of an accepted chivalry in war and
for the saving of all our traditions. It was clear that the only
means of doing this was to break the Prussian military ma-
chine. In other words, to defeat it decisively in the field.W ithin the nations which successfully "

undertook this
task were elements either favourable to the enemy or so igno-
rant or so strangely enthusiastic that they did not under-
stand the value of patriotism and the meaning of nationaUty.
1 hose elements, from the beginning in France as in England,
in Italy before she joined the war, as in the United States
before that country entered, argued against the defence of
Europe and m. favour of yielding to the enemy. They were
weakest in 1' ranee because France was directly and physically
menaced. They were strongest in the nations which were
either less directly menaced or stood out for some time from
the struggle We all know what those elements were. We
all know who their leaders were. There has been no con-
version and no change. Exactly the same people who talked
Pacifist and mternationalist nonsense, or who more soberly
argued for the neutrality of theu: nations two years ago, arecontmumg the work to-day. There has here befn no
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general modification in the West due to the process of the war
—or very little. The general purpose of the Western Allies

remains what it was at the beginning. On the enemy's side

there is a prodigious change. It is a change affecting whole

populations and the very mind of the combination which set

out to conquer us. They have come to an open repudiation

of their original intention and to a negation of what seemed
in IQ14 their ineradicable political phiiosopliy. Prussia

(for the iirst time in all her history) is using the word "free-

dom " and«talking of " national rights." The most enormous
of all the enormous symptoms of the thing is the fact that

Prussia is now at last compelled to propitiate Poland.

That, I say, is the capital mark of the whole affair. It

should be the foundation of our judgment to see it clearly—
and therefore it is the great object of the enemy and his sup-

porters, direct and indirect, at this moment to confuse us upon
that capital point.

They assure us that the movement is a general one ; that
" all parties" are equally weary ; that the tone is " every-

where " changed. So stated it is a falsehood. Obviously,

three years of war will weary all men, victors as well as van-
quished, more than one year. But so far as direction of effort

is concerned, the change is a change upwn the enemy's part

and not upon ours. And the reason is simple. It is that the

enemy, formerly certain of victory on a purely military calcu-

lation, is now on the same calculation equally certain of defeat.

He has only the political avenue of escape left him, and there-

fore he has turned to that.

Enemy Propaganda '

This, then, is our conclusion on the fundamental point.

The Peace Propaganda is an enemy propaganda. It is the
enemy that turned to it and not we ; it is the enemy who is

trying to drag us in to it and we who must resist.

There follows an immediate corollary from this fundamental
truth, which is that the statements on which this propaganda
reposes are necessarily suspect in our eyes. When we look
at those statements we shall find tliat our suspicion is very
reasonable, quite apart from the fact that the proposition is

an enemy proposition.

The enemy statement we are considering here may be put
thus briefly in simple words :

" You cannot defeat me, of course ; yet I am willing to
give you fart of the things which only defeat could wring
from me."
Of course, the matter is not put so simply or with a con-

tradiction so glaring. The way it is put is : "A decision in
the field is impossible short of mutual ruin, therefore let us
negotiate." But the briefest and truest form of it is what
I have said :

" You cannot defeat me, of course ; but I am
willing to give you part of the things that can only be wrung
from me by defeat." A strange attitude !

The enemy, so long as he had the slightest chance of victory,
far from conceding anything talked openly of indemnities, of
the probable annexation of French territory, of the certain
annexation of Belgium, of the " punishment " of Italy, and
all the rest of the phrases with which we were exceedingly
familiar not two years ago. Surely even public opinion
rannot be so short-memoried as to have forgotten already
those phrases and declarations ? Have we forgotten Bern-
hardi's definite prophesy at the end of 1913 that, with the
spring of 1916, France would be overrun ? Or the memoran-
dum upon the annexation of the French ironfields in Lorraine ?

Or the later declarations upon Belgium ? Is it possible that
anyone can have forgotten the earlier claim to hold the
( hannel Coast as a permanent threat against England ? Or
the discussion of the exact amounts which a defeated Western
civilization would have to pay ? So long as there was the
least chance of victory* for the enemy that was the tone.

If we'were to put the matter in plain question and answer
it would stand somewhat thus

:

" Why did you not talk like this during the battle of
Verdun .-'

"

" Because I then thought I could get a decision in my own
favour."

'Why did you not talk like this before theTrentino fiasco?
"

_" Because I did not think it would be a fiasco. I expected
a decisive victory-, the cutting off of the whole Italian Army
and the overrunning of the Italian cities."

It comes then to this. So long as the chance of victory was
"With the enemy, a decision was possible and negotiation was
ridiculous. Now that the progress towards victory is on our
side and against him, behold I a decision is impossible and
negotiation is the only way out ! Really the argument is a
little too one-sided.
The enemy's attitude and that of his supporters and apolo-

gists at the present moment may be compared to that of. a
man heavily pressed for money who enters into some such

The Creditor :
" Your payment has fallen due. Can you

pay ? Are you solvent ?
"

The Debtor :
" Oh, yes ! I am quite solvent. But first

of all let us see whether you will not rather accept something
in the pound."
We all know what we should think of the man who replied

thus in a commercial matter and where his credit would stand.
It is an exact parallel to the bluff which the enemy is putting
up at this phase of the war.
The truth is that the whole argument depends upon the

statement that a decision is impossible. It is a statement
which the enemy and his friends niake, and it is a statement
manifestly false.

" Permanent " Defences

The enemy constructed his original defensive lines in the
West with the manifest intention of holding them intact
until he could secure an inconclusive peace. In their largest
plan as in their details those lines are a clear confession of
such a policy. No one who has seen the work he put into
them can doubt that. They amounted to a declaration that
it was worth while to do so much because doing so much gave
him an impregnable position.

Well, the first step was that those lines proved far Irora
impregnable as the armament of the Allies proceeded. The
Battle of the Somn^e was definite proof that this armament

—

then, remember, only in the middle of its expansion—could
destroy a system it had taken the enemy two years to complete.
He fell back upon the idea of successive trench lines

;

the chief of them, constructed with immense labour and ob-
viously designed for permanence, lay along the Bapaume
Ridge. He was shot off the Bapaume Ridge almost before
he had properly fallen back upon it.

The next step in his decline was the determination upon
a local retirement and the evacuation of the Noyon saUent.
He drew across that arc a chord which is generally called the
Hindenburg line. It staffed with the Vimy Ridge and was
(and is) an enormous double work, including ' miles of tunnel
and hundreds of elaborate posts constructed for permanent
defence which ran down past St. Quentin along the Chemin des
Dames to the neighbourhood of Rheims. tn the spring
offensive of this year that line was broken up in place after
place.

That the attack did not produce a general retirement
does not affect the argument. He built this thing as per-
manent fortifications are built, not as field works are built,

and yet he lost its continuity.

Changed Tactics

Then came, with the end of this summer, a further con-
fession of inferiority—really the most significant of all ;

the continually increasing fire power of the Allies and parti-

cularly of the British, compelled him to abandon the trench
system altogether at the point where pressure was most
fierce. He fell back at a very heavy expense in men upon a
system of isolated posts, of formation in depth and of repeated
and murderously expensive counter-attacks after each sacrifice

of ground. Whether yet another type of defence can intervene
between this last step and the final failure of the defensive

we do not know, but the thing is clearly progressive, and the
progress is continually against him and in our favour.

In a word, the doctrine that a decision is impossible is

nonsense. If we under-estimate the time required to arrive

at such a result, we shall naturally be disappointed. If we
make no guess at any precise term, but appreciate the

direction and inevitable progress of the operations, we have

a true judgment of the situation.

Both parties suffer. Both parties increasingly suffer.

But the party which is now in the process of undergoing
progressive defeat, suffers, on the civilian as on the military

side, in material as in men, as in casualties as in moral, more
and more, and the victors less and less. The curves are

separating and it would be madne-ss now that that separation

is getting accentuated to check it by accepting the enemy's

demand for a parley and a truce. H. Belloc

An Allied Naval Policy

We regret to announce that more than half of Mr.

Arthur Pollen's article on the Naval Policy of the

Allies has been eliminated by the Censor.

We do not consider it would be fair, either to

Mr. Pollen or to our readers, to present his arguments

in an incomplete form, and so we are reluctantly
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"Bagdad at Any Cost"
By Lewis R. Freeman

October iS, TQT7

B
AGDAD at any cost 1

" The endless iteration of

that expression in the German press during the last

kthree months has. been onlv one of a score of signs

___^ 'indicating that the octopus of Middle Europe was

as implacably resolved to extend its most easterly tentacle to

its full length as it is not to relax the stranglehold which its

most westerly one has thrown around Belgium. And
,

it

should bv nomeans be assumed that the stinging rap which

(ieneral iWaude has dealt to one of the Turkish feelers of

this eastern arm at Ramadie is calculated to arrest more than

temporarily the impulses which have been set going from the

monster's Teutonic nerve-centre.

With Falkenhavn directing in jierson the strategy' of the

enemy in the Near Eastern theatre, there is every reason to

believe that the campaign to regain Bagdad and re-establish the

waning prestige of the Teuton cast of the Bosphorus will be

vigorouslv prosecuted ; but even so, there is still more

reason to"^ believe that not only will an adequate defence be

maintained,.but that the chances for a further British advance

—should such a move commend itself to those directing the

campaign—are far from unfavourable. There has been no

time since the recapture of Kut when British moral and

organisation in this theatre have not been far above those of

the enemv : but even assuming the opposing armies to be more

or less balanced on this score, there are still two important

factors which in themselves would be sufficient to create a

situation increasinglv unfavourable to the enemy. These

are transport and what one might call the local economic

situation, neither of which appear to have been fully appre-

ciated in England. I shall touch on each very briefly before

going on to a discussion of what Mesopotamia means, or might

mean, to the British Empire.

Communications , '

From the inception of the Mesopotamian expedition, the

British had. potentially at least, all the best of it on the score

of communications, and the disaster to Townshend at Kut-el-

Amara was due—more than to any other one thing—to the

failure to take advantage of the opportunity to develop an

adequate system of paddle-wheel steamer and barge transport

on the navigable Tigris. With the river transport as at

present carried on (with its auxiliary of light railways), it is

not too much to say that the British are in better shape to

maintain an army on a front in the latitude of Bagdad,

and even up to and perhaps north of Samara, than the Turks

would be if thev had a single-track railway all the way through

from the Bosphorus. The fact that the 'Mesopotamian army
must now draw a far greater amount of both its food and

munitions from India than it did in its first year, must also

make a great difference in the problem of sea transport.

As to what the Germans have done to improve the Turkish

transport we can only speculate. The Bagdad railway is

usuallv shown on the strategic maps published in the Allied

countries as coming to an end at Xisbin, about two-thirds-of

the way across from Aleppo to Mosul, on the Tigris. If it

is true, however, that the tunnels have been completed and
rail connection established through the Taurus and Amanus
mountains, there is no reason that material should not have

come rapidly enough to carry the rail-head much farther east,

and possibly all the way into the amph.itheatre of brown
hills where Mosul looks across to the ruins of old Nineveh.

Even this, however, would still leave the Turk at a great

disadvantage, for he certainly has not the rafting material

that would make it iwssible to float supplies to his armies

down the shallow but swift-flowing Tigris.

No probable development of the Bagdad Railway along its

original route is likely to give the Turks communications com-
parable to those already at the dispxjsal of the British, but the

thing of which one would like to have assurance, is what
he has done in improving the direct route from Aleppo to

Bagdad down the Euphrates. The very sizeable force which

fell a victim to General Maude's masterly strategy almost

certainly came from this direction, and the fact that several

disassernbled engines were among the booty might be taken

to indicate that some sections at least of this route had been

bridged by rail. While the chances are that the captured

railway material was brought there for fiilure use on the light

line which runs across from the Tigris to the Euphrates at

this front (after it had been taken from the British, of course),

it shoiild not be forgotten that the Euphrates route is not

onlv the most direct one between Aleppo and Bagdad, but that

it -is even freer than the other from heavy engineering work.

Indeed, I have already mentioned in L.\>;d & W.Vter

how Meissncr Pasha, who was then engaged in building the

Bagdad Railwav, practically admitted to me in the spring of

1912 that political rather than engineering or commercial

considerations had been responsible for carrying the survey

across the half-desert hills of Upper Mesopotamia _to Mosul.

The idea was, he gave me to understand, to " flank " Armenia,

and to make ultimately of Mosul a junction point from which

dominating strategic fines would radiate to northern and

central Persia.

Down the Euphrates

There is little doubt that if the Germans could have seen

ahead to a two or three years' campaign in Mesopotamia
when operations were first planned for this theatre, they would
have left the railhead on the original survey of the Bagdad
Railway just where it was—somewhere out towards Kas-el-

Ain—and devoted all their energies and material to pushing

a line down the Euphrates. There would have been some
cutting and filling—though all in soft earth—to do. but it

would have been possible to raft material down the river,

construct and inaugurate traffic on the easy stretches, and
then link these up as the slower work was finished. It is not

impossible that something of the kind may have been
attempted in the last year, although the chances—on account

of the increasingly insistent demands of Europ>e-—are much
against it. Anyway that one figures it, it seems certain the

British will have all the best of the transport to the end.

How much the British stood to profit—and the Turk to

suffer-—when the latter was finally pushed out of the irrigated

area roughly included in the triangle Bagdad-Kerbela-Kut
I hgdre never seen made adequately clear in any of the reports

of General Maude's advance up the Tigris. This area

togeiher with some marsh and much land- and not under
canal—takes in practically all of the irrigated and intensively

cultivated area of Mesopotamia. All the rest of the cultiva-

tion along both Tigris and Euphrates consists only of incon-

siderable patches where water has been raised from the river

by wheels. \\'hile the Turks were in undisturbed possession

of this area, they had an unlimited supply of fodder for their

horses, as well as of most of the foodstuft's consumed by theii

army. There is no other area of cultivation sufficient for feed-

ing an army nearer than Aleppo, and all Syria had been
famine-stricken for a year in consequence of the taking of

food for the armies. When the Turk was pushed north of

Bagdad, however, he found himself compelled to establish

his front in a region which was a complete desert away from
the rivers, while even along their banks the patches of cultiva-

tion were only sufficient to eke out the lives of the villagers

who maintained them. For the supply of foodstuffs the pres-

sure on the Turkish transport must have been increased many
fold from the day he dug himself in across the low table-lancl

above Samara. The soil of most of the region of Upper Meso-
potamia is rich, but its pitifully small rainfall could only be
made to nourish crops under the most scientific " dry-farming

"

methods, into the mysteries of which, it is scarcely necessary
to add, the .\rab /rf/«/j/n^the only available cultivators—have
not yet been initiated. If the Germans are still going to
insist on the Turks maintaining a fighting force in Mesopo-
tamia, they have either got to 'take Bagdad, and the region
south of it down to Kut, or else bring the food for that army
from the already depleted granary of .'\sia Minor.
The British army, in entering the cultivated area of Mesopo-

tamia after the fall of Kut, naturally reaped most of the
advantages of which the Turk had been deprived on being
driven out of it. Flour and most of its meats it doubtless
still has to bring from India or Europe, but the saving of
transport on fodder, vegetables and fruits must be \ery con-
siderable. I have never heard that the Turks destroyed the
great barrage at Hindia, on the Euphrates, before retieating,
and with this and its canal system intact, the food production
of this part of Mesopotamia can—\\itli the importation of
coolie labour from India—easily be kept abreast of the
demands any army of occupation, /no matter how large, can
possibly make.
At a time then when it appears assured that, barring unfore-

seen disaster, the indefinite tenure of Bagdad—with all it

stands for—seems only a matter of " carrying on," it may be
apposite to consider what Mesopotamia means, or rather
might mean, to the British Empire. For a good many cen-
turies It has been the custom to refer' to the Tigro-Euphrates
\ alley as the world's greatest " graveyard of Dead Empires"
without giving a thought as to whether or not the restoration
of the conditions which enabled Empires to flourish there
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might not make it anew the home of the civihzation of which
it was the cradle. Then, six or seven j'ears ago, a man came
along with not only a well-maintained thesis to prove thati the
desert was the original site of the Garden of Eden, but with
a fully formulated plan to make a new garden of it, a garden
more extensive and more fruitful than that of the Nile. It is

impossible to speak of the future of Mesopotamia without
bringing in Sir William Willcocks and the Nile.

Two Most Fainous Valleys

It is a remarkable fact that what are undoubtedlv the world's
twomo.st ancient and opulent seats of empire, the vailevof the
Nile and the valley of the Tigris-Euphrates, should both have
iltimately become for the most part twoof the most sterile of the
world's deserts. But more remarkable still is it that when,
after the lapse of a score or more of centuries, the destined hour
of their rehabilitation came round, the master transformer of
2ach who in time will restore both valleys to a fruitfulness
undreamed of by Rameses or Nebuchadnezzar, should be one
and the same man. and he not a king nor an emperor, but a
quiet unassuming Engli>hman, with the practical brain of an
engineer and the imaginative soul of a dreamer. It is as a
dreamer—a constructive dreamer— in fact, that I like ibest
to think of Sir William Willcocks. On the memorable occasion
on which I first turned the pages of his " Garden of. Eden

"

reclamation report, there was nought that I envied Keats
his pioneering jaunt which provoked his rhapsody on " First
Looking into Chapman's Homer."

It was an evening of May, iQij.in the Bagdad Club Library
that I picked up a volume of the " Thou^^and and One Nights

"

and sought a reclining chair under a punkah. I had intended
whiling away the hot e\ening by following the inimitable
Haroun.al Raschid through the highways and byways of the
ancient city of the Kalyphs, but I chanced to start turning the
leaves of the green-bound engineering report which I found on
the arm of my chair, and instead of trailing at the skirts of the
good Haroun. I found the car of mv fancv hitched to th<:
Pegasus of Sir William Willcocks and" whirled of^' across the
ages to the days of the Garden of Eden, swung back in a
sweeping circle through the Deluge, the rise and fall of Chaldea,
Babylon, Assyria and Hitt, on down to the present and
Ixyond to that future when the transmuting touch of water
was to restore all that was worth restoring of the glories that
liad gone before. It was with Willcocks, the dreamer, that
1 rode that night. .

Twenty-four hours later, with a clear-eyed sun-tanned
Scotchman, I stood at the awninged window of a drafting room
looking down into a quarter mile wide hole where a couple of
thou.sand Arab labourers and a confused mixture of pumps,
cngmes, dredges, cement-mixers and steam-shovels were doing
the prelimmary work of the foundation of the great Hindia
Barrage, the completion of which, a year or more later, raised
the waters of the Euphrates and "

turned it back into its
old channel by the walls of Babylon. Opened between us.
and supplemented by a portfolio of maps, lav a green-bound
report similar to the one I had found in Bagdad the night
Ix-fore, and my companion turned often and read from it as
he pomted and explained. But alwavs it was columns of
figures—estimates of flow and fall andsiltage content -that
he quoted : these magic pages glowing with fascinating inter-
weavmgs of fact and fancies regarding Eden and the Deluge
and Belshazzar and Sardanapalus were unturned. It was
Willcocks, the engineer, not the dreamer, whom we followed
that afternoon

; the engineer transforming into realities the
•visionings of the dreamer.

It is a significant commentary on the confidence with which
Turkey still regarded England up to ioir-12 that, in spite of
the fact that German intrigue was at its height in all parts
of the Ottoman Empire at this time, the Government should
not only have turned to a British engineer to draw up its plans
for the greatest reclamation project ever planned, but should
also have awarded all of the first construction contracts—
involving the expenditure of many millions of pounds—to a
British firm. That this was done in the face of strong en-
deavours on the part of the Germans (who were already at
work on the Bagdad railway) to secure at least the construc-
tion contracts for themselves, indicates how small a British
effort might have been successful in saving Turkey from her
final entanglement with C.crmany.

Perhaps no better idea can fee given of the incalculable
promise of the future that awaits Mesopotamia if ever a
stable government is established there than to outline briefly
the salient features of the Willcocks project. Many of the
names—such as Kut and Ctesiphon-nf subsidiarv' projects
have since become bv'words. Indeed, General Maude's latest
victory at Ramadie involved operations over the Habbania
overflow area, the utilisation of which to take care of the surplus
flood waters of tlie Euphrates formed really the initiatory
project of them all.

Tile great problem that confronted the first builders of ex-
tensive irrigation works m Mesopotamia must have been that
of disposing of the excess of water in flood time, and had not
the solution been found at the outset it is certain that all

their eft'ortsmust have come to nought in the end. The decline
of the great Babylonian canals must have dated from the time
when, either through neglect or through destruction bv
enemies the flood protective systems became partially or.wholly
inefi'ective. That the irrigation systems of the succeeding
empires had but ephemeral existence was due to the fact that
the complete restoration of the flood works was not made a
condition precedent to irrigation.

To Sir William Willcocks. with his life-long experience in
curbing the eccentricities of the Nile, the imperative necessity
for providing some sort of a flood escape for the surplus waters
of both the Tigris and Euphrates must have been apparent
at once, and his first attention, after being commissioned by
the Turkish rro\-ernment to outline a plan for the reclamation of
Mesopotamia, was directed to this end. Investigations were
first made on the Euphrates, and, guided by a broad belt of

shells in the desert to the north-west of Kerbela, a great de-

pression having an area of _;oo square miles and a depth of
fifty feet, capable of receiving a flow vastly in excess of any'-

flood recorded in modern times, was discovered and surveyed.
The lx;lt of shells and traces of old canals and diversion works
pointed strongly to the fact that this depression was utilised

by the ancients to the identical end it will serve when the
Habbania Escape - which was under construction on the
Euphrates at the outbreak of the war—is completed. This
work will approximate in steel and concrete what the ancients
built for the same jjurpose in sun-dried brick cemented to-

gother with bitumen. When it is finished the way will be clear

to take up systematically the canalization of the great area

—

the Hindia Barrage alone commands 1,360,000 acres—which
can be irrigated from the waters of the Euphrates.

Tigris Floods

The handling of the flood waters of the Tigris which,
although having slightly less average discharge than the

Euphrates, swells to far above the maximum flow of the latter

in spring time, is a mora difficult problem. There are two
alternative solutions, one being to utilise as an escape an
extensive salt sink to the south-east of Samara, in which the

river Tarthar now discharges and terminates, and the other

the simpler plan of abandoning the left bank of the river to

the floods and creating a massive canal and dike along the right

bank. The principal objection to the escape project was its

estimated cost of £(),ooo,ooo, and Willcocks' recommendation
was in favoiu' of the one involving the abandonment of the

side of the river until such time as more money was available.

It will be seen that the " cramping " efforts of Turkish finance

were evident even in the tentative outline of this project.

With the menace of the floods disposed of, the several

projects for bringing the lower valley under canal were to be
taken up as fast as the Turkish Government could provide

the money. These projects, a score or more in number, if

ever completed, will have brought water not only to all of

the country irrigated b\' the Babylonians, but also to many
hundreds of square miles that did not exist at the time of

Nebuchadnezzar-and built out into what was then the Persian

Gulf by the silt-laden rivers.

A fairly extensive but relatively cheap piece of reclamation

was projected at the great Ctesiphon loop of the Tigris, where

Townshend administered so stinging a defeat to the Turks

before falling back on Kut. Here a quarter of a mile \v-ide

neck of land separates two points on the ri\er, which are thirty

miles apart by its winding channel. A two or three-metre

fall gives the opportunity to bring nearly all of the looped-

in area—about 250,000 acres-—under canal. The consumma-
tion of this project was expected ultimately to result in the

destruction of the famous Ctesiphon ruin, the arch of which'

is the largest ever constructed.

The great Hindia Barrage was the first of the 'Willcocks

projects to be undertaken, liecause ifr was possible to proceed

with it regardless of the completion of the Habbania Escape

which was to dispose of the flood waters of the Euphrates

and upon which all the other projects had to wait. The dam
at Hindia is designed to turn a large part of the flow of the

Euphrates into its old Babylon channel, restoring to cultiva-

tion hundreds of thousands of acres which had reverted to

desert through the silting up of the ancient river bed. The
Turks- in true Turkish fashion—had endeavoured to do the

same thing twenty years previously by erecting a low weir

across the river a "short distance below the site of the present

barrage. This structure, which was built entirely of bricks

quarried from the ruins of the Tower of Babel, the palace of

Belshazzar. and other historic buildings of Babylon, did good

service while it lasted, the water in the old channel being

raised to a level which made it possible to bring a considerable
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part of the abandoned area again under cultivation. It began

{ioing to pieces in the first heavy flood, however, and, through

the gieat losses suffered by those who oiJcned up new land

only to Iw compelled to abandon it as the water in the old

t hannel sank back to its former level, was ultimately respon-

sible for more harm than good.
At the time of my visit to Bayblon I found the German

scientists excavating there in a terrible state, because the

raising of the water in the t)ld Euphrates threatened to defeat

forever their long-cherished plan to delve deep under the

ruins of Nebuchadnezzar's capital to uncover a prehistoric

city of equal size whicli existed on the same site. It was
feared that the increased soakage from the raised water level

would make it out of the question to carry on excavations at

any depth at this point. The spectacled Teutonic savants

were in a high state of indignation at the prospect, but to the

average individual half a milhon live and prosperous farmers

would weigh rather more heavily in the balance of expediency

than a row of cases tilled with the bones and ornaments of

dead men , and a ponderous tome filled with theories regarding
life in a dead city.

The Hindia Barrage was completed some months before the
outbreak of the war, and while it is not possible that the
original scheme of distribuion of the water it made available,
could have been followed very far, there is no doubt that thj
Turks and Germans brought a good deal of new land undei
canal to increase the food supply of the armies. As both ol

them undoubtedly counted on a speedy return, it is not pro-
bable that there was much destruction attempted of works
of this kind.

A clear road to the fulfilment of Sir William Willcocks'
magnificent dream of a restoration of the Garden of Eden
has only been opened since the British hold on the Tigro-
Euphrates Valley has appeared to be definitedly assiu-ed, and
if the British people will begin to think of Mesopotamia as
bulwarking the landgate to India just as Egypt does the water-
gate, it is by no means impossible that this road may be
followed to its end.

What is Reconstruction ?
By Jason

IN
sixteen hundred and sixty-six, when, aswe were told

in the nursery the fire went out for want of sticks, London
had a rare opportunity. For four days the flames had
been destroying the squalor as well as the splendour of

the past. It happened that one of the greatest architects

produced by our nation was alive, and in the fuU vigour

of his powers. Sir Christopher Wren seized the moment
and in a few days he had drawn up a scheme for rebuilding

London which would have given to "the capital an atmosphere
of space and design. If his plan had been accepted St. Pauls
would have not been hidden behind nanow and crooked
streets. It would have stood out as a Greek temple stands
out, so that the eye of traveller or citizen, whether on the
river or on land, would run easily and naturally over its

great outline with nothing to break the spell of the perspective.

For the street leading up Ludgate Hill was widened as it

approached St. Paul's, dividing itself into two great avenues,
one on either side of the Cathedral. The great features of the
city, cathedral, public offices, river, were all given a setting
that would display their beauty and importance. All London
was to be built with wide streets, smoke was to be banished,
the churchyards were to be planted and adorned, and the
imagination of every Briton was to be excited and enriched
by the noble dignity of his home.
Unhappily for us and for all who have lived since those

September days, Sir Christopher M'ren's dream seemed too
ambitious for the Government of the day. The rights of
property, the claims of economy, the urgent need of rehousing
the population of London before the winter, all these were
pressed on the Court, and Wren's plan was rejected. So
though we may love London as well as Morris loved her (he
used to say that her soot had been rubbed into him), we love
her in spite of disfigurements,and the more we cherish her history
the morewe lament that this great scheme still lies at Oxford,
in the Library of All Souls, a picture of the London that might
have been.

In which Spirit ?

The great fire of London lasted four days, and the great
fire of Europe has already raged for more than three years. Jn
which spirit are we going to reconstruct that part of Europe
in which we live .- Is it to be the spirit of Sir Christopher Wren
or the spirit of the Government of Charles II. ? Arewe going
to remake our world in a spirit of faith and hope, or are wo
going to put the bricks of our old world back again and
restore the conventions of the past ?

A crisis so tremendous as this drives even the least re-
flective mind to question those conventions, to penetrate
beneath that surface where his questioning used to stop dead
to ask what purpose is served by this or that institution, this
or that kind of life. This is itself an immense event in any
society. For the custom of accepting the world as we find it
is perhaps the most powerful force in our nature. We see
millions of people toiling for long hours, we see conditions of
life that are revolting and painful, we see all round us an
ugly and distressing civilisation, and for the most part we
take all this for granted. It is not what we should wish,
but there it is, and we say in a tired way to ourselves that it
is not likely to be altered very radically in our lifetime. The
mind soon ceases to be distressed by anything that seems to be
mevitable, especially if the body that actually suffers belongs
to someone else. Hence it needs a great shock to awaken

a society to some fundamental change of outlook. Such a
shock has come to England and to the world, and the defeat of
Germany is not more important for mankind than the nature
and the scale of the change of spirit that will result from it.

The Greek Conception

It has been said that after every great crisis the humanmmd goea back to the Greek spirit, the Greek conception of
the serene and equable life, the disentangling of purpose and
motive. This is another way of saying that there is some
saving and sovereign quality in the imagination of the race to
which we fly for peace and hope from the distracting tumult
of conflict and violence. That tumult brings with it a new
and simplifying sense of reality. In the act of over-
whelming the race by some stupefying calamity it
trees the race from the burden that has kept half
Its mmd captive. Such a burden has weighed upon
us lor a century in the material' standard we set
tor our civilisation. For a hundred years we have been
living under the tyranny of a particular economic creed.
Uur political economy has deserved the name of dismal
because the circumstances of its birth have given it an un-
reality that is melancholy and morose. An analysis of one
set of forces, it was accepted by the age of the Industrial
Revolution as an analysis of all life, the key to aU the
mysteries of the world. So it came to be the universal arbiter
and instead of seeking to control their surroundings men came
to think of all nature as governed finally and unalterably by
some strange and dreaded law. The Incas, who worshipped
the sun, were freer than the men who made a god of the law
ot supply and demand, for even in Peru the sun is sometimes
veiled but the law of supply and demand seemed ubiquitous
and all powerful.

,

After the great war with Napoleon we reconstructed our
society under the spell of this power. Our ancestors thought
that society existed for the creation of wealth in a material
sense, and that the difference between a civilized and an un-
civilized people was in the main a difference in the capacity
for the production of wealth. The life of a nation was to be
subordinated to this imperious demand. If anyone looks
at the early discussions of factory reform, he will find that they
turn almost entirely on the danger of letting France orGermany steal our trade. Consequently, the most terrible
conditions were tolerated as the alternative to the loss of trade
Children became hereditary factory slaves, towns grew up in
niaeous form, men and women were reduced to the utmost
degradation, and the triumphs of our industry all over the globe
leit the great mass of our workmg population less free than
the inhabitants of a Red Indian village. This conception of
value and purpose in national life did not satisfy everybody,
but It satisfied the ruling class as a whole, though of course
there were distinguished exceptions. Its victims rebelled, butthey were too weak for effective rebellion. Waterloo settled

fate of En knd°^^'
'^"* '* '^""^ Peterloo that symboUsed the

le-Td^i^o? ^'-T'''^

ever since in this atmosphere in greater or
less degree, frue, we have taken a more enhghtened view of
the conditions that are favourable to production. We are

c!Lifi .iT/ f
'"°'"^. extreme form in which our ancestors

L^o w *° P^fit, but our gods have been much the

TZ^.^^Tful ''\^Tl';'"
^'^^ 'P*'"'* *" wl^i^^h even so modest

a demand as that which Mr. Fisher is making on behalf of the
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children of the working class is opposed and discussed in

certain circles. The greatness of England depends on the

cotton industry ; the cotton industry depends on the long

hours of children ; therefore, we cannot afford to let these

children have some'of the daylight for their games or their

books. A few years ago there was a Committee appointed

to consider the employment of boys and girls at night, and

some moderate reforms were recommended, reforms that have

not yet been put into effect. What was the argument against

forbidding this practice ? It was urged that the night labour

of young boys and girls was necessary in certain industries

because othePA-ise those industries would be at a disadvantage

in competition with their rivals on the Continent. We still

apply the same criticism ; material wealth is the final standard

and the Board of Trade figures pronounce the verdict on our

civilization. And this standard is not applied by one class

only. It is applied often enough by men as well as by
masters, by working class parents as well as by capitalist

employers.

Rediscovery of Power ^

If construction is to mean any real vital rediscovery of power
it will mean that we have found a new outlook, a new standard,

a new conception of the purpose of all our toil and effort.

That standard will be the scope that our institutions provide
for the good life. We can appreciate the difference from this

passage in " Cobbett's Rural Rides."

Mr. Curwen in his hints on agriculture observes that he saw,
somewhere in Norfolk, I believe it was, two hundred farmers
worth from ;£5,ooo to ;£io,ooo each ; and exclaims " What a
glorious sight." In commenting on this passage in the
Register, in the year 1810, I observed " Mr. Curwen only saw
the outside of the sepulchre ; if he had seen the two or three
thousand half starved labourers of these two hundred farmers,
and the five or six thou.sand ragged wives and children of those
labourers, if the farmers had brought those with them, the
sight would not have been so glorious."

Cobbett was discussing the change that had come over th^
country in his lifetime, when three farms had been turned int°
one and the old type of small farmer had disappeared together
with the commoners and cottagers. If you take the one
standard you can represent the changes of that time as a
great advance in agriculture ; if you take the other they mark
a deplorable catastrophe. In the one case ybu think of agri-
culture as a purely industrial process ; in the other you think
of it as a system of lifci The farmers of 1830 were much more
substantial men than the farmers of 1730 ; they made larger
profits and their methods were more advanced. But of the
persons actually engaged in agriculture, three out of four were
in a much worse case in 1830 than in 1730 ; poorer, less happy
and most essential of all, less free.

If we want to decide how we are going to look at the future
of our society, we can imagine ourselves in the position of a
returning soldier. What is it that is being dinned into his
cars ? Production ; production

; production. What is to
be our output ? How are -we going to stand against our
trade rivals ? More energy, more drive, more concentration,
these, it is urged, are the key to success and progress and
expansion. We are to introduce scientific management
and conquer the old world by the methods of the new. The
returning soldier is to lit himself into this. He is to pass

• from one warfare to another ; from the warfare of the trenches
to the warfare of the workshop.

1

Does this offer what he wants ?

The war has shaken some millions of men out of the state
of mmd m which they accept the world as they find it.

This means that a state of things which they suffered with the
patience on which, as Anatole France has said, society ultima-
tely depends will now be unendurable. Let us suppose that
Sears, now a private in the Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry,
wa-s formerly an agricultural labourer, earning, say, fifteen
shiUmgs a week, working long hours with no Saturday after-
noon, living in a tumble-down cottage which belonged to his
employer, in a village with no kind of amusement or recrea-
tion

;
or that Garnett, now a Cdrporal in the Manchesters,

was working m a factory, hot, ill ventilated, with no oppor-
tunity of exercising his lungs and his limbs in the open air,
his home in one of a great series of monotonous streets ; or
that Kirkland, now a driver in the Lowland. Artillery was a
Ghi-sgow carter, whose whole life seemed to be spent in steer-
ing heavy loads along dark and slippery streets amid angry
traffic. In the course of the great strikes of the summer
of 191 1, It came. out that the carters employed by one railway
company were not entitled to any holiday until they had
served ten years wth the company. During the summer in
which the war Jjroke out labourers were «! strike in the
Norfolk villages for a half holiday once a week.
These men return from the front. Is Scars going to be told,

that he is to work harder and more incessantly for the farmer,
or Garnett that the factory is ^'oinK to rattle more harshly

*han ever about his ears, or Kirkland that he is to drive his
load later into the drizzling night ? '

This is not what the soldier understands by reconstruction.
For the way in which a man spends his life, which seemed so
unimportant to the economist, seems to a man who has been
three years in the trenches more important than anything
else. Why is it that there is so much less panic than tedium
on the fighting front unless the dread of death is a motive
less powerful than the dread of a drearj' life ? The old
analysis made the desire of proht the one unfailing motive
alike in capitalist and iii workman, for industrial life was
looked upon as a kind of goldfield in which men accept
horrible conditions for the moment because they hope to
become rich. It is not difficult to understand this view of
life when we recall the days of the early industrial revolution,
for they were days in which men with enterprise and a little

luck sprang quickly into prosperity and power from small
beginnings.

The description of the kind of life that the early employers
led shows that they acted on the motive which some of the
economists attributed to all mankind. So they acted them-
selves and so they believed the whole world acted. Many of
the opponents of Factory Legislation were quite honestly
of the opinion that the life which seemed so terrible was more
eligible than any other life that offered itself to the boy or
girl in Lancashire or Yorkshire factories because it provided
a means whereby some of them sought advance to a prosperous
career. We get the other side in the evidence that some of
these children gave when they had grown up before the Factory
Commissioners. Here is a vivid description from one of
them, " Thinks they are no much better than the Israelites
in Egypt and their . life is no pleasure to them." This
answer is an excellent summary of the impression that the
factory hours made on the victims. We have continued
to believe that the desire of gain is the one constant motive
in men's lives, and there is still a sort of legendary view that the
sacrifices a man makes in order to become rich are a noble
form of asceticism. But even if it were true that all effort
in the workshop is rewarded by riches sooner or later, this
analysis would give a very imperfect account of the springs
and motives of human conduct.

A Growing Revolt

It is sometimes argued that the ponies taken from the free
air on Dartmoor for the coal-mines of the north are really
happier for the change, because though they lose their freedom
they are better fed, and the standard of good life for a pony
is set by the manger. It is unfortunate that the days when a
traveller in Thessaly could be changed into an ass with fpur
legs are over, for there is no Lucius Apuleius to tell us how a
pony feels. At present we have no evidence on the point
that can be called first hand. It may be that those of us
who think sadly of this change as we watch the gambols of
the ponies round those bleak stretches of the moor where
English gunners learn to blow German pill-boxes to pieces
are wasting our sympathy. But for men and women, at any
rate, it matters supremely how they spend their lives, and the
growing sense of the quality of life, the growing revolt against
the sacrifice of life to gain, however plausibly it is disguised,
marks the progress of civilization, the advance of the human
mind to a finer ideal for society, the escape from the moral
avalanche of the Industrial Revolution.

This sense has been immensely strengthened by the war.
The man who thinks about his future in the face of death
does not think of the riches he is going to acquire if he survives,
he thinks of the happiness he is going to find in life. Not of
course that he despises riches but he values them not as.

symbols of success bat as a means to the kind of life that he
desires. And when he thinks of his country he does not think
of the iron or the cotton or the wool with which it is to flood
the markets of the world. He resolves that its life and its

power shall be devoted to repairing the moral ruin of the
world and to securing to men and women a new freedom
and a better kind of life. This will be the spirit of reconstruc-
tion. A society. living in this spirit vnll not prefer idleness to
work, but it will work in a new and more bracing atmosphere
than the old reluctant atmosphere of discipline. The pleasure
of self-respect, or the pain and damage that come from the
loss of self-respect, so intimately associated with work, is an
all important clement in human life, and this new ideal will

demand that in this department as in others, and man's
life shall be a pleasure to him.
What is it that men and women need in order to make the

most of their lives ? What are the conditions of human
freedom and happiness and development ? And how best
can society secure those conditions to every class and every
citizen ? We shall start from that principle, and to men who
ask us to think first of industrial power or military power 01
]iolitical power, we shall reply that it is the first duty of a
civilized state to sec that no man's life is wasted.
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Shopping in Eastern Ports
By William McFee

Salonika.

1HA\'l-: not gi\cn up all hope yet. I do believe still

in that far-ofi, divine event, a letter. Of course I know
the times are out of joint, but tliat should not entirely

preclude a scrape of the ix-n. I inyself have had no
.vritinj,' pajHrr for a week. This is a new writing block just out

from England. .My mother makes raids on the Stores and
si>nds me out some at intervals. For a hundred sheets like

this the camarilla of Port Said want half-a-crown. So I do no
business with them.
They are a curious crowd, the retailers of a place like Port

Said or Salonika in \rar time, and repay study. They are

retiring. They do not advertise save the world-famous
Orosdi-Back of Egypt and Macedonia, known to the British

soldier as No-money Back, which i^ indeed the truth. Orosdi-

]-5ack descril)es himself as " the W'hiteley of Salonika." No
doubt. You approach his " Long " as the Chinamen say,

by diving clown a precipitous back street like a muddy drain.

He Sells everything, at a price, from bathing costumes to bell-

shaped mosquito nets, trousers, footballs, hair-clippers,

fountain-pH>ns, ice-cream machines, fruit essences, fly-traps,

razor^ and Ford accessories. Perhaps he arrogates to himself
the title of W'hiteley with some reason ; but for all that the

British soldier regards him with bitterness and contempt.

Whiteleyship of the Levant

I do not deal with the gentleman myself. I cannot get over
his name. Or rather I cannot place it. At one time I

imagined it was a phonetic rendering of a North-British
patronymic. Perish the thought ! Or how do 1 know he
is not at heart an enemy of my country, this Orosdi-Back ?

There was Stein's Oriental Stores, also competing for the
W'hiteleyship of the Levant. For years on and oft' I dealt
with Stein in Alexandria. Stein's was the only Department
Stores east of Genoa ! About six months ago Stein's was sold
in London as an enemy firm and is now Somebody Else's
Oriental Stores. After two years! No matter. What I

was going to say was—Stein's used to be cheap. You could
get a suit of pyjamas (Egyptian cotton) for five shillings.
But when I was there in the spring Stein's was terribly dear
and poor in quality. There was not the same ;;'/) about the
cash-girls and the lift attendants. Stocks were depleted.
Nobody seemed to care. I was disillusioned. Yet all I had
to flo was to walk up the street to another shop and do business
with a competitor.
But in Port Said or Salonika I can't do that. There are no

competitors. It reminds me of the small town in the L'nited
States, where every store is supplied with the same articles
by the same giant Trusts and where the cowed dummy shop-
keeper does not care whether you come or go. Of course I
look at it from the passionate " standpoint of the purchaser.
I feel all the time I am being robbed. When a pair of grass-
slii)pers costing 2d. a pair in i)eace time runs up to lod.. I
cannot find words to express my emotion. When a fountain
pen costing 12s. 6d. in Alexandria, costs me a sovereign in Port
Said, I pay because if I don't write I go crazy, but I have
murder m my heart. But the shop-keeper is not disturbed
He cares not whether I buy or go away. Pay or do without
lie says in effect. Wliat is the consequence ? We all have
everything possible sent out. I reckon that out of the innumer-
able vessels visiting Port Said in -the year only a fraction per
cent, of possible business goes to the pirates of Port Said Who
is going to pay 100 per cent, more than the published price for
a battered fly-specked cockroach-gnawed copy of a book one
can ha\'e sent out from London, clean and sweet, for 5s. Who
would pay 3s. 6d. for cotton abominations which are labelled
" socks' while there is a single honest hosier's shop open in
England ? I put this to the Port Said pirate sometimes
as man to man, but he smokes his eternal cigarettes and is not
impressed. I put it to the wretch who charged me 6id for
a small Aqinla de Oro by Bock, a smoke which I used 'to get
(full size) for SIX cents in Havana. He elevated his shoulders
and turned away. Ha\e these people by any chance a point
of view of their own ? They have.

Their point of view is that they are losing money '

I admit
It sounds incredible, for " thev " include (keeks Maltese
Armenians, Italo-Arabians, German-Jews (nationalised Of
course) Franco-Albanians and straight Hindoos. The world
IS indeed in its last cataclysm if these gentry are losing money
But in conversation with a gentleman, as the newspapers
say, ' in a position to ha\e authentic information "

I was
apprised of the truly colossal demands made upon the importer
1 do not pretend to know the ins and outs of fiscal matters

and I may summarise it by telling you that when the cosmo-
politan merchant in I'-gypt has paid all the insurance

premia, und excess profits ta.xes and import duties and the

terrifying freight which a patriotic British shipowner levies

on the hapless creature, he musi levy an extortionate price in

retail. Add to this he is expected to contribute to the support

of refugees, of canteens and institutes. He is also expected to

smile when those same refugees start making carpets and mats
and embroidery (some of which J am sending you) and so

undercutting him scandalously in trade! You see, there is

always a point of view, if you only look at it. But do not

imagine Messrs. Greekopoulos and Co. or Sandberg and Ras-
catla or So-and-So's Levantine Stores are losing money. They
are not built that way. And in war time there are more ways
of making money than merely selling gimcracks over a counter.

I imagine all sorts of things. I sec an abstracted expression
on many of their faces. Things arc going on.

,
Money is

spent like water in the cale-chantants round the corner from
the Continental, and the Eastern Mxchange. Mysterious
money ! Gentlemen with ridiculously small salaries fare

sumptuously every day. They buy Aqnila dc O^os by the box '.

And in every war. from Pharaoh's time down to the present
day, it has l)een the same.

i am writing this on watch before breakfast, for I am going
ashore presentiy, writing with' all the noise of discharging
going on, machines working, winches rattling, stewards pester-
ing, and an air-raid up above, crowning all as you may say. I

no longer stand gazing into the empyrean blue. \ soldier the
other day showed me a piece of shrapnel which had come
down near him I have worked out, allowing for air-friction,

the exact speed at which that fragment, falling from a height
of ten thousand feet, would strike my head. Even neglecting
the explosive energy imparted to it by the charge, it is an im-
pressive figure. I remain indoors, for I am not of the stuff
of which heroes are made, f suppose it is because I was born
a civilian and will probably die in that persuasion, but I

woukl not run a ha'porth of that sort of risk for all the ribbons
on the tunic of a commander-in-chief. I don't care a snap for
Sir Oliver Lodge's astonishing discoveries about the spirit
world. This, in the vernacular of the day, is the life. .• As..a

shipmate of mine said when I chaffed him for being restfes
at night about submarines, "Dammit, I want to live. I \vant
to see the end of the war." My sentiments exactly, so, as
I said, I stop indoors during air-raids.

That, however, is by the way. If you wish to think of mc
as a hero, pray do. I am " writing under fire," as the news-
papers say of some particularly bad minor poet who is at
the front, and whose wife spends her time pestering editors
to boost him now and again. Yes, I am writing under fire.

Boom go the bombs ; Bang reply the guns all round. I am
beginning to think that, like Moliere's immortal character, I

have been behaving like a hero all my life and did not
know it.

Tommy

But let me introduce you to my shipmate the engineer
on night-duty. Never mind his name : it has a hard Northern
tang, like his speech. We call him Tommy. Re and I are
o d friends. We were shipmates on the Mmnbo-Jnmbo in the
old days. He came out to us overland together with the rest
of the fresh crowd. I don't suppose he will ever make a noise
in the world, but to my mind he is a very gallant voung gentle-
man. It was rather amusing to hear Tommy trying to put
into words his impressions of his five days in Paris waiting
to be forwarded. Imagine it ! But you "cannot, for you do
not know his type.

It IS a type of which the public in England is almost entirely
Ignorant—

I mean of a young mechanic from a comfortable
middle-class home, often of yeoman ancestry, who has served
his apprenticeship in a big, busv', undermanned works and
then gone straight to sea. Tommy has had that entrancing
experience. \\ hile serving his time he could never be sure of
an evening or a Saturday afternoon. And his employers
lielonged to the old Mancunian breed, the breed that reckon
they can pay a lad for his immortal youth at so much an hour
overtinie, the breed that recognise no duty to the young be-
yond the factory-inspector's demand. The result" was that
when he went to sea he had had no real youth-time at all.
only work. He had no social life, no spoit. no ccmpiehension.Hp had been apprenticed not to life, but to engineering And
he went to sea.

b ^ -^

Now going to sea is all very fine in its way. but it is not
conducive to broadening a youth's culture if it consists
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exclusivelv of watch-keeping: and ficld-davjs. jGning to sea is

not the rapturously romantic existence many "pe6ple' imagine

it to be if your are, as Tommy was, a junior in the red-hot

engine-room of a ship that goes full speed to S6uth America

for fruit, spends twelve hours loading in a port consisting of

three sheds, a wireless station and a railway office, and then

returns at full speed to England. Kipling's graphic picture

jt youth ashore in tropic climes in " Macandrew's Prayer "
:

In port—we used no cargo steam—I'd dander doon the streets

An idiot grinnin' in a dream, wi' shells an' parrakeets, '

An' walkin' sticks o' carved bamboo, an' blow-fish stuffed

an' dried
Filliu' me bunk wi' rubbishry the Chief put over side,

's very pretty and very clever and no doubt very true of the

jld eight-knot cargo-wallah of twenty-five years ago. But
England does not get her bananas that way, let me tell you,

md when I quoted these lines to Tommy, he smiled a rather

:ynical smile. He had had five years of a very dift'erent

jxperience.

But I was going to tell you about what eventually hap-

pened to him not long before coming out to us in Alexandria.

After I left the Mitmho Jumbo Tommy went to the Lillie-

bulero as Third. He had no certificate, because one of the

delights of being in ships with many juniovs is that you cannot

qualify for years. Progress for Tommy had been slow.

Appearances, too, are against him, for he is very small, and no

more resembles the marine engineer of fiction than you resemble

the lady novelist of fiction. He does not use filthy language,

he does not brain firemen with iron bars, nor does lie use a

jargon that no man exi«pt Rudyard Kipling ever understood.

He is a human being, which is why I am writing to you about

him. And he went Third of the Lilliebulero which means he

wears two stripes of gold lace on his sleeve, three-eighths wide,

with three-eighths of purple-silk between. On watch he wears,

like all the rest of us, a pair of cotton ducks and a cotton

singlet.

\\ ith her fyll cargo of fifty thousana nunches of bananas
the I.iUiehiilefo was 'homeward bound, when three thousand
miles from home, a singular thing happened. What was not
singular was that it occurred on the Third's watch—twelve to

four in the morning. Singular tilings were always happening
on my own watcli when 1 was Third. This thing happened
on the LiUiehulero at j.30 a.m., just as Tommy had gone into

the stokehold to attend to the feed-checks. He was doing
this, noting the water-level in the gauge-glasses, and seeing

there was plenty of good large coal for cleaning fires at eight

belfs when he heard a terrific uproar in the engine-room, a
noise as though the main engines had broken loose from their

foundations and were trying to kick their way out.

Dashing in between the after-boilers he opened the double
dust-proof 'door into the engine-room and was greeted with
clouds of live steam, and the most appalling racket, in all

probability, he had ever listened to. For the high-pressure

engine had broken her cylinder bottom. And she was racing

up and down and scattering destruction in all directions.

The patent metallic packing, which is a round iron box full

of spiing>and anti-friction blocks and plates and distance-

pieces, had burst like a shrapnel shell and was sending frag-

ments flying everywhere.
Tommy rushed through the steam, which is very unpleasant

in its own way, and found the throttle-handle. He got several

pieces about the head and shoulders, but he got the throttle

shut and the main engines were pulled up in twenty seconds
after the smash. It was ten minutes before the other engineer

could get down below and carry an unconscious and parboiled

Tommy into fresh air.

That is why I call him a very gallant young gentleman.
Of course it was appreciated, for he saved tlie ship and cargo,

and even shipowners are human beings, though to hear some
newspaper talk you would imagine them to be incarnate
fiends. It was very handsomely appreciated ; but he ought
to have had the D.S.O. for all that. Don't vou think so ?

The Place Where the Elephants Die
By Owen Letcher

Thin ix an incident of Hie Central African Campaign.

W''E.
found Strayne lying alongside the Mahenge

pathway in a pool of his own blood. At first we
did not recognise him, so blanched was his face.

His beard had grown, his uniform was torn and
ragged, and his legs were black with the ash of burnt grass.

Altogether it was difficult to believe that this was Strayne, in

peace-time a famous elephant Hunter, and in war the dapper
Intelligence Officer of the Eastern Column.

.
It only required a moment's scrutiny to make it clear that

Strayne was approaching the end of his last ' safari."* He
had two ghastly wounds— one just above the heart and the
other through his right thigh. They had evidently been made
by the wicked it millimetre soft lead bullets used by the
German Askari in the Central and East African campaigns.
Death stared at us out of his eyes which see-med to burn

like hot coals far away back in his head. But we did what
we could for him. Tho column doctor was on the scene almost
immediately and a machilla soon came doubling up from the
rear.

" Why, good God. it's Strayne !
" ejaculated the Adjutant

and the Doctor together.
" Wonder where he's been, " muttered the Adjutant.

" Wonder what information he's got. It's ten days since he
left us to try and find out what Brauermann's strength was."
The Doctor looked up quickly from the well-nigh lifeless

form that lay in the stretcher. "
I don't think Strayne will

ever make any more intelligence reports—not in this world,
'

said he.

Strayne died that evening, and perhaps because I am a
sentimental soldier and not a warrior of business, he made a
supreme effort and spoke a few words to me before he crossed
the great divide. Then for the first time did I become aware
of the existence of a Mrs. Strayni . We had all put Strayne
down as a bachelor, although we had no real cause for doing' so.

He was a man not given to talk ; in many ways he was a vast
human mysterj'.

" I want you—to see that my wife is looked after,

Maudsley," he said with a tedious despair in his voice. " I

fairly—worship her. I left hon^e for her sake—and—when-
ever I've bagged a good Jumbo it's been halves partner with
the tusks."

The Doctor came silently into the hut but Strayne motioned
him away, and 1 held up a finger and shook my head. "There's
iomethirig I want to tell you, Maudsley," he continued, and

* 'nnrnev.

his voice died away almost to a whisper as the Doctor crept
out of the hut.

" Let's hear it, Strayne. I'll promise I'll do what I can."

He gave me a look of great gratitude and weakly clasped

my hand. \Mien he spoke again his voice was so faint that
I had to bend closely over him to catch the whispered words.

" I want you to sell nine thousand tusks of ivory for me
and send the money home as soon as this show is over."

" Nine thousand tusks !
" I ejaculated. " Why old thing

it means a fortune,!
"

" About a quarter of a million I reckon," whispered Strayne.
" It ought to set up my wife for the rest of her life."

I was silent, for it had suddenly dawned on me that §trayne
had probably taken leave of his senses.

" Where are they ?
"

I asked with a view to humouring
him.

" It's the place where the elephants die," said Strayne.
" The place where the elephants die !

" where had I heard
that expression iDefore ? There was a curiously familiar ring

about the words, but for the life of me I could not place them
at the moment.

" I went there once," said Strayne. " and had an exciting

time of it. You'll have to be careful, but you can do it all

right. God ! What a sight it is. It's only a few days from
here, between the Mufinga and Musutu Ranges—down—in—

a

—deep—deep—valley—map in my—field—service note

book."
I tried to catch the rest, but the whisper subsided into a

hushed gurgle, and a minute later Strayne died in my arms.

We buried him the following defy beneath a great baobab
tree, under the African foothills that he loved so well. The
bugles blared out the impressive notes of the " Last Post,"

and then we tramped sorrowfully away. It seemed to me
those clarion calls had awakened a thousand echoes in the

grim old mountains, and as I wended iny way back to

camp they kept repeating in my ears :
" The place where

the elephants die !
',' " The place where the elephants die !

"

Here was poor Strayne—a veritable elephant among men
(he stood f) feet 4 in li's socks) dead—and with him perhaps

his secret. But I had promised to do what I could. Then it

all came suddenly back to me. 1 had heard those words :

" The place where the elephants die " on two previous

occasions.

The first time was at Karonga before our advance began.

I had heard them there, used by old Nicholson, who was a
(|uaint old fossil of a trader -who had wandered all over

Africa from Eernando Po to Chinde, and who had accumu-
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lated a most wonderful fund of native folk-lore, fables and
traditions.

The Adjutant was with me at the time, and we had ques-

tioned Nicholson about this supposed mausoleum of the

mammoths.
" Well," said he, "J don't know whether there's much in

it or not, but that's the native yarn all over Africa. They
say that elephants alwav-s go to one place to die. It's a vast

sort of Jumbo cemetery, I suppose. The yarn of the niggers

is that this graveyard is somewhere up North, and that only
two or three men have ever seen it and then only at great risk

of their lives, because the place is held sacred fcy the elephant
clan, and the animals are sworn to kill all intruders."

The Adjutant lauglie<l :
" That's a good fairy tale, Nichol-

son," said he. Tiie old man looked serious. " Weil, p'raps,

p'raps it is. But it's strange I've never met anybody yet
who ever saw a dead elephant."
On the second occasion I had lieard Strayne himself employ

these queer words. I recollected that just after the advance
started we had been talking of record ivorj' tusks one evening.
The Adjutant after awliile. appealed to Strayne on the subject
and the Elepliant-Hunter-lutelligcnce-Officer had replied :

" The biggest tusks I ever saw were in the place where the
elephants die. There were two of them that beat that pair
got by Powell-Cotton in the Lado by feet."

" Wliere did you see them ?
" interjected the Adjutant

sharply.
" Oh ! it's a long way off," replied Strayne carelessly

;

" and it's not a healthy place for white men. I went there
once and I was very thankful to get out of the place alive."

" More travellers' tales, " laughed the Adjutant. " Tell us
about it anyway, Strayne." But Strayne changed the
subject and we could never get him back to it again. The
next day I hunted diligently for Strayne's note-book. But
it was nowhere to be found, and I came to the conclusion
he had lost it in his last adventure.
A few days afterwards we continued our advance to the

north-east after the retreating Huns and for a time, at any
rate, the incident dropi)ed out of my mind altogether.
About a week after Strayne's death we found ourselves

help up by a strong German "rearguard. They Iield the crests
of a high range of hills, and, with four Maxims in well-chosen
and carefully-concealed positions, they made things very
warm indeed for us. One morning before proceeding on a
reconnoitring patrol, I was poring over my maps when I

noticed that the high ridge before us was termed the Musutu
and that beyond that range of hills was a second ridge marked
as the Mufinga Mountains. In the huriy-burly of warfare
Strayne and his dying message had been out of my mind for
awhile, but when I saw these words on the map I remembered
that they were the names employed bv Strayne to denote the
locality of the place where the elephants die.

That day I found the enemy in retrea^ and helloed the
news back to the Main Force. "Shortly afterwards I received
an order to co-operate with another small column that was
making ^ big sweeping movement to the north-east with a
view to ' scuppering " the German rear-guard. So I pushed
my company rapidly forwards and soon gained the crest of
the hills marked " Musutu " on the map. Native scouts
found the spoor of the German rear-guard going downwards
from this range into an enormously deep valley flanked on
the northern side by another high range, which I took to be the
Mufinga Mountains. I had my orders to carry out and so I
pressed my pursuit down into this deep declivity between the
ranges, and as I went I wondered whether Strayne's weird
story was true and whether down here in this deep cleft in the
earth was in reality the great Elephant mausoleum, of which
Strayne and old Nicholson had spoken.

In the late afternoon we reached a round deep cup-shaped
depression

; a kind of subsidiary declivity in the main valley.
It was two or three miles wide, the sides were densely bushed
and far away down in the depths I could espy tall trees'.
Had the retiring Germans hidden themselves down in this vast
hollow ? It looked as if thev had, for about 5 o'clock a native
runner dashed up to me with a message from the other column
statmg that they had cut off the Germans from their line of
retreat, but that nothing whatever was to l)e seen of the rear-
guard—was I in toucli with them ? I had scarcely sent off

,

a reply when a fierce rattle of musketry broke out from the
depths below.

,

" Who on earth can be scrapping down there?" said I to
Foxgrove, my senior Sub.

" Can't make it out at all, skipper " quoth he. " What
are the orders now, Sir ?

"

..'^^fh ]'"!, going to halt here and investigate," said I.
Good God, what's that ?

"

From the abysmal depths below us broke out a terrifying
trumptmg roar as though a million massive fog-horns were
blowmg concerted bla.sts. Then the rattle of musketry
broke out afresh, and this time it was accentuated by Uie

rat-tat-tat-tat of Maxims. 'We listened in amazement. As
the African sun sank—a globe of crimson splendour—in the
west, the firing died away, but the terrible trumpeting noise
increased in its furious intensity. Presently a deep and
awe inspiring silence fell upon this pit of terrors, but now and
then we could hear a faint and scarcely audible moan coming
to us from the depths. The night came rushing over us and
found Foxgrove and I still standing on the edge of the
chasm.

" There's something uncanny about this, Foxgrove," said I

presently. " There may be something in Strayne's storv
after all."

'

" What's that, skipper !
" asked Foxgrove.

" Oh ! Nothing much," I replied. " But I think you and
I'll go down and investigate when the moon gets up."
The moon rose full and mellow a little later. I called for

volunteers amongst the Native Scouts to accompany Fox-
grove and myself on our adventure. These natives were
extraordinarily plucky fellows. Time after time they had
led us right on to an enemy piquet or scouted a hostile position
in broad daylight. But they absolutely refused to go down
into the hollow. "It is the place of the ' N'Jofu* Bwana,'
remarked their leader," and no man who goes there will live.
We will die fighting for you, master, whenever you wish.
But we will not disturb the elephant folk.."

I had learned to respect native traditions and customs, and
so Foxgrave and I started on our descent alone. As we
clambered down into the gorge Strayne's words kept ringing
through my ears, and I felt that strange as his tale had seemed
we were nevertheless on the brink of its reality. We must
have climbed down quite 3,000 feet, I should think, when we
felt our feet touch a soft spongy carpet of moss. We had
reached the bottom.

In the uncertain light we could see an open glade running
through a forest of very tall trees. The glade was full of what
at first sight appeared to be masses of gleaming white boulders.
But as we advanced carefully along we made the startling
discovery that these boulders were in reality pile upon pile of
gigantic bones and tusks of ivory of all ages and sizes—pure
white and rotten yellow, small and large.

Stranger still was it to find corpses of Germans, White and
Askari, rifles and equipment lying huddled together in this
mammoth graveyard. Most of these corpses were mutilated
beyond recognition. Some of the bodies were stamped right
into the soft mossy ground underfoot. Others had heads or
limbs torn from their trunks, and others appeared to have
been smashed to pulp on the bones of the dead animals. We
fourud a machine gun crushed flat like a piece of sheet iron.
Here and there too were dark mammoth shapes—the dead
heroes of the elephant folk who had fallen in defence of their
sanctuary that afternoon.

I felt my flesh creep as I surveyed that weird and terrible
scene. In the moonlight the forms of the dead men and
animals looked spectral and ghostly. This was the place
Strayne had spoken of.

" A quarter of a million in ivory." I could well believe
him.

Neither of us spoke a word. There seemed to be something
about that scene, something non-human and unbelievable
and terrible that absolutely silenced speech. We just gazed
on it m awed astonishment. But our survey was not long
Suddenly- a noise like the rush of many waters broke the
silence of the place of death. At first it seemed a long way
off. But we could hear it rushing along like the noise of a
forest hre And—like a forest fire it brought an immense
sound of falling trees in its train.

t
.^"" v« ^T ''^^; Foxgrove." I yelled. We both bolted

for the chff sides and started clambering up like madmen.
Before we had climbed a hundred feet a mighty roar seemed
to tairly shake the ground on which we hung. We went up the
sides of that cliff like men possessed of devils' strength.
Once, when about half-way from the top, we glanced back-
wards and m the moonlight saw the giant ghosts moving
quickly here and there amongst the piles of bleached bones
and the heaped up German dead. We reached the top
breathless and terrified. The natives accepted our story
with a grave silence. But very few of the whites on ourcolumn credited it.

nny?h?AT r"««i,"P wi"' ^^'^ "'^'" '^odv again the Colonel

f . 1 .if
^'^Jlt^"* absolutely laughed at us, "and the "Clan Man"

In, fS
doctor to keep us under observation. Yet they were

all vastly mystified as to the fate of the German rear-guard-
the enemy forces that seemed to have been spuited away,
.^i^i"

^"'^'^en disappearance of Brauermann's rear-guardremains one of the mysteries of the Central African Campaign
to everybody except Foxgrove and myself, and the nativfs.and Strayne s ivory remains there in that VaUey of Death-a piled up accumulation of treasure guarded by the elephant

*Elq>hant.
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"W
Secret History

'E are the people of England who never have

spoken yet," is the refrain of one of Mr.

Chesterton's old songs, and the thesis of his

Short History of England (Chatto and Windus,
5s. net), which may be destined to be the most useful of his

many useful books. Mr. Chesterton does not pretend to be a

scholar, and he would probably not be surprised if he were

told that there were numbers of inaccuracies in his book and

numbers of important qualifications out of it. He will go 4
little too far sometimes for an antithesis, a joke, or a climax ;

and at some places in his history the learned may say, " This

is all wrong." But what matters is that the general motive

and arguments are all right. Mr. Chesterton has a know-
ledge of human nature, a love of his countrymen, a belief

in democracy, and, in spite of his strong opinions, a regard

for truth. These are not always among the virtues of his-

torians, and they frequently lack the convictions that

men are not born on the earth for nothing (that is, that life

is worth living) and that the test of ^ civilization is the sort

of life that the majority of its members live. Mr. Chesterton

has those convictions and he refuses to accept the common
delusion that a civilization of 1900 must be higher than a

civilization of 1800, because igoo is aftei i§oo ; he, on the

whole, is compelled to plump for the brief zenith of the

Middle Ages as the best period of a bad lot in the history of

the English people. It is not sentimental medisevalism, and
he is not blind either to the advantages we have over our

mediaeval ancestors or to the still greater advantages we
might have ifwe only decided to regenerate our society instead

of fatalistically submitting to the operation of " economic
forces "—which are usually other words for the unbridled

greed or undirected energy of individual men whom we are,

if we only care to, at complete liberty to control, silence,

lock up, or smite hip and thigh. }f c looks at the past with the

eyes of a decent man who maintains that men have souls and
that they should be treated like Christians ; and by that test

he judges what has and what has not been done.'

* • * « *

Never losing sight of that he gallops at top speed through
English history ; he misses great spaces, but wherever his

hoof touches it strikes out fire. Continually he tosses off a
sentence, the product of a clear eye and an untainted heart,

which will shatter the conventional reader's preconceptions.
" The first half of English history," he says, " has been made
quite unmeaning in the schools by the attempt to tell it without
reference to that corporate Christendom in which it took
part and pride." There is no need for commentary on this :

it is simple truth. And it is equally true that we cannot
understand the struggle between Henry II. and Beckct
unless we understand what the Church stood for as well as

what the Plantagenet monarchy stood for. Becket did not
lose favour and die merely in order that guilty clergymen
should escape the proper reward of their crimes ; and the
situation cannot be rightly assessed unless we consider
Henry's action in going to be flogged at Becket's tomb, and
the popular reverence of Becket together with the legal

struggle that preceded the tragedy. The early legends— all

our heroes, he notes, are anti-barbaric—the Reformation, the
Civil Wars and (he Eighteenth Century are all trfeated, perhaps
sketchily, but with a verisimilitude that convinces. At every
point the orthodox narrators stand condemned ; and every-
where they have failed to attempt to grasp the real mind
of the masses of the people and even - if the period is distant

enough— that of their governors. Nowhere is this more
noticeable than in the common treatment of the Crusades.
They were not fought for nothing. They were not fought
for gain. They were not fought out of bigotry. There was
good and evil mixed in them, but no wars in human history

were fought for a better cause and none appealed more
strongly to the souls of common men. No more, again, do
our historians attempt to \isualisc the great buildings of the

Middle Ages, and what was behind them : they merely say
they are there and give the Middle Ages one good mark for

them. Opinions such as these Mr. Chesterton maintains with
his usual wit and his usual eloquence ; his jokes are seldom
forced in this book, and in many places he rises into noble
passages of EngHsh prose. He lets out with immense good
humour and effect at pedants of all sorts, especially an-
thropologists and Teuto-mongers ; and he gives by the way
character sketclies. particularly two of Sir Thomas More and
Richard III., which are both brilliant and plausible. And he
drives home an obvious truth when he accuses us of magnify-

ing the defects of the Middle Ag:es by telescoping our chronicles,

if^t^"'^
if a man were to write in eight pages a history of

the last century, mentioning principally the wars and the
sweating, he could make us out one of the lowest lots on
record./ And that without falling back upon the ugliness of
our civilization and that mental plague which, as Mr. Chester-
ton observes, has left us worshipping in children all that we
have crushed out in men.

* » * * *

The book is not a history. It is an historical essay. It
covers two thousand years in three hundred pages, and the
general propositions leave little room for the ^facts which
might illustrate them. But it might well be used by a more
laborious writer as the theoretical basis for a history on the
grand scale. Every contention that Mr. Chesterton advances,
every institution that he describes ; every trend of sentiment
that he detects, might be documented from ruins and records,
charters and songs, traditions and laws. The " evidences

"

for such a work lie scattered in thousands of books, buildings
and memories, not to speak of the minds of living men ; the
one place where you will never find them in large numbers
is a formal history book. The manner of writing history has
been subject to fashions. At first men compiled—and they
were then, at least to some extent, in touch with humanity

—

very undiscriminating chronicles in which if battles received
too much attention, at least they were battles and not merely
episodes in economic development, and if legends received
too generous an acceptance, at least there was no assumption
that you could understand men's deeds without understailding
their dreams. The scientific spirit grew and the develop-
ment of institutions was given, quite properly, increased
attention. The 1207 Parliament of Stow-in-the-Wold, the
charter of Chudlcigli, the refusal of the Hemp Subsidy, and
«tther such incidents became landmarks with whole pages to
themselves. Anxious to know how the British Constitution,
in its widest sen.se, had reached its present condition, men
catalogued ancient laws without really bothering about their
origins and objects, and stared hard at' ancient offices without
visualising the men who occupied them. Political economy
came into existence, and more was said about exports, im-
ports, the mercantile theory, the discovery of the Mexican
silver mines,- the trading companies, and the Enclosures Acts,
t'lnally, it became a commonplace amongst the cnhghtened
that too little had been said about the " condition of the
people " throughout history. Green wrote, with a laudable
ambition, a work, the title of which recognised this. Para-
graphs on the Black Death and the Peasants' Revolt began
to be sprinkled with a few quotations from Langland

;

attempts were made at a systematic study of oifr forefathers'

wages ; and the excursus on the manners and pastimes of
the multitude became common form. But whatever the
narrative fashion of the age, and whatever the idiosyncrasies
of particular historians, the real history of the English people
remains to be written. There have been historians who have
treated their subjects in a human way, and who have avoided
quite openly the dry pseudo-scientific method. One wrote
to celebrate the greatness of Tudor England ; another to
celebrate the triumphs of Whiggerv-. They were entitled to
their opinions and their heroes : but of none of them was the
hero the English ])eople, and none of them were primarily

concerned with the,opinions, the emotions and the experiences

of the English people. Our histories are all histories of the
crust : if kings and aristocrats are not the only people who
matter, then ix)li,tiriaus and intellectuals are the only people
who matter. The masses may be completely .disregarded or
they may be regarded with a measure, great or small, of

sympathy : but when they arc not forgotten they arc, con-
sciously or unconsciously, patronised, and openly or by
implication denounced. Above all our history has been run
in the interests of Industrialism, and where Progress has
failed to be progressive historians have, often so naturally

that they were unaware of it, blinded themselves to good
things we have lost and the manner of our losing them.
English history is, in' effect, a whitewashing of the fait

accompli.
. * * * m *

Those are Mr. Chesterton's contentions, just as they were
the contentions of Mr. Maurice Hewlett's fine agricultural

epic The Song of the Plow, the history of which bears a close

resemblance to Mr. Chesterton's. It doesn't matter whether
he tells the whole truth or not ; at any rate, he emphasises

many truths commonly overlooked. And if he also has a log

to roll it is, at any rate, a more important log than the others.
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He: Iflce \ft. Hewlett. <Ti(l^ with the war-and th« tfan^giira-

tiiin «f the common disinhijritod man /called iiRon at 4ast to

confront the nation which alxnc an others hidTaccn praised

by his professors and his politicians as a pioneer.of ciyih^ition..

I-Ic in whose honour all has been said and sung stirred and

stepped across the border of Belgium. Then were spread out

before men's eves all the beauties of his culture and all the

lanetits of his 'organisation ; then we beheld under a lifting

daybreak what light we had followed and after what image

we had laboured to refashion ourselves. Xor in any stor\-

of mankind has the ironv of Cod chasen the foolish things so

catastrophicallv to confound the wise. For the common
crowd of poorand ignorant Knglishmen. because they only

knew that thev were fCnglishmen. burst through the hlthy

cobwebs of four hundred vears and ktood where their lathers

stood when thev knew that thev were Christian men. 1
he

j:nglish poor, broken by everv revolt, bullied by everv

lashion, long despoiled of propertv. and now being despoiled

of libertv. entered history with a noise of trumpets, ami

Inrnerl themselves in two vears into one of the iron armies ot

the world. And when the critic of politics and literature.

Iceling that this war is after all heroic, looks around him to

hnd the hero, he can point to nothing fjut a mob.

This also the scientific materialist will,call rhetoric, and look

for his explanations elsewhere, not seeing, or blind to their

beauty if he does sec them, the multitudinous idealisms and

loves "and lovalties in the host of inarticulate breasts whose

only speech is action -and a misleading jest, lint there is

truth in the rhetoric, and tlie truth will be told about no

large movement of humanity unless the imagination and the

emotions a^re brought to bear upon the facts. ^Vat Tyler s

followers, usually described as "a peasantry resentful of an

unjust poll-tax,'"' cannot be comprehended by that phrase ,

a whole novel would not be too long to display the confused

minds of those resentful and then briefly exhilarated men

who, though illiterate and not capable no doubt of foimu-

lating a system which would establish and secure what they

wanted, had a Utppia of a sort in their hearts and knew

what thev immediately wanted, and that in justice they should

liave it, and were prepared to risk their lives that their class

mi.ght have it. Mr. Chesterton's short passage on, the Pil-

grimage of (irace.lets far more light in on the state of mind

behind that rebellion than anv amount of " facts " about it

backed by lifeless references to'" those whose sympathies still

clung to "the old regime." But one might come nearer. I

. happen to remember the 1906 election and the campaign

in the .rural constituencies of which 1 saw a good deal. A
great and successful appeal was made to the agricultural

labourer. The outcome of it was a largely unworkable and

unworked Small Holdings Act. The Act will get a few lines

in the histories : the appeal will probably get none at all.

Moreover few, even of the men who made that appearand

dangled before the labourer the realisation of his age-long

hojw of work in liberty with a proper reward on the land

which is in his bones, exercised their imaginations sufficiently

to realise what the promise and the disappointment meant

to him. For he does not write books, he is slow of speech,

he can only vote, after all, for one side 01 the other, and

—

in the end—centuries of frustration have made him resigned,

and he is quite prepared, as often as necessary, to submerge

his useless aspirations in a pint of beer. H the history of

England still remains unwritten Mr. Chesterton's book will

teach the next generation of historians their business.

Books of the Week
A Literary Pilgrim in England. By Edward Thomas'

(Methuen, 7s. 6d. net.)

Tommy's Tunes. By 2nd L,ieutenant V. T.. Nettleingham,
RF.C. (Erskine Macdonald, 2s. 6d. net)

NEVER has there lived a more devout lover of

England thaii Edward Thomas, that shy man of

letters who, putting behind him all that had
hitlierto attached him most closely to life. joine<l

the Royal Regiment of Artillery and gave his life for England.
ifis greatest joy was to wander about the country-side \yith a
friend—one of those rare companions with whom a man
communes more in silence than in speech. To recline upon a
Wiltshire down on a summer day and watch the play of sun
and shadow, of breeze and cloud, was to him exquisite

pleasure. This sense of happiness finds reflection in these

essays on men of letters. But it is a work that suggests a
weakness in the character of Edward Thomas. Diffident of

his own powx^rs, he turned to others for that expression which,
in truth, he was perfectly adequate himself to utter. And one
cannot help feeling passing regret that he did not in his brief

life read less and write more. These few words, from his

essay on Meredith, may be said to define his own attitude.

Nature to him was not merely a cause of sensuous pleasure,

! nor oil the other hand an inhuman enchantress ; neither was
she both .toKclher. When he spoke of earth, he meant more

than most men who speak of God. He meant that power

which in the open air, in poetry, in the company of noble men
and women, prompted, strengthened, and could"fi>lfil thedesue

of a man to maka himself, nio't a transitorj? member of a

parochial species, but a citizen of the earth.

The truth enshrined here has been made manifest in the finest

poetry uttered by our fighting men during the war.

* « * * *

The title is a bad one. A pilgrim is one mainly concerned

with the object of his journeying, not with the incidents

surrounding it. It is one of those- curious silences in the

F^nglish language, as it were a dumb note on the key-board of

our speech, that we have no one word to denote a human
lieing who uses his own muscles to explore the glories and
mysteries of the earth's surface. To speak of such a one as

a tramp connotes dirt and vermin, a pedestrian is impossibly

horrible, perhaps a wayfarer comes nearer the mark, but

hints at dust and highways, and so it would have been better,

had this title not attempted an accurate description but had
followed the example of Borrow, with The Bible in Spain,

and left to the imagination of the reader its true import.

The book itself is a series of essays on literary men, mostly
poets, living and dead, who had shown special interest in

Nature. How varied is its character may be judged from
the fact that it includes William Blake, Shelley, Tennyson,
John Clare, Matthew Arnold, Keats. Meredith, also Thomas
Hardy, W. H. Hudson and Hilaire Belloc.*****

Belloc was evidently Thomas's favourite living writer;

his essay on him is the most -intimate in the book. Nor
does he hesitate to chasten him mildly even while he praises.
" He (Belloc) is just too much concerned with what England
has been and may he again ... to leave us quite a

clear vision of F2ngiand as he has known it." Not a bad fault,

seeing it arises from the faith that earth was made for

man, not man for earth. Tnomas quotes these pregnant
sentences of Belloc, " The love of England has in it

the love of landscapes as has the love of no other country ;

it has in it as the love of no other country, the love
of friends." Most true, but one who has found this same
love of landscape and of friends in lands other than
England questions whether it arises from Jingland herself

but is not rather due to a deeper cause. This reviewer
attributes it to the Authorised Version of the Bible. It is

through the poetry of the English Bible that Englishmen's
eyes and hearts have been opened to the soul of earth. Take
the 23rd Psalm, easily the best known and most popular
poem in our tongue. For the dullest brain that has once
mastered it. the least meadow ever afterwards is touched by
the light of heaven. Belloc is indubitably right when h? attri-

butes to Englishmen a deeper love of Nature than to men of
other countries ; but oijie who has recognised this truth and
in exile sought to probe it, has always found beneath this

deep devotion early delight in the rhythm and the Nature
pictures that abound in the Bible. We should like to have
seen this discussed by Edward Thomas in this volume, to
which all lovers ot England will turn with gratitude.

* * « * *

It is possible that in course of time books may be made over
the already disputed place of Tipperary as //(^marching song
of The Old Contemptibles. There are soldiers who declare
its position "in the popular mind is justified by facts ; others
assert it was fictitious, accidental. Press-created. Of such
is Lieutenant Nettleingham who m Tommy's 7';m« derides
Tipperary as a marching song, and declares that .innic
Laurie and Home Sweet Home have from first to last been
most popular songs in the British Army on active service.
It is a big score for the Early X'ictorians. This little volume
is a really valuable collection and will no doubt be added to
and amplified as time goes on. Would that we kpew^ equally
well what our soldiers sang in Flanders in my l.'ncle Toby's
days, or again when they crossed the Pyrenees under Welling-
ton, for no doubt they sang as well as swore. Certain ballads
and tunes seem to be endued with immortality. Sullivan's
" Onward Christian Soldiers" is an example "of the latter;
any doggerel is good enough to carry its swinging music ; and
of the former there is no better example than The Dyim^
Lancer. Where did it originate ? There is not a spot on earth
where the English tongue has spoken which has not listened
to its mournfid tones. And now the Royal flying Corps
has adapted it and the new version echoes the splendid
spirit of that gallant band of brothers. This is how it runs ,

A handsome young airman lay dymg (Chorus : Lay dying);
.\nd as on the aer'drome he lay (he lay).
To the mechanics who round him came sighing (came sighing)
These last dying words he. did say (he did say', :

"Take the cylinder out of my kidneys (of "his kidneys).
The connecting rod out of my brain '(of his brain).
The cam box from under mv backbone (liis backbone).
And assemble the engine again (again)."
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In Command
By "BLACK WATCH."

War has its virtues no less than peace—whatever anti-

militarists may say. The present war, in particular, has been

wonderfully productive in the direction of developing, in quite

a multitude of men, abilities a:id even talent which otherwise

would have remained unsuspected.

Take, for example, the officers of our new armies. Drawn
from all sources, trained at high pressure, and "put to it" by

the force of circvmistances, the\' are proving, with few excep-

tions, a credit to the best traditions of the Armj*. They have

developed the ability to command ; and that is an ability of

superlative value, for without capable command the efficiency

and discipline of an army is wasted.

What is true of a body of men is equally true of the

individual. Many a man of excellent abilities fails simply

because he is unable to assume full command of those abilities.

He is not truly the master of himself, and cannot therefore

give effective expression to his own potentialities. This vital

fact is forced very emphatically upon the student of Pelmanism,

and with ver\' excellent consequences. It would be difficult to

say how many men have, through the medium of the Pelman
Course, been brought to recognise that their failure hitherto

has been due not to lack of opportunity or even of capabihty,

but to their inability to command and direct their own best efforts.

Doubtless this has a greajt deal to do with the boundless

popularity of Pelmanism in the 'Army and Navy. It would,

moreover, seem to be fairly evident that the higher an officer's

position and the more onerous his responsibilities, the more
fully he is alive to the importance of self-command as the first

step to real efficiency.
,

Pelmanism, as an effective contribution to the successful

conduct of the war, should be a theme to inspire some of pur
ablest writers. The more I learn of its achievements in the

Serv'ice, the more I am impressed with the desirability of making
the Pelman System an integral part of every officers' training.

Hy no other plan can full efficiency

—

intelligent efficiency—be so

surely and so quickly attained.

That thirty-four generals alone are "Pelmanists" affords

eloquent evidence of the justice of this statement. It should

b(> remembered that the discovery- of Pelmanism as an aid to

military and naval efficiency stands to the credit not of the

Pelman Institute itself, but to the Army and Navy. Up to

the period of the war Pelmanism had been advocated as a
means to business and professional efficiency. But officers of

both services from 1914 onwards were quick to realise that it

was equally potent to promote success in a military or naval
career ; hence the present amazing number—somewhere near
10,000—of officers and men who are studying and applying
Pelman principles at the front, m training camps, bases, etc.

The late Lord Roberts was much interested in the Pelman
system, and whilst in South Africa frequently referred to the

enefits to be derived from it^n which the great field-marshal

liowed his usual prescience. And, like other "ideas" of his,

he day has come when the Army and the Empire in general

[Appreciate the justice of his conclusions.

As a system, Pelmanism is distinguished by its inex-

haustible adaptability. It is this which makes it of value to

be University graduate equally with the salesman, to the

(reman of leisure and to the busy financier, to the Army officer

md to the commercial clerk. The Pelmanist is in no danger
of becoming stereotyped in thought, speech, or action ; on the

contrary, individuality becomes more pronounced.

Every reader of Land & Water—whatever his position

and whatever his aims and interests—should read Mind and
Memory, in which the Pelman Course is fully described and
explained. A copy will be sent, gratis and post free, to any
reader who sends a post card to The Pelman Institute,

39, Wenham House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i ; and he
will thus be placed in possession of the simple facts of the case
and be enabled to judge for himself the extent to which
"Pelmanism" would forward his efficiency and ambition.

BURBERRY KIT
materialises the three vital qualities of
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climates, however trying.
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THE MIDDLE YEARS
By HERRT JAMES Eztrktrownivo, with yhotogrtnirc. B Ml.

This is a part of his jiitobio»;r.*phy to » tiich Henrv Jairies ha. given the name of one of his own
ttories. Itgivesa vivid pictuieofttie loiuijn wtiicli IJenrv J.t'nes enterdl as a young man.

FIELDS OF THE FATHERLESS
ByJEAMROT. ExtrJ crown 8ro 6 net.

It is a fint book, written by a domestK servant, and i^ a unique hum^n document In the form of a
story, it IS a vivid 1 arrative ofth<* author s own ejp rierice-. She left home to wafk for herself al the
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TURGENEV
By EDWAKO 6ARH&TT. With a ForeworJ by JOSEPH COMRAO. Extra cro3« Bto. 6 • net
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MISSING'
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By Mn. HUMPHRT WARD. Eztrft crown Svo. 6;-Btt.
" ' MistinK' will thrill thousands of readers, for it is a very vigorous a"d very daring exercise in

imagination."— Z7o:/y Tflfe*af>!i.
" A stirring picture of ths spirit of Fngland in war time."— /7'eni'tf,- Stau.^ar.f.

Iflaa OICBLT HAMILTOR'8 Dramatic Accoant of tbe Back of Banlla :

SENLIS
By OICELT HAMILTON. Antbor of " Dian* of Dobaon's." Bztra crown 8vo, wltb 11

Dltt.tratioiu. 3 6 net
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MARCHING ON TANGA
By CaptalB FRAllCtS BRETT YOUNO. Extra crown 8vo, with Map, and 30 lUtUtfttlou

tAken oa the spot by the author. 6 - net.

" Mr. Voung. urst in his geaeraiion, Jtas \\ {ttena war bool^ whicheiiables the reader to feel warfare
as his own experience precise y as he feels the tragedy ot Jude the Obscure ur the comedy of Sir

WUloughl.y Pattrrne.' - Thf Aeir Sfatrtxrau,
" Th<- lirst war narrative by a ^oMler, which, as literature, can compare with the best contemporary

imaginativr work, is Captain Brett Young's ' MARCHING ON TANGA.' "—I^nJaHd Halwr.

KNIGHTS OF ARABY
By MARMADUKR PICKTHALL. aothor of '- 8aid th« Fisherman " Extra 9vo. 6/- att.

" Once again Mannaduke PicWlhall makes .indent Islam live for us. You might *ay it was ' The
Aribian Nights written tiy a realist. ' 1 he Knights of Arat>y ' is to our ni nd. as line as " Said the
t-'isharma>i. The triumpli ol Mr. Pickiliall's woik is that the atniu<;phere of the l{ast is never
- worked lip

'
: it is taken for granted. m> that you walk among these Muslims as a Muslim—not as a

tourist with a pith helmet and a Cook's C,\x\Ae."—i-.'erytna*i.

W. E. FORD: A Biography
ByJ.D BERESFORD ani KENNETH RICHMOND. Extra crownSvo, with photogramre. 6 -net.

'An atisorlmigly iiuerestiiig Link. . . . The inodern public schooU, 'those moral and physical
tanneries." as lord the elder called them, are heing mercilc-ily criticised on all hands (Cven by their

Sixth Form »-oys—witness Mr. Alec ^^'aughs The Look of youth"). Here is a criticism that is not
only destruriivebut cons-ruct .e, a crilic.sm ni.»degi>nt y. patiently, with that quiet honesty that is

worth a dozen storms of invective "— T'-f i^bsfi- t.

THE IVORY TOWER. THE SENSE OF THE PAST
By HEKRT JAMES. 3 vols. Extra crown «vo. with two photogravArts. 1 2/- net.

" Most extraordinary and fa.sclnating documents, and we would not have missCd them for the world

They are things (julle unique in literature."'— 'Hte Tituf^,
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GO BY THE
EVIDENCE

Did you see the convincing "'i'^'""^"

' Land & »ater " on September Uth f

This follows on.

The

\ the shield the soldiers

.the one they will wear

CHEMICO
« FABRIC"

BODY SHIELD
SAVES LIVES

DAILY
Over one hundred soldiers have

voluntarily testified that they owe

their lives to the wearing ot

this marvellously efficient shield.

We are happy in being able to

pu« before the public further in-

disputable evidence received since

our last appearance here.

Forwarded by our Gifts-

cow agent*. Meur*.
The CiTaawlale Rub-

ber Co.

A FRIEND INDEED.

" An officer l>rre was hit at short rango by a nfle bullet

directly ov« the stomach. The bullet w... turned and onl>

glanced thn.ugh his side, and instead of "^ng kdled as he

must have been, he was back on daty m a n>onth Cur.ousl^

enough, this officer was new out from hon.e-a Scot ish pubte

school boy. He was sent out with , patrol, and a Ir.end ha.l

lent liim the Chemico Shield."

TO LONDON READERS.—Thii shield i« demonstrated daily at. or

may be purchased from, Messrs. May Bros., 374 Oxford Street, W.

Obtainable from all MiUtary Tailors, Stores, Benetfinks, Carnages, etc.

Send for descriptive literature.

Chemico Works

The County Chemical COe, Ltd., birmi'ngham.

J/CWlOCtA

Suits that

save time !

THERE is that about a

Harrods Suit—about

any Suit from Harrods

—

which makes its wearer feel

he has the righl Suit ; how
much that means discrimin-

ating men will understand

!

It is a tailored suit, and the

Ready-to-wear suits we
speak of here equal most

suits made to measure and

excel some.

Ready-to-wear
This Lounge Suit >« well modelled,

distinctive, and slylith. It i» slightly

defined to the figure, and smartened

by long narrow lapels, with three-

button fronts, rolling to the second

button if desired, and outside breast

pocket. In Scotch Tweeds and

Cheviots, various designs and

shades ot Grey and Brown. All

sizes and fittings. QA/
Ready-lo-wi«ar Ot/-

HARRODS Ltd, Mafiain^S Oirtctor,

0X0

LOZENGES

OXO LOZENGES are Just the thing to carry on with

until a more substantial meal can be obtained.

They contain a high percentage of Beef Extract ai^d

Beef Fibrine.and are stimulating and sustaining. Ready

for immediate consumption whenever and wherever

required.

A Customer writes ;^

9
1 find them very sustaining."

Of all Chemists, Grocers and Stores,

Q^ PER or from

TIN. 0X0 Limited, Thames House, London, E.C. 4.

Behind the Firing Line

Thi most remarkable and vivid im-

pression of the battle area in France

and Flanders is to be obtained from the

series of engravings in colour by Captain

Handley Read, just published by the

Leicester Galleries.

A limited number of copies of this Portfolio

may be obtained, price £5 Ss. each, from " Land

& Water," 5 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

In 14 months we saved the lives of

7000 of Belgium's Little Ones

will you not help us to save others ?

The Belgian Children's Fund in

Holland (under the presidency of

H.S.H. Princess A. de Ligne)

appeals for help in the work of

bringing sick and debilitated

children from Belgium into

Holland, where they are fed,

. clothed, and medically cared for,

and then returned to Belgium,

for funds do not permit more.

UNLESS YOU HELP, this life-saving

work in Holland cannotbe continued,

and many cliildren must perish.

Remittances to Hon. Treasurer, " Working Men's

Belgian Fund " (Registered War Charities Act,

igi6), 32 Grosvenor Place, London, S.W.i

(earmarked for the "Belgiaii Children's Fund ").
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The New Movement in Art
By Charles Marriott

UNDER this title Mr. Roger Fry has arranged a

representative exhibition of works in painting

and sculpture in the Mansard Gallery at Messrs.

Heal and Son's, 195, Tottenham Court Road.
Movement" instead of " movements" is right and wise,

because the new tendencies in art are more comprehensible
if tliey are all regarded as reactions from Realism. That also

gives the clue to their real origin : the general reaction from
materialism, in philosophy if not in everyday life, at the

end of the nineteenth century.

Most of the difficulties about the new movement, about
art in general, indeed, are caused by regarding art as an
isolated phenomenon, beginning in the studio and ending in

the exhibition, without any very close connection with the

rest of life. There is, it is true, the conventional saying that

art is the reflection of life, but this is taken to mean only in

choice of subject. The truth is that no other human activity

is more closely con-

nected with the rest

of life, or more sensi-

tive to changes in

general human deve'-

opment. Choice, of

subject has very little

to do with the matter.

It is not what a man
paints, but how he

paints it that betray-

the spirit of his time^.

For the " how " is very

far from being a pureh
artistic question.

No considerabh

artistic movement was
ever invented in thi

studio. Dutch Natu-
ralism in the seven

teenth century was the

artistic response to the

Reformation ; Pre-

Raphaelism was
closely connected with
the ris(! of Democracy ;

and Realism, even in

its rarified form o'

Impressionism, was an
article of the same
creed that nourished
cruxley and Pasteur.

What is invented in

the studio is mere
machinery ; the tech-

nical expedient or

channel to convey the

new impulse. Thus,
the distinction between
Cubism and Futurism
is an affair of the

studio ; but the dis-

tinction between their

common origin or in-

spiration and that cl

Impressionism is an
affair of human life in

general. The first dis-

tinction is compara-
tively unimportant
and Mr. Roger Fry has been wise in disregarding it in the title

and catalogue of his exliibition.
" Reactions from Realism," however, needs some ex-

planation. The desire for reality, in art as in philosophy, is

stiongcr than ever ; but we have learnt to look for it below

th( surface and with other than our bodily eyes. This is very

important, because a great deal of the popular misunder-

>tanding about the new movement in art is due to the belief

that it represents a new way of seeing—in the optical sense.

P» ople say with justice that things don't look like that to

them. Nor did they to the artist—even if he should claim

that they did. In the optical sense artists see like the n-st

of us. What the New Movement really represents is a new
way of feeling ; or. rather, a new recognition of the importance

of feeling as a guide to reality. The evidence of the eyes,

which was the basis of Impressionism, is exchanged for the

larger evidence of the whole organism, with its full comple-

ment of memory and intuition as well a6 observation. In

The Policeman's Cottage

art, as in philosophy, we have discovered that things an not
what they seem : that reality lies deeper tha.. appearance.
Not that the discovery is altogether new. Art has always

been based partly on intuition—using that word to cover all

the evidence of the sub-conscious mind - -and partly on
observation. The history of Western art is largely the history
of conflict between the two. At some periods and in some
individuals one or the other has got the upper hand. In
Eastern art there does not seem to have been the same con-
flict ; but intuition and observation, or inner and outer
vision, or faith and reason—for they all mean pretty much
the same thing—-have always worked comfortably together.
Chinese art is based on conceptions corrected by obser. ation.

Western artists are comparatively unused to dealing with
conceptions ; even their designs are applied apologetically,
as if the facts observed had a special sanctity in themselves

;

and it is not surprising that when, as now. tl.ey work from
conceptions that they
should reject observa-
tion with rather more
force than is neces-
sary.

The parallel to what
happens in spiritual

life is too close to be
ignored. A person
of confirmed spiritual

life has no difficulty

as between faith and
works, but if a person
who has lived by works
alone is suddenly " con-
verted," he is apt to
rely on faith too ex-
clusively in view of

the imperfections of

human nature This
is exactly what has
happened in art. I-'or

several centuries West-
ern art has lived mainly
by works ; using that
word to describi' the
mastery of external
appearances. Justifi-

cation by works in art

reached its climax with
Impressionism. In
the reaction it was in-

evitable that there
should be something
like contempt for

appearances, and most
of the defects and ex-
travagances of the
new movement can be
put down to that
cause. What it amounts
to is that in the present
state of human per-

ception, both Martha
and Mary are necessar\'

in the house of art.

It is by wojks in life

and by appearances in

art that one human
being understands

another ; and until we shall have reached a degree of sensi-

bility to pure form and colour in painting that we already enjoy
to pure sound in music, the broken box of alabaster must be
supplemented with some care in the performance of common
tasks. Otherwise the less perceptive will cry :

" To what
purpose was this waste ?

" And it is noticeable that in the
later developments of the neyf movement there is a dis-

position to regard appearances with a more tolerant eye than
at the beginning. The war paintings of Mr. C. R. W. Nevinson
may,be quoted in illustration.

The works in Mr. Fry's exhibition' might be classifiec'. as
Ix'longing to several " isms," but they have it in common
that they are all done from conceptions and not from observa
tions of reality. The nature of the conception varies with the
individual artist, and emphasis is laid accordingly upon rhythm
or pattern or colour or volume as the case may he. It is worth
remarking that it is only when realistic imitation ot appear
ances is abandoned that any such emphasis can be niadj

t. McKnight Kauflei
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without thf clicct ol untruth. Once accept the cviflence of

your whole orpanism. instead of the mere optical e\ idence of

\our eyes, as the basis ol your art and you can reduce the

.ippearances of Nature to geometrical forms witli ut any
prejudice to reafity. As will be seen, most of tin: works
m this exhibition are indulgent as rej,'ards api)earances ; but

in all ol them apfx-arances are dealt with as conceived by the

mind rather than as perceived by the eyes.

One consequence of this new trust in conceptions that I

have never seen remarked is the rehabilitation of materials.

To put it crudely the pictures look more " painty " and the

sculpture more " stony " than p«?rhaps the visitor has been
.iccustomed to see. But a moment s consideration shows this

10 Ix? inevitable. So long as the materials of art arc used to

imitate appenranccs they cannot be allowed to declare them-
selves ; and it is one of the advantages of the new movement
that it does allow the materials a voice in the matter.

For damaging comparis<jn the critics point to the ex-

quisite workmanship of Eastern art. That criticism answers

itself. Eastern art has never used its materials for the imita-

tion of ajjpearances ; it has always regarded them as creatures

with an exprer^ion of their own ; and, consequently, it has
acquired and taught a perfect technique tor their artistic

fultiiment. In effect the Chinese artist shows the subject

to ink or water-colour or ivoiy or jade and says :
" Now,

what do you feel about it ?
" And. with his collaboration

bas.nl upon an intimate knowledge of and punctilious regard
for its capacities for expression, the material responds in its

own character and according to its laws ; not only in sub-
stance, but in characteristic form. One of the beauties of

Chinese ivory car\ings for example—as of medic-evaJ ivory
statuettes of the Virgin—is the way the natural curve of the
tusk is allowed to determine the sway of the figure.

All this is new to the modern Western artist. Whether in

his own person or by tradition he has acquired a highly orga-
nised technique for the purpose of imitation and he cannot
all at once acquire the reftnements of expression. Even that
bless'd phrase " the limitations of the material " has a new
meaning

; since it is obvious that the limitation* of a sub-
stance for imitation and for expression are entirely different ;

and some at least of the extravagances of the new" movement
are due to the fact that artists have not yet recognised the
n^w limitations—that paint, for example, will not stand
alone like a block of mamle but must be contained in detiniL.

:5liape>. whether luiiiu aiisuc ui mnaal. ]{xactly tlie same
thing h.ippens in life. If you have lived under the law you

will not all at once adapt yourself to the freedom of the spnit.

Something of this sort is iiappening in Russia.

On the whole the new movement seems to have reached a

greater refinement of quality in drawing and sculpture than

in painting. This is natural Ix^cause, even in Western art,

tl;e materials of drawing and sculpture have ne\'er been used
- -or abused—for the purpose of imitation to the same extent

as have the materials of painting. Consequently the draughts-

man and sculptor -and the public also—have less to un-

learn. At any rate, there is nothing in the exhibition that

reaches quite tfie same level as the beautiful little " Mother
and Child" by tlie late Gaudier-Brzeska. Here is a thing

said perfectly in marble, not only in respect of substance, but
of what may be supposed to have been the natural disposition

of that particular piece ; all the carving 'being kept within an
nnaginary ovoid wliich both contains the emotional meaning
of the work and preserves the habit ot the stone as it came
into the hands of the sculptor. The effect of something
" found " in the block could hardly be more happily illus-

trated. Another work that lea\'es nothing to be desired in

quality of performance is " The Ass," by Mr. Duncan Grant,
which is produced here. Not only does it convey the quaint
essence of the subject, in its unbroken state, but in actual
execution it is as expressive of the materials used as a piec?
of good embroidery.

A point that has often been urged is the childishne s of

many of the works in the new movement. Substituting
" childlikeness " the charge may be accepted as part of the
consequences. Because the child is much less subject than
most of us to the optical heresy, and relies much more (jn that
general " sense " of things which is the basis of all con-
ceptions. I believe that the extraordinary homeliness of such
pictures as " The Policeman's Cottage," by E. McKnight
Kauffer is due to the fact that they recall our impressions of

landscape before we began to peep and botanise. The
visitor to the exhibition should dismiss from his mind all

ideas of optical jugglery. Allowing for all differences of
" ism " and method, and granting all imperfections of practice,
the new movement in art is an attempt to convey reality as
conceived by the mind freed from the tyranny of optics and
fed from the deepest reservoirs of feeling. . The eyes are used,
but as channels and not as critics of realitv.

The Ass
ii^ Duitcuti GmiiL
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THEIRDUTY
— your Privilege

Til HOUSANDS of Employers are naturally

exercised on the subject of additional

provision for the dependents of those

mTBiPiaBiHiiHil of their Employees who, on Active Ser-

vice, may lose their lives—from Ordi-

nary Causes, from Accident, in Action, or from

Wounds, etc.

The usual conditions of War pre-

clude protection under ordinary-

forms of Insurance, yet the-

need for some form of cover is

obvious.

The state very properly provides

pensions upon a fixed schedule,

but employers recognise that

such pensions must frequently be

disproportionate to the normal
circumstances of the dependents

of their employees.
In America the State provides

a certain pension, but has in

contemplation allowing the in-

dividual to apply a certain

proportion of his pay in the form

of an Insurance Premium to

enable him to some extent to

rate up the amount his family

would receive in the event of

death. There is no similar

scheme existing at present in

this country, but certain adjust-

ments are rendered possible to

the individnal under

The

OF THli

Eagle& British Dominions Insurance Co.

Under this Policy a sum may be provided for, say,

WIFE. PARENTS. SISTERS, OR BROTHERS
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN

DAUGHTER'S FUTURE BOY'S START IN LIFE

FAMILY AND BUSINESS LIABILITIES

Minimum
Premium

Msocimum
Benefit

Q % Maximum jD OA
ill Premium IJWV

£2,000
Varying Benefits based upon most equitable and generous lines

according to the Risks to which the Insured Life is exposed.

Trustees for the Fund:

Field-Marshal Viscount French. G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O., K.C.M.G.
and

Admiral oi the Fleet, Sir William Henry May, G.C.B., G.C.V.O.

Write to-day {mentioning " War Life Policy ") for full Scale of Rates, Pro-

posal Forms, T)eiaiU o' Risl^s and Information as to Division of Surplus Fund.

THE EAGLE & BRITISH DOMINIONS
INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Life Dept. : 52 THREADNEEDLE STREET, EC 2

H»ad Offiet • British Dominions Houst, Royal Exehanga Avenue, London, E.C.3

Wett End Office: 79 PALL MALL. LONDON. S.W.I

Branches throughout the United Kingdom.

exIIJd £5,0 00,0 00
APPLICATIONS FOR AGENClKS INVITED.
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CONDITIONS OF VICTORY

IN
the series of articles which Mr. Hilaire Belloc is now

contributing to L.\XD & W.\ter, he wisely leaves "peace
"

out of the question, unless it is preluded by " victory,"

for it is only by victory, full and ccmplete military

victory, that the Allies will be in a position to impose terms

and insist on punishments which are absolutely vital to peace,

vital also if European civilisation is to be preserved. The

speeches delivered on Monday afternoon at the Albert Hall

by the Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer

dwelt on this point of view which is familiar to the readers of

this journal. ..Mr. Lloyd George declared that without full

victory, " there are men and women in this hall now who
may live to see the death of civilisation," and Mr. Bonar Law
asserted that without full victory " the economic condition of

Great Britain would be intolerable." General Smuts dwelt

on another aspect, on one which, in our opinion, is not suffi-

ciently spoken about. He said that " the true battle front of

this war is in the soul of the nation." The illusion is common
at home that the individual is of little worth in winning

the war. "A bomb falls one night," they say, "and we,

ourselves, and perhaps our families, are wiped out of exist-

ence; but it makes no difference, the war and. the world go

on just the same. Our lives are, it would seem, valueless, so

why trouble ourselves about the way we order them, seeing

we make no difference living or dead." It is an illusion

which tends to >\'eaken and undermine resolution, and in

order to engender and foster just such illusions Germany wages

war on civilians. It is well, therefore, that this truth on

which General Smuts laid emphasis should be impressed on

the popular mind :

1 he' battle front is not merely in France or in Flanders ;

the battle front is here in this country also. And you , as you
sit here to-day, the women and children, and the men of
thi.s country who do not belong to the Army, can take your
place by your comrades and join in the fight just as those in

France and Flanders.
" German industry, German education, German science,

German politics, German diplomacy, German fle^h and

blood for generations have been devoted to the' destruction

or enslavement of their neighbours''—so spoke the Prime

.Minister, and his words are the plain truth. There may be

those in Germany who regret that these things should be,

but they have never exerted their influence to any purpose,

and they have been powerless to change or check the current

of national opinion. We still look in vain for either the old

Germany or the new Germany, which we are told is the

true Germany by those who believe that if the HohenzoHern
blight Were removed we should discover outside Prussia

a healthy national growth. Would that it were so, but

that it is not so is testified by every prisoner of war that

finds his way home, and still more strongly by every act of

war which Germany perpetrates. The invasion and dis-

persion of the Zeppelin fleet has distracted the general mind
from a much more important incident of last week—we
refer to the destruction by German armed raiders of the small

fleet of neutral ships and of their escort of tw^o destroyers in

the North Sea. An Admiralty inquiry has now been instituted,

and in the meantime we must suspend judgment. It may
be said, with some justification, that such incidents damage
our naval prestige, but that should not lead us to under-

estimate the great work so efficiently and untiringly per-

formed by the British Navy for the past three years. Mistakes

of strategy and administration have occurred, but because of

these errors to call on the- Navy to perform miracles and to

undertake operations which the very voices which demand
the*>, would be the first to denounce when they failed in-

evitably, seems to us neither reasonable nor right. There
the matter from the British standpoint remains at the moment,
but from the German standpoint something more must be
said.

To sink the tradmg ships of neutral countries, without
giving the crews a chance of saving their lives, and, moreover,
to fire on the boats which these very ships had launched ior

the purpose, is the most outstanding act of barbarism which
the German Fleet has yet accomplished. Not a single excuse

can be urged in mitigation of this cold-blooded massacre, nor
can the Captains of the two German cruisers be exone-
rated from the crime. These were their own masters in the
hour that these murders were committed. The chivalry of

the sea is a law far older and higher than any command of

the Kaiser or his Admirals. Had their officers displayed

even a rudimentary sense of righteousness or mercy, would
they have been punished for it ? The fact is, they acted

according to their natures, and their natures are not peculiar

to themselves but common to their nation ? In the drowning
and slaughter by shot and shell of these defenceless Norwegian
and Swedish sailors, we behold the reflection of " German
education, German science, German politics," etc., and until

these crimes are punished in the same manner and degree

that similar crimes are punished in civil life, Europe can never
be made secure against a fresh outbreak of the same barbarism.

The danger is that the conscience of the Allies may be
drugged by the very excess of Teuton blood-lust. We have
to be on our guard against this, for it is a perfectly right and
healthy emotion, in ordinary circumstances, not to permit the

mind to dwell on pitiless and horrifying incidents. A
murderer commits as bad an offence against the public

conscience as against his victim, a truth which we may easily

recognise by the way in which normal and active minds
revolt from sensationalism in peace times. But it would
be cowardly to assume that mental attitude towards Germany.
The full measure of her abominations has yet to be told, and
it will be told. One of the first conditions of victory is, a just

retribution for these inhuman offences.

Before another week comes round in all human pro-

bability London will be again under the murderous missiles

of German aeroplanes. Tliis incident of the war is accepted

with extraordinary composure by the British inhabitants

of the metropolis. When out of the dark mists of night,

death, let blindly loose by an enemy whose pride is cruelty and
ruthlessness, destroys at one blast half-a-dozen babes, as

happened last week, there is naturally a cry of horror, but
there is not the slightest intention, because of this, to deflect

the nation's determination towards final victory. The British

character dofes not change. One has only to recognise the

unalterable resolution, which in the outer parts of Empire,

under similar barbarities, has at different times established

that pax Britannica on which Britons, not without reason,

have prided themselves in the past, in order to realise that

if there be one act of faith more fixed in a British breast than

another, it is that no harm men can do to the body can
destroy the purpose of the soul. It is in the knowledge
of this truth that even the humblest British citizen can find

personal satisfaction. His life is not lived in vain if to the

last hour he clings to this belief and acts on it, for this belief

is the sure rock on which final victory has ever rested and
sliall ever rest. We have no wish to see German homes
suffering under aerial bombardments in the way English

homes have been made to suffer. But if Germans will have
it so, they must have it.
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The Operations in Riga Bay
By Hilaire Belloc

THERE has been some misconception with regard

to the nature of the operations in Riga Bay and on

the islands which intCTVene between that sheet of

water and tlie Baltic : I mean misconception On the

geographical character of these actions, not on the ultimate

strategic object, which can only be a matter of conjecture-

though that object ^cems most probably to be the one I

indicated last week. Tims the Times and other newspapers

have spoken of the Russian Fleet, or rather of a portion of it.

entering the Gulf through the Moon Sound, and after being

defeated in action within the (uilf of Riga by the Gcrmaii

Fleet, retiring again through the Moon Sound northward.

To' take this view of the battle is clearly erroneous, as a

consideration of the Chart later in this article will show.

Nothing can get in or out of the Moon Sound by the north

except vessels of light draft. What has happened is, in

the most general terms, this :

A Russian Squadron, detached in the Gulf of Riga, contain-

ing both light and heavy vessels, was attacked by the German

Fleet when the Germans had become masters of the Irben

Channel at the South ejid of the Gulf between the island of

Oescl and the mainland. The German Fleet came through

the Irben Channel when they had \;leared it ; drove ithe

Russian Fleet up northward and cooped it up in Moon Sound.

In that narrow and rapidly shoaling waterway, the largest

of the Russians was sunk by distant gunfire of the enemy
operating from the mouth of the Sound, where there is deeper

water, and four other ships of considerable draft ran aground.

All that can have got away northward of the Russian Naval

Forces were the boats drawing less than 15 feet of water.

Theonlv entrance into the Gulf of Riga for large vessels--

for vessels that have to keep an eye on the five-tathom line— is

the Irben Channel between the southern end of Oesel Island,

that is the Sworbc Peninsula, and the opposite Courland

Coast which, from the so-called " Dome " Hill, 280 feet high.

is generally known after the local cape as the "Dome Ness."

The Irben Channel (sec Map I) is entered by a not very wide

but long fairway lying north-west by south-east, easily

blocked by mines', and with the advantage of current on the

side of the defensive : For the current sets out from the Gulf

of Riga to the sea continuously. Reasonable vigilance

made this Channel quite impracticable, and it needed the

present collapse of Russia to give the enemy his chance.

Even so the mines in the Channel could not be direct^/

swept away from the open sea, and that was why the island of

Oesel was attacked. Its capture was easily effected, and once

the Sworbe Peninsula had been swept there were no Russian

guns commanding the Channel, but in thekphicc German
guns protecting the (ierman sweepers who proceeded to clear

the channel. It is probable also that the enemy found light

craft on the eastern shore -of Oesel to help him in the

sweeping of the mines. But, at any rate, he got the Chjinnel

clear, the main German Fleet then came through the Irben

Channel into the Gulf of Riga.

Such Russian forces as were present in thVt sheet of water

retired before the German fleet and were cooped up at the

northern end by the advancing Germans into the mouth of what
is called the ;\Ioon Sound ; that is, the sheet of water between

the Island of Moon and tl'.e mainland of Flsthonia.

If we look at the Moon Sound irt some detail on Map II

we shall be able to understand what happened.

The ten-fathom line—deep water in whicli the largest

craft can manauvre at ease—stands well out from the mouth
of the Sound. As you approach the Channel the bottom
shelves rather sharply, but right through the middle of the

Sound there is adraughtof water just sufficient for (though only

just sufiicient for) the larger units present of the Russian

Fleet. The five-fathom line recedes on either side, leaving a

faiiway on the west side of the small island of Schildau. On
the east side, between this island and the main land, large

craft cannot go. The Russian Naval I'orce, therefore, retiring

before their superior enemy, took refuge in this prolonged

and narrow gulf of deeper water. It was here that the Sla\-a

sank, and -that four other ships ran aground.
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The TvfOON SOUND

The small craft got away to the north, and it is the tnention

of this fact by both the Russians and the Germans which has

gi%-en an erroneous impression of wliat occurred, for tlR'

escape of these smaller vessels is alluded to in very vague and
general terms, such as " the remainder of the fleet,'.' etc.

The fact that only the smaller vessels could have got away
is clear enough from a glance at Sketch II, where it will be

seen that the northern approach to Moon Sound all the way
from tlie northern coast of Moon Island to the main land is

Solocked by a ridge, the western half of which is called the

Kumorsky Reef, and the whole crescent of which forms a

complete barrier against entry or exit by the north, save

for vessels drawing less than fifteen feet of water—indeed

considerably less than that draft, for this amount of water is

jnly found in very few variable points.

It is true that tl'ie level of the Baltic here rises slightly

when there is a combination of strong westerly winds and of

melting snow and ice inland, but the present moment is a

season of nearly the lowest water with easterly winds and the

rivers low. Moreo\'er, even when there is the greatest

lift'ercnce of level, it hardly adds another three feet.

. It is to be noted that the opei ation has taken place while

there are still before the enemy several weeks of open

water. The shores of the Baltic here, and the Gulf of Riga in

particular, freeze in a very changeable manner. The Irben

Channel was open the whole winter during four of the eleven

years i8g3 to 1903, and though ice forms, of course, much
earlier in the rivers and is discovered on the shores before it

cjeeps outwards, it is a very early year in which navigation is

interrupted before winter has well set in. January to March
is a sort of normal period of interruption, though the ice has

stopped navigation in the ports two months earlier and two
months later than those normal dates in exceptional years.

The Zeppelin Raid

The Zeppelin raid with its astonishing sequel, hardly

falls within this department of L.\nu & W.vter, but it is too

remarkable a passage to leave quite uncommented.
So far as the evidence stands at the moment of writing,

it seems that eleven Zeppelins left Germany on the Friday.

Of these tliree got back by the direct eastern route which all,

obviously, must have been under orders to follow. But of

the remaining eight, all were in some fashion damaged in

\arious degrees or thrown out of their course or lowered

by loss of gas, and were condemned to reach home as best

they could after a bad deflection southwards. Of these

eight three may have landed in Germany, with what losses

we do not know. Five are accounted for by the French
observers : one captured entire, three brought down, and one
blown out to sea over the Mediterranean, half wrecked.

Though one has nothing but conjecture to guide one, the

first thing that will occur to anyone who considers the main
facts is, that the fleet must in some way have got crippled

—

or, at any rate that part of it which drifted over France.

Whether it was crippled by gunfire in this country or, as

has been suggested in some quarters, by unexpectedly severe

frost suffered at a great height aflei' engines had been stopped,

or by both these agencies, or whether perhaps there may
not have been added to such causes a violent northerly

gale at the great heights in which these craft were operating,

we have not yet been told. But it is entirely incredible that

they merely lost their way.
It is not incredible, but it is highly improbable that such a

fleet should have any intention of travelling even over northern

France during daylight—and it was largely due to the fact

that they were caught by daylight that the Zeppelins suffered

so lieavily. The one which had the worst luck was the one
that came down at St. Clement, near Luneville, south of

Nancy, quite close to the opposing lines. Those which were
accounted for in the south must, in the nature of tWngs, have
been out of control and at the mercy of the northerly current.

Yet another drifted out to sea over Toulon at the end of the

day, and apparently has been lost in the Mediterranean.

But the most extraordinary part of the whole series, and
that on which we shall most eagerly expect details, is the

capture of one of the Zeppelins intact with her crew unhurt
apparently, and in full working order near the little watering

place of Bourbonne on the high ground between Langres and
the Upper Moselle Vallej-.

There must be remembered in this connection a very striking

point illustrative of more than one of the enemy's methods.

The crew of this captured Zeppelin— L 49— used (we are told)

parachutes. The crew of the Zeppelins, unlike the observers

in a kite balloon, have not been, I believe, furnished with
parachutes before. Regulations of this severity work both
ways. They tend to the conservation of material to the last

moment, but they also tend to exasperation in a moment of

crisis and, when the limit of endurance is reached, to ill judg-

ment and perhaps to mutiny. The rule seems to have been

changed, perhaps, as a concession.

The Conditions of Victory-Ill

THE last and third pait of the enemy's propaganda,
to which the first two parts lead up, fs the demand
tl^at the .\llies sliould state specific teims of peace.

The suggestion being that the enemy is too strong

to be decisively defeatefl and that negotiation must be

resorted to (a suggestion the falsity of which was
shown here a-^t week) it is concluded that no reasonable

man would deny the advantage of stating particular

terms.

Now even if all the rest of the enemy's propaganda were

true, even if the absurdity of an innocent German people

writhing under a hated tyranny, or the other flatly con-

tradietory absurdity of an unconquerable German people,

were possible in the real world, this third contention for a

detailed negotiation of peace before victory is utterly un-

tenable in the present circumstances.

The main reason fr>r this is the nature of the issue between
the two camps : Its magnitude and its simplicity. If it

be true that the enemy's armies are unconquerable, then much

the simplest thing is to admit defeat ; to say, "Wc intended to

safeguard our future and .that of Europe. We have failed in

the attempt. We will stand back where we were before and
in the future the struggle must be renewed." It is the strong-

est and the best thing for anyone to say who once desired

victory but ha^ come to believe it impossible.

Personally, fdo not believe that there are any men on the

Allied side to-day who at once desire victory and believe it to

be impossible. I "think that those who are talking of the impos-

sibility of a decisive victory are men who desire to save

Germany from the moral consequences of her acts. But I

say that if there are men who honestly desire \ictory and yet

believe it impossible of achievement, then it is far the best thing

for them to admit defeat. It was the attif^de of the French

patriots in 1871. Tliey said :
" We are compelled by mere

force to cede what tiie victor has no moral right to. We know
that this thing is only a truce, and sooner or later the issue

must be fought out a.gain."

i'o-dav the issues are far greater than they were in 1871,
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They mnccra not one nation Imt all EuroiH-. Thoy concern in

particiUarTthis nation, of which only a minority (least of all

those whd so foolishly advise surrender) as. yet fully under-

stand what defeat would mean for tlieir country and for their

individual selves.

Hut if you do not believe that victory is impossible, if you
think that the Allied armies arc capable of achieving it, then

to discuss the details of jieace is like discussing with a criminal

what punishment he will accept.

The terms which the Allies will impose if they are victorious,

that is, if they succeed in putting the Prussian military- machine
;uit of action arc such as are not worth discussion with an

undefeated (k-nnany. simply liecausf; the existing Prussian

military" machine will not sign its own death warrant. They
involve—^to put it in the most general fashion, two funda-

mental propositions which an unbeaten Germany will never

accept, first, the tremendous burden of material reparation,

secondly, the moral indignity of seeing individual piinish-

nurtt meted out to the men responsible for innumerable
particular crimes. They further involve the imposition of

guarantees, that is, in plain English, the taking of material

hostages for the carrying out of stipulations to w hich the mere
word qf the enemy in any form is worthless. When Prussia

levied a vast tribute upon France from 1871 to 1873 she

occupied territory' until the tribute was paid. She maintained
herself in the position of victor after the destruction of the

French armies, long after the mere signature of peace, and she

had no choice but to do so. The " freer," the more
" democratic "—in simple and truer language the more ex-

pressive of the national will—the political .system of the van-
quished may be, the more certainly must they attempt to

evade the consequences of their crime.
Now what Prussia has to lose is military power and the

economic power which her military power safeguards. She
has to lose supplies of iron which she took by force ; she has
to lose Polish subjects, her tyranny over whose territory was
the origin of her power ; she has to lose a vast amount of ship-
ping to help replace that which she has destroyed ; she has to
give free access to the Baltic—first to a free Poland, and next
to the commerce of all nations. She has to abandon her grip
over the Eastern trunk route ; she has, as we have said, to see
the more criminal among her leaders subjected to the indignity
of public punislunent, and she has ilso to devote years and years
of labour for the profit of others in repairing what she has
destroyed. She has at least to suffer this, or alternatively
to boast her successful defence and our own defeat. The con-
ception that such justice can be imposed without victory jn
the field is lunacy. The conception that without its imposi-
tion Europe can possibly secure stability is ignorant folly.

There is a school which tells us that to say things so plainly
is to " stifi'en the resist.irice of the enemy." Heaven knows
where they got that conception ! If this were a war for petty
local political objects to which the fighting had hitherto been
limited, it might be true. If whole nations had not been
strained to their utmost to achieve the fullest national objects
''t might be true. But as things are it is a statement quite out
of touch with reality.

The resistance of the enemy is already stretched to the ut-
most of which the enemy nations are capable. In that
resistance the German Empire has come at last to drawing in
boys of 17 and subjecting tltem to the massacre of modern
war. In that resistance the enemy coalition against us has
lost something like four million lives. In that resistance
It has already suffered the most severe privations and is ap-
proaching famine. The conception that we should in some
way increase that resistance by repeating once again our un-
alterable determination to conquer, is wildly unreal. You
might as wcU say m the last rounds of a prize fight that the man
who is getting the better of it must hesitate to deal heavy blows
lest he should rally some reserve of force in his unfortunate
opponent. There is nothing left moral or material upon which
the enemy can draw beyand what he has already mobilised
or has marked down for use. All his populations, including
his voluntary Allies and those whom he commands as a tyrant
have been thrown in for all they are worth. If the resistance
IS successful Prussia has v/on. If she is pushed up to the break-
ing point she breaks altogether. That is the situation, and
one would have thought that a child could see it

Strains of this sort are absolute and maximum strains.And strains of that kmd when they are resolved at aU are re-
solved by nothing short of complete ruin
But apart from these general considerations we shoulddo ^^•ell to note the particular character of the propaganda

Zlfl, 7Tr!l °! P*--^'^^tenns. It is well worth remarking
that /A. ',,holeof.U w conducted upon the implied suggestion
that the enemy s delence utll be victorious ; that a decision in our
favour is impossible. It is Iwsed upon the idea that Pmsd:.
w-ill concede this or that of l..r freewill still unSted adthat justice cannot be inaposed upon her

• It is remarkable th.-it in all these ' debates which have

been so prodigally nourished with money for some months
past, there is no statement of extreme terms upon the other j
side. The writers who in this indirect, but very useful,

fashion are serving the enemy do not say :
" Here is the

maximum which the Allies could possibly impose, and here is

the maximum which Prussia in her present state could possibly
retain. Let us see what compnnnise can be made between •

these two extremes." Even if they did this it would be our
duty not to listen to them, because a civilization fighting for

its life should not hear of compromise at all. But as a fact

they do not state it thus at all.

Yet that is how they should state it if they were sincere.
A true arbitrator, a man really impartial between two con-
tendants and even indifferent to their opposing morals, '

considers before striking a balance the full claims of each.
Yet these self appointed abitrators. though they profess them- ,

selves so impartial as to be unaffected by cruelty and bad
faith and indifferent to the religion and morals of our civi-
lization, never consider the .\liied objects. They always take
as a " basis of negotiation" the claims of an undefeated Prussia.

Let us consider a few examples of this.

In the matter of the rectification of frontiers in the \\'est'

we have not got two schools in the' debate, one of them saying
(Jermany must be allowed no bridgeheads across the Rhine.
We have only the timid suggestion that perhaps as a very
great concession upon the part of our enemy she will allow
in the one particular case of Alsace-Lorraine a vote to lie taken
while she is still in power, without any consideration of the
innumerable families exiled; of the plantation of foreigners
in the district ; of the pressure that can be exercised by
Government ; of the fear of the future in the voters created by
their experience of the past. The whole thing is in the tone of
a small kindly concession by the enemy. It has nothing about
it of a compromise between extreme claims. In the United
States the " high brow " papers like the Nexv Republic, do not
even allow this. Lorraine, they say, must remain German
because Germany needs its iron !

Take, again, the case of the occupied territory. There is no
balancing of, on the one side complete reparation, heavy in-
demnity to those who have been enslaved, large payments to
the families of those who have been murdered, the rebuilding
of all destroyed monuments and private houses, the restoration
of agriculture, etc, and mere evacuation upon the other.
No, the pretence at reasonable dealing is entirely in the enemy's
favour. Evacuation is all that is spoken of as" reasonable

"

the rest is ignored.

A Fair Analogy

It is as though a man came into your house, robbed your safe,
murdered your children, set your books on fire " to make
an example," incidentally burnt down your house as well,
and then when you had caught him and got him on the ground
(at great expense to your furniture) appealed to a third party,
an " impartial arbitrator " who should say : "Come! Come!
All this is surely very wrong ! This gentleman must cer-
tainly leave your house—or rather the ruins of it—it is the
only reasonable solution !

"

take a third case, the case of Poland. There are all sorts
of pretty schemes for a restricted, mutilated Poland undir
German tutelage

: a Poland that would be a mere expansion
^ermany. But you never hear the claim to Danzic on the

part ot these gentry who profess their sincere desire for a stable
European peace

; you never hear any talk of the mineral
wealth of Silesia shamelessly stolen from the Polish people ;and when statistics are quoted as to the proportion of Polish
population in the districts robbed by Prussia no more than
three generations ago, the statistics are always German
statistics in which every official, down to the very gaolers
are counted as normal inhabitants of the districts, and everyman who can speak a little German is put down as being o"f
full German blood. It is the same thing with the Adriatic.
Jt IS only reasonable " that Austria should have an Italian
town somewhere on the Adriatic. It is " only reasonable

"
that the main part of the frontier should lie south of the de-
fensive line of the Alps. You never hear the full Italian claim
mentioned and balanced against the Austrian claim, or rather
again.-,t all that Austria can now hope for

What is ahtays fut forward as the golden mean in every
single case ts the very most thai the enemy could possibly set
out of US even if, when peace were made, he were as strong as
he IS to day. °

I marvel that opinion has not yet been struck by this
singular phenomenon

! Here are would-be arbitrators posing
as men who are balancing discordant claims,' and as folkwho know that neither party to a quarrel can obtain all
that It desires-but when they cume to details (of which they
are very fond) those details are simply the maximum concei/-
able demands of the enemy in his present state ! All the
statistics are enemy statistics. The futur,-; envisaged is a future
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in which the enemy shall remain strong and be capable if he
lives of becomine; stronger. The conception of punishment
for evil done—surely the most elementary' idea underlying all

human justice and all stable solutions—is not only eliminated
but actually attacked.

There is another feature in all this to which I would draw
my readers' attention.

Where, in the past, were these fine pleaders for a reasonable
compromise ? We know t4ieir names and see their writings.

How comes it that they had nothing to say of this sort until

(iermany had lost her offensive power and was bleeding to

death ? Which of them proposed a plebiscite in Alsace
Lorraine when that district was as yet not fully colonised by
its robber, and before the full effects of exile had taken place ?

In what books or speeches did they advocate the restoration
of Poland ? Where shall we find their passionate defence of

the Ita'ian claims to fellow citizenship with the pure Italians
of the Trentino ?

It is notorious that we never heard of these things from
them until the present pass, and surely such a fact is not only
significant but conclusive. It is equally significant and
equally conclusive that we heard nothing from them during
the first half of the war, when it seemed within the power of
the Central Empires to commit any injustice and to obtain a
decisive victory for themselves.

If it is such a monstrous thing to punish men who have
ordered murder and arson and pillage, and to make such an
example of them that for the future we may be secure from a
repetition of those deeds, why was it not equally monstrous to
commit them? One would "have thought that the murders
at Dinant and at Louvain and at Sermaize and at Nomeny
and countless other unhappy towns, and e%'en at Senlis, before
the very gates of Paris, would have afi'ected men who profess
to be superior to national feeling and to consider nothing
but the claims of humanity. They were strangely silent

!

In the same way they tell us it is unreasonable or bad
policy to contemplate the confiscation of German shipping or
the reparation by force of damage wantonly done on the high
seas. But oddly enougl this tenderness does not apply to
-murder on the high seas when that murder is committed
by the enemy, it does not apply to the sinking of ships without
warning or to the shelling of men in open boats.
There has come in. as I write, the account of their latest

crime of this sort. The German cruisers, ships amply able
to have saved the crews and passengers of neutrals at their
mercy, deliberately massacred these neutrals, men and
women indiscriminately. It was sheer butchery for the
sake of butchery, and something of a sort Europe had never
known until this war, and in this war has only known as a
Prussian thing. /

Our " reasonable men " will tell us that the men guilty of
such crimes " must not be left after the war with a feeling of
bitterness."

They will bid us regard these wanton murders as normal
enough—just what we should do ourselves.

^^
All these German bestialities are, it seems, no more than

" the inevitable concomitants of war."
Let us remind those who talk thus (from whatever motive)

that if abominations of this sort are " the inevitable con-
comitants " of war as Prussia makes it, then certain results,
very unpleasant for Prussia, are also the " inevitable con-
comitants " of peace, as it must be imposed upon Prussia.
A certain amount of pain and discomfort are "the inevitable
concomitants of physical struggle " as it is understood by
the garrotter, but then also certain other unpleasant things
are the " inevitable concomitants " of what happens to the
garrotter when he is caught. The man defending the garrotter
may say that the sufferings he has imposed upon his victims
are only an extreme case of the annoyance which people
always suffer from horse-play; and that "garrotting is only an
extreme form of horsc-play. To this the magistrate will
answer that he does not even allow horso-play upon unwilling
\ictims. and is quite prepared to meet it with a fine or a short
term of imprisonment, but that there is a certain difference
of degree in the case of the garrotter which corresponds to a
difference of degree in the fate the garrotter must be prepared
to meet wheji he has the misfortune to be " thrown upon the
mere defensive "--that is. to be in the dock.

It is not true that Europeans in modern war have nornially
marched through and sacked neutral territory, or raped,
burnt and niurdcred in it as they passed through. It is not
true that Europeans in the many unfortunate wars of the
nineteenth century sank ships without 'warning (including
neutral ships and hospital ships), secretly placed explosives
on merchant ships, dclil)erately murdered men and women in
open boats, or did any one of those acts which have specially
marked this last phase of Prussian war.
Those who pretend that there is to-day a case for an easy

consideration of what has been a mere misunderstanding with
equal and ordinary faults on both sides, are saying something

liatly in contradiction with the facts. The facts arc snnply
that one party in this war was the open admitted and boastful

aggressor, and that the .same party, and not his opponent, has
initiated eveiy new cruelty iii Tictual fighting and has alone

been guilty of novel crimes against non-combatants and
civilians.

Those who deny that plain proposition are like men who
deny visible and tangible objects in the world about them.

I will go so fiu- as to believe that some of them are capable
of self-deception up to a point hardly distinguishable from
derangement, but the mass of them must be in bad faith.

Ancl here, I think, is the strongest ground on which we can
stand in our exposure of these men who would throw away all

the chivalry of Europe and all the lives of the young English-

men dead. We can say with conviction and witli sUl the
existing evidence at our back :

" Even those of you who are

only dupes, who have not taken enemy money and are not in

touch with enemy organisations, or the money and organisa-'

tion of interests which happen to coincide with the enemy
(of cosmopolitan financial interests, for instance, making for

immediate peace) are filled with a very strong bias in favour
of the enemy. You have in the past admired the society

which he created, his oftcnsive acts and liis perverted morals.

Therefore, is it that you are to-day willing to condone the

logical consequences of these things as they appear in Prussian
war. But we will not condone them."

Falsity of Premises

We may sum up the negative part of our argument—the
rebuttal of the claim to detailed discussiorf of peace terms—
by saying, that of its three parts, no one will stand examina-
tion :

~
.

(i) It is not true that the German people arc an oppressed
majority hating certain cruel masters from whom it is our
business to free them ; a " militarist party," or "Jimkers,"
or what not. The Germans are one body : welded together
by the victories of a generation ago. They, not their masters,
made this war. It is indeed true to say that, had not their

Government moved, the populace would in some short time
have overset that Government rather than fail to embark on
that career of mastery to which they believed themselves
destined.

It is equally true that they applauded and continuously
applaud every successive baseness in their conduct of war;
that the " degeneration of war to indiscriminate murder,"
the contempt of chivalry, has been a national thing with them.
As a nation they have acted, and as a nation they must suffer.

As for the talk of making them accept " Democracy,"
and the phantasm that this would secure Europe, it is a phrase
devoid of meaning ; and as for the idea that their reluctant

acceptation of a Parliamentary Caucus with its professional

politicians and the rest, would safeguard us, it is merely
contemptible. If we wish to weaken them, by all means let us
force such things on them. But no man seriously pretends
to-day that these things help to a just and pacific expression

of the National will. '

If those who thus talk of a " Democratic Germany " mean
a Germany imbued with the spirit of human equality, of

human dignity—why then we might as well be fighting to
make our enemies converted to good manners, or the use of
irony, or an admiration of the classic ideal. There is no
positive exterior criterion of such spiritual things, and most
certainly you cannot teacji them to the modern German in a
short campaign. Still less can you accept some paper
guarantee that his soul has changed.

(2) That his lines are impregnable, and a decision against
him impossible, is nonsense. His lines have been forced in

place after place : because the job is not completed, is that
a reason for giving it up ? He is more and more in jeopardy

;

and he sees in his immediate future, defeat. To thiiik

negotiation necessary because he is our equal is to stop the
fight in its last round. He has become our inferior. He is

increasingly our inferior in material strength.

(3) Lastly, this cry for particular details of peace—(an
enemy cry, remember)—always presupposes his terms, not
ours. It is always what he will concede, not what Wc shall

impose, that is the matter of this ambiguous discussion.

There is a pretence of arbitration—but it is a false pretence.

His apologists (for so those are who proiX)se a negotiated
peace) invariably state the best case for him—never the
general case between him and ourselves.

All this demand for detailed discussion xvith him may, then,
be neglected.

But there is a deeper and more serious consideration.

The Allies, under God. will conquer in this vast business.

W6 shall (under Ciod) impose our terms. These are genera!
conditions, not of a negotiated peace, but of victory.

To these conditions of victory I will next turn.

{Jo be Continued). H. Belloc
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Germany in the Baltic
By L. Cope Cornford

GERMANY, in attacking the islands lying to the

nuith of the (iulf of Riga, presumably reckoned
upon the inaction of the Russian Baltic Fleet ;

and if she did, she was justified by the event.

There are few instances in history of a squadron covering,

without being attacked, the landing of troops on hostile

territory within some twelve hours steaming of a powerful

hostile fleet. Hy all the rnles such an achievement should

be impossible ; but the rules tlo not provide for the qjmplete

immobilisation, due to secular reasons, of the aforesaid fleet.

It does not appear that the German force consisted of more
than one battle squadron with a large number of light craft

and au.\iliaries ; a force with which the Russian Baltic Fleet

should be able effectually to deal. Apart from the small

and miscellaneous Russian squadron stationed in the (julf of

Riga, the Russian Baltic Fleet for practical purposes did not

exist.

A little more than two years ago, and again in 19:6,

the German Flcft attempted to force the Gulf of liiga and
was beaten off with some loss. Presumably the Irbcn

Channel, the Strait leading from the Baltic into the (iulf, was
subsequently mined ; and if it was mined, either the mines

must have been allowed by Russian neglect to go adrift, or

the German minesweef)ers must have cleared them without

interference by the* Russians.

Control of the Gulf

The result of the German naval operation, so far, is that

the Germans occupy the whole or nearly the wkole of the

three islands—Oesel, Moon, and Dago, making the northern

barrier of the Gulf of Riga. From Oesel they can establish

communication with the mainland across the narrow and
shallow channels running on either side of Moon Island,

and thence to Hapsal, which is railhead. According to both
German and Russian statements, that proportion of the

Russian naval forces in the Gulf which has not been
wrecked, sunk, or destroyed, has retreated northwards ; so

that the Germans now control all the waters and the coasts

of the Gulf of Riga.

Germany can now supply her army in this region by sea

through the ports of Riga and Pernau, both of which are

railheads, and both of which are set at the embouchure
of rivers. Within the Gulf the German Fleet can ride

secure. The Irben Channel can be shut against both ships and
submarines ; and Moon Sound is not practicable for ships of

deep draught, and can be blocked. Indeed the Russians
claim to have sunk the battleship Slara for. that purpose;
although in keeping the German light draft out of the Sound
they also kept out their own vessels, and so se\'ered com-
munications with the Gulf of Finland. In the winter, the
Germans can keep clear wjth icebreakers waterways from the
Baltic to the Riga ports.

Regarded as a naval operation, the capture and occupation
of the water and the littoral of the Gulf of Riga was com-
pletely successful. The feeble resistance of the weak Russian
forces was speedily overcome. Geimany has long since

dominated the Baltic, and her most recent enterprise extended
that domination. She has gained a valuable naval base at
Riga, and a less important but extremely useful base in the
shallow harbour of Pernau. Germany now holds the whole
line of the communication between Kiel and the Riga ports.

It is too much the fashion in this country to underrate the
achievements of Germany ; nor does the fact that in the case
under consideration Russia could have prevented the in-

vasion, affect the result. So long as the Russian Baltic F'leet

is paralysed, the German position in the 'Gulf and in the
Baltic is secure ; and should the Russian Fleet Ijc restored to'

discipline and become fit to fight, it will find it much harder to

get Germany out of a fine natural harbour than it would have
been to stop her entrance into the Gulf. That Germany
should have won additional naval bases is faf from satis-

factory to this country ; whose difficulties chiefly arise from
the fact that Germany cannot be ejected from the naval
bases she already possesses.

Nevertheless, it is not to be forgotten that while the Russian
Baltic FTeet remains undefeated, the control of the Baltic
exercised by Germany is conditional. It is also true, in the
abstract, that so long as the British Fleet remains undefeated
Germany exercises such restricted action at sea as she can
compass upon conditions which cannot be permanent. 6ut
as matters stand, it does not appear that the argument i^^f
immediate practical application. Moreover, tlie converse
aspect is equally true : so long as the German Fleet is un-

'defeated, so long can it control the Baltic and also exert

what is called a covering influence over submarine and com-
merce-raiding operations. .\nd nu'one has yet explained how
to defeat a fleet which obstinately remains behind land
batteries and minefields.

The most recent information indicates that the Russiar
naval forces in the Gulf of Riga were taken by surprise, fough'
a confused and losing action in which a battleship and i

destroyer were lost, and then retreated. The Russian'
estimate the (ierman losses at two battleships, one cruiser
twelve torpedo boats, a transport and some mine-sweepers,
but adduce no evidence in support of their statement. The
only German losses actually ascertained to have occurred
during the attack consist of six or se\en torpedo-boats.
But a despatch received from Petrograd on October iznd

records an attack made upon the German FTeet by a British
submarine, in which a German battleship may have been hit,

and a transport is stated to have been put down. In brief,

the only substantial damage inflicted upon the German
squadron was the work of a British submarine. There is

naturally some speculation in this country as to the possi-
bility of British intervention in the Baltic ; but it is obvious
that no information on the subject can be made public. It
is a question involving considerations of high strategy-, with
which the War Staff at the Admiralty is alone competent to deal.
The extended control of the Baltic by Germany is likely to

affect the position of Finland, where German influence is

very active. Sweden is also directly menaced.' Gennanv
now exercises her control right up to the Aland Islands, at
the mouth of the Gulf of Bothnia, a zone which includes all

the important Swedish ports. So far as Sweden is concerned,
she is novv wholly dependent upon Germany for the use of her
sea communications ; a humiliating and a dangerous situa-
tion, the inevitable result of permitting German influence to
dominate the Swedish Government. There can be no
neutrality in this war. Every countn," must be for the enemy
of civilisation, who has violated all internatiemal law, or
against him. And those who, by reason of force, or fear, or
commercial greed, are for Germaiiy, will either be put under
the feet of Germany, or share in her punishment.

There can be no peace in Europe nor any security at sea
so long as (iermany holds the Baltic.

It is not the purpose of this article to treat of the military
aspect of the German occupation of the Riga district. What
has happened is that the German Navy has forced the back-
door into Russia. Reval can now be attacked from the land-
ward side, and Kronstadt no longer defends Petrograd. How
the German army propose to use their advantages is another
question.

The Political Aspect

There remains the political aspect of the affair to be con-
sidered. It has been said, with truth, that the Riga ex-
pedition was partly inspired by the necessity of employing a
mutinous navy. "That the "mutiny occurred is certain ;

that it was much more serious than the German Minister of
Marine would admit is certain ; and that it was due, not
chiefly to the infection of Russian revolutionary ideas, as
Admiral von Capelle.told an incredulous Reichstag, but to the
drafting of the sailors into the army, to short rations, and to
monotonous work under remorseless discipline, is also certain.
The date upon which the mutiny broke out has not been
stated

; but the date of its announcement by the Minister of
Marine coincided with the eve of the departure of the squadron
to Riga. At that time, according to the Russian statements,
the sailors of the Russian Baltic Fleet were diverting them-
selves by holding revolutionary meetings at Helsingfors, and
very likely they were hailing "the adhesion of their German
brothers to the sacred cause. The Soviet sent to them " an
appeal "

; but it was too late ; and the next thing the Russian
Fleet knew, the German guns were bombarding Arensbourg.

'

In war, what is required is not an appeal but an order. A
society in whicli there is no one either to give an order or to
obey it, is ready meat for the destroyer.

It is also doubtless true that after the mutiny it was
necessary to restore in Germany the highly dilapidated
reputation of the Imperial German Navy ; and to that end,
an easy success in the .Riga direction was indicated. The
success has been obtained, and probably the reputation has
been mended. All these things worked together in a
combination, together with the raid in the North Sea of
October 17th, and the attacks upon this country from the air.
But the fact that an enterprise was partly inspired by
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political motives docs not decrease tlie value of its success.

W'hv Ciermany did not attack the Gulf of Riga earlier in the

season is not clear. It may be that the (ierman agents in

Russia, who control the Soviet, which controls the Provisional

Government, considered that the right moment had not yet

come. Or Germany may have preferred to wait until the

-season was so far advanced that military op'^rations. involving

the e.xtension of lines of communication and a diversion of

force, being imoracticable could plausibly be postponed ;

while in the meantmie tne threat to the capital might in-

timidate Russia towards the acceptance of that separate peace

for which the German conspirators in the Soviet are intriguing.

But these are matters of speculation. The substantial facts

are that Germany Imis gained a valuable naval position, and
that so far as immediate action is concerned, the Russian

Baltic Fleet has shown itself to be useless.

(]erman\' has once more proved herself to be never more
dangerous than when she is talking peace.

Prince Henry of Prussia
By J. Coudurier de Ghassaigne

PRTN'CE HENRY of Prussia belongs, like the Baron
von Kiihlmann, to that little group of Pan-Germans
who circulate round the Kaiser. Some of them are in

the confidence of their Imperial master, and are

ven on occasion consulted by him, though the advice they give

; rarely e\-er followed by thatVapricious genius who invariably

resents any apparent encroachment upon his All-Higl*st
authority. Like the majority of His Majesty's intimate
iriends, these secret counsellors are almost unknown outside

their own country, though, as the hour of victory for the Allies

draws nearer, it is possible that one or two of them may emerge
from the twilight frf Court intrigue if only to repair some of the
irrors committed by the Party of " frightfulness." And in

\ iew of this contingency it is important that we should under-
stand something of the character and capabilities of these

wolves in sheep's clothing.
,

The most remarkable among them are the Baron von
Kiihlmann, whose psychology 1 have already tried to analyse
in vhese pages, and Henry of Prussia, the only brother of

Wilh.'^Jm II.

Still in the prime of life at 55, Prince Henry is certainly,

one of the most sympathetic personalities at the Prussian
Court. As Baron von Kiihlmann symbolizes the virtues

and vices of the middle-class magnate recently ennobled, so

Prince Henry is the incarnation of the qualities and defects of

the Prussian aristocracy. He possesses that unaffected
simplicity of manner which renders him easy of approach to

men of all classes, added to a fine physique. His keen eyes
indicate both vigour and jjenetration, and seem to fi.\ themselves
'xipijn the person to whom he is speaking as if to read the
thought Ix'hind the words. But in spite of his amiability,
Prince Henry has none of the impulsive enthusiasm so

characteristic of his brother the Kaiser. He gives one the
impression of a man who never lets himself go beyond the
dictates of a cold and clear intelligence. Briefly, that Germart
expression richtige Mensch Fuhrer (a real leader of men)
admirably describes Prince Henry of Prussia.

It may be that this austerity of life and character is the
result of rigid discipline imposed by the Empress Frederick
upon her sons during the days of their youth. A daughter
of Queen Victoria, their Imperial mother had the strict views
on the subject of education which were then prevalent in

ICngland. The two boys responded very difierently to this

somewhat drastic moral training. The elder, William,
violently rebelled against it ; indeed his hostility towards his

mother was so marked, both before and after his accession to
the throng, that he scandalized even the enemies of the
English Princess, and they were many. The younger Prince,
Henry, was on the other hand a model son, and seems to have
adapted himself with comparative ease to the austere habits
if his parents. By nature he was ready to accept that ordered
existence, and that sacrifice of self which is the basis of

military and also of naval discipline. Being the second son,

the Imperial Navy was his lot. Energetic and endowed with
a great capacity for work, his heart has always been in his

profession, and to become by his own merit the best offtcer

in the German Navy has been his principal ambition. To-day
Prince Henry may he said to have realised that ambition, for

he is undoubtedly one of its most remarkable engineers. For
him the art of navigation has no secrets. He is acquainted
with its theory as well as its practice. His hands with their

spatulate fingers are in fact the characteristic hands of a
m.'inual worker, strong, nervous and amazingly dexterous.
When on a tour of inspection he insists on examining every
corner of the ship. Clad in the over-all of the simple sailor

he verifies himself every detail of the machinery.
When on land he consecrates a great part of his time to the

study of those patents which either directly or indirectly

affect ocean or aerial navigation. Thanks to his wide
technical knowledge, he is able to understand and to appreciate
the possible importance of any new discovery. In order that
no invention of potential \alue to the l-'atherland mayescape
bis control, Princ;e Henry used to spend hours in questioning
-jn'1 'n'ouraging any inw^ntor who soueht his help and pat-

ronage. He made himself in effect, a kind of Minister of

Inventions.

In this connection it may be worth explaining the German
policy in regard to patents, which served so well the economic
expansion of that country before the war. With the object of

persuading inventors, all the world over, to take out German
patents, they were offered advantages such as no other State

gives them. In England as in F'rance, when an invention is

patented, only a superficial examination is made of its claim

to originality' Our patents are in reality scarcely more than
a record stating, that upon a certain date the formula of such
and such a contrivance has been deposited. It is only when
this patent is infringed or stolen that the inventor is called

upon to prove in a Court of Law the absolute orrginality of

his idea.

The German Patent office, on the contrary, refuses to re-

gister a patent uiitil the inventor has demonstrated that his

machine can do what no machine has ever done before. This
established, Germany will guarantee him protection against

any plagiarist. But this policy is in reality designed to obtain

such practical and technical details as will enable the Berlin

Inventions Bureau to pick the inventor's brain. As a result,

the latter gets his patent, while the experts in the pay of

the Government get not only a new idea, but also its prac-

tical realization, which in a modified or even an improv^ed form
can lx> materialized by a German engineer for the benefit of

the (ierman Empire. Herein lies both the value and the danger
of a German Patent. One can understand moreover why
Prince Henry, always keen to keep pace with the discoveries

of modern science, should have specialised in this study.

In justice to this scion of the Hohenzollerns, one must
admit that he is not only an accomplished technician, but also

a man of parts and imagination. Was he not the very first in

Germany to comprehend the importance of the patents taken
out by Count Zeppelin when he started to make the conquest
of the air ?

At the time when the Kaiser, and all the experts in Germany,
as well as in France and in England, dismissed the Zeppelin
airships as useless and expensive gas-bags. Prince Henry had
the courage to declare himself the champion of the old in-

ventor. Even then he realised that, apart from the military

uses to which these air-ships could be put, they might become
instruments of international blackmail as well as the eyes
of the High Seas Fleet.

In 1903, when Count Zeppelin terminated his first diri-

gible destined for the (ierman Marine, Prince Henry exclaimed
.as he went on board at Friedrichshafen :

" This is not a
balloon, it is a real airship." So saying, he at once took
command of the new monster on its trial trip round the

Lake of Constance. Though a thick fog made its navigation

extremely difficult. Prince Henry accomplished the journey,

including a passage over the Alps, in a little more than seven
hours, and guided by the sound of a bell attached to the

landing place, he brought the airship to earth close to Count
Zeppelin's shed. That this feat demanded courage, as well as

skill of no common order, is undeniable.

The spirit which inspired Prince Henry on this occasion

is the spirit of patriotism which has directed every act of his

life, for he is above all a patriot, and a Pan-German, to whom
no effort is too painful, and no risk too great, which may hasten
the realization of the national idea.

Prince Henry has, like all real workers, a horror of "pomp
and circumstance." With his brother's passion for theatrical

display, he has no sympathy whatever, preferring the laborious

and methodical existence of a naval officer on active service.

He lives in the Palace at Kiel, in the bosom of his family,

going earlj' to bed and rising with the sun to work in his

library. His table is frugal as becomes a sailor who enjoys

perfect health, and he prides himself on keeping in the pink of

condition.

The value of the submarine as a destructive weapon to

be used equally with the airship for threatening Germany's
economic rivals, was apparent to the Grand Admiral ten years

ago. About that period one ofmy friends, who is an inventor.
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Had a long conversation with Prince Henry at Kiel. W lien liiey

ftad finished talking, his Royal host drew him to a window
which overlooks the town and said :

" That church and all

those houst'S you see upon the hill-side, will shortly be pulled

down to make room for the new yards where we are going to

build submarines."
Besides his knowledge of and devotion to all things per-

taining to the Gcnnan navy, Prince Henry occasionally under-

took diplomatic missions at the request of his brother the

Kaiser. Some of the Royal tern's attracted'the attention of

the world, notably the Prince's visit to South America and to

the United States, the object of which was undoubtedly to

convince the Teutonic colonists scattered over the Western

hemisphere that the Fatherland did not mean to lose sight of

its distant subjects, upx)n whom it relied for the spread of

Pan-German propaganda.

The Two Brothers

These missions, which included several cruises through
Pacific waters, were no joy to Prince Henry. He regarded

them as inevitable but tedious duties, only undertaken at the

insistence of his Imperial brother, with whom his relations have
not been invariably cordial. The following story is an illus-

tration of occasional differences of opinion between them,
and also throws a curious light upon the character of the Kaiser.

A few years before the war, the necessity arose to nomi-
nate a new Admiral of the Fleet. The Kaiser apparently
hesitating lx>tween tw-o candidates, sought cotmsil of his

brother. Tlie latter strongly supported one of il e officers in

question, giving at the same time all his reasons loi preferring

him to the other. The Kaiser listened in silence to Prince
Henry's advice, and they went off together to an official

banquet where the promotion was to be announced. In the
middle of the dinner. Prince Henry, as it, fearing that his

brother's memory might fail him, sent him on a piece of folded
paper the name of his favourite. The Kaiser, reading it,

smiled an acquiescence, but this gesture did not however pre-

vent him from proclaiming at the end of the repast the name
of the other candidate, as having been promoted to the rank
of Admiral. It took Prince Henry a long time to get over
the incident, but ultimately his sense of duty to the Imperial
cause.forced him to forget his private mortification.

Some such feeling of patriotism was doubtless responsible
for his numerous journeys to England, much more numerous
in fact than the British public realised at the time. When
discussing Prince Henry, some time ago, with an eminent
politiciin. he surprised me with the remark :

" You don't
know then that Prince Henry liad a great admiration for an
English lady, whose name, by the way, I never knew. There,
no doubt, lies the reason of his frequent visits to England."

I am inclined to think, however, that the charming Dukinea
had neither name nor existence. Such a legend would furnish
an excellent means of stifling any suspicion v hich the Prince's
presence in England might arouse. Nor would it be the first

time that amorous intrigues have been invented as a cloak for
secret political designs.

What is certain is that Prince Henry, well informed upon
everything that touched the British Navy, often served as the
discreet exponent of the German point of view. I will cite

a typical instance of this, which happened in 1910, about the
end of February. On that date Prince Hmiy was in London
and the following conversation took place betwem H.R.H.-
and an influential personage in Londrn society, with whom
he was on terms of friendship. In the smoking room, after
dinner. Prince Henry suddenly tuined towards his host and
said :

" My dear X., why is it that we cannot get on ?
"

X., taken aback, took refuge in generalities about bad feeling
engendered by the Press and commercial ri\alry. But the
Prince, shaking his head, replied :

" No, no, that won't do."
Whereupon his host, feeling that the moment had come for

frank explanation, remarked bluntly that it was no wonder a
sentiment of suspicion had been aroused in England by the
enorm(JUS additions tcj the German Navy. As these ships were
not required to fight France or Russia, we were justified in
assuming they were intended to fight England.

In an excited voice, Prince Henry declaied that nothing
was further from the intentions of Germany than a war with
Great Britain.

" We have now," he added, " forty years of peace behind
us which has permitted us to become a nation. Before that
we had been fighting for over a century, and most of the
battles in the Napoleonic wars took" place on German soil.

Now that we are lx;ginning to prosper peacefully what object
could we have in going to war with you ? We'have nothing
to gain by it, and in any case it w;ould cripple and probably
destroy our trade. Why cannot your people understand that
Germany only wants to defend her commerce ? As for the
plan for invading England, we have none; nor in my opinion
is such a thing possible. How, will you tell me, could we

send transports full of tropps as long as there is even one
submarine afloat ?

X. tliereupon indicated that although Germany's intentions

might be pacific, she must see that her immense Navy
threatened our national existence. With practically no army,
England should, were she to lose command of the se;is, lose

also all her colonies, and her independence as well.
" As long as Germany continues to build," he added, " wo

are bound to do the same. Where is it going to tnd ?

Naturally, the increased taxation is being felt by all classes in

both countries, and the middle class on whom it presses most
heavily, is told that the other's Naval programme renders it

essential."

"I can only tell you," answered Prince Henry, " that this

feeling of suspicion and distrust simply does not exist in

Germany. Two years ago, in order to show my confidence
in England, I took the whole High Seas Fleet to Gibraltar, and
then to Madeira, staying away two months. In spite of this,

you still insist on massing the whole British Fleet at Dover !

Why ? 1 have asked McKenna, who says it is done from motives
of economy. Perhaps you will tell me the real reason ?

"

" Surely. Sir, you don't think a fleet is kept for pleasure,
or for digging po'tatoes ! No ! you know as well as I do that
it is kept for one purpose, and that is war. It's only common
sense, therefore, to mass it at the point where it is most likely
to be needed."

This remark seemed to amuse H.R.H., who laughed and
retorted :

" You're really the first person who has dared to
tell me that !

"

His host then pointed out that we did not take the fact of
Gerrnany's having made all arrangements for fighting on the
Russian frontier as implying any intention of going to war
with Russia.

" It's only common sense," reiterated X. " to make the best
possible disposition in peace of forces intended for war."

Prince Henry agieed with this view, but protested that
in Germany this action was construed as a direct preparation
for hostilities.

" A lot of our people have a fixed conviction that England
would smash the whole German Fleet at the slightest provoca-
tion. At present, whatever you say, we are at your mercy.
All we Want is to be able to cry ' Hands off !

' If any difier-
cnce of opinion comes up betw een us, as happened at Algcciras,
we have to take what you dictate lying down. We study
European history, and we knov. that whenever any European
Power rose to predominance, England has smashed it. Look
at the Dutch, the Spanish, and later on the French. We do
not mean to let Germany follow their example. That's all !

"

This conversatitm made such an impression upon X, that
meeting Mr. Asquith on the following day he mentioned it to
the Prime ' Minister, who told him that Prince Henry had
requested an interview for the avowed purpose of discussing
the relations between the two Powers.
X. then related the conversation of the night before ;

whereupon tlie Prime Minister expressed the hope that the
Grand Admiral would not be so outspoken with him, as it

would be necessary to reply with unpalatable truths.
But, as I learnt a few days ago from Mr. Asquith himself,

Prince Henry confined his remarks on the occasion of their
inte.view, to vague generalities, so vague that Mr. Asquith,
whose memory is known to be unique, has no definite recollec-
tion of what passed between them.
What is the true significance of this outburst of candour with

X. followed by such unexpected reserve when talking with the
Prime ^Minister ?

Was Prince Henry sent on this occasion by the Kaiser to
throw dust in the eyes of the British Govemmont ?

Did the straightforward answers of his friend X. 'demolish
the arguments put into his mouth by his brother? Or was
he simply expressing a genuine personal opinion, and having
laiied to convince X., did he consider it useless to propound
the same tliesis to the Prime Minister ?

I am inclined to adopt the latter interpretation of this
extraordinary duologue, and for the following reasons. To
regard the Gei man Army and Navy as a means of levving
economic blackmail upon the other nations of Europe is
part of the programme consistently advocated by that inner
ciicle ot Pan-Germans which includes both Prince Henry and
Karon von Kuhlmann. Both have ever preferred armed
menace to military action, and both place economic above
jwlitical advantages. -

That is why I regard these men as two of the most dangerous
and plausible enemies we shall have to face in Germany when
the purely military leaders are discredited

is hpili'V?"""^"?
'''^"^^ *''^ possibility of a premature peace

s being discussed m so many different directions, we must
oe rnore than ever on our guard against the hidden activities

pLi Jrtff fT''''.
P^^ti'^Jans who have always been clevei

tLnlc
"" ^ '? \^f^

^^^ economic factor provides, after allthe most powerful lever to world supremacy
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The Choice for our Children
By Jason

THERE is perhaps no better test of the spirit in which
our imagination reconstructs our society than the

test afforded by an Education Bill. At this moment
the discussion of Mr. Fisher's Bill is overshadowed

by the immense issues hanging on our military operations.

The wat leaves us little time to think of anything but the

means of victor}'. But the main lines of debate are becoming
clearer to those who have noted what was hapjjening as Mr.
Fisher made his tour of the Industrial North. The countiy
has to choose between its duty to the children of the race,

which means much more than some millions of boys and girls

alive at this moment, and the demands of certain economic
interests which suppose, wisely or foolishly, that they will

suffer if the existing supply of child or adolescent labour is

reduced.

That is the plain issue. Not, of course, that these interests
are a solid group of employers. They do not include all em-
ployers by any means, nor do they include only employers.
The Cotton Factory Times represents workpeople, and it has
already struck a note of warning, powerfully reminiscent of
the language and arguments of the opponents of factory laws
a century ago. The delicate health of the cotton industry'
is to many a reason to-day as it was then for refusing to let

children liave a decent share of the daylight for their own
minds and bodies.

It is worth while to glance at the history of the controversy
which is now passing to a new stage, for it is significant and
instructive. A Member of Parliament who proposes to speak
in the debates on the Minister of Education's Bill, might do
worse than spend a few hours over Hansard, recalling to his
memory and imagination the scenes in which the Peels, Sadler,
Ashley and Fielden took part. He will see that the arguments
by which each reforrn is resisted repeat the arguments that
were used against the reforms bl the past. There is a good
story told about a set of people whose produce had been
commandeered by the Government during the war on terms
that seemed to them at the time quite ruinous but proved
in point of fact exceedingly profitable. These same people
produced other goods, which the State some time later found
it necessary to commandeer, and at the first mention of a
price they hastened to London to protest that they would be
ruined. In the meantime, there had occurred a reshuffling
of Government departments, a not uncommon experience
dpring war administration, and it happened that when the
gentlemen arrived with bankruptcy on their faces, but very
comfortable profits from the last transaction in their pockets,
they were shown into a room in which they saw on the other
side of the table the ver>' officials to whom they had com-
municated the depressing forebodiijgs about their fortunes
a few months earlier. Somehow the protest was not quite as
convincing as they had hoped to make it.

If the ghosts of the House of Commons a century ago
could listen to our debates to-day. they would have the same
argument that the industry would be ruined which had done
such energetic service against the Factory Acts in their turn.
And they would note that in spite of the ruin which was to
follow on the Factor}- Acts these industries were still pros-
perous and powerful, though still inclined to be unduly anxious
about their health.

This argument was used from the first when reformers
ventured to remove some of the most revolting scandals of
the Factory system. It reappeared with every slight exten-
sion of those reforms. An interesting survey occurs in a
speech by Mr. Brotherton, the Member for Salford in 1836 :

We have it in evidence that previous to the passing of Sir
Kobert Peel's Act, the usual number of hours for which per-
sons employed in factories was .seventy-seven in the course of
the week

; and from returns on the tables of the house, it

appears that it was not unusual for children of .seven and eight
yjars old to be kept at work as many as ninety-three hours in
the week. Sir Kobert I'eel's Act reduced the number to seventy-
two in the week : and when this was done, the legislature was
told by those who professed to understand everything con-
dected with the subject that the possibility of "our manu-
facturers continuintj to compete with the manufacturers of
foreign cnimtries was completely taken away. But how was
this assertion borne out bv the fact ? At the time of the passing
of the late Sir Robert Peel's Act in i8ig, the exportation of
cotton twist from this country amounted to i«,ooo,ooo lbs.

andinsixyearsafterwardsthequantily annually exported was
45,000,000 Ib^. The period of labour was again reduced in the
year 1.S25 and the same argument was u.sed that nothing but
positive and immediate ruin could fall on the heads of the
devoted maniiiacturers of this countrj-. VVfiat was the fact ?

In the year iK^.j, the exportation of cotton twist amounted
to 76,000,000 lbs.

The men witli whom Brotherton was trying to reason in thiS

speech, honestly believed that our manufacturing prosperity
depended on child labour and low wages. They were well

represented by George Philips, a Lancashire Member of

Parliament, who declared in 1818 that

The low rate at which we had been able to sell our manu-
factures on the Continent, in consequence of the low rate of
labour here, had depressed the Continental manufacturers,
and raised the English much more than any interference could
do; if the legislature interfere now, they would depress the
Knglish and raise the Continental manufactures.

It is easy to see how men who believed this came to believe
that industrial progress involved human degradation.

Shorter Working Hours

These men were wrong, even in the application of their own
principles, as we know. They might have suspected that
they were wrong at the time from the experiena> of Robert
Owen, who had introduced a shorter working day ^t New
Lanark. One of the opponents of factory legislation. Lord
Lascelles, made a curious reference to Owen in a debhte in

1818. The Bill, he said, " really had its origin in a gentleman
who had for the last twelve months made much noise in the
public prints. He meant Mr. Owen. ... It formed a
part of that system of moral education which was projected
by that individual in the management of this branch of trade
who said that from his own experience at Lanark, the reduc-
tion in the hours of labour, so far from diminishing the general
produce of the factories, rather tended to increase it."

Lord Lascelles was himself quite bewildered by this pro-
position but, of course, it seems less of a paradox to us than it

did to him.
All this reasoning started from the needs of industry and

put human destinies in a strictly subordinate place. But
there were men, even in the demoralising atmosphere of the
economy of the times, who refused to accept this order and
insisted on thinking first of the needs of humanity. It has
always been a characteristic to our history that abuses have
found fearless judges, a fact recognised by so bitter a critic

as'Karl Marx.'who explained in the introduction to his work
on Capital, that if England supplied the classical example
of the exploitation of the working classes in the Industrial
Revolution, the reason was partly that there had always been
Englishmen ready to denounce abuses and demand inquiry,
and that if there had been the same spirit in Germany, Ger-
many would also have had Parliamentary Comrnittees re-
porting on the scandals of the factories :

Who is the real hero of the revolt against the factory
system ? There are many whose names ought to be in-

scribed, as Thackeray put it. on the dome of St. Peter's for

all the world to read. Shaftesbury, Sadler, Oastler have won
immortal fame, and there are many others, parsons, manu-
facturers, public men, and workpeople whose names have
been forgotten. But among all there is perhaps no nobler
figure than that of J<^hn Fielden, the author of The Curse
oj the Factory System, and Cobbett's colleague in the repre-
sentation of Oldham. For Fielden was himself a manu-
facturer, one of the largest cotton spinners in the world. In
1836 when opposing a Government motion to repeal a clause
in the Factory Act of 1833 and so to enable children between
twelve and thirteen to work full time, he gave an indignant
answer to the appeal to the manufacturers :

Again the House is told that the manufacturers would suffe'
by yielding to the noble Lord's amendment. This is the worst
appeal that could be made to the House : for I am sure that
if there is a spark of humanity in it, the House will never
set private interests against the life and happiness of these
poor little overworked children. At any rate I, as a manu-
facturer, and a large one too, will say that I would throw
manufacturers to the winds rather than hesitate upon such a
|X)int for a moment.

The Government Bill passed its second reading by 178 votes
to lyf), but the division was a moraJ victory for the opponents
and tlie Bill was withdrawn. Carlyle put iMekhni's \'ie\\ in

Past and Present

:

"What is tobecomeof our cotton trade ?" cried certain spinners
when the [•"actory Bill was propo.sed : "What is to become of
our invaluable cotton trade ?

' Tlw humanity of ICngland
answered steadily :

" I-)eliver me these ricketty perishing.souls
of infants and let your cotton trade take its chance." Ciod
Himself commands the one thing : not God esjiecially the
other thing. Wecannothave prpsperous cotton traders at the
exix?nse of keeping the Devil a partner in them.

We can see to-day that the supporters of cliild slavery were
frightening themselves with a boerev. At Todmorden there
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IS a statue to celebrate FieldcnV services to the pause of the

Ten Hours Bill erected by the workpeople of Lancashire.

Nofjody thinks now tliat Fielden's exertions were injurious to

the manufacturing interest in its competition with (jermany

and France. Let us keep this example in mind in consider-

ing the case for a further reform to-day, and let us beware of

allowing a nightmare to frighten us from the path of hiunanit\-..

There are many manufacturers who are quite ready for such

a reform tif the industry as will secure decent opjwrt unities

to the boys and girls engaged in it ; there are many workpeople
bolder than the Cotton Factory Times, for a working class

educational association in Lancasliire has petitioned Mr.

Fisher to improve his Bill and to provide not eight hours a

week but half the week for books and games. It is not a con-

flict between the friends of education and the manufacturing
community ; it is a conflict between two views, two sets of

principles, and the two views do not follow any such strict

lines of demarcation.
There is one imjiortant difterence between our srtuation to-

day and the situation of our grandfathers. At that time

there was a prevalent belief, inspired originally by the geneial

interpretation of the teaching of Malthus, that our danger
was over-population. The wars of Napoleon were not

destructive of life in these islands on any large scale. The
population of England and Wales increased by over 40 per

cent, between 1790 and iSii. Tlie reasoning of the age was
governed by this obsession, this dread that there would soon be
more mouths than food. At this moment almost all Europe
is suffering under the greatest calamity that can befall the

race : the extinction of its youth. Deatli is striking at all

that is best, most vigorous, most full of life and energ}- for the
future of the nation.

War's Ravages

Xo man can measure the ravages of the war. It is as if

another Black Death had visited Europe, sparing the old
and the weak, and singling out the young and tlie robust.

Let there be no mistake about the price that is paid. Conceal
and disguise it as they may, the boys who return from the
fr<)nt, with a new seriousness and a certain haunted look in

their eyes have lost for ever something of the atmosphere of
youth. And this premature loss of the spirit of youth is

inflicted by the nation on itself every time that it buries a
bo\' and girl in tlie industrial system, taking them away from
all the natural and buoyant conditions o^ life that are essential
to their growth.
This then is the question before the race to-day. Are we

going to give the youth of to-morrow the opportunity of
'leveloping their minds and their bodies, of growing into
strong liealthy and happymen and women, or are we going to
say that some law of economic predestination has assigned
ail this population to a special fate, the fate of serving industry
to the eternal loss of their own faculties ? Let any man or
woman think of the question as afi>cting his own child. Let
Jiim read Sir George Newman's report as if the million of
children whose lives are wasted from bad conditions of living
were not the children of the people whom he never sees, but
the children of liimself and his friends. Let him ask himself
whether he would be satisfied if his boy instead of spending
his time from 14 to 18 at school with long hours in the open
air, games and friendships was swept away into the factory
f)r the mine for the livelong day, turned into a rivetter's boy
or a bobbin boy or a van boy, "or a messenger bov, working
long hours with scarcely any recreation, as if neither his mind
nor his body needed education or the nourishment of games
and rest and air. How ipany parents in the comfortable
classes would hesitate about their choice ? But if their own
mmds are made up in the case of their own cliildren, thev are
clearly satisfied that if you are considering only the good o"f the
child, his prospect of mental and bodily growth, the future of
his health and happiness, it is much better that a boy sliould
go on being educated after 14, and that he should play games
and develop his muscles and his limbs.

Now the nation should lo(3k upon every child in this con-
nection in the spirit in Which the parent looks on his own child.
For the nation as a whole it makes an infinite difference whether
the men and women of the future are well-educated and
developed. In this sense the nation of to-day has in its hands
the making of the nation of to-morrow. All the nations start
with the havoc caused by the war and any " forward looking
man " considering what his nation will "be like fifty years
hence will do to-day what a doctor implored bur grand-
fathers to do in the early years of the factory system and con-
sult " vital " rather than " iwlitical " economy 'as the canon of
w;isdom. What a different people we should have to-day.
How diiierent our towns, our industries, our homes, and our
healths— if our grandfathers had listened to him !

I Some will say that this is all very plausible but that to
Drovide that every boy and girl shall have half his or her time

for education and'games up to' iS means an immense soc'al

revolution in which industry will suffer and poor parents will

suffer. The answer surely is that the war has brought a
revolution, and that even if we leave the law exactly as it is,

industry has to adapt itself to new conditions. There have
been vast changes in the structure and details of industrial

work during these three years. Who would have supposed
three years ago that our industries could carry on at all w>ith

rt\e millions of men withdrawn from productive work ?

Are we to be told that they will be permanently crippled if

the boys and girls available between the ages of 14 and 18
are reduced by one-half ?

I-' very industry will have to take stock of its new position

at the end of the war. If new difficulties have arisen, new
soiuces of power and energy ha\e been discovered. Many
boys and girls are doing work that must be done, but nobody
supposes that a great industry like the cotton industry will

pull down the blinds because it has fewer boys and girls to

employ. The effect will be, of course, to introduce another
I'lement into the problem of reorganisation. If there are fewer

young tenters, and young piercers, the industry will have
to pay better wages to grown-up workpeople. AH industry

suffers from the employment of boys and girls on a great

scale, because wages are depressed and men and women are

thiven into other occupations. The boy who becomes a full-

time wage earner before he has lialf grown up, will give place

thirty or forty years hence to another generation of victims
of the custom that is robbing him to-day of his right to the

full development of his mind and body. Parth' the problem
will be solved by the introduction of machinery such as mec-
hanical "dofiers."

So far as the work which is being done by young boys and
girls is necessary work, it will be done in part by boys and
girls (for a half-time boy of 16 would be often more productive
than a whole time boy of 16), partly by grown-up men, partly

by disabled soldiers, and women, parti}' by machinery, and
the effect, of course, will be to add enormously to the indus-
trial power of the nation, for education and health are sovran
elements of strength.

But a gretit deal of the work done by these boys and girls

is not necessary to industry : the selling of papers, the running
of errands, many and other miscellaneous occupations which
absorb boys and girls for a few years of life and then throw
them on to the world without experience or training of any
value. Still, it will be said, these boys are helping to keep a
roof over many a widow's head. What are you going to do
with the homes which depend on their earnings ? It would
be infinitely better to subsidise directly every person who has
to depend on the earnings of those children than to allow
this process to continue indefinitely, and to keep generation
after generation in this vicious circle. These children will not
cease to earn ; it is even doubtful whether their earnings will

be much reduced. Their parents suffer. They must be
compensated, but in time of course the earnings of the parents
will rise in consequence. Moreover, it is coming more and
more to be recognised that the living wage must mean a wage
that makes a man independent of his children's earnings. In
this, as in many cases, the bold policy is the safest.'

Mr. Fisher would do well to follow his own inclinations
as an educationalist and to allot to education more than
the mere eight lio urs a week for w^hich he asks in the Bill.

Eight hours will not go far if they are to include games, camp
life, physical training, as well as education in the narrower
sense of the term. Let him ask the nation to make a great
bid for the power that belongs to a society which develops its

highest resources, for the happiness that men and women can
obtain, the strength of the body and the pleasures of the
mind. The Goyernment have announced that they cannot
find time for Mr. Fisher's Bill this session. This will not be
an unqualified misfortune if advantage is taken of the delay
to continue the process of educating the country and also to
improve the Bill. It is quite possible that to proyide for
half-time at first perhaps to 16 and then to 18 would be less

of an interference with industry than taking merely eight
hours a week.

.\\\ the tendencies of the age point to a new and
nobler conception of industrial life in which a greater and
more responsible space will fall to the men and women wlio
are now too often merely part of a great machine. An
educated industrial democracy will provide the energy and
power that are needed to give to such associations their hope
of success. For the moment certain industries will have to
suffer the inconvenience and the trouble of revising their
arrangements, but is that too great a demand to make of them ?

Let us suppose that these boys and girls were wanted for the
army, that the defence of the nation depended absolutely on
their being withdrawn from employment for half the "day,
would the nation hesitate ? Neither then ought it to hesitate
vvhen the need is not the defence of its shores but the defence
of it.'J future.
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Alsace-Lorraine and the Rhinegold
By Philippe Millet

THE world is beginning to realise that the ques-

tion of Alsace-Lorraine does not concern France alone

but really dominates the whole war. With the pos-

sible exception of the restoration of Belgium, all

the other war aims of the Allies depend more or less upon that

ane. We can never be sure that there will be no " next time,
"

and the world cannot be safe for democracy unless Prussia is

compelled to give up what she stole from France in 1871.

From the point of view of right, this is obvious. It would be

no use pretending that we stand for the right of the peoples
to dispose of themselves if we did not begin by liberating the
two provinces Prussia has conquered and is holding by force.

But the liberation of Alsace-Lorraine is equally vital from
an industrial standpoint ; it is, I believe, the key to the

economic policy we must enforce upon the world if wc want
to put an end to any sort of aggressive Imperialism.

I will try to make this clear, first bv showing that the

possession of Alsace-Lorraine is the economic basis of what
we call Prussian militarism, and in the second place by out-

lining the economic changes which will result from the return
Df Alsace-Lorraine to France. Wagnerites will remember
that the Prussian worm F'atner derived its power from the

possession of a certain treasure named the Rhinegold, which
the German gods, with characteristic Bismarckian un-
scrupulousness, had stolen from the unfortunate Nibelung.
Now the Rhinegold actually exists. French Lorraine, with the
adjoining Sarrc valley, contains, besides an importc^nt coal

field, the richest deposits of iron ore in Central Europe. Such
is the treasure Prussia has succeeded in wringing from its

legitimate possessor. The whole district was F'rench in 1814.
.\ year after, at the Vienna Congress, Prussia availed herself

3f Napoleon's second downfall to lay her hands on the Sarre
valley. Then camg the war of 1870-71. This time Prussia
took hold of what she thought was th^ whole of the industrial

wealfh of Lorraine. She would have asked for Briey as well,

had it been known at the time that Western Lorraine also con-
tained important deposits. However, by far the best part of

the Rhinegold has been in her hands for more than forty-

five years. It is on that basis that she has built up the whole
of her industrial Imperialism. 1

Let me quote here some figures. It is impossible to lay
too much stress upon them : Out of 286 million ions of iron
ore which Germany extracted from her soil in 1913. 2r millions
came from Lorraine. Out of 2,800 million tons, representin/:

the iron deposits of Germany, the German engineers admitted
that Lorraine alone contained 2,100 millions.

What is the meaning of these figures ? First of all, it appears
that the Lorraine treasure has, for the last 45 years, been the
main source from which German metallurgy has drawn its

raw materials. But German metallurgy is not only the most
important of all Gcnnan industries; it is the very key to the
whole of German industrial development, for it was by using
their supremacy in steel that the Germans tried to dominate
and had begun to dominate the markets of the world. Moreover
Prussia has made of the Lorraine deposits a truly Prussian
use. Supjiose Lorraine had become British : there is little

doubt that no efforts would have been spared to develop
highly the district by opening it to the rest of the worhl.
The coal deposits of the Sarre and the iron deposits of the
Moselle being situated some distance from the Rhine, the
obvious thing to do was to canalise both the Moselle and the
Sarre and thus provide Lorraine with convenient waterways.
The French had indeed started canalising the Moselle in 1867,
and had secured in the Treaty of Frankfort a clause by which
the Germans undertook to proceed with the canalisation on
German territory. But Prussia found it more conducive to
her interest to develop Westphalia at the expense of Lorraine.
She kept the ore for the use of Westphalian industry, but was
careful not to dig a single waterway for the benefit of Lorraine,
in spite of the fact that the cost was a trifling one.

In the second place, the iron deposits of Lorraine have
played an even greater part in the prosecution of the war.
This we know from the Germans themselves. On May 20 th.

1915, the German manufacturers sent to the German Chancellor
a secret petition in which they gave all their views about the
subject. The passage of the memorandum concerning . tlie

minettc (the name given to the special kind of ore extracted in

Borraine) is worth quoting at full length ;

The manufacture of shells requires a quantity of iron and steel

such as nobody would have thought of before the war. For
shells in grey cast-iron alone, which are being used, when no
superior quahty is required, in place of steel shells, quantities
of pig-iron have been required for the last months which reach
at Ica.st 4,000 tons a day. No precise figures arc available
on this point. But it is already certain that if the output in

iron and steel had not been doubled since the month of August.

the prosecution of the war would have become impossitjle.

As raw materials for the manufacture of these quantities of

iron and stcei, niinelte is assuming a more and more im-

portant place, as this kind only of iron ore can be extracted
in our country in quickly increasing quantities.

The prodution in other territories has been considerably

reduced, and the importation by sea even of Swedish iron ore

has become so difficult that in many regions, even outside

J^u.xemburg and Lorraine, minetle at the present moment
co\ers from Oo to 80 per cent, of the manufacture of pig-iron

and steel. // the output of the minette ivcre to be disturbed,

the war would be as good as lost. (The italics are mine).

Here we have a candid confession of the truth. As
Luxemburg only yields a small quantity of minette, it appears

from the above memorandum that without the possession of

Lorraine the German Empire would have been utterly unable

to stand the industrial strain of the war for more than a few

months. It is even probable that unless they had had at

their disposal that enormous natural • reserve of guns and
shells, the Prussian Government would never have dared to

go to war at all. One thing at any rate is certain, and ought

never to be forgotten ; out of every five shells the Germans have
been strafing us with since the outset of the shoNV four, on
their own admission, came from the French province which

they had stolen in 1871. ""

Militarism's Corner Stone

In the light of these facts it is only too easy to perceive

why Herr von Kuhlmann seems so anxious to maintain Alsace-
Lorraine under the Prussian yoke. There is little doubt
that rather than surrender the conquest of 1871, he would
be willing to part with half the territories belonging to Austria-
Hungary, or even, if things did come to the worst, with
Schleswig- Holstein. The reason for this is obviotis

:

economically as well as politically, Alsace-Lorraine is the
corner-stone of Prussian militarism.

Politically, Alsace-Lorraine has been since 1871 a mere
tool by meatis of which the Prussian Government has
managed to enforce both the supremacy of Prussia over the
rest of Germany and the policy of armaments which led to
the present war. It was because Alsace-Lorraine could only
he held by force that the German people allowed the Prussian

Junker, who has always been and always will be the living

symbol of militarism, to sway the whole German Empire.
So long as Alsace-Lorraine remains in German hands, Prussian
militarism will have to prevail in Germany, whatever in-

ternational formulas we invent at the Peace Conference in

order to do away with the plague of armaments.
The same relations obtain between Alsace-Lorraine and

Prussian militarism from an economic point of y'ww. It was
the Rhinegold of Lorraine which encouraged Prussia, to aim
at dominating the world, first by peaceful penetration, and
afterwards by force of arms. The famous saying that war
is with Prussia a national industry finds here a remarkable
illustration, for modern wars as well as the disguised warfare
called commercial Imperialism, is really an industry based on
the possession of iron. Take from Prussia the iron of Lorraine
she will be utterly unable to face the prospects of another war.

You cannot manufacture guns and shells with anything but an
unlimited supply of coal at your disposal. Without the stolen

Rhinegold, Prussian militarism will be like a tiger withoiit

claws and teeth. If on the contrary the Allies were weak
enough to allow Prussia to keep Lorraine or to accept a half

solution which would enable Prussia to jump 'at the treasure

and recapture it at any moment, then it may be truly said

that nothing will ensure the future safety of the world.

Some' are foolish enough to believe that the granting of a
constitution to the German People would suffice to destroy
the thing called Prussian militarism. They are apparently
not aware that Prussian militarism is not a mere form of

Government but a deeply rooted social phenomenon which no
revolution can destroy in one day. .Just as the French Re-
volution was followed by a reaction which lasted on the whole

,
for more than fifty years, a German Revolution, if a genuine
one did really occur, would not guarantee us that, say Hinden-
burg's nephews might not succeed after a few years in setting

fire again to the whole civilized world.

It remains now to be seen what will be the economic result

to the world at large of the return to F~rance of such an immense
mineral wealth. This question depends upon the .general

economic policy of France and the Allies. I shall endeavour
to state what that policy will certainly be if wc are sensible

enough to think before all else how to maintain the future

ix^acc of the world.
(To be continued).
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Jonathan
By William T. Palmer
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R,
ECRUITING work is always gnm (]ne.^. 7;^*^^
register may be. as this of mine, crowded w »

f-"

fJ'
neighbours: acquaintances. The casualty I'^t^ are

^ J^Suy making th^c survey of Army Book 414 an added

^V S(. many of the boys have 'gone W est Here is an

^ winch, arouses -mc.K^of^;^.er^^ay._J«na^

Sr in France at' Sdonikf, in Egypt cjr in Mesopotamia

f he I not shinning the peaks of the Tyro with gum^

comrades). Pen in hand I pause and recall him. Below

st^rs the sergeant is wearily explainmg some point about

ree mental posting, allowances, leave, medica examination.

Sablv a score^ of recruits put the question yesterday,

and to morrow a fresh score wUl demand the same informd-

tion There is a faint rustle of feet across the parade, a sleepy

calling from the jackdaws who, despite the state of war,

hailK ancient fortress. There is the click of a typewriter

a p! mse half heard as a door opens and shuts My eyes urn

eastward. Outside the castle wall is a fringe of lofty poplars,

and behind them a dream of distant, grey hills. Tjiey are

not interesting hills but mere hummocks of grass, yet to-day

thev sei-ve to remind me strongly of Jonathan.

the ink of that entry is ancient. Jonathan passed beyond

the Recruiting Oflice long ago. Every memory of him is

linked with the fells. One sees again the buttress of clean

sound rock. One threads again the line of ledges, steep

cullies narrow cleavages, exposed terraces and sensational

traverses and comes to that well-renowned point where the

course gives out against a square block tilted to a slight over-

hang Beneath this corner the rock face curves inward

iiixina an airy sort of feeling. It's no place for the weak of

nerve Assault after assault at that twenty-foot corner

had failed. The ledge disappears to nothingness ; so without

a base there was no chance of a human ladder like that which

conquered the sheer rock-wall on Lliwedd and made possible

the first storming of Walker's Gully on the Pillar Rock.

The walls were too obtuse for " backing up." Handholds

there were none ; the rock seemed perfectly smooth.

l-"ailure ! But not for Jonathan. Somehow he pulled his

light form up the sheer crag, here welding his nailed boot-edge

against some faint rugosity—no, friend Leo, it was not, as

you state, balancing on a lichen or against a skin of moss-

there clinging and hauling by some wee pit which gave

warrantable hold for a linger-tip. It was- a fine bit of climb-

ing by inspiration; and even now, when the secrets of the great

rock face are fully known, few storm that problem in the

direct line of its first conquest.

A Daring Climb

Here is another memory of a daring climb. In the heart

of Scafcll is a tremendous rift, known to the elect as Moss

Ghyll. The climbing of this begins curiously. It is a slant

up a steep rock face, above which one burrows deep into the

mountains, conquers cave-pitches and narrow clefts, to find

the course peter out in a series of minor rents and rifts.

One of these exits is famous for wet, unsound rock, for

long runs on the rope, and up this Jonathan essayed to con-

duct a willing novice. But the rope provided was a mere

fag-end. and again and again the leader had to help his

follower up to an inadequate resting place in order that he

himself might, by means of a second run-out, reach the head

of the pitch. It was a dare-devil experiment, entered into

because the alternative was no climb at all. And this thu

blood of youth could not tolerate.

One is hurled back to the reality of things to-day by the

distant wail of a bugle, the drum of feet beyond the build-

ings. Probably it is Tommy's tea-time. The daws make

a small flutter, theft subside into sleepy remonstrance. Up
in the sunshine is the faint dragonfly of an aeroplane. Here

is the nation's work. My brief respite has been well and

truly earned, but for a moment more one's memory flings

back through the lowland sunshine to the golden blaze of

September among the fells.

The air is full of gold and crimson ; the wastes of bracken

are minting the bullion of their year. There are golden

beds and fringes of parsley fern, a droughted stream yields

silver and diamonds as it splashes down the rocky dale.

Nearer one's feet is a fan of scree, a few tumbled boulders, and

overhead is a great outcrop of rock. Here it is smooth, un-

conquered, may be unconquerable ; there it is a broken

rampart tufted with heather, and though steep easy of access.

There is too a great slash, broken bv cross-terraces and

chockstones.where a tough little course is possible for the chm-

ber Up the slabs and into the gully, into the cave and out

over the stones which block and overhang, up the narrow

chimnev and along the slender ledge which gives access to a

hieher "steeper, narrower pitch, the little party goes steadily

,m After a tough struggle the climb " goes. To Jonathan

it is not new. A January day of snow and mist and pelting

rain had shown him the way to victory.

Mountain Bivpuacs

Memory ranges from the bivouac by a mountain tarn which

in a nieht of rain flooded the tent to a calm night when after

a long iourney, camp had to be fixed in darkness unrelieved

bv the light of a single match. There were bivouacs too by

Windswept cairns and in plantations where the cold night

draughts trouble one but Httle. There were long trudges

over dull passes and down stony glens in twilight, midnight

and dawn—hard gruelling nights preceding keen, strenuous

days among the rocks. One must have been keen in those

days when the crags were thirty miles away and neither cycle

nor motor lifted us on the way.

Long before war-time Jonathan tutored us to the use ol

a rubber ground sheet, to an eiderdown bag in lieu of blankets

.

and to the tent cloth pegged flat to keep oE the soaking

rain When good heather was available, one could

dispense with the ground sheet, and so come nearer the simplei

life Scree we avoided ; bog we knew ;
moss we hated

;
boulder,

we tolerate—but every one of the Old Gang has gone to

Flanders to make acquaintance with the general cussedness

of mud. *****
The ground floor sergeant is arguing a point of officers'

etiquette with his understudy. Their voices rise and fall,

every word passing through my open windows. The assistant

who "is a new army man, believes that any way it don't matter

as there ain't half-a-dozen swords in the whole depot-

castle and camp together. At my elbow the telephone

whirrs, is attended to, and relapses into cheerful silence. I

turn again to the open register and to that entry " Jonathan
"

in healthy ink before me.

Jonathan went into queer quarters. One' has seen him

scrambling, wriggling along a broken ledge behind a waterfall.

And there was a day of exploration in an abandoned mine.

The first gallery smelled like, and was, a fox's haunt, but these

vermin did not go far into the blackness. A ledge a score

yards witliin was almost the limit of their pad-prints. In

one of the great chambers the way was broken by a mound of

loose fragments ; surely it was ignorance that sent me up

and over that pile. The danger was driven home by a collapse

of rock while I was within, but the way of escape was not

blocked. One had seen in a deep, ancient copper mine a

corner of rock suspended on a timber prop so rotten with age

and eaten through wtli the threads of fungi that the hand

plunged deep into the mass with no more effort than forcing

through a mass of soap suds.

But this afternoon one wishes for memories of the open

air. and not of groping through ancient mines and caverns.

We were on an open pass looking down a famous Yorkshire

dale.and later passed along beneath Lovely Seat until among a

reef of flat rock one noticed a rough building, not unlike a

beehive in shape, entered by a creepy-hole and with another

hole just above for light and ventilation. The interior was

plenteously strewn with rushes. It was not for some minutes

that the object of this erection was clear. In these wild

countrysides foxes are too plentiful, the hills are full of

impregnable " earths." and the gun has to be used to keep

down the marauders. Therefore, on selected" beats," little

covers of this sort are built, and in evening twilight and at

dawn marksmen wait their possible chance of a shot.

I wonder, Jonathan, if in your bivouac, your hut or your

dug-out, you ever talk of our marvellous quarters in the

North Country—of Wasdalc surrounded by the fells, of farms

on wind-swept moor, and of a tiny Yorkshire inn, where, on

a quiet evening you used to say that you heard the rumble

of underground waters. Though I am looking out into the

blue haze of late afternoon, my mind is of that wonderful

night of starlight when the black peaks crowded round and

hushed to silence the breeze and the moorland rills. I

wonder whether, when you come back, you wi'.l have the old

zest for tlie crannies of the hills. I fear that I shall not ;

those glorious rock clirnbs will speak too strongly of the men
who have gone for ever.
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The Serenading Party
By Etienne

IGXAL for you, Sir," said the Chief Yeoman, as with

one hand he held a signal pad at exactly the correct

^distance frorn the' captain's eyes, and expectantly

_ lingered a pencil in the other. In the background
lurked a very small signal boy, who had flown breathlessly

down from the bridge with the signal ; but not to take it

straight to the captain. Signal boys do not show signals to

captains ; this duty is reserved for yeomen and chief yeomen.
There is an exact scaJe of precedence in such matters at sea.

Even important men such as yeomen do not show signals to

admirals. In the latter case, a signal boy might conceivably

actually carrv the signal aft from the bridge, because signal

bovs w.th the eye of a yeoman upon them move at a speed
only second to that of light. But should a signal boy on such
an errand encounter a leading signalman, yeoman, or chief

yeoman, he would at once deliver up the sigtral. The
l)enalties entailed and the wrath incurred by his " short-

circuiting" any of tho.se above him in the hierarchy of signals,

are almost beyond the power of description. Imagine then,

the signal in the hands of the yeoman, does he take it to the

admiral .* Almost certainly not. He presents it to the Flag
lieutenant, who will then decide whether the admiral shall

see it at once or whether it will wait.

I feel very tempted to launch out into a little discussion
about flag lieutenants, as I know a good deal about those
interesting and remarkable people, for I have been intimately
associated with one of them. I remember he had fifteen

suits of plain clothes, a pretty taste in things sartorial, and
we were of a size ; but I must resist the temptation and get
back to my subject. This was what the captain read :

From Captain to Captain H.M.S. B to H.M.S. R .

We should like to serenade you this evening.—1400.

The captain's eyes twinkled, and a smile played about his
lips. The Chief Yeoman licked the end of his pencil and held
it poi.sed over the pad.

' Make, W.M.P.," said the captain.
Down came the pencil like a dagger and "W.M.P. appeared

across the signal pad. The Chief Yeoman saluted, and retired
in dignified haste ; having rounded a corner, he gave the pad
to the awaiting signal boy, and tersely remarked "Nip. " But
the youth was already half-way to the bridge, and a quarter
of an hour later, the captain of H.M.S. B '-, at the other
end of the harbour, had a signal shown him by his Chief Yeo-
man to the effect that his brother captain's reply was " With
much pleasure."

The announcement that the B—— 's wanted to serenade
us, caused a sensation in the Ward Room. Every one agreed
on one point, and when the Commander remarked :

" Got
plenty of beer on board. Pay ?

" it was with consternation
that we heard the Paymaster reply :

" Opened up the last
dozen to-day !

" It was recognised that a crisis had been
reached. The Mess Committee met at once, and decided to
send the Wine Steward round the squadron in the skift on a
tour of enquiry.

I had the middle watch and therefore did not feel inclined
to be serenaded. Furthermore " serenading " is always
associated in my mind with the opposite sex, and I felt that
I should feel like the French ofliCer to whom I was once
attached as A.D.C. when a part of their fleet paid a courtesy
visit to one of our south coast resorts. My friend and I

attended an entertainment announced as a " gala operatic
performance in honour of the French Fleet." As I ushered
our gallant guest into a draughty theatre which was filled
exclusively with sailors from both fleets, the Frenchmen
sur%-eycd the scene, then, turning to me with an expressive
shnig, pathetically remarked :

" But vere are de vimmen,
I mean ze ladies ?

" But again I digress !

* * * •

It was a perfect evening of the north in early autumn, not a
breath of wind ruffled the f.ily calm of th(! waters of a certain
base which sheltered uni.s cf His Majesty's fleet. The long
lines of ships stretched literally for miles across the water.
Though the ships were darkened, their great forms were
plainly visible in the light of a full moon which was rising
blood red in the east, as the last high lights of sunset lingered
above the western hills.

Three hundred men from neighbouring ships had been in-
vited to come on board H.M.S. R

, and be serenaded at
9 p.m. At that hour the port side of our boat deck was packed
With seamen. There must have been too men lining the side,
clustered like bees half-way up the foremost rigging, on top of
puns, on the bridges, in the searchlight platforms, anywhere
in fact where the individual judged he would obtain a" Ix'tter
View than his messmates. At g ji.m. the soimd of distant

bagpipes up the harbour, attracted everyone's attention.

.\t first nothing could be seen, but suddenly an extraordinary
sight met our eyes. Rapidly sweeping down on the top of

the flood tide was a craft wliich reminded one of Henley at

its gayest. We rubbed our eyes, but the indisputable fact

remained that an illuminated housebeat was apparently pro-

ceeding up harbour. From this craft came the skirl of the
pipes, the Ideating of many drums great and small, and the
frenzied cries of (presumably) Scottish bluejackets.

Swiftly she came down the lines, causing great sensation on
board the other ships, who were unaware of the proposed
tamasha. Several ships burst into spontaneous cheering
and theii wondered why they had done it, and what all the
fuss was about. In several ward-rooms ingenious individuals

deduced that some good war news had come through, and
that the Flagship had devised a new method of announcing
it to- the fleet. A friend of mine in the H , actually
«)mplained to me next day that he was so overcome at the
sight of an illuminated boat, that in a fit of mad optimism
he had registered a wager of one Bradbury to ten that Turkey
was suing for peace.

When the serenaders arrived ofi our beam, the bagpipes
stopped and a choir of male voices enquired if we were the
R . A hundred voices answered in the affirmative, and
our visitors altered course and came to rest at a distance of

about f6rty to fifty yards from our beam.
We could now see that the theatre consisted of two distinct

parts. There was a sailing barge, wliich had been decked
in with planks placed across the thwarts. In the centre of
this was a small stage lit by half-a-dozen footlights. Round
the stage and grouped at the back, were stools and chairs

on which were seated about 40 men in every kihd of fancy dress.

Amongst those we noticed, as they say in society papers,
were Charlie Chaplin, and certain of the Hohenzollern family.

At one end of the barge was a piano and a couple of violinists.

A mast at the bow and another at the stern carried a row of

Japanese lanterns on a jackstay between them. A picquet
boat lashed on the far side fulfilled the double role of a dressing

room and the source of the motive power required to stem
the tide. The rays of a shaded arc lamp were thrown on to the,

stage from oiu: bridge, and a gentleman stepped into the lime-

light and remarked, " I vos de manager, shentlemen."
When the tumultuous applause whicli greeted tliis observation

had subsided, he proceeded to inform us lest any member
of the audience felt alarmed by the idea that prowling Zepps
would be attracted to the scene by the brilliancy of the
illumination, he had much pleasure in announcing that the
plug in the bottom of the boat was a very loose fit, and that

it would be immediately withdrawn as soon as the alarm was
sounded. In one and a half minutes he assured us the stage

would be completely submerged. He added that all the per-

formers, save only the two Willies, were fitted by the manage-
ment with Mr. Gieves' famous waistcoat.

At 9.15 the serenade began and lasted an hour, during
which period an excellent performance was given. Each turn
was allowed five minutes. At its conclusion, during the
applause, Charlie Chaplin stepped on to the back of the stage

and in the manner familiar to any patron of the cinema, neatly

yanked the performer off the stage with the crook of his stick.

There were . several songs by a well-trained quartette, and
the effect of the voices stealing across the water and faintly

echoing against the armour on our side, was delightful.

At 10.20, they sang " Farewell comrades," with a choir of

about 60 voices. It was followed by " The King," which
was sung by 600 men. We implorecl them through mega-
phones to come on board and refresh then^selves, but the man-
ager excused himself , by breaking into poetry to the effect that

The way is long
The tide is strong, etc.

Slowly they steamed round the ship, whilst the delighted

audience gave them round after round of cheers. As they
passed close vmder our stern for the second time, we heard
the sharp tinkle of the picquet boat's bell signalling " Full

speed ahead." Instantly the serenaders shot ahead, the

drone of the bagpipes rose to a screech, and the drums crashed
and rolled. In a few minutes notliing could be seen save

tlic white wake of the serenading party as they skirled their

wa^ up harbour, homeward bound to their ship.

Dead silence reigned on board as the strains of the bagpipes
receded faintly into the night. At length our Commander
spoke, and there rose the plaintive wail of the boatswains'
pipes, " piping down the hands." There followed the
measured tranif) of many feet, till at 10.43 the upper deck was
deserted save for those on watch, and the slow pacing figures

of the Night Guard;
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Dr. George Saintsbury

SAINTSBURVS retirement at

liis hdmburghD ,, ,„...„, „„„„,.,
books and parts of books to sink a slup. "*^: P'""^^''/

y-,,,,,/ he would write 1

into one more large scheme, a History of '«'
{J"»"'

;' ^. appreciates Cam
of which the first volume has just been published (i8s. n

)

Zx-<er(^c,^\, is as

R. GKORGE
sometliing over seventy, from

Professorship, did not connote a

authorship although lie had written

farewell from
enough

bv MacmiUans. He suggests that this must '^ ^1 pr

babilitv Ix- the last of some already, perhaps, too n^me ou>

studies of literarv history," but I would lay odds th<rt lie 1

wrong, and am happy in the conviction 1^^. bamtsbu >

.

although he has b.'en a Professor of Literature, and althoufe'

he has all sorts of cranks and limitations (mcluding a depkn

able inabilitv to see the beauty of some of the hnest modem

literature), has never bt>en a pedant or a chillard. ]h'^' '"

a Professor, is much. For literary history, like history of other

kinds sufters from the operation of the general rule that

people who could do the main job won't do the donkey work,

Tnd that people who like the donkey work are quite unequal to

the job. One of many bad results of this is that there is a

terrible lot of copying'of opinions. Something.- labelled in a

-ertain way, goes 'into a history, and gets transferred into ai

the other "histories until some innovator comes along ana

makes a fresh start.
^

• * * •

Dr. Saintsbury, at least, is no respecter of persons or their

views He has read almost everything that ever was written,

and it is safe to say that his opinions' about it all are invariably

his own. He even, perhaps, shows signs of a tendency to re-

gard other people's judgments as challenges ;
he is quite

Sbviously happy when he is disagreeing—which he never does

without a show of reason—with another critic or an accepted

view This mav mean that he often goes astray ;
but it has

also meant that! in his studies both of French and of F.ngiish

literature, he has frequently called attention to the merits ol

neglected works and to the defects of belauded ones. Ihe

H islory of the French Novel is i)ot a book to be attempted by

anyone who knows nothing of the French novel
;
but it

could not fail to interest, stimulate, and provoke to thought

any reader who has a general acquaintance with it,*****
The volume covers the subject from the beginning up to

. 1800, the only reallv richly productive century being left for

later treatment ; and the (term " novel " is made to include

anything which is written in prose, and which tells a story,

wholly or mainly fictitious. No other system of classification

. would have been so easily defensible. Dr. Saintsbury brings

'in the Mediccval Romances and fabliaux (he admits verse

tjius early), the works of Francis Rabelais, all sorts of short

stories and collections of such, the fairy stories of Perrault,

Madame d'Aulnoy, and others, as well as books jvhich would

\te considered novels by the casual modern observer. The

include—SHch as the authors of Les Liaisons Dangereiises

and Les Amours dn Chevalier de 1'aiiblas—h.e is able to

justify his action.

* * • *

His conclusion on the French Novel to 1800 is that France

grew the seed of Romance for all countries ; and that " from

1400 to 1800 she entered upon a curious kind of wilderness,

studded with oases of a more curious character still." Con-

tinually the French invented things which were more fully

developed elsewhere : but they achieved few masterpieces,

and they had no period which tor production could compare

with our own eighteenth century with its Defoe, Swift.

Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, Goldsmith and Jane

\usten. Dr. Saintsbury is enthusiastic enough when he

-omes to anything indisputably good

—

Gil Bias, that remark-

•ible accident Manon Lescaut, or the first part of Rousseau's

/;///>, which he criticises with great discrimination. He has

a favourable word for Telemaque, now less read perhaps than

any work once so universally known ; he discovers and

praises the merits of Crebillon fih, whose qualities, as a

stylist, narrator and wit, have been in this country'

smothered under the evil reputation of Le Sopha ; he gives

precisely their due and no more to the early collections of

contes, and he is almost lyrical about Hamilton's tales. But

the mere reputation is nothing to him. Cyrano de Bergerac

—

whose Voyage has small meritorious patches which would

bear quotation—he dismisses with almost too great a

contempt, in spite of his factitious fame ; he is cold about

Marivaiix ; and to \oltaire he is openly hostile. Of Voltaire

(who " did a great deal of harm in the world, and perhaps no

solid good") he. says that he was 'perhaps the. greatest

talent—but—not—genius ever known. " There is some

sense in this in mv opinion, but it is evidently a matter of

opinion, as is also'the deci'sion that if a monkey could write

like Voltaire. At all events, Dr. Saintsbury

ndide as what it is : a skit which, however

l>erficial, is as permanently entertaining as anything ever

written—an almost perfect work of art. Possibilities of

greatness as a novelist are detected in Scarron. Dr. Saints-

bury's conclusion is that Rabelais was the greatest novelist

(jf those dealt with here, and that Diderot might have

been a second, possibly as great. These judgments, from

which I for one should not dissent, are an instance of Dr.

Saintsbury's habit of thinking for himself. On both authors >

he is at his best, and the chapter on Rabelais may be com-

mended to all who misunderstand\that gigantic story-teller.

As for his meanings, and the struggles of modern allegory-

hunters. Dr. Saintsbury is very sensible. It is generally

supposed, he says, that

there must be a general theme, because the writer is so

obviously able to handle any theme he chooses. It may be
wiser—it certainly ssems so to the present writer—to dis-

believe in anything but occasional sallies—episodes, as it

were, or even digressions—of political, religious, moral,

social and other satire.

Panurge he describes as " the first distinct and striking

character in prose fiction-" As for Diderot (who, to my taste

has like Rabelais something very English about him) Dr.

Saintsbury's judgment, is not supported by that dull and
mechanically nasty fantasia which he wrote for money and
which is 30 uncharacteristic of him. And it is not founded

upon Le Neveude Rameau, a work the subtlety and modernity
of which has made it latterly the object of a cult. It is

based entirely upon La Religieuse, and quite soundly. What
Diderot knew about life in convents is more than I can say ;

but that novel is astonishingly true to life in general. It

is the work of a real novelist, whose men and women come
alive to him and act of their own volition ; its unlaboured

vividness, its- natural vigour, the spontaneous force of its

dialogue, are unmatched in French eighteenth century

literature. .\nd there is suffering behind it.

« * * * *

Dr. Saintsbury's is as readable a book as could be written

on the subject. Biographical information is given only

where it is likely to he needed ; the extracts are well and
unconventionally chosen ; and Dr. Saii;tsbury does not pro-

portion his book as a hide-bound scholar would have done.

Tha,t is to say, mere names are nothing to him. If he

thinks he can get a celebrated person successfully disposed of

in a page or two, he does so, and if he thinks a book so well

known that analysis of its contents is unnecessary, he passes

on, leaving himself more space for the full treatment of books
hich, though

examples
Scudery's

Le Grand Cyrus, the prototypes of , seventeenth century ,j

pastoral and historical romance. No history would omit

them, but few historians would read them or, at any rate, do
more than skim through them. Dr. Saintsbury is exhaustive

on both ; he has done his duty like a man ; the book which
]

would daunt him by its size has not yet been written, and that
|

chronicle of which Macaulay said that it might have been .

read in the age of Hilpa and Shalum would have been child's
|

play to him. He seems, as a result of his researches, to haxej
found Astree as charming as it used to be thought ; but hisi

exploration of Le Grand Cyrus still leaves one completely;
in the dark as to why our ancestors w:ere so devoted to it.-j

His account, however, temporaril;^ invests the work with anl
interest which (save archieologically) it does not possess :j

and the same thing may be said of his remarks about even the
J

dullest and most " minor" items in his catalogue. He is|

weU over seventy, but his zest for life, literature and con-

troversy is unimpaired. He eats his way through the centuries

like a hungry caterpillar. No serene and, reminiscent old agej
for him : he is as eager as ever to form and formulate new!
judgments, to maintain old ones against new opponents, tol

infect the reader with his enjoyments and his detestations, anc

to hit the twentieth century—which he seems to regard as

the peculiar home of radicalism, paradox, morbidity and
pretentiousness—-on the nose. But even one who does not
share all his views can stand his thumps for the sake of theen-j
livening spectacle he presents when delivering them.
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France, One and Diverse
By F. T. Eccles

ALITTLE more than two years ago, I recommended
in these columns the first vohmie of a series in

which the most accomplished of living French

authors had undertaken to interpret the spirit of

his country at this great crisis of its history. It was called

(after a formula which had all its freshness then) V Union

Sacrce, and consisted of articles contributed at the rate of

two or three a week to a Paris newspaper. In this long

nterval. Maurice Barres has published six other volumes, of

•vhich the least that can be said is that, while tlieir permanent

^'alue is as certain as that of an\- writings which the war has

inspired upon our side, they ha\c the immediate virtue of a

cordial. With an unfailing justness of accent, he has

praised the fraternity of the trenches and the devotion of

French women, recorded his impressions of the country-

sides recovered from the grip of the invader, and pleaded the

cause of disabled soldiers. But the latest instalment of

this moral chronicle is concerned with a matter more delicate

and indeed more vital.*

Its exceptional interest will I think appear from a ba«
statement of its leading thought. In the years of peace,

opposite conceptions of life were the cause or the pretext of

the most dangerous hostility between French citizens. Far

from losing tlieir power, they have been fortified by the war,

for its mo;^ obvious conditions have thrown back the individual

combatant upon his moral reserves ; but every belief, every

ideal, that is capable of raising the mind to a height from

which it contemplates danger, suffering and death without dis-

may, has confirmed or sanctified the same willing sacrifice

in the same national cause. The soul of the conflict (thinks

Barres) is in the letters and diaries of soldiers. Many of

course are colourless, empty of thought ; but the confidences

of the finest natures among those who have died for their

country, reveal the various spiritual sources of an equal

heroism, and anticipate that harmony of differences which
is the promise of to-morrow.
The " Spiritual Families " to which Maurice Barres has

confined his record arc five—the Catholics, the Huguenots,
the Jews, the Socialists, the Traditionalists ; the list is

evidently incomplete. His very title pledged him not only

to do equal justice to the large minorities whoso existence

has long since broken the spiritual unity of the older France,
but almost to forget that they are minorities still. No one
will grudge the space he has assigned them. The immensely
greater number of his readers needed no telling how a Catholic

soldier is sustained by his faith. It is mainlyof the priests

in the French army, of their admirable example and incalcu-

lable influence, that he tells in the chapter" devoted to the

Catholics. They number some five and twenty thousand,
and most of them are in the ranks. Fifty-six fell in battle

during a single month ; tw6 hundred and six were killed before

Verdun last year.

There is abundant testimony to the devotion of the Huguenot
soldiers. The extracts froiT\,the letters of Pierre de Maupeou,
of Francis Monod, of Maurice Diatcrlin, and especially

the opening words of a sermon preached at Nimes by an aged
minister after the death of his son, are very precious docu-
ments. It would seem that the French Protestant is pre-

occupied, in a peculiar degree, with the justice of the national

cause. Of the Jewish soldiers of France Barres writes,

naturally, with some liesitation. The Jew does not always
belong to the Jewish spiritual family in any sense which would
imply a definite system of dogmatic jjelief : he always
belongs to a separate race. It is impossible to read what
Barres tells here of .\medec Rothstein without sympathy.
This was a young Zionist (jf foreign birth, who enlisted en-

thusiastically in the French army, won a commission and was
killed last year. He was a Jewish patriot above all else, and
his hope was that his service to France might somehow help
the cause of Israel. Hardly less touching is the case of

Robert Hertz, a Jew of German origin, who wrote to his wife :

1 consid^ this war as a welcome opportunity to "regularise
the situation " for us and for our children. Later on, they
may work if they hkc for.sujjer-nationali.'imor internationalism

;

but first, it was essential to show by our acts that we were
not below the national ideal.

Barres remarks very justly that for these new-comers,
" who cannot feel the irrational and almost animal side of
our lovf for our country," patriotism is an act of the will, a
matter of intelligent choice, of voluntary partnership. But
there arc Jews who descend from generations of French
citizens. The appendix includes an illuminating letter from

. : *(L'Amc (rancaise ct la Guerre)—vii. Les diverses Families
Spirituellcs de la fiance. —Paris, Emile-Paul Irdres, 191 7, 3! 50.

a Jewish Alsatian. A characteristic (though a rare) figure

was Roger Calm, a Xormalien and a free-thinker, detached
from the religious tradition of his race, whose letters from
.Argonne (where he was killed) express a curious indifference,

impossible to a Frenchman of French stock, to the great
drama in which he played his modest but entirely honourable
part. Happy in his insulation, he was intent only ujwn
enriching his consciousness with poetical sensations. "

I

shall bring back," he wrote, " a splendid collection of pictures
and impressions."

The chapter on the French Socialists is introduced by a
short account of the vicissitudes through which the official

party has passed during the war. But the Socialists at the
front are another affair. As was only to be expected, the
author of L'Ennemi des Lois can enter into the scruples of
sincere idealists and that candid faith which identifies the
\ictory of this country with the renovation of the world.
He insists upwn the French artisan's respect for good work
(which goes far to explain why so many "conscious proletarians"
make excellent soldiers) and for a freely accepted discipline.

.\n officer, himself a Socialist by conviction, who had in per-
fection " the delicate art of commanding in the French wav."
put the matter very clearly when he said :

" The Socialist
in the army- does not put his confidence in gold lace. Ho
waits to see his superiors show what they are made of." One
of the most attractive figures in this book is that of a Syndi-
calist schoolmaster killed in the war. Albert ThieiTy left

behind him a kind of testament, which resumes his vision of a
juster and more united France. He was the son of a Paris
stonemason, and the strongest of his convictions was an
abhorrence (his master Proudhon felt it long ago) for that
want of stability which the worship of success in life encourages.
The duty of sticking to one's class was one he was never tired
of impressing upon the children of working-men who were his
pupils. Here is a notable passage quoted by Barres :

The Frenchman, worthy of the name, proud of his history,
of his thought, or of his faith, desires to be just or not to
live. He tomes into the world as best he can, born in a
country not easily defended nor easily pacified, burdened
with the inequality of mind and body which belongs to nature,
and the economic and hi.storical inequalities that belong to
society. He receives, whatever his birth, an education
grounded above all on labour, .science and history

; and
by it, his mind and heart open to the conceptions of equality,
justice and truth. .\ moral sj-stem clearly based uix)n the
new principle of the "refusal to rise in the world," makes
of each of these Frenchmen a citizen who disdains mere
enjoyment, desires to do ser\-ice, is in love with his work,
free from self-seeking, worthy to be loved. , .-r-

Reverence for the past, no less than Utopian dreams, may
supply an incentive to heroic sacrifice. But do the Tradi-
tionalists—and under that denomination Barres includes
Catholics and followers of Comte. Camelots dit Roi along with
Nationalists of his own type and temper—form a true spiritual
family ? It is, at any rate, certain that among young French
soldiers of the intellectual classes the emulation of the dead,
a love of the soil enlarged and purified by the historical
imagination, a conscious fidelity to the genius of tlic race
are active and vivacious forces distinguishable from the
positive creeds which they accompany.
A very beautiful and moving chapter (which must not be

mutilated by quotation) describes that fair Christmas Eve
on the French front which has passed already into legend •

" a night of hope and reconciliation," when all the divergent
motives for self-sacrifice and endurance took contact and
" France recognised the unity of her heart." Will the
proinise of that comrades' feast be kept ? " No doubt we
shall not remain on those heights." But this book ends on a
note of confidence :

y This time of stress will remain as a kind of ideal for tho.se
who lived through it in their youth. . . . They will
always remember what the Holy Concord really meant
during the war. ... It did "not consist in i-ecanting
our beliefs or hiding them away in a cupboard like something
useless which we could attend to later. It implied no forget-
fulness of that which \ivifies our consciences, but on the
contrary was born of those beliefs, which meet far below
the surface in their more excellent parts. Each of our
Spiritual Families has maintained its rights, but in their purest
form, and has thus found itself nearer to others which it had
.supposed more hostile.

We Frenchmen are united, because from the scholar down
to the humblest peasant, we have a clear vision of something
superior to our little personal concerns and a kind of instinct
which prompts us to sacrifice ourselves cheerfully to. the
triumph of that ideal. A Crusader thinks it nothing to
redeem the Tomb of the Saviour at the price of his own
hie

; old Corneille enraptures all his public with his declama-
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tions upon Honour: Vincent de Paul is sure of finding

loUowcrs in his cliaritable mission. . . ,
All the gestures

of our past, all the noble testimonies of to-day collected here.

are only the product of a single, simplified conception ot

1-Vance—the champion of right iu the world. Each of us

knows that the Trench are there in order that there may be

less unhappiness among men. In this sense France is

• pacifist "
; in this sense she is warlike. The notion niat

this war must be the last is an old popular notion. " We
must suffer; our children will be happier !

"

Thus does Maurice Harres found his liope of an enduring

.-uncord on the persuasive evidence of a fruitful diversity.

Books of the Week
Letters to Helen. The impressions of an .\rtist on the Western

Front. Illustrated. By Keith Henderson. (Chatto and

Windus, 6s. net).

The Path to Rome. By HiJaire Belloc. Fourth Edition.

(George .\llen and L'nwin, 3s. 6d.

The Long Trick. By " Bartimcus," author of A Tall Shi/y.

(Cassell, 6s.)

Our Girls in Wartime. Rhymes, Xry Hampden Cordon. -

Pictures by Joyce Dennys. (John Lane, The Bodley
Head, 3s. bd. net).

KEITH HENDERSON occupies an honourable
position among the little company of artist fighting-

men, who have done so much to bring home to

slithered folk the actual conditions under which the

war is being fought in France and Flanders. His paintings

convey not merely the abomination of desolation wrought
by modern man's mechanical weapons of destruction, but the-

triumph of Nature which seems ever to be working for beauty
and peace against the apparently senseless human mania
for the rev-erse. In this intimate volume we see as it were the

mind of the artist at work ; his intense love not only for the

pleasure of the eye but for all mortal things, animals as.

well as human beings, which are moved by sympathy. His
Letters to Helen are a reflection of a charming temperament ;

they demonstrate beyond question how warfare humanises
the soul of man, and only dehumanises where the soul or

li\ang spirit is absent. It is a book which we can well imagine
men at the Front will delight to send to wommkind at home
whom they love—an intimate book, which expresses thoughts
and ideas we believe to be common to the best type of Briton.*****
That glorious ebullition of a healthy, hearty, full-blooded

man in complete harmony with God, the world and himself,

which goes by the name of The Path to Rome, and whose
auctor is one Hilaire Belloc, has just been issued in a new
edition. It is too late in the day to make any comment on
this verbal cataract of wit, wisdom, and pure joy of life,

but those who in times past have delighted in it—their name
is Legion—and who would like to pass on the pleasure to

others have now a new opportunity.*****
In the course of his first long novel. The Long Trick,

" Bartimeus " confesses that it is " an endeavour to trace the
threads of certain lives a little way through a loosely woven
fabric of great events." that is to say, it is hardly a novel
in the ordinary sense of the word. The Indiarubbei Man is

there, and his friends are there, but on the whole they are
mere accessories to a picture of the Grand Fleet in harbour
aiid in action, and the book will be read—and remembered

—

because it is the most vivid picture of the Fleet and its

activities that has yet been made. Out of these pages one
may gain acquaintance with the sailor man of all ranks,
at work and play—and fighting too, for there is given a sailor's

view of the battle of Jutland, a view which will go far to
correct the nonsense that has been talked regarding that
battle. " Bartimeus " is a master of the right kind of
realism ; one understands, in reading, that the writer has not
to depend on imagination for any of his chapters, but that he
saw what he describes, and describes all in such manner that
the reader can see it too. The result is not a conventional
story, but a view of the Navy as a whole, with certain recog-
nisable figures who, though in the foreground of the view,
exemplify rather than obscure this admirable picture of the
life of the Grand Fleet, and the complementary lives of the
women who wait on shore.*****
Our Hospital A.B.C. was a flippant book of verse and

sketch which caused no little amusement in hospitals, V.A.I),
and others, last winter. The same authors—Hampden
Gordon and Joyce Dennys—have just brought out a com-
panion volume entitled Our Girls in JVartime. It is good
fooling, and shows beneath it a genuine admiration of what
" our girls " are doing. There is plentv of laughter here, for

it is chaff, good, honest, Wholesome chaff, right through.

THE

CHURCH ARMY
has many hundreds of

RECREATION HUTS,
TENTS AND CENTRES

At Home and Abroad, for the Spirit-

ual, Moral and Physical Welfare of

our gallant Soldiers and Sailors, in-

cluding 200 UNDER SHELL FIRE.

MORE ARE
URGENTLY WANTED

Also good provision of COMFORTS
for the Approaching Winter,

Huts cost £500
Tents i£300 SHrpp^d

Cheques crossed " Barclay's, a/t ChurchArmy,"

payable to Prebendary Carhle.D.D., Hon. Chief

Sec, Headquarters, Bryanston Street, Marble

Arch, London, W.I.

Behind the Firing Line

The most remarkable and vivid im-

pression of the battle area in France

and Flanders is to be obtained from the

series of engravings in colour by ^Captain

Handley Read, just published by the

Leicester Galleries.

A limited number of copies of this Portfolio

may be obtained, price £5 Ss. each, from " Land
& Water," 5 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

THE NATION'S FUND
FOR NURSES.

One of the most deserving objects of support at the prfesent

time is the Nation's Fund for Nurses, which aims at assuring
aid for such nurses as have lost their health during the war.
In addition to providing a benevolent fund for individual
nurses, this scheme is intended to provide endowment for the
College of Nursing, which has been founded to provide a
central organisation representative of the nursing profession,
elected by nurses and intended to win recognition for the
nursing profession. The Fund has the support, among others,
of Sir Arthur Stanley, chairman of the British Red Cros.s

Society, and of Sir Douglas Haig, both of whom are keenly
interested in tlie scheme. Contributions to the Fund will be
welcomed, no matter how small they may be, by the Honorary
Treasurer, the Viscountess Cowdray, at 16, 'Carlton House
Terrace, S.W. i, or at 21, Old Bond Street, W. i.
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Mesopotamia New and Old

The New Hindia Dam

Ruins of Babylon
(

Mr. Lewis R. Freeman, in "Bagdad at any Cost," described last week Sir William Willcocks' great barrage
or dam of the Euphrates at Hindia. The upper picture is a photograph of the Hindia Dam, the lower of
Ae ruios of Bibylon- The similarity in the missive masonry work of the two civilisations is remarkable
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With YOUR Cheque or Treasury Note

WE

Can save a Child's Life!

A Committee in Holland, under

the Presidency of H.S.H. Princess

A.deLigne, receives from Belgium

STARVED, CONSUMPTIVE,

RICKETY, BROKEN CHILDREN

Feeds, Houses, and Clothes them.

They are then returned to Belgium,

for funds do not permit more.

600 CASES
ARE DEALT WITH MONTHLY

Donations should be sent to the Hon.
Treasurer, " Working Men's Belgian Fund," 32

Grosvenor Place, London, S.W.I (Registered

War Charities Act, 1916), earmarked for the
" Belgian Children's Fund."

FOR INDIGESTION
A FAMOUS PHYSICIAN'S REMEDY

As a remedy for Indigestion and Acidity Messrs. Savoiy
& Moore strongly recommend Dr. Jennei;'s Absorbent
Lozenges, which they make from Dr. Jenner's original

formula. Tlie Lozenges are pleasant to take, quitt>

harmless, and give speedy and permanent relief even
in the most stubborn cases.

TESTIMONY

:

With great pleasure I add my testimony t > that of others who have taken Dr.
Jenner's Absorbent Lozenges and derived great benefit from their use. My
powers "f digestion seem really strengthened, and the distressins KL.^TULENCt
from which i suffered is greatly relieved."

*' Miss D tried the Absorbent Lozenges and found they gave relief in an attack
of ACIDITY OF IIIE STOMACH when the usual indigestion treatment had
failed. Further supplies obtained locally led gradually to a complete cure,"
** I found Dr. Jenner's Absorbent Lozenges wonderfully beneficial in preventing
a SINKING FAINT FEF.LING which I think is described as HUNGER PAIN.
I have suffered much from this, but since taking the lozenges have felt quite a
different person."

• I suffered very much from HF-.^RTBIIRN and ACIDITY, and your remedy
has been wonderful in relieving this, and consequently curing the .-dmosl in-
cessant SLFEPLESSNESS 1 suflcred from."

Boxes 1/3, 3/-, and 5/-, of all Chemists.

A FREE SAMPLE
of the lozenges will be sent on application. Mention I.an-d
AND Water, and address, Savory iV Moore, Ltd., Chemists to
The King, 143a New Bond Street. London. W.i

DR. JENNER'S
ABSORBENT LOZENGES

Terms of Subscription to " LAND 6 WATER."
At HOME—Twelve Months, £1 15 CANADA—Twelve Months. £| IS fl

ELSEWHERE ABROAD—Twelve Months. £1 19 5-

^he abmt taut inclu<t aU Special Nittnbtrs anii posla^t.

'LAND & WATER." Old Serjeants' Inn. S Chancery Lane. W.G.2
Telephone : Molbom rflas. Telegraphic Address ;

" .Agcndorum, Fleet, London."

DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

Names and addresses of slwps, where the articles mentioned

can be ubiained, will be forwarded on receipt of or postcard

addressed to Passe-Partout, Land cS; Water. 5, Chancery

Lane, IV.C. 2. Any other information will he given on request.

Coats for

Cbillyr Weather

Just at the moment a clever shop is

laying special stress on their sports

coats for the cold weather, and doing so'

with ample reason. For anything so nice as these particular

coats has rarely been seen. Made of Scotch wool, they have a
delightful warm fleecy surface, the fleece being sometimes
inside sometimes out, but always adding to the warmth-giving
proi3erties of the coat a hundredfold. Coats of this kind have
gone upso immensely in price that it is good to hear the shop
in question are selling them at 59s. 6d. At this they come
very near to the bargain category, if, indeed, they are not in

it altogether. The a\ailable colourings ^re lovely, a particu-

larly becoming shade of oatmeal being amongst them.
For people realh.' feeling cold weather, a coat such as this

is a possession par eycellence. It gives warmth in a way
few other garments do. and is becoming into the bargain, a
point not alwa3'S assured with all utilitarian garments.

Specially designed for the chilly mortal, too—though others
will undoubtedly take them to their hearts also—are some
jumpers in velour cloth, some witli check collars, and pretty
conceits of that kind, others more or less plain. They slip

over the head, and are without doubt the most fascinating
notions seen for many a long day. and a refreshingly opportune
suggestion for winter. Blouses and jumpers of thick materials,
unless well interpreted, are apt to be dowdy affairs. These,
however, are just the opposite.

The Best Way
of Cooking

Now that coal has grown such an un-
certain quantity everybody's attention,

perforce, is turned to other means of

cooking. Gas is one of the available and best mediums, and
anj'body with a gas cooker should ceitainly not only make
the acquaintance of the new economy giilling dish, but have
it for their own.
This is the cleanest, most efficacious and easiest way of

cooking ever mooted. It is of English fireproof earthenware,
and a nice looking dish it is. as fireproof dishes nearly always
are. The results, however, are as good as its looks. This
dish takes the plaCe of the ordinary tin griller—always part
of the equipment of a gas stove. It is put underneath the
grid in just the same way. and once the contents are done can
be brought absolutely straight from the stove to table.

This is the method of casseide cooking the French always
advocate, and with abundant leason as their delicious dishes
show. With this dish washing-up is saved, cooking pot
and dish for the table being in one, and it is economical into
the bargain, nothing being wasted, as it so often is in the pro-
cess of moving the food from onu dish to another.
The pi ice is all in its favour, being the moderate one of

2s. gd., an extra shilling being needed with country orders on
account of the extia packing and pt stage.

The Latest Frock
Overalls

This winter will see women busier than
ever at all kinds of war activities, the
cold weather months always enabling an

added outburst of energy in this way. For women workers of
varied descriptions—canteen workers, munition workers, and
for those doing equally useful things in the household or an
office, some frock overalls have specially been designed. And
capital in truth they are, the precise type of thing nearly everv
woman now finds indispensable.

These frock oxeralls are really like a coat frock, so com-
pletely do they cover up their wearer. Clad in one of them,
a woman can do anything without the least concern over her
clothes. It is rtally a practical working kit, built upon
attractive lines, but with its m;un watchword utility.

They are made in soft finished zephyr cloth—a delightful
fabric for the purpose. A feature of importance with thesi
particular frock overalls is their most generou*^ width. They
are three yards round the hem, and any look cf skimpiness is

r.^moved from the rest of the overall by the adrcit arrangement
of box-pleats. There are two each side of the front andthie.
at the back. These are not stitched down in rigid lines, but
{Vi free, giving w ith every movement of the wearer and being
doubly successful in consequence.
Two big pockets and a loose belt complete the matter, tlu

overall being mad- in such a way that it can either button
[(.'oiiliiiutil uii jKiyt J.')
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The Latest Autumn Designs
Our Illustrated Autumn Catalogue

will be sent post free on request

l.W JOB -Afternoon Dress, in heavy

quality crfpe de chine, collar square at

hack, trimmed fancy floss stitch-

ing. Colours: Pink, nattier, lemon,

iade, nigger, amethyst, navy, Qf IQ

LW 300. — Dress, in cotton crepe

georgette, daintily embroidf red in cc-n

trasling shades and silver thread, novel

pocket on skirt, bodice lined silk.

Colours: Navy, black, nattier. CQ/g
grey.helio, green, pink, lemon ^*'l "

ROBINSON & CLEAVER
Linen Hall Regent Street, W.iThe

The Best Boots
for Active Service are

Faulkners'

Norwegian Boots
in their Special Service Leather

fitted, for the winter, with their

Patent Graemar Wader Attachment

The Easiest, most Waterproof,

Wear-resistinf< Boots made.

Model No. 2.

Bleck - £7 10

Brown £7 17 6

Model No.
Black £7
Brown - £7 10

Marchinit RootB, £4 14 6

AH the models shown can be made
with ordinary instead of Nor-

wegian fronts if desired.

Write for Illustrated Booklets

• of Boots, Lefigings and Spurs.

Also self-tneasurenicni ap-

paratus (regd.) if utiable to

call.

Model No. 5.

Black - £7 10

Brown - £7 17 6

We accept full responsibility

as to 6t if the directions are

carefully followed.

Model No. 3.

Black - £7 10 D

Brown • £7 17 6

Dexter Proofing -wins an ever

greater reputation . . . puskes back

all belligerent •weather . . . against

mud and wind invincitile . . against

wet guaranteed to tne very last.

"As Britisk as the
Weather . . hut Reliahle.

Trench Coats from £5:5:0 Civilian from £3:3:0

Supplietl by Agents Everywhere

Look for the

FOX-HEAD
Label

DEPOTS FOR MILITARY BEXTERS

GOOCHS Ltb.
BROMPTON ROA», S.W. 3

FORTNUM & MASON, Ltd.
181-184 PICCADILLY, W.I
LUCIEN COUSIN. 7 RUE ALLENT. ST. OMER.

Wallace Scatt & Co. Ltd. iWholnalA. Glasiow

.^ I JW,. CT «>:».. 1.U \/l.xl»/->n VlfOMt Kr»nrl *SI I-f>f»«- I /^n^rtra W 1 ^BBBI^M
SI & 52 South Molton Street, Bond Street, London, W.I

And 26 Trinity Street, Cambridge.

XA/ITQTT ft? QrWr MILITARY TAILORS,"~ *-/0 1 VS OV^l^ BREECHES MAKERS.
152 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W

THE "WESTFIELD" SOFT SERVICE CAP
with or without hack curtain.

Fitted with waterproof lining and greaseprsof sbields,

16/6
accepted design for both home and active service wear
the head without pressure, and will neither blow nor fall oft.

:ers.
I
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THE CRISIS OF THE WAR

THE AUiance of civilised Europe is passing through

a critical moment. Its gravity is recognised every-

where, though it is recognised in different degrees.

The enemy has broken a portion of tlie Italian front.

He has defeated one army of our Allies. He has turned their

original hne, and has compelled a general retreat. He has

for the first time in over three years restored for some days

a war of movement upon the West. He has captured in a

successful struggle of only three days a hundred thousand

prisoners and 700 guns. Consequent upon this blow he

aims at achieving in the case of Italy something of the

political result he achieved in the case of Russia. To the

extent in which he can achieve his full political ends in Italy,

to that extent he calculates that his forces can later be con-

centrated against the British and the French armies, and

that he may thus become numerically the superior of those

forces. Such is the situation.

The issue is very close indeed, because for the first time

we are realising to the fuU what is meant by the inaction of

Russia. We are faced by a strength which may now generally

prove our equal, and it is working upon interior lines and upon

chosen fronts. The immediate future shows no reltef from

that situation. It is time, if ever it was, to confirm within

ourselves the fi.xed resolve that no trial the West may have to

suffer will ever compel it to give way to the enemies of civilisa-

tion. Those words are not rhetoric to-day. They are a

real and solemn appeal. There is no room left for discussion

or for the miserable irritant which insignificant sheltered

men with mad theories of an unreal bookish world plagued

us with all last summer. Every energy must be concen-

trated for the moment upon the offensive-defence.

Only a week ago, before this blow fell, we were, in this

country, recalling the famous actions which will mark
throughout history the close of the month of October in

the year 1914. Those actions, we remembered, decided

the last form of siege warfare in the West. They closed

the gate to the ports of the Channel. They saved the

Straits of Dover. They completed that pinning of the enemy

to earth which had been begun by the Battle of the Marne.

The victory was achieved principally by the old and small

regular army from tliis country, and the peculiar glory of

the battle consisted in this : That the old regular army here
* met (on the same ridge which is now the prize of the contest

in Flanders) forces overwhelmingly superior to its own and

forces which despised the traditional armour of the English.

The attempt of those forces to break the €3ritish line failed

against the national character and the restrictf^d but highly

tempered weapon which was its product and its symbol.

To-day, under very different circumstances, we have yet

the same moral forces upon which to rely and, if we are wise.

we can see the great issue far more clearly than we could see

it in those critical hours of which the afternoon of Saturday,

October 31st, 1914, was the climax. There is a sense in which
this clearer vision makes our present task harder. We know
far better now than we did then that it is truly life or death

for England. We see far more clearly now than we did then

that success or failure in arms is never a foregone conclusion,

but lies upon the knees of the gods. It is a harder task than

it was then, because long months of war, mourning through-

out the country, the mere fatigue of such a strain, the increas-

ing disabilities of living, reduce the elasticity of the national

soul. And it is again a harder task in this : that the distance

of the events now in progress, the geographical separation

from our Flanders front of the Italian field where a decision

hangs in the balance, warps our judgment. It is diflicult

for us to realise the full significance of what is passing on the

level, baked arena of that vast and splendid amphitheatre,

the tfers of which are the encircling of the Julian Alps. It is

there, in the same flat, autumn land, which saw Alaric first

passing and suffered the ravage of Attila, that civilisation is

again at stake—as it was at stake three years ago on Attila's

other battlefield of ultimate defeat at Chalons and the Mame.
May the omen serve.

Next after the full reinforcing of the national will for the

trials that lie before us, it should be our chief concern to

estimate fully, without self-illusion, without panic, above aU
without the detestable habit of self-praise, the weight of

what is happening those hundreds of miles away in Friuli

and the mountain-guarded Venetian Plain. Every English-

man must seize for himself and clearly appreciate the nature

of what has already passed. The success of the enemy is far

greater—in mere numerical computation, let alone in signi-

ficance—than anything the war has yet seen in the same com-

pass of space and time. He has won a much greater victory

than Ta^nenberg. He has done far more than was done

by him in his first effort against Verdun, or than the French

and British have done in any one of their attacks of corrie-

sponding duration. He has dode more thsin he did in any

one action of the Polish campaign, and he has done it not in

the empty wastes of Eastern Europe, but on the crowded

and vital soil of Italy. He has suddenly, at a moment when
the moral of his civilian and military populiation had fallen

to a dangerous point, presented them with great news of

victory. He has changed in a week the whole temper of

his forces, and even his Higher Commands to-day envisage

the war after a fashion wholly different from that in which

they envisaged it a brief seven days ago.

These words are written three days before they will be

in the hands of our readers. Those three days will be the

critical days of the campaign. It may be that the enemy
advance will find itself checked upon the Friulian Plain, and

that after grievous loss in men and material, our Allies will

re-establish their line further to the West. It may be, on the

contrary, that the pursuit shall be so vigorously bandied as to

forbid this rally and to produce results far graver and more

decisive than any we have seen. It may even be that a wai

of movement, having been thus restored in the Italian low-

lands, the event will turn against the enemy, and that

manoeuvre will recover what siege tactics had lost. We
cannot tell. The event will decide. But what we ioiust none

of us do is to flatter ourselves that actions of this magnitude,

and proceeding at this speed, upon any part of the Western

front, are without an immediate effect upon the whole of it.

If the enemy achieves his object in Italy, the whole situation

of the war is changed and turned against us. This should

surely be clear to all. That it is not everywhere grasped with

equal facility is due to the many impediments of distance, of

diverse national character, of attention concentrated upon

other fields—above all of a fear to face facts. Those im-

pediments it is the immediate duty of all honest and patriotic

publicity to remove. As laccessary as it was some months

ago to stem the stupid and dangerous forces of panic and

irresolution when foolish men talk wildly of an advance on

India and the rest of it, so necessary is it now to counteract

confusion of thought and slowness. of thought in the public

appreciation of our grave peril. The more soberly and

thoroughly we realise the peril, the betterwe shall be able to

meet iv.
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The Italian Peril
By Hilaire Belloc

THRKt military events have distinguished the jiast

week.' Tliey differ greatly in importance and arc,

in order of their importance, the breaking of tlie

Italian front in the Julian Alps, tlie French action

beyond the Aisne Kidge, and the further slight advance in

I'Janders.

The first of these is clearly a thing of the very first magni-

tude. It must be dealt with more thoroughly and its signifi-

cance comprehended even more clearly than the victory of the

Trench in the Laonnais. It may determine the future of

the war. It has already profoundly modified its character.

Its gravity cannot be overestimated.
And all this is true, not because the second Italian army

has suffered a complete defeat -that may be repaired— but
because /his defeat is the result of ii-hat we noic at last see to he

the true situation oj the Russian armies and the true altitude

of the enemy towards them.

To understand what has happened we must begin by
appreciating tlie two fundamental conditions of this enormous
struggle. I mean the two fundamental military conditions as

apart from the economic conditiuns which also determine it.

These two fundamental military conditions arc the
superiority of the old AWstern civilisation over the Central
Empires in intelligence and direction of effort, and the
superiority of the Central Empires (or, at any rate, of their

governing Powers) o\'er the more primitive conditions of the
East.

The former of these truths we have long appreciated from
familiarity with \\'estern conditions, from patriotism, and
perhaps from vault}- as w ell : but the latter has been but slowly
grasped and is perhaps not fully grasped even now.
The former gave us the Marne, which saved the civilisation

of Europe from immediate and apparently ine\itable disaster.
The Marne was won because the intelligence of an old civilisa-

tion, as it appeared in the particular field of strategy, was
supermr to that of the Germans. That superiority in Western
civilisation not only gave us the Marne : it also gave us the
miracle of^the British military expansion : A thing which
not only the enemy but probably most of our friends (and wc
ourselves, for that matter) might have thought impossible.
It gave us the power, did this first principle of Western
superiority in culture and intelligence, to meet every new
violation of international niorals on the enemy's part by
rapidly impro\-ised counter-methods. It permitted the
Western forces, far inferior numerically in 1914, to pin to the
earth a numerically superior enemy, and it develoi»d with
astonishing rapidity that p<iwer of munitionment of which
Britain is the mainstay and which co\ers the whole of the
Alliance.

That first principle did all of these things, and (legitimately)
was in our. eyes the governing condition of the war on its
purely military side.

But the second truth has proved very powerful indeed in
modifying to our disadvantage the consequences of the first,

and is at w^ork with disastrous effect to-day '

Germao Knowledge of Russia

Tile German system of the Central Empires understood and
could defeat the less developed society to the east of them.
We knew that it was immensely superior in industrial power.
We expected that superiority to tell. But we found it

superior in a degree we had not expected. We found its
political disciphne also supe-rior to that of the Slav in a degree
we had not expected. Abo\c all, wc discovered the German
to have -known the complex which used to be called the
Russian Empiie as we in the U'est could never know it.

It is this knowledge he has of the East, this superior know-
ledge, which has produced the critical position in Italy.

In the spring of 1915 every Western student of the war
could tell you how the lines lav, the threat to Hungary through
the Carpathian Passes, the strategical chances of the one side
•and of the other

; the approacli of the Russians to the Mora-
vian Gate

; the importance of the Dukla Pass ; the disadvan-
tage they suffered from lack of lateral railways in Russian
Poland, etc.

I-Ivcry Western student of the war could also have told you
that the enemy's industrial power being superior to that of
the Russians, his power of munitionment was also superior.
What such a student in the West could ml have told you,

what no Western statesman or publicist dreamt of, but what
the authorities of tire Central Empires clearly understood, was
the decree of this difi'erence in po\\er of munitionment and the

consequent chance the Austro-Germans had of breaking tli*

Russian front.

When the trial came the thesis of the German General Staff
in this matter was amply confirmed. The difference in powei
of fire was overwhelming and the Russian lines in Galicia
were pierced.

There followed a retreat conducted in a masterly fashion
by the Grand Duke Nicholas, whidi preserved intact the
organism of the Russian armies and the greater part of their
artillery. But Poland was overrun and, north of Galicia,
the Hues in nearly their present state established by the
encniy. During the whole of that advance in the summer of

1915 by the armies of the Central Powers, the governing
condition was the overwhelming difference between munition-
ment upon the one side and upon the other : Not only differ-

ence of n>unitionmcnt in shell and general supply, but in the
elementary matter of rifles.

To-day the same phenomenon has appeared. Everyone
\ratching the war from the West, with the very imperfect
knowledge of Eastern conditions which the West possesses,
postulated the necessity under which the Central Empirej
must be of keeping a certain minimum of men to hold the
Eastern line. To hold that line at all with such a very smal
number (considering its immense length) was only made
possible, of course, by the political collapse of Russia, orrathei
of the numerous differing racial and religious groups which
had formerly been called " Russia " under one common term.
The Germans had kept there, on the Eastern front, about one-
third of their total forces, and many of these of inferior
niaterial

; the Austrians less than half their total. The
immense line was watched by less than one man to a
yard, counting everything—all the local reserves, all the
auxiliaries. Never in history had a continuous line been so
thinly held.

Western Assumptions

It was postula);ed in the W'est that, though the forces of the
Central Powers thus detailed on the Eastern front were vir-
tually in repose, subject to no pressure and suffering from no
appreciable casualties, yet the enemy could not afford to leave
gaps and to jeopardise the continuous strength of that line
l>ecause the Russian Revolution, though in the military sense-a
chaos, was yet also, in the military sense, incalculable. The
enemy's Higher Command (it was thought) could not be certain
that at any moment a reaction might not take place, discipline
be restored in at any rate some portion of the idle men still
wearing Russian uniform, and some local attack prove dis-
astrous to the Austro-German defensive lines unless a bare
minimum were left to defend them.
We now know that this calculation was erroneous. The

enemy, both Austrian and German, to whom the former
Russian Empire and its inhabitants were not a distant thing
known through books, but an immediate domestic problem
intimately studied, had gauged the Russian situation weeks
ago, and had gauged it rightly

U'estern civilisation has for its defence ' under arms,
and has always so_ had, far less men than the great mass
which works under Prussia. The counterbalancing
weight, the thing which made the event certain, was
the number which the old Russian Empire could in
practice keep armed and use actively as soldiers. This number
was of course Smaller in proportion to the Czar's subjects by
far than the corresponding mobilised force of the Western
nations But it sufficed to keep the balance even while the
material resources of Great Britain were being developed
alter the astonishing fashion we have watched during the
last three years, while the human material was being trained
with a no less astonishing rapidity, and while the French
sacTihced themselves in holding thepass for Europe..
But take away that balancing weight of Russia and things

become very grave indeed. - The enemy judges that the balan-
cing weight has gone.. He is probably right. Those now con-
ducting or rather fomenting the chaos beyond the Eastern
trontare in a great number his agents and in a greater number'
ins well wishers. He has upon the situation there a minute,
rleiailed, daily knowledge which we wholly lack. Acting
upon that knowledge he has determined that" Russia no longer
counts and that he can safely throw his weight westward.
Hence this new Italian campaign.

There is here another calculation in the enemy's mind
which we must appreciate. He argues thus :

' By m^' industrial superiority I compelled the retirement
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of the Russian armies. I took very numerous prisoners. I

inflicted very heavy casualties.
" As a result, I obtained—though I certainly did not expect

it—^a certain political effect which ha all the value of a

military decision. The Russian State fell to pieces. What
had been its armies could no longer lie used. The event

was of the same military value as thougli I had succeeded in

1915, and had destroyed in battle the organisation of the

Russian forces. 1 liad caused them, though only indirecth

and after a political faslnon, to dissolve. This lesson I there-

lore draw : Blows sufficiently heavy delivered against any
people whose political tenacity is uncertain will result in the

internal or domestic collapse of that people and the corre-

sponding dissolution of their armies. The policy has succeeded

against what was once tlie Russian Empire. It shall be

directed against what is still the Italian Kingdom."
It is to be presumed or hoped that the enemy's calcula-

tion here is false. The political imity of Italy is recent.

But the temper of an old civilisation threatened by barbarism
is not a temper which the German understands as he under-
stands that of the Russian peasant and town ^worker. The
extreme of peril hardly dissolves a country the inhabitants of

which have long and great traditions far superior to those of

the invader. It is on the contrary, as a rule, peril in highlv

civilised countries which acts as the cement of the defence, even
though that defence prove ultimately incapable of success.

But whether the enemy be wrong or right (and we wlio know
our ancient civilisation better than he does, think him wrong)
that is certainly the enemy's calculation at the present

moment. He is calculating on an ultimate count out of

Italy in the forces opposed to him, and he make- of

it in his mind something parallel to his former good fortune

in the matter of Russia.

I-et us clearly grasp all these points. Upon them the
last phase of the war will turn, and with it the future of our
race.

With so much said let us turn to the details of this great

action. -

Let me first premise that we ha\'e no accurate infoimation
upon the numbers either of guns or of men which the enemy
has concentrated for his present eftort in the foot hills of the

Julian .Mps. There has not been tim*^ or opportunity
during such a disastt-r for a full id'iitificatit)n, and the vasjut'

estimates sent us are too imperfect to merit analysis. We
must confine ourselves to the very meagre geographical
details available at the moment of writing.

The story, as based upon the slight evidence so far avail-

able, would seem to be somewhat as follows :

'

On Wednesday last, October 24th, after a preliminary,
bombardment of great \'iolence, the main infantry attack of

the enemy was launched upon a front of about 20 miles,

extending from the nortliern edge of the Bainsizza Plateau
northward, say, from St. Lucia, south of Tolmino to the ,

Rombon Mountain above Plezzo. The enemy had a bridge-
head over the Isonzo at St. Lucia, an important meeting of
road and river valley just south of Tolmino. He used this

bridgehead and here pierced the Italian line first, though
almost simultaneously he secured his crossing twenty miles
to the north of Plezzo, just under the mountain just men-
tioned called Rombon, which dominates the little enclosed

Plain of Plezzo and the Isonz6 vallev bv just under 4,ooo
feet.

Tiiere is no doubt that the Italian front in these two points
gave way on Wednesday last. The line having given way at

the two river crossings at either end of its length, the centre

was lost and everywhere the foremost positions of the Italian
second army were crushed in against the river and destroyed.

The enemy claimed by the Wednesday evening no less than
10,000 prisoners.

We were told at the time that initial successes of this kind
could always be gained by any determined modern offensive,

if it chose to suffer the necessary expense, and with this com-
ment opinion was apparently lulled. But the comment was
inaccurate and the suggestion false, for much worse news was
to come.

,

On the next day, Thiusday last, the 25th, retirement from
the recently conquered Bainsizza Plateau was imposed upon
the forces of our Allies b}' the advance of the enemy on the
north outflanking them. Though a simultaneous attack
was taking place to the southern end of the Italian line in front

of Gorizia and upon the Carso, this was probabh' only with the
idea of containing the Italian forces there. Meanwhile in the
north the overwlielming success of the enemy's surprise con-
tinued. He crossed the Isonzo everywhere, the thrust in the
early morning of that Thursday up the mountain slopes

beyond, swamping the defence. He seized the summits
and already overlooked the plains.

There was a general retirement of what was left of the Italian

second army on to the frontier line all the way from .\uzza to
the Monte Maggiore, and by the evening of that day, Thursday,
the enemy claimed 30,000 prisoners and ;50o guns.

On Friday the movement continued and the news became
very grave indeed. The summit of the Monte Matajur
had already been captured with the other summits on the
Thursday in the morning.
Now the Monte Matajur with its twin peak the Monte

Mia overlooks the Coporetto-Cividale road which runs between
them b\' a low pass. By Friday he commanded that road
and was pouring down it towards the plains. It is not yet clear
at what exact moment the heads of the enemy columns
succeeded in debouching upon the plain—an act which was
tile consummation of the whole affair. He was, at any rate'

the master of the watershed by that Friday night, and at that
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moment he claimed double the number of prisoners he had

TounU d the day before, setting the total number at 60,000

and the tofal of guns captured at 450.

\\e need do no more at this point than ask the reader, to

consider what such figures and such an advance already mean.

In three days fighting the Itahan mountam positions along

the whole of the sector had gone. The Second Itahan Army

or what remained of it. was back upon and beyond the front

line and approaching, or perhaps in places already touchmg,

the plains. And even if we aUow for some exaggeration

in the enemy figures, we note that there has been no con-

tradiction of^them from Allied sources, and we further note

that so consid.°rable an advance over so wide a sector corres-

ponds well enongh with numbers claimed. What a movement

of this sort in three days would mean upon the Western front

I leave it to my readers to decide.
, ^ x 1 1

By Saturday Last, the 27th, it was unfortimately clear

that the cnemv had achieved something nearer a decision than

anvthing yet accomplished in this war upon either side, and a

survey of the situation according to the fuller news available

on the Sunday night and Monday morning showed what had

happened. , ,
.

The key to the whole business has been, as we have seen,

the forcing of the Pass; under Monte Matajur, which feat was

accomplished by the enemy in the course of Thursday and

Friday.

Up to that time there had been indeed a defeat of Italian

forces in the bend of the Isonzo. The enemy's advance, and

especially his superiority in guns, had carried him to the

crest wliich runs like a wall above the plain of Fnuli; but

everything still depended at that moment upon whether he

could master that wall or not.

He succeeded in mastering it and the gate through it, as a

result of his capture of the mountain heights upon either side

of the road from Cappretto to Cividale.and of its valley down

which flows the Natisone torrent. In the course of Sunday

the Austro-German armies were fully deployed upon the

Italian Plains.

The enemy claimed on Sunday 100,000 prisoners and 700

guns—that is, the complete destruction for military purposes

of the Second Italian army front. He had restored a war of

movement for the first time in the West as he had restored it

in the East when he broke through the Russian front in Galicia

two and a half years ago.

He had turned the whole of the remainder of the Italian

line between the mountains and the sea. He had compelled

the rapid retirement of the third army, the evacuation of

Gorizia, and the falling back (though in good order) of all

the troops from that point to the .\driatic. He had entered

the first Italian town standing at the edge of the Plain at the

foot of the mountains Cividale. Cividale is only ten miles

from the old headquarters at Udine, and Udine is the essential

nodal point through which all the communications of what
was once the Italian-Isonzo front, now ruined, pass.

The line upon which our Allies must now retire is that of

the Tagliamonto, or rather of the prepared positions which
run parallel to that broad complex of shallow streams. For
the Tagliamcnto, though it has a large catchment area up in

the mountains and discharges into the sea a considerable

volume of water in the early summer thaw, is no considerable

oljstacle in itself. It is the only convenient line from the high

Alps to the sea. A lateral railway runs (too near) along its

course, and it has an excellent road system behind it. But
there is no observation and the numbers required to hold

that open plain wiU be higher than those detailed for the

original mountain front.

Of the future of this great operation still in progress we
can say nothing. All we know is that the left of the Italian

line has been shattered ; the right, therefore, turned ; the

Plains entered and the armies of our Ally at once in full retreat

and summoning such reinforcements as can be obtained from
the points further west.

[The gravity of the situation created by the Italian

defeat is indicated in Mr. Belloc's article : but we are

not permitted by the Press Bureau to publish all

his conclusions.]

The French Victory on the Aisne
Earlier in the week the French in a highly successful action

had shown once more that on the North-Western Front the

Alhes, through superiority both in material and the present

spirit of their troops, could break into the enemy's lines

at any chosen point, though that, of course, only after long

preparation.

The point chosen was the elbow of the great angle made by
the German lines in Northern France, and the value of an

StQu£i]Usi
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attack here lay in the fact that if this elbow can at last be

thoroughly smashed a general retirement will be inevitable.

This elbow relies for its strength upon three features, and
has for its centre of communication the liill town of Laon.

The three features of its strength are the difficult high forest

country of St. Gobain, the Eastern end of the Chemin-des-

Dames ridge (the continued possession of which by the enemy
shut off observation oh to Laon with its roads and railways),

and lastly two heights lying behind, that is, on the Laon side

of the Chemin-des-Dames ridge : heights marked A and B on
Map III. A is an isolated high hill called the Hill of Bourgig-

non ; and B is the ridge parallel to the Chemin-des-Dames,
lying over against it beyond the valley of the Aillette.

Full success is this quarter would mean the occupation of

this ridge, B, and of the isolated Hill, A, with the consequent
turning of the great obstacle formed by the forest of St.

Gobain. With these heights in the hands of the French, the

Plain of Laon (out of which the town rises precipitately and
isolated) its roads and its railwaj's would be at the mercy of

the French line, and a general retirement would be necessary.

What was attempted and achieved last week was lesS than this,

or perhaps only a preUminary to it. But the completeness
of the success was none the less remarkable. The French
started from a Une everywhere to the south of the watershed
on the Chemin-des-Dames ridge, and nowhere possessing a
view of the plain towards Laon. After the preliminary bom-
bardment in which tlie accuracy of the heaviest pieces up to

16 inches was remarkable, the infantry was launched before

dawn, at a quarter past five on Tuesday, the 23rd, upon a front

of rather over five miles. The strongest point in front of them
was the big ruined lump of Malmaison Fort, an abandoned
work of 1875, which had been turned into a very strong point

by the enemy. Furthfer, throughout these limestone hills

were deep quarries, both cut into the surface and under-
ground, wloich the enemy had strongly organised. ByTues-'
day night the number of prisoners counted was 7,500 and
25 guns, many of them heavy. The extreme French
advance had reached the village of Chavignon which
lies on a spur overlooking the valley of the Ardon with a direct

view of Laon seven miles away, and the remainder of the broken
German divisions were cooped up between the hills and the
line of the canal at their base. It was remarkable that no
attempt to counter-attack followed this considerable success.

By the evening of the next day, Wednesday, the total number
of prisoners brought in had reached eight thousand, and the

number of guns seventy. On the same day a statement was
issued of the German forces which had been engaged and de-

feated. There were five full divisions, the 14th, and 13th
;

the 2nd, 5th and 4th of the Guard, the 4th being held in reserve

until the end of the action. Portions of two more divisions,

the 37th and the 47th Reserve, were thrown in on the extreme
left and right, and it was the Guards who had the task of

defending Malmaison, and who suffered the heavy losses in

prisoners consequent upon its capture.

With the succeeding day the Germans retired behind the
line of the canal. The number of prisoners collected continued
to increase. By the Thursday evening, the 25th, there was a
total of oyer 11,000, and not less than 120 gims.
The general effect of this success is twofold. First, it

gives full observation of the main road and railway supplying
the German front here from Laon, along the valley of the
Ardon, with a certai.t advantage in distant observation of

Laon itself, and its approaches seven miles away. But, of

course, at such ranges modern artillery depends upon air-

craft much more than on direct observation. Unfortunately,
also the great nodal point of all communications here, the rail-

way junction under the lull of Laon, is on the far side of the
hill and town.
The second advantage gained is the power from the spur

of Chavignon, and from the Malmaison Height, of looking right
up and dominating the Ailette valley. It is possible or pro-

bable that the present positions of the French will make
that valley untenable, aud will compel the enemy to retire

on to the ridge marked B, the last of his defences in this

region.

Friday and Saturday passed without any attempt^at re-action
upon the part of tlie enemy ; the gains were finally consoli-

dated by the French and the situation settled down
An interesting point in the details of the fighting was the

discovery by the French that the cutting off of German supplies

by the preliminary bombardment had compelled the enemy
to help re-victual his front lines by the use of aircraft.

THE BRITISH FRONT
The third of the actions to be noticed this week was the

si^th blow delivered by the British Field Marshal for the cap-
ture of the Passchendaele Kidge. It was undertaken against
very difficult weather conditions and followed the lines with
which the last operations on this impossible ground have
made us familiar.

These weather conditions must be specially mentioned, be-
cause in this case they were even worse than had previously
been known. The limited objectives chosen for the new ad-
vance were fixed while the weather was still fine, and with a
good (Jrying wind which had marked Thursday, the 25th,
but with the night rain began to fall, and fell all during the
attack of the 26th :

" Heavy rain without a break since a
very early hour of the morning." The French on the left

wading through the swamps and the water course in front of

Houthulst Forest up to their shoulders, took the ruins of

Draibank, entered the Papgoed Woods and accounted for

about 100 prisoners. The British forces gave their njain
thrust on either side of the Roulers Railwaj., EngUsh and Cana-
dian regiments combining here, and the latter establishing
themselves upon Hill 56, just outside the ruins of Passchen-
daele. The fighting was heavier and more dilhcult outside
Poclcapelle where Canadian battalions and an English Naval
Brigade and certain battalions of the London territorials were
engaged in exceedingly difficult ground. There was heavy
fighting also on the extreme right in front of Gheluvelt, re-
sulting in the cleat ing of Poldcrhoek Chateau.
The next day, the Saturday, the French advancing again

at a quarter past 5 in the morning on both sides of the Ypres-
Dixmude Road, advanced about 2,000 yards and captured
the ruins of the villages Verdrendesmis, Ashoot, Merckem
and Kippe. There was no infantry action by the British
on that day. The total of prisoners captured in the two days

'

were reported by the Field Marshal at 1,100, of which three
himdred were accounted for by the French.

In the same record Sir Douglas Haig mentions two heavy
counter-attacks made by the enemy on the Ridge itself on
the Friday afternoon south and west of Passchendaele, and
the successful repulse of these attacks by Canadian troops
who took further prisoners. H. Belloc

Russia the Incomprehensible
By Charles Edward Russell

^ This article was written in Pelrograd by an American
\

I
writer a few weeks ago. It gives a good idea of the almost
incomprehensible chaos now prevailing in Russia. At
the time of writing the author evidently hoped that the

country and tlte people would have settled down to a
reasonable and orderly system of Government, but this

hope has not yet been justified.

RUSSIA: a vast, dimly lighted stage whereon we
know some tr2mendous new drama is being enacted,
but where all the actors seem to be running about
inconsequentially as in a maze without plan or

meaning. Something like this, I suppose, if we were to speak
up with delectable candour, is about the impression most
of us have had about this wonderful country ever since it

tumbled the last of the Romanoffs from his ancient seat. Yet
the keys to the play are, after all, simple, and to be found in

simple event;, and when we have found them, behold a
most fascinating and moving drama.
There is a place on the Trans-Siberian Railroad called Passing

Point Number 37, a brown little speck on the illimitable

emptiness of the Siberian plains. On May 23rd there came
marching up to it a procession of farmers—about forty of

them, I think—carrying red flags. They tramped solemnly
alongwhat in Siberia, by a violence of speech, is called a road,
and is in fact not otherwise than a trail of ruts in black-
gumbo mud. A passenger-train was coming from the east,

from Vladivostock. At Passing Point Number 37 it took the
sidetrack to wait for the train it was to meet. According to
Russian railroad practice (which you might think a precept
of religion punctiliously observed) the operation of getting
these two trains past each other was to take up one half-

hour, liberally inunaatcd w ith sw ift and cheerful conversation.

Some of the passengers got out and swelled the verbal freshets.

They talked with the peasants of the procession ; the peasants
responded with undiluted pleasure on their brows. It was
after the Revolution ; more than two men could talk together
without being prodded by a superactive gcndartnerie ; and the
springs of speech, frozen for three hundred years in Russian
breasts, burst forth into grateful and tireless fountains.

Of a sudden the processionists were seen to line up in front
of the baggage-car, to fall upon their knees there, to lift their
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liands in attitudes of prayer, the while they muttered strange

waiJing cries and many wept. \\'hat were tliey crjing about ?

The\- had learned that in that baggage car were the ashes of a

Russian revolutionist, an old time hero of the long, long

struggle. He had been condemneil by the Czar to one of the

worst prisons of coldest Siberia; he had managed to escape

and in the end to get to America. There he died, and his body
was cremated. Now his ashes in a drajied memorial urn were

being carried back in state to that free Russia he had dreamed
of and suffered for. But note :

Of the peasants that fell on their knees before that handful

of dust that day about one half could not read. All of tliem.

you miglit think, lived in a region farther from the world

and its affairs than is Cape Nome from tlie Bowery. Yet all

of them knew well enough the name of this dead hero and all

his deeds, and instinctivelv all knelt before his ashes that they

migiit testify at once to their rewrcnce for him and the fervour

of their own revolutionary faith. After wliich there were
s])eeches. If you know Russia, the New Russia, Russia of the

unchained tongue, the information is superfluous. To know
tJKit there was any kind of a nteeting anywhere at any time is

to know that there were speeches.

But what did that procession mean, wandering red-flagged

along the black ruts of lonely Siberia ? It meant that the

jjeasants were making a "demonstration." Demonstration
about what ? Why, if you will believe me, against the Austrian
( ro\-emment's sentence of death against Frederick Adler. slayer

of the Austrian Prime-Minister I And there you are ; that is

Russia. I offer you herewith the keys to the play.

Passion for Demonstrations

Because you find in this one little incident these things,

perfectly t\-pical, truly fundamental : The Russian tem-
perament and character, emotional, sympathetic, altruistic,

generous, and quite indifferent to conventionalities : The
passion for " demonstrating," the tremendous impulse to let

go with the feelings brutally suppressed so long by the
monarchy now dead and gone, to thank God for his infinite

mercies : The passion for oratory : The warm, naive and
somewhat dreamy fpeling for the uni\-ersal brotherhood and
the sense of a world-wide cause.

^That there was anything incongruous about a demonstra-
tion in Russia by Russians against Austria's execution of the
death penalty upon an Austrian in Austria at a time when
Russia and Austria are at war would never occur to them. Are
not the workers of Russia, Austria, and all other countries
brothers ? Is not a wrong done to a member of the prole-
tariat in Austria the affair of members of the proletariat e\-ery-

where ? Assuredly, comrades. Tlien let us demonstrate-
even in remote Siberia, where nobody will ever know anything
about it. Also, you ma\- sec in this incident how deep in the
heart of every peasant and toiler are at least the rudiments
of the Revolution's creed, how widespread is a fair understand-
ing of the Revolution's history and meaning—spread even to
the uttermost parts of this prodigious country, spread when
there were no modern means of communication, when there
were no public schools, no right of assembly, no free press and
very little reading, and yet spread competently.
But perhaps it is no wonder that the world," sitting at such

an imprecedented play, blinks and is doubtful. There was
«)ne day the imposing great structure of the most powerful
autocracy on earth, centuries old, rock-rooted, Imperial ana
irresistible, cloud-compelling and remorseless. At a touch it

cruinbled together like the unsubstantial figment of a dream
;

vanishing without a trace, as if it had never been. Intricate!
great systems of governnaent, of police, of spies, of punisli-
ments, erected with long care and skill to keep the iioople
down, all, all dried up and blown away like a mist, and behold
these same kept-down pcoj^le instantly and easily taking
seats in a new machine, untried. No wonder, I sav, some
spectators gasp and are puzzled. To the rigjid rectangular
English mind, to the American mind that tries hard to be like
the English, all this is not in nature. Truth to tell we have
not much -faith in popular intelligence ; no Anglo-Saxon
has. What there is of it, we foel, must be the product of
long education, of training and of reading—much reading.
But here is a country where only a few years ago 80 per cent,
of the population 'could not read at all ; where the few news-
papers were frankly corrupted and fiercely censored by the
monarchy. Yet out of all this, lo, a ]ieople—that alone are
striving to steer the government.
Whatever you may read, or whatever %-ou mav hear

about Russia, you may learn this- that what is done will
be done by the Russian toileis and by them alone.
Here democracy has been taken literally and without
compromise. Here the conditions that exist in other countries
with political freedom and the ballot-box have been turned
the other way about. Here Labour does not take orders but
gives them. All there is of Go\-ernment in Russia to-day

is strictly working-class government, animated by about such
impulses and convictions as caused the Siberian peasants to

demonstrate against the killing of Frederick Adler and to fall

on their knees lx>fore the ashes of a revolutionist. Undtir
the red flag ! I don't know but that the flag is the hardest
fact for a conservative .Ameiican and Itnglishman to
swallow. M'ith us it has always signified ajiarchy, violence.

l>lood, riqt and ruin. Here in Russia it is flying everywhere,
over the most peace-lo\'ing people on earth. From Vladi-
\-oslock to the Baltic and from Turkestan to the Arctic
Circle, the simple red flag, without device or ornament, is on
land the only flag you see. It has become the national flag
(if Russia. It is flying at this moment over the Winter
Palace of the Czars, where I am writing, over the most sump-
tuous royal (juarters in Europe, over these windows that looked
down on Bloody .Monday. In the great square in front of me
live thousand men and women who asked for bread and free-

dom were shot to death with machine guns from these roofs,

and now the red flag flies over it and a baud that used to play
" (k)d Save the Czar" now plays the new national anthem.
.\nd what is tliat ? The once-proscribed "Marseillaise !

"

On Sunday, July 1st, 300,000 people marched in this square
with band after band that played nothing else ; all day the
strains of that revolutionary anthem ccliocd through the suites
where Czars used to sit and condemn to the living death of
Siberia men who had said a few words in favour of human
liberty. Three hundred thousand free men and women
tramped to that tune over tlie stones that in 1905 had been
soaked in the people's blood.

When we begin to absorb that fact the drama ceases to
look like inebriated chaos and begins to appear a totally new
experiment in government -momentous, perilous, if you
like, but reasonable and whplly logical. What they mean bv
democracy here is direct government by the people, the great
majority of whom are the toilers on "the farms and in the
factories ; no " checks and balances," no artificial barriers
to defeat the popular will and ensure government by propertv ;

exact political equaUty for all, universal suffrage.' women at
last free from the surviving disabilities of the jungle, men
freed from the political relics of feudalism. At one leap
democracy goes far beyond all its previous achievements.
A new country is'latmclied with new ideals and new purposes,
and the world must rub its eyes and awake to the new birth.
It is so ; I do not exaggerate. Snobberj* is in the bones of
us ; that is why we do not appreciate the wonderful things
done in Russia. We have not only failed to see it, but by
some trick of legerdemain some of us have been able to fool
ourseh'es into believing we have a call to be the patient
instructors in democracy to these well-meaning but deluded
creatures. Nobody who has ever been to the Cadetsky
Corpus has any such phantasms, believe me.
Take a trip down there with me and see what vou think

of it. The Cadetsky Corpus— that means the West Point
or Sandhurst of Russia ; the vast, wandering pile that used to
be the oflicers' training-school for the Russian army. In
tJie great hall of this institution now meets the National
Council of Workmen's, Soldiers' and Peasants' Delegates,
the only source of government and authority, and so far the
only organised expression of the popular' will in Russia,
it is, in effect and for the time being, the National Congress.
On the basis of population the country was divided into dis-
tricts, and each district elected a delegate.
The low, plain white building has a street frontage of a

quarter of a mile—all public buildings in Russia have spacious
ground plans. Th«iy take vou through an entrance crowded
with workmg people and with soldiers of the ranks, and then
down one long corridor after another by the side of the old
parade-ground of the cadets. The first tiling you notice is

that you are passing an enormous room filled wi'th plain iron •

cot-beds. What are they ? The beds of the delegates to the
Council. To save time and monev they sleep in the building
- -on the old beds of the cadets. Next" they take vou into the
basement and show you crude pine tables, rough "benches and
men being served thereon with the simplest of food. What is:

this ? It is the delegates' dining-room. To save time again—
as well as to save money—the\' eat in the building. They
mean business; they are not here for .amusement. They
have need of all the time they ca n save. Sometimes the sessions
begin at 11 o'clock onamoriiing and last (with brief recesses)
until 3 o clock the next.

In the language of Baedeker, we now return to the first
floor, where we find at twenty stands busy and comely young
women selling great piles of books, pam'phlets, leaflets, pro-
paganda literature, \\hat is all this ? The works of Marx
Engels, kautsky. Unknown This and Unknown That, an
astounding variety of names the most of which you never
heard of, but all preaching revolution and radicalism, pohtical,
social, industrial. Does this stuff sell ? Ijt certainly does,
that IS the strange tiling ; the stands look hke a popcorn
booth at a country fair. The floor is littered with the wrappers •
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of bundles, the clerks rake in money with 9ne hand and
deliver the books with the other. Dry is the reading,

God knows ; drier than the autumn leaves of \'allombrosa,

but these people eat it up. Strange people ! They buy also

large gobs of what the\' are pleased to call newspapers. With
the Revolution all restrictions fell as a garment from tlie press,

and there came forth an unfathomable flood of journals.

Flood of Newspapers

Every part V, every faction, every group and every man with

a hobby got a press and began to issue a journal on it, so that

Petrograd has now more newspapers, so-called, than any other

city in the world. In most cases the name is grotesquely

misapplied. There is no news. The thing is made up with

a capable paste-p<jt, a pair of over-worked scissors and one
long-handled pen that produces (at inordinate length) the

thoughts of some beetle-browed intellect on street-paving,

for instance. But these people buy that, also, and read it,

and seem to like'it. Heaven help them ! And then talk about
it until four o'.dock in the morning. Disquisition—it is the

breath of life to them. Everywhere else in the world the

long-winded editorial writer is far on his way to join the
mastodon, the buftalo and the great auk. Here he is in the

full pride of his glory, swelling the chest of achievement and
breathing forth sound and fury - also guff.

At the top of the stairs is the long, long hall, one of the
longest a man ever spoke in, where the delegates meet. Once
these walls were adorned with the portraits of dead Czars

and the flags of Imperial Russia. All are vanished now ;

ripped down with joyous acclaim on the day of the Revolution.
In their jjlace appears everywhere the red flag as the only
decoration : except on the wall at the entrance end, where
you read this motto, done in white upon red banners ;

" Work-
ingmen of the World, Unite ! You Have Nothing to Lose but
Your Chains !

" It seems to me I have heard something like

that before, but few American readers of the literature of

sociology ever exjiected to find that quotation emblazoned
on tlie walls of any national legislature of our times.

The rear one-third of the hall is for the pubHc. Delegates
occupy the rest, 830 of them, seated at the transported old

desks of the recent cadets. On the high, red-flagged platform
at the extreme end sit t,lie guests of the Council and its othcers,

including that redoubtable Tschaidse, the chairman, of

whom the world is to hear further. At his left is the rostrum,

a plain reading desk for the speakers. Sit up there and look
judiciously over this historic gathering. These men re-

present all the organised power of Russia ; they have its fate

in their hands. At their will Ministers resign, (governments rise

or fall, armies move, policies are shapened, the fate of the race

is decided. Observe them well.

It is the most extraordinary legislative body in the world,

or that ever was in the world. The National Assembly of

Revolutionary I'rance ? Nay, that was, after all, a middle-
class affair ; advocates like Robespierre, journalists like

Desmoulins. But this National Legislature of Russia is com-
posed exclusively of persons that work with their hands or

are so closely in touch and sympathy with labour that they

area part of it. It iinot easy tjo realise all this, _but try

—

try hard. It will enable you to understand New Russia.

Three in four of the delegates wear the uniform of the

Russian soldier, the f*emly, well-htting tunic, the belt, the

high black boots ; even in the breathless hot days of July,
the high black boots. Seeing the overplus of these unifoims
before us you jump to the conclu.sion that this is a military

body ; all newcomers here get that notion. It isn't ntilitary.

But military service in Russia is universal and compulsory.
These uniform:'d m'-n are not only soldiers ; they are farmers,

factory workers, day labourers, carpenters, stonemasons,
who had been called to the colours and were wearing the

uniform of the service when they were elected to the Council

as workers and by workers.

There is another common delusion to tlie effect that the

Council represents only Petrograd and the district thereabout.

In truth it represents every part of Russia, even far-away
Asiatic Russia. Only thirty of the 830 delegates come from
the Petrograd district. Among the rest are fishermen from
the Lena River, swarthy cattle-men from the Crimea, and
everything bttwcen. Viw of the delegates are wonten.

Suffrage is universal in Russia. In Russia, suffrage for

women was achieved in a moment and without discussion.

It was taken as a matter of couise.. Here in Petrograd the

other day the Petrograd Yacht Club received applications for

membershiii from two women. I hardly need to say that in

the old days such a thing, if conceL\-able at all, would have
caused strong hearts to faint and police spies to discover new
candidates for Siberia's chilly wikLs. But now the point

was raised at once that since the Revolution nten and women
in Russia arc upon a level of exact equality, and that auto-

matically women had lx;comc eligible for any organisation that

admitted men. The point was held to be well and truly taken
and the women were voted in.

They know v\hat democracy is and they know how to operate
it. A few dajs ago they had an election in Petrograd—an
election for the new City Council. There was universal
suffrage ; about six hundred thousand people for the first

time in their lives used a ballot-box. I went out to see it and
had a gre;it show. The whole thing moved like clock-work

;

you would have thought these people had been voting all

their lives. There was a registration list, a committee com-
posed of soldiers, working-men and householders to manage the
polling-places and scrutinise the voter's right ; there was no
disorder and no confusion and no disco\'crable chance for

fraud. Thf polling-place was invariably some public build-
ing. h're(|uently it was on the ground floor of some old Grand
Duke's palace. M'omen went in and voted with ease, dignity,

and methought, a quiet but ineffable satisfaction. There were
Seven different tickets in the field. Each voter was provided
at his house with a copy of each ticket, duly certif ed. The
end of the ticket was perforated. .\t the ballot-box the voter
was checked upon the legistry list, the perforated end of his

folded ticket was torn off, ofttcially stamped and .spiked, and
he put the rest into the box. There were cast in the
city 722iOOo votes ; total population a little more than
2,000,000. Of the 722,000 all but about 140,000 were cast
for the candidates of parties that propose the most sweeping
changes.

The National Council

But to come back, once more, to the National Council. It

is, as yuu plainly see, of working-men and working-women,
.\ll the spectatois are working-m^n and working-women.
You are one of perhaps seven persons in the huge hall that
wear starched collars. The other six are among the corre-
spondents and reporters that sit right and left of the platform.
Look o\er these thousands of serious, intent faces gazing
hard at the dais, drinking in every word that falls from any
speaker. They sit silent

; they will not miss anything. Those
at a distance make ear-trumpets of rolled-up newspapers

;

they arc intolerant of the least movement or noise that causes
them to lose any precious crumb of the proceedings. Here is

the proletariat of Russia, hands upon the levers. No man can
despise them now ; with a breath they blow Ministers in or
out. In the hall where long lines of gorgeous dead Czais used
to look down from the walls, and gorgeous living Czars used
to watch military training of gracious youth of the governing
class, and all things seemed comfortably settled forever, plough-
men and teamsters sit and debate w hether Nicholas Romanoff,
now a prisoner of State, shall be allowed to vote like other
citizens.

On the floor the delegates are ranged from Left to Right
according to their politics; which means, according to the
intensity of their revolutionary fervour. But as you move to
the Right the temperature falls. On the extreme Right sit

what are called the Conservatives. These are men that in

the L'nited States would be looked upon as extremely dan-
gerous and to be blacklisted by a respectable press. They
believe in tlje Revolution, but think it has already attained to
most of the objects, it desired. Between the extreme Left and
the extrtm- Right is the real driving force of the Council, the
men that want the Revolution to sweep on and do manj' more
things that ought to be done, but are unwilling to see it miscue
and lose what it has already gained. That is, they want all

that can be had out of this thing, but they are not plumb dead
to reason about it. Left and Right mean looking from the
platform ; it i.s" the chaiiman's left or right.

To those gentlemen on the extreme Left are .the notorious
Bolshe\ics, once with Lenin for their leader. The Menshevics
occup\' the Centre ; next to them come the Trudevics and then
come the men on the Right.

I think there is a man in Russia that can name all the
Russian political parties and give a succinct account of what
each stands for. I know there is a man in Russia that can
play ten games of chess blind-folded, and therefore I am
prepared to believe in the existence of even a greater intel-

lectual prodigy. Sut I never saw hijn nor heard of him,
nor heard of anybody that had heard of him. In a general

way. the average visitor is able to gamer the precious fact

that there are a great many parties, and the differences be-

tween their principles is often very slight, but beyond that
the water begins to shoal rapidly. I know in a general wav
that among the important parties there is first the Social

Democratic Party, then the Social Revolutionist Party, then
the People's Socialist Party, then the People's Liberty Party,
then the Cadet or Constitutional Democratic Party, and
then f)thers that are like the sands of the sea for multitude.
The two great parties of the country are the Social Demo-
cratic and the Social Revolutionist. So far as the finite

mind can learn they have practically identical creeds.
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Alsace-Lorraine and the Rhinegold— II

By Philippe Millet

I
ENDEAVOURED to show in my last article (Land

lS: W\ter, October 25th) that the huge iron deposits ot

Lorraine a sort of modern Rhiiuigold. are the stepping-

stones of Prussian Imperialism. Two-thirds of the iron

ore whicli Gernianv extracted from her soil before the war

came from LoiTnine ; the same mines haw provided dui mg the

war (with Luxemburg) 80 per cx-nt. of the ore lused for manu-

facturing Germim ginis and munitions. There is. there ore,

no exaggeration in saving that Prussia will keep her claws

uncut either for waging a new war or for competition in the

industrial field, as long as she will not have been compelled to

surrender Alsace :and Lorraine.
"

It is all very well," some may say, " to give back to

France the treasure Prussia stole in 1871, but can we be sure

that by giving back to France that ominous possession we

will not endanger the future peace of the world ? An evil

spell has evidently been cast upon Lorrame, over which

Germany and France have now been fighting for centuries.

Suppose France attempts to starve Germany industrially

by refusing to let her have a share in the treasure, is there no

practical certainty that Germany will be more or less com-

pelled to resort again to all sorts of tricks, including war, in

order to wring the Lorraine ore from her old enemy ?'

These are perfectly legitimate questions. My answer

is that by enforcing a certain economic policy, the Allies

have the means of removing the curse attached to the wealth

of Lorraine. Roughly speaking, this policy ought to consist

both in allowing Germany a fair share in the ore extracted

from the soil of Lorraine and in opening Lorraine to the

whole world. Moreover, such a plan is commendable equally

from the point of view of French interest and of British

tradition.
, . j

Looking first at the matter from a purely French stand-

point, the danger is not so much that France might

be induced to starve Germany of the Lorraine ore as that,

unless she takes certain steps, the possession of Lorraine may
reduce her to a state of economic dependency in regard to

Germany. The reason for this is that you cannot manulacture

iron and steel without coal. Now the position of France as

regards coal was already a difficult one before the war, as

out of about 80 million tons of coal she consumed every year,

she had to import 21 from abroad, including ten from Great

Britain and seven from Germany'. Once Lorraine is again

French, the coal problem will be more critical still. Of

course, France may make a better use of some of her natural

resources, such as water-power. The coal deposits of the

Sarre valley will also somewhat relieve the pressure if France

recovers her frontier of 1814. Taking all this into account,

it remains, however, that an enormous increase in the output

of iron ore will necessarily correspond with an enhanced

demand for coal. According to one of the best French experts,

M. de Launay, France may have to import from Germany,

instead of seven million tons a year, not less than 22 million

tons of coal.

In order to grasp the significance of this apparently harmless

figure, let me quote again part of the secret memorandum
which the German manufacturers submitted to the German
{ anccllor on May 20th, 1915 :

Already, to-day, as the prohibition of the exportation of

coal made by the English on May 15th proves again,

coal is one of the most decisive means for exerting political

influence. The industrial neutral States are compelled to

submit to those of the belligerents who can pro\-ide their

supply of coal. We cannot do it sufficiently at present, and
we are comjJelled to resort to the production of Belgian coal

in order not to allow our neutral neighbours to completely
fall under the dependency of England, (the italics are mine)

There is evidently some unconscious humour in such a

statement. So far as Lorraine is concerned, the German
manufacturers have been kind enough to give us in time a

useful warning. Supposing Lorraine remains entirely de-

pendent on Germany after this war for its coal supply, what
would be the consequences ? In the first place, the monopoly
enjoyed in that vital part of France by German coal-owners

would enable them to exert over the whole of the French
metallurgy what. they call " a political influence."

Fortunately, there is one way out of the dilenjma. Up
to now. Lor raine. owing to the cunning policy of Prussia, has

been secluded from the rest of the world. British coal could

not reach it owing to the cost of transportation. Things

would, however, be very different if Lorraine were connected

with the open sea by mea ns of convenient waterways. Two
measures are necessary for that object. The rivers Moselle

and the Sarre must first be deepened from the industrial

region of Lorraine down to the Rhine : an easy undertaking,

the aggregate cost of which would not, according to German

calculations, go beyond the trifling sum of 67 million marks.

The second measure would be of a diplomatic nature, and

would consist in making the Rhme a free waterway for the

ships of all nations. Once those two thmgs were done, it

would become possible for a British barge; to take a load .of

coal from Newcastle to Thionville and come home with a

corresponding load of Lorraine ore. The spell would then

be broken. The Westphalian manufacturers would still

buy a good deal of French ore in exchange for their coal and

coke. They would cease, however, to enjoy a dangerous

monopoly.
' A kind of industrial balance would be created

for the- common benefit of France's Allies and friends as well

as for her own.

A Free Rhine

There is no doubt that France intends following such a

course. Already before 1S70 she had started canalising the

Moselle.and it was not her fault if Prussia did not abide by

the clause inserted in the Treaty of Frankfort by which she

undertook to proceed with that canalisation on German
territory. Moreover, although the industrial problem of

Lorraine has been much discussed during this war, there has

not been one voice raised in France against the resumption of

the old French policy. Suppose even the free navigation on the

Rhine cannot be enforced in the peace treaty, the opening of

Lorraine will be undertaken in another direction, by means of

canals dug across the north of France. Politically as well as

industrially, France's, obvious interest is to free the Lorraine

ore from the German bondage by making it accessible to other

nations and, before all, to Great Britain.

But not the least interesting feature of this economic plan

is that it is in close agreement with one of Great Britain's

own traditions. Very few people seem to be aware that it was

England who first raised the question of free navigation on

the Rhine. The matter was debated in"i8i5 at the Congress

of Vienna. Curiously enough, while the French delegate,

the Duke of Dalbcrg. and the Prussian delegate. Baron von
Humboldt united their efforts in obscuring the issue, an amend-

ment was drafted on February i8th, 1815, by Lord Clancarty,

the British delegate, with the object of making it plain that

henceforth an equal treatment on the Rhine was to be granted

to all nations, and not only to neighbouring nations. The
amendment was defeated. In spite of that, England's in-

terpretation of the Vienna Treaty was that the Rhine was a

free European waterway. Holland having in 1819 put high

customs duties on the Waal, a diplomatic controversy was
raised by England at the Vienna Congress in 1822 and went on

for years, Prussia being of course most hypocritical.

The question is : W ill England be now as indifferent to

the question of the Rhine as she was a century ago ?

From the mere point of view of the Lorraine problem, this

would be surprising. It can scarcely be disputed that one of

the main causes of the war in which so many Britons have
laid down their lives, is to be found in the industrial condition

on the left bank of the Rhine. I hope I have proved that in

order to do away with the future causes of friction between
Germany and France, the best way would be to give to all

nations free access to the iron deposits which will be soon

restored to the French but which Gennany will not cease to

long for. The navigation of the Rhine is therefore more
important than ever to England as well as to France.

It may be said in conclusion that the industrial side of the
Alsace-Lorraine problem affords the clearest possible illustra-

tion of what the economic policy of the Allies ought to be in

general. Many people who had never so much as read the
famous resolutions voted by the Paris Conference in 1916,
seem to liave been for a time under the impression that the

Allies, and more especially France, intended to wage a per-

manent economic war against Germany. As a matter of fact,

no sensible man has ever contemplated starving out Germany
after this war, the only object of the Paris Conference having
been to prevent Germany from resorting again to her methods
of aggressive industrial imperialism. The same principles
hold good for the Lorraine question. It would be mere
folly on the part of France to decide that, once peace is declared,

she will abstain from selling to Germany a single ton of ore

or to buy from her a single ton of coal. On the other hand,
it wouldjbe equally unreasonable to allow French metallurgy to
be so closely tied up to the Westphalian coal owner that the
iron deposits of Lorraine would be only nominally free from
the Prussian yoke. A solution must be found which will

enable France to prevent Prussia, if need be, from piling up
again ammunition in view of ''the next war." That solution
must have an international basis.
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Italy's Hour of Trial
By Lewis R. Freeman

Mr. Lewis Freeman has had during the last two years ex-

ceptional experience oj Italy. He resided in Rome for several

months last winter and enjoyed the friendship of a number of

prominent officials, some of them members of the' late Govern-

ment. Last December and January he passed some weeks on

the Italian front, and has only recently returned from a tour

which took him to all parts of the Italian operations during

July and August this summer. He therefore writes with

intimacy of the actual conditions of Italy, civil and military.

STAGGERING as are the military results of it, there

can be small doubt that the longer objective of the

present Austro-German oh'ensive on the Upper Isonzo

is political, in short, that it aims, through the infliction

of a decisive defeat on the battlefield, so to weaken what the

enemy has recently repeatedly referred to as the " shattered

moral " of the Italian people, that they would weaken in their

prosecution of the war or even be willing to consider proposals

for a separate peace. Nothing less than a bid for such a stake

could have induced the Central Powers to embark upon an

operation of such magnitude at the very end of the practicable

campaigning season. That such an eventuality is not con-

sidered beyond the realm of possibility even in Rome, would

seem to be indicated by these grave words with which Baron
Sonnino—on what was practically the first day of the Austro-

German attack—^addressed the Deputies in an endeavour to

bring home to them the supreme gra\aty of the moment.

It is a question of the future destiny of Italy, and
any error may be irreparable. .. .The warmest upholder

of peace must desire that the pubhc order should not be dis-

turbed, realising that any upheaval would retard peace and
revive the belligerent spirit, at present depressed, of the
Autocratic Empires. .. .To demand an immediate peace is

equivalent to asking for a peace of dishonour and shame, and
betrayal of our Allies. It would also mean the complete
ruin of Italy.

The Political Objective

It is my purpose here to discuss briefly the possibilities of

the " longer or political objective " of the Austro-German
offensive rather than the military situation, but a. word
parenthetically regarding the effect of local meteorological
conditions on the continuance of the attack will possibly

be of interest. The campaigning season on the Isonzo Front,

while perhaps a month or two longer at each end than that in

the High Alps, has been generally reckoned as coming well
towards its close by the end of October. In 1916 the Italians

struck, on the Carso, one of their most successful blows of

the year in the first days of November, but from that time on
until Cadorna launched his great double attack on the Upper
Isonzo and against the Hermada, there was practically no
action at all upon this Front. It had been Cadorna's inten-

tion last year to follow the November attack with another
t imed for from two to three weeks later, and everything was
ready for the launching of a heavy assault toward the end of

that month. After waiting, however, for thirty-five days,
on every one of which there was a considerable fall of rain or

snow, the attack was abandoned for the season, and the Front
settled down to its comparative winter quiet.

The weather is, of course, much more severe on the Upper
than on the Lower Isonzo. and the fact that snow has already
fallen in the Julian Alps should have the effect of limiting

the extent to which the enemy can develop his offensive as
soon as he passes beyond the zone in which his conimunica-
tions have been prepared in advance. Mud will not be a
serious deterrent in this theatre, for the roads—^most of them
blasted out of the solid rock—are practically " self-metalling

"

from the moment their grade is established. In this con-
nection it is only too probable that the magnificent roads
which the Italians have been constructing with so much skill

and laboiu- from the moment of their entry into the war may
greatly simplify the enemy's problem of advance.
The people of the Allied countries have become so used to

expecting exaggerations, misstatements, and even dcliljerate

falselioods in the specciics of German Ministers, that they
paid rather less attention than was its due to the declaration
of ^UchaeUs, in his speech to Reichstag a month or more back,
that there was a good deal of internal unrest in Italy. Nor
were they especially concerned at the brief and casual reports
tardily transmitted abroad regarding riots af Turin, Milan,
Genoa, and several other industrial centres or ports of that
country. Nor did the general public even attach especial
significance to the. news that, following these disturbances,
martial law had been proclaimed, not only in all of Lombardy

and Piedmont—^where the most of Italian war industry is

cairied on—^but also in Calabria, at the southern extremity
of the peninsula, and in a portion of Sicily. This latter action
—in which the strong hand of Cadorna was plainly evident,

and which was undoubtedly the best way of dealing with the
situation—would hardly liave been resorttd to unless there-

had been somt-thing more than sporadic symptoms of unrest
to contend with.

Bread Riots

As a matter of fact the riots of a month or more ago were
serious affairs, especially those in Turin. Since the Italian v,

censor has passed the statt ment in a private letter I received

shortly after these disturbances from a friend who was an
eye-witness of most of them, there cannot be any harm
in writing now that machine guns had to be used in the streets

and that the dead ran into three figures. " None but the
rabble was concerned in these disturbances," WTOte my in-

formant, " and while their immediate cause might be ascribed
to a temporary shortage of bread, their real cause was a train

of vicious propaganda set going by a committee of Russian
Socialists who were through here not long ago, and who seem
to have tried to ;ow the seeds of discord all over the country.

It is a significant, but unfortunate fact that none of the
local instigators of the trouble exposed himself anywhere, or

at any time, where the bullets were flying."

,

During the several weeks I spent in Italy leist summer

—

when, after landing at Brindisi from Albania, I traversed by
slow stages the whole length of the jjeninsula, spent a fortnight

at the Front, and visited Milan, Turin and other of the north-
ern industrial centres on my way to France—one sensed rather
than saw evidence of impending trouble. The harvest had
been uniformly excellent, and I was especially struck by the
fine progress of the havd-working peasants of all parts of the
country in getting on with the harvest in spite of the shortage
of labour.

Most of the great industrial works of Lombardy and Pied-
mont had been extended since my^last visit, six months pre-
viously, and I must confess that the great Fiat plant at Turin
impressed me as one of the most remarkable munition works
I jad seen in any of the belligerent countries. Food, with the
exception of sugar and butter, was fairly plentiful. The spirit

of the men on all sectors of the Front seemed very high, though
I do recall seeing a sign at the door of a big dug-out on the
Carso which read, in Italian. " We want Peace!" The fact

that the oihcers with me did not order it to be taken down
rather gave me the impression at the time that the thing was
more or less of a joke. One also saw, especijJly at
the junction stations, a good many soldiers going back from
the Front in irons, but this I had attributed to the open way
the Latin has of doing things that the Anglo-Saxon would be
inclined to hide.

Those in a position to get imder the surface, however, saw
trouble ahead, though none with whom I talked spoke
quite so plainly as did tlie same gentleman whose words I

have quoted above regarding the riots in Turin. " You
cannot buy a ton of coal for heating in Turin for

^f20
" he said,

" and there will not be a pound obtainable at any price this

winter unless something is done to increase the import. So
far, the only provision that has been made for fuel to tide over
the six months of often bitter cold we have here is a lot of
wood, stacked all together in one block, where the first enemy
agent that wants to can set fire to it by soaking a cat in paraffin

touching a match to it, and letting it loose anywhere in that
vicinity. It, goes down to zero here at titnes. and you may
take it from me that the people will start trouble unless some-
thing is done to enable them to keep warm."

"Again, take the qustion of food. You think because you
can now get practically anything you care to order that
the outlook is favourable. But that is just the trouble.
Food has been more plentiful than there has been any warrant
for. The Government have not looked ahead. Italy is

not much of a cereal producing country, and I happen to be in
a position to know how greatly the normal import has been
restricted at a time when there is also a falling off of the amount
raised in the country. This has already made it hard to get
bread, but the real pinch will come when the macaroni supplies
begin to run short, as they surely will by the autumn. Mark
my word, the Italian Government—and all of the Allies are
indirectly responsible—^is skating on thin ice if it lets the one
part of the country which furnishes practically all its war
material—to say nothing of most of its best soldiers—go
cold and hungry this winter."
From what I "have gatliered from letters wlych have come
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to me during the last six weeks from all parts of Italy, both the

food and the fuel difticulties-^and especially thf; former—'

rai)idlv went from bad to worse during that period. This un-

doubtedlv bred a discontent which furnished a favourable seed-

bed for the i>ernicious sowings of the representatives of the

Russian Revolutionists, whom the various Allied (iovernments

seem to have allowed complete liberty of action in tlunr efforts

to extend to all the enemies of the'Central Powers the same
" blessings " that had proved so efficacious in paralysing the

anny and navv of their own country.

This discontent, deeper seated and more wide-spread than is

even vet understood in any of the Allied countries, was

directiv responsible fpr t!ie disturbances of September. The

extension of martial law to those sections of the country where

the disaifection appeared to be the worst was a drastic

measure, but doubtless the only one possible under the

circumstances. One does not know whether the conditions

were such as to compel a withdrawal of troops actually in the

war zone in order adequately to garrison the extended area

o\er which martial law was put in force. I'nless the dis-

affection had extended to the troops already in the provinces

—no impossible contingency, however - it should not have been

necessar\' to take men avvav from the hghting line. On tlie

other hand, if this did have to be done, it would account in

a measure for the Italian claim that they have been out-

numbered four to one by the enemy on tiie Isonzo.

Value of Victory

With unmistakable signs of a weakening mora! among
certain elements of the civilian population, then^ was only one

palliative (outside efiecting an impro\emcnt in the trying

economic conditions which were responsible for the trouble)

that stood a chance of saving the situation,—it was the

one which Germany has so often employed with such signal

success to a similarend—a great military victory. Cadorna's'

drive for Trieste at the end of August had been ready a month
before, and the delay in lai'mching it was probably for the

purpose of broadening its scope and increasing its chances

of success. To understand how high were the hopes built

upon this most ambitious of all Italian offensi\es, one does not

have to go farther than the statement which Cadorna—who is

noted for his conservatism and reticence—made to a Member
of the Chamber of Deputies a day or two after the great blow

was struck. He is reported to have said :

I may declare without boasting that the present manoeu^'re,

5wing to its vast objectives and its daring and its prot^ble

otiects on the whole war, is one of the most important ii the

history of that war. . . .Our offensive comprises such an ex-

tensile front that it would be impossible, except for tiie

simultaneous success at all points ; but the country may rest

assured of our final success . . The imminent and decisive

success of Italy over her traditional enemy means the turning
point of the whole war.

A letter which I received from a correspondent at Italian Gene"
ral Headquarters at this time, even though it was written after

it appeared (as was indeed the case) that the .^ustrians had the

advance blocked at all points, spoke of this offensive as " one of

the rea'ly big things of the war," adding that it was " just

beginning." and to " wait for the next move." That next
move, sad to say, when it did come, was launched from the
opposite direction. As to just what went wrong one can only
conjecture. The Austrian claim of prisoners in counter-attacks

was almost equal to that of the Italians themselves, and it is

not impossible that the moral of the whole armv was not
sufficient to maintaining through a fortnight the attacks
which were inaugurated so brilliantly with the taking of Monte
Santo and the Bainsizza Plateau. At any rate, in the light of

subsequent events, we now know that Cadorna was fighting

for far more than the opening of the road to Trieste in that
fateful week when he was throwing the flower of his armies in

successive waves of attack upon the shell-shattered summit of

Monte San (i.abriele. Great and masterly though the victory
was. it fell short of the sweeping one that was needed to make
the more querulous of the malcontents forget the shortage of

bread and macaroni. The very heavy losses which the
Italians sustained at this time must have had the effect of

aggravating rather than relieving the ominous situation on the
" internal front."

In travelling—on foot and by motor—many scores of miles
behind that very sector of the Upper Isonzo front where the
Austro-German cfifensive first broke through, I passed line

after line of the most elaborately built trenches I have ever
seen on any front. Mile on mile of those built in the eartli

were not only walled with ccmcrete. but were also vaulted over,

so that they formed veritable stone underground galleries,

loop-holed and provided with machine gun emplacements in

accordance with the very latest practice. Where they were
excavated in solid rock the latter was completely covered over
with wire netting in such a way at to minimise the danger from

flying fragments during a bombardment. That a fighting

army, occupying them could not have held up for many weeks

any kind of attack the enemy could possibly have launched

is unbelievable. The Italian communiqu6, however, supplies

the reason of the rapid advance over them when it speaks

of the " lack of resistance of some detachments of the Second

Army." One can at least be sure that no Alpini or Ber-

saglieri units figured in those detachments. Indeed, one reads

of the heroic efforts of the one to save beleaguered Monte Nero,

and of the " sublime bravery " of the other in protecting the

retreat of the main army by holding a crucial key position on
the Isonzo.

History, for good or ill, is being made rapidly in Italy this

week, and for tjie moment it will profit little to speculate re-

gar(Jing the significance of the events of one day when they

may be discounted bytho.se of the next. The great Liberal -

Majority—the men who brought Italy into tlie war and who
have been principally responsible for her glorious achievements
in prosecuting it may be counted upon to stand firm in the

crisis, and it is they, too, upon whom devolves the task of

re-awakening in the less "conscious " industrial workers and
peasants a sense of duty and responsibility.

The duty of the Allies of Italy is twofold ; fifst and foremost,

such militar\- assistance as the situation may call for, and,

second, the taking of such measures as are in any way possible

to remove the principal causes of civil unrest. Coal and flour in

sufficient quantities arc the things most needed. The men who
make Italy's guns and munitions must not be allowed to

go either cold or hungry this winter.

The peoples of the Allied countries in this great, and perhaps
supreme, crisis, would do well to think and speak of Italy

only as a temponirily stricken Power, and, keeping well in

mind the incalculable debt of gratitude they already owe to

that gallant nation and its armies, extend to both a full

measure of the confidence and sympathy they so richly merit,

and so sorely need, in this their hour of trial.

The foregoing article uia>i siibstitiiled at the last moment for
a description of Ilalv's Aerial Cableways bv the same
writer, illustrations 0! which appear on Page 19.

A Great Skua
After one of the great gales at tlie end of Sei)tember Mr. W. J*

Policy of High Street, Burford, in Oxfordshire, sent to this office

a bird which had been picked up dead in that neighbourhood.
Nor being able to identify it we submitted it to the Natural
History department, the British Museum, which now informs us
that the bird is of considerable interest.

" It is an example of a dusky vaiiely of the Great Skua
(Catharacia skua). It is very rarely inland or on our -south and
eastern coasts but breeds in the northern islands—that is,

Shetlands, so that it is uncommon to find it inland. It is of further-

interest as it is a dark brown colour instead of chestnut brown.
A similar variation is figured in Dressers Birds of Europe (Vol.V'III,

P- 457)-"
The specimen, which was a young bird and in excellent con-

dition, is now in the possession of the British Museum.

Little is heard nowadays about Germany's plans for reconstruc-

ti(jn after the war, but the work goes on. The Russo-British
News Bureau recently mentioned that " the German Ls making
elaborate plans to conduct his trade in Russia as if nothing had
happened. From reliable sources we learn that he has established

classes for discharged soldiers to train them as commercial trav-

ellers. They are taught the Russian language. Ru.ssian history,

and Russian methods of business. Moreover, numbers of women,
some 40,000 it is said, are being taught Ru.ssian so that they may
be able to conduct correspondence and replace the greatly de-

pleted ranks of men. Yet another idea that is being worked out,

is providing Russian agricultural prisoners with sample
machines to take back with them to their villages, with the promise
of a commsssion on any they can sell. It is a clever idea in its

wav, but it will be futile if the .\llies make ah effort to counter il.

There will be enormous trade with Russia after the war, and
now is the time to take the necessary st cps to secure it."

The Fraiikfiirler Zeiiung in an account of the autumn meeting
of the Oermm Agricultural Society held theother day states that,

after an address by the new Minister of Agriculture, a repre-
sentative from Bresiau, spoke as follows on '' German Agriculture
Production and Food Supply after the war."

" He stated that owing to the different methods for obtaining
nitrates, the subject of manure would be entirelv revolutioni.sed
and production would be greatly increased by nitrate manure, the
supply of which would be quite independent of Chile saltpetre.
Meadow.s would produce two or e\"en three hay crops. The
cultivation of several kinds of pulse would be limited, but that of
lupines extended. The scarcity of concentrated fodder would
lead to a reduction in the stocks of cattle for fattening, to a change
in the keeping of milch cows, and pig-rearing would lose in import-
ance. The conditions of labour would be altered, and wages
would rise. Foreign casual workers and prisoners of war would be
wanting. Native workers would have to be induced to settle,
and machines would be used more and more.
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, Our Right Flank
By H. Gollinson Owen (Editor of The Balkan News).

THE left flank of the Western front runs down to the

sea at Nieuport. where it is held by British troops

backed by British sea-power. And— a fact which is,

perhaps, not often recognised— the right flank of the

Western front is also held by British troops backed up by
J^ritish sea-power : for the real right flank of the Western
front is not on the frontier of Switzerland, nor yet on the
Adriatic, but on the Gulf of Orfano, .in Eastern ^lacedonia,

where the British trenches run down to the .Egean Sea.

A journey to this part of our long Balkan line would dispel
in the mind of anybody who held it the idea that our mis-
named " Salonika Force " is grouped in and around the city

which is fondly described as tlie Pearl of the .-Egean. The
land way to Stavros and so on to the right flank of the Allied
line nins along the broad valley which lies beyond the first

barrier of high hills that shut in Salonika. This broad valley
is lor the most part filled in by the two large lakes of Langaza
and Besik. Only five or si.x years ago, when the world generally
had barely heard of the e.xistence of Salonika, this valley must
have been one of the most .primitive and isolated stretches of
country in Europe.

Salonika has its cinemas, and electric tramcars, and its

Saloniciennes who follow with great eagerness the latest trend
of fashion ; but on Lake Langaza, ten miles away across the
hills, there are fishing boats which are probably the exact
counterparts of Iwats used two thousand years ago—they
could not ix)Ssibly be more primitive. Here, in this valley,
up to four or five years ago, the roaming comitadji had it all

his own way. An Anglo-Greek with whom I was talking
recently said that in Langaza itself— a large picturesque
village, where nearly ever\' chimney-pot shelters a stork's
nest^he had met a young Greek of less than thirty, who had
Ijeen leader of a " band " in this neighbourhood, and who
"laimed sixty Bulgarsas his own portion. His special beat was
th(i road out from Salonika up to the valley— now a broad
highway lined with Allied camps and innocent of
brigands. • - . ,

'

Along the valley itself ran the famous \'ia Ignatia, the old
Roman road, starting from near Durazzo on the Albanian
coast, whic^^ linked up Rome and Constantinople. One can
see little or no trace of it now. The road to Stavros is merely
an improved track, and where it crosses the beds of water-
courses it is non-existent twenty minutes after a fall of rain
in the mountains. St. Paul walked along every foot of the
\alley. The \"ia Ignatia ran through Salonika itself, along
what is now known as the Rue Ignatia, one of the most crowded
cosmopolitan, uncomfortable and noisy streets in all the uni-
verse.* It climbed over the. hills past the twin and beautiful
peaks of Hortiach and Kotos which dominate the city, dipped
down steeply into the valley, and so on towards Stavros, and
along the coast to Constantinople.
Roman civilisation was the last to touch this valley. Since

the Romans went, Macedonia has known only one long endless
succession of warring tribes, none of whom ever brought
with them much beyond the sword and sudden death. And
now the British are making war here—one of the very few
virile races of Europe which had not already adventured into
Macedonia.

P'or the time being, at any rate, tliis part of Macedonia
behind our lines is perfectly happy ^nd prosf)erous. We pushed
cur way through drove after drove of beautiful sleek cattle,

very like our Alderney breed but rather bigger. In each one
of the occasional villages, swarms of chubby children rushed
out at the sound of the car to cheer and shout "at the" Johnnies,"
and all the British here from general to private are plain
" Johnnies." Big herds of goats scattered in absurd terror

to right and left of the track. Past Lake Besik there is a good
deal of cultivation, and everything seemed as placid^ and as

content as could be.

Macedonia is by no means all bare mountains, shimmering
with the heat in summer, and icy with the wind of the V'ardar
in winter. Stavros is as charming and picturescpie a spot as any
.in Fuiope, with the blue waters of the Gulf of Orfano lapping
gently into' the bay, and its beautiful green wooded mountains
which run down the left finger of the Chalcidice Peninsula to
Mount Athos at the end. In a happier or more accessible

country, the swelling hills would be dotted with the white
villas of the rich, and steam \achts would know its pleasant
anchorage. The bathing, as 1 can vouch, is excellent. There
would certainly be a casino, and Monte Carlo would embark
on a campaign of intensive rival advertising. _But as things

•This article had proi?res.sed thus far wlicn somebody came into the
room to saV that "imile la rilh hriilc.' Ignatia Street lias changed con-
siderably since then.

are, Stavros is one of the lost corners of the world. . It is on
the road to nowhere, the railway having completely outclassed

the Via Ignatia ; or rather, it would have been on the road to

nowhere had not the British, waging a war which has taken
them into the most unexpected places, dropped down into this

corner also. As it is, Stavros is the beginning of the last stage

of the journey to our Right Flank A few miles further along
the coast our trenches run down into the sea, and beyond that

the Bulgar and the Boche hold sway.
And having at last arrived at our Right Flank it is perhaps

a little difficult to know what to say about it. The military
expert would no doubt find a great deal to enlarge upon, but
for my part, 1 saw only the same forbidding mountain barrier

which everywhere confronts the British on their long Balkan
front—a front which, it is perhaps not generally recognised,
is much the same length as the one we hold in France. Our
land and sea and air forces were showing activity. A
monitor had slipped out into the blue water, and was sending
some " heavy stuff " over into the Bulgar territory. An
aeroplane droned overhead on some jirivate mission of its

own, and one of our batteries was barking spasmodically.
But this is the small change of war, and leaves little to be said

about it at this time of day. For the rest, one knew that our
infantry was keeping its unceasing watch down in the valley

there, as it has done for many long months past with verA" little

relief ; with tier upon tier of Bulgarian positions rising ahead
of tliem, culminating in the great mass of Pilaf Tepe which is

something over 6,000 feet high.

Apparent Deadlock

At a dinner that evenmg in a pleasant white-washed room,
the largest to be found in the deserted Greek village of X,
the Brigadier asked, with what I thought a quizzical look in

his eye, " Well, what do you think of it ? " LTnfortunately

1 had to confess that I had nothing to suggest. The layman
can sometimes bring forward startling proposals for the benefit

of the expert, but as far as our Right Flank is concerned,

he was silent. There was only this to be said— that if we can
find no particular comfort in contemplating the Bulgar posi-

tions, he can find none in looking at ours. And with this,

at least, the Brigadier agreed.

It is a most interesting- country this, where the Struma
widens out into Lake Tahinos before it reaches the sea. As
our car hummed up the long hill road to headquarters, a
Ix^autiful prospect of land and sea was unfolded, with the coast

stretching towards Kavalla in the east (the richest tobacco
region in the world) and the mass of Mount Athos just faintly

in view to the south. It is a region with strange and large

poisonous insects that bite freely ; a region where the heat can
be fierce in the summer ; where thistles grow to such giant

size that they make the most patriotic Scotsman feel strangely

hiunble : and where there is a tiny but awkward visitor known
as the sand fly (although he is common to all Macedonia)
wlujse bite produces a very rapid and debilitating fever.

It is a country very rich in archa;ological remains, and
possibly our presence here during the war will give an impetus
to theirexplorationwhen the war is over. The site of ancient

Amphipolis is in the No Man's Land between our trenches

and the Bulgars, and what the ancient Athenians prized and
were ven,- sorry to lose at the hands of Philip, the modern Greeks

gained through the good fortune of the last Balkan War

—

and lost when, by Constantine's treachery of 1916, the Bulgars
came down through Rnpel. .

As already indicated, there are more things to fight against

than merely the Bulgar. On two successive nights four visitors

slept in the " guest chambers " improvised in a tumble-down
house near to headquarters. The rooms were as spick and span

as British army cleanliness could make them. But the sand
fly was not to be denied. All four were liberally bitten by
these tiny and irritating i^ests, which pass serenely through
the meshes of a mosquito net. Of the four, three went down
with sand-fly fe\'er within a few days. On the way back along

the valley my friend and I bathed in Besik Lake,

not far from some ancient warm sulphur baths, whose springs

bubble up only a few yards from the shore. It was a blazing hot

day—one of the hottest we have had out here—but we kept

our sun-helmets on in the water and rejoiced in rude health.

Three days later my friend was riding his horse somewhere
far up the Seres Road, when he incontinently fell off it.

" Sand-fly " had claimed him. and he was picked up with a

temperature of over 104. It is a little way Macedonia has

—

to trip you up just when you are feeling that you are proof

against anything her climate can do.
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Joseph Conrad
By Arthur Symons

November i, 1917

CONRAD'S inexplicable mind has created for itself

a secret world to li\'e in, some corner stealthily

liiddn away from \'ie\v. among impenetrable

foi fsts, on the banks ot untraveiled rivers. 1-rom

that corner, like a spider in his web, he throws out tentacles

into the daikness ; he gathers in liis spoils, he collects them

like a miser, stripping from tliem their di earns and visions

to decorate his web magnificently. He chooses among them,

and sends out into the woild shadowy nn'ssengeis, for the

troubling of the peace of man, sell-satisliid in his ignorance

of the in\'isible. At the centie of his web sits an eli mental

sarcasm discussing hunun affairs with a calm and cynical

ferocity ;
" that particular field whose mission is to ]og the

memories of men, lest they shquld foigc^ Ihe meaning of

life." Hehind that sarcasm crouches sorte ghastly influence,
.

outside humanitv, some powerful devil, invisible, poisonous,,

irresistible, spaw'ning evil for his delight, ihey guard this

secret corner of the world with mists and delusions, so that

very few of those to whom the shadowy messengers have"

revealed themselves can come nearer than the outer edge

of it.

Beyond and below tliis obscure realm, beyond arid below

human nature itself, Conrad is seen througli the veil of the

prsons of his diama, Uving a liidden, exasperated life. And
it is by his sympathy with these unpermitted things, the
" aggravated witch-dance " in his brain, that Conrad is severed

from all material associations, as if stupendously uncivilised,

consumed by a continual protest, an insatiable thirst, un-

atisfied to be condemned as the mere exercise of a prodigious

genius.

Conrad's depth of wisdom must trouble and terrify those

who read him for entertainment. There are few secrets in

tho mind of men or in the pitiless heart of nature that he has

not captured and made his plaything. He calls up all the

dreams and illusions by which men liave been destroyed and

sa\-ed, and lays them mockingly naked. He is the master of

dreams, the interpreter of illusions, the clironicler of memory.
He shows the bare side of every vutue, the hidden heroism

of every vice or crime. He calls up before him all the injustices

that have come to birth out of ignorance and self-love. He
allows how failure is success, and success failure, and that

the sinner can be saved. His meanest creatures have in them
a touch of honour, of honesty, or of heroism ; his heroes

have always some error, weakness, a mistake, some sin or

crime to redeem. And in all this there is no judgment,

only an implacable comprehension, as of ofie outside nature to

whom joy and sorrow, right and wrong, savagery and civiliza-

tion, are equal and inditierent.

Reality, to Conrad, is non-existent ; he sees through it

into a realm of illusion of the unknown : a world that is com-
forting and bewildering, filled with ghosts and devils, a world

of holy terror. " There was a hot dance of thoughts in his

head, a dance of lame, blind, mute thoughts—a whirl of aw-
ful cripples." Tnat is how, in one glimpse, he sees tlirough a
mans soul. " He was not speaking to me, he was only speak-

ing before me, in a dispute with an invisible personality,

antagonistic and inseparable partner of his existence

—

another possessor of his soul." Always is there some suggestion

of a dark region, within and around one ; the consciousness

that " they made a whole that had features, shades of ex-

pression, a complicated aspect that could be remembered by
the eye, and something else besides, something invisible, a
directing spirit of perdition that dwells within, like a malevo-
lent soul in a detestable body."

" This awful activity of mind " is seen at work on every

page, torturing famihar w ords into strange meanings, clutching

at cobwebs, in a continual despair before the unknown. Some-
thing must be found, in the most unlikely quarter ; a word,

a hint, something unsaid but guessed at in a gesture, a change
of face. " He turned upon me his eyes suddenly amazed and
full of pain, with a bewildered, startled face, as though he had
tuinbled down from a star." There is a mental crisis in that

look : the unknow-n has suddenly opc-ned.

Memory, that inner voice, stealthy, an inveterate follower ;

memory, Conrad has found out, is the great secret, tlie ecstasy

and despair wliich weave the te.xture of life. Lord Jim is the

soul's tragedy, ending after a long dim suffusion in clouds, in

a great sunset, sudden and final glory. No man lives wholly
in his day ; every hour of these suspensiv'e days and nights

is a part of the past or of the future. Even in a splendid

moment, a crisis, like the love scene of Nina and Dain in the

woods, there is no forgetfulness.
" In the sublime vanity of her kind she was thinking already

of moulding a god out of the clay at her feet .... He spoke of

his forefathers." Lord Jim, as he dies, remembers why he

is letting himself be killed, and in that remembrance tastes

heaven. How is it that no one except Conrad has got to this

hidden depth, where the soul really lives and dies, where,
in an almost per^Xitual concealment, it works out its plan, its

own fate ?

A woman Once spoke to me in a phrase I have' never for-

gotten, of Conrad's "sullen subjective vision." Sullen is a fine

word for the aspect under which he sees land and sea ; sullen

clouds, a sullen sea. Some of that quality has come to

foim part of his mind, which is protesting, supremely conscious.

He is never indiuerent to his people, rarely kind. He sees

them for the most part as they reveal themselves in suffering.

Now and then he gives them the full price, the glory, but rarely

in this lifq, or fur more than a moment. How can those who
live in suspense, between memory and foreboding, ever be
happy, except for some little permitted while ? The world
for those who live in it is a damp forest, where savagery and
civilisation meet, and in vain try to mingle. Only the sea,

out of sight of land, sometimes gi\'cs them freedom.
It is strange but true that Conrad s men are more subtly

comprehended and more magnificent than his women. There
are few men who are seen full length, and many of them are

nameless shadows. Aissa and Nina in the earliest books have
the fierce charm of the un'cnown. In Lord Jim there is only
one glimpse of the painful mystery of a woman's ignorant
heart. In Nostromo the women are secondary, hardly alive ;

there is no woman in The Nigger of the Narcissus, nor in

Typhoon, nor in Youth. There are some women slightly seen
in Tales of Unrest, and only one of them, the woman of The
Return, is actually characterised.

Is there not something of an achievement in this stern
rejection of the obvious love-story, the material of almost
every novel ? Not in a single tale, even when a man dies of

regret for a woman, is the woman prominent in the action.

Almayer, and not Nina, is the centre of the book named after

him. And yet Nina is strange, mysterious, enchanting, as no
other woman is to be. Afterwards they are thrust back out of
the story ; they come and go like spinners of Destiny, uncon-
scious, Ignorant, turning idle wheels, Uke the two women
knitting black wool in the waiting-room of the Trading Com-
pany's office, " guarding the door of Darkness."
To Conrad there is an unbounded depth in a man's soul

;

a woman is a definite creature, easily indicated ; and in the
splendid To-morrow (which, turned into a one-act play, be-
wildered an audience into inanition by the stark immensity
of its dramatic power), it is the "hopeful madness of the
world " uttered through the voice of an old man " shouting
of his trust in an everlasting to-morrow," and not the rapid
incident of the man and girl, that contains its meaning.

Now, can we conjecture why a woman has never been the
centre of any of these stories ? Conrad chooses his tools
and his materials ; he realises that men are the best materials
for his tools. It is only men who can be represented heroically
upon the stage of life ; who can be seen adventuring doggedly,
irresistibly, by sheer will and purpose ; it is only given to men
to attain a visible glory of achievement. He sees woman as a
parasite or an idol, one of the illusions of men. He asks
wonderingly how the world can look at them. He shows men
fearing them, hating them, captivated, helpless, cruel, con-
quering. He rarely indicates a great passion between man
and woman ; his men are passionate after fame, power, success;
they embrace the sea in a love-wiestle ; they wander down
unsounded rivers and succumb to "the spell of the wilderness

;"

they are gigantic in failure^nd triumph ; they are the children
of the mightiness of the earth ; but their love is the love of the
impossible. UTiat room is there, in this unlimited world,
for women ? " Oh, she is out of it—completely. They^
the women, I mean—are out of it—should be out of it. We
must help them to stav in that beautiful world of their own,
lest ours gets worse. Oh, she had to be out of it."

II.

Conrad's novels have no plots, and they do not need them.
They are a series of studies in temperaments, deduced from
slight incidents

; studies in emotion, with hardly a rag to hold
together the one or two scraps of action out of which they are
woven. A spider hanging by one leg to his web, or sitting
motionless outside it ; that is "the image of some of these tales,
which are made to terrify, bewilder, and grip you. No plot
ever made a thing so vital as Lord Jim, where there is no plot ;

merely episodes, explanations, two or three events only signi-
ficant for the inner meaning by which they are darkened or
illuminated. I would call this invention creation ; the
evasion of what is needless in the plots of most novels. But
Conrad has said, of course, the right thing, in a parenthesis •

I
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" It had that mysterious, almost miraculous, power of pro-
ducing striking effects by means impossible of detection, which
is the last word of the highest art."

Conrad conceals his astonishing invention under many dis-

guises. What has seemed to some to be untidy in const ijuction

will be found to be a mere matter of subtlety, a skilful arresting
of the attention, a diverting of it by a new interest thrust in

sideways. Lord Jim is a model of intelliji^ent disarray.
In the strict sense Conrad is not a novelist ; he writes by in-

stinct. And his art is unlike the art of every other novelist.
For instance, Meredith or Stendhal make great things out of
surface material ; they give us life through its accidents, one
brilliantly, the other with scrupulous care. Conrad uses
detail as illustrations of his ideas, as veils of life, not as any
essential part of it. The illusion to him is more real than the
facts

; and when he deals with the low or trivial, with Mr.
Verloc's dubious shop in the back street, it is always a symbol.

In the " simple tale " of The Secret Agent, which is a story of
horror, in our London of to-day, the central motive is the same
as that of the other romances : memory as Nemesis. The
man comes to his death because he cannot get a visible fear
out of his eyes ; and the woman kills him because she cannot get

a more terrible, more actual thing, which she has not seen,
but which has been thrust into her brain, out of her eyes.
'That particular fiend " drives him into a cruel blunder and
her into a madness, a murder, a suicide, which combine into
one chain, link after link, inevitably.
The whole question depends upon whether the materia

horror surpasses that horror of the soul which is never absent
from It

; whether the dreadful picture of the woman's hand
holding the car\'ing-knife seen reflected on the ceihng by the
husband in the last conscious moment before death, is more
evident to us than the man's sluggish acquiescence in his crime
and the woman's slow intoxication by memory into a crime
more direct and perhaps more excusable. It seems, wliile
you are reading it, impossible that the intellect should over-
come the pang given to the senses ; and yet, on reflection,
there is the same mind seen at work, more ruthlessly, more
despairingly than ever, turning the soul inside out. in the out-
wardly " respectable " couple who commit murder, because
they ' refrained from going to the bottom of facts and motives."
Conrad has made a horrible, forgiveable, admirable work of art
out of a bright tin can, a befouled shovel, and a stained carv-
ing knife.

The Guest Night
By EtieHne

THE long-expected news had come, and small groups
of officers were discussing it in the smoking-room.
The Commander was leaving us. For three years
he had been in the ship—longer in fact than any

other officer in the mess—and now he was going.
Though hard things had been said about him by his mess-

mates, and though his departure had been openly prayed for
by nearly everyone at some time or other, these expressions
and sentiments had always been made in the heat of the
moment, and are probably commonly said and thought of
every Commander there has been, or ever will be, in the
service. For by the nature of his position it is impossible for
a Commander not to make himself unpopular at times—unless
he is a " Popularity Jadk," than which there is no more
damnable person.

But when the various rumours as to our Commander's
departure, which had been floating round the ship, crystallised
into naked facts, the ward-room olficers of H.M.S.
realised that they were not only about to lose a first-class

Commander, but also a verj- charming messmate. It was
unanimously decided that he should be dined by the mess,
with all pomp and honour.
The decision once made, the mess committee—otherwise

known as " the civic fathers "—went into consultation with
the admiral's staff as to which day during the coming week
the ship might be moderately certain of being in harbour.
The staff at once assumed an air of profound mystery until
threatened that they would not be invited to the feast. On
receipt of this ultimatum the " Secrecy Brigade " promptly
collapsed and confessed that as far as they knew there was
nothing much impending, providing the Germans kept quiet.
A date was fixed, and a formal invitation was sent to the

guest of the evening. TJie mess committee then retired
to the fleet surgeon's cabin. They were closed in there
for over an hour, ostensibly engaged in composing the
menu. The gunnery lieutenant, who lived next door,
sardonically suggested that they were engaged in sampling
cocktails at the expense of the mess. But as the Paymaster •

explained, when called upon to give reasons as to the con-
tinuous visits of the wine stewards to the scene of the com-
mittee's labours, " My dear fellow, how could we compose a
menu without being inspired ? " and " Dulce est pro bono
publico vintim bibere." The young doctor, an artist of merit,
painted the menu cards with scenes representing famous
incidents in the past two years of the ship's life. Such was
one entitled, " Scene on the upper deck when M dropped
the whaler in the water."
The First Lieutenant, who is known as the " Impresario,"

arranged a gala kinema performance, an amusement in which
the Commander took much joy, having always been by far the
most enthusiastic patron (with the possible exception of the
Admiral) of our weekly shows.
The guest night arrived, and, fortunately, H.M.S.

ys^s quietly at anchor. The ship's band, of which we are
inordinately proud (it musters twenty-seven members, all

amateurs from the lower deck) played " The Roast Beef of
Old England," and the feast began its lengthy course. The
King's health was drunk with musical honours, and the father
of the mess, who had been ahnost three years with the Com-
mander, made a short speech. The Commander replied, and,
these formalities complied with, everyone settled down for

the real business of the evening. The first item was the

kinematograph performance, which is always held on the
upper deck in a space screened in by awnings and canvas
curtains.

Oi;r Engineer-Commander, a man of resource, had rigged
up an ingenious arrangement by means of which, should the
picture palace prove too cold, we can deflect into it the hot-air
exhaust from the engine-room. As the first lieutenant proudly
if somewhat coarsely remarked t'b our assistant-paymaster,
" My dear fellow, you only want someone's hand to squeeze
and the illusion would be complete

; you could imagine your-
self in a picture palace ashore." On this particular night the
pidce de resistance was a drama in three parts called Satan's
Amazon. We get our films weekly from an agent near our
regular baSe, and they are returned at the end of the week.—
if the Service permits. In between Parts i and 2 of the
drama the following telegram received by the First Lieutenant
that afternoon was thrown on the screen :— |

To Lieutenant , H.M.S. Urgent. "Satan's
Amazon " must arrive here to-day, Saturday. Contract
to show film at Picturedrome for week beginning Mon-
day, 5th inst.—KiNO.

As at the moment Satan's Amazon was some 400 miles
Jroni her home, in a place where the railway runs not, and
as it was Saturday night, the above wire w^s not without its
humour.
During kinema performances the younger members of the

mess usually congregate on a life-saving raft at the back of
the theatre. This position is known as the threepenny gallery,
arid the occupants generally keep up a running fire of candid
criticism on the various films. In one of the intervals between
the films the Captain laughingly told the First Lieutenant that
he would be obliged to cancel his licence as manager of the s

house if the disturbance at the back did not abate. The
remark was greeted with loud cheers by the " gallery."
Sqpported by the gunnery lieutenant, the manager announced
his intention of clearing the hooligans out of the house. The
two " chuckers-out " made a frontal attack on the position,
which was easily repulsed. A parley ensued, in which the
•' gods " agreed to behave themselves if the undesirable
characters down below were requested to leave the building.
" We may be common people," dramatically shouted the
young doctor, " but we arc virtuous ; look at the people
strolling round your promenade, and the Bishop of London
was only up here ten days ago !

" A cheer went up from
the g:allery, and the baffled " impresario " returned to his
seat in the " promenade." Wlien the kinema was over we
adjourned to the ward-room ajid a sing-song was started.
The famous topical song entitled " Coal in the Sack," and

dedicated without special permission to the Commander, was
sung and resung. At about 11.30 p.m. it was suggested that
a few pariour tricks might not be out of place. I had to leave
the mess at five minutes to twelve, as I had the middle watch ;

but the last impression I received was that of a number of
officers endeavouring to balance pokers on the ends of matches,
a feat which the " Sub " declared to be quite feasible, and the
secret of which he would imjmrt to any gentleman for the
very modest price of one whLsky and soda.
Next morning breakfast was rather a frosty meal and several

people had " livers." At noon we suddenly went to sea and
encountered a small gale. By sunset, to all save a few un-
fortunates, the guest night of the evening before was a memory
of the past. To the few it was still a naked living reality.
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TF you could see them—caked
^ with Flanders mud, soaked

through, tired out—you would

understand why the men who
bear the brimt of the fighting are

anxious for more Y.M.C. A. Huts.

Men are lying out in the

"Crater Field" to-day thinking

of the warmth, the refreshment,

Before winter closes down on the

Western Front—before the cruel cold

comes—now is the time when the carpen-.

ter should be at work, putting up those

new Huts for which our brothers and sons

are asking. 97 are needed for France,

60 for the Home Camps, 28 for Salonika,

and 8 for Italy. The demand is urgent.

Will you give one ? Think of the

deep satisfaction of knowing that

a Y.M.CA. Hut bears your name;
that every one of those splendid

men who use it will be your guest.

Will you help to

give them shelter?
homely

never-failing

comfort, the

welcome that

will he theirs once they can

crawl back out of range of the

machine-guns and make their

way to the Hut with

Triangle on its roof.

Will you help

what they want ?

give

£250,000 is urgently
Some day you may be proud to

remember that, though you could

not share the hardship and the

fighting yourself, you did your best

to lighten the hardships so bravely

borne by the men in the firing

A Hut, fully equipped, costs £600,

^750, ^1,000 or ^2,500 accorduig to size,

ff you cannot give the wliole of that sum

will you contribute what you can ? The

men are waiting. The time is short. In a

few weeks the first frosts will be here.

Please send
your cheque to-day

Donations should be
addressed to Major R. L.

Barclay, Y.M.CA.
National Headquarters,

12, Russell Square, Lon-
don, W.C.I. Cheques
should be made payable

to Major R.L. Barclay.
and crossed "Barclay's
Bank, Limited."

\'

POST THIS TO-DAY.
To Major K. L. Barclay, Y.M.CA, National

Headquarters, 12, Russell Sq., London, W.Cl,
I have pleasure in enclosing £

towards the Special Work of the Y.M.CA.' for

the Troops. .3

Name

Address

.
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life anil itelters

By J. C. Squire

Edward Thomas

ED\^•ARD THOMAS, who'vyas killed in' France last

spring at thu age of thirty-nine, wrote a large number
of prose books. Even when forced to produce
books for mone_\- he wrote with dist inct ion and t bought

Iwr himself ; and t lie best of iiis English tra\ el books are better
than anything of the:sort since Jefteries. For nearly twenty
\ears he wrote no verse, but in igrj;, he begatj writiiig poetry
])rofuscly. Only a few of his friends knew that " Kdwarcl
Eastaway," who appeared in an anthology thikypar, was he.
He was very shy about his verse and had prepared for publica-
tion a volume over the same pseudonym. Th>' book has now
appeared (Sehvyn and Blount, .;s. Cnl.net.) with his real name
on it. It is beyond compaf^on his best book ; and a second
volume is to follow it.

""'*****
Thoiuas was a tall, c|uiet. reserxcd man vvit.h- iiulaneholy

eyes and strong hands, browner than those of professional
writers usually are. His poems are like him, they are jiersonal
in spirit and substance ; they have his quietness, his sadness
and his strength. When there is profound emotion behind
them it is characteristically expressed in few words and a
slight troubled movement of the verse. The language is simple
and direct, with few made phrases, inversions or hne ad-
jectives; it moves slowh- and reflectively, atttmed to his
prevailing inood. which might be called a mood of resignation
if that word did not seem to preclude fhe inexhaustible
freshness of his response to the beautv of earth "lovelier than
any mysteries." He felt always the pain of death, and
change, but that never clouded his faculty for enjoying
things

; in his ecstasy over the* endless miracles of the earth
he w^ sobered by his knowledge of their transience, but he was
not one of those dismal .people to whom every ephemeral
thing is first and foremost an illustration of the power of the
abstractions death and change. He loved things for them-
-I Ives and thought of their beauty more than of their brevity.

* * • * *

His poems are poems of the earth and of one man who looked
at it, not knowing how long he would be able to. It is a lonely
man who wanders through the book ; when he speaks of other
lieople they are memories or else faintK- and remotely in the
background. His human relations here are, we feel, subsidiary
to, less intense and passionate than, his relations with nature.
He is primarily a nature \x>et, and a peculiar arjd interesting
one. The " landscape " of no English poet has been more
normally English than his. and few have covered such a range.
Most landscape poetry deals with certain special kinds of
times and places, dawn.' twilight or sunset, mountains, bleak
moorlands, ripe cornfields, seas very rough or very blue,
summermore than winter, willows more than oaks, strong sun-
light or strong moonlight more than the diffused light of an
ordinary overclouded day. This is easily e.xpUcable. Scenes
xery definitely coloured, forms obviously decorative, seasons
whiih make a violent appeal to our senses, shapes and shades
by their nature and by tradition indissolubly associated
with our universal elementary thoughts and states of feeling
\nll inevitably be those most commonly recalled and described.
Moreover many witers have their own dominant and habitual
preferences from amongst these ; the exhilarating dawns of

'

Wordsworth, the bright stUl sunshine of Keats, the large
moons and lamenting beaches of Tennyson come automatically
into the mind with the mohtion of their names. Edward
Thomas was unusual in avoiding the usual. Not only did he not
go to nature mostly for decoration or for a material setting for
ins moods, but he did not -sf/^c/, uncon'sciou.sly or deliberately,
his subjects. Except that he avoided large towns and tli<-

conventionally romantic, one may fairly say that he was liable
to write a poem about anything one might see at any time of dav
in a walk across the South o£ England. He was not haunted
by the rare unusual' things, the one glorious night of a year
the perfect twilight on a lake, the remembered sunset over the
marshes, which will haunt most of us. He w^s moved by and
wrote about the things we pass daily and co'ald look at' pro-
perly if we cared to

; he was like one of tho-!5e simple and
charming water-colour paiHters who will sit down in front of
anything, any ditch, havstack or five barred gate, ahd get the
essential into a sketch. White winter sunlight ; rain on wild
parsley

; hawthorn hanging over a reedy pond with a moor-
hen swimming across it ; spring snow and rooks in the bare
trees; a gamekeeper's gibbet; the head-brass of . a plough-
man s team

; peewits at nightfall ; hounds streaming over a
hedge

; a Icbruary day thin sunlisrht on frozen mud and three
carthorses looking over a gate ; old labourers gomg home—

these are the things lie wrote about, and many such trifles

many times repeated are the English countrywide as it is and
as it has been. His earth is not merely something bro\m_that
goes with the blue at one particular moment or is dark against
the sunset at anothei ; it is earth, now dusty, now wet and
clogged, which is ploughed and takes its seed and brings forth
corn in due season, fie is as close to it at one time as at
another ; the depths of his. heart can be sounded by the dint
of a hobnail .on. a path's mud ; and he wants no flamboyant

• sunsets who can find all the beauty and mystery of colour
in ;the curling white and gold and purple fronds of a pile of
swedes. *****
Any of these jxiems might be quoted : I will take as an

example one of the least conspicuous, a poem less. musical
thaii many of them and only iudirectly revealing his tempera-
ment, one that illustrat."s scarcely any of his qualities save the
closeness of his observation and the use he made of the ordinary,
lii-. The Path: -

Running along a bank, a parapet ,
'

That .saves from the precipitous wood below
The lave! road, there is a path. It ser\-es

Children for looking down the long smooth steep,
Between the legs of beech and yew. to where
A fallen tree checks the sight ; while men and women
Content themselves with the road and what they s»-*

Over the bank , and what the children tell.

The path, winding like silver, trickles on.
Bordered and even invaded by thinnest moss
That tries to cover roots and crumbling chalk
With gold, olive and emerald, but in vain.
1"he children wear it. They have flattened the bank • •

On top. and silvered it between the moss
AV'ith the current of their feet, year after year. <

But the road is houseless, and leads not to school-
'Jo see a child is rare there . and the eye
Has but the road, the wood that overhangs
And undergrows it. and the path that looks
As if it led on to some legendary-
Or fancied place where men have wished to go
And stay ; till sudden, it ends where the wood ends.

This wood is anywhere and everywhere ; we see it continually
and take no notice of it ; but I think that this poem would-
mean more than most to an exile in Rhodesia or the Soudan.
You get another completely commonplace scene—the country
station— in Adlestrop :

Yes. I remember Adlestrop

—

The name, because one afternoon
Of heat the express-train drew up therj
Unwontedly. It was late June.

The steam hissed. Someone cleared his throat,
Xo one left and no one came
On the bare platform. What I saw
Was Adlestrop—only the name.

And willows, willow-herb and grass.
And meadows sweet and haycocks dry,
Xo whit less still and lonely fair

Than the high cloudlets in the sky.

And for that minute a blackbird sang
C.lpse by, and round him. mistier,
Faitther and farther, all the birds
Of Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire.

.'\nd almost mote typical still is-Tali.Neitks : the corner in 3

farmyard, with a rusty harrow arid a stone roller overgrown
by nettles covered with dust, except after a shower.
Where, here and there, the poet is more intimate and gives

direct expression to his feelings, he uniformly reaches his

highest level of poetry. The best poem in this book is

1'he Bridge ; there are others not in this book,;Such as Aspens,
where, standing at cross-roads outside a smith}', an inn and
a shop he listens to the trees talking of rain, and gives the lasl

word on his prevalent mood :

Whatever wind blows, while they and I have leaves

We cannot other than an a«pen be.

That ceascle.ssly, unreasonably grieves.

Or so men think who like a different tree.

There are one or two poems which touch on the war ; the

war as a distant and invisible horror subtly troubling the
most secluded luiglish fields: The references are brief ;

ihis own destiny has made them doubly poignant. But one
faficies • that dying he may have known that he had left

behind him, in the fruits of his recovered youth, work that will

make him, a known and living man to at least a few in all .,

succeeding generations of Englishmen.
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Books of the Week
The Losl Naval Papers. By Bernard Copplestone. John

Murray- 'is. net.

Songs 0? the Submarine. By " Ki-XXON." 2S. net.

Ballads of the Flying Corps." By G. R. SamwAYs. McBnde.

Nast and Co. 2S. 6d. net.

A Bolt from the East. By G. F. Turner. Methuen. 5s.net.

Under the Hermes. By Rich.\rd Dehan. Hememann.

()S. not.

The Red Planet. By W. J. Locke. John Lane. 6s.

Revolver Shooting in War. A Practical HandbooK. ay

CxPTAiN Charles D. Tracy, the Kmg's Own (Koyai

Lancaster) Rcgt. Sifton Pracd and Co. is. 6d. net.

MR. BERNARD COPPLESTONE, author of The

Lost Naval Papers, can tell a good story, and

also on occasion can be delightfully nnpudent in

dealing with politicians, whose identity he veils

thinlv In this volume he recounts the experiences of one

Inspector Dawson, of the British secret service, in connec-

tion with the-weU-being of the Grand Fleet during the

first two years of the war. There is a spice of actuahty

about the stories which renders them attractive, and

there is, too, enough character sketching about Dawson

which renders him a figure to remember. He is both

imaginative and unimaginative, a mere policeman and a

genius—such a mass of contradictions, in fact, as enables

one to see him as a mere man, and not as the ordinary de-

tective of fiction. There is about the book a healthy tang ot

salt water, although all of Dawson's adventures take place on

land or in the docks where battleships do resort.**,•*
Some among the many readers of Mr. A\'illiam J. Locke's

work may vote his latest book, The Red Planet (John Lane, 6s.)

a trifle slow in comparison with earlier works ;
Mr. Locke has

in this instance, written not only a story, but also a study of

the war as it affects the provincial community in England

—very much in the same way as Wells wrote of Mr. Britling

and his little communitv. Thus those who read for the s^ke

of the story may find that it drags a bit, for there are reflections

o^ the way it) which Britain has responded to the calls of the

w^ar, reflections put, aptly enough, into the mouth of an officer

who was wounded in the South African campaign past the

possibihty of further service. For the rest, the story itself

is of a man who was a coward, and who, knov\ing his own

cowardice, set to' work to achieve his own redemption—as

far as his past history left that possible. It also tells of a

gallant English gentleman or two, and a woman or two who
are worth knowing, and, with the artistry that is peculiar to

him, the author takes good care that his readers shall know
the charj^cters very thoroughly by the time the last pa^e is

reached. The oft-quoted long arm of coincidence is strained

a bit in order to achieve the ending familiar to Mr. Locke's

readers, and one could wish he had made his main character,

the disabled major, rather less of' aaipple. Nevertheless, The

Red Planet is a novel that will give pleasure to many, and is

a good picture of provincial England as affected by the war.
« * * * *

Mr. G. R. Samways, who sings of the Flying Corps, has

already made himself somewhat of a place with aeroplane

verse, in which he displays the spirit of the youthful pilot.

For instance, this from The Sergeant

Who, when the dawn of peace comes round
Will ne'er by anxious friends be found.
Because he's flayed alive, or drowned ?

The Sergeant 1

will w^in the sympathy of all " quirks " who know that

sergeant so very well. Not that the author is always in

caustic mood, for he can also write good stuff of the Kip-

lingesque type on occasion. " Klaxon," although concerned
most with ditties that saiiormen will smile over, since they

are written by one who has lived what he writes about, also

produces verse of fine quality—his " Overdue." is work of

unusual merit, and the invocation " To the Scottish Regi-

ment-s," again is more than mer» verse. We hope to hear
more of " Klaxon," who has originality of method as well as

of theme, and has the power to express what his fellows of

the submarine can only think.
* * « * *

It is. in a way, a disappointment to open a book by Richard
Dehan and find that it consists of short stories, but in Under
the Hermes (Heinemann, 6s. net), this author has produced
a collection of tales w^hich will not di-appoint the reader.

The subjects range from study in the British Museum to life

among the Eskimos of Greenland, and include a couple of

sketches of the French Revolution in which the author shows
the skill of the real short story writer, more especially in the

sketch of Voltaire at the deathbed of Emilie du Chfttelet,

an-Z, after, on liis way to the court of the King of Prussia.

In these eighteen stories are humour and tragedy, mystery

and fine descriptive power, and in each one of them is a

touch of the artistry that made The Dop Doctor a famous

book. More especially will " The Jest," and " How Yamko
married fourteen wives," appeal to lovers of folk-lore.

« * * * «

In A Bolt from the East, by G. F. Turner (Methuen, 5s.

net), there is an attempt to answer the question as to whether

life is worth living, and at the end one is forced to the conclusion

that the hackneyed answer to the conundrum is still applicable.

The hero is an Indian prince, who brings in theosophic

theories and the doctrine of reincarnation, attempting to solve

the great problems of life off-hand and to claim, not equality

with, but definite knowledge of God, or the Prime Cause, or

wiiatever name may be used. How the prince's pride is

brought low. and he is made to sec himself as a man and no more
is told with great skill and not a little wit, and the theories

which the author wishes to enunciate are set round a plot

which holds the attention of the reader from first page to last

.—the moral is kept subservient to the novel all the time.

Dealing boldly and yet reverentially with spiritual matters,

the author has written an exceptionally good novel.
4> * it< * *

The author of this excellent little book. Captain Tracy, is

a recognised authority on his subject. An expert shot himself,

he has done invaluable work in training some thousands of

officers in the use of the revolver under service conditions.

He is, we believe, the pioneer in this branch of instruction,

having started the first army school in the subject, and
revolutionised its teaching. In the present volume he sup-

plies, in an easily intelhgible and compact form, a resumd of

the lectures he has given to officers of the British Army and
the Overseas Forces. The ideal at which he aims in his

teaching is well-expressed in his story of an American cow-
boy who, being asked by a bystander the secret of his wonder-
ful speed and accuracy in shooting, replied contemptuously,
" Guess yer a clurk, ain't yer ? Wal, you don't have to aim
with your pen every time yoQ write a letter, do you ?

" In
other words. Captain Tracy's methods aim at making the
pupils shoot accurately by a hal)it that becomes second in-

stinct, so that the officer will shoot at an object as easily and
with as little error as one points one's finger at it. The book is full

of sound hints and is distinguished by the insight of a born
teacher into the personal element in training. We commend
it as the bPst introduction to the use of the revolver.

THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY
AND AFTER

NOVEMBElR.

How to Break Austria. By the Very Rev. Oamon WILLIAM BARUY. D.D.
Th» Peril of Underground Germanism. By W. MOKEIS COLLES.
TIM Do-Nationalisation of the Church of England.

By tli« Kiiilit Htv. lliu U)RU BISHOP OF CAIUJSLE.
What a Premature Peace would mean : some Facts lor " Pacifists."

Hy J. KLLIS B.MiKER.
A Plea for the Little People. By WILLI.\M H.AUIiUTT DAWSON.
SilKor in the New Era. By MOKIiTON FliKWEX.
Religion under Repair: a Reply to Professor Lindsay. By A. P. .SIXNETT.
The Story of the Declaration of Paris. By Sir FRANCIS PIGQOTT (late

Cliief Justic*. of Uong Kong)
The True Freedom of the Sea. By Sir JOITN' MACDONF.LL. K.C.B.
"Peace without Anncxaiions or Indemnities'': a Letter from Pctrograd in

June. Bv .lOUX PULLUCK.
The Fight against Venereal Infection: a Reply to Sir Bryan Donkin.

By Sir FRANCIS CM AMt'NKYS. B.irt., M.D.
The Education of a Nation. By Sir UKNUV BI.AKF,. G.C.M.G.
Beerbohm Tree and the Shakespearean Theatre. Bv 11. M. WALHIiOOK.
The Air War and the Bishops' Religion: a Rejoinder to Canon Welch.

By HAIIOM) F. WYATT.
Where the lm|>erial Conference has left us. By W. BASH, WOi:.SF0LD.
President Wilson's Greatest Achievement. By ROBERT MACHRAY.

Loriion: Spottiswoode. Ballantyne & Co., Ltd., 1, New-street Square.

SCENES IN

France and Flanders.

The most vivid impression of the battle

area is to be obtained from the series

of Eng-raving-s in Colour by Captain

Handley-Read—just published by the

Leicester Galleries.

Write for Particulars to ih»

PUBLISHER :

LAND &WATER, 5Chancery Lane,W.C2.
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Italy's Aerial Cableways

Among th3 Dolomites

Preparing to Start
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LOZE.MCE.S

0X0 US tOWPOH.EWO.

0X0

LOZENGES

0X0 LOZENCiES are Just the thing to carry on with

until a more sub.stantial meal can be obtained.

They contain a high percentage of Beef Extract and

Beef Kibrine.and are stimulating and .sustaining. Ready

for immediate consumption whenever and wherever
required.

A Customer writes:—

9d. PEK

find them very sustalnins:."

Of all ChemisU, Grocers and Stores,

or from

'^™' 0X0 Limited, Thames House, London, E.C. 4.

Torpedoed!
AN OFFICER'S TESTIMONY TO
THE SUSTAINING QUALITIES OF

HORLICK'S
MALTED MILK TABLETS
KOKLICK'S MaLTHD MiLK C(»MI'ANV, Slough. Bucks. „ , j

Sirs.— I bad occasion tlie olher d^y tn prove the sterlinRr quilities which you claim for your Malted

Milk r»t»lets and I rind they are all you iiMke (hem out to be. I was one of a B .ationd <>( Survivori

(ibC'e wet* eleven .>i us jU toldf from a ship that was toipedmid by an eiifmy <.ul-manne. We were

•driftfor 30hi'Ufsin an open boat, with nothing but one of your Urge size lia.sks of Malted Milk

Tablets to quench our thirst. 1 am very thankful t • be able to siv that when we were eventually

picked up not one o( u< was suffering from either hunger or thirst. I shall always m future carry some
of these Tablets with me when I go to sea. as 1 consider thera extremely »alujble. 1 have already

ncoiOUDended them to several brotlier officers. Yours sincerely. I-ngr. Sub.-Lt., R.N.R.
P.S —Vou are at libertv to make whatever use of this letter you may wish.

SEND THEM TO YOUR NAVAU AND MILITARY FRIENDS
Set that (he name H^nuk i affifats of <v*ry cjyttnimr.

U GIms Pocket FUtka of ell Chemists «nd St orca. and In Ration tin* for H.M. I-orce>, l.'^each. If on

utJvcMrvice our Kation linishoold be sent, and we wi 1 foulard one of these tns post tree to Any

ddraaa on receipt of 1/6, Give full name and address, or nime of ship, also ti>e your own name and
address when scndtn| reniittam-e to

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH. BUCKS, ENGLAND.

KENNETH DURWARD.

Ji Smart

Cos tume

Mr. Kenneth Durward has now
taken the adjoining premises

No. 37 Conduit Street, which

he will devote entirely to the

Ladies' Department-

Write for Patterns and Illus-

trations of my New Autumn
Coats and Costumes.

Post free on on application.
THE REGENT.

A very uiWul and Sm.rl Suit forlown .nd Country wear in Cheviot!,
oergei, Home«pun8i &c.

ULSTER HOUSE,

CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.

DOMESTIC
ECOIMOMY

Names and addresses 0/ slwps, where the articles mentioned

can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt ol a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partont, Land iv Water, 5, Chancery

Lane, IV.C. 2. Any other information u-ill be given on request-

That Travelling
Wrapper

Anyone not yet fully set up in the dressing

gown way should,send for a tiny booklet

which, in spite of its very small dimen-

ions, deals remarkably fully with this kind of thing. Dressing

gowns at their best are always desirable possessions, but this

little booklet is full of all kinds of tempting propositions, and

some very novel ideas too !

Those, however, who still, in spite of all travelling disad-

\antages, from time to time spend a night or two away from

their own roof-tree, will be charmed with one of the offers

illustrated in this book—a travelling wrapper and bag. Both

of them are in sUk cascade, a delightful silk fabric which has

come into its own since the unprecedented rise in the price

of crepe de chine, and both are bound round w ith satin ribbem

of contrasting colour.

The wrapper is as pretty an affair as can be encountered

anywhere. It only has but one fastening, flutes into fascii

ting folds of material and when packed goes first into the m>

astonishingly small compass and then into the aw ailing b.

.\ dressing gown conveyed in this way is indeed to all intt

:

and purposes like carrying a satchelful of handkerchiefs, tli'

b'nng really practically not the least difference in the storagi-

capacity required. The jjrice is merely 29s. 6d., and patterns

will willingly be forwarded on request, so that everybf^'

can fully gauge the po.ssibilities of the offer.

The Hygienic
Bracket

Eveiybody wanting to economise sp.

andown I he handiest possible contiivai

atone and the same time, wUI be delighw

with some hygienic brackets. These most compact aft'aiis

are fitted with trays, one above the other—three or four as thj

case may be, and these trays are absolutely detachable. Tln:s

they can be taken out and cleaned at will, always looking

spotlessly fresh in consequence.
These brackets are quite ideal for a bathroom, and can

very conveniently be fixed by a wash basin in a lavatory,

hoIding%s they do a sponge, nailbrush, tooth powder, tooth

brush, shaving brush, shaving soap and all kinds of toilet

accessories. The satisfaction of having all these thmgs con-

veniently stored together out oi the way is a very real one—
and one, moreover, so easily gained that it may very reasonably

be indulged in.

The tiays aie so shaped that they hold the contents without

the least fear of their falling off and getting bicktn or mislaid,

and the clever originator is to be congiatulated en the whole

affair, as an achievement of convenience and cleanliness.

A Notion for

B»by

Quite fascinating is the latest idea in

travelhng equipment for baby. It is

most c( nipact little holdall with a water-

proof cover, and is one of the few novelties of the season. .

Its inventor must first of all have had a soldier's valise

in mind, and from that worked out the basis of this wholly

acceptable idea. Laid out absoluteh' flat this daintiest pro-

position reveals itself of white muslin and piiik or pale blue

quilted silk, with certain receptacles for the impoitant items of

baby's toilet. Ribbon tucked elastic bands keep both soap

and powder box in place and there is room for nearly every-

thing else that can be thought of.

.\n attractive white muslin cover keeps little gairnents from

being soiled or disarranged, and then the whole thing folds

into a neat small roll going into a waterproof cover.

The small handle allows of this being cairicd easily any-

where,- the waterproof cover ensures that it will not get wet,

and hey presto ! there is baby's luggage, the most complete
affair seen for many a long day. At present the idea is too

new a one to be very wideh' known. Passe-Partout

People have been writing to the papers; alely on the subjet t oi the

ill-treatment of horses in the streets. Tliey would have done more
good if, on noticing any case of cruelty, they liad gone at once to the
telephone, rung up Gerrard 5433, and allowed the Royal S<iciety for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 105, Jermyn Street. S.W., to dol
the rest. This is the only Society which has a staff of inspectors!
specially trained for the work of preventing cruelty to ;inimais and.f
on application to the Head Ofliie, the services of an inspector canl
nearly always be obtained in case of emergency. This hunanff
work cannot be .conducted without means, and an appeal is mailfl
to tlie public for further suppt.rl, so that the Society may keep it.~ ...lafll

of juspi'ttors at lull strength.
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The Bolo Conspiracy

France :
" Look, Uncle, I have laid hands on a dangerous peace plotter

"

Uncle Sam :
" On one, my dear girl ! I wish I had hands enough to hold them all !

"
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Nestor Cigarettes\

Distinguished always for the unvarying,

quality of the highest -grade Turkish leaf,?

and perfect manufacture, the 'Ncstor|Stands'

first in favor among men of educated taste.

\ f
The name 'Nestor' on

"

your Cigarette is the

mark of a quality famous

all round the world. The
Egyptian Government

stamp on every box and

tin of 'Nestor' is the

guarantee mark of the

True Egyptian Cigarette

At all High-class Tobacconists and Stores

throughout the World you can buy Nestors.

NESTOR GIANACLIS LTD.*
CAIRO k LONDON,
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of selected T' l-or
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Smart Tailored Shirts I

TH E comfort
and economy

of these service-

able shirts will

be appreciated
by those who
study correct
dress this season.

HI

We hold a wide
selection in' all

the leading
smart styles and
patterns. There
is "something"
for every taste.

Autumn Cata-
logue post free.

AN EXAMPLE.
L.W./142. Tailor-cut
Shirt, ill Japanese
silk, well-fitting collar,

inset slpevf-s, patch
pocket, link cufls.

Sires 13 to 15. Price

15/11

ROBINSON & CLEAVER I
LTD. 1

The Linen Hall, Regent Street, W.l f

I.ook for tlie

FOX-HEA n
Label

your Military Dexter takes you
dry, fit, ready such

freedom m a weatnercoat you can

find in no otner only

Dexter proofing is guaranteed to

resist wet to the very last.

"As Britisn as the
Weatker . . but Reliable."

Trench Coats from £5:5:0 Civilian from £3 : 3 :

Supplied by Agents Ererywfaere

DEPOTS FOR MILITARY DEXTERS

G O O C H S Ltd.BROMPTON ROAD, S.W. 3

FORTNUM & MASON, Ltd.
181-184 PICCADILLY, W.I
LUCIEN COUSIN. 7 RUE ALLENT. ST. OMER
W.tllnce Scoll & Co. 1. Id. (H IwUsale). Glasgow

THE
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WESTFIELD" SOFT SERVICE CAP
with or without back curtain.

Fitted with waterproof lining and greaseproof shields

16/6
The accepted design for both home and active service wear
grips the head without pressure, and will neither blow nor fall off.

WEST & SON SiVi^^ii'iSi'S
111
fw152 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON. W.

ORS. I
:ers, I
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SPEAK PLAINLY

THE moment is opportune for a great declaration by
one or more of the politicians whom the chance of their

profession happens to have thrown into power among
the Allied countries. It might come,' perhaps, with

most force from that man who speaks with the greatest author-

ity at this moment, and with the freshest and largest forces

at his back—the President of the United States. It might
take the form of a united declaration. But at any rate, the

moment is rjpe for such a political action, and that action

would not only be advisable and timely—one might almost
say that it is an imperative necessity in this crisis : and one
that cannot be delayed.

The gravity of the situation created by the great disaster

in Italy increases with ever\'' day, and, most unfortunately,

public opinion has not fully seized the magnitude of the peril.

It may even be doubted whether the Parliamentary statesmen
finding themselves suddenly faced with this new call upon
their resources, have fully grasped tjie profound significance

of the enemy movements upon the Venetian Plain. It has
already been pointed out in these columns that in mere scale

the enemy victory upon the Isonzo and beyond is by far the

biggest thing that has yet happened in the war. It has in-

volved, in a far shorter time, far greater lo.sses of men and
material tiian did any other action of any belligerent during

the three years and more that the war has proceeded. More
than this, more than the mere matter of scale, the enemy
victory upon the Isonzo has for the first time thoroughly

shaken and tlireatened with dissolution the whole of an
Allied Army organisation. It would be an exaggeration, of

course, to say that the enemy had achieved a decision. As
yet he has not done so. It is unfortunately true to say that

ho has, for the first time since the Battle of the Marne,
produced a military situation such that a decision hangs in

the balance.

Now if there is one plain duty before the journalist in a time
of national cxisis, it is the re-enforcement, so far as words
can rc-enforce it, of the national soul. The business of the

publicist, and of the modern Parliamentary politician too, for

that ma tter, is to confirm and sustain within the limited measure
of his capacity, the spirit of the nation. The tendering of

advice to the soldiers as to what their disposition should be,

is not only unpardonable folly, but constitutes a national

danger. The interference with men in command on account
of private jealousies and of private intrigues' is more
detestable still. In such actions, conducted by publicist

or statesman, we have forces at work directly opposed to

our interests, and directly favouring those of the enemy.
It would Ix; lamentable if any such forces were to

prevail at the present time. Bnb the other

function, plain, wholesome, and clearly imposed upon
every writer and every speaker at this moment, needs

no apology and no defence. To confirm the national will,

and to keep the national spirit strong there is no necessity

to boast—everyone can see that there is no occasion for boast-

ing to-day—there is still less any necessity, as some imagine

,

or pretend to imagine, for recurrent panic and sensationalism,

which its supporters plead to be in some way a spur to action.

All that is needed is to put the facts clearly before the pubhc
—that should be done throughout the whole course of the

war, regularly and frequently—and in exceptional moments
as the present, to plead, not for a military policy, which a jour-

nalist is quite incompetent to discuss, but for a political policy,

especially of the domestic kind, which he is competent to

discuss, and which it is his duty to present.

The politicians have not appreciated at all the importance

of keeping the public, when it is at war, fully, frequentlj',

and regularly informed. The fact that so much must be

hidden has been made a cover for mere slackness in giving in-

formation, or what is worse, ifn occasional violent exaggera-

tion of the favourable features coupled with a hiding away
of the unfavourable. It is not too' late, even now, for this

grave fault upon the part of our politicians to be remedied.

It is still possible for opinion to be formed—as much foreign

opinion is, and as American opinion certainly is going to be

—

upon the main features of the war and its progress, the best

estimates numbers, material, losses, and so forth. This, we
say, is a normal policy of which we stand in great need. But
there is also the particular policy that this article is

written to advocate, which is that of a solemn pro-

nouncement by the Western Allies that they still intend to

save civilisation thoroughly in spite of th^ very heavy and
novel burden just laid upon those who hoped they had nearly

accomplished the task. Unless such a pronouncement is

made, and made soon, opinion, which is almost overwhelmed

by the rapidity of the enemy's advance in Italy, may waver,

and may suffer from that confusion which is the gravest of

all civilian weakness in time of war.

There is also this advantage to be gained from a public

and solemn pronoimcement in the name of the Alliance at

this moment. It.will fix opinion, it will define the boundaries

within which we are acting, and it will direct the motive

for which such terrible sacrifices have been made. In a word
it will anchor the .\llies. There is a danger of drift, as there

always is in moments of unexpected strain. There is a danger

of confused advices and of very dangerous fallacies in public

reasoning upon the international affair. All that needs

fixing, and a public pronouncement would fix it firmly. In

the House of Commons on Tuesday evening, Mr Asquith,

referring to his speech at the Guildhall three years ago to-

morrow in which he defined the aims for which England

entered the war, said :
" Unless and until these are

attained, there is no hope for *he enduring peace of the

world." This statement should be now publicly re-asserted

in the plainest terms so that no miscomprehension can

exist anywhere.

No matter what the peril, no matter what the increase of

burden, no matter what the unexpected severity of this new
strain may be,civilisation cannot afford to admit its own defeat.

It would be suicide. The decent, humane, immensely fruitful

tradition of England and France and of all the West, cannot

admit a new code of warfare which is no better than in-

discriminate murder, and which, once accepted unpunished as

a precedent, would prevent security in the future. Civilisation

cannot admit the violation of treaties. Civihsation cannot

admit the enslavement as prisoners of war, even of combatants

—let alone of civilians, and of women and young girls.

Civilisation cannot admit the massacre of hostages. Precisely

because our ultimate' task appears at this moment more

difficult than it has appeared for many months past ; precisely

liecause we are met by a new, sudden, and unexpected change

—precisely on that account, must we put forward again—

and in the plainest and most uncompromising tenns—the

very full of our demands.

The whole war now depends upon the moral attitude ot

either side. If we weaken in our attitude our enemies

have conquered, and with them the forces that would dissolve

Europe. If we meet them with as proud a declaration as we
met them before this their last success,we sliall reduce them, for

we have still, on the whole, the larger resources and the

stronger faitU
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The Tagliamento
By Hilaire Belloc

CRUCIALLY important as the Italian situation

is, there is very little to say abont it in the wav
ot reasonable comment, both because it is still

so tragically, simple and because the information we
have upon it is so meagre. The essential thing for British

journalism as a whole at this moment is to insist upon the

extreme gravity of the crisis and to make opinion face facts -

if indeed that can be done. But this duty can ix> fulfilled in

few sentences. There- is no need for piling up rhetoric or

for repetition.

As to a retrospect upon what has happened, a fuller des-

cription made iwssible by fuller news with which it would
have been interesting to have j^egun tliis week's article, we are
unfortunately debarred froih it by a continued ^ick of infor-

mation. Such stories as ha\c come through have hardly
any military evidence about them. They are mere descrip-

tions of a hurried retirement and tell us nothing of causes or

manoeuvres. If we put together all the really military evidence
available we get something like this :

The enemy concentrated a certain (unknown) ntnnber of

extra divisions, a very great (but unknown) number of e.vtra

guns upon the northern part of the Isonzo front, that is in the

mountains, against the Second Italian Army, which held the
line from North of Gorizia to the neighbourhood of the
J'redil Pass. These new divisions, some few of which were
Germans, but most of which were Austro-Hungarian?, were
taken mainly from the Russian front or were formed of men
taken from the divisions" hitherto standing on tlie Russian
front—at any rate the concentration was clearly made possible

by the view the enemy now takes of the Russian frolit. And
if this were true of the concentration in men, it is still more
true of the concentration in guns which was decisive.

What that concentration was we simply do not know.
The Press for some reason or otlKT lirst obviously exaggerated
it and then as suddenly minimised it. But those who may
be too hastily jjrepared to accept the smaller figures now
suggested should remember that we have no real evidence
upon the matter. There was no proper identification of

enemy forces before the attack began on tlie Isonzo front

—

that is quite clear. It is equally clear that the Russian front
cannot now any longer send us accurate news of what is

happening in and behind the enemy's lines opposing it.

' J r
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At any rate, whatever was the concentration in men on the

Upper Isonzo, there was a great concentration in guns, and
these in their turn must mainly have come from the East,

where in the enemy's judgment tliey were no longer needed.

After a very heavy but short preliminary bombardment the

attack was launched in the small Iiours of Wednesday moniing.

October 24th, three blows being delivered by tluee picked

bodies of two divisions each—exactly assat Verdun. .Ml

these si.\ divisions were German. It is perhap the fact that the

spear heads to the attack consisted of these six divisioas that

has led to the idea that only six extra German divisions were

present. The three points of attack were, leading from south

to north: (i) That launched from the bridgehead of St.

Lucia , just south of Tolmeno, which bridgehead over the river

the Austrians had consistently held througliont the recent

operations. At this point there is amj)le supply behind the

enemy down the Baca valley, which has an o.xcellent main
road and a railway, and a second road coming in from Idria.

(2) The second attack was opposite Caporetto in the very

heart of the Isonzo gorge, and was delivert-d with the object of

establishing a bridge there, because Caporetto is the door to

the onlv easy pass tlvroughthe mountains to the Italian Plain.

(3) The third attack took i>lace at Plezzo also with t\vi>

divisions, and took j)lace there because Plezzo is the first stop

north of Caporetto, where you get elbow room in the shape

of a plain down which the mountains recede from the river.

Of these three attacks that from St. Lucia was the decisive

one, corresponding to the launching two divisions against

Douaumont in the X'erdun business. It cut off the second
army front the third and at once threatened Caporetto and
made the crossing there possible, for the enemy moved north-

word from St. Lucia up the river bank. The twin attack
corresponding to that from St. Lucia was the attack at Plezzo ;

Caporetto, the third and central point, was but the conse-

quence of the other two. From Plezzo in the north and St.

Lucia in the south Caporetto was threatened, and a contem-
poraneous direct attack on it rushed the moutii of the pass.

The next task of the enemy was to master tlie heights

immediately above the Isonzo tt) the west, dominating the

pass to the plains. The long spur running down the Monte
Maggiore called the Stol. and the great mass of the Mattajur
are of the same height within 100 feet (that height about
5,000 feet above the river), and stand like guards above
the Isonzo and the Caporetto-Cividale Road. They were
mastered 28 hours after the first blow had fallen. That is,

in the early morning after daybreak of Thursday the 25th,

and after that the success was complete. The centre of the
Italian second army was thoroughly liroken and this centre

corresponded to the easy road through the mountains to the
Plain, the first town on the edge of which is Cividale.

This sweeping through the Second'Army involved immediate
retirement of the Third Army to the south. The remnants of

the Second Army, the Headquarters Stall, and all its machinery
situated at Udirte : the Third Army as yet intact between
Gorizia and the Sea, fell back upon the line of the Tagliamento.

There are two permanent established avenues of retirement
through the l-'riuli Plain. Lacit is marked by a great higii

road ; each is marked by a railway, and each has a [wrmanent
bridge across the Tagliamento. The first is .the avenue from
Udine to Pordenone : the second is the avenue from Mon-
falcone to Portogniaro. For the withdrawal of sucli an
immense numtx-r of men, such an exiguity of communications,
especially in the matter of bridges, was a great drawback.
For between the old front and the Tagliamento (a distance of

from 20 to 30 miles, according to tiie point from which the
retreat of each unit began) there are a numlier of parallel

streams cutting the roads and adding to the diflficulties of

retirement. It is true that apart from these main roads and
railways there are a number of ccnmtry by-roads and that
temporary bridges must (one ho]X's) -have been established
across the Tagliamento itself and the smaller streams parallel

to it to the east. But the main of the wheeled trafhc, all the
heavy guns, and pretty well all the petrol traffic must hav<i

gone by the two roads and the two railways.

The northern or Pordenone road crosses the Tagliamento
by the long wooden bridge Napoleon establi.shed, and this

bridge is called from the name of the nearest village (two or
three miles off) the Bridge of Codroipo. To the south of it

an equally long railway viaduct leads from one bank to the
other of the enormously broad and usually three-quarter
dry bed of the Tagliamento. The southern road and railway
crosses the I^wer Tagliamento at the point of Latisana, a
village standing upon the eastern bank.
When the retreat of the Third Army (still intact) began,

the advanced bodies of the enemy were at tlie same distance
from the crossings of the Tagliamento as was the main bulk of

the Third Army. It was the obvious manrjeuvre of the enemy
to wheel round .southward, that is to the left, and cutoff the
Third Army if he could, before it had made good its escape
by the bridge of Latisana ; and for three critical days, during

X'XLAiidja

GmtKtrsaCiooo/eet

to IC

which we heard not a word from either side upon this e,s.sentia!

matter the thing hung in the balance. It seemed from the map
even chances either way. But in the event those chances
went, upon the whole, against the enemy. Not that the Third
Army got away intact ; the last divisions were cnt off and it

lost a very large proportion of its guns ; 60,000 men and no less

than .500 pieces fell into tlie enemy's hands. By the fifth

day enougii of the remnant of the Second and of the bulk of
the Third Armies, formerly constituting the Isonzo front,

had got away behind the Tagliamento to re-form a line while
reinforcement was coming up from behind, and while the
enemy, who had pushed forward advanced units at great si)ee(l,

was more slowly bringing up his main forces and his heavy
material. When the full tale of his captures was announced

' by the enemy at this close of the first phase inthe new Italian
business, the figures he gave were 200,000 men and no leSs

than i.Soo guns.
The Tagliamento is, as was pointed out in these columns

last week, an insufficient military obstacle. It fills with
water only after heavy rains or during the thaws of the
snows in the mountains, and all its middle and upper course it is

no more than"a very broad torrent lied "cut up" (as the name
suggests) into a network Of tiny .shallow rills. It so happened,
however, that during the retreat of our Allies there fell for

"36 hours continuous and heavy rain and the whole bed of the
river was filled with a flooding torrent. We cannot expect
it to last long, and the fue defence of the Tagliamento
line will lie, not in ftis value as an obstacle, but in the number
and quality of the troops which will hold the long prepared
trenches upon its eastern bank.

It is clear from the map that the Tagliamento line can
casilv be turned from the north. But what has not been per-

haps sufficiently emphasised is th.e advantage the enemy here

has through his main railway across the Pontebba Pass. If,

in the Italian retirement, there was time for a proper destruc-

tion, of works upon this mountain line, these may take some
few days to repair. But we may take it that either immediate-
ly or in a short time this railway can amply supply the enemy
in the lower foothills of the Alps upon the Upper Tagliamento,

that is in the region of Tolmezzo. Wnzone and Gemona.
Where the valley of the l"'ella falls into the Tagliamento there

is an oj5en space quite large enough for the manoeuvring of

considerable troops and a blow struck there successfully, or

just on the edge of the foothills where the railway crosses

the river, would turn the Tagliamento liiie. Now if the
Tagliamento line is lost—and for an army pressed hard after

a heavy blow, it is an insufficient oljstacle to defend— there

is no really good short and strong natural line to hold till one
reaches the Adige— the historic barrier of the Italian plain

against the north-east. But the line of the -.Adige uncovers

Venice— and we are in the fourth year of the war. The line

of the Piave is in its upper part a mere torrent, and in its

whole contour lengthy and imsuitable. Of course trenches

can be dug anywhere, but so far as natural obstructions are

concerned, the Piave is a bad line.

There is no need to say more. There lies before the Allies,

before Western civilisation and its fortunes, a more severe

ordeal than any it has yet had to face. To face it the civilian

populations of all the Allied nations will need to call upon
all their tenacity, and above all upon all their clearness of

vision- and the test may be upon us very soon, because
there may be restored in the \cnctian plain the changing
and rapidly decisive factors of a war of movement.

That other military news of the week consists in the slight
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German retirement over the Ailcttc and the capture by the

British of Bccrsheba.
The former event was the natural consequence of the very

considerable French success at the end of October. Oncc
the spur of Chavignon was in French hands the northern slope

of the Chemin des Dames was enfiladed and untenable to the

enemy and they had to give it up. They have gone down into

the valley and crossed the stream-

The only accounts of what has happened in Palestine so far

to hand are the brief despatches from the British command in

tliat region, and a somewhat ampler description coming two
days later from Mr. Massey. General Allcnby's report tells us

that in the night of Tuesday last, October 30th, a British

mixed force advanced against Beersheba from the west and
south-west. The infantry striking at the defences' of the town
from this region, presumably at daybreak, the cavalry moved
south of it and then round to the east and the town was occu-

pied in the evening after a determined resistance. General

Allenby tells us the losses were slight and enumerates his
captures at 1,800 prisoners and nine guns. The later expanded
account informs us that the cavalry work sweeping round to
the south and so round to the east of the town, was accom-
plished by Australians and New Zealanders, while infantry,
EngUsh in the main, held and then forced the enemy upon
the west of the place. The former troops reduced the fortified
knoll of Tele es Saba (where the two xalleys meet cast of
Beersheba) by half-past three in the afternoon of Wednesday,
the 31st, and during the remaining hours of daylight, further
reduced the German machinogun post on the northern slopes.
This done they cut the Hebron Road by which the enemy
within the town might have retired, and before nightfall they
occupied the heights immediately north of the road and N.E.
of Beersheba which dominate the whole of that district. The
town was entered in the early hours of that niglit and the latest
reports bring the total of prisoners to more than two and a-half
thousand.

The Conditions of Victory—IV

DETAILED discussion of the terms of peace while
the enemy yet feels himself unbeaten is the accepta-
tion of defeat. It is clearly a relaxation of eft'ort

under a strain. Snch discussion when he has just
achieved a new and remarkable success is still more obviously
the acceptation of defeat at his hands. It is parleying. Even
if we knew nothing of the origin of such a demand, we might
theoretically determine that it was of enemy origin ; in prac-
tice we know that it is, both by the moment of its origin and
by the nature of its thesis. For the details proposed for dis-
cussion invariably take for granted the continued strength
of the enemy and his continued possession of all that he is

still able to save.

An acceptation of the enemy's demand for this detailed
discussion must be avoided as tlioroughly as slackness in
discipline must be avoided, or as extravagance in conception.
It would be playing directly, and for most unconsciously, into
the enemy's hands.
In contrast to such a position is a full appreciation bv

ourselves as to what are the conditions of victory in this awful
and decisive business which the Gennans deliberately pro-
voked and to which they drove the Austrians in the summer
of 1914. We need not delay for a moment upon the pre-
sentation of these conditions of victory to ,an undefeated
enemy: For an undefeated enemy could not, for a moment,-
consider them. It is for ourselves, I repeat, that the study
is useful : That we may have our minds clear upon wha't
is the necessary goal of so much effort, and what it is,

which if we do not reach, however great the accumulating
difficulties may seem, we are lost.

There is here no half-way house as there have been in lesser
wars for lesser and often very limited things. The challenge
thrown down to Europe, even in the first days of the fight,
went to the ver\^ roots of national existence. The moment

'

the German spirit began to develop under anns, the funda-
mental character of the struggle, always clear to those
who had watched it coming, became patent by successive ex-
amples to the most blind. One after the other all those
conventions and sanctities upon which normal European life
and the old European civilisation had depended, were \'iolated
deliberately upon the initiative of those who. in the very first
hours of their projected conquest, had violated the neutrality
of Belgium- Nothing but a mental fatigue or a base moral
forgetfulness could make men think othei-wise of that long
descent into chaos which began with the unprecedented
ultimatum to Serbia, requiring that country to give up its
sovereignty, which proceeded, through the refusal of arbitra-
tion and the crossing into Belgian territory, to the massacres
and the burning and the shooting of hostages, the looting
and at last the murder of civihan neutrals, and the sinking of
hospital ships. The series is not ended yet, nor anything like
ended. It is of its nature interminable, and it has not much
further to go (if it continues to boast success) for the civihsa-
tion of Europe to disappear. No mere scheme of disarma-
ment can wipe out the precedent established if such things
go unpunished. "

One does not compromise or bargain with a thing of that
sort as one might with a dvnastic ambition or with a di.sputed
temtorial claim. It is clearly life and death on the one
side and on the other. It is an issue between an Furopc
rapidly dechning in the future, and declining under the
detestable influence of tlie.se new doctrines (which cannot
create but can only destroy), and an Europe which though
terribly weakened, shall yet Airvive and recover herself In
that issue this country is particularly involved because this
country particularly depends upon 'those conventions and
traditions in the relations between civilised communities which

make possible our crowded life upon an island, and the bonds
of a sporadic Empire.
That indeed, is the point which Englishmen must,

above all men, grasp ; that their great polity, crowded
with great cities. Wholly dependent upon the sea, will
be vulnerable as will be no other in a future which should
permit indiscriminate massacre from the air and from below
the waters.

If these new codes of murder are established, no general
disarmament by land, no disbanding of conscript armies,
secures this island and its vast inheritance. It is at the
mercy of the next threat, or compelled to intensive arma-
ment for ever. And nothing can prevent the establishment
of that code save the punishment of its promoters.
As there is no half-way, house or compromise to be con-

sidered where such a challenge of life and death has been
thrown down (and successfully acted upon) so there is no
purpose in discussing the chances of success or failure. It
was a vulgar and despicable trick with many to prophesy
victory as a certitude. It was a still more vulgar and de-
testable looseness of the mind which gave way, especially in
the early days of the war (but again after the oven-unning
of Serbia) to shrieking panic. But neither the one attitude or
the other 1^ of moment to our subject. The conditions of
victory remain precisely the same whether victory be achieved
or no ; whether it come to-tnorrow or after any imaginable
delay, or do not come at all ; -whether it suddenly prove
easy or in its last stages prove continuouslv difficult in
the extreme, or prove impossible altogether. "When a
man is struggling in a rapid current to reach the bank
est he should drown, no debate of his chances is of the
least service. He must put forth his full energy to save him-
self. No near approach will suffice. He must land or drown ;•

one of the two. And that truth is as obvious to the man
who thinks his landing easy as it is to the man who thinks it
nearly certain he uill drown. The one fatal piece of advice
and the only fatal piece one could give to such a man in such a
strait, would be to advise him to abandon the struggle in the
xam hope that somewhere lower down the stream some chance
might save him.
So much being said let us appreciate that there are three

considerations attaching to these conditions of victory.
Ihe first IS that essential act upon which everything

depends: The breaking of the evil will to which we are
opposed and which stUl believes—particularly from its recent
successes—that it can save itself unbroken": That will can
only be broken by punishments imposed after success against
It in the field. You will not break it by asking it to break
itself. •^,

'^

The second consideration is that certain material results
must be apparent as the consequences of victory, lacking
which the name victory would be perfectly empty, for the
object of war is peace, and a peace lacking these residts would
be no peace Those results have been well summarised by the
lead, not of the present, but of the last (Government, when
lie put forward the formula :

" Restoration, Reparation, and
(guarantees.' These three words between them cover the
ground. The German proposal to conquer and to impose a
certain rule upon others must 1» broken and the material
result or evidence of that breaking will be the restoration of
what this theory has cost the others ; th<' restoration of
tluit which the would-be conquerors have taken by force
trf)m others, without ever consulting even so much as the
population involved, let alone Treaty or ancient law. It
applies not only to the French provinces from which the
conqueror provoked a vast eniigration, and which he later
colonised to his advantage, but also to' the wantonly annexed
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provinces of Denmark and to the destruction of Poland still

more wantonly seized by Prussia (and "by Austria at the

instigation of Prussia) subject for generations to an obscene

tyranny, and partially, but thank God imperfectly, planted

by their ravisher. That is what restoration means. It means
also the emancipation of the Konmanian, the Scrl), the

Italian populations which have remained unjustly subject to

alien force through nothing more responsible than the con-

ventions of politicians. It does not mean the evacuation of

teixitory which liappens to have been temporarily occupied
by the accident of the present war. That has nothing to do
with restoration. That is a mere matter of flux and reflux

in the movement of miUtary forces in the course of a cam-
paign. It is no more than a momentary and military accident

that the lines lie here or there. They may subsequently be

withdrawn well within enemy countries and yet the principle

be no whit affected. What has got to be restored is the
territories of European men taken without right and ruled by
ahen force : And this restoration is particularly and sacredly

necessary where the ravisher has not only stolen the land, but
depopulated it and attempted a colonisation of his own.

Besides restoration there must be reparation. He that

did the damage must labour to repair the damage ; directly

by his work, or indirectly by the export of what his work
produces, by heavy impoverishment in his power to

consume (but not to produce), and the corresponding
enrichment of his former victims, he must make good
those material damages which alone it is in his power
to make good. The moral evil he can never repair. He
will pay for that in the attitude which will be adopted
towards him by mankind. If those who openly violate ad-
mitted law go free under no penalty to restore what they have
destroyed, the law loses its sanction and ceases to be of effect.

In other words, if we do not achieve the material result of

compelling the enemy to reparation, he has won ; for he has
proved that he can at his will destroy wantonly and suffer no
consequences therefrom. The third limb of the formula is the
word ' Guarantees." and that means hostages in persons,
goods or land, or all three combined.

If there is anyone who seriously believes that a mere
promise to slave at reparation and to. labour without thought
of future aggression will be undertaken voluntarily by a
Germany not compelled to such justice, he may be left to his
opinions, or better still asked to apply them in practice to the
civil sphere of his own country, and to expect the sentence of
the law without physical power in the State.
The third consideration upon the conditions of victory is

the consideration of a jjarticular test by which we may know
by a special instance whether victory has been achieved or no.

In the first point, the fundamental one of all, we speak of
military decision and the breaking of the evil will to which
we are opposed. It is the largest point. In the second we
speak of the general external effects of such victory : Restora-
tion, Re])aration and Guarantees. The third is a lesser point,
but none the less a vital one. We need a test to which any
one can turn : A sort of touchstone by which the simplest can
discern whether victory has really been achieved or no. That
test or touchstone, very unfamiliar to a modem audience in
England and possibly unsympathetic to it, is Poland.
There will be a Poland after this war. The resurrection of
Poland is certaui. Equally certainly it will be either a German
Poland or a counter-German Poland. \'ery well, the test is

which of the two Polands shall arise. If the Poland that
arises after the war is a German Poland, a Poland under
the influence of Vienna and Berlin, then the enemy has
won. He controls the East. He has erected his " Middle
Eyrope " and is our master in materials and men. The future
is his. If. upon the contrarv, we can so thoroughly win as to
erect a large and strong independent Polish state pressing
upon the Gerrnan borders and making a counter-weight to the
Tjcrman body, cutting it off from the East and denying its
3ionopoly of mineral resources and of the Baltic Sea. we have
A-on. It is the one clear, simple and practical test by which
the issue of the war may be judged.

Military Decision

The first of these considerations, though the most important
may be dealt with the most briefly. The evil will to which
we arc opposed must be destroyed, especially in the interests
of this country,- and it can only be destroyed in the field.

It is a commonplace, but one perpetually forgotten, an
obvious truth, but one continually hidden by metaphor and
confused speech, that the springs of human action are in some-
thmg invisible. Those who are .so old-fashioned as to dislike
the word " soul " may, if they like, use the word " mind."
At any rate, it will be conceded that men's actions depend
upon emotions and a mood. The architecture, the letters,
the morals and manners of a community, the very existence
of the community itself, that is of an organisation as distin-

guished from a mere dust of individuals, depends upon this

invisible factor. In war what affects this factor is victorj' or

defeat. The instinct of every populace agrees to so simple a
l^roposition ; the common sense of all cultivated men supports

it, for history invariably supports it too.

It is perfectly true that great changes and often the

greatest changes of all have taken place through 'an'action upon
the mind witli whicli arms had little to do. The propagation
of Islam was an armed thing, but that of the Christian Church
in the Roman Empire was not. It can be argued that arms
might conceivably never enter into the process and it can be
asserted that in some of the greatest examples they were
absent. But when the element of a military challenge is

present ; when one philosophy or religion or national claim
just or unjust, has put it to the test of arms, then short of

failure in arms the claim makes good or, failing in arms it also

fails. To this I think there is' no exception in all the known
history of the world. It is indeed the weakness of thus
appeahng to .arms alone that you risk all from mere
material defeat, and upon suffering it will see your ideal

destroyed as well as your physical structure. If Islam
had conquered in the battlefield half way between Tours
and Poitiers in the eighth century, France and Europe
would be Mohammedan to-day. It was defeated, and with
that military defeat went the beginning of its decline. If

Carthage had conquered Rome, the civilisation from which
_we spring would never have existed. All its ideas, which are
"to-day the atmosphere we breathe, would be as unfamiliar
to us as are to-day the ideas of Baal and Moloch.

The Material Challenge

Now in this present debate the essential point is arms.
There was not a conflict between two points of view, each of

which was working against the other by persuasion ; there was
a direct material challenge thrown down by one party to the
other in set terms :

" W'e will bring armies against you at our
own moment. Our armies are stronger than yours, and will

destroy your armies. When we have so destroyed your
armies we will impose what terms we choose." That
was the German challenge. It was a challenge thrown
down under the full certitude of victory (for those who
threw it down have never fought odds and have never
entertained the idea of fighting odds— it would seem to
them mere foolishness, a part of all that chivalric tradition
which they call false and despise). It was a challenge
concerned with material force alone. If its authors remain
undefeated in arms, they have conquered. To think that they
have not conquered, simply because their full programme
has not been achieved, is to misunderstand the whole nature
of the problem. The point is that they felt themselves strong
enough to deny the power of civiUsation to restrain them.
They thought that this impotence to restrain would also in-

volve the fall of the civilisation they attacked. In that thev
were mistaken. But if they withdraw still undefeated, the
core of their original pronouncerhent remains intact. The
plain man puts it in very excellent language when he says

:

" There is nothing to prevent them beginning again—except
fatigue, from which one can always recover." The historical

philosopher puts it somewhat differently by saying that " the
evil will is unbroken." Both are right. When the bar-
barian is bought off in any fashion, you are not buying peace,
you are buying a truce at usury. You are postponuig the
e\il day at high interest, and all history is there to prove it.

There ha« appeared during the latter stages of the war, that
is, during the stages which are necessarily those of fatigue,

an extraordinary doctrine to the effect that defeat is never
conclusive. All histoiy is there again to prove the contrary.
J3efeat, whichever side may suffer it, will produce spiritual
fruits of the most vigorous kind. If it be our party which
suffers defeat and which accepts the claim of the enemy to
violate law and to go unpunished, the sanctity of law in

Europe at once loses its force. Progressively and cumu-
latively the loss of respect for law will proceed! and this will

be felt not only in that large field of international relations

with which the individual has so little to do, but gradually
deeper and deeper down through all the pliases of civil and
even domestic life.

But there is more than this. The defeated party loses

confidence in its own institutions and loses heart, and there-
fore energy. The thing appears even where your modern
industrial man least conceives it possible. It appears in the
economic field. The defeated party in a great duel commonly,
if history is any guide, declines in material civilisation, goes
back and becomes more and more lethargic. In the matter
of institutions the defeated pahy in losing faith loses stability.

Every one of the successful constitutions of modern times,
the British, the American, the modern <iernian. has proceeded
from a 00 of victory. It has not been some marvellous
balance of their own, some consummate wisdom in their
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framers, it has been essentially the prestige of victory vvliich

has caused them to flourisii. Conwrsely, if you ask vvliy

this or that constitution works ill or is unpopular, why author-

^rity consequently dwindles, and why a continued weakness
oppresses the State, vou will find, though not universally, the

roots of the evil to lie in defeat. The standing example of

this in Europe to-day is, I think, the l-ivnch Parliament.

True, the system was not chosen by the French and, being an

oligarchic system, is very ill suited to their democratic

temperament. It is corrupt as all Parliaments are corrupt

;

it is second rate as all Parliaments are second rate. But if you
will read the actual text of the constitution imposed upon the

French as an experiment by a small clique after their great defeat

of a generation ago. you will find that it contains elements of

central power even stronger than tiiosc which are the

flywheel and guarantee of tlie American constitution.

Von will find the safeguards for a full representative

character in the French Chamber far stronger in theory
and in practice than tiiose which apply to the British House
of Commons ; you will c\en find checks for the curbing
of the caucus and the professional politicians, such as are

wholly lacking in this country and in America hardly to be
discovered save in the institution of the Supreme Court.
Why, then, do you find in l'"rance tlie Parliament regarded
as it is, its membership a subject of contempt, and the whole
popular feeling towards it that which one might liavc towards
a disease ? I l>elicve that the origin of this misfortune lies in.

tile fact that it arose in defeat.

I'-ven of institutions that do not arise in defeat it is true

that when tliey have suffered defeat they lose moral authority.
" A failure in foreign policy " (and there is no such failure like

a failure in war) " is the root of all dynastic change." That
is a true saying.

This country has been happiK- ignorant of any such blow*

deli\'ered to its fundamental institutions for many generations.
It cannot yet conceive of what would follow upon the loss of

authority consequent to defeat. But it instinctively feels

that a military failure would imjl)eril the domestic life of the
nation. And it is riglit.

There remains beyond these perhaps too general though
true conceptions, this highly practical and immediate one :

Unless we achieve success in the field nothing of our task can
be done. The remainder of what we have to consider, restitu-
tion, reparation and guarantees, future securities, all these
remain pure vanities and academic talk unless victory be
there to impose them. If victory be not achieved or cannot be
achieved, it is a futility to discuss how much or' what the
enemy may in his kindness grant, or through his present
fatigue temporarily admit.
An undefeated (iermany is a jictorious Germany. It is a

Crerniany every institution of wliicli will be tenfold stronger
tlian it was before the war. It is a Germany which will be
able to say to the world :

" We stood up in arms against a
universal coalition and defeated it." And to itself : "We
failed indeed to achieve an easy victory upon the offensive,
but we achieved a stubborn one upoh the defensive which has
the more thoroughly welded our strength. We liave ruined
the Russian Empire which we dreaded ; we have made all the,

Central limpires our vassals. We have made all the lesser
nations dread us or depend upun us, and the future is ours."

In that future (iennan things from the mechanical to the
cruel, from stupidity to impotence ; from confusion of thought
to its invariable accom])animent, minuteness of detail,
would colour tlic West and with tlie West ourselves. Those
A\lio loved tliem in the past (and they were many) may be
content at tlie prospect. Those who detested them when
they knew them (and they were many, many more) may
dc'^P^i''"- H. Belloc

Sweden and the War
By F. Henriksson, Author of England in the World's War (just published in Sweden)

THE political struggle in Sweden, which has now
resulted in the formation of a Liberal-Socialist Govern-
ment, is only a continuation of the political develoj)-
ment before the war, but it has been greatly influenced

by the experiences of the war. It could trulv be ^luA that in no
neutral country are the moral and ethical'forces behind the
war and the displacement of those forces in tlie course of the
ternble conflict so strongly reflected in the internal political

a development as in Sweden.
Russia's expansive force \ras for more than a hundred years

the principal external factor influencing Swedish policy.
It.w;as increasingly so during the present generation when the
forcible Russification of Finland, which' country was .built
up. by the Swedes, with Swedish laws and customs, seemed
immediately to threaten Sweden. The talk of Ru.ssian plans
for an ice-free Atlantic jwrt, with the possible annexation of
Northern Sweden and Northern Norway, excited ])ublic
opinion. All classes considered it a real danger and it was
particularly used by the Militarists in support of their plans
for strengthening the country's defences. Revelations of a
widespread espionage system in Sweden, conducted bv the
Russian .Military Attache at Stockholm, the attempted "forti-
fication of the Aland Islands, contrary to the guaiiintee ofthe
Franco-English Treaty, and other events tended in the years
immediately before the war to convince Sweden of an immediate
menace from the east.

Germany was increasingly looked upon as the only effective
barrier against the feared Slav expansion westwards. It
IS true that Ivngland had supported Sweden against tiie attempt
to build what was called a " (iibraltar of the North " on the
Aland Islands, whicii would have teen able to eonnnaiid the
Swedish cai)ital witli its guns. lUit it was C(jnsidered tliat
against a military Russian expansion westwards onlyCermany
would be able to give effective militarv sujjport. Germany
had a vital interest, not only to stem tiie Slav pressure on her
own frontier but also to prevent the Scandinavian |)eninsula
from being overpowered by that pressure that was the trend
of Swedish argument.
To this strong ])olitical motive for reliance on (u-rmany were

added close racial relations, intimate intellectual and personal
intercourse, increasing commercial connections and admira-
tion for tlie peaceful qualities re\eal<-d and expressed in the
development of modern Gcrmanv, the great capacity for
organisation, the application of "science in all branches of
industry and commerce, the system of education and so on.
It seemed even to the superficial observer that a system
which gave such results must on the face of it be a superior
one. That system was the German.militaiy system, the rigid

military and bureaucratic organisation, with the subservience
of the civilian to the mihtary and the individual to the State.
Ihat system appeared to be the foundation and strength of
the Germany after 1871. This palpable fact was of course
used to the utmost, particularly by the Reactionaries.

'1 hus the political contest long be^fore the war centred in the
conflict of those governing ideas, to which President Wilson
so trenchantly has given expression as standing against one
another at present. The process in Sweden was the normal
one for a country emerging from an agricultural to an in-
dustrial state. The Social Democrats, gradually ripening in
the school of experience and now corresponding to the Eng-
lish Radicals, with an Extremist group evoKing out of them
\yeie in strong ascendency. In the General Election of
September, 1914, they became the largest party in the Lower
Chamber. Die Liberals, rooted in the old peasant party
were reduced in the pressure bfetween the Social Democrats
and the Conservatives.

But in spite of the parliamentary strength of the Parties
ol the Left the Government remained in the hands of the Con-
servatives as the Crown used its prerogative for that purpose.
The first Liberal Ministry had at the beginning of that year
been ousted from power by the Conservatives, using" the
trown. evidently willingly, in a forced conflict on the question
of increased armaments. The parties of the Left were povver-
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war presented itself to many Swedes as a preventive-de-

fensive war on the part of Germany. To them, nursed in the

shadow of the ' Russian menace, the Alliance between
autocratic and expanding Russia and free, democratic Britain,

in desperate commercial competition with Germany in tlio

world's markets, seemed an imholy one and incompatible

with professed solicitude for small nations.

Those mentally inclined towards Germany saw in the
" encircling of the Central Empires " a conclusive proof of

the truth of the case Germany put forward with regard to tlie

real causes of the war. Some of the most prominent (ierman

scientists preached their war theses in Sweden, and German
editors and deputies came there to organise their propaganda.

One of the most energetic amongst them, the now well-known

Erzberger, to mention one instance, came and offered exclusive

personal war cables, arid some leading papers printed his

glowing descriptions of the great victories on the west. New
German news agencies were created, which flooded tlio

Scandinavian editorial offices with telegraphic matter.

These details arc mentioned in order to explain a widely

prevailing mood of thought in the first period of the war.

Those circles here referred to were mainly to be found in tlic

.surroundings of the Court, among the higher bureaucracy

and the military. They believed in a short campaign and a

crushing German victory. What could England do ! w as

their refrain. The Queen, strong willed, a born princess of

Baden and a cousin of the Kaiser, was the rallying point for

these forces and she did not hide her light under a bushel.

The Crown Prince and tlie Crown Princess, born Margaret of

Connaught, kept a discreet reticence in accordance with their

position. They have succeeded in keeping out of the pohtical

controversy, thus not compromising their future.

Active Neutrality

Ditticuhies emerging from the war soon appeared. Tliey

mainly centred roimd trade questions. A characteristic

movement greatly disturbed the patriotic harmony. Moved
by different causes and a false conception of the origin and
innermost meaning of the war, and undoubtedly spurred by
strong German influences and German victories, a group of the
" young blood," mostly Conservatives, began to preacli what
they so contradictorily' called " active neutrality." Their

idea was that the time had come to eliminate the Russian

menace by assisting Germany, liberating Finland and freeing

the eastern Baltic shores. They advocated openly " courageous
lining up at the side of Geimany," as the phrase went,

and acted ih close co-operation with the corresponding
' young blood " «)f Finland. The (leiman Legation in

Stockholm was a centre for this co-operation ; a large number
<^f Finlanders went to Geimany to be trained as soldiers;

arrangements for smuggling of aims into Finland were made
and valuable information fiom Russia was constantly obtained

through these channels.

The " .Activists " were never numerically strong and they
were widely ridiculed. But their connections among the govern-

ing classes, which held the grip on the State machine, the

silent support from ruling circles, their underhand methods
with German intrigues and plans for a rising in Finland, which
should fire the Swedes, made thtm at one time dangerous in

the sense that by a military or other coup the country might
have been faced with a fail accompli, involving it in war
against the will of the overwhelming majority of the people.

The highest danger jjointwas reached when in August, 1915,
the German armies penetrated deep into Russia and appeared
able to get to Petrograd.

But before that time the Liberals and the Social Democrats,
particularly the latter under the strong lead of "Six. Branting.

had conceived the danger of a coup, and had awakened
public opinion to it. They had challenged the Conservatives
and the (jovernment in Parliament to denounce the dangerous
activities and received certain assurances. But although the
Conservative Party leaders disclaimed connection with the
" Activists," they could never be prevailed upon to denounce
them or express any decided disapproval of their propaganda ;

on the contrary, they publicly expressed their esteem of

the movement as having ultimatelj' the highest patriotic end
in view.

,

It was laid down as a leading thesis of international law
that a neutral country's trade with belligerents was only
limited by the belligerents' ability to stop by force the trade
in contraband as determined by international law. The
belligerents' needs, particularly Germany's, and in a less degree
Russia's, gave rise to an enormously profitable trade in the
countries situated between the belligerents. The Scandinavian
countries were flooded by a swarm of commercial adventurers
of a very cosmopolitan character with certain races pre-

dominating. .\ great gamble began. Millions were often

earned in a day in commercial speculations by persons who

had no knowledge of commercial transactions. It was the
great time of the " goulyash barons "—a general name given
to these get-rich-quick-on-the-war people on account of the
fortunes made by evading the law in making and sending
large quantities of. " goulyash " to Germany from Denmark.
The proceedings of the FZnglish Prize Court have given many
interesting details of the methods used' by the gamblers to get
goods into Germany.

There was of course also a large increase in more legitimate
business with commensurate profits in certain industrial
and commercial branches, such as ship])ing, which made con-
siderable fortunes, but those profits generally speaking never
penetrated deep into the community. They remained in a com-
l)aratively few hands, while the population as a whole very
early began to feel the depressing influences of the war m
increasing scarcity of foodstuffs and raw materials.

Plockade Measures

Only as the effects of the blockade measures, forced by
Gerni.an lawlessness at sea, began to be felt more and more
did the Hammarskjold government gradually iestrict the free
reins ol commercial enterprise by a series of e-xport prohibi-
tions and conditional licenses, compensation arrangements
and other measures. But all those stejjs were characterised
by vagueness and hesitation to interfere with the free play
of economic forces. Thus, for instance, the export of agrr-
cultuial produce, which before the war had its principal
market in England, as a consequence soon went altogether to
German\-, where the demand was much greater and higher
prices were paid. The more far-.-,ighted urged the wisdom
of maintaining as far as possible the pre-war export both to
England and Germany, even at a loss, the more so as the coun-
try had to look to importation from the west of such raw
materials as oils, fats and fodder- in order to .maintain its

agricultural production. But it was of no avail. As a result
the import ol those raw materials was finally practically cut
off by England for the reason given that she could not as a
belligerent be a paijty to .assisting her enemy by supplying
Sweden with oils and fats, for the manufacture of margarine,
which released butter for export to Germany. The result was
that the butter exj)ort ceased of itself and a scarcity of
butter and margarine occurred in .Sweden.
The Hammarskj(")ld jiolicy of neutrality became more and

n'lore suspect to the Entente Powers, who formed the opinion
that it was coiiducted by a mentality inclined towards Ger-
many if not influenced by Germany for one reason or another.
They considered that it was subservient to Ciermany, in-

dulgently passing over the most brutal manifestation of Ger-
man warfare, which was hitting even neutrals hard, such as
the destruction of neutral ships without warning and murder-
ing of neutral sailors, while it reacted strongly, even by hasty
actions, against the Fmtente blockade measures, which, '

however considered, must be placed in a very much milder
category of warfare. That was also the liberal criticism in
Sweden, which found the Premier blinded by legal formalism.
By degrees opposition against the Hammarskjold policy

rose in Sweden as the growing difficulties in getting supplies
from the west as result of that policy caused increa.sed shortage
of many necessities. The widening opposition extended
rapidly to industry and commerce. Great confidence had all

the time lieen put in the Foreign Minister, Wallenberg, whose
sympatJiies and whole character were Considered as a safe-
guard, but events tended to show that he had finally been
overruled by a mastering mind. It should be pointed out
that Hammarskjold, the Prime Minister, has not in Sweden
been seriously accused of any direct " Pro-German " jx)licy

or of intention to deviate frojn conscious neutrality ; he was
probably convinced of conducting a purely Swedish and
strict neutrality. But effects count more than intentions in
a position of such responsibility in a world's crisis. He was
giadually accused of taking all the powers of Government
in his own hand and of overriding Parliament.
The gathering storm broke out when Parliament met

last Januar\'. The Social Democrats gave the Government
notice that the party-truce was at an end as a consequence
of the policy of the (iovernment. Their attacks were violent ;

they were sttpported by the Liberals and outside tho.se parties
public opinion in the country was now strongly aroused on
account of the scarcity in foodstuffs, which had necessitated
rationing. The reckless submarine warfare declared by
(iermany in l-'ebruarv altered somewhat the real position as
it made a trade agreement with England — a second attempt
to make one, for which Swedish delegates had been in London
some months, had just failed—of less importance on account
of the transport difficulties, but the feeling in Sweden could
not be checkcfl. The Hammarskjold Government had to go.

The King again summoned a Conservative Ministry, with
a very 'capable business man and experienced iroiitician,

Swartz, as Premier, and the cx-Premicr Lindman as Foreign
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Minister. It was undoubtedly a considerable improvement
on their predecessors. But the rising tide, influenced by the

revolution in Russia and America's entryin the war, was too

strong. The Social Democrat leader Hranting raised the

constitutional question, demanding extension of the franchise

to thelUpper Chamber, which would break down the domina-

tion of the Conservatives there and thus introduce Parlia-

mentary Clovemment. Signs of unrest appeared in many
places, mainly on account of the food policy ; large masses

of people demonstrated threateningly outside the Pai'liament

and the Castle in Stockholm : there was even serious collision

between them and the poiici- and military. In several garri-

sons there were signs of disaffection, and worse things might

have happened but for Branting'sas.surance that order would
be maintained if provocatorj' military measures were

not taken and the demonstrators justifying the trust Branting

had put in them. The new Government, however, refused

the demand for constitutional reform, but the Premier

referred to the approaching General Election as the best way
for the country to decide.

The main points in the Democratic Party's election pro-

gramme were the demand for franchise extension as a necessary

preliminary to the institution of democratic Government,
resting on the majority will of the people, and condemnation
of the Hammarskjijld trade policy and general conduct of

State affairs with its appearance of partiality towards the

different groups of belligerents. The extreme section of

the Conser\'atives, those who had been called pronounced
" Pro-Germans," and who had supported the " Activists,"

raised the cry of danger to neutrality, should the Left and
particularly Branting and his party get into power, as

they would then drag Sweden into the war on the Entente
side and submit to its extreme blockade demands.

But the opinions of the electorate were too firmly held to

be greatly influenced by these scares. The great bulk of the

population had never any real leaning towards Germany.
It was only the position within the State machinery of a small

section, its aggressive methods and the initial force of the

German J>ropaganda and the Russian menace which made
it outwardly appear at first as if there was a strong Pro-

German opinion in Sweden. Even in the first months of the

war there was a bitter social struggle between "Pro-Ententists"

and " Pro-Germans." A large portion of the press has con-

stantly \vorked against German influences, and papers like

Socialdemokmten have been accused of extreme Pro-
Entente leanings.

The result of the elections was never in doubt. The
Euxburg revelations added fire to popular resentment, but
they did not much influence the voting, as this \vas already
completed in many divisions. It should be emphasised that
the English Press has not done justice to the deep indignation
in Sweden at tJie disclosure of German cypher messages
being sent through a Swedish Legation. The only real defence
was that the practice had grown up gradually and without
suspicion from small beginnings, and the Foreign Minister
and the Government were by public opinion freed from any
knowledge of the real nature and extent the practice had
assumed. It was, however, their duty to know, as they
were responsible, and in face of this they were further strongly
attacked for lacking a clear conception of the gravity and
the consequences of the matter, manifested in casuistic ex-
planations, instead of an open and frank statement.
The result of the General Election was : Social Democrats,

86 ; Liberals, 62 ; Consen^atives, 58 ; Extreme Socialists, 12 ;

two new Peasant Groups, 12. The state of Parties before
the Election was : Conservatives, 86 ; Social Democrats,
72 ; Liberals, 57 ; Extreme Socialists. 15. The Parties of
the Left thus obtained a clear majority even in the com-
bined,voting of both Cfiambers, which is necessary for certain
important decisions.

As a consequence the Swartz Government resigned, despite
attempts from the Reactionaries to inveigle the Crown again
into party strife. This Government received the testimony
from their opponents that they had done their best to
correct the faults of the Hammarskjold policy, but at the
same time it was claimed that the Foreign Minister, Lindman,
could not possibly retain a post in which he had been formally
responsible for the Luxburg telegrams, which had so seriously
compromised Sweden.
The King attempted to form a Coalition Government with

the view of maintaining a united front externally and of re-
establishing the party truce. The plan received sympathy
from all Parties, but it fell through because the Conseu'ativcs
would not risk their existence as a Party by acceding to the
demand for mimediate reform of the franchise.

{To he coniinued.)

The Power of the People
By L. P. Jacks

IN
what does the " power of the people " consist and how

can we ascertain whether it is on the increase or on
the wane ?

We might begin with statistics of population and wealth.
But these by themselves prove nothing. A community may
increase in population and yet become degenerate ; it maj' in-

crease in wealth and l)ecome corrupt. As everybody knows
the Roman Empire was losing power at the very time when it

was increasing in population and in wealth. It will be agreed
that we must k)ok for other signs.

Shall we fall back then upon success in war and take that as
our test ? But this again proves nothing, or nothing to the pur-
pose. To begin with, the '" power " to which .conquest bears
witness is power of a special kind which may co-exist with
marked weakness in other directions ; and is hardly what we
have in mind when the power of the people is in question.
But waiving that, success in war does not prove that even the
special kind of power which war requires is on tiie increase.
It might be that this power was declining in all the nations
together, but declining less rapidly in the nation which con-
quers than in the others. To beat your enemies in war it is not
necessary that you should increase in warlike power ; it is

enough if you decrease less rapidly than they-
Let us try for another test. What shall we say to the ex-

tension of the franchise ? That people, we might argue, is

growing in power which is giving to its members a larger share
in the business of government, the greater the number of per-
sons who possess a vote the greater will be the power of the
people. This at first sight looks more promising ; but un-
fortunately the promise is damped by further consideration.
What looks promising is that the people, all of whom we will
assume now possess the vote, have the power to get what they
want. What damps the promise is that the people .seldom
know what they want. Shall we keep Mesopotamia or shall
we give it up ? Some of us are for the one, some for the other.
Shall we establish Home Rule or try something else ? Some
of us are for the one, some for the "other. Consequently the
people break into parties or factions, and instead of" con-
centrating their power on a prompt settlement of Ireland or

Mesopotamia, waste it in a war of minds which goes on for a half
century and generates so much bad temper that the ques-
tions at issue become almost insoluble. Is that a sign of
power ?

But we are not yet at the end of our tether. Instead of
thinking of the questions on which the people seem unable
to makeup their mind let us turn to those which by one means
or another do get themselves settled. Let us judge by accom-
plished results, by the legislation actually turned out, by the
elaboration and the efficiency of the government machinery,
of one kind or another, which an enfranchised people sets up
for the purpose of defending its house and keeping the in-
mates in order.

There are the Army and Navy, equipped with aU that science
and skill can devise. There are the Constitution, the laws,
the rules of Parliamentary Procedure, the Courts of Justice,
the jails, the police. Behold this vast organisation, and as it
develops and extends and imposes its rules on ever widening
circles of the normal life may we not say that the people,
whose will it represents, is growing in power ?

At last, then, we seem to have discovered a sound test by
applying which we can ascertain whether the iwwer of th'e
people IS increasing or the reverse. The test is organisation,
as revealed by the laws enacted and enforced.
But even this test is not infallible. Unless the greatest

care is used in its application it may lead to mischievous con-
c usions, and has m fact done so already to an extent which is
alarming it may give us an inflated notion of the power of
the people Audit may blind us to theirweakness.
we must ask not merely how much organisation there is but

nn rf ^Lc' T^P.^f*^'
^^'''^

?' '^ f"' ' ^uppose that the greaterpart consists of laws and rules for compelling people to do

Tor^ev S '"f'
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loi ex.imple, keeping their promises, or providing for their old
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power is rather the sign of weakness further back ? Evidently

we should argue, these people are weak in the principle of

honoiu-, weak in the sense of parental duty, weak in self

respect and intelligence, or they would not require so many
laws and so many policemen to compel them to keep their

promises, to educate their children, to provide for their old

age, and to behave decently in the streets. Suppose some

genial philosopher should take us to a chemist's shop and say,

'• Here are the signs of the health of the people. See how
powerfully science is grappling with the ills of the body.

An appropriate remedy for every disease ! Not one of them
without its corresponding bottle of physic '.Lethal weapons for

the microbe ! Death for colic, gout, measles ! You are in

the very temple of health."

What should we answer to our genial philosopher ? " Your

argument," we should say, " is a bad one."

Let us try a bolder image still. Suppose we could be intro-

duced in turn to two planets. The first we will imagine to be

roaring with " government " of the type or types that now
exist on this earth ;

parliaments in lull swing everywhere ;

laws pouring out from the Senate house like sausages from a

Chicago pork-factory ; an incorruptible policeman at every

street comer ; and a good substantial jail to cheer the eye of the

traveller at the entrance of every to\vn. Our second planet

shall have none of these things. Its inhabitants shall manage
their affairs by means of an understanding, such as exists in

every well-regulated family, tliat they are to trust one another

for decent behaviour. On which of these two planets should

wc see the plainest signs of the power of the people ? I give

my vote, without hesitation, for the second.

But all this, it may be said, is not quite fair. Granted
that the laws and the courts of justice and the jails and the

policemen, and all the other means the people take to keep
themselves in order, do suggest what you say—namely that

the principle of order must be weak to Begin with. But they
suggest something else as well, which is, that the people

know their weakness and are taking the appropriate means to

make themselves strong. It is because they recognise the

importance of their duties and are resolved to acquire the

habit of doing them, that they set up a government and con-

tinually increase its scope. The government is a sign of power .

after all.

Functions of Government

Very good. But now, if this line of reasoning is sound what
are we entitled to expect ? We are entitled to expect that as

time goes on there will be a gradual dimunition of the function

of government. As the people acquire the habits of order and
goodwill which the laws and the police are intended to teach

them, the output of law and the number of pohcemen will

steadily decrease. But they don't decrease. They increase-

by leaps and bounds. Day by day there are more orders to

obey and more compulsion to submit to. The habit of

spontaneous good behaviour is not being acquired. The habit

that is being acquired is of a very different kind. It is the

habit of relying upon government to effect everything which
we might easily effect for ourselves. And my contention is

that the growth of that habit measures not the power of the

people but its weakness.
So then I am driven to the conclusion that the true test of

growth in the power of the people lies not in the amount of

government it creates, but in the amount of government it can
disp,?nse with ; not in the number of laws it enacts, but in the

number it can do without. This is my answer to the question

with which I set out.

The cry is ever for more government and more laws ; and
when one pleads, as I am always doing, for less government and'

fewer laws, and argues that a sovereign people should show its

sovereignty by abstaining from the misconduct which renders

policemen necessary, there is an inevitable shout of derision

:

"What! No courts of law! No jails! No law>'ers

!

No elections ! No Secretaries of State !
" Thus the Spectator

not long ago, in criticising certain pacifist proposals of a rather

foolish nature, had this sentence :
'' There would certainly be

greater waste of money and greater human suffering ii we
disbanded our police force, pulled dowTi our jails and placed

no check on private greed and private passion." Quite truo.

But my point is that whatever sign of a people's power may
l)e read in the jails and policemen appointed to check its evil

passions, there is a sign of greater weakness in the evil passions

that need to be so checked.
There is a much shorter cut to the same end than that

provided by the jails and policemen, wliicli is, of course, to

gel rid of the evil passions in tlie first instance ; and tliat,

I contend, is what we should expect a really powerjnl people

to do. I suppose most persons would grant no obvious a
commonplace. Why then has no sovereign people so far taken
this obvious shorter cut ? Because we have a wrong notion

of sovereignty; because wc consistently look to our masters to

do for us what we could do much better for ourselves ; because

we have fallen so deeply into the habit of trusting to jails and
policemen to do the business that we have forgotten how
easily the whole business might be done by the exercise of

qualities which anybody might acquire*

Dominance of the Policeman

Nothing is more curious in the political thought of our dav
than the dominance in it of the idea of the policeman. It

would scarcely be an exaggeration to say that our ultimate

category of political thought is the police. And not of our

poUtical thought alone, for the God whom many of us worship

. . . . But let us keep to politics. The very "pacifists" whom
the Spectator trounces for wanting to get rid of the police,

have oddly enough a scheme of their owti on hand for setting

up an international police as a means of preventing war.

There seems no getting rid of the police obsession—no per-

suading people, not even pacifists, to take the short cut of

common sense instead of the roundabout way of police

supervision.

I belie\e I am as sound a democrat as anybody who maj;

chance to read this article and perhaps disagree with it. But
the democracy I believe in is not a system ol government.
It is a method of learning, by very slow degrees, to do without

government. In other words it is a method of education,

the final object of which is to develop the true power of the

people by throwing them more and more on their own res-

ponsibility, by weaning them from the bad habit of trusting

to external force thinly disguised under the name of law. 1

know the immense difficulty and danger of such an ideal and
would agree with anybody who deemed it all but hopeless.

The bad habit with which one has to contend is so wide-

spread and of such long standing that vast multitudes have
lost the power of acting on their own responsibility, so that

if, for example, you want to make them sober the only way is

by Act of Parliament. So with the other things—such as pro-

viding for old age. The reason why many, who could easily do
it, fail to provide for their old age is simply that, under the

system which has so long prevailed, they have fallen into the

habit of waiting to do their duty until the law makes them—
like the young men in some of our villages before conscription

who, when you told them they ought to join the army,

answered, " I shall not go till they fetch me." So conscription

had to come, and its coming pointed to a weakness in the com-
munity—the weakness of those who would not go until they

were fetched. At the same time there were hundreds of

thousands ofmen who did their duty without being compelled ;

and this suggests to my mind that in regard to many other

matters there are vast reserves of voluntary good behaviour

in the people whicli a wise statesmanship should set itself to

develop.
" State interference " has not yet entirely killed out this

greatest of all our national assets—the power of acting on our

own responsibility ; so that people like myself have really some
ground for looking forward to a far distant time when
democracy shall have got rid of " conscription " in countless

other forms in which it now exists and flourishes—when we
shall all be " volunteers " in regard to the general body of

duty which it behoves a decent citizen to observe. Mean-

while so long as men are such idiots that they will not come out

of a public-house until they are fetched, we must pay the

penalty for the system which has helped them onwards to that

state of idiocy, and send a policeman to throw them out, thus

making them sober by Act of Parliament—that is, unless they

are drunk already.

In a previous article I took as my text the instance of a

family who, as a measure of war economy, had got rid of fheir

servants and found to their surprise that the thing was not only

possible but a great success. In this article I have ventured

a bolder flight by suggesting the possibility that we might, with

advantage, get rid of our masters, or at least reduce them in

nuniber. Our masters are the laws and the despots, or the

lawyers who make them. I am inclined to think, against the

general opinion of my contemporaries, that the second is not

more difficult to get rid of than the first. It will be granted

that some of us, in the present age, have too many servants.

May it not also be true that all of us have too many masters ?

The war is giving us a chance such as we never had before,

and mav never have again, of getting out of our ruts. I

suggest that this notion of curing our ills by piling on more
legislation and more government is a rut, and a very bad one

too, in spite of .ill that philosophers have said to prove the

contrary. Wliat the peojile want in order to develop their

pmver, is less government, less legislation, and aiwayi^ h'^s until

at last we reach the Golden Age when there will lie none at all.

Legislation is physic, and society can no more live on legisla-

tion than a man can liw on Epsom salts and backache pills.

Meanwhile the vendors of this physic ha\c the market-place

to themselves. But many of those . gentlemen arc quacks.
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Harvest and Tillage

By Sir Herbert Matthews

November 8, 191
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THE great event of the year-the "^gathering of the

harvest-is now practically an accomplished fact

though a few sad and weather-weary wrecks of what

once vvere crops of corn may still be loimd m the rainy

xvest; though many thousands oUcres "f P«ta «es ^
f ^J'

^

in the ground, and large areas of mangolds have yet tob^P tt^^'-

Continued wet weather will add to the labour ^P^ cost o saN

ing these roots, but they are not likely now to fepr^^
^^

seriousiv, ev-en if delayed for a week or two. \Ve ^^n therefore

briefly review the position, though it is not yet possible to give

''"h/tli^^r reporffor August the Board of Agriculture said that

the month everywhere was wet and windy, l^"* most severe m
the south and south-west. Corn was generally lodged ami

cutting bv machinery much restricted. Contiuued wet pre-

vented cutting until corn was over-ripe, and a good deal o

" shedding " occurred. From most parts sprouting ot giain

was reported. " None of the corn crops are up to the average

but barley is genefally the best and oats the poorest. 1 res-

pects are" worst in the Eastern Counties." .,„_ ^ , .

In their report for September the Board said Septeinber

was upon the whole favourable to agriculture m the eastern

half of the country ; on the western side the weather was more

unsettled, and harvest operations were delayed accordingly.

Over the greater part of England the corn was secured,

generally by the second or third week of tiie month, in satis-

factory
'
condition ; but in the west a certam quantity stiU

remained to be carted, and some in Wales had still to be cut,

while much was liarvestcd in damp condition."

\ tliree hundred milejourney in mid-October through

st.in- of the chief corn-growing districts, and various inquiries

as to threshing results, bear out the correctness of the Board s

earlier reports, and we have to realise that in spite of an in-

creased area under cereals the ultimate result must be a

decrease in the quantity for sale. The quahty, too, is below

the average. Barley, thoueh the best crop of the year

has been badly "weathered," while numerous reports of

threshing oats show that, whereas in a normal season a bushel

of oats would weigh 40 pounds, this year they will only

average 30 to \z pounds. From the producers point

of \-iew this means a smaller cash return together with a

heavier cost in labour than he anticipated ;
while it involves

a need on the consumers' side for greater economy in the use of

all kinds of cereal foods. The -one crop that has turned up

trumps is the potato. In nearly every county these are more

tlian an average crop, which together with the increased acre-

age gives us something to fall back on. The fear of disease,

tiiat at one period threatened disaster, has proved to some

extent unfounded, for though it assumed serious dimensions

in some counties it did not become general, thanks largely to

th" spraying which was done in many counties last July.

Tarnips, swedes and mangolds are all good, the last especially

so, and it is lucky for' us that these roots are good, for the

damaged condition of a large proportion of our hay and straw,

and the very serious shortage of concentrated cattle foods

will make it difiicult to keep flocks and herds through the

winter, and impossible to turn out any quantity of fat meat of

the usual quality before next midsummer.
Tile reduction in output is not confined to the United

Kingdom, for owing to the withdrawal of labour from the land

in nearly all wheat-producing countries there is a world short-

age of wheat, rye and barley, though oats, maize and rice

sliow a small increase over the average. There is also a con-

tinual, if spasmodic wastage, through submarine action ; aiid

there is such a shortage of shipping that the surplus wheat in

Austraha cannot be brought here because of the long route

involved. If the war were to end sudd^ily and at once it

would not relieve the situation much, if at all ; for such an

immediate demand for grain will occur from Germany and its

satellites, while the present demand from all other F.uropea,n

countries will continue, that the present position might even be

aggravated. Moreover it is doubtful if any appreciable

increase in ship room would be available for carrying food

lor a considerable period after the cessation of hostilities.

Under these circumstances waste of any kind, even if it be only

an ounce of bread, whether by the military authorities or by
civilians, is a crime against one's fellow-countrymen, and

deserves the heaviest possible punishment.

Sucii being the case it is of paramount importance that the

production of all the staple foods should be raised to the

highest possible level in 1918, and though the experiences of

tlie farmer in 1017 are not calculated to encourage him, it is

up to him to put forth all his energies to help the country to

weather the storm. l'"armcrs have to prove their worth during

the agricultural campaign of 1918, and if they fail the country

will have none of them hereafter. It is a case of " get on or

get out," notwithstanding the discouragement of 1917. They

must give the country a largely increased food production at all-

costs, even though it means new methods, breaking of pre-

cedents, or the jarring of old prejudices. It may even mean

in cases lo^s of money, but within reason the question ot

whether certain operations mean profit or loss must not be

carried to extrc-mes. Our young men are expected to ofler

themselves for their country, to face death, or to be broken

in body or health for the remainder of their lives. Those who
are not willing to take the risk are looked upon with contempt.

Is the man who stays at 'home, in comfoit and security,

because he happens to be over a certain age, to take no risks ?

Is he to count on a profit for his work, and claim to be a patriot

for taking the profit ? To risk losses may not be good busi-

ness, but war itself is not good business.

The Farmer's Profits

Undoubtedly the farmer's profits in 1917 are much less

than they might have been, for he experienced a year of most

trying climatic conditions ;

' he had unprecedented labour

difficulties, and he has been harassed by unwise rules and

orders, together with threats of dire penalties, from the

Ministry of h'ood ; and by conflicting advice and instructions

from this and other Government Departments. This discord

of authority has probably been a greater handicap than all the

rest put together. It is the handicap which could be removed

more easily tJian any 'other, but while the theory of Govern-

ment is merely to create new departments, and to increase

not the power, but the numerical strength of the Front Bench,

the conflict in and between Departments tends to become

more rather than less, acute.

The Board of Agriculture has done its best ; but like tlic

farmer it has been' hampered by other Departments, and the

energy of its President has been wasted by politicians instead

of being concentrated on the work of production. In spite

of this, however, Mr. Prothero has earned the gratitude of the

country. His speech at Darlington should be a clarion

call to" producers. He knows their difficulties, and does not

ask for, impossibilities. He is always ready to advise, and

the help his Board can give would be greater if he had not to

limit his demands to fit in with other Departments

Preparations for the harvest of 1918 are in full swing.

Climatic conditions are not favourable, though better than this

time last year. The late harvest has delayed autumn culti-

vation, just when it is needed more than usual, for the wet

summer has left the stubbles very foul and full of weeds.

The motor tractors"feupplied through the Board of Agriculture

have been a great help, for farmers are in many cases short of

horses as well as men, and tliese tractors are not only plough-

ing and cultivating the land, but they are breaking down
prejudice. In a recent article the Mark Lane Express says :

Ttie demand for tractors to-day not merely exceeds the sup-

ply, but promises to exceed the supply even when the full

complement ordered by the Food Production i:)epartment for

the winter-spring programme is available. As a whole the

farming community may be said to have been completely con.

verted by recent experience to belief in the value of the tractor

The Board of .\gricultiire recently issued a report* on
" Breaking up pasture in England and Wales in the harvest

year of I9i()-i7," which contains some unanswerable argu-

. ments, deserving the widest publicity. Thus :

'

That the existing arable land may be made to yield more food

is admitted, and that in many cases it will yield more is ex-

pected ; but in view of the urgent necessity of adding to the

food supply of the country, a policy which neglected the fer-

tility stored up in our grass lands would clearly be indefensible.

We "cannot rely on the chance that a favourable .season and
concentration of available resources on existing tillage land

may enable the farmer to produce more food in 1918 than,

with all the resources of peace lie produced before the war.

Again, although it is admitted that modifications in the

rotation will enable much more corn to be produced on exist-

ing arable land than formerly, we cannot assume that the war
will end in IQ18

; or that our land can retain its condition if we
largely reduce the area under clover ; or that we can maintain
a full milk supply, support through the winter months our
valuable flocks and herds, prepare the manure on which
successful tillage depends, and keep.our soils free from weeds
if we largely reduce the area under roots.

This report states that the Department asked a large number
of farmers for their experience in breaking up grass land in

1916-17 ; out of 300 replies received from 55 counties, up to

* '

This report ran be obtained gratis from the Board of Agriculture'

3, St. James's Square, SAV.i.
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the time of preparing this report, thrfe out of four report

successes, wliile most of the faihires were due to lack of ex-

perience in this (to many) novel form of cultivation. This is

most encouraging, and should give the necessary stimulus to

other farmers who hesitate to take risks. The only limit to

breaking more pasture up to, say, two million acres, should be
the amount of labour, and the number of horses and imple-

ments available. ,

Certain sections of tlie Press have for months endeavoured
to the best of their ability to vilify the farmer, and to induce
a spirit of hostility among consumers towards the producers.

It is an absurd policy for either the Press or the official world
to advocate at any time, and especially so now that agriculture

is the key of the position, because the British farmer is a v-erv

difficult team to drive. He may be reasoned with, but he will

not be forced. No known power can make a man farm in

what some oiticial may consider the best way if that way be
against the farmer's ideas. He may be compelled " to carry
on " like other controlled industries, but it is tlie personal

equation, more in farming than in any other industry, that

makes all the difference between success and failure, and if

the good will of the cultivator be not called into play the land
may be farmed, but the result will be wretched.

Continued newspaper attacks, numerous Orders, wise and
tinwise, and threats of worse to come, crowned by the absurd

Beef Prices Order of the Ministry of Food, had created a
very dangerous spirit which augured badly for the harvest of

iqiS. The statesmanlike speech] by Mr. Prothero at Darling-
ton, backed by Mr. IJoyd George's address to farmers on
October 9th, and the revision of the Beef Prices Order, has,

liowever. brought about an entirely different feeling. To-
day signs are numerous that farmers are doing their best to
respond to the apjieal made to them by the.se two Ministers.

A healthy atmosphere has been introduced, and if sane de-
partmental action be continued, agriculturists will continue
to respond to the best of their ability.

Farming is a business, not a philanthropic amusement. It

has to be even more of a business in the future than it has
been in many cases in the past Some control may always
be necessary in order to eliminate the bad farmer or the bad
landlord ; some control is certainly necessary during the con-
tinuance of the war, and this is fully recognised by farmers
themselves; but too much interference, or too direct attempts
to compel will always result in disappointment.
Two things should be remembered by those who advocate

nationalisation of the land and its manalgement by a Govern-
ment department, as well as by others who believe in Govern-
mental control. You cannot force the personal equation in
farming, you can only encourage it; and land cannot he
managed ifrom London 01 bj' any other centralised authority.

The Tide of Battle
By Centurion *

" The Tide of Battle " is a story of the first battle of Ypres,
and it is based on actual incidents.

THE aromatic mist of a late autumn morning wrapped
the wood in a woolly shroud, and there was an un-
mistakable nip in the air. From every twig of
beech and pine and chestnut hung beads of mois-

ture which, when they caught the sun as it pierced the mists,
sparkled like crystals. Little drops of moisture hung also on
the grass of some newly-turned sods of earth close by the turf

emplacements, and as the mist cleared one could see that these
i?^ods formed a mound some six feet by two. It was the grave
of the battery sergeant-major. Some'eight hours earlier it had
been dug by the gun detachment, in the darkness of the night,

while the owls hooted in the wood ; and the captain commanding
the battery had recited so much of the Burial Service as he could
remember, throwing in a fewhandfuls of earth upon the still

form under the blanket when he reached the solemn words of
committal. He looked at the grave as he walked to the
telephone dug-out, and wondered what further casualties
the day had in store for him.
At that moment an orc^erlycame up and handed him. a note.

He opened it. It was written on a ' Messages and Signals
'

form, in blue pencil.
" A new target," he said to the subaltern. " Miller,- I

want you to go forward and observe. We're to take on
Z cliurch. The Germans must have been using it as an
O.P. since they drove back the 7th Cavalry Brigade yester-
day. We haven't got it registered."
He took his map and ivory scale, and worked out the angle

of sight from the range and the height of the new target.
The gun detachments were already at their stations. The
direction was put on the dial-sight. Two men then threw
the trail over with tlie aid of handspikes. As he shouted
out the range and angle of sight, No. i of each gun repeated
his words like a litany ; there was a pause as the layer moved
the handle of the clinometer-sight till he shouted " set."

" Lyddite," said the Captain. The loader thrust a shell
into the breach and closed the wedge.
The captain took out a cigarette, lit it, and waited.
About ten minutes later the telephonist, who had been

waiting with his ear at the receiver, spoke.
" Mr. Miller has arrived at the O.P., sir."
" No. I gun ready ?"

; " Ready, sir," said the sergeant.
! "Fire."

The loader pulled the lanyard. There was a loud report
and a sheet of orange flame.

'•One degree more right, sir," said the telephonist, with the
receiver still at his ear. The section commander repeated
it.

Tlie layer readjusted the dial sight, and the gun was fired
again. There was a pause.

^' Ten minutes more left, sir " called the telephonist.
" Ten minutes more left," chanted the Section Commander

and Number One in succession.

* Storiei by CenturioD appear exclusively m " Land & Water '

There was another pause. " Hit, sir," sai^ the telephon-
ist. The Captain, having given the order " repeat," mounteC
a ladder by a haystack and turned his glasses to the south-
east. What he saw apparently satisfied him, and he de-
scended the haystack.
The air fluttered, there was a loud thud, a crashing of tim-

ber some fifty yards to the left, and out of the living trees

rose the mirage-like silhouette of a dead tree outlined in a
crayon of coal black smoke above the wood which drifted into
nothingness against the sky. No one took any potice. At
such times the russet-brown leaves of the beeches overhead
trembled violently, and for some minutes afterwards floated
down upon the men below till they came to rest on their

heads and tunics and there remained. From the direction of

the morning sun there came a loud and continuous crackle of

musketry, the monotonous tap-tap of machine guns, and
occasionally there was a sound like the crack of a whip over
the heads of the gunners.

" What d'you make of it, Bovington?" said the Battery
Commander.

" It sounds nearer, sir," said the subaltern.
" So I think," said the other pensively. " I don't like it.

I'm afraid we're being driven back. The 2nd Welsh and the
Queen's are up there. And the German heavies are busy.
God ! I wish Ordnance rationed us half as liberally."

" Yes, I thought so," he added, as he read another H.Q.
message, brought up by an orderly. " We've got to shorten
the range again. Give them shrapnel over an arc of ninety.
Hullo, wait a minute, sergeant. The wagon limber's on fire.

Get some earth and that tarpaulin ! Quick !

"

They ran to the limlier, and the sergeant snatched the
- loose sods from the newly-covered grass and threw them on
the limber, wiiile the gunners plastered it with spadefuls of
damp earth. There was a loud pop, then another. Then
silence. The Captain inspected the limber-wagon cautiously.

" It's all uight " he said to the subaltern with a sigh of
relief. " There are only two or three cartridges gone off.

If the back of the limber hadn't been forced outwards, the
whole box of tricks would have exploded. And we haven't
any to spare. I hope the teams arc all right. We've already
lost a leader and a wheeler of No. r gun."

Meanwhile the gun had been swung round again to its

former position facing Fast. The gunners threw off their

tunics and rolled up their shirt-sleeves. The gun-layer having
moved the sight-elevating gear to adjust the shortened range,
gave a twist to the gun-elevating gear till seeing the insect-

hke crawl of the bubble, he stopped. This done, they com-
menced to spray the German lines with a hail of shrapnel.
The sun rose higher in the heavens, and the mists cleared.

The captain advanced to "the edge of the wood some ten yards
in front of the guns, keeping well away to the left to avoid
the blast of his guns,, and with his glasses swept the long
road marked by a line of tall fluttering poplars still iiif leaf.

He saw an irregular procession of figures drifting up the
road ; he noted that all of them limped painfully. Every
now and then spurts of brilliant flame would suddenly appear
from nowhere in tiie sky. a white liall of smoke would unfold
itself into a scroll shaped like a sculptured doluhin, and one or
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two of the limping figures would fall in the road, and lie where
they fell. At such times, or rather a moment before, some
of the figures would diurt for the shelter of the poplars and
behind the trunks ; it was tlie slower ones who fell. In the

distance, about hall a mile away, was ;i solitary figure movjng
so slowly that lie hardly seemed to move at all. and executmg
as he went a kind of clog dance, making no atttompt to dodge
the shells whicii fell around him. A soldier passed ; his right

arm hung uselessly down, and the side of his face nearest the

captain was plastered with coagulated blood. Stretcher-

bearers were nowhere visible. This surprised the captain the

less as he knew tliat every battalion detail who could carry

anything was carrying on with a rifle.

As the morning advanced, the omens darkened. The
units of the (ierman armies in front of the sunken road that

cut the road to iMenin at right angles through Gheluvelt

were thrusting forward like the fingers of a gigantic out-

stretched hand, and in the naiTow spaces between each pair

of fingers each British battalion was being slowly squeezed
to death. Such w^s the picture which presented itself to

the Battery Commander's imagination as he pieced together

the fragments of intelligence that came in at frequent intei"vals

and were passed along, some formally in a bewildering series

of orders, others informally in hurried scraps of conversation
that passed like missiles from one mounted officer to another
as they met, saluted, and.went their ways. That the staft

was hard put to it was obvious ; cooks left their field-kitchens,

A.S.C. men their lorries and were hurried up to the front

with rifles to take their places in the firing line. There were
no reser\'es left.

The captain looked at the four guns in their turf em-
placements. In the last forty-eight hours he had shortened
liis fuses from four to two thousand yards ; every H.Q-
message calling upon him to engage a new target had in-

dicated an objective that was getting nearer and nearer.

I he guns were now firing over an arc of ninety degrees, sweep-
ing tlie (ierman front, and the range was little more than a mile.

The enemy advance was creeping on like an oil-slain and, if

the reports that our centre was being driven in were true, in

no long time his gunners would be shot down where they
stood and the guns turned on our own infantry in retreat.

He ran his eye rapidly over the vital parts of the guns, and as

it rested orreach part he thought out all the orders he might
have to give in the hour of e-xtremity. There were the sights,

their brass-work glinting in the sun ; with a blow from one
of the spades strapped behind the shield he could smash their

delicate mechanism. There was the breech-loading wedge,
fitting like the back of a watch ; it might be possible to dent
the edges. At the back of it was the striker plug ; if he
unscrewed that, he could fire a rifle-bullet into the opening.
There was the elevating-gear ; a hand-spike through its

diminutive wheel would settle that main-spring of the gun
for ever. Or he could take out the bolt below the muzzle
which secured the piston-rod and fire a last round at high angle
in the direction of the enemy and with the gun's recoil the
shock would dismount her. But to lay violent hands on the
guns that had served him so well was a counsel of despair,
and for the moment he put it from him. At all costs he
must save them.
As he meditated on these things, he heard a loud droning

hum overhead. He looked up between the smooth oval
leaves of a beech-tree. A Taube aeroplane was flying over
the wood, the black iron crosses clearlj- marked on its

diaphanous wings, and as it pas.sed on it dropped a white
fire-ball. He know' what that meant. In no long time the
riglit section of his batterj' might be knocked out by a direct
hit. He rode back to the gun-teams a few hundred yards
away to warn tlicm to prepare to go up to the guns at a
moment's notice. He found them grouped where he had left

them tlie day before, some of the horses off-saddled and the
drivers massaging their backs with the flat of the hand. He
ran his eye rapidly over the teams ; they mustered the same
strength as overnight. If they sustained no more casualties
he might liope to get his guns away.

" Get ready to go up and hook in," he said to the drivers.
As he looked at the sleek and well-groomed teams, he felt

thankful that he had never let pass an opportunity of im-
pressing on his men the duty of dismounting to ease the girths,
of looking after the horse's feet, and all the little .arts of
horsemastership. He had bidden them remember the horses
were their best friends, and that some day they might have to
make a heavy draft on that friendship. The day had come.
At that moment there was a rush in the air behind liim, and

a loud thud. His horse reared on her haunches and then came
down ^)n her fore-feet with a plunge that nearly threw him
out of the saddle. He could feel her quivering under him in
every nerve as he reined her in and patted her neck. He was
nearly blinded, but as the coal-black smoke cleared before
his eyes he saw one of the horses on lier ba ck with her legs
'ashing the air in agony and her smoking entrails exposed.

She screamed as only a " dumb " animal can scream—

a

long drawn-out sliriek that was like an expiration.
" Drag liim out of the way, sergeant, quick, or she'll lash

his brains out," he shouted, as she rolled towards her driver.

The latter lay quite stOl, both legs severed below the knee
with jets of blood, spurting from the .severed arteries. Some of

the horses were plunging, and one was bolting madly down
the road. The men, dazed by tJic shock, were holding on to
the others.

The captain jumped off his horse, handed the bridle to an
orderly, and pulled his revolver out of its holster. With
one shot he i)ut the mangled beast out of her futile agonies.
He ordered the rest of the team to be withdrawn a few hundred
yards to such thicker cover as the wood afforded. But the
(German guns were searching that wood with inexorable per-
sistency, shivering the chestnut and beech and pine intc
splinters, and pollarding the poplars as with a gigantic axe.
The four teams were now reduced to twenty-four horses, and
each gun would liave to be brought away with a pair short.
He would tliink himself lucky if he lost no more.
He galloped back to Headquarters for instructions, and as

he rode down tlie long straight road, bordered by a parallel,
line of poplars which met in a diminishing perspective,
he passed more men limping along in every stage of decrepitude,
some breathing hard, their faces livid and tlieir uniforms
covered with black earth from head to foot as though thev
had been dipped in pitch. Wounded 'men with blood
streaming down their faces were dodging from tree to tree
seeking a wholly imaginary shelter from the shells which
with freakish malignity fell here and there as though playing
a diabolical game of hide and seek. Three men wearing
their equipment and with their rifles at the carry paused
irresolutely in the road. An A.P.M. advanced from behind
a tree and met them in the middle.

" Hullo
! Who are you ? Where are you going ?

"

" We was the Second Welsh, sir," said the spokesman of
the party. " We's all that's left of B. Company—we've
lost touch with the Borderers on our left flank and tHe line's
broken in. We was looking for some one to post us, sir."
The A.P.M. shepherded them together at the side of the

road for despatch to the collecting station.
Other stragglers came up. They were from the ist Queen's,

and they brought news of an o'verw helming enemy attack on
their right and a murderous enfilading fire.

The A.P.M. fell them in with the rest to send up in support,
the debris of other units came straggling in, Wcl-^h Fusiliers
Queen's, a man of the Black Watch, and it struck the captain
whimsically as he reined in to gather information that this
show was strangely like a cotillon d'Albert in the sergeants'
mess with everybody changing partners. Only there was no

sitting out.
-^

Looking down the road which ran straight as an arrow
between the poplars, he perceived about fifty yards away the
same figure which had arrested his attention half an hour before.How it had escaped the hail of slirdpnel was a mvstery. It
had taken that half hour to cover barely half a" mile. He
saw now that it was a Highlander without cap or equipment or
rifle, a short man with the thick knees, powerful deltoid
muscles thin lips and high cheek-bones, so characteristic of
JUS Kind, there was something about his gait which was at
once ludicrous and pathetic. The upper part of. his body was
rigid, but the lower part described a semi-circular movement
as tliough It were a pivot and his agitated legs pirouetted on
tlie balls ol his feet so that he seemed to hesitate between a
shutt e and a dance. But it was a melancholy dance in which
tlie dancer s legs seemed to move of themselves, and in their
convulsive movements he betrayed neither interest nor
volition. His arms hung at his sides curiously immobile,
but the hands twitched ceaselessly, turning on his wrists as
on a hinge The comers of his mouth also twitched and his eye-
lids perpetually rose and feU.

.J}%
Brigadier, who had spent the night in a dug-out by the

side o the road, caught sight of him. All the morning he had

nr^Vr l',
^',"° "' ^'^^ °P*^» receiving reports and issuing

order., while smoking a cigarette with unstudied nonchalance.

vnnllf ff^^'"
''^ •"^"'^ ^™<^ to speak to the stragglers.

^U^^7 . '"]i "P ^7^\ ^^"^^^ °^ encouragement. It is not

tip r« i I'l^'"'.?^
plays .the part of "battle police," but

ii .S^hff u' ^^'f* "l*''""
^'^^^^ '10^'- every man was worth

vrli^
in gold-also that every man had earned, and should

^ontlv h,f.i,
^"^'''^

'. ^'iM'™"^^^*'^"- He took the man
Gordo,5'^'Tr

What unit are you my lad? The 2nd

effort to speak
'^^''

"* ^'"^ ^""^ ^^^ ^ ^^^<'^"*^

svllablt'^;ttifn^f ^r'^-^^'-^^en, sir " he said, jerking out the
'' vJhn'c

"^'' '*'' ^''^'e i"mping a terrific obstacle.
'. T i ,

,^?.^"" company commander?"
_^

1 d-d-d-dinna k-k-k-ken, sir."

_^
Well, what's your name, my lad'"
I c-c-c-canna." And tears came into his eyes.
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The General led him gently to the side of the road, and made
him sit down. He sat there, and a man of the 2nd Welsh
handed him a ''woodbine." He took it and put it uncertainly

between Ms hps. Then he struck a match. He tried to apply
it to the cigarette, but the match danced in his hand like a

wiU-o'-the-wisp, and went out. He struck another, but the

distance between the match and the cigarette was insur-

mountable, and he dropped it.

" Shell shock. I've seen cases like it before " said the

General laconically. " C Company of the Gordon- had a devil

of a time on Thiusday, and he's one of the relics of it." And
with a word to the A. P.M. to get the stricken man to the

chateau in the wood he turned to liis brigade-major. The
captain looked after the man, following his quivering move-
ments with a strange fascination. He had seen his gunners
blown to pieces by his side, and the horses of his teams fright-,

fully mangled, but to this day the remembrance of that con-

vulsive figure remains with him as a symbol of the hell in which
the infantry fought and died.

" He wass blown up " said a survivor of the ist Welsh
Fusiliers, whose, face was pitted with the blue marks that
betray the collier. " By a coal box. My butty wass buried

by one, and all his section. I wass dig him out, but he
wass dead. .\nd his face wass'swell up Hke the fire-damp.

There's swelled up it wass !

"

" Aye," said a man of the ist Queen's, as though dismissing

a platitude. " I tell you what, mate, this isn't war."
" Ho ! I don't think " said his neighbour. " What is

it, then ? We've been outflanked and enfiladed on both sides ;

outflanked we have. All our officers is gone, and there aren't

seventy of us have got back. If that ain't war, what is it?"
" It's b murder," said the other.

No one seemed inclined to dispute this proposition. The
little group was not talkative. Tlie nervous jocularity which
precedes action, the almost sub-conscious profanity which
carries men through it, the riotous gaiety which follows after

it—all these were ajjsent. They were worn out with want of

sleep, parched with thirst, stunned with concussion, and their

speech was thick and slow like that of a drunken man. But
the Welshman, with the volubihty of his race, talked on, no
one heeding him.

' But we wass give Fritz hell, boys. They come on like

a football crowd—a bloke couldn't miss them, even if he wass
only just oft the square. And they fire from the hip ! But
Dini' anwyl ! they're eight to one in machine gims, and their
coal-boxes is something cruel. I heard their chaps singing
last night—singing splendid,- look you— like the Rhondda
Male \'oice Choir it was. But we give them a funeral to-day,
yes, indeed."

" F^h in " said an N.CO. whom the A. P.M. had impounded.
" Fr-r-om the left, number !

" They numbered off from one
to twenty. " Four paces to the right ex-tend ! One to ten
right half section. Eleven to twenty left half section ! Right
turn. Sections right wheel^ Quick march !

" And he
marched them off to a farm in the wood. The captain looked
after them for a moment. They were going back into the hell

from which they came, and they knew it. But they betrayed no
more consciousness of this than if they had been marching back
into billets. The captain remembered that the Welsh Fusiliers
had Nee aspera terrenl for their motto and that " Albuera

"

was blazoned on their colours. " It's the same breed " he
said to himself reflectively. While he waited the Brigade-
Major returned from the telephone with his instructions
from Divisional H.Q. He was to withdraw both sections of
his battery to D without delay. He galloped back,
foUowed by the trumpeter, and putting his horse at the ditch,
leaped it and tore up through a clearing. A branch overhead
whipped his cap oft and just shaved his head as he ducked ;

he dashed on. He drew rein by the teams and was relieved
to find there had been no more casualties.

" We arc going to retire " he said, curtly. " Take the teams
up at once and hook in." And leaving the orderly to
bring them up, he rode on to the guns and gave his orders to
the section commanders. One gun was in action, firing

shrapnel at short range ; the others were already being dug
out, in readiness for limbering up. He stepped forward to the
edge of the wood where it broke away into ploughed land
and looked over his left shoulder in the direction of the north-
west. A battalion was coming up in gun " groups," moving
steadily forward under a hail of shrapnel and thinning as it

went. It was obvious that they were going to hurl them-
selves into the breach. It was the last throw of the die and
the fate of Europe hung upon it. I le did not know at the time
the name of the unit ; he was to learn afterwards that it was
the 2nd Worcesters. He left th<' section commander in
rharge of his guns, and rode back along the lane to the cross
roads. He found a Field Battery Commander looking down
tlie road with his glasses,and right in the centre of it an eighteen
pounder was in position, with the gun-layer on the left of the
t-'un. the loader behind her, and her nonchalant subaltern

smoking a cigarette under the enemy's shrapnel. It seemed
a miracle that he was not hit, and the captain stopped in mild
astonishment to ask the battery commander what the gun was
doing there.

"Doing?" said the latter laconically. "Firing. We've
got word that the Germans have driven in the W'elsh and are

coming down that road in mass formation. Well, we're
ready for them. That's all. What a target, eh? " And putting
his glasses back in their case, he rubbed his hands as though
he were having the time of his life. Which he was.
The captain crossed the road and turned down a lane, and

in a few minutes had returned to his battery. The guns were
dug out. the teams brought up to the left of the carriages,

the rings were slipped on the poles, and the gunners fastened
the wheel-traces.

Shells were crashing through the wood, bursting all round
the battery, but the drivers sat motionless on their horses.

Walk ! March !
" said the battery commander.

The drivers eased the reins and closing their legs each to
his riding horse, they rested their whips across the neck of eacli

off-horse. There was a " hwit ! hwit !

" overhead and a
shower of broken leaves and crackling twigs. The rattle of

musketry was strangely near and there seemed to be voices
in the wood. There was another crack and No. r leader of

the team fell like a stone bringing her driver down with her.

He was up in an instant and stooping over the dead horse

he unhooked the " quick release " and mounted the off horse.

The captain looked back over his shoulder as he eased the reins

of his horse. At that moment he sighted something over the

top of the hedge, and he rose in his stirrups. He saw at a glance

a number of spiked helmets and heard the push of bodies
through the bracken.

" Gallop !" he shouted. And then the blow fell. Some-
thing seemed to snap in his head and he felt himself soaring
up and up into space, as though propelled by some tremen-
dous force.

Then the pace gradually slackened, the impenetrable black-

ness was stabbed with points of light, he saw the face of one
he loved, and he wondered whether he was in this world
or the next. Objects suddenly became distinct, trees took
shape before his eyes, he was conscious of his own body, and
tried to move. But he seemed to be held in a vice. In his

agony he dug his heels into the soil, and he saw that his right

arm was gone. A face was bendina over him. It was the.

shoeing-smith.
" Are you alive, sir ?

"

He turned liis head. "Am I alive?" he asked hims„>lf.
" I—I think so " he gasped. " But my number's up. Leave
me !

"

Some one got a stretcher and they took him tlirough the

undergrowth to the cross-roads. There a doctor injected

morphia into his arm and they took him to the dressing-station

at Hooge. He was in the trance of morphia; but could hear
the doctors, apparently a long way off, saying that he was a bad
case. At Ypres they put him under chloroform, and he knew
no more till he woke at Boulogne.

His case was grave. He had lost a great deal of blood, and
his woimds were septic. Rest, mental as well as physical,

was vital ; but he could not rest. The exhortations of the
doctor were lost upon him : he seemed to have something on
his mind. He was allowed no newspapers on the ground that

they might excite him, whichwas a mistake. A box of cigarettes

by his bedside he loft untouched. At length he called the
doctor to him.

" Look here, doctor, will you do me a favour ? . Well, I

want you to find out what's become of my battery. Did
they get the guns away ? I want to know ; I want an
official answer."
The doctor promised to do what he could. The Divisional

H.Q., who had their hands full, were somewhat annoyed
when they got a telephone message from a Base Hospital,

asking for information about a battery. But they gave it.

The doctor retiu-ncd.
" Your battery's all right. All your guns are in action at

Z-.
."

'' Thank you, doctor," said the captain, and they lit his

first cigarette.

From that hour he began to mend. Three years have
passed ; the captain still lives, but he is a cripple for life.

His fighting days are done ; he will never give the word
" Action Front !

" again. The battery,;itself is but a memory ;

near the grave of the sergeant-major lie a subaltern, g\mneVs,

drivers and the horses wliom they loved so wisely and so well.

Their graves iiave long ago been pounded into dust by guns
of whose calibre they never dreamed ; old things are passed
away and all things have become new ; the very wood in which
they fell has long since disappearerl from off the face of the
earth. But these mortals in dying put on immortahty,
being dead they live; being silent they speak, and leaving

behind them an imperishable memory they need no memorial.
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By J. C. Squire

On the Road

JUST before the war there was a large output of books

about travel in England, particularly travel on the

open road. The authors usually had quotations from

Stevenson on the fly-leaves, of Borrow 's obser\'ation

about the wind on the iieath, or sojne contemporary poet's

table of affinities with the various elements and heavenly

bodies. Publishers commissioned these books with what

seemed to tiiem sufficient reason. Larengro was in many
iieap editions ; Hazlett's On Going a Journey was the most

)opular of his essays ;
people who had enjoyed Stevenson's

'ravels with a Donkey and An Inland Voyage, must surely

fsant more of the same sort ; and this above all ages was

a self-consciously open-air age. Rucksacks had a steady sale,

every country inn know the walking tourist, and optimists had

even started mag.izines for tiie amateur tramp. Nevertheless,

one doubts whether there was much demand for most of the

tramping Ixwks. In the first place, the publishers showed

an inadequate powei of discriminating between travels With a

Donke\- and travels By a Donkey. In tlje second place, men,

even intelligent men,' usually do this sort of thing badly.

it if if * *

The ordinary author of a pedestrian—or, indeed of any
—travel book, is weighed down by tradition. He has several

famc^s books behind him, and he is dominated by them.

This man gave facts in a businesslike way ; so he will give

some. This min was delightful with digressions and anec-

dotes ; so he will be the same. This third man, when over-

come by the beauty of nature and the exhilaration of freedom
and movement, wTote pages of beautiful, iridescent prose,

which are well known in all the best families, so it is obviously,

the game to do this. The result is a most unsatisfactory com-
])ost. full of every sort of tift'ectation and posing. It was impos-
sible to discover what these travellers' interests really were,

and what really moved them, for they were wearing other
people's hearts upon their sleeves all the time, and they felt

under a compulsion to prove that they knew how worthy
their England was of Great Prose.

* * * » i|c

These memories were stirred by Mr. J. J. Hissey's The
Road and the Inn (Macmillan^ los. net), which I have just been
reading. It is the first book of English travel I have encoun-
tered since the war. Pedestrianism, I should imagine, is, for

the time being, off. F"or one thing, most of the hearty walkers
are otherwise engaged. For another, walkirfg through
England must have been stripped of most of its charms,
when at every inn you have to fill up forms about the colour
of your wife's hair, and e\'ery policeman is liable to demand
the production of a variety of tickets ; and the wayfarer
runs the major risk of straying on to forbidden ground and
getting a sentry's bayonet brandished in his face, and the
minor one of having a crowd of children shouting " Bolo

"

after him whenever his knapsack and soft hat appear in a
village street. Mr. H issey avoided most of these discomforts
by being over age and travelling in a motor car. " A sudden
attack of wander-fever had taken hold of me," he says, and
without a moment's delay he got out the Rolls-Royce or the
Eord (he doesn't bother to say which), and off he went.
It sounds like rush, but it is not. " I am " he says, " a
contemplative motorist, given to loitering in pleasant places."
The suggestion is that he crawled about as though every road
were lined with Schools on both sides ; and he certainly
seems to have seen a great deal, and talked to everyone he
met. He records many amusing things ; and gives many
illustrations. Some of them are drawings made by him-
self ; the lonely haunted grange, Tudor and timbered, being
liis favourite, subject. They are not masterpieces, but they
are better than most of us could do. And his excuse and ex-
planation may be found in Th& Path to^Rome, the best book of
this kind of our time :

In old times a man that drew ill drew not at all. He did well.
'I'hen either there were no pictures in his book, or (if there were
any) they were done by some other man that loved him not a
groat and would not have walked half-a-mile to see him hanged.
But now it is so easy {or a man to scratch down what he sees
^nd put it in Iiis book that any fool may do it and be none
the worse—many others shall follow. This is the first. Before
you blame too much, consider the alternative. Shall a man
march through Europe dragging an artist on a cord ? God
forbid ! Shall an artist write a book ? Why, no, the remedy
is worse than the disease.

But having made it, I hope, clear that there is more enter-

tainment in Mr. Hissey's book than in most (he records

conversations amusingly, and has an evident passion for old

buildings), I would suggest that it exhibits strikingly the

flagrant defects of all this class of literature.

He thinks it his duty to be enthusiastic about everything

old that he sees ; he digresses into unoriginal reflections, to

the detriment of his story ; he continually buttresses his

descriptions of Storied Fane and Castled Keep, and what not,

with quotations from the world's worst poets ; and, above all,

he will insist, whenthe occasion seems to demand it, upon
being, literary. He slaps on purple patcnes with a lavishness

only made tolerable by its naivete, and he will drag in the

names of authors. Take, for instance, the sprawling progress

and grotesque anticlimax of this :

From the tangle of lanes T got on to a fair road that led m^
in a few miles to castle-crbwned Lewes, then

,
passing through

that ancient town of many memories, I came to Offham,
from whicli village, high up on the inside of the hills, the land
dips suddenly down, affo^rding a wide view over the wooded
\\'eald, glorious in its green and golden breadth seen in the
soft sunshine. A world of woods and fields stretching away
to a far off, misty distance, dotted with here a grey church
tower and there a rambling old farmstead, the green expanse
being enlivened by the silvery Ouse, near at hand, winding its

slothful Course snake-like through the plain as though wishful
•to linger rather than to hasten on its way to the all-absorbing

sea, for at times Nature almost .seems to be a living presence
—at least to Wordsworth she so appeared.

A still stranger example of the ill-advised introduction of

great names occurs when -the author, proving that the world
can show " rot ling so eminently peace-bestowing, so bene-
volent as the quiet pastoral English landscape :

"

.even that rugged philospher Carlyle, once, when in rare
bending mood, and not discoursing of great affairs, declared
his delight in the simple sight of green fields. Byron, also,

averred they possessed a charm that makes one forget all

about show scenery in the shape of volcanoes, snowclad peaks,
precipices, vines, oranges and glaciers.

It is, perhaps, a little unjust to Mr. Hissey to pillory him
at his worst, for he is not, in a general way, pretentious, and
his gusto is very charming. But the defects of lus method arc

typical of all sorts of travellers.

There are several ways of writing good books about England.
\ man may s,;t out with the deliberate object of finding out
or forming theories about, or describing a certain class of

things in which he is particufarly interested, as did.Cobbett.
To do this well he will have to have an interest, as well as

common-sense, knowledge and a simple straightforward
manner of expressing himself. He may write a guide-book
in which he gives succinctly an account of " everything
worthy of note." If he sees things through his own eyes
and describes them naturally, he will make a good book ; for

as Defoe said in his own fine Travels in England, " I find so

much left to speak of, and so many things to say in every
part of England that my journey cannot be barred of intelli-

gence, which way soever I turn ; no, though I were to oblige

myself to say nothing of anything that had been spoken of

before." And the third kind is the subjective, fantastic,

poetic, kind. That kind, the rarest and most 'difficult,

should be put clean out of mind by the ordinary traveller.

Fascinating digressions can only be written by the man
who cannot help digressing. The worst way of writing is

to sit down before something commonly admitted to be noble
or beautiful, and determine to rise to the occasion. And a
man's emotional experiences are not worth his talking about
upless he knows precisely what they are, is primarily interested
in relating them, and has the unusual gift of candour. Most
people are quite capable of noticing what happens to them-
selves

; we do not want to hear what they think they would
have felt had they been some great author ; and, if it is not
natural to them to write resounding and picturesque English,
for Heaven's sake let them write tlieir books in the prose they
employ when writing to their friends. And above all, let

them not be continually quoting or reminding us what Shakes-
peare or Charlotte Bronte said about something. Tennyson,
complaining of modern critics, said that it was impossible for
a poet to say " the sea roars" without being accused of having
cribbed it from Homer. That is no worse than taking one
by the arm when one is looking at a field, and telling one that
Carlyle, in a rare moment, of rela.xation, noticed that thegrass
was green.
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For Officers on Active Service
<J Much-Appreciated Xmas Gift

—and not expensive.

ONE of the chief anxieties of Officers on

Active Service abroad, particularly those

in the more distant Theatres of War, is to

keep themselves in touch with Home News and

with the happenings on the various Fronts. Their

interest in Home Affairs and in the Progress of

the War is- sharpened by the very fact that

they are so far removed from the heart of things

—London.

To them The Times Weekly Edition comes

as an unspeakable boon. It contains just what

they want. Printed in clear type; of a size

convenient for holding and folding, and packed

from cover to cover with news of every

kind, and with the cream of The Times' Leaders

and Special Articles

Cfje tEimes Hecklp Cbition

keeps its readers abreast of the War, abreast

of Home and Foreign Intelligence, Politics,

Finance, and Commerce ; in short, it presents

in a most readable form

^ "Bird^s-eye View of the WorWs
History for the WeeJ^

The services of The Times Supply Agency are at the

disposal of every reader of The Times Weekly Edition.

By personal service, this Agency enables Overseas readers

to purchase from the British market as advantageously as

though living in London.

ETHEL M. DELL'S
NEW VOLUME OF LITTLE NOVELS

THE SAFETY CURTAIN
AND OTHER STORIES. 6s.

" The Safety Curtain," the longest story in this collection,

is a complete short novel of 1 05 pages. " The Eleventh

Hour" is another long story of about 100 pages. Three

other stories are included in the volume, making a full-

length book of 336 pages.

All of the stories have that vivid interest which has

made Miss Dell one of the most popular of living novelists.

OTHER NOTA-BLE NOVELS.

THE DISCREET ADVENTURE.
By HELEN C. ROBERTS. Author of " Old Brent's Daughter." Cloth, 61.

"This is a Iwok which on? not ..ii'ly cnigys all through, but which leaves tho plcasantcst

recollKtions l>ehind it alter H is finished."—On/Zoo*.

• Wr can Ihoroughly rerommcnd ' The Discreet Adventure ' • : • Miss Roberts has a

real dramatic lacullv, and she M.ik.-, every one of her characters distinct to^he reader^^^^^

ENCHANTMENT. By e. temple thurston.

6«. (3rd Imp.)

MR. TEDDY. By E. F. BENSON. e.. (3rd Imp.)

THE PUPPET (THE FIRST NOVEL LIBRARY.)

By JANE HARDING. 6..

MERELY PLAYERS. By lucy dale .nd

G. M. FAULDING, Author! o( "Time's Wallet." etc. 6».

^i)e Eimeg OTeefelp Cbition.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
To tht Puhlhhcr, THE TIMES H^EEKLT EDITION,

Printing House Square, London, EngJand.

PUan und THE TIMES tyEBJCLT EDITIONfor month

NAME

ADDRESS..

12 months - 13/-

and pro rata.

POST FREE
ta any part «l the w«r!4.

for which I enc/ose..

NAME
ADDRESS

L. & W.

T. FISHER UNWIN, Ltd., 1 Adelphi Terr»ce, London, W.C.2

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

LAND & WATER
to be Published in December,

will contain, among other notable features

A New Poem by

RUDYARD KIPLING
Complete Short Stories by

"CENTURION " and JAN GORDON.

Special Articles by

HILAIRE BELLOC, L. P. JACKS,

and G. K. CHESTERTON.

The Revival in Poetry, by

J. C. SQUIRE
and

An 8 page Supj>lement in Colours

containing some remarkable Pictures,

By Capt. SPENCER PRYSE, M.C.

ORDER A COPY IN ADVANCE.

PRICE. ONE SHILLING & SIXPENCE..
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The Major'Takes Over"
There is pruljably no officer, however confident

of himself, who does not find the task of taking over

a new companj' something of an ordeal ;
a very

trying ordeal, too, in many cases.

It is then that he has to summon up iiis reserves

of mental and moral force, for he is, strictly speak-

ing, "on test." If he muffs things it may take hnn

weeks or months to obliterate the bad impression

created ; and his consciousness of this fact does not

help him any.

We have just recei\'ed a letter from a major with

the B.E.F. which gives point to these remarks, and,

what is more valuable, shows how this particular

officer took over his new responsibilities without a

hitch. Writing from France, he says :—

I have seen the value of the Pelman System since taking

over mv new cojnjianv. Confmntcd with a mas.s of new

faces and new names, and with a different system of interior

working, I have liad a golden opportunity to test the value

of your training, and / knoie that Avithout it I should never

have gathered up the threads of things as I have done.

, Major.

Once again we have striking proof that Army
officers are not studying "Pelmanism" just for the

fun of the thing, biit simply and solely because it

has proved itself so convincingly a potent aid to

efficiencv and promotion. Testimony to that effect

is voluniinous. The Pelman Institute possess several

thousands of letters from military and naval officers,

each giving expression to unfeigned admiration for a

system which is so directly and unfailingly resultful.

So strong is the belief in Pelmanism amongst th^

higher command that there are numerous instance^

where generals have recommended their, staff to

enrol for a Pelman course ;
just as, in the commer-

cial world, a far-seeing firm sometimes pays for the

enrolment of six or a dozen of its employees.

Nor is this confidence misplaced. Pelmanism is

all that is claimed for it—sensational although those

claims may occasionally appear. The truth is that

the facts themselves are sensational ; they even

exceed the pubhshed statements. For example, the

Pelman Institute, in speaking of financial benefits

resulting from the course, limits itself to exarnples

where incomes of business or professional men have

been doubled or trebled. That seerfis handsome
enough ; yet this substantial figure has frequently

been surpassed. We know of at least one case ivhere

a sixfold increase of income resulted from a Pelman
training !

There are many readers of Land & Water—both
civilians and officers—who are students of the

Pelman system, and these know from personal

experience the absolute accuracy of Truth's pro-

nouncement : "The Pelman system places the

means of progress within the reach of everybody."

The Course presents no obstacle to study—even for the

busiest professional man. It takes up very little time—-and

every minute spent upon it is profitably spent. Equally, it can

l)e practised anywhere—nearly 10,000 officers and men, including

36 Generals and 6 Admirals, are following it in the trenches in

France and aboard the Grand Fleet. All correspondence is

necessarily confidential.

Every reader of Lakd & Water should at least investigate

this fascinating subject and its possibiUties. An explanatory

brochure, entitled Mind and Memory, containing a synopsis

and full explanation of the Pelman System, together with a

copy of Truth's sensational report on the work of the Pelman
Institute, will be sent, gratis and post free, upon appUcation to

The Pelman Institute, 39 Wenham House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.i.

Books of the Week
A Roumanian Diary. 1915, 1916, 1917. By Lady

Ki NNAKD. Illustrated. Heinemann. 5s. net.

Real Russians. By Sonia E. Howe. Illustrated. Sampson,

Low and Co. 6s. net.

Inside Constantinople during the Dardanelles
Expedition. A Diplomatist's Diarj', illustrated. By

J,i;\vis Einstein. John Murray. Qs. pet.
.

Nine Tales. By High de Selincourt. \\ith an

Introduction by Harold Child. (Nisbet, 5s.)

PTLRVSALoiA Roumanian Diary, by Lady Kennard, and

of Real Russians, bv Sonia E. Howe, reveals a multitude

of similarities and also amass of differences between the

two writers and their work. Lady Kennard was an

Englishwoman who savvRoumania in the months immediately

preceding and during the country's share in tlie war, and her

diary carries up to May of iqiV ; Mme. Howe, a Russian,

went to Russia before the Revolution to plead for the liberation

of political exiles, and met Stunner and other notables of the

last days of the Empire—in the one case an Englishwomah

writes lier impressions of a foreign people, and in the other a

Russian telfs of her own land under the shadow of war.
rt * * * *

Tliere is the root difference: yet these two diaries are

similai', in that they both portray national characteristics—

deal with the background against which the great drarna is

being played, more than with the drama itself. The stolidity

of the Roumanian peasant, the heroism of Roumania as a

whole aiid the awakening of the country to the work that war
involves, could not have been better shown by a Roumanian
than in this picturesque and' yet concise narrative of Lady
Kennard' s. Similarly, only close knowledge of Russia, and

actual sight of Russia gripped by the war, could have inspired

Mme. Howe's pictures of neglected soldiery, unexampled

devotion, corruption and carelessness, implicit faith and almost

unbelievable capacity for treachery—the muddle that was
pre-revolutionary Russia. Lady Kennard' s is the finer

narrative, but Mme. Howe has got nearer to the heart of things

-rshe tells more, and writes more from the inside.*****
A third war diary. Inside Constantinople, by Lewis Einstein,

may well be linked up with these two. The author, a member
of the American Embassy in the Turkish capital during the

Gallipoli campaign, was only enabled to publish his diary

through the American entry to the war—it is a pity that his

story could not have been made public during the progress

of the Dardanelles campaign, for many of the observations

that he makes would have been valuable. Value remains,

apart from literary interest, in his authentic record of the

Armenian massacres, and in the —also authentic—paragraph

in which he adduces proof that Germany decided on war
immediately after the Serajevo assassinations, determined

to break the peace of Europe in the hope, of complete conquest.*****
Although Mr. Hugh de Seiincoiu-t has a following of readers,

\'et his work is of such an order that it is caviare to the great

majority, and it is doubtful if any of the contents of his latest

book, Nine Tales' (Nisbet, 5s. net), would find a place in the

magazine that usually forms a refuge for an author's short

stories. Hugh de Selincourt is concerned in picturing life

as it is ; not with the sordid attention to detail that is often

called realism, but with consciousness that it is a patchwork

business, containing happiness as well as grief and ugliness,

and in these nine tales, greatly varying in subject and quality,

he displays the patchwork for such as have time to read and
eyes to sec. The first story, " The Sacrifice," is almost a^

novel in itself, and it is a striking commentary on the war
from the woman's point of view ; again, in " The Passionate

Time-Server," there is revealed so much of the motives of a

man as to make the reader know the man intimately, and,

kjiowing, to forgive him. These are but two instances of the

nine ; in them all is the quality which, for want of a more
comprehensive title, may be called the humanity of the writer.*****

The Ignoble Warrior is the title given to " a collection of

facts for the study of the origin and conduct of the war,"

prepared in Englisli and Japanese and published in Japan by
Maruzen and Co., Ltd. Mr. J. W. Robertson Scott is respon-

sible for this volume ; and he rendered good service to

humanity by its publication ; for it places in a readily avail-

able form a convincing though, alas, not yet complete record

of German lies, dishonour, treachery, and barbarity. It

was well that the people of our Far-Eastern Ally should be
instructed in the Teuton character. We should like to see

the book published also in this countr^^ it might be most
useful later on. It is illustrated with Raemaekers' cartoons
and contains reproductions of certain Gennan letters, etc.
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The Invasion of Italy

Bridge over the Tagliamento

Caporetto

It was at Caporetto that the German-Austrian Armies first broke the Italian Line. The above photograph

gives an excellent idea of the nature of the country where the fighting took place. The mountains seen above

Caporetto are the foothills of the Julian Alps. The Italian Army has retired across the Friulian Plain to the

Tagliamento. The character of this river is shown in the top picture, also its breadth as judged by the bridges
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WINTRY WEATHER

Hot 0X0 is an inestim-

able boon to the fighting

forces at this time of the

year.

It aids and increases nutrition

;

it stimulates and builds up
strength to resist climatic
changes, and is invaluable for

all who have to undergo exer-

tion either to promote fitness or

to recuperate after fatigue.

0X0 takes up little space, is

easily carried, and can be con-

verted quickly into a hot nour-

ishing drink which, with bread

or biscuits, will sustain for hours.

Be sure
to send0x0

DOMESTIC
ECONOMY

Names and addresses oj slwps, where the articles vienlioned

can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partout, Land cS; Water, 5, Chancery

Lane, W.C. 2. Any other in/ormation will be given on request.

A Christmas
Catalogue

It is not a moment too soon to turn the

question of Christmas presents over in

the mind, especially where " our far-

flung battle-I^ne " is in question. Presents for the men at the

front have at last shaken down in the way they should go.

Tiie rubbishing superfluities have vanished in all the better-

most shops and in their stead are things men really want and
will welcome when they come.
A small catalogue has just been issued called " Things a

Soldier Needs," and it is nothing short of invaluable just now.

It is the result of expert inquiry into the matter, the result

being all that can be wished. With this at hand anybody can

choose the psychological thing a man on active service wants,

one or two particularly novel ideas being not the least inter-

esting propositions.

A spscially light suit case for billet or camp arranged to

take a man's own fittings is one of the capital suggestion^

this being the sort of thing that simplifies packing. Then theri

is an admirable writing case, a newdesign, perfectly adapted to

the peculiar needs of the moment. .

Men in the trenches should send for this catalogue also, it

being as useful to them for Christmas present suggestions a-

for those at home. All sorts of things a woman. likes an
illustrated as well, and special arrangements have been madi
by which orders from over the water are carefully dealt with

This catalogue, indeed, which will be sent anywhere on request

makes shopping the easiest and most interesting thing in tin

world, eliminating as it does all undue bother.

Substitute for

Milk

Without a doubt the wise amongst u

will prepare as much as possible foi

several eventualities this winter, amongst
them the fact that there may be a shortage of milk. Even
if it is—as it is hoped—avoided, it seems fairly clear that

there will not be an over-abundance of sipply, and any w;iv

in which we can we should decrease the demand. It is only

patriotic to do so.

Substitutes but rarely approach the thing they substitute,

it is foolish to claim that they do. Without any fear of

exaggeration, however, any amount of good points can be
allowed to Solac, the synthetic milk in powder foim. With
a tin of this in the house a lack of milk does not so much
mutter ; it can be used for cooking, as a drink by itself, makes
a capital cup of cocoa, and can, at a pinch, be used with tea

or coffee, though vyith the last it does not colour in the sam
way ordinary milk does.

People accusttm d to drink a glass of milk the last thing

at night should try Solac ; they will find it particularly nourish-

ing and wholesome. The best way to use it is to mix a proper
quantity of Solac to a paste with a little hot water, and then
add either cold or hot water as the case may be. Properly
mixed, it is quite impossible with the naked eye to detect it

as anything but milk.
A quarter of a pound costs eightpence, half a pound one and

two pence, one lb. two and threepence, and there is the plain

as well as the nialted variety, the latter being capital for all

liking a malt flavour.

A Cold Weather
Drink

0X0 LtJ., Thames House, London, E.C.4.

Tne seme people also are selling an ex-

cilknt drink for the cold weather, this

having the effect of cocoa and milk com-
bined and sweetened. To call it milk, however, is a misnomer,
it is not milk, but Solac in another and a most useful form.
Its many conveniences, indeed, would work out to a lengthy
tale

; but suffice it to say that here at hand is a most readily
prepared drink, and a veiy nutritious one into the bargain.
It has a very pleasant milted flavour, and is the easiest thing
in the world to mix. Putting some into a cup, adding boiling
water is all that is required. And there it is ! A capital drink
for a cold day.
This also is in powder form and put up in quarter, half and

pound tins costing eightpence, one and two, two and three
respectively. At any tm-^- this cocoa and " milk " combined
in powder foim would p' obably make a stir, but at the moment
its very considerable importance is ten times enhanced, taking
the place as it docs of things the times are making uncertain

(Coiiliiiited on piiije 22)
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UNLIKE ORDINARY PUTTEES, OUR NEW
ALL-LEATHER PUTTEES
NEVER TEAR OR FRAY OUT.
For winter wear they are unmatched.

These most comfortable, good-
looking puttees are made en-
tirely of fine supple tan leather,
and fasten simply with one
buckle at bottom. They are
extremely durable, even if sub-
jected to the friction of riding, as
the edges never tear or fray out.

The puttees are speedily put on and taken
off, readily mould to the shape of the leg,

are as easily cleaned as a leather belt, and
saddle soap soon makes them practically
waterproof.

The price per pair is 18/6, post free
inland, or postage abroad 1/- extra, or
sent on approval on receipt of business
fno( banker's) reference and home
address

SERVICE OUTFITS and REFITS
To the requirements of the officer on leaye, with much to
do in httle t.me, we give the utmost consideration. Tunics,
breeches, slacks, we make speedily, yet thoroughly, and at
hand we have leggings, puttees, gloves, shirts, ties, etc., so
that wants of this kind may all be satisfied in one visit.

GRANT AND COCKBURN
25 PICCADILLY, W.l."

Military and Civil Tailors, Legging Makers.
ESTD. 1821.

Private Sale of High-class Modern
and Antique

FURNITURE AND EFFECTS
to the extent of over £70,000

T"wltl,'iaiJnlHn,''' i^'-'D FINE^UT DKPO.SITORIIiS. LTD.. h.ve b«n favoured

5..rve with .7u ll .'T'
"" ''".?:". '"""•'•' »"» O"""-" "'•"' '"""= t»-<» called to

. / ', ; 'V\';-''J "»' " "ri»n«.l ro,t. the E.NTIIIE CO.NTKNTS 0( SEVKKAr, TOWN
' JIA.NSIO.NM being one o( the great<^st collections ever oltered to the

'y''=« "• tliiabethsn. Jacobean. Queen Anne, Chippendale, Sheraton.

low Dr']cei'at''whii!'h^SJ^JL."''-"''. T'"
'"""^'' *^ «'« «» '"i™ •' »>>« exceptionallylow priiea at which theae floods are being ollered :

^"'irji'm^I;ri?"i
'•'BRAIty Include . complete dinlnK-room set in solid oak

design £23
^ ' ""°'''"''« dtalng-room set in solid mahogany of IJuecn Anne

IcatherClf. f/^"''
CmPPENDALE STYLE DINING CHAIRS, covered morocco

«l ken" A.N.NE DESIGN BUREAU BOOKCASE, £6 15«.

EASY CHAIRS LOOSE DOWN CUSHION SEATS, 47s. Od • ChcaterfleldSett«s t« match £3 7,. 6.1.
;
Turkey Carpet, goo,l condition. £6 si. ;Bran.lfaM^r and

'r''Lnk"vf\''-''*'H''?"^
FURNITURE, In style, of Chippendale, HepplewhIte,

chair, i»?le; Vie il. MiH
*''•''• '''"^„*!!.? '^"' '"tlnxoort eabinets. screens settees

i 1 i^i, I „,i VL •. ?
"ddHon to over 1,50 ChesterBeld settee, and loange easy chairsall belni! offered at lew tlian one-third original cost.

<-ii.in.,

'r"«,lld'^o.1°?,H„.J7*"''7"'''"'l''' i"
"""''"• "d •"'I')"" "yl« l-x^'-de «>">Pl«te

liennere »mi i„7,i?.,.T 5 K«., ranging ,in t^ magnlllcent decorated and French

An'd"oTHER CHESl-S fronrSs','''''
*'"' ^'"^- "" '" ^*"^- BOW-FKONT

FINE GENT'S WARDROBES AND TALLBOY CHESTS, from £3 158.

JHE BILLIARDROOMS. LIBRARIES, and HALL APPOINTMENTS include

tablets a smXr."' *" ""'"'*' "^^^ """' "'«'' '^ '""''"^ '•'"'"^

<^0 ''d''l^V^in,T-Z\^--''l^ "iHr. I'L*'!."^ ?^ -'."-' -"e™. Tom

COLLECTION of BLACK ,

CABI.M;T.S, CUAIR.S, TABLES, etc

Me«e,r*lrL"l';lH J7 **
i''"'' '.T"™*'''''

*"•' " desired, can remain stored, or wUl bepacKcd free and delivered or shipped to any part of t!ie world.

mdn\^^»vMt^vUv'^vll^V-
"-J-'^Sf'^TED BY PHOTOGRAPHS, NOW

cnstomer!. ItiiMness hour* every day. nine tiU eight.
v" •.

and 43
'°''°*'°« '<""'*' Motor Buses pass Park Street, IslUigton : No». 4, 10, SO,

THE FURNITURE & FINE ART DEPOSITORIES. Ltd.
'!>¥ Royal Appointment to H.M. The King of Spain),

48-60 PABK STBEET. UPPER STREET. I8LIHBT0H. LONDON. N.

...... wti^t in.,....., ujf rillliieilb I

and other combined Player I'lano.

and GOLD LACQUERED FURNITURE,

mi mi

TRADITION—
Allhou^h the or^anisalion known as the B.5.A. Company isabrllrantexamp.eqfmodern . fliciency in manufacturing, vet
i/^.i^'eeped m radihon. hounded on „n ideal -t ,e production
of the finest nfles in the world- the principle . of Ihe foundershove been zealously guarded and nurtured ,n tile succtedin*
Senerations so that now Ihe whole corporation is saluroledand imbued with the maxim

—

QUALITY FIRST.
It IS not too soon for all sportsmen and rifle enthusiasts to

f^T^m'i"" "«"ies and addresses to ensure the earies°information as to the Company's po,t-war productions in

SPORTING & TARGET
RIFLES, AIR RIFLES, ^c.

FREE Booklet -"RIFLE 5IGHT5 AND THEIR
ADJUSTMENT"—on receipt of postcard.

THE

Birmingham Small Arms
Company Limited,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

C'SCakera of Riflea and Lewis Machine
Guns for British, Colonial, and
Foreign Goo-rnments, and of B.S.A

Cycles and Molars.

oSl

SCALES FOR GUNNERS
TRANSPARENT CELLULOID.

PROTRACTORS, Sin. semi-circniar, with tut-out grids
12m. ditto ditto

'.'.'.

SECTORS, 30O each side of central zero, 5,000 yards on 1/20,000
^- do. 6,000 ditto

AUlO RANGE CORRECTOR, for use with aeroplane observa-
tions, giving range and deflection corrections, in
case

;.

THE NOTCUTT WIND CORRECTOR',"for 18-pdr.'," giving
range and line correction, in case .

MACHINE GUN PROTRACTOR, with gratifies
THE ETON ARTILLERY SCALE, 8,000 yards on 1/20000

with are for 8,000 yards on one edge

7/6
12/6

7/6
12/6

20/-

15/6

6/6

10/6

The OWLUX
wmr2'"^2.f'-"^'"«= "-AMP

"^ACTIVE SERVICE
FOR VEARS.

^"'front"*^"*
™om the

•"
J*'L '"''^^"J^l"! 'article in my kit."

on tl,i»"id«':^."""«
''"' P™^ '^ •""- '»"'P

..n"""'t o'Ks."'^' ^°"' """' '"'"O^

HE ORILOX LAMP i« atted with swItfhM
The li^h

"
•Til"',"' ""," ""• ••»-»«"" 1;rthe light can be turned on without oneii iii

>l.row the light downward, Ihe ca e^i/^n^ovrde I'wiH '1"^" ,"'"' '^^••^ Z

'Price •£,'% K t^ /Postage fo lhe\
**^-*- • «_» • Vf * Front, 1/- extra

'

J. H. STEWARD Ltd., """"ZlTr"""'
^^^ strand, 457 Strand, London.
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0X0

LOZENGES

0X0 LOZBNQES are just the thing to carry on with
until a more substantial meal can be obtained.

They contain a high percentage of Beef Extract and
Beef Kibrine, and are stimulating and sustaining. Ready
for immediate consumption whenever and wherever
required.

A Customer writes :-~

9
" I find them very suatainlnc"

Of all ChemUu. Grocert and Stores,

d. *'E'* 01 from

TIN. 0X0 Limited, Thames House, London, E.C. 4.

W. BENSON
5 McHoe Service' WRISTLET WATCH

Fully Lnminoui Fignret & Handt.

Warranted Timekeepers

lo Silver Cases with Screw Bezel

and Baclt. Xii lOs. Gold. Hi).

IT ilh Hunter or Halt-Hunter cover.
Silver, i^4, 4,s. Gold. CO !ls.

Others in Silver from 4i'» I OS.

Gold from iltJ K't

Military BadKe Brooches.

Jlny.Regimental SoJge Perfectly

Modelled.

rSICEB ON APPLICATION

Sketches sent /or approval.

25 OLD BOND ST.. W.I.
and 62&64 LUOQATE HILL. B.C. 4

Some B.S.A.

Exclusive

Features

No. 5.

B.S.A. BRAKES. W/7/

'1 »V/0 extremely powerful brakes are fitted to tlie

J. B.S.A. Motor Bicycle, the front being applied

by an inverted lever on the handlebar, and

the rear by a foot pedal. Both brakes operate on

special brake rims and allow the wheels to be

removed without detaching any brake parts or

disturbing the adjustments. The efficiency of

B.S.A. Brakes and their strength and reliability

fully justify the confidence which riders of B.S.A.

Motor Bicycles repose in them.

Write for Latest Catalogue.

THE BIRMIKGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LTD.. BIRMINGHAM.

' 'motoi?,

For Solo & Sidecar

While we are so largely engaged on Munilim, supplies «/ B.S.A. Prodiicis

are extremely small.

THE

" FORTMASON "

A Field Boot soft

as a Slipper, water-

proof, very strong,

and lighter than

any other Service

Bool. Special wear-

resisting Soles.

£6:6:0

Sizes IO2 upwards.

£6 : 17 : 6

FORTNUM& MASON,
Ltd..

182 Piccadilly, London, W. 1.

"Depot tor Dexter's Wea t herproot s

"

QUALITY AND TZTT
CUT AND COST IN IV1 i

GRANTED that quality

and cut have kept
Thresher & Glenny

in the forefront of tnilitary

><)J'^ SilV
tai loring since Crimean

H/ 3" iW\ days, what about kit-cost at
'>kY^\ 1 «v^\ Thresher & Glenny's ?

Ifc I \ ^I^JLA That the reputation and the

,^ , , - 1^ distinguished clientele of

ll ^l this House do /V07" mean
r p°N high prices, these examples

ly V—'^v testify.

Whipcord Field Service
lackets 84/- & 105/-
Slacks—Whipcord . . . . 32/6 & 37/9-
Ik-Jford Cord Kiding
lireeches .

.

.

.

.

.

• • ^3 "

Huckskin Strappings 10/6 extra

^^ Field Service Cap .. .. 15/6
'/ ^fll/ ' I'.ritish Warm Waterpro £

I'ricze

.

84/*
The "Thresher,' i.e.. the
Ortgioal ol all Trench Coats
Yccomtnetuied by the \V . O.
m February^ 1915) anlined .

.

94 6
The " Thrt-sher," lined

Kamelcott 126/-
Sara Brottnio Belt and
Shoulder Strap only .

.

. . 27/6

THRESHERS GLENNY
Military Jailon since the C)ii>\tani H'tir-

152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON. W.G.

Send for Book 3. the Com-
plete Guide to Expenditure

on Kit and Equipment.
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DAINTY
BLOUSES

FASHION'S dccreo

is most unique this

winter, and the exclu-

sive models now sliow-

iuf^ at " The Linen

H;ill " aniplj- verify

every claim we make

i for quality, variety,

I and st\'le. Blouses

k make most acceptable

I
Xmas Gifts—they are

1 so useful.

r A PRETTY MODEL.

I l,.\V. 117. douse, in j

I
fini- brotonrif not. daintily I

I trjinmedV;iKnciciinrs lace |

I and insertions. lined

s through nel. Injialoecni
S only. Sizes 13 • q/I | i

I Hi Price 1 P/ « * g

mi^ai'iicV'MiwtiinilliWUtllHtlirlltr;^

LTD.
ROBINSON & CLEAVER

THE LINEN HALL,
REGENT STREET, W.l

Z^J^ftA. Gk^ ^^>o^^^a>c/r^ £l^ f

MILKMAID
CAFE AU LAIT

Leaves no "grounds" for complaint
Coffee making at honi • is always difficult and rarely successful.
With Milkm lid Cafe au I,ait there is no difficulty—it is easier
to prepare, Im cause the coffee, milk, and sugar have been per-
fectly blended for you, and boiling water is all that is ne( ded to
produce the fragrant and dchrious Caf6 au Lait as served on
the Continental b.iulevards.

Packed in Endand by the well-known firm of
NESTLE, and aold by all Grocers and Storea.

Cash price 54d., lOJd., and 1/8 per tin.

is acKieved ty tke Military

Dexter cosy anel dry

in tlie cliill Tvet dawn .... cool

and free in the lieat of strife ....

tke Battle of tlie Swamps but

added to its reputation .... guar-

anteed to resist wet to the last.

"As Britisk as tke
Weatker . . tut ReliaWe."

Trench Coats from £5:5:0 Civilian from £3:3:0

Supplied by Agents Everywhere

Look for the

POX-HEAD
Label

DEPOTS FOR MILITARY DEXTERS

GOO C H S Ltd.
BROMPTON ROAD, S.W.3

FORTNUM & MASON. Ltd.
181-184 PICCADILLY, W.l
LUCIEN COUSIN. 7 RUE ALLENT. ST. OMER.

Wallace Scott & Co. t/rf. (H'/iotenfe). Olastovn

THE "WESTFIELD" SOFT SERVICE CAP
with or A^ithout back curtain.

Fitted with waterproof lining and greaseproof shields,

16/6
Tlie accepted design for both home and active service wear
grips the head without pressure, and will neither blow nor fall off.

FWEST & SON '^"-''^'^'^^ TAILORS
BREECHES MAKERS.

152 NEW BONO STREET, LONDON. Vi

.

ORS, I
:ers. I
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THE ALLIED WAR COUNCIL

THE exact functions of the Allied War Council, and
the precise causes which led to its creation are doubt-

ful, but there can be no question that its success

depends entirely on one factor—^whether or not it

enjoys the confidence of the soldiers in the field. The speech

which the Prime Minister delivered in Paris has further

clouded the issue instead of elucidating it. There are

occasions when Mr. Lloyd George seems to follow the example

of Mr. Gladstone, and to become " inebriated with the ex-

uberance of his own verbosity." Certainly in his Paris

oration rhetoric carried him off his feet more than once,

notably in raising again his' old cry of " Too late." If the

Italian disaster has been due to " too lateness," who can be

more responsible for it than Mr. Lloyd George himself,

seeing, as he told his audience, hie was " almost the only

Minister in any land, on either side, who has been in the war
from the beginning to this hour." And if he be right in claim-

ing that this disaster was the natural corollary of lack of unity,

why did he not effect this unity befojre, and not after, the

disaster or failing to do so act as he now threatens to act

and resign office. Mr. Lloyd George has spoken finely and
inspiringly on the war, but he is too easily betrayed into his

old political habit of uttering persuasive words and delivering

picturesque sentences just for their immediate effect. The
result is to weaken public confidence in his judgment, and to

strengthen still further the strong suspicion which the nation

has come to entertain for politicians of all sorts, but

especially for politicians who use their place to interfere

in military strategy and tactics. It is seldom that a
rhetorician is a man of action or vice-versa ; certainly this war
has furnished no instance of this rare combination ; and for

a politician or a collection of politicians to dictate to the

commanders in the field, and to the organisers at home, how
they should conduct the technical side of naval and military

operations is to invite worse disasters.

Unity of action is most desirable, and if it is acconipJi^lied

by this new Council, it will be warmly applauded. But where
do the Council's Military Advisers come in, and what will be

their duties ? 1 f only to advise the Council on the significance

of military action, well and good, but directly they pass

beyond this, they run the risk of interfering with the Com-
manders in the field and the organisers at the seat of Govern-

ment, wherefore it is most esssential that their functions be

clearly defined. The public has been considerably pcrturlxd

by certain paragraphs which have been allowed to Ik- published

in tlie Press this week hinting that Sir Douglas Haig and Sir

Wilham Robertson are becoming war-weary, and might Ix-

glad to be relieved of their posts. Anyone who knows either

of these distinguished soldiers is perfectly well aware that if

there was a scintilla of truth in these innuendoes, tiic first

intimation would have come from the ofiicers themselves and

would not have been left to obscure political hacks. Who
has inspired these paragraphs ? What is the true inwardness
of them ? Why should they coKucide with the announce-
ment of the creation of this new Council ? Our soldiers aru
fighring amid terrible|mud in Flanders, are they also to be com-
pelled to fight amid worse mud at home ? This would be
disgraceful. Field Marshal Haig has the full confidence of

his army and the steady progress which he has made during
the last seventeen or eighteen months speaks for itself. But
there has been nothing theatrical about it, nothing to inspire

gigantic headlines or grandiloquent orations, but for sheer
tenacity and dogged perseverance there is no finer achieve-
ment in the long annals of the British Army. As the Field
Marshal would be the first to admit, these victories are in no
small measure due to thai organiser of victory. Sir William
Robertson, Chief of the General Stait, who has brought to his

work unrivalled abilities, absolute sincerity and a positive

refusal to mix himself in political questions. His single-

mindedness has won for him the complete trust of the nation ;

they know they can rely on his word, and that he never
makes deinands on the people which are not fully justified by
conditions. He is a power in the land, and were he to find

himself compelled to resign his present position from any
untoward circumstance, the effect on the country would be
disastrous.

Hitherto wc have confined our remarks to the purely
mihtary aspect of the Allied War Council. But there is

another side—the political—where this Council may be able

to effect great good. It is doubtful whether hitherto there

has been a sufficiently well-informed appreciation of the
internal difficulties each AUied Nation haii had to con-

tend with. These difficulties have been rendered all the

greater by the cunning propaganda of the enemy, which has
not hitherto been adequately recognised. It has been taken
for granted that once an army is in the firing line little

attention need be paid to the adverse and subterranean in-

fluences brought to bear for the purposq of weakening the

resolution of the people. We see these influences at work in

this country, and next to nothing done to counteract or

check them. Were the members of the Allied Council to

compare notes on this subject, there will, we are convinced,

be discovered a remarkable similarity in the methods em-
ployed. If more active steps are not taken to suppress this

enemy propaganda without further delay, we shall have Mr.

Lloyd George again declaming about " too late." Not only

is Great Britain d.'termined to carry the war to a com-
pletely victorious conclusion, but so are the Dominions.

Nevertheless, not a living soul in the British Empire believes

it can be done by the politicians outstepping their natural

place and posing as strategists. This way lies calamity.

There must be as loyal an alliance between the fighting men and
the politicians as between the different nations. The strain

of war increases and will continue to increase throughout the

winter.

The British nation has just received a new scale of voluntary

rations, with which the majority will endeavour to comply.

But what about the minority, more especially that not incon-

siderable section of aliens, who are to be found in almost

every big city of England ? What is to be done to keep watch
over these and to see that while the Englishman tightens his

belt the Galician does not loosen his, and, money being more
])lentiful with him than ever before, is not expending it

freely on food without a single thought of the result in the

aggregate. The fact is that lack of unity is not confined to

the military plans of the Allies, but extends to their internal

policies. We in F^ngland are assumed to be living on the fat

of the land, with blazing fires to keep the cold from our

homes, while Italy starves and shivers. ' We must face realities,

both at home and abroad, but realities are the very last thing

the politician has the,slightest wish or desire to face, because if

they be disagreeable, goodbye to his popularity. Such is his

Ix'lief. However this new Allied Council is serving a gpod

purpose in awakening tiie people to the truth that the war is

far from being won. The victories on the Passchendaele Ridge

luring us nearer to the end, but until the situation in Italy ig

retrieved, and the invasion stayed or driven backward, the

hour has not ai'rived to look for the first beams of the dawning

day. And the winter is still before us.
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The Line of the Piave
By Hilaire Belloc

Wi: have all licaid liow tin- Italian Army is ivtirinK

iiDon the lino of the Piav.- The line of the

Piavc means, howover, somefhing very different

from the general course of that river. Let us

see what it means and what are its opportunities lor defence.

It may liave been put to the test before tiicse lines iire

jniblished.

\\ hat we sav lieri- rclt-rs of course only to flie geographical

< onditions. and conunents based upon these are subject to two

very imiKjrtant mnditicalions : 1-irst. the strength or weak-

ness of a line is dearly conditioned by the nature and number

ol the /orce>. defending it as well as b\ its geograjjhical nature

But as the strengtii of a modern defensivi' lies in such elements

as coun(ei--batt<-ry work, numbers of machine guns and skill

in handling the same, ample munitionment. etc., we do

not really know tlie strength of any line until or unless we

have those details before us, and such details, in the case of

the Piave line, we necessarily lacki

The second important unknown is the strength of fortifica-

tion which it has been possible to erect within the time at the

disposal of the forces which jiropose to stand upon a new line.

During all the Battle of the Somme, for instance, and every

other battle of the Western front, there has been a sort of race

bet\icen the preparation of lines behind the front and the

ilriving in of the enemy towards those lines. Preparation of

lines takes time ; the security of the defence is larj^ely

measured in terms of tfie time available for such preparation.

With these provisos, which are. of course, all-important.

and which leave us with but little re;^ material for judgment.

let us turn to that little we have—the geographical conditions

—and consider them.

The Piave is a stream rising as a mountain torrent in the

Dolomites and collecting the water of a considerable

mountain basin—all that district of fantastic j)caks known in

Italian as the (.adore. It was (he l>irtli-])liu e i)y the way uf

the great Leonardo. With the frontier which was here drawn
arbitrarily and left a whole district south of the watershed in

Austrian hands, we are not concernwl. Our' main point is

that the Piave is not, in its mountain , coui.se. a very con-
siderable obstacle. If the defence upon the further side of

its narrow valley or gorge could not ])revent the ohensi\e
from coming down the opi)osing slope, it certainly could
not prevent its crossing tjie rocky waterway at the Ix/toiu.
These mountain conditions continue to the ])oint called the
Bridge of the Alps just above Belhiiid. .\\ydn from the fact

that the obstacle is insignificant. I he great length of this

mountain part of the valley, something like 40 mi'es with iis

windings, forbids any attemi)t to usi: it by a diminished lUmy.
It has as a tact been abandoned ! and unfortunately in tlie

retirement from it a portion tif a division has been cut oil-

-

with a loss of lo.ouo men. The upper mountain part of the
Piave valley, then, forms no part of tlw Piave line.

Below Belluno the Piave runs through ooujitry either flat

or marked with low heights that are the last foothills of the
Alps. It is now a more considerable stream, though still

subject to great differences of level like all mountain rivers,

but it is still far too shallow on the average to act as an obstacle

and, further, is unsuitable as a line of defence from its trace.

It makes a very wide bend westward, greatly increasing the
line that the defence would have to hold, and this bend may
be said to continue to the point of Nervesa, a village standing
just above the right bank at the entry of the river into the

Plains. It is from this point that the true line of the Piave
begins and from this point that an attempt to stand de-

fensively upon it must be continued by as short a line as pos-

sible up to the high mountains where attack in force is difficult

or impossible. To exactly what point in the mountains the
line is continued we have no information, but the straightest
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and tlienfore iihortest line would use a portion of the Piave

above Nervesa to just beyond Vidor inthc foothills, sacrificinf,'

l-fltre and Belluno, of course, and holding the heights which

form the northern watershed of the Rrenta or \'al Sugana

and thence crossing the gorge of tlie Rrenta join on with the

existing line deftnding the southern part of the plateau

I if Asiago.

To tJ)e importance of this northern sector behind the line

r)f the Piave 1 will return iu a moment. Let me first" describe

the line of the Piave proper, from Nervesa to the sea.

Though the river is, as I iiave said an indifi'erent obstacle,

liiie nearly all mountain streams (save the largest, which have

a very wide basin and a Jong passage through the Plains),

though the waters fall very rapidly after each freshet and are

in great jiart of the length of the river divided into several

ihannels which reduce the difficulty of crossing, yet the

Piave has certain adv'antages over the numerous other rivers

of this Plain. In the first place, its line in the quite un-

covered open country is short ; excluding the small loops of

the river, it is but 25 miles from Nervesa to St. Dona, f;r

rather the point on the western bank opposite St. Dona, whcie
the sea marshes begin. As the crow flies it is little more than
20 miles. Th<> most exposed part of the line, therefore, and
the most vulnerable, is highly restricted. The width of the

\'enetian Plain between Nervesa and the I>agoons and marshes
of the coast is at its least. There is a sort of waist here

between the I'riulian district on the east and the great Plain

of Padua and \'icen?a upon the west. Further, everything
below the bridges of St. Dona is very difficult passage for an
army at any time, and usually quite impassable by one. It

i-« a labyrinth of marshy meadows cut by innumerable canals

and merging into the meres and lagoons of the sea coast.

I'or some miles above St. Dona—up to the point marked
" D " on Map I the lower river is fairly deep and has diffi-

cult muddy banljs : but above D the bed is a broad
gravelly flat with numerous shallow branches of the river

trickling through it : only after rain does it rise suddenh- to

a higher level and fill its banks.
The line then on which the Higher Command of our Ally

has decided to stake so much is, briefly, one of three sections.

The true obstacle between St. Dona and the point D ; the

insufficient obstacle (save for the strength of artificial work),

from D to a little above Vidor ; the moimtain section which
(irst follows the ridge watershed of the Brenta, and then

turns west to cross that stream and to hold the Asiago plateau

just south of the ruins of that town.
The political aspect of the matter is very important in the

case of Italy, and we note that the Piave covers Venice and
all the wealth and history of the towns beyond the Adige,

which would be sacrificed if the Adige were made the de-

fensive line.

Now let us consider the cpportunities for supply and obser-

vation on either side

The line of the Piave is very well served for the supply of

the defence. Radiating from Treviso, which is to the Piave
what Udinc was to the Isonzo, there are three lines ofrailway

and, as will be seen from the map, a fourth comes in paralle

with the sea serving St Dona. Further, there is excellent

cross communication joining these lines, the capital nodal
point of which is the junction of Castelfranco. (lood roads
radiiite from Tn^visn as the railways do, but there is none,
or was noiu> in time of peace, serving the line parallel to

the lagoons, nor .would it everywhere be easy to construct.
The way along the coast to St. Dona Bridge is a tortuous
piecing together of local lanes.

rnfortunately. the communications of the enemy fur his

approach to and attack on the lines are equally excellent.

Apart from a whole network of excellent hard local roads he
has, for a front of less than 30 miles, three first-class avenues
of supply, each with its great high road and railway. It is

improbable tliat the latter have been damaged in the very
pressed retreat beyond what a few days can repair : for though
there are on each an exceptionally large number of culverts

over the numerous small streams of the \'enetian plain, yet
these are all quite short and low. The only considerable
works being the two viaducts over the Tagliamento, the
extent of the damage done to which we do not know.
These three avenues of supply reach the Piave, the northern-

most at the Piala Bridge just at the edge of the plain, the
middle one at Ponte de Piave, the third and southernmost at

St. Dona. The railways of the first and last are double lines ;

a cross communication joins them up only 20 miles from
what are (now that the bridges are down) the Piave rail-

heads. It is a model condition of supply for an attack in

the plain.

Meanwhile, though it has no railway leading to any enemy
base, but only one ending at the hills, the open valley below
Belluno has an excellent high road and cross-road system,
and l>y it also a concentration could be efiected fairly rapidly

round, from the plains by the main road from there to Belluno.

wiiich I have marked (i) (i) on Map 1.—a broad, excellent

highway for petrol traction.

As to observation, it is to be remarked that where the

Piave goes through a gap in the foothills just above Nosera
either party has observation right over the Venetian plain to

south and the enclosed flat of Vidor to the north : the enemy
on the height marked B, the Italians on that marked A.
The latter is, happily, somewhat the higher, but this advan-
tage is not great, for from any part on the crest of B—which
is from 600 to 800 feet above the plain, one can completely
observe operations and view all about the northernijiost

river crossing.

Such is the line of the Piave with its strength and weakness.
It has the military advantage that it is short, the political

that it Covers Venice and the great towns of the neighbouring
mainland. It has the disadvantage that the obstacle—unlike

that of the Adige—is very imperfect, that right on its flank

and behind it is the threatened Asiago plateau, and that if it,

.,the Piave line, be abandoned, all further retirement rapidly

extends the trace to be held by the armies compelled
to such retirement under the immediate pressure of superioi

forces. - •

Palestine

Tlie retirement of the enemy in Palestine is not only of an
importance, but even of a character which we cannot judge.

l)ecatise we have no enemy accounts and because the accounts
from our side are necessarily little more as yet than the des-

))atches to hand, but there are certain features in it which are

dear enough already, and are worth tabulating.

In the first place it is clear that the British turning movement
round Beersheba and the capture of that point involved the

collapse of the whole (iaza line. In other words, it is clear

that (mce Beersheba had gone, the Turkish command deter-

mined upon a general retirement which involved, of course,

the abandonment of Cia'za, and of all the defensive works
organised against wliat the enemy calls rather absurdly
" The Sinai front

"'

By l-riday last, (hec^th, over sevent3' guns had been counted,

of which several were 5.0 howitzers ; and fieneral AHehby
estimated on that day the total Turkish casualties, exclusive

of s.ooo prisoners, to be not less than 10.000.
The immediate interest in this field is the line upon whicK

we are now told the enemy will elect to stand : the line oi

the W.'idy Sukereir continued south-eastward to cover Beit

Jibrin ind the highest point and terminal in front of Hebron.
Let us consider the general nature of the country
The structure of the land is exceedingly simp'e It is all

based on lines lunning jurallel with the .Mediterranean coast,

md that coast is itself as sim})'e as any in the world A mere
flat line ; no natural harbouis whatsoever, the whole making
a line cutvipg ver\- sligh^Iv w-'stward of south .\lmost

etactly due north and south, and at a distance from the sea

•which varies from 70 miles at the southern end to .some 3o"miles .

at the northern, runs the valley of the Jordan, terminating in

the Dead Sea. This great cleft is a depression far lower than
the Mediterranean (theDead Sea itself is only just under i,.loo

feet lower, and the Sea of (lalilee hHy feet lower, the valley of

the Jordan in between sinking from the lesser to the greater

depth). '

Between this valley of the Jordan and of the Dead Sea and
the Coast line of the Mediterranean, there is a backbone of

high mountain land, not much larger than a large English

countv, upon which, as upon a stage, has been played the

liistory of the Jews, of Christian origins, and of the Crusades.

This great lump of mountain land, some 55 miles long froni the

Desert on the south, to Samaria on the north, is nowhere

much more than 30 miles broad, is ilistinguished from the sea

plain ftn the one hand, and from the valley of the Jordan on

the other, not onlv by its ruggedness and its height ,
nor by the

fairlv rapid way in which it rises from the sea plain and the

precipitous wa\- in which it falls on to the Jordan valley,

but also liy the wav in whicli its culture has, from immemorial

lime, conti-asted with the culture of the coast on the west, with

llie Desert to the east, and with the almost tropical deep

gorge of the Jordan, nuich of which men were compelled to

l.-ave Iialf inhabited. I'limi the p )int of view of military

history, rpirt from the ])nlitical ehects on juilitary history

which the separation of races and religion involved from the

point of view, that is. Of purely ge;)grai)hical military history
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the two great marks of this land have been absence of obstacle

.md difficulty of siipp!\'. There is nothing interrupting move-
ment from soiitli to north, or from north to south ; from the
sea up into the highlands, or from the eastern desert on to the
liighlands. No one l)as e\-er been able to defend in any
permanent fashion the line of the Jordan against an army
Irom the east ; no one has ever drawn a line barring entry
from the north ; there is no natural feature suggesting a
similar line kirring entry from the south, nor are there
parallel jxisitions in between. Indeed, the nearest thing to

a permanent defensive line ever established against mo\'e-
ment in this region would seem tb be this last Turkish en-

trenchment, the line Gaza-Beersheba, which has just been
tm'ned and lost. The gullcys running down from the moun-
tains to the sea, occasionally filled with water after a storm,
normally dry or nearly dry, none of them afford a true obstac 1

>

or line of defence. They serve excellently for an approach

up into mountains from the lowlands. Each of them is famous
in very early military history as a line of invasion up from

the Philistine Plain into thp Jewish mountain land. But
they have never permanently served as transverse lines or

obstacles to invasion from the sonth. The truth is that in

this country any position chosen will be an artificial position.

There will be trenches prepared from the mountains down
to the sea, covering whatever the enemy may regard as of

political importance or as suitable bases of supply— probably

the latter.

It is in this second factor, that not of obstacle but of supply,

that you get the core of military history in this region. Even
to-day, with the immense resources of modern engineering

and of modern science, the difficulty of supply is the whole
business, and in the difficulty of supply the chief item is water

for a force advancing from the south. A large force thus ad-

vancing to-day is tied, of course, to its railway, but also to

its water pipe. The supplies of water increase as one goes,

northward, but water is always the problem : much less so

happily, at this season of the year than in summer. For
the rainy season of Palestine is that we are now passing

through. It ends with April, and the late spring and summer
months are usually cloudless.

From the point of view of the enemy or of the defensive,

the problem of supply is different. The enemy is falling back
upon better and better water supply, and along an e.xisting

railway. Let us see from the configuration of that railway

and of the roads coupled with his probable political interests,

why he has chosen this line.

The main railway runs on the shelf of the hills above the

sea plain—the plain which the Philistines held in Biblical

times. The British have been moving up this main line above
Beersheba. They now find themselves in front of the new
Turkish line, and that line is clearly planned first for the

advantage of lateral supply and next to cover Jerusalem.

The railway branch from the junction of el Tineh we may
neglect— it is mainly in Bi itish hands, and its last fragment is

under fire. With the branch serving Jerusalem it is other-

wise. As the line runs, this line is his main support, and he has
further, immediately along his front, the Beit Jilsin-Hebron
Road. If the enemy will stand with the Jerusalem branch
at his back as a lateral communication serving his line, it will

be a solution for him of the problem of supply.

The Conditions of Victory—

V

Restoration : Reparation : Guarantees

GREAT, and especially unexpected successes ir

the course of any war, and especially in the later

j.hases of "any war have, apart from their material
results, two moral effects upon the party against

whom tliey are won. The first of these moral effects is the
lowering of confidence. Victory breeds victory and defeat
breeds defeat, because confidence in leadership, in the power
to attain objects aimed at, etc., increases with the one and
declines with the other. The second moral consequence is

allied to this and consists in a confusion of aims, in a blurring
or rather a disturbance of the political scheme for which war
was waged. Considerable and especially unexpected victories

in the later part of a campaign give to the party that wins
them a still clearer view of its objects, while their opponents
suffer not so much a reduction in their aims as a disarray in

them.
The tremendous blow now being dealt by the enemy across

the Venetian Plain is an e.\act case in }>oint. It was certainly
unexpected by him as by us. It has had exactly the moral
results I have just mentioned, and it is our whole duty at the
present moment to re-act against those moral results.

This is particularly true of the aims set before us in this

war. There can be no question of reducing them, because
they are the necessary basis of security. The practical

aim is the destruction of the Prussian military machine, and
if that cannot be done we have lost the war. If it can be
done and only if it can be done, shall we be in the position to
re-establish civilisation securely for the future.

In the formation of that future security we have said that
the first point was the necessity for victory in the field

—

without it all the rest is talk. The second point, the practical

fruit of such victory, is liest represented in the formula laid

dow^n by the last administration of this country :
" Restora-

tion, reparation and guarantees."

Rcstoiation simply signifies the giving up of those terri-

tories which the Prussian military machine has seized from its

rightful owners, from which it has expatriated original in

habitants, and which it has attempted to colonise with its

own subjects. It further includes territories long held against

fhe will of their inhabitants by the present Allies of Prussia,
It has nothing whatever to do with the evacuation of territorv
temporarily and accidentally occupied during war. Such
territory is often an asset which is used to bargain with when
wars end in a truce or in an inconclusive peace. In other
words, each party is really ready to yield what nothing but
the chance of a few months has given him, and what a pro-
longation of the war might very well lose him. Territories on
which he never calculated when he made war, and without
which he can still remain exccedinglv strong after the war.
With incorporated territory, territory seized by formal

treaty of conquest, depopulated, re-colonised and the rest of
it, it is another matter. The restoration of such territory is at
once the symbol of our victory and a necessary part of our
guarantees. We are fighting a Power which has, for two
hundred years, quite openly maintained the principle that a
European Power may, if it can, seize territory by force from
a neighbour without so much as a legal excuse or fictitious
claim. The Power which we are fighting regards that prin-
ciple as vital. It has lived bv that principle and its success
has largely obliterated in the European conscience the old
sanctities of treaty. So that most modern men have come
to think of what they call " Annexation " as a sort of evil
normal to all European history, while some are so ignorant as
to believe that the abolition of it would be something modern
and " progressive." The truth is, of course, that mere
annexation by force from Europeans by Europeans is a modem
evil, and that modern evil was created by the Power we are
fighting to destroy. The idea upon* which it reposes is a
Prussian idea.

Behind this particular example of Prussianism there is
another larger principle of which Prussia is also the support,
though not the ongmator. It is the principle that dvnastic
claims, or the claims of self-conscious communities against
alien governments are fantastic and vain, and that the only
real test of the right to govern is the material effect of govern-
ment. It would puzzle the supporters of this theory who are
now to be found everywhere and who, since 1870, have held
nearly all the field of political thought in Europe, to define
what they meant by the material well-being of a community
Probably, if we could make them write down clearly what
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they meant, you would find that they meant a gicat number
of different and often contradictory things, such as the total

of economic wealth without regard to its distribution ; its

good distribution without regard to its total ; the presence of

ample stocks of necessities ; the presence of luxuries for a few
though there be insufficiency of necessities ; the growth of

capitalism and of its attendant proletariat ; excellence of com-
munications, many trains and many and good roads ; an
orderly appearance in externals, especially in the estates and
houses of the rich—plenty of varnish on woodwork and a high
polish on metal work ; an increase in the number of news-
papers and in the statistics of the post office ; tlie introduction
of speculation ; the gradual weakening of the family to the

advantage of industrialism ; scepticism in philosophy and
50 forth. All these things come^in to the objective of " effi-

ciency" as against free Government, and there is no common
philosophy that really binds them together except the desire
to look oneself in the glass and to mirror one's habits in

others. The spirit of which I speak, and which we are com-
bating in this war, has for its test, if we examine it closely,

nothing more than the expansion over the subject territory,

especially in externals, of whatever characterises the con-
queror. The conqueror calls it by every sort of good name, the
chief of which is that same word " efficiency," but what he
means in practice is " an aspect like my own" He has, for

instance, at home good roads and a ruined peasantry. He
comes to a country with a flourishing peasantry and bad
roads. He is quite sure that he has done something
" efficient " if, after fifty years he has ruined that peasantry
but created a number of good roads, li his philosophy is for

the moment sceptical, the brrakdown of religion is part of his
idea of efficiency. If it happened to be a highly organised
religion his idea of efficiency would be the imposition of that
religion upon the conquered. The spread of his language again
is " efficiency." The maintenance of the native language is

the opposite.

Now the victory of the Allies means the weakening of those
two principles, general and particular, and conversely the
retention of such territories by Prussia and her dependents
after the war would mean the defeat of the main Allied object.
It would mean the defeat of a free Europe and the establish-
ment for good of those principles which permit the sub-
jugation of European nations by their fellows. No amount
i't promises not to do it again or not to extend what has
already been done are of the least value here. Either the
territories formerly annexed by force and partially colonised
by force will be recovered or they will not. If they arc not
recovered we have lost.

Reparation

Reparation is in another category. It is a claim subject
:o modification from two causes. First : That a great and
indeterminate part of the damage done is inevitable even to
legitimate war, and secondly that the damage already
illegitimately done, the wholesale burnings and lootings of
which the enemy has been guilty probably exceed his power
of economic reparation, however severe the terms we might be
able to impose. But the principle is none the less clear. If
European civilisation wins, those who set out to subjugate it

iiaving deliberately made terror their instrument must, to
their own impoverishment, be compelled to restore as much
as is materially possible.

The matter might be put thus : Supposing a peace to be
concluded in which it is agreed that the various belligerents
shall subscribe in proportion to their means for the restoration
of things destroyed in the war. Then We.stern civilisation
is humiliated and has accepted the moral principle which it

went out to fight. If has accepted the methods of terror as
normal to war, and it has established them. Nay, it has made
itself a party to them.

It has admitted that the burning of Louvain, for instaiici',
is something for which we are all equally responsible, because
we are all equally belligerents, and in doing so it has admitted
that the Germans were committing a normal act of war in
burning Louvain.

In this connection English readers will do well to note a point
which has been somewhat missed in this country because its

territory has been spared invasion. The enemy carefully
-uses historical monuments and great tcwns as part of liis

.scheme of defence in the West. He challenges his opponent
to destroy these places or alternatively, if he is compelled to
retire, to sec them destroyed by himself. He did all he could
to include Arras in his line, and when he drew a new one he
exactly included St. Quentin (a better line in mere ground
would have lain further from St. Ouentin.) He is playing
exactly the same trick with I-aon. for Tie is preparing a new
line- apparently just in front of that town : Too close

for the town and its junction to be of any use to him, but

so close that any attack upon him there m\ olves tne ruin
of the town.

\\'hen we come to Guarantees, the very first principle to
seize is that the guarantees must be material, or they are
worthless. You mu^t occupy territory and hold persons as
hostages or you have no guarantee at all. People are at once
less inclined to discuss this essential matter and too rfiuch,
tempted to misunderstand it because at this moment, and
indeed ever since the collapse of Russia, all the guarantees in
this sense are in the enemy's hands, with the exception of the
German Colonies. Since the Italdan disaster he holds in ,

prisoners more men than the Western Allies hold of his—far
more. All the occupied territory in now Allied territory held
by him in the West. Artd the West in the sense of "Italy,

France and Belgium is, of course, tfie decisive field. Further,
of the territory so held, one portion, the industrial northern
belt of France and the whole of Belgium is of vital economic
importance.

Lastly, there is the essential porint that he has his shipping
intact in his harbours, while he has been sinking at a pro-
digious rate the shipping Af all neutrals and Allies, and
especially that of Great Britain.

But that existing state of affairs has, like every other
adverse circumstance, no bearing upon our thesis. If the
enemy ends the war still holding these guarantees, he has won.
It is he who has the hostages, and he who can impose his will.

The fact that he is in that position in no way modifies the truth
that we shall not be the victors nor our object even partially
attained until we are in a similar position with regard to hiin.

Mutual Disarmament

Put a concrete case and sec how it stands. Put the case of
disarmament.
A peace is concluded. The enemy consents to evacuate the

territories he now holds, and puts his name to a piece of paper
promising that he will reduce his armament to such and such
insignificant number in ships and men and material on con-
dition that we do the same. We have no power to coerce
him. We hold nothing of his which he will lose if he breaks
his word. Let us suppose the process to begin and the Great
Powers to disband, step by step and closely watching each
other, their great forces.

No matter to what theoretical minimum this process may
tend you cannot prevent a virtual escape from it either by
people like the French and the English, who are determined
not to suffer another surprise, or by people like the Germans
who know that the English, especially, are vulnerable to attack
at a comparatively small cost.

Prussia defeated and thoroughly broken, with hostages
held while she repaired within the limits of the possible the
damage she had done ; her military machine smashed, and the
lesson thoroughly taught, her energies occupied under the
action of these guarantees in restoring what she had destroyed,
would be no menace. There would be no temptation for the
French and English to prepare a defence ; there would l)e

certainly no appetite upon the part of the beaten Gerrnans to
prepare a further aggression. But how on earth can voti
prevent an undefeated Prussia from having ready the materials
at least for submarines or for aircraft ? How can you prevent
an undefeated Prussia against which you have no lever froin
using, in the air and under sea, forces, small at first, but a
surprise by which would in the first few hours of another
war, give her the upper hand, especially over an island com-
nmpity, and one densely packed with large industrial towns ?

And is it not obvious under those circumstances that Britain
and France would be compelled of sheer necessity to establish
a defensive scheme ?

Every argument leads round to the same conclusion.
It is an inevitable conclusion. Either there is a decisive
l)cace resulting from the decisive destruction of the Prussian
military machine, in which case you can break the will of its

inasters and establish permanent security in luirope, or there
is an inconclusive peace, which is for the moment a defeat of
the Western Alliance and in its ultimate effect an armed
truce, probably of short duration

There is only one alternative to such a conclusion, and
that is the de'cay of the national idea ; the growth of a state of
mind in which people no longer cared for the ideal of an
organised nation, and in whicli patriotism had ceased to be a
motive. If this sort of political decay covered all liuropc
equally and affected the German Empire as mucli as other
countries, then and then only would an inconclusive peace
result in the cessation of these great international wars. They
would Iw replaced by local wars and by class wars. It is "a

purely theoretical conception, for nothing of the kind can
possibly happen. National organisms are too strong and their
traditions too vital, in the ancient nations especially, for any
such revolution to take place, and it is often remarked with
amusement that tliose who in each nation most boast this
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cosmopolitan disiasi', arc quite i)cculiarly niaikia wiUi tlic

national btaiiip. ,

It would Ix- a hidtous conclusion ui any cas<-. but we ncid

not worrv- about that, for it is an impossible conclusion. Ihe

war will come to an end—the present war upon a national

basis so far as the West is concerned, and one of the two

opposing national systems will, at the end. feel victorious with

all the consequences of that emotion.
.

'

The first of these national groups i> the (ierman organi.std

under Prussia and controlling Cent r.i I Ijuopt-. Th; second

i^ that of the British and of the French in alliance : two very

different civilisations, but both Occidental, botli ancient and

<lceply rooted ; both intensely national, and both inheriting

traditions for which the Prussian theory of war is death.

There is no more room for the two opposing ideas than is

room for botli of two men struggling on a precipice path.

The one must master the other or !« mastered. It is as

great a tragedy as the most extravagant pacifist could describe

It to be. But it is unavoidable. One of the two must go

down. l^' Beli.oc

Russia the Incomprehensible II

By Charles Edward Russell

THE wonder about Russia is, not that somethings^

do not seem to go well, but that anything goes at

all. It is not that sonic conditions seem to show

chaos, but that any conditions show anything else.

According to all Inunan experience and history the only

normal thing to follow the Kevolution was nuielstrom and

iiiiash-

Consider ! An enormous hulk, the i)raduct of centuries ot

ertort of one kind and in one line, had borne up tlic whole

structure of organized Russian society. The eyes and minds

of all men were always upon it ; it regulated even the nimutia:

of their lives. In a moment this huge thing turned turtle and

went down. Naturally it should have dragged everything loose

in its swirl. Always heretofore the violence of a revolution

has been tuned up" to the cruelty of the oppression against

which it recoiled. It ha^ always been like a tree bent over

and then let go ; it has rushed almost as far in the other

direction. The oppression in Russia was the most savage,

implacable, blood-guilty and maddening that has been known
among civilized men. certainly since Caligula. It was of the

kind that relishes cruelty for its own sake ; that develops an

exquisite and dainty taste in cruelty. Thoughtful men.

looking upon it, always felt that if it should ever be over-

turned, blood would surely have blood and anarcliy would pay

the price of a monstrous wrong built of murder and tears.

Wisdom and prophecy never went further astray. The Russian

Revolution, when it came, was not only the least sanguinary

jl all great revolutions in history ; it was, all things considered,

remembering its occasion and size, the most moderate, the

ic^dst impassioned. What happened has no reproach for the

Russian people ; on the contrary, it ought to be hung up for

their everlasting praise. Whatever jarred as it went along,

or still jars, was the logical, natiual, inevitable result of the

things the Revolution rooted out.

As soon as the Revolution came most of the existing local

governments in Russia went out of business and their places

were taken by Provisional Committees, which steered the

machine until new City Councils could be elected. The world

has been made to resound with tales, real and fictional, of

things all askew in Russia. Nobody had ever pointed out the

fact that most of these committees, although made up of men
that about such a business were greener than grass, turned off

an exceedingly workmanlike job of municipal management.
Kronstadt. of course, went with the rest, wily farther

than many. Instead of a Provisional Committee, it put all

tlK' local power into the hands of its Council of Sailors'- and
Workmen's Delegates, which immediately took the wheel

and began to run things.

Probably the Council had its head turned. Men suddenly

Swept out ot slavery into great power are not usually noted for

a sweet and -lambhke disposition. Anyway, the Council

sent word to the Provisional Government in Petrograd,

demanding to be represented in its deliberations. The only

notice the provisional Government took of this was to send

a man to represent it in the Kronstadt Council. This was the

worst possible species of misplay. As ojie Of the Kronstadt

lien, who had lieen in America, put it to me, it was as if the

Senate at Washington had refused to seat a Senator from New
\'ork, but had sent one of its own members to sit in the New-

York Legislature. So they seceded, started an independent

Republic of Kronstadt, and walked their wild and picturesquely

lunatic road until they ciaslied into the Cossack macliine-

giins that July day in front of the old Duma building. After

which the Independent Rejiublic of Kronstadt seems largely

to have disappeared from the scenes. •

But all this sort of thing opened the door wide to that iiu)st

ingenious of human devilries. German propaganda, and
after the hrst lew days there was plenty of trouble, all of a

familial' brand. Ixing truly made in Germany. German
agents were ut that time chiefly busy along the wliole Russian

front telling the soldiers that tJie Kevolutions ciced ol public

ownership meant an immediate division of all the lands,

and if thev wanted to get in they must be on their way home,

but in the intervals of these employments time was found

to foment disaffection at Kronsta.lt or elsewhere. The

vast army of German agents that infest Russia found such

things alliii the day's work.

Here is where most of tlie difficulty lies in getting the

Western world and Russia straigljt with each other. It is

psychological. We are willing to admit, in a general way,

that the old regime in Russia was pretty bad, but it is the kind

of thing that we cannot really sense and feel unless we have

seen it, and as for describing it, nobody c&n do that because

there are no words in use among men that seem to apply to it.

It was not merely a form of government belonging to' an age

in human history long gone by. and it was not merely a frozen

horror crushing down upon the hearts and lives of men. It wa;

also a vast and curious foundation forthat government, carefully

cunningly built and developed by generations of astute minds.

In the end the base became one of the most astounding pro-

ducts of man's tireless ingenuity, infinitely more wonderful

than the thing it held up.

Every year, you might say, the government system o:

Russia "demanded of depravity a greater skill to keep it going.

The task was to maintain a ,)rimitive despotism in an age

moving swiftly toward complete demociacv. The faster the

rest of the world forgot the Stone Age the harder the task

became to preserve a social system suited to nothing else.

ThQ two chief assets in the vast, elaborated and scientihc

business they built up for the minute supervision of people's

, lives were terror and ignorance By maintaining Russia in

a state of perpetual perdition for all persons that were sus-

pected of favouring freedom, it was possible to hold over all

such minds an unchanging fear of a still worse perdition

—

which was Siberia

People that know fret>dom and were born in it can no more
grasp the meaning of this than a blind man can grasp the tones

of a sunset. Russia lived with a huge iron heel upon her

breast. This was the marvellous police system, divided

into three main organizations. There was, fiist, the mounted
gendarmerie, heavily armed, ready to ride down any mani-
festation of disorder. Then there was the acknowledged city

police, black-suited and menacing, chosen for physical strength

and aptitude for cruelty. These were known and (with reason)

feared of all men. There was scarcely a block in a city or

town that was not patrolled by them. But the true wonder,
of course, began with the third division, or secret police, whose
strange network of espionage wound itself round every
hearthstone in Russia, peeped in at e\erv window, listened at

every keyhole. It was this that chiefly kept the Czar's crown
on his head and his head on his shoulders, year after year.

Let me see if by some examples I can convey to those that
have never known anything but freedom an outline of life as
it was under the Russian police. Say that there were two
friends .-Jniong the Intelligentsia, the class most suspected and
pursued If they njde down-town in a trolley-car of a morning
going to work or business, they never dared "to e.vchange more
than formal salutations and sometimes not I'ven these. If

the car conductor were not a jiolict-agent in disguise there
was sure to be a police agent lurking among the passengers.
Almost any innocent remark droppid by citlier friend might
be reported as of sinister import, entered against them in the
colossal records that the police/maintained; and used at any
time as a fingeijwst to Siberia. In restaurants v'"" must
guard every word with the greatest care ; the waiter is probab-
ly a disguised poli<-emaii. Be careful atwut your calMuan ;

many police-agents have lately tak'-n to driving cabs. A. beggar
solicits alms at your door, he may have been sent to over-hear
a disloyal expression or take note of vour callers. \\ rite yoiir

letters with scrupulous attention ; they will Drohaljlv be opened
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and read Re most discreet abmit ynnr telephone conversa-

tion'i : it i'^ well known that every wire is tapped.

Police Agents

Every eduaili d man was ])articularly likely to he an object

of suspicion. Thi- mere fact that he was educated proved that

he must know something about the outside world of progress

aiKi its opinion of Darkest Russia ; he could not know that

without some degree of discontent Such a man could never

be sure any moment of the day or night that the eye of a police-

agent was not watching from some undiscovered hole, that the

ear of a ^pilice-agent was not listening at an unsuspected

cranny. If such a man seemed to be of careful and unob-

jectionable walk, this sometimes ser\ed to make the police

administration only the more suspicious of him, and then the

agents provocalctir.>, the worst of all the instruments of evil,

were loosed upon him Someone in apparent distress begged

his help and told a pitiful stor\' of injustice or of police cruelty

in the hope that he might drop an expression of sympathy.
Canvassers tried to get him to subsaibe for suspected jour-

nals, book-agents tiied to sell him proscribed books, and visi-

tors dropped upon h's premises revolutionary literature that

it might be found there and used against him. He was likely to

lind at any time that his private papers at his home or office

had lx;en mysteriously rifled and yet he could never detect

the stealthy person that rifled them.
The agents promcatettrR were in cunning and wickedness not

less than human devils. Their business was to get up out-

breaks or overt acts that suspected leaders of the people

might be trapped and the rest might be terrorized with the

spectacle of a swift and terrible retribution TTiey wormed
their way into all clubs, societieii and organizations, even when
these, were of the most innocent or benevolent character,

that they might take advantage of men ofi their guard and
diiicover usable evidence, .^mong the secret revolutionary

and propaganda L^gues they had always mem--
bers. These sometimes spent ten years in one organization

before they were able to pull off the thing they were after.

Wrv often they themselves would suggest a plan and help to

carry out the assassination or Iwmb explosion with which they

dragged down their quarry. ?'ost plausible, ingenious, skil-

ful men and wonderful actors they must have been, \\hen
brother suspected brother and son suspected father they
still managed to pa.ss undetected (sometimes) in the most
active revolutionary circles The world read with incredulity

the confession of Azof, one of their master-minds Yet it is

quite true that, as he said, he had worked at the same time
with the police and with the Revolutionists, and had betrayed
both To win the confidence of the Revolutionists he revealed

to them the secret plans of the police, and when the time was
ripe revealed to the police the secret plans of the Re\-olutionists.

He cleverly avowed that he suggested, planned and took active

part in the killing of the Grand Duke Sergius and then revealed

to the police all the Revolutionists who had helped him' in the
assassination.

He was but a tx'pe There i«; not a question that the hideous
svstem develope.l and maintained by Russian monarchy
developeJ in turn new abysms of turpitude in human nature
and new kinds of skill to carry out new and revolting inven-

tions in crime Compared with the horrible wretches tha.t this

svstem spawned and trained, Titus (Dates and 'all the other
historic scoundrels l(X)k almost respectable Treachery was
e,•er^^vhere ; men inhaled it with even,- breath ; they ate it

and hxlgM with it and went hob and nob with it along the
streets Life became literallv blackened, cursed and poisonous
with suspicion, and generations of freedom must jxiss beiore

the human heart in Russia throws oh the last taint of the most
detestable poison with which ever\' vein of it has been
• logged so long.

Turn then to the fact that in the midst of all these conglom-
I r.ite horrors the revolutionary doctrine was spread, the revohi-

lionary plans were laid, the doctrines of advanced freedom
and democracx' were steadily promulgated, until Russia was
at last made free, and you will agree with me that here is a
truly wondeiful p«^ople

The Russians that spread revolntion in these years, very
often obscure and unrecorded herots, .worked always under
the shadow of a fatr that was worse than death. When a

spy's revelations hail CQjne, or the bomb had been thrown,
those that were hanged \sere usually the most fortunate
The others, if they w( re leaders, faced shocking tortures first

.ino Siberia afterw^ird. and when Siberia meant the " cold

katorga " death was always far more merciful
Rxile to Siberia had a wide variety of meanings. Thousands

of men and women were termed exiles that sufiei'ed no greater
l.ardship than to be turned loose in a wild, remote country
and allowed nine cents a day for food, clothing and shelter

Hecause this was not (luite unendurable and because of the

stories of tlif amusements of the rich exiles at Irkutsk, the

notion has spread about the world t"hat Siberian exile meant
no more than to be separated from one's home and familiar

liaunts. Some writers, who must have gone soft upstairs,

iiave even tried to shixl a romantic halo about it, a-^ if Siberia

to a Russian revolutionist, was about like France to a Jacobite.

It was the men.and women no more than suspected of revolu-

tionarv sympathies that drew Irkutsk and exile within the

fringes of civilization. Those that had actually raised their

hands against the existing order fared very diherently, and
learned with lashes on their backs as they were driven into the

mines or herded in huts in the Arctic Circle what kind of re-

venge unhampere 1 mon.archy takes on those that dispute its

divine right.

There was, for instance, a camp just by the mouth of

the Lena River, reser\'cd for the most detested offenders,

where the tortures were so exquisite and fiendish that the

principal business of the guards was to prevent the maddened
victims from finding release in suicide. The place was so

close to the \orth Pole that the Arctic night lasted for months;

In this gloom the prisoners were not allowed to have anything
to read nor enough artificial light to enable them to find in

work any distraction for their minds. The demon that de-

vised this torment certainly went far beyond all the inventors

of racks and thumbscrews, for the place was reserved exclusi\e-

ly for men and women of refinement and education upon whom
its horrors would weigh most heavily. He judged aright,

whoever he was ; most of the victims went insane.

Looking calmly into the face of such a destiny, the revolu-

tionists, harassed by the police and surrounded by spies,

went on with their propaganda and saturated the greater part

of Russia with it, and I do not--believe the\ history of liberty

has anything finer or prouder to show. Thousands
of her patient unselfish soldiers perished in the long

fight and left not even a shadow of a name. Kver>- trace

of them was annihilated by the iron heel that entshed out

their lives.

A Living Tomb

The world may take Siberia lightly ; to anyone that knows
the Russian history it will always be a word of tragic import.

In seventy years there passed through one Siberian town on
the sorrowful highway more than qoo.ooo exiles. You may
judge from this fact how extensive was the police business of

manwfacturing terror. When the sunlight of the Revolution
broke upon this wilderness of despair every political exile

and prisoner in Siberia was at once decreed to be free. There
were more than 120.000 of them in Siberia and of these 20,000

were in camps and places so remote from the world of men
that byJuly they had not yet been reached with the glad tidings.

You may judge from this fact how tnily Siberian exile was a
living tomb.

Russians are among the most generous of people, tolerant,

kindly and almost singplarly free trom any vindictive impulse.

Tlie clay came when the men that had been responsible for

all this red world of pain and miserv', this "draining of eyelids,

wringing of drenched hands, sighing of hearts and filling up
of graves," fell into the power of the jieople they had wronged
and tormented. Not one of the red-handed murderers, from
the Czar dowTi, was injured in a hair of his head. The worst
that has happened to any of them is to be confined in a palace

or a fortress. E\-en when indubitable high treason was ad' led

to their other crimes they escaped the firing-squad they had
earned. AU except the police. It was the hated police that

fought the Revolution. It was the police that mounted
the rapid-fire guns on the roofs of the houses and mowed
ilown the people in the Xevsky Prospekt. All those buildings

by the canals, around the Ministry of .\griculture, along the

Morskajaend elsewhere that are pitted now with bullet marks,
got theirornamentation because the jieople in the streets must
fire at the ]K)lice on the roofs. Those green graves in the midst
of the sandy waste of the Field of Mars are filled ever\' one with
the victims of the police, and it was the |)olice that the crowd
Ix'at to death and flung into the canals when th? tide of the
Revolntion rose high enough to overflow the vicious old

system at last and deliver the oppressors' into the hands of

the oppressed.

The day of retribution had come. But it was only upon
th? police that tli? vensceance of the people fell. The hated
b'ack imitorm had disappeared from th.' streets. When the

battle on th? housetops began tfi go in favour of th? popular

cause th^ rotten old police structure f-Ml with a crash. The
people insatiably hunted black uniforms in the ruins. Next
<iay the ice in the canals was covered with the b<idies of pohce-
rnen, and all those still left ahve had fled in disguise or \vere

locked up in that island fortress to which they had dragged so

many of their victims. .\nd the great, wonderful system of

interwoven espionage, 1h; great army of spies, listeners, lurkers,

eavesdroppers, weasels, ferrets, hyenas. Black Hundreds,
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police-liounds, dirty dogs, human wolves, wire-tappers, and
the rest—what became o( all that ?

It sounds like a tale of unreality or magic, but the whole

thins dissolved like a mirage. One moment it was oppressing

all men's hearts with its scowling and Unassailable front.

The next, it had ceased to be. and the wolves, ferrets and hyenas

it had nouri'ihed werf in fnll flight. The fear of God must have
rome upon them ; very few have ever been found. Some
got over the border in safety, to Sweden or Germany ; many
in disguise still hid? in unsuspected holes ; some have, under
iissumeil names, enlisted in tli? army. One at least, even in

the teiTor of those hot h')urs. did not lose his cunning. With
one exception the only buildings the crowd destroyed were
police-stations ; to-dav every police-station in Petrograd is

black ruins. A crowd with torches was marcliing from one
station to another.

" Comrades ! Comrades!" shouted a man, springing upon a
doorstej). " To th« Justice Hall, to the Justice Hall

!'

'

So lie led them to the great white building, the hated place
whence so many patriots had been sent to Siberia, and they
burned it to the ground, and it contained all the secret

records of the police spies, wlio they were and where thev
lived and on whom thej- had spied. The wolves, ferrets and
hyenas breathed freely again. Their identity will never be
made known now.
That was the limit to whicli the violence reached ; the tidal

wave of chaos normally due from so great a convulsion never
arrived. Petrograd and all Russia lapsed into a state of

acquiescent good order and good nature. The people had
destroyed the old autocratic government ; they took no
interest in punishing the elegant thieves and scoundrels that
had conducted it. It was probably the worst government
that ever- e.xisted on this earth. Autocracy is always rotten
and always a curse : this was rotten beyond all previous re-

cords of aut(K-.racy, and a curse that made the plagues of Egypt
seem negligible. It contained men that had stolen the money
appropriated for rifles and sent unarmed Russian armies to
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the front to be slaughtered. It contained men that for a price

had betrayed Russian armies into places where they were
caught and shot down like rabbits in a trap. It contained
men that had stolen food from soldiers' lips and clothing from
soldiers' backs. It contained men that had stolen cartridges

from soldiers' belts and shells from great guns. It contained
men that wallowed in millions they had stolen from taxes
wrung from peasants and half-starved workers. It contained
men that had agreed to sell their country to Germany. Not
one of these was hanged. The evil they did lives after them
and will live. They and their kind crippled, broke down or
ruined every part of the Russian Government machine.

Since the Revolution new men have arisen of character and
high purpose. So great was the destruction wrought by their
jiredecessors that the new men must erect practically a new
machine. They cannot erect it in a da>' ; they are stillhobbled
with a million fragments of the old regime, and from that fact

alone comes a black flood of troubles. Then there is

German propaganda, able, adroit, marvellously organized,
mar\-ellously handled, equipped with unlimited (piantities of

counterfeit moneyi that many persons cannot tell from the
genuine. There is the great army of German agents always
secretly spreading poison. There are the Millennium people
that believe the Russian Revolution ushered in the New
Jerusalem and the Pearly Gates and furiously reject anything
less. There is the large aiid active element that is against
everything and doesn't know why. I

With courage and patience the meii of the new order confront
these difficulties. It will not be because of the commanding
and overawing genius of any one man that they wiU win.
We seem determined in this country to have somebody spring
up in Russia with " a rod of iron." There will be no such
man ; there would be nothing for him to do if there were one.
Because the strength of Russia and the power that will solve
all her difficulties is not the superior gifts of any individual, but
the great good sense and strong dniiocratic' impulse of the
Russian people .

Discipline and Human Nature
By Sapper

THERE are times when the uuk soldii r—undisturbed
as he is by Trades Unionism and sti ikes—regards
with a certain wonder the condition of affairs at home.
He reads in the paper a few speeches by people of great

mental ability- : he reads a large number of speeches by people
without great mental ability. He sees remarks, such as—" If

employers and workmen will pull together with all their might,
lietween them they will pull us through "—and many others
all indicative of the same state of mind. And having read
them and pondered them, and plucked an acre or two of
France from his person, he relapses, as I have said, into a
certain troubled wonder.
As an officer he realises that he is in the position of an

employer ; that his men are in the position of workmen. He
realises that until very recently he and hismen were part of those
about whom these speeches are made, and these pious hopes
are uttered. And having got as far as that he wonders
what has caused the difference.

There is no question of his workmen not pulling together
under him and for him with all their might ; it is a certain fact
and they do it and have done it for mtrnths. New ones have
rome : old faces liave chopped out ; two good sergeants lie-
one at Zillebeke and one near Lens—having finished the game
and paid the last big price. But the platoon goes on, the com-
pany, the battalion whatever it may be, and it still pulls
together without powerful speeches delivered twice daily
And he asks himself, Why ?

Is it that the job in France is pleasanter than working in
England : A dirty shell hole, plentifully supplied with slimy
ooze

;
a fly-blown trench with the stench of dead things

nauseating the air. and the sun baking down On the hot, dried
up sand bags : a rest in the reserve line with the ever present
jog of a working party always with one to keep people amused '

And the other sid.—a home, decent hot meals always, the
theatre and the picture palace with money to spend in them,
the comfort and peace of England. The stagnation which leads
to utter boredom (m one hand—the work that keeps a man
from it on the other

; the constant risk of death on one hand—
the practical certainty of safety on the other. And having
got so far he decides that it is not because the job is pleasanter
that the difference occurs . .

Is it because the nearness to the accursed Hun has inspired
those in France with a lofty ideal to crush the swine to
avenge poor '^ufiering Belgium and martyred Ser\ia, which is
absent from \hose far away ? Is it a 'wild enthusiasm in-

spired by the entrance of Monte Carlo and Spitzbergen into the
conflict that causes this contrast ? Does anyone think that
these things cut the slightest ice with a man who has spent
forty-eight hours in an advanced strong point, splendid in its
isolation, rich beyond all dreams in freezing mud ?

Is it discipline ? Is it fear of being punished binder the
'™" code of militarism? Certainly it is amongst other thipgs
the first

; as certainly it is not the second, which despite^the
lofty utterances of certain screamers of great vocal power is not
discipline as we understand it. At times, this second autocratic
exercise of power is doubtless practised. With the German
army it always is. And with them it is successful. That is
the dih'erence between the two nations

; with us—when it is

practised—it always fails. Our men must be led ; theirs must
be driven—and the difference is great.
But the real discipline—the proper sort ; the controlling

factor which must be exercised bv someone if anv community is
to be kept together—what of that ? It is not fear of the leader
that IS at the basis of it ; one feels fear only for a taskmaster.
Rather should it be a sense of responsibility ; a feeling in each
individual man that what he does helps or hurts the side,
and therefore that what he does—counts. For only with
the sense of responsibility that is part and parcel of good
discipline, will there come the desire to play for the side—
the fulfilment of workmen and employers pulling together
with all their might.
Why then, asks our mere soldier, docs this discipline—this

proper controlling factor exist in the mud of Flanders, and not
elsewhere. And when he reaches this point in his thoughts
be IS very near the final solution of his problem. It comes to
him that discipline for the Englishman, if it is to be success-
lul, must be based on an intensely human outlook.

l^or the first time he finds ihiat he has studied human nature
—the nature of his workmen. More, he has lived with them,
and suffered with them, and died with them. He has looked
arter their comforts

; he has been their friend as well as their
omcer. He has cheered them up, and cursed them, and made
much of them when they did well. And in doing all this he at
last has understood them ; while—what is just as important—
they ha^'e understood him, ]• mplover and workmen have met
on the common ground of human nature ; is it essential that
t ley must part brass rags again simply because in civil life
the money factor comes in } h urther, is there not a possibility
in the future of that common ground being reached without
presupnosint.' a war .•'
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Venice : On the Giudecca
By Arthur Symons

II

FROM the Casa on the Giudecca I look across the water

and see \'enice. Is there another window from which
one can see so much of the beauty of land and water ?

Opposite, along the Zattere, they are unloading the

boats. I see the black hulls and a forest of masts and rigging.

A steamer has come in from Trieste, and lies between San
Giorgio and the Dogana, with its little black flock of gondolas

about it. An orange sail creeps stealtiiily past the window\
and I hear the sail creak against the mast.

High above the houses almost with the dominance of the

Suleimaine at Constantinople, the great domes of the Salute

rise above the green trees and brown roofs of the Patriarch's

palace. That long line above the water, curving slightly until

San Giorgio intercepts it, is the Riva. and at all hours I cati

watch it change colour, and sink into shadow, and emerge
with the lamps at night, a dark outline, out of which the
i)oge's Palace rises, always white, always mysterious, always
at once solid and exquisite.

Every df^y one sees, beside and above it, the greyish green
of the bulbous domes of St. Mark's, the two columns of

SjTian granite on the Piazzetta, and the winged lion of St.

Mark, with his fierce laughter and alert springing body, who,
from that height, challenges the ships.

This long narrow island of the Giudecca, with its houses now
mere shells

, granaries, storehouses^ or cottages for fisher-

people had its palaces once, and the Casa in which I am living

was built by Palladio, who planned the Redeatore on the

left, and San Giorgio Maggiore on the little neighbouring
island to the right. Everything in the house is beautiful and .

ample ; the long courtyard opening through two stone pillars

wreathed with vines upon the garden, the stone staircase,

ind the immense room, shaped like a cross without a top,

its longer wall almost filled with tall and slender windows
opening upon stone balconies over the water ; windows at the
narrow end looking over the garden, and beyond, the iron gate-

way, with its carved stone figures on the gate-posts, over the
vast green and brcwn orchard and vineyard, stretching to

tlie still waters of the lagoon op the other side of the island.

There are timbered roofs, vast garrets, and a chapel with its

lamp still burning before an image of the Virgin.

The guests sit down to their meals in the great hall, and are
so far away ^rom each other that their presence has almost
a touch of unreality ;one hears and sees them vaguely, as if

in a dream, and the Venetian woman who waits upon us all,

passing to and fro with a sleepy dignity, has little curls of hair

hanging about her eyes like a woman in one of Carpaccio's
pictures. Outside there is always sun on the garden, once a

'

very formal garden, and now just dilapidated enough for its

quaint conventionality to borrow a new refinement, a touch of

ruined dignity, l^ne may wander through low alleys of
trellised vines to the water ; and beyond the water, on the
other side of a narrow bank of land, the sea lies.

There is, to those liring on the Giudecca, a constant sense
of the sea, and not only because there are always fishermen
lounging on the quay, and fishing-boats moored in the side

canals, and nets drying on the land, and crab-pots hanging half

out of the water. There is a quality in the air one breathes
in the whole sensation of resistance, which is like a purification

from the soft and entangling enchantments of Venice.
On the other side of the water, which can look so much like

the sea and form so rapid a barrier, yet across which every
mivejnent on the quay can be distinguished, Venice begins ;

and in Venice one is as if caught in an immense network,
or spider's web, which, as one walks in its midst, seems to

tighten the closer about one. The streets, narrow overhead,
push outward with beams and stone balconies and many
turning angles ; seem to loosen their hold for a moment where
a Ijridge crosses a narrow canal between high walls and over
dark water, and then tighten again in close lanes where the
smells of the shops ipeet and fume about one's face. The lanes

are bxisy with men in rough clothes and with women in shawls,

bare-headed and with great soft bushes of hair, who come and
go quietly, slipping past one another in these narrow spaces,

where there is hardly room to pass, as the gondolas slip past

one another in the narrow canals. The road is difficult to find,

for a single wrong turning may lead one to the other end of

Venice.

This movement, the tangles of the way, the continual
arresting of one's attention by some window, doorway or bal-

cony, put a strain upon one's eyes, and began after a time to
tire and stupefy the brain. There is no more bewildering
rity and, as night comes on, the bewilderment grows almost
ilisqinV-tiiie OtK-'i'i'tt'- to bf turning in a circle to which there

is no outlet, and from which all one's desire is to escape.

Coming out at last upon the Zattere, and seeing the breadth
of water before one, it is as if one had gone back to the sea.

The ships lie close together along the quay, ten deep, their

masts etched against the sky; the water, or that faint shadow
with its hard outline (almost level, but for the larger and
lesser domes of the Redentore and the Zitelle) which is the
island of the Giudecca. A few voices rise from the boats;

the hulls creak gently, as if they were talking together ; there

is a faint splashing of water, and beyond, silent, hardly

visible, unlightcd by the few lamps along the quay, the island

waits, a little desolate and unfi iendlj', but halfway to the sea.

By Night

At night the moon swings in the sky, like the lamp of an
illumination. There are curtains of dark, half drawn, and,

higher in the sky, pale gold stars, like faint candles, in a dark

which is luminous. Or, on an autumn night which is like

summer, a moon like a silver medallion hangs low over San
Giorgio, and turns slowly to gold, while the w'ater, between

moonrise and sunset, pales and glows, and the dark begins to

creep around the masts and rigging.

Rain in autumn brings a new, fierce beauty into Venice, as it

falls hammering on the water and rattles on the wood of the

boats and settles in pools in all the hollows of the stones.

Seen under that stormy light, just before sunset, with a hot

yellow moon struggling to come through the rain-clouds,

Venice is as if veiledi and all its colours take on a fine deep
richness, seen through water, like polished stones in sea-

pools. The slender masts, the thin black network of the lig-

giqg stand out delicately, and with an almost livid distinctness.

The gondolas move like black streaks on the water. For a
moment the west brightens, as the sun goes down behind a

space of sky that burns white, and shivers dully, streaked

with dim yellow and with fleeces.

There was a roaring of the sea all night, and in the niorning.

the water splashed under the windows, almost level with th«

pavements. The whole Giudecca was swollen, and rose every-

where into grey waves, tipped with white as they fell over.

Sea-gulls had come in from the sea, and flew in circles over

the water, dipping to the crest of the waves, and curving around

the boats laden with timber, that crowded close together

against the Zattere. The wind still blew with violence,

and a little rain fell. The sky and the water were of the same
leaden grey, and the sea-gulls flying between water and sky

shone like white flakes of snow blown by the wind.

There is no city in Europe which contains so much silence

as Venice, and the sUence of the Giudecca is more lonely than

any silence in Venice. Yet, by day and night, there are cer-

tain noises, which one learns to expect, becomes familiar

with, and finds no distraction in ; the roar of the sea,

when there is wind on the sea-walls, a dull, continuous,

enveloping sound, which seems unintelligible as one looks

across at solid land on the other side of water ; the loud and
shaking violence of wind ; the hoarse, echoing hoot and
trumpeting of great black or red steamers, which pass slowly,

or anchor almost under the windows, to take in stores from the

granaries that stand locked and barred and as if empty,

along the fondamenta ; the deep splash of the oars of barges,

as the men who push with long oars in the water set^ th«

oars against their row-locks and begin the heavy rowing

;

the thin plash of the oneoar of gondolas ; the guttural cries,

from water and the narrow strip of land, all in thick vowels,

clotted together without a consonant between ; and the

ceaseless busy flapping of water upon the steps and around

hulls, with little noises never twice quite the same.

I saw Venice first by night, and I walked from the railway

station to thejPiazza alone, and without a map or guide-book,

in order to come into the midst of the city as casually as pos-

sible, and so find out a few of its secrets by surprise. A place

has almost the shyness of a person, with strangers ; and its

secret is not to be surprised by a too direct interrogation. I

have spent weeks in the churches of Venice, climbing upon

ladders, and propping myself against altars, and lying on my
back on benches to look at pictures ; and 1 have learnt many
things about Tintoretto and Bellini and Carpaccio and Tiepolo

which I could have learnt in no other way.
But what I have learnt about Venice, Venice as a person,

has come to me more or less unconsciously, from living on
the Zattere, where I could see the masts of ships and the

black hulls of barges, whenever I looked out of my windows
on the canal of the Giudecca.
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Sweden and the War
Bv F. Henriksson, Author of England in the World's War (just published in Sweden)

7.<jf' week Mr. Hcnriksfioyi reriaced iJie pnlitir/il siliui-

lioH in SifeJrn, Itorn the hefiinning, 0/ lite uar until the

formation of a I.iherol-Soeuii Demoeral Ministry, lintlt

M. Xils Hdin. Lil)fiKa!, <?< I'rinv Minister, and M. Brant-

uip, the well-knoivn Social Democrat, as Finance .\Jinister.

It is this (iovernmcnt that is noic in power in S-weden.

Hiith Liberals and Social Democrats are pro-Ally. It uas
the Conservatives -.cho ivere pro-German, and at one time

they received considerable .tupport from the Court. Since

the la-^t General HLclion the King, has maintained a strictly

constitutional attitude ; the sympathies of the ()ueen. a

cousin of the Kaiser, continue ii>ith Germany, but there

has been no active interference in public affairs-

STRONG attempts were made to prevent Branting
from entering the Government on account of his out-

s()oken l-'ntente sympathies. He. himself, fully aware
of the difficnlties |-)efore him, was far from an.xious to

join tiie Ministry. But finally the leaders of the Left Parties

had to take the logical consequences of the election and form a

Liberal-Social-Democrat Executive, with the leader of the

Lihenil Party, Nils Mden, Professor of Modern History, as

Prime Minister and Hranting as Minister of Finance. The
I'oreign Minister is the Lord Chief Justice J. Hellner, a

moderate Liberal, who was a member of the Swedish Trade
delegation which a year ago for some months stayed in

London for negotiations with the British Government.
Another member of the new (iovemment is the well-known
Ikirrister Lofgren, who has visited London many times during
the war and haj been a most indefatigable advocate of an
arran'^ement with England and a severe critic of the

Hammirskjold neutrality )X)licy.

Circumstances accompanying the formation of the new
fiovernment demonstrate how the events during the war
have 'taught their lesson. The King lias shown wise insight

into the forces shaping the future of the nations, and no irre-

sponsible advisers have had power to interfere as tlfipy did in

r<)i4. The " Pro-German " group has lost its power to make
mischief and so has the (ierman propaganda, although a few

organs in the press, such as Aftonbladet, continue on their

mad course. It is, however, to do them too much honour
and to do the Swedish f)eople injustice to give those papers

—

as has been done lately—prominence in the English Press as

representing any responsible or noteworthy Swedish opinion.

We hear now ver\' little of Court influeinces, and Sven Hedin
is silent.

From their utterances it is clear that the new Ministers arc

fully aware of the critical times, the difficulties before them,
not" least in regard to external relations. The inheritance

from the Hamwiarskjold administration has put the countrv
in a position which has to be righted. The (Jnited States in

the war alters the trade situation and the resultant sufferings

of the population greatly for the worse, as America is master
of its own produce, which the European Neutrals are in great

want of, and needs no goods from them in exchange, but
can demand as sole condition the stoppage of their export to

Germany. Thus the United States ;.s an important point in

the tightening of the blockade aims at stopping Swedish
iron ore to (iermany. On the other hand, Germany uses the

great bargaining power of coal, iron, potasli, dye-stufis,

chemicals, etc., against the neutrals, who thus find them-
selves more and more pressed " between the devil and the

deep sea." Furthermore German ironmasters own several

iron mines in Sweden and have a running contract for ore from
,

the Lapland mines entered into long before the war. How
far the Swedish iron export to England is maintained, I

cannot say, but the ex-Foreign Minister Lindman recently

gave an exposition of S\veden's trade relations during
the war, in which he said it was a mistake to believe in an
r-normous increase of the Swedish iron ore export to' Germany
during the war ; instead, there was a decrease in IQ16 of

«ji).(\<K) tons compared with 1013.

Thus the Government are aware that new and extremely
serious problems are ahead. There are mistakes in the past

which cannot be undone and suspicions, accumulated during

recent years, remain. But whatever else may occur, it cannot

from the Entente side be maintained with any justification

that the Swedish Government is animated by any mental
inclination towards Germany or influenced by forces in-

ducing them to such partiality, for whatever reasons, in their

determination to uphold Sweden's neutrality. It would be a

mistake to surmise that ttiey could be prevailed upon to

deviate from that resolution to guard their country's inde-

pendetjce without which any nation would forfeit its right to

existence.

K seemingly small matter in connection with the change'of

Government is worth notice. It is reported that the new
?.'inisters made it a condition not to be under any oliJigation

to receive .or wear decorations or appear before the King in

State uniform. It is a break with monarchic, bureaucratic

and other traditions of the old order which in reality reflects

a kind of peaceful revolution.

The new Premier's declaration of policy emphasises as

the first task "to maintain, in accordance with the clearly ex-

pressed will of the people, unswerving and strictly impartial
neutrality in all directions and a corresponding trade policy."

This is more explicit in its definition than any previous similar
declaration. It also lays stress on the further developrnent of

.the co-operation between the three Scandinavian Kingdoms
which the war gradually has brought about. As a matter of

fact, the solidarity of the Scandinavian peoples and their

external policy has n9t been brought home to them' so strongly
and with such a consolidating result since the time when
Prussia, in her military ascendancy, dismembered Denmark.
There are, of course, many divergent opinions and differing

interests. Rut they concern essentially suliordina^e matters
and do not disturb the conception of the larger unity of

interests in the comity of nations which the war has im-
pressed on the Scandinavian peoples.

The Food Situation

But as a natural consequence of the later development of

the war, the greater part of the Government's declaration is

concerned with the food situation in Sweden. Rationing
is proceeding apace, and the outlook is very grave. There
is a menace of famine in large parts of the country as famine
is also creeping over the neighbouring I-'inland. Besides,
there is an increasing shortage of such commodities as paraffin,
candles, gas, etc., nece.s^ities of vitaL importance in those
northern countries during the long dark winter. Schools and
other institutions in parts of the country are likely to lie closed
on this account. Tliere are public coUectipns of candles for

schools and for the poor ; at the head of one of them is the
Crown Princess Margaret. The whole town of I.'.alnKi, with
100,000 inhabitants, received as its share for Octolx'r, only
125 candles from the central rationing commission. The
shortage of coal has compelled the authorities to extensive
restrictions of railw'ay services and to adapt engines for
burning jieat. Several industries are gradually closing down
to a great extent.

With the German successes in the Baltic a new problem
seems to replace 4he Russian menace, which has disappeared
in the wave of dissolution in that country. The new probleni
of danger is German domination in' the Baltic and on the
eastern Baltic shored. The same cliauvinistic opinion which
earlier endeavoured to vindicate th6 German cause, now
begins to express apprehension. Certain papers have
lately said that a German domination of the Aland Mands
might be a menace to Sweden just as the Russian domination.
The Baltic was once a " Swedish lake," and from that time it

has lived in the imagination of the people,stimulated by song
and saga, as Swedish water. That explains greatly the
efi'ect in the mind of the people of other and mightier Powers
ruling that sea far. out in which hes the Swedish island of
Gothland, the " pearl of the Baltic," full of Swedish memories
from oldest times.

Finalh, the Stockholm Conference which has had such
prominent place in the public eye, should be mentioned. As
a matter V)f fact, it practically play'ed no part in Swedish
politics. It was scarcely touched "upon in the Election
speeches. Except for the general intense longing for peace
and as a possible help to attain peace, the conference
apparently caused comparativelv little interest in Sweden.'
Whether its intellectual home was in (iermany, and whether
from there it was originally grafted oii some Dutch or Danish
Socialists, as has been asserted, 1 do not know. But the
fact that Branting accepted the cKainnanship of the Con-
ference should be sufficient evidence of its bona-fide as far as
he conceived the aim of that conference. Branting again is d
champion for that organisation of infernational relations,
those means of settling international conflicts, those guarantees
against war and domination of militarism and bureaucratic
despotism, those rights of nationalities and peoples, which
President Wilson and leading British Statesmen so eloquently
have described as their aim in the war. It was because he
conceived and still conceives that the re-establishment of
the co-operation of labour in difterent countries on a broader
basis than the old international is necessary as a means to
this end that ht Inboured for the Stockholm' Conference.
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After-the-War Work*
By T. H. Penson
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N<>BtM)V will dispute the fact that after fjlie war

the economic condition of the country will (iemand

tlic most serious consideration. E\cry war in-

volves a great expenditure of men and mone\-,

the destruction on a very large scale of material wealth,

increase of national indebtedness, and general dislocation of

industry and trade, and this has proved very specially the

case in this the ' greatest of all wars of ancient or

modern times. {Reference is constantly being made to the

^tate of things which prevailed in this country after the great

wars with I-"rance. 1 79.5-1815, and it is thought by many that

the economic distress 0/ the years i8i5-i820is likely to occur

again at the close of the present struggle. The comparison,

however, is not so clyse as some would think, and there seems

little reason to believe that history will rejieat itself with any
e.\actnT>ss of detail. Now, as was then the case, there is

bound to be financial exhaustion and, owing to the disband-

ment of armies and the cessation of war industries and em-
ployments, serious disturbance of the labour market.

But England is in a very different position industrialh'

from what it was a century ago. At that time England was
j)assing through the economic changes generally known as the

Industrial devolution. Everything was in a state of tran-

sition. Agriculture was giving place to manufactures, and
the factory system was being rapidly extended. Population

was increasing at an abnormal rate, and people were shifting

from the country to the towns. Poverty and pauperism were

widespread, and the condition of the labouring classes generally

was deplorable. The j^eace which followed Waterloo meant
not a return to pre-war conditions, but an aggravation of the

distress which had been occasioned by the changes going on

during the war.

Good Organisation

At the end of the present struggle there will be many diffi-

culties to adjust arid many problems to solve—but they will

not be those of 1815. The industrial system, however im-

jVrfect it may I^e, hias now reached a high stage of develop-

ment. The wage-earniiig classes are well organised ; they

•jccupy a better social and economic position, and they repre-

sent a powerful force both in industry and in politics. When
jjeace is restored there will bc^ much to readjust, much to

reconstruct, and much to abandon altogether. It will be the

opening of a new chapter in the social and economic life of

the country, with infinite possibilities and, it may be added,

infinite promise.

There is one consid^ation. ll0^yeve^, which is fundamental
to the realisotii>n of ttie various schemes for the material

improvement of the conctition of what are generally described

as the working classes. . The present struggle has been more
costlv thin any that has preceded it. The War Hill has been
steadilv mounting up and now exceeds eight millions a day.

As this amount is far in excess of the wealth that is being
l>roduced. it is ob\'ious' that we have been using up wealth
previously accumulated, and at the same time mortgaging
lieavily wealth to be produced in the future ; and further,

the war has involved to some extent the destruction of those

factors which are essential to the production of wealth —
labour j)ower. fixed capital, means of transport, etc. All the

belligerent Pf)WLTS will emerge from the war both poorer and
less well equipped for wealth production than they were in

the middle of if)i
f.

The poverty of other countries cannot
fail to exercise an important effect on the development of our

own industry and trade, which is a fact which cannot be
ignored. But it is sufficient for the present purpose to c(Jh-

centrate our attention on the mere t]uesiion of wealth pro-

duction, and to take as our main proposition the fact that

after the war England will be far less wealthy and far less

well provided with th:- means of producing or obtaining

wealth than she has been for many years past.

Wliat is going to be done to remedy this state of tnings ?

Is it sufhciently realised that just as during the war we ha%e
as a nation had to make an unprecedented effort and unpr> -

ccdented sacrifice's, s(j for some years after' the war we ;hall

as a nation have to make further effort and further sacrifices,

though of another character, if we are to replace the wealth

that has been destroyed, and to restore to a condition of efii-

ciency the productive' forces which liavi- been so seriously

impaired. The si)lution of labour problems is chjsely bound

* This article was alruiuly in print Ijcforc tin- ilebate lii tlie House i>f

Lords ijf November 7. The .speeohes then made ulfonl full justifita-

liun. i( any bt: needed, f«r*h(; stress here laid on the nctosity o{ inti"ca.sed

wcaKh oroducliun alter tl>f w.ir.

Up with the po.ssibilitv of rai;iiug tlie itaudaid of living of the

workers. The rai'^iug of the standard of living presupposes

a corresponding production of wealth.

Economic Difficulties

The economic difiicultie^ which may be e.Npected to nsult

from the long period of war arc will recognised in tiermanv.

("lernian manufacturers and aitisans. farmers and peasants,

trader.^, financiers, sh'pcnvncr^. and men of science, have but

one idea in their minds—that they must devote their

utmost energies and all their available resources to replacing

their lost wealth, to regaining their lost trade, to repairing

their damaged industrial fabric. The national determination

is well expressed in a letter found on a German prisoner :

" When the war is over, oh, hmc xve u-ill nork !
" It is by hard

work, by the putting forth uf their utmost effort, that the (icr-

mans expect and intend to recover from the disastrous

economic efiects of the war and to build up renewed pros-

perity in the shortest possible time.

Is "this the resolution also of the people of this country?

Is it realised here also that work is the only avenue to re-

covery' ? We have, it is true, one great advantage over

Germany, inasmuch as he? overseas trade has been cut off

altogether, while ours, though it has suffered somewhat from

shortage of shipping, from credit restriction, and from war

conditions generally, remains essentially untouched. Ihit

we have the same need as they have to meet the industrial,

fmamcial and commercial disabiUties created by the war with

the resolute determination to work—to work long and to

work hard—in order to build up again the national pros-

perity. And in this work of rebuilding all must take a part.

The "task is not reserved for one section only of the com-

munity. High and low, rich and poor must all unite in this

great national undertaking,. There must be no buried talents,

no forces left unemployed.
Are there any signs that this necessity for work is as fully

recognised as it should be ? Is there not, on the contrary,

a fairlv widespread feeling that the war has been a period of

strenuous activity and of spedal effort, and that when it is

over we '^deserve a period of comparative slackness distin-

guished bv short hours, easy conditions and good pay ? The

recent demand for a thirty-hours week—six hours a day. for

five days with Saturday" and Sunday off—seems to lend

support to such an idea : but what a disastrous policy 1

It is Uke answering the German " Oh. how we will work !

"

with, " Let us do as little work as possible !
" It is probable

that the authors of the thirty-hours week programme would

have been the last to approve of a general relaxation of effort

such as is here suggested, and that in their anxi&ty to avoid

the evils of unemployment which inevitably accompany dis-

bandment of large numbers of men from the army or from

occupations otherwise connected with the war, they have put

forward a scheme which by limUing the amount of work.

to be done by each would "secure occupation for the largest

possible number. This, however, would necessarily result in

limiting, the total amount 0/ the product and is nothing more than

the old familiar economic fallacy of the "Work Eund." This

assumes that there is only a certain amount of work to be

done, and that in order to employ everybody, only a very

limited quantity must be given out to each. Such a policy

has always had the most unfortunate results, but if it were

applied after the war the consequence to the economic welfare

of this country would be absolutely disastrous.

When a man finds that his larder is getting empty, the

remedy is more work, not less work ; and similarly when a

nation urgently needs to rebuild its material prosperity, liard

work, intelligent work, persistent wqrk, is the only sure means

to the end. If every man were engaged in producing the

food, clothing, etc., tliat were needed for the satisfaction of the

wants of his household, the folly of the thirty-hours week

would at once become apparent. He would learn by sad

experience that by working less he would get less. But as

he produces goods for other peoj)le's consumption, himself

I'eceiving weekly wage, the connection between the actual

resiilts of his labour and the food, clothing, et<-., which go to

make up his real wage, is only ti^ often lost sight of.

The fundamental fact is that wealth must lie produced

K-fore it can be consumed, and to increase money wages to

l,f). or even t,^n a week would not in any way benefit the

rvceivers unless as the result of their efforts the wealtii wan

produced which they are desirous of consuming. The in-

ci-easc of the demand lor conuuodilie'^ in general, combined

with the shortage of supply, would only lead to giadually
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increased prices, and thus the wages would go no further

than before.

A certain amount of unemployment after a war is, as has

l)een already said, an inevitable evil. This is partly due to

the fact that the demand for any particular kind of skilled

labour does not necessarily increase just when the supply

of that particular labour has become suddenly augrnented-

The more rigid the hnes of demarcation between different

trades and occupations, the more difficult it is to adjust the

supply to the demand. In a purely agricultural country the

disbandment of an army causes no difficulties of this kind.

Food is needed, and all can be turned on to the production of

food. Similarly, if every factory worker could work equally

well in any type of factory, the problem of unemployment
would become a fairly simple one.

It must not be supposed that because objection has been

taken to the introduction of a thirty-hours week as the

standard or ideal to which all labour should tend to conform,

there may not be occasions when work is temporarily more or

less a fixed quantity and when consequently it may be a wise

poUcy to distribute work more evenly by reducing appre-

ciably the number of hours worked per week. This has often

been the case, for example in the cotton industry, where

owing to temporary shortage of raw material, it has been

found necessary to reduce the output of the mills all round,

which can most conveniently be done by closing the mills

on certain days. This, however, is an expedient only to be

resorted to when under special circumstances production is

Gompulsorily diminished. It would be a very bad system

to adopt as a general rule at a time when the whole object

should be to increase production to the utmost. And even

if a thirty-hours week were introduced to meet a special

emergency, such as the reorganisation of industry after a great

war, there is always the tendency to look upon the shorter

week as a normal state of things and to regard as a grievance,

or even as an injustice, the return to a longer working week
when, at a later date, industry has returned to more ordinary

conditions.

Diminishing Output

Restriction of work all round diminishes output—diminishes

in fact, the production of wealth which it is a vital necessity

to promote if

(1) The present standard of living is not to be lowered.

(2) We are to retain our position in our own markets and in

those of the world.

The standard of living of some sections of the community
'has during the war been exceptionally high in spite of the

increased prices of commodities in general. It is hardly

likely that in time of peace such incomes as, for example,
those now being obtained by people engaged in munition work
will represent the ordinary wages of labour, and it may be

taken for granted that when these workers return to their

normal occupations, there will be a much smaller margin for

luxuries than at present. At the same time, it may safely be
said that taking the workers as a whole, there will be a demand
for considerably higher rates of wages than those which pre-

vailed prior to the war. Bnt how, it may be asked, can so

largely increased a wages bill be . met ? Many are prepared
to answer promptly, " Out of profits," but this, as the Labour
Leaders are themselves fully aware, is by no means a com-
plete answer to the question.

It is true, no doubt, that in some undertakings, and possibly

also in some entire industries, the margin of profit calculated

over a sufficiently long period to allow for ups and downs
of trade is sufhcient to admit of an increase of wages, but in

such cases the increase would probably fall far short of the
workers' demands. In all the more highly organised industries

Trade Union action is by means of collective bargaining able

to secure the highest rate that the trade will afford.

The real source of wages is the value of the work done.

If this is increased wagfss can be raised, if not, no such rise

is possible. The value of the work done may be increased

in three ways : ,

(i) Improved methods of production resulting in greater
ciuantity and quality of output.

(z) Greater skill or greater industry on the part of those
engaged in the work.

(3) \ higher price obtained for the article produced or for

the service rendered.

The last of Ihese is merely obtaining an advantage for one
set of workers at the expense of the rest of the community,
and from a social point of view could only be justified if that
particular kind of labour—having due regard to conditions

of work, skill required, expense of training, etc.—Were less

well remunerated than other work with which it may be com-
pared.

It is on the two foiraer that wc must rely for any appreci-

able increase in wages as a whole. Ingenuity, invention.

scientific progress, enterprise, the introduction on a large scale

of labour saving appliances, the well directed use of all our
powers both intellectual and physical will secure an increased

production of wealth, and of this increase all who have con-
tributed to it may well demand their share.

Increased Production

That after-the-war production must be increased rather
than diminished can hardly be questioned. The necessity
to restore th^ economic strength of the country, to replace
the wealth that has been destroyed during the war and to
secure the conditions of materiarimprovement in the future,

can hardly be disputed. But how is this to be accomplished ?

The object is national as well as personal and this seems to

justify the placing of the industrial question on an entirely
new footing. If men are to work for national ends they must
be persuaded of the necessity and advantage of such work
and their co-operation in it will then be whole-hearted and
cificienl.

The present relations of capital and'labour seldom admit of
the wage-earners taking a real interest in, or feeling a proper
responsibihty for the work in which they are engaged. It is

not to be wondered at, therefore, that "demands made as to
vvages, as to hours and other conditions of work should be at
times altogether unreasonable. They know very little of the
conditions under which their work is carried on. They know
probably nothing of the difficulties of obtaining raw material,
of finding markets, and of competing with rivals. This state
of things must necessarily be altered if workpeople generally
are to play the part that is expected of them in the coming
economic struggle. As it is well expressed in the recent
report of the committee of which Mi". J. H. Whitley, M.P.,
the Deputy Speaker, is chairman :

In the interests of the community it is vital that after the
war co-operation of all classes, estabUshed during the war,
should continue, and more especially with regard to the
relations between employers and employed. For securing
improvement in the latter, it is essential that any proposals
put forward should offer to workpeople the means of attaining
improved conditions of employment and a higher standard of
comfort generally, and involve the enlistment of their active
and continuous co-operation in the promotion of industry.

The report goes on to recommend the formation of joint
standing Industrial Councils composed of representatives of
employers and employed. These councils would, amongst
other things, " settle the general principles concerning the
conditions of employment, including the methods of fixing,

paying, and readjusting wages, ha\ing regard to the need for

securing to the workpeople a share in the increased prosperity
of the industry." This seems to be a move in the right direction.

When the workers have a voice-in settling the conditions under
which they work, and when they feel sure that they are
personally and directly interested in the work on which they
are engaged, there is no reason to doubt that the necessity for

the most strenuous effort after the war will be clearly recognised
by them, and that they will not fail to take a full share in
this great national struggle for economic stability and com-
mercial predominance.

At a meeting of the Feminists' Union held last month at
Budapest in support of women's suffrage, according to the
Pester Lloyd, the deputy Canon Giesswein urged that this reform
would do away with the monstrosity of a double standard of
morals, and politics would be based on pure humanity. l>r.

f?ath said that women had amply proved their right to the vote
by war-work of all kinds. Dr. Katona declared that civilisation
could everywhere be measured by the degree in 'which all in-
habitants shared the material and moral possessions of a country
Women's suffrage, both active and passive, was indispensable.
Madame Lamberger moved a vote of confidence in the Govern-
ment, and demanded that women's suffrage should not be regarded
as a party question, but as an important part of the democratic
reforms with which urgent social questions were bound up.

Commenting on the entry into the war of the South .\niericaa
States, the Hamburger Fremdenblatt writes : It has now gone so
far, that countries which up till now have been lieutral, and to
which Germany has not done the slightest wrong, have ranged
themselves on the side of our enemies, without even the customary
forms of courtesy. Of coiirse, this has happened not from a
Voluntary decision on their part, but in consequence of the
pressure which the. Entente has put on their Governments. On
account of the enotmous distance between these small States and
Germany, they run no danger of coming into actual conflict with
Germany. Hence for the present, their breach with us has no
direct consequence for them, and so thty yielded to the pressure
of the Entente without any serious resistance. Probably they
will also allow without protest—as Peru, for example, has already
done by seizing German ships lying in Pemvian harbours—that
the expropriation campaign against German world commerce
be extended to their lands. Apart from that the whole pres.sure
of the Entente on these small lands has scarcely any meaning.
What President Wilson and his Allies are amiing at. is the
radical and rapid destruction of our economic world interests.
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LIFE'S HORIZON.
THE opportunities of the future for those who save are many.

Do not spend all you earn. Save as much as you can week
by week. Save for your children's education. Give them

the right start in life. This is not preaching—it is sound common
sense. Invest your money where it will grow and help your

country at the same time. Buy Government securities—War
Savings Certificates are ideal. Each 1 5/6 becomes £ 1 in five

years, and you can get your money whenever you want it, or if

you prefer them—buy Nationail War Bonds. To do without

trifles now will mean that you can buy useful things in the future.

ISSUED BY THE NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE,
{Appointed by His Majesty's Treasury)

Salisbury Square, London, E.C. 4.

-^
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For Officers on Active Service
c^yf Much-Appreciated Xmas Gift

—and not expensive.

ONE of the chief anxieties of Officers on

Active Service abroad, particularly those

in the more distant Theatres of War, is to

keep themselves in touch with Home News and

with the happenings on the various Fronts. Their

interest in Home Affairs and in the Progress of

the War is sharpened by the very fact that

thev are so far removed from the heart of things

—London.

To them The Times Weekly Edition comes

as an unspeakable boon. It contains just what

they want. Printed in clear type ; of a size

convenient for holding and folding, and packed

from cover to cover with news of every

kind, and with the cream of The Times' Leaders

and Special Articles

Cf)e tirimes OTeefelp Cbition
keeps its readers abreast of the War, abreast

of Home and Foreign Intelligence, Politics,

Finance, and Commerce ; in short, it presents

in a most readable form

A 'Bird'^s-eye View of the JVorld^s

History for the JVeel^

The services of The Times Supply Agency are at the

disposal of every reader of The Times Weekly Edition.

By personal service, this Agency enables Overseas readers

to purchase from the British market as advantageously as

though living in London.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
Ta tht PMhher, THE TIMES Pf^EEKLY EDITIOS',

Printing House Sjuare, Loiidan, F.nglanJ,

Phase sent THE TIMES WEEKLY EDITION fo< months to

NAME

ADDRESS..

12 months- 13/-

and pro rata.

POST FREE
t* iny part ol the world.

/'or 'a>lii'h t enchst

NAME
ADDRES.^

L. & \V.

The Extra

CHRISTMAS
NUMBER

of

LAND & WATER
will be published Early in December,

PRICE ONE SHILLING and SIXPENCE.

Full Particulars will be announced in "Land & Water," Next Week.

L ORDER YOLIR COPY NOW.
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Etfc anti itelters

By J. C. Squire

Keats's Faiiie

AHL'XDKKD \Cdis ago Kt-ats's first voluiuo of

poetry was published ; and Sir Sidney Colviu's

new I.ije (MacmiUan, i8s. net), which, Immanly
speaking, nuist be tlie definitive biography of the

jii)c-t, is H " centenary tribute," which renders any other

unnecessary. That first volume, which appeared when Keats

was twenty-one. contained, as every critic has observej,

much immature and much bad work. Lhics like

of liiin wliose, nan«4 tn cv'iy heart's a solace

High-minded and unbending William Wallace,

which Sir Sidney Colvin does not ([uote, beat on their uwu
t'round J.eigh Hunts

Jhe two di\inesL tilings tlie world has got

A lovely woman ni., a rural spot,

which he does quote But when evirythiny possible lias been

extracted to illustrate the tremendous progress Keats made in

two years, the fact remains that there were scattered every-

wh(!re in the book, passages which might have shown any one
but a dolt tliat this w^'^fi great poet in the making, and that

it contained, moreover. To One who has been long in city pent:
Sleep and Poetry, and, above all, the Sonnet on Chapman's
Homer. *****
The reception that it got is notorious. " The book."

says Cowden Clarke. " might have emerged in Tiinbuctoo

with far stronger chance of fame and appreciation. The whole
community a;* if by comjKict. seemed determined to know
nothing ahout it

" This is a slight exaggeration There was
a little sale ; and this is how the publisher alludes to it

:

By far the greater number of jjersons who have purchased
it from us have foinid fault with it in such plain terms, that
we have in many cases offered to take it back rather than be
annoyed with the ridicule which ha.s, time after time, l>een

slioweretl upon it. In fact, it was only on Saturday last that
we were under the mortification of having our own opinion ot

Its merits flatly contradicted by a gentleman, who told us
he considered it " no better than a take-in."

The critks, however, said little about it (except that Keats
was unclean) ; their efforts were reserved for Endymion.
which came out next year \Vith this the friends of " that

imiiible but infatuated young bardling, !!ister'Jolm Keats,'.'

<ould no longer complain tliat he was entirely ignored.

Blackwood led the pack, the Quarterly and the British Critic

following. Here is Blackwood s peroration :

And now, good morrow to the "Muses' son of Promise "
;

as Uff the feats he«Kt " may .^o," as we do not pretend to
>;iy Iike-himself, "SSjusc of my native^ land am 1 inspired,"
wc .shall adhcp- .i«riiif safe old rul.e of pauca verba. \Vc
venture to ma! lall prophe.sy, that his lxx>kseller will

not a second t;: . lure ^50 upon anything he can write.

It is a better and a wiser thing to be a starved apothecary
than a starved pcjet : so back to the shop Mr. John, back to
" plasters, pills, and ointment boxes," etc. But, for Heaven's
sake, young Sangrado, he a little more sparing of extenuatives
and soporifics in your practice than you have been in your
poetry.

This passage is well known What is not so generally realised

is the slowness with which the appreciation of him spread
even after his death. He had died, and Shelley's great
eleg}' on him was under review, when Blackwood resumed
with a reference to him as

a young man who had left a decent calling for the melancholy
trade of Cockney-poetry- and has lately died of a consumption
after having written two or three little books of verse much
neglected by the publib.

A comic analysis of Adonais, with jiaiodies on it followed.

A few men knew what Keats was ; I.amb, Shelley, Leigh
Hunt and Keats's young friends, Reynolds, in a later letter,

said :

" He had the greatest power of poetry in him, of •any-

one since Shaktspeare" Kight years after his death a group
of young Cambridge men. including Tennyson, Fitzgeraltl,

Sterling, Arthur Hallam and Monckton.Jiilncs— Browning,
as a boy, had already been inspired by nim~were the first

group of enthusiasts who ]y.\d not known liim in the

flesh. But the pmidits still remained secure in their crassncss.

Jt was in 18,5.' t hat the (Jitartcrly, rcA-iewing Tennyson's poems,
wrote of him as

a now prodigy o( genius— another ami biiglilcr star cif a
;jalax>-. or milfiv way of iXHitry, of which the latiiented Keats
'.vas the harbinger.

Jeers at Keats's failure w'lth tire public were still well-founded
in f.ut. Koatb had been dead ninet»'.en vears when the first

reprint of his collected poems appeared : and tli^is went into

remainders with Browning's Bells and Pomegrdonates. Four

years after this Lord Jeffrey, still flourishing, obser\ed that

Keats and Shelley were falling into oblivion, and that of tht

])oets of their age, Campbell and Kogers were those destincc.

for immortality. Lord Houghton's edition of 1848 marki

the date of the general recognition of Keats as one of the

greatest of our poets. The maintenance and increase' of his

fame since then cannot be described in detail. " Keats."

^aid Tennyson, " would have beconu' one of the \ery greatest

of all ])oets had he lived. At the time of his death tliere wiJs

apparently no sign of exhaustion or having written himself

out ; his keen poetical inst\nct was in full process of de\elop-

ment at the time. Each new cfiort was a steady advance ou

that which had gone before. With all Shelley's splendid

imagery and colour, I find a sort of lenuity in his ])oetry."

.Again,"" Keats, with his high spiritual vision, would lia\e

been, if he h^d lived, the greatest of us." And the noblest

tribute of all is the Essay by the present Pcet Laureate,

indisputably the finest thing, that has been written about him,

and one of the most penetrating, direct and—there is no

other word—business-like critical studies in existence.
" li." concludes that essay,

if I have read him rightly, he would be pleased, could he sc^

it, at the universal recognition of his genius, and the utter

rout of its traducers ; but much more moved, stirred he would
be to the depth of his great nature to know that he was under-

- stood, and that for the nobility of his character his name was
loved and esteemed.

And the words are all the more impre.ssive as they end a study

which is utterly unsparing in its detection and analysis of

Keats's faults. *****
" High spiritual vision," " the nobility of his character"^;

the phrases will still sound strange to those who take their

conception of Keats from erroneous but hard-dying legend.

He died of consumption ; he wrote, when dying, love-letters

which in places are morbid, though they are not, as a whole,

so' ' deplorable "as is usually made out; and Byron gave

universal currency to the delusion that he was killed by hostile

criticism. This combination of facts has perpetuated the

notion that he was a neurotic weakling with a hectic genius.

It is all hopelessly w rong. Those who knew him thought him
the manliest of "men. Anecdotes like that of his hour's

successful fight with a butcher twice his size whom lie had
caught ill-treating a cat. are unnecessary as corroboration :

for corroboration is present everywhere in his letters, and
frequently in his pioems. A man who was killed by scurrilous

••blockheads of reviewer* woiild^bv a.wcakliiig- j3ut- except

for the fact that attacks on him made it impossible to eaiii

money by his poetry—he was indifi'erent to what was sai^l

about him. Every great poet knows his own capabilities';

and Keats's opinion of those who were vilifying him was
briefiy expressed :

" This is a mere matter of the moment ;

I think I shall be among the English Poets after my death."

He was not over confident. He discriminated between his.

good and his bad work :
" Aly ideas with respect to it

"

ithut is, Kndymion) he said, " are very low "
; and, a little

later. "
I am three and twenty with little knowledge, and

middling intellect. It is true that in the height of enthusiasm

1 have been cheated into some fine passages ; but that is not

the thing" But the only thing he was uncertain about was
whether he had done anything good enough to show what
was in him

:

If I should die, said I to myself, I have left no immoi^al work
behind me—nothing to make . n.y friends proud of my
memory—but I have loved the principle of beauty in all

things." and if I had time I would have made myself
remembered.

Of that he was^never doubtful. And he knew accurately the

conflicting but not irreconcilable tendencies witliin himself

;

the tendency to luxuriate and the tendency to " ])hilosophise."

At the beginning th.e former predominated. He wandered,
often led by the rhyme, through mazes of soft and luscious

imagery ; he held that the greatest poet was he who said the

most " heart-easing " things ; and the list of his favourite

adjectives. comi)iled by ?-^r. Bridges, illustrates very strikingly

the languorous (lualitv of his dreams and desires. But hd
was not made to be a slave to these : in the Odes and /lyf>criun.

the richness and vividness and sweetness remained, but Ihe

tropical lu.vuriance had been iiruned, and the native strength

of his character and intellect, the clarity of his imagination,

the absolute accuracy of jihraseology of which he was capable,

aouear with a splendour that makes these poems incomparable
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with everything else in our literature but the greatest

passages Tshikespeare and MUton. "I think ", he said.

poetry should surprisd by a fine excess, and not oy singu-

larity
•

it should strike the reader as a wording ot jus

own highest thoughts, and appear almost a remembrance.

• * * * *

I have not quoted Keats ; I have barely, referred to a lew of

his poems ; f have made no attempt to discover tho^ secret

of his greatness or expose the beauties of his art. In a space

like tliis one is forced to fasten on one or two details only

when dealing with so great a writer as Keats and so exhaustive

a biography as Sir Sidney Colvin's. The structure and

peculiar merits of Sir Sidney's volume one must also ignore.

But all the material one c«uld ask for is here; the

poet's art and thought are very fully illustrated from his own

words • there are several important additions to our know-

ledge of him ; and the long critical chapters, especiallv those

an A'ndymion and laabella are as exhaustive and sensible as

thev are unafiected- This article cannot be called a review :

but" I hope that it will be taken as an unqualified recommenda-

tion.

Books of the Week
The Dwelling Place of Light;. By Winston Churchill.

Macmillan. 6s.net,
. . . .^ ^ j

Rustic Sounds, and Other Studies in Literature and

Natural History. By Sm Francis Darwin, T.R.S.

John Murray. 6s. net.

Turgenev. By Edward Garnett, with a foreword by

Joseph Conr.\d. Collins. 6s. net.

TheChallenge to Sirius. By Sheila Kaye-Smith. Nisbet.

Cs. net.

THROUGH The Dwelling Place of Light runs a dual

motive. It is the story of Janet Bumpus. a New
England girl of good parentage hving almost in slum

conditions, and dissatisfied with her hfe, so much

so that she yields after certain reluctances to the advances

of the manager of the mill at which she is employed, and

agrees to marry him—incidentally she falls in love with

him in the process of yielding. The life of a New
England mill town is pictured with all the attention to

detail and fidelity that is characteristic of Mr. Churchill's

work, and the strike which wrecks Janet's hfe is as realistic

as anything in Richard Carvel, which is saying a good

deal.
" Syndicahsm and the madness of it, as opposed to

capitalism, are shown as an evil ; workers and employers

alike lack the detachment and sanity with which their prob-

lems should be approached, and that sanity is supplied by

one Brooks Insall, a writer who surveys and criticises, in kindly

fashion, the devastation wrought by the warring interests.

irhis, however, is merely the material side of the book ;

its chief significance lies in the spiritual development of Janet,

her struggles to reach " the dwelling place of light," and her

falls by the way. From the beginning of the work tragedy is

inevitable, for Janet is of those born before their time, one

v^.o asks of life more than conditions will allow. The

critical reader may detect a false note in the account of her

ultimate fate, as if the author had loaded the dice against her

before making this last cast, but she stands as a specimen of

a type that appears in increasing numbers, as arresting and

stimulating a conception as any that this author has given.

m * * * *

Rustic Sounds and Other Studies, by Sir Francis Darwin,

is a book to which the term " ripeness " is peculiarly applic-

able. It is the work of a man of many sympathies, one

able to see beauty ip the common things of life, a student

of his kind, and, apparently, possessed by an infinite curiosity

which led him to intimate knowledge with such diverse sub-

jects as Stephen Hales, the " father of English botany "
;

the pipe and tabor, concerning which he dehvered a most

instructive address to a Society of Morris-dancers—and repro-

duced it in this book ; Jane Austen, whom, though he

appreciates, he criticises as well.'and the criticism is illuminat-

ing. Throughout all these essays runs a vein of quiet'

humour ; for instance, in The Teaching of Science comes

the remark—•" A.class of experimentalists exists from whom
we all suffer—namely, cooks." . The illustration, at first

sight, is hardly fitting in a disquisition on how science should

be taught, but on second thought it is eminently fitting.

Possibly the study, Rustic Sounds, which gives a title

to the book, will give pleasure to the majority of its readers 1.1

greater degree than the rest of the contents, for there is in it

a keen appreciation of the music of the countryside, and an

Jvident love of nature that has not blunted the sense of

criticism " Tlie greenfinch is a pleasant singer, or perhaps a

conversationalist," says the author-and how many who

have listened to this bird would think to .settle his place in

one phrase after this manner :^ And' the green woodpecker

" goes through life laughing, but I am not sure that I should

like his taste in jokes." These a're little thnigs that bespeak

the quality of the work, and they are sufficient to as^sure the

reader that on a winter's night, with a good fire, he could

find many worse companions than this book.*****
Certain sentences of Turgenev's, in Mr. Edward Garnett's

appreciation, Turgenev (Collins, 6s. net), bespeak the genius

of the great Russian. For instance, " If you analyse your

sufferings you will not suffer so much," and the famous letter

to Tolstoy. But, for Mr. Garnett's own part in this book,

lie doth protest too much, so that his work is neither a sketcli

of Turgenev's life—save for passages in a couple of chapters

nor an analysis of his work, but merely a eulogy. And

Turgenev, more human than Dostoevsky, saner than lolstoy

a reformer in a better sense than Gorki, and more of an artist

than any other Russian witer, needed no such panegyrics_

But Mr. Joseph Conrad has written a foreword, and for

the sake of that foreword the book should command attention.

In a matter of five pages Conrad has spoken of " that for-

tunate artist who has found so much in life for us and no

doubt for himself, with the exception of bare justice,' in

such a way that one sees Turgenev, and is grateful to Conrad

for the vivid portrait. Mr. Garnett's study, to hedge a

little, will be of value to those who do not know Turgenev s

work and who need that somebody should point out to them

its excellences, though for that it is better to read Garnett s

introductions to the collected edition of Turgenev's works.

Conrad sums up in a sentence the reason why DostoevSky

and his kind are the popular Russian writers in this countrv

in preference to Turgenev. " If you had Antinous himself

in a booth of the world's fair, and killed yourself in protesting

that his soul was as perfect as his body, you wouldn't get one

per cent, of the crowd struggling next door for a sight of the

Double-headed Nightingale or of some weak-kneed giant

grinning through a horse collar." Mr. Garnett has tried to

express this in many pages ;
Conrad's foreword in its entirety

is a brilliant summary of Turgeney's value to the world.*****
Having won for herself a distinctive place as a writer of

south-country people and their surroundings. Miss Sheila

Kaye-Smith," in her latest book, The Challenge to Stnus,

moves jier story farther afield. Frank Rainger, the central

figure, grows up beside a village maiden in the Isle of Oxney

on the Kent and Sussex border, but roams half across the world,

sharing in the American civil war and seeing the dead cities

of Yucatan before life drives him back to Oxney. He travels

the full circle of life and, on his return to Maggie, the best of

his years have gone, but Maggie, type of the earth that bore

her, is constant, and her man does not come back in vain.

One may thus outline the whole of the story, since it is a

book in which the plot is of small account. It is in the word-

painting, which this author accomplishes as few can, that the

chief charm of the book lies ; dawns in Oxney, the half-starved

army of the Confederacy, \'icksburg in the last days of the

defence, Yucatan as Rainger found and experienced it-—

these things are shown so vi\-idly that the reader cannot fail

to realise them, while the story of Lorena, in thebook's latter

part, is poignantly beautiful—Lorena herself is an arresting

creation. Six novels out of ten show talent, and perhaps

one in a score betrays genius on tlie part of the author ;
here

is one in which genius is plainly evident, caviare to the crowd,

perhaps, but work of an unusually high order.

Copies of " The British Firing Line Portfolio/

containing a series of Engravings in Colour by Captain

Handley-Read and forming a wonderful record of the

Battle-area, may be obtained, price 5 guineas each,

from the Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, W.

COCCL£S
WIHO-SCREENS
,&WINDOW5

^^^^^' Ji

'THE ONUY ^
SAFETY CLASS
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Economy in Floral Decorations
OLD PUCE COLOUR GLASS

After continuous experiments, this colour is now abso-

lutely perfect, and produces a most beautiful effect.

THE BURBERRY
Weatherproof Topcoat, is the ideal Safe-
guard for Cavalry, Infantry, Motor or

FLOATING FLOWER BOWL.
in an original and exclusive form.

Diameter 12 in.. 22/6; 14 in. 27/6; 16 in.. 35/- (Blackwood
Stands extra, 8,6 and 10/6 each).

Painted Blue Bird by Wedgwood. 5/6 extra. Fixed with Plasticine.

Floating Flower Bowls, in the old Puce Colour Glass, as above, but In

the plain usual shape, with the old welted rim finish.

Diameer 10 in.. 14/6 ; 12 in.. 21/- ; 14 in., 25/- (Blackwood Standi
extra. 10,/6, 12,6, 14/6 each).

Floating Flower Bowls, also in Wedgwood Solid Black Basalt Ware
and Alabaster Glass, in rose, green, and blue shades, in numerous
exclusive forms.

Specialised by

—

Write for particulars.

SOANE & SMITH LTD.
•THE SPECIALITE HOUSE OF ORIGINALITIFS,"

^.62 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.
Telephone: Faddiitton '63f. Teletrans: " Earlkenwesda, London.''

Tl'e House for the Luncville Pollery. frotp Lunevillc, Fr<\rcc

Naval Services.

it efficiently resists

wet, yet is self-

ventilating.

Free from rubber or

oiled-silk, it is cool

and comfortable in

close weather.

Owing to the ex-
treme density of

the cloth, it turns
cold winds and is

warm when the
temperature is low.

Strong and durable,
it withstands any
amount of hard
wear without loss

of its unrivalled
protective powers.

Officers' Com-
plete Kits in

2 to 4 Days
or Ready tor

Use.

Illustrated

Naval or

Mil tary
Catalogue
Post Free.

Service Weatherprosft.

.

During the 'Wiir BUKB£RRYS
Clean and re-proof officers'

"Burberrys." Tielookens, Burfrons
and Burberry Trench- Warms.

FREE OF CHARGE Every Burberry Garment is

labelled "Burberrys."

BURBERRYS Haymarket W LONDON
3 & 10 B9ul. Mtletherbes PARIS; Basingstoke and Provincial AgenU.

THE " QUORN " FIRE
Suitable for use in any ro^m or covered posi-

tion, from bathroom or office to the boudoir or
dra >ing ro m. Coosumpiiun 1 or 2 kiluwatts.

One and two degrees of heat respectively.

PRICES

(1 Kilowatt) from £2:6 :Ota £3:12:7
(2 Kilowatts) from £2 : 1 S : 4 to £4 : 1 :

8

Electric Fires.
J0^

IN
the Electrical Department, as in all other depart-

ments at Waring & Gillow's, you can get the best

and most reliable articles at reasonable prices.

Among numerous other lines we have a large stock of
Electric Fires, one of which we here illustrate.

Now that economy in coal is so necessary the advantages of

Electric Fires cannot be over estimated. They are perfectly

clean, simple to manage, and give an even warmth which
can be switched on or off at any hour of the day or night.

A visit to our Galleries will prove the exceptional value to

be got in Electrical Fittings of every kind.

p.

la

Waring&Gillo
LTD

164-180, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. 1.

T«l«phon« t MUSEUM SOOO.
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The War in Palestine

A Street in Gaza
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The War in Palestine

At the Gate of Beersheba

Bridge over a Wadi near Gaza

-lS,
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"Land & Water"—a wrist-watch

worthy of its makers' reputation
""^

For men in the Naval, Military, or Air
Services—tor active, energetic civilians

—

in fact, for all requiring a wrist-watch to
stand exceptionally hard, rough usage,
or varying climatic conditions, there' is

only one watch—" Land and Water."
The (act that the "Land and Water"
wrist -watch carries th guarantee of a
Uritish Hrm with over a century's repu-
tation, that it can he regulated never to
lose or gain more than two minutes per
month, or roughly, at the most four
seconds per day, under all conditions, is

in itself a wonderful tribute to the watch.
But, in addition, the " Land and Water "

wrist-watch has the advantage of being
dust and damp proof. The movement
Is fully jewelled and fitted with Micro-
meter Regulator to give fine adjustment,
while the watch is adjusted and com-
pensated for all positions and tempera-

tures. Actual tests have proved it equal to a 40 guinea Chrono-
meter. It stands all the shocks, jars, and strains to which a
wrist-watch is subject under severe Service conditions.
It IS fitted with unbreakable glass, thus rendering dial protectors
unnecessary, and tiic luminous hands and figures are far more
brilliant and durable than the usual.

The "Land and Water" Wri»t Watch,
with unbreakable glats and lumin-
ous dial £5

9-ot.

only
Gold Model,

Slevel Wristlet extra

White dial

- £10 5

Stevel Wristlet -as illustrated 1. self-adjust.
al'lr. 1-its all wrists—slender or stout. No
straps, bucklfs. or other inconveniences.
Enables the watch to be slipped up thearm ..t wash-tune, or turned face down-
wards, thus do.BK away with dial protectors
Strong and durable.

Nickel-plated, 2/3. Sliver plated, !'9.

Goid-pleted, S/S.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue. Obtainable only from

BIRCH & GAYDON, Ltd.,
Eslabliihcd 1790,

Technical and Scientific Instrument Makers to the Admiralty and
War Office

_

'

(Dept. 4,), 155 Fenchurch Street, E.C.j
Wes, End Branch (la.e JOHN BARWISE), ,, Piccadilly Arcade, London, S.W

fl!IIIIIIlll!;|13;»ia!li|iiJl|liai|l'|iS;;[:ii::a;»l!
liillllBMIIIilllilfflililllllHIllillllllililllllllllllllllllllillllM

The most recherche of all presents^ |

PAttnt St. 109201/17.

TREDEGARS
PATENT ILLUMINATED BOIVLS
FOR FLOATING FLOl^ERS

Price from £3 10
Carriage 5/- extra to any part of Great Britain.

In alabaster glass, clear cut glas,, >„d onyz glas. Bowl., n,ounted on
eboaued, plam gilt, or carved and gilt bases.

1 DECORATIONS

ILLUSTRATED LIST ON APPLICATION.

Electric Light
Fittings.

LIGHTING 1

I 7 BROOK STREET, LONDON. W.l. §
J So/e ^gtnit in ih, Unilid Kingdomfor |
I

LADY KINLOCH-S PAINTED FURNITURE INDUSTRY. |
Treiitgan, Ltd. g

niiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinimi

DOMESTIC
ECONOMY

Names and addresses of shops, where the articles mentioned
can be obtained, will be lorwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partout, Land & Water, 5, Lliancery

Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request

Dried Whole
Eggs

The high price of eggs—new laid and
otherwise — gives . the housekeeper
furiously to think. Economy can cer-

tainly be worked in the egg direction by using Egall, a most
convenient proposition. Egall is guaranteed to be the pure
dried whole egg, the way it is presented being a particularly
adroit one. Inside the box are twelve little packets each con-
taining one dried egg, so that measuring is easy. Directions
arc printed on every one, it being made plain that the contents
should be dissolved in lukewarm water. It is best to let this
stand for at least three hours. The box with the twelve
packets complete costs but is. 7d.,a price at which one has
been unable to buy a dozen eggs for many a long day.
Nobody claims that a dried egg is the equivalent of a new-

laid one in actual taste, but nevertheless Egall can be used
in cooking most aptly just now. An analyst's report is printed
just inside the lid, proving not only that Egall is the genuine
shell egg but also that it possesses the same food value. Egall
in fact is but an egg with water evaporated, and these one egg
packets may be regarded as such. When used they want careful
handling, but if this is done successfully they will be a success
and also an undoubted help to the resources of the household.

Some Exceptional
Cornflour

Scotch Gauntlet
Gloves

Nothing but praise can fall to the lot of

some remarkably excellent cornflour.
Like many other good things, it is pre-

pared in Scotland specially for the London farm now selling it.

Cornflour is such a valuable and still such a comparatively
cheap article of food that it is odd it is not used far more often
than it is. Like everthing else it has of course greatly in-
creased in price, but even allowing for this it remains a relatively
inexpensive food, with far more food value than a host of other
more costly products.
To get the full benefit of this particular cornflour it should

be boiled from eight to ten minutes. Then its delicious
flavour is properly produced. When it has been boiled long
enough it will, when poured out, leave the saucepan practically
clean. Great care should be taken that the precise quantities
mentioned in the various receipts are used and the other
directions carefully followed. Then the cornflour has its full
chance, and will show what cornflour at its very best can be.
As to price it costs ninepence a lb. packet, 2s. 4d. for a three

and a half lb. bag and 3s. 3d. for a four lb. tin.

The prospect of cold weather makes some
really deliciously warm gloves particularly

,

inviting. There are some woollen gaunt-
let gloves of quite superlative yarn. Soft to a degree, they re-
present a class of thing indeed, of which the future supply,
owing to prevailing conditions, is problematical and their
securing now imperative.

These wooUen gloves, though obviously worth a good deal
more, are being sold at the particulirly attractive price of
3s. I Id In all sizes, some of their colourings are quite re-
markably beautiful, and bright though they are they would
never come amiss for country wear. The reason why those
concerned can offer them so cheaply to-day is a tale so6n told.
Ihey represent some far-sighted buying some months ago—
Duying of which the shopping public are reaping the advan-
tage to-day. Once this present stock is disposed of, the
gloves (even if they could be got at all-aluays a question
now) must undoubtedly enormously soar in price

The same people also have a splendid collection of fur-med gloves, besides some wonderful gloves whicli will literally
last SIX or seven years, so durable are they. Made of goat-
skin lined with lambswool, they can be bought for 14s. iid.money which obviously could hardly be better laid out in the
winter glove way. Passe-Partout

fhJolt.^^'M^^'P'^xl"
Supply As^^^il^n, which is a branch of

wesklencv-^f ,!7' Needlework Guild, is established under the

s^uccessb^ dl ^n"".!"'"
^'^^^^^"^'n .^^ 4- Grosvenor Square. Its

the work whtrl^i^
'' ''"'^'^y "^ '*' mdefati<;able Committee, andthe work which It carries en so effectively and thorough v is

War7a'kridi'."T''^ '"PP°t-- ^^ P^n^issio"^ of the Hon^ lldyWard, a Bridge Tournament is to be held at Dudley House ParkLane, on Saturday, November 17th. Applications or tables(two guineas each) should be made to the Secretary War HospitalSupply Workers, 4, Grosvenor Square W i

hospital
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The Kaiser's Visit to Sofia

' Great Scott ! What I have to do to keep this fellow going
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WINTRY WEATHER

Hot 0X0 is an inestim-

able boon to the fighting

forces at this time of the

year.

It aids and increases nutrition

;

it stimulates and builds up
strength to resist climatic
changes, and is invaluable for

all who have to undergo exer-

tion either to promote fitness or
to recuperate after fatigue.

0X0 takes up little space, is

easily carried, and can be con-
verted quickly into a hot nour-
ishing drink which, with bread
or biscuits, will sustain for hours.

Be sure
to send0x0

IS tke Military Dexter . . . teating

back every weather attack ....
impenetraDle to wet, slusL, snow,
hurricane .... Dexter Proofing
stands every Service test ....
guaranteed to resist w^et aWays.

"As Britiak as tlie

"Weatker . . tut ReliaWe."

Trench CoatEfrom £5 :5 :0 Civilian from £3:3:0
Supplied by Agents Everywhere

I ook for the
FOX-HEAD

Label

WEATHERPROOFS
DEPOTS FOR MILITARY DEXTERS

FORTNUM & MASON, Ltd.
181-184 PICCADILLY, W. 1

AUSTIN REED. Ltd.
113 REGENT STREET W. 1
MANCHESTER BIRMINGHAM.
LUCIEN COUSIN. 7 RUE 4LLENT. ST. OMER.

0X0 Ltd., Tha.Ties House, London, E.C.4.

[

THE "WESTFIELD" SOFT SERVICE CAP
with or without back curtain.

Fitted with waterprooflining and greaseproof shields,

16/6
1 he accepted design for both home and active service wear^np^the head w.thout pressure, and will neither blow" or faU off'

WEST & SON MILITARY TAILORS.
,c, K,^

OWl^ BREECHES MAKERS.
152 NEW BOND STREET. LONDON W
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OUR TRUE POLICY
THERE is some danger lest we at home should lose

our sense of proportion in the matter of last week's
excursions and alarms.

Even after more than three years of war the
political habits of peace are not wholly forgotten, and the
idea that civilian debate is in some way the chief national
business is difficult to eradicate. That is the impression
one gathers when one contrasts the emphasis which our
press has laid upon Monday's debate in the House of Com-
mons, and the still greater emphasis which was laid upon the
events which led up to that debate. The truth island a
very few weeks or days will make it apparent—that none of
these things, not even the proposal tg institute a new form of

International Council, are in any way upon a par with the
enormous business of the war; and wo civilians shall be
doing a real service if we regard all political discussion as
trifling compared with the actual struggle for the future of
England, which still has for its theatre, and will continue to
have, not council rooms in Ixjndon, not even in \'ersailles,

but the plains of Flanders.

Briefly, what happened was this : The political, chiefs of

the Western nations and certain of the military advisers
foregathered after the recent Italian disaster and decided
upon the formation of a new International War Council.
The formation of this Council was announced in very vague
and even misleading terms, but its general cliaracter was
clear enough. A second, and thoroughly different event,
which must not be mixed up with this "first one, was the
speech delivered by Wr. Lloyd George in Paris, and circulated
to the press with such careful organisation that it was tnc
immediate subject of the wildest rumo^irs within a very few
hours of it being delivered.

We say that these two things must be kept quite distinct,
for, though they are obviously related, theit efiects are very
different. By far the most important of the two is the pro-
posal to establish an International War Council. The pro-
posal has been defended strongly, and as strongly attacked.
The real truth is that such an order should receive our careful
support, and at the same time the fear of its extravagance in

action, or its cramping the Higher Commands in the field,

or its causing delay, and even o£ its giving an opportunity of
interference by civilians with military problems, may easily

be exaggerated. The })urport of this new organ is to increase
the unity of action existing between the Higher Commands
of the Western Allies, and it will be judged according to its

success in fulfilling this function. But we must remember that
such unity of action has existed since the very beginning of

the war, and will Continue to exist until its close. Such a new
department, the creation of such a new organ, may tend to
facilitate its unity of action, but it is the wildest nonsense
to talk of its being iiilherto absent, of each front having its

own interest, and of each Army concerning itself with its

own security and success alone, and not with its neighbours.
There has been, and will continue to be n ctrict co-oMination.

Nor is it very pleasant to remember that those who have
failed to observe so elementary a truth (without which it

would have been impossible to fight the war at all), only do so

in moments of strain after or during some difficult moment.
There is not, in the whole history of the Alliance, any such

'example of co-ordination as the British and F'rench Armies
have shown in the last three years. It will be perfectly

clear to the historian, as it is to the simplest of modern
observers, that all the great actions were fought upon a

common plan, dovetailed one into the other, and were the

product of a. most remarkable co-ordination of wills. Had
this not been the case, tjie story of the fighting on the West
would have been different. That it was the case is the great

merit and even the glory of the leaders who have had the

tenacity, the patience, and the goodwill to effect that co-

ordination in spite of the enormous difficulties attaching to any
Alliance, and have kept it intact and even increasing through-

out a period of three years.

As to whether the presence of civilians upon this new
Council will be hurtful or not, it is indeed a matter for dis-

cussion ; but the limits within which harm could be done
by the presence of such civilians are not very wide. It is

inconceivable that men like Sir Henry Wilson or General

Foch would listen patiently to instructions on strategy by such

chance people as the action of modern Parliamentary life

had given them as colleagues. It is hardly conceivable that

e\-cn politicians should have the infelicity' to air their opinion

upon so difficult a trade as war in the presence of such soldiers.

It is one thing for a politician to get rid of some set of

dom'estic expeit advisers at home who do not agree with him,

and to replace them by another ; it is quite another thing for

anyone knowing his ignorance of the subject to pretend to

correct the strategy of the man who won the Battle of the

Marne. Wc need have no fear of such a folly.

In the second matter, that of the Paris speech, the proper

attitude is surely well marked. First, that it was only a piece

of sensationalism which will be as ephemeral as all such

theatrical things are ; and, secondly, that it has ^een

apologised for in the House of Commons, and may therefore

be now decently buried. It is always a mistake, of course,

to startle people when they are under a strain, and it is always

a pity that those things which hurt the reputation of one's

country, however slightly, should be said abroad. But it is

easy to exaggerate the harm done even at the moment, and

even now the incident is half forgotten.

There is one thing only which dominates at once men's

minds and the fate of the world ; and that thing is the effort

of the Western Allies to break the Prussian military machine

and the counter-effort of the Prussian leaders to save them-

selves from disaster. There is only one policy which really

concerns us : it is not a policy of criticising this man or that-

The one and only policy which alone concerns us, is the

policy of maintaining intact every possible force making for

endurance, and therefore for victory. The whole of the war

turns upon that one factor. Had this factor not failed us in

one great member of the Alliance—that which was formerly

the Russian Empire—victory would long ago have been ours.

Llnfortunately, it failed entirely on that side. We must

see to it with the whole strength of our hearts that it does not

fail in the West ; that it does not yield to ill-formed attack,

whether by persuasion, by weariness, by misconception, or by

that basis of errors in time of war, the panic of excitable

civilians after a reverse.

There is perhaps one thing more to be said about this

matter, which is that the mere magnitude of the war on the

Western front is such that little -happily— can now be done

by those oustide the armies to deflect its course, or to arrest

its momentum. The organisation of the forces on so great a

scale, their new long tradition of action, and their continued

discoveries in the field of tactical inventions, the way in which

they are bound up with the whole national interests of the

Western peoples, and the way in which every family through-

out those i>ecples is now bound by ties of blood to the Armies,

make any serious perversion of their object difficult or im-

possible. The fatal errors of civilian experiments were com-

mitted long before the war had reached its present stage-

It is morally certain that they cannot he committed to-day.
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The Italian Front
By Hilaire Belloc

Calling up of the (jerma n Class 1920

IIl'ORK tourhiri}; upon the Uvd main episodes on
whirli all t'vcs are directoti tiiis week- -the resistance

rapidB.
-.-. -.

\ipon tlie Italian lipe of the Fiave and the raj

retirement of the Turks in Palestine, 1 would like to

J)
Jint out a little piece of ne\\s which appeared this week

in our press without headlines and therefore passed almost
without comment.

It was far the most important piece of news which we have
Tiad since the summer. It was official, and its full meaning
is thoroughly understood by those who sent it out. . . The
Ciermans have called up ("lass 1020.

It is possible that in this the fourth year of the war, tht full

meaning of that sentence may be missed. Here, then, in

the briefest possible ijpace is the meaning of this fundamental
piece of news.

(^) The French have not yet called up any of class 1918.

(2) Germany called up 1918 exactly this time last year, and
the fighting

—

viainlv the fighting in I-landers—has eaten up
not only igi.S, but already so large a part of 1919 that she is

now compelled to call up 1920.

(.5) Class 1920 means the lads who are not yet eighteen.
The oldest of them will only be eighteen on the ist of January
and the youngest of them is not seventeen.

(4) The German Km])ire has for the first time since the war
began been compelled to call up three classes in exactly one
twelvemonth. ^^'hen she called up 1918 a year ago she was
two years ahead of the normal. She is now four years ahead.
I will leave it at that.*****

In order to understand what has occurred in Italy during
last week, let us first summarise the news and then refer it to
the map w^ith a commentary which will show what the geo-
graphical situation of the Italian defence has been.
Upon the night of Sunday, November iith-iath, that is

ten days ago, enemy pressure developed against the Italian

left wing on the Asiago Plateau. .Ho attacked the Monte
l.onbara position and the lines to thc^rigjit and the left of that

])osition consistently, but was still held. TheAlpihi wliose

bureau of recruitment is A'erona were the chief elements of

resistance here. The attacks continued during the whole of

Monday, but did not progress. Meanwhile, upon that same
day, at the other extreme of the line, on the right near the
Adriatic, forces apparently wholly Austrian put over a strong
barrage at dawn, cutting off the bend of the River Piave at

Zenson, throwing pontoons across, and there establishing a
bridgehead. This was the first crossing of the Piave efiected
by the enemy. Upon Tuesday there was little movement upon
the Piave, but in the night of that day the Monte Lombara was
lost. In the afternoon of the same day the enemy was attack-

ing south of Gallio to force the lines on the I'onte Sisemol.
Before the end of Tuesday four new: attempts were made by
the enemy to cross the Piave at Ouero, Fenere, St. Dona and
Intestadura, while certain Hungarian troops advanced through
the marshes of the Lower Pia\e up to the old branch cjf the
river to the west.

On Wednesday, the 14th, the Italian front on the all-

important Asiago sector was still holding .strongly from Monte
Sisemol to the peak of Castelgomberto. It was remarked
that the enemy was bringing \\\) larger numbers in this district

than before. To the right in the Brenta Vallev Cismon was
still held. But the Monte Tomatico was lost. '

On Thursday, the 15th, the Asiago thrust became more
serious, but it was apparently contained by the Italians save
in the Brenta valley itself, where the enemy entered Cismon.
The Piave line during the day remained unchanged ; the bridge-
head established by the enemy on the Zenson loop was still

fairly established ; the crossing lower down by the Hun-
garians on the marshes had not advanced and had still the
appearance of a mere feint.

On Friday, the i6th,came the second serious attack upon
the Piave in the following form : At dawn the enemy forced
a passage of the river. He crossed at two points,' FoliiTa
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and Fagarc. At the first of these points he suffered a loca'

disaster. The Italian account is that the trocps which had
managed to cross were all either annihilated or captured
through the efforts of the 265th and 266th regiments. But the

main crossing was made at Fagare, and this though very
heavily counter-attacked by the Xovara Brigade and the 3rd
Bersaglieri (forming the 54th division) stationed itself upon
the western bank, and still held the bridgehead upon the
Friday night.

Meanwhile, on that same Friday, the i6th, the Monte
Prassolan, a very strong point, between the Brenta and the
Piave, fell to the enemy.

Early on Saturday, the Italian line on the watershed
hills between the Piave and the Brenta gave way slightly,

but there was a successful counter-attack against the bridge-
head which tlie enemy had established at Fagarc, and further
down the river the enemy's attempt to give himself elbow
room upon his bridgehead at Zenzon was defeated. Indeed,
in these two actions against the enemy bridgeheads, the
Italians took over 1,200 prisoners.

On Sunday the full effect of the loss of the Tomatico height
was felt, anil the Italians lost Ouero, the point where their

mountain defences touch the Piave, and fell back on Mt-
Tomba, the last point at this part before the plains.
Now let us put all these things together and see what the

whole picture means.
The Italian front—still subjected, remember, to superior

pressure—consisted when the. enemy's present manoeuvre
began, ten days ago. essentially of two limbs. One limb ran
along the Piave from just north of Ouero to the sea, the
other limb ran from Ouero north of the " wall " which the
foothills of the Alps make as they fall sharply upon the Italian
plain. >
The j)os^itions governing these tw6|lirqbs differ very much

the one from the other. .V

The defence upon the Piave is concerned with the mainte-
nance of an obstacle while reinforcements come up, and
politically as well as strategically with the covering of Venice.
It is felt that the loss of Venice would be a political blow of
th? gravest character, whilst strategically the loss of Venice
would mean the loss of any power to act upon the Northern
and Central Adriatic, and that, though I do not pretend to
comment upon maritime strategy, which I do not understand.'
would obviously be a very grave weakening to the whole
Italian position. Further, the holding of the line of the Piave
is the holding, as we have seen in previous articles, of the
" waist'' where the distance across the Italian plain from the
mountains to the sea is at its minimum.
Although the attention of the public has been chiefly

directed to the resistance upon the Piave, strategically it is

the other sector, the sector in the mountains, which "is the
• most important : for if the mountain sector be" forced not
only is the line of the Piave turned, but no very rapid retire-

ment from it will be possible. If the reader wilflook at Sketch
Map I. he will sec that the coming down of the enemy, over
tli<> mountain wall west of the Piave, w(juld mean his imme-
diate appearance uix>n the main railway linesoii the Northern
Italian i)lain (Vicen/a-Trevis,, and. Vicenza-pHdua-Trcviso)
wliich are the vital communications of the army on llu' Piave.
If the enemy can cut tiiat railway it means a complete disaster
to the forces now ui.xjn the Pia\-e banks.

The fact that me enemy is only now growmg in strength

at this second sector is, by the way, clear ehough proof that

he never e.xpected so great a success as he attained when he

attacked on October 24th upon the Isonzo. But that is ancient

history, and we can neglect it for the moment.'
When we contrast these two sectors we discover the favour-

able point that communications and supply are far better for

the enemy upon the Piave sector than upon the mountain
sector. Were it otherwise the position would be even;nio/e

perilous than it is. He is rapidly concentrating against the

mountain sector (which may also be called the Asiago sector),

but he is handicapped by the nature of the ground. He has

two or three good roads which he made eighteen moitths agp,

during the Trentino offensive of iqi6 in this same region, but

he has only one railway down the Upper Adige valley to supply

him. It is a Iwttle neck through which everything must come.
Further, the season is very far advanced for operating in the

mountains. Snow has already fallen heavily upon all these

hills. That, upon the whole, is an advantage to the defence.

Turning to the other sector—that of the Piave, we must
remember that if the enemy has any hope of getting through
in the mountains, it is actually to his advantage that the

Italian line on the Piave should not break. It is to his advan-
tage to hold as many Italians there as possible by perpetually

menacing the river crossings. We must further note that

he has njt yet mad? his chief effort to cross the river at all.

How long it will take him to bring up hi^ heavy artillery and
its great weight of munitionment (for this is the slow business,

much more than the mere bringing up of the guns), we cannot

tell. He has the most excellent communications l>ehind him
—three main railways from his bases and three railways,

two of them main railways, across the plain to the Piave.

with three great m^in roads and innumerable good cross

roads.

We know from experi^ice that it is not the habit of the

enemy to begin a bombardment until he has a very great head
of munitionment ready, and that when his heavy pieces are

working at all in these efforts of his, they begin all together

and suddenly. He counts on that for one of his elements of

surprise.

Now until this use of heavy material begins, all the actions

against tiie Piave line, all the attempts, successful or un-.

successful, to establish bridgeheads are secondary matters.

For what they are wortli it may be of advantage to examine

them in detail, but only after the proviso that we must not

regard tl^em as main actions or even as parts of a main opera-

tion as yet.

The places attacked are marked upon Map I. with the

figures I. 2. 3. 4, 5 and 6. Of these (i) represents the crossing

over the mouth of the Piave in the marshes of Grisolera : (2)

represents the crossing at Zenson. which does not concern the

actions of this week, but where a solid, though restricted,

bridgehead has been established by the Austrians : (3) repre-

sents the crossing at Fagare : (4) that of Folina ; and (3)

and (6) the abortive and defeated attempts at Feme and Ouero

on the Upper Piave, just below the point where the moun-
tains sector joins on to the' river sector.

We are concerned this week only with what the enemy is

doing at the mouth of the river at"(i), and what he has tJeen

doing at (3) and (4). .

;

His action at (i)' just above the mouth at Griso.lera is

obviously so far little more than a containing movement to.draw

Italian forces as far down the stream as possible. The last ten

or eleven miles of the Piave between the bridges of St. Dena and
the sea run between artificial embankments and are separated

from the old course of the river by a great belt of hollow land

three to five miles broad intercepted by innumerable dyKes,

along which run narrow, primitive roads very bad for any form

of military transport. Behind the old course of the Piave

is, first of all, to the north, a very marshy district, impassable

to an army ; ne.xt a canal with" high dykes leading away to
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the south-west, and lastly, lagoons, the end of the Venetian

system of lagoons. The enemy can do nothing here until he

turns the Piave line.

His effort to establish bridgeheads above the mam
Treviso railway line has occupied public attention this week

seriously, esf)ecially as it has been the occasion of brilhant

counter-work by our Allies. But we must take neither the

effort nor the counter-work at too high a value until the main

bombardment begins. All these are mere preliminaries.

However, let us look at the details of these attempted bridge-

heads.

The efforts were made in that part of the middle Piave

where the Central road and railway cross at the point called

"Ponte di Piave "—that is the Piave bridge. The river is

here a broad channel of gravel banks with streams in between,

varying in depth from a mere trickle in summer to a full torrent

after heavy rain. These gravel banks form a great mass of

islands in the stream at its normal level. Profiting by these

islands and by the lowness of the river Austrian troops crossed

(mainly by wading) at two points, one at Fagare just north of

the railway, and the other four miles up stream at Folina. It

was on the morning of Saturday last, before daybreak, that

these crossings were effected. Two batteries of Italian guns

were overwhelmed after a very stout defence at Fagare, and

altogether four Austrian battalions—or something less than

4,000 men—crossed the river and established themselves upon

the further bank. These units Ijelortged to the 29th division

recently arrived from the Russian front. At daybreak,

apparently, or shortly afterwards, the Austrian force which

had thus established itself on tiie west bank of the Piave, was
counter-attacked by the 54th Italian division, which took

several hundred prisoners, and, without destroying the bridge-

head, pushed it back to within very narrow limits.

The second crossing made at Folina was less successful.

A single enemy battalion crossed here, but all its members
who reached the further bank were either killed or taken

prisoner.

We now turn in detail to the mountain sector, wiiich is

what really concerns us. We note the general characteristic

of the fighting here to have been a very stubborn resistance

against what is clearly a rapidly increasing enem.y pressure.

There is no material whatsoever for forecasting the future

events that may take place in this region. We cannot contrast

the forces engaged in numbers, in material, or in moral. All

we know is that the communications of our Allies up from the

plain are very much better than those of the enemy, who is

seeking to come down on to the plain, and short of that the

onl\j j:ommentary that can be made upon the fighting is geo-

graphical.

We have already seen that if the enemy succeeds in debouch-

ing upon the Italian plain, he has a really great and almost

decisive victory within his g'-asp.

Now the descent from the Alps on to the Italian plain here

is not, as one often finds in a mountain range, a gradual lower-

ing series of foothills which melts into the flats. On the con-

trary there is what I have called a wall—a sort of
i
rim' ol

buttress running all the way along from the Piave to thi.

Adige, and the heights of the crests upon this wall sufficiently

indicate its character. You have, for instance, the Grapa.

about 1,800 metres (nearly 5,500 feet), the Caina of

over 3,000 feet; the Sumio of nearly 4,000 feet; and the

lower heights connecting them are in the same scale. When
you look up at this wall from the Italian plain you see every-

where a very steep high bank, which contains behind it to the

north pockets and saucers of a land of which it .is

the rim.

This wall is cut by one main avenue of approach to the

plains. It is the valley or trench of the Brenta river. It has

a railway all along it and two good roads on either bank. It

is the oiily way by which any considerable force in the moun-

tains can" break through to the plains. To master that way

and to come down along it is the whole effort of the enemy at

the present moment. It corresponds, in this battle of the

Piave, exactly to what the Caporetto Road was in the last

and disastrous battle of the Isonzo

Now to master a road of this sort the first thing one has to

do is to make certain of the heights above it upon either side,

and that is what the enemy is fighting to obtain all the way
from Asiago to the Piave.

There are a large number of crests, more or less united

by ridges in the difficult and complicated land of this mountain

sector, and it is upon the ability of the Italians to hold these

crests that the issue will depend.
Last week they were in possession of Sisemol and Castel

Gombcrto, the former under 5,000, the second under 6,000

feet above the sea. Thev neld Lombara, rather more than

4,000 feet high, the very" important height of Prassolan, not

quite 5,000 feet high, and the Toniatico, on the Piave end

of the line, a few hundred feet higher. Sisemol and Castel -

Gomberto are the most important of these ; so long as they

are held the enemy cannot get down into the steep, rugged

and wild Val Frenzela, the second way down into the Brenta

Valley. The Italians lost, however, the crest of the Lombara
and Prassolan, so that the enemy were able to go a little

further down the Brenta Valley and to occupy Cismon, a

village in the midst of that valley about 12 miles (as the road

goes) from the plain. They lost the Tomatico and as a conse-

quence they lost Oueroi
Everything now depends upon the power of the Allies to

hold what is left of this mountain sector securely. As will be

seen from Sketch J.!ap III., between the line now held and the

edge of the wall, the belt varies from barely four miles from
the site of the lost Prassolan height to nine or ten miles south

of the salient formed by the peak of Castel Gomberto. It

is an average of rather more than five miles. But the mere
reduction of this belt is not the essential thing for the enemy.
The essential thing for him is to master the heights on both
sides of the Brenta Valley. His only other policy is to elbow

the line back from the Piave and weaken it at the junction of

the mountains and the river. But that would not give him
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such decisive resufts as would a success on the Brenta bringing

him down to Bassano.
None the less it is at this point that the chief danger lies

at the moment of writing. Quero has gone and the news of

the struggle last Monday told us that Mt. Tomba on the
edge of the plains was then in peril.

PALESTINE

In Palestine the enemy lost upon Tuesday last, the 13th, the

positions he had tried to take up upon the Wadi Sukereir,

twelve miles north of Askalon. He fell back five miles to the

Wadi-es-Sukar, covering Jaffa, up the higher part of which runs

that lateral railway to Jerusalem, the importance of whicli

was pointed out last week. Over 1,500 prisoners, twenty
machine guns and four guns at least were taken during that

day's advance.
On the 14th took place a success of high importance. The

junction between the main north and south railway and the

Joppa-Jerusalem railway on the Wadi-es-Sukar was captured.

Lpon Thursday, the 15th, this steady advance along the sea

coast had reached the line^Ramleh-Ludd and so came round to a
point on the sea coast only three miles south of Jaffa.

On the 1 6th no considerable advance was made ; the
enemy claimed a successful resistance on that daj', still hold-
ing the lines south of Jaffa, but General Allenby reported
that information had reached him that the enemy was en-

trenching a position north of Jaffa in front of the river Auja.
On the evening of that day, Friday, the i6th, the total number
of prisoners that had passed througli was some 9,000.
On Saturday, November 17th, the Australian and New Zea-

land mounted troops entered Joppa. There was no opposi-
tion, the enemy having voluntarily retired behind that town,
presumably towards the trench system which has already
been mentioned as traced in front of the river Auja.
The situation thus created in Palestine is very interesting.

Politically the enemy is concerned with the retention of
Jerusalem—at least it may be presumed that he is. Strategi-
cally, he must continue to supply his army as he falls back.
The main line of supply comes down from the north on to

Damascus from Aleppo, which is presumably the centre of all

his operations, and where he has we know not what concen-
tration of troops ready for action southward or eastward.
His line of supply for his Palestine army comes down east of
the great mountain mass of Lebanon to Damascus, and
Damascus is his base of supply and organisation for ail his
forces to the south.
From Damascus the railway goes down from the plateau

nearly parallel to the immemorially old road from the east
into Palestine, crosses the Jordan, where invaders have always
crossedit, just below the Sea of GaliK-e, and then in the plain
belcnv Nazareth turns south again, sending out a branch to
Haifia, near Mount Girmel and so uniting Damascus with a
tolerably sheltertjd roadstead.

Meanwhile, the main line goes on southward, leaving
Samaria on the right to the neighbourhood of Nablous (which
used to be Shechem). F'rom this point a carriage road (pro-
bably very much improved for the purposes of this war)
fan take supplies along the ridge of the mountain land by a
very tortuous way for a distance of .some 40 miles to Jeru.salem.
Until this week, when the British force captured the junction
at (i) there was also railway conununication with Jerusalem
all the way. At the present moment, not only is the junction
at (i) in British hands at Ramlehand I.udd as well as Jaffa,
the enemy having lost all the advantage he had of the lateral
communication of the Jerusalem railway, but he will still be

able to supply his front and to be in touch with Jerusalem
by two avenues of supply, the road and the railway, until, or

if, the critical point of Nablous is lost to him. W'Tien that goes
he has obviously nothing behind him but the Haiifa-Damascus
Railway. If that goes he will have lost all Palestine.

Whether he intends to stand there we do not know. There is

not an indication in the despatches to tell us, save that he
has prcp.ared a line upon the south side of the Auja river,

which perhaps he will try to hold.

The astonishing part of the whole of this story of the advance
through Palestine is the way in which the problem of British

supply has been solved, and when we consider the distance
of the Eygptian base and what country lies between that base
and the first green of Gaza, the solution of that problem is one
of the most heartening episodes of the Great War.

i , , I "IM J

We are naturally kept ignorant of all the details. We
can only note the result and admire it. We may be certain

that the enemy never expected so rapid an extension of supiply

to be possible. We must remember in this connection the
parallel instance of the work done by the Royal Engineers in

the advance on Bagdad. It was really their fertility o£

resources and industry which made that success possible,

and it will seem something of the same sort is determining
the campaign in Palestine.

We.must remember with all this that there has been no set

challenge to the British advance since the Gaza-Beersheba
line was turned. The crisis of the campaign can only come
when the pursuing army reaches some main defensive position

on which the enemy has elected to stand.

The Conditions of Victory—VI
The Test of Poland

The first condition of victory, we have seen, is the funda"
mental military point that, unless the enemy suffers
military defeat, the Alliance is itself defeated—witli all its

objects.

Next, we have seen that even though that military result
were achieved, and as fully as possible, its fruit must be
Restoration, Reparation and Guarantees : The formula
which Mr. Asquith laid down with admirable clearness long
ago, which includes all that can be said, and excludes all that
need not be said upon this vital matter.
But we have also in all this affair what is very important Ih

any practical matter, and that is a test,

Whenever you are doing something with your hands, making
something in the real world, you apply a test. You have
first, your general thesis, as,that you desire to build a bridge
over a river inspiteof tlicopposition of such and such interests.
If you can't build your bridge at all, if the interests opposing
yon .in- tM,, sf,,,n.' f,., .-,,, fijf.p yf,„ ^^^ defeated and there

is an end of it. There is no more question of the bridge.
Supposing you get the better of those interests, it is still neces-

sary that the bridge should come into existence, unless your
victory is to be quite barren. But it may well be that your
opponents, though unable to prevent your obtaining the out-

ward symbols of success, unable, that is, to prevent your
getting access to the river and even building your bridge,

can interfere with you in one way or another, so that
your bridge, when you come to make it, does not
fulfil the function for which alone you undertook all this

effort. You meant, for instance, to make a bridge which
would enable your farm carts to go from one side of the
river to the other, and unless they could so pass it was not
worth your while to make a bridge at all. Well, if your oppo-
nents let you throw some sort of bridge across the stream yet
succeed in preventing its being strong enough to carry your
carts, they have, in practice, won.
You Iiave then, in this simple case, a test. Can you or

ran you not build a bridge for the jiurposc you intend ? Will
the bridge v'ou build carry a cart ? It it won't, whetherfrom
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your foUv or from vour r pponentf^V-.innins or prcator ?tronglli

-whateVrr tlx- cause muy lie- you have fiiilr<l. rn-.l mi^ht

as well not have undertaken the efiort.

In the case of the C.reat European War, we have a curu.nsK

simple test afiordtxi ns : It is the test of Poland.

Poland is a test for both parties to the great ^tniple. A

Poland of the sort which the Allies desire to establish will be

the proof, and one of the main guarantees of their ^"'tory a

Poland of the sort which the enemv desires to establish will Ih'

a proof and a guarantee of his victory With the possible

exception <»f Sicilv during the first Punic war, there has hardly

ever been so clean a test (not an object) of pihtical struggle

and of its results.

Unfortunately, this dean, obvious and, as if were, necessary

test is not easily presented to Western eyes. It is a great pity,

bm the pitv is inevitable
,

Of the four Western Allies^thc. word " I'ohsh .
means to

most Americans. I suppose, certain immigrants who come in

large numbers, and most of whom have come in the past as

subjects of the I^ussian Ivmpire. The same word means to

the average educated linglishman a man coming from certain

districts which once formed a State of which he has heard

little, with which his ancestors came but little into contact,

which lay far off, and which he vaguely understands to have

disappeared.

• France and Poland

The French and Italians being Continental people and having

J great deal in common with Poland, on account of tlie pre-

dominant religion of the Poles being the same as that of the

I'rcnch and Italians, ha\-e somewhat more acquaintance with

the problem, and of the two probably the French, taking them

all round, have rather more lamiliar acquaintance with it than

, any of the other Allies— for Polish contingents have fought

in "the French armies : the question of Polish independence

occupied French policy in at least two very important moments

—chiefly under Napoleon ist ; the fate<of Poland was largel\-

Intermixed with tlie fate of the Revolutionary- Wars :
there

has always been a large Polish colony in Paris ; and there was,

in quite modern times alliance between the French and the

Polish crowns with a Polish King resident at Nancy.

But take the Western Alliance as a whole, and the average

icquaintance with the Polish (|uestion is small ; its apparent

iirect connection with the various national objects of the

Western Allies is smaller still. Geographical separation ; the

3cstruction of the Polish State and its dismemberment ;

the far more vivid and immediate problem represented by the

Western aggressions of \'ienna and Berlin—all these obscure the

BSSjential importance of Poland as a test of victorv'.

In order to combat these inevitable difficulties, and to im-

press upon Western opinion the truth, that what happens to

Poland is the touchstone of the whole war, let us consider

first of all this curious point, which, when it is examined will,

I think, impress everyone. Poland, in some form or another,

whether at the liands of the Germans ,or at the hands of 'the

Allies; is now in active process of resuricction. A Polish State

is about to be. '

If you were talking now in \'ienna (or still more, in Berlin),

to the heads of afi'airs, you would find tliat they already talked

of a Polish State as something in existence, and tlmt their

principal preoccupation was the way in which they could

make that State subservient to their aims.
I have said that this point is " curious," and so it is. WJien

yon think of the immediate past, the generation to which we
all belong and its attitude up to the very eve of the Great
War, nothing would have seemed more extraordinary during
that period than the taking for granted of a Polish State by
Russian statesmen and soldiers. The change is at least as

astonishing as would be the change from, say, the wage system
in this country to a system of guild-co-operation in one. of our
own great industries

The subjugation of Poland, the doctrine that Poland was
never to be a State again, the conception that Poles were once
and for all allotted as subjects to three alien Powers, whose
business it was to concur in keeping them subject—all this was
simply part of the political air breathed in Central and Eastern
Europe. It was the cement which bound together Russia
under the Czar, and Berlin under the Hohenzollerns. Every-
body with any knowledge of Eastern Europe always said and
justly

—
" Russia " (meaning the old Russia which has now

disappeared) " will always tend to gravitate towards a new
Prussian alliance because of Poland. Russia may be the Ally
of France, but there will always be the insuperable ftifficulty

af Poland. Russia can never push things home against Ger-
many, nor Germany against Russia, because of the common
interest of both dynasties in ihe subjugation of a dismembered
Poland

"

Here was a very great State, as extensive 'in area as any one
of the average great European States. Its active membership

counting i.erhaps twenty miUions ;
its culture spread

I.ver a wider area, even than tliat ^vh.ch its active

intriots occupied;- a State with a great historical past;

one which the fathers of living men remembered as independ-

ent and powerful ; one which had produced a formidable bid

lor freerioni in arms within the memory oi men now only

middle aged. The necessity for combining to keep that State

dismembered was surely imperative upon those who were

partners to its dismembermcnt-and profited by it.

The Romanoff Offer

But all this was taking for granted two things : first, tliat

Ihe dynasty of the Russian Empire would never be drawn

into a war to the death with Gcrhiany, such that even the Polish

f|uestion could be put on one side ; secondly that at least the

Russian dynastic Empiie would survive.

Once a war with fundamental issues of life and death broke

out between the Russian dynasty and the Hohenzollerns, it

was self-evident that some bid would have to be made for the

Poles. We know how, immediately upon the decisive and

fundamental character of the struggle being, recognised, the

Russian dvnasty made that bid.

When the Central Empires in iqi5 overran and occupied

nearly the whole of Polish territory, they were compelled to

consider the re-erection of a Polish State. Poland could only

be kept nol a State b\' dismemberment among several very

powerful neighbours,
i"
Poland could not be digested^ as a

whole. A mere annexation of all Poland by the Iwo Central

Empires alone would have been ruinous to "both. They were

compelled by sheer necessity to propose a Polish State once

they had covered with their armies Brest and Warsaw and

occupied all but a small remnant of what was still the active

and living home of the Polish people.

If this were true, and we know it was true while the Russian

dynasty still stood and while there was still a Russian State,

that is, a number of diverse populations united under the

autocracy of the Czar, it was still more true after the collapse

of the system rather less than a year ago. Against an existing

and organised Russian State, an autonomous Poland was

necessary to the Central Empires as a barrier. W ith Russia

in dissolution it was still more necessary, not as a barrier, but

to prevent non-German elements dominating all Central

Europe. The vast Polish territory, the millions of Polish

people, with their combative energies, their strong and recent

tradition of independence, their shaip separation from

German speech and culture, could not be treated as mere

provinces subject to Vienna and Berlin.

In that group of Central Europe, which it is the whole ob-

ject of the enemy to establish, Poland in some shape could

only be a sovereign or reputedly sovereign State. The most

careful state craft would be used to reduce its pcwer, to make
certain that it was vassal, to limit its boundaries-; but as Poland

it could not but re-arise. And it has re-arisen.

There will now certainly be a Poland : weakened, cut off

from the sea, in the orbit of the German influence, more or less

openly subject to that influence, but still a State. Or, in

contrast to this, a Poland strong, with its outlet to the sea,

re-acting against German influence and threatening it—and

all the more a State.

In general, there are two issues with very little room for

any modification of the one towards the other. Either the

end of this war will see a Poland re-arisen, but part -of and

greatly strengthening the German conception of a Central Euro-

pean group under Prussian domination—a Central Europe

controlling the Baltic on tHe north, the road to the East upon

the south ; or there will be a Poland, much stronger, quite

independent, acting as a counter-weight to the diminished

and defeated Germanic Empires, claiming to trade freely with

the West through the Baltic and so keeping the Baltic always

open to the \\ estern Powers ; overhanging the Slav States

of the south and so preventing any German possession of the

road through the Balkans to the East ; a beacon also to the

Slavs of the Austrian Empire.
By that criterion we may judge our victory or defeat. If

the first sort of Poland appears we are defeated. If the second,

we are victorious.

In order to judge this truth, which is still unfamiliar to most
people in this country, let us suppose an extreme case and
appreciate the consequences of it. Let us suppose the ques-

tion, which seems, and is, so vital to Britain, the seaboard
of the Low Countries, settled. Let us even suppose guarantees

which prevent further aggression in the Netherlands and
Belgium. Let us suppose the Italian claims to the Trentino
and to Trieste itself to be granted. Let us even suppose the

Kiel Canal to be internationalised, and, of course, Alsace-

Lorraine to be restored. These are large suppositions, and,
in the ordinary Western \'iew, almost complete suppositions
of victor\-.

But let us suppose with all this the abolish question to he
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solved after the German fashion, that is, with the Polish State

wholly within the German orbit, and organised as Germany
desires. Let iis see what follows :

In the first place,the largest and certainly the most intensely

cultured of all tlie Slav States would then be a German thing.

The lesser Slav States to the south, where Orthodox in religion,

would conceive of azl the Slavs as part of the Centnd European

group and would yield necessarily to that group. As for

the Catholic Slavs, whose difi'ereutiation within Austria-

Hungary is so powerful a factoB in favour of the Allies, thet^

position would be fixed permanently oujthe old lines, when
the great mass of Poland had fallen into line and appeared as

an example to them of the wa\' in which the greatest of Cath-

olic Slav nations could form part of the Germanic scheme.
We ou2;ht always to remember that the German faces east

as well as west. At least half his energy, more than half his

historical tradition, is concerned with meeting, arid if he can do
so. with Colonising or subjugating the Slav. There is hardly

any loss upon the west or the south which, if he still retains

his sense of Empire over the Eastern Slavonic marches, would
not seem to the German a fair price.

A German Poland

Next let us remark that with Poland organised in a German
fashion, and at Germany's bidding, all the East is under
German influence. The high Polish civilisation would work
as an outlier of Central Europe. It dominates mentally just

as it outflanks geographically the Germanic movement towards
the East. A German Poland, how-ever veiled the German
influence might be, would render secure the road to the East
through Constantinople for "\'ienna and for Berlin. Such a

dependent Poland would mat:e of the Baltic a completely
German sea closed at the (Jerman pleasure.

Lastly, let as note what modem people usually exaggerate
So much as to make it cover the whole held, but what has
none the less a very important aspect ; I mean the industrial

effect, of such a settlement. Already the manufacturing
centres of Poland are largely in German hands. Let Ger
many organise and establish the new Poland after her own
plan and it will become largely industrialised, and the wealth
s<) produced will be part and parcel of the general Central
European industrial system, which is the economic foundation
^i modern Prussia. If Germany wins, the Poland she will

make will be a Poland economically and industrially one
with Westphalia and Bohemia. It will probably lie within one
customs wall ; it will certainly be arranged to follow all the

lines of German industry, upon the Gorman model.
Contrast such a picture with the picture of a Poland which

tlic victorious Western Allies might establish, and see what
the effect of such action upon their part would be.

The culture of Poland has hitherto been Western. It

has formed a great outlier of Western influence beyond Cen-
tral Europe. It is curious to note how, the moment you
leave the influence of Berlin, going eastward, when you come
to the Posnanian Polish countryside, you leave behind you the
Prussian vulgarity and insufficiency in architecture, in furni-

ture, in painting, and are once more m the air of the W est. It

is true of nearly all externals, and of the profounder spiritual

things as well. You might almost say that spiritually Poland
was in that distant and isolated Eastern march a colony of

the Atlantic and the Mediterranean. Nor has anything more
affirmed Prussian power than the Prussian claim to reverse

such an influence of civilisation upon the further borders of

the German group.

Polish Independence

Geographically again, the establishment of a strong and
independent Poland, singularly diminishes the Germanic
ijifluence. It would act with sovereign power to within uo
great distance of Frankfurt upon the Oder ; it would be a sol-

vent to the German influence that has beea spreading eastward
for so long. It would join hands through Moravia with
Bohemia, and far to the south, right up to the Carpathians
and in places beyond ; to the north upon the Baltic, eastward
through the marches where the Polish touches the Russian
culture, it could form a great State, the rival to its former
masters in \'ienna and 'Berlin. It would certainly be stronger

than the Magyar State. It would be the one great counter-

poise on the east, and a most efhcient one, correspcmding to

any western settlement and supplementing it. A strong
and independent Poland at once creates a national feeling

among the Catholic Slavs, not only of Bohemia, but of the

south near the Adriatic. It is a wedge driven into ihe Ger-

manic hegemony from the Elbe right away down to Istria.

There remains the industrial effect : a strong and indepen-

dent Poland would control the minerals of Silesia; would
make its own laws forbidding alien influence in its great manu-
facturing towns. Lastly, and most important of all, from
the point of view of Britain, it would have an avenue of ex-

port and import by sea. Danzig is thi> core of the business ;

and just as Poland will be the test of the Great Wai , so Danzig
may properly be said to be the test of Poland. If after the.

war Danzig is still Prussian, Prussia has won.
A Poland representing the victory of our enemy would beat

these marks :

The Polish districts seized by Prussia would remain under
the tyranny of Prussia. Austrian Poland would remain under
the milder rule of Austria. Autonomy vvould be confined to

the Kingdom of Warsaw—above all, there would be no access

to the sea.

A Poland great and independent would recover the provinces

seized by Prussia, including not only the Posnanian belt, but
Silesia, with its coal and all its mineral resources—but chief

point of all- it would get to the sea and Danzig, the historic

sea-town of the Poles, would be its port. If Poland have no
port the Baltic, after this war, is German. If Poland have a
port—and Danzig is its port—the Baltic will not be a closed

but an international sea. The point is of vital importance to

this country, even on the narrowest issues, and if misunder-
stood, and its value under-estimated, the effect of that false

political judgment will run through all our history for genera-

tions to come. H. Belloc

Clemenceau
By J. Coudurier de Chassaigne

HE last news from France is the Tiest we have re-

ceived for many a day. The appointment of M.T ( le;nenceau to the Premiership is the turning point

JL of the convalescence of my sorely stricken country,
which started under M. Ribot's brave and honest treatment
of the Vigo-Almereyda affair. The patient improved under M.
Painleve's naive methods, but was imperilled bv his wrong
diagnosis of Daudet's patriotic intervention against M. Malvy
and his traitorous confederates, M. Leymarie and Paix-
Seailles. Its complete recovery is now assured by the vigilant

care and energetic remedies which Dr. Clemenceau will apply
to the body politic.

The accession of M. Clemenceau to power means so much
for France, and also for England, that I may be forgiven for

trying once more to explain the inner significance of the return
of the Grand Old Man of French politics to the leadership of the
G<ivernnTMit. First let us render homage where homage is due.
The President of the Republic has behaved under these cir-

cumstances, as alwavs. like a true patriot, and on this point I

should like to remind my readers of my recent article in L.\Nr)

I.S; W.MiiR on M. Poiucare and M. Painlev(^. for every word
of it has come true. .M. Painlcve, straightforward and well-

meaning as he is, had no jiy rliamentary skill. Inthat he could
not talk and could n(jt act, Ik- had to go. But for M. I'oincare's

high sense of lovulty, his fall might have been followed by

another make-shift combination, which might have satisfied

pwliticians, though still leaving the country in grave peril.

Nor should we forget that the President of the Republic alone

has the power to choose and appoint the Prime Minister.

This choice, easy in ordinary times, was more than difficult

at the present juncture, for between these two men a political

feud had-existed, increasing every year since 1912.

M. Clemenceau was the bitterest opponent of M. Poincare,

not only during the latter's Premiership, but also at the time

of his election to the Presidency of the Republic. In spite

of M. Cl^menceau's violent campaign. M. Poincare was elected

by the National Assembly at Versailles. But instead of making
peace with the President after his election, or even since the

war started, M. Clemenceau remained irreconcilable. He
looked on the President's policy as a national danger ; and did

not mince words on the subject either in his articles or in his

speeches. Up to the last three months a reconciliation between
the two seemed impossible, though M. Poincare never said

or did anything in public^ to justify M. Clemcnceau's
animosity. But both men are before ex'crything patriots.

l-'or some time the current of parliamentary and public

opinion had proved to M. Poincare that M. Clemenceau was
the only statesman who could cleanse France from Boloism,
and at the same time direct the war with all the energy re-

quired. Cymnion friends of both statesmen had lately bcea
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preparing the ground for a reconciliation based on the highest

and most unselfish motives. The psychological moment came
when the two former adversaries met at the Elysee for the

first time since M. Poincare became President. They had a

talk which lasted an hour and a quarter, during which they

agreed to bury the past and their old grievances for the sake,

not of their future, but of the welfare of France. I know no

happier omen for my country.
M. Clemenceau has a marvellously versatile mind, and is,

moreover, a great master of the French language. His bo oks,

his plays, his innumerable articles, his brilliant jjolemics in

the French press, during a period which covers more than half

a century, would alone assure his fame as one of the most

illustrious publicists of our time. But before everything, he is

a fighter. His logical and pitiless brain, his energetic tempera-

ment, unite to make him the king of polemicists. No one ever

equalled him in the terrible art of destroying whatever he had
made up his mind to attack. Endowed with a rare gift of

eloquence, at the same time simple and convincing, he has

spent the greater part of his political life in dernolishing the

schemes of his political adversaries. He was easily the ablest

Cabinet wrecker e\'er known in F"rance. where Governments
imder the republican regime have been made and unmade,
with a rapidity disconcerting to those who did not realise

that we have been making experiments for thirty years in the

difficult science of establishing a permanent regime on thf

ever-changing basis of democratic control.

When M. Clemenceau came to power twelve years ago he

had passed the prime of life, but, at last, he was given his

chance to build up with the materials of all the structures he

had himself pulled down. For three years he was supreme
master in F-rance. He came to office after the terrible hurri-

cane of the Dreyfus affair, and it must be recognised that under
liis rule F'rance began to forget the Dreyfus case. For reasons
which it is better not to discuss here, M. Cl^menceau's policy

on military questions was not as successful as his Home and
Foreign policies. But one man, however strong, cannot re-

model in three j'ears the whole fabric of the internal admini-
stration of a country as bureaucratic and traditional as France.

If M. Clemenceau were to tell us the real motives of his

apparent failure over the question of military armaments for

instance, I am convinced he could clear himself from any
accusation of lack of patriotism, or even of negligence. On the
other hand, his foreign policy was masterly. It is true that
he found in his old friend and colleague M. Stephen Pichon,
who for years was on the staff of M. Clemenceau's paper, La
Justice, an admirable collaborator whose loyalty to his chief
and to their common ix)licy of the Entente Cordiale never
wavered. Only once was the friendship between M. Cle-
menceau and M. Pichon clouded by a misunderstanding, when
M. Pichon backed with all his streiigth M. Poincare's candida-
ture to the Presidency. But this episode is now entirely
forgotten, and the two life-long friends are again united in the
common fight against the enemy, at home and abroad. On
the all-important article of faith in our foreign policy since
1900, they were always of the same mind, for both realised that
France and England if they wanted, not only to triumph
over the German menace, but even to live, had to stand side
by side. The return to power, in the same administration, of
M. Clemenceau and M. Pichon is the most decisive proof
that could be given to the world that the miserable intrigues
of the Bolo party, and of pro-German financiers with their
chief, Caillaux, have been defeated. Their end is near.
That fact alone ought to fill all hearts with jov. I must
own that personally, however great my admiration and my
sympathy for M. Clemenceau, I have never been quite sure
that his great destructive qualities are balanced by his con-
structive power. But that which ir. times of peace might
cause some anxiety gives me to-day the conviction that
M. Clemenceau is the right man at the right moment.
What is the first duty of the Prime Minister ? Not to

reorganise the F'rench administration, but to purify by every
conceivable means the whole country from the poisonous
intrigues of German agents. To accomplish this task, honesty
alone is not enough. France needs a statesman whose grip
is of iron, for he will have to strike down traitors, whoever
or wherever they maybe. Influential politicians, powerful
journalists, wealthy financiers who have betrayed their country
must be quickly arrested, judged and condemned without any
regard to the consequences such action may have lor this or
that political party.

M. Clemenceau has already .qivcn proofs of hk fearless
patriotism. Though a Republican, he has collaborated
with the Royahst Leon Daudet in attacking in the press
Vigo-Almereyda, Bolo, Malvy, Leymarie, Caillaux, and all
their confederates. In the Senate he has denounced the com-
plicity of M. Malvy, then Home Secretary, with traitors who
tried to sell France to the enemy. M. Clemenceau's speech,
one of the most powerful he ever delivered in his long public
career, brought down the Ribot ministry in spite of the

Premier's perfect honesty oi purpose. M. Ribot, though he did
take action, spared too many culprits, and so he had to go.
M. Painlcvc, another good Frenchman, showed great weakness
in attempting to mix home politics with judicial matters.
He was quite willing to arrest those Republicans who attempted
to shelter themselves behind M. Caillaux and his friends, but he
sought at the same time to balance this bold action by im-
plicating Leon Daudet, Charles Maurras and their Royalist
friends. That manoeuvre failed, for M. Piiinlevc's good
faith had been abused by political intriguers. The supposed
Royalist plot was a mare's nest invented by corrupt police
spies, and the result was M. Painlevc had to go.

M. Clemenceau, whose great speech against Malvy and his
Boloist friends proved to be not mere words, but the most

' powerful action taken by any politician since the Dreyfus case,
has certainly not accepted at his age—he is 76—the res-
ponsibility of power, to leave things as they were before.
He is a man of action and his programme has been admirably
summed up by himself in his paper L'Homme Enchatne
when he wrote a few days ago " The essential condition of any
national life is a Government." And by government M.
Clemenceau means a government composed of "a well-
organised gang of workers "—to use his own expression-
united with one object in view, to work and not to talk.

French Pacifists

!•!. Clemenceau may be trusted to apply this principle, not
only to scavenging the dirty work of our Frencji pacifists and
other traitors, but also to strengthening the military policy
of the country. Victories won over the enemy at the front or
behind the lines are, after all, military matters ; and it is quite
proper that the man who is going 'to accomplish this task
should be Minister of War as well as Prime Minister.
There is also another reason for rejoicing in the advent

of ?•!. Clemenceau to power. No living Frenchman knows better,
and from personal experience, the English country, English
institutions and English character. He has always
kept in close contact with British statesmen of all parties.
He has, in fact, been on terms of intimacy with rabid Tories
as well as with ardent Liberals, and in no country of the world
is the personal equation so influential in the conduct of affairs
both political and private, as in England.
The Englishman differs from the Frenchman in this respect

that for him the function is subordinate to the individual who
exercises it. In F'rance, however numerous ministers may
be, there is always the feeling that Monsieur le Ministre, when
he speaks officially, is as big as his office. And some of my
friends on the other side of the Channel cannot understand why
each new-comer in the domain of high politics, as for instance
-••.. Painleve with his two-months' tenure of office, does not
carry as much weight in discussion with his English colleagues,
as J.I. Briand or M. Ribot, whose faces, manners, gestures and
modes of expression have become familiar

In spite of his years, the new chief has all the alertness
and the jphysical strength of a young man ; and his marvel-
lous intelligence has never worked with greater precision, clear-
ness and logic. He is the strong man we have been waiting
tor since the beginning of the war, though some people will
tell 3/0U he is nothing but an old cynic, who takes nothing seri-
ously and whose only pleasure in life is to annoy his neighbours,
and to opjiose any project he has not proposed himself.

Let me tell a little story which if not true—and I have
reason to believe it is true—summarises better than any long
analysis the qualities of M. Clemenceau.

.

Two years ago he was visiting a very exposed part of the
Front. An aide-de-camp was sent to him by the General
in command of the sector begging him to withdraw to a place
of safety. M, Clemenceau said to the officer !

" Look over
there at that poor child lying dead on yonder wires. He was
young, most likely he loved life and love, and now he is dead.
Why should I be frightened of death ? I no longer love
women__and I am disgusted with men—T don't care if I die
to-day." And M, Clemenceau. worthy of his nickname
of the Tiger," remained tranquilly where' he was, within range
01 the enemy s guns.
How touching is this sympathy of the old man for the

young dead soldier : how typical of his ever-present w it
the manner of his retort ; and, if I may say so, what ideal
qualifications for a statesman in a tirne of great national
danger and allurements. A man who is entirely impervious
to the blandishments of life can no longer be taken in by the
pretended virtues of men. He knows that humanity is mostly
sublime or abject. But more than ever his heart is moved by
the sentiment incarnated in the body of that young soldier
lallcn in defence of France, and the one thing which continues
to flame m his soul is the passion for his country. Such a man
must be the leader sent by Pro\idcnce to save France, and with
France, her Allies.
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Venizelos and His Army
By Lewis R. Freeman

The presence of M. Venizelos in London makes this article

dealinf; with him and the men he had rallied round him,
when his fortunes were at the lowest ebb very apropos. There
can be no question that this Greek statesman is the most
outstanding personality in the Balkan States to-day. He
h%s been faithful to his patriotic ideals through terrible

crises and History will speak of him as the greatest Greek
in modern times.

M VENIZELOS and the Venizelists hqd been
Jiaving a bad time of it from the first, but the
blackest hours of all were those towards the

, end of last April, when King Constantine was
still strong in Athens, and before the Allies at Salonika had
found it practicable or expedient to welcome them to a full

brotherhood of arms. It was during this " darkest-before
the-dawn " period that I had my first meeting with M.
Venizelos, a conventional half-hour s interview in the suburban
village midway along the curve of Salonika Bay, where the
Provisional Government had its Headquarters.

I had just come from Athens, where I had found the Allied
diplomats still smarting under the memories of their
ignominious experiences following Constantine's spectacular
:oup of the December preceding, and it was by no means the

.
least of these who had told me point-blank that he could
not conceive how it would be possible that Salonika should
be returned to Greece after the war. Of course, it was the
Royalist Government that my distinguished friend had had
in mind when he spoke, but there was not much to indicate
at that time that the Greece of Constantine and his minions
was not also going to be the Greece of after-the-war.

It was with this state of things in mind that I mustered up
courage and asked M. Venizelos offhand—remembering
his well-known ambitions to found a Greater Greece, by
extending Epirus north along the Adriatic and bringing the
millions of Greeks of Asia Minor at least under the protection
of the Government at Athens—if he felt confident of being
able even to maintain the integrity of his country as it existed
before the war.

" Not unless those of us Greeks who have remained faithful
to the cause of humanity and our honour are ultimately
able to lend the Allies material help in a measure sufficient
to counterbalance the harm which the action of the Royalists
has caused them," was the prompt reply. " And by material
help I mean military aid. We must fight, and fight, and keep
on fightmg, for it is only with blood--with Greek blood that
the stain upon Greek honour can be washed away. It is
only our army that can save us, and that is why we have been
so impatient of the delay there has been in equipping it and
getting it to the Front. The one division we have in the
trenches now, and the two others that are ready to go, are
not enough, but they are all we have been able to raise so far.
Thessaly is for us, and would give us two more divisions at
least

; but the Allies have not yet seen fit to allow us to go
there to fetch them"

M. Venizelos spoke of a number of other things before I
left him (notably of the extent to which the Russian Revolu-
tion and the entry of America had helped him in his fight to
save Greece), but it was plain that the problem uppermost in
his mind was that of wiping out the score of the Allies against
his country by giving them a substantial measure of assistance
in the field.

" Do not fail to visit our force on the sector before
you leave the Balkans," was his parting injunction. " There
may be a chance of seeing it in action before very long, and
if you do you will need no further assurance of the way in
which we shall make our honour white before our Allies and
all the world."
The Serbian and two or three other Armies have been worse

off materially, but no national force since the outbreak
of the war has been in so thoroughly an unenviable a position
on every other score as was the Venizelos Army at this time.
The Serbs and the Belgians had at least the knowledge that
the confidence and the sympathy of the Allies were theirs. Also,
they had chances to fight to their hearts' content. The Veni-
zelists had scant measure of sympathy, and still less of con-
fidence

; and when their first chance to fight was at last
given them, they were only allowed to face the foe after
elaborate precautions had been taken against everything from
incompetence and cowardice on their part to open treachery.
That this was the fault neither of themselves nor of the
.\llies, and had only come about through the perfidy of a
King to whom they no longer swore fealty, did not make the
5hame of it any easier to bear for an army of spirited volun-

teers who had risked their a,ll for a chance to wipe out the
dishonour of their country.
What for a while made it so difficult for the Allies to knsw

what to do with the Vcnizclist army was the almost ridiculous

ease with which, under the peculiar circumstances of its

recruitment, it lent itself to spying purposes. All the Royalists
or their German paymasters had to do to establish a spy in

the Salonika area was to send over one of their Intelligence

Officers in the guise of a deserter from the Greek army to
that of Venizelos, and there he was. To send back information
or even to return in person, across the but partially patrolled
" Neutral Zone " was scarcely more difficult.

A Most Trying Position

How trying the situation of the Venizelists was, however,
I had a chance to see one day when I happened to be at their
Headquarters in connection with arrangements for my visit

to the Greek sector of the Tront. Their troops had acquitted
thenisclves with great credit in some gallantly carried-out
raiding operations, which must have made it doubly hard for
them to put up with a new restricNve order then promulgated
by the Supreme Command as a further precaution against
the teakage of information to the enemy.
As I was about to take my departure, a copy of the new

order was delivered to the Staff Officer with whom I had been
conferring about my visit to the Front. He read it through
slowly, his swarthy face flushing red with anger.

" Have you heard of this ? " he asked, handing me the
paper and controlling his voice with an effort. " No man or
officer of our army is to cross the bridge without a special
permit from General Headquarters. It is only the latest
in the long series of humiliations wc have had to put up with.
Just look at the way we stand. In Athens our names are
posted as traitors who can be shot on sight. Here it isn't
quite like that but—well (he raised his hand above his head
and let it fall limply in a gesture of despair). All I can say
is that the only officers of the Vcnizelist army to be envied
are those whose names are recorded here (indicating a file at
his elbow)." It was the death-list of a day's fighting.

« » * > ° °

Owing to the delay in issuing xny pass in Salonika. I did not
arrive at Greek Headquarters until the evening of the day on
which the big attack had taken place, and it was daybreak
of the morning following before I was able to make my wky
up to the advanced lines. The troops of Venizelos had taken
all of their objectives and held them with great courage
against such counter-attacks as the siu"prised Bnlgars were
able to organise against them. They had been busy all night
" reversing " the captured trenches in anticipation of a deter-
mined attempt on the part of the reinforced enemy to retake
them in the morr^ing. The hilly but well-metalled cart-road
along which I cantered with an officer of the Greek Staff by
the light of the waning moon, had been thronged all night
with the siu-ging current of the battle traffic—afi up-flow of
munition convoys and reinforcements and back-flow of
wounded and prisoners—but I could not help remarking the
comparative quiet and absence of confusion with which the
cotnplex movement was carried on.

" Somehow this does not seem like the transport of a new
army just undergoing its baptism of fire," I said to my com-
panion ;

" I have seen thingsV)n the roads behind the Western
Front in far worse messes than any of these little jams we
have passed to-night These men arc as business-like as
though they'd been at the game for years."

" So they have," was the quiet reply. " Our army, as
recruited so far. is a ne\v one only in name. The men who
attacked yesterday were of the famous S Division,
which fought all through the last two Balkan wars and gained
no end of praise from all the foreign military attaches for
its great mountain work. It was this division which scaled
the steep range beyond Doiran and drove the Bulgars out of
the Rupel Pass."

"The S Division "—" Rupel' Pass!" Instantly I

recallei how a British General, over on the S*^ruma a few
days previously, had pointed out to mc a steep range of

serried snow-capped mountains towering agaiast the sky-line
to the north-west, and told me that the feat of the Greeks in'
taking a division over it at a point where even the wary
Bulgar had deemed it impossible, was one of the finest ex-
ploits in the annals of mountain warfare,

" I never saw troops go over with such eUm," said a young
French Lieutenant, after the first engagement in which
Venizelos' men had taken part. " Some of them were so eai.er
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to get at the Bulgars that the>' couldn't wait for the barrage

to get out from und^r their feet, but dashed right on thtougli

it. Noiv if they will only hold against what is preparing ovei

there for this morning, all will be well."

We found the two officers in the British Observation Post

chxicklint; over the cv^nini bulletin, which had just been

dehvered to them. " You have to read Sarraii's Evening

Hope between the lints if you want to get at the real facts,'

said one of them. " It's what it fails to tell you that you
really want to know. Now you might lie able to gather from

this "that all of the Balkan Allies have Ix-en doing quite a bit

of attaiking during the last^day or two at various parts of

tlie I'Yont from Lk)iran west 'to Albania, but you have to go
' between the lines to find that our shifty Bulgar frienci over

there gave most of them as good or better than they gave

him all the way. It's sad. but true that in this, our ' great

spring oilensive,' as the papers at home have talked of it.

the whole lot of us—French, British. Russian, Italian and
even the Serb—have Ixjen fought to a standstill by the

Bulgar. Far as I can see, the only gain we have to show for

it is in the casualty lists."

I failed to see just what there was to chuckle about in

such an interpretation of the glowing lines of the evening

bulletin, and said as much.
'

It isn't funny in the least," was the reply ;

" and it would

seem still less so if we could see at close range some of the

things that are lying out on a hundred miles of these accursed

mountain sides as a consequence of what has happened. But

what did strike us as rich was the fact that, of all the Allies,

this little piece of the Venizelos aimy, wliich we have held in

leash all winter while we made up our minds whether it would

be safe to slip or not, is the only one of the whole lot of us

that has taken all the objectives set for it."

A sporting instinct and a grim sense of humour—the readi-

ness to admire a brave foe and the ability to extract amuse-

ment from discomfiture—are the two things that have con-

spirtd to make the British soldier so uniformly successful in

treating those " twin impostors. Triumph and Disaster, just

the same."
There was lightning in the sky, throwing into ghostly silhou-

ette the line of the motmtain ridge across the Vardar by the

time we had pushed on along the communication trench to the

Greek Observation Post on the extreme brow of the liill.

Since midnight the enemy heavies had been coughing gruffly

under the mist-blanket that overlaid the plain, dapplin.e: it

with alternately flashing and fading blotches of light till it

glowed fantastically like fa. lamp-shade of Carrara marble.

Star-shells, fired with a low trajectory, popped up and dived

out of sight again, throwing a fluttering green radiance over

the white pall which swathed the battlefield.

The mist-mask must have fended the daybreak from the

plain long after it was light upon the hill from where we
watched, for it was not until the range of serrated peaks to the

east of Doiran was all aglow with the red and gold of sunrise

that the higher-keyed crack of the enemy's field-guns came
welling up to tell us that the Bulgar was getting ready to go

over the top. The flame-spurts—paling from a hot red to

faded lemon as the light grew stronger—splashed up again

the mist-pall as the jet of an illuminated fountain rises and
falls, and down where the battered first-line trenches faced

each other the dust-geysers of the exploding shejls rolled up in

clouds to the surface of the thinning vapours as the mud of

the bottom boils up through the waters of an agitated pool.

F'or the space of perhaps two or three minutes the fog-bank

swirled and curled in swaying eddies as the shells came
hurtling into it ; then—whether it was from a sudden awakening
of the wind or through the licking up of its vapours by the

first rays of the now risen sun, I never knew—almost in the

wave of a hand, it was gone, revealing a broad expanse of

trench-creased plain with a long belt of grey figures moving
across it in a cloud of dust and smoke.

" It isn't much of a barrage as barrages go on the Western
Front," said Captain X half apologetically ;

" their

artillery won't do much harm to <is, and, I'm afraid, ours not

much to them. But if it's but a second-class artillery show,
I still think I can promise you—if only the Bulgar has the

stomach for it—a lively bit of hand-to-hand fighting. Do
you see those little winking flashes all along where the infantry

are moving? Some of them's from bayonets, but the most
from knives. .\ great man with a knife is the Bulgar. Dia
you ever henr that song about him they sang at a revue which
the British ' Tommies ' gave at Salonika ? :

"I'm Boris the Bulgar.
The Man with the Knife ;

The pride of Sofia,

Thp Taker of Life.

Good gracious, how spacious
And deep are the tuts.

Of Boris the Bulgar.
The Knifcr—."

" Now for it ! Look. at that !

'
I never did hear just what

it was that Bpris was'a knifer of, for at that juncture the
two barrages—having respectively protected and harried to

the best of their abilities the advancing wa\'e "of infantry
down to within a hundred yards or so of the Greek trenches^
" lifted " almost simultaneously on to " communications,

"

and that lifting was the signal for the opening of the' climac-
teiic stage of the action. Witliout an instant's delay, a solid

wave of brown— lightly fringed in front with the figures of a
few of th:' more active or impetuous who haa out-uistancea
their comrades in the scramble over the top—rose up out of the
I'arth and swept foiAvard to meet the line of grey. The ,';ust

of their first |.reat cheer rolled up to us above the t!v;u:der i.f

the rrtillery.'

" Now for it !
" repeated X , focussing down his tele-

scope and steadying himself with his elbows.
I do not attempt to account for what happened now ; I

only record it. It may have been that the Allied artillery

had uTought more havoc in that advancing wave of men
than had been apparent from a distance, or it may have been
that the enemy artillery had done less to the entrenched
defenders than it was expected to do ; at an\" rate, the line

of grey liegan to break at the first impact of the brown.

The Greek Staff

The Greek Staff shared a round bowl of a mountain valley
a few miles back from the front lines with a clearing station.
The equipment of the little hospital had mostly been provided
by the British Red Cross, but the \'enizelists had made a
brave eft'ort to furnish the staff themselves. There were two
French-trained Greek surgeons, a Greek matron, Greek
orderlies, and two Greek nurses. Since the attack began
there had been work for a dozen of the latter, but, as it had
been impossible for the women of most of the Venizelist
families to get away from Old Greece, no others were avail-
able. An English nurse, who had marched in the retreat
of the Serbians, and a French nurse from a Salonika
hospital had volunteered to step into the breach, and tlusi
five women were courageously trying to make up in zeal
what they lacked in numbers,
Madame A had asked me to drop in at the nurses'

mess for luncheon in case I got bacli from the trenches in

time, and this, by dint of hard riding, I was just able to do.
Three or four powerful military cars drawn up at the iiospital
gate indicated new arrivals, but as to who they were I had no
hmt until I had pushed in through the flap of the mess tent
and found M. Venizelos seated on a soap-box. vis-a-vis

Madame .\ at a table improvised from a couple of con-
densed milk cases. At the regular mess table, sitting on
reversed water-btickets, were three French Flying Oflicers
and a civilian whom I recognised as the private secretary of
M. Venizelos. Two nurses were just rising from unfinis'hed
plates of soup in response to word that a crucial operation
awaited their attendance.

This was, I think, one of the strangest little " banquets"
I ever sat down to. Everyone travels more or less " self-

contained " in the Salonika area, and whenever a party is

thrown together the joint supplies are commandeered for' the
common good. The mess menu was a simple one of soup,
tinned salmon, rice and cheese, but by the time M. Venizelos'
hamper had yielded a box of fresh figs, a can of the honey
of Hymettus, and a couple of bottles of Cretan wine, and the
French officers had cognac, some tins of flageolet for salad and
a tumbler of confiture, and the EngUs'h nurse had brought
out the last of her Christmas plum-cake, and I had thrown
in a loaf of Italian pan-forte and a tin of chocolates, the little
crazy-legged camp-table had assumed a festal air.
A number of toasts were proposed and drunk, but no one

spoke of the nearer or remoter progress of the war. M.
Venizelos adverted several times to the wonder of the spring
flowers as he had seen them from the road, especially the great
fields of blood-red poppies, and I overheard him telling Madame
A some apparently amusing incidents of his eariv life in
Crete But it was not until, the banquet over, he had settled
himself in his car for the drive to Salonika that he alluded to
any of the things with which his mind must have been so
engrossed all the time.

•; So you thought that our troops had all the best of the cnemv
this morning ?

' he said with a grave smile as he shook my haiui.

_

Incomparably the best of it," I answered.

.1 f
^4^^" Pcrhaiis you will understand why I felt so confident

Uiat the Buigais would not have come into the war if thev
had known that Greece would stand bv Serbia. And ^(,u
wi

1 also understand why Heel so confident that our militarv
Help to the Allies will be a very real one, perhaps enough of aon- even to save Greece from herself

Voni•l'^
'''^''

! '/''''^'' *^''' '-'t^^^ "^^^a*^'*^'"! ^'" 'vliich M.
\ cnuclus visited his troops atthe Front.

m
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Chinamen in France
By Charles Watney

13

BEHIND the fight,ing line you rind men of innumer-

able races and nationalities, employed not as com-

batants but on purely labour duties. By far the most

numerouf- are the Chinese.

We were not the originator of the idea of employing Chinese

•abour in France. The French were the pioneers. Eacouraged

by their experience in utilising the services of men from tneir

own Colonies, they proceeded to enrol them with the acquies-

cence of the Chinese Government in Northern China, and it is

also from the north that we ourselves draft them to France.

The Chinaman does not mind long journeys and long periods

of voluntary expatriation. He signs on for a three j'cars

contract, whereas the South African native for domestic

reasons limits his period of service to one year. This is a

strong point in the former's favour. Another point in his

favour is that he is a hardy traveller.

It must be an interesting pilgrimage when some thousands
of these men set out for Europe, and it must be a remarkable
experience. In the first place they have been carefully

selected, and ajiart from a few elderly individuals they are all

of a fine physique. But at the same time in a long journey
maladies are necessarily contracted or developed In that

.case, the pilgrimage drops the sick people for hospital attend-

ance on the way and when they have recovered they are

attached to the next party passing through. Thus, some
parties arrive less in strength than when they started, while
others arrive considerably larger. These maladies are nearly

always trKial ; an attack of mumps held a party up at one
spot for quite a long time. I'p to the present, no mishap
whatever has befallen any, and the mortality is trivial. One
of these Chinese labourers who recently died in a British town
was accorded a military funeral.

One must pay a tribute to the buoyancy and the imper-
turbability of these men. Thev have no break in their long
journey, yet when I saw them—as I did the other day to the
extent of some two or three thousand—they were all cheerful

and well provided with tomtoms and other instruments
of music. ?'ost European critics wonder whether their

clothing is sufficiently thick to protect them against cold ;

it seems to be standardised, for every man wore a long brown
cloak over his usual Chinese dress, which apparently consists
of both light summer and thick padded winter clothes worn
simultaneously, the latter next to the skin. Their shoes seem
the least suitable, but this makes no difference, for every man
is supplied with a pair of boots just the same as those
worn by the British soldier.

This contingent of immigrants landed in France in the mid-
afternoon

;
late the same evening a train dropped them at

a great Chinese depot miles and miles behind the fighting
front and they passed the first night in bell tents. The next
morning shewed them a type of camp with which many,
having laboured in South Africa, are familiar. On one side
of a wide road, evidently remodelled extensively by the
mi.litary, since the spot lies well oti' the beaten track, has been
built a large mixed camp, one-third of tents and two-thirds
of permanent structures of the normal military type which
the army caipenter is running up all over Northern France.

This camp possesses features which aie not found in the
other CJiinese camps in I*" ranee. It is the great clearing depot
for all arrivals, and its administration is testimony of the

thoroughness, rtire, and patience with which these immigrants
are looked after. They spend but a short time in the depot,

a few days at the most, and sometimes if the incoming num-
bers are very large, as they occasionally are, on'y just sufficient

time for record .and refitting purposes. In the morning after

their arrival each man is individually submitted to a very

minute medical examination, more especially for trachoma
and to a lesser degree for pulmonary troubles.

Naturally the one great object in a camp of this nature

and in dealing with a race prone to certain diseases, is to

fletect at the earliest possible moment the outbreak of even a

single case, 'The medical attendance and supervision of the

men, therefore, is notably thorough and ])erfect. Prior,

however, to the medical examination each man has to be

iflentified. The men have names, which are known to the

authorities, but in view of their complexity and difficulty

of pronunciation each is known, and for all practical purposes

identified, by a number.'
;

It appears that astute men having signed on in China for

the Ciovernment terms have found it more profitable to stay at

home and send a df puty, whom they undertake to pay at a

rate which, needless to say, is very much under tiie standard of

the British Government. This misplaced ingenuity must be

ceasing to be popular, since it is always detected, and the

substitute may, if fit, be kept on; but the original exploiter

of cheap labour never benefits in the least.

Love of New Boots

When the men leave the doctor—and the vast majority

arrive in excellent health—they are taken in hand by the

Quarter-master of the Stores, It is his job to fit them out

with boots, vests and blankets, and his department keeps siich

a minute record of each individual transaction that if at a

later date any labourer suggests he has not been properly and
adequately fitted out. his statement can be at once investigated.

Occasionally one has heard reports that someof the men sutler

from lack of boots. As a matter of fact, they may sufier

in this way, but it is their own fault. The average China-

man is by no means an innocent and unsophisticated child ol

nature. He has been known to sell his boots for the sake oi

the few dollars he may get on them, and he will then return

and blandly ask' for another pair. He has too a weakness
for new boots. Sometimes some of the boots have been stout

secondhand ones, thoroughly repaired, but if one man knows
that another has received a pair of new boots, his one object

is to work back the old ones on the stores and try and per-

suade them to give him a new pair. In fact, two mpn whose
request to this end had been turned down, retired to the back-

ground to take council, and presently one returned with two
left-foot boots, remarking that a mistake had evidently been

made in the issue. But the fraud failed.

Having obtained his outfit, the man is ready for work, but

normally, unless it be camp routine duty, he is not called

upon to do anything for two or three days, until, so to speak,

he has-" found his feet." He therefore devotes himself to

getting his outfit in order, repairing own clothes, etc., etc.

He soon finds that the Government has taken him thoroughly

in hand, so that he has to worry about nothing. His rations

are up t6 the standard of the soldier, and in ono or two respects

even better. He is, if lie desires, allowed to prepare some of

liis own food in his own way, this being especially the case in

regard to the bread or bread Cakes which every Oriental

likes. The bulk of the meals are, however, prepared by the

authorities on European lines, but with Chinese cook-helpers,

in the usual field kitchens. Whatever may have been

their home diet, new arrivals speedily accustom themselves

to solid European fare, which is probably infinitely bettet

than that with which in peace time they are familiar. Nc
scruples are urged in respect of any type of food. There is

an Expeditionary Force Canteen on the premises, where they

-can buy all the articles which the soldier usually purchases,

and various forms of food popular in the East.

Meantime, the authorities devote themselves to sorting

out the new arrivals. There are always a number of men in

a Chinese camp who have knowledge of a trade. Some are

able to attend to machinery, others make good cobblers, or

can successfully perform many of the little specialised duties

which have always to be attended to in an army. They are

set aside for special work as it arrives, while the rest—day

labourers—are grouped in companies in anticipation of re-

quisitions which may come down at any moment from any

part of the British line. For this purpose local camps have to

be built for these Chinese labourers veiy much on the lines

of the depot camp. There are already nine in existence, and

the number grows daily since, by the end of the year, there

may be well 100.000 Chinese labourers in France.

Even the rough type of labourer does well. The China-

man makes a good show in landing or loading cargo. His

champions claim that he holds the record for rapid work

at sea-ports, and for road work he can challenge comparison

with anv race. So, when the requisitions arrive at the depot,

the meii are at once sent off, always under a British officer

speaking their language, and, in addition, overseers of their

own nationality, all of whom know some English, and many of

whom a good deal. It is by no means uncommon to find

Chinese who have served, for instance, in the old Wei Hai
Wei Regiments, and who have a substantial acquaintance

with military discipline,

is the work popular ? You cannot go to France and come
to any other conclusion. In the first place, the rate of pay is

good. In addition to the free clothes, free food and free

accommodation, each man receives a franc a day, while

an allowance of ten Mexican dollars a month is
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paid to his family at home, It would not be sur-

prising to learn that the work is equally popular in China
among the families whose men are thus at tlie front. Nor
do the ten dollars probably represent all the money that is

distributed at home . A Bank is being established so that the

men can remit money home, but one fancies sometimes that

the temptations of European articles of dress and food absorb
a portion of the savings. The one franc a day is orJy the
minimum rate paid to unskilled men. Those who have anj'

special trade aptitude, can earn a great deal more.

A Great Experiment
By Jasou

This article describes an experiment in the self-government
of an important indiislry, which may conceivaUy effectJn
the future almost a revolution in the industrial world.

T1 ^HERE are certain economic calamities that the mind
associates with war. Chief among them are high
prices, wild fluctuations of trade, spells of imem-

^_ ployment. In every war a few men are enriched
and in every war the shadow of ruin and destitution broods
over nine homes out of ten. When the skies fell in August
three years ago, there were many whose minds went back to
the last great European war vvith'its terrible record of degrada-
tion and misery. The Industrial system has connected the
whole world in a series of relationships so delicate and pene-
trating that any violent disturbance must react on every
community that buys and sells. Professor George Unwin
has shown in his book on Industrial Organisation in the
Sixteenth Century that the handicraft or guild ,system is

associated with the town economy, the domestic or com-
mission system with the national economy, and the factory
sj'Stem with the world economy. We saw what this implied
in the case of the war with Napoleon when the Industrial
system was scarcely' out of its cradle. A nation that is in-
volved in the world economy is subject to vicissitudes
that do not affect a community that has not passed beyond the
earlier forms. The more elaborate that system, the greater the
consequent chaos. Hence it looked to most people -in 1914
as if the second great European War would follow the course
of the first, inflicting all the same disturbance only in greater
degree. .

This ha.s not happened. This is not the place to discuss
the various causes that have made part of that forecast false.
Some of them are quite inde])endcnt of the sagacity of man ;

some of them mark a return to more primitive conditions than
those we associate with the Industrial system. But in some
degree our escape from these evils lias been due to the readi-
ness to learn the lessons of the war, and some of these lessons
are lessons for peace. Not the least significant experimentm this connection is the e.\periment of the Control Boai'd in
the Woollen and Worsted Industries.
The control applies to both these industries, for they are

both concerned with the requirements of the army, and" they
are. of course, very intimately associated. Roughly speaking,
worsted differs from woollen in its raw material and in the
preparation that material undergoes. The worsted mill uses
long wools ranging in length up to 14 or even 17 inches
the woollen mill uses short wools, the fibres of which vary
from i inch to 2 1 inches. The wool used by a worsted weaver
has been combed before it is spun. Combing is tlie process
by which the long wool called the " tops " is separated from
the short, the " noils." The wool used by a woollen weaver
IS carded—that is, whereas in combing the fibres are made to
lie straight and parallel, in carding they are made to overlap
one anothCT. Worsted fabrics are generally lighter and finer
than woollen. They are made, for example, into men's
dress suits and mto certain serges. Woollens are used for
hne broadcloths, winter overcoats and tweeds. The worsted
industry is strongest in Bradford, Huddersfield and Halifax •

the woollen in Leeds and the neighbouring districts, in the
West of England and in Scotland.

It is characteristic of the woollen and worsted industries
that the family t\'pe of business is prevalent, and the normal
mill IS comparatively small. There arc rather under three
hundred thousand persons engaged in the industry-, and the
average number of workpeople in a woollen mill is 100 • in
a worsted mill 200. Cotton is much more highly organised
from every point of view. As Dr. J. H. Clapham points out
in his admirable book on The Woolkn and Worsted Industries,

' It is never possible to gauge the general prosperity of worsted
spinning by comparing the balance-sheets and dividends of
scores of limited mills, whereas this is regularly done in the
case of Lancashire cotton spinning." Organisq.tion among
employers has developed more slowly in wool than in cotton,
and trade unionism at the outbreak of war, outside a few
craft unions, was lamentably weak. This general contrast
was partly due to history. The factory .system swallowed
up the cotton industry much earlier than the woollen. Even so

lately as thirty years ago, handloom weavers were still an
important body of men in the small towns and villages round
Leeds, Huddersfield and Dewsbury.
One other general fact about the industry must be grasped

if we are to appreciate the task that the Government under-
took when it set to work on this scheme of control. The
worsted industry is very highly specialised. The wool mer-
chant buys wool, blends and sorts it. He then sends it to
a wool-comber who combs it into tops. The tops are sold
to a spinner, who spins them into yarn and sells his yarn to
the manufacturer. The yarn is then woven into pieces, in
which form the cloth is sent to the dyer. In the woollen in-

dustry there is rather less specialisation, for carding, spinning
and weaving are generally carried on in the same milL It is

clear from this account that the industry is highly com-
phcated with a number of different interests, and that the
task of organising and controlling it presents special difficulties.

The necessity for <:ontrol of some kind became evident in

the early part of last year, when the Government realised that
unless some check was put upon prices, the cost of clothing
the army would be ruinous. In the old days the army got
what it needed by competitive tender, but the conditions were
now quite abnormal. The needs of the army in khaki, flannel
and blankets were on a stupendous scale, and the export
trade was stimulated by the immense requirements of out:

Allies. The War Office Contracts Department, accordingly,
determined to organise production for its own needs, taking
power by an Order in Council under the Defence of the Realm
Regulations, to requisition the output of any factory on terms
based ori the cost of production plus a reasonable profit.
They arrived at this figure by examining the books of different
firms, and calling on manufacturers to supply detailed infor-
mation as to their output, their cost of production and the
profits they had earned. Hence at the outset an important
principle was introduced, for the different sections of the
trade affected were called on to nominate representative
committees and the "conversion costs"—that is, the scale
of payment prescribed for a particular operation, based on the
cost of that operation—was agreed with these committees.
That is, an industry in which organisation was at the time
m a rnost elementary condition, was obliged to choose repre-
sentatives and to take a wider view of its interests in order
to secure a proper hearing from a Government Department.

So far the Government had merely arranged to get a certain
amount of work done by the manufacturers at a reasonable
rate. This volume of work was a great and increasing pro-
portion of the trade as a whole, for it §oon came to include
not merely the requirements of our army, but all the require-
ments of our public services and the requirement of the
Governments of our Allies as well. But before long it became
clear that the control was too limited, for the price of raw
wool was advancing at an alarming rate and this rise of price
was a warning that the supply of wool was not equal to the
world s demands. In 1915 there was a serious shrinkage in
the production of wool in Australia, where drought had
reduced the sheep flocks from 82 mUlions to 69 millions, and
also in South America, where cattle raising and wheat growing
were developing into powerful rivals. Meanwhile, America
had removed her import duties on wool and her consumption
was rapidly mcreasing. The War Office Contracts Depart-
ment realised that as a measure of national safety it was
essential to secure the raw material that was needed for our
consumption and the consumption of our Allies. Accord-
ingly, the Government decided in May, 1916, to buy the
Home Clip. They divided the country into districts, appointed
experienced wool buyers as officials to' superintend the transac-
tion, and for the detailed purchase they employed wool
merchants working on commission. The prices were roughly
35 per cent, above the prices ruling in July, 1914. A still
more impoitant step was taken in the autumn, when the
Government decided to buy the whole of the Australasian Clips.
Jn this case the arrangements were made with the Colonial
Governments who acted as the Government's agents. Two-
titths of the wool IS cross-bred, the best for military purposes,
and the rest merino. y i- v

relTlC/'^rf^T'. ^""^''^^^ =»^^*^'"^d the Government's
relations to the trade, for they put tlie supplies of the trade in
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^he hands of the Government. The Home Clip accounted

or a nintli part of the consumption in 1915 ; the Australian

clips represent half the world's exportable resources. The
Government had, therefore, to arrange for distribution to

the industry, and to provide not merely the wool that was
needed for Government cloth, but the wool that was going to

be passed on to the civilian trade. It is obvious that this

responsibility introduced all kinds of delicate questions. , For

one thing, there was the question of distribution. The wool
that the Government did not require was to be sold, but if

the supply was less than the demand, on what principle was
it to be assigned ? At the time, the state of the foreign ex-

changes gave a special importance to the export trade, and
priority was accordingly given to the needs of that trade.

But the Government had to consider, not merely the distri-

bution, but the economy of supplies, complicated as it was by
the general difficulty of tonnage. The Government had
to secure the nation against the risk of a failure of supplies and
for this purpose it was necessary to regulate the consumption
of wool by the trade. Here were two problems full of

material for dispute.

The Government took measures to facilitate the execution of

its task. A Department was set up in Bradford, men of ex-

perience and standing in the trade were enlisted as Government
officials, a W ool Advisory Committee was formed representing

difi'erent sections of the industry, and trade unions, as well as

employers' associations. ' But the early proceedings of the

Department provoked resentment and suspicion in the trade,

and the columns of the Yorkshire Observer and the Yorkshire

Post during the summer months reflect the agitations

and the discontents of the industry. There is no part of the
country where bureaucratic control is rejected with greater

dislike, and so far the scheme was in its essence bureaucratic.

The hard-headed ^'orkshireman is the last man in the world
to accept dictation from an official Mr. H. W. Forster, .the

Financial Secretary to the War Office, visited Bradford, and
addressed critical and even hostile meetings. Deputations
went up from Bradford to London. It looked as if the trade

were irreconcilable, and the prospects of any effective co-opera-

lion seemed almost desperate. The situation was saved by
the offer of the Department to set up a Board of Control, and
thereby enable the industry itself to regulate the working of

the scheme, subject only to the satisfaction of the essential

requirements of the Government. The Board was formed in

September, and its powers were defined by Order in Council
Ihe same month.

A Controlling Board

The Board consists of 33 members, of whom eleven arc
Governn^ent officials, many of them manufacturers or merchants
in the present or the past. Thus, Mr. Charles Sykes, the Con-
troller, who is Chairman of the Board, and a very successful

chairman, has been closely associated with the industry, and he
speaks with an intimate knowledge and experience of its cir-

cumstances and needs. Most of the eleven official members
are in the same case. Eleven again represent spinners and
manufacturers. Three are chosen by the West Riding Spinners'
Federation, three by the \\oollen and ^^orsted Trades Federa-
tion, and one each by the Scottish Manufacturers, the West of

England Manufacturers Association, the Hosiery Manufacturers,
the Low Wool Users (i.e., men who make blankets, ctc.)f

and the Shoddy and Mungo Manufacturers' Association.
Lastly, tlic Trade Unions have eleven members representing
the several craft unions and the General Union of Textile
Workers.
The setting up of the Board is an immense event in an in-

dustry where indi\ idualist tradition is so persistent. The
different groups of interests have been compelled to co-operate,
and to reaignise that the industry as a whole has interests and
responsibilities. And the work of the Board is of the most im
portant and delicate kind. The W ar Office reserves to itself

certain powers. It decides the amount of raw material to be
maintained for military purposes ; it determines the terms
and conditions of Government contracts; keeps in its own hands
all financial arrangements and carries out all the earlier

processes such as the cleaning, blending, and combing of the
raw wool. It is not until the wool has reached the topmaking
stage that the control of the Board begins. At that stage,

subject to the above reservations, it is the duty of the Board to
regulate all allocation of wool, lops, and other products, and
by-products, in such manner as

:

(a) To secure the most efficient execution of Governracut
orders for supplies of woollen and worsted goods.
(b) To employ to the greatest advantage the labour, machin-
ery and skill now engaged in the industry.
(c) To keep in full use the greatest possible proportion of the
machinery at present employed in the trade,

j

Its actual duties differ in the case of wool for military

requirements, and of wool for the civilian trade. Contracts
for the execution of Government orders are allocated by a
Cornmittee ; the spinners and manufacturers arc paid on the
basis of conversion costs, and there is no element of proht
making. It is laid down in the Order-in-Council that the
officials of the Department shall obtain the advice and con-
currence of the Board in so far as is necessary to secure the
most efficient and equable distribution as between districts,

trades, groups, and individual firms, and to secure all possible
regularity and continuity in production. Thus, the respon-
sibility for organising the execution of Government contracts
in such a way as to promote the interests of efficiency, equity
and continuous employment is thrown upon the Board

The Civilian Trade

In the case of wool for the civilian trade the Board has full

and direct responsibility for the distribution of supplies.
" The Board is empowered to allocate as between dis-

tricts, trades, groups, and individual firms the quantity of

wool and tops available for civilian trade." The Board dis-

charges this duty by setting up a number of rationing committees
chosen by the spinners and manufacturers, in some cases
with Trade Union members, with a Joint Rationing Committee
in control, on which the several district Committees and the
trade unions are represented. These Committees ascertain
the main facts about the needs and capacity of the different

mills and the different districts and the wool at the disposal

of the Board is distributed in proportion. Such a task can
only be carried out by the representatives of the industry;
for no Government Department can command the confidence
of the men who have to make the sacrifices necessary in the
interests of justice and of public safety.

The industry thus takes into its own hands a function which
at Tirst the Government attempted itself to discharge ; a func-

tion that in other times has been left to the play of economic
forces, with results that have brought ruin and unemployment
in many districts and thousands of houses. Instead of a
scramble in which some men might majce fortunes and others

pass into the bankruptcy court, with workpeople here working
overtime and there walking the streets in hunger and misery,

we have an industry regulating its fortunes with a view to the
common good. It is recognised that there is something better

than economic law as the arbiter of men's fate. The conscious

efforts of a set of men to adapt themselves to a crisis in such a

way as to check its disturbing consequences mark a step of

the first importance in the reconstruction of industry on humane
lines. It is difficult to calculate the amount of pain, degrada-

tion and lasting mischief thaf would have been averted if

there had been such a system in force a hundred years ago.

Nor does this exhaust the duties of the Board. A most
important clause in the Order directs them to take all possible

measures to protect the interests of the home consumer, and
to secure equable treatment as between various branches of

the industry. The industry comprises different sections that

are often in conflict ; merchants, spinners, manufacturers.

The merchant may be in a position to exploit the spinner ;

the spinner to exploit the manufacturer. The Board pre-

sides like Olympus over all these interests, and forces them to

accept a new moral discipline in place of the old economic

struggle. Its very existence has a significance that can be

scarcely exaggerated.

Meanwhile, the consumer is not forgotten. "All possible

measures arc to be taken to ])rotect him." And it speaks

well for the vigour and the resolution of the Board that within

a few weeks of its creation Mr. Charles Sykes can announce
to the press that a scheme is shortly to be produced for checking

profiteering in the civilian trade, and for providing a standard

cloth at a fixed price. This docs not mean that we shall all

have to wear clothes of the same colour and pattern if we want
to escape the high charges of our tailor. What it means is

that manufacturers will be invited to make a certain quality

and size of cloth, for which they will receive payment on the

basis of conversion costs just as if they were making khaki.

The pattern and the colour will vary fro.;', one manufacturer

to another. In this way the home consumer will be able to

buy clothes at a reasonable price of a guaranteed quality.

A full and interesting discussion of the scheme is now proceeding

in the columns of the Yorkshire Observer where represent-

atives of the different interests are giving their views.

As a scheme for carrying the nation through a crisis the

Board of Control is a most interesting and happy experiment.

But it is infinitely more than this. It is a spectacle of a self-

governing industry acquiring a new corporate spirit, a larger
'

appreciation of the rights and duties of the industry as a

whole, a new sense of the danger of uncontrolled economic

forces, and a new consciousness of theplace and sharetowhich

the workpeople are entitled in the government of the industrial

world
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Hiit anil Htxttx^

By J. C. Squire

Lord Morley's Recollections

No living man hasliad a more various life or seen

more of the things tliat are of permanent interest

tlian l.ord Morley (Recollections, Macmillan, 2

vols., 35s. net), and even two .tliick volumes of
reminiscences leave us with plenty of ciuestions to ask
about things that are omitted. He was in the centre of
the mid-Victorian Libenil movement and sat at the feet of
Mill, talked with Mazzini, knew Mctor Hugo. He was
j)rominent with Hu.xley in the theologico-scicntific contro-
versies which followed the pul)lication of Darwin's specula-
tions. He was an intimate of George Kliot, and Matthew
Arnold, and lifelong fiiend of (Jeorge ?!ercdith ; he watched
the birth of United Italy, was Mr. Glaastone's right-hand
man during the Home Riile struggles, and lived to effect his

greatest positive political achievement in the IQ06-10 Parlia-

ment, and to resign a scat in the Cabinet at the outbreak of
the present war. His inde.\, therefore, contains a most
extraordinary list of names, and only the most cursory survey
of the book is possible.

« * « <» *

The earliest chapters deal mainly with great figures of tlie

last century. There are character-sketches of many of them,
and little pictures which show both their merits and their
defects. " I have never known," says Lord Morley.

such high perfection of .social intercourse as the Thursday
dinners at the Priory in days \vhen society let her (George
Kliot) alone. The guests were always the same, understood
one another, spoke the same language. Spencer, Browning,
Congrevc, Theodore Martin, Harrison ; talk of serious things
without solemnity ; nobody wanting to shine or to carry a
point or to interject a last word ; all kept in sympathetic
play by Lewes's sparkling good humour.

Not all these reunions, however, were so perspicuous.

The only time that I can recall anything like mimologue
at Mill's table, Spencer was the involuntary hero. The host
said to him at dessert that Orote, who was pre.sent, would
like to hear him explain 'one or more of his views about the
equilibration of molecules in some relation or other. Spencer,
after an instant of good-natured hesitation, complied with
unbroken fluency for a quarter of an hour or more. Grote
followed every word intentlv, and in the end expressed him-
self as well .satisfied. Mill, as we moved off into the drawing-
room, declared to me his admiration of a wonderful piece of
lucid exposition. Fawcetv, in a whisper, asked me if I under-
stood a word of it, for he did not. Luckily, I had no time to
answer.

But, as a rule, it is a picture of complete harmony, mutual
understanding and general disinterestedness that Lord Jiorley
presents ; broken only by his sorrow that Mill should have
elapsed into ?;'.ani.:h;tanism and Sidgwick into Spiritualism,
and by Sidgwick 's rude observation, which here comes in
like an intruder, that Comte and Spencer had a " fatuous
self-confidence." On the whole that age and that circle is
viewed by Lord Morley much as our first parents may be
presumed to have viewed their lost Eden. Not all will agree.

* • * * . «

Of Mill Ix)rd Morley writes with a depth of affection equai
to that which he felt for J!eredith and Chamberlain. Cham-
berlain draws from him the warmest and longest personal
tributes of all : one is tempted to wonder whether when, in
old age, Meredith issued a violent manifesto against Chamber-
lain in which unfavourable allusion was made to his nose.
Lord Morley endeavoured to reason with him. He suggests
Chamberlain's intellectual limitations ; but he says that he
had a remarkable eye for facts actually under his observa-
tion, that he never maintained any cause in which he did not
ardently believe, and that the accusation of cynicism
commonly made against him had no more foundation than
his habit of sarcasm. Of men who became prominent at a
later day he writes with a special warmth of Campbell-
Kannerman, whom he describes as a man full of common sense,
devoid of self-assertiveness. a remarkable instinct for the
right thirig to do, and a most successful Chairman of Cabinet.
His ])olitical reminiscences are in some respects not so full or
so novel in content as one had hoped. He throws less new
light upon the history of the Irish Question than the bio-
graphers of Sir Charies pilke have done, and his account
of (lis own activities in Ireland docs not cimvince one that
he was a great administrative success, tlnnigh he is scarcely
unique- in that. But there is one large section of the book
which, for cxhaustiveness aud frankness, excels anything
in any modern book of^ this kind. That is the sccti6ii •

which gives the history' of Lord Morley'5 rcf^lme'at the

Indian Office, and particularly of his Indian Reform Scheme.

In his letters to L/jrd Minto, in notes and comments, he

gives an exhaustive account, full of what are called indis-

cretions

—

(i.e. truths conventionally kept for posterity)—
about men and measures, and full also of illustrations of his

own political knowledge and sagacity. No Viceroy can

ever have received such. remarkable letters from a Secretary

of State. They are full of vivid detail and penetrating obser-

vations about things in general ; and the evolution and
progress of the Reform Scheme itself is exhibited upon a stage.

W'e see all the conflicting forces at work. The Viceroy is

sympathetic but cautious, in view of the prevalent unrest,

and inclined to rather more drastic action than Lord '-'orley

was inclined to agree to. The Secretary of State wrote long

friendly lectures expounding the .basis of Liberal principle-',

delimiting the boundaries of repression and explaining the.

need of accomp-inying firm administration with reasonable

concession. J'Teanwhile, he pushed on with his plan, whilst

Indian extremists and their sympathisers in England de-

nounced it as hopelessl}' inadequate, Anglo-India attacked
it as revolutionary, some of his own colleagues were tejjid,

and the Upper House was very doubtful. As we watch the
play of all these elements, and* others, we cannot but admire
the persistency, coolness and tact with which lx)rd

Morley stuck to its measure and got it through uninjured.
3p 3f! 3fl ^ I>

It is an impressive booK. When one ploscs it one has
travelled a long way, seen many men and many things, passed
through the heat cf many controversies, and left their dust
behind one on the road. One's fellow traveller and guide has
been a rnan more than ordinarilj' certain of himself, of what
is known and what is unknown, of what is wise and what is

not wise
; capable of understanding doctrines that he opposes,

but never in danger of succumbing to them
; abnormally

immune against change, but catholic in his interests ; austere,
but escaping frigidity ; incapable of giving expression to a
fever of emotion, but diffusing a mild warmth wliich comes
from tliat organ wliich his' school, witli, the loftiest of in-

intentions. rather tended to starve. His political creed,
whatever its imperfections, was a noble one as far as it went ;

he has remained faithful to it and, looking backward, he seems
to find nothing with which to reproach himself. He says
that the period between Waterloo and Sedan was the greatest
and finest period of modern history. It is disputable. He him-
self savs, in another connection, that Pope Paul III., was
" spinning no cobwebs when he admonished his Council of
Trent that Belief is the foundation of life, that good conduct
only grows out of a fight creed, and that errors of opinion
may be more dangerous even than Sin." And it has possibly
occurred to him that his generation was more fertile in
" honest doubt " than in creeds with life in them. He ends
with the admission that it might fairly be asked whether the
Darwins; the Spencers and the Kenans, have left the world
better than they found it ; whether " their influence has been
so much more potent than the gospel of the various churches."
These questions he leaves unanswered :

These were queries of pith and moment indeed, but for .some-
thing better weighed and more deliberative than an autumn
reverie.

Now and then I pause|' as I .sauntered slow over the fading
lieather. My little humble friend squat on her haunches,
looking wistfully up, eajer to resume her endless hunt after
she knows not what, just like the chartered metaphpysician
So to my home in the falling daylight.

There is the touch of artifice, even of sentimental artifice,
there

;
hut it makes an eftcctive close to what has gone before,

and an eftective commentary upon it. The rationalist is
left under the stars as puzzled as the others, anrl a good deal
colder. But one cannot begin discussing here. One can only
say that Lord Morley's book is the most eloquent and com-
prehensive exposition that exists of the Agnostic Liberalism
of the nineteenth centurv ; that it is extremely valuable in parts
as an historical record ; that it gives the picture erf a laborious
hie, always dominated by the duty of serving mankind ; and
that the production of such a book at eighty must long
remain one of the most remarkable feats of green old age.

Copies of " The British Firing Line Portfolio ''

containing a .scrfes of Engravings in Colour by Captain
Handley-Rcad and forming a wonderful record of the'
B ttle-area, may be obtained, price 5 guineas each,
from, the Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, W,
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600
Children a Month!
'T'HE Belgian Children's

Fund in Holland brings sick

and debilitated children from

Belgium into Holland, clothes

and feeds them, gives them

medical care, and when restored

to health has to return them to

Belgium. They deal with

(about) 600 cases a month.

WILL YOU NOT HELP
WITH THIS GOOD WORK?

Remittances should be sent to the Hon.
Treasurer, " Working Men's Belgium Fund,

"

32 Grosvenor Place, London, S.W.I
(Registered War Charities Act, 1916). ear-

marked for the " Belgian Children's Fund.
"

The Extra

Cf)rt0tma0

dumber
of

LAND&WATER
To be published

Early in December
Will contain a Poem by

Rudyard Kipling
CM! titled

• Cl)e llolj) Wlar
With a decorative border by

EDMUND J. SULLIVAN
Also

The Christmas Spirit in War Time
By G. K. CHESTERTON

»

A Story by "Centurion"
«

A Cliristmas Cartoon
By LOUIS RAEMAEKERS

The Soul Box by Jan Gordon
Illustrated

«

The Poetic Revival by
J.

C. Squire
*

Christmas Morning, 191

5

By An Eye-Witness
«

Ferment of War in Art
By Charles Marriott

\ With reproductions of Pictures, &c., by

C. R. W. Nevinson, Charles Sims, Jacob Epstein,

Eric Kennington, Gerald Moira, Harry Becker, &c., &c.

" Take Cover" by
J.

A. Shepherd
And

By
The Triumph of Saladin

Hilaire Belloc
Also a

Special Supplement in Colour of Water-Colour
Drawings by Capt. Spencer Pryse, M.C.

And a number of other important and

interesting articles and illustrations

Price : Ofte Shilling afid Sixpence

Order your Copy NOW
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Books of the Week
The Marne—and After. By Major A. Corbett-Smith-

With plates and maps. Cassell. 5s.net.

The Doings of the Fifteenth Infantry Brigade,

August 1914 to March 1915. Bv BRir,.M)ii;R-GKNi: r.m.

Coi NT (li.KiCHEN. Blackwood. 3s not.

The Tenth (Irish) Division at Gallipoli. By Major Bryan

Cooper. W^tii an introduction by Major-Generai.

Sir Bry.vn M.xhon. BS.O. Herbert Jenkins. 6s. net.

Twenty-two Months Under Fire. By Bri(..\dier-Generai.

Henry Paiie Croft, C.MG.. MP. .[ohn Murray.

5s. net.

Carrying On—After the First Hundred Thousand.
BvIavHav. (The Junior Sub ) Blackwood. (<s net.

Glorious Exploits of the Air. By Kim.ar Middieton.

Simpkin Marshall. 5s. lut.

HARKINiG back to the very strenuous and critical

days of the original K.xpeditionary Force—the

days . after the Mame, when the men of the

old army waited patiently for the new armies

to train and come out, one is struck by the difference

in the estimate of the enemy, and also by the equipment of

that wonderful old army. Major Corbett-Smith, in a. very

salutary chapter on enemy atrocities, points out that it was

not till" after the Mame and the advance to tlie Aisne that

the British troops l>egan to realise what manner of men were

these Germans whom they, faced, for on the great retreat

thev had left behind them villages and towns untouched, but,

as soon as they returned on the tracks of the Hun, they began

to see unbelievable things- there had been no Lnsitanm

sinking, then ; Louvain might be an exaggeration, and

Klwyms was still untouched. But these sights were

undeniable. Very sanely Major Corbett-Smith comments :

I have remarked that it is the depravity of a whole nation

rather than the iruiividual exces.ses of an ArmV which is

responsible for these things. A national army reflect-s the

spirit of the nation. The German Army was, at tlie outbreak

of war, just such an army as Britain in 1916 had in the field.

Representative, 1 mean, of the nation as a whole. It was not

a select body of professional troops such as ours was. And it

was that national army—and, through it, the German people

—which was guiltj' of those incredible outrages against all

laws human and divine. . . . What purpose will be

served by a German revolution ? The German people remain.

This he sets as a warning to those who expect, in the day

ol reckoning, that punishment of the German rulers, apart

from the people, will be sufficient—it is the nation as a whole

that is perverted in instinct, guilty of the enormous crime.

* * * * *

In the matter of the equipment of the old ariiiy. Brigadier

General Count Gleichen, in his Doings 0/ the Fifteenth In-

fantry Brigade, remarks that " it does indeed seem
ex'traordinary now that in those strenuous days of 1914

we had only about three machine guns to two battalions.

Nowadays we should have at least twenty." And Major

Bryan Cooper, in his The Tenth [Irish) Division in Gallipoli,

a record worthy almost to rank with the Iliad as a catalogue of

the incredible exploits of mortal men, makes the same point

when he tells how Irishmen held on and died under a rain of

Turkish bombs, having no bombs themselves with which to

reply. One hero caught the bomte as coolly as if in a cricket

match, and hurled them back to ex-plode in the Turkish lines,

till one exploded as he caught it and sent him to the \'altialla

of heroes. These three books axe epic

Coming forward to the doings of the Territorials, Timnty-

hvo Months under Tire, by Brigadier-General H. Page-Croft,

gives the stories of Zonnebeke, Givenchy, the battle of

Festubert, Neuve Chapelle, Loos—all the great actions of that

time which now seems far off, before the machinery of to-day

had come to supplement the courage which has not failed

since the first Expeditionary Force set out. This author

takes his story on to the battle of the Somme, and to Pozieres,

and he sees as the great lesson of the war a realisation of the

fact that the nations of the British will stand together.
" Scattered as we are we can still claim similar qualities

of steadfastness of purpose, courage against all odds, greatness

in adversity," and " severally we could not have lasted the

course, but together we shall win through." The whole of

this book is a tribute to " that great-hearted gentleman, the

British soldier," and that is why it cannot be other than a

worthy record of heroism, illu-strated by stories which go to

prove that in the grimmest struggles the sense of humour is

never lacking from either Regulars or Territorials.

* * <• * '

,

In rather lighter vein Ian Hay has continued his record 'of

life with the Territorials, Carrying On—After the First

Hundred Thousand. Sergeant Mucklewame—no longer a

mere private—is again to the fore, as are Wagstaffe and other

old friends of this author's preceding account of training and

w** It was evident, when The First Hundred Thousand

was published, that there were many good stories of the doings

of these worthies yet untold, and here they are—the author

has decided not to make a third volume, and thus this second

ends with Mucklewame out of it, Bobby about to be itiarried,

and Wagstaffe commiserating him on the sad event. It is

an old saying that a sequel is never a success, but Ian Hay
proves the reverse.
' *****
Another "war book," this time devoted to the doings of

the youngest service, is Glorious Exploits of the Air, in which

?.!r. "Edgar Middieton has collected some stories of the work

of the RFC. by way of material, and woven them into a

book from which it is possible to gain some idea of the multi-

farious duties of the flying man. A point worth making in

connection with this work is that the author is himself an

ex-piJot of the Air Service, and thus is able to maintain technical

accuracy, which is none too common in flying stories.

But for the work of the Royal Flying Corps, as depicted

by photographs, we would specially commend that volume,

now a familiar sight on every bookstall, with its striking

cover of cloudscape and a swooping aeroplane. Lord Hugh
Cecil, himself in the Service, has written a most interesting

introduction describing the actual work of the R.F.C. in which

he mentions that the dangers of training have rather increased

than diminished. The Illustrated London News is responsible

for the printing of this admirable volume, the cost of which

is half-a-crown, the proceeds going to A.F.C. hospitals.

Tlw Fleet Annual, 1917 (Chapman and Hall, 4s. net), provides

enlightenment for the lav mind in its list of the vessels of the

British Naw, a list that is well worth perusal by all. There is,

in addition,' an excellent outline history of the war from the

naval point of view, together with a naval roll of honour for the

year which this " Annual " concerns, and a mass of other matter

relating to such varied subjects as naval separation allowances

and submarine warfare. It is a very useful and well-compiled

volume, tabulating all that can be published, and containing

many facts about the Navy. Mr. Lionel Yexley, compiler of

the "Annual," has the advantage of thorough technical know-
ledge of his work, as is evident in his selection of matter and in

its arrangement.

Messrs. HUTCHINSON & CO.
announce an important New Book giving

the Secret History of the Crisis told 'for the first titwe.

By an Inde-
pendent Liberal.

Extracts from the Fint
Reviews:

Pau. Mall Gazette.—"Ttie book
I.s written clearly, honestly, and
witli obvious cnthiisiosRi. It
should be widely read."

Reynolds'.? Weekly Newspaper.
—"A valuable and interesting
book."

Daily Chronicle.—"It Is an
ensTossing narrative. It ia a
revealing narr.ntive. Better still,

it is a reconciling narrative."

THB OtiTLOOK.—"The anonymous
author of this personal history or
the part taken in tlie war by Mr.
Lloyd (Jeoryc has followed the
events of the war with
.<a;rupuIou« care and acuta
observation." Of all Bookstalls, Libraries and Newsagents.

Paper 2r. net. Cloth 38. net.

HUrOHINSON'S NEW BOOKS.

FURTHER MEMORIES By lord redesdale
With a Foreword by Kdininid Gosse, C.B. In demy Svo, cloth silt, with illustra-
tions aBd photogravure frontispiece. IM. net. Second large edition.

Mexico : From Diaz to the Kaiser By Mrs. Alec Tweedie
Witli many illustrations. In deray Svo, cloth gilt, 16s. net.

India .and tlie Future By William Archer
Witli illustrations from photographs on art paper. In demy svo, < loth gilt, 16». net.

On the Road to Kut • * SolUiera story of the
* Mesopotamian Cantpalcn

In demy Svo, with 32 illustrations, IDs. 6cl, net.

The Life and Letters of Admiral Sir Charles
Napier, K.C.B. (1786-1860). By H. Noel Williams
.\utlior of "Five Fair Sisters," Ac. In one large handsome volume, with a photo-
gravure frontispiece and L',', illustration,s on art paper, 16s. net.

Herself Ireland By Mrs. T. P. O'Connor
With illustrations from photographs on art paper. In one large handsome volume,
ms. 6d. net. ,

'n the Morning of Time By Charles G. D. Roberts
With 8 fine illustrations, 6s. net.

London : HUTCHINSON & Co., Paternoster Row
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In Northern Italy

The Grand Canal, Venice A Venetian watchman warning the people through a
megaphone to take cover against an air-raid

Belluno, at the foot of the Alps, occupied by the Germans op the lOth instant
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GONG SOUPS
AT THE FRONT.

GONG SOUPS are satisfying

and sustaining—as rich as

home-made soups and much
easier to prepare. A few
tablets are always welcomed
in the parcel from home: they
form a delicious warming
meal.

On the distant fronts where
vegetables are difficult to
obtain, they are specially

acceptable.

Extracts from two interesting letters received
from France :

—
" Many thanks for

the parcel of GONG
SOUPS ; they are one of
the most welcome things

that can be sent out, and
are appreciated by all.

A few should be enclosed

in every parcel : they are

so handy, easily made,
and a welcome addition

to any rations."

Twelve Different Varieties:

Scotch Broth Ox Tail

Mock Turtle Thick Gravy
Pea Celery Cream
Mulligatawny Green Pea
Lentil Hare

"T he GONG
SOUPS you sent are

excellent, especially in

wintry weather, and I

hope you will not by

any mischance forget to

put a few of them in

each time."

Kidney Tomato

OONO
MADE BY 0x0 LTD.,

LONDON, E.C.4. SOUPS

Names and addresses of shops, where the articles mentioned

can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partoid. Land cS; Water, 5. Clmncery

Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

Reversible
Caps

Nothing so clever in the way of practical

headgear may be found as some rever-

sible caps. Besides their practicability,

they are becoming into the bargain, two results that do not

;Uways combine. Women war-workers are finding these caps

particularly well* suited to their needs.

For one thing they are weather-proof, so that they can

equally well be worn in wet or fine weather. With a cap like this

and a raincoat, an umbrella is a superfluity in the worst of

weather. Then they are reversible, so that it is practically

two caps in one. One side is velvet, the other silk, and no
matter wliicli is worn outward the look of finish is the same.

As a strict matter of fact, most women prefer the velvet outside

and the silk as a lining, but tliis is a mere matter of taste

and a question for personal decision.

In black velvet with the silk either in I lick or in some charm-
ing contrast of colour they make an instant appeal. Fitting

closely to the head though they do, immovabiUty in a wind
is made a still more assured matter by a narrow band of ribbon

which, passing round the crown, can tie the whole thing so to

speak on the head. For motoring they are without equal.

The brim is a soft pliable affair and can be Ijent this way or

that to best suit the wearer. Indeed, from beginning to end,

these caps are what the Americans call " a proposition,"

are therefore particularly worthy of our regard.

A New Storm
Coat

For sheer sensible design a new storm-

coat stands on a pinnacle alone. It is

made with a special wind shield, this

being a piece of material in front of the coat going underneath
in reverse way to the side it buttons. Hence an unusually
protective garment, and an advance in comfort on the

customary type of storm-coat. With this wind-screen no rain

or wind can possibly penetrate.

Now that women are doing such arduous things and being
out in all winds and weathers, a coat such as this is nothing
more nor less than a boon, to be duly acclaimed and appreciated
as such. It is made by a famous maker with years of reputa-

tion to his credit, and is in every way a coat that can be
thoroughly recommended from A. to Z.—material, cut and
every detail being up to the most exacting requiremejits.

Numbers of folk nowadays mainlv travel
An Alarum Travelling ^Q j-^^p important appointments; and to

"^
all such what could belter appeal than

a luminous travelling clock, adding an alarum to all its

other virtues. These clocks are really capital affairs, waking
one up as they do at any given moment, besides enabling the

time to be seen perfectly easily in the darkest night.

For V.A.D. and other war workers a clock like this is an
inestimable boon, and indeed for the private individual with
humble but nevertheless important duties at home, its points

are not to be despised. It is an eight-day clock, and its

case is in many different colourings.

The same people also are selling all kinds of less ambitious
travelling clocks—a luminous eight-day clock in different

coloured Morocco cases being but £2 los. The main differ-

ence, indeed, between the two is that the 'after one does not
boast an alarum and is cheaper in consequence.
An excellent little travelling clock also of less super-type

—

being non-luminous and without an alarum, costs but thirty
shillings. This is a one-day clock, and while not pretending
any particular distinction can nevertheless claim absolute
reliability, for it is guaranteed, and of lever movement.

Madame Carlotta Destino's Spanish Toilet Preparations are far too
valuable a matter for a light dismissal, being absolutely uniiiue. For
one thing, they are her own private recipes, having been used by
.Madame Carlotta and her friends for a long time.
One special point about them is that they are so deliglitfullv cleansing

as well as being fragrant and pure. La Camtlia Skin Food cleanses the
skin much more effectually than soap does, and as evervone knows, a
clean skin is far towards becoming a good one. I'sed during the d,iy it

protects it from wind and weather, at night it soothes and foods it—it

being as important to feed the skin as the body. It costs 2S. 6d.
and 4s. gd. La Camelia powder is perfect to use, and so is the Day
Cream, this giving the softend fresh look everv woman should possess.
The first costs 2S. 3d., and 3s. od.. the last 2s. 6d'. and .js. gd.. and all can
be found in that most fascinating spot Swan and Edgars' scent and pow-
der department, which is at Pi.cad Uy Circus.
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FOOD RATIONS

LET it be clearly and distinctly understood that the

introduction of food rations in this country is only

a question of time. They may be introduced

befoie Christmas ; they may be postponed until

Easter, but sooner or later a number of the necessities of life,

more particularly those of which the weekly consumption has

been specified by Sir Arthur Yapp, while the actual amount

consumed is still left to the goodwill of the consumer, will

have to be doled out weekly in order that there may be enough

to go round. The problem with which we are more directly

faced is one of distribution. This is the most difficult task

of all to deal with ; how difficult only those who ha\e ever

had to deal with famines are aware. In I ndia , where periodical

droughts cause serious food shortages over laige areas,

the problem was most carefully investigated some thirty

years ago and a Famine Code was drafted which furnished

precise instructions. Although there is nothing resembling

famine in the United Kingdom, a shortage of -several vital

commodities is present—a shortage, that is to say, as compared

with normal times, when plentiful supplies permitted a

considerable margin of waste in the process of the foodstuffs

passing from producer to consumer. This shortage might

easily develop into famine in certain districts through lack

of control and direction unless the Government took the work

in hand in good time.

We are very sceptical whether voluntary rationing will

ever achieve any substantial reduction in the consumption of

foodstuhs. To begin with, the popular mind has been trained

for years to regard Government as its keeper. The licensing

laws rest on the assumption that the people are incapable of

deciding for themselves how much alcohol they may safely

drink. Thus Government declares the people to be in-

competent to regulate their appetites in so far as luxuries

are concerned—luxuries, the consumption of which is

naturally restricted by the means at their disposal—where-

fore for it now to turn round and expect them, by reason of a

speech of a Government official or of a paragraph they may
have chanced to read in their newspapers or on a hoarding,

to restrict their consumption of necessities, which they have

ample means to obtain, seems, to put it mildly, illogical.

But it may be argued circumstances arc so different. This

is only true in a sense. Most of the food staples are still as

easy or almost as easy to obtain as alcoholic liquor was before

the war ; and as we have before pointed out, it requires a

strong effort of the imagination for any human being to realise

that by reducing his portion of bread at a meal by a slice or

two or his Sunday joint of beef by a lb. or a couple of lbs.,

he is doing his duty by his country. No doubt many house-

holds can be found, especially among the better educated

©f the working classes and also among the upper and middle

classes, where a strict regimen is in lorcc and has been in

force ever since the war began, but even placing these at the

highest possible total they are relatively few.

The fact has also not to be overlooked that there is a con-

siderable alien pc pulation in this country. It is known that

the bulk of the men are employing every subterfuge they can

think of (some of which arc exceedingly clever to avoid

military service. Is it reasonable to suppose this type of

humanity will do anything to restrict its consumption,

especially at the present time when more often than not it is

enjoying the hectic flush of war-time prosperity? It has

been said in responsible journals, and it has never been con-

tradicted, that the alien peoples in our midst, whether in

Ix)ndon or Leeds or elsewhere, are consuming more food

per head than ever before. Nor need we be sui prised at it

considering their former misery before they found an asylum
in this country, and knowing as we have learnt to know to

our cost how liberty is abused by those new to it, Russia of

course being the outstanding example, the very country from

which the bulk of these people come.

There are various causes for the present food shortage,

but looming behind tliem is the ominous truth, that the world

production of food shows a substantial diminution, simply

and solely on account of the war, and of the vast acreages that

have remained untilled during the last two or three years, or

have only been partially tilled for this reason. So the whole

question of the national food supply and distribution is

fast becoming a problem which will need the most scientific

methods to solve satisfactorily before it can be safely left, to

the natural forces that controlled it before the war. \\ e

are already suffering from the inevitable mistakes of in-

experience in public distribution ; no better instance could

be cited than the present tea shortage. Tea is a British

Empire product ; it can be shipped and is shipped practically

every month in the year, and the amount of tonnage required

to keep the British teapot full is comparatively small ; but

directly the ordinary channels of trade were interfered with,

new troubles arose, and it is only within the last few weeks that

arrangements have been completed to overcome the present

shortage. The same is true of margarine, though the ditfi-
,

culties were of a different character, and it may be taken for

granted that directly the control of any staple of hfe passes

from private to public hands, there are bound to arise

obstacles which will require time to remove.

To postpone food rations to the last possible moment would

be most dangerous. They should be instituted before there

is any actual need for them so that when the pinch comes,

if it does come, the new channels of distribution will be run-

ning smoothly and easily. This is only to put into public

effect the daily practice of every citizen of common sense.

In such households, economy has been carefully studied :

.

experiments have been made, according to means, of every

form of substitute, and the pride is not to live up to any scale

of voluntary rations, but to live below it. Last year poUtoes

were a luxury ; everyone was begged to use them as sparingly

as possible ; this year they arc just the reverse, and the more

potatoes that are eaten and the less bread, the better. This

is very confusing to the humble housewife who budgets in.

ha'pence, more especially as almost every week brings with

it some new puzzle. The sugar cards at the moment are a

perpetual perplexity, and it is difficult to find any one who

understands the right procedure. The system of strictly

rationing hotels and restaurants as regards meat, bread,

sugar, etc., has worked excellently, but because they

offer to their wealthy and cosmopolitan clientele a choice of

unrationed foods, they run the risk of being unfairly held up

to obloquy. It is high tiirie that the whole question

of food rations was dealt with in a much more straightforward

manner, that fewer speeches were uttered, less gratuitous

advice offered, and public action taken which would place

the nation" in a secure position whatever the future may

hold. In saying this we do not overlook the work it will

entail or the inconvenience it will cause to individuals, but we

maintain that both work and inconvenience will be less if com-

jMilsory rationing is not postponed to the last moment, and

then rushed. That is the danger that has to be faced. And

it is a very real danger,
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Cambrai and Bourlon Hill
By Hilaire Belloc

ON Tuesday of last week, the 20th, at dawn, in a mist
which covered the ground occupied by the 3rd
Army under General Byng, was launched one of the

most important offensives of the war : highly im-
portant—not only in its immediate results, but in its novel
tactical character and the promise this aff«rds for the future.

The essential features of the attack were (i) The use of a
very large number of tanks in line ; (i) their advance without
any previous bombardment over lirm, open and unspoilt

country ; {3) the success of the surprise thus effected and
the consequent destruction of tlie very strong successive
positions known as the " Hindenburg Hne " upon th? sector

where these cover the essential nodal point of Cambrai.
Before discussing the bearings of this success upon the war

as a whole, we will follow its progress with the aid of Sketch
Map I., so far as the accounts given in the despatches and
by newspaper correspondents permit us to do so.

Taking for our centre the British positions in Havrincourt
Wood, you have a line of departure running north-north-
west and south-south-east of wirich the right hand limb is

about four miles in length and the left-hand limb about si.x,

but the main effort upon this left-liand limb hardly extended
lor four miles. In other words, you have an advance starting
from a base the whole length of which is some ten miles, but the
main operative part of which is less than eight. There was,
of course, subsidiary pressure exercised far beyond these limits,

both to the left and to the right as far as Epehy on the one
hand, and as far as in front of Bullecourt on the other. But
the main effort was upon the sector mentioned, of which
Havrincourt Wood is the centre, and of which the length may
be set down at under eight miles. This eight miles of line

forms the sector which exactly covers Cambrai. A per-
pendicular dropped from the centre of Cambrai Town bisects
this line exactly, falling upon the British positions in Havrin-
court Wood ; and the distance from those original positions
to the centre of Cambrai is about seven miles or a trifle more.
We must retain (even in this first part of our description

where we are only following the movements over the ground)

.

the essential fact that Cambrai is the knot of a complete road
system and also of the main railway system of the enemy in-

this region. Therefore, his loss of such a centre—or. what

is the same thing, his loss of the power to pass his supply
through it—would at the least entail the modification of his

whole line for a very great distance north and south of it.

The order of battle along this line, so far as can be recon-
stituted from the despatches to hand at the moment of writing,

would seem, to have been this : Upon the right troops from
the Eastern' Counties ; next to these English Rifle Regiments
and other English units ; next to these again Highland
regiments ; in the centre Territorials from the West Riding
of Yorkshire, and to the left of these again troops from
Ulster. The list is, of course, quite incomplete, but is all

that can be drawn up from the information so far afforded.

In the first advance, during the early morning of Tuesday
the 2oth, the tanks, having broken down the very wide belts

of wire protecting the first trenches of the enemy's system,
and the infantry following through these gaps, the points
attained were, upon the right, the Hamlet of Bonovis and the
wood of Lateau, on the height which overlooks the Scheldt
Canal, and at the meeting point of the great national roads
which run to Paris and Chalons respectively, and after their

junction continue in one road for Lille. This dominating
point was captured by troops from the Eastern Counties.
From it the ground falls away for miles to the east and north
towards Scheldt and Cambrai. /

Immediately to the left of this position, another dominating
point, that of the spur in front of Vacquerie upon the farm
known as that of the Bon Vieillard, was occupied by English
Rifle Regiments and Light Infantry. To the left again English
County troops advanced along the ravine which carries the
railway and occupied the wood of Couillet and going down
into the depression still further to the left carried Ribecourt
in its hollow. To the left of these again the Highlanders
crossed the same ravine (about 120 feet lower than the heights
from which the advance started) and entered Flesquieres, a
point at which the despatches tell us there was very heavy
fighting. Next, in the Central point, the West Riding Terri-
torials coming down the slopes, which face the cut part of
Havrincourt Wood to the canal, crossed the same ravine
and carried Havrincourt itself on its height, the village being
in their hands between 8 and 9 in the morning. Here also
there was an attempted rally by the enemy which failed, and

Above100
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the British were on to the railway and beyond at the hour

mentioned. Lastly, the Ulster troops advanced down the

spurs which fall to' the left bank of the Canal du Nord, and

went on up along that vast cutting northwards towards

Moeuvres.
At about this hour of eight or nine o'clock, therefore,

the advance would seem to have reached some such line as that

indicated on Map I. by the first dotted line. Whether there

was any definite separation between the first and second

phase of the advance on this day, the despatches do not tell

us, but the next message carries the advance forward very

considerably.

Under breaking weather and the beginning of what was to

be a continuous heavy rain, the important crossings of the

Scheldt Canal at Masnieres (no less than 5,000 yards beyond
the wood of Lateau) were secured ; to the left of these the

country town of Marcoing (which had also been a railway

junction of some importance to the enemy) was occupied,

while the West Riding troops, which had already passed

through Havrincourt, went right for\vard to Graincourt and
even reached and occupied Anneux—a further advance of

5,000 yards, and a total advance since dawn of more than 4^-

miles. Meanwhile, the Ulster troops upon the left of the canal

liad cleared all the country up to the Bapaume and Cambrai
road and were crossing it.

At the close of Tuesday's operations, therefore, it would
seem that the British line ran somewhat as does the second

dotted line upon Map I. A great wedge has been thrust

into the enemy's positions ; the very strong defensive system

known as the Hindenburg line has been broken through

upon some seven miles of its course and the last elements, its

third line, reached in several places.

This first day, Tuesday, was the day of complete surprise,

in which the enemy had not time to organise his resistance ;

but there began, of course, from the first news of the British

success, the most intense efforts at counter-concentration by
the enemy. Troops were being hurried forward all that

Tuesday noon and afternoon by all the roads and railways

which converge on Cambrai ; he began to dig especially just

south of Bourlon Hill, the crux as we shall see of the new
positions, and the effect of this concentration was first to be

felt the next ""day and with increasing force on the days

following. Meanwhile, very heavy rain was falling on that

Tuesday evening and continued all night, a circumstance

adverse to the offensive and especially to the work of the

cavalry, which had already begun ; for mounted troops, in

numbers which were considerable, but on which we have no

precise information, rapidly followed up the advance and
were at work in the country cleared by the day's success.

Early in the morning of Wednesday the 21st, the fringes

of tlie wedge thus driven in were slightly extended. Two
lines of trenches and a portion of the third system of the

Hindenburg line were carried somewhere upon, or close to,

the canal in front of Crevecceur. More important, the village

of Noyelles, more than 2,000 yards in front of Marcoing, and
only a couple of miles from the suburbs of Cambrai was
seized ; the Scotch took its neighbour Containg and advanced
somewhat down the spur beyond : reaching La Folie Wood.
The troops of the West Riding reached the Bapaume Road
beyond Anneux just south of Bourlon Wood, while on the

extreme left the Ulster troops crossed the road and entered

Moeuvres. By evening even the point of Fontaine, on the

other end of Bourlon Hill, was reached, and that village

ficcupied, b(it the line so drawn was the extreme limit of the

first effort and could not be entirely maintained.
One of these counter-attacks had already developed in great

strength with the troops of the 107th enemy division brought
back some little time ago from Russia. This was on the right

in front of Masnieres, and constitutes the operation in which
the enemy speaks of the British failing to advance on Rumilly,

though there is no definite information from either side that

this village was either occupied or lost. Other very strong

counter-attacks were launched against Bullecourt far away
to the left, to create.a counter-pressure there and to attempt
the recovery of a certain amount of ground which had been
lost to the Irish regiments in that region. While upon the

following morning, Thursday the 22nd, Fontaine was re-taken

by the enemy ; jhe got back La Folje Wood, and he appeared
also in great strength before MfJeuvres and reoccupied that

village into which the Ulster troops had penetrated. His
action here was obviously based upon the importance of main-
taining the Bourlon Wood.

This day, Thursday the 22nd,, began to mark a clinch in

the operations of lx)th sides, the preparation of further work
to come. The British were consolidating the line they had
r ached and following up the advance with material and, where
necessary, repairs ; the Germans were continuing to pour
men down upon the threatened region.

On l-'riday, tlie 2Trd, therefore, the news was meagre from
both sides. The British evening despatch of that day contains

no more than these words :
" Operations were continued by

us to-day against the enemy's positions west of Cambrai';
latest reports show that they are developing satisfactorily."
While from the enemy's side came a message, apparently sent
earlier in the day, even more brief and very vague, to the
effect that " the renewed English attempt to break through
south-west of Cambrai has been shattered with most severe
losses for the enemy."

Saturday,[the 24th, was taken up the whole day long with
the effort to occupy Bourlon Hill and Wood and the corre-
sponding enemy defences, a fluctuating action to which more
attention must be paid in a moment. On Sunday Bourlon
Hill was thoroughly occupied, its height secured and the
northern reverse side held also after two days of fluctuating
and very heavy fighting. Bourlon village, at its foot beyond,
was only held for a time, and by Sunday was in the enemy's
haiids—but the hill above it, the essential position, was clearly
maintained.
Such are the details of the successful advance begun on the

20th of this month, the Tuesday of last week. Now let us
examine the meaning of the operations.
The first thing we note is that, as has been already remarked,

the attack was made directly in front of Cambrai itself. What
was the reason of this ?

To understand the strategic importance of the Cambrai
sector, we must first of all see where Cambrai stands in the
old line (now broken) and next appreciate how all the means of
communication centre on Cambrai.

Cambrai, in its relation to the old line, is exactly the half-
way house between the sea and the point where it turns a
sharp corner in front of Laon to run thence eastward past
Rheims to Lorraine. Cambrai, therefore, merely as a geo-
graphical point, is the centre of the northern limb of the
(ierman defensive angle ; and a grave weakening of that
point would destroy the whole northern limb more effectually
than at any other point. But if the northern limb goes the
eastern limb goes too. The situation may be very simply
followed on the elementary Sketch II.

"MiSes so
"Noncy^

There are two great limbs, the meeting place or corner of
which is at X, where the French had their big success with
11,000 prisoners and 200 guns the other day in front of Laon.
A successful stroke at Cambrai takes the northern limb exactly

in the middle, and if it succeeds divides that northern limb,

shattering it more effectually than it could be shattered at any
other point.

Already the big bulge produced in front of Ypres up to

Passchendaele had drawn heavily upon the enemy's resources ;

a blow of a different kind, far more rapid, quite unexpected
and much less expensive, against Cambrai, completed the
design, the final results of which we have yet to watch.
But Cambrai was much more than the mere middle of the

northern limb. It was also, and has been since the beginning
of history, the nodal point upon which met?every kind of com-
munication, not only for itsown region, but fornorthern France-

as a whole. Map III. will make this clear. Though I leave

out in this sketch the waterways which have an importance
of their own even to-day (and it was these which in primitive

times gave Cambrai its importance) the roads and railways

alone suffice to show what a knot of supply the place is.

The great Roman roads (many of which" still survive in

modern form) radiate from it like the spokei of a wheel, so do
all the modern roads. Of these, six great main roads con-

centrate upon the town ; three of tliem, those to the west,

supply the front of what was until the other day, the un-
broken Hindenburg line covering the city, to wit (i) that part
of the Arras road still remaining in German hands ; (2) the
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corresponding fragment of the Bapauine Road ; and (3) all

the St. Quentin road, the particular value of which last was

its feeding the front line all the way to St. Quentin, while from

the latter at the point marked A on Map III., a branch, the

few miles in German hands of the main road from Paris to

Cambrai (3) further served that front.

Upon the eastern side the three remaining great roads led,

two of them to the enemy's bases in Belgium and Germany,

the one (4) through Lille to the other (5) through Valen-

ciennes. The former by a branch road from Douai, marked B
on Map III., further helped to feed the front ; the latter

enjoyed a cross communication road from Douai, maiked C,

which added to its usefulness. The third road (6), passing

through Le Cateau, was the main lateral road for traffic

south-east, a sort of artery for all the rest of the front.

In between these six great spokes of which Cambrai is the

hub, there was a large system of country cross roads, all of

which ultimately came from Cambrai and which have their

< wn subsidiary centres on which they concentrate, such as

Clary and Marcoing.

Cambrai was, therefore, so far as roads alone were con-

cerned, the centre of a vital web.
It was also a verv important railway centre. The great

main, international lint- from Paris to Germany runs up
through Cambrai from St. Quentin. It is served by a main
line also coming in from the south and east-—that is, the

rest of the German front—and it splits after Cambrai into

two, one part going through Douai to Lille and so to central

Belgium and Germany, the other to Valenciennes and so to

southern Belgium and Germany. I have marked the main
trunk line, with the figures 2, 2, on the Sketch III., and it will

be seen there how the other double lines and the supple-

mentary angle lines feed it pnd dents from it. Every-

thing going and coming though Lille or through Valenciennes

and so to Belgium and Germany had to pass through Cam-
braL

All movement up from- the east came by the two feeding

lines (i) and (2) on ?.'ap III., and the maintenance of the

front from Cambrai to St. Quentin and again from St.

Quentin to Rheims had Cambrai for a necessary place of

passage. The single line railways indicated also upon y.a.p

III. supplemented this system arid, as will there be seen, also

centred upon Cambrai.
From these considerations the value of an attack right

upon the sector covering Cambrai will be evident, and the reason

that the sector of the attack thus chosen immecfiately faced

the city will be equally clear.

The sector of Cambrai having been chosen and the attack

having been launched e.xactly opposite that town and directly

for' it, the German front was driven in over an area nearly

rectangular in shape and from four to five miles deep. The
consequence was that two flanks were created, one to the

south and one to the north, behind the old Hindenburg line.

The operations were then being conducted in the open with

the enemy reduced to entrenching himself perfunctorily and
very rapidly and depending rather upon his pouring in of men
than upon artificial defence. The British had got, on last

Tuesday, right in behind the line of that defence, which he
had called impregnable, and which the less responsible of our

(\vn orators and writers had described in much the same
terms and at the enemy's valuation.

Here we must pause to note in the British Command that
General Byng at the head of the 3rd Army, had done what is

one of the chief tests of success in a prolonged war, that is,

invented and put into practice a new tactical method. The
tanks were here used in a fashion favourable to their method
of fighting over open country, unspoilt b}' heavy shelling and
not blinded by hedges or numerous woods. It was these
engines which broke the great gaps in the tremendous belts of
wire, and which destroyed in the first few hours of the day
all the defensive system of the enemy.

Their action would, however, have been impossible but
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for the element of suiprise which was so successfully intro-

duced. Accounts differ as to whether the preliminary boni-

bardmcnt was entirely suppressed, or whether a certain

measure of gun fire was used to drown the noise of the

approaching machines. But at any rate the enemy was thor-

oughly taken by sinprise and to that we owe the great success

whicli followed.

Naw let us tiu-n to the way in which the fruits of that

success might be reaped.

We have seen that this driving of a great wedge through

the shattered defensive system of the enemy created two
flanks, one facing north and one facing south. It was the

first of these which ivas the vital one— (the flank running from
near Fontaine to Moeuvres)

—

because it turned the Queant-

Drocoiirt switch line which covers Doiiai and the railway com-

munications with Lille and Belgium, and because it had corre-

sponding to it fifty miles away the big bulge created- towards

Roulers by the recent occupation of the Passchendaele Ridge.

If this northern flank could be pushed further, not only

Cambrai would go, but all the defensive system between
Cambrai and Lille. It was on to this northern flank, there-

fore, that the energy of the new advance turned, converted

by nearly a right angle from its original direction.

Now in this northern flank, which runs from the neigh-

bourhood of Inchy to the suburbs of Cambrai (a distance of

about seven miles) there is present a natural feature of which
the enemy took immediate advantage in his defence, and
which has been the centre of a great battle all during the Fri-

day, Saturday, and Sunday of last week. This natural

feature is an elongated hill known as the Bourlon Hill,

crowned with its wood, known as Bourlon Wood—both

named from I'he little village of Bourlon upon the northern

slope. Complete possession of this hill will be the test of

success.

Bourlon Wood

Bourlon Hill with its wood, is the obstacle or bastion which
mterrupts the effort to roll up northwards and use the flank

created by the British on the previous days. The British

having got behind the Queant line into country where no arti-

ficial defensive was yet prepared, and where their advance
could only be checked by pouring in masses of men, nature

had provided thfe enemy here with the dominating mass of

Bourlon Hill, rendered more formidable by the fact that its

height was covered with wood. At this point we shall do
well to examine this obstacle in greater detail, and for that

purpose I append the annexed Map IV.

The general level from which we may take heights of any
prominence to rise in this region is the contour of 70 metres

above the sea. The watercourses are slightly below that

contour (for instance the brook near Moeuvres is 62 metres

only) and the opjn rolling fields swell up to somewhat over the

80 metre contour. Cambrai in its hollow is, at the Scheldt,

less than 50 metres above the sea. But all round the imme-
diate^neighbourhood of Bourlon Hill 70 metres is our base line,

so to speak, from which wc can best measure prominent
heights.

Now. taking this 70 metre contour as our base line, Bourlon

Hill is a sort of pear-shaped" lump the axis of which runs from
just a little south of west to just a little north of east. It is

rather less than 8,000 yardis or five miles in length, and its

flanks arc marked by fosiir villages, Bourlon, Moeuvres,
Anncux and Fontaine. Bourlon itself, giving its name to the
whole system, is on the north and built right on the flanks of

the hill. Moeuvres is on the west beyond a little brook,

which) marks the lowest point of the system upon this side.

Anneux is on the south beycmd the Bapaume-Cambrai road ;

while on the south-east is F ontaine Notre Dame, which lies

astraddle of that road bet^veen the 60 and the 70 metre
contours.

The height rises regularly aip to a summit rather over a mile
long, but only a quarter of :i mile across, the height defining

which is on the loo-metrc contour ; and on this summit there

are two slightly higher portions, an eastern and a western, with
a very shallow saddle betwee-n them. It will be seen from this

that the hill rises roughly loo' feet or somewhat over 30 metres
from the general levels around.
Not exactly correspondir^ wth its summit, but over-

lapping the greater part of it, and coming down upon the
northern, southern and eastern sides is Bourlon Wood, roughly
rectangular in shape and uaiher less than a square mile in

area—say, some 600 acres. There are several rides through
the wood by wliich vehicles can move and along which, pro-

bably, tanks could operate ; the most important of them for

the purpose of advancing upon and holding the height is the

Y-shaped system, the two southern branches of which meet
on the saddle, and the stem of which is e.xtended northward
to the neighbourhood of BourSon village, marked upon Map II.

With these features of the ground present to our imagina-
tion, we may appreciate the task which lay before either

party in the struggle for this height. I should mention here,

by the way, that my contours on Map 11. are only rough and
approximate, and that I am speaking of the wood as it existed

in peace time ; for there has been no public information as to

what the enemy may have done in the way of cutting.

The hill was ot value to the enemy for concealing his artillery

behind it, and the wood upon its summit is a formidable ob-

stacle, such as have been all the woods in this war upon the

West. The enemy had here peculiar advantages for resistance

also in the simplicity of the hill ; in tJie fact that its length

was spread out in front of his oppoix-nt and in the complete
domination it gave him over all the surrounding country for

observation, as did its reverse side for concealment. It pre-

sented corresponding difficulties of access and capture to thq

offensive.

Domination of the) Railway

On the other hand, once it was held the chief strength of all

that enemy position was lost. Th'^se upon its summit wrre
directly east of Cambrai and dominated the hollow in which
Cambrai lay by a height of some 200 feet and at a distance of
less than 7,000 yards. They could see and dominate at a range
of only 6,000 yards the great main railway to Lille and
Valenciennes.

At the beginning of the operations the British, at the
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conclusion of their first rapid adva ncc, found themselves at the

foot of the hill occupying Anncux, touching Moeuvres, and just

outside Fontaine.

On Thursday last, before evening, as we have seen, Fontaine
was for a few hours in British hands. I'pon Friday a strong

counter-attack of the enemy re-entered it.

Upon'Saturday a verj' fierce action began foj^ the capture

of the hill. We had in the des]>atches relating to that day
no definite accounts from eithci- side. Both were in general

terms. The British to the effect that licights " about
"

Bourlon Wood had been mastered in the course of the day,
partially lost again and then regained. The Germans to the

effect that the British had penetrated into the wood and
apparently even to Bourlon villaije, ending with a sentence to

the effect that the wood had beem recovered and the village

also. So far the description wa,s difficult to interpret. The
British had never claimed full possession of the wood, still

less of the village beyond, and so far as one can judge what
really happened was a thrust into perhaps half of the wood
and the permanent holding of the highest land just to the
west of it, with perhaps an occasional thrust reaching the out-

skirts of Bourlon village. Meanwhile, upon the right and
upon the left Moeuvres and Fontaine were in enemy hands, but;

suffering strong and repeated assault from the British.

That would seem to be the general though cenfused aspect
of Saturday's struggle.

By Sunday the whole summit and nearly all the wood
was clearly mastered. Bourlon village lower down, sloping
to the hollow on the north was still in German hands, but the
great obstacle and observation point was in British hands, and
if it securely so remain the value of Cambrai is lost to tlic

enemy. His great main railway is seen and rendered unusable
at a range of only just over three miles, all the countryside
is overlooked.

Operations in Judea and Samaria

The first part of the week's news with regard to the Pales-
tine front principally concerns the threat to the only road now
supplying Jenisalem.
The left of the British line still stood last week covering

Joppa, but faced by the new Turkish positions just before
that town and running along the sliglit height which forms
the watershed of the Auja River. But the centre was in
movement, and the movement was clearly designed to threaten
the only avenue whereby a retreat of the Turkish troops from
Jerusalem and the positions south oi Jerusalem as far as
Hebron can be effected and their munitionment and re-victual-
ling assured so long as they remain in their present positions.
There is, indeed, a possibility that these troops, were they cut
off from the north, could retire eastward across the Jordan
and reach the railway line which runs along the plateau of
Moab. It depends upon their numbers, and upon whether
the very imperfect tracks for such an operation have been
improved during the war ; for the only known good road, or
rather passable road, by which their supply can still be main-
tained and their retreat assured is the road from Nablus-
Shechem to Jerusalem, and it is upon their maintenance or
loss of this road presumably that the ne.xt phase of the cam-
paign will turn.

W'e Shall understand the position better if we begin with a
rough sketch of the ground. Judea and Samaria form the
backbone of the mountainous system about fifty miles long
from Hebron in the south to Nablus in the north, between
two and three thousand feet, in general level, with the whole
country to the south round Hebron above the 3,000 foot con-
tour, and the peaks to the North also above it. This back-
bone is not a ridge, but rather a plateau, the eastern wall of
which is a very sharp descent into the deep trench of the Jor-
dan and the Dead Sea—a trench varying in depth from six
to 1,300 feet below the general level of the Mediterranean •

therefore from 4,000 to over 5,000 feet below the general levels
of Judea and Samaria. Beyond this trench is another moun-
tain wall which supports the plateaux of Gilead and Moab to
the east.

On the West the mountain system of Judea and Samaria
falls fairly sharply (more sharply in the south than in the north)
to the foothills of the Sephalah and beyond these again there
IS the sea plain. The mountain system which was the home
01 the Jews in antiquity, and is the scene of the Old and the
JNew restaments, may be given an average breadth of 14 or
15 miles. It is, of course, far too complicated to be susceptible
of any exact measurements, but that is the sort of width which
It bears throughout its length. The foothills to the West
are a belt of anything from eight to ten miles and the sea plain
a belt varying from 10 to 20 at the very widest.

Jerusalem, the only large town in the whole district, stands
rather to the eastward side of this plateau, at a point only -^^
miles from the sea as the crow flics, which 33 miles are taken
up as to about 10 or 1 1 of them bv the remaining width of the
mountain plateau

; about eight by the foothills and the re-
mainder by the sea plain.

From the watershed of the central mountain system, which
forms Judea and Samaria run rough and often deep and narrow
torrent beds, nea rly all of them dry in summer, most of themnow running with water, which join to form short rivers of the
sea plain Ihese guUeys are more savage and difficult for
travel in the south or Judean part of the range than in the
Samariaii or northern part. The latter is much more open
country than the former, full of cultivation, with contours more
rounded and with more soil. The passage up from the sea plain
to Judea and Samaria then, and especiaUv into Judea has
always been by some one of the easiest of these gullevs '

At the northern end of the whole system there is a trench
which cuts off the hills of Galilee and "the region of the Lake

of Tiberias from the mountain mass of Samaria and Judea
to the south. This trench is formed of the valleys of Esdraelon
and Jezreel and provides a continuous way from the sea

to the Jordan valley.

This is by far the most distinctive crossing of the system,
from east to west, and it has often been the road of great
armies in the past.

But there is another crossing which has also been of historiciJ

importance during all recorded history. It runs through the
heart of Samaria, and has put that district far more into con-
tact with the general civilisation of the world than were the

Judean hills to the south. This crossing may be called tlie

Pass of Shechem or Nablus, and it is asspciated in the history

of the Bible, as in that of mediaeval and modern times, with

the neighbouring height and former capital of Samaria,
" the Watch Tower," for Samaria was built upon an isolated

hill in the valley leading down from Shechem to the sea and,

therefore, commanded the passage.

^n^u^
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of tliis Jerusalem railway, as we have seen, was lost to the

enemy when the British a fortnight ago seized its junction and
later the points of Lydda and Ramlch as well. Not only was
the railway lost, but the main road from the west to Jerusalem
was lost as well. This road, which runs from Joppa througli

Lydda up to the capital, north of the railway, was cut when
Lydda and Joppa were occupied. There is only one avenue of

fupply left, and that is the carriage road open to petrol traffic

and probably improved during the war, which unites Shechem
or Nablus on the main Damascus railway in the north with

Jerusalem by a tortuous course along the ridge of the moun-
tain land. It is only just over tkirty miles in length, and so

long as it remains uncut Jerusalem can still be supplied and
a way out of it still remains.
On Sunday the i8th, the British occupied Beit-ur-el-Tahta,

that is, " The Lower Beit," which is just on the edge of the

mountain land overlooked by the Upper Beit, Beit-ur-el-Foka,

both places are the Biblical Beth Horon, the upper and the

lower respectively. Beth Horon, the lower, which the British

thus held on Sunday the 18th, is in a direct line only seven

miles from the vital rough road we have mentioned, but by the

only path available for guns (if it is available for wheeled
traffic at all) the distance is over ten miles ; the total distance

from Beth Horon the lower to Jerusalem itself is twelve.

To the west of Jerusalem, not threatening this main road,

the British next day reached a point only si.K miles from the

city, Kuryet-el-Enah (which was perhaps Kirgath) and there

they are right in the mountain land of Judea. But it is

the threat to the main road which concerns us, and the nearest

peril to this was the presence in the hills north and cast of

Beth Horon of British davalry only four miles west of Beeroth,

a point on the main road, which, if it were cut; would isolate

Jerusalem.
Upon Wednesday, the 21st, three days later, the British

advanced another stage against the* Jerusalem-Shechem road
to cut which is their object on this operation. They stormed
the site of Mizpah on the Nebi Samwil ridge—from the

tower on which one can see the whole of the tableland from
Samaria to Jerusalem—and stood, at the end of the action,

less than three miles west of the road. Upon this success there

followed very violent counter-attacks, obviously with the

object of saving the road, possibly because the evacuation of

Turkish troops from the south was already proceeding.
v-Tcanwhile, mounted troops were in possession of Beit-ur-le-

Poka, the upper Beth Horon on the upper edge of mountain
land. They had even gone further, but had been somewhat
pressed back by counter-attack, and it is perhaps in this

en ounter that the enemy claims a certain number of machine
guns and a few prisoners.

What now remains to be seen is whether the road—from
which at Mizpah or Nebi Samwil the British are as near as

they are to the main Cambrai railway line—a range of 5,000
to 6,000 yards can still be used, or whether it will be cut^Jefore

the Turks to the south get away.

THE ITALIAN FRONT
Ob the Italian front there has been no appreciable change

during the week. Continued attacks are reported upon the
eastern end of the mountain wall just at the point where the
mountain sector joins on to the river sector, the corner of the
whole bent line, distinguished by Mount Tomba and J-Tount

Grappa. But there is no news as yet of the massing of heavy
artillery, and it may be presumed that the enemy is still com-
pleting his preparations for the main bombardment.
The details given are meagre and we cannot judge the situa-

tion properly upon them. All we know is that our Allies

now stand on the extreme edge of the mountain wall above
the plain, and that, so far as news reaching this country is

concerned, the enemy do not yet seem to have opened with
the great mass of heavy pieces they can dispose of. We are

told that on the Piave itself no ffuns beyond five inches have
been used, and of the mountain sector we have only vague
accounts—no details of the weight of metal yet used.

H. Belloc

The Criornale d'ltalia, one of Italy's most prominent daily news-
papers, has penned this fine tribute txi British reinforcements :

Those Enghsh divisions sent here as a bulwark against the
invasions of the Huns ares among the most celebrated and valorous
of the British Army. Those divisions know the homicidal mud
of the Yser ; they have learnt how to fight the Germans in a
struggle? without quarter, slowly, obstinately, implacably ; they
know what it is necessary to^jo to snatch from him step by step
and inch by inch the ground to which he obstinately clings. The
homage rendered by I-^ngland to Italy in sending Italy some f)f

her best troops must never be forgotten. The men of Vimy,
Messines, and Pa,s.schendaele descend from the North Sea to the
Adriatic to show the enemy that our alliance is not a theoretical
or ideal convention, but that it signifies solidaritv and identity
of work and programme.

T
Le Dernier Croise

By Emile Camm.aerts.

OMMY \-eille an pied du Calvaire,
La brise souffle de Syric,

—Depuis combien de temps ont-ils scolle la pierre '-

Tommy veille, Tommj' prie,

la nuit brune, sur la terre brune, TommyDan^
Brun khaki.

Avez-vous vu briller sa bayonette,
Au clair de lune ?

La croix aigue de sa bayonette,
Claire au clair de lune ?

—Depuis combien de temps L'ont-ils enterme la. ?^
Tommy courbe la tete,

Son ame veille, son corps est las.

Ou'attend-il, brun dans la nuit brune,
Sous la brise svrienne ?

Ou'attend-il, au pied de la croix.
Sous le croissant de la lune ?

Est-ceque ses freres reviennent,
Richard, Robert, Louis et Godefroid ?

—Depuis combien de temps L'ont-ils enferme la ?

—

Le sepulcre est tout proche ou, ils L'ont enterre,
Et le jardin de Joseph d'Arimathie.
Sous la lune en croissant, Christ est ressuscitc
Et sa croix brille

Entre les mains calleuses du dernier Croise,
Entre les mains calleuses et brunes
D'un ouvrier.

—Est-ce le voile de Madeleine qui flotte dans la brise ?—
Tommy ecoute una cloche qui tinte,

Tinte, tinte dans son village.

C'est Paques ici et Paques la-bas.
La lune soudain s'est 6teinte
Derriere un nuage.
—Depuis combien de temps L'ont-ils enferme la ?

Dites, Richard, Robert, Louis et Godefroid?—
La nuit se passe et I'aube pointe, »

Les merles sifflent dans les haies d'lllstree.

Tommy veille, Tommy reve. Tommy prie.

La brise souffle de Syrie. 1

—Depuis combien de temps ont-ils scelle la pierre ?—
Dites-le nous. Tommy, au pied du Calvaire. . . .

Mais Tommy ne repond pas, Tommy prie,

Dans la nuit rose, sur la terre mauve. Tommy
Brun khaki. [All Rights Reserved]

Caricatures—By Order
GERMANY must be badly in want of a Raemaekers

for the Great German General Staff reahses the

deadly nature of his work. The Allied cartoonists

have abundant material at their command, since the record .

of German atrocities on land and sea is proved to the hilt,

and grows more horrible as fresh facts come to light. But
the absence of facts is not to be permitted to interfere with the

work of the German' cartoonist. The following document,
which reached the Berner Bund was communicated to the

German Press by the Wolff News Bureau in Berhn in the form

of an official circular issued from Supreme Military Head-
quarters. It runs :

The Imperial and Royal Propaganda Department, Section

of Foreign Affairs, calls the editor's attention to the practice of

the enemy press in caricaturing the Kaiser, the Crown Prince,

Hindenburg, and alleged German militarism, with the evident
intention of an odious anti-German propaganda. Not satisfied

with this, the caricaturists of the Allied enemies carr>' on a
campaign of presumed atrocities, the murder of women and
children by the German Army. The effect of that pernicious

propaganda instilled day by day into the masses in the Allied

countries is incontrovertible, the stories of atrocities being
accompanied by pictures. It would, therefore, be important,
from the patriotic point of view, for the daily papers also to

occupy themselves by means of caricatures with the principal

events of the day.
The idea of such propaganda has been conceived by the
Supreme Military Command, and it is therefore desirable that
all should conform to it. The official cinema has been ordered
by the Supreme Command to enter into direct communication
with the daily press, and many leading newspapers have
hastened to express their readiness to insert these patriotic

caricatures, for tlie drawing of which the services of the best
artists in Munich and Berlin have been secured. These
caricatures will regard chiefly the heads of state of the Entente
Powers, their political leaders, and those who make no mystery
of their hatred for Germany. The blocks will be supplied -

free of expense.
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Minstrelsy in Macedonia
By H. Collinson Owen (Editor of The Balkan News).

runs high. Pride of fairies in man}' cases is second only to

pride of regiment. There are earnest O.C. Concert Parties

who will assure you with a quiver in the voice and almost a

tear in the eye, that their particular Fifi or Mimi (the influence

of our gallant Allies is extraordinarily strong in these matters)

or whatever her name may be, is incomparably the best that

IT
wasthe hrst timei naaevci it-aii> ^""fe"_—— . ,.ver kicked a high heel or showed a hint of lingerie on a

ing words of
" Wav down in Tennessee. .Ihey \\er>^

Macedonian stage, and that a ten-hour journey up country to

being sung witli great earnestness by a young, pleasam^
^^_^^ j^^^ .^ ^ bagatelle compared with the delight that awaits

face<l coiknev sailor who stood near the breech ot a <)•-
^^^^.^^^ arrival. They insist on impounding you on the spot, to

. . :,....„ ^...........chnntrnP all around
j.^,^,^ ^^j ^ee what Mimi can do.

" Tlie roses rahnd the door

Make me love I^Iother more. . . .

\\ henagetbac k

^Vhenagetbac k

To ma home in Tennessee . ;

•T was the first time I Ixad ever really caught the astounj-

words of
• Way down in Tennessee. .The> were

^on a tiny improvised stage. There was »^"ntmg all arouM

him ami somewhere behind was concealed the orchestra-an

accordion. The occasion was the second birthday of one 01

our small and more exotic ships of war.
"

I think," whispered the Skipper as the wonderful song

finished,
'
that we'll go aft when ihe interval comes, and lea\e

•the rest of (he concert to them." A little later a group ot

us sat in deck <liaiis, energetically grasping whis^kies and sodas,

and looking over to the twinkling lights of Salonika, ine

sounds of the concert came more faintly to our ears.

"
It is the best we can do," said the Skipper,

no pianos or concert parties and things on this ship
^

.

bad show, considering ; and the men enjoy it.

talked of other things, including the war.

" We've
. . Mot a

Then we

Musical Comedy

I was certairriy amazed on seeing my first musical comedy

star of the Balkans. I do not pretend for a moment that she

could have played with success the leading role at the Gaiety

or Daly's. But she would certainly have been welcomed in

the first row of the chorus. Tall and willowy, hair of gold,

expressive eyes—only the voice slightly marred the general

effect, and even that was really not so bad. It could easily

be reconciled with the idea that the leading " lady " had a

slight cold. Since then, I have seen a score of Fifis, and some

of them have even been a big improvement on the first.***** There is one beauty chorus in particular which makes subalterns

That unostentatious little ship's concert is but one of some ponder if they are dreaming. And it is quite impossible while

scores of entertainments that 1 have attended in and around

Macedonia, and onlv in casting the mind back is it possible

to realise how much "the men of this army have done for them-

selves in relieving the intolerable tedium that comes ot a

long campaign in a wild and comfortless coCntry. Some

eighteen months or more ago I was present at a concert at a

Corps Headquarters, which at that time was fairly near to

Sal(mika. The stage, artfully contrived with electric lights

and all sorts of other "gadgets," was set at the foot of a

slope, and rising from it were tiers of semicircular seats

cut in the hard red ground. In the front row sat generals,

laughing as heartily as schoolboys at the efforts of the come-

dians. Behind the few hundreds of seated officers were stand-

ing some thousands of men, all in the very best of humour,

and forgetting for the time being that the war had brought

Hiem to a strange country where they found themselves

" up against " many novel and disconcerting parts of life.

The jokes from the stage brought with them a pleasant whifi

of London or Birmingham or Manchester ; references to local

conditions down in Salonika evoked roars of delight. Even

the distressing subject of quinine provided mirth—and still

provides it, by the way. Shortly after the show started a huge

moon topped' the hill behind, looking down on the twinkling

little theatre with its intent audience, and making a scene

of calm and sweet beauty that belied the discomforts of the

scorching davtime.

But that was at a Corps Headquarters, and a Corps can

be expected to do things. Since then concerts and revue parties

have multiplied exceedingly, and units of much less majesty

than a Corps have their own concerts or revue parties. It has

long been accepted that entertainments behind the lines are an

excellent thing for everybody concerned, but although the

principle is all right, the practice of it is not an easy thing in

J-Tacedonia. Practically everything has to be improvised. No
wandering parties of London " stars " come out here, but

officers and men have found their own talent, and plenty of it,

and of surprisingly good quality all.

Costumes and Artistes

The question of costumes is one of considerable difficulty,

and many have been the expeditions into Salonika to find

things that often Salonika does not possess. But all difficulties

have been got over. In this new and extraordinary army of

ours it is always possible to find the right men. A hospital

orderly reveals himself to be, in private life , a scene-painter

of merit. Perkins, a mule-driver, proves to be a member of

a well-known Folly troupe, with a much more graceful cog-

nomen to help him through his professional career. Lieutenant

W unpip, of the Southshires, had a mottled career up and down

the American continents, and danced two years for his living

in 'Sevi Yoik music halls. .Ml sorts of odd people discover

themselves as capable, even soulful, musicians. Aladdin

could not have done better. The O.C. Concert Party claps

his hands, and the right ma.: appears.

Each troupe Ixiasts that its particular " ladies" are the best

that Macedonia can show. Feeling on this matter sometimes

the show is in progress to realise that those delicate young

creatures are stalwart young men who drive heavy motor

lorries or throw bombs at the Bulgar. It all seems to show

that English beauty is essentially masculine. Take a likely

looking young man and dress him up suitably, and he makes

quite a pretty girl. But then, only the ghosts of the burnt-

out millinery shops in Venizelos Street could tell to what

lengths the indefatigable O.C. Concert Parties have gone in

order to obtain verisimilitude. And not even the fire has

daunted them. They are at present busily scratching round

among the ruins trying to find the necessary " props " for

the opening of the winter season.

To realise how much the ^!imis and the concert parties and

the muic'ans of the orchestra mean to the Army in Mace-

donia it is only necessary to try and imagine what existence

would be like without them. To many thousands of men they

are the one link with the gaieties and the comparatively

care-free existence that they knew before the war. Tommy is

grateful to the men who have sufficient talent to provide these

distractions for him, and for his pait would willingly see them

doing nothing else, but as a matter of fact, practically the

whole of this woik is done in the spare time of the officers

and men so engaged.

Certain leading troupes have long ago attained the dignity

of touring companies. \\ hen their woik is done they load

up their properties with all the celerity and expedition of a

ration party hurrying up to the firing line, and start oft' for

some out of the way spot where the local O.C. and his men are

waiting a-tiptoe for the fun of the evening. The Home
O.C. probably has guests for dinner and a special spread that

evening. The O.C. Concert Party probably eats a sandwich or

so the while he gets into his footlight toggery, and superintends

the erection of the stage. Even when the show is finished

his trials are not over. The Home O.C. in honour bound
makes a speech of appreciation and thanks. A dreadful

stillness descends on the hall of mirth. Audience and com-
pany alike look frightfully embarassed and unhappy. In our

,

honest British way we cannot do these graceful little things

without looking as though we have been collectively condemned
to death. Relief and joy return when everybody sings

lustily " God save the King."

We have long since developed beyond mere concert parties

and pierrot troupes— not that these are not excellent in their

way. We have an excellent revue, which has given great

delight to thousands, various dramatic sketches have been pro-

duced, and there have even been pantomimes. The theatrical

history of J-!acedonia, indeed, started with a pantomime.
" Dicjc Whittington," which opened with great success

on Christmas Eve of 1915. Dick Whittington made history.

The " book " was exceptionally clever from start to finish.

The show was given in two marquees placed T-wise, and
what was intended merely to amuse the members of a Field
Ambulance and anybody who came along, was immediately
annexed by a wise General and his Division.

Since then, this new rendering of the old story has, I believe,
been played in many parts of the world. Last winter the same
authorsj)roduced "Aladdin." this time as a divisional enterprise.
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Organised on the most lavish scale it was a wonderful success.

Night after night the theatre was crowded with men only just

out of the front linci Attached to the theatre was a canteen
where, in the interval, the men could buy cigarettes and even,
on days of great good fortune, beer. The plot was a brand
new one, and the villains of the piece were Orosdi and Back,
two local shopkeepers—pliilanthropists whom the men of

the Army will remember to their dying day.
For weeks the great pantomime ran to joyous and crowded

houses. Every ten days or so the S.S.O." of that Division,

who helped to ruh the theatre and all its auxiliary branches,

appeared in the ofhce and implored me brokenly to come and
.see the finest show on earth. But alas : it was a three days
journey there and back, and by no possible juggling with time
was it feasible to J^roduce tl)ree daily newspapers in advance.
1 shall always regret having missed the great pantomime at

K '-. But, happily, there are already signs in the air

which suggest that tJii^ winter, too, somewhere or other on
the front, it will have a successor, whose brilliance will even
outshine the production of last' year.

A Visit to the British Fleet
By Lewis R. Freeman

WHILE lunching with Admiral Sir Doveton
Sturdee in the course of a recent visit to the
Grand Fleet, which must always remain one of

the most memorable experiences of my life,

I \entured the opinion that the work of the British Navy
in sweeping every enem\' vessel—warship and merchant
steamer—from the surface of the Seven Seas, was the one
most o)itstanding achievement of the war.

" Perhaps you are light," said the victor of the Battle of
Ihe Falklands thoughtfully, "but you must not lose sight
"f the fact that to win this victory over the German the
British sailor has had to win an even more remarkable victory
over himself. At the ot:tbreak of the war 1 had every con-
fidence that, in one way or another, we would be able to
establish a control of the sea quite as complete as that which
we actually have established ; but, if anyone could have
assured me that the foundations of that control would have
to rest upon the Grand Fleet being based in this isolated
harbour, with the men practically cut off from intercourse
with the' world for months at a time, I must confess that I

might have been—well, somewhat less sure, to say the least.

Certainly I would never have dared more than to hope that
the moral of the men of the Fleet, far from being lowered by
the most trying experience of the kind sailors have ever been
called upon to endure, would actually be heightened. On
the score of enthusiasm and ' lust for battle,' there could not,
of course, have been any improvement, but this has given
way to a cheerful, high-spirited willingness which, if possible,
makes the Fleet a more efficient fighting unit with every dav
that passes. If you will observe well the spirit of the men of
the Grand Fleet at a time when the German Fleet—based
though it is in the Kiel Canal, where regular shore-leave is

easy to arrange— is filled with unrest and threatened with
mutiny, I think you will agree with me the' keeping of the
British sailor in a healthy state of mind and body, without
once letting him verge on staleness, is worthy to rank as an
achievement with that of keeping the enemy off the seas."

High Spirits

Evidence of the high spirits of the men of the Grand Fleet
I liad been haying from the moment I sighted the first car-
load of returning-from-leave sailors on my journey up from
London, but the occasion en which I was the most impressed
was the morning on which I was allowed the honour of
helping to coal ship by wheeling 2-cwt. sacks on a barrow
for a couple of hours, an experience the memory of which
promises Icng to outlast even the not unlingering'stifiness of
my dorsal muscles. The ship had not been ordered, and was
not expecting to be ordered to sea, and there was no reason
to rush the coaling save to be free to take up some other of
the regular grind of routine drudgery next in order.

I have watched warships coaling in many ports of the
world, but never have I seen men working under the stimulus
of extra shore-leave at Gibraltar, Nagasaki, or Valparaiso get
the stuff into bunkeis faster than did those lusty m«n of the
good old " X " t<Jiat misty morning in the Skager Floe.
Almost every man who was not smoking was singing, and
even out of the dust-choked inferno of the collier's holds, the
beat of chesty chorus welled up in the pauses of the grinding
winches.
Time and again (until I learned how to defeat the manoeuvre)

men behind me in the line pushed their barrows in ahcmd and
made oti with sacks that should have been mine to shift,

and time and again (until I had found my second wind and
my "coaling legs") the rollicking Jack Tar just behind me
put his speeding barrow into one of my by no means slow-
moving heels. The several hundred tons of coal which went
into our bunkers between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. on that ordinary
" routine " morning, was shifted at a rate that- would have

been entirely creditable to a crew filling their bunkers for

a long-deferred homeward voyage.
I did not have another opportunity to discuss wiih Admiral

Sturdee the manner in which the miracle of " Fleet moral
"

had been wrought, but an officer ofthe battleship on which
I stayed summed the thing up succinctly.

'^
i quite understand," 1 had said,

"'* why the physical

health of the Fleet should be the best ever known— why no
battleship averages more than two or three sick at a time.

The long months away from the germ-laden air of the land
is sufficient to account for that. But how, after these three

years and a half between the Devil, the Deep Sea and the

Scotch Mist, the men are still exuberant enough to want to

push barrows of coal faster than a landsman, like myself

(who is pushing for the sheer luxury of the thing), or how
they are still full enough of ]oie de vivre to enjoy fits of singing

between fits of coughing in the' hold of a collier, is beyond
my comprehension. Hew did you do it ?

"

The reply was prompt and to the point, and seems to

me to disclose the secret in a nutshell. " By giving

them," he said, " both rtriore work and more play than they
had in peace-time ; in other words, by cutting dcwn to a
minimum the time in which to twirl their thumbs and think."

Work in War Time

"Outside polishing brass and holystoning the deck,"
he went on, " there is a deal more work on a warship in war-
time than in days of peace, so that we are never hard put to

find a field for extra eft'ort. We learn much quicker from
practice than we did from theory, and there is an astonishing
amount of work going on all the time to the end that the
ship shall be kept as up to date as possible in all her equip-

ment. The increase of a ship's offensive and defensive

ix)wer, making her better to fight with and safer to fight in

is naturally a work in which the men are vitally interested,

and they go into it with a will. We try as far as possible

to avoid simply putting the men through the motions of

work, like doing unnecessary painting or scrubbing, for

instance. If the ship .does not provide for the moment
enough real work, we try to find it ashore. For the next
few days, for example, we are sending several himdred men
ashore to make roads on one of the islands. They are very
keen about the change, and I have heard them speaking about
it all to-day. That kind of a thing works much better than
simply improvising work on board- It gives variety, and
the men feel that they are doing something useful instead of

simply being kept busy."
" So much for work. On the score of pla3*, we aim to

give the men rather more athletic sports than they would
have in port in peace-time, though all of it has to be carried

on with many less ' frills
'—flag-dressings, tea-parties and the

like—under the limiting conditions of always being ready to

put to sea at notice of an hour or two. On the ship, doubling

round the deck for exercise is kept tip regularly, as is also a
certain number of Swedish drills. Every encouragement is

given to tlie men to box, and the ship, squadron and Fleet

championships in the various classes are, of course, great

events. There is scarcely a drifter or patrol-boat without

one or more sets of boxing-glcfves, for there is no form of

sport quite as well calculated to exercise both mind and body
in restricted quarters.
" Water-sports— swimming, rowing and sailing—are kept

up about as in peace-time, though here the long spell of

inclement weather makes the winter rather a longer ' closed

season ' than farther south. Ashore there are several in-

(lifi'erent cricket and football grounds, though not, howe\'er,

nearly enough for tlie normal demand of the great number-
it runs well up into six figures- of able-bodied, sport-loving

men in the Fleet. A good deal of hockey is played, and we
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have fDiintl it a hotter wot-wpatJicr Rame than football.

In all of these sports inter-ship and intcr-squadron rivalry

], encouraged, principally because it stimulates tlie minds of

«<o many outside the actual participants.

"Many of the officers have their f;olt clubs and tennis racquets.

and though our links and courts would hardly satisfy the

critical eyes of St. Andrt>\vs or ' Queen's ' professionals, they

have been a big help to vis. Cross-country runs and pa])er-

chascs, up anil down the steep hills and over the soggy peat

bogs, are taken part in by both men and officers, and for

flesh-reducing, muscle-hardening and chest-expanding are

about the best thing we have. The tug-of-war is a tra-

ditional Navy ^p^rt, for it can, if necessary, be enjoyed on
shipboard as well as ashore. . The great pride which the

men of a ship take in the success of its team makes this also

a very useful sport for its ' psvchologic ' value.
" Amusements pure and simple—the kinema and thea-

tricals '.—are a new thing with us (at least while on acti\'e

service) and the scheme is still in process of de\'eIopnient.

I-'or a number of reasons it is impracticable for professional

trotipes to visit the Grand Fleet in the same way as they have
been going to France to entertain the Anriy. The greater

distance is against it, as is also the fact that we have no place

to put them up. Again, as there is no place where they could

])erform to more than a thousand men (at the outside) at one
time, it would obviously take swne months to make a round
of the Fleet. The fact that the visitors might awake almost
any morning to find themselves on the way to a seafight is

also a deterrent. All of these things have made it necessary
for us to shift for ourselves in the matter of entertainment.

" Each shij), of course, has always had its band and
orchestra, and concerts and rather crude theatrical shows
have been features of Navy life from time immemorial. Tlie

trouble with the shows, however, has always been the amount
of improvising that they entailed, especially in the matter of

a stage, footlights, seats and the like. Before the war the

men usually managed to find time to paint and rig ' flies
'

and ' drops,' devise lighting effects, and even to fi.\ up some
kind of auditorium. Here, with the whole ship standing by
for orders to put to sea, all of this was out of the question.
I'nder these circumstances, the man who first conceived the
idea of a special ' theatre ship ' deserves a monument as a
benefactor to the British Navy.

" The suggestion was to provide a steamer on which a
permanent stage, complete with sets of scenery, exits and
entidnces, footlights, sidelights and dressing-rooms, had been
installed

; also sufficient seats to accommodate as many of
the crew of a battleship as could ever be off duty at one time.
The thing would have been worth while a dozen times over,
even if it had been necessary to detach a three or four thou-
sand-ton steamer for no other purpose. I.uckily, the plan
chanced to, dove-tail to a nicety with the functions of a steamer
which, in carr^'ing frozen beef to the Fleet, laid alongside
each ship for from tU'enty-four to forty-eight hours. The
stage, auditorium and the rest were built without interfering
in the least with the steamer's regular work, nor have the
some hundreds of performahces already given aboard been
responsible for tlie least interruption in our supply of frozen
beef. As for the shows, she is discharging to the ' X '

of our squadron to-day, ancH'ftu can go over to-night and see
one for yourself. ,

Kinemas and Films

" The trouble with the ' theatre ship ' idea is that it is too
long bctw-een show-s. Between the battleship and the endless
auxiliaries, it may easily take from two to three months for
the beef-cum-theatre steamer to make the full round of
the Fleet, an interval which we had to find some way of
bridging with other entertainment. It was a difficult problem
in many ways, and it is only within the last month or two
that we have found—through the kinema—a satisfactory
solution. Fvcry ship in the Fleet has now its projector, ancl,
through an organisation formed in London for that purpose,'
a continuous supply of the latest and best films is sent up
and circulated at a cost to us that is almost negligilile. Tlie
films on arrival at the Depot Ship which houses the Post
Office, are listed and filed, to be distributed to the various
units in accordance with their demands.
"Each ship has a daily bulletin of the liew films arriving,

and at once sends in an application for its preference, with
two or three alternatives should the first choice have gone
to a prior claimant. The scheme has been successful beyond
words. Each ship has a nightly performance, the projector
being at the disposal of the men during the week, and of the
officers on Saturday. All share in the cost of it, which
only comes to a .shilling or two per head a rnonth. With a little
larger supply of the more popular films, the development of
this kinema scheme promises to give us everything we could
possibly ask on the score of evening amus'ement. About

the only thing left to do would be to. buy a few picture-taking
machines, let the officers and men write the scenarios, and
start making films on our own account. If it turns out that
we're to be here another year or two, I don't doubt that's
what we will be doing.'.'

The Theatre-Ship

•There is not a great deal that I can add to this compre-
hensive summary of the way work and play have been
administered with such success in maintaining the moral of
the men of the (irand Fleet. The show on the " theatre-
ship " that night I found well worth the wet launch trip in
a sloppy sea. It consisted of two parts of varieties and one
of burlesque. Most of the numbers had been under rehearsal
for several weeks, and the whole affair went oif with all the
aplomb of a London Revue. No " accessories "—from
posters to programmes—were missing, not even the Censor.
An officer sitting next me, calling my attention to the blank

back of the programme, said that lie had written some
" advertisements " to fill it, but that the Censor had banned
them at the last moment as " not proper." As a matter of
fact, there was far less in the whole show played by men to
men, as it was, to " bring a blush to the cheek " than in the
average London revue. A certain ^' chilliness " in the atmos-
phere of the auditorium, due to the fact that it was situated
immediately over one of the refrigerating chambers, was
more than neutralised by the warm reception the packed
audience gave the show from the opening chorus t6 "God
Save the King."

I managed to spend a few minutes at the nightly kinema
show on several battleships. All of the available seats were
invariably packed, with the enthusiasm tremendous, especially
for the " knock-about " pictures. Charlie Chaplin appeareil
to be a ten-to-one favourite' over anyone else—both in the
Ward Rooms and on the Lower Decks—and the demand for
films in which he figured was a good deal greater than the
available supply. The " sentimental " Mary Pickford sort
of films were rather more popular than the men cared to show
by their applause, but the harrowing " suffering-mother-and
child " subjects they would have none of. A rather poor
film of Rider Haggard's SJw which I saw was very coldly
received by both men and officers. The Official War films of
all of the Allies were always sure of a rousing reception. A
special treat was the picture of the King's recent visit to the
Grand Fleet, which offered men and officers the exciting
sportof" finding " themselves on various sectors of it. Travel
films were in little demand, the reason for which was perhaps
supplied by one of my coaling-mates, who said that the only
kind of travel " movie " that he was interested in was the
woods of Scotland running north at sixty miles an hour past
the window of his homebound train.

Besides the more or less organised forms of work and play,
many of the men in the Fleet have some sort of a hobby to
w^hich they turn in the rare intervals which might otherwise
be spent in " thumb-twirling " and " thinking," those twin
enemies of " The Contented Sailor." Thousands of men
" make things "—not the old ship-in-a-bottle seaside bar orna-
ment sort, but objects of real usefulness. One officer had
become a specialist on electrical heating contrivances, and
had equipped the Ward Room witli cigar lighters to work with
the ship's " juice " and save matches. "Another was making
his own golf clubs, and I heard of a Captain of Royal Marines
of noble lineage who had fabricated a very " wearable "pair
of Noi-wegian ski-shoes. There are so many skilled artisans
among the men that one is not surprised to see them making
almost anything

; nevertheless, the gunner of one of the
battleships who—with the sole exception of the lens—made
a complete kinema projecting machine, did a very creditable
piece of work.
Some of the Senior Naval Officers have gone in for stock-

breeding, overflowing to the land in their endeavours to find
room to expand. Pig-raising is the most popular line, and
there is great rivalry between the several " sty proprietors."
A certain distinguished sailor—his name is a byword to the
Enghslte people—discoursed learnedly to me" for fifteen
minutes on the strategy of the Battle-of Jutland, and then,
turning to a visiting ofiicer, spoke with equal facility, and
even greater enthusiasm, of his success in crossing the " China
1 oland ' with the " Ordinary Orkney " to increase (or was
It to reduce ?) the " streak " in the bacon. He called the
new breed the " Chinorkland," or something like that, and if
the fact that he was planning three or four generations ahead
conveys anything as to the view the Navy takes regarding
the duration of the war, my readers—with tlie Censor's
indulgence—are welcome to the tip.

<=,^r^!i rl"??''''
''''"* ^ '='"^"'' ^o"" £^°° as a donation to the

'vMr A tI "^l^PP^"*' ''^^'''^^ '« t>eing made on behalf of the

m'ini„„' „; ,•
'" u^'^ ^'^ ^'"'^ ^P'^'^'^l appeal a sum of half amillion sterhnc will te raised before the end of tlie vonr.
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The Beauty of Zeeland Waters
By a British Prisoner of War

BEFORE the war every owner of a small cruising

yacht, while poring over maps and charts, must
have found often his attention drawn to the maze of

islands in the estuarj' of the Scheldt and Rhine. This

applies, of course, not to the racing yachtsman, but to the

possessor of the seaworthy vessel, comfortable rather than
swift, and designed for sheltered waters and coast-hugging

cruises.

There could, indeed, be few places more perfect for a sailing

expedition than these Zeeland estuaries, so broad that from
mid-channel the land is only a thin bar dividing water and
sky. It is a quaint primitive countrv with cloan harbour
and \'illages and friendly population of farmers and fisher-

men. There are old towns, beautiful but not squalid ; with

names faintly familiar in history. Ancient dress and customs
survive, not at the instigation of financiers for the benefit of

tourists, as in some of the sliow places of Holland, but simply
and sincerely because the people have no desire to change the

ways of their ancestors.

In these days the whole district is under strict mihtary
supervision, and only . recognised traders are allowed to

pass unchallenged. There are forts and minefields guarding
the mouth of the Scheldt, and Vlissingen, or Flushing as we
call it, which stands at the mouth of the estuary, is not only
a landing place for Continental travellers, but also the second
naval port of Holland.

It was for these reasons that two of us, interned British

officers, were pleasurably surprised to receive permission to

join a sailing party, whose course lay between Dordrecht
and Flushing. Perhaps the knowledge that we had left the
regular service several years before the war, as well as the
confidence placed in our hostess, influenced the authorities
in their generous decision. Friends in the Dutch army told

us that it was all a mistake and that we should never be allowed
in a military area so vigilantly guarded. But our passes
gave us the freedom of all Zeeland, and on the strength of

that we made our preparations and journeyed down to
Dordrecht, where the boat awaited us.

A Sleepy Port

Dordrecht is a sleepy inland port, whose salient features, still

unchanged, are familiar from the canvasses of Albert Cuyp.
Some of the streets are narrow and winding, and the tall houses
that lean together over the waters of a muddy canal give a
Venetian effect. But it is a grey and northern Venice, and
one soon emerges from these tumble-down antiquities into
rows of modern shops or large ornamental villas. We went
on board the evening before we started, arid spent the night
in a stagnant little, harbour, surrounded by yachts and
barges, and overshadowed by the great church with its famous
stunted tower and a spread of «late-roofed ^isles.

A huge volume of traffic still passes the sleepy quay's, whc re

farm produce and the wares of several factories are per-
petually being laden. Dordrecht stands at a crossway of
canals that bear the commerce of Rotterdam and the Rhine.
The modern activities and enterprise of Dordrecht were
indeed forcibly impressed upon us at the outset of our travels,

l-'irst we were held up before the big railway bridge over the
River Maas that only opens five or si.x times a clay, and a
small canal just behind us discharged into the main waterway
the greasy reiuse of a butter factory that stood on its banks.
We passed the steel obstruction, only to be met by another
equally unyielding. The skipper suddenly announced that
he must wait the turn of the tide, and made fast alongside a
deserted quay opposite a sprawling oil factory. However
at last we found ourselves tacking down the Dorde Kil
towards the Hollandsche Diep.
The Dorde Kil is a broad- canal with green banks neatly

paved at the water's edge. Tall reeds grow in shallow creeks,

and silver poplars throw their shadow across tlie water. The
hrecze was light, and such as it was it blew against us, making
progress slow. Our craft was a stout sailing vessel of about
fifteen tons with a good spread of mainsail and a single jib.

In a fair breeze her sailing powers were better than critics

might have suppos^-d. She had started life as a humble
trader, but now her cargo space was divided into a pair of
<Hbins and a large saloon. Her sides and mast were var-
nished and the state of the decks and bright-work would
have been creditable at Cowes.

'

It wasahot day and,'as'the afternoon wore on , less and less

wind found its way to the sheltered canal. Some of the
sailing barges, especially those deep laden, had wisely
anchored, but others drifted to and fro, their*pars gybing and

their course uncertain. The seamanship of the Dutch barge-
men has an appearance of almost negligent indifference.

The^' are wary and experienced, but they take no pride In an
e.xercise of skill. No rivalry exists between them. Their
duty is to convey cargo from port to port, and with the bare
performance of their duty they are content.
We passed through a prosperous country. The roofs of

neat farms and houses were' visible over the high banks ol

the canal, but the view beyond was often obscured by tlie

trees near the water's edge. At about five o'clock a steady
breeze filled our sails, and the barges th;it liad lain sleepily

on the glassy water during the stifling liours now awoke, antl

as we passed we heard the steady clank of winches weighing
anchor and hoisting sail.

Narrow Waters

Tacking across a narrow stretcli uf water is tedious work.
It is tedious for the steersman ever wondering if he dare trust

the wind and attempt to weather such and such a point, or
pass ahead of such and such a craft, that for half an hour has
hovered in front of his bows. It is tedious for the hand at
the fore sheet, and even for the passengers, roused every few
minutes by the heeling of the boat and the swinging of tlie

boom. When, however, traffic is passing to and fro, then the
task of the man at the helm is magnified tenfold. On this

occasion a tug with an interminably long tow of three barges
held a steady course down mid-Channel at a speed, that seemed
neither to draw ahead nor drop behind. We drifted for a
while till the obstruction had passed us, and then we could
tack once more across the full breadth of the canal. At length
a long stretch, now lively with moving craft, was left behind
and open water lay ahead. The flat land on the far horizon
was misty blue in the distance, and the surface of the grey
waste was lashed into tiny waves by the wind that the trees

had deflected from the canal. We stood out till only a small
scar of land was visible between the sky and water.
The wind dropped again towards evening, and \va

approached the shore. The trees and meadows that had
been a grey monochrome became green once more ; deep
green for the elms and poplars, and light emerald for the sun-
lit grass. The tide was ebbing fast and sand banks lifted

their backs like monsters rising out of the deep. We sailed

on steadily, the tide with us and the water gossiping idly

to the planks, .\head of us the sun was sinking through
fleecy clouds surrounding an island of the palest blue, and tlie

glow of the slanting rays lit up the east, where the clouds
became half transparent like amethyst. There was a silence

here which seemed, because we were in sight of land, more
deep and more intense than the silence of the ocean in

moments of calm. The distance swallowed up all sound from
, the shore, and in the presence of land and ships the stillness

that our voices broke became more real and vivid.

After a while the spell was broken." We had been watching
a tug with two long hulks that had been steering eastward.
Suddenly, with a harshness mellowed by the space between us,

we heard the roar of a surging cable* They had anchored for

the night, and as the two long hulls swung round with tjie

tide, for a few moments the tarred sides suemed to gatJier all

the failing sunlight into' twin glistening gems. It was gone as
they yielded to the moving water, and their shapes grew vague
and shadowy against the sombre clouds. Then we heard the
steady beat of a propeller, the shearing of a steamer through
still water, and like an echo came the fall of the bow wave
upon the shore. . The reflection of the bows gave a false im-
pression of their height, and we thought that a large ship was
approaching. But as it passed it sank to insignificance and
hurried out to sea as though ashamed of the deception. The
light was fading and the water had the grey brightness xjf liigji-

polishcd steel. Here and there we saw the rolling backs of
porpoises, and seals were just discernible on the sandbanks.
The sun was soon lost beliind a heavy bank of cloud, but once
it shone dimly through the obscuring curtain. It was dull

red, like heated iron, and a dark bar lay across its face.

Tlien in the midst of the darkening waters wc cast anchor
for the night. The tide had turned and was soon racing
inland. It stretched the cable taut and swirled noiselessly

])ast our sides. Two of us bathed from the dinghy, ami raced
back to the sirij) with the current. To swim against it was
impossible. The water was warm, for the sea keeps its heat
in the night, and it liad a brackish taste.

Tliere was strange softness in nature, in the qi^ict colour uf
the clouds and the pale reflecting water. Light breezes, soft

us velvet, passed gently througli the night and made no stir.
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Searchlights, possibly as far distant as Antwerp, Hashed across

the sky, and there wiis a fitful play of summer liglitniug. But

Ihc air was fresh and mobile, without the sullen gloom thai

precedes a storm. Nature was asleep and breathing softly.

On waking next mcirning we foimd ourselves under way.
heeling over to a brisk wind and scudding through small

snappmg waves. \Vc were in a narrow j>assage, steering

parallel to a neat shore with treeless pasture oxcrtopping a

rocky seawall. There was a sandbank on the other beam,

where gulls stnitted. It was dry and even, an ideal place to

baithc from, or for children to dig castl&s. In one place a

few buried planks and ribs scarred its smoothness and be-

trayed its menace. The land fell away and on either side

there was open sea, and ahead a long island, set meekly on the

horizon as though it felt that its very life depended on the

pleasure of the cai>ricious waves. Clouds were spreading over

the sky and soon they had hidden the sun. The sea was
grey and choppy ; dirty rather than stormy weather.

It was \\alcheren that lay ahead : a name sinister in English

history. One thinks of it as a bleak island, with sand dunes,

and fever-stricken marshes, and isolated forts, and liaH-

savage population. Actually it is wooded, and fertile, and
peaceful as Kent or Surrey. There are two unforgettable

land-marks that rise clear from the flat st)il of the island. In the

forefront stands the huge church of Were, and far behind,

faint and slim, is the distant spire of J'iddelburg.

A Dead City

Vecrc is a dead city. The great church, weary and alone,

like the arch of Ctesiphon, bears sorrowful witnessto thepast.

The cottage roofs seen through tlic foliage of surrounding
trees are weak and insignificant, like the muddy Arab towns
built upon the dust and rubbish of Bayblon.

X'eerc stands at the mouth of the Walcheren canal, which
bisects the island, passing througii J'iddelburg and on to

1-lushing. But the traffic goes by regardless of the scattered
village that was once a busy port. We awaited the opening
of the iron gates in the granite locks and then made fast

alongside a plank landing-stage in company with a fleet of
barges. The wind had dropped so wc stayed there till the
evening. The weather had become dark and forbidding ;

clouds surcharged with rain massed in from the cpen sea and
spread over the island- Downpours, straight and arenching as
tropical showers, are common in Holland. The clouds break
and empty themselves like reservoirs suddenly overturned,
and an inch of rain falls in half an hour.
At close quarters the church seems larger arid more pitiful

than in the distance—more than ever like some prehistoric
monster, aged, and impotent against a host of midget foes.

There was some scaffolding round one end and planking had
been erected where the tall railings had been destroyed
The walls were a dingy colour, like khaki, and coarse flowers
grew in cre\'ices and on the solid buttfesses. Opce the
e.xterior had been decked with carved figures, saints and
gargoyles and ornamental sculpture. Ornateness would have
relieved its cTull proportions, but the work of the Nether-
lands iconoclasts was thorough, and not even in the highest
niche had a statue been' left to offend the stern Calvinist eye.
The long windows were filled with pale green glass, a common
practice in Holland, and the walls within were a desert of
whitewash. The whole fabric was chipped and battered,
but its solidity seemed unimpaired. '

Some of the larger houses in the cobbled streets may have
been old, and they were certainly roofed with mellowed scarlet
tiles. But they were small and unimpressive

; one-storied
dwellings built perhaps from the pillage of ruins. Along the
quay of the little harbour, where a few barges lay on the mud,
we found traces of past days. .The guildhall of the painters,
with its elaborate facade, is now a museum and temporarily
a barrack. In one of the shops, behind a ])ile of merchandise,
wc had a glimpse of carven arms above a fiUed-in fireplace,

and, facing the sea, a rambling inn has grown upon the remains
of an older building. The C.othic stadhiiis. with its delicate
lower of stone and copper, its pointed roof, and stiff carven
ligurcs, remains untarnished. The small muni(-ij)al business
is still transacted here, and amongst its antiquities is a golden
cup given to Veerc in 1551 by .^^aXimilian of Burgundy.

Veere is still unspoilt by sentimental and commercial
endeavours to revive its ancient glories—or rather to build
upon those fragments a modern villadom. A few painters
stay there and tourists come from J'iddelburg if they have
an afternoon to spare. The inhabitants are an old-fashioned
race, clean and simple and industrious. The women arc
sturdy and beauty is measured by the redness of thick anns
which the mediaeval dress leaves bare above the elbow.

Later in the evening, when the clouds had dispersed, w^e
were towed to ?-'iddelburg. The Walcheren canal is an
artificial waterway with long stretches and geometricallv

even banks. Old guns have been driven into the turf parapet
at distances of about two hundred yards, guns that a hundred
>-ears ago may have borne their part in repelling our ill-fated

expedition.

Middelburg, the capital of the province of Zeeland, is, as
its name implies, in the centre of the diamond shaped island.
It is quite a large town. The old historic streets spread over
a big area and modern suburbs reach out in all directions.
Not only in its buildings, but in all its life, Middelburg, in
the tniest sense of the word, is an ancient city. The spirit
of the Middle Ages lives on, a refined and idealised survival,
with the dirt and brutality of old days discarded. Life is

quiet and safe; and undisturbed in this changeless city. The
fragments of past ages are frequently show places—dead
things whose bodies are preserved—or else they are surrendered
to poverty and squalor. But Middelburg has more than
isolated relics. Business is discharged in the stadhuis built by
Charles the Bold, and the citizens live in solid houses with
long eaves and lattice windows. They appreciate and guard
the charm of their city by reproducing in new buildings the
form and spirit of the old. A few slums remain, but these are
still as they were when first constructed, tiny dwellings for
poor men. There are no palaces sunk to tenements or
churches used for storing hay.

[To be continued.)

The Late Edward Thomas
Fo the Editor Land & Water.
Sir-—Your appreciative notices of my late son, in con-

nection with his postlnmious works, A Literary Pilgrim.
and his poems, lead me to think that your readers might be
interested in some particulars as to the manner of his death
which have not yet been published. Prior to the British
offensive at Arras on Easter Mondav last, when he fell,
Edward Thomas had borne his part in the great artillery duel.'
His group of batteries had been singularly successful and made
a big bulge in the German line, so much so that his Commanderm notifying his death said that he had fallen in a moment oi
victory—" a gallant death for a very true and gallant gentle-
man. The strange fact is that Iris life was taken away by
a shell that left his body unscathed and thus his comrades
were able to bury him in a soldiers' cemetery at Agrv, carved
out of a delightful little wood. It was his good foVtune, as
a famous nature-lover to be laid to rest under the trees, with
the birds that he knew so well carolliixq on the branches.
As we stood by his grave," writes his Commander, " the sun

came out and the guns around seemed to stop firing for a
time. This typified to me what stood out most in his character,
the spirit of quiet, sunny, unconccrning cheerfulness."
One of his corporals, who came home to receive a commission,

has told us that his men would have followed him any-
where owing to the confidence he inspired. When the news
of his death was brought back to the battery, the messenger
cried out !

" Lads, we have lost our best officer "
; to which a

chorus of voices responded :•" Not Mr. Thomas!" The
wheelwright of the battery executed a special memorial for
his grave. Six months later his commander finds himself
again in the neighbourhood and pays a visit to the grave of
the poet-soldier. He writes :

" I felt very happy about him
resting there, because I felt it to be just the Kind of place that
would have appealed to him by its quiet beautv. The grave
was well cared for, but looked rather bare, so to-morrow I
am going there again with two men who knew and loved him
• • -.

?,"d we arc going to returf it and plant a few shrubs
round it. One hardly knows which to honour most, the brave
soldier who feU, or the commander who can cherish such a
pious memory for his dead subaltern. At least, one loves to
think of It as characteristic of British chivah-y.
As a man of the open air Edward Thomas had inured

himselt to extremes of heat and cold and wet. He re-acted
splendidly to the drill and training of the soldier, so that one
ot his best friends, who knew a soldier when he saw him,
could say of him

:
" This man was a born soldier. " Let me

add that he volunteered for the army in the first months of
the war and was determined from the beginning to get as soon
as he could to the battle front. His Celtic dair^'oyance told
lum his fate. Ihe poetry which he then began to write,
under a greater intensity of spirit, is touched by a feeling of
larcwell as also by a certain melancholy that was natural tomm. At the same time he had an iron courage that never
looked back. In these days there are people who will say
This man did not boast or brag, he must have been a

nonentity Though his father, I venture to say that anywho read his works can trace in every line the hand of the

fnaTr ?y
^""'^1 ,f^'e facing his country's enemies and

regulating the fire of his battery.

Faithfully vom-s,
Kusham Gale. BaUiam, S.W.ii." Vhiliv Thomas-
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life anil letters;

By J. G. Squire

Irish Memories

THE large sect which reveres the " Irish R.^.."

books will automatically buy Irish Memories (Long-

mans, los. 6d. net), the last book which will bear the

names of E. CE. Somerville and Martin Ross. Miss

Violet Martin, " Martin Ross," died a little time ago, and the

new volume has been written by her collaborator, with the

help of some of Miss Ross's letters and papers. It is a book,

liowever, with less of a general appeal tlian one had expected.

A good deal of it is family and local history, dealing with

persons who are not of sufficient note to be interesting to

English strangers, unless treated with that fullness which
will make almost anyone interesting. Miss Martin's family

was very clever, and' still more numerous—she herself was
the eleventh successive girl, and was received into the world,

she alleges, with the least amount of rejoicing on record

—

but the material here given is insufficient to intrigue one with

any of them except her mother. That lady, who was very

caustic about her daughter's early literary attempts, was, it

is said, imposing, slowjand stately to a remarkable degree :

It was alleged by her graceless family that only by aligning

her with some fixed and distant object, and by close observa-
tion of the one in relation to the other, was it possible to see

her move. One of the stories turned on the mistake of one
f>f their children, short-sighted like herself. " Oh, there's

Mamma coming at last !
" A pause. Then, in tones of

disappointment, " So, it's only a tramcar."

In any book by these hands there were bound to be sufficient

anecdotes of that kind to make it worth the reader's while to

go on, and Miss Somerville scatters them fjeely. She does
not specialise in " bulls," but gives a good one from a tenant
who said that he had "a long serious family, and God knows
how I'll make the two ends of the candle meet." But about
her chastest tale is that of the deferential lady at the garden
party, who said to her host '

" Oh, what a handsome sunset

you have."
* • * * *

The two ladies were of old Irish landowning families, and
took the point of view, political and social, of their class,

though never in a purely mechanical way. " Martin Ross,'

at the end, was remarkably open on the subject of Home Rule,
and the correspondence between her and Captain Gwynn,
M.P., her? given, shows how little it really is that
differentiates the best minds on each side. But what one
really wants from this book is not new light upon Home
Rule, or the Irish Famine, but sorriething which will illus-

trate the workings of one of the closest and most puzzling
collaborations on record. Here Miss Somerville, although
with all the airs of candour, is a little reticent. She gives us
the history of the partnership. She tells us what they got
from the publishers for their early novels—and the prices were
larger than they would have obtained in these days of reduced
prices and enormous over-production—and she is very
amusing about the stupids who were continually asking
them " which one held the pen." She suggests—as has been
revealed before—that the co-operation between the two was
extraordinarily close, and that each word, almost, was
debated between them ; but she does not really show us the
tiling happening. We are left to make our own deductions
from the specimens of writing by each separately now given,
in which the components of the mixture separate out and are
revealed as very distinct from each other.

« « « • «

Explanation or no explanation, the results of the partner-
ship will always be a puzzle. Generally speaking, collaborators
write alternate chapters ; or one writes the dialogue and the
other the descriptions ; or they sink their differences in

some method which is quite impersonal. The queer thing
about this pair is that they produced a style, which was the
style of neither of them, and which nevertheless had an in-

dividual personality written all over it. That personality
was more vivacious and irresponsible than "Martin Ross's "

;

more thoughtful and sagacious than Miss Somerville's ; and
the style was terser, more vivid, more flexible than either's.

The epithets, the images, the scenes, the very jests seem
always things that must have sprung spontaneously from
a single mind ; were it not that All on the Irish Shore and some
others were written before he had been thought of, we should
find it easier to believe that Major Sinclair Ycatcs was a
real person and author than that two women had sat solemnly
down to concoct their tales with interminable discission. It

was a great and a mysterious feat.
* '« * * *

One lias said that the devotees of the Irish R.M. are nume-

rous. They were from the start. During the Boer War
a Staff Officer wrote to say that Some Adventures, of which
he had worn out three copies, had alone stood between him
and lunacy ; and another copy was found in one of the tents

hastily evacuated by General de Wet, to whose credit this

must eternally stand. As Miss Somerville remarks, the pair

never had anything to complain of in their treatment by the
Press. The fact remains that Some Adventures and Further
Adventures—The Tinker's Dog tempts one to include All

on the Irish Shore as well—are still nothing like as well known
as they might be in some circles w'here they would be highly
appreciated. It is all due to people's prepossessions. The
titles sound local. . The stories are about Ireland, and we
have all read enough Irish stories to last us a lifetime. 'Yhey
are, partly, as their title indicates, about the Garrison, and
the slightest peep shows that they are largely concerned with
hunting. This in itself is enough to choke off many
connoisseurs who do not realise that people, especially in

Ireland, may hunt without being fools or bigots. I-'inally,

they are liked by many simple people who think Bergson is

a patent browni bread, and nev-er lieard of Nietzsche before

the war. This means that others, who have a contempt for

these simple people, cannot persuade themselves that there

is anything in the " R.?-T." for themselves. The fact remains
that, in their limited sphere, the best of these stories are

perfect in conception and execution.
* * tf * #

Of all the characters in them, we are told, only Slipper and
Maria were taken straight from life. Maria, being a dog, was
fair game. One remembers her greatest exploit, the boarding
of the yacht in The House of Fahy. There have been many
euphemisms about sea-sickness, but none more happy than
that with which we are made cognisant of Maria's condition

on the yacht

;

" She found out that she was able to move," said Bemardt
who had crossed to our sidS of the deck ;

" It was somehow
borne in upon her when I got at her with a boot-tree. I

wouldn't advise you to keep her in your lap, Yeates. She
stole half a ham after dinner, and she might take a notion to
make the only reparation in her power."

No dog has ever been more accurately and exhaustively

portrayed ; but the invented .characters. Major Yeates,
Philippa, Flurry Knox, Dr. Hickey. Miss Shute. and Bernard,
old Mrs. Knox and dozens of retainers and peasants, have all

the force and clearness of good portraits. The landscapes

are as good ; the humour scarcely ever over-reaches itself,

and the phraseology is often thought out with the solicitous

care of a Gautier. For an illustration, I open the pages quite

literally at random and strike the place in which Major Yeates
gets out of an Irish train to buy a fish, the guard promising
him that he will have heaps of time for his connection. He
hears a whistle and bolts for the station :

Needless to say, it was uphill, and at the steepest gradien*
another whistle stabbed me like a spur ; above the station-

roof successive and advancing puffs of steam warned me that
the worst had probably happened, but still I ran. When I

gained the platform my train was already clear of it, but the
.

Personal Element still held good. Every soul in the station,

or so it seemed to me, lifted up his voice and yelled. The
stationmaster put his lingers in his mouth and sent after

the departing train an unearthly whistle, with a high
trajectory' and a serrated edge. It took effect ; the train

slackened. I plunged from the platform aiid followed it up
the rails, and every window in both trains blossomed with
the heads of deeply-interested spectators. The guard met
me on the line, very apologetic and primed with an explana-
tion that the gentleman going for the boat-train wouldn't
let him wait any longer, while from our rear came an ex«

ultant cry from the stationmaster : "Ye told him ye would'nt
forget him 1

''

Or take, again the brisk opening of The Pug-Nosed.Fox :

" 5 Turkies and their Mother,
5 Ducks and the Drake,

5 Hins and the Cock.
Catherine O'Donovak, Skea^h."

A leaf from a copy-book, with these words written on it, was
placed in my hand as 1 was in the act of dragging on a new
pair of gloves in the stableyard. There was something
rhythmic in the categon,-, suggestive of burnt-offerings and
incantations ; some touch of pathos, pointing to tragedy ;

something, finally, that in the light of previous events, re-

called to me suddenly and unpleasantlv my new-born position

of M.F.H.

These are casual extracts ; if one picked out the best things one

would give a less accurate impression. But if Maria Edge-

worth is mentioned in the literary histories. 1 don't see why
these ladies sliould not be.
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Books of the Week
Prose Papers. Hy JniiN Drinkwatir. Klkin ?'atlio\vs.

(K n.i.

The High Heart. By Basil King. Chapman and Hall, hs-

The Rayner Slade Amalgamatioh. By J S Imikukr.

(.((irgc Allen and I'nwiii <^s

The Gulf. Hv High E. Spr.NDER. (Collins 5^ )

E. A Novel.
" By Jii.ian WiNCKtr-v. John I-ong. 6s.

HIMSELF a poot, Mr. John Drinkwater makes

rather large claims on behalf of poetry as a factor

in everyday life.
" We artists have the world to

light, "he says in his introduction to Pyo.'?? Papers.

;mi(1 he follows it np by "if the world is to be renewed, it

will be renewed by lis.'"' This may be so, but such a way ol

putting it is rather reminiscejit :of the unheard-of yersiher

who remarked—" Shakespeare is dead, and Byron is dead

- and I'm not feeling vctv well myself."
. -i.

With this as a preparaton- grumble, we cannot but admit

the value of thejse Prose Papers.' There is much sanity and

new thought -for the . majority—in the one entitled The

Viiluenl I'oetrv in Education, aiid, when one comes to .Mr

1 )riukwater's critiques of his kind, there is real educational

\alue. ^ Thest- range from Philip Sidney to St. John Hankin,

and include the Brontes, .-iTupert .Brooke, : and Theodore

Watts- Dunton, while even Chaiicer is given a paper which

might with advantage have been longer. " His song was the

spring-note of. our verse, and into it lie freely wove spring

only of all the moods of nature," says Mr. Drinkwater—

thereupon he proceeds to prove the' statetnent.

We learn, ill process of reading these essays, that their

author does not claim that the world will be renewed by poets

only, but by artists in the largest sense of- the word, and

thKreat we acquit Mr. Drinkwater of the apparent egotism

of his introductory dedication. Many of the prose papers

which he has included in this volume tirst appeared as reviews

of collected editions, and the like, but they are well worthy of

preservation in more enduring form. The volume might

liave been named An Introdaction to Poetry, for in it a

seeing man has set down his views of what constitutes poetry,

and although material-minded folk may differ -with him

over some of his conclusions, most readers will thank the

author for giving them a clearer conception of values as

applied to this " highest form of verbal art."

* * , * *

Since the Canadian point of view is not too well realised,

c\en yet, in many quarters, sucli a novel as The High Heart

by Basil King (Chapman and Hall, 6s.) is to be welcomed, for

in it a Canadian woman expresses just how the Dominion
f.els with regard to its place in the Imperial scheme. The
days have gone by when Canada was regarded as a dumping
jilace for wastrels,' but tliere is still—especially in the United

States—a feeling that the lasj of the wastrels may still be

found north of the border, as is shown in t!iis well-told story.

Alix, the very attractive heroine of the novel, resents the

.American point of \'iew, and her experiences among the

dollarocracy make very good reading ; her fight with Howard

J., the financial magnate who does not want his son to marry
jier, is epic, while the wa}' in which she disposes of Howard
J.'s son after forcing the father to recognise her, makes a

iitting' anti-climax. There is satire throughout the book,

well-deserved satire, and Basil King has a pretty turn of

humour which Ughtens his work from first page to last. And,
lest it should be deduced that the book is all in lighter vein,

it may he said tliat few passages in modern fiction can show
more vi high purpose than the concluding scene.

* Hi * « «

The Ravner-Slade Amalgamation, by J. S, Fletcher (George

Allen and Unwin, 6s.) is a detective story of the conventional
type, but is at the same time such a good detective story that

it merits more consideration than the majority of this class of

work. A certain .-Mlerdyke lands from a continental business

tour at Hull with a package of jewellery, and the next morning
lie is found dead in his room and the jewellery is missing ; a
Concert singer of no small repute loses her jewel case at the

same time, witli all its contents, and the first dues to . the

mystery that appear all lead to nothing. Puzzle, find AUer-
dyke's irmrflerer and the missing jewels—Allerdyke's cousin,

a hard-headed Yorkshireman, finds the puzzle practically

insoluble, as do sundry others who try their hands at amateur

detective work.
*

The author has struck the right note in that he has not

allowed the personalities of his characters to obtrude too

iniicli- there is no Watson in the story, nor is there a Holmes

worth speaking of, but there is a network of circumstance in

which the would-lie discoverers of crime are partly helped

and partly hindered by coincidences. Not that one's bejief

is strained by improbabilities, but the development of the

story is on the lines of actual life, the people interested are the

IX'ople we meet every day, and if any reader should object to

four murders in tlie course of one book, well, the first one

made the other three inevitable. It js almost impossible to

guess the solutif)n to the puzzle anywhere short of the last

forty pages ; one may suspect, but cannot be sure. And,

since a great number of people always enjoy a good detective

story, there should be a large public for this book.

> *• * m * !tii

Mr. Hugh. Spender, in his latest book .T/(f Gulf (Collins,

5s. net), .has taken for the mainstay of his plot what is rapidly

becoming a commonplace—the attraction that may exist

between German man and British woman, or vice-versa,, and

the various troubles that arise from .such. a situation. With
considerable courage, the author portrays a good German, a

man who hated the barbarities of his countrymen in Belgium,

and was so un-Prussian as to prefer death to committing out-

rages himself, even under orders. Stihi! he was Prussian, and
therefore it is difficult to believe in him—in this is evidence of

the detestation of all things Prussian that will remain for the

rest of the world after the war. Dramatically, the author

pictures happenings in Belgium in the first days, and the

chief \alue of liis book is in the way it helps to keep alive

the memory of how Germans hacked through a neutral

country—for any work that stimulates that memory is of

\alue. It is very obvious that Mr. Spender knows the average

Cierman fairly well, and his picture of that being- is not a

pleasant one. But the book deserves a wide circulation.

* * * * *

A novel with the laconic title E. by Juhan Winckley (John
Long, 6s.), gives one to think. There is in it a touch of Frank
Danby, and, since the author is American, it is also slightly

flavoured with the R. W. Chambers style, but not much.
Then there are blots on construction, such as apostrophes to

the " gentle reader," and remarks about " our heroine
"

which would fit better in a penny novelette—and with it all

the book is worth while, for the autlior has drawn a picture of

the rich American and his and her ways with fidelity and
insight. There is, as the publisher claims, more than a touch

of genius about the book, and perhaps when the author has

outgrown his liking for (Hches he will count among the fore-

most American novelists. Perhaps, for there is a good deal

to outgrow. "E" is diminutive for Edith, an only child of

ill-assorted parents, and the book is her history as far as that

history is likely to be interesting. . The main charm of the

book consists, not in its heroine, but in the remarkably diverse

group of people who surround lier—her father is a very fine

character study, and her friend Eloise is another. We look

forward with interest to tlie next work of this author, and
hope to see in it manner as good as matter, and also, without

any change from the habit of calling spades by their proper

names, a trifle more regard for the jeiine fille and her needs.

The book is clever, and its merit outweighs its blemishes.

:lt :(c s!c 9): a):

Links ifiih the Past, a well-produced book issued by the

Eagle and British Dominions Insurance Company, deals

mainly with the history of insurance, but at the same time
contains a mass of interesting information, since the business

of the old-time Eagle Company affected many well-known
people—Dickens, Charles Reade, Macready, and Mark Lemon
were among the earlier clients, the list of whom also includes

notabilities of the country, from Oueen Victoria downwards.
The accouhts given of fire engines and firemen of a century
ago, of the connection of the theatres with the Eagle company,
and of curious claims and awards, make excellent reading;
while the illustrations, many of which are reproductions of

old prints, form a fitting complement to the text. Perusal
of this volume will convince the reader that insurance is

far from being a dry business of figures, and that in the
> history of sucli a company as the Eagle there lies an unsus-
pected fund of romance.

coccl.es
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WHEN THE PEACE BELLS RING'
HAVE you thought of what you can do to show your practical

gratitude to your boy when he returns from the war? Do
you realise that during the two or three years that he has

spent in defending your home he has missed the opportunity of

working and saving? Wouldn't it give you infinite pleasure and
satisfaction if you could tell him on his return that you have saved

£10, £20 or £100 for him in order that he may equip himself for

the business battle in which he then has to engage ? Of course it

would. Why not start to-day? You will be glad that you did so.

INVEST IN STATE SECURITIES.
National War Bonds or War Savings Certificates.

The safest way to save. Full particulars from your
Local War Savings Committee or Association.

Issued by the National War Savings Committee
(Appointed by His Majesty"* Treasury),

Salisbury Square, London, £,C. 4.

J
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0X0

LOZENGES

0x0 LOZENQES are |ust the thing to carry on with
until a more substantial meal can be obtained.

They contain a high percentage of Beef Extract and
Beef Fibrinc.and are stimulating and sustaining. Ready
for immediate consumption whenever and wherever
required.

A Customer writes:—

kd. «•=«

flad them very sustaining;."

Of all Chemists, Grocers and Storeit

01 from

TIN. 0X0 Limited, Thames House, London, E.C. 4.

In 14 months we saved the lives of

7000 of Belgium's Little Ones

Will you not help us to save others ?

The Belgian Children's Fund in

Holland (under the presidency of

H.S.H. Princess A. de Ligne)

appeals for help in the work of

bringing sick and debilitated

children from Belgium into

Holland, where they are fed,

clothed, and medically cared for,

and then returned to Belgium,

for funds do not permit more.

UNLESS YOU HELP^ this life-saving

worli in Holland cannot be continued^

and many cliildren must perish.

Remittances to Hon. Treasurer, " Working Men's

Belgian Fund " (Registered War Charities Act,

1916), 32 Grosvenor Place, London,. S.W.i

(eannarked for the "Belgian Children's Fund-").

WEBLEY & SCOTT, Ltd.

Manufacturers of Revolvers, Automatic

Pistols, and all kinds of High-Class

Sporting Guns and Rifles.

CONTRACTORS TO HIS MAJESTY'S NAVY. ARMY,
INDIAN AND COLONIAL FORCES.

To be obtained from all Oun Dealers, and Wholesale only at

Head OKice and Sliowrooms :

WEAMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
London Depot

:

78 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.

il

(JKri^iwai^tlutnl^^t^l^
[

Will contain Poems, Stories, Articles,

and Pictures by

RUDYARD KIPLING
HILAIRE BELLOC
G. K. CHESTERTON
E. W. HORNUNG
SIDNEY LOW
J. C. SQUIRE
JAN GORDON
L. P. JACKS
"JASON"

" CENTURION "

SIR HERBERT MATTHEWS
ALICE GREGORY
W. F. BRADLEY

CHARLES MARRIOTT
CAPT. SPENCER PRYSE

C. R. W. NEVINSON
EDMUND

J.
SULLIVAN

M. GREIFFENHAGEN
J. A. SHEPHERD
JACOB EPSTEIN

ERIC KENNINGTON
GERALD MOIRA
HARRY BECKER

and others.

O/? Sa/e December ^th.

Order your Copy NOW
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Folk Art
By Charles Marriott

19

m;

Pottery

OST musi-
cians would

-find it hard
to define exactly
what constitutes

I'~olk Music, and
there is the same
difficulty about
defining Folk Art.
as commonly ex-
isting in the village

handicraft or in-

dustry. One char-

acteristic, however,
they have in

common. Folk
Music is alwavs
eminently singable
or playable on
particular instru-

ments, and Folk
Art ii always pecu-
liarly well adapted
to particular ma-
terials. Generally
the material is one

common and plentiful in the country or district that

produces the particular form of art ; and wood-carving

in Scandinavia, knitting in Shetland, and straw-plaiting

in ffertfordshire seem a

natural " as cider in

Hereford and cheese in

Somerset. If the material

is not native to the country

or district there is marly
<ilways some simple human
.reason for the development
of that particular form of

art ; and lace-making is

mote a product of social

conditions in Ireland and
Devon than it is of con-

scious artistic enterprise in

thosp places. • Therefore,

we may say that not only
is Folk Art always jhcu-
culiarly well adapted to

particular materials, but
that the local form of it is

nearly always determini d
by prcstncc of the material.
'>r by social conditions, or
by bf)th.

Without going so far as
to say that Folk Art is the
onlv real art there is

—

though that view might
be upheld with some reason
—there can be no doubt
that an art or a craft that
obviously comes from the
people and the soil gives a
satisfaction and a con-
lidence Ix-yond any other
form of art. There is no
reason why a young quarry-
man in Cornwall should
not show a talent for paint-
ing in water-colours, but we
should feel more con-
lidence in his artistic

future if he took to
.uTanite ca^^•ing. Whether the art or craft be popular or in-
<iivKlual It has always a sjx.cial character of soundness, per-
ccptib

,, ,n the fmished work, when the artist has a familiaritywth the materials Ijeyond his professional use of them. It isastomshmg how the .sense of this has grown of recent v^ars.
in my childhood even in enlightened households it wasenough to mdicate an artistic career for a youth if he showed
a tonclness and an aptitude for drawing or painting particular

hlTT\ ,
^ ^^""''^ *'''''^ nowadays^at any rate, in wise

lious<holds-thc <iuestion asked would be :
" Has he a fond-

ness and an aptitude for handling paint or pencil ?
" To

jnit It crudely
; as a sign of artistic ability a fondness for messing

Essex Tambour Lace

about with 'the materials is much more important than the
desire to represent anvthi.ng.

These remarks are prompted bv the exhibition of arts and
handicrafts recently organised by I he Enelishitoman in
\\estminster. A large proportion of the exhibits came from
bodies fonned to revive or encourage village and cottage handi-
crafts, and most of the works by individual artists belonged
in kmd If not in circumstance to the class of Folk Art
Always important, the subject of village and cottage in-
dustries has become very much more so in consequence of the
war. VV hether we are prepared for it or not, there is going to
be a great increase in village life. As " Jason

'
pointed out

in his article on " What is Reconstruction ?
" in Lanij cV

U.viER for October irth, " capturing German trade '
is the

east important part of the business. The important ques-
tions are

: ^\l,at is it that men and women need in order
to make the most of their lives ? What are the conditions ofhuman freedom and happiness and development ? And how
best cansociety secure these conditions to every class and
every citizen ? Not a bad short answer to all three
questions wculd be

: ' the provision of a handicraft." With
the most intensive cultivation of the soil there will always
remain m every village a number of people who from age
or sex or physical disability are bertef ernployed either athome or in worksh. ps under easy conditions. Grantin- this
and observing that on the whole the admirable enterpises
encouraged by The E, ghshu^man seem to have escaped
hem. one perceives certain dangers. There is always
the danger that seme, irresponsible " artist "

or group of
artists will go down and
start a village art or handi-
craft regardless of whether
the local conditions are
suitable. Also there is the
ever present, and in \iew
of "capturing German
trade," pressing danger cf

commercialism. You may '

take it as an axiom that
when a man talks about
capturing German trade he
means for the benefit of
the person who " ddals in

"

rather than the person
who makes the article.

There is no reason what-
ever why village handi- .

crafts should not be pro-
fitable as well as pleasur-
able, but there is every
reason why the pro!its

should go to the right
ix-rsons. Not merely fo'"

sentimental reasons of

equity ; but for the hard
practical reason that a

hancUcraft controlled or

even influenced by the
dealer is bound to de-

.generate. A very wise man
once said to me that the
standard of taste is set f)y

the " buyer " for the big

shop. He, and not " the
public," decides what shall

ix' worn or used ; and
therefore the standard of

taste as actually repre-

sented is always below the

average real taste of the
people.

Therefore, it seems to

organising any village handicraftme, the first care in _„ ,^ _..^ ^„ „

should be to bar the dealer absolutely, and keep the
iptcsponsible artist severely in his place. Though it may
not be obvious, the best way to do both is to make
everything secondary to the material. Once establish a
community of workei-s in w'ood or wool or wicker, and you
have secured a basis for the co-oi>erative trading that makes
the dealer superfluous, and in the same breath you have set a
tradition of design proceeding from the stuff itself. Nothing
is more healthily stubborn than a tradition so established';
and he would be a sanguine person who trieil light heartedlv
to impose new designs on a l.ice-making district. The
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General view of Cambrai.

professional artist can often make useful suggestions, but before

they can bear fruit they must be translated into terms of the,

material by craftsmen who know its "ways" in their very bones.

In all the handicraft exhibitions that I have seen, the

products of the loom and the needle struck me as being

much better than anything else, and I believe that there are

good reasons for this. For one thing, both weaving and

needlework compel a close relationship between design and

execution. In weaving, the design is a matter of warp and

woof, involved in the very structure of -the piece ; and all

needlework designs, from embroidery to lace, are an elabora-

tion of definite stitches. You cannot fudge your design

into shape as you can in painting, but must commit yourself

with every stitch. Properly speaking, of course, a painted

design should be built up of definite brush-marks ; and there

is an absorbingly interesting little book by Mr. Henry P.

Bowie, which tells you all about the different strokes

employed by the Chinese and Japanese painters ; but whereas

you can paint anyhow without being found out except by
experts, almost anybody can see bad stitching. Conse-

quently, granting their comparative lowliness in the scale of

expression, the arts of the loom and the needle have
remained purer than most others.

The bearing is, that what is true of them- ought to be true

of all the o her arts, including what are called the fine arts ;

and it is because the procedure of needlework is obvious that

it makes a good object-lesson in artistic education. It may
sound extravagant, but I believe that our arts will be
regenerated from below; that real appreciation of painting
will begin when everybody understands that granting its

fuller and subtler capacity for expression, exactly the same
rules apply to painting as to needlework. The question of

lepresentation has nothing to do with the use or abuse of

materials The Bayeux Tapesty is pictorial in every detail,

but it is all done in terms of needlework. Nobody boggles
at the stitches in a piece of embroidery, or asks why lace

flowers are conventional ; and once it is recognised that paint-
ing is designing in paint all difficulties about degrees of " like-

ness " to Nature disappear.

This would seem like going beyond the subject of handi-
crafts into that of the fine arts if it were not that the future
of both depends on abolishing the false distinction between
them. The only true distinctions in the arts are based on
the materials used in them ; and a man is a painter or a
carver whether he paints furniture or pictures, or carves
capitals or portrait busts. It is true that there is in the
arts a rising scale of expression ; though to go back to needle-
work, what could be more expressive than a piece of true
" point " lace

—

-punto in aria " stitch in the air ? " Nothing
approaches more nearly to Flaubert's ideal work of art
" about nothing without external connections held together
by the internal force of its style." Or, to quote an Italian
writer, " Needle lace is the classic tongue of Italy, and the

need to

wood-
so on

—

subject

bobbin maker is its provincial dialect ;
clear, vivacious,

emphatic, sharing the merits and defects of the populace."

The last eleven words might very well be taken to describe

the characteristics of all Folk Art. There is no

make a list of the different varieties of folk art

carving, stained glass, jewellery, book-binding, and

but in view of the sociological importance of the

it would be worth while considering them all from this point

of view of popularity—in the better meaning of the word.

Nothing is worth encouraging in art that is not true to the

habits of the race. This, by the way, is particularly true of

the subject of toys. Personally, I am inclined to take toys

very seriously, because they are the world of the race at its

most impressible age. Anvbody who has had much to do with

children knows that what may be called folk toys are the

only toys that please in the long run ; and if you consider

them carefully, you will find that not only are they very true

to their materials—the wooden horse, very wooden, the rag

doll very raggy, and tl e woolly dog very woolly—but that

they renounce all minor accidents of " likeness " in favour or

a boldly synthetic treatment of natural forms. This is im-

mensely significant. The reason why the child prefers the

home-made doll is not that it is home-made—for children are

not sentimental—but that with all its defects it is on the whole

a more effecti\ e summary of the human form than the shop

article. Fundamental instincts batten upon fundamental

character and let refinements go hang—and there is one of

the secrets of art. This truth should be borne in mind in

designing and making toys, particularly now that disabled

soldiers and sailors are being turned to the work.

If Folk Art be not the only real art there is, it is, at any

rate, the best field for the discovery of artistic principles ;

because in it you are close up against the two main factors

in any form of art ! the stuff and the people.

Northamptonshire Lace

'i\
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BREECHES-MAKERS
for 96 years.

The breeches we make
are deservedly noted
for their excellence of
material and fine work-
manship. Fit and lasting

wear we assure, and
in addition that justly

valued attribute-
"character."

Our experience in breeches-
making is certainly adequate
beyond question, for it dates
from 1821—ninety-six years
ago.

For inspection, and to

enable us to meet imme-
diate requirements, we keep
on hand a number of pairs

of officers' breeches, or we
can cut and try a pair on
the same day, and complete
the next day, if urgently

wanted.

Patltrns and Form for ulf-meaiuromtnl, at requist.

GRANT AND GOCKBURN
25 PICCADILLY, W.I.

"

Military and Civil Tailors, Legging Makers.
lESTD. 1821.1

THE ORIGiniaL CORDING'S, ESTD. IS39.

Campaigning

Waterproof Knee Boots.

" Your *Newmarket' Boots are just splendid
I wore them in the trenches in water for two days and nights, and on a long

march from 9 p.m. to 3.30 a.m., and my feet were perfectly dry and warm.
For marching they are most comfortable." (Extractfrom an Officer's letter.)

Our " Newmarket " boots are " just splen-

did," because the material is so good and
the workmanship unusually skilful and
thorough.

The legs are made of a tough-wearing tan

twill, interlined with a stout layer of pure
rubber, and it is to be noted that the " life

"

of such boots depends principally on the

quality and substance of this hilden inter-

lining. Special tan leather covers the foot-

part, and only seasoned first-grade sole

leather is used.

The fitness of these boots for military wear
has been fully proved by a large number of

officers, many of whom formerly used them
for fishing and shooting.

The demand at one time was greater than we
could meet, but we now have all sizes in

stock, or we can make specially in excep-

tional cases.

To order, please itate size of boot
worn, or give pencilled outline of
foot in sock, or belter, send an old
boot, and ir first transaction, add
remittance (95/- is the price' which
will be returned at once if the boots
are not approved, or Hive butinos.
reference and homo addroM.

At rtijuesl, ILLUSTR.i TED LIST of Watcrptouf Coats, Boots, Portable Baths, Air Bats

J. a CORDING ^ C?r:. Z'lT%fe%Z
Only Addresses:

19 PICCADILLY, W.l, & 35 ST. james'S st., s.w.i

•'MENS SANA IN CORPORE SANO"
(A sound mind in a sound body).

A SOUND BODY MAY BE MAINTAINED
by the regular use of

"FRUIT SALT"
prepared ONLY by

J. C. ENO, Ltd., Fruit Salt Works, Pomeroy St.,
LONDON, S.E.

A SOUND MIND suggests that you buy

NATIONAL WAR BONDS
showing your wasdom by investing your SAVINGS and putting by for a RAINY DAY
while at the same time doing your bit and showing your Patriotism at this crisis in

your country's history.

HELP TO WIN THE WAR
by buying NATIONAL WAR BONDS, issued week by week, and obtainable at any

money order post office or bank.

••MENS SANA IN CORPORE SANO '*

HELP TO WIN THE WAR.
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I VAUXHALLWAR PICTURES
\ by a soldier-artist in «//»« field, illustrating

i some phases of the work done by the

I
25 h.p. VAUXHALL

I **The Finest Car on Active Service"

i No. XI.

? A It !>.. TAUXHAIL STAFF CAR RETURNING TO ARTILLERY
I HEADQUARTERS

I The neighbourhood of a once-busy canal, now stagnant

I except when the water is ruffled by the reverberation

I of Fritz's shells. An 'unhealthy' area, where the

% roads are either loose and rubbish-encumbered, or of

f
heary mud and waterlogged. How fcrvcnlly do our

f warriors bless the reliability, speed and power of the

I Vauxhall cars in such circumstances !

EXTERNALLY th» Vauxhall war model does not

faithfully represent, either in lines or finish, the 'full

I
dres* ' Vauxhall motor carriage, which is a luxury car

posscEsing, in addition to fine bodywork, those rare quali-

ties of design that make for liveliness, ease nf handling,

ample power, high efhciency, and general distinction of

performance. Considered from this point of view, the

Vauxhall has no peer. The after-war Vauxhall will

be the rage among buyers of the be<'t-class English

ear, and you will do well to book your order in advance.

WriU fvr waiting-list particulars

^yxha
THE CAR SUPEREXCELLENT

I
VAUXHALL MOTORS

p Branches: Petrograd and Moscow

fiiiiqiniiinnniinoiiitiiiKiBiiiiKiirjBfflitiiiiw

LIMITED, 174-182 GREAT PORTLAND STREET |
LONDON, W.l WorU: Luton. Bedfordshire |

il'MmDU!llli!inill!lll0ililllilWlilillllUIH!l)llllIIIIIIIIIllIllltUIIIIII>lll^

Take a Share in the

Next Big Push
LEND all you possibly can to your

country and ensure that the next
artillery preparation includes

shells that you have helped to pay for.

Support the brilliantwork of thefighting
men, bring victory nearer, and provide
for your family's future by. buying

NATIONAL WAR BONDS OR
WAR SAVING CERTIFICATES

They are the best paying
and safest investment ever
•ffered. You can get
them to-day at your
bankers or any Post Office.

This appeal occupies
space b loked by

THRESHER & GLENNY.Strand.

It has been willingly placed at

the disposal of the Governmeat.

"SOFT AS
A SLIPPER"

THE " FORTMASON " MARCHING BOOT
is very strong, and fib. ligh'er than any similar hoot- Specidl wear-r«islin(! soles.

Worn bj thousands of Ufiiceri at the Front, SO/- Sizes 10^ upwards, 5S/-

FORTNUM & MASON, ltd.
182 Picc^dil'y, I^ondon, W. 1.

AGENTS FJR •DEXTER" TRENCH COATS.

J.W.BENSON
LTD.

iim 'AclleeServiu WRISTLET WATCH

Folly LuminoMs Figures & Haads

Warranted Timekeepers

Id Silver Cases w't^ Screw Bezel

nnd Rack. i::t I Os Gord, i:l>.

With Hiinrer or Hall-Htirier cover.

Silver. 141 4!. Gold, i:!) Os.

Others in Silver from C'- ion.

Gald irom i:(> lUi.

Military Badije Brooches.

^ny Regimental Sadge Perfectly

Modelled.

ntlOES CM APfLICATIOa

Sketches sent lor apfr^val.

25 OLD POND ST.. W.l.
and 62 ft 64 Ll'DQATE HILL. E.C.4 <
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GONG SOUPS
cut down

housekeeping
They save all the trouble
of making soup from old-
fashioned recipes which
were never written for
war-time.

For the modest sum of
2d., three portions of de-
lightful Gong Soup can
be made in 15 minutes.
Perfect soup, too; every ingre-
dient in the right proportion-
cut, mixed and blended ready
for immediate use.

A few packets of Gong Soups
are always welcomed in the
parcel from home ; they form a
delicious warming meal.

Made by 0X0 Ltd.. Thames House. Lc^ndon, E.C.4.

Look for the
FOX-HEAD

Label

Push 3ack tke Foe
witn . . . War Bonds
Buy War Bonclfl and you telp to

turl back tte merciless foe . . .

to stifle tLc U-Boata ... to drive

off air-raiders . . . to protect our

snores ... to ckeer our Allies . . .

to speed Restoration and Freedom.

"As British as tkc
Weatker . . tut Reliable."

Supplied by Banks and Money Order Post
OfiSces everywhere. £s and upwards.

BUY
NATIONAL
WAR BONDS

TO-DAY
Depots for Military Dcxlen :

FORTNUM * \IK90V Ltd.
1 )i 1 - 1 8 4 Ficcadilly. W 1 ;

AUSHN RKKDI-td. I13Rcl(ent
Street W I (Manchester. Bir-
minftham) ; IX'asN COUSIM.
7 Rii- Allen'. S' "tnrr ;

Wallack. Sccrrr & Co Ud.
(Wholesale). Glasgow

QP

Regul«iionP«!crn. _. _, ,

Box Calf. Damp- Q2/
proof Calf Lininea ****/

Extra Super

NAmL BOOT
Thu bool is designed to combine Smarl-
nesj with Durability. || is cut upon
strict Regulation lines from the best
quality material and made by skilled
craftsmen.

The "Super" Naval boot is a great
favounte with Naval Officers.

Write for IllustraUd Price List.

W. Abbott & Sons, Ltd..

i66 Fenchnrch Street,

E.C.
7 Poultry, E.C.
434 Strand, VV.C.
121 High Holboni,

54 Regent Street, wi
Lonaon' and Pan::.
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CANADA'S CRISIS

C.\NADA is facing the most vital crisis in her his-

tory. The Conscription controversy has fanned

into a blaze the long smouldering antagonism between

the Imperialist and the Anti-British sections of

the Dominion. Englishmen who are not familiar with the

opposing elements which comprise the population of Canada,

or with the political situation which has grown up as a natural

consequence have dilficulty in appreciating the bitterness

of the present electoral contest. It is still harder for them
to realise the far-reaching results which may arise if Sir Robert

Borden s Union Government is defeated at the polls.

Broadly speaking, the people of Canada may be divided

into three great sectors. First, those of British birth and

descent who believe in British institutions and ideals, and

look upon Canada.'s tie with the Motherland as a sacred

possession. It is this sector which has, in the main, supplied

the men who have fought so well and died so gloriously upon

the fields of France and Flanders. Secondly the French-

Canadian population, descendants of the original European

settlers of Canada. At one time the French Canadians dwelt

almost entirely in the Province of Quebec, but during recent

years they ha\e migrated to Ontario and the West so that their

influence is felt in many parts of the Dominion beyond their

native province. As a whole, the F'rench Canadian has

iVTnpathy with neither France nor Britain. Nor has he any
real understanding of, nor liking for, his English-speaking

fellow-citizen. So far as Canada is concerned, his national

aspiration may be summed up in a phrase :
" French Canada

over all." The third element in Canadian life is the Alien ; the

foreigners who, attracted by the boimdless resources of the

Dominion have entered in great numbers, and are especially

strong in Western Canada. This alien population includes

many of enemy origin as well as a formidable hest from

Scandinavia, Holland, Russia, etc. This element may be

considered as opponents of Conscription, or of any other

measure tending to enable Canada to exert all her powers

towards winning the war.

The Union Government was formed by Sir Robert Borden,

the Conservative Prime Minister, with a view to uniting

Canada for war purposes. It is responsible for the Conscrip-

tion Act which has given rise to the present general election.

It is composed of the English-speaking leaders of both parties

with a small representation from F'rench Canada, the latter

condition being due to the fact that Sir Wilfrid Laurier and his

principal French-speaking supporters refused to join it. But
tile Union Government has the support of all Canadians

who are loyal to the British connection, and who desire that

Canada should faithfully discharge her duty in the war. It

is opposed by practically the wliole of the French Canadian
jjopulation, and it is doubtful if Sir Robert Borden will carr\'

five nnt of th'' s\-t\--rn'c >;eats in the province of Oucbec. It

is also opposed by the alien element, ana oy tnat mevitable

percentage of "slackers" which exists in everj- country

and which does its utmost to evade service. Also by a few

who place party loyalty above patriotism.

The Opposition is led by Sir \\'i]frid Laurier with M. Bourassa

and M. Lavergne as chief lieutenants. Englishmen who have

read the eloquent speeches which, from time to time. Sir

Wilfrid Laurier has uttered in the past may be surprised to

learn that he i^ now the chosen leader of anti-British

agitation in the Dominion. Canadians who have followed

Sir Wilfrid Laurier's career, are not surprised. He has only

recently dropped the mask of Imperialism, but throughout

the whole of his Premiership the undercurrent of his pohcy

tended to draw Canada away from the Motherland. When
the South African war broke out Sir Wilfrid, it is recalled,

opposed the sending of a Canadian Contingent. Then realis-

ing that British Canada would not be denied the privilege of

sharing some of the burden, he quickly yieldtd. But he showed

little syinpathy towards the expedition. During the un-

pleasant dispute which led to the retirement of Lord Dun-

donald from the command of the Canadian Militia, Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, amid the cheers of his French Canadian

followers, described the British general as a " foreigner."

At the polls during the election following on the " Reciprocity

with the Uniteh States " campaign the Canadian people

repudiated the suggestion that Canada's allegiance was for^

sale, and drove Sir Wilfrid Laurier from power. During

this campagin Sir Wilfrid made a typical utterance to an

American audience. " The ties," he said, " which exist

between Canada and the British Empire are slowly, but

surely, being severed."
'

Behind Sir Wilfrid Laurier stand the sinister figures of his

two foremost supporters—the two men whose names, to

British Canadians, are synonymous with treason, rebellion

and reaction—MM. Bourassa and Lavergne. Throughout

their public lives both have been bitter and persistent enemies

of everything British. They are the acknowledged and ad-

mired leaders of the French-Canadian Nationalists, who
desire that the French population shall maintain a separate

entity in Canada, viewing all national questions solely from

the standpoint of F'rench Canadian advantage, holding the

balance of power, having its own language, its own laws and

custonis and special privileges. If this aspiration were

fulfilled all hope of national unity in Canada would be at an

end. It is interesting to note that the alliance between Sir Wilfrid

Laurier and MM. Bourassa and Lavergne is of recent origin.

While nominally following Sir Wilfrid's leadership, the two

French Nationalist chiefs have, until the war, played their

own hand. It was an opei\ secret that at one time Sir Wilfrid

Laurier viewed their activities with suspicion and even alarm.

Now if the forces of reaction win, it will be his two wayward

followers who will place the sceptre of power in the hands

of Sir WiUrid.

The voting strength of British Canada has been weakened

by the war. Many Canadians have died far the Empire. Many

men of influence and energy are fighting tlie enemy at the Front,

and cannot help against the enemy at home. The forces of

reaction are at their strongest. By playing upon prejudices

and jealousies, by wide promises, by strenuous anti-British

propaganda, the Opposition seeks to make more inroads upon

the supporters of the Union Government. French Canadian

Nationalists realize that the circumstances of war have giv.en

thim an unequalled opportunity to grasp heretofore unob-

lainable power. If they win the election, Canada is theirs- -

for a time at any rate. And they hope to entrench them-

selves so firmly that the dream of French Canadians being tlie

dominant people of the Dominion may become a reality, si.

strongly established that even the return of the British

Canadians, now abroad, would be unable to shatter it.

It is a hard hour for Canada, and for all who are loyal to her

and to the Empire to which she belongs. But upon lesser

occasions she has defeated reaction. Her sons who are over-

seas believe that she will rise to this greater occasion. If,

however, the anti-British element should triumph at the

polls, be assured that the battle is only beginning, for

the Blood Loyal will know how to reckon with those

who sold Canada in the hour of the Empire's peril.
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The Battle of Canibrai
Ry Hilaire Belloc

THE enemy is making for the recovery ol a firm lino

in front of Canibrai such an «-ffort as lie lias not madf
in the West sinci- Verdun, and as hv has never Vet
made in the winter at all. That is the only f^reat

matter of the war at this moment. To it may be added at

any hour news of that main bombardment upon tlic Piave
front, which has Ix^'U so long expected and so long delayed,
and in the absence of which nothing can W jiredicatcd of the
Italian situation—for it will be the test of the Piave line, and
what has happened there liitherto on that line is no siifticient

inde.x of what mav coin<-. But at the moment of writing the
battli- for Cambrai must occupy all our attention.

Quite a short time ago the successful surprise effected bv
the Third .Army would Iia\e compellwi a modification of the
whole German line. Though then; was no complete rupture
ol the defensive sj'stcm, though Cambrai itself was not reached
and though a considerable ixjwer of reaction was shown
before the end of the second day. yet Gent>ra1 Kyng's ad\ance,
the jirofound wedge wliich he pushed into the centre of the
enem\'s .s\-stcm, his turning of the Oueant-Drocourt line,

Hud on top of tliis tlie occupation of Bourlon Hill, meant the
elimination for the moment of Caml)rai as a nodal point of
communications. The main railway- running north to Lille

could not be used, and if tiie '^alient were ln-ld the heavy
])ieces soon to come up would rbnder not only the main
railway l)ut every road and line of metals converging upon
Cambrai unuseabie in tlie neighbourluxid of the town, and
therefore missing their connections.

I say that under such circumstances tbc-'enem\-, were he
still in the position whicli he was in before the International
Anarchists in Russsia lietraj-cd the Allied cause, would have
been conipelTcd to fall back. He would have had to go back
to what is roughly the frontier line of \'alenciennes, and we
should now be watching the problems .set him in att(>muting

to retire witiiout rupture. His only alternativp to such a policy,

once the nodal point of the Cambrai region was domin.ited
by British fire, was to attempt to dri\e the British hiick and
to make them lose the vantage tliey had attained. But to

do that with no serious opjiortunities for surprise, and on
ground wiiere conditions of partially open fighting had been
restore<l meant the sacrifice of very large mm-ibers of men.
Those large numbers of men a few montiis ago' he could not
iiavc afforded. To-da}' he can. To-day it is worth his. while to

pay a liigh i)rice on the chance of recovering the salient or, at
any rate, flattening it sufficiently to restore Cambrai to some-
thing of its old \'alue as a centre of communication. He has
gone in for tiie alternative policy quite, thoroughly, and has
poured in as gnat masses of men as the front can possibly hold,
and is continuing to pour them in.

The diary of tlio battle up to tiie moment of writing it some-
what as follows :

On Tuesday, .\o\-ein!)er 27th, tlie strong J)ut still local

counter-attacks of the enemy were continuing, and were
directed upon tlie lieight of Bourlon Wood. They were not
of a force, which could shaki' the British hold' upon tin

height or even u])on its neighbourhood. There was ex'en

a certain British advance on that day near Fontaine and the
capture of 500 enemy prisoners. And tlie two villages, Bour-
lon and I'^ontaine, seem to have clianged hands twice in a

day of c'onfused fighting.

On Wednesday last, November 28lh, there was an interrup-
tion or lull in the enemy's movements, and the main part of
the fighting was confined to an artillery duel, while on the ne.\t
day, Thursday, this state of affairs continued.
At that moment, the night of Thursday', November 29th

one may fix the end of the second i)hasc of the Battle of
Canibrai. The first phase had been the two davs of successful
advance, followed by the capture of Bourlon Hill, a story
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which is now so lamiliar to all of ns. The second pliaso has

been that of considerable, but localised, enemy counter-

attacks, organised with the special object of recapturiiifi

liourlon Hill, in which (jbject they failed. But all during

this second pha-^e. which had lasted the better part of a week,
and which ended in two da\s of lull, the main concentration

was going on for the tliird and \'ery serious phase opened on

Friday last, November jotii.

It was just after daybreak, of Friday last. November joth.

that a vast counter-attack on a scale altogether different

from those which had jireceded it was launched.

The enemy advanced at 8 o'clock from Vendiuiile to Crevo-

cceur on the soutliern limb of the salient. He was rapidly

obtaining on this line a success >vhich threatened to develoj)

In a very disquieting fashion when, i in the calculation that

the British w«uld ylready have withdrawq men from the north
to meet this southern pressure, he further launched exacth-

two hours after, a correspondingly heavy blow against tin-

northern limb. This Friday was not only the fir;it but also

tiie critical day of the wliole operation. The enemy was
throwing in men upon such a scale as had not e\en been seen

at Verdun, lor 1 think there was no one day at Verdun when
a concentration of ten divisions was being used at once.

The first two hours of the southern attack were a continued
story of success for the enemy. He went on his extreme
right down the Scheldt Valley, and got behind Masnieres.

He carried the high point of Lateau \Vocxl. where the fork

of the main roads is, and went on beyond that to

La Vacquerie. He rushed GonneUeu and to the left Gauche
Wood. At about ton o'clock some of his men liad got into

and beyond Gouzoaucourt. Meanwhile, the attack from
the north aimed at crossing the high road south ol

Moeuvres joining hands with the southern attack somewhere
by Havrincourt Wood and so cutting off all the British in

the salient.
,

By 10 a. rill it was half done. The enemy had got

well through the old entrenched line wliich liad been held
for months before the last advance. Gouzeaucourt was
nearly two miles behind it. And he was then well past
Gouzeaucourt to tlie west, wiiile the great southern attack
drawn from Moeu\-res towards Ha\Tincourt was in full progress.

. The position was clearly t.-.Kceedingh' serious. But it was
partially restored almost immediately. Before noon the

southern attack was check<xl, and the enemy spent the mid-day
in tr\'ing vainly to entrench himself upon this new line. Tlie

early afternoon saw the British counter-attack in this region,

(iouzeaucourt was recovere<J, so was Gauche Wood, and at

tlie end of the day he stood here en the lino Gonnclicu and
Villcrs Guislain. He was no longer astride of the railway
(i) (i). (Not in use, of (fourse, but a convenient mark for

following the line here). To the north ho retained his hold
upon tlie fork of the roads at Lateau Wood and the high,

point at X, which dominates all tlie valley to the north,

and the outskirts of the ruins of La Vacqwcric hamlet. But
lie was beaten back out of the soutliern subtirbs of Masnieres
and the British still held the crossing of the.Scheldt at that

point. If tliis crossing could have Ix'cn 'maLntained it would
liave been a matter of some importance, for though the hill

beyond Ktimilly (Hill <)6) hides Garabrai, dominates the valley

below and has been constautlj- in German hands, yet the
bridgehead at Masnieres was an opportunity for further
advance whenever this might be possible. It overcame the
obstacle of the canal and of the stream of the Scheldt bv its

siile.

With this situation on tlie southern limb clearly in niuul,

let ns turn to what was going on on the northern. Here the
attack was timed to coincide with the southern success;
It counted half the forces engaged, live whole divisions, ^nd
of these three, the main weiglit of the hammer, were cro\\2ded

on to the e.xtraordinary narrow front of 5,000 yards bet'iv'Jei'

Bourlon and McuuvrfS—a whole di\ision to less than eacl:

mile ; and such a weight of men came on in wa\'es all day
to push thnxigh and join hands with their comrades to the
south. Thev failed.

The storm diii not abate until darkness set in. At it?

height the most advanced bodies of the assault seemi to have
reached as far as the main rjiad, but they never held any
point beyond. ,

The enemy issued a claim at the end of the da.y to some
4,000 prisoners and Oo guns. The summary of his whole
effort was that he luid carried a belt about 2,000 yards
which, on tlic southern limb, gravely threatened the railw.'iy

supplying the salient c»n this side, and, most important of all,

perhaps, firmly ?ei-zed upon the height of Lateau Wood which
dominates all the valley to the east and north. This occupa-
tion compelled the Bririish to evacuate the important bridge-
head of Masnieres in a little more than 24 hours. A corre-
s])onding success on the* north \\ould ha\'e given him a great
victory. Luckily no such advantage was gained. On the
north he obtained nothimg but small indentations of the line

between Bourlon Hill arut Ma;u\Tes, lost very heavily indeed
in men, failed in his main object, which was the cutting off

of the salient and failed abo to carry Bourlon Hill. A sub-
sidiary but important point : For, so long as Bourlon Hill is

in British possession^ the communications of Cambrai arc out
of use.

During Saturday the pressure was relieved save in the
neighbourhood of .Masnieres. the suburbs of which village were
again entt'red by the enemy before the retirement was ordered
from that placi-. There was also detached fighting near La
Vacquerie and l^ourlon, but the battle as a whole marked
time. But Sunda\- saw the renewal of it in its fullest activity.
The enemy attacked with especial strength again on the
south : the line was mahitained everywhere against him
except at La Vacquerie and just east of Marcoing ; south of
the latter little town the enemy broke through at one point,
but only for a moment. And at this point, with the result

not decided, our information ceases. The enenij''s last

claim was to 6,000 prisoners and 100 guns, the latt-er item
including, of course, whatever shattered pieces he found on
whatever part of his advance, and further including -^eces
recovered by the British in their counter-attacks.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to draw any conclusion in

this stage of the action. All we see is the failure of the
enemy to fight an encircjing battle capturing the British
in the Cambrai salient, and his present dctcrmiuation at least

to drive the British out of thiit salient in.4lie battle which is

still continuing.

Soldiers v. Critics

There are certain lust, principles,, running all through
military histor\' which it is the busihes.s of soldiers to

study, and which soldiers do study and i)ractice. It is

the business,' also, and in part the recreation of mere
students to master these elementary principles, for if tliey

did not they could not foUcuv military historj- and under-

stand it, either in the past or in the present. Those principhs

are simple enough. It is their^ execution in detail and in

practice which is ditlicult. .And the. m^n of genius in this.

as in every otlur branch of human effort. i> not the man who
sees obvious thin.gs. still less the man who contrives ingenious

ones. It is the man who combines the power to make a good
plan rapidly with thl^ power to execute it in the viateruil

with ivJiiih he lias to deal. It is all summed up in Napoleon's
maxim tHat any fool can draw u]^ a strategical plan, and that

the test of military power is in its execution.

There has been (juiti- recently in the Press and on the plat-

form, a perfect orgy of amateur advice upon the war, which
had for its main character —almost for its only character —a '

perfectly amazing ignorance of these elementary principles. I

iiave the right to use the word "amazing" in tin- 41st month
of thi'war. Thure are. by this time, witliout cxa^^gc ration, tens

I 'f thousands ol mi'U wlio have been taught ^urh ei<'mentary

Jhings since lUi \. and it wrcounl those who Jjave instiniAiv»|^v

lilH)Hici;itcrl till III Mill iilL'li t akin._: 11. lit ill " :ir i-vr'n I li. ,ii."ii i liiv

have had. no special instruction in such principles, there are
millions."'

These ^ thousands and thicse millions are in uniform, and
neither .speak' nor write. It would do no hari^i if a few of
them were spared to give some simple lectures to the com-
paratively small riuirib'er of ci\'ilians who pretend to set the
soldiers right in their own trade. There is hardly anyone
upon service.jfor example, who does not know at least \\])at

is meant by sii/>/ily; and yet our amateur strategists leave
out that factor in strategy as airily as though movement
upon the globe were like the moving of a pencil upon the map.
By way of a counter-offensive against this deluge, which

always comes after an unexpected reverse, and ^A-hich

was let loose by certain journalists and politicians, during
.what may be called "the Italian fortnight," a fe\v \i-eighty

and sober articles have appeare<l. most of them from tlie pL-ns

of Soldiers and none of them better worth reading than thosc>

which were ])rintedin the Mornini; P(ys/ in succession a littU-

time ago. '["heir example will. I ho])c, prove a sufficient excuse
if I recapitulate here certain elementary points common to

the whole of military history. Their appreciation can only
ha\-e a negative effect upon civilians But it seems from ;.

recent experience that such a negative effect would be still

worth attaining. 1 .

rh<' first leading principle is this. No one can judge ol a
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,nmtan- situation unless he is possessed of lour kinds of

knowledge reUating to it

(*)

Ncpw

The mtur,- of the ground.
.«^v's

The numerical disposttwn of his own and the enemy s

Thecond'itims of supply for his own and the enemy s

forces-
, ,

TJie moral of his own and the enemy s forces.

ground " does not only mean a knowledge ol tne

mai>^W veTa knowledge of the map even in its largest

lin^is not a thing which most people ca;sily .arqu.re--it

Sometimes rapidly changing thmg, peculiarly difficult to esti

mate in the enemy's case ; difficult enough to estimate m hii

own, needing daily obsen^ation and care, daily reinforcement,

correction and change. It is for the soldier a large comp ex

field of many factors, upon the whole stable, but only stable

because every point is carefully watched and supported.

For the critic of the soldier "it is something quite different.

He does not leave out moral, but he simplifies it in a childish

fashion, a-nd, true to the traditions of sensation and advertise-

ment, he exaggerates it wildly. He is the recipient of all

the silliest rumours, of all the wildest descriptions whether

of panic upon one's own side, or of despair upon the enemy's.lines !.-» ""•• " o. ••:-
^i„*.^"f tU„ Jr.il in vnrioUS 01 panic upon one s own siuc, ui ui ut,=j^

means aJso an appreciation «^ ^he state of the so 'n
|
ariou

^^ .k

^^^^ p.^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^ exaggerated intrigue

of what will happen to

watercoui^es after a thaw 'or except iccna> rain; and in

ueneral a vhole volume of knowledge which men concentrated

up .n their profession can, when they ai.iE exceptional men

?quire witb a certain degree of rapidity, T^ut which most me

do not attempt to acquire ; andVliich most men, if they tned

to acquire it. would fail to acquire.

Of all men in all professions there are perhaps two kinds

least fitted to compete in such knowledge - the first is the man

who has lived by limelight and intrigue, and the second is

the man who has lived by making sensajtions. Such careers,

beyond all others, dissipate the power for concentrated,

sol'id and, above all, rapid brain work; and those who arc

corrupted by such careers are the least capable of criticising

soldier-^. If we ask ourselves why, being the least htted to

interfere with military' things, they aro none the less the hrst

to do so, the answer is that such iriterference lends itselt

particularly to public show and to s'^nsation and to intrigue

^f>ainst individuals. Of intellectual basis it has none.
against individuals.

Erratic Qriticism

If it is difficult to master ground, it is in a sense, even more

difficult to master numbers and disposition. The politician-

may be told in the way of busimss, the. journalist may be told

by an indiscretion, the numbers and the order of forces upon

ei'lher side in any p.^rt of the field. That either will remembci'

these under the stiainlof public advertiaement.and forced excite-

ment is doubtful, but at any rate, that kind of knowledge is

at least available. When it comes to the meaning of such num-

bers and of .such dispositions neither of these two kinds of

critics has any standing whatsoever. M hy, it is the test of

excellence in "a commander that he should be able to read

even partially the riddle presentedTay concentration and dis-

persion of forces. If he has an excellent Chief of Staff, and

therefore an excellent Bureau piecing together intelligence

and repr>rting accurately what there is in front of him and how

it changes—even so he has to interpret the will that is behind

such grouping, what part of it may be intended to deceive,

what part may be used, and why. The greatest masters of

war have, if you will read their mjemoirs, particularly remem-

bered what they did not grasp in the enemy's plan. That is

their interest in the whole affair. They know that there vv ill

always be a very large margin erf error ; their interest is to

see how far it can be reduced. But your unmilitary critic

works on quite another principle. He always knows—a/ter

the eneni—what the enemy was intending, and why such and

such a concentration was made in one place, and such and

such a witfidrawal of forces from another ; how this disposi-

tion would be used, and with what effect. He always knows,

I say, after the event, what these things mean, but he will

also, unfortunately, presume to knOw beforehand what should

be done, although he eliminates in this forecast any know-

ledge of the enemy's dispositions or of the counter-disposi-

tions on our own side.

In the matter of supply the contrast Is more striking still.

SuppK' is the great material preoccupation of all commanders.

It is the one great material factor which governs everything.

A man can rest uptm his oars and forget movement for many
days at a time ; he can forget for some hours disposition and

ground ; but supply occupies his thought in e\'ery waking

moment of the day ; it conditions everything. That is what
supply is to the soldier. The other person, who wants to

tell the soldier what to do, has a very simple way
of treating supply —he leaves it out altogether. He will

propose the reinforcement of the Russian front with two

million Americans, or the moving in a day or two of a score

of di\ isions over 700 or 800 miles of railway. He vaguely

thinks of the rolling stock as infinite ; he vaguely attaches the

s;nne miraculous quality to the condition of rails, the number
<if sidings, or of tracks, the stores of coal and of petrol, spare

p 11 ts, repair shops, and the hundred other things of which he

has not so much as heard.

Lastly, in the fourth element, that of moral, you have yet

another kind of disaster. The soldier judges it with difficulty

and as a highly complex, sometimes slightly changing,

relati^'ely dangerous in the other three parts of knowledge,

he is here actively and positively dangerous. He spreiids

panic or false report about the enemy in a fashion winch

soldiers punish sometimes with death, but which the civilian

busybody indulges in as though it were a normal excitement.

The Second Principle

The second leading principle is this ! That military opera-

tions require for their success competen' unity of command.
The word "competent" in this definition is essential.

The words " unity of command" does not necessarily sig-

nify a mechanical unity; it signifies a unity of intention

and plan.

When the outsider interferes with military alfairs under

the plea of producing unity of command he breaks this canon

in two ways. Firs' of all the unity which he proposes being

derived from himself, is not competent. He is not competent

to judge a military situation or to decide upon it.

,
Secondly, by his very action he disturbs, modifies, and may

disintegrate that very unity of command of which he speaks.

Unity of command does not necessarily mean the directing

of all military operations, in no matter what field (so long as

they are contemporary), by one brain. That is, indeed, an

ideal state of things which, when it can be accomplished,

leads to prodigious results, first of success, and soon after-

wards, in most cases, of disaster. For this ideal with its fruit

of immediate success, often followed by corresponding disas-

ter (because authority has to be too distanth- delegated,

and the field becomes too great for one man— Napoleon is

the leading example) is not the essehtial test of unity of

command. That test is to be discovered in co-ordination of

operation, and particularly is this true of an alliance.

It is e\'en true of separate operations, conducted by one
power : for instance, the separate operations conducted

by the generals of the French Republic in 1796, or the separate

successful operations conducted by the Roman State at the

end of the Second Punic War. But in the case of a true

alliance, that is, of an alliance between Powers more or less

equal, an essential unity of command is not obtained as a

rule by subordination to one head. It is attained more easily,

and certainly as history goes more successfully, by agreed

balance between two or three men each responsible for his

national army. An alliance is, of its nature, weaker in the

matter of unity than a single Power or than a single Power
controlling subject vassals. But granted that inevitable

condition, the essential quality of unity of command is dis-

covered in its best by co-ordination.

When the operations of an army are successful, no one doubts
this, and if we consider the classic instances of a true alliance

succeeding in the field, we shall find that it is usually conducted
after this fashion. You have in our own military history alone

the examples of Eugene and Marlborough, and the still more
striking instance of Wellington and Blucher. There was plenty

of the friction ine\itablc from double command, but although

the operations of the Waterloo campaign were all within one
narrow field, dual command was maintained. Had the

campaign failed, we should ha\'e heard for a hundred years

that the cause of its failure was this dualcomman 1- although
that dual command was inevitable; As a fact, it succeeded,

and no one temembers the disability under w'hich it sufi'ered.

It was not W eliington who ordered the retreat after Ligny.

Wellington had doubted the value of the Ligny position ;

Wellington grumbled badly about the delay of his ally on the

critical afternoon of the i8th. The Prussians, I fancy,

might equally have complained that they were the first to meet
and to understand the moment of the invasion. But the
tiling to remember is that the alliance succeeded. That
alliance would have failed had it been possible for a third

civilian party to intervene, discuss, modify, or even disturb

the action of the two generals.

The Third Principle

There is a third principle attaching to all military operations

equally repugnant to a certain type of p(ftitician and journalist,

1
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;ind with that I will conclude. This principle is the principle of

secrecy, secrecy for the common good and with a military

object. It makes the accounts of operations dull; it prevents

the speaker or the writer from getting his " effect "
; it badly

dims the limelight. Nevertheless, it is essential. The dift'ef-

eme between success and failure, other things being equal, is

the difference between your knowing more of the enemy than
he kncAVS of you, or the contrary.

It shows a strange lack of intelligence that men should com-
plain of such a necessity even in detail. It should surely

he evident that tiie smallest and apparently most insignifi-

cant detail maybe just what the enemy's Intelligence Depart-
ment reciuires in order to piece together evidence hitherto

undecipherable.

W'e have just liad in the field ohe of the very best examples
—I think thebot inthewholewar—ofwhatsurprisecan effect.

We owe it entiiely to the soldiers. One piece of vain talk

by a politician, one uncensorcd line in an article pretending
to prophesy, and the victory in front of Cambrai would have
been ruined. It all pivoted upon the element of surprise.

\\ hether it be possible to enforce those three principles—the
incompetence of non-military advisers ; the necessity for

maintaining the integrity of command, and the necessity for

secrecy upon men whose whole mode of life is the antithesis

of the soldier, it woijld be dithcult to say. But if the public
will appreciate the importance of those things, then general
opinion will have some remaining force and perhaps render
the recent follies, of which we are all so ashamed, less frequent.

H. Bei.loc

Mr. Belloc, who has recently returned from France,

will write a special article on the American Effort

next week.

Rhodes' Imperial Dream
By Lewis R. Freeman

The death of Si)\Slarr Jameson and the concluded campaign
in German East Africa makes this comprehensive review

of Central African railway construction very apropos.

Dreamer devout, by \-ision led
Beyond our guess or reach,

The travail of his spirit bred
Cities in place of speech.

So liuge the all-mastering thought that drove

—

So brief the time allowed

—

Nations, not words, he linked to prove
His faith before the crowd.

HOW well these lines of Kipling epitomise the
character of the men who strove so hard to teach
the British Empire to " think imperially " it has
taken the present war to bring home to the people

<it that Empire. " So much to do, so little done," were the
dying words of a dreamer passing with his dream but partly
lulfilled ; for the uniting of the South African states, and the
making that union an integral part of the British Empire
was only the first step towards the ultimate bringing of the
whole of East and Central Africa—from the Mediterranean
to the Cape of Good Hope—under the British flag, and binding
the several regions together with bands of steel by building
a railway which should run from the mouth of the Nile to the
Indian Ocean, on a " Red " map all the way.

Fate was never more capricious than in the irony of her
decree that it should be the very thing—the ruthlessness
of Teutonic territorial ambitions—which appeared to Rhodes
to make the fulltlment of his dream impossible, which has
ultimately operated to bring that splendid conception within
the range of imminent possibility. The way will be open for

the ringing up of the curtain on the second and greater tableau
erf Rhodes' " Imperial Vision " when the campaign in what
was once German East Africa is finally finished.
When Rhodes first " dreamed his dream " of the " Cape-to-

Cairo " railway probably nobody knows, but it well may have
been on the occasion of his first visit to the Victoria Falls of the
Zambesi, some time in the eighties, when it is known that his

mind was already busy with his " Union of South Africa
"

scheme. A friend of mine—a prominent American mining
engineer who has spent many years in South Africa and
been much in the company of Rhodes—related to me, on the
occasion of my last visit to Johannesburg, an illuminative
and prophetic incident in connection with the great man's
first sight of Victoria Falls. He prefaced his account by
mentioning that the natives of this region have long had a
belief that in the heart of the great rainbow, which is formed by
the drifting mist of " The Smoking Waters," may be seen
visions of the future. The tribal witch-doctors, he said, went
there to learn the issue of impending battles, and even the
brave Scotch missionary and explorer, David Livingstone,
professed to have seen taking shape in the iridescent mists a
vision of a white man carrj'ing a lamp in the darkness—the
Church bringing the Light "of Faith to the tribes of Africa,

according to his interpretation.
" We had trekked across to the Falls from Bulawayo,"

my friend went on, " principally with the idea of getting a
line of the territory which was shortly to be named Rhodesia.
It was the first time that all but one or two in the party had
seen the great cataract, and for several days we had been in

camp there, literally lost in the wonder of the most stupendous
natural spectacle ever given to the eye of man to behold.

" Rhodes, his mental activity seemingly stimulated by the

i.lav of the primal forces, lived like a man in a dream, his

mind evidently engrossed with his colossal schemes of Empire.

His total obliviousness to all that was going on about him
while thus wrapped in thought had already resulted in his

being lost on several occasions, and it was on this Victoria

Falls trip that those of us nearest him formed the plan—after-

wards followed through all of his treks about the veldt

—

of never allowing him to wander beyond the sight of at least

one armed white man.
"This was how it chanced that, on the day I have in mind, I

tailed on behind Rhodes when, just before sunset, he strolled

absently away in the direction of the Falls. He walked aim-
lessly for a while, with hands clasped behind him and head bent

in thought—a characteristic attitude—but at the first touch
of spray from the wind-blown drift of the ' Smoking Waters

'

he seemed to shake off his lethargy, and started at a quicker

pace along the path which led through the ' Rain Forest

'

to the cliff above the ' Boiling Pot.'

''Soon we were drenched to the skin (it is now the custom to

wear waterproofs in the passage of the ' Rain Forest '),

and as the sun-shot mist grew thicker little rainbows began
forming about the birds and swaying trees and all moving
objects and I saw Rhodes and his Kaffir boy walking, like

saints of old, with slfining halos about their heads.

"Out to the very verge Rhodes pressed, while I hastened
to push up abreast of him lest he should fail to discern that
the chff rim was the dead-line between vision and reality and
step off into the mist-choked gorge. He started at the touch
'of my hand on his arm, but—except for the fact that he was
shouting above the deafening thunder of the waters—his

manner was almost matter of fact as he roared :
' Thanks,

S . Glad you came. Worth getting soaked for ?
'

" Then, as his eyes wandered back to the sh^r 400-foot

drop of the ' Leaping-Water Fall,' the far-away look that I

knew so well returned, and he was off again with his dreams.

Yet it was not to the white brocade of the face of the fall that

he was looking, nor yet (where my own eyes were irresistibly

drawn) into the boiling depths beneath, but straight across

to the opposite cliff, where the largest and last of a long arch
of a dozen or more rainbows spanned the gorge in vivid mother-
of-pearl.

" ' S -,' he thundered (he spoke without lowering his

eyes, and I caught the words only by bringing an ear close to

his lips and putting a hand over the other to shut out the

roar of the Falls), ' Do you know that the Kaffirs claim that

they can see far into the future by k)oking into the depths of

that big rainbow ? No ? Well, they do.'
" ' And what do you think I can see there at this very

moment ? Two lines of shining steel—a railway—running
from one end of .Africa to the other, and crossing this gorge
right over there where the spray from the Falls will beat upon
the faces of the passengers, just as it beats upon ours.

" ' To east and west I can see branches running—maybe
a dozen ; maybe a score—^picking up business for the main
trunk all the way from Cape Town to Alexandria. And
look, S- , do you see that bar of red ? ' (Through the rain-

bow glowed a segm.ent of dusky rose, where the light of the

setting sun struck through the smoke of smouldering veldt

fires). ' That means that it's going to be an " All Red "

railway ; that it will run in British territory all the way !
[

"The piercing eyes under the beetling brows were shining

as we turned to go, and I knew that tears of enthusiasm were

mingling with the clinging mist of the ' Smoking WJaters.'
"

* * * A *

That the railway Rhodes dreamed of was to be an " All

British " route undoubtedly weighed more heavily with him
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than ihp (art that it was to he the first through trunk hue to

tfiivorsr ono of the groat contuientr; from end to end; and

perhaps tlio bitttrost disappointment he ever knew was when

hi> country, in 18S9, acquiesced in Germany's entermg uito

the possession of the region between Hritisli Kasl Africa and

Hliodesia, and at a single stroke, creating an apparently m-

surmountable barrier many hundr.-ds of miles wide, athwart

the route he had decided' that his railwav should follow.

Wlielher, in the clearness of his vision, he realised even then

--a decade or two before the ominous truth began to smk

liome to even the most far-seeing of his countr\inen—the

-uiister import of Germany's designs I have never heard,

lie never did give up working for the consutnmalion of

what he was firmlv convinced was tli<> xinr qua non to the

success of his great plan, and at the time of his deatli it is said

he had negotiations pending with the Kaiser by which some

sort of a British zone— acro>s the west end of German East

.\frica—could be purchased or leased. If it is true that

Jihodes was really willing to build his railway over so pre-

carious a right-of- waw it is all the evidence we need to be

reasonably certain that oAen his eagle-eye had not pierced to

the cloven hoof beneath the German jack-boot.

Rhodes was too much of a man of action to allow tlie

(|iiestion of right-of-way through a region which, at best,

could not Ix- eiitered hv rails for many vi-ars to \\<i\f\ up the

whole project. The thing to do was to get construction under

wav : the matter of route could, he hojied. be arranged later.

His plan was to utilise the i,o(n) miles of lake-way and

river-wav wiiicli occur almost exactly upon a straight line

drawn between the two termini, and to build the intervening

railway links, totalling 4,000 miles in length, as rapidly as

the financial and physical diflicnltie- 'onld be owrmmr.
*

The First Railways

South African railway construction in early days was

almost entirvly directed toward one objccti\-e—the great

mining an<l consuming centres in the north. First Kimbcrley

and its diamonds, was the goal ; then the Kand, with its

gold. The magnet of the diamond mines had taken the.

railway to Kimberley in 1S84 and by 1890 the gold mines of

the Rand had carriixl it on to Johannesburg, somewhat to

one side, howevi-r, of the direct Capc-to-Cairo route. The
beginning of the Rhodesian railways was the tangible ex-

pression that Rhodes gave to his "All Red ^o\\tc " dream.

\\'hen his Chartered romj)any took o\-er Rhodesia, the

nearest railwa\' was at Kimberley. boo miles from Cape Town :

and one of Rhodes' first acts was to get it extended to Vry-

burg, near the border of the vast region which liad been made
subject to his direction. From here was started the

Rhodesian trunk line, \\hich reached Bulawayo, 600 miles

to the north, in 1S95. •

Construction on the line from Bulawayo to the Zambesi
was inaugurated before the outbreak of the Boer \\'ar, but

the disturbed condition of the country preceding and during

that struggle made it difficult to make much headway during
these years. After the restoration of peace, Rhodes, by
])ersistence, arranged tlie difficulties of finance. Construction

was started anew in Rhodesia, but before the railway liad

reached the gorge of the Zambesi, the hand that was driving

it forward relaxed, and grew cold in death.
But what was in many ways the most difficult part of the

undertaking—the, linancing of the Northern Rhodesian portion

of the line—was already done. For that the enthusiasm
and the indomitability of a Rhodes was imperative ; the rest

was a matter of time. Victoria Falls was reached in 1904,
the Broken Hill mines in 190(1, and in 1909 rail-head

rested on the Congo Border at Bwana-M'kubwa. Here all

idea of carrying the line up through German East Africa was
abandoned, and the survey was carried across the Belgian

Congo to Ehzabethville. This latter point was reached in

1911 when it was expected that the 300 miles of comparativch'
easy construction between there and the southern end of

Tanganyika would be finished by the end of 1915.
We have l>een told but little regarding railway construction

in this rtigion since the outbreak of the war, but we will prob-
ably be fairly safe in assumLig that military exigency has
acceleratiVd rather than retarded work on any line or lines

i-alculated to improve communications in tlie direction of

German East Africa. It may well be, thert-fore. that the
lifting of. the war curtain will re^'eal not only tlie whole of the

2,600 rniii'S between Cape Town and T.inganyika coinpleteK'

bridged l>v railway, but that a more westerly line may ha\e
Deen carnted up through Xorthern Rhodesia to and across

the bordeirs of " German East " along the route Rhodes first

l>rojected for the " Capc-to Cairo " route. .

The location of the. great A'ictoria Falls railway bridge
furnished a striking example of tliegolden vein of .sentiment

which stre-.iked the iron puqxjisefnlness of.the ICnij).iie Builder.

There wea? other jwints where it is said the gorge of the

Zambesi could have been crossed a( less expf-nse and in easier

conformity to the limiting grades of the railway, facts whiili

were clearly demonstrated at the outset by the enginrors.

But when they confronted Rhodes with the drawing!>*and

estimates, he only set his square jaw and issued a decree that

the bridge was to span the gorge at " The Cliff of the Rain-

bow," and that no other point was to be considered.
" Nowhere else can a bridge be built within view of tJie

l'alls,"lie said, " and I am not going to incur the reproaches of

generations yet uiilKirn by allowing it to be run in another

])lace. If tlie British can't build it, give the Americans a
chance. Never mind who does it ; only see that it is done !

"

Although the contract for constructing the bridge was not

let until a year after Rhodes' death, his wishes in the matter
were scrupulously respected. There was no difficulty in

finding a British concern ready to undertake tin; unprecedented
task, whVh was completed in 1905. It is what engineers call

a " two-hinged spandrel-braced arch," a type which, both
architecturally and from the engineering standpoint, is best

suited to its peculiar purjiose. It is 650 feet long, and its

.joo feet of height above the waters of " The Devil's Boiling

Pot " makes it the loftiest bridge of its type in the world.

• By a hapi)V chance something like ninety per cent, of the

main-line railway in tlic British controlled parts of North
Africa is available as a section of the Cape-to-Cairf)

trunk railway. The Nile hardly varies a degree from the

.;2nd parallel in its whole course from the Victoria Nyanza to

Cairo, and the fact that the narrow strip of cidtivation along

the Nile is about all of Egypt and Sudan worth reckoning

with has been responsible for practically all of the railway line

outside of the Delta being nm in a north and south direction.

The first northern link of the Cape-to-Cairo railway is that

formed by the main trunk of the Egyptian State lines, and the

second is that of the main line of the Stidan Government
Railway's. The former ends just above the First Cataract,

near Assuan, and the latter begins at \\"ady Haifa, below the

Second Cataract.. The intervening distaiice—ultimately to

be bridged by rail—is a two-days' ste-amer voyage up the Nile.

The 575 miles of line from Haifa to Khartoum-one of the

wonders of the railwaj- world—is the first extensive piece of

desert construction ever attempted.
Three decades ago, when Rhodes' visioning eyes first saw-

in fancy two glistening hands of tie-bound steel reaching from
the Cajic to tlie Mediterranean, he was t(jld that, even if there

were no others, one insurmountable difficulty in the way of

realising his dream would be found in the impossibility of

maintaining a line across the drifting, waterless sands of the

Sudan. For the want of such a line that other dreamer,
Gordon, watched from the houseto])s of ringed Khartoum for

the glint of sun on British bayonets that were fated to arrive

too late to save him from the Mahdi's wrath. 'Because there

was no such line the fanatical hordes of the Mahdi's successor,

the Khalifa, blackened the sands of the Sudan with fire and
blood through the ten awful years, while the British Lion,

rallying his miglit in Egypt, gathered himself for a spring.

"The Khalifa cannot be destroyed without a railway;"

said Kitchener."
" Build it," said Cromer.
" But there is no water either above or below ground, "-

protested the railway engineers.
" Then carry it with you," replied Cromer.
" But even if we succeed in building such a line, it will

disappear under the drifting sands within a few months,"
said the engineers. "There is no jirecedent

"

" It will justify itself a dozen times over if it enables
Kitchener to come to grips with the Khalifa," retorted Cromer.

' Build it : And build it faster than ever a railway was built

before."

.\nd so, as there was no alternati\'e offered, the engineers
went ahead and did as those two men of iron Cromer and
Kitchener decreed. Carrying their water with them as they
went, even as the camel caravans had done for thousands of

years before them, they laid twin lines of burning steel across
the blistering sand wastes at the rate of a mile, two miles,

and—once or twice—even three ihiles a day. It was not
much of a railway to begin with, but it gave Kitchener's
mixed force a \-ery substantial lift towards the field

of Omdurman. As' a result of this whirlwind campaign the
power of the Khalifa was destroyed, Gordon was avenged,
the peace of Upper Egypt was assured, and the " one insur-

mountable obstacle " on the Capc-to-Cairo. route was bridged
for all time.

But the end of the wonders was not yet. This desert
railway was not overwhelmed with sand at "the end of a year
(the\- found ways to guard against that), but it was over-
whelmed with something else—almost the last thing in the
world that had been expected—traffic. First came the old
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iM!a\aii trade Intwcen Sudan and Hgypi, and then,

tlirougJi the building of a branch to tiio Red Sea and the

cieation of a modern ^x)rt, a new gatewa\' between Sudan
and the outer world was opened up, and traffic was still

furtlier increased. Wiodes' " Cape-to-Cairo " was beginning

to realise his dream of " picking up business all the way."
The building of a great bridge across tlie Bliie Nile a(

Kiiartoum made ix)ssible the continuation of the trunk line

Capeward to Wad Medani and Sennar. from which latter jwint

a 250-mile branch line was opened shortly before the out-

break of the war to El Obeid, the capital of the province ol

Kordofan. Even this latest ^00 miles of line was expected,

in the language of the General Manager, to " justify itself on
comincrci^il grounds independently of the very important
strategic considerations which demanded its construction."

The Sudan .system had just over a thousand miles of line

in iqo6, and nearly twice that lengtli in iQii, while something
over 200 miles a year were afided from tlie latter date up to

th(^ beginning of the war. At that time projected extensions

were to o])en up the country to the east of the Blue Nile by
a line from Sennar to the Red Sea, link up tlie Takkar Delta

with a line from Port Sudan to Suakini. and push tlic mam
trunk on south toward U.ganda and the beckoning finger of

the " north-bound " extension of the " Cape-to-Cairo " beyortd

Lake Tanganyika.
The Sudanese programme called for carrying the rail-head

to Gondokoro, just over the border of Uganda, as rapidly

as possible. Uganda was then to take up construction,

probably building the main line to l.ake Albert^ with a
branch to the outlet of ^'ict(Jria Xyanza. where connection

coulfl be established with the railway from ^Mombasa. The
main trunk from Victoria -syanza or Lake Albert may take

any of several routes, but tjiis will hardly bo decided upon
until the war, with the re-delimitation of African frontiers

whicli must follow it, has been fought to a finish. The direct

and natural route for the line is the one Rhodes originally had
in mind through what was tlien German East Africa. It is

devoutl\- to be wished that nothing may occur which will

render it necessary to follow any other. If that hope is full-

filled one may ultimately look forward to " seeing red
"

from the windows of the Cape-to-Cairo express throughout the

whole 0.000 miles of its run.

Auguste Rodin
By Arthur Symons

1.

IMl-T Auguste Rodin in Paris, 1S2 rue dc I'Universite,
ill .Ahiy, i>S02. The last time that I saw him was at a
dinner given in Old Burlington Street in IQ07. No one
who has seen him can ever forget his singular appearance.

There before me stood a giant of genius, with the timidit\' of

the colossus ; \nth a face in which strength struggled with
passion ; with veiled blue eyes that dilafed like the eves of a

parrot when he spoke of anything that interested him'deeply.
He made few gestures ; only when he sat, with his great
hands folded on his knees, the gestures he made were for a
purpose, never for an effect. I was struck by liis quietness,
his simplicity, a certain caution which comes from a suspicion
that he is not being taken simply enough. When he talked
of books or of his art or of nature there was always the same
frcshne.s,s and profundity.

It was in Meiidon, in IQ03, that Rodin spoke to me about
Gustave Moreau. He said Moieau was a man of sci(;nce, one
of a generation which was taught tii study art in the galleries,

and not from nature. He was a great combiner. He took
colour from Delacroix, his figures from the antique. He
was not a genius, not a creator, not the great artist some' have
called him, but he belongs to the second rank. His greatest
defect was that the figures which should be the principal part
of the composition were uninteresting ; the detail and the
surroundings took up most of his interest. II etait froid an
/and, said Rodin. u
He spoke to me of Stephane MallarmiS^s conversation and

his way of writing— full of foreshortening
—"many people

don't understand foreshortening." Ccrtainlv Niallarme,
whom I met later, used in his later work this artistic heresv.
Imagine his poem written down, at least composed. With
this most writers would be content, but with Mallaime the
work has only begun. He works ()\er it, word Iw word,
changing a word here, for its colour, which is not precisely the
colour required, a word there, for the break it makes in the
music. A new image occurs to him. rarer, subtler than the
one he has used ; the image is transferred. By the time the
poem has reached, as it seems to him, a flawless unity, the
steps of the progress have been only toy effeCtuallv effaced ;

and while the poet, who has seen the unitx- from the beginning,
still sees the relation of point to point, the reader, who comes
to it only in its linal stage, finds himself in a not unnatural
bewilderment. Pursue this manner of writing to its ultimate
devclopm<:nt

; start with an enigma, and then withdraw
the key of the enigma ; and you arri\-e, easilv. at the frozen
impenetrability of those lates't sonnets in which the absence
of all punctuation is scarcely a recognisable hindrance.
He spoke to me also of mmlern dress : what coukf be done

with it? It all depends on the suggestion of the nude under-
neath the clothes. The beauty of woman's costume is. that
the woman is underneath, auff lends it some of her life. It

makes him sad to see iild clothes hanging in shop-windows

—

tiiey seem so empty of life, waiting to become alive. He spoke
of the way in which the nude is suggested here, simplified In-

some fine sweep. He has not done it because he has been
yngaged in other work and so has had no time even to attempt
it. it can ne\er be as great as the nude, but the eighteenth
' I nluiy lia<l shown that it can be delightful.

Wh'ii 1 first saw iiini he saifl to ni'- th.if bis mi ivt consi-^teA

in exaggeration : that in this wa\- he gets his effects without

anv of the hardness of other sculptors. As he showed me his

mysterious little .^tatue—the man kneeling so strangely in

adoration before the woman in whom is imaged the spliin.x

and the child— he said tQ me :
" Tell me what it means

—

what is yovir impression ?

" I.e mystere de Vamour," I said.

I saw the Danaid slightly enlarged, with its wonderful flesh,

the palpitation of the very dimples. Certainly' no one but
Uodin has been so tender with women in his exquisite crea-

tions ; none has ever caught so much of the eternal feminine

as this sculptor of Hell. I saw the bust of Puvis de Chevanne,
in marble, wonderfully modelled : the lines of the neck coming
out like real tlesli, the modelling of the ear, the lines of the face.

Vet in so wonderful a poise of the head one saw the ability of

the expression of nullity : the look of a man who goes through
a crowd and sees nothing.

When one has realised what is called the colouring vi his

statues, in a sense like that of painting, the iimning employ-
ment of shadows, the massing, the conception that begins
them, the achievement that ends them, one sees little enough
of the infinite secrets of this man of genius. Let me choose,
for instance, the exquisitely enlaced couple where a youth and
a maiden are clas{)ed in a virginal embrace—the shadow of

the hair falling along his cheeks—with so lovely and discreet

a shadow, when the lips press the hair of the maiden ; her
face is blqjted out under his cheek : one sees it. lost in ecstasy,

behind. .\nd in these who Ho in a space of small rock, one
sees the exquisite purity of the flesh, the daring of the pose,

foot pressed amorously on fpot : the verv* down of the flesh.

Rodin told me that the inspiration for La Porte de I'Enfcr

came to him in 1875. When I saw it it covered the entire

space of one vast wall ; there was the great door, and on
either side of the door climbed up and down tormented
creatures, climbed and ciawled and coile4 : all one headlong
flight and falling, in which all the agonies of a place of tor-

ment, wliich is Baudelaire's rather than Dante's, swarm in

actual movement. Fi'mmes damnccR lean upward and dovvn-

.
ward out of hollow caves and mountainous crags, they chug
to the edg(? of the world, oft which their feet slip, they em-
brace blindly over a precipice, they roll together into bottom-
less pits of descent. And all this sorrowful flesh is consumed
with desire, with the hurrying fever of those who have only
a short time in which to enjoy the fruits of desire. Their
mouths open towards one another in an endless longing, all

their muscles strain \'iolently towards the embrace. They
live only with a life of desire, and that obsession -has carried
them beyond the wholesome beauty of nature into the
\ioIence of a per\ersity which is at times almost insane.

I.c Pcnseiir is seated in an air of meditation in the middle of

the frieze. On one side of it a Dance of Death ; a skeleton,
a ^henad, with lifted throats and hands ; figures shameless
and hilarious, dancing, lying on the ground, lifted on one
another's shoulders. Some writhe in agony, move tumul-
tuouslj', swarm round the Thinker. Below are larger groups.
Here is one figure falling backwards—a great figiire of a man
—who falls right out of the composition, beyond the line of the
frieze. A winged figure falls horribly ; creatures creep out
of ho'les, climb rocks, grovel, mount and descend in an agon\'
of useless effort. ,\ desperately faced woman flings hetsoll
on the body of her lover, as if to guard or save or help liini.
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Some stand, lifting dcbixrate arm- ; ;i woman »its, doubled up

on herself, tJie head hanging below the knees : and always

there is beauty as well as terror ; the Unes arc the lines ol

beauty.
In the work of what might be called (perhaps wrongly)

a modern Michelangelo, one finds the anatomy at times

extravagantly visible, at times forgotten in the suavity of

still suffering' flesh ; the charm of perversity, the joy and the

l5faut\- of hell are there : and everywhere one sees marvellous

effects of colour, of light and shadow : always a sense of

movement. Never did anv sculptor so adore woman's

back and loins ; and always there is simplicity in his

approach to art by way of nature : even in the profile of the

bones. And in these wave-hke, flame-like, wind-tossed,

ioitrmentees figures, one sees the sexual delight of sex and the

terror of their abominable depravities.

And all this is an art of nerves, modern nerves, perverse and

malign, and yet always in the classic tradition ; seen always

in the beauty of the lines, in the human harmonies ;
where

the beauty in all cases comes from the colour, the modelling.

Nor was there ever an art which conquered more difficulties.

In tlie intensity of expression , in faces and forms alike, one

finds the extremes of strength and of sweetness : stupendously,

where cmc sees limbs and figures, some partly seen, legs

emerging from a human crowd : the wonderful figure who
leans forward, clasping the right foot before him in a nervous

agony ; in the lovely little group of Sirens, caught in the hollow

of a wave, the wave humanised.
So, in the two cjualities I have named, sweetness and

strength, he is allied with Michelangelo. " For to his true

admirers," wrote Pater, " there are sweetness and strength,

pleasure with surprise, an energy of conception which seems
at any moment about to break through all the conditions of

comely grace, recovering, touch by touch, a loveliness found

usually only in the simplest natural things

—

ex forti dulcedo."

Yet, in this epic in stone, stone becomes song, becomes
music. And in its perfect proportions, in its harmonies, in its

balance (composed of so many exquisite poems massed to-

gether) hojv lyric art becames a great drama ! And there is a

definite reason for comparing this creation of Rodin's with

both the lyrical and the dramatic arts. Did he not say to me,
did he not write, of the architecture of the human body,
" that it is architecture, and that architecture is comparable
with it ?

" " Moving architecture," as he calls it in his book,
" and so simple, if one possesses the secret of it, that it hurts

one's eyes and yet one must see it." But, he said to me with
his deep laugh, " instead of giving me my due as a sculptor

—

as to the quality of my work—they say I am a poet. Of
course, when one is inspired one is a poet. Yet when they
say that my inspiration gives a certain value to the theory of

the poet neighbouring on folly, there they are wrong. ]e
siiis Ic contraire d'tin exalte."

In regard to this saying I asked him why he had repre-

sented Hugo naked, and he said :
" C'est plus bean." Then he

said :

" It is for the Pantheon—a man in modern dress would
not be in keeping there." I give here the stanza I wrote on
Lc Penseur

:

—
Out of eternal bronze and mortal breath.
And to the glory of man, me Rodin wrought

;

Before the gates of glory and of death
I bear the burden of the pride of thought.

II.

In Orpheus and Eurydice there is shown the majesty of
sorrow, the very passion of life (as in the Keats-like face), and
in one who descends upon him like a wind or a flame, and in

the marvellous suggestion of a body which weighs nothing.
<Jne sees in it the smoke of hell rising about them, in the
hollow of the cave, and in Orpheus' gestures as he coVer his

face with his hands, a sign of exquisite despair. The Alcestis,

held in the arms of Admetus, as Merciu^y, seated beside her,

waits to take h^r with him, is superb : the faces seen in a
great gulf of shadow.

Take, for instance, two flgurcs that I saw in his studio.
(Jne, a woman, rigid as an idol, stands in all the peace of
indifference ; the other, a man tortured with desire, every
muscle strained to e.xasperation, writhes in the ineffectual
energy of a force which can but feed upon itself. She is there,
before him, close to him, infinitely apart, and he could crush
but never seize her. In the ex(|uisite rendering of the Temp-
tation of Saint Anthony the saint lies prostrate, crouched
against the cross, which his lips kiss feverishly, as he closes his
]iained eyes : the shoulders seem to move in a shuddering
revolt from the burden which tby bear unwillingly ; he grovels
in the dust like a toad, in his horror of her life and beauty
which have vast Ih-msehes away upon him. And the woman
lies bark luxuriously, stretching her naked limbs across his
hack, and twisting her delicate arms behind her head, in a
supple movement of perfectly happ)- abandonment, breathing
the air ; she has the innocence of the flesh, tlic ignorance of

the spirit, and she does not even know what it is to tempt.
She is without jx^rxersity ; the flesh, not the devil ; and so,

perhaps, the more perilous.

The artist should ne\er consciously aim at strength ; but,

conscious of his strength, he should aim at the utmost subtlety

of strength. ^\ hat I mean will be quite clear if I recall two
(ireek marbles which I once saw in a private exhibition in

London. In one, tlie head of an old man, strengtJi went as

far as strength could go without being changed into some
further and higher substance. The truth and energy of the

head, gnarled and wry, with its insistence on all the cavities

and disgrace of age, are only to be compared, in Greek art,

with the drunken old woman in Munich, or in modem work,
with La Vieille Ilcauhniere of I^odin. The drunken woman
is indeed a more " harrowing lesson in Ufe " as she sits hugging
her wine-jar. In the old man you have the restraining strength

of a will which endures age and pain with gravitj'. There is

strength in it and truth, and there is the beauty which grows
up inevitably out of a sufficieiitly powerful truth. But let

us look across at another head—the head of a woman, which
does not seem clever at all ; which seems curiously simple,

as if the difficulties of the art of sculpture had been evaded
rather than conquered, yet which ravishes the mind into a
certain quiet and fullness of delight. You do not notice it

for strength, for any ingenious mastery out of any evident

difficulty. Venus ro.se out of the waters, \\hen- human beauty
came consciously into the world, not startling anyone, but
like a dream that has come true. Ihc forehead and cheeks
are no subtler than a flower ; the neck in its breadth from chin

to nape has no refinements on an actual neck in which one has

felt life rather than seen beauty. And you will see what is

not in the other head, the lack of which leaves it where it is :

a something incalculable, something which begins where
truth leaves off, something which transforms truth.

And I am not sure thit you will lind this something in the

bronze of La Vieille Heaidmicre in 1he Luxembourg gallery.

Wasted, ruinous, " lean, wizen like a small dry tree," .this

piteous body remembers the body it had when it was young,
and the beauty is still there, in the lovely skeleton that shows
right through the flesh, in the delicate contours of the almost
hairless head, in the indestructible grace of the profile. This
" poor old light woman " is more tragic than the old drunken
woman in Munich ; but as one looks at the old drunken.woman,
one sees only the sordid pity of things as they are, while La
Vieille Heaidmicre is saying " Thus endeth all the beauty of
us," as it can be said by those who have fastenid " the. sweet
yoke " of beauty upon the necks of the world.

Whatever may be the precise economic position of Germany
at the present time, the condition of the j^eople is gravely
occupying the public mind. The following appeared recently
in the well-known Berlin paper, the Vossische Zeilung :

"When the Reichstag reassembles in December it will have to
consider questions of social policy, which have already been gone
into by the Reichstag Committee concerned. It is probable that
the proposals for the protection of mothers aiui children will be
accepted without much alteration, as the parties are already
imanimous as regards them. The proposals mainly concerii
young working women. It is suggested that, during war-time,
there .should be an eighth-hour shift, where there is regular day
and night work, and eLsewhere a ten-hour shift as a rule ; e\crv
second Sunday at least to be a complete holiday ; ten weeks' rest
after child-birth, and special regulations for the protection of
those working with poisonous or explosive materials. Expert com-
mittees to deal with the wages question are to be established
without any delay.
There is also to be adequate factory inspection, and

extensive pro\'ision for cases of accidents, as soon as possible. It
is proposed to extend the committees for the settlement of dis-
putes. The following improvements are strongly recommended :

Extension and better financial endowment of consultative bodies
for the care of infants, care of school cliildren, children's homes,
the supervision of creches and infant schools (Kindergarten),
and establishment of inspection of jjrivate homes for the care of
children whose mothers are increasingly employed in factories
and elsewhere during the war.

Finally, the Federal tiovernments are to be requested to
provide more homes for illegitimate children of tender age, and
make the conditions for their reception easier. The question of
general guardianship will be regulated.

A recent article in the Hamburger Fremdenblatt states that
c)rdinary people in Hamburg have had no eggs for five weeks.
The preserved eggs of the Hamburg War Supply Bureau are
reserved for civil and military hospitals, children under three
years.Jand sick people in general, l^or these no leSs than 150 000
are needed weekly, and it is often no small source of anxiety to
the War Supply Bureau to provide this number continually
In spite of this, before Christmas there is to be one general e""
distribution, and three distributions of egs-powder prepared fro'n
eggs under the supervision of the War Supply Bureau c.gs which
remained over in previous general distributions, and had to be
made into powder to prevent them from goine; bad. Each packet
i)f this egg-powder has the full value of olie egg, and will be
spcciallv welcome to housewives at Christmas

L.
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Industrial Self-Government
By Jasoa

ir

IT
was well put in the h'ew Statesman the other day that

competition was the nineteenth century substitute for

lionesty. Men like Brougham l-)elieved that so long as

the wants of the world were ilupj)lied by a great number
of individual traders and profiuce.s. each trying to outbid
tlie other, the consumer was bound to get the benefit in clieaj)-

ness and efficiency. Some who preached this doctrine went
so far as to think adulteration was a form of competition and
therefore innocent if not actually beneficent. The spectacle
of waste was positively encouraging when the waste took
the form of the reduplication of effort and the multiplication
of services. For though it might seem absurd that twelve
small shops should all turn out the same commodity, employ-
ing six times as much energy as -was needed for the purpose,
this struggle was a guarantee that the commodity would be
eJieap and good.

This pliilosophy had, of course, broken down before the
war. For it happened in many important instances, par-
ticularly of course in America, that the consumer found that
he was getting the waste without the benefits of competition,
for it was possible for traders to eliminate competition and
to secure that the advantages of the resulting economies
accrued to themselves, and not to the consumer. The big
Trust represented from man\' points of view an improvement
on the old chaos of competition. As an industrial organisation
it was vastly superior. It could buy and sell with much less

lal»ur. and it could take larger and longer view^ than the
individual producer or the individual trader ; it could
appreciate the importance of research, education, and pay
regard to the permanent as distinct irom the transient interests
of an industry or trade. But the very fact that the Trust
was more powerful for good than the individual and isolated
trader meant that it was also more powerful for evil. The
Trust thus became a danger to the world in proportion as it

Ix'came a weapon to those who were directing it. In the
I'nited States, as everybody knows, the tyranny of the
Trusts was tlie chief domestic problem before the war.

Organising Power

It is quite clear that after the war the tendency of industry
willbe more and more to organise its power and resources,
and that the habits of the age of competition, to which our
indi\ idualist ternperament has clung so jealously will go out
of fashion. This development will be encouraged by many
influences. For one thing, the war has taught the necessity
of organisation in the face of the organised competition of
other countries. We know now a great deal more than we
knew four years ago about the methods of jjeaceful pene-
tration by whidi (ierman industry pusheid its way in the
Morld. Some of those methods are creditable to the country
of their origin ; some are not. But of tlieir effectiveness
there can be little question. It is believed by many good
judges that if Germany had had the sense or the self-control
to remain at peace for another ten years, her industrial power
would have reached an extraordinary perfection.

Let anybody picture those methods to himself and then
let him tuni to the account given of our pre-war system by
Mr. Fniest Bonn in his able and intcresiing little book Trade
as a Science (Jarrold and Sons) :

I recently had an opportunity of inspecting the stock list
of a well-kno<vn caipet manufacturer, which contained
two hundred and fifty items. I'iftv of these were speciahties,
:ind two hundred were regular line's which, except for trifling
differences, were common tr) the whole trade. I found a
staudar.l pattern of stair-carpet, which I was informed
was made by at least twenty different makers, in stock to
the e.\lent of £2,000. Xow note exactly what this means.
S\ipi>osmg that each of the twenty makers hatl the same
amount of stock in this standard line, you get at once
/^o.ooo worth of capital sunk in this one pattern of carpet,
certainly ten times as much money as is justified by the
demand for this pattern, or any use that it is to the trade.
But this money is locked up in obedience to the dictates of
tlic fetish which we c<dl competition. .Xnd then without
asking the reader to bother himself with too much arithmetic
It IS perfectly obvious that if these twenty mills could agree
among themselves to divide up the two hundred and fifty
pattenis and organise between themselves a selling staff
which would cover the world, we should do throe things :

Wc should first of aU dispense with a con.siderable portion of
the machinery and plant used in that industry ; we should
next reduce the stock, which is one of the most expensive
ilems in connection with the conduct of a business, to one-
lenth of its existing proportions

; and, in the third place,
where one thousand men are now engaged selling the product
two or three hundred could do everything that is required.

J shall.be told that I am kiUing competition, but I do not
agree. Is there any justification for twenty f^ravellers repre-
senting twenty mills running to Inverness because some small
buyer wants a few rolls of stair- carpet ?

Obsolete Methods

It is certain that the expt-riences arid revelations of the war
in this regard will strengthen Mr. feenn's plea. Nor is this
the only direction in which industry has been taught that
the methods of the past are obsolete. We hear a great deal
about the nfed of Government help and guidance, but Govern-
ment help and guidance imply the existence of organisations
with which the Government can deal. A Department cannot
spend its time issuing circulars to hundreds of firms, giving
separate inten-icws to hundreds of manufacturers or traders
on every topic on which its help is sought. Effective co-
operation between a Government and an industry is only
possible when the industry has some representative orgaii.
During the war there has, of course, been a great development
of industrial organisation for this very reason. The Govern-
ment found it necessary to interfere with one industry after
another ; to curtail supplies here, to divert energy there, in a
third case, to change the uses of machinery, and pcrhajw in a
fourth to modify the whole structure. This could only be d(me
where there was some body that could speak for the industry
and discuss its arrangements and circumstances, and the
best means of adapting them to the emergency. In the case
of munitions, of cotton, of wool, for example, the need for
the direction of energy and resources by the Govenmient has
led to the forming of groups and representative committees.
This has been sjiecially important in the case of the woollen
industry, for here organisation was in a very imperfect iind
elementary stage, and the old individualist regime was
particularly tenacious.

In these two ways, not to mention others, the war lias

made it certain that organisation in the form of trade associa-
tions will be the leading feature of the industrial developments
of the future. Industries are not going to unlearn everything
the war has taught them at a time when the need for combined
action will be more apparent and more urgent than ever.

Tlie general fimction of such an association will lx> that of
eliminating waste, securing the maximum production in
quantity and quality, providing for the true and iierraanent
interests of the industry as a service—that is, as an association
of producers and merchants who are providing something
that the world wants. When industry is so regarded, it has
a noble aim and should have a correspondingly high standard
of duty. Take such a matter as research and technical im-
provement. It is obvious that aii industry as a whole is pro-
foundly interested in adding to the knowledge^of mankind on
the questions that affect industrial progress.

* An individual
trader may not so conceive his personal interest. He is ix;r-

haps in the industry to-day, but he means to clear out to-

morrow. His routine methods bring him in decent profits

and he eees no reason for spending money or labour on. im-
proving them. If he has a secret, so mucli the better. He hivs

no wish that his friend and neighbour, who happens to be a
rival, should share his secret or have one of his own. In
this respect an individual producer or^ trader may be in the
position of the individual citizen in regard to vaccination.
It is clear that universal vaccination is a gain to the com-
munity as a whole, but a particular individual may think
that it is not worth his while to go to the trouble of being
vaccinated, for the risk he runs of getting smallpox in a country
where vaccination is general is very slight. So the individual
trader may have no objection to industrial progress and yet

be unwilling to go to trouble or expense on his own account
to promote it.

Representation

But a body that represents an industry will take pride in
the care and success with which industrial methods are dis-
covered and perfected, and it will aj)preciate the importano^
of endowing skill and re.searcli. The individual trader may
say in the spirit of a famous declaration, that he has no need
of chemists, but the ix)dy responsible for an industry as a
whole will not lx> guilty of such folly. I'or it will be at once
an injury and a disgrace to that industry that it should find
itself short of some necessary material because Germany or
America has known the wortli of the chemist and lingland
has not. So with all tlie waste tliat comes from bad organisa-
tion. A Trade Union leader with experience of war arrange-
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nieiits roniaiked tu ;t frieud tlie ollur day" :
' W >' ha\(' learnt

tliat had trade is anotlier naino for disorf,'anisati(in."

If we look at au\- particular industry as an orsaniscd so. ut>

for producing a particular tliinij, we s*>e at inice that a great

deal of cnerf;\- and a .threat deal of capita! are sinip!\- squandered

lor the reason tiiat the principle of the division of lalx)Hr is

not applied in anv scientific sense. It xyould follow if that

principle was applied that the different establishments in an

industry- would produce the particular variety «f article tor

which they were Ix-st fitted, and that there would be a govern-

ing sense of persjjective in the arrangement and structure of

its organisation. The old economists thought that the system

of l(iisse:-fiiin- would secure this, and that if trade were left

alone, each commoditv would Ix- produced in the place where

it was easiest to produce it. This was a. very rough law and in

practice it doe.s not i)revail. It is not trup, in fact, of the

economy of the world, for it' does not take aca)unt of the

timbitions and the prejudices of nations. A people is often

reluctant to admit that geography has determined once and

for all the limits and the-character of its production. Inside

the Ix)undaries of a nation there is a similar impatience of the

laws of economic predestination, even if those laws are clear

and unmistakable. But the discovery of those laws deiXMids

on a comparative survey of dift'erent facts of the industry .
and

such a survey was as a rule impt)ssiblc under fh? old charter

conditions. During the war it has Ix^en a matter of life and

death to find out where and liriw this or tliat article c(juld be

l)roduced with the least wviste of energy and plant, and that

guiding criterion will not disapjiear after peace.

Buying and Selling

Look again at the whole machineiy of buying and selling.

Our expi-rience in industry has been not unlike our experience

in agricultiu-e. It is distressing to contrast the plight, we
may almost sjxMk of it as the wilful plight, of the English

fanner witlv something to sell and that of tjie I'rench or

Italian peasant. In tlie one case there is no organisation ;

individual sellers deal with individual middleinen :
there is

waste of transport, and men whose business it is to ]irodua*

spend time in the (juite difteront function of marketing.

There are, in the various stages that sei^aratc producer from

consumer, intennediaries who serve no useful purpose, making
their proffts out of cnnsmner or producer or both. In the

oilier case, the peasant lielongs to a co-operative society

\\iiich collects his produce, carries it to market and sells it

with full knowledge of the special business of the market.

In industry there is something of tlu^ same contrast, for oiu-

producers send out armies of competing travellers to little

towns on the Continent to collect single orders for single firms,

whareas one man fully ecjuipped with knowledge of languages

and foreign customs could take the place of a dozen and do
th?'r work more effectively.

jiut if we merely get a number of trade organisations,

working on sound and modem lines to increase production

and eliminate waste, are we not merely putting ourselves into

the hands of a number of Trusts ? How can we secure the

interests of the consumer }

It is here that the experiments of the war are full of in-

stniction and guidance. The first principle in tho.se experi-

ments is the public ownership of the raw material. Tlie groat

example of course is the purchise of the wool grown at home
afld in the Australasian Dominions.

Now the immediate effect of this iX)licy is to eliminate one
demoralising feature of trade ; the gambling in the raw
material, with its sinister consecjuenccs to industry and to the

consumer. The policy of public purchase was dictated by
national necessity. So nKjmentoiis a departure from custom
could not have been taken tnider any otjier conditions^. But
it is becoming quite clear that national necessity- will survive

the war, and that after peace it will be essential to our ^safety

to continue this policy-, at any- rate in certain cases and for a
certain time. With a greatly reduced shipjiing service for

the world, with a scarcity in food and raw material, w-e cannot

possibly trust ourselves, our industries, our fortunes to the

rough scramble of the market. Organisation will be just as

necessary, at any rate for some time after the war, as it has

Ix'en during the war, to ensure suppli<'s and to prevent irre-

gularity and w-aste. Here then is one principle of fundamental

importance, for if the State buys the raw- material, it helps to

that extent to control prices, and it acquires at once a right to

some say in the distribution and use of that material. It

would bc' as unreasonable after peace, as it woidd be during

war. to say that the different industries that require a par-

ticular raw material or the different producers in a single

industry are to fight it out .;mong themsc^lves, and that the

.^tatc is quite indifferent whether or not this industry, or this

district, or this group of estq.blislinients finds itself without

luiv share in the necessaries of production. We don't want

civil war bctw-i'en Yorkshire and the ^Midlands, between the

cloth manufacturer and the hosier, between the man w-ho

uses leather to make saddles and the man who uses leather to

make lx)ots. The system known as rationing will therefor.;

continue to be necessary as between industries, districts and
individuals after the war.

An Important Innovation

There is another important innovation during the war wliicli

>trengt!iens the hands of the (ioveniment as representing the

consumer in dealing with a trade association. There has lx;eii

man\- experiments in fixing prices, some of them more success-

ful than others. But the most imixjrtant system that has
Ix-en fried is the sy.stem of costings. This system is well

established in America, but in England it is quite modem,
and if it had not Ix-en for the shock of thewar, it would pro-

bably have bt^en slow- in development.
It is notorious that before the war a great many men of

business took no tn)uble, whatever to ascertain or understand
the details and ilistribution of their expenditure. When the

.Ministry of Mmiitions set u)) in business the application of

some standard of costs was imj>erativ-c, for it was obvious that

the strictest economy- would be necessary if the nation was to

prosecute the war with energy and success. When millions

of men and great quantities of plant were to be diverted from
productive to unproductive work, the waste of energy or plant

or public money becanfe a serious crime against the nation.

The Di^partment had the advantage for this purpose of its

own experience as a i^rotlucer, for it set up national factories,

and at the same time it had the advantage of its opportnnity-

of comparing costs and. processes in the different establish

ments to which it gave contracts. What it has been learning

gradually has Ix'en how much a particular operation should
cost if undertaken under the best conditions, and thus it has

cUscovered not only where that particular operation had bettei

be performed, but how- much it should cost. If a particidar

manufacturer said he could not make a shell at the fixed price,

the Department could examine his costs with him and givi

him the l^enefit of the experience of other manufacturer.-

and the experience of the factories administered directly by
the ;\tinistry.

The principle has Ixx'n adopted in other industries and
notably in the w-oollen and worsted industry. Its introduc-

tion serves two i)iirposes. It helps to teach manufacturers
the importance {\i costings, and it helps to protect the State

from extortion. But it is obvious that this device enables

the State to protect the consumer as well as the taxpay-er, and
that it is practicable in greater or less degree to control prices

by^ this method. A trade association which takes its raw
material from the State, allocates it on some recognised prin-

ciple of justice and public convenience, and is prevented from
forcing up prices by a control exercised by means of a system
of costings and a public audit, is a very different body from the

kind of Tmst that menaces society-. Such safeguards an-

imperatively necessary, for an organised industry collecting int. >

one volume the energy and ix)wer both of employers and of

workmen, would be able to apply a dangerous pressure if the-

consumer had no effective means of defence. ,
And y'et

the industry- loses nothing of its effective power as a producing
fjiganisation. It has evei-y encouragement to promote
research, efficiency, economy and good administration, for

the stimulus to the pursuit of these objects is not the

speculative profit of the individual trader, but the general

sense for the common interests of the industry.

The war has taught us that there is a type of relationship

between the State" and industry which avoids the e\-ils of a
crippling State control on the one hand, and those associated

with the dangerous powerof a Trust on the other. In a further

article it will be interesting to examine the light thrown by
these experiments on the prospects of the Whitley Councils.

Poland may yet cause tr()ul)le lietween Germany aud Aii.stria.

The Tngliche liuudsclKm describes the proposed Polish settle-

ment as " an astonishing demand upon the nerves, patience, and
good humour of the (".erman nation." It continues ;

"If the Hapsbui-g Kaiser of Austria is. w-ith our approval, to
be crowned King of Poland, then the last trace of any German
rights or influence in Poland will have vanished. Wo "shall our-
selves ha\-c done what no Power in the world coidd have other-
wise done, and our troops in Poland will onh- be Hapsburg
police and our three years' sacrifices will have been made, not for
ourselves, but for otfier people. Our position in Poland at the
general peace conference will ha\-e been campletelv thrown awav.
Who has the courage to do this fateful thing ? Not a Chancellor,
for in reality wc lia\-e no Chancellor, but only an irresponsible
Foreign Secretary, ft is he, Kuhlman, who "during the inter-
regnum ot tw-iliglu between the old aud the new era has been
busy with his friend Czcniin deciding Germanv's fate. What
coidd be more fatal than a Hapsbnrg Poland strengthened bv a
Ha))sburg Galicia '. It would, too, be a thorn- in the flesh between
u.s and -Vustria-IIuugary....
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Psychology of the Spiritualist
By Dr. Charles Mercier

/RA furor brevis. A man in a violent rage Vs not at ihc,

top of his form in reasoning, ancF is apt to do things

that appear at the time foolish to other people, and that

in his own subsequent cooler moments he regrets. So
it is if he is under tlie influence of terror, of panic, of

jealousy, or of any otlier emotion. This, as we see from the

J-atin quoted above, has long been recognised. It lias certain-

ly been known for two thousand years ; it has probably been
known for two hundred thousand. Xo doubt tiie aphorism was
scratched upon their copy-books of reindeer horn by the child-

ren of Mousterian and Aurignacian man in the early Pleistocene

age. It holds good, not only of tlie \iolent emotions of anger,

fear, jealousy, and so forth, but also of the milder emotions
of amusement, awe, and wonder. Knwtion and reason are

niutually antagonistic, and tend to exclude one another. \\'e

could desire no better instance than the ludicrous inability

of the Germans, in the intensity of their hatred for America,
to recognise that Americans, in supplying munitions to England
in the present war, are doing precisely wliat the Germans did
in the Boer War.

People who are emotional, tliat is to say,''whose emotions
are easily aroused and under little control, are bad rjeasoners.

Tlie vitiation of their reasoning by their emotions extends
over a wide area of their tjioughts, and is readily brouglit

about. They are swayed by moods and impulses, and as far

as they reason, their reason is the servant rather than the

master of their passions. In the presence of wjiat is unusual,
for instance, tJiey give free rein to the emotions of wonder antl

awe, and under the dominance of these emotions they become
incapable of reasoning upon the matters that arouse the

emotions.

Contrasted with persons of emotional temperament arc those
wliose feelings are under control, and are -the; servants or
auxiliaries rather than the masters of their reason. Their
procHvity is not to the passive indulgence in feeling but to

the active exertion of intellect. In the presence of what is

unusual and mysterious they do not surrender themselves to
the passive enjoyment of awe and wonder, but rather seek
actively to investigate, discover, and explain. Persons of

emotional temperament arc by natme S)iiritualists - the
investigators are the scientific.

Desire for Explanation

\\ hatever his temperament, whether emotional or scientific,
man ardentlj' desires explanation; and especially in the presence
of what is unusual, he is not content until he has an explanation
of some kind Spiritualism is explanation by the short cut.
It is the e.xplanation of those who are too inipatient to untie
the knot, and prefer to cut it. To untie the knot, to seek the
natural causes of events, is often a slow, Jaborious business.
It is an intellectual exercise requiring thought, care, patience,
and industry

; and during the exercise of these faculties
emotion must be put on one side. . To ascribe events to the
direct action of spirits is the easy exi)lanation of tlie lazy man :

it is also the crude explanation of the unintellectual man.
It needs nr* thought, no industrv. no care,' no .patience.
Anyone can do it. It is within thecompetencp' of the idlest
and most ignorant of men.

In the earliest stage of the history of our race, every event
was explained by the agency of spirits. Spirits caused
rain and sunsliine, storm and flood. Spirits blighted the crojos
or ensured their increase. Spirits gave or refused success
or failure in huntmg and fishing and all other undertakings.
Spirits Kuided^ the arrow or the spear to the mark, or caused
it to miss. Spirit}; produced aches and i)ains, injuries and
diseases. Spirits upset the canoe or guided it to its destina-
tion ; gave victory- or defeat in battle : made the Irre Inirn or
go out, and were the arbiters of good fortune and ill fortune
in everything. The whole progress of mankind from ignorance
to knowledge, from savagery to civilisation has been marked
by, even if it has not consisted in. the gradual wresting of
causation out of the hands of spirits and ascribing it to
" natural," by which we mean non-spiritual, agency. The
degree to which man has advanced in the intellectual scale
may be measured by the magnitude of the fietd in whicii events
are ascribed to natural causes, and the restriction of tin; domain
of spiritual agency. Primd facie the ascription of anv event
to the action of sjiirits is a relic (jf savagery, is tiie outcome

. jf the impulsive, emotional, unregulated ignorance character-
istic of primitive humanity.

In the pliysical universe, friction, that is to say, interference
with the free action of any mode of motion, always produces
he.Tt. In Hie inent;'l wurld interference with the free plav <<i

any emotion always produces anger. The analogy is so close
that it is recognised in common speech. We speakof the inter-
ference of one man with the action of another as friction,

and we often speak of anger as heat. Questioning of our con-
victions and opposition to our convictions arouses our anger
in proportion to the lack of reasonable ground that we have
for our con\iction. It would be very difhcult to arouse the
wrath of a mathematician by disputing the accuracy of the
multiplication table. He might be amused, but he would
scarcely be angry. No astronomer would lose his temper
if you contended that the earth is flat an'd that the sun circu-
lates round it. His conviction is too securely rooted in reason.
As a matter of fact, it is the flat-earth crank who loses his

temper when his conviction is questioned ; and the reason is

clear : he feels the. ground of his conviction insecure. Judged
by this criteriqn, the conviction of the spiritualist that the
marvels he ascribes to the spirits are really due to spiritual

agency, is not very firm. He protests a "little too loudly ;

he is too easily roused when his conviction is questioned. Xo
doubt his emotional temperament is largely responsible for

this. As with the rest of his emotions, his anger is easily
evoked ; but still, even his anger would scarcely be evoked
by questioning the accuracy of the multiplication table. Xo.
He resents your doubts of the spirits because he is not quite
sure of them himself. He would deny strenuously that he has
any doubt of them, but if he has no doubts, whv do yotu-s
make him so angry ?

Spiritual Action

The hy|X)thcsis of spiritual action is a rough and readv
pseudo-explanation of occurrences that are for the time Ijeing
and to the spiritualist, unaccotmtable by natural causes. As
soon as the natural cause is discovered, as according to all

precedent and all analogy it must be eventually, the spiritual
hypothesis must give way and suffer abortion in these matters
as it already has jiad to suffer abolition in numberless others.
In the minds of rational persons, that is of persons whose
imotions are well under control, a rational explanation is

accepti'd as soon as it is shown to account for the facts ; but
emotional persons arc not thus convinced. Their intellects
are the servants of their emotions, and, instead of acting to
reconcile the new and unusual occurrence with the general
ordeu of nature, they are employed to show cause why the
general order of nature should on this occasion be interrupted
and falsified , and very curious and amusing some of these
reasonings are.

In I1SO4 the Davcnjwrt Brothers made a great commotion
in this country by performing a number of tricks, which they
declared were jJroduced by the aid of spirits, a declaration
that found many fervent believers. Messrs. Maskelyne and
Cooke were convinced that these tricks were produced by
natural means, and after a little .^tudy and practice, succeeded
in imitating them with complete accuracy, excepting only
that they took a little longer. In these circumstances, what
line were the true believers in spirits to take ? It was clear
tliat if the one i)air could produce the effects by natural means,
the other pair might ha^•e produced them iii the .same Way,
and tliere was no call for spiritual intervention. The spirft-

ualists did not hesitate. They declared that it Was not the
Davenport Brothers but ilessrs. Maskelyne and Cooke who
were lying, and that while the latter pretended to perform the
tricks by natural means, they were, in fact, mediums, and per-
formed their tricks by the aid -of spirits, whom they deceitfully
refused to acknowledge.
Ten ye^irs after, a photographer named Buguet'drove a roar-

ing trade in spirit i)liotogra])lis. He was eventually prosecuted
in the l^'rench Courts for fraud, and made a full confession.
He used plates which had already suffered a brief exposure,
the sitter to this preliminary exposure being at first one of his
assistants, and subsequently, as tlie business increased, one of
a numlx-r of dummy heads fitted on to a lay figure. Even
so, however, his business was so large that the" same Lead had
to do duty as the sister of one sitter, the mother of a second
antl the wife of a third. Xotwithstanding this confession, in
whicli Buguet revealed his whole modus operandi, and the
production in court of his lay figure with a large assortment of
heads, his victims refused to believe, or at any rate to confess
that they had been imposed upon. M'itness after witness of
good social jH)sitio!i. with, of course, some professors amongst
them, testified that no trickery liad been practised. It was
impossible. The portraits of theii" dead iriends and relatives
were unmistakable. ' ' '

.
" '

'

'

'

.Vt one time .1 pi)piil:n exliibition by spiritVialistic mediums
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was "materialisation." It has so often been exposed that it is

not now much resorted to. The medium was tied in u chair,
or locked in a cuplx^ard, or only perhaps merely hidden behind
a curtain, or even took his place in a circle round the table ;

then, the room being dark, or almost darj^, spirit forms would
be seen gliding about, spirit hands would pat and slap 'the
sitters, luminous Iiands and faces would hover in the air, and
so forth. Over and over again the spirits were seized hy a
sitter, or an nncxpecttxl light was turned on.andthe materialised
spirit was found to he the medium himself or herself. The
medium sometimes owned u]) and confessed the fraud ;

sometimes the fraud was too palpable to need any confession ;

but in either case the devotees did not give in. They were
ready with a spirituahstic txplanation. This was that the
spirit form was an " emanation " from the body of the medium.
\\ hen it had shown itself, it went behind tlie curtain or where-
ever the mediunt was. and reunited itself to the medium.
\\ hen, however, the spirit fornt was seized, the material body
of the mediimi was compelled to come out of its trance and unite
i t sel f witJi the spirit. Even when the reunited spirit-and-medium
was searcJied. and in its jwckets were found false beards,
bottles of phosphorised oil, yards of muslin,- and other make-uji
materials matching the appearance of the spirit-forms, the
spiritualists unblushingly asserted that the medium had been
controlled by a bad and lazy spirit, who had brought the
muslin, etc, to save himself the trouble of '' materialising

"

it. Again, when mediums have confessed to hoaxing their

sitters, and have explained how tlie hoax was effected, the

sitters have accused the mediums of lying, not when they jier-

formed the hoax, but when they made the confession.

The latest manifestations of mediumship are ingeniously

contrived so as not to be open to rude, sudden, and dramatic ex-

posure. The mechanism by which raps and taps are produced
may be and often has been identified, and the raps and taps put

a stop to. The way in which the spirit-photographs are faked

,

and spirit materialisations produced may i)e discovered and
exposed ; but if a medium talks or writes, and says tlie talk-

ing or writing is done, not by hini, but by a spirit that possesses

or controls him, and that he, the medium, knows nothing of

what the spirit says or writes, it is manifest that we cannot
exjKjse the imposture. As no trick tables, no false beards, no
phosphorised oil, no properties of any kind are used, none can
be discovered, and the medium is safe from exiwsure. The
only safeguard against deception is common sense ; and ex-

perience shows that this is not to be relied upon, at least, its

existence in spiritualists cannot be relied upon or even
discovered. It is manifest that reason doe.s not appeal to

their minds. They are governed solely by emotion. They
enjoy being deceived ; why attempt to deprive them of an
enjoyment so highly appreciated and so easilv attained ?

Let me end as I began, with a Latin ta.g—Popiilus vitU

decipi : decipiatur.

The Sewing Machine
By Etienne.

WE all know that in the Early Days we were ver^?
short of those munitions of war which at the
moment of writing are being showered with
prodigality upon the Hun in Flanders. In

those early days light cruisers sometimes found themselvesm harbour for two or three days. It wasn't much of a
liarbour, its chief advantages being that in one corner was a
hulk in which mails.and parcels accumulated, and that the
sea inside the harbour was appreciably better behaved than
the sea outside. The edge of the harbour was a long way off
and looked its best at a distance. The attractions on the
beach were nil to anyone who had the least feeling of citizen-
ship—that IS, to a lover of cities.

It was generally blowing a bit and anchor watch absorbed
25 per cent, of one's life. Hence a large number of officers
mmd that after the restful effects of the first twenty-four
liours m harbour had passed off, a feeling of boredom super-
vened. Some clever person suggested that perhaps the Navy
would hke to make munitions in its spare time. The Navy
said It would be charmed, and it was decided that we should
make gromets to protect the driving bands of shells.

.So successful was this venture that the Ministry of Muni-
tions wrote a little letter in which they patted us on the back
and then said :

" If we give you a sewing machine, will you
make lifting slmgs for shells ? " We said we'd do our best
and shortly afterwards a storeship came alongside us and
chimped a large packing case on our quarter deck.
The supply note described its contents as " Singer Treadle

Machine Sewing, Patt. III., No. 1567." A carpenter's mate
split open the packing case and the Duty Hands reverently
earned it down to the smoking-room. The news soon traveUed
round Morality Row " and " Paradise Alley," our two streets
of cabins, aufl the occupants, delighted to hear of the arrival
of the strange instrument, hastened to the smoking-room.

V
'^''" ^ .^"* *'^^''''' *^«^ visitors to the exhibition included

the hngineer Commander, his Senior Engineer, the two
Doctors, the Paymaster, and a couple of watch-keeping
Lieutenants, Brown and Williams.
We were gingerly lingering its various parts and speculating

on their functions when " the Irrepressible " burst into the
smoking-room. " The Irrepressible "

is our Sub, and he
rather fancies himself at impersonating gunners'. mates, and
drill instructors. True to his habit he immediately let off

•

Now what 'ave we 'ere—'ere we 'as a sewing machine.
Now the object of this 'ere himplement is to sew, and I'll tell
yer the reason fer why. Class T'shun !

"

" Dogs of war, out Sub 1 " remarked Brown.
As one man. every one below the rank of three stripes

hurled themselves on the Sub, and a Homeric struggle was in
progress when the arrival of the Commander restored com-
parative peace.

"I understand the Service Sewing Machine has fetched
ip," said the Commander.
" Yes Sir

!
" replied the Sub. " We 'ave been fortunate

'nuff in this 'ere ship to secure one of the latest Marks, this
ere maenificent hinstrument operating at 'igh pressure can sew

thirty-five yards of No. 11. canvas to a similar piece in hunder
one 'our, or halternatively it will sew seventeen and 'arf

yards of canvas in 'arf a similar period."
" Always supposing we find someone who can work it,"

remarked the young doctor. " Now when 1 wSs at Barts, I

had quite a lot of experience with stitching, and I think 1

could drive this gadget !

"

" I may as well say without further delay," remarked the
Commander, " that by virtue of my offices as Commander of
the ship, and Mess Pi*esident, / am going to dig the first sod,
or drive the first stitch, or whatever one does when one
christens a sewing machine. Meanwhile "

" Thank you. Chief, you have divined my innermost
thoughts. I was just going to ask you to agitate the line of
communication between this spot and the pantry. We have
before us a task whicli cannot be tackled without stimulants.
Now, Sub, give me a chair."

A chair was placed in front of the machine, on which the
Commander seated himself. Amidst breathless silence he
placed his feet on the treadle and started the machine. Hi*;
action was faintly reminiscent of a great organist trying a few
preliminary chords. After a few revolutions he stopped the
machine and leaping back in his chair remarked with much
satisfaction :

" So far, so good, it seems to have its gearing
connected up all right."

•' Don't you think. Sir," said Brown, " we'd better trace
the lead of the thread ?

"

" Good idea," replied the Commander. " I take it, it

goes like this—from the reel- "

Ij

Or bobbin," interjected the Sub.
.

'• I said from the reel," continued the Commander.
I believe the best seamstresses invariably refer to it as

the bobbin. Sir," said the Sub in an aggrieved tone.
" If the Sub puts me off my stroke again, sit on him. Brown,"

said the Commander. " Let me see where was I ? Oh, yes.
It leaves the bobbin—damme ! I mean reel, which presumably
revolves^on this vertical spindle. Thence by a leading

;|
Do you mean this small pulley ? " enquired the Chief.
\es, I do !

" replied the Commander pugnaciously ;
" it

leads the thread along doesn't it? And doesn't a leading
block lead a wire along the upper deck ?

"

[}\^^h ^3^?°^^' >'°" could call it a leading block," ad-
mitted the Chief.

^_
From this block it proceeds," continued the Commander

chine^''~'^^~*^'''
'"^' ^^^' °^' y^'^~t° ^^^ ^^^'^^ ^f the ma-

'.'.ZY^ ^^^^^ ' " ^skcd the Paymaster.
The head of the machine. Pay, this left-hand part, con-

taining this piston-Uke apparatus, on the end of which the
needle moves up and down."

ask'ed'the
p"*^ ^^°" ^°^^ ^* ^^^ *° *'^^ ^^^^^^ " triumphantly

PMn"'''.-w1!
'* S^* there?" scornfully ejaculated the

little ri" s '' ''
^"-' '^^^ ^^ ^* S°^^ ^°^^'" through these
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41 Generals and 8 Admirals!
Impressive Facts about "Pelmanism."

THE remarkable extent to which the new move-
ment—Pehnanism—is being adopted by officers

and men affords impressive reading.

There could, indeed, be no finer or more con-

vincing evidence of its intensely practical value
than the fact that over 10,000 British officers and
men (Naval and Military) are studying it whilst on
active service. All correspondence being confidential,

no names can, of course, be published.

From time to time the announcements made by
the Pelman Institute have included some of the

more interesting letters from officers at the Front
or with the Grand Fleet, giving more or less precise

particulars- of the direct benefits accruing to them
from the adoption of Pelman principles. Promotion,
distinction, increased efficiency, a keener zest for

work : self-confidence, individuality, judgment,
decision : a perfect memory (most valuable of

qualities in this super-scientific war), concentration

—these arc some of the benefits daily recorded.

Small wonder that a distinguished General writes

that the value of >the Pelman Course cannot be
exaggerated. His letter, with others of special

interest, will be found below.

Business and professional men are equally appre-
ciative. The benefits of Pelmanism ade so clearly

apparent (and so invariable) that scepticism and
prejudice hdve vanished. The facts recorded, by

students uf the Course themselves, dispose of all doubt
or question as to the value of "Pelmanism."

If there is a reader of Land & Water who has
not yet received a copy of Mind and Memory, in

which the principles of Pelmanism are explained at

length, and in which a full synopsis of the Course is

gi\'en, he (or she) should write for this brochure

to-day. It will be sent, gratis and post free, together

with a full reprint of Truth's outspoken report on
the work of the Pelman Institute, upon application

to the address given at the foot of this page.

A Distinguished General's Verdict.

One of the most emphatic endorsements that the Pelman
Course has ever received comes this week from a distinguished

General with the B.E.F. He says :—

•

" The value of the Pelman Course can hardly be
exaggerated. I agree it should be nationalized."
l-oUowing upon the remarkable letters recently published, in

which Colonels, Majors, and Captains (both Army and Navv)
have attributed their promotion. a7id, in some cases, their dis-

liniiions, to l*elmanism, the General's pronouncement is of

sjiecial significance.

For the l)enefit of those readers of L.\nd & W.\tek wlio have
not already seen the letters referred to, they are reprinted here.

"The Unsoldierlike Sub."

The hrst is from a Captain with the B.E.F. We give his

letter in its entirety :

—

"I should like to call your atlention to the facts of the
story of my Pelman Course.

"When I begfin I was looked upon with disfavour by the
(-.0. (jf my battalion at home as being a sleepy, forgetful,

and imsoldierlike sul). When I i)egan your Course my
star began to rise— I had the ability, but had not been
able to use it. I left the home battalion with my C.O.'s

recommendation as being the best officer he had had for

more than a year, and came to France.
" I was then appointed as a second lieutenant to command

a company over the heads of four men with two 'pips,'

and have now three stars and an M.C.
"That I was able to make use of my abilities so success-

fully I attribute entirely to the Pelman System."

That his is not by any means an isolated case is shown by the

ne.xt letter, «'hich is remarkable for its brevity. It is also from
a Captain, who, in response to the question, "What have you
gained from Pelmanism ?

" replied :

—

" Three Stars
A Military Cross and
A Clearer Head."

Another officer suggests that the announceiiients made by
the Pelman Institute err on the side of modesty. He writes :

—

"One great point in favour of your system which, if I

may say so, you do not make enough of in your advertise-

ments is the cumulative benefit accruing.

"As far as I can see, once having got on the right track

and rigidly following the System, there should be no limit

to the ultimate mental capacity attained."

Each letter supplies its own adequate comment. Take the

epistle of a Lieutenant-Colonel, who, writing from Salonika,

says :

—

"As a direct consequence of Lesson Two I have got
a step in raiik."

Similarly, a Major attributes liis proinotion and liis D.S.O.
to Pelmanism ; the Captain of a fine cruiser thanks Pelmanism
for his command, having been promoted by selection over the
heads of senior oflicei"s !

There is, in fact, a bewildering mass of direct personal testi-

mony to the value of the Course from every rank and from
every imit of the British Anny and Navy.

It is not always promotion tliat is the object of those who
take up the Pelman Coiu'se. Here is a letter which presents

another phase :

—

"The Course has jnvxented me becoming ^lack and stag-

)iating during my Army life—this is a most virulent danger,
I may add. It inculcates a clear, thorough, courageous
method of playing the game of Life—admirably suited to
the English temperament, and should prove moral salva-

tion to many a business man. 'Success,' too, would
follow—but I consider this as secondary,"

Easily Followed by Post.

To the uninitiated it may well appear inipossible that such
remarkable results can be attained in a short time as a consequence
of half an hour a day for a few weeks spent in studying lessons.

Yet it is the bare truth, and it should help readers to realise what
a tremendous force for personal betterment "Pelmanism" is.

As a student of the Course i^ecently wrote :
—

" If |)eople only
knew, the doors of the Pelman Irrstitute would be hterally
besieged by eager applicants."

Following tlie intensely interesting lessons and exercises the
students of Pelmanism rapidly develop a brilliant Memory,
strong Will Power, complete power of Concentration, quick
Decision, sound Judgment, an ability to Reason clearly, to
Converse attractively, to Organise and Manage, and to conduct
their work and social duties with Tact, Courage, Self-Confidence,
and Success. All mental weaknesses and defects are, on the
otiier hand, eliminated—such as Mind-wandering, F'orget fulness.
Weak. Will, Aimlessness, Bashfuhiess, Self-consciousness, the
"Worry Habit," etc., etc.

Over 250,000 Men and Women.

The Pelman Course has already been followed by over 250,000
men and women. It is directed- through the post, and is

simple to follow. It takes up very little time. It involves
no hard study. It can be practised anywhere, in the trenches,
in the office, in the train, in spare minutes during the day. And
yet in quite a short time it has the effect of developing the
mind, just as physical exercise develops the muscles, of increasing
your personal efficiency, and thus doubling your all-round
capacity and income-earning power. >

A full desi-ription of the Pelman Course is given in Mind and
Memory, a free copy of which (together with Truth's special
supplement on " Pelmanism "y will be sent post free to all readers
of Land & W.\ter who send a post card to The Pelman
Institute, 39 Wcnham House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i.

Overseas Addresses: 1H Market Sired, Melbourne; 15 'foroiilo Street,
Turonlo ; Club Arcade, Durban.
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In 14 Months we saved

the lives of 7fi00 of

Belgium s Little Ones !

WILL YOU NOT HELP
US TO SAVE OTHERS ?

THE. BLLGIAN CHILDRLN'S MIND m
Holland, (under the Presidency of H.S.H.

Princess A. de Lignei APPEALS J OR
HF LP in the work of bringing sick and dei:)iiitated

children from Belgium into Holland, where they

are fed. clothed, and medically cared for, and

when restored to health returned to Belgium, for

funds do not thermit more.

Unless YOU Help, this Lifc-

Saving Work in Holland

cannot be continued, and

many Children must perish.

Remittances to HON. TRLA5URLR, "Working Men's

lielftian Fund," (Registered War Cliarities Act, 1916),

32 GR05VEN0R PUVCE., LONDON. S.Vv'.l.

Earmarked for the "Belgian Children'* Fund."

Messrs. LONGMANS^ LIST

i^ S "^-i^ RHODODENDRONS
in which is set forth an account of all species of the genus

Rhododendron (including Azaleas) and the various hybrids.

By J. G. MILLAIS. F.Z.S.

Will, 1- (..loured I'hitos I)v -MISS HKATUICE PARSONS.
MISS \VlNII'Ri:i) WAI.KICK, MISS E. V. BKKNNAND.
and AKCH(liAl.l) iriORBt'KX : 14 Collotype Plates, and

numerous Illustrations from Photographs.

4to, If) in. by i-'in.. £.S 8s. net.

NI'W FDITIOX Ol' illOKlUKN S HKITISU BIRDS.

BRITISH BIRDS
Written and lllii>t!at(<i

By ARCHIBALD THORBURN, F.Z.S.

New EtUtion, with .Sj i'latcs in Colour, shoAving over 440 Species.

4 vols., 4to, j<ilt top. ,/8 8s. net.

Vols. I and 2. Now ]icady.

\ols. j and 4 will be ready between January i and April.

Orders can onlv be taken for complete sets, but each volume
may be paid for when delivered at J> 2s. net each.

Two additional Plates with the accompanying letterpress will

appear in Vol. 4, and will be issued separately, pric<^ 6s. net, in the

ordinary size, and i_5s. net in large paper. The new plates will contain

illustrations of several birds which have been added'to the list of

]5ritish 15irds since the First l^dition was published.

IRISH MEMORIES
By E. CE. SOMERVILLE and MARTIN ROSS.

Authors of " Sf)ine l-;xperienccs of an Irish J<.M.,"
' The Keal Charlotte," etc.

With, 23 Illustrations from Drawings by E. (E. SOilERVILLE
. and from Photographs. Svo, 12s. (id. net.

THE BOOK of the HAPPY WARRIOR
By SIR HENRY NEWBOLT.

\Vith S Coloured Plates an<l 25 I'ictures in Hlack and White by
HE.Ni<>' J. I"(JRD. Crown .Svo. 6s. net.

.\nother of those stirring collections of heroic story, which makes
one envv the boy of to-day for whom it is written. Happily, the

juvenile bookcase has no key."

—

Tlic Observer.
'

LONG.MA.NS, C.Ki;i:X ;9 Paternoster Row, London, E.C. ;.

THE BRITISH
FIRING LINE.

A Portfolio of Engravings in Colour

^from Drawings made

On the Western Front 1914-1917.

BY

Gapt. Ed. Handley-Read
(Machine Gun Corps),

With a Foreword by

HiLAIRE BELLOC.

"HpHE Pictorial Records of the Great War
-'- are few. It is possible and even probable

that they will remain few. ... Of those

who have attempted the task the artist whose

work is here presented is among the most

successful."
, Ti. EI-rom The Forewcrd.

All particulars will be sent on application to ;

THE PUBLISHER,
" taud & Water," 5 Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

A STRIKINGNEW NOVEL byW.E.C.
who coinploted Dickens's *' Mystery ot Edwin Drood,"

Psycho-Love Novel

With lieaiUiful J-Coloiir l-'ioutispiecc, dcpic!iii« a Cathedral _ i

and procession of Kims, by Zoffaiiy Oldfieid. O/-

Abraham Lincoln and Constitutional Government
By BARTON A. ULRICH, (So„ „l I.incolu's ihtimatc fiiend.) 12/6 iicl.

J. M. OUSELEY & SON, 9 John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2.

The NINETEENTH CENTURY
AND AFTER.

DECEMBr.H. /
Some Russian Realltiss. Tiy LESLIE UKQL'llAKl
Russo-German Relations and tlie Sabouroff Memoirs. I'y I'rofessor J. Y. Sl.MI'SO.V

The Invasion of Italy and the Classic Strategy of Prussia. By SIDNEY i.OW
Playing with the Constitution, By D. C. L.Vl'HBUKY
Post-War Settlement of Soldiers and Imperial Migration. Bv the Hon. C. G. WADE, K.C.

'I ,.•,'.'-'.. '.V. .. ,i;;,/ i.:n,!,-iiv I'yhii,- M:iusler o/ Sfu South ll'n/cs.)

The lonely Emperor. * Bv Ladv r.\GEl
Christianity and the Church. By EDITH PICTON-TLBBERVILI.
The Death of theCenciln Rome: a Contemporary Manutoript BySTEPHEK SIMEON
A War Correspondent on his HKork. By II. PKRKV ROBIXSO.N
The Convention, or Else? I'.v AK IIU/K S. llKRBEi<T (D.L. /or County Kerry}

The Ocean, the SUte. and the Fisherman. By MDREIOK EREWEN
Shakspere, Bacon, and a "Tertium Quid." By H. B. SIMPSOX. C.B.

The "Pacifist " Peril. By J. COUDURIER DE CH.\SSAlG.\i;
Baglidad and Gaza—and After. By Lieut.-Cnionol .\. C. YATi;
The Story of the Oeclanition of Paris (»iu7u>;t!ij). i3y.Siiil=K.\JS'eiS PIGGOIH

{itiU- LJiiif Ju:iluc of lions Kons) .
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" 1.00k here !
" indignanllv remarked tho Cornmandor,

' who is giving the detail of thi^ machine, you or ini'
''

" You arc. Sir I / am not," pointedly repHed the P.M.O.
" All right, tlien perliaps everyone will let me get on. To

summarise tlion, it seems to me the following theory tits in

with observed facts. As soon as motive power is applied to

the system by megns of this treadle and crank under-

neath
"

" I tell you what, Sir," jubilantly exclaimed Williams.
" wc could "do away with the treadle, and gear up a neat little

J-horse power electric fan motor. VVe could use the one in

the Pay's ofhce : they love a fugg and never use it. and as a

development of the idea we could fit a little indicating device

with red and green lamps which would show us the number of

beats of the needle per second."
'

'

'

" Nothing of the sort." .said the Commander. " You, in

your enthusiasm for that most unpleasant stuti' electricity,

would mtke this machine a fruitful source of shocks ;
you

wait until you've been througli the long course at the ' ^'er-

non,' and then we'll allow you to monkey about with the

electrical fittings of the ship. Till then you're a danger.
"

"Mhy not try and sew some canvas. Commander?"
suggested the !'.?•!.().

" Good idea. Sentrj-, ask tlie Bo 'sun to come this way, and
to bring a couple of yards of canvas with him."
A few minutes later the Bo 'sun. a certain Mr.' Bolt, appeared

on the scene. In the background lurked a hardy and ancient

thrce-badged able seaman; a Imnch of keys attached to a

lanyard round 'I's waist proclaimed him to be the Bo 'sun's

Yeoman. His secretive and mfserly cast of coimtenance were

also indications that he belonged to that great band of robbers,

the store-keeping fraternity. In his horny fingers he clutched

a small strip' of the thinnest canvas supplied to H.M. ships.

The strip was about two feet long. As soon as ?'Ir. Bolt

entered the smcking-room, he stopped dead as his gaze rested

on the sewing machine.
" My Se-at'ng Machine ! " he gasped, i

" I beg your pardon, Mr. Bolt," fro.stily remarked the

Commander. •

"I was only a-saying Sir, or in a manner of speaking, ex-

pressing surprise at seei;ig my—er I mean the sewing machine,
which is one of my imconsoomablc stores, standing like this

ere in the smoking-room."
^^

Well, Mr. Bolt, it's standing here because I intend to

work it. Now, tlid i'oii get my message about the canvas ?
"

Yessir : .And I liave brought two feel of canvas as you
sent along for, but if I might make a remark. Sir—5— "

" '^^ ^" •'

"
.

" I should say. Sir, as 'o\y it would be 'ighly injudicious to

r)peratc this 'ere maclHnc before the 'and bonk on the subject

arrives." •"
, •

What hand-Ixwk, Mr. Bolt ?
'

Well, Sir, "continued the Bo 'sun, making a gallant effort

to retrieve the situation, "in all the thirty years I've been

afloat, I never 'card tell of a new instrument arriving without

:i 'and-book of instructions, and more often than not an
happfiid^x as well."

" Tk> you mean to suggest seriously, Mr. Bolt, that I, as

Commander of this ship, need a hand-book to tell me how to

work a simple sewing machine ?
" indignantly demanded the

Commander.
'No, Sir. Of course not. I Was only 'azarding an opinion

in a manner of speakin'.
"

" ^'ery w^l, that's settjed. Now let's have the canvas."
The canvas was produced and placed under the needle.

.V reel of cotton was put in jwsition and the thread led along

to the needle, through which after numerous unsjiccessful

efforts the young Doctor succeeded in threading it. His
prestige rose sf) suddenly that he was emboldened to make
another attempt to otist the Commander from his jxjsition of

operator. It met with no swccc-ss, the? Commander taking
refuge in the general statement that no bachelor could be per-

mitted to try.

The canvas was divided into two strips, they were super-

imposed on each and placed under the needle. The Com-
mander treadled vigorously, and the needle rose and fell and
'ontinued to rise and fall. '• '

•

" It don't seem to be sewing. Sir, " said Mr. Bolt in a voice

from which he could not conceal satisfaction.

"Thank you, Mr: Bolt for the canvas. I think that's all we
_ want," pwintedly remarked the Commander.

.Mr. Bolt is no fool, and rightly interpreted this as a signal

for him to withdraw. It was, however, soon plain to the
whole party that the Bo 'sun's remark was only too true. The

t needle ros«,' and fell in a most encouraging manner, but beyond
puncturing the canvas, there was not the slightest sign of the

,
twf> pieces bejng sewn together. A council was held, and
after some discussion it was decided to reeve the needle " on
Tlie' Lieril." This accomplished, the Commnndrr started

operations again.

He had been pedalling for about two niinule?, againVithovit
result, when a piercing yell followed by a torrent of invectiv.-

brought the padre hot foot from his cabin. He arrived just
in time to see a Connnander in the painful position of being
pinned to a piece of canvas by a needle through the side of his
tliumb. The Sub did not improve matters by turning the
machine in the wrong directi(.in wlien the Commander called
on him for hcljj.

Our Commander is an ob.stinate man and believes in the
adage, " There is nothing tlie Navy cannot do." This
contretemps increased his determination to conquer the
machine. In a moving little speech, delivered while the
P.M.O. was bandaging his finger, he accepted a cocktail from
the Chief and called on all present to give their joint opinion.

" There is only one thing for it," said the CWef, " and that
is to stri]) her right down."

" Yes. that's the best thing to do ; strip her down tho-
roughly." agreed the Senior Engineer.

" We will strip the perisher," announced the Commander
with an air of a surgeon deciding on an operation, in a case
of life and death.

" I'll send along for one of my artificers at once." announced
the Senior Engineer. An interval of a few minutes elapsed
during ,wjiich period the oiSctrs gloomily, surveyed the re-

fractorj- machine.
The artificer arrived armed against all contingencies with

a hammer, cokl chisel, foot rule, screw driver and an assort-
meitt of spanners. He threw himself into his task with en-

thusiasm, and soon the proud machine was lying in pieces
on the smcking-room floor. Each part was carefully examinerl
by everyone, and it was whilst this was taking place that the
quartermaster entered, and handing a sm&ll parcel to the
Commander said : •

" A small boat has just come over from the store ship, Sir,

.\nd they says as 'ow they forgot to leave .-this when they
dumpctl the packing case aboarcl a couple of hours ago."
The Commander looked at the parcel, then looked at the

label, rmitted a faint groan and sank into the nearest chaii.

The P.M.O. gently withdrew it from his nerveless grasp
and read out the superscription on the parcel. It ran as
follows :

• For i^inf;er Treadle Machine Serving Pad. HI.. No. 1567—Shuttles. Tuv in nuviber—one spare^-Palt. Va."*****
In the Warrant Officers' mess Mr. Bolt'w'as remarking to

his friend the gunner :

" Wot I sez is, stores are stores, but, Lor bless you, that

don't make no difference to Ward Room Officers, they dues
wot they likes," It reminds me of a poetry my dear mother
used to versify with ; it was a pretty little piece and went :

" For the rich gets all the pleasure
And the poor gets i\\\ the blame
It's the .same the whole world over
It is a blinUin' shame."

British Birds

THE magnificent volumes of British Birds* WTitten and
illustrated by Mr. Thorburn, E.Z.S., are already a
classic. They have passed through two editions and the

third edition is now beirig issued by Messrs. Longmans,
Green, in four volumes complete. The first of these is ready ;

the second will appear very shortly and the third and fourth
early next year. There are only a limited number pub-
lished. In his preface ^Ir. Thorburn writes :

" Being more
familiar witli the brush than with tlie pen it was at first my
intention that this book should be simply a sketch book of
British birds practically without letterpress, but as the work
l)roceeded I was induced to write a short description of each
of the various species represented,, giving rough notes as far

as possible of the distribution, nest and eggs, food, song and
habits of the difterent birds." These descriptions are a fit-

ting accompaniment to the wonderful plates. Never have
the birds of the British Isles been portrayed with such exact
similitude, and even the least observant person with these
exquisite ]iaintings and precise facts before him can have
no difticuky in being able to identify any specimen.

Mr. Thorburn has given his life to this work ; he has spent
hours in studying i)irds in their natural habitats and the
strength of his work lies in the extraordinary manner in which
he reproduces not only the exact plumage, but the trtie jxiist?

and carriage of each. To glance at these plates carries

even an amateur back to the coimtry sets their music ringing
in his ears. The painter has done splendid work for British

ornitlwlogy ; and one cannot be too gratefid to him.
: 4 , ,.

—

,

•
,

*BriUsh Birils. Written and iliiistrated bj- k. TiioitBr'RSi,- -F.Z.S.
With 82 riates in Colovir. In 4 voluincs. tnl JCditin„
L-nngmims, Green; ;f8-83;-
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Sidelights on the Victorians

•• "¥~^l-ST by Woollier." This phrase is familiar onoiigli

1 ^in catalogues and guide books, but very few people

fmknow wiio Woolncr was or what sort of person he

JL#was. Nevertheless, Woollier was one of the

original seven members of the Pre-Raphaelite brotherhood.

As such he must necessarily be of some interest to tlie histonaii

of nineteenth centurv art." And one opened his long-delayed

Biography {Thomas Woolner. His Life in Letters. Chapman

and Hall," iSs. net), in tlie expectation of learning something

new alK)Ut the \"ictoriaii era. By sometliing new one does not

mean something really surprising : such as that the great

Victorians had blue beards or walked on their heads. What

one means i^ that one expected something more than the tiny

driblet of unknown letters that one usually gets in a book

publisluHl so long after the event as is this oiie. One has nf>t

be<>n disapjiointed. Woolner's daughter has had the extremely

sensible idea of giving us an idea of his life through the letters

he wrote and received instead of telling us in the first i»erson,

and at prodigious length, what her father said to her mother

at breakfast on November 22nd, 1870, and recording at length

the births, careers, deaths, and tombstones of the various 4ogs

he owned in his life. Woolner corresponded with many of the

most eminent men of his time. His most profuse corre-

spondent was Mrs. Tennyson—whose husband, usually fc-

ferred to here as the Bartl. was evidently too lazy to write

letters himself—and amongst the others were Rossetti,

Coventry Patmore, Carivle, Mrs. Carlyle, Vernon Lushington

and others of the Pre-Raphaelite and Tennysonian sets.

The book is a sort of tail-piece to the existing literature of the

period, and all future writers about the Victorian age or its

principal figures, will find something in it which they will

have to quote. It is a noticeable thing—and one that

thmws a genial light ufjon Woolner's character—that almost

all the hundreds of letters given are familiar and homely in

tone. There are very few rahpsodies and there is very Jittle

line writing ; when communicating with Woolner people

did not pour out their inmost souls, but, on the other hand,

they refrained from anything forced or in the nature of hum-

bug. The book as a whole, therefore, though uninspiring

is amusing throughout.

If * tf * *

Woolner was born in 1825 and died in 1892, In his early

stages he was the friend of Rossetti, at his death he was an

honorary member of a City Company. So it is to be expected

that his earlv correspondence would be more interesting than

his later, and the expectation is fulfilled. Especially good

are the letters he received from Rossetti when, having despaired

of earning his living as a sculptor, he was seeking his fortune

in the gold fields of Australia. Later disciples of the Prc-

Raphaelites tended rather to forget that the Pre-Raphaelites

were the most robust of men. The apparent discordance

lietween their characters and their works is not difficult to

explain. They were artists, they were living in a smug,

materialistic vvorld which ignored the finer impulses of the

spirit, and thev went to extremes. It might almost be said

that since the world around them thought of nothing but

money, they deliberately painted and wrote alxiut peopk;

who could not conceivably earn their living, and because they

saw around them a generation peculiarly gross and bustling

they were forced into the extravagance of creating ideal

figures who might be deemed incapable of eating, and who
in no circumstances could be conceived of as jumping a five-

barred gate. But the languorous and swan-necked women
of Rossetti, the attenuated, almost transparent, princesses of

Burne Jones, the gentle Utopians of William Morris, were

merely the escapes, as it were, of full natures starved in actual

life. Burne Jones was one of the wittiest and jolliest talkers

of the nineteenth century, and filled his letters with uncom-
plimentary caricatures of himself. The most characteristic

story about WiUiam Morris is tljat which records the horror

of a high ecclesiastic who, after standing a quarter of an hour

in the poet's waiting-room, heard a loud voice come down the

stairs :
" Now send up that bloody bishop." Rossetti, until

he took to drugs, was another of the same mould : and it

gives one peculiar pleasure to find from Woohier's biography

that, even at the beginning, when the Pre-Raphaelites stood to

gain everything from the commendation of so celebrated a

man, Rossetti could not stand tlie humbug of that f)ompous

though well-meaning pontiff, John Ruskin. " As," he writes,

" he is only half informed about art, anything he savs

in favour of one's work is, of course, sure to prove invaluable

in a professional -way." Then ver>' shortly afterwards

Woolncr sub-joins the following remarks :

1 should like Ruskin to know what he nev cr knew—the want

of money for a year or two ; then he might come to doubt

liis infallibility and give an artist working on the right road

the benefit of any little doubt that might arise. The little

despot imagines himself the Pope of Art, and would weai

3 crowns as a right, only they might make him look funny

in London !

Add to this Rossetti's description of his own early and much
photogravured Annunciation as " my white abomination.'

and the gentleman who tought it as " an Irish maniac," and

we get a fairly good indication of the essential healthiness of

the Pre-Raphaelite movement.

All through the book there are supplementary scraps for

the biographers. In 1S57 Woohier wrote to Mrs. Tennyson :

I wa.s grieved to hear the death of Mr. liarrett, not on the old

gentleman's accomit, but because I know the distress it will

occasion to poor .Mrs. I?rowning, who quite worshipped tht

old man, however unworthy of it he was. He never would

be reconciled to her after her marriage, but adopted the

somewhat odd flan of hating her for the deed. Poor Mrs.

i3rowning bribed the butler to let her father's dining-room

blind remain up a little wav that she miglit obtain one glimpse

of )iim from the street before she started for I'lorcncc. She

was so weak the poor little creature had to hold on by area

rails while she looked her last at her cruel father, then went

home and spent the evening in crying.

Another of the old gentleman's whims was not to allow either

of his sons to learn any business or profession.

There is a very typical letter from Carlyle (1864) beginning :

Dear Woolner,—I at once sign and return ;^I would even

walk in suppliant procession to the Hon. House (if neccssar>-|

bareheaded and in sackcloth and ashes, entreating said Hon.

Long-eared Assembly to deliver us from that most absurd

of all I'arce-Tragedie's daily played under their supervision.

The House of Commons we have always with us. That some

politicians have their feelings is, however, shown in the story

about Mr. Gladstone and " Granny " Granville weeping, in

unison, over one of Tennyson's Idylls. This subject is suitable

for the pencil of Mr. Max Beerbohm, as is also that other

picture, given in a letter from the present Lord Tennyson

(then a child) of The Bard painting a summerhousc. He did

it, we are assured, " all by himself." The best story in

the book, however, concerns a notability whose name is,

unfortunately, not given. He took the' sculptor's wife

into dinner and almost completely ignored her. .\ftcr dinner,

in the drawing-room, he came up to her and said : " Mrs.

Woolncr, if I had known who you were I should ha\e paid

you more attention." Can if have been Sir \Mlloughl>\'

l-*atterne ?

But what of Woolner ? The truth is I have been shirking

him. He was evidently the friend of great men and himself

a model of all the virtues. He could certainly make good
busts and his earlv portraits of Tennyson—before the poet

became a prophet and covered his beautiful mouth and chin

with a Pentatcuchal beard—are. masterly. Sonic of the besl

are reproduced in this volume : of Sidgwick and Carditw.

Newman no stronger or more informative portraits exist

than Woolner's. But busts are one thing. Imaginative

sculpture is another. Woolner, with something interesting

before him, could see what was there and model what he saw,

though he usually began j^ttifying when he was doing a
medallion—which he always, irritatingly, called a " med."
Genuine creative faculty he had none : rio powerful thoughts
or passions insisting on expression : nothing more than a
taste for the drooping, and a mild affection for the softer

virtues. His statues of blind boys, bluecoat boys, Heavenly
Welcome, Achilles shouting from the Trenches,' Feeding the
Hungry, Lady Godiva, and (good Lord !) The Housemaid, are
not Pre-Raphaelitism, nor anything else except sheer un-
diluted, uninspired, smooth, sentimental, degenerate Victorian
descendants of Flaxman. Mr. Dombey might have bought any
of them in his softer moments, and one is forced to admit
that the most interesting thing about Woolner is his diary
of two years in the early Australian diggings. It is vividly .

and vigorously written and, unlike most stories pf tl/c sort,
''

it does not conclude its depressing record of failure with the
discovery of a nugget as large as a baby's head. Woolner
came home richer by nothing save experience, and of that, to
all appearances, he made little use.
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NO OUTLAY
will yield you greater satisfaction than

money invested in

Faulkners' Boots
or

National War Bonds
The only Bonds attractive

to Free Englishmen.

The more Bonds you buy the

quicker the war will be over, and
you will benefit by your wisdom
in securing a safe investment at

a rate of interest never before

offered and never likely to be
repeated for gilt edged securities.

Full particulars can be

obtained from any banker

or Post Offiot.

Medd No. 2. £7 lU Model No. 1. £7 10

For particulars of Faulkners' Boots, Leggings, Spurs, and Self.

Measurement Apparatus, apply as under

:

51 & 52 bouth Mo ton Sf., Bond St., London, W.l

NATIONAL NECESSITIES
Demand the immediate acquisition of

NATIONAL WAR BONDS
For tue .sake of Economy and Patiijtism ; and of a

r^J^ Burberry Weatherproof '

For the sake of Health.

Military
C«taloeilC
se It on y
requjsi. jf The TIELOCKEN

Burberry Weatherproof

Combined with the smart and comfort-
able design of THE TIELOCKEN
is efficient weatherproofness.

This quality is embodied in lining as
well as shell. Put there by an exclu-
sive Burberry process that needs no
rubber or oiled-silk to make it effec-

tive, it excludes wet, yet is free from
the unhealthy heat set up by air-tight

fabrics.

Its design ensures that every vulner-
able part of the body is doubly cov-

ered, whilst a strap-and-buckle holds it

secure—no buttons to fasten or lose.

Collar can be worn open, closed to the
throat, or turned right up.

Officers' Complete Kits in 2 to

4 Dav8 or Ready tor Use.

Service Weatherproof?.

During the War BJRBERRYS CLEAN
ard RE-PROOF Officers' "Burberrys."
Tielockena. Burfrons Tr"' c'l Warms

and Burberry Air-Warms,

FREE OF CHARGE

BURBERRYS Haymarket^ LONDON
Bd. Maluhcrbct PAR I } & Provinci .1 Agents

Watclimikert. Ettabliitieil 1831.

SMITHS' "ALLIES"
AND

MEDICAL WATCHES.
"UNBREAKABLE" FRONT.

.\'o more Watch Glasses!

No more Watch Glass Protectors!

It i.i impossible to break th« front'

Smiths'

Electric

Reading

Lamp
for the Belt

Keco ;nized by
Officer! as the

BIST LAMP
Write for TESTIMO.SfAi,S

Pu^il-liU'te.

Stirling Silver Screw
in Case Medical Watch.
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of Mconds.
Invaluable for
Hospital Work.

SMITHS' High arade
Lever Movement

bterling Silver

"Screw In"
Dust and Damp

Proof Case.
sterling Silver, Lever
Movement, Luminous
Dial, Pigskin Strap,
Silver Buc'<le. £a * .

" ~~'"™-iwfe^i : .i"- •„ ,:r.r~" auaranteed Ci:.1i:
With hinged case, £3 3». Size of Lamp, ij x JJ i I| inches. Timekeeper *•' • *«*

Price Complete onilud QS>/ Inland Postage 6d. e«tra. Foreign !/• e«tra.
ing one extra imlh in lid. • '/ Or includins; one extra bulb in lid, 21/-.

Sitra batteries ... ... il- eaeh Extra bnlbs i/6 eacb
Hermetically sealed In Tin box. Further particulan on application.

S. SMITH & SON, Ltd. E.td.i85i

6 Grand Hotel Buildings, Trflfoigor Sqnore, w.C. p,.:;;;,;;;, «.

By Appointment to H.M.
the late Kinii Edward VII.

Watch and Chronometer
Makers to the Admiralty.

Holders of 5 Royal Warrants.
J

Aod 26 Trinity Street, Cambridge.
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DOMESTIC
ECONOMY.

Names and addresses of shops, where the articles mentioned
can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard
addressed to Passe-Pariout, Land & Water, 5, Omncery
Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information will be given on request.

For the Narterj
People

Christmas being a time more especially

set apart for the younger generation, no
mere grown-up dares to disregard the

question of their presents, or treat it with anything but the

•"onsideration it merits. There will be lamentations in the
nursery world, also, if they don't duly welcome the Christmas
idea of a well-known furrier—fascinating sets for dollies in
most artistic combinations of velvet and fur.

These adorable little sets are made up from left-over pieces
of fur, such as every furrier in the course of the year is bound,
to accumulate. They include cap, muff and tie, a trio of
garments which will enhance tenfold ths look of any doUie,
and fill the heart of the small owner with pride. Children
love these sets as can readily be imagined, and they are selling
literally in dozens, so groat is the demand for them.
Being sold as soon as they are made, it is diflicult to pick

out any one set for special mention. Dehghtful results,

however, are gained with all sorts of fascinating coloured
velvets

; blue, green, grey, brown, mauve being combined
with grey, brown or white fur as the case may be, each tiny
garment of the set being thoroughly en suite with the others.
A little set like this enables a child to play all sorts of allur-

ing games with its doll, and pass many "engrossing hours,
besides a happy Christmastide. And this big happening can
be gamed for a little cost, the price varying from 3s. 6d. to
8s. 6d. the complete set, postage being 4d. extra.

, , . , , ^
As the winter goes on the problem of

Unde;oo«:'''"
keeping warm is an ever-growing one,
especially now when women are engaged

on a host of outdoor activities that prior to the war never
entered their calculations at all.

One of the methods, of course, is an additional garment of
sorts, and amongst the very best propositions of the kind
are some sleeveless undercoats. These are really much Uke
glorified waistcoats—only they are fuller and builfupon more
capacious lines than the stereotyped waistcoats usually are.
These leather undercoats are of the softest most' pliable

leather, and the warmth they give is considerable. Made as
they are, they slip under any coat in the easiest, most simple
manner in the world, at once making all the difference in the
well-being of the wearer. A belt gathers the fullness together
at the waist, two large side pockets bear witness to the fact
that in these utilitarian times a woman can hardly be too be-
pocketed, and the whole thing is a masterpiece as far as
workmanship is concerned.
The firm in question as a matter of fact, are leather experts

having been mainly responsible for recent developments of
eather garments. Owing to ruling conditions leather of all
kinds demands—and gets—its price to-day, and these sleeve-
less coats cannot be bought for a song. They are however
io entirely reliable and so needed that they are amongst the
few things fully warranting their increased price.

This year there is certainly a great liking
for neck scarfs, lots of well dressed

, . .

people wearing them in the country and
even claiming a war-mdulgence for them in town And neck
scarfs of the super-character a famous London shop is now
showing are in very truth sans i^al, something for which every-
one loving pretty things should be duly grateful
They are artistic to the very last degree, wide, long, warm

soft and infinitely becoming, a long step on from the narrow
tape-hke affairs with which in times past we have been
regaled. To call them neck scarfs is too limiting a term they
are much more of a wrap-scarf than anything else—the very
last cry in undeniable charm. With one of these a fair wearer
IS kept most delightfully warm, A beautiful scarf is much
more distinctive than an indifferent fur, besides which there
are countless days when for some reason or other one would

rather not wear a fur. Then a scarf of this character appeals
as a most commendable substitute.

Some alpaca wool scarves are irresistible in this connection,
of such suj)erfine character they are worth every farthing of

their twenty-five and sixpence. Softness and lightness itself,

yet withal most astoundingly warm, they are in most ordinary
as well as some wonderful " art " shades of colour—f)each
colour, sea blue, la\ ender and rose.

U«e Shopplnf
With notices perfectly rightly asking us
as much as possible to be our own parcel
carriers, and with Christmas rather more

than in the offing, some delightful leather shopping bags
appeal. These, indeed, though useful at all times and seasons
of the year, are qui e invaluable now.

Very light, very commodious, durable and attractive withal,
these bags are the precise thing that is wanted. Th^y are
really like an open leather satchel, silk lined, and with a good
strong handle. Inside all kinds of small parcels c n most
conveniently go, safe and sound until at last brought home
through the bag's good ofiices.

They are kept in dark blue, green, purple and two shades
of red, costing fron 13s. 6d. upwards—remarkably cheap,
considering the price of leather.

A Roon to
Driyer*

Th« Vo<ue of th«
S«(.rr

From all accounts, many a girl motor-
driver is finding her work the coldest
thing she has done in all her life before,

and will be glad to hear that a well-known firm has been
specially concerned on her behalf. The result of their re-
flections is all to the good, for they have introduced slip-on
overboots—the most commendable affairs.

These boots sUp on Uke a well-fitting sheath over the
ordinary boot and draw up the leg. Here they can be secured
l.elow the knee by a strap or over it by a running tape.
A word of praise, however, is certainly due to the maker of

these overboots for the excellence of their shape and general
design. They are already being hailed with delight by women
drivers in all directions, and though they are of necessity not
particularly low-priced, it is emphatically better to buy them
and keep wa*-^ and well than to suffer perfectly needless
agonies from he cold by continuing on in the old way.

People who really feel the cold will be
delighted with some particular corsets
so well suited to their needs that they

might almost have been designed for their special benefit.
These are of tricot, so comfortable and cosy that they are
almost like an additional bodice, the difference in warmth
between them and the customary type of stay being quite
immense, as all their wearers prove.
Apart from these properties their shape is all that can be

desired. For war workers they are an ideal stay, since being
of the well-liked medium length they give abundant freedom,
besides being the very reverse of cumbersome.
They are kept in shell pink and white, the pink ones being

the wholly reasonable price of lis. gd., the white a few shillings
more. Corsets will always gladly be sent on approval by the
obliging firm concerned, their name having been a synonym
for long years past for the utmost courtesy to customers.

Cold Weather
Corsets

Very few people knowing anything at all about the matter think
that cleaning the teeth begins and ends with tooth brush and tootk
powder. Something m the nature of a mouth wash is fully as im-
portant a detail. Welcome then to Sotol—the mouth wash with a
difference. Most mouth washes are liquid, but Sotol is nothing of the
kind, being infinitely more convenient for travelling in consequence
It is put up into tiny effervescent tablets, one of which dropped into
hall a tumbler of moderately warm water promptly dissolves the most
hygienic and refreshing mouth wash being the result. Anyone onca
using Sotol cannot do without it, its benefits being too prompt and
great for that. It keeps the mouth delightfully fresh and clean witi»
the result that teeth and general health alike improve. Most chemist*
stock Sotol, forty tablets costing is. 6d., or one hundred 2s od.
while they can also be got direct from the Western Dental Mana-
factunng Co., Ltd., 74. Wigmore Street, W.i., post free for is. oA.
and 3S Samples will be sent on receipt of two penny stamps
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NOTEDLY SUCCESSFUL

BREECHES-MAKING
We have long been

notedly successful in

breeches - making, and

we maintain this good

repute by guaranteeing

all the essential factors

— fine wear - resisting

cloths, skilful cutting,

careful, honest tailor-

work ; and our experi-

ence, ninety-six years,

is certainly adequate

beyond question.

We keep on hand a number
of pairs of officers' riding
breeches, and are therefore
often able to meet immediate
requirements, or we can cut
and try a pair on the same
day and complete the next
day, if urgently wanted.

Patterns and Form for self-measurement al request.

GRANT AND GOGKBURN
25 PIGGADILLY, W.l.

"^

Military and Civil Tailors, Legging Makers.
^^^-^i-iiiii-ii^a-i^i^^ii ESTD. 1821 i^^sSSiSi^iSi,ii,imm^ii

WEBLEY & SCOTT, Ltd.
Manufacturers of Revolvers, Automatic

Pistols, and all kinds of High-Class

Sporting Guns and Rifles,

CONTRACTORS TO HIS MAJESTY'S NAVY. ARMY,
INDIAN AND COLONIAL FORCES.

To be obtained from all Gun Dealers, and Wholesale only at

Head Office and Showrooms ;

WEAMAN STREET. BIRMINGHAM.
London Depot :

78 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.

JOHN

In
she

the sterling value of ihe Sherries shipped

to Bristol by John Harvey & Sons and

their forbears has been acknowledged.

HARVEY'S
jBristol Milk"

Price SO/.fptr dozen. Sample half bottle 3/6 po« fr. e.

HARVEY & SONS, Ltd.. BRISTOL. (Founded 1796 )

mm

m

m

TRADITION^
AUhouSh the organisation known as the B.5.A. Company rs

a brilliant example of modern tfflciencv in manufacturing, yet
it is steeped in tradition. Founded on an ideal —the production
of the finest rifles in the world— the principle > of the founder:;
have been zealously guarded and nurtured in the succeeding
generations so that now the whole corporation is saturated
and imbued with the maxim—

QUALITY FIRST.
It is not too soon for all sportsmen and rifle enthusiasts to
send their names and addresses to ensure the earliest
information as to the Company's

. post-war productions in

SPORTING & TARGET
RIFLES, AIR RIFLES, &c.

FRLL Booklet -"I^IFLL SIGHTS AND THLIR
ADJU5TMLNT"—on receipt of postcard.

THE

Birmingham Small Arms
Company Limited,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

takers of Rifles and Lewis Machine
Guns for British, Colonial, and
Foreign Goocrnments, and of B.S.A.

Cycles and Motors,

SCALES FOR GUNNERS
TRANSPARENT CELLULOID.

PEOTRACTORS, Sin. semi-circular, with ciit-out grids ... 7/6
12in. ditto ditto ... 12/6

SECTORS, 30O each side of central zero, 5,000 yards on 1/20,000 7/6
Do. do. 6,000 ditto 12/6

AUlO EANGE bORRECTOE, for use with aeroplane observa-
tions, giving range and deflection corrections,, ia

case 20/-

THB NOTCUTT WIND CORRECTOR, for 18-pdr., giving

range and line correction, in case 15/6

MACHINE GUN PROTRACTOR*, with graticules 6/6

THE ETON ARTILLERY SCALE, 8,000 yards on 1/20.000,

with arc for 8,000 yards on one edge ... ... 10/6

The ORILUX
THE ONLY ELECTRIC LAMP
WHICH HAS STOOD THE
TEST OF ACTIVE SERVICE

FOR YEARS.

EXTRACTS FIIO.M J.ETTKJUS FROM THE
FRONT;—

' The most us«(ul article In m.T kit."
" I liear noUiing but jirabc o* vour lamp

on this side."
" Ymi iinve Tnade jo«r minir famoiia

ainoiijist oHlcers."

HE ORILUX LAMP is Dtteil witfe swItchiM
fur iuterm4tt«nt and for ton.-'tant light.

Tile liiiht can be turned on without opening
the case, which is ntte<l wiHi a hood to

tiirow im- uylit downwards. The case i« provided with Imips for attucliing to
tbe l>elt, and provision Is made in it for carrying a spare iMilb.

'Price £1.5. ()
/ Postage to the \

\ Front, 1/ extra/

Eilra Battery In Waterproof, 2/3 (Postage to the Front, 1/. extra).
Extra Bulb, 1/6, postage 2d.

J. H. STEWARD Ltd., "
""m.K"'"'"'

406 Strand, 457 Stpand, London.
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^)^OOLMNDS
Xtnas Gift Suggestions

attcrnooti lea SpooDi in dainty Grey Cas?

WOOLLS^ND
BROTH ERStTo

KNIGHTSBRIDCE LONDON 5W

QUAIITY AND TZjrp
CUT AND COST IN iVl 1

GRANTED that quality
and cut have kept
Thresher & Glenny

in the forefront of military

A Mtt\ tai loring since Crimean
days, what about kit-cost at

.f^\Xf^^ l^C\ Thresher & Glenny's?

Ik I (^i^^^
t T^^.^ ^^? reputation and the

,
J> distinguished clientele rf

if ^X t^'s House do NOT mean
l'^ C°\^ high prices, these examples
IV ^*—^^ testify.

Whipcord Field Service
Tacket». 84/- & 105/-
Slacks—Whipcord ..\^-.- 32/6 4 37/6
Bedford Cord Riding
Btcecho) 63/.
Buckskin Strappings .. io/6 extra
Field Service Cap XS/6
Britisli Warm Watcr])rn I

Fricae .. 105/-
The "Thresher," i.*.. Die
Original ol allTrench Cuals
{recommeiultd by Iht W. U.
•n February^ 1915) unliiied . . .,, 94^ 6
^h•i *' Thresher," lined

ll
Kamelcott 126/-

// Sam Browne Bell

f/| Sh'julder Strap only 27/6

THRESHER&fiLENNY
152 & 153 STRAND, LONDON, W.G.

^ Appointment TflTi^.^vvVk t*« *-.«»
Send lor Book 3, tlie Ccmp'ete i* r*»v =i*^ll ' "' ''"•S'

Guide to Expenditure on Kit
and Equipment.

Some
B.S.A.

Exclusive

Features
- No. 4.

B.S.A. CARBURETTER

APOINT of special interest in the B.S.A. Variable Jet
Semi-Automatic Carburetter is the ease with which
It lends itself to economical motor cycling. With-

out dismountinji, the rider can alter the jet by a slighi

turn of the adjustinjj screw, and regulate the amount o'
petrol vaporized to suit any condition from walking pacn
10 full power for hill climbing. The B.S.A. Carburettei-

is of the well-known B.S.A. quality, material and work-
manship, and the B.S.A. system of perfect interchangeability

is strictly adhered to.

Write for Latest Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

For Solo & Sidecar

While vie are so largely engaged on Miinilitin, siifflies ef B.S.A. Products
are extremely small.

THE

"FORTMASON"

A Field Boot soft as a

Slipper, waterproof, very

strong, and lighter than

any other Service Boot.

Special wear-resisting soles.

The most convenient and
comfortable Service Boot
manufactured.

£6:6:0
Sizes above 9J, 14/. extra.

Special Measures, 1 5/- extra.

LTD.FORTNUM & MASON,
182 Piccadilly, London, W. I.

Depot for "Dexter" Trench Coats.
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AT THE FRONT.
Hot 0X0 is an inestimable boon to

the fighting forces at this time of the

year.

It takes up Httle space, is easily carried,

and can be converted quickly into a hot

nourishing drink which, with bread or

biscuits, will sustain for hours.

From France .
—

'

' We are a unit of the ' Old Contemptibles ' and so are just embarking

on our fourth winter in the 6eld. and 1 assure you we are very thankful for

a cup of hot OXO during the cold wet nights. The winter appears to have

set in very early this year out here, and it is extremely wet already, and I

am afraid the mud, etc., will be worse than last winter."

From Mesopotamia .
—

A correspondent kindly writes us as follows :

—

You may be interested to know that I have been sending OXO to

my son in Mesopotamia, and he writes :
' The OXO you sent made many

meals worth eating. If you had seen the number of fellows who asked me
for some, and whom I had to refuse, you would be inclined to write OXO a

stirring testimonial.'
"

OXO Limited, Thanftes House, London, EC 4.

Look for the

FOX-HEAD
Label

Dexter Proofing wins an ever

greater reputation . . . pushes back

all belligerent weather . . . against

mud ana 'wina invincible . . against

w^et guaranteed to tbe very last.

"As Britisk as tke
Weatker . . but Reliatle."

Trench Coats from £5:5:0 Civilian from £3:3:9

Supplied by Agents Everywhere

DEPOTS FOR MILITARY DEXTERS

GOOCHS Ltd.
BROMPTON ROAD, S.W. 3

FORTNUM & MASON, Ltd.
181-184 PICCADILLY, W. I

LUCIEN COUSIN, 7 RUE ALLENT. ST. OMER
Wiillace Scott & Co. t. Id. <U'hole!:nle). Glastow

J. W.BENSON
LTD.

'AclioeStroice' WRISTLET WATCH

Fully Laminom Figure» & Haadi

Warranted Timekeepers

In Silver Cases with Screw Beze'
and Back. ;C:{ lOs. Gold. £».

With Hunter or Half-Hunter cover.
Silver, il'i 4s. Gold. itO 9a.
Others in Silver from dC'J l5s.

Gold from £6 Ht%

Military Bad);e Brooches.

Jlny Regimental ^aJge PerfeclU
Modelled.

PBICEE ON APFLICATIOR jj.

Shetclies sent jor approval,

25 OLD BOND ST., W.f.
and 62 & 64 LUDOATE HILL, E.C.4

:^
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THE SPH^IT OF VICTORY

SIGXS are not wanting—there is no necessity to go

into particulars—that this winter will witness the most

critical stage of the Great War. So has it been well

named, for it is a great war—the greatest of all wars,

for it is not only armies arrayed against armies, but nations

against nations, and it will be fought to a finish both through

the courage and skill of the fighting men and through the

resolution and stern determination of the people. On another

page of this issue there appears an admirable article by a

distinguished French journalist, M. Coudurier de Chassaigne,

President of the Foreign Press Association in London, which

explains the present spirit of the people of F"rance, their

dauntlessness to continue the stniggle until definite victory

is attained, and their determination not to be "baulked of

the end half-won by an instant dole " of peace, negotiated In-

faint-hearted politicians or by cosmopolitan financiers.

It is always urged by autocracy, that democracy being

many-headed and many-stomached, does not possess the

nerve and self-abiTegation to carr>' through a long struggle

to a finish. If that be true, it would be the death-sentence of

democracy. The liberty of the individual on which the

Briton prides himself would become a fantastic fraud, and

it could only be a matter of years or at most of a generation

or two before the old fetters of the Pharoahs and the Baby-

lonian Kings, now represented by the modem irons of the

Hohenzollcm, were again forged about the limbs of the free

peoples of Europe. But is it true ? We do not believe so

for an instant. Freedom has not been won in England

easily ; men, generation after generation, have suffered and

died for a principle, often when the cause seemed hopeless,

but it won through at last.

Nineteen hundred years and more ago a pitiful cry rang

out over the roofs of Jeru.salem, that sacred city of the East,

which only this week has been won back after a thousand

years to the higher civilisation, to the nobler humanity that

Ijad its birth there in that very hour. It sounded in men's

ears as a cry of despair :
" My God, my God, why hast thou

forsaken me !
" As we know to-day it was wrenched by pain

and torment from the lips of One who sacrificed everj'thing

for the purpose He had lived on earth to fulfil and by that

sacrifice had lifted man to a higher level than he had ever

approached before. The occupation of Jerusalem seems to vis

a splendid omen, one "which it would be foolish to ignore.

Much as wp object io pro forma joy-bells, we do believe it has

been right to sing Te Deums for the capture of Jerusalem, for

that city is the true mother-city of Christian civilisation

and of judaic faith ; and let it "also be rememliered it was

esteemed a sacred city by the Arabs, who were animated by a

far higher culture—Ihc English language bears" testimony to

this—than the Turks have ever been, for the Turks among

Mahommcdan peoples represent, in their bnital and inhuman

qualities, the Germans among Christians.

But to return to Eufopc and the facts ot the moment.
We have to face a difficult position both in the firing-line and
at home, which needs not merely courage but good sense and
a co-operative spirit among all ranks of the nation. President

Wil.son, in his Address to Congress, rightly defined the enemy
" as the German power, a thing without conscience or honour or

capacity for covenanted peace which must be crushed and if

it be not utterly brought to an end, at least shut out from
the friendly intercourse of the nations." Dr. Jacks, in the

Cliristmas number of L.-vnd & W.^tfr, demonstrates, on the

authority of the German philosopher Kant, that Germany
re]!)resents bad will and the Allies good will among the nations.

And he proceeds 1
" One would think that good will ou^hL

to parley, ought to try the effect of reasoning with its anta-

gonist before proceeding to extreme measures. But this is

utterly impossible from the nature of the case. For the bad
will has no reason to reason with. It is sheer unreason, naked
and unashamed, so that if you employed reason to bring it

round to your point of view, it would not understand one word
you were saying." The case against Germany, against her

rulers with vvliom her people seem well content, has never

been better phrased ; it is that which makes the verj' idea of

negotiations a symptom of weakness. We have only to watch
carefully the present German dealings with the Bolsheviks

to realise how futile and foolish it is at the present time to

employ reason towards Germany.
No living man has beheld this truth more clearly or has

given a more distinct and lucid expression to it than Mr.

Asquith, a statesman whom we are convinced will be more
honoured by posterity than by the present generation

whose vision is blinded or distorted by the mists and miasms
of party politics. Over three years ago at the Guildhall, in

his famous speech in which he declared we shall never sheath

the sword until Belgium is free and the military domination
of Prussia wholly and finally destroyed, he said, " sooner

than be a silent witness, which means in effect a willing accom-
plice, of this tragic triumph of force over law and of brutality

over freedom, I would see this country blotted out of the

pages of history." A few months later he declared that

we should " fight to the end—to the last farthing of our

nione\-, to the last ounce of our strength, to the last drop of

our blood." Again a year'later and again at the Guildhall,

referring to peace, he spoke of " peace, but on one condition

only—that the war with its waste and sacrifices, its untold

sufferings, its glorious and undying examples of courage

and unselfishness, shall not have been in. vain." The same
resolution, the same note of victory rang through his speech

at Leeds last night. " A clean peace ! That is what the

people of this country" and all the Allied peoples desire. And
that it may be attained—nothing more hut nothing less

—

they are unflinching in their resolve and in their willingness

to go on making the necessary efforts and sacrifices." These

sacrifices to-day leave untouched not a single household in

the land, and it is for this reason that we have for several

weeks urged compulsory rations, to put an end to unevenness

of distribution, to stop the painful queues in jXMjr districts

and to create in one respect, at all events, a unity of sacrifice.

More than once on Tuesday evening Mr. Asquith referred

to Mr. Wilson's Address to Congress, and always with approval.

He pointed out that Germany has a right to her own form of

(lovemment, and as we have on several previous occasions

obser\'ed, there is no evidence forthcoming so far that the

present military despotism is coi^trary to the will and desire

of the German peoples. They still behevc that the Kaiser

and his advisers can give them victory, and they continue to

aocept, on the whole in good part, the heavy sacrifices they

are called on to make. Here let us quote Mr. Asquith:

What we of the' rest of the world arc concerned with is not a
people but a s>^Steni—a .system whicli has used as its instru-

iiK'iit first in Prussia, then in the rest of Germany, " that

two-handed engine "—the military .and the bureavicratic

machines carefully and cunningly interlocked. It is that

system which has enthroned Force as the sovereign authority
:

which has held itself at liberty, in the pursuit of its supiiosed

dntcrests, to falsify, to deride, or to supersede (according to

the exigencies of "the hour) the most solemn pacts, which

claims m elfect a more than I'ontifical power of self-absolution

from the engagements and restraints which .safcguaril the

rights of the peoples of the world. This mu.st come to an end.
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The Battle of Cambrai
By Hilaire Belloc

THE Battle of Cambrai. up to the monunt of writing',

l!us passed through three ohases :

(i) On liusday, Novenilxr joth, the Briti.-h Tliird

Army uniler Ct neral H\ ng broke the ficrman front

bv an actidn «f siir))rise, iiichidiuj; a new tactical use of the

tanks, and formed a fjreat salient in , front of Cambrai, about

four miles deej) and some six or seven miles Ion;;. ImuIIut

lighting gave the offensi\i- possession of Honrloii Hill, the con-

tinued holding of wliich would destroy the value of Cambrai

as the meeting point of the (ierman eonunutiications upon

this front. A continued i-limination of the nodal ])oint of

Cambrai in the enemy's communications would haVt; involved

a shifting of his whole line.

{2) After the salient had been more or less stabilised and
at points sliglith- reduced by local enemy action, but with

Bourlon Hill still secure in British hands, tlu; enemy, upon
l-'riday, Xovember .;oth. attacked with the greatest violence

the northern and the .southern limbs of the salient with

a special effort at their extremities in order to cut off the

neck of the salient Aud encircle and destroy all the forces

within it. This ])lan bid fair to succeed from the fact tliat

the encmv undoubtedly effected a surprise against the southern

arm of the salient, at the extremity of wliich he broke
through into the neck of the .salient for some thousand yards.

But his pressure against the northern arm was met with a

determined n'sistance ; his eruption upon the stiuth was
partly beaten back ; tlu^ encircling movement failed. Its

result, however, when the \ery hea\-y lighting »f this main
counter-offensivi' died down, was to leave the salient with a
boundary no longer tenable. The enemy had come down
between Mmivres and Bourlon Hill to the neiglibourhood
of the main roa<l, thus leaving Bourlon Hill itself in a verv
pronounced', awkward and untenable angle. Masnieres, with
its crossing of the Scheldt, had been evacuated. The encnnx'

from the top of Bonax^is Height at the branch roads, which he
securely held, and from I,a Vacquerie. had observation over
all the lower groimd to the north. \\'hence, after a second
enemy effort on December jrd, followed the third phase.

(3) On Tuesday night, the 4tli-5th of December, the British

line was withdrawii, Bourlon Hill evacuated, and a retirement

begun upon new positions. It appears to ha\e taken up two
(lays, to have been most successfully accomplished, and to

have ended on December hth or jth upon a much Hatter out-

line, which ran from the main Bajraunie Road over the height

of l-"le,sc|uieres, and thence apparently straight to Welsh Kiclge,

then south to points w<st of ViHers-(inislan, and (iauche

Wood. The line caniiot be accurately described because we
lia\-e not received anything but a vague account of it. But
it seems to be roughlv of this nature.

La ^ac(]uene is still claimed by the (iermans, but the last

(Icsixitrjies to hand indicate some improvement of our line

in this neighbourhood. We are not given sufficient detail

upon tliis to be able to describe it.

It will be seen that the new lino has a solid hold upon the
heights overlooking the Cambrai hollow. It is obviouslv
strong in ]iosition, and its artificial strength must have beeii

greatly consolidated in the last few days, W'hile its trace is

too Hat to allow of any part of it being taken in reverse.

Meanwhile the \-alue of Cambrai as a centre of communica-
tions for the enem\- has been restored, and the .main end of

the original advance is nnattained.

The story, a? a whole, is quite clearly one of a superior con"
centration. It uK-nns that against the forces originally cm-
l)loyed in the ad\ance of Xovember the 2oth and 2ist, against
the further forces and giuis that were thrust into .the salient

afterwards, and against the successive reinforcements that may
have come up to holcj the salient against the great counter-
attack, the enemy total concentration was superiof. -He
brought in a grChter weight of men, and_ probably • a vcrv
much greater one. What the jiroportion xvas we do not
know, because w^ cannot be told what the totalwas upon the
British side. But we have it estimated that the erieihy's

attack upon Xovember 30th alone, quite apart froih His
original divisions which had been standing the first strain
'before, was made in a- force of not less than ten and possiblv
twelve di\isions ; Vhile it is probable or certain (for we have
as yet no official information upon the matter) that he put in a
number more during his second great effort on December 3rd.

I

HetgkHs aSove /OOme&rs
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L'noflicial o?.tiinates havr sugf^vstea as many as 25 (rcrmaii divi-

sion in action upon this front, and ctrta^ity-th«ic liaVc Iwcn

more than 20. Altliough there was an erement-of surprise,

tltereiore, upon tlie soutliern hnih of the saUent ii; tlie lirst

(lay of the great counter-offensive, No\em)>er ,>)th, the main
factor in the German success was the weight of numbers, and

this in its turn leads back, as does everything that has hap-

pened during the last three months, to the l^etrayal of the

Allied cause by the gang of International Anarchists which

has seized pwwer in;what was once tlie capital ol Russia.

No serious connnentary upon the war can now be of any
\'ahie that does not make this feature the pi\ot of all that is

to come. The enem\' through the -latter dcvi-lopments ot

the Russian Revolution has acquired, .for the first time in

two years and more, a definite and increasing numerical

superiority upon the West.
It is not possible to state, save upon the very broa(i,est

lines, what this transformation of the war means, but upon
those verv broad lines an a ttem])t can be made.

,,
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The liasterji front, in its olt] conditions, accounted for about

one- third of the r,crman and about one half of the Austrian

forces in men. In artillery we must ..suppose tJiat the field

pieces were heavily <lin.inished in number compared witli

their concentration upon the West, and we may be certain

that most of the ]ica\'y pieces were withdrawn during the

siininier. lor it must lia\e been tar mure clear to tne enemy's
Intelligence Departments than it was to general observation
in the West that the internal condition of Russia made
the transjxjrt and accumulation of lieavy material by the
Russians impossible, apart fnjin the fact that there was but
little heavy material to accnnnilate or to transport. The
enemymay be regarded, therefore, as already, in possessi»ii

n|)on the \\'est of that superiority in heavy guns to which
liis \-erv large captures in Italv have so.considerably added.
The immediate future will increase his munitionment for

those pieces but h^inlly their number. Tlie priiKipal change,
therefore, is in numbers of men. Now, so far as these are

concirned, we have first the imknown factor of the Russian
Civil War. It is clear that the Eastern front cannot be
wholly disregarded by the euemv. One may describe

it in a general jihra.se as being "eliminated" in the sense

that there has Ijceii no pressure there for many months,
tliat over great portions of it an armistice has been concluded ;

that during the conr.se of a civil war certainlv no attack upon
the enemy will take jjlace, and tliat even if the National forces

siiould o\ercome thi' Anarchists with t' eir international—oi

rather anti-national -leadership, it world be a long time be-

fore even a Jocal ])re.ssure could be exercised. \t is njne
the less incredible that a state of affairs should soon aris; in

which the enemy sliall be able to lia\e this line. completely.

What lias he to spare from it? It is a mere vague estimate,

])reteiidin.!; tc) iKjthing more tlian guess work, if one may
suggest sixty divisions or theii equivalent as a maximum
reservoir of man-power -and Heaven knows that is a great

enough weight in the balance ! The Germans liad, when
the movement began, aliout eighty divisions in the liast,

and of these eiglitv perhaps one-lialf were of material they

Could safel.v use for active service against the Western Allies.

The .\ustrians liad about half as much again, a larger pro-

portion of xyhicii, however, were of good material, partly

liecause it was upon the southern .Austrian end of the Eastern
line that the greatest danger of new fighting existed, and
partly because j)olitical considerations dopjanded specia

precautions here. If we allow a total of half these. numbeis,
it would seem a reasonable estimate, though over wJiat time

sucii a drain would last and whether it would be carried on
to its maximum of e.xliaustion, only the future can show.
Xor do we know how much may not already have appeared
against Italy or in France, and consequently what rcdjiccd

balance may remain.

Beyond these very genera! considerations there is really

nothing to be said. The rest is rhetoric whicli is worthless, or

vivid descriptions of incidents in fighting, which, are the func-

tions of eye-witnesses and correspondents, and not of a general

survey of the campaign.-

The Capture of Jerusalem
General .Mlenby's entry into Jerusalem has, even more tlian

most other events of the war, a political aspect sharply divided

from its military a.sf)ect. The ixjlitical as])ect is sufficiently

obviou^, and it iscomforting to add, sufficiently important.
The two towns which, for widely different reasons, stand out

in the Eastern imagination as representative of the extended
Turkish power, are Baghdad and Jerusalem. Both are now
in British hands ; an<l the latter is a sx'inlx)! of far higher

significance than the former, because it appeals not only to

the political imagination of men, but' to their religious tradi-

tions and to the whole of their past. Pifrtiier, it appeals

not only to the Eastern world, but to tlic whole of Europe.
.\11, however, that can be said upi)n this political aspect <»f

tlie matter has been said in our press and does not strictly

Concern a connnentary upon the military side of tlu- war.
The military aspect 0/ the event is this : After lie had lost

the railway the enenu' held the road;leading northward out of

Jerusalem to Shechem until he had e\aciiated his stores, men
and guns from the south. It is onl\_ snbsecpient to his

(•vacuation of tliesi> southern points, inclttding Jerusalem, that

the British force has entered that town ; but the success is

the fruit of that lf)cal decision obtaintst by the British armv
m the line Gaza-Beersheba, the consc-tiirei'ice of which was that

rapid ad\ance all along the s<^a-plain tv^icli gave us the ,
rail-

way, and with the railway tlie ultimate (Jccupation of Southern
Palestine, / .

„'•..

We must not forget in this connection ^hat this fine work
has reposed upon the excellence of the British engineers. .\s

in the case of the corresponding success in the capture of

Baghdad, the foundation of the whoU> fthing has been the

supreme excellence of this branch of the British Service, and
the reader may mark that when the stoiy of the campaign
is written, the way in which suj>ply was rendered possible

across the dest^rt and continued up, closely following a large

force nuiving with considerable rapidity, Vill be the chief part

of the stftr^-.
"

_

It remains to be coniectured where the next Turkish liin
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w ill lie, and I would suggest, as T lia\c previously suggested

in these columns, thp rather obvious line which for centuries

has been the road for armies and is to-day an excellent lateral

communication—the depression which runs across the

Samarian highlands, marked to-day by Shechem,and|forming
the backbone of the old kingdom of Israel. It might properly

be called "the line of Samaria." There is here not only a road,

but the railway from Damascus (of which a branch goes to

Carmcl Bay) forms an excellent avenue of supply, the hill

positions in front of which are high and fairly continuous

;

while it may he presumed that tlie river Auja, the most
considerable stream after the Jordan in the Holy Land,
will continue the line to the sea. But in connection with this

latter point we must remember that the Turkisli flank upon
the sea will always be somewhat insecure. The Turks clearly

intendetl twice to rest their flank upon the sea during General
Allenby's recent advance up the Philistine plain, and each time
were turucd. apparently by naval action from outside.

THE ITALIAN FRONT
L'pon the'ltalian front this pressure of superior numbers has

ilso had its effect, just as it has had its effect before Cambrai.
There is a group of high peaks making a sort of knot to the
aorth-cast of Asiago. Their most important summit was that
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of Castcl Gombcrto. They formed a very acute angle thrust
out from the general line, an accident common in mountain
warfare, because in that sort of warfare superiority of height
is so important that a defensive line takes evory advantage
it can of crests, even at the risk of holding difficult salients.
This awkward projecting angle was reduced by the Austrians
in the course of last week in a series of attacks upon the heights
which encircle Castel Gomberto. As a result they captured in
its entirety the garrison upon it, the enemy claiming as the total
of his operations, not only the flattening out of the line, but
some 15,000 Italian prisoners. Meanwhile, we are officially
informed that British troops arc now in line just west of the
Piave, upon tiic height called the Montello, which dominates
that stream by about 1,000 feet. The information is nec-
essarily of a very vague kind, and we know nothing of the
])roportionatc strength of the opposing armies upon the
critical mountain sector which forms the flank of the Piave
line. Everything still depends upon whether that sector holds
or no, for if it does not hold the Piave line is turned. Rouglily
speaking, the Allies are in this mountain sector forced ba:k to
the top of the wall overlooking the Plain in its eastern part,
while in its western part they are still holding positions from
three to seven miles northwards of that edge. The future here
depends upon whether this wall can be permanently held or
not.

Crisis of the War and the Advent of America

THli two- great factors of the war in its present phase
are revolutionary in their character and novelty.
They are the elimination of the P:astern front on the
one hand, and the junction of the United States with

the Allies of Wistern Europe on the other.
The significance of the first factor has been emphasised in

J„\.\D & Waikk in a fashion only restricted by pohtical
necessity. The full truth with regard to it has not yet been
told, and certainly could not be exaggerated. It is, as has
here been consistently pointed out for a long time past,
catastrophic in the true sense of that word, which signifies
not a foial disaster, but an upturning of all pre-existing con-
ditions. The eiimination of the Eastern front through the
Russian Revolution gives Prussia and her dependents an active
siipenority over Western civilisation, that is, France, Great
Britain and Italy. It gives the enemy a superiority in men
and material. The war ceases to be a siege and becomes a
duel. So have thijigs been potentiayy since the Russian
State collap.sed nine months ago ; so have they been actually
since the Revolution destroyed the remaining power of the
offensive in the .Southern Russian Armies five months ago ;

so have they been in practice and manifested in example
alter example sin ce the tremendous blow on the Upper Isonzo
now nearly two mionths old. The Central Powers, on account
of active treason to the Alliance by the international gam,'m the capital of Russia, and on account of the popular
passions this gang has played upon, are now in a military
sense concemed with Western Europe alone, and Western
Europe, immeasurably their superior in value, is their inferior
in numbers. That is the position in one phrase. We no
longer contain the enemy. We must, upon the contrary,
nerve ourselves to withstand a new pressure, the success of
kvhich (still more a political truckling to which) would destroy
our inheritance. Our Eastern ally has failed us altogether

"

.
.."^ ,*? -^ .

^ situation there comes in the promised help
• of the l;nited States. That is. of a polity itself the ofispring

ol western civilisation and inheriting its traditions This
second factor m the situation follows clo.seJy and point by
point the first The declaration of adhesion to our cause made
by the authorities of the United States comes but a few weeks
later than the news of the Russian Revolution. The first
appearance of American units, Naval and Military and the
various measures taken by our new Ally to make real its power
in aid ot us, correspond with the summer collapse of the last
Russian effort. The presence of a serious American force
under traimng in hrance and of its growth from an original
nucleus corresponds to the first great active' results of the
new state of affairs in the West : this autumn and winter—
which have seen the tremendous enemy blow against Italy
and the enemy concentration in front of Cambrai—lia\v
also seen the new American force in training upon European
soil for the new tasks of trench warfare, and its rapid and
continual increase.

" ^

The tremendous changes, therefore, which this war has
brought about, presents us now with another and perhaps the
last turn of the wheel. The West is definitely united , and has
for Its sole antagonist Prussia and her dependents. One of
the two wil conquer. It is a mere substitution of words for
things which taks of a "draw" or regaids as stable Any
solution JQ which an unconquercd Pnissia shall stiU remaiii

in Europe. All the phrases about not desiring to crush the
enemy and the rest of it "are excuses for surrender. One or
the other in the two camps will control not only the material
fortunes of the world, but, what is much more important, its
spirit in the next generations. And which of the two will
do so depends upon the fortunes of that battle line which
stretclies from the .\driatic to the North Sea, interrupted only
by the neutrality of the .Swiss Mountains. Upon that battle
line civilisation is now upon the defensive so far as Europe is

concerned. The ITnited States have come in as a last reserve.
Let us appreciate what that effect may be, putting first what
must always be provided in any such estimate, the deter-
mination to see things exactly as they are and not to follow
the always detestable and to-day mortal habit of emotionalism
whether it tend to exaltation or to panic. Let us weigh as
exactly as we can the advantages for and against both
sides.

The enemy, as we have said, has a clear advantage over the
Western European Powers in material and in numbers of men.
So long as the Eastern front stood he was not only at a dis-
advantage in both these matters, but he was strategically under
a state of siege. He was confined in his fighting to a particular
area pounded upon every side. To-day that has gone, and
all that is connoted by a state of siege has gone with it.

„ \^^ '^,^ ''^Peat for perhaps the fiftieth time that the word
siege " and the word " blockade " (in its general : not its

technical, legal, maritime sense), have nothing in common
except that siege often also permits a blockade, though a
blockade can exist without a siege. A siege is, properly
speaking, the confinement to a limited area of manceuvre of
a military force. It has certain consequences attached to
it, inevitably adverse to the besieged though not necessarily
(as_ history can prove in a hundred cases) leading to their
defeat. The chief of these circumstances is the fact that under
a siege the process of attrition can be calculated, while the
element of surprise is eliminated in as high a degree as is
possible The siege of the Central Empires which could not
be raised by relief— for there was no one marching to their
aid—has been raised by a political accident, to wit, the
dis,solution of what was once the Russian State. There is a
siege no longer.

The Central Empires now thus massed against the West,
and to be massing more and more against it as time proceeds,
nave another ad\antage beside the numerical advantage inmen and material. They have advantage in communications.

(1) IJieir communications are wholly by land and therefore
rapid and simple, while those of the Western European Powers
are laigeiy by sea and therefore slow and complex, involving
a lew congested points and at least hiv transhipments.

[2) lliey are working within an arc of a circle and the
\Vestern Powers are working outside the arc of that circle,
iheretore even if the communications of both were entirely

he .l^H i r ?"J^F '" '"apirtity and concentration would
be with the Central Powers.

linl^-^ J^"-
" ^o/i^ni""i<^ations being by land and within their

mnrt.w"'''"K"'j:f
^'-

,
^""^ "^^ °"'- communications beingmaritime are highly %iilnerablc and subject to an increasing

The Central Powers have this next advantage in such adud, then supply of material, especially of coal and iron.
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are nearly central to tlieir effort ; tiicir three great centres ot

IJroduction (Westphalia, Silesia and Bohemia^to which

may still be added the Belgian field) are secure from inter-

ruption. The centre of production of the Western Allies on
the other hand is, so far as coal is concerned, almost entirely

placed in this island, to which much of the iron ore must be

imported, and from which supplies must go out to the other

Allies, both under the modern risks of maritime communica-
tions.

Next, the Western European Allies arc dependent upon
maritime communications for mere subsistence. Coal for

warming and transit must come from Britain ; most of her

food and raw material must be got into Britain from be^-ond

the sea.

Lastly, the Central Powers have this advantage, that they
are all the appanage of Prussia, whereas their opponents are

a coalition of equals. Hence the complete unity of command
with them, the impossibility of realising it with ourselves.

One might digress here to show why the nearest approach to

unity of command with the Allies must be of a federative

character, and why complete direction under one centre is not

only impossible to them, but is a misleading ideal—but the

digression would divert attention from the main thesis of this

argument.
Such are the elements in favour of tlie enomv- They are

ver\- formidable. That they should be everywhere appre-'
dated is essential to our future conduct of the war.

Enemy Handicaps

N'ow let us look at the other side. The enemy is blockaded
so far as goods from oversea, and especially from the tropics
and sub-tropics, is concerned. He is and' will long remain
grievously handicapped in the matter of lubricants for his'

machinery, of fats for his food and of such material as india-
rubber and of such articles of ordinary consumption as tea
;ind coffee and rice and cotton. He is very short of eveiT-
thing. He lacks wool. He is rationed far more strictly
and suffers in daily life far more heavily than his opponents.
The statistics of sickness and death among his civilian popula-
tion are beginning to cause him grave anxiety. He is there-
fore both on the civilian and on the mili-tarv' side under an
exceedingly severe strain which cannot be relieved, and that
only in some few departments, for a vcn' long time to come.

Next, he has suffered in men after a "fashion comparable to
none of the Western Allies, except the French, and even the
French losses are not quite as heavy in proportion as his own.
The effect of this point is both moral and material. It has

compelled the enemy to draw upon his very youngest lads
and to put into the fields boys from a year to a year and a half
younger than those used by his oppoii ?nts. It means that in
one way and another there are still great reserves of human
material among his opponents which he^ does not possess, and
It means tliat the moral strain is great er with him than with
most of those whom he still has to mee."-.. Great Britain, for
instance, has lost in proportion to her n.nmbers, perhaps one
third of what the German Empire has 1 ost in proportion to
their numbers. For one woman widowed' or orphaned in this
country there are under the Hohen7.oll> ?rns population for
population three—in actual numbers over five. The strain is
of a sort which has never been properly set forth in this
country, and the importance of which it is essential to recog-
nise. With equal tenacitv and equal will, the margin is here
most heavily against theenemy.
_

Lastly, the enemy has the worst before him or, to put
It in another way, the chances of the ne ar future mean for him
not an alternati\o between victory and a difficult defensive
—as they do with us—but an alternati vc between victoiy and
complete disaster. That is a point t vhich the length of the
war with its consequent dulling of ".nitiative has obscured.
People forget that an invasion of Gei man soil, even a serious
disturbance through aerial work of see urity behind the German
lines, would be something novel and productive of an intense
strain upon the enemy. The Allies have known such things
and have known them if not at their u.orst, at anv rate, as now
familiar trials. We have no gauge of the wav'in which the
enemy s social organism would staji'cl similar trials, save our
general knowledge of its psycho'iog; y and the little object-
lessons we have had of his panic du ring the temporary- and
slight invasion of Eastern Prussia, a nd of what we know to
be the conditions of the few extneme Western towns which
have as yet alone suffered from our bon ibs. The civilians of the
Allies have been murdered by scorps in their beds and in tlic
"oursc of their peaceable labour. W( )men and children have
been wantonly destroved by land and drowned at sea. Their
civilian sailors have suffered the same fate. Sections of their
people have been carried off as slave S and their l)ui!dings,
including their most cherished monum< -nts of antiquity, have
l)een wrecked. There haw been organ iscd massacres staged

in certain dexoted spots and innumerable outrages ol every
-sort less than—if they be less than— murder itself.

Nothing of all this has happened to the enemy, but there
stands between him and a just punishment nothing but the
strength of his Western line. Put yourself in the shoes of his
authorities and ask yourself whether he does not fear the risk
of such experiences after a fashion which we, who have passed
through them, no longer do.

This .summary of the points that are against him at this
moment does, it is true, not counter-balance the points imme-
diately in his favour. These weigh heavih- upon our regard
for the future ; we should be foolish to undervalue them, but
the trutli is that our present tendency is rather, if anything,
to over-value them. The great factor remaining in our favour
is tlie advent of America. Let us see what it means.
Of the main numerical proposition no one is ignorant. There

is n tendency, precisely because it is so well known, to ipisread
it altogether precisely, though for very different reasons, as
the Russian position was misread for a full year after the
outbreak of the war. America has a reserve of men which
quite overshadows the exhausted forces of Europe. She
can certainly take part in this war for two years without
approaching the exhaustion even of those specially selected
drafts whicli form so comparatively a small proportion of her
total mobilisable power. On the material side she has re-
sources in fuel and minerals and in skilled labour far superior
to that of the whole enemy combination, while in the not
measurable factor of meclianical inventive capacity and
mechanical development, she is the superior of us all.

Further, and perhaps most important of all, she enters
the lists quite fresh, for even those of the belligerents who have
not lost menuponlthe scale of the originally rriobilised Powers,
have suffered the terrible strain of more than three years.
What, then, are the limitations to so formidable an asset

upon our side ? They are almost entirely contained in the one
word " Communications." There was indeed for some months,
ancl will continue for a few months more, the limitation of
training—the building up of an army out of very small be-
ginnings—but the more formidable and permanent limitation
is the limitation of supply. And supply is a function of
communication.
The limitations of an American force to be maintained

in Western Europe upon the present line of fighting, proceed
from these three things : First, that all the supply whatsoever
niust be found from the Home base. Not only strictly mili-
tary supply, but food and indeed everything. Next, that the
main communications are maritime ; and lastly, that both the
main communications and the last stages by land are' each in
their own kind of great length. The former vary between
2^ and three thousand miles, the latter between 200 and
300 miles. To these general and chief considerations we must
add the facts that the Ports of Disembarkation are few and
will also require a very considerable expansion of quav-
room

;
that the communications bv land after transhipment

will also require expansion ; that the length of a sea voyage,
apart from the numerical disabilities affecting it, weakens
men and horses in more than a proportion to its duration,
and that the tonnage it requires is also greater in proportion
to its duration.

There may be set down in this calculation certain rough
rules of thumb which, if they arc not strictly accurate, serve
well enough for an approximate judgment. Everj- man
rnaintained by the United States upon French soil means some
six tons of shipping to maintain him—this calculated, of
course, in gross tonnage, not in tonnage of displacement.
Further, of two men thus supported upon the European side,
we must not count upon more than one being present in an
organised fighting unit upon the immediate front. These
two rules of thumb, in our judgment of the position, show
us at once how severe are the limitations imposed. Ex-
perts differ, and published estimates will differ also as to
the number of months in which could be provided—quite
apart from the making good of losses—a tonnage sufficient
for the maintenance of one million men. It is enough to
say that such a force cannot l)e aimed at until very far into
the fighting season of igiS and more probably towards
its close ; while in this calculation— which would mean but
half a million men organised in fighting units, or say not
more than double the German troops actually engaged
the other day in front of Cambrai—we are eliminating an un-
known factor of loss at sea. We must strictly bind ourselves
by these limiting conditions under pain of letting our judg-
ment go wildly astray.

On the other hand, there are factors in our favour which
a calculation of this sort does not cover.
The first of these factors is the continual power of replace-

ment enjoyed by our new ally.

Suppose, for the sake of argument, six million tons of ship-
ping available, a corresponding million of men ]>resent in
Europe with liaK that number engaged upon the fighting line.
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Thatamonnt. of tonnage prc^^upposes the ix>wo. «i -^"^N
"

...nintainiuK th. lorcc statirally, but also clyna.n.ca 1
tha

-"
ihe uermnual stream ol,'recniitnu>nt to repair wastage tan

; oVuratv well indetin'itelv. the reservoir of nnin-powcr

MZ'^hL,. for the purposes ,.f this war. "-;; '^'"r^ ^^^
In other words, though the constant of one "i' '•'^y"^^>

maintained the actual numbers emploved throughout a gnei

:S served Uv no n.ore tonnage will be, -cord.ng to the

length of the peri.xl. a million and a half or three-quarters or

two million and so forth. It is an important ponit. ^'nipk as

,t is. because when people first hOar ol the hm.tat.ons mipose

upon Anierican numbers in l- urope. they nearly alwav.ng.nd

this as a fixed figure independent of the e emeiU ot tunc

The next factor to our advantag<> .s the fact that die adven

of the l-nited States gives us (subject agani to the power oi

earning') . an additional material advantage.

. Hx^re.comes in a criticisn> which 1 liavo otten heard inadc,

and whirl, is partiallv, but onh- partially true Men will sa>

(and the enemy press has been saying it for a long tune past)

that the material resources of the Umtod States were alread>

at the dis.H.sal of the Allies in the shape of a neutral market

from which thev could draw, and that, therefore, tho industrial

.-ttort our new allv couhl make in our favour would not he

much more than tlu- same effort which he might have made

as a commercial client whose services were obtained by way ol

exchange and credit. •

This criticism is a useful reminder to those who argue as

though the Allianci' meant in material what it would niean in

.the case of a doubtful Kuropean neutral, and as though forces

hitherto refused or husbanded were suddenly let loose iipon

cur side when the United, States entered the war. It is not

so \ great part of American i)roductive power has been at

our disposal for a long time past through (uir command ol the

^ea But the opposite idea, that the States entry into war

is tiierefore no new material advantage is subject to two very

impor an modifications. The first is in the word credit.

• The A li :s have more and more been obtaining material Irom

the Uri cd States, not in exchange for existing goods, nor even

metal, Init in exchange for the promise to produce such goods

in the future. In other words, the supplier Jiave more and

more depended upon a credit.
, ,. , ,

Xow, there is all the difference between a credit estabhslietl

through the mere play of commerce and the mere degree of

confidence or delay, which t>rivatc firms extend, and the same

not onlv backed by the national government, but fostered by

it, and if necessary, supplemented by it.
^ _. . , .

,

riie second modification is equally important. The malonal re-

sources of the Tnitcd States can and will, now that the (ioverii-

ment of the country is in Alliance with us, be co-ordinated for

the purposes of \var. Pliere can, and will be a common

direction, dependent U]ion a single motive wliere before there

had been no more- than the resultant of separate commercial

forces An example of this is the programme of ship-buiIding.

,Vou would never have had such a programme and you never

could have had it with the I'nitcd States still neutral.

' The last point in our favour is less definite, but to be noted,

none the less. It is tlie advantage which America gives us

in what may be called "Special Services," that is, in the

factor of brains and mechanical skill as distinguished from

mere quantity of production. How far this factor is increased

by the fact that the United States is at war is a question whicii

cannot be answered accurately, because there is no way of

measuring these moral forces, but it certainly is largely in-

creased. Those elements which do not require very great

numbers in comparison with the whole army are now specially

at the service of the Allies, and art' little hampered by the

difficulties of communication. This is true of the ^Medical

Service and numberless other auxiliary elements, and it is

oartly true of the Air Service, thouglj, of course, the proportion

('if this to the whole'is now-a-days considerable, and the pro-

blem of transjiort enters into it very largely.

We shall not forget, in conclusion (for the popular press has

made everybody familiar with it) the exceedingly important

I'lement of blockade. ^ t- i- i

During all tlie criticism of tlie Foreign Ofifice, English

critics omitted the essential wint th.at the United States was

a neutral. Tliis was the great governing difficulty in the whole

affair. It was treated jiatiently and skilfully,, and partly, but

only partly, overcome by a number of devices each of which

in turn tended to provoke friction, and nearly all of which had

to be modified after they had been put into practice. But

the moment that tlie neutrality of the United States ceased

the nature of the blockade went through a revolution in our

favour. It became' as nearly as possible absolute, and what

every member of our Administration had desired it to be from

the beginning. Such, in a brief summary, would seem to b"

the main points for and against us in this very critical moment

when the enemy has found so much new strength through the

anarchy in Russia and the Allies are awaiting the development

of American aid. ii- Bi-i.i.o:

M. Malvy and His Judges
By J. Coudurier

FOR a man who loves his country to allege even the

possibility that one of his compatriots has betrayed

that most sacred thing, la patrk, is eytremely pain-

ful, the more so when the citixen accused of this

heinous crime is not only a man of good education and

easy circumstances, but also an elected representative of the

])eople in Parliament, and a Minister entrusted in time of

war with the safety of the country. Moreover, I am dis-

cussing this painful suliject in a foreign countrv", in a foreign

paper. In ordinary times I should have declined to do so.

but to-day I consider that England and France are one,

that during our common struggle against the common foe

no distinction should be drawn between us.

This is why I have already written in L.\nd & W.vtek

what 1 knew then 'to be the tnith about that great I'renchman

and patriot Leon Daiidet, at a time when his name was un-

known in England and held in contempt and hatred by a

great number of his compatriots. To-day I have the melan-

choly satisfacti(?n of knowing that every word I wrote on his

admirable' campaign against the traitors who were jeopardising

our cause, has been proved true.

But there were other I'renchmen as brave as Leon Daudet,

whose leader in Parliament was M. Clemenceau. He it was

who on July -.3211(1 denounced at the tribune of the Senate

the deplorable attitude of M. Malvy, to whom he said before a

full h(Mise :
" ^ou are betraying the interests of the nation."

l.t'on Daudet went further in L'Aclion I'raiicaisc when he

repeatedly called M. Malvy a common traitor, who was bought
by the (iermans and represented them in the Councils of the

(loyernment.
Howiver much I admire Leon Daudet, 1 cannot bting nnsolf

to believe that M. Malvy actually betrayed his country by

selling set ret documents to th(' (iermans. or by giving them
information of a military or a political nature. The word
" traitor " means many different things. You can betray

your country by being negligent in the fulfilment of your duty

iis a ])rivate or a public man. A Minister, for instance, may
sunouild himself, as M. Malvy is alleged to have done, with

unworthy coUabi.irators. (.)r he ina\- adopt a weak policy

de Ghassaigne

towanls anarchists like Sebastien Faure, and destroy, as M.

Malvv did according to the same allegations, political docu-

ment's concerning anarchists in order to win over to his side

their benevolcnt^ieutralitv. This in itself is a crime which

will entail for M. Malvy, "if these accusations an- proved in

Court, the heavy penaltr of several years' hard labour.

But to this last charge M. Malvy will doubtless reply that in

so doing he was act:uatcd by political motives, and not by any

l)ersonal interest. And in invoking the raison d'Etfit, he would

most likely find many parliamentary colleagues ready to

absolve him.

At the start ^I. Malvy's nerveless policy appears to have

been fairly successful, biit in the long run it became evident

that to favour the scum of the population, and to grant

excessive facilities to revolutionaries of all descriptions, had

merely given the country a fictitious tranquillity. Whatever

liis object was in doiiig so, M. Malvv became the protector

and friend of \'igo-Almercvda, of Landau, of Pai.x-Seailles,

and of all the pacifist traitors who, with Bolo and his accom-

]>liccs, did their licst to prepare the success of the pro-German

nianceuvres which were to pave the way for a premature

peace. At the same timb, he gave his full confidence to liis

l)rivate secretary Lcvinarie, whose dealings with Bolo's

partners and other German agents have led to his being ofticially

accused of trading and communicating with the cnenu'.

This same Leymarie ought to have been turned out of all

official positions, and arrested, as soon as the Minister of the

Interior became acquainted with the behaviour of his sub-

ordinate in the case of the Duval cheque. M. Malvy not only

did not do so, but promoted M. Leymarie to the responsible

post of Dircclcur de la Siircie Gineralc ! And there he re-

mained until under pressure of public opinion he was obliged

to relinquish a post' which had made him one of the most
important wh.-^els in the whole French administrative ma-
cliinery. I only quote these incidents, and 1 might, alas, draw
u)) a much longer list, tij show the heavy responsibility which
>I. Malvy incurred as Minister of the Interior since the

war began.
Possibly one might hnd extenuating circumstances in the
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origin of M. Mahy and liis fjast career. The son of an un-

known boiir^(oi,s family belonging to Souillac, a snVall town
in the Sontli of l-"rance, he had enough private means to come
to Paris as a young man and to study for the Bar at the Paris

I'niversitv. But as he had no real neecl to make money, he

was able to spend the better part of his youth in the cafes

of the l,atiu Quarter playing cards , having a merry time,

and working as little as possible for his examinations. In

those days none of his fellow students ever took him seriously.

I'o)- us he nu-nly represented one of the most unsympathetic
t)"pps of Southerner, a shallow sort of a good fellow, what we
called nil pillicr dc hyasseric (a pillar of the ])ublic-house), who
talked a great deal and accomplished notliing.

One day, when he was still a young man well under tbiity.

he was elected by his native town as it< Memi)er of Parlianiint.

That dav he found his real profession. This rapid promotion
he owed to his father, who was a well-known politician in his

little pro\incial centre. Thereafter young Mahy did in

the Chamber what he had clone in the Latii! Quarter. Being
mediocre atjd easy going, he quickly made friends in that

e.xtraordijiary agglomeration of log-rollers which is called tlie

Chamber of Deputies.

It is almost impossible to explain in a few lines that com-
posite assembly which we owe to the democratic regime,

(icnius. talent, and honesty are to be found there, but the\-

are of little avail ajjainst the all-powerful intluence of the

little coteries of comrades, old and voung, v.lio in tmn
come into power for no definite teas in, and with no definite'

purpose, atid who go as easily as thev come.. . This instabilit\-

of all political combinations in France has been the gri'at

curse of the republican regim(\ ^\'e lack large, jwwerful and
well-discipliiied jiarties to insure a minimum of fixitv in the

tenure of office. And after the war the Republic will have
to reorganise its ver^• foundations, and to find a way of putting
an end to this porpetaid making and" unmaking of (Govern-

ments, if it is to survi\e and to reconstrucfthe country so that

it may fulfil its new.and glorious destinies.

M. Mahy, well-gifted for intrigue if not for serious work,
lost no time in attaching himself to one of the coming men
.of that periotl. He became the satellite of M. Caillanx.who
started, and up to the vcr^• end maintained .M. Malv\^ in his

career during the past seven yeai-s. M. Caillaux it was who
obtained for him, before he was thirty-five, his first ministerial

post as I'nder-Secretary of State to the Ministry of Justice
in the Monis Cabinet. M. Caillaux it was who has backed
his protege since the start of the war, who lias imposed him
as his friend and representative u])on all the ministries which
have lived and died during the last four^ years.

Ultimately, M. Malvv came to be considered as one of the
minor lights of the Radical Socialist part\- of which M.
Caillaux is the brilliant luminary, and which for so manv
vears has dominated the Chambei-. This is why all its most
influential members arc,- making desptrate efforts to avert the
catastrophe which will extinguish, let us hope for eVer, the
stars, great and small, of that party which has assumed so
large a share in the responsibility of making this Republic
what it is to-day.

However distressing it may be to reali.se that there exist
in my country groups of politicians who, in spite of their

loud declarations, put party interest before every-
thing, whenever they dare, I cannot help being proud of
belonging to a nation where hypocrisy is of so little account.
I"or a time corrupt legislators may throw dust in the eyes
of their electors. This happens exerywhere. But with tis

the comedy does not last very long, for as soon as French
public opinion becomes conscious of having been duped,
every political and social barrier is o\*erthrown belore the
violent pressure of the popular demand for fa'r play and
justice. Of coursi-, this method of punishing the culprits

openly may produce a bad impression abroad. Foreigners
are too apt to remember the Panama scandal, the Dreyfus
affair, and to flatter themselves that such things could not
happen in their own land. The truth is that one of the
greatest qualities of the French niUion is that when a cancer
is discovered in the body politic, it 'is drastically treated.

I need no other pro(jf that its health is not really imdermined,
and I only wish all om- .Allies had the coiirage to treat their

Bolos as bravely and as franklv as we do.
Obviously the Malvy affair reflects no credit on the actual

fMjlitical institutions of our regime. .\n unbroken i>eriod of

democratic administration has come to this, that the whole
fabric of its power now rests on the shouldeis, howe\'er

strong, of a man of scventv-seven years. If he fails in his

tremendous task, things n)ay happen which one hesitates

to contemplate, aiul this situation is sufficient in itself to

condenui our present political system. On the credit side

there is the l'"rench people who have once more saved France,

arid will always save her. If M. Clemenceau diA'S not represent

Parlianient, and there is lui doubt about that, he >lands

I'^dav for the majorit\- of iln nation, and \\'- i~ tin- Prime

-Minister of Pul)lic Opinion. He and President Poincare
are backed by the real France, the France of the trenches
and the France of those honest citizens who are determined
to fight the enemy to the end, as* well at' the front as behind
the lines.

.

Mode of Procedure

Meanwhile, M. Malvy has to appear before his judges.

Had he been an ordinary citizen, he would most likely

lia\e prosecuted M. Leon Daudet before a Court of Justice,

and submitted his case to a jury. Being a Deputy
and enjoxing thereby special immunity, he would in this

ixent ha\e bad to renounce his privilege in order to meet
his opponent on equal grounds. But M. Malvy, though a
\iolent democrat, confesses that he has little faith in the

democratic institution of the jury, and his friends agree \\\X\\

him. This is in itself a curious state of mind. Have they
forgotten that ^I. Caillaux found before the war a democratic
jury to acquit his wife who had nuirdered in cold blood M.
Ciaston Calmette, Fditor of the h'ii'aro, and his' political

inemy ? However that may be, M. Slalvy prefers to appeal

to his peers, and as was his right, demands to appear before

the Senate, which is the equivalent to the House of Lords

sitting in judgment on a case of im])eachment.

Here the trouble begins. The French legislators who
drafted the Constitutional Laws of the Republic, though they
admitted in principle that the Presi<lent and the Ministers

could be impeached by the Chamber of Deputies an<l were
then to be judged by the Senate, forgot to add the ]>roGedure

to be followed for carrying out paragraph 12 of the Loi Cons-
titionnelle (July ()th, 1(^73). By the law of August lotli,

i88<), which -was in fact i)repared specially for the toO-fanious

(ieneral Boulanger. everything was carefully settled in view

of cases concerning individuals accused of plotting against the

State, but nothing was said of Ministers- imj)eached fot crimes

committed dviring their tenure of office. -» --

I will not take my readers through the labyrinth of the

legal consultations, discussions, and observ'ations which have
recently taken place on this subject, the variety of which
puzzles even the clearest legal mind. The only thing that

interests us is the decision arrived at by the Sovereign

.\s.semblies. M. ^lalvy having asked the Chamber t)f Deputies

to bring him before the Senate, the Chamber then elected a

Commission of 3,5 members who, by 13 votes, against 4— 2f)

members only being j)resent, and nine including the President

abstaining—agreed to submit to the Chamber the following

resolution :
" Tlie ('hainhcr dtciths to impeach M. Malvy,

iX-Miiiistir of Ifie Iiilcrior."

.\fter a long and \iolent di.scussion, the Chamber adopted
this proposition bv 312 votes against two, on \\'ednesday,

November Sth. .Meanwhile the Senate was preparing ways
and means to cope with the decision of the Chamber, when it

should be transmitted to the Higher .^sseinbly by;M. Paul

Descbanel, as President of the Chamber of Deputies. The
first step was taken by a Senator. M. Simonet, who, seconded

by M. Monis, ex-Prime Minister, put on the table of the House
a Bill establishing the procedure to be followed in cases of

impeachment of Ministers before the Senate.

.\ Commission of 18 Senators was then appointed to discuss

this KM in Committee, and in an incredil)Iy short time it

accomi^lished its work. In a few days the Senate will be

able to discuss and adojrt the Bill, which will also have to

l)e discussed and adopted by the Lower Chamber. Finally,

it will take a few hours for the Gov'ernment and the President
j

of the Republic to fulfil the necessary- formalities for

transforming the measure into law, which will be at once

applicable to the case of M. Malvy. This done, the Senate

will be at liberty to deliberate on, and certainly to accept, the

patriotic task which the Chamber has entrusted to it.

Thus before the end of January it is likely that the law of

.\j)ril 10th, i88q, modified in some details, will be applied to

the cx-Minister. If this is so, a decree of the President of the

Republic will constitute the Senate intp a High Court of

Justice, which will meet at a definite date.

A magistrate, taken from among the permanent magis-

trates of the Supreme Court (Ccii)' de Cassalion), assisted by

twv avocats-geiuraiix (whose functions are similar to that of

the Attorney General) will on this occasion fulfil the duties

of the Solicitor-General {Procureiir-Gcneral). A Commission

of nine senators— who are elected every year at the beginning

of the regular session—will play the part of jthe " Jugc
d'Inslrmiion " (examining "magistrate), and after a full

enquiry into the crimes imputed to the ex-Minister,

this Commission will decide whether there, is or there

is not valid reason to impeach M. Malv^-. In the event

of an aftirmati\e decision, the case will come befoie

the full Senate, sitting as a High Court of Jn^tkr
pr(>;i<led over bv tile President of the Senate. M. .\nton
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Dubost. The ordinarj' sittings will be open to the public,

out when it comes to the ^•otc, the High Court sits in

-amcra.
These arc the main points of the extraordinary, and at tlie

same time very simple procedure which will in future apply

to all cases of treason against the State when the accused

occupies the iwsition of President or of Minister. One can

only liope that the High Court, being composed of men of

'education and standing, may not be swayed, as a popular
jury might be, by political passion, and that implacable justice

will be meted out to whoe%er is convicted of ha\ing betrayed,
for whatever reason, the sacred trust which the nation has, in

the greatest crisis of our history, placed in his hands.
Such is the hope and desire of the \\holc French people.

Merchantmen Engineers
By William McFee

THE mood is on me, and I begin to write. My heart

is full and, what is more to the purpose, so is my
fountain pen. I am seated in the lingineers' Mess,

a nicf comfortable, well-upholstered, old-fashioned

'oom about eighteen feet long by ten or twelve wide, with
three port-holes open to the breeze of an electric fan sending
a delicious artificial gale towards the ceiling where the electric

light glows. On the enamelled white walls are instructions

what to do when a submarine is sighted, when torpedoed,
and so on. I am alone. The chief is in the Ward Koom,
whitlier I shall also wend in a short time, to have a drink.

1 have been nearly two months on a seaplane ship, and find

the change agrees with me.
It is Sunday, and I have been working. Oh, yes, there is

plenty of work to do in the world, I find, wherever I go.

i3ut I cannot help wondering why h'ate so often offers me the
dirty end of the stick. Here I am, awaiting my commission
as an engineer-officer of the R.N.R., and I am in the thick of
it day after day. 1 don't mean, w hen I say " work," what
\ou mean by worl;. I don't mean work such as my friend
the Censor does, or my friend the X.E.O. does, or my friends
and shipmates, the navigating officer, the flying men or the
officers of the watch. I mean work, hard, sweating, nasty
toil, coupled witli responsibility. I am not alone. Most
ships of the naval auxiliaiy are the same.

I am anxious' for you, a landsman, to grasp this particular
fragment of the sorry scheme of things entire, that in .no
other profession have the officers responsible for the carrying
out of the work to toil as do the engineers in merchantmen,
in transports, in fleet auxiliaries. You do not expect the
major to clear the waste-pipe of his regimental latrines. You
do not expect the surgeon to superintend the purging of his
bandages. You do not expect the navigators of a ship to
paint her hull. You do not expect an architect t.o make bricks
[sometimes without straw). You do not expect the barrister
io go and repair the lock on the law courts door, or oU the
fans that ventilate the halls of justice. Yet you do,
collectively, tolerate a tradition by which the marine engineer
has to assist, overlook and very often perform work corre-
sponding precisely to the irrelevant chores mentioned above,
which are in other professions relegated to the humblest
and roughest of mankind. I blame no one. It is tradition,
a most terrible windmill at which to tilt ; but I conceive
it my duty to set down once at least the peculiar nature of an
engineer's destiny. I have had some years of it, and I know
what I am talking about.
The point to distinguish is that the engineer not only has

the responsibdity, but he has, in nine cases out of ten, to do it.

He, the officer, must befoul his person and derange his hours
of rest and recreation, that others may enjoy. He must be
available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, at sea
or m port. Whether chief or the lowest junior, he must be
ready to plunge mstantly to the succour of the vilest piece
of mechanism on board. When coaling, his lot is easier
imagmed than described. His department is the last to
receive the benefits of modern science as regards tools and
equipment. This is entirely due to the mania manufacturers
have of insisting on the labour-saving virtues of their products,
rhey always get an extra price by harping on the saving of
labour obtained by using their patents. Which means that
the unhappy engineer-officers of the ship are provided with
another piece of auxiliary mechanism highly complicated
highly efficient (when new) and highly provocative of pro-
lanity when it begins to wear, and a" depleted engine-room
-staff have to wrestle with its divagations. The ship-owner
liappy in Ins purchase, reduces liis ideal staff still further or
what amounts to the same thing, leaves it as it was ten yc'ars
ago. He expects his engineer-officers to display loyalty
< fficiency, sobnety. industry, tact, authority and ihanyothcr
nameless virtues, the possession of whicli in any other voca-
tion raise their possessor to dizzy altitudes; raise him. at any
rate above the necessity of plunging into filth at all hours of
the day and night.

Yet what alternative can one suggest ? This is, as I have
said, a tilt at a peculiarly massive windmill, having its founda-
tions on the rock of tradition and cemented with conscientious-
ness. The genuine blown-in-the-glass engineer must sec the

thing done himself, must, in most cases, do it himself. If he
does not, he is haunted by the nightmare of that particular
thing falling down on him while on watch. There is this to
be said and suggested—his tools could be modernised.
Think for a moment that of all the ships at sea with electric

current on tap, scarce one has an electric drill, a mechanism so
common in America that everyone is familiar with it. Con-
sider the dcnsencss of intellect which sends ships to sea every
day without a single tool specially designed for its work,
without an electric torch, or a blow-lamp, or a telephone
between bridge and engine-room.

I was privileged recently to inspect the stores and work-
shop placed on a ship for the use of air-mechanics, and I was
astounded. Here was richness ! Here were rows upon rows of
neatly-made drawers and lockers, lathes, drills, grinders,
saws, fans, motors— all the paraphernalia of a modern macliine
shop. In the same vessel the photographic apparatus and
dark room were a miracle of modernity. In the sick bay
I found swing cots, fans, porcelain sinks.. X-ray apparatus,
and every convenience of modern surgery. In the wireless
room was a plant that out-marconied Marconi. And down
below in the same vessel, the store was a dark and dismal
chaos^ with a few filthy shelves stocked apparently by an
intoxicated tinker.

The topis for keeping the propelling mechanism in order
were coeval with Watt and Fulton. With a djiiamo of
Oo-kw. there was not a single electric fan or tool a\ailable.
And the maddening thing about it all is that tradition makes
the competent engineer look askance at modern machine tools.
He must rnake good with the silly old things at his disposal.
Here is his intellectual shame and his moral glory. For he
does make good, in season and out of it, at sea and in port,
fair weather and foul. The engines in his charge get there

;

and he, invoh'ed in grease and sweat and nastiness, retires to
Ins priinitivc bathroom to divest h.imself of them and restore
his bodily presence to a semblance of civilised decency.
Enough of this. As I look round the Ward Room "at dinner

to-night, I find some other things to think of. There are some
engineers, some airmen, some watch-oflicers ; I observe three
D.S.O. ribbons. The gentlemen who wear these are neither
engineers nor sailors. They are lieutenants R.N .A .S. When
I and my shipmates were going through the mill, ploughing
the ocean and qualifying for our certificates of competency
these young men were at school. At a bound, after a training
of months instead of years, they passed us. We were ready.
VV e were needed. We did not cost the country a single penny
to fit us for the vital office of taking a ship to sea and keeping
her there. We are sub-lieutenants or less than that. Here
I am charging at another windmill !

At the same time, I must admit that a change is coming
oyer the scene. Distinctions are reaching the engine-rooms
ot battleships and gunboats {vide the dispatch on the Tigris
operations) so in due course the men who officer the auxiliary
vessels of the Fleet and Transport services will some day come
into their own. "^

There is no personal note in this. By virtue ot the creative
laculty I discover in myself but little liking for the outward
trappings of heroism. There is, as a matter of fact, no scrap
of the hero in me. I take other ground. An insatiable interest
in humanity, crmging, foohsh, scared humanity, diverts me
irom any rational interest in heroes and demi-gods. I find
uniform an irksome restraint. I want to meander downArab streets and talk to private soldiers in their tents and

l^vl?T . ""a-
,^ '.™"^ ^" ^"^ ^ '^°*' °^ ^'""g^ no gentleman

^ZthrZ -^f l^^^h
^""^^ "^^' t" the delicate%uestion,

x\hether the older tradition of being " an officer and a gentle-

!n!!" r.
."'"!""''''; -'^^P**-^^ ^° this war. I don't say for amoment that modern officers are not gentlemen. Only theyaren t any more gentlemen for being officers.

1 ceS ront'^'^'u''""''
^- ^oni'^times surreptitiously visit

M A olfnrH 7,"^ contains a couple of sergeants, both

n rWV P.
also meet ostentatiously an officer who was

L.^f Vi,
"'"""y- ^ P'"^^*^'' ^'isiting, if not dwelling in, whatone of the sergeants calls the " tents of wickednes^s." And

1 m ver>' much afraid I shall lower myself in the eyes of theuniformed world by going there too often. Here at leas s awindmill I can tilt at with some chance of success !
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The Old Guard
By Centurion

" Noire armce avail reciuilli les invalides dc la grandc armee
ft lis mouraicnt dans nos bras, en nous laissanl ic souvenir

de Icurs caractcrcs primitifs ct singulicrs. Ccs homines

nous ptiniissaienl les resles d'une race i^ii^antesque (jiii

s'elcignail hommc par liommc el pour toujours
"—Dc Vigny.

THIS is a plain talc—the tale of a West-country
regiment and how it carried on in the first three

months of the war. It is the regiment with a hole

in its soup-tureen, bi;t I'll tell that story another day.

They went into the first battle of Ypres with four companies ;

thcv came out of it at the end of twenty-one days with rather

less than two. During those three weeks they never took

their boots off, but one of their officers believes he once had
a wash.
But I must go back a bit. Their transport cast off her

Tioorings and cleared a certain harbour on August 14th,

[914, at the going down of the sun. The quays were black

with crowds who had come to wish them God-speed, but
as the ship backed away the drum-fire of cheering which
followed them suddenly fell to a dead silence, and the spec-

tators held their breath ; the stern of the great ship was
ivithin a hair's breadth of crashing into the bows of another.

The captain ran to the telegraph, .^t the same moment a
clear tvnoT voice from among the crowd of men on deck
broke into a song ; with the second note the whole battali(jn

took it up, singing \'ery softly and in perfect time. The
.^ong rolled away from the ship,' echoed against the tall ware-
houses oii the quay and died away upon the upper reaches of

the river. It was " Tipper^ry." The crowd listened in

silence, hanging upon every note ; a woman sobbed hysterically ;

the waters churned with the thrash of the propelloi, and
slowly the transport as she answered her helm described a
irreat arc until her bows were pointing towards the open sea.

bhe glided down the river amidst a flutter of handkerchiefs,
and the subdued cheers of people who had suddenly grown
thoughtful. They watched her in silence as she diminished
to the size of a ship's buoy, faded into a wreath of smoke, and
finally sank below the red horizon.
Within a week they were at Mons, and on a Sunday afternoon

inider a blazing sun, they found themselves on the "far side of
the canal where they put out outposts and dug themselves in.

As they watched the white road in front of them, small patrols
of men in field-grey uniforms suddenly appeared upon it

and, not liking the look of them, scuttled back. At four
o'clock a solid mass of the enemy advanced towards a point
which the battalion had carefully ranged on—to be precise,

it was ' 500 ' ; the battalion lay very still, each man with his
eye on the sights of his rifle and his finger on the trigger,

looking back occasionally at the platoon commanders wlio were
standing up behind them, which is a way platoon commanders
liad in those days. There was a shrill whistle, a crackle of
musketry, and amidst spurts of dust the grey mass ahead
of them suddenly dissolved like smoke. The remnant of a
German battahon fell back in disorder, and told a strange talc
of the English " swine-dogs " having massed some hundred
machine-guns on a front of a few hundred yards. The enemy
lielieved that story for quite a long time, until they discovered
that they were up against the finest marksmen in the world.

After that they were busy, learning many things—among
others not to put their heads up.and that thiswasn't manoeuvres
after all. Of the next ten days they have no very clear re-
collection, except that they "lost nearly everything except
their wits, their horses and first-line transport having been
badly " strafed " at Le Cateau. They beat all records in
somnamljulism, init when the Germans trod on their toes at
Crepy tlK^y suddenly showed themselves most disagreeably
wide awake. This, I think, was also on a Sunday, and long
after that the men would bet any odds ever>' Saturday night
on there being quite a big " scrap " the next day.

During those days they led a vagabond life, quite unlike
anything they had ever known in banacks. It was very
much to the taste of Private John Yeoman, the black sheep
of the regiment, whose conduct-sheet covered six pages of
flimsy. " No guard room, no orderly room, no morning
parade—a bit of allright." Yeoman has succeeded where
ambitious men of letters have failed; he has described the
Great Retreat in a single sentence.
On the third Sunday at Tournan they quite forgot them-

selves on parade when the CO. read out a Brigade Order, of

which they only heard the first three words :
" Army is

advancing...." The rest, which does not matter, "^was

inaudible, and Yeoman threw his cap into the air. He was
always a little premature.

The next thing they knew was that they were picking up

the trail. They followed a hot scent and pungent—the aslics

of the enemy's bivouacs were still warm and they stank
like dung-heaps. Yeoman, who had often incurred extra
latigues and pack-drill for appearing " dirty on parade,"
drew the line at offal and broken bottles, and he wondered
what kind of enemy it was who could smash a child's

toys and throw them into tlie street. There were other
things at which he drew the line ; it was near Fere-en-
Tardenois, and the mother who had given him a glass
of vin rouge showed him the body of her little daughter,
with whom the Prussians had done their worst. Yeoman
was a hard nut, but he wept. He emptied his pockets
on to the table and bolted. They had halted there, and this

made him late in falling in, for which he got " crimed " to

the tune of three days' P.P. No. i. He did not think it

worth while to e.xplain.

During those days they spent most of the time dodging
in and out of thick beechwoods and climbing steep
chalk cliffs, driving the Germans, who were uncommonly
strong on the wing, before them like a line of beaters. They
were advanced-guard and had >to feel their way, with the
result that they got into a very hot c^orner where they were
held up by German wire and badly enfiladed. It was here
that \'eoman lost his pal ; ha\ing no crape he blacked
the second button of his tunic and made certain re-

solutions, which may account for his getting the D.C.M.—
but that comes later. The sun was very hot and the. German
dead lay where they had fallen some days before ; and for the
first time he realised the meaning of the words he had as a boy
often heard in the jjarish church, before he fell from grace
and went " mouching " on the Sabbath, words about a " cor-

ruptible bod)'." He began to associate war with beastlj' s.mells.

Most of the time he lay very flat on his stomach, clicking his

bolt and emptying the magazine ; at intervals he heard the
order "Cease Pire ] Advance," whereupon he advanced
in short rushes and again lay on his stomach with his cap on
the back of his neck to keej) off the sun. He had a most
amazing thirst, and sighed often for a pint of bitter. It was
at this stage that he realised that the wants of man are really

very simple, and although artificially multiplied by civilisation

may be reduced to four :—Cover, Drink, Victuals and Sleep ;

later, in ITanders, he found tiiere was a fifth, whicli was
Warmth. \\'omen he had' always regarded as a lu.xury an'.l

unattainable, and on the last sheet of his Pay-book, opposite
his M.O.'s certificate that his inoculation was complete,
and below the words " IN THE EVENT ' OP MY
DEATH I GIVE THE WHOLE OP MY PROPERTY
.\ND EFFECTS TO " he had written " Hannah
Honey, whom I hereby appoint my next-of-kin," which was
magnanimous, seeing that Hannah had refused him thrice.

He sometimes wondered whether she knew about his conduct
sheet. He did not know that it was Hannah who, recognising
the. tenor voice when he struck up " Tipperary " on the
transport, had sobbed hysterically, for -with all his faults,

which were many, he was a simple soul and had a very poor
opinion of himself which he felt sure was shared by the whol c
battalion.

He did not know that his C.O.'s sense of values
was also undergoing a revision, and that just as Yeoman
had discovered that on active service there were only four
'wants, so his CO. had discovered there were only four virtues

—truthfulness, courage, fortitude and unselfishness. All
these Yeoman had, and although he did not know it, there
were some who were beginning to take note of the fact.

On the night of September 9th, having run clean out of
ammunition, they withdrew three-quarters of a mile, and the
platoon sergeant called tlie roll ; there were many who never
answered it. Here they learnt for the first time that there had
been a big " battle " and, with sorte astonishment, that
they had been in it. The men themselves called it a " scrap";

and as it did not happen to fall on a Sunday they stuck
stoutly to the opinion that it was a very minor affair. They
were told later that it will be known to future generations as
" The Battle of the Marnc," but in the battalion it is always
referred to as 'the scrap at Montrool.' "The place where
I got stopped all them days' pay for losing my pack " gave
it the dignity of history in the opinidn of John Yeoman.
Up to this time the enemy, being in a hurry, had only got

his field-guns in action, and they had encountered little

but shrapnel, which, although surprisingly indiscriminate

and deadly enough, is nothing like so intimidating as lyddite

and much cleaner. Most of the men were under the impression,

difficult to explain and hard to eradicate, that big guns were
a private alYair between opposing batteries ; as Yeoman put
it. " it bain't ' warfare,' " to use iK'uvy guns against infantry.
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lU' stUl cherished Viigue kleas that war w^s like a '
footba

n.atrh. and that ^HjnK^vhere in heaven or on earth there %. as .ut

Dmpire xvhr. saw that the ruk-s were observed, aUhough lu

was fast coming to the conch.sion tlnit tlie (.ernvuis xyen

RenerallV
" off-side " anil that oecasi<jnaliy tiiey did a louU

But near M---. after the>- had crossi-d the A.sne on porftooi.

rafts, thev were undeceived. .

It happened about nine o'clock one Tuesday moinnit,,

while thev were waiting in the villag.' in close fonualion tm

,mr artillery to open fire on a hill which they had been orderon

to attack." A " Tatibe " flew over the heads of the men n

the village and just half an hour later the church towel

crumpled up suddenh- and men were lymg on their backs

all oN-er the street amid blocks of ma.sonr>-, a cloud ol \eUo\\

smoke, and showers of wiiite dust line as flour. \eoman,

more lortunate, looked round angrily to see who it was

ha<l suddenly hit him in the back. He coughed, wiped bis

nose and thrust his knuckles into liis eyes ;
he saw that lu'

was white as a miller from head to loot. 1-rom that time

forward he began to associate war with sights no les^ tnan

smells and equally beastly. Later on-m I- landers -these

assaults on his senses were multiplied : his ear-drums rattiet

like a tambourine, his e\-es .smarted as though s<)meone had

thrown pepper into them, and his palate tasted the e.vtiemeb

of pineapple and chlorine; which is rather like almond-.

Also iiis tactile sense was offended by lice. All this, however,

was to come. The next five minutes gave him a glimpse

of hell. The whole village was tumbling to pieces about him,

and the streets were a shambles. He heard an order bUc

out by companies ! Xo doubling !
" Kacli company waited

its turn witli stolid equanimity. Later in the day on the hill

above the village they got their own back. ^ eemau was

better at makiiig history than at writing it ; all hb could ever

tell vou about the ' Battle of the Aisne " was "It wur where

I got a punch in.the back from a C.crman gunner bloke dree

mile away— hitting l«low the belt I calls it."

For fi\-c days afterwards they led a woodman's life 111 a

forest where tliey li\-ed in wigwams made of faggots aiid

waterproof sheets. W'hen the shrapnel came whining over-

head they made a bolt for their "splinter-proofs," and lay

in the burrows for what seemed an interminable time, after

which first one head would pop out and then another.
'

Ihc

weather was dry, the soil gra\-el, and the bracken made good

bedding r later 'on, in the wet clay of Flanders, they looked

back to those days on the Aisne and idealised them as a blithe

pastoral. Here' Yeoman set snares and caught rabbits,

which rather raised his reputation in the battalion. They

got to kno\\- the German ways pretty well—first a salvo, then

a dead pause for ft\e minutes by way of enticing the unwary

out of their holes, and then five or 'six salvoes aga:in. This

tauglit them another lesson, which is that there is such a thing

a; i)sychology in war or. as Yeoman put it, " There bain't

no vlics on Vritz." One night when they were standing by

for an attack, the French put up a " strafe " eight miles

away at a place called Soifesons, which they knew by its

tall 'crag of a cathedral tower. There was fhe roar as of a

thunderstorm in the air and the sky was one great conflagra-

tion so that you could read your' watch by it and see the

whites of the'next man's eyes.' At this stage they bega'n to

realise that the war was going to be rather a big thing, and

that it might not be over by Christmas after all.

The leaves had hardly begun to change colour on the

beeches when their trenches .were taken over by the French,

and thev were on the move again for an unknown destination

awax- up North. Tlifv did a great trek of 150 miles by way
of Abbeville, where they stopped for the night ; a journey,

chiefly memorable to Yeoman for the fact that there he got

into' trouble for being found by a prowling " red cap" in an

estaminet after the hour of 8 p.m. This led to his being
" told ofi." The CO. asked him if he would take his award,

and when Yeoman, who was of an obliging disposition said,

" Yes please, sir." as he always did on these judicial occasions,

jie was astonished to be merely told not to do it again. •

" Sorry to disappoint you. my man.", said the CO.. with a

mysterious SBiilp as ^'eoman waited for something more.
" By the way, your platoon commander says you showed uj)

well at Montrcuil. I .suppose you're one of those fellows who
are always looking for trouble, and so long as the Germans
))rovide you with it, you're content for the tiiue being."

^\hich was true. ,

*
,

Eleven da\s after they had left tlie Aisne they found tliem-

selvcs in a flat country \vhere not a beech was to be seen.

but pollarded willows grew thick as nettles. It reminded

Yeoman of Sedgemoor. but he had never seen women in

wooden shoes with towing-ropes round their waists before.

Also the beer was thin as nettle-beer. It was a bad country

for artillery observation, and fot infantry it was liea\\' going.

for the soil was clay and clung to tlie soles of your boots liki'

.j;east. .\t Bethuno lie gave his coat to a Belgian refugee, and

£ot " crimed " for " losing by neglect certain articles of

•clothing to wit one ov.rcoat." It was commonly said of

Yeoman whose father had been a poacher in days when a

A\est-country labourer was expected by the gentry to bring

up a family 'of ten on nine shillings a week, that he did not

know the 'difference between- mciini and liiiiiih which may

have been true, -^or he never could keep anything of his

own if he thought others were in need of it. He soine-

times "pinched" in the old' days when m the society

of his pal, but he did this largely from an adventurous

aijpetite for miscliief : he ne\er indulged in the meaner form of

larceny which is solitar\- theft. Moreover, since he had seeii

what the enem\- could do, in the way of loot, he had ceaseil

to take any pleasure in being liglit-fingered ;
he had a vagim

feeling that fellows who stole might find themselves doing

worse things. Which in its way was an ethical discovery.

• NOn the first day they took up a position lacing North, but

that night thev changed it, and in the morning they fcund

themselves facing the sun. The Division was, as a matter of

fact, engaged in wlieeling round with its left, swinging on their

right as on a pi\ot while masses of French cavalry were

operating on their left flank in an attempt to roll up the

German right. It was tlie beginning of " the great sweep,

and their objective was to cut the German line of retreat on

Lille. It failed, as e\-ervb(>dy knows, and from that moment
their long thin line extending away North up to Yprcs, was

stretched to breaking point, for they had no reserves. The\-

pushed forward and got astride the Estaires-La Bassee road ;

it was the extreme point of their advance. They were

brought up against a wasp's nest of a sugar factory full of

machine-guns! They could not sec anything to fire at, and

they dare not nun-e to dig. The next morning their left

coinpan\- suddenh' found themselves between' two fires ;

the Germans had ni.shed the regiment on their left and driven

it in. They knew this from a survivor who, covered, wit^i clay

from foot to head as though ho were a natural feature of the

landscape, crawled in a little later. They had just one

platoon in hand and this they rushed up. It checked the

enemy's ad\-ance, who max have mistaken the platoon for a

battalion. There was nothing theatrical about the old

•B.E.F., except that it Was always on tour, but in one respect

it 7vas a stage army. It was always pretending to be bigger

than it was.

Yeoman remembered that village as " the place where I

lost my blooming pipe," which is all he did remember. He
felt rather annoyed about it.

Then came a night which those who sur\i\-ed arc not likely

to forget.
* * * * * ,

But at this point 1 will let Borlase take up the tale. After

all, "S'eoman was in his company and he knew him better than

I did, for Yeoman had poached in Borlase's preserves in th(^

old days before he took the King's shilling, and he had

always had 'hopes of him.

"the enemy made three attacks that night, beginning at

seven in the evening and repeating themselves at intervals

of about three hours. Their guns were busy all the time,

first shrapnel in bursts of six or eight, then H.E. 1 was kept

pnitty busy dodging the shrapnel as I had to negotiate that

street several times duriiig the night—I was adjutant just

then—to get down to the signal office and send messages to

Brigade Headquarters. I didn't mind the shrapnel ;
it

was the H.E. that troubled me. Yon know what a ' strafe
'

with heavies is like. You seem to be taking a long breath

Ijetween each shell and you'\-e no sooner ceased wondering

where the first is going to burst than you start wondering

about the next. Also you feel as if the enemy guns had all

got you specially ' registered ' and were concentrating on

you personally. Which is rather egotistical when you conn-

to think of it. Of course, one gets over that obsession after

a time, and you make up your mind that some inscrutabli'

Power has long' ago determined that you're either going to get

hit or you're not, and that whether you loiter or whether

you hustle it'll all be the same in the end.

"The air above ns seemed ali\e with frightened birds—first a

flutter, then a scream, and then, as the enemy began to shorten

their fuses, we got the shell-bursts right in the middle of the

village—followed by a roaring landslide of faUing masonry.
And all along the line stretching right away up to Ypres the

same thing was going on. A brick landed,on my fo.ot from no-

where as though thrown by a footpad. I must have looked

like a ghost, for my face was runnin.g with sweat and the white
mortar settling on it formed a sort of plaster-mask. There
were hayricks and barns in the village, and as these caught
lire one after the other, each rick glowed like a thousand red-

hot needles. One ])atch of the street would be light as day,
the next dark as night, and the ' walking cases ' rushed the

one and tlieii paused to take breath in the other. Their
figures rnade monstrous sliadows against the xv-all as the\'

iuiriied past. But there was really no cover anywhere., anil

along our line e\er\' man who moved was a mark for a licrman

i
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riftf. LookinsT down the trench—-it waSi as a matter of hu-t

only a sliallow furrow—you could' see a row -of gloaniiug

bayonets and occasionallv a white face as a man emptied
his maga/.ine and fingered liis pouch for another chp. There
was a most infernal orchestra of sound—machine-guns going
Uke kettle-drums, the buzz, the crack, and the twang of rifle-

bullets like stringed instruments, and at quick intervals the

tremendous bass of the artillerv and tiie crash and roar of

falling houses. The onK- sound vou never heard was a

Iniman voice. Odd, isn't it ? The more resolute an English
soldier is, the more silent he seems to become. The men
must ha\'e had a raging thirst—vou know how dry one's

throat gets at these times—they had long ago emptied their

water-bottles, and it was impossible for the ration-parties

to get up.

"It was in one of these journeys that I met Yeoman. He
was coming down from the firing-line, and when I saw him
the lower part of liis face was co\ered with blood—he looked
just as if he'd cut his throat. As a matter of fact, half his

left jaw had been shattered and the bullet must ha\e just

missed the jugular vein. I fancy it was a flat-nosed bullet.

His left wrist was shattered too. He'd been sent back l)y his

platoon com.mander. I didn't take miicli notice of him—
there were too many otiier things to think alwut.

• I l(X)keti in at our First .\id Station, just beyond Battalion
Headquarters where the M.O., hall-dead with exhaustion,
was working by candle-light in overalls amidst a strange
smell of blood, iodoform, methylated spirit, and hav. It

was a big barn ; a row of men were laicl out like mummies
on the floor awaiting their turn—some had gi\en up waiting; !

—with the soles of their boots upturned. It's odd how
pxpressi\-e a pair of feet can be—you heard very few cries of

j)ain. but I noticed the boots of more than one man beating
togetlier while the rest of his body lay as still as a statue.
"About an hour later I met Yeoman going up to the trenches

again, his face swathed in bandages. 1 asked wl)at on earth
lie was doing up there, and hadn't the M.O. sent him down
to a Casualty Clearing Station. 1 suppose he thought he
was going to get " crimed " again for disobeying a lawful
command, and he was horribly apologetic about it. I say
horribly because he spoke thickly like a man who's forgotten
to put liis false teeth back. As a matter of fact all the teeth
on the left side of his jaw bad been knocked out.

" 'Tiiorry, thir,' he said, 'but I heard we'd no rethervth left.'

" He went back to the firing-line. He was hit twice again
that night, but he carried on and only retired with the Vest
at four in the morning, when we were relieved—not mucli
relief about it—by the K.O.S.B. and went into support. He
mast have lost a lot of blood.

" In that. one day—or ratTier, night—wr had. four omcerS
killed, eleven wounded and rather more than thrfe hundred
X.C.O.'s and men killed, wounded and missing. You know the
rest. The long dreary winter near Richebourg. By tin-

time spring came there were just fifty men left in the Battalion
of those that embarked on August 14th at Avonmoiith, The
rest wen^ all new drafts. Yeoman ? He got the D.O.M.
Also he got a stripe as lance-corporal, and what is mucii more
extraordinary he kept it. Eventually he became platoon-
sergeant. His character quite changed^—Xo ! it developed.
He found himself. Perhaps he'd never really had a fair

chance before. He'd had a rough time before he enlisted,
poor as a church mouse and as hungry. D'you know,
C

, I've come to the conclusion that there's something
wrong with our social values in time of peace. We
give a brute who kicks his wife a fine with the option
of a month's I.H.L., and the man who pinches a pheasant gets
three without any option at all. Why is it that the law of
England has always been so damned tender to offences against
the person and so ' shirty ' about offences against property ?

\^hv is it that if a man steals a loaf of bread begets ' crimed,'
while if he grinds the faces of the poor by profiteering he gets
—well knighted for a subscription to party funds. . . .

-My men lirouRht nothing into the world and it's quite certain
thev took nothing out. The jiation gave them a shilling a
day and \alued them accordingly but, my God ! thev rej^id
that shilling—paid it with usury. They, re all dead. Or
else they're maimed and broken for life. And there was
a time before the war when not a damned potman would,
serve 'em in uniform

; perhaps it'll be like that again !

What is it Kipling says ?
' Oh, it's Tommy this and Tommy

that, and chuck him out, the brute.' 'Militarism,' you know !

I'm not saying that the men hadn't their faults, but you know
what a ' New Model ' the old Army became after the Boer
war. There were \-ery few ' bad hats ' in it, and even Yeoman
xyasn't a bad sort—in fact, he was a damned good sort. \'ou
know I often think that there was something wrong with a
society which could offer nothing better to chaps like him
than twelve shillings a week with rheumatism and the 'Union

'

at the end of it (unless he reached seventy and got a beggarly
five bob) and which could give him nothing better in the long
winter evenings than the village tap-room. Perhaps that's
why he poached—and enlisted. It always seemed to me
that he felt life had never given him what he wanted
and had a right to ask, and that he was always looking
for something. He found it at last."

• Wliat ? Where ?
" _

" On the Menin ridge. A bullet. He died in my <irms the
same night."

The Beauty of Zeeland Waters—II
By a British Prisoner of War

The uriter, a frisoner of war in Holland, 'uas given the

opportimily this sn turner of a cruise through the Zeeland
estuaries. The other week he described his experiences
up to Middelbnrg. Tliere he resumes the tale.

OX market days the great square in the centre of
Middelburg is "lined witJi stalls and booths, and here
all the countryside, is gathered. The stadhuis,
which dominates this open space, is a grey stone

edifice of the most ornate Gothic. There is a forest of
pinnacles, and mid-way up the walls statues of the
Counts and Countesses "of Zeeland and Holland look down
gravely from their niches. The high roof Ls crowned with
a bordering of wrought iron and there arc rows of dormer
windows with bright painted shutters. All the houses in
the square are in the formal Dutch style, with curved gables
or curious stepped facades. Th(^ tall tower of the Xieuwe
Kerk throws the shadow of its three hundred feet over the
rambling abbey, whose restored fabric is now used as hotel,
public librarj-, and province offices, fn the paved square
that one enters through low archwavs there are lime trees,
which give acertain freshness to the cloistral walls. These
walls of red brick are solid and unpierced, and once the abbey
was a formidable stronghold.
The impression of stepping back through the centuries is

enhanced on Feast days, when all the world wears national
costume. ' This is no artificial revival at the instigation of
moneyed sentimentalists, but an unbroken tradition. Older
than any building is this dress of heavy black cloth, with the
snowy apron and the headdress trimmed with hand-made
lace. The jewellery as well as the dress is uniform. Then-
are gold ornaments like a cone spiral spring on the cap, ami
round the neck are worn collars of garni t or red coral, with a

curious gold fastening. The cimning gold work of tiu-se

clasps i< a heritage from Spain, and the industry livr> to this

day. Some of t;iie peasants possess trinkets handed down
from Spanish sires and treasured with superstitious awe.
Middelburg was one of the last cities held for Spain, and in

the features and bearing of its citizens, as in some parts of
Ireland, there are traces of tlic Southern strain. There are
lurking fires in their dark eyes, and the clear skins of the girls

retain a duskiness that contrasts with the transparent pink-
ness of their countrywomen. Here men and women are fierce

and quarrelsome, with a mobiiit}- of passion foreign to tliis

slow-blooded nation. In later years they have some shadow
of the Spanish dignity of manner.
But the crowning glory of Middelburg is the pealof bells in

the great church tower. We noticed their persistent clanging
as we walked through the echoing streets, but, like a powerful
voice in too close proximity, their tones appeared harsh and
overpowering. We sat on deck that night, and from the har-
bour listened to the long midnight peal. Sadness and a
strange, unearthly triumph seemed to mingle in their anthem.
F'or a full five minutes the golden music rose and fell, its message
clear and strong and joyous, like the voice of one who knows
his words are true. Again and again it died away and then
continued, and finally its echo merged with the vibrant booming
of the hour. It is in such moments, when we listen to a peal
of FTemti^h bells, or stand beneath the shadow of some French
cathedral, that the mightiness of the past seems to shame
the boast of modern -progress. Germany has taken the bells

from the Flemish towns that she has conquered and melted
them for munitions. It is, perhaps, symbolic of Teutonic
culture. .\11 the while we could hear, like distant thunder, the
noise of guns firing on the Belgian Coast. The sound, low
and continuous, was a sinister reminder. Then one was glad
that Holland was neutral, that her treasures were safe from
(ierman savages.

There could be no greater contrast to Middelburg than
\'lissingen. It is naval base, commercial harbour, and
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cheap watering place combined ; a small scale Portsmouth
and Southsca. It lias a firvv dilapidated streets that might
be ealk-d quaint, but are more dirty than picturesque. There is

the usual esplanade, the flash hotels, the grimy cafes, cheerless

lodging houses, and behind the sea front streets of featureless

\'illas and grubby shops. Continental visitors lose nothing by
passing straight through Flushing. It may have been a
line town once, but its churches, stadhiiis, and old houses were
destroyed by the futile Eni^lish bombardment in 1809.

We rrossed the Honte of NWsterscheide, which lies between
the island of Walcheren and the strip of Dutch territory on
the mainland south of the estuarv of the Scheldt. It is open
to the North Sea and its waters are never calm, except in the
linest weather. 'Ihe tides are swift and treacherous, and the
channels between the sand banks narrow and intricate.-

.\fter an hour's plunging through a lieavv lop we put into a
little fishing village on the Mainland. There are disadvantages
to Dutch fishing villages, .^t low tide the oozy mud, polluted
with the refuse of the smacks and trawlers, smells unpleasantly,
and at night mosquitoes swarm in thousands. The skipper
was. however, quite happy. He seemed to enjoy the smell ;

he had found a distant relation in one of the barges, and the
insect plague troubled him not at all.

Off Flushing

We fully expected to find the tide against us all the next
day. But our fears were groundless, and early next morning
we were under way, tacking towards Terneuzen. A cruiser

was steaming up and down off Flushing, her decks cleared,
her turrets trained, and the crew invisible, every man at
firing quarters. We could hear the steady clink of ft small
hammer on an anvil, and an occasional pipe, or bugle, 01 ring-
ing of a bell— familiar warship sounds. At length she started
liring ; sub-calibre at three fi.wd targets. The first salvo
fill short, but after that it was impossible to judge what shoot-
ing she made. _ W'g were passing in opposite directions, and
soon she was a" grey hull in the mist that hung over the dis-

tances. The wind dropped, and th(> sun had driven the few
clouds to the horizon where th^j' hovered sullenly, a wall of
p\irple vapour. Flushing, astern of us, grew indistinct.
Its roofs and chimneys, the small forest of masts, and the big
skeleton cranes, enveloped in mist and smoke, were vague as
the distnce in a Turner seascape.
There is nothing more delightful than the indolence of a

sailing craft on such days. The gentle movement, the tem-
])eratc warmth of the blue water, and its lazy clack and gurgle
against the ship, lull the senses. Books are turned over idly,

and after a few pages the most skilful novel can no longer keep
its hold. It falls quietly to one side, and dreams, shapeless
dreams, of feeling more than thought or vision lay their gently
numbing hands upon the brain.

At length, towards noon, a light breeze filled the sails that
hacT been flapping idly in the wind, and we headed for the
shore. A shadowy blurr of trees and houses and ships was
slowly disentangled as we approached, and became a common-
place Dutch harbour, called Terneuzen. We spent the rest

of the day there, and found it a featureless little town. It

was mildly interesting to two of us interned British officers,

for it was here that we had been taken three years before,
when w'c crossixl the frontier after the retreat from Antwerp.
Someone wanted to send a telegram, and the post office was
utterly unchanged since our first visit, even to the grim
Kaemaekers' poster of a consumptive boy being sounded by a
doctor. Terneuzen is prospennis but not bustling, and quite
ugly. Over the other side of the harbour we wandered amid
the dismantled system of eartli ramparts that had once
defended the town and guarded the passage of the Scheldt.
Now trees were planted on tJie grhss banks, and the water
in the silent moats was stagnant and overgrown with weed.
Towards dark, clouds absorbed the whole sky and all the

fresh heat of the day turned to oppressiveness. Distant
objects seemed distinct and near ; the wind had dropped,
and a ground .swell beat sullenly at set intervals upon the sea-
wall outside the harbour. It was as tliough the god of storms
were consciously reproducing the dictum of a pilotage hand-
book upon the signs of an approaching cyclone. The dis-

turbance came up slowly, and next morning—again it verified

the liandbook—there were gusts of wind, a choppy sea and
drizzling showers. Witli one reef in her sails our craft rode
gaily through the lop, the spray flying over her deck.

In the afternoon wc entered another straight canal, whose
entrance was a larger rei)lica of the locks at Walcheren.
Then the rain came down in earnest, a soft soaking drizzle that
lasts from five to fifty hours. But in Holland there is no lack
of rain of every kind ; the torrential shower, the wind blown
flownpour, and the silent Sconish mist are about equally
represented in the course of the four seasons. We lay under
the shadow of iron gates, made fast to a granite wall that rose

forty feet above us, and waited for a tow. The landing stage

of tiie little" harbour at the end of the canal was filled with
barges, for every craft on the Zeeland waters had run for

shelter. The wind had risen to a gale, and at intervals smash-
ing showers swept over us. The clouds raced across the sky
like a multitude of panic-stricken giants. Now and then
there was brilliant lightning and the thunder rolled above the
bluster of the storm. The barges around us held an angry
altercation because one delinquent had announced his in-

tention of sailing next morning and all the others had agreed
upou a day in harbour. For the next twenty-four hours the

wind was high, but towards evening the clouds were broken.

The massive continents of grey had been dispersed and white
islands .scudded over the ocean of blue.

Wo explored the village where we lay stormbound. It

was a primitive place unknown to tourists and exploiters.

We were taken into a room behind a small stationer's shop,
paved from floor to ceiling with blue Delft tiles. Many of the
oldest and most highly-prized pattern, were rough Biblical

pictures. This (juaint but crude porcelain is fashionable now ,

hut their owner did not know their value, and furniture and
curtains hid many of the best specimens. The whole house
was scrupulously clean ; clean even for Holland, where the
housewives are unremitting in the labour they expend in

washing, polishing and dusting. In the kitchen, pots and
pans were bright as mirrors, ancl the table was still damp from
scrubbing after the mid-day meal. Out in the scullery the
bricks on the sloping floor had been worn uneven by the
continual application of soap and .sand and water. There was
a shelf of old books, btit it contained no collectors' gems ;

only seventeenth and eighteenth century volumes of sermons
and theology, including Baxter and other English Puritans,
translated into Dutch. The proprietress, a sad-faced woman,
showed us her treasures with wan pride. From a heavy
walnut cupboard she produced white caps trimmed with old

Flemish lace that had been the property of her mother, and
native jewellery of gold with drop pearls. One feared the
invasion of the antique dealer and his shrewd bargaining with
these peasants.

Even in these forgotten villages tlie old national costume
is falling into disuse. So strong is the cloth that dresses are
handed down from mother to daughter, but new ones are
seldom made. Cheap drapers, With their ugly fripperies arc
enterprising, and their false lace and ribbons and jewellery
exercise here, as everywhere, an unholy fascination.

The gale finally blew itself out that night, and we started
as early next morning as the tide allowed us. There was the
familiar freshness after a storm, the air cool, a steady breeze,

and a few drifting clouds. A fleet of various craft was under
way after the enforced imprisonment. Stout tugs had in tow
long hulks laden with coal or hay or gravel, and there were
numberless sailing barges with green or black sides. Traffic

was brisk, though we were far from any of the main arteries ;

but nearly all transport in Holland is by water, and eve:y
tiny township, however far inland, is a port with barges always
lying at its quay.
We skirted a long sandbank and stood out towards

Zierikzee, a little fishing town that at that time had tem-
porarily emerged from obscurity through being accidentall\-
bombed by an English aviator." We did not stop there, but
spent the next two days tacking through these inland waters
on our way back to Dordrecht. How familiar grew that never-
clianging line of shore, grey and jagged against the sky :

Often it appeared almost transparent, shadowy and unreal as
clouds. There is a dreaminess, a seJise, as in the East, of
ancient things still undisturbed in these towns and villages.

Barges sail in and out of the little harbours bringing all that
is wanted from the outside world, and life goes on placidly,
without competition or hurry. On the water the bargemen
neither race each other nor exchange amenities after the
custom of English watermen. They are a blase, weather-
beaten race, dour and impassive. Their women folk, who
take their turn at the wheel and assist in all the work of the
ship, are brown and angular. It is a people apart, a tribe of
law-abiding water gipsies. The painted cabins of the barges
are reminiscent of the interior of a caravan.
At nightfall we put into a neat but dingv state harbour, with

a railway station and a quay from which a small steamboat
made its four-mile journey to Willemstad. Beyond a great
meadow, mterlaced with broad ditches, we could see amid a
bank of poplars the roofs and chimneys of a large village.

There was a final day beating down the HoUandsche Diep
towards the Dorde Kil ; a day of basking in the sun almost
wishmg that time might stop, leaving us for ever in the pleasant
backwater where the peasants hardly realise a war is raging.
The boat slipped steadily eastward, and presently the long

Moordijk bridge, with its fourteen spans, loomed in sight.
More distmct it grew, and at last our helm went down and
we headed for the narrow waters of the Dordrecht canal.
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By J. G Squire .

.fii.C

Thomas Hardy's Verse

MH. THOMAS HARDY, in liis old age, is ('.cvotinff

himself exdiisi\c'ly to that art of poetry vyitli

which ho dallied throughout his, active life as a

novelist. His later poems have iDcen enormously-

liner than his earlier, and there are some of lis who iiiclhie to

think them even more certainly durable than his novels. They
ha\'e their great limitation, as one will presently suggest, but
thev are extraordinarily powerful, original in language,

rhvtlim and shape, and ama/.ing as the work of an ohl man.
Monti'nts of Vision (Macmillan, (>s. net) contains the latest

of them, and there seems every prnba!)ility (if Mr. Hardy
adding to them as long as he lives.

' * * « » *

Mr. Hardy's poems fall into two broad classes : the narra-

tive and the' non-narrative, though poems of .tht first class

frequently contain a reflective element and the others an
clement of dramatic reminiscence. Almost all his finest

poems belong to the second class ; and the best of all are

those intensely moving lyrics, one group of whicii appeared
in his last book and oi which a secoild series is now printed,

written in the last few years under the pressure of a perlsonal

grief. The, narrative poems are almost ' always tragic, and
they are marred (as some ()f his prose stories, including 'J\'ss.

are marred) by his determination to Jay the gloom on as thick

as he can. His Satires nf Circitmslance. in which a number
' ot preposterously grim situations and' plots were 'com-

pressed into a few lines each, invited, and were accorded^ tlte

affenlioii of parody, and all his books of'verse contain ex-

amples in this kind. They often move more to laughter than

i
tp tears—so grotesque is the persistentferocitv with whicli

no arranges that his characters shall get it in the neck from

I
fale. There is only one bad examj)le of this in the ne\v book.

"OiC story that Mr Hardy's extraordinary brain has constructed

cbricerns a marquis and his wife, who have secured ,'-' Royal
* 'Sponsors " for their baby T ' '

"

Tlie morning came. To the park of the peer
The royal couple bore

;

And the font was tilled with the Jordan water.
And the household awaited their guests before
The carpeted door.

Hut when they went to the silk-lined cot
The child was fonnd to have died.

" What's now to be done ? We can disappoint not
The King and Queen !

" the family cried
With eyes spread wide.

ICven now they approach the chestnut-drive !•

The service must be read.
" Well, .since we can't christen the child alive.

By Clod we shall liave to christen him dead !
"

•, •

The Marquis said. ,

This these extremely loyal subjects do, and the roval' couple
depart from ' the park of the peer " without knowing what
has been done ! One need scarcely lx)ther to point out that
the hopelessness of the subject has drawn Mr. Hardy into
woi-sf; writing than he usually perpetrates. The first two
line?' are thoroiitihlv comic.

• * * «

The other poems are a different matter. This bcxjk is not,
as a whole, as ,goo<l as Mr. Hardy's last ; there is nothing in i t

equal to, for instance. The Vtnee of flu- Past, one of the most
jK-rfcct songs a living jwet has written. But it is intenselv
interesting, and often moving. One mood dominates it .All:

that of regret for the past, for old happiness and old enjox-
mcnt, for one figure loved and lost, or for " the bevv now
imdergro\md." Allowing his irony and his bleak fatalistic,

philosophy only an occasional peep in. he sits and broods in

iiis old age over things that iiave gone, and draws music fiom
that sensitive heart of his that no rationalising has ever been
able to' petrify. Wherever he starts from he reaches the same
goal ; any small thing is a key which ojiens the chamber of
his sorrows. The log slowly charring in the fire comes
from the tree which he climbed and sin- stood under years ago ;

the skeleton ribs of a sunshade found imdor n cliff was left

1 here by a womaiY now dead. He burns a photograuh of

r-omco'ne, not a particular friend, an<'i the eyes of the reproach-
ful dead watch him from the air ; a moth bc;'.ting at his

window may be the forlorn spirit of the dead ; a pedigree
that he is studyin,!;,- springs to life before hini, and he medi-
tates over-all the departed generations whose ^bloof! is in his

veirt^: ^e'starts rtut on n familiar road to pay c;dts and ru-

niombers that all tho'^c he- nsed to call on arc gone.
'
, F.very-

t?iing is beliind him and nothing before !iim ; he watches

with resignation and melancliolv the clianges of his own fli'sh

just as he watches the decay of an old ruined house where the

tiddlcs once i)layed and rustic feet twined in the forgotten

countrv dances. Time after time he writes what is virtually

the same poem, l)ut the constant freshnes.s and poignancy of

his feeling maki^s it always new. The Annivrrf.ary is

characteristic ;

Tt was at the very date to which we have come,
In the nionlli of the matching name,

When, at a late minute, the sun had upswiun.
Its couch-time at night being the same.

.\n(l the same path stretched here that people now follow.

And the same stile crossed their way,
.\nd beyond the same green hillock and hollow

The. same horizon lay;.
. ,.;'">

, i

.\ii(l the sanic man passes now herebv" w'lio passed thereby •

that day.
'

^

Let so much be said of the date-dav's sameness r^
'

Hut the tree that neighbours the track,,
,

And stoops like a pedlar altlictcd with lameness.
Had no waterlogged vvountl or wind-crack. ., ,

.\n<l the stones of that wall were not enshroudec
With mosses of many tones,

*

.\nd the garth up afar was not overcrowded
With a n\ultitude of white stones, ^ ^

And the man's eyes then were not so sunk'fliat you saw
Die socket-bones.

It will be observed that there are several awkwardnesses ol

phraseology here. Mr. Hardy bristles with them. In a
spring poem he even says, "The j>rimrose pants in its heoclless

push," and in a search for a rhyme lie will embellish a modern
.mf! simple lyric with " a maid and her wight." But the odd
thing is that we will accept from him words and phrases that
would seriously damage aJiyone else, and that sounds which
from any one rise would be sheer cacophornes are, in Mr.
.Hardy, as it were, overborne and absprb^d by the compelling
music of his emotion. It may be monotonous, but it ii

scarcely ever a,iiything but genuine and strong.
^ ' ' - « « « « *.-'"- — -

.-

His monotony is his weakness. He can soften one's

bones with his lamentations, wrijig one's heart with- his

regrets. He can vary bis interest a great deal by the accuracy
with which he describes the landscapes and peopk^ that pass
through his mournful chants. But a major poet has more
moods than one. It is characteristic of Mr. Ilatdy that oti ly

the landscapes of his past are ever sunny ; when he is writing

in the present tense the chances are a himdred to one that it

will Ix' raining hard, on window-pane and bereaved tree, au'l

there is quite a strong jMobability that he will actually hud
himself in a churchyard where the natural inclemency of the
weather is reinforced by the rain-worn cherubs on the tomb-
stones, the. half-effaced names, the dripping moss and the
direct reminders of the dead. It is a welcome change when
he makes the admission that even a life like this is worth •'

having, as in this :

^' travel as a phantom now, ,

I'or people do not wish to see
In flesh and blood .so bare a bough
As Nature makes of me.

.\nd thus T visit bodiless
Strange gloomy Ijouscholds often at- odtls,

.Xnd wonder if Man's consciousness
Was a mistake of God's.

_And next I meet you, and T pause,
.^nd think *hat if mistake it were;
As some have said, O then it was-ji _

One that 1 well can bear !

.And twice he goes so far as to hanker after a belief fhat is

not his and of which he perceives the inaccessible loveliness

anchWwcetness. On a Christmas Eve, at midnight, someone
mentions the legend about the o.xen kneeling in the stall, and
he feels :

H some one said on Christmas Eve,
" Come : see the o.xen kneel

In the lonely- barton by yonder coomb,
Our childhood used to know,"

1 should go with him in the gloom.
Hoping it might be so.

But these arc exceptions, and ^Ir. Hardy, as a poet,- must he
described as one who had he been less strong, coidd not liave

escaped the appellation of " morbid." -
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HERE are a rolUrtion of essays vvliicli will delight

th" thonelitful n-adcr. Already, Ix^forc tho war
Dr. Crozier mentions that si^ns were discernible

that materialism was on the wane, and the scien-

tific explanation of life and the causes of life, of which Darwin
and Herbert Spencer were the chief prophets, was no longer

linding general acceptance.

.And now what do we Ihmj imu.in .- Spencer's philosophy
is said to be dead, great as was its colossal supcrstructiirc,

and its real power : and yet, in my judgment, there is scarcely

a divi.sion r)f it in which he cannot give all of ns " points"
even yet. Darwin's basis has been siiper.seded in tmn by
the once despised Butler; and as for the .-icadeniical dons
who in the old days listened to the lightest, whispers front

( lermany as if they were oracles, they are now seen flyi4ig

front them as from a pestilence, and, like St. Peter, denying
that they had ever known them. 'I'lie old academical political

economy, too, which entrenches it.self on the free trade princi-

ples of John Stuart .'Mill and Marshall, has not only been
suspended during the war, but, in my judgment, has gone,

never to return—imtil the conditions, summarised in the

article in these" l-ast Words," are realised.

" Last Words," we take it, is not to be accepted too seriously,

for Dr. Crozier still writes with all the \'igour and bright-
ness of youth. His trouncing of Mr. Wells and Mr. Wells's
tiieological writings is as good sport as we hav.e come across
on a jirinted page for a long time. Nor does he spare Sir

Oliver Lodge for his exctn-sions into spiritualism. On both,

these popular subjects he brings rare common sense and con-
suminate irony to l)ear, never lacks courage, and his thrusts
strike home. Im]X'rial c}uestions also interest him ; tliere is

an essay on the Canadian tariff, whicli, though controversial,
is tilled with important facts. T/ic (iovernment oj India
Prohlem was written just after the Delhi Durbar, and is an
acute comparison Ivtween the Roman Empire and the l^ritish

Empire as exemplified in, our dominion over India.

When the war is over, and official and other liistories of
the w-ar are being prepared, much consideration will be given
to the contents of the books, but probably little to the form.
This important matter has received evident attention in this
\olume of Lord Erench's Despatches, and tlie result is a book
that can he handled and read with pleasure. The tyjw, paper,
size and binding are altogether excellent, and form a model
that others will lx> wise to follovv.

The book contains the Complete Despat'clies and the names
of al! those "mentioned," also many excellent maps and
jwrtraits. The despatches themselves give the wonderful
record of " l-'rench's Contemptible little army," and tell
in the simple and straightforward language of the Commander-
in-Chief the finest 'story of British anns. Reading these
despatches again in the light of recent knowledge, one is

filled with astonishment and admiration for the greatness of
the achievement. It is a story that will live for ever, and it

IS well that it has been produced in sucli an excellent manner.
The edition is limited to five hundred copies, wliich seems a
pity, as there are sure to be many thousands who will want
the 1x)ok both for its military, historic and personal value.*****

According to an unsigned preface the author of A German
Deserter's War Experience escaped from Germany and militarv
service after fourteen months of fighting in Erance ; he is
said to bt^ an intelligent young miner, the book itself deals
with the first advance into Belgium and Erance, the battle
of the Marne and tlie trench warfare that succeeded it. Many
jiassages are singularly renu'niscent of Steplien Crane's book.
/ he Red Bad'^e of Courage. Tiierc is little in it that might not
]|,1^e been wTitten by any soldier in anv war except that now
and again we come across passages like the following : " I

am feeling convinced of how little the soldiers can be held

responsible for the brutalities which all of them commit, to

\vhatever nation they belong. They are no longer civilised

human beings, they are simply bloodthirsty brutes, for other-

wise they would Ix; bad, very bad soldiers." This is, of

course, a specious failsehood, but Germany has been endea-

vouring for some months past to use this verj' plea as an

excuse for the State policy of " frightfulness," seeing that
" frightfulness " failed to accomplish its purpose. The
jiideoiis atrocities of the German Army from the early months
of the war have been almost excelled by the cold-blooded

brutalities and a'bominations of the (lerman military autho-

rities in the later px'riod,s() that this excuse carries no w'eight.

But it is curious to find it so strongly expressed in this German
deserter's lx)ok. The writer gets leave, obtains civil clothes,

and after risks manages to get across the Dutch frontier,

finally finding his way to America as a stowaway on a pas-

senger steamer. He ends by saying that he has entered the

ranks of American .Socialism, to extirpate capital. It would
be interesting to know what he has been doing in the land

of his adoption since the United States entered the war

.

* « * * . *

Vce Victis, by Annie Vivanti Chartres, is the story of

two women of eastern Belgium and of a little girl, daughter

of one of the women. It is tlie story, too, of the first German
thrust toward Liege, and thus a story of outrage and rapine.

As a novel, it is altogether too horrible, although the author

has lightened it as mucii as possible ; as a tract, that men
and women of this country may realise and remember what
Germans did in Belgium, it is a very valuable piece of work,

and one for which its writer deserves hearty thanks. Eor
the long series of outrages against all law that have followed

on the initial crime of Belgium, although they have not sufficed

to cover the fact that Germany put necessity above the law
of humanity at the outset, have, to a certain extent, blunted
our realisation of all that Belgium gave in defence of honour.
Here, in the fate of one family, is an epitome of the cost of

the Belgian defiance of Germany, a record by which we may
^

realise how much was taken from those people who once
lived beyond and about Liege, for many of \\'hom—old and
voung alike—life ended in the first week of August, 1914.
It may be urged that this story is not true, and in the strictest

sense of the word that may be so, but that facts to parallel

the story can be found is equally true. Considering it purely
as a novel, it is very dramatic work—but we prefer to con-
sider it as a book that should be produced wherever a
pacifist dare to raischis voice, for it would be difficult to
find a better antidote to the efforts toward a German peace.*****
There arc over six hundred pages in World Without End,

by W. E. Crisp ; if there had been about half as many the
story would probably have been far more convincing. The
aiithor is concerned mainly with elementary spiritualism, and
with the fact that the essential ego can never really know
itself in this life, since its true perceptions are clouded by
the purely human desires that arise from occupation of an
earthly body. It is a present-day story, dealing with the
iniquity of Germany, and not devoid ofa good deal of dra-
matic incident, though undue diffusencss rather militates
against the effects of otherwise striking scones.

()nc very good point that the author makes is the way in
which the Scandinavian nations stood by and watched,
knowing full ^vell the enormity of the German crime. Yet,
lor their own safety, the Scandinavian nations could have
done little else. Mr. Crisp, however, is not concerned with
expediencies, but with straightforward rights and wrongs,
and one thing to be said for his book is that it takes the reader
right out from twentieth-century materialism, in which
profit and loss count for more than anything else, to the
land of dreamers who put ideals first— the book is not life
as it is, but life as it ought to be. This view is ex-
pressed through purely material happenings ; although
the author deals with spiritualistic phenomena, he does it

fairly sanely and without undue stress.
The main fault of the work is the pressing need for condensa-

tion, and understanding of the fact that trifles only count when
they are relevant to character development or plot develop-
inent. The publishers emphasise the fact that this is a " full-
dress novel "

: We would that some of the superfluous
clothing had been removed hcloxQ the manuscript went to
the printer, and, with that for cavilling, willinglv acknow-
ledge the high motive which animated the writer in his work.

i
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The War in Palestine

Hebron, the City of Abraham
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DOMESTIC
ECONOMY

Names and addresses of slwps, ukeie the articles vientwned
can be obtained, will be forwarded on receipt of a postcard

addressed to Passe-Partout. Land iS: Water. 5, CItancery

Lane, W.C. 2. Any other information xiill be given on request.

Nothing is more prized by friends and
Waterproof Writing relations at home than letters from men

^''"*
at the Front, and few things will better

enable these to be written than sorne capital waterproof
writing cases. Through these rain simply cannot penetrate, so

that no matter how wet a man may get, his writing materials

remain dry.

The cases are of convenient shape, going into any reasonably
sized pocket, and each is fitted with a lead pencil as well as

a supply of writing paper. When the writing paper is finished,

or if it is not up to individual requirements, it can easily be
replaced by some writing materials of some other quality

—

as can be imagined, it is the case that is the thing, not the
easily changeable contents.

Better grade waterproof stationery wallets cost is. iid.,

by no means a ruinous proposition. Inexpensive though
they are, however, there are others even clioaper, these costing
one shilling each or lis. M. for a round dozen. Some gener-
ously minded ladies ha\-e been buying these wallets in dozens
to send to men of their husband's company or battery, and
the idea is a good one, this sort of present never being particu-
larly easy to find at any time.

War Workers'
AproDB

Since winter brings in its train moreoppor-
tunity for war-time sewing, some war
workers' aprons are bound to meet with

all the success they deserve—this, let it be said, is no little

matter. These aprons are specially designed to hold needles,
cottons, thread, scissors, knitting needles, wool, and anything
else in the same scale of impedimenta.

This is arranged by the capacious pocket going in kangaroo
fashion across the front. Any amount of room here to store
all sorts of things, preventing thereby the annoying way all

such articles have of hiding themselves if they are given so
much as half a chance. Apart from this too, tlie apron
guards the wearer's frock from harm, being a practical affair
with a bib, and not by any means one of those fly-away
affairs hardly meriting the title of apron at all.

The aprons in question are more fascinating than words
can say. Though their main object is utility,they are decora-
tive into the bargain, a combination bv no manner of means
as common as it might be. A fascinating example is in grey
and white duster check, with old gold linen borders, yet
another seems covered with roses, a rose-coloured cretonne
having rose-coloured hem, bordered pockets and bib.

It is difficult to pick out anv particular apron for mentioning
owing to the possibility that "it may be sold by the time these
words appear in print. Others equally charming, however,
will have undoubtedly taken its place.

Any amount of praise is due to some
gaiter over-boots, and women every-
where are enthusiastically giving it,

nothing else in this particular way so fully meeting their
needs. These over-boots, to all intents andpurposes, are much
like the invaluable " gums " we used to wear in days gone by
in Switzerland. They slipped over a light shoe in the way
these over-boots do, there being little to choose between
them in point of view of look.

And just in the same way, these gaiter over-boots protect
their wearer from hail, sleet and snow with all the gain to
comfort such protection means. Warworkers in the canteens
in France and elsewhere have long claimed these over-boots
as their own, and benefited accordingly. They are water-
proof—an additional and strong point in their favour, and
do up in the true snow-boot fashion, fastening across the front
with something strong in the way of a clip.

The price is i6s. 6d., and they can be bought of correct
size without any more bother than the sending of an old shoe
or its tracing on a piece of paper, should a personal visit for

Gaiter Over-
Boots

some cause or another be out of the question. The next
supply of these over-boots being uncertain, those now in

Stock should be secured while yet there is time.

Realising that not many people these
C'o'h St^es and days have a surplus stock of furs, and

" '
that even if they have, there are some

days when furs are not suitable, a clever firm have brought
out some delightful sets in various coloured satin cloth.

They ^are beautifully made and lined, and exceptionally
warm, in this way quite rivalling fur. The stole, crossing
over in pretty cosy fashion, has a fringed cloth end, aiming
at a finish it quite certainly imparts.wliile the muff is not one
whit behind in attraction, having a kind of plaited thong at
either end, tassel-finished and all that a well conducted muff
should be. This, like the scarf, is lined with ruched silk, no
detail being omitted to enhance still further its charm.
The price for the set complete is three and a half guineas

—

a price at which anything in the nature of good fur naturally
enough is unattainable now-a-days. These mui^s and stoles
of first-rate quality cloth, then, have their very particular
claim to our regard, and it is worth knowing they can be had
in black, white, grey, powder blue and tan.

The patriotically minded will rejoice in

Lie'de^'
Esprit de Liege, the best substitute for

Eau-de-Cologne. As a perfume it is

of surpassing virtue. Made from a carefully prepared formula
in which synthetics have no part, it is welcome as the flowers
in May and equally refreshing.

Synthetics, it may be explained, are the chemical products
which, though they may not be apparent at the time in per-
fumes containing them, become very much so as soon as the
first fragrance fades away. Their elimination from Esprit
de Liege makes this a lasting perfume, as fresh at the end as it

is at first, and hence trebly inviting.

Esprit de Liege is much appreciated in hospitals, many a
wounded man having benefited through the freshness and
fragrance it brings in its train. As a toilet water too, it is

quite unbeatable, just a few drops reviving the face and hands,
besides keeping them from getting flushed or rough.
As a Christmas present Esprit de Liege excels, and an

inexpensive gift it is into the bargain, bottles costing is. gd.,
2S. 5d., 5s. and los. 6d., according to size, or three good
sized bottles in a box working out at 7s. 6d. the lot.

xiTx. .11 n X.
Lavender at this time of year cannot be

Laven^r?^''
bought in the Streets for a song, but
nobod}' would know it who contents

themselves instead with " Linsasha," the lavender sachet
par excellence. And what, by any chance, could be a Yule
Tide gift of greater charm than the fascinating fragrant things
through which the inimitable scent of lavender, as it really is.

is brought within our doors.

Lavender sachets have existed before : but nothing can
(Tlipse the claims of Linsasha. Just one or two tucked in a
cupboard or. drawer perfumes not only the whole space, but
all that is in it, though there is not the least suggestion of the
over-scenting disliked by many.
As to price, this is the most accomodating affair—one by

itself without a box costing sixpence, postage one penny
extra, or one dozen in a neat box being 5s. 6d., with postage,
in this case, threepence extra.

A notable work in connection with the care of the wounded is that
being done at the Headquarters of the Sir Frederick Milner Hostels
for Deafened Soldiers, 26, Wilton Crescent, a house kindly lent by Lord
and Lady Lamington, where lessons in the art of Up-reading are given
to men who have lost their hearing in the war. The idea is that of
fitting these men to take up occupations from which the deaf are
as a rule, barred. The Committee appeals for funds to pay for the
upkeep of this establishment, and to teach trades and secure employ-
ment for men deafened on service. Any who wish to assist in this
praiseworthy work may send subscriptions to the Honorary Treasurers
Ol the Hostels, at the above address, by whom contributions will be
gratefully acknowledged.
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THE BOOTS
ro ORDER NOW
Faulkners'
NORWEGIANS

fitted

with their patent

Graemar
Wader Extension
which keeps you dry to the
thigh, and can be folded inside

boot when not in use.

Write for descriptive booklets
of Boots, Leggings and Spurs.

Also self - measurement ap-
paratus if unable to call. We
accept full responsibility as to
fit if the directions are care-
fully followed.

favilkner&Son
51 & 52 South Molton St.,

Bond Street, London, W.l
and 26 Trinity $t., Cambridge.
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The gift of the time—
the^"Land & Water" wrist-watch

As a gift for mtn in the Naval, Military
or Air Services—for active, energetic
civilians—in tact,-for every one, there is
perhaps, nothing so valued or so useful
as a " Land and Water " Wrist.watch

The fact that the "Land and Water"
wrist-watch carries the guarantee of a
Kritish firm with over a century's repu-
tation, that it can be regulated never to
lose or gain more than two minutes per
month, or roughly, at the most four
seconds per day, under all conditions, is
in Itself a wonderfiil tribute to the watch.

But, in addition, the " Land and Water "
wnst-watch has the advantage of being
dust and damp proof. The movement
IS fully jewelled and fitted with Micro-
meter Regulator to give fine adjustment,
while the watch is adjusted and com-

turr. fl^. > .

pensated for all positions and tcmnera-

wriJ«,.,l V-
^ shocks, jars, and stra ns to which awnst-watch is subject under severe Service conditions

Th* "LBtii and Water" Wrist Watoh
with unbreakable glass and lumin-
ous dial - - - £S

»^t Gold Modol, white dial £io 5
(Black Dial S>. extra.)

Slei-el Wrisikt ellra.

Look for the
FOX-HEAD

Label .

.-J^" "T'""?"" <•" you That the 'LnJand Wawr' ,,tch which you ^fnl me„u,V'°.months .eo hM kep, spletfdld li , VTnd",mM
lure. 1 always tali, it it. theli, w|,h mel^d
it haj na>cr varis.1, n„r have «v,„l t 3stomts had any Sect upon if I c,!nt dSt

DEPOTS FOR MILITARY DEXTERS
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'81-184 PICCADILLY VI \

AUSTIN REED, Ltd
MycHB^rL^^^-^ STREeV. w. i

Wallact Scott Sr Co. LIdAHhoUsaU). Glastow

Write for Illustrated Catalogue. Obtainable only from

BIRCH & GAYDON, Ltd.
Btiabliihed 1790

?:^t7Tr?T'T'"'t^''''^''"'''*'^'^'»'^''^^ ^ ff^ar Office.

( 4 ) ^S2 Fenchurch Street, London, E.Ci i

. .
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" TONNAGE IS VICTORY "

THE First Lord of the Admiralty, in his speech to

the House of Commons last week, declared that

" we must have ships and more ships and still more

ships." The Prime Minister, speaking at Gray's

Inn four and twenty hours later, caught up the same warning

and echoed it in the plurase :
" Victory is now a question of

tonnage and tonnage is victory." These two clear state-

ments are welcome. Circumstances have tended to obscure

the peril of loss of shipping, and though there have been

members of the House of Commons, notably Mr. George Lam-
bert, a former Civil Lord, who have consistently endeavoured

to obtain the actual truth of our losses, their endeavours have

not met with success, mainly because the Government continue

to hold the opinion that exact figures would tend to hearten

the eneniy rather than to encourage tlie people of these islands

to practise a more rigid economy. It is, of course, a matter

of opinion whether silence is the best policy where such grave

issues are at stake ; but, in any case, nothing could be plainer

than Sir Eric Geddes' own words :
" the submarine menace

is held but not yet mastered." This point of view gains new-

emphasis when convoys between our Northern ports and
Scandinavia are sunk by enemy cruisers. There is no margin
of shipping to spare, and it is the manifest duty of every

citizen to take thought for himself how by limiting his own
requirements he can help to save tonnage.

The Prime Minister has recently made two statements
which arc likely to produce a false impression. The first

was to the effect that the construction of merchant shipping

for 1917, combined with the tonnage which the country

was able to purchase, would reach a minimum of 1,800,000

tons. It has been frequently stated, and the statement has

never been denied, that we cannot hope to build as much
as one million tons of shipping this year. Taking this in

connection with the heavy toll on British shipping which

is indicated bv the weekly figures, together with Sir Eric

Geddes' statement that the enemy has not yet reached his

maximum output of submarines, the position is undeniably

serious. Tlje second misleading statement of Mr. Lloyd

George, from which, by the way, the First Lord was verj'

anxious to dissociate himself, was to the effect " I have no

fear of submarines." We venture to think that such an

attitude towards the submarine situation, if universally

adopted, could only lead to disaster. The most appropriate

comment on the subject is the criticism made by Sir Eric

Geddes :
" Our shipbuilding is not yet replacing our losses,

but amongst all the factors which go to the solution of this

problem, I deprecate the drawing of deductions from the

experience Q,f any one week or moritli, be it good or l)ad.

It is the general curve in each of the factors which we must

watch, and upon which we ihust base our policy and our

opinion as to ultimate results."

What steps arc being taken to cope with our losses ? It is

admitted that the only effective way of retrieving the position

is by an increase of output, since we .have not so far dis-

covered any adequate means of disposing of the submarine.
One of the means which has been adopted is the construction

of national shipyards. Mr. George Lambert, speaking in the

House of Commons, gave grave reasons for doubting the

wisdom of embarking on this new policy at this juncture. A
very able review of the policy appears in an article entitled

The National Shipyards in the current number of the

Spfclalor. If it is true : (a) that the private shipyards are at

present nothing like fully employed owing to their lack of

labour and materials ; that only single shifts are being worked
in tiu' private yards and that some slipwavs are empty, and
(b) that the National yards will not be able to launch a single

ship until the end of H)i8'; while some experts even consider

that none of these ships can be finished before 1919, it must
surely be madness to make such a drastic change in our ship-

building programme at this serious moment of the war. Has
the Prime Minister been wisely counselled ? It has been
freely stated that the Advisory Committee on Shipbuilding,

which includes among its members some of the most important
shipbuilders in the country, disapprove of the policy. The
scheme was initiated by General Collard, apparently in haste,

we hope we. shall not have to repent at leisure. This is a
subject which ought not to be closed, and if we have made a
mistake there is still time to retrieve it. We have had enough
of hastily-considered enterprises in this war.

We do not wish to deprecate in any sense the enormous
effort that is being made in the construction of British ship.

.

ping, more especially when due regard is paid to the heavy
demands on the man power of the country, and the immense
and increasing output of munitions of war. But what we are

concerned with is the need for plain statements and the

iteration of actual facts. Sir Eric Geddes has displayed a
frankness in this respect which was lacking in his predecessors,

and he deserves the compHment of imitation by other members
of the Government. Nothing could be more dangerops, or

more suicidal, than optimistic and unreliable utterances on
this important question. The Prime Minister has been an
offender in this respect. When he announced that five

eneniy submarines had been destroyed in one day, he created

an entirely erroneous impression—an impression which must
have been obvious, had he paused to weigh his words. Since

he evoked the ready cheers of the House of Commons with
this statement, its members have listened to the quiet an-

nouncement of the Admiralty that the enemy is building

submarines faster than we can sink them. We are now fully

aware the rate of destruction of the world's mercantile

tonnage is much greater than the rate of construction. These
truths are no doubt unpleasant, but there is no occasion

for alarm, provided the civil population exerts itself to restrict

the need for tonnage. We have to increase to the very

uttermost the home production of vital necessities.

The necessity for building tonnage, and tonnage on a
great scale is fully appreciated in AnK'rica. On another

page we give an illustration of an American standard steel

ship on the slips, for which we are indebted to the World's

Work of New York. This leading magazine, in the course

. of an important article on the output of American shipping,

asks: "Can the United States build 5,000,000 tons of

merchant shipping a year ? . . . Unless we liave an

enormous merchant fleet, the products of our factories and our

farms, to say nothing of our training camps, must remain in

our own country where they will render little service in

bringing the war to an end." It has been estimated that it

will require three million tons of shipping to bring an army
of 500, 000 men from America to France and keep it supplied :

or six million tons to bring over one million men, which, of

course, does not take into account the risks in transit. To
reahsc what these gigantic ligurcs mean, it is only necessary

to compare them witli tlie total tonnage of the world befon^

the war. We do not doubt the capacity and resources of the

United States, but we cannot ignore the immensity of the

task. It is .1 long way from the passing of estimates to the

completion of ships ; from the creation of an arnij' to its

presence in the fighting lin--
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The Brenta-Piave Battle
By Hilaire Belloc

IX
the midst of. an extmoidinarily and even suspiciously

candid "drum fire" throughout" tlie enoniy Press, pru-

plu'^ying great tilings upon the Western front in 1-"ranee,

it is n-markable that the chief effort actually undertaken
!'> the eneniv at the nionunt, and certainh' the one wliich

l>romises him most innnediale results,[is not tlierc liut in Itah'.

Thiri'lje has armio thished with \ery great recent victories :

there he has a \ast concentration of guns : there he is spending

men in great numbers and there, if he succeeds in his effort of

reaching the Plains, which he is slowly approaching, a true

>trategic result will follow immediateK . There also he

liopi-s not onlv for a strategic but for a political result.

It nuist be renieinlx red (looking- at it from the enenn's
point of view) that his decisive successes hitlierto have been

the political elimination of one factor after another, running

from nortli-east to south ui>on what used to be the great siege

ring aroinid him. Ho has occupied or brought into his alliance

the Balkans ; he has caused what used to be the Russian
Stati- to fall to pieces, and with this collapse he has made
certain of an armistice along his Roumanian front also.

Till' ne.xt logical step in such an order would be the attempted
elimination of Italy. Sliould he achie\e that end he coidd

tlien conci'utrate at once for his last throw with a superiority

he would then have acquii'td against the West.
\\'hether this be his plan or no, it is not onh' impossible to

det<^nun<'. but if it were his plan for tht' moment there is no
reason why it should contiiuu; to be so. All we can judge is

the chances of the position, following fropi its known factors,

and those in the first ]>lace lead one to believe in a special

effort against Italy -and in the second place show-—as a

matter of fact, that this effort is actually being made at tlie

nfomcnt.
Of the various sectors of the Italian front upon which he may

act and has acted in the immediate past, one, that between the

Ihcnta and the Piave. is the theatre of his present offensive.

Between the- Brenta and the Piave is a distance of about
12 miles. H is upon this sector that, in the ])ast week, the

heaviest effort of the enemy has been madc^wards materially

increasing his pre.-ient advantages in the war.-

I propose to examine this sector and to explain the general

lines upoji whicli the attack has taken place and its measure
of succfss.

'The so-called line of the Piavt- whicli our Italian Allies

took up after their heavy defeat at the end of October is in

reality concerned only in part with that insufficient river

obstacle. The Italian Third Army does indeed run down the
line of the" Lower Pia^•e from the point where the stream
lca\es the mountain to the marshes and lagoons of the
-Vdriatic coast. But the line continues eastward from tlie Upper
Piave through the mountains, another 40 odd miles, to the Adige.
These remaining 40 niiks are dearly divided by nature intf)

two sectors, the common boundary of which is the deep
valleTi- of the Brenta. The fictirr jjart of each of these sectors
i"s much tile same in length, 12 miles separating the Brenta
from the i)oint we.^t of Asi;tgo where the present pressure
(•( a^ps, another 12 miles sejiarating the Hrenta from the

These three sectors correspond exactly to the three main
Italian bodies.

The 1st Italian Army runs from the Adige to the Brenta ;

the 4th from the Brenta to the Pia\'e, while along the Pia\'c

itself lies the .^rd Italian Army.
Let us first ]iremise what must be perfectly clear to anyone

who knows the character of these ri\-ers or who even consults
the ma)) alone!

The line thus taken up was strategically weak as compared
with the much stronger line of the .Adige. The reason of this
coni])arati\e weakness being I-'iysf, that the line of the Piave
was not per|)en(lictilar to its communications, but in more
than half its length parallel to those c(jnimunications -.and

\ery clo.se to them. When your line is perjKndicular to yoni
communications as in tlie Sketcli (11) annexed any set back
only makes you retreat along your communications, which
remain intact. But when your communications are nearly
l)arallel to your line—as in (11)—then any setback may cut
your communications. That is the jxisition on the Italian

.
front. The main communications run along the plain under
the mountains and the. Piave line for nearly two-tlyrds of

its lengtli ])arallel to those communications and onlj- a few
miles away from them.

Second, that the Piave is no true inilitar\- obstacle save in

(piite the last few miles of its course, whereas the Adige is a
(ieep, broad and swift river with drflicnlt muddv banks.

'riiirdly, that the whole line (not the jiart which follows
the Pia\-e alone) is longer than the line of the Adige, if we
mean h\ the line of the Adige a line following that river and
cutting across to the Po, where the .Xdige turns to the sea
at Kovigo.

l-'oiirthly, that the line of the Adige repo.scd jecureh- upon
two flanks, one on tlu' Po, a very broad and very rapid ri\(T
exceedingly difficult r to cross under any reasonable measure
of ojiposition proceeding from a modern defensi\e : tlie other
S:Cured by the \-ery xHfficult mountain system to the west of
f-ake Garda, withtinly one road pass, higli and easy of defence,
by which it conld beiurned.

In other words, the line of the Adige would compel the
enemy to a frontal attack upon a short front, and that front
defended by a. formidable obstacle. The so-called lines of the
Piave give the defensive a longer front to hold, with only part
of it defended by an obstacle and that obstacle an inferior
obstacle, and above all it lays the defen.sivc under the peri!
of being turned in flank and finding its commnnications-
which run parallel to it—cut, if a push from thi' mountain-
should succeed in reaching the main railways on the Plain.
The reason that the worse of the two lines was taken up

was a political reason, and at tliis stage of the war political
reasons liave a much higher value than they had e\en some
months ago. It was imperative in the judgment of those be.st

fitted to weigh the circumstances that Venice should be pre-
served, and also the rich towns and district lying on the Plain<
east of the Adige. On this account were the" lines of the Piave
taken up when the long-prepared lines of the Tagliamento.
upon which it had been hoped to stand, were found untenable
under the still tremendous momentum of the enemy's advanc e
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by troops still shaken as \Mre tlie_ dekiidii;g troops by tlicic...

recent disasters. .,
' - yj

,

'*"^

The Piavc line with all its inconvehienees naving thus h6cn '

determined upon and ultimately heavily reinforeed by large

liritish and l""rench contingents, it was clearly the enemy's
game to turn it from the north. It would not jjrotit him much to

force the lines on the Piave itself, merely compelling a further

retreat along communications perpendicular to that front.

Hut if he could come down from the mountains in the north,

that is, upon the Itahan left flank on to the Plain only a few
miles awav, he would cut the main Italian conunnnications

and round up the great mass of his 0])ponents. Following
upon his first successes it would certainly be a decision.

The further to the west this turning movement might
succeed, the greater would be its results, and the enemy was
concerned only with holding the Italians upon the Piavc by
attempted crossings in no great force, while he carried out this

turning movement from the north and the mountains.
In that turning movement he is still occupied and, though

its fortunes are not yet determined, the delay which the resist-

ance has caused, the falling snow, the moral effect of so success-

ful a defence, all increase the chances of our Ally and of our

own troops in this region, and make the present moment an
excellent one for surveying the position as u whole.

After the first rush of the pursuit from the Isonzo to the
Tagliamento and from this river to the Piave, nothing serious

was to be feared until the enemy should have brought up his

hca\y pieces and, what is a slower business, should haVe
accumulated his munitions for a general bombardment. It

is clear that his original success upon the Isonzo was quite
beyond his own expectations, for he had prepared nothing t(>

the north upon his light to cut otf the Italian retreat. It was

11

CoinmujzLca^cons

>omc weeks before his preparations ujxjn this right wing in the
mountains were even partly completed. Infantry attacks,
s.upportcxl'by a moderate weight of artillerv, took place indeed
from as early as the second week in Xovomber. But that
d(.-cisi%e effort with heavy guns which we had so long been
expecting and before the advent of which nothing taking place
upon these lines was of anv real moment, was not begun
until the end of the month.

riie first great concentration of pieces was mad<> where the
fruits of it, if they could have l)een gathered, would have been
most effective, to wit, upon the west, that is, upon the Asiago
Plateau, called also the " Sctte Communi.'" It has been
estimated that some two thousand pieces of all calibres were
wfjrking here in the first week of December, upon a sector,
the extreme limits of which were Ijttle over 2i),oo() yards, and
the active part of which was much less. Siich a concentration
coiTcsponds to the other great offensives in this war, the late
one upon the Isonzo and tho.se of Verdun and the Trentino
last year.

Tlie attack which followed this tremendous bombardment
was partially successful. It carried the .salient of high jjcaks,
the apex of which was the Castelgomberto, and here llattened
out the hne, but it did not come down to the Plain by many
miles. It still left the lower part of the Brenta \'allev in th"c

hands of the Italians, and also left solidlv in their hands the
last wall or escarpment of the Alps, which defends the Plain.
Putting the matter in its broadest lines, this, the first great
enemy effort after the bringing up of his guns, failed. He
could claim many prisoners—he claimed, I think, about 15,000
in all—the driving of the Italians down from the higher peaks
to the lower, and the reduction of the great salient of Castlc-
gomberto, which the Italians had previously held ; but hehad
not broken through to the Plains, nor accjuircd the whas
li.idiiig down to the. Brenta roads and raihva\-.

riiis fir?l attempt, in the first week of December, on the

extreme Italian left against the Italian 1st Army, was undcr-
talcen l).y:,\u.strifin forces- uncler General Conrad. Its object
\vas.to reach the BrcHta Valley by a direct thrust down that
lijie and along the west side of the deep and rough ravine
called the Frenzcla and by the easier Gaderia ravine. His
operation was so far successful that—as we have seen—it

cleared the high peaks to the north by December 4th, ai^d

thrust the Italians from the Sisemol Height which dominatjiis

the Frenzella and from Tondareca and the Badalecche, whifh
(kiniinate the Gadena. But it did not force a way down
either of those two \alleys. The Italians fell back on-a
position of lower heights, which still bar the way down tlu^

ravines. To the west of the Frenzela they still held tlie

Seller and to the east the Sasso Kosso, while betweeii the
Gadena Ravine and the Brenta they held the hill of Alcssi,

which overlooks San Marino in the Brenta Valley. ?an
Marino, that is, the mouth of the Brenta, could still be held
mitil the enemy .should be able to throw the Italians right back
from the Bcretta Pass and the Caprile Pass on the other sidb
of the Brenta, and this,' as we shall .see, is what he was trying
up to last Saturday to effect, and partly succeeded in effecting.

In order to get San ]\Iarino and master the Gadena Valley
way down from the mountains to the main Brenta Valley, he
began a new series of attacks east of that ri\er for the pos-
session of the Caprile and Brenta passes.

We find them massing, therefore, for this .second effort

(which is not yet completed) an even lafger mass of
artillery, some 2^500 guns in the 12 miles between the Brenta
and the Piave.

This critical action, which is still in progress at the moment
of writing, opened upon Tuesday. December ittli.

It has fallen, roughly speaking, into. two divisions so far.

The first was the enormous—but not decisive-- tljrce days
attacV of Tucsda\-. \\'ednesday and Thursdav of last week,
December nth. 12th and i.^.th. .Among "its objectives
going from west to east, were the Monte Spinoncia, the Mpnte
Solarolo. and the Pass of the Bear, or Col del I'Orso—a very
vigorous thrust iipon a front of about six miles ; but the
crucial sector was west oif all these, and concerned the Caprile
.1.1(1 Baretta Passes over the range which overlooks the Brenta,
and the fight for these formed the second operation.
A second chapter opened about a week after the firsfchapfer

had closed.

The enemy, for tlie moment, gave up his effort against the
extreme western part of the line and struck last week in the
central sector, between the Brenta and the Piave, the sector
hi;Id by the Italian fourth Army. As we have seen, a success
of his here \\ould not have the" same full fruits as would one
upon the Asiago Plateau. On the other hand, since the first

effort on the Asiago Plateau had failed, this second best had
•ertain advantages in its favour. The distance from the
iiiemy lines to tlie 'Plains was far less—upon the extreme
eastern point he was already right ujion the edge of the es-
carpment—and his communications for bringing" material uj)
>over the higli hills were, upon the whole, better.

This main <flort opened upcm l-'ridav.morning last, the 14th.
upon the Caprile .Tud Beretta Passes." The first was reaciie(i
by the enemy, but apparently- not cro.ssed. The attack upon
the second was checked by an' Italian counter-attack, and does
not seem, .so far as the rather general terms of the communi-
ques from both sides inform us, to have had the same.suco^ss.
But the movement as a whole was checked, and registered uplo
that Saturday morning, the i5tli,oniyan insignificant advance,
while the ])risoneis of all kinds claimed by the encmv in tlii-

three davs numbered but .;,ooo in the fluctuating strugdc.
Though, then, on Friday last, so far as v<- can judge ifoiii

the ^hort de-patches to hand, he was stil fightiir^ lor
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possession of the Caprilp, on the next he did more.
For, by Saturday night the enemy liad here achieved a cer-

tain measure of success, which we must not overlook.

It is' true that he had only advanced by some three-quarters

pi a mile, and that only upon one point—but the ]>oint was
a ver\- .important one : that point of the Caprile Pass upon
wlridi a'.uch depends. As long as the Caprile Pass was held

the ridge . dominating the Brenta valley here, cut off the enemy
from aco,'ss to it or from observation of it from the east.

But with Xhc enemy once on the top of this ridge and over it

—

which is now the case at the point of the Caprile Pass, he
dominates and overlooks the outlet of the Gadena Valley.

He can rKAv secure complete possession of the Gadena
Valley inctading San Marino at its mouth, and of the
heights ovesiooking it from either side, he lias a second
and most important avenue of approach, suj^plcmcnting
his direct pressure down the Brenta by columns coming down
the Gadena. Of the various converging roads to the Plain
only the rough and difficult Frenzela will still be closed to him.
If the Frcnzeki should go it is difficult to see how his further
progress down to Bassano could be prevented. Of course,

his success at the Caprile is still under question. Only obscr\a-
tion upon the spot could tell one how far his trenches on the
south-western side of the Pass are either overlooked or enfiladed
by neighbouring Italian positions, but we cannot afibrd to over-
look the fact that, at the moment of. writing and according to
the latest despatches then available, the enemy has secured
what is geographically the key to the middle of the Brenta
ravine.

Meanwhile, the positions further to the east, right up to
the Piave itself, remained what they had been for many days
past. The enemy was held well to the north of that great
mass called ^Mouiit Grappa, which stands on the edge of the
Plain and overlooks it all. He came nowhere really near the
Plain save at the last high point before the Pia\'e, called Mount
Tomba.
The exact position on Mount Tomba is not very easy to

ascertain from various accounts given, and yet it would be
of great importance for us to know the situation precisely,
because Mount Tomba directly overlooks the Plain, and if its

summit be permanently and securely in the hands of the enemy
it means that the enemy has observation of the best kind over
the Plain.

Now most of the French and Englisli accounts we have re-
ceived tell us in the clearest manner, the summit is in the hands
of the enemy, and I have myself repeated that statement in
these columns upon the only evidence available, and the state
mcnt was made long before the end of last month. But here
comes evidence from the enemy's side, printed on the 29th of
November in a German paper, "the Vossischc ZciUing. over the
signature of a correspondent called Ross, to the effect that
of the two rounded licights. the one nearlv 400 feet below the
other, only the lower one is in the hands of the Austro-Germans.
The highest summit is called upon military maps ", Hill 870
Metres," the lower one " Hill 715 Metres," and, according to
the German correspondent with a Scotch name, the enemy is

not only overlooked from above by the Italians, but badly
harassed by them through this advantage they have.

A Demand for Unity
The winter and spring months before us will prove, as

everyone knows now, the most critical period of the whole
war. The reasons of this are also familiar to everyone.
They consist in the betrayal of the Alliance by the cosmo-
politan anarchists who are running the Russian towns, coupled
with the first immediate effect of this, the heavy Italian defeat
still only a few weeks old—while the weight of America cannot
be brought to bear uiitil well on into the fighting season of
1918. ,

But over and above the^ appreciation of . our difficulties
and of the ver>? heavy -stram immediately before us, there
must be equally appreciated the imperative demand for
unity, and unity lies in three things. Command in the field,
war aims, and discipline at home.

Unity of command has been spoken of, if anything, too
much. We will return to it only for a moment. Unity of
aim common to the various Allies has been obscured by
wanton discussion and must be restored. But there is a
third form of miity equally essential and perhaps more
difhcult to obtain. It is domestic unity and voluntary
acceptation of a political discipline which is as vital to the
coming struggle as any other factor—even as mihtary disci-
])line itself.

Unity of command, the first of the three aspects of unity in
the Alhance, has been ill-defined as the necessity for a single
commander, acting with his single will. It "has already

been shown in these columns how extravagant and even
fantastic is such a claim, and how the ideal of unity of com-
mand between various equal and federated Allies must aim
at somethmg very different. I am glad to see that this
obvious but cardinal point has been supported in the last
few days by that military writer who carries by far the most
weight of all upon the Continent, I mean M. Bidou of the
Debals newspaper. It is perhaps characteristic of the modern
Press that his remarks were quoted in London with his nami;
so misspelt as to be unrecognisable, and without insistence in
any leading article or in any message from a Paris corre-
spondent. His pronbuncement was nofie the less of the very
first importance. No one hears more than he does of French
mihtary opinion or is more trusted for his judgment. He
has pointed out in the clearest possible manner that unity of
command in the case of such an Alliance as ours depends
wholly upon the co-ordination of wills— in plain language
upon getting on well with our Allies—and not at all upon
some theoretical scheme for subordinating each national
command to one arbitrary head. M. Bidou has put tin-
argument so well that I need do no more than repeat it

., 11 . .('r
^^ys '" '''f'^ct), " you could turn the United States

tlie British Empire, the Itahan Kingdom and the French
Kepubhcinto one political group having at the head of it an
irresponsible mihtary despot, if, in a word, you could make
something hke one nation of them, and that "nation organisfd
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as a military despotism, it would obviously be (from the

merely military point of view) of advantage—always sup-

])osing that such despotism was efficient on the military side.

Kut one lias only to state such a theoretical conception to

-how its absurdity. The whole point of the Alliance is that

it is a congeries of free and different peoples fighting the

mechanical force of Prussia. You would, by attempting to

!,'ive one man supreme command over such diverse national

elements, wantonly create, and that in an indefinitely high

degree, friction which is the great enemy of efficiency in any
machine. As a matter of fact, you always have a more ex-

cellent co-ordination and understanding between tiie various

staffs than has ever been attained in any previous Alliance,

and to tamper with a state of affairs already excellent would
be to niin the only practical working method available."

Unity of aim between the Allies is attained at once if we
define it as the Premiers both of France and of England
ha\-e defined it within the last fortnight ; they have defined

it as Victory.

The moment you propose to discuss in detail what you will

do after victorj^ you are wantonly borrowing trouble. Upon
the form, the extent and the date of victory a hundred details

of future reconstruction will depend. The very hopes or

demands of each partner to the Alliance overlap the corre-

sponding hopes or demands of others. There will have to

be judgment of the most delicate kind, patient dealings and
comprehension. There will have, too, to be time, leisure

and a ma.ss of expert work added as ingredients to any final

settlement. None of these can be added in the crisis of the

struggle ; and meanwhile short of victory—that is, short of

the putting out of action of the Prussian military machine

—

all discussion of a settlement is undignified and futile. Those
who say that the Prussian military machine cannot be put out
of action, that is, those who accept defeat and consequently
(iropose surrender, do not seem to perceive that tlie settle-

ment following such action would be a settlement confirming
>very evil principle against which civilised Europe put up

* this just defensive war.
I f there be anj'one who imagines that an undefeated Prussia

\v-ill rclea.se the Danes or the Poles, will permit the Magyar-
Gorman combination to release Serbs or Roumanians, or the
Southern Slavs of Croatia ; will give up the gieat road to the
East ; will restore the freedom of the Black Sea or of the
Baltic, and will consent to undo its vile work of enforced
exile and artificial,colonisation in the districts it victoriously
annexed a generation ago, he is Uving in a totally unreal
world. He is living in a world equally unreal if he imagines
that the precedents created by Prussia and by Prussia alone
in the present war—the bombardment of open towns from
air, sea and land, the enslavement of occupied territories,

indiscriminate murder at sea, and the contemptuous neglect
of solemn treaties— will not remain precedents in full use for

the future if their authors emerge from this war unpunished.
And if he does not see that such methods are the doom of

thin industrial island in particular ; that this country much
more than any other is vulnerable to such methods, and that
to her above all they are mortal, he is beyond argument.

Unity of aim means the clear declaration for each and all

the Allies that their aim is victory ; and victory- is no vague
and rhetorical word. It has here a precise' meaning which
we will repeat. It means the putting out of action of the
Prussian military machine.
The failure to achieve this is the opposite of victory and is

defeat. To accept defeat before it has been inflicted, with
every force still intact, with vast armies still in process of re-

cruitment, and with .>^uch. powerful aid arriving in the near
future, to accept defeat under such circumstances gratuitously,
to bestow it as a sort of gift upon an enemy who has not yet
been able to impose it, would be a thing unprecedented in
the history of even those little dynastic struggles which
seemed so important in the immediate past of Europe : in a
struggle of this kind it would be self-destruction deliberately
acccpt<?d.

I f , after the sharp reaction of the last few weeks, there be any
who still propose such a policy, it can only be because they
do not appreciate what the Alliance is. One party to the
Alliance cannot say to its fellows :

" I find myself unable to
bear a strain which you have borne. I do not propose to run
the risks of suffering what you have suffered. I liave attained
my objects— I am now indifferent to yours," without ruining
itself as well as the body of which it is a member. Only an
extreme isolation of the mind, or an extreme ignorance of the
past, or both combined, can explain such an attitude. And
to this argument one may add what should surely by this

time be patent to all, that, of the various members of the
.\lliancc none will be more permanently the object of tenacious
future attack, political and e.onomic, and, if nccessarv", mili-

tary, upon the part of an imdefeatcd Prussia, tliaii Great'
Britain and the British Empire. There may be accommodation
elsewhere—but here certainlv there will be no accommodation.

It is a little shameful even to have to argue such things, even
to have to rebut such pretensions, but as they have been pat
forward they nmst be met, though that as briefly as possible.

There remains the third aspect of unity, less obvious, I

think, and yet equally essential—-unity at home ; the civil

discipline which is more essential than ever to the conduct
of the war.
The period immediately in front of us will demand this

action after a fashion to which the country and the Press is

unaccustomed. From the sham battles of professional party

politics (now dead and gone, but still leaving their habits

behind them), to the really, serious divisions of opinion—such

as those upon Ireland—there is so long a tradition of discussion,'

and of action stronger than discussion, that it is difficult for

such a society as this to arrest "the momentum of it at short

notice.

Quite apart from the sort of debate and argument which
gets things done—and that is a very small proportion of the

whole—there is a long rooted public manner of taking sides

upon almost any question, for little more than the pleasure

of the debate. It has always filled and still largely fills the

Press and the conversation of men. Now in a moment of

acute crisis, in a moment which is really vital in the full sense

of tliat word, even discussion of this sort is an error. Opinion
is inflamed under the great strain of the time, and what might
be in peace criticism at the most, or at the least mere verbiage,

may suddenly become a grave irritant.

Scapegoats

But there is something much graver than the fixed habit
of opposing discussion and criticism of men and measures.
It is the tendency in the last phase of an exceedingly difficult

struggle to blame and upset the individuals who happen to be
nominally responsible for the public conduct of affairs. The
making of scapegoats is the easiest of all tasks, as it is the most
demagogic, and in a period of doubtful war full of minor
reverses, it is the most fatal. The truth is that it matters
exceedingly little in the conduct of a campaign, and especially

in its last stages, who the civilians may be that are given
the advertisement (and emoluments) of nominal power.
The temper of the workshops, the efficiency and elasticity

of the Civil Service, most of all the moral and material state

of the armies and navies—these are the things that determine
the issue. What particular pohtician may have to answer
questions in Parliament for this or that department makes
exceedingly little .difference save, indeed, upon the negative
side. A mart may be so vain and foolish as to interfere with
his nominal subordinates in their own trade—of which he can.

by definition, know nothing—and by that interference rriay

do great harm. But the idea that he can do positive good,

or that by putting one politician up in the place of another any
appreciable acceleration of effort can be obtained, is the merest
moonshine.
On the other hand, to disturb the existing combination of

poUticians,to ask for a re-shufflingofwhat are only counters,and
to reinforce those personal recriminations, personal ambitions
and personal hatreds, of which the political world is full, and
on the play, indeed, of which it normally depends, is to pro-

voke a fatal division of energy. For heaven's sake let us leave

all that alone until the victory is won. None of the citizens

in any of the Parliamentary countries are at all proud of their

Parliamentarians. We are not peculiar in this. It is true

of all the modern nations which have now tested these cormpt
little oligarchies and found them wanting. But war, and
esi>ecially such a war as this, and more espacially the heaviest

moment of such a war, is not the time for a theoretical dis-

cussion of institutions, or a practical change in them. Let us

remember that the reconstruction that ipust come at the end
of hostilities will breed the gravest, the most profound, and
therefore, perhaps, the most violent dissensions we have
known. When that moment arrives, the personal preten-

sions, which we all despise, will be consumed in the heat

of great popular emotions, and under the glare of complete

pubhcity—for if there is one thing mere certain than another

it is that the old hypocrisy which prete hded greatness, in almost

any public figure, and which protected the politicians from
hearing the truth about themselves—\Fill be utterly impossible

when the real passions which will fill, the years, succeeding

are at work. The rearrangcmtnt of S(Ociety will give to every

critic and to every enthusiast as much opportunity as he could

desire—probably far more than he \»'ill like ; and whether
that arrangement shall be a renewal of the national life or a
disaster depends entirely upon whethier we succeed or fail on
th" field of battle. The social temper after the war will

depend entirely for its character upon, whctherwe have enjoyed
victory or suffered defeat. L(>t us, lihen, by a stritrt disciphne

during these last months of the wax, do the only thing that

civilians can do for victory.which is to be silent acd to obev.

H. Belloc
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M Gaillaux
By J. Goudurier de Chassaigne

December 20 ; 191

7

I?.HALI.
never forgot the first time 1 met M. Josoj)h

Caillaux. It was in tlie sparious and imposing room

wliicli is used at tlie Mini-trv of tlRHnterior b.y tJie Minister

ill otiice as liis bureau. Behind' a large and beautiful

table which reminded one of the past glories of rrencji oabiiu-t-

niaking, a dapper little man sat in a gilt armchair. His

.face was all smiles and full of lil\-. with bright expressive eyes

set under an extraordinary forehead which seemed nevi-r to

stop, and looked as if it went to the very back of an almost

completeh- bald head, which evoked the image of an innninsc

smooth and shiny, billiard ball.

•

I had hardly entered the room when tlie little man jumpid

up from his seat and came to me cordially with out-stretched

hand. \ brief introduction was made by my friend, -M.

(ruppi, then Minister of Justice in the Cabinet whose President

was M. Caillaux. With the gesture of a man who wastes no

time in unnecessary formalities, the President motioned me
into the big armchair next to the large tabic. M. Cruppi,

who took but little share in our conversation, let himself

fall into auotlur armchair by the fire. TlKai, if I "WV say

, so, the curtain was rung uj) on one of the most extra-

ordinary scenes which it has ever been my privilege to witness

in my long life as a jouriialist. >

It was a Sunday morning in the beginning of October, 1911.

tp.be 9cci\rate, ()ctober >Sth, during the hill which preceded

the signing of the I'Vanco-Gennan convention of Xowmber
4th. 191 1. The French Government had embarked in

difficult negotiations with Spain concerning Morocco, and

the. fruit of all our efforts in Berlin might easily have been

compromised through a rupture with the Spaniards. It was
to discuss this aspect of the Moroccan problem that M. Caillaux

through M. Cruppi, had requested me to come to Paris.

A Personal Interview

.\t the opening of our interview, M. Caillau.K asked mc
what was, in my opinion, the real feehng in luigland, and es-

pecially in pohtic circles on the Morocco question. He listened

to me attentively, smoking all the while a penny cigar which,

as. I \vas able to discover for myself while smoking its twin

brother, was not e\en worth that price. When I had finished

my surVcy of the situation Irom the English point of view, M.
Caillaux got up from that gilt armchair in which I had seen

M. Briand sitting a few months before. He began to pace

up and down the room, his arms crossed behind his back,

chewing his cigar. Suddealy he stopped, and pulling nervously
at his dark moustache, said :

" I want to go to London.
^'ou must arrange a luncltcon with Mr. Asquith. Only the three

of us should be there. >Iy journey must be secret. I shall

only be awaj- from Paris for 24 hours, but I must discuss

rapidly with Mr. Asquitli the whole .\frican question. I will

offer him a complete rca.iljustment of the map of Africa. .\N'e

will exchange colonics arid territories according to our common
interest. We shall easily come to an understanding, for Asquith
and I are two practical men, he, because he is English, and 1

because I am a business man. We will settle in three hours
what these fools ai diplomats would take years not to settle.

In exchange foV tin; concessions I am willing to make to England
I shall ask .\sqnLtlv.to promise me his strict neutrality towards
the Pranco-Spunis^h negotiations. Of course, England ought
to back n> against Spaui, but if, as you believe, they have made
up their minds to adhere strictly "to their past agreements, I

shall only insist 011 their remaining honestly neutral in this

matter. Of cc-wrse, this interview with Asciuith must be
known to nobody but yourself and our friend here," and he
jH>inted with his cigar to M. Criqipi.

But," 1 beo.an, " you do not mean to say that you want
mc to go l*,hind the fiick of our Ambassador in l,ondon, M

.

Paul Cambon ?"

.-\t this remark M. Caillaux exploded, and told me with
a choice of expressions which do not Ixar reproduction in

l)rint, what he thought of diplomacy in general, an<l of the
two brothers Cambon ini particular.

' He said he had alread\
mentioned to M. Paul •Cambon his great scheme for the ex-
change of French and t'.nglish territories in .Africa. If, however,
the latter (Rd not liurr} ? uj) and obtain some results, it would-
be the worse for his brother, M. Jules Cambon, our Ambassa-
dor in Berlin. Should tli.- Franco-German negotiations
fail, as was still very p r)ssible, .M. Jules Cambon would pa\-
for it. .Moreover, addec l M. Caillaux. it was quite likely that
French public opinion w tuild not swallow the Congo pill with
<rut a general redivisioiK rf the nuq) of .Africa, and a diplomatic
success at the expense of Spain.
Then followed bitter criticism of the policy of M. Paul

Cambon towards Spain, \\hich I had trood reason to know

had been straightforward, honorable and patriotic.

I c(3uld stand no more, so interrupting M. Caillaux, T ex-

claimed :
"

I refuse .to accept any mission behind the back of

M. Paul Cambon, firstly, for private reasons, for he has

honoured me with his confidence ever since I have known him.

But, apart from this, let mc tell you that he has been the best

servant vour country has ever had in ICngland. He enjoys

the entire conlidence" of the Prime Minister and of Sir Edward
Grey, and Englishmen are not pfone to trust anyone lightly.

.\ pVojJosal from \ou direct, or from anybody else acting on

vour suggestion, will certainly not be acceptable to them. To

act outside our .Ambassador, would not only be, as far as I

am concerned, an act of dishiyalty, but also an act ot

stupidity."

This argument seemed to go home.

"Well," said M. Caillaux, " tell him what you like ana

arrange the luncheon as you think best."
"

I am afraid," said I,
" that also is impossible, for the

simple reason that the Prime Minister of France cannot leave

Paris even for 24 hours, and especially during the present crisis,

without all the German spies here disco\-ering where he had

gone to. Think of the tifect it would have not only on public

opinion in h'rance, but also in tiermaiu', if it were known that

you have gone in secrecy to confer with the Prime Minister

of England. You would be accused at once of arranging a

definite alliance with lingland. l-Iveryone would believe

that we are on the eve of declaring war against Germany

with the consent of the English, and with the certitude that

they are coming into the fight with us

1 spoke with energy, and M. Cruppi, who knew mc well,

was good enough to approxe my point of\icw. He, too,

eulogised the two Cambons, and assured M. Caillau.x that I

Jiad some knowledge of English politics and politicians.

Suddenly M. Caillaux subsided intf) silence ; then

])irouetted on his heels, and sat in his armchair. Lighting

another jiennv cigar, he puffed away at the evil-smelling

smoke and said quictlv :
" .After all you are right, I cannot

go to London. But do the best \-ou can v-outself, see Mr.

.\squith, sav what you pleas(> to il. Cambor : only trv to

get' practical results. Then if you succ^eed, write to M.

Cruppi, and let us sec what happens."

In reply to' this appeal I n-marked that however much
honoured"! felt by his confidence, I thought it useless to

make officially or unofficially such a jjrojiosition to the British

Government.' I felt certain that the Prime Minister would

new^r consent to any general scheme involving a revolution

in the organisation oi the Enghsh colonies in Africa. He
would never adopt M. Caillaux's policy to cut and piece

together in one afternoon British spheres of inlluencc in

.\frica. A British statesman would inevitably refer the

matter to the different departments involved, and ask for

reports, necessitating long en(]uiries, from the variou-

Ministcrs. It might take months, even years, before such a

scheme could be prepared and matured.
One must give il. Caillaux his due. That violent and

choleric little man, who is always ready to fight, has none

of that false dignity which resents criticism. A mere
nobody like myself got as fair a hearing from him that da\-.

as any of his colleagues would have obtained : and though

I refused the impossible task he wanted to put on my shoulders,

we parted good friends. At that moment I knew nothing of

his secret negotiations with the (ierman (jovernment. 1 only

realised that in his ap])arent patriotic fervour he was willing

to quarrel with any nation which did not do exactly what
he wanted to ensure the success of his policy. Had he not

said tome, with a violence which gave mc furiously to think,

that if England backed Spain against France, we should

(|uarrel with her, and this after Agadir !

When I left the Ministry of the Interior, after our con-

\-ersation which liad lasted nearly two hours, I could not

stifle the imi)ression that I had been discussing grave political

and diplomatic questions with a madman. His brusque
gestures, his sudden fits of jjassion which made his bald head
turn scarlet, his exaggerated notions on foreign politics, his

complete lack of psychological insight into the feelings of

other nations, forced me to tlie conviction tliat something was
missing in that otherwise remarkably quick and compre-
liensive mind. His cynical remarks, his contempt for the

most elementary rules of private or public loyalty, and even
honesty, proved to me that what I had previously heard
'oncerning his legendary amorality was not mere idle gossip.

.\nd I came to the conclusion that M. Caillaux was not really

so intelligent as he seems at first, owing to his gi-eat facility

of s]X'ech and the lightning quickness of his repartees. During
our fong talk he had sliowr. no real common sense, and if a
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\uuiit; and untic'iincd.nian, a# I was th-en, had not })ointed out
^onic tvidont objections to his policv, he was quite ready to'

throw himself, liead lirst, into the most impossi'ole adventiue.
Had I not prevented his doing so, he would in all proba')ilit\-

liave come to London secretly, where he would certainly ha\e
met witli a polite rebuff from Mr. Asquith, and other well-

deserved snubs which might have led to consequences,
from which Ijoth our countries would have suffered.

And to-day the wliolc of JI. Caillaiix's public and jirivate

life demonstrates the same lack of real intelligence, the same
lack of cctfiimon sense.

A Creature of Impulse

Periiaps one migiit best d>'scril)e him as a creature of
impulse, with no notion of what ordinary men call riglit or
wrong. By training he is an expert in all questions of finance,
having belonged during the years of his youth to the Corps of
Insprctors of Mnance. At the same time, he has alwa\s
ini.xed himself up in financial affairs and in dealings on the
Stock lixchange, with the result tliat he came to applv to
higher politics the methods of an ordinary stockbroker.
When shares go ujj he buys for all he is worth ; when they
go down his only thought isto sell a bear as quickh- as possible,
regardless of consequences to anylwd^- but himself. He has
(lealt with the affairs of nations as he used to deal on the
Stock Exchange. In that market the only idea is to make
money. In politics M. Caillaux's moti\e was to reach the to|)
of the ladder, and to get there by all and anv means. As
long as England served his aims he was her friend^ i)ut if bv any
.chance she did nnt fall in with his tortuous devices, he was
prepared to turn against her immediately. He ga\e one the'
impression of a gambler who thinks only of the present, and is

unable to remember the past or to foresee the future.
Thus wheji M. Caillaux requested me to snlimit to the

liritish Government in a friendly and non-oificial cai)acity
his scheme for the wholesale rearrangement of the Africaii
map. he was betraying, I am sure unconsciously, but all the
>anie betraying, the most sacred interest;* of liis country. He
was willing to consent to any iilan, even if more favoural)le
to England than to France,, in. order to ?ave his face and to
enable him to mount the tribune of the ("Immber of Deputies
and to state in appropriate language that the I'ranco-Germaii
negotiations were not only being conducted in a most friendl\-
spirit, but were also part and parcel of a vast project of re-
organisation of the whole colonial- system in .\frica. • If

England had not been, as always, jurfectlv lo\ai to her own
traditions and to her friends, she might liave" been temi)ted
to accept the good and easy bargain that M. Caillaux was
willing to offer her. In this case; she would have profited by
tlie moral treason of an ambitious French ]X>litician,. who,, to
secure a personal triumph, was rearlv to sacrifice the ancient
and lasting interests of his countr\-. ' But I am happv to say
such a scheme was still-born witii an honest man like Mr.
.\squith at the helm of the British (Jovernmint.
On the other hand, ten minutes after declaring to me liis

willingness to benefit lingland in the exchange of colonies, if

she decided to back us against Spain, or even to remain strictly
neutral, .M. Caillaux was uttering vicjlent menaces against lu'r

for insisting that we should remain true to the hotter and to
the spirit of our own treaties with Spain, a])proved and
guaranteed In- her at the time.
Such an attitude has only one explanation. M. Caillaux

is, as I have said before, not quite .sane, and I know of no
greater danger for any country than to have been or to In-

again unck-r the direction of a lunatic. At the same time,
his pathological condition is not of the kind which wouUi
justify one in absolving him of resi)onsiiiilit\- for his actions
whether jmblic or jjrixate. Nevertheless, for the last seven
years M. Caillaux has been f<ir me a psychological enigma.
.\s I followed the development of his career I realised more
and more the abnormal character of his intelligence. In
some respects his cleverness and adaptibilit\- seemed un-
ef|ual!ei by anv other living jwlitician. He could grasp with
extraordinary rapiditv the main points of a conii)licated j)ro-

bleni, and once he had made up his mind, nothing would alter
it. For example, during the iManco-German negotiations of

1911, he gave M. .Jules Cambon, his Ambassador in Berlin,
strong and unflinching support. In that sense M. Caillau.x
was tenacioiislv patriotic. But, on the other hand, he was.
incapable of distinguishing between an honest and a dis-
honest means of attaining his end. To him all men were
the same—bandits. ma>ked or immasked, wlio all had their

I)rice, if they had an\- intelligence.

•Of course, he admitted the existence of another class of
human beings- tlw mere fools who were incorruptible. But
the onlv sortion of humanitx which interested him was coin-
Iw.M'd of his friends, and tliey wi:r.c very strange friends,
for whom he had a genuine devotion. Tliev served him anil

he wa* alwav s w illing lo pay them well in nienev, j;osition or

- honours, whatever their past or their present. The rest of
t,he woi^d was of no account, and he treated it wijU or not
according to the circumstances of the moment.

I only saw M. Caillaux tJiree times in mv life. .\t our
second interview'- he told me tliat he had jjlainlv intimated to
the British Ambassador in Paris that if England did not help
France en(>rgeticall\- against Spain, he, CaiHaux, would llive
no diflicalty in finding for his country other friends - meaning,
of course, Germany ! He also said that when discu.ssing'this
question with Sir Francis Bertie, one da\- when they Were
shooting together, he had remarked :

" What you tell mc is

childish," to which tin- British Aml)assador, with his well-
known caustic humour, had ansv»-ered :

" Well. 1 am an old
cliikl and 1 did not know it." M. Caillaux was delighted
with what he considered a charming witticism, and he added
as a passing comment, after relating the storv :

" Bertie and
myself are great friends." But he went on to declare that in
1' ranee public opinion considered that England had left us in
the hircli wlien she did not send a boat to Agadir.

" l'"orgive me, M. le President," I interrupted, ' but \-ou
know better than anyone else who wired to the l-'rench
.\mbassador in England to beg him to ;)revent the British
(ijrernment sending ;i boat along.sidi' the Pantlu-r." Need-
less to say, it was .M. Caillaux himself who was responsible for
that telegram when, in Julv uui, he was acting for M! de
Selves, Minister for h'oreign Affairs, who had just then accom-
l)anied President IvUlieres to Holland. ]-:vidently surprised
at my accurate knowledge, M. Caillaux could not suppress a
gesture of annoyance. He jumixnl out of his armcliair, and
walking up and down in his nervous jerkv manner, he
exclaimed :

" I know, but we are not talking now- of the opinion
()f tho.se who like yourself and mvself know the truth."

" Pardon me, M. le President, Ijut is it not vour duty to
tell the truth and to enlighten public opinion ?

"

Dropping the subject abruptly M. Caillaux remembered
that he was in a great hurry as he had to dine before going to
.see President l^'alUms that evening.

Six days later, on November i2tii. iqir, I met him for tho
last time, when I submitted to him a scheme of arbitration on
certain (piestions. But he dismissed the idea rather im
jxitiently and there the matter ended.

An Astute Speaker

Up to that time I had considered this man merely as an
un.scrupulous opportunist who was almost certain to injure
my .-ountry, all the more so that he had that gift, rare in
l~rance of appearing a jiractical person, whereas he was simply
an astute sp('aker w ho could make his audience believe he vvas
a man of business, knowing what he was aliout, and fuH of
common sense -the very (juality in which he is lamentably
deficient. rnhaj>]nl.y, notjiing is easier in a democracy than
to throw dust in the eyes of electors, most of whom oiily ask
their dejnity to ilefend^their local interests in Parliament, and
get for them individually as many favours and advantages
as possiljle. This M. Caillaux did with great zeal. He
vvas the captain of that gang of demagogues Who call them-
selves Radical-Socialists, and who are always ready to iiromise
to their electors more j)riv-ileges than their rivals offer. To
|)oliticians who have adopted this vote-catching method of
securing re-election, M. Caillaux,more daring than anv of his
followers, was an ideal leader. Nothing in his antecedents,
howevir, led anyone to foresee when he was a j'oung man
what his jxilitical career vvas to be.

His father, already a very rich man, belonged to the Con-
servative Fnion during the presidencies of M. Thiers and of
Marshal McMahon. In the Cabinet of the Due de Broglie
(May rbth, 1877). he was one of the representatives of the
Bona])artist party, and he filled the office of Minister of
Finance in the very Ministry vvhicli was responsible for the
dissolution of the Chamber of Deputies, and for the (ieneral
Election which defeated the reactionary parties.

So M. Caillaux, who has always remained in maimer an
autocrat, gave up his family traditions to become a Re-
publican. That was the first move to get on, and an essential-
one under the new regime. In i8qS he was elected by the
Department of the Sarthe, which had been represented by his
fatiier in the GUamber of Deputies,- where he had a sort of
j)ocket borough. His first political label was extremely
modcTate. He presented himself as a " Meliniste," that is a
supporter of the great moderate Repuljlican, M. "Jules Meline.
.V year later, the Dreyfus case having upset all Parliamentary
traditions. .M. Caillaux, whose republicanism had already
advanced a few steps in the direction of the Left, was given
the Ministry of Finance by M. Waldeck-Roussean. Wiien
M. Waldeck- Rousseau withdrew from oflice in i()i-'. on
account of declining healfh, M. Caillaux followed iiim into
retreat, and was oiTi of c)lfice till October i<)ob.

'7y Ijc continueil.)
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Leaves from a German Note Book
A House divided against; Itself

APROPBK undcrsteinding <>t tlic present internal

position in ticrmtaiy is impossible unless the funda-

mental fiict is apiH-eciated that the Kaiser's Empire

L.is a house divided against itself. A mighty struggle

is seething within it. On tjie one hand, there arc the Pan-

("lermans and their allies frcrni every political camp, who are

war-mad still ; on the othtn-, the more reasonable folk who

are slowly recovering from their intoxication and are slowly

awakening to the reality of things. The fire-eaters clamour

for annexations and indenonitics, demanding that " the

(ierman peace must rest on might," and " if England sues

for peace, wc must not listen tiut fight on five minutes longer."

The people who are now sane- support the famous Reichstag

resolution of last July 19th, and are ready for peace by

agreement and understanding. They have been chastened ;

thev appraise militarism at its true worth. But they are as

vet in the minority : at any rate, they have no influence.

The others are still in power.

No sooner was the Resolution referred to announced to

tlie world than all the forces of reaction in Gcrmany-—and

their name is Legion—began to mobilise. The Annexationist

\icw was organised into a party cry, and the Patriotic Party

ranie into existence with the notorious Grand-Admiral

Tirpitz at its head. The subscription was fixed at one mark

annually (say, about a shilling) in order that all and sundry

might join. A mighty propaganda was set on foot through-

out Germany, though where the funds came from is not .

stated. A flood of pamphlets was let loose among the civil

population and the soldiers at the front ; meetings were

held in every large centre of population ; and whole page

advertisements were displayed in all the papers of the Right.

It was sought, and with some measure of success, to win over

the Universities, both the Professors and the students.

Dream of Mad Hatters

There was one cry, repeated ad nauseam—Britain is tlie

enemy ; Britain must be destroyed. The demand recently

formulated by the Bavarian branch of the Pan-German

League is a good fllustration of the wild dreams of the

Patriotic Party. According to these Pan-Germans their

country at the end of hostilities was to demand (i) an in-

demnity in gold of £10,000,000,000, besides foodstuffs, means

of production and ships ; (2) the Briey and Longwy coal-

fields ; (j) the Baltic Provinces of Russia ; (4) complete

control of Belgium ; (5) the permanent occupation
—

" if

possible
"—of the northern section of the Straits of Dover,

including Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne ; (6) a great African

Colonial Empire, including the Congo ; (7) the restoration of

Egvpt to Turkey ; and (8) the control of the Suez Canal.

Moreover, Montenegro, Albania and one-third of Serbia were

to be given to Austria ; the remainder of Serbia to go to

Bulgaria.

Let there be no mistake about it ; these demands are put

forward by so-called educated, responsible people ; and the

claims form the true measure of their political sagacity.

And these are for the most part the type of persons who
govern Germany. . They are urging Germans to go on fighting

until these aims can be realised. Most of those who are

loudest in their demand have spent the period of the war in

the ease of their own homes. The most notorious of those

who would kill Britain with their mouth, the well-known
because well-advertised Count Reventlow, was twitted with

not having gone into the firing-line, though he is of military

age. This was his reply :
" That at the outbreak of war he

offered his services to the Navy, but the authorities had not

seen fit to call upon him." Perhaps they acted wisely.

.\ friend of Reventlow's, a certain Dr. Hans von Liebig,

who beside being a Count is also a Professor, appeals to the

(ierman people to hold out for but a few weeks longer. The
war would last but two or three months more

—
" it is im-

possible that it should continue longer "—and " is a nation

that has achieved so much that is truly wonderful during

thice and a half years of war to shrink from a few weeks more ?
"

Reventlow. TirjMtz and their fellows have friends at court,

and they know it. They count supporters among Ministers,

and the Minister of Finance of the Kingdom of Sa.^ony is

the latest prophet of their gospel. This gentleman told the

Saxon Ujipcr House only a fortnight ago that Germany will

have to demand an indemnity. True, the famous Reichstag
resolution set its face against indemnities. What of that ?

Much has happened since July 19th. That resolution is no
longer valid. This indeed has become a favourite argument
of the school of thinkers represented in tlip Patriotic Party.

Another is that unless Germany obtains an indemnity she

will not be able to meet her war liabilities. A third is that

the Reichstag only jjassed the Resolution in July because

every member of the majority is in the pay of England

!

The Voice of Reason

It is refreshing to turn to saner \iews, and they arc pro-
pounded in Austria, who is Germany's ally. Die Zeit on
November 24th, wrote as follows :—

Whoever in Germany thinks that a peace dictated by military
force is still possible is dreaming. Fortunately, there are few
such dreamers in Au.stria. These ideas passed muster in the
first year of the war ; now they are absurd. We had great
liopes in tliose daj'S of impressing neutrals, more especially
/Xmerica, and we sent tons of literature to convince them.
To-day, all those neutrals are against us, and hate Germany.
Worse still, America has declared war upon us. Another
fallacy was that we were independent of the rest of the world.
Learned professors tried to make us believe that world com-
merce was no longer necessary for us, and that Turkey was
the great, ine.xhaustible storehouse whence Central Europe
could draw all her raw materials. Egypt was to send us
cotton ; Anatolia and Mesopotamia grain. Now we see that
Egypt has to be reconquered for Turkey ; Mesopotamia
wrested from the fi^nglish ; and that it is we who have to
supply Anatolia with railways. War has made us sober.

Sober, indeed ! In an open letter to Tirpitz a " German
mother " tells the Admiral roundly tliat she is not going to

join his precious party, enough blood has been shed ; it is

time to build up a new Germany.
That is the feeling of tiie masses, and because the German

classes arc aware of this, they are moving heaven and earth

to make their Patriotic Party popular. The masses clamour
for peace and bread. Last month big peace demonstra-
tions were reported from Berlin, Vienna, Budapest, Essen,

SoHngen and other towns in both the Central Empires. At
Vienna 30,000, at Budapest 40,000 people passed a resolution

demanding immediate peace, without annexation and without
indemnities. They expressly declared that they desired all

the ravished countries to be completely restored to political

independence in order to li\'e their own lives unmolested by
their neighbours, that they desired the Central Empires to

join a League of Nations, and they called on the Govern-
ment to take heed to their cry lest evil consequences should

follbw. " We have had enough of military glory ; we now
want peace." Speaker after speaker urged these sentiments
at the Vienna meeting.

In Berlin the disabled soldiers called a special meeting to

pass a resolution in favour of peace by agreement and under-
standing. These broken men poured scorn on the stay-at-

home leaders who were seeking conquests, yet had never
once been within sound of tlie guns.

Amid the growing discontent in Germany, Count Hcrtling
has appeared on the stage as the new Imperial Chancellor,

and the old man is faced with no light task. Incidentally, it

is curious to note that Germany is governed by old men. The
Kaiser is no longer young, he enters his sixtieth year next
month ; Hertling is seventy-four ; Hindenburg seventy ;

and Payer, the Chancellor's deputy, is also .seventy. The
new Chancellor has made large promises, yet he satisfies no
one. The Reichstag was not considted on his appointment

;

the Prussian reactionaries see in him the Bavarian, the
Protestants are uneasy because he is a Catholic. But a drown-
ing man clutches at a straw, and the German people, despile
their victories, are ready to make the best of the " old fox,"

as Hcrtling is familiarly known in Bavaria. The truth is,

that the Chancellor has Httlc independent power ; he is but
a tool of the MiUtarists, who are the real rulers of Germany.

German Militarism

The following message was made public by the authorities
at the Vatican on November 15th :

—

The British Minister to the Vatican has been notified bv
Papal Secretary of State, that after the Austi-o-Germau forces
entered Italian territory, the papal representatives at Vienna
and Munich were instructed to use their influence to induce
the authorities of the Central Empires to give strict orders
to their military commanders operating in Italy to respect,
in accordance with international law, the civil population,
especially women, children and the clergy, all hospitals,
churches, and private property. The papal representatives
were authorised, if necessary, to appeal in the name of the
Pontiff, to the Austrian and German sovereigns personally.

What an awful indictment ! If. there were no truth in the
stories of German atrocities, if Germans had not habitually
and officially set at nought international law, there would
have been no need for the solemn appeal. It throws light on
German miUtarism which cannot be explained awaw
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The Whitley Councils
By Jason

IT
was said "in the early articles of the series that tiie

workman wants more than good wages and steady

employment ; that he wants a place in the sun ; such

conditions as will enable him to make the most, of his

life, a new feeling of responsibility for the enterprise to which
he gives his energy, and the sense in fine of true and acti\'e

citizenship alike in industiy and in politics.

How far can the Industrial Councils go towards satisfyuig

this demand ?

Formerly, industry was regarded as a world of competing
units, and the workman as so much labour to be applied here

or there, at the will of capital. The war has destroyed the

iirst of these' conceptions, bringing into clear relief the im-

portance of substituting some corporate industrial effort

for this state of conflict. Industry is learning the use and value

of association. If this idea had grown up under other con-

ditions, it might have resulted merely in the expansion of

employers' associations into bodies accepted as representing

the common interests of the industry'. Before the war we
had seen a tendency among employers to create large scale

organisations for deaUng with labour difficulties, and ;t might
have seemed a small step to advance from such an organisation

to an organisation that looks after such matters as buying
and selling, research and education.

It is fortunate then that this development has taken place
undei conditions that forbid so narrow a construction. For
the war has destroyed the second, and not only the first

of these conceptions. The war has made it impossible to
treat the employer as the sole representative of industry. In
practice the Government have found that they could not
carry on the war and refuse to the Trade Unions the right to

participate in the decisions and policy for which the Govern-
ment and an industry are jointly responsible. Where the
Government liave failed, failure has been due to. a reluctance
to c^ct on this principle. Where it has been applied, success
has been astonishing. The leaving certificate was an example
of the method that ignored the claims of the workman and put
him in the old and false position

; the certificate has been
discredited, and it has now disappeared. On the other hand,
the Advisory Committee in the Textil<- Industries, where
employers' associations and workmen's unions have co-oper-
ated in acconnnodating the demands of the Amiy to the needs
of the industries, has carried out a delicate operation efficiently

and without friction or injustice. The same success has marked
'the work of the Committees on absenteeism in the Coal Mines]
and there is little doubt that the administration of the railways
would have gained if the capable leaders of the railwaymen
had been given a share in the work and authority of the Kail-
way Committee.

But the most striking application of the new principle has
been the inclusion of the Trade Unions' representatives on the
Boards controlling the Cotton and the Woollen industries.
These Boards have to decide questions of great importance :

among others, the granting of licenses for selling and buying,
how raw material shall be allocated, what hours and what
days factories shall run, and whether a standard cloth shall be
produced at a fixed price. It is thus recognised that the work-
min should have a voice in these questions, and that the
old view that he merely had to take the orders of a master,
whose business it was to think and act for his workpeople, is

no longer tenable. This is an innovation of the greatest
significance, as the cstabhshment of a principle. As an actual
experiment, it will have great and decisive results, for men
cannot sit round a Board and work together without creating
a certain atmosphere of custom. Twenty or thirty men meet-
ing every week or every fortnight soon cease to be merely
twenty or thirty men. They become some kind of entity ;

producing a certain spirit and habit of action.
'

When the members of the Whitley Committee discussed
and recommended the policy of creating industrial councils
and workshop committees, they could hardly have foreseen
the piece of good fortune which the war was thus to bring to
their scheme. There might easily have been a disposition to
confine these councils to a very narrow set of questions if

the world had not had this object-lesson before its eyes. And
these Boards arc more than an object-lesson. They arc a
precedent. It would clearly be impossible after the war to
turn round on the Trade Union and say: " Yes, wc agreed
that you should discuss rations, hours, standard clothes and
the rest during the war, but you will now shrink into some-
thing hke one side of a Conciliation Board." The Trade
Unions have been called in becaus<^ the industry was passing
through a certain crisis. Peace will not compose that crisis

or settle of itself all the issues that the emergencies of the wai-

have raised. We shall not return in a week or a month to

plentiful supplies and normal conditions. The Trade Unions
are not going to cease to care about the questions which they
have helped to solve. They know well enough that thosi;

questions arise, if not in the same degree, in tlie normal \ii<:

of. industry.

The circular letter recently issued by the Minister of Labour
encourages the hope that the Government Recognise that the

Industrial Councils will be admirably a<lapted to the task of

guiding the nation through the difficulties of reconstruction,

and that these Councils are not to be merely bodies for keeping
the peace between employer and workman, but the bodies on
whose shoulders the main burden of demobilisation will fall.

We may remember, in this connexion, that these Councils

will start with a great advantage because, during the war, both
employers 'and Trade Unionists have been acquiring invaluable

experience. A number of public spirited men in these indus-

tries have been giving their time to administrative work, and
the Industrial Council will have the benefit of all that they
have learnt in surveying the industrv' as a whole with a \'iew

to helping the Government to form estimates of the resources

and needs of the future. When we look at one or two <;on-

crete questions, wc sec that this is the only possible coiirse.

Work of Demobilisation

It is obvious that in the actual demobihsation of the army,
the most useful agents will be the Advisory Committees that

have helped to regulate enlistment. The more compk'tely
that problem can be broken up and distributed among such
bodies, the better. The work of the Labour E.xchangcs
should be confined to cases that do not come within the province
of those committees. We may be sure that the Industrial

Council will turn the Advisory Committees that have .been at

work into its own sub-committees for demobilisation, and that
in the case of such industries the work of reinstatement will

be done by the industries themselves. Similarly, in the case

of the demobilisation of machinery—the resoration of the

proper equilibrium of plant—no other body can speak with
the knowledge and experience that are necessary.

When these Councils are formed, several leading

industries will liaxe representati\'e government-. There will

be representatives of the employers' associations in touch
with their constituents throughout the industry ; there will

be representatives of the Trades I'nions in touch with the

district unions, the shop stewards and thi' workshop com-
mittees. It will be possible, by means of such bodies, to

settle all kinds of questions on which, at present, wc talk

vaguely of the voice of an industry without any true knowledge.
Take such a question as that of adolescent education. The
Lewis Committee heard the evidence of a number of manu-
facturers, one of whom, now a Minister of the Crown, speaking
in the spirit of 1817, declared that the worsted industry would
not stand the abolition of half time aud compulsory contiima-
tion education. To some people that kind of threat sounds
very impressive. They forget that the industry is there to
serve the nation on the conditions the nation prescribes.

The right way, surely, to set about such a reform is to put the
Industrial Council to work on the problem of adapting the
industry to a change in the law. If these employers and Trade
I'nionists know that after a certain time the school leaving

age is to be raised, and adolescent labour is tcf be reduced
by one half, they will set their wits to think out the besfc

method of substituticm. The whole question will be explored ;

there will be discussion in every mill ; an employer here, a
workman there will suggest some new contrivance, and the
industry will reform itself to meet the new conditions.

Another revolution to be carried out with the aid of such
Councils is the shortening of hours. It is generally agreed
that the present day of drudgery must be abolished. The
workman is going to demand for his own life some of thi; time
that has hitherto been devoted to the workshop or the mill.

It was urged in an earlier article that one lesson the war has
forced on the soldiers' imagination is the truth that it matters
supremely to a man how he lives, whereas it used to be as-
sumed that all that mattered was the amount a man can earn.
The soldier who returns to the mill is going to have some' of

the daylight for himself. In ]X)int of fact, the reform of the
factory day is long ovenlue. The last report of the
chief inspector of factories laid stress on this, quoting the ex-
perience of individual insp<-ctors. One of these reported

;

Often we receive cnini)laint of the burden of the twelve
Iiouis day, and the strain it is to start work at a.m. A
well-known man in a Lancashire town \vas tclluig me only
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tlic other (iav alxnit how hc.\vi>ujil wake in the niorning to.

the clatter of the girls' and women's clogs -as \Uvy went past

liis house at lialf-past tive in the dark on their way to the

mills. Me had exceptional oj)i>ortnnitv of judging the ^effect
,

of the long dav's work. an<l he told me how bonny children

known to him k>st their colonr and their youthful energy in the

hard dnidgen- of their daily toil.

The most important recent sur\-ey of the subject is to be

foiiiifl in an article bv Mr. Artiiur "(iiTcnwood, publislu>fl ui

the I'olilhal Quarterly of ."September. 1914. Mr. GreenwiKxl

jiointed out that the normal working day has been reduced by

\er\- little for more than half a century; '; Tlie ten hmirs

day ill textile factories dates back to 1847. Tlie main results

of'factor\- legislation have been the .gradual elevation of the

minimiun age of enfployment, the improvement of working

conditions and the wider ajiplication of the law. In the mean-

time; however, industrial juocesses have lieen spe^'ded up,

the efhirt required in labour lias been intensified and res-

jionsibilitv increased. Machines may be worked at a- greater

rate or the nuinbyr of machines tended jht operative increased.

Ill other words, though wages liave risen in the interval, the

amount of effort e.\])eii(led per unit of time has certainly not

diniinislied, but probably in many cases the reverse. There

may be industrial processes where the fneasure of toil of the

laliourer has decreased, though here the tendency is to super-

sede those liitherto employed, by younger peo])le. The enor-

mous increase of industrial productivity during the second

half yf the nineteenth century, therefore, has brought little

respite to the worker, though we may admit that many
mechanical devices ha\c reduced the expenditure of purely

j)hysical energy."

Wanted a New Code

The tnitli is that tJic time is ripe for a new universal industrial

Code, laying down certain minimum conditions for all industiy.

The distinction between textile and non-textile industries is an

historical anomaly, and there is no point in keeping it.

There is no conceivable argument to-day for ha\'ing a

maxinnim working week of 55.I hours in a textile factory for

women or young persons, and a maximum working week of

Oo hours in a non-textile factory. Why should there be a

74 hour week for the shopworker and no limit at all for the

van boy ? Why should the doniestic servant be entirely

tuiprotectcd while her sister who works in a factory, comes
under special laws ? Mr. Greenwood estimates that half

the occupied persons in England and Wales arc outside the in-

dustrial code.

We have tinkered with factory law and industrial law,

making little extensions here and little rectifications there.

The next step must be bolder and simpler ; the creation of

a comprehensive code applying to industrial life everywhere,
regulating the working week, and providing security against

tlisease and danger, forbidding certain practices, such a^ the

employment of boys at night, and controUing other abuses
whether oi mill orworkshop, or of less organised occupations.

Incidentally, it may be urged that a serious effort should
be made in the international deliberations that will follow

the war to secutjc a decent industrial minimum in all countries.

The International Association for Labour Legislation was
working at this subject for many years beforo the war. and
not without success in certain directions, for common action
was taken by different Governments on the c|uestions of the
rmployment of women at night and the use of phosphorus
in the making of matches. Unfortunately, the results of the
last official conference, held at Berne in the autumn of 1912,
were disappointing, for there was a general disposition to takt'

the worst rather than the best standard as the normal. Our
own delegates were no exception. Thus in the case of night
work for boys, on which we had had a year or two before^ an
inquiry in this country, and the apologists had argued that we
could not afford to be more sensitive than our competitors,

the Conference accepted the bad jnactices of Germany and
Italy, and thus gave an official sanction to those j^ractices.

At the end of the war we may hope for sufl'icient democratic
jiressure in all countries to obtain a general improvement,
though our law will no doubt be stricter than the code laid

down for international use.

In the working out of an Industrial Code the Councils will have
animport;uit and responsible task, for.it will be their function
to see how best each industry can be accommodated to the
new arrangements. The law will, perhaps, prescribe a maxi-
mum working day of eight hours, making a working week of

44 hours. The clifferent Industrial Councils will discuss the

most convenient method of arranging that week. There are

strong arguments for abolishing all U(jrk before eight in the

morning. Before the war, there were experiments on these

lines in many textile factories round (ilasgow, and inaiin-

facturers there recorded a gre.it improvement in time-keeping

and quality of work. Another interesting experiment was
made ill the linen weaving , sheds of Dunfermline. IIkiv

were ten facloraes, einplc^ymg l)etween four and iwi: thousaiul

^Vorke^s, ch'iefly women.' The w(jrkpeople came largely from

the surrounding country, and in some cases they had to start

as early as four o'clock to reach the mill at six. At the instance

of the workpeople, the employers instituted a new working

dav : <S a.m. to 5.,;o p.m., with a break from 12.30. to 1..50.

The weekly total of hours was thus reduced by 15 per cent.;

a 5 per cent, rise was granted in piecework rates and the time

workers were given their old wages. Tlie L'actory Inspector

reported in 1914. that some of the pieceworkers had lost in

.wages, but that the workix'ople were entirely in favour of the

change, though the employers were not unanimous.

The Weekly Holiday

It may Ix-, on the other hand, tjuit the workpeople in .a

particular industry may prefer some other arcangement.- It

is believed that tlie alternative method of taking a weekly

lioUday, adopted during the scarcity in the textile industry,

is more popular with the workpeople concerned. Differeiii

arrangements might be chosen in winter and smnmcr, for it i--

working before sunrise that makes the early start such a hard-

ship. .\t any rate, we'may take it that the long day, which
swallows up a man's life, is going to disappear, and that th<

working hom^s of the future will be \ery different. Each
industry through its council will be able to formulate the views
of employers and workpeople, and the worksho]) committees
will be able to make tlu- arrangements that suit different

workshops. Meanwhile, the industries that employ boys af
night can be called upon to devise some .satisfactory altev-

iiati\e.

.Take, again, the question of insurance against unemployment.
The method oi compulsory contributory insurance through
the Board of Trade is clearly wrong in principle. If we want
to realise hot\- perverse it -is we lia\-e only to remind ourseh^es

that not long ago there was a strike because the workj^eoplr

found that without their knowledge, their industry had been
scheduled under the Act. In other cases. Trade Unions
have had to piesent their statistics to make good their conten-

tion that the Act ought not to be extended to them, to n^sist,

in fact, a form of special taxation. The only good provision

in the Act was the provision that enables Trade Unions to claim

from the State a certain proportion <jf the amount they spend
on out of w'ork benefit.

The Industrial Councils will be able to thresh out different

methods of making provision against unemplovment, and
each council will have the advantage, both in this and other

respects, of the experience gained in other industries. ' Thus,
there have been arrangements in force in the dyeing industry
during the war under which employers and Trade L'nions

combine in providing out of work benefit. Two important
features are to be found in these arrangements. The work-
man has practical security of tenure and the Trade U'nioii

acts as the Labour Exchange for the industry. An employer,
that is to sa}', reports his vacancy to the Union, and the

Union fills it. It is clear that if those councils act with the

vigour that may be expected from bodies of responsible men
entrusted with important duties, a great part of the work of

the Labour ICxchanges will pass into the hands of the Unions.
This is all to the good. And for such work as is left to the

. Labour Exchanges, it is important to bring the Trade I'nionisni

into closer and more responsible touch with the administration
of these offices. Mr. C. M. Lloyd suggested in his interesting
book on Trade Vnionism (A. and C. Black) that the manage-
ment of the E.xchanges might gradually be brought under
their direction. '

Arrangements such as these will go some way to break the
tyranny of a system of which workmen and many who are not
workmen are painfully aware in the present industrial world.
:\len will be putting their minds together in each industrv
in th- effort not merely to make the industry more efficient,

but to give power and effect to the wills of the men and women
engaged in it ; to discover how, in the phrase of one of the
victims of the early factory system, the workman's life can
become a pleasure to him, "

Aiid when the Trade Unions take
a direct and conscious share in the corftrol of that industrv,
acting not as the servants of capital, but as accredited re-

])resentatives of the producers, anew self-respect will take
the i)laceof the sense that he belongs to a subject and exploited
class which has haunted the workman mind since the catas-
trophe of the Industrial Revolution.

Not, of course, that these benefits will follow automaticallv
Irom the adoption of the recommendations of the Whitlex
Committee. 1 hese recommendations' are necessarily vague
and indefinite. ICach industry must work out its own salvation
and construct its own schemes, ^^e cannot say more for tlu-

settling up of Industrial Councils than that these Council-
will provide an oppejrtmiity ; it will depend on the use madi
ol thai oi.purlunity whether the next chapter in our industrial
history is to be a chapter of nroL'ress.
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IN'
the first War Budget which was submittod to the

House of Commons Mr. Lloyd George, who was tlicu

Chancellor of the Exchequer, made au eloquent speech

on the necessitv for raisini; a very large proportion of the

cost of the war out'of re\enue to avoid the disaster of having

to impose fresh taxation in time of peace to meet the burden

of war debt. He followed up this appeal by proposals which

in the then current financial year, u:)i4-i5, did not provide

even suflicient additional revenue to cover the anticipated

falling off in revenue owing to the war. Tln^ following Ma\-

Mr. IJoyd George i)roduced a second War Budget, and made
another" speech on the necessity for immediate financial

sacrifice on the part of those at home in order partly to

balance the sacrifice of those who had gone to fight. Mr.

j.lovd George apparentlv thought that these excellent senti-

ments aloue sufticed to meet the whole financial situatimi, for

he proposed no further additions to ta.xation.

.\fter that nothing was done for many months, though the

Citv of London and manv private people pressed the Govern-

meiit to take adequate steps to deal with the finance of the

war. It was not until September i()i5, that the- new Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, Mr. McKenna, introduced a new
War Budget. The country was then fully prepared for a

\ery high rate of taxation. An income-tax of 5s. in the I
was anticipated ; Mr. McKenna proposed 3s. (xl. His other

l)ropo5als, though iminensely in ad\'ance of those oi his pre-

decessor-;, were still inadequate. His first Budget was, how-

ever, followed by a second Budget in April i()i(), which made
good some of the deficiencies of the pre%-ious September. The

two together raised a very substantial \olume of revenue.

The income-tax was brought up to 5s. in the /, with corre-

sponding additions to the super-tax : the scale of exemption

v.-as lowered from £'rbo to /1.30, so as to obtain a very consider-

able increase in the number of income-tax payers ; and abpve

all there was established the Excess Profits Duty, which has

proved one of the mainstays of our war revenue. In the

current year, without the addition of 20 per cent, to the rate

made by Mr. Bonar Law in May last, the E.xcess Profits Duty,

as established by Mr. McKenna, is estimated to yield

/i8o,ooo,ooo. In addition, very considerable increases were

made in September, 1915, and April, 1916! to. some of the

taxes on popular forms of cxptmditurc. i
'

"

Apart from Mr. McKenna's two Budgets, practically nothing

has been done to give effect to the principle so eloquently

laid down by Mr. Lloyd George that the present generation

ought to provide, out of current revenue, a substantial

portion of the cost of the war. Instead, during the past twelve

montlis, the Government has been pursuing a policy which,

has greatly added t(> the cost of the war, while at the same-

time encouraging nnnecessarj' pri\-ate ex]>enditure. This

•statement does not refer only or primarih- to the hideous

waste involved in the needless multijilication of Government
officials. It refers especiallv to the policy of financing the war
by .means of currency inflation instead of imt of th(! savings

f<f private individuals obtained either by taxation or by
borrowing, h'or reasons which it is impossible to explain

in detail here, when the Go\ernnient liorrow^. through the

Bank of England or through })rivate bankers, the jMocess

tends to expand the effective currency of the country, and by
thus making more money available tends to force up prices.

The same results ensue when the cmrencv is inflated through
the issue of currency ncHes. The public generally has not

vet observed that nearly jr2oo,ooo,ooo cuiTi'ncy notes have

now been issued with an extremely meagre backing of gold.

By making money cheap the Go\ernment makes comniodities

even dearer than they would have been if the currency had

not been ijjflated.

Equally mischievoiis has been the way in which the

Government has dealt with the claim of wage^arners
for additional wages to meet the additional cost of living.

This claim is a thoroughly sound one so far as the

)joorer wage-earners are concerned. It would be . a cruel

thing if viiile the country taken as a whole is extremely

rich, tjie \ery poorest cla.sses should be reduced

almost to star\'ation point by the rise in the cost of

ll\ing. This problem ought to have, been met, and has

indeed partly been met, by dealing specifiially with the very

poor. Old-age pensions have; bi'en increased by 50 per cent.,

and in certain branches of the Civil Service the lower wages

have been raised, while leaving the higher \\ages as they

stood before. A minimum wage has been decreed for farm

labourers. I'nffjrtunately, this sound principle has not been

followed in dealing with large bodies of workpeopli'—muni-

tioners, miners, and railwaymi-n. In their cases the increased

'•c<<i of livintr has been met. not bv giving the largc'^t lionus

to the poorest persons wlio suffer most, but by gi\ing a bonus

in the shape of a percentage on wages, with the result that the

best paid men get the biggest po\erty allowance. The result

has been an enormous and entirely unneces^avv increase on

the civilian side of the cost of the war.

Limiting Prices

Equally serious in its results lias been the policy adopted

of trying" to limit prices. Even to a politician it-ought to be

obvious that when supplies arc falling short, the sounil mcthoil

of dealing with tlie situation is to allow prices to rise as high

as they \\ ill, both in order to check consunii)tion and in order

to stimulate production. The resulting hardships to the very

poor can and ought to be dealt with as abo\e indicated bv

special measures" on their behalf. The well-to-do, whether

thev be wage-earners with increased wages or professional

men with reduc.'d incomes, ought to be ccjntent to face the

increased cost as part of their share of the burden of war.

h'or if the other method— the method of the Government-
is followed, the inevitable result is to increase consumption

and reduce production, thus aggravating the evil. The

shortiige from which we are suffering to-day, and which will

probablv be followed by a still greater shortage in the near

future, is partl\- the result of the policy of checking prices in

obedience to popular outcry, and regard.loss of the true

interests of tlK' nation.

The truth of this proposition is plainly visible wheir we look

at articles of home production like milk. The reduction in the

ouJ;put of milk is the direct result of the folly of tlie Govern-

ment in fixing milk prices at so low a figure that farmers

prefer to sell their cows rather than to go on producing milk.

The same sceiuence of cause and effect, though less clearly

visible, has been operative in commodities imported from

abroad. It may be added that this policy of price limitation hUs

not even achie\ed a paper success, which is jierhaps the only

kind of success its authors hoped to secure. In a recent

speech in the House of Lords, Lord Milner chanted a song of

triumph wliile fl(>scribing the achievements of the Food Con-

troller in the previous three months in bringing down the

general average of prices by some minute percentage as com-

pared with the earlier figure. \Mien, howe^•er. at the end

of the debate he was challenged to justify his figures, he had

to confess that the whole of the average reduction which he

attributed to the achievements of the Food Cpntroller, was,

in fact, attributable to the expenditure of £40,000,000 out of

the public exchequer in artificially lowering the price of

bread. It is a \?i^ price for the nation to pay in order that a

Minister may boast of a fractional reduction in average prices.

Undoubtcdh- the Government was compelled to dcil with

the political situation created by the outcry against " pro-

fiteering," an outcry largely stimulated by some of the

members of the Cabinet. But theright way to deal with that

problem would have been to examine, through the mechanism

of the income-tax and the excess profits duty, the profits

made by all dealers in food, wholesale and retail, and to com-

pel them to yield np to the State tlie greater part of what would

otherwise flow into their private pockets as a result of tlid

economic situation created by the war. If this course Imc

been pursued, the rise t)f jirices would have checked con-

sumption ; it would also have increased i)roduction ;
and

it would in the third place, have yielded a large r<-venne to

the State, more than suflicient to cover any necessary allow-

ances to the poorest classes.

Owing to the fact that the Government has preferred

popularity-himting to sound finance, the financial situation

of to-day is perhaps worse than at any jx-riod since the war

began. 'Mr. Bonar Law makes. repeated statements to
,
the

House of Commons, in the course of which he reels off multi-

tudes of figures which do not tally with one another. But

he has done nothing more; During the twelve months that

he has been Chancellor of the Excjiequer, the daily expendi-

ture upon the war has increased by well over a million

]-)ounds a 'dkv, probablv not- less than £400,000,000 a

year- towards meeting "this increase Mr. Bonar l^aw has

provided extra taxation which he estimates will yield the

miserable sum of <;2(),ooo,ooo a year.

.\s to what is the proper i>roportioii of war expenditure

to be met out (/f current re\enue as compared with that

raised by borrowing, interminable discussion is i)ossible.

No final conclusion can ever be reached because no solid basis

exists for forming a judKinent. But this can be saul with

c(mfidence. that as a war continues the amount of money to

'

be raised by taxation ought i)rogr(;ssively to be increased.

In the early days of war a \ery high scale of taxation might
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dost roy so many piaco industries as to redutc the revenue
yieldiiif; capacity ui tlu- countiy ; but as war goes on peace
industries ale conxerted into wax industries, peace profits

become war profits, j)eace wages become war wages. There
is consequently no fear of industrial destruction by high
taxation. The whole problem becomes one of temjxjrary
sacrifice as compared with the postponement of liabilities.

We ought all of us to be prepared to make a higher sacrifice

to-day in order that the nation may be in a stronger position
for meeting the \-ery serious economic difficulties which will

have to be solved when the war ends. It is possible greatly
to increase the income-tax and at the same time to extend it

lo every class in the community, so that even the poorest niav
make some direct contribution to the cost of the war. In
addition, it is possible to increase very largely the ta.xes on
\arious forms of e,xpenditure so that the money now spent
upon private satisfactions may be available instead for public
needs. There is no reason why these steps should be delayed
to some arbitrary date which Mr. Bonar Law may fix for his

next Budget.
We want an increase at once in the public revenue and a

decrease at once in private expenditure. A Government which
refuses to take these steps through political cowardice or
anv other motive, is not serving the interests of the nation.

The Pen-Wiper
By Etienne

XE day, several months ago, in the parlour of a small
inn situated in the north|(one must not be too precise).O several naval officers had congregated together.
Two years ago this little inn had been on its last legs

in a financial sense, but then came the war, and with it the fleet,

and ever since that day, whenever the ships were in harbour,
naval officers had met "together at the inn " Northern Lights."
The " Northern Lights " is a very snug little house, stoutly

built in grey stone, and from its "porch it is only a stone's
throw to the small pier (built by local labour, under the direc-
tion of an engineer-commander), against which the picquet
boats and sailing launches and pinnaces jostle each other when
waiting for their cargoes of officers and men who have been
ashore for a few hours' exercise. So it is that officers waiting
for their boats gravitate naturally to the " Northern Lights,"
and study in a contemplative manner the Defence of the
Kealm Acts, and " Board of Liquor Control Regulations,"

It was blowing half a gale, and the Scotch mist was rolling
acrossthemoorslikepuf'fsof damp smoke; when I turned into
the " Northern Lights." Only a few enthusiasts had "taken
the beach." 1 took off and hung up a dripping oilskin, and
entered the parlour. There were three other fellows in there
sitting round the fire. One was a marine whom I did not know,
and the other two were friends of mine, R and P ,

both lieutenants from one of the battleships.
" Ry Jove, it's perishin' cold," complained the soldier,

" seems to grip one after East Africa," he murmured, as if in
extenuation of fiis complaint.

'' When did vou come home?" said R
" Middle of June," replied the marine.
" The Huns are pretty well euchred out there, aren't thev ?

"

paid R .

^

" Oh. rather, Smuts had put the kybosh on them all right,
they were getting ready to have a beano for the.homecoming of
the victorious warriors at the Cape when I passed through,"
answered the soldier. "Sickening bad luck I had in 'not
coming home earlier, I missed the stunt on the 31st*

"

There was a lull in the conversation. We three had not
missed " the stunt on the 31st," and though some months'
old. mention of that date evoked memories.

" Talking of the 3rst," said P- , "I only realised the
other day that

' The Pen Wiper ' was scuppered that night
"

" Whom did vou say? " I asked.
" The Pen Wiper," repeated P
" W[ho the devil was that ? " enquired R .

J-
','

)} l^y
.''"i"iy ^

,
of course. D'you mean to say vou

didn t know he was called the ' Pen-Wiper '
?
"

\Ve expressed our ignorance of this fact, and demanded
the tale winch we knew must be attached to thi< name

I think," said the soldier, " a verv small drink wouldn't
do us any harm. Suzie McHamish entered in response to a
knock of a stick on the wooden floor. " Three small
whiskeys and water and a lemonade," said the soldier

" ^'^'''"f)" f>ffceccr must pay for his ain drinks," stcrnlv
remarked Suzie, then, as she saw the clock, which pointed t.:>

5.50. p.m " Whishts, and it's no yet six o'clock, so ye canna
ha whuskey the noo."

" Quick, R exert your well-known fascinations or we are
undone, I whispered.

" My dear Miss Mc'Hamisli," interposed R .

" how
often have I warned yon that tlie affection;which exists between
ns will be fatally marred by this slavish adherence to those
regulations. And he pointed to the " Liquor Control

"

rules. Come Suzie, for two years you have sinned at 5.';o
p.m. for my sake. Why this sudden coyness ? What i*? ten
minutes of time ? 'And our boat goes at

"
" Ah, weel 'S.h. R

, ye ken verra well it's no lawfu'
but I s pose I maun get them for ye."
With a complacent smile, R . filled and lit another pipe,

^.^
" began his stOTv.

•Jutland.
"

" It was in 1908 T first met him, I was a sub in one of the boats
of the North flotilla, based at Portland. Jimmy had just got
command of the ' Sharper '

; he commissioned her at Pompey,
and when he brought her round to join up with the flotilla, we
all thought him a devilish lucky fellow. He only had six years
in as a Lieutenant, and was the youngest skipper in the
flotilla. But he deserved his command. I tell you Jimmy was
one of the smartest destroyer officers in the old Home Fleet.
The way he handled that boat was a revelation to the whole
flotiUa. There was no doubt about it, he was red hot. Of
course, some people said he was reckless, and so he was in a
way ; but, after all, what good destroyer officer hasn't got a
bit of devil in him ? Jimmy had his share all right. When
he'd just shipped two stripes, thev gave him a command in
the Devonport torpedo boat flotiUa. Old Arthur Hillow was
the commander of his division, and was a bit of a taut hand.
One night they were exercising off the Eddvstone, and Jimmy's
boat began to flame at the funnel—you know what devils
at doing that those old coal-boats were ; when they got
in next morning, Hiflow sent for Jimmy and scrubbed him down
over this. Next time they went out, to the joy of the division,
old Arthur's boat began to flame. Jimmy saw"this, and though
they were going 20 knots, he brought his boat up to within
about 10 yards of the divisional leader.

" What the deuce are you doing, you reckless young
fool.'' " sung out Arthur through a megaphone.

Please sir, I've only come to make some toast
, '

' says Jimmym reply as he hoisted out a ship's loaf on the end of a 20-foot
boathook. No one else could have done it without being court
martialled, but it shows the kind of fellow he was.

Well, as I was saying, he joined up with our flotilla in 1908,
]ust about the time they started the idea of putting destroyers
into " pens " instead of mooring 'em in the stream. We used
to he two deep in the Portland pens, and whenever Jimmy
%vas outside boat, it was the dickens to pay for the bloke in-
side him. Jimmy would come in at half .speed, dodge half a
dozen dinghies and a couple^ of buoys, miss the entrance pici
by inches, and inside of five minutes he'd be tied up, head and
stern.

^^k^^^^u ^ "^'"^ ^°^ running things fine, and fellows swore
that his boat had a smaller turning circle and less beam than
any of the others, but, of course, she was sister to them all.
Naturally he often had small bumps, and bethought nothing
of removing every wooden outside fitting from the boat he was
running alongside. If you left anything sticking over the
side It was a " dead bird " if Jimmy was due to double-bank
you in the " pens."
He always sent his artificer over at once. " With Captain

^~Zr* compliments, and if 'e done any damage, 'e 'opes
youlllet me repair it, sir."

j v> i-

" Done any damage," shrieked an infuriated gunner,
one day in which he was a helpless spectator whilst one
of us sighting hoods was neatly split in twain by a bridge
rail, as the Sharper shot past. " Done any damage ?
Uhy^ your captain's a blinkin pen-wiper—that's what

himSf"^'"^
^^^'^^' ^"^ "° °"^ relished it more than Jimmy

i,;i'!fr^f
''" '"?" ^^'''" ^'"c<5 those days, but I heard about

h m after the action. It appears that he fired his last torpedo
at a range of 200 yards, with about a dozen searchlights, and
1.01(1 knows how many six-inch on him. Last thing seen of

r in. \ ffi u'^^
disabled-bumping down the side of a

\Wr •', ^'j^'/j'P-o " ^ ^"°^^ ^"ything of him, the " Pen-

he wanted ?o
^^""^ "'^^*- "^ ^^'^y' ^^'^ get where

" Pity he's gone." said R-
fh,. n\^U ..u." "n "."

'
" Wokes like that are usefultne night after a fleet action.

the nier'l.f.fif!'^ ^T~ *? ^'''^ '""^^ *« '^^ttle our way down to

like£.XnnheTlrd°'*^' " '"^ ^'^'"^ '''^^ ^^'"^^"'^ '^''
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iltfe anti letters

By J. C. Squire

The Somme in Retrospect

MR, JOHN MASEFIELD'S The Old front Line

(Hcinemann, 4s. Od. net) is an account, not of

ilie whole of one of uur successive fronts in France
but of that section upon which was opened

the struggle which we know as the battle of the Soinme.

He has been recently over the ground from the neighbourhood
of Hebuterne southward to the Somme River, and he con-

scientiously -takes us along it, describing every important

position in detail aiKi giving a brief account of the fighting at

each spot. At the beginning of the struggle "the enemy
liad the lookout posts, with the fine views o\-er France and
the sense of domination," whilst our men looked almost

invariably upliill with, often enough, a German parapet or

some great redoubt as a sky line. The country is a country
of chalk hills and terraces and little valleys with the famihar

chalk streams in them. It is difficult to describe a series of

chalk ridges, and avoid monotony ; chalk is chalk, and there

is no passable synonym for it, a hill is a hill, and it is no good
hunting for a hundred different ways of naming it ; but

Mr. Masefield has a good eye for the lie of land and succeeds

remarkably well in differentiating the respective positions.

In so far as it is a survey of the ground, with a view to formu-

lating the various natural and artificial obstacles that the

British Army had to overcome, the book is very well done.

if if * * *

So vast were these obstacles and the endeavour which

overcame them, so tremendous the scale of the fighting, and
of the issue involved, that even the baldest account must be

impressive. Mr. Masefield is usually content to be bald, and

liis plainest descriptions—though they have not that final grip

which is achievecl by a man to whom a simple bare style is

completely natural—are remarkably well done. Where he

lavs himself out for a purple patch—though, in this book,

there is nothing, perhaps, of that unbridled luxuriance which

demands the term " purple "— he is less sure of his effect.

T'lrqnently there is a little phrase of the vivid journalistic

kind done with more than ordinary force. " At the top of

the hill, in the middle of a filthy big pool, is a ruined enemy
trench-mortar, sitting up like a swollen toad "

; we are

vaguely conscious of having seen it before, but it is done this

time bv a genuine artist. The same may be said of his grue-

some description of the mine crater of Beaumont Hamel

:

It is like the crater of a volcano, vast, ragged and irregular'

about one hundred and fifty yards long, one hundred yards
across, and twenty-five yards deep. It is crusted and
scarred with yellowish tetter, like sulphur or the rancid fat

on meat. The inside has rather the look of meat, for it is

reddish and all streaked and scarred with this pox and with
discoloured chalk. A lot of it trickles and oozes like sores

discharging pus, and this liquid gathers in holes near the
bottom, and is greenish and foul, and has the look of dead
eyes staring upwards.

His accounts of Redan Ridge and the Schwaben Redoubt, too

lon.g to quote, are the best one has seen, and could not easily

be bettered ; and he has a very effective peroration describ-

ing the opening of the battle and the nerve strain of the

enemy under that bombardment that seemed never to be

going to end. But though the book is far above the average of
such it lias a fault which goes far to spoil it. One can see the

author deliberately assuming a literary attitude at the start

and deliberately employing artifices—without that art which
conceals them—to play on one's sentiments. That, even
civilians who were safe and warm all the time, mutrt dislike.

Mr. Masefield was no doubt unconscious of what he was doing..

He was merely an.xious no doubt to " rist- to the height of his

great argument," and he has obviously expended great pains

upon his language. But the most violent bombast would
have been less out of place than the prettifications which have
lomctimes successfully whispered in his ear,*****

" All wars end," Mr. Masefield observes, " even this war
111 some day end "

:

The ruins will be rebuilt and the field full of death will grow
fixxl. and all this frontier of trouble will be forgotten. \Vhcn
the trenches are filled in, and the plough has gone over them,
the ground will not long keep the look of war. One summer
with its flowers will cover most of the ruin (hat man can make,
and then these places, from which the driving back of the

enemy began will be hard indeed to trace, even with ma^is.

It is said that even now in some places the wire has been
removed, the explosive salved, the trenches filled, and the

ground ploughed w-ith tractors. In a few years' time, when
this war is a romance in mcmorj-, the soldier l<x)king for his

battlcfielM will find his marks gone. Centre Way, Peel
'i'rencil\. \riinstf'r AMf :iTi(! 1 Iifsp rifhf.i- mnl-i*; it\ frlorv win

deep under the corn, and gleaners will sing at Dead Mule
Corner.

The passage illustrates some of the merits of I\Ir. Maseficld's

now much chastened style ; and especially his real efforts to

be straightforward and simple. Look for the adjectives in

it and you will have to look liard. It also illustrates some of

its defects, a faint aroma of false sentiment and an inclination

to the easy picturesque ; for one cannot but suppose that to

this rapidly passing official tourist Dead Mule Corner was no
more than other places, and that the name's forccfulness and
rhythmical suitability for a sentence's end alone determined
its selection as a place where gleaners would sing— if, indeed,

they do sing, and if gleaning is encouraged in that locality.
•f* V 'F 3|s

.
*1*

Affectation of language—cold-blooded use of " poetic
"

phraseology in a dehberate and accurate narrative of facts

and in places where the emotion that may compel and carry
home such phraselogy is not communicated—is the chief

fault of the book, lake, for instance, the end of this :

Then, too often, to many of them, the grass that they were
crossing flew up in shards and sods and gleams of fire irom
the enemy shells, and those runners never reached the wire,
but saw, perhaps, a Hash, and the earth rushing nearer, and
grasses against the sky, and then saw nothing more at all,

for ever and for ever and for ever.

" The genius of prose," says Stevenson, in his Elements of
Style, " rejects the cheville no less emphatically than the laws
of verse ; and the cheville, I should perhaps explain to some
of my readers, is any meaningless or very watered phrase,

employed to strike a "balance in the sound/' Here it is the
last "for ever "—you may even add the other two, "for
evers "—that gives the show away. In adding those woixls,

Mr. Masefield was not thinking of rendering with accuracy
the event he was describing, or his own emotions about it

—with either or both of which the artist may properly be con-
cerned—but merely of the rather minor tunc he was playing.
You find a! kindred falseness in his use of certain plirases

which might came naturally from another but do not come
naturally from him.. " On all four roads many men of our
race were killed "

;

" men of our race died in our cause in

every village within five miles of the front "
;

" All through
that day little rushes of the men of our race went towards that
No Man's Land "—and so on. The locution comes in quite
properly elsewhere, tlK>ugh most jieople would incline to say
" Enghshmen " or " British soldiers." Frequently there are
touches that suggest too recent—if the adjective may \x'.

excused—reading of Mr. Belloc's prose. One would not, of
course, labour these small points were one dealing with the
work of an ordinary war-correspondent ; and one is not
forgetting that the Battle of the Somme was the Battle of the
Somme, and that a weak sentence is merely a weak sentence.
But Mr. Masefield is a serious artist ; he set out a year after

the events he records to write a narrative which would be of

more than ephemeral interest ; and it is right that one should
indicate those defects in his temper and in liis approach

—

his tone throughout, I may add, is rather that of one who
writes of " old unhappy far-off things "—which make his
book less good than it should be. Whether ariyone at all

could, at this date, go over the ground of the Somme with a
notebook, determined to produce a mastei"picce of reminiscent
description, and succeed, may be left an open question

—

though, to my ear, only one answer comes. Bookmaking
is bookmaking, even when the author is a serious and sensitive

artist, and even wlien the subject which he selects is one in

which his deepest fe(>lings are involved. After a generation
or two, when the war really is what Mr. Masefield calls " a
romance in memory," some stray traveller, striking the old
Somme line by accident, may be tempted to follow it u|), to
reconstruct scene by scene what happened there, to let his

imagination lead him wherever it likes and formulate what
contrasts and comparisons it may. Drawn into the thing in

this way he may write an immortal book. The man who
goes out to do it now, whatever his qualifications, will not.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER
of Land and Water contains among
other features a remarkable story called

THE SOUL BOX
By JAN GORDON

If you have i^ot already got a cojjy, vou should

<jrder it nt once.
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Youth at: F^mr Score Y^afs
By Fraoci s Stopford

E^
EN ui ilii-- liuur it is liard id liit the miuil ul llio

illusion that man fjains a largef measure of lif^'

ihrontih tlio practice of words, spoken or written,

tliau through action. Not seKlom is he believed to

ha\e done a greater deed if he shall have spoken a speech or

written a book whicii has gained him the praise of his genera-

tion tlian'if his lid' has been spi-nt in quiet service tu his neigh-

bour. It-h^aii illusion easy to understand, and it is one that

will dii- lutrff^for it is nursed and fostered by most of those -

not all-r-who have the command of the public ear. This
biograpliy* will Jielp to correct the false illusion, for here we
have tl(e life-story of a man. eloquent with tongue and pen
beyond, his fellows, a personality of commanding presence
and singular eliarm, many of whose days were spent in

the company of famous writers and artists, yet as we read
his letters and the .salient incidents of his progress from the

\ uuth of boyhood to the youth, of old age, these gifts and privi-

,
leges sink into insignificance, and there comes to meet us the
man;of action. " ot radiant \itality," who lived life to the
list hour, and at fourscore y^'ars and four, still \-igon>us in

^mind and soul, entered into immortalit}' witli serencviaitli an(t

Confidence ... . ,

"^

The one iiKidont whioji during the ktter years of his life

vas always .popularly as.sGciated with th'^ name of Stopford
Brooke, was his secession from the Church of England. Me
mver attached htniself to anv.dthcr n^ligious body, but inus-

nnicli as afterwards he usually preached from Unitarian
pulpits, fT\e main cause for his action was generally luider-
stood. There is no intention to pursue this episode :

it is treated simply and straightforwardh" in these pages
:

and- we are told that, after having taken the step, in all liis

l)ulpit utterances, he " dwelt coiitinuallv oji the I'atherhood
of (iod, the leadersliip of Christ, and the Immortalitv (;f .the
Soul." Tliis-is home out by many passages in his letters,

.
(Specially those written during the" war. Speaking to Jiim a
few years ago about certain articles on the Higher Criticism
tiial were then attracting attention, the i^resejit writer asked
him whether he Jiad read them. '"So." he. replied quietly.
"

1 never read such articles nowadavs ; I have conie out on
the other side." One needs to ha\e"seen the look on his face
to understand the words at their true value. He spoke as
an Agonistes : he had had his struggles ; he had wrestled
lionestly

: liis b()ut was, over ; he awaited th.e award.
Lord Bryce, in the brief appreciation contained in this

volume mentions that" vivacious and suggestive and full ot
good things as Stopford Brooke's Jetters were, the\- do not
convey an imj)reesion of the cJiarm his conversation had."

,
It was, indeed " a charm " in the fullest^meaning of the
word, as one realised who had listened to him holdin;,' entJiralled
by !iis conversation representatives of two and tliree different

•. .generations. A law^c part of,the secret was that his words
always reflected life ; they were as sparkling as the running
waters tliat entranced him, and were as lull of brightness and
cl-.anging colour as the bow that glistens in the spray above

• the waterfall. To quote liis biographer :

As lie entered upon old age tliere came to him a renewal
of youth in the inward man. In the old age of Brooke
liope was more active than niemor\- : it was one tif
those sunsets wiiich resemble the dawn. . . . He
spent ths last years of his life in reaping the harvest
ui hi.s .soul, in the enjoyment of the spiritual \iBion which
was his reward for a livelong quest of ideal heautv and lor
lialf a century of self-forgetful work. I fe had come to the
goal of his desires, which was to love and to bs bckn ed- and
there like a traveller unexhausted bv his journey, he sat downby the waters of life and lingered, looking to a' beyond it i«
true, but to a bevond which is not of this world "

Hewas intensely ali^e. very near to those bv whom he was
l)eloved and \ery near, as it seemed, to God. His form was
iinshrunken and unbent ; his voice full arid clear his fac-
still radiant and liis eye undimmed. The majestv of old
age xvhich comes from tlie dose contact with eternal thingswas his, butyoiuh lingered iu his heart. His coincrsatiou
retained its eagerness and versatilitv, and his plavfulnoss was
ready to break forth at a touch, 'fhe last time" 1 saw himwhich was two months before his death, he was little clianeed'
Jle talked much of his garden and said with a smile"!
wonder il I sliall live to see the roses bloom again." He was
full ol what I can only describe as a solemn gaiet«-. and spokeof Death as the .Great Koniance.. '.

Who i> there who would not desire 'such an old age if Icngtii of
Ine be granted---not. to "bring our years.to an cnd,'jts it were a
tale that IS told,, but as the close of the preface to'the Great
Komancc.

^ ..it«:i- :-
. , .

* rj/c a,,,l Lcllers of Slo'phn/ B,-oo/.r. By Lawrence IVarsail la.k^
Pnneipdl ol Manchester ColK-.^.. o.xford. -> \ols. ( loliu .Murrvv

Ijs.-nct).- .
-^ •

s
'*'\Ve glan(re_ eagerly tluougli these pages to try and iliscoxcp

the secret of perennial youth, and \vc sceru to catch
more than a glimpse of it in the active, sympathetic, and
virile mind that informs these letters. ' Stoj)ford Brooke was
ne\-er a weakling : he could hit hai'd. and he did hit hard oij

occasion. His eiitiuisiusnis were intense and his impulses
strong. In early years he declared that " our Liturgy needs
a new clause : f fnun all manner of fools, ge)od Lord deli\-er

us." A det'jj itnppession was made on him in his first London
curacy bya xisit .t(> a poor woman dying of cancer. " She
describes the pani'as if someone with claws were scraping
all her bones against the grain, and yet she is as peaceful and
as calm as a summer sen. only reproaching herself a little for

want of patience. It is these things that make a clergyman
feel that there is reality in Christiawity." ' A year later he
wTites in his diarv :

. " I am more and more impressed with
the thought thatChfistian'ty is th'' ultimate and oitly religion
for man. ... It accepts the facts of Humanity." This
biography gains immensely by the new outburst of faith
which the w^ar has evoked, and which has revealed hidden
springs behind the flinty face of our national character,
hardly suspected by many. There are constant passages in
the letters which will be riad gratefully by many to whom
Stoi)ford Bmoke was only a name. One of his favourite
doctrines was that " the supremo duty in life is to mak('
other peopk' happy," and he succeeds in this duty though
his mortal life be ended.
"All children, were his natural' kinsfolk and his fondness

for them incrcast-d with years." Of his cwvn family life we
are told, " his cliildren depended on his love, but equallv
he depended :on ijheirs. He craved for the .support of loyal
hearts, for svinpjtthetic understanding, for the answering look,
word and deed..; And thiduglunit his life lie was- .singularlv
fortunate in having tl-.ose about him who gave his nature all
that it needed of tiiese tilings." And being fortunate in this
respect, he was generous and he gave sympathv and love as
freely as he had received. "The sanctity of the home"
has degenerated into a phrase which is ofteneither a mockery
<n- ()f little meaning, but one sees it here rest6recl to its
pristine fustre, to a sanctity of which the very essence are jov,
freedom and beauty. When children are young the parent'
labours under frequent misunderstanding which may lead and
does lead witli certain temperaments to rifts that cmly widen
with years. But if there is jjatience as well as love, then
all is well, and the rest is happiness.

Stopford Brooke won a liigh reputation as a critic of letters,
and there is one passage of criticism whicli calls for citation

'

.not to illustrate the critic but tlie man. It was written at
the time when the .decadent craze was at its height :

O. how tiresome these poets, wliose Goddess is Dscav arc to
ine. rhey ^turn- the world into a Lazaretto, and' "it isn't

,

anything of tne kind. They are to.) lifeless ta celebrate
lite, too weak to writ^ of anvthing but weakness, and their
weakness makes their crueltv. Feeding on disease ' thev
deepen their own disease. And the more it tlcepcns, the more
active, like a heap of writhing worms, b?conK^s tiieir self-
eontsmplation. So they arc whollv lost souls in this world
I hey will Unci themselves again hereafter, and will be spanked
iWto ife by the lour Winds of the Spirit—a painful busines sor them, but the Gods won't liave p^cay and Dsath in the
t niverse of; the -Spirit.

" Of all experiences which quickened the imagination of
Brooke or enabled him to apprehend directlv the life that is

ehi,"f""Ti -''^'l* T '"""'^ "^ '""""i"S ^™^^'^« ^vas alwa^•s

t en^ 1

?'•'
'""'^'' '"^""t'"" '-^PP^'ars to have I,een streng-

ZZt r'.l-
"^"',-^"'""'i»i^'. and we are told that he almost

believed at times he .njoyed the peculiar compaiiionsliip ofan elemental water-sprite or Xaiad. "The' fact ' is nn-
qucstionable that from boyh.ood to extreme old age the

Others lave the same feeling, though not so acutely marked
It inay be argued tliat it is a survival of man's piSoric
emirvoni Tf'' 't

^'^'''^- ^° '' ^' ^^'d, traceable in the .

( mbn one state. But it may be that in running waters thenn|ig.nat.ve miiul unconsciously recoghises the U,^' re.m!
. sentation of the human mystery. To speak of runnin- w ater '

as weak and unstable is foolishness • it is the stZi^es nndmost dui;able force in Nature, Stain^l wS^ ^^^^i^ ^ :the .soil, in ,ts progress.it frees itself from these "Us of

e ilea civ-^'b
:•;'' 1 7''' J^"'"'^^' *«^ '^ '« caiithtV ^ ]

It Z river H^^''
^'",'"^" """'= -^'t'^^ ^'"k into decay.

Sae. ntw teri r.l""'
^""^""^ ''''^^''' '^'" "«r decay '^afenantwatcii^ death

; nuining waters are thetruest synibol
'

'il^Z^ i Old
T' '';^ ^'^"^^ imniortalily. It is smaUwSX '.

comes oli eve 'i^^t^'*'"
^ '"''"^ '^agination until theman

S"'^>== ..'," .':'^^\c\ c hejs a yoiy part of them.
;
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Belgian Children s Fund.
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Books of the Week
The Romance of Commerce. By H. Gordon Selfridoic.

llhistratod. loliu Laiu-. los. 6d. net.

From the Fire Step. Experiences of an American Soldier in

the British Army. By Artipk r.rv Et^ipey. I. O.

Putnam s Sons. 5s. net.

Conscript Tich. By Jack Spiuk. W • and K. C]iamher-=.

js. u\. net.

Cheerio. Sonic Sfjldier Yams. By J. Frederick Tilsley.

W. and K. Chambers. 2S. Cd. net.

TRADE, wholesale and retail, henceforth owes a

special debt of gratitude to I^Ir. Gordon SeUndge

for he has gone to the libraries of all nations and

taken from them golden passages to add glory to

the Romance of Comiinrcf. .And this volume he has adorned

uith a gallery of old prints, so that the illustrations in them-

selves are a valuable contribution to his subit>ct. llie obvicnis

criticism is that trade and commerce are treated too cursorily

in its pages, that the book itself is too much of a compilation

;

but this criticism the author himself anticipates in the very

opening sentence of the first chapter :
" To write on commerce

anil trade and do the subject justice would require more

volumes than any library could hold and involve more detail

than any mind could grasp."

In fairness to Mr. Selfridge we must not dwell on rather

ohvious omissions, but we do regret that as he could find

space for a chapter on the ennobled families of these islands

who owe their origin to trade, he did not also include a

list of the splendid benevolences and endowments which have

their source from the same fount. Has ever a merchant

uttered a nobler prayer than that of Sir Th( mas Sutton,

founder of the Hospital and School of the Charterhouse :

' Lord, Thou hast given me a large and liberal estate, give

me also an heart to make use thereof."

The chief perplexity of British public opinion towards

trade and commerce lies in the curious distinction which is

<lrawn between wholesale and retail trade. To this day in the

outer parts of the Empire, the wholesale merchant who
sells, say, Whisky by the dozen, is eligible for the leadirig

Club of "the station,' while the retail merchant who sells it

by the bottle is ipso facto debarred, notwithstanding that the

latter personally may be of better birth, higher education and

a pleasanter fellow all round than the former. This attitude

is the outcome ot tradition, but the present writer has never

been able to ascertain any sound reason for the tradition which

has taken such strong growth on a nation which has never

allowed outstanding, merit to be barred bv birth or origin

though it has often sneered at both.

* m Hi * *

Mr. Gordon Selfridge's work has two outstanding vir-

tues ; it is thorouglily readable from cover to cover, and it

is mentally stimulating. It does force attention on trade and
commerce at a time when it is badly needed, and he does pro-

voke thought, which leads, as with this writer, to criticism

and reflection. The final chapter will be read with peculiar

interest, in that it tells of the prganisation of " a repre-

sentative business of the Twentieth Century." Here we know
the writer is thoroughly at home, and it is instructive to get

a glimpse of the secret complicated works of a great general

store. The question, of course, arises whether the General

Store, which will take ciiarge of a civilised being and provide

him or her with everything each needs from the cradle to the

grave, even though life be extended to four-score years, is

good for a nation. Does it or does it not tend to convert

the multitude of workers into machines, and to reserve

initiative and the cultivation of mind and imagination for

the few ? In other words, is not the Cireat General Store

liable to become a " commercial militarism," and to deaden
democratic development ?

We arc tolcl at the outset that this book was practically

written before the war, otherwise we might have looked for

a chapter on that V'ery irritating and sore subject " pro-

fiteering." It may be that here is the very thing which has
given birth to the illogical contempt of retail trade to which
we ha\'e referred. The retail trader is brought into direct

contact with the consumer, and when times arc out of joint

and out of a good many other things as well, he is apt to be
made the general scapegoat for all the sins and failures of

trade and commerce. However, on the whole, he bears

his burden lightly, and he has not much cause for complaint

For commerce has this glorious advantage, that it is regally

generous to its favourites and to those of its subjects who

Succeed The playwright, WiUiam Shakespeare, for instance,

made nothing Ukc as big a success in his life-time as did the

tailor William Craven, who possibly cut^ his coats; and

John Milton, who sold his greatest work for a hve-pound-

iiote must have been thought a poor creature when contrasted

with William Robinson, the Turkey merchant of \ork,

who got himself a baronetcy and begot marquesses.

^ * * * *

A " war book" in the full. sense of the term, deserving of

more than the normal amount of attention accorded to books

of this class, is From the Fire Step, by Arthur Guy Empey, an

American soldier who joined the British Army after the

Lnsilania outrage, and went through the normal experiences

of an infantryman.up to the battle of the Somme, when he was
" outed " and finislied up in a convalescent home in England.

American humour is rampant in every page. "We had an

orchestra of seven men and seven different instruments.

This orchestra was excellent—while they were not playing."

" The average English officer is a good sport, he will sit on a

fire step and hsten respectfully to Private Jones's theory

of the way the war should be conducted." And from an

appendix entitled " Tommy's dictionary
"—

" Spud "—

Tommy's name for the solitary potato which gets into the

stew, it's a great mysterv how that lonely little spud got into

such bad company." these are very small samples from

a large host, but the author has other views on the state of

affairs in the firing line, as well as humorous ones.
" Returning to Tommv. I think his spirit is best shown in

the qne'^tions he asks. It is never ' Who is going to win ?
'

b\it How long will it take ?
'" " In Virginia, at school,

I was fed on old McGnffy's primary reader, which gave me an

opinion of an Englisliman about equal to a '76 Minute Man's

backed up by a Sinn Feiner's. But 1 found Tommy to he

the best of mates and a gentleman through and tinoueh.

... It is. exactly the same as it was at Balaclava to

say nothing of Gallipoli, Xeuve Chapelle, and Loos."

These things are worth quoting, but they are not all the

book, by any means. Ian Hay has done no better work in

showing the British soldier in action and in " rest billets."

In training, and as a casualty in hospital. With a keen sense

of humour, this author has also a grasp of the magnitude of

the war and its tragedy ; he has written life as a soldier

knows it, and he has written well.

* * Us * *

Conscript Tich, by Jack Spurr, is just the sort of book
that a boy will delight in. Tich was a Httle man who joined

the Army because he couldn't help it, and came to see that

military life brings out the best in a man, makes him appre-

ciate his fellows at their true value, and forms excellent

training for life in any station and capacity. There is just

the right amount of trench and billet experience in the book
with enough thrills to maintain the interest throughout, and
there are also certain incidents which will raise a series of

smiles—notably the story of how Tich, when escorted as a
prisoner back to his unit for overstaying his leave, arrived

back at headquarters without the escort. Without any pre-

tensions to literary style, the author tells a good story,

and one specially suited to juvenile tastes. <

Of rather different quality is Cheerio, soldier yarns by J. F.
Tilsley, on whom, to a certain extent, seems to have fallen

the mantle of O. Henry—certainly some of these stories are
clever enough for that author to own them, were he still able
to own printed matter, and they have, in many cases, that
curious and provoking " twist

'"'

at the end \vhich was so
characteristic of Henry's work. This is specially noteworthy
in the story of Shy McGie, the boxer ; in certain other stories

figures Private James Thompson, whom many folk will be
glatl to meet. This is an excellent \olumc for company
either in a railway train or beside the fire ; its main point is

an impish humour which will raise smiles in the most unlikely
situations, and it is to be thoroughly commended bv reason
of the original treatment which the author has brought to
bear on subjects that might have proved banal.

Copies of "The British Firing Line Portfolio'

containing a series of Engravings in Colour by Captain
Handley-Read and forming a wonderful record of the

Battle-area, may be obtained, price 5 guineas each,
from the Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, W.

i
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THE PEOPLES FOOD

THl-:
Clmstmas festival has been celebrated by the

peoples of this kingdom in a more Christian spirit

this year than ever before in the memory of living

man. Through a rather obvious confusion of

traditions, it is too often overlooked that excess of eating

and drinking is simple paganism. In Bethlehem there was

neither KiU nor Carlton at which the Wise Men might

banquet after the presentation at the Manger of their gifts

of gold and frankincense and myrth. Christianity had

its birth in that very shortage of affluence which is the

characteristic of the present times. Gluttony arose from the

conjunction of this Birth Day with the Saturnalia of Imperial

Rome, and the modern revival of the Saturnalia was due to

an endeavour by an ardent publicist, Charles Dickens, to make

the more fortunate in these islands realise, at least once in

twelve months, the straitened conditions of the hulk of the

people. This endeavour was both a success and a failure

—a success in that it did attract the attention of the more

thoughtful to the wretchness that surrounded them, but a

failure in so far that it provided the self-complacent with an

easy and (heap method of conscience-money. So long as

beef, blankets and coal were forthcoming a^ Christmas, they

felt they had fully discharged their duty towards their neigh-

bours, and it is a little wonder that as education spread

these doles became repulsive to the self-respecting poor.

" Be temperate in all things " is an admirable Christian

dictum, but temperance never consisted in privation and

semi-star\ation for one and fifty weeks of the year balanced

by gluttony and drunkenness during the remaining week,

which was Christmas week.

It would be a very good thing if the quiet and homely

manner in which Christmas was spent this winter became the

eustom hereafter. There is no reason why we should not

maintain tlic kindly idea originated by Caligula, of providing

presents for children or continue the habit of eliminating in

our homes at this season for a few hours distinctions between

master and man, between mistress and maid-servant, which

though pagan in origin, is Christian in spirit, but we do hope

there will be no return to that gross gorging tliat is so distinctly

Teutonic. Also if the general well-being of the people is

raised to a right stage, the horrid system of doles may well

•lie. There will always be an interchange of presents between

households and individuals in different ranks of life where

good will is present on either side, but that is very different

to i>roviding warmth and food during a few hours in the year

I . :olks who are honestly entitled to both all the year round.

Out of these abominable queues which Lord Rhondda is

at last putting an end to, cven^ootl may come, in that they

have made the more fortunate realise the difliculties that

confront wagi^earnors who have to buy from hand to mouth,

lacking the spare cash or larder-room to lay in stocks.

Tliese queues have been the outward sign of the extra-

ordinary difficulties surrounding distribution directly the

ordinary channels of trade are interfered with, eitlu-r naturally

or artificially These difficulties were anticipated in these

columns weeks ago, because experience in other lands has

proved that they always occur under such ^conditions. Wc
ventured to suggest on the original formation of Food Com-

•mittees that men of good will could not render better public

orvices than by joining fhem, as the future of the nation's

food supplies must turn largely on their labours. The

Minister of Ftxid has rightly and wisely deputed large powers

to these Committees to deal with all shortage in' local areas.

jx»wers which, if rightly exercised, should put an end not

merely to queues, but to unevenness of distribution. Speak-

ing broadly, we are convinced it is the wish a\id desire of all

classes to share alike ; there is as notable an absence of selfish-

ness among the civil population as among the armies in the

field. ILxceptions no doubt exist, but we sjjeak of the rule,

and if the Food Committees will only exercise their new

powers boldly and unselfishly, they will find they have belund

them the support of everyone whose opinion and sujiport

arc of any value.

A disagreeable feature of these queues, according to Lord

Rhondda, whose opinions arc confirmed by private ex-

lierience, is that they have in some instances, and especially

in the poorer districts, been occasioned by shops talcing

advantage of their possession -of certain necessities, like tea

or margarine, to advertise themselves. They have announced

that such commodities would be on sale at certain hours, and

thereby drawi buyers to themselves, who naturally prefer

to spend their money on all kinds of goods in the shop where

they can buy the special one they stand most in need of. In

normal times this would be legitimate, to-day it is culpable

if not criminal ; indeed, it might well be made a criminal

ofTencc. But the Food Committees are now given the power

to enter any shops where they have reason to beUeve such

practices occur, commandeer their stocks, and distribute

them among neigh.bouring retailers. It is probably the raosti

drastic interference with individual right whidh " Dora

"

has hitherto permit*' '1 ''"t no general objection is likely to be

raised to it.

We are strongl}- cf the opinion that a Food Minister, to be

fully effective, should be something of a Haroun-al-Raschi^^

he ought to -mix freely with the people, unknown to them,

and ascertain for himself actual facts. This must not be

taken to imply that we consider Lord Rhondda should himself

stand in queues and personally investigate every complaint

against Food Committees, but he ought certainly to have

an efficient organisation at his disposal which would enable

him instantly to ascertain the true circumstances of each

4ase. many of which, from the very nature of his task, will be

novel and unprecedented. Had such an organisation been

in existence, the queue trouble need never have reached

the dimensions it did. A secret of the power of the daily

Press lies in this very fact ; it is able, through its organised

staff to acquaint itself daily with the trend of public opinion

and the actual conditions which cause it. -A staff such asis

at the disposal of a " news-editor," to use a term well-defined

in Fleet Street, is badly, needed at the Food Ministry, to

enable the Food Minister to keep himself abreast of popular

opinion. Inspectors or supervisors or any labelled official

would be useless* for the work. As things are, how is Lord

Rhondda to satisfy himself that the Food Committees are all

doing their duties. The majority undoubtedly will, but

there will be a minority which will either behave foolishly

or neglectfully, nnd the chances arc that the Food Minister's

first intimation of the seriousness of local conditions will be

a riot or something equal to a riot. Lonl Rhondda has little

idea of the sympathy and support he has behind him if he will

only act promply. Mistakes can always be rectified
; it^

is hesitation that'initates, mofe especially if it be' combined*

with spoken advice, perhaps good in itself, but utteriy

worthless under local or class conditions.
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The Historical Sites of War
By Hiiaire Belloc

THERE is a most aiTosting historical jjoint in con-

nection with the great campaigns of this war, so

academic that it seems cold to consider it, yet of

jx-rmanent interest : It is the extent to which
military eflort has followed the roads of the past, has been

checked by the old strongholds and has been directed towards
the old key jwints f and the extent to wlii<h these apparently
unchangeable geographical groo\'es of history ha\'e l>een

moditicd and new ones created by modern men.
The similarity is certainh- more striking than the modifica-

tions. The extent to which sites essential to the military

history of tlic past have reappeared in the last four years

has struck the imagination of the world.
If we tabulate only the principal (^nes of these recurrent

bitts and routes, the parallel is striking enough.
The two roads which menace Gaul from the .east, are that

by the Plains to the north of the Ardennes, and that by the

gap to the south between those hills and forests and the
A'osges—the gap of Lorraine. Both reappear at once at the
origin of this campaign as the routes of invasion. The point
of crossing the Sambre for the possession of the Belgian plains

was also rcjjcated. The Battle of Charleroi recalls the chief

bridge whereby Napoleon's forces traversed that stream.
.More singular still perhaps, so vast a conflict as the Marne
turned upon the general district (though not the actual few
miles) which saw the determination of the other great threat
to Europe—the invasion of At^ila. The right of Foch's
advancing army, after it had done the trick at La Fere Cham-
penoise, was v-ery near the liuge ring which is still traditionally

known as the Camp of Attila. And those same heights above
the rolling ground of Champagne and of the Plains of Chalons
saw the crisis in both struggles.

Familiar Names

The borderland between the Latin culture and the Ger-
manic dialects, the levels of Flanders and their boundary hills

of the Artois reappeared, and the same names grew familiar
which had been familiar in fifty earlier wars: Cambrai, St.

Ouentin (where, when Spain was so powerful, the struggle
between I'Vance and the power possessing the Netherla'nds
was finally decided) ; St. Omer, Cassell, Dunkirk. The
beginning of the retreat from Mons crossed the field of Mal-
plaquet and the name of La Bassee ajipeared again in de-
fensive warfare after 200 j-ears ; while the right of that
movement was very near the point where the Republic had
saved Maubeuge 120 years before in the Battle of VVattignies,
the parent of all the Revolutionary victories. It lay also
very near to the famous Camp, the quadrilateral of' which
you can still trace—the camp drawn by Ctesar on the dav
when he defeated the Nervii, " when it was seen what tlic

discipline of the Roman people could do."
In the east of Europe, there was, at the very outset of the

war. a coincidence even more remarkable than any in the
West ; and one, perhaps, more diflicult to account for. I

mean the coincidence of Tannenberg. Tannenbcrg gives its

name to the great victory in which the Poles destroyed the
political power of the Teutonic Knights and reached their
natural limits, the Baltic. The same place gives its name
10 the one really " clean " tactical success of this war :

the envelopment and destruction of a whole Russian Army
by Hindenburg in the late summer of 1914. It would require
a much greater knowledge of the Masurian district than I

possess to discover why, under circumstances so different
and with approaches from points so \-arving, Tannenberg
should in each case have been the place "of decision. For
the coincidence must have struck everyone and it must pre-
sumably have some geographical reason behind it.

On the southern end of the eastern line aU the necessary
sites reappear because one is there constrained by great rivers
and high mountains. The stronghold of Letnberg covering
the Carpathians approaches reappears ; the Mora\-ian Gate
behind Cracow is again threatened from the cast ; tlie two
great passes of invasion into Hungary are attempted but not
passed, the Dukla and the Magyar. Further south still the
great trencii of the Vardar is the a.\is whereby the offensive
from the north and the defensive from the' south operate
in the Balkans, as it was the axis in Roman times, the one
necessary road from north to south.
The capital importance of the Narrows, wiiicli unite

the Mediterranean with the Black Sea, reappears also in an
unexpected degree of intensity. To get the alliance of
Constantinople, to have a cle?r road to Cons'antinopl.',
through the Bulgarian Alliance, to make of Constantinople
the bridge, as it were, permitting the extension of operation.s

into Asia— all these were but the reappearance of the

Byzantine nodal point in the strategy of our enemy, and the
Dardanelles expedition was but the reappearance of the same
point in the strategy of the AUies. Salonika again becomes

/.he necessary port of the Western /Egean ; again, there
appears the attack on F'gypt from the north-east. Lastly,

and astonishingly parallel to history thousands of years old,

come the lines of advance upon Palestine from the south.

All the elements are there. Gaza with its torrent bed to tlio

south ; the first stronghold, the point of contact, after tlie

delay and handicap of the desert has been crossed. The first

considerable natural water supply at Beersheba ; the advance
up the plains before the mountains on the right can be
attacked ; the sweeping round upon Jerusalem from the west.

It remains to be seen whether the campaign will produce the
further parallels of a crossing from Philistia to the E^sdra-

elon plain, and of a nortliern advance which the mass of
Lebanon deflects towards Damascus.

Notable Differences

When we look to the changes that have taken place in the
main avenues and nodal points of warfare, we find that
they have become by this time, after more than three years
of a modern universal war, quite as. striking as the similarities

with the past.

Thus, after noting the extraordinarily close parallel between
the advance upon Palestine and every other campaign from
the south upon that country, we cannot but remark the
complete contrast between the Mesopotaniian campaign of
the last two years and e\-ery other recorded eh'ort in the sanii
region.

The Mesopotaniian campaigns have been in this war an
advance up stream, through country that could not supply
a great army. The offensive has been based upon the Persian
Gulf ; it is the defensive which has been based upon the
Upper Tigris, the Lippcr Euphrates and the connections with
Syria and with Asia Minor.

In the past there have never been more than three main
schemes of warfare in this region, and these have been either
of an advance down on to Mesopotamia from the uplands of
the south-west, west, north-west or from the Persian moun-
tains ; or of an advance from Mesopotamia outwards in the
opposite sense. Neither the Babylon of extreme antiquity
nor the Bagdad of the Dark Ages was threatened from tlic

Persian Gulf. What has madi the difference here is th-
possession of Asiatic dominion by a European Power : w hicli
is a modern thing. That, coupled with steam, has mad-
the present successful offensive in Mestopotamia possible.
The same quite modern conditions of Western dominion

over the East have given us the cut across the Isthmus of Suez
and have made Egypt strategically a totally different pro-
position from what it was before Napoleon the Third's reign
and the last years preceding the great modern rise of Prussia
in Europe. Egypt, including the Isthmus of Suez has now
become one of the great nodal points of the world. As surely
as we live a struggle of the near future, economic and poUtical
if not mihtary (almost certainly mihtary as welH, will be the
struggle lor that nodal point.
Here I might usefully digress upon the shortsightedness of

those who believe that a negotiated peace would leave this
country—of all others !—where it was before the outbreak
of the war. The hold of Great Britain upon that neck of
land IS something which a mere child looking at the
globe can see to be dependent upon abnormal power. It
depends on a distant, isolated effort which almost compels
challenge. The Egyptian border is the door between the
\\ est and the East. Yet the keys of that door are in the
hands of men living—that is having their being and tradition,
their final affections and their homes—upon the edges of the
Atlantic and right up in the north at that

!

Nothing can sa^ .such a position from challenge on tlic
part of an unbeaten rival save the dissolution either of the
possessor or of the claimant or both.

I know that there are some so academic and liAing so much
in an unreal world that they will believe or hope the future
to be international." They conceive that the peculiar
soul and character of " England," " Prussia," " France

"

and the rest will rapidly dissolve under the present strain as
reiigions have weakened (sometimes) after the great Religious
Wars of the past. They arc only ideas, and when the ideal
weakens the value stands for nothing. It is not conceivable,
rhesc national differences arc too rooted below and too rer-
meating around for any such dissolution within a ve v luig
space of time Tl ,t is not we that hold the Egvptian Isiimut
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and nodal point, then it will be some other national, cviltmc.

It will certainly not be an international Committee for long.

Neither will it be a new Universal State. Of such a thing

as that th3 present holds no promise at all.

To return to that important example of what historical

geography means :

Another heavy modification produced by modern strategics

in the old ruts of warfare is the difficulty of landing ; it is

one of the innumerable ramifications of the modern defensive

b\' land. Ever since recorded history begins, whoever could
sail in security with transports to a shore could land. His
fate then depended upon whether he won or lost his battle

upon the earth and upon his power of keeping up communica-
tions. The Britons landed in Gaul against Caesar ; Cjesar

himself in Britain, and then the Empire following him ; the

Crusaders in Asia, long before them the Asiatics in Greec3 ;

the Normans in Southern Italy and in England : the Frisian

and Danish Pirates (called Anglo-Saxon) in the fifth century,

in this island ; the Scandinavians here and in Normandy ;

The Black men of Morocco in Spain—and so on—it is an
interminable list. Suddenly there appears for the first time
in histor\- a check—and we have seen that check in this war.

It bears t*he names of the "Coast of Belgium" and in a

modified form of " The Dardanelles."

Connected with this change, though of a somewhat different

character, is the closing of the two great inland seas of Europe ;

which may be followed, perhaps many years hence (as we
mav note for future studv) by the closing of the Mediterranean
itself.

In the old days a strait of water had to be very narrow for

it to be closed to a determined offensive ; or if not very
7iarrow then very ill-defined. But to-day a passage even
some thousands of yards broad is as true an obstacle as was
in the old days a long river entrance to a port. The Baltic

has been nearly closed ; the Black Sea absolutely close d to

the action of the Western AUies. I think it is a point which
has not been sufficiently insisted upon by the students of this

war that any sheet of water with a fairly narrow entrance
will, in future, or, at any rate, as long as the present con-
ditions endure, be at the mercy of the power that holds the

gate.

And here again we have an immediate and practical

application, for surely one of the great tests of victory or defeat

which the near future will show will be the ability or inability

of European civilisation to make certain of the Black Sea
and the Baltic against that hotch-potch of peoples run by
Prussia, which calls itself " Middle Etiropc." If, at the con-
clusion of the war, the Sound and the Dardanelles and
Bosphorus are in theifhands then, without a doubt, they ha\e
defeated us.

Minor modifications will also be noted. The Pyrenees, for

instance, one of the great obstacles to military movement
playing a great part in so much of all history, have not only

not corne into this war, but probably cannot of their nature
come into it. This war's offensives and defensives do not lie

upon axes which bring in the Pyrenees as a transversal.
There is a corresponding, though somewhat different, point

to note in connection with the Alps. All through European
history hitherto the Alps have been a passage, not an obstacle.
It is an astonishing paradox, but it is true. The Roman
Power poured over the Alps, so did the Gaul and the
Carthaginian ; so did the Frencli in the Middle Ages j so did
the German for three hundred futile years, between Otto
the Great and the last and most civilised of their leaders,
himself virtually an Italian.

Napoleon won his victory against Austria on the Plains,
and had not even to challenge the mountains. Later he
crossed those mountains and re-crossed them almost at will.

To-day, by an accident which is pohtical and not military,
they have suddenly and for the first time, played an immense
role as defensive obstacles although that role would seem to
have been assigned to them by nature from the beginning.
Tlie whole story of the Italian campaign in this war has been
the story of occupying, or attempting to occupy, the Alpine
Passes, coupled with an inability to force them. The whole
of the last chapter, tlie perilous business of Caporetto (the
ultimate effects of which we cannot yet judge), was the story
of the Alpine barrier turned with great difficulty, and indeed
unexpectedly.
These arc but notes suggested by the present aspect of the

campaign and deal only with its largest lines. But we may
note one last curious and not easily resolvable puzzle.
With the exception of the Dardanelles there has been no

prolonged resistance upon a nodal point.
Hitherto in all wars whatsoever (with the exception of

wars that ha\e been a walk-over—wherever, that is, there
has been a serious defensive) , one or more nodal points where
communications minor or major converged, have by
resistance held up the campaign : Witness in modern time's

Metz, Paris, Plevna—and for centuries pa?t any number of

similar names. In this war no such name has appeared. It

is an accident due partly to the fact that these vast siege fines

have not admitted of particular isolated defences, partly due
to the fact that—with the development of aircraft and the
mobility of heavy guns, permanent defences had not in 1914
caught up the new powers of attack ; partly due to the way
in which the movements of the war swung. The nearest thing
to a great nodal point (except the Dardanelles) appearing in

this war, were the two cases of the river-railway crossings and
road-crossings of Liege and Belgrade. Verdun, which some
have quoted as an example, was nothing of the kind. It

was but one sector on a front, and it was attacked, not because
it was in any sense a fortress, still less a centre of communica-
tions, but because it was the jumping-off place for a counter-
cffensivc ; because it offered great facilities for concentration
against it, and because it offered opportunities for surprise.

Mt. Asolone

The Austro-German thrust between the Brenta and
the Piave, designed to turn the Italian positions between
the mountains and sea, continues to be the principal action
in the opening of this fourth Christmas week of the war.
Though it was only a matter of conjecture that the chief

enemy effort would continue to be made in Italy, the con-
jecture was reasonable ; and the logical foundation for it

was given at some length in these columns last week. The
enemy could, if he reached the Plains and threatened the
Itahan communications, achieve such a result here as he could
not hope for at the same price anywhere else in the West.
The very fact that he was openly advertising his intention to
transfer his strength elsewhere was a reason for believing
that his main effort would continue to be against the con-
venient flank which conditions of ground and the final

decision not to retire to the Adige had created for him in

Italy.

One of the considerations which must here be specially
insisted upon is the effort represented by a great accumulation
of shell in a mountain country. When you are using, as the
enemy is here using, something over 4,000 guns, first and
last—of which as many as 2,500 have been found concen-
trated upxjn some 20,000 yards of line—and when this enor-
mous mass of artillery is delivering one intensive bombard-
ment after another, it means an accumulation of heavy
material which pins the offensive down for a long time to the
sector it has chosen. It is like locking up money in an
investment. You arc tied to the plan which you have im-
masked and you nmst carry it through. To form such an
enormous concentration of heavy pieces and their munition-
ment in exceedingly difficult country and not to try and
carry through the object for which so vast an investment of
energy' was made, would be strategically nonsense ; for it

would take almost as long to dis.sociate the elements of such
a concentration as it did to associate them.
We may take it, then, that the enemy is putting forward

every element of strength which he can locally bring to bear,

with the object of reaching the Italian Plains. And the next
two things for us to note are first that he has gradually
approached his object, gaining point after point, and never
suffering a serious or permanent check ; secondly, that the

last step towards his objective is now, in one critical point,

a very short one. That point is the crest of Mt. Asolone.

As has been pointed out previously in this place, the one
great avenue of approach between the Adige and the Piave
for any considerable force with its wheeled vehicles and
pieces from the mountains to the Plain, is the valley of the
Brenta.

That valley has two excellent roads running down it on
either side of the stream, a railway which we may be almost
certain now connects—in spite of destruction under retreat --

with the main enemy system. Once the mouth of this Brenta
valley is secured for debouching at Bassano, this capital avenu(>

could be used to pour men and supplies upon one point in

numbers far greater than they have been concentrated

hitherto since the enemy pierced the Italian line at Caporetto
on the fatal 24th of last October. The mere threat of such a
thing, when that threat became acute, would be enough to

compel the retirement of everything to the east of Bassano

—

that is, of the whole Piave line.

Now the elements of the ground in this lower part of the
Brenta Valley are these. You have a wide trencli, too wide
to be called a ravine or a gorge, the flanking hills of which
are some 4,000 feet above the sea. On the eastern side this

boundary range is crossed by certain passes which lie very
high np on tlie ridg(>, such as the pass called tlic Pass oi
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Caprilc, and tius <'asiern ridge culminates in the crest of

Mount Asolonc. From that' crest falling slopes spread out

southwards and westwards towards the Plain, and rise into a

number of lesser peaks, plateaux, and ridges, all dominated

by the summit of Asolonc. The last fall of this mountain

system on to the plain is everywhere fairly steep, fonning, as

I have said, a sort of wall, but it is more gentle towards the

mouth of the Brenta Valley than it is further east. Due
east of Asolone (which is nearly 5,000 feet high) is the still

higher and larger massive system of Mount Grappa. To the

south-east of thi> again, right on the edge of tin- Plain wall,

and a good deal lower than Grappa, is Mount Tomba, and a

few thousand feet east of the latter one strikes the River

Piave, which the line thence follows to the sea.

On the western side of the Brenta Valley there are, as I

have explained in previous articles, two ravines leading

down from the plateau above ; the upjK-rmost is the Val

Gadetia, the lowermost is the rough and difficult, but prac-

ticable, Val Frenzela. I believe that heavy pieces can come
down the Gadcna. Down the Frenzela only infantry and
mountain guns, 1 imagine, could move. But I am talking

of the conditions before the war, and I do not know what
changes may have been made during the campaign or whether
a road to bear heavy gun* now exists in this ravine.

At any rate, whenever or if the enemy is master of the Fren-
zela Valley, he can. bring forces down it which would leave

liim absolutely secure to move his heavier material down the
(Jiadena behind ; and, in general, his possession of the
Frenzela (which would be marked by his occupation of

Valstagna, the village at its mouth) would give him a secure

hold of the whole Brenta Valley, short of its actual issue on
to the plains at Bassano.
The enemy's action for the mastery of the Brenta Valley

and of possession of an ultimate power to debouch from it on
to the plains, has been that which must always be followed
in a slow process of reducing a defensive line of this kind.
It is the process which was followed for so many months at
Verdun. It consists in creating dangerous salients or
" bulges " in the defender's organisation by thrusting in
heavy blows at selected points on either side.

In mountain country these blows must always be delivered
against heiglUs which, when they are lost to the defensive,
weaken it all round, not oiJy from loss of ground, but from
loss of observation and dominating positions.

This is what the enemy has been doing throughout the
month of December. He has attacked and carried of^ three
mountain crests, first the extreme right or left, then its fellow
on the left or right. He has thus half isolated the
central one, reduced it in turn, and so gone pounding forward
by flattening out one saUent after the other, until he is now
near the end of his task.

If you take his original line and mark his method of advance
.
you see this clearly. He originally finds a defensive relying
upon certaui peaks. He masters a number of separate
peaks, leaving in his second line saUents in their intervals.
Ihe salients are reduced and he is left with his third Hne nearly
fiat again. He makes new drives producing new salients.
The most important now left before the plain is now that of
Mt. Graijpa. He strikes again at Asolone, rendering the
Grappa salient extremely precarious.
So by methodical stages and in a manner which is perfectly

clear when one follows the map, he elbows his way down
towards the plains.

.,,0" V»<^
^^^ he already overlooks them from Mt. Tomba.

With Asolone m his possession, last Tuesday, he ovcriooks
them from the western part of this sector, and put Mount
Grappa in between the two points into great peril.
But Asolone has a v;iJue of its own quite apart from its

ellectm outflanking Mount Grappa. You have from this
simimit a vaew right down on to Valstagna. His permanent
possession of Asolone would probably involve the occupation
bv the enemy of Valstagna and the consequent opening of all
api>roaches down from the east on to the Brenta VaUey. It is toomuch to say that the permanent possession of Mt. Asolone in
Itself would give the enemy the Brenta VaUey right down to

all that district, and whoever holds it has the balance ofthe chances on his side (on the offensive) for obtaining or
retaining (on the defensive) the month of the Brenta Valley

it was ths nnportance of AscrJone which led to the tre-mendous fighting of last week The summit fell into theenemy s hands m the course of Tues.day last, December i8th
Ihis great success was only obscurel'y suggested in the AUied
" oX 'nn r''^;^ T^l"^"^ °^ '^' Austro-Germans thatOnly on his left did the enemy succeed in gaining andmaintammg advantage in the Monte Asolone zone." Buthe enemy buUetins naturally gax'e the- affair in its true

ilSl "'\7fi^ 'r ^" '?Ty '"^•=^^- The Germans told usthat
. After strong artillery prepeiration Austrc -Hungarian

troops stormed Mt. Asolonc. More than two thousand men

were taken prisoners "
; while the Austrian bulletin con-

\-eyed the same truth in very nearly the same terms.

On the ne.vt day Wednesday, a strong Italian counter-
attack began to develop. On this the Italian bulletin of
Thursday morning was silent, presumably because the
operations were still developing and the i">lan had to be kept
secret. It was now the enemy's turn to be more guarded
and careful in his account. He merely told us that " repeated
Italian attacks against Mount Asolone failed "—the usual
phrase common to almost every belUgerent when heavy
pressure is developing against him.
By Thursday, however, there was already a hint in the

communique issued by General Diaz that the Italian effort
to recapture Mt. Asolone was achieving some measure of
success, and on Friday the Italian Prime Minister was able
to announce in the Chamber that the summit had been re-
taken, and was once more in Italian hands.
At this point the news to hand at the moment of writing

(Sunday evening) ceases. Asolone, that critical height, was
lost to the Allies early in the week, regained by them, and
(on Saturday last) was still held. The battle continues.

H. Belloc

Germany at Bay

THE literary stylist may find something to cavil at
in Major Haldane MacFall's Germany at Bay, for the
author has not troubled about his phrasing ; he is
far too fond of telling his reader to " make no mis-

take about that "
; he is so deadly in earnest that he has

hardly time to find the right phrases to express his meaning,
and yet his work grips the reader throughout, for it is very
evident that he knows what he is talking about, and that he
has a definite message to convey. That message, in one
word, is " Serbia." The author says, and adduces plenty of
reasons for saying

:

If Germany be defeated in the west, if Belgium be given back
to the Belgians, if ^Torthcrn France, with Als;ice and Lorraine
be restored to the French, if the Kaiser be deposed ; but if
the Fan-Gorman war map remain German, no matter to what
humihations the German bows, the German has won the war.

That Pan-German war map, which, as the author points
out, was circulated throughout Germany in February 1916.
consists in a German iron road from Berlin to Constantinople,
cutting Europe in half, and separating Slavonic Europe from
Western Europe, giving Germany MiUel-Europa for which
her rulers have thirsted since 1870. The independence
ot Serbia spoUed this map. Major MacFall outlines the faU of
Bismarck, and the coming of the dream to Wilhelm the Mad ;

he tells how even Bismarc:k, the great dreamer, drew back
at a plan that v/as to smaati not only France and Russia, but,

Zrll ^ ^^T" ^'°^' I^"t?an and America as well, and how
Wilhelm II. was content to sacrifice commercial prosperity,
everything that his great empire offered him, to this dream of
conquering all Europe and then all America by means of
ruthless vyar. Further, he insists on the doctrine which

^j^u- ^'"'f'^^-^''^
students; of the war have enunciated : in

addition to victory in the West, there must be an independent
Foland, a restored Serbia, and an utter smashing of the German
war map plan

; there is no halfway-house between victory
and defeat

;
either the Allied forces must smash this German

dream, or Germany has won.
Here is set forth with absolute clearness that we need

not trouble about the war mms of anyone but the enemy,
which are the establishment of the Pan-German map for the
inaking of another and even greater war, and the utter
destruction of civilisation as the Western nations know it, in
order that there may be set up the gospel of brute force.
Ihe book is tonic, and Field-Marshal French's recommenda-
tion that men should read it is one that every thinking man
WTil endorse. There is one paragraph, especiall\^ which paci-
fists might take to heart .

'^ ^ ^ ' ^ -

'

*^

We find ruthless valour bciled down to tills: that the
superior breed, the German, "is entitled to break all laws thatbmd inferior breeds, his enemies, and to inflict on them any
cowardly or vile treachery or- crime ; but that if these acts be
committed upon him, then "nis enemies are guilty of an enor-
mity which in him IS not an enormity but a virtue of Ruthless
Valour! Hus is called " Squeahng."
Germany says Major Mac??aU, is entering upon the most

deadly peril to mankind-her peace strategy, and the defeat
of that strategy rests on the democracies of"the world. This
book showing how deadly are the German peace plots, is a
call to action for the men behind the armies, and thus is awork deserving of the widest pubhcity

hv'FZ\d^Ur^^l'^^ ^^ ^^J"!^ " ^W^ue McFall, .yith'^-x introl ictioa
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Leaves from a German Note Book

T
Politeness to Order

HE Prussian Minister of War recently issued a special

decree to all officials under his jurisdiction bidding

them be polite in their dealings with the public.

He addressed them in these terms :

Every individual has his load to bear iu war time, and
no one should unnecessarily increase the weight of this burden.

Tliis is done, however, when officials in tlieir intercourse with
the public do not give the required information quickly and
politely, but make it an occasion for the promotion of dissen-

sions and misunderstandings. He who acts thus injures tiic

Fatherland aud, shows himself incapable of his task. Life is

hard enough in these days, and if after receiving this warning
anyone continues by his behaviour to make it harder still for

his fellow men, he \vill not be suffered to retain his position.

l"he Minister of Posts and Telegraphs has followed suit, im-
pressing on postal officials so to behave to the public as not

to give them just ground for complaint. All complaints,

he warns them, will be thoiougldy enquired into, and action

taken where necessary. A similar notice has been issued to

tile officials in the BerUn Purchasing Permit Office.

Why this insistence on politeness ? The Berlin correspon-

dent of the Vienna Zcit, who ought to know, provides the
explanation. Germans in the large towns, and in Berlin

more especially, are suffering from acute irritability. Pcopie
are excessively rude to each other in the streets, on tramcars,

in the underground ; they are inconsiderate to officials, and
at the least occasion pour out abuse in abundance, with the

result that the oflicials retaliate. Quarrels in public offices

have become every-day events ; the ^eit correspondent speaks
of an " epidemic " of rudeness. It is a sad look-out for the
time after tlie war, he writes. The worst offenders are the
women. This gentleman observes that not the officials only,

but the entire population in Germany should be dragooned into

politeness.

It is reported from Berlin that never before have the shops
had to cope with so much shop-lifting as this Christmas.
Nor are the culprits always poor folk. The reason alleged

for this particular misdemeanour is nerves. It is also stated,

however, that as necessary articles of clothing cannot be ob-
tained without a permit, people help themselves to them where
they can.

The large number of suicides also bears witness to the nerve
strain. On November 21st, to take a single illustration,

n^ less than 11 cases of gas poisoning were reported in Berlin.

Burglaries have become exceedingly common ; not a day
passes but numerous instances are reported to the police.

An official document declares that the breaking open of safes

is the most favourite sport of the burglars. But they have a
partiality too for shop windows, larders and stables. Pick-
pockets abound everywhere. This same official statement
continues :

" Railway trucks arc broken open and pillaged ;

trunks are spirited away from luggage vans ; the people
affected are hit very hard by these losses, for it is difficult, if

not impossible, to replace what has been stolen. The culprits
are not only professional thieves, but it must unfortunately
be admitted that soldiers also are among them." The burdeli
of this human document is that the public should not always
leave everything to the police, but should defend themselves
against thefts by taking greater precautions and by seizing
delinquents when they can.

Nerves and Patriotism

Nerves are also responsible for the foundation of yet another
patriotic society. In order to complement the Patriotic Party,
which has limited its activities to foreign affairs, an " Associa-
tion of tiic Supporters of the Crown " has been formed to rescue
Germany from becoming a democracy. It looks as though
the new society is an offspring of the Patriotic Party, but the
latter has disowned it. Yet the voice is the voice of the Patrio-
tic Party.

" The German Empire is in the gravest peril. The majority
of the Reichstag demand the parliamentarisation of the German
Government." The rights of the Kaiser are attacked ; those
rights must be rescued before it is too late. " We must arm,
arm quickly, arm at once, or we shall be defeated by tendencies
which will and must lead to the destruction of the German
Empire." A few insignificant nobodies have issued this

appeal to the German nation, and it would be difficult to ex-
plain the document except by reference to the prevailing
hysteria in Germany. The 'Patriotic Party managed to
rope in Tirpitz as its leader. The " Supporters of the Crown"
have no one to compare with that whiskered seaman.

]>:. . , ;. ,. ;,. iiysteria is also apparent in the thick type advertise-

ments in the newspapers, right in the middle of the reading

matter, to this effect :

" Germans ! Beware of anyone who 'asks about military

or business matters ! The spy danger is greater than

ever."

That this is no mere window-dressing is> evidenced by the case

of a youth who happens to have almond-shaped eyes, who was
arrested in Liepzic as a Japanese spy ! The poor apprentice,

who is only 14, had come into that town from Dclitzsch, and
it would have fared ill with liim but for the lucky accident

that a neighbour recognised him and establislicd his identity,

Russian Peace Negotiations

The Patriotic Party in its anxiety lest Germany should not

obtain the best of the bargain with Russia, has passed a long-

winded resolution, the gist of which may be expressed thus.

Germany must decline to negotiate a general peace. She
must liniit herself to a separate peace with Russiii. The Gcnnan .

plenipotentiaries are to be guided by German interests, and by
them only. They are to obtain for Germany in the East what
she needs—the military security of her frontiers, territory for

planting Genmn settlers, and the establishment of German
supremacy in the Baltic. At the same time, Germany must
not lay down her arms until she has smitten England to

the ground.
Such are the desires of the Extremists. But are the moderate

men any saner ? The Frankfurter Zoitung, which may be
taken to express the views of liberal and financial circles,

wrote as follows in a leader on December 8th :

The Central Powers lyive succeeded in all
,
they have undei"

taken, and arc now quite ready to conciude peace, but although
Russia has withdrawn from the conllict and Italy has lost

rivers of blood, England and France, whose spirits are raised

by the promises of the United States, remain standing erect

and stubborn. They even demand Alsace-Lorraine, aud, because
they want to tear a piece out of Germany's body, the German
armies must contmue the mortal combat to prevent them
accomplishing this object.

Views of Iron Magnates

The Frankfurter Zeitung only speaks of the demand of the

Allies. It says never a word about the demands of the German
captains of industry. The great iron-masters of Germany
met in Berlin on the same day as this leader appeared, and
agreed that the coming Peace must b^ an economic peace,

must secure the German home markets against foreign com-
petition, must remove any possibihty of German manufactures

being dislocated in the future aiid must give Germany
an extension, of territory, in order that she may have morp land

for growing foodstuffs.

The German Iron Industry must have the iron ore district

of Briey and Longwy. Why ? Because the other Great
Powers are better off than Germany in the matter of iron ore.

This is a typical German argument. There is no consideration

for the rights of others, no word even about rights, only

demands are enunciated. Germany must have what sha

covets, and there is an end of it. And yet the Germans inno-

cently ask what the world means by " Prussian Militarism."

When President Wilson and other Allied statesmen have
declared that the German people are in bondage to their rulers

and have no voice in their affairs, the German press has repHed

that the German poHticaJ institutions are the freest in theworld.

But no one was taken in by this sham pretence, and to-day

the German Press of the Left, forgetting what it told the world

only a few weeks ago, is bursting with rage because the

Franchise Reforms in Prussia are meeting with determiried

opposition.

The history of these reforms is an instnictive story. Prussia

at present has what is universally regarded as the most back-

ward franchise in all the world. It is so arranged as to give

preponderating political power to the wealthy classes. From
time to time a reform of the system was^promised, but nothing

was done, owing to the strong opposition of the Prussian

Junkers, perhaps the most reactionary class in Europe.

During the war the cry arose that if the Prussian people was
shedding its blood in defence of the Fatherland, it ought to

be given a franchise broad-based on democracy.
" \Vhen the devil was ill, the devil a leech would call ; when

the devil was well, the devil he damned them all." If the

Kaiser scorned the demand lor franchise reform before the war,

that was because he was well. Now he is ill, and must perforce

bow to the slorm. So the Kaiser pledged his word that the

reforms would be introduced. After a time the people

demanded that the pledge should be kept. Another premise
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followed. At IcugUi the matter could not be put oft auy longer,

and when the present Chancellor was appointed, one of the

conditions to which he submitted was to introduce a demo-

cratic franchise in Prussia. He has delivered the giods and

the Bill is being discussed in the Diet. But the Conser\-atives

have declared war to the death against the measure. They wil

save the Crown from itself. If the Bill became law, it would

mean the end of " Prussian Tradition " and the break-up

of the German Empire.
In view of these opinions, it is of interest to know what

the SociaUsts think of it all. Their sentiments wxnc voiced ni

a speech by Hcrr Strobel ; one or two extracts will sufficienth'

indicate the tenor of his remarks and §i\-e a glimpso of the

populai- feeling in Germany 1

Peace would come quickly if only Russia and Germany
were so shaped that they might take their place among civilized

nations.

What brought this terrible calamity (the war) upon the

country ? The thoughtlessness of the Government and the

parties which did not skrink from the incredible ultimatum
to Serbia.

T am not inciting to Revolution ; Revolution will come of its

own accord when the time for it is ripe. But you will make
it ripe if you continue the war much longer. Who among you
would have beUeved that we should carry oii the submarine
war for a whole year without any tangible success?

The German people does not want to be a pariah ; it desires

to make its peace with the world as a free people, determining

its own destiny.

M Caillaux—II
By J. Goudurier de Chassaigne

Last iBcek the ivrUer of this brief sketch of M. Caillaux

political career described personal interviews he had, tvith

him at the time of the Aa^iir crisis in iqii. He then re-

viexved M. Caillaux' public career, taking it up to 19^2

ichen, being Minister of ! inanee, he retired on M.Waldeck
Rousseau resigning the Premiership on account of ill-health.

fk LTHOUGH jr. Caillaux retired in 1902 and was out

/^ of office until October, 1906 he was not inactive in

Z_3^ the Chamber of Deputies. He had by that time

J^ JLbecomc one of the stalwarts of the Radical-

Socialist party, and a master in the art of intrigue against

the different Ministries and the leading politicians who still

barred his way. It was in 1906, as Minister of Finance in

the Clemenceau Cabinet, that he appears to have finally re-

nounced the dearest traditions of the jModerate Republicans,

when he successfully piloted through the Chamber of Deputies

the Income Tax Bill, which had become one of the cries of the

Radical-Socialist party. But as it appeared from correspon-

dence subsequently published by M. Calmette in the Figaro,

M. Caillaux was only playing for the gallery wlien defending

that financial measure before both Houses. Through his

clever manoeuvTes, he managed, however, to get that Bill

rejected by the Senate. On that occasion, as on many
others, his double dealing had only one object, to help him to

get on at any price.

But I have no desire to recount all the disclosures that were
made by the editor of Le Figaro, my faithful friend and chief,

M. Gaston Calmette, at the end of 1913, and during the first

months of 191.1. Suffice it to say that M. Calmette was on
the eve of publishing documentary evidence relating to the

notorious swindler Rochette, and extremely compromising
^ to M. Caillaux, when he was shot by Mme. Caillaux, who,

di(ftiot shrink from a criminalaction to save, as she imagined,
her husband's reputation and future.

By the strange irony of fate, however, she did her husband
more harm than any of his enemies could ever have done.
From that day M. Caillaux slipped as it were in the blood of

his victim, and fell into the mire, possibly never to rise again.

It was then, with the object of saving Iiis wife from the
consequences of her crime, that he entered into a compact
with the ex-convict Vigo-Almereyda. He gave over £3,000
to the Bonnet Rouge, Vigo's weekly organ, which, on the
strength of this support, became a daily paper. I need not
enlarge here on the campaign M. Caillaux and his worthv
friends started in the press and in political circles to influence

the Courts of Justice. I confess that for the first time in my
life I was ashamed of being a Frenchman when I heard that
a judge and a jury had been found in Paris to connive at the
miscarriage of justice which resulted in the acquittal of the
woman who had, in cold blood, murdered Gaston Cahnette.
Four days after that stain fell upon its fair name, the German
storm burst upon my country, and in 24 hours the real France,
the France of the people, proved to the world that it was
worthy of its ancestors and of its glorious and patriotic
tradition.

With regard to M. Caillaux 's poHtical opinions, he had, of
:our.se. the right, as long as he remained in private life, to
differ from the majority of his compatriots, and to pretend
that in his estimation France had more to gain by becoming
the humble ser\'ant of Germany than by grasping the loyal
hand extended to her by England. M. Caillaux, alas ! was
not alone of this opinion ; he had with him the motley crowd
af naturalised Germans, like his friend Ullman, and the inter-

national financiers like Rochette, Bolo, with their jackals
Vigo, Landau, Paix-Seailles, Lcymarie and Malvy.
The moment M. Caillaux became the head of 'the French

Government, liis duty was to carry on loyally the policy of
l::ntente Cordiale with England, which for eight years had
been the pivot of our diplomacy. W'hat did he do' instead ?

The following story, the accuracy of whicli I can guarantee,

throws a sinister light on his conduct towards England during

the Agadir crisis

:

. . ,

When France and England were negotiating in perfect agree-

ment to limit the insolent pretentions of the German Govern-

ment, Herr \'on Kuhlmann paid a visit to a certain high

person in the British Foreign Office, and said to him :
" We are

lieading towards disaster. W'ill you not help me in keeping

the peace of Europe ?
"

" With all my heart," replied the English diplomat.
" Well, then," replied Kiihlmann, '' why are you inore

French than the French themselves ?
"

" Not to my knowledge," answered the Englishman.
" But you know that the French Government is prepared to

make much more important concessions than you will consent

to officially ?
"

" Not in the least," insisted the British diplomat, rather

surprised.
" Well, then, I cannot understand, it," said von Kiihlmann,

" for you have never deceived me. However, if England

continues to adhere to its intractable attitude, it will be im-

possible for me to believe that you are not trying to influence

the French Government secretly in your own interests."

A year later Kiihlmann said "to the same diplomatist :
" I

owe you an apology. I ought never to have doubted your

word, and I know that you were not aw'arc of the secret

negotiations of M. Caillaux."

Poor Gaston Calmette realised long before 1914 that

Caillaux and his gang of denationalised scoundrels were en-

dangering the very life of France. He did his utmost to

warn the country in time, and died in the attempt.

But what already constituted before August 1914 more than

a possibility of grave danger, became on the day that war
started an actual menace to the safety of the State. M.
Caillaux, as a mere citizen, had the right to be an Anglophobe
up to August 1914 ; since then, his attitude towards England
is a real act of treason. And to-day the case of Caillaux and
hi3 accomplices has ceased to have anything to do with

politics in the true sense of the word, though at this moment he

and his partisans are trying their utmost to confuse the

issues before the bar of public opinion. They hope to drown
the definite accusation of treason in a general debate on the

theories of world-politics dear to M. Caillaux. The position

is, however, clear. France is now called upon to judge a
man accused of acts of treason which fall under different

articles of both the civil and the military penal codes. In
such cases a court martial is the form of justice now applicable

to all French citizens. Xo exception can be made because
M. Caillaux once enjoyed the honour of being Premier and
still belongs to a representative assembly.

Moreover, the prosecution of M. Caillaux by the military
Governor of Paris has the unanimous approbation of M.
Clemenceau's Cabinet. Nor has the accused any more right

to select his judges than his Parliamentary colleagues have to
interfere with the normal course of justice. Unlike M.'

Malvy, M. Caillaux has not appealed in time to the Chamber,
of Deputies to bring him before the High Court. All that
assembly could legally do is either to suspend his Parliamentary
immunity, or to refuse to do so. They have suspended his
immunity.
But it is hardly possible to imagine the outcome of such a

situation of unparalleled gravity for the State. Any
attempt on the part of the Radical-Socialists to rescue their
leader from the legal consequences of his actions would in-
evitably recoil on themselves. Nor does that party, which
has been identified with so much that is deplorable in the
political Ufe of France, occupy the position it did in the
council of the nation. To-day it is a moribund survival of an
age which is dead, and has nothing in common with the new
France, the France of Verdun, tlie France of to-morrow-.
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Can the Battlefields of France be Farmed Again?
By an American Farmer

A GOOD (leal lias been written about tlie rebuilding

/^ of the destroyed towns and villages in the battle-

Z_Sl tavaged area of Northern France, and it is also

^ JL. encouraging to record that a good deal of tangible

progress has been made toward getting started with this part

of the restoration work as soon as there is opportunity to do
so. Money in abundance—much of it from America—has
been pledged, so that a beginning on a grand scale is possible

just as soon as labour is available—probably not long after

the declaration of a general peace.

Much has also been written about the restoration of the

farming land of the battle areas, but—in contrast to the pro-

gress that lias been made in getting ready to rebuild the towns
and villages—little in a practical way has vet been done
toward taking up the task itself. It may be just as well to

point out at the beginning, that any programme which does

not make the restoration of the farming land a condition

precedent to the rebuilding of the villages will be a sadly mis-

directed if not a futile one. This will be readily imderstood
from the fact that practically the only raison d'etre of 99
per cent, of these little rural communities was as trading

centres for the farms and farmers, so that unless the farms
themsehes are restored to cultivation, there will be nothing
to warrant the existence of the villages, whose peoples must
inevitably drift elsewhere to find a livelihood. .

This being so, it is a great pity that practically all that has
been written on the question of restoring them to their former
producti\ity has been of a pessimistic nature. There is an
old saying to the effect that " war passes the theorist by and
sinks its plummets deep in human experience." Most of

the pessimistic writing to which I have referred is by theorists,

who do not realise that " war has passed them by," and that
their " theorisings "—no less mischievous than discouraging-

-

have already been confuted by cold facts.

Poisoned Soil

Ever since the battle of the Sommc was well under way

—

with its obliterative artiller\' preparations and barrages—
I have been reading in French, English and American news-
papers and reviews articles or letters—several from not un-
eminent scientists and engineers—all purporting to demon-
strate beyond the peradventurc of a doubt that the once
fertile agricultural region of Northern France—that part of

it, of course, which had been most heavily fought over and
bombarded—could not but remain an absolute desert (so far

as agricultural jiroduction was concerned) for anywhere
from a minimum of two or three decades to half a century and
more. Two or three distinguished chemists^distinguished
at least to the extent that each had a long line of letters

after his name—held that the soil was so thoroughly
" poisoned " from the fumes of asphyxiating gases and high
explosives that it would be many years before it could become
suflRciently purified to support any kind of plant life. A
Professor of Agricultural Science was equally certain that the
bringing to the surface of so much of the lower strata of soil

— which contains little or no humus (decaying vegetable
matter)—would render the land too sterile to be worth cultiva-

.
ting for an indefinite but very long time.

Practically all of the more " learned " of these theorists
appeared to base their beliefs that the French battlefields
were doomed to rauain deserts on the " poisoned soil " or
" debilitated soil " ideas. N"'one of them—so far as I remem-
ber—claimed to have made any study of the question in the
battle area itself. If they had—especially during the last

Rummer —they vv ould have seen a few things calculated radi-
cally to alter tlu'ir opinions. What these things are I will
outline presently.

Besides these laboratory experts, there were—indeed,
there still are—many level-headed practical men—including
not a few soldiers who have fought in France—who have
written or said that the more intensively bombarded areas
of the battle zone could never be cultivated again for the
simple reason that they were so frightfully torn up from shell
and mme explosions that it would be impracticable to move
any agricultural implements over them. The land is not worth
the labour of levelling by hand, they say, and yet—because
there is no room for machinery to get about that appears
to be the only way the thing can be done. They also point
out that the hundreds of miles of barbed-wire inextricably
mixed with the earth will make it extremely difficult to plough
or harrow, while the countless thousand's of burietl unex-
ploded shells- which might conceivably go off when turnid

up—introduce an element of actual danger.
The views of these latter are entitled to the respect due to

any honest opinion based on first-hand observations. Even,
.so, however, I ;un convinced that their pessimism regarding
the problem in hand is only less warranted than that of the
theorists pure and simple. That is to say : the physical
difficulties—great as they are—in the way of cultivating even
the most heavily bombarded regions of the war zone, are not
going to prove an insunnountable obstacle to their restoration

to productivity ; the averred " poisoning of the soil !" is the
merest " bogey," and is not going to prove an obstacle at all.

Ill Advised Pessimism

How mischievous tlfese not ill-intentioned but certainly

ill-advised pessimistic utterances ' ave been I had opportunity
to j iidge recently, when I talked with a distinguished French-
man who is directing the movement for the restoration of

villages and lands of the battlefields after the war.
" Monej- has been pledged," he said, " for the rebuilding

of the destroyed towns almost faster than I can allocate it
;

but whenever I endeavour to present the case for funds to be
used in putting land again under cultivation, I am met at

once with scepticism and luke-warmness. This or that
scientist, I am told, or this or that General or Cabinet Minister,

has said it can never be done ; so why should they be asked
to subscribe money for a scheme that is foredoomed to failure

when the needs for actual housing are so great ? That sums
up the popular attitude in the matter, and so far my efforts

to show that there will be no use in restoring the villages

unless the farms arc restored at the same time, have not met
with much success. Moreover, until a presentation of the
true facts of the case undoes the harm that has been done by
all this loose talking and writing, we arc going to be greatly

liStndicapped in making adequate provisions to get the work
under way. Anything you can do to show what utter non-
sense is this idea of aljandoning so many square miles of our
fairest farming lands and allowing them to revert to primeval
desert without an effort to reclaim them, will be a great ser-

vice to my country and my countrymen."
To those scientists who hold that the land of the battle

areas has been " poisoned " beyond remedy by gas and shell

fumes, I might point out that, while these fumes occasionally
bleach and cause fresh grass and foliage towilt anddiedowni,
the effect is only temporary'—usually only for a few days,
rarely for more than a week or two. If the roots are injured
it is from being torn up by explosions, not from the fumes.
In any event, the soil itseff is not deleteriously affected. .\s

to the effect of the constant churning of the earth by bursting
shells, I might point out that sub-soil cultivation by the use
of dynamite has been practised with invariable success in
America forseveral years. I myselfiiave practically rehabih-
tated a run-down and almost worthless apricot orchard on
my California ranch by cracking up systematically the under-
lying " hard-pan " with dynamite and giving the starved
roots a chance to penetrate to the moisture-laden levels
below. Even a barley field increased its yield fifty per cent,
after a thorough tearing up by exploding small charges of
dynamite at twenty foot inter\*als. In all the world I know
of no land that would be likely to benefit more by a cracking
up of its sub-soil than that "of Northern France, underlaid
(as it is) by strata of decomposing chalk. Well, just such a
cultivation it has now received, and a hundred times more
thorough a one than any farmer who had to buy the ex-
plosive himsel f would ever give it.

To the Professor of Agricultural Science who maintained
that the land of the battle areas would be " debilitated " by
the admixture of a great quantity of non-hunius-bearing soil

from below, I might point out that for every pound of the
latter thrown up by a shell from the apex of its crater,
anywhere from fifty to a hundred pounds of earth rich in
decaying vegetable matter is scattered from the frustum of the
cone which is torn out nearer the surface. A one or two, or
even a five per cent, admixture of non-humus-bearing sub-
soil will do the surface soil more good than harm, as any farmer
who has practised extra deep ploughing will testify. I might,
I say, point out all of these things to the scientists and pro-
fessors, in an cndeavom- to controvert their theories by what
I know to be facts. Fortunately, a better way was open to
me. Through the courtesy of the French and the British
War Othccs, I made a visit in person to the principal battle
areas of the Western Front, there to study at first hand—in
the liglit of my experience as a farmer—the problem of the
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restoration of the sliell-ravagcd fields. Tlic regions visiiea

included the loitr most bitterlj' fought over in the West—
ilandtrs, the Sommo. the- Champagne and \'crdun--and no

rifioner had I traversed a mUe of the lirst of them than I liad

aU the evidence 1 needed to convince me of the " utter

nonsense " (to use the expression of the French official I

have quoted) of the contentions of the learned theorists who
have so lightly condemned these blood-hallowed fields to half

a century or so of wilderness.
. i

. There is one of the quatrauis of the Rubaiyat which begins :

I sometimes think that never blows so red

The Rose as whore some buried C;csar bled. ; : ;

Old Omar Khayam never saw a battletiold after a bombard-
ment with modern high explosives, but the fact remains that

these hues miglit just as well be written of the Somme or

Champagne as of the fields where the hosts of Xerxes and
Cyrus fought and bled. Never under the hand of the

husbandmen have the fields of Northern France brought

fortli such a wealth of verdure as this last summer, and the

fact that the most of this growth consisted of wild flowers

anrl weeds was merely because notliing else had been planted

in their stead. Trenches, used and disused, were clothed to

their parapets in a dense mass of rank vegetation, and the

only shell-holes which were not half-submerged in greenery

Were those which had been formed within the month.
The onlj' e\'idence of " j)oisoned " ground 1 saw was where

a saffron pool—a foot or two across—had formed under
a cracked but unexploded shell, or where the film of petroleum
had been deposited on the grass of some undrained hollow.

Likewise, " debilitated " ground only ajipeared where some
sharp ridge or hill had been scoured down to the very bed-
rock by intensive bombardment, and even then, the barren
area \vas usually measurable in yards. That endlessly fought
for and bombarded Butte de Warlencourt was the most
striking example I came across of this sort of thing. That
strange little wart on the Somme plain nnjst have had all

twenty-five feet of its round top blown off by the thousands
and thousands of British and German shells which were rained
upon it in the months before the retirement to the Hinden-
burg fine put an end to its value as the one observation post
on the whole sector. Yet on only the last ten or fifteen feet

of solid chalk—the bald crown of the Butte de Warlencourt 's

de\oted hiad—has the vegetation failed to find a footing.

The lower two or three hundred feet of slope was knee-deep
in fraprrant verdnre, and one had to step with care to avoid
tripj)ing in the fragments of barbed wire it concealed.

Wealth of Wild Flowers

And not only was it the wild flowers and weeds and other
hardv things that were springing fresh and green, but even
such " domestics " as had the chance were making the bravest
of showings. In one place I saw where the seeds of the
jietunias. snap-dragons and nasturtiums of a little old-fashioned
garden, which had been turned over a dozen times by bursting
shells, had sprouted, grown, and were flowering as I have
rarely seen any of their kind flower before, even under the
hand of a gardener. A score of tunes I walked in head-high
patches of " volunteer " oats, wheat and barley that would
undoubtedly have dwarfed the carefully-manured and tended
crops which grew' there three j'ears previously, and once-
near the site of the pig-sty of a ruined cliateau, growing from
tlie bottom of a " Jack Johnson " hole—I saw a towering
clump of Indian corn which :tnight well have given pause to
a tank.

A day on the Somme last siimmer would have been quite
enough to convince the moiit sceptical that, if this region
really was doomed to revert to desert, it was not going to be
because the ground was "poisoned " or " debilitated." The
physical problem of cultivntion is, however, quite another
matter. I must confess thnt when I first saw the condition
in vyhicl) the ground about Thiepval, Fricourt, Contalmaison
1 ozieres, and a dozen other bitterly fought-for points* in the
Somme area had been left:, I was so appalled bv the sight
that, for the moment, I wrts inchned to share the view of the
many who were saying thprt no practicable way ever would be
found for puttmg it under cultivation. It did not seem quite
so hopeless after I had seen a portion of " cleaned-up "

l)attkfield—one which las been picked over for wire shells
trcncli material, rifles p.nd all the rest of the flotsam and
jetsam of battle—but it nas not until the day I met a Canadian
officer, ^\•ho (hke mysf;lf) owned a Western ranch and had
brokcji up new land wi th a tractor, that a practicable solution
of the problem sugges<.-ed itself.

" The danger from unexploded shells is practically negli-
gible said he, " for the simple reason that a detonator that
has failed to go off a,t the end of a five-mile or ten-mile flight
tJirough the air is nrrt likely to be greatly disturbed by a prod
from a plough-sharr ;. Also, the explosive in a sheU or hand-
grenade tends to de<«norate very rapidly after burial in damn

earth. 1 here need be no worry on that score. Neither will

buried barb-vnre give much trouble for any. length of time.

That which can be got hold of from the surface will be picked

up long before the war is over, while that winch is buried out

of sight can be pulled up—or cut off far enough down to keep

it from fouling the plough again—as fast as it is run into, which
will not be for more than a year or two after regular cultiva-

tion is under way. Railroad iron, concrete fragments, corru-

gated steel roofing and other heavy trenching material will

have to be picked up and carted off bodily.

The First Cultivation

" All of this leaves," he continued, " the discovery of a
practicable way of effecting the first rough cultivation as the

one great problem to be solved. Once the ploughs and harrows
and drills are able to go over the ground the smoothing
out process will go on automatically, for the simple reason

that earth displaced in the ordinary routine of cultivation

always tends to work downwards i^ as gradually to obliterates

the hollows and humps. Indeed, it is astonishing how much
is accomplished in this direction by the erosive action of the

elements alone. Blown dust and rain-washed silt will deposit

a foot of earth a year in the bottom of an ordinary shell-

hole, and the great mine crater at Pozieres must have de-

creased twenty or thirty feet in depth—due principally to the

sluicing down of its sides in the torrential rains—in the four-

teen months which have elapsed since it was made.
" Since irrigation is not practised to any extent in this part

of France, it will not be necessary to reduce the land to any
such a ' bilhard-table ' evenness—or even to establish ' con-

tour ' levels—as would be imperative if we had to do with

South Africa or California. Given a first thorough ' going

over '—one that will smooth the ground sufficiently to allow

the use of the farmer's ordinary instruments of cultivation

immediately afterwards—and the problem is solved for good
and all ; the land itself will produce all the heavier for its

stirring up and three or four years' rest.
" The question then narrows down as to what sort of a

machine will have to be devised to accomplish this preliminary

work. I do not need to tell you that the ordinary type of

side-wheel tractor would not progress its own length over an
average stretch of ' crater ground,' nor that even the largest

and most powerful ' caterpillar ' would ' stall down ' in the

first big shell-hole and have to give up the game for good at

the first uncaved-in line of trench. Unless the millions

of such obstacles are to he levelled by scrapers or steam-
shovels—at a prohibitive cost—a machine will be needed
which can pursue the even tenor of its way straight across

them. And right there you have the answer to those who are

a.sking what is to be done with the thousands of tanks tliat

will be left without ' occupation ' at the end of the war.
Use them for tractors to draw specially-devised plows and
harrows in the first rough cultivation of the ' crater areas.'

'The extent of the fought-over ground which is too torn up to

be cultivated in the ordinary way can hardly run to more than a
few hundred square miles at ^he outside, and ten times as

many tanks will be available as would be necessary to give
this a complete going over in a fortnight or so. There will

also be an ample supply of trained drivers to run them,
though the handling of a tank is something that any man
who can run a tractor or motor lorry can pick up in a day or

two. The nature and design of the implements to be drawn
would have to be determined by experiment, but there is no
reason why these should not be initiated at once, so that
whatever types are determined on could be built and ready for

use at the first opportunity. Indeed, assuming that -the

Germans are to be pushed still further back—or even held
where they are—on the St. Ouentin-Cambrai Front, there
is no reason why the restoration of the ' crater ' area of the
Somme battlefield should not be taken up at any time."
He had not, this officer concluded, given any definite thought

to the design of the implements to be used," but, offhand, he
thought that the prime desiderata would be an ability to
clear up as much buried debris as possible in the process of
cultivation, and also to exercise as a maximum levelling effect.

Great strength and—if any difficulty was experienced on this
score—more or less invulnerability to subterranean explosions—would be sine qua non. Since this meeting, however, I

have had the good fortune to spend an evening in his com-
pany while he was on leave in London, and the following
tentative scheme for preparing the " crater " areas for cultiva-
tion by means of tanks was drawn up on that occasion.
The ground should be ready for the first " going over

"

)ust as it is left by the ordinary cleaning up work now being
carried on, by which all of the solid materials of all kinds on
the surface are picked up and carried away. The first imple-
mient to be used would be a harrow of enormous strength,
the function of which would be to rake the earth to a depth
of a toot and a half or two feet, dragging up any buried wire
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or otJicr debris likely to interfere with the later routine cultiva-

tion. For the sake of strength and " balance," it would best

be made triangular in form, and built to tow from the apex

by a fifteen or twenty-foot cable .running to its tank. This,

or even a greater length of cable, would be necessary to insure

that both tank and harrow should not be in difficulties in the

same hole at once. .The teeth (made of two-inch steel

bars) would be set at wide intervals—certainly not less than

six inches apart—^and provided (either by rows or individually)

with levers that would slope them back in disentangling any
debris raked up/. A ging of two or three men would be

ample to work the harrow, but it would probably be found

necessary to follow it with a tender and a gang of scavengers

to dispose of the stuff it clawed up. It might be found
practicable to fi.x a scraper on the rear end of the harrow,

which would help in pushing down hummocks and filling

hollows.

The size of an implement of this kind would have to be

worked out after determining the resistance it offered with its

teeth set at full length. It would also, of course, vary with
the power of its towing tank. The amount of open work
in its frame should make it more or less impervious to serious

injury- fronf explosions, but if it were found that these were

going "to be frequent^—^whicli is highly improbable—It would
doubtless prove advisable for its men to follow on foot or

I
ride on the tank. '

The effect of an implement of this kind—especially if

equipped with the* scraper—going over even the roughest

area would be to reduce the largest shell-craters to rounded
depressions, as well as to break down and largely to fill in

even the deepest and widest trenches. One more " tank
operation," however, would probably be required to smooth
the ground sufficient for ordinan,' cultivation. This might
take the form of towing a string of heavy tractor ploughs over
the harrowed section. A series of foot-deep, eighteen-

inches-wide furrows should come pretty near to disposing of

any irregularities prominent enough to interfere with the
operation of tractor or horse-dra'w^n implements. If, how-
ever, there was still too much of a " ditch " where some of the

trenches had been, this could be reduced by running the
tank up one side and down the other, with its following ploughs
throwing earth into the depression both ways. (I have often

closed up storm-water " washes " On my California ranch by
using a " caterpillar " tractor in a similar way). After that

the roughest stretch of " crater land " should be in shape for

the French peasant to resume business as usual.

" Hot Air "

T
'

By Centurion

FT her go !
" said the Lieutenant.

She went. At one moment I had been looking
into the faces of the men around the car ; at the
next I was looking down upon their heads and could

study the i>arting of their hair—they had Wieir caps off and
were in their shirt-sleeves. Only a drag-rope now anchored
us to earth and that rope was very taut ; the balloon seemed
to have suddenly developed a personality of her own and
was obviously impatient to be off. I suddenly felt extra-
ordinarily volatile ; there seemed to be nothing under my
feet and nothing there was except some basket-work barely
an inch thick. I felt that I was made of india-rubber, and
that I might bounce at anv moment—^which is a nasty sensa-
tion, for it makes you feel a wild desire to bounce over the
side of the car and sec what will happen to you. The Lieu
tenant cast off the rope. We rose with amazing rapidity ;

the earth rushed awav from us ; the white faces of the crowd
lookmg up at us behind the fence lost all their individual
features

; the ecstatic shouts of tlie children died away.
I suddenly felt very queer.
Xo! r didn't like this. I didn't like it at all. I have
proceeded"—in the Army you never " go " anywhere be-

cause that might imply you came to rest somewhere, and there
IS no rest in the British Army—to some objective or other in
nearly every form of transport kno\sn to the two Services,
and of all of them I liked this bcastlv toy the least. I have
flown in a Maurice Farman in a 30-niiIe gale at six thousand
feet and felt nothing but a surprising absence 9I feeling—
except wlien the " bus " " bumped," or when she began to
volplane down, and I felt as if I were descending a gigantic
staircase with a rather long leap frorn one stair to the next
and no banisters to hang on to. I have helped to steer a
tank, looking after the brakes whUe the tank commander
performed like an organist with his hands and feet, peering
through the visor as though he were reading a piece of music,
and have reflected that this too was very unsensational e.xcept
at the moment when we came to a crater and our great
leviathan paused irresolutely on the edge, as though she were
afraid of it, until she made up her mind to it, after which
all you feel is that it's uncommonly like flying with an occa-
sional " bump." I have looked on in a submarine while it
submerged in the disciplinary silence that is the rule on those
occasions, and have stood by the coxswain as he worked the
plane-controls and wondered, as I watched the tell-tale bubble
and the pointer of the depth-gauge, why the submarine didn't
make a little more fuss about it. A hunt for a submarine in
a naval drifter when the wind began to freshen-- yes

!

this was— this was uncommonly like tliat. It was distinctly
sensational. There was the same feeling in the pit of my
stomach. Was I going to ? I looked over the .side of
the car. Xo, it would be too disgraceful. Another outrage
upon an inoffensive civilian population.

I looked up through the ring into the open neck of the
baUoon and saw to the very top of the yellow interior—it
seemed uncommonly empty ; I studied the "diagonals of rope-
netting—the ropes seemed rcmnrkablv thin; I looked at the
clothes-basket m which I and the other three stood—it was

» Stories by • Centurion " appear exclusively in Land & Water-
( opynght in the United States ot America. 1917.

desperately small. I looked over the side, which reached no
higher than my waist, and hastily withdrew my gaze. I looked

at the coil of rope and the bags of sand at oflrfeet and thought
I had better sit down. I looked at my three companions and
I thought I had better not. For all three of them were
sitting nonchalantly on the edge of the basket like performing
monkeys on a trapeze, their arms embracing the stays over-

head ; one of them was swinging a long leg over the side.

It's—it's—a fine day," 1 remarked, desperately.
" You'll feel better in a moment," said the Lieutenant

pointedly. " It's the gas, you know. It always affects one
a bit at first."

" I rather like gas," I said, insincerely. " But I don't
like it quite so fresh from the meter."

" There's the river !
" said the Lieutenant, whom I will call

the pilot, for such he was. The other two, each wearing a
single " pip " on their sVeves, were " learning the ropes '

—

more particularly tht valv^ rope.

I began to sit up ana ta'c.' notice. I looked over the side.

I saw quadrangles, poKgons, circles, also buildings leaning
back at various angles much as a house appears in a badly
focusscd photograph.

" Wliat a city to bomb !
" I said involuntarily.

Yes, isn't it ? " said the Lieutenant. " One always feels
like that at first." So this was sensation Number Two.

" We did bomb her the other day," he resumed, " with
sandbags. We'd got over Battersea and found ourselves
suddenly coming down and likely to get a cold tub in the
river. "So I said ' Poop off some ballast ' to a fellow who was
learning the ropes. And before I knew what he was doing
the silly fool had thrown out half a dozen bags—bo(Uly.
Of course, you should always shake out the contents slowly—Uke a sower going forth to sow. (They landed like bombs
bang on the skylight of a factory or workshop or something
of the kind. I saw them go through. As we rose, I saw a
crowd of people rushing out into the street like ants when
you've kicked over an ant-heap. They must have thought
it was a raid—broad daylight too. The last I saw of them
was a fat man shaking his fist at us."
We rose to about 800 feet and, as we ascended, the several

noises of London were merged into one diapason hum, but out
of it certain individual sounds retained their identity. They
were cab-whistles. The whole city seemed alive with them,
and one could hear each and every one.,

" The %yhistling for a cab, the barking of a dog, the crowing
of a cock," said the pilot in a literarj' style faintly reminiscent
of the Book of Proverbs, " these are the last sounds one
ceases to hear."
As we travelled over the North of London a dark mist

blotted out the great city, but the white trail of smoke from
railway-engines showed through it clearly like streaks of cotton
wool. It was raining below. The houses were invisible, but
railway-tracks gleamed through the mist witli a curious effect
as though we were gazing at their reflection in water. My
destructive mood returned ; I felt that at that moment "I

longed of all things to drop a bomb on that railway track.
Which suggests that there's something very impersonal about
bombing a city. I think of all lethal enterprises aerial bomb-
ing must be the least demoralising to the character. Yan
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don't ihink in ternT^ of men bilt .of targets, especially struc-

tural targets.

Thus meditating I took out my cigarette-ca.se.
" Put it back, please," said the pilot hastily. " This

isn't a smoking compartment." And he pointed overhead.

There was nothing to see overhead except the delicate fabric

of the balloon. .\nd then I suddenly remembered that gaS:

1 had no desire to go up "to heaven—or down to earth^in a
cliariot of tire like the prophet. So I put it back.

"We haven't got any parachutes, you see," he ex-

])lained apologetically. He spoke as though it were the most
natural thing in the world to take a leap out of a balloon with

a closed umbrella tliat might never open. " If anything
went wrong we should be done."

This interlude provoked liim to a most unfeeling strain

of reminiscence : " When I was learning flying nt the W
aerodrome—before I got my transfer to the Balloon Wing

—

there was a Russian cliap, a learner. He went ' solo ' and
had a smasii. They took up seven basketfuls. The difficulty

was to bury him."
" \\'hy not a sack ? " I said. It sounds a callous conversa-

tion, but after all there's only one way of looking at it if you
want to keep j-our nerve. You must laugh at it.

" Oh ! I don't mean that. 1 mean the Burial Service,

Rites of Holy Church and all that kind of thing. You sec a
K'ussian can't be properly buried without incense and no end of

ritual. Well, they discovered a Russian priest in the uniform
of a Canadian padre. At least he said he was. Perhaps he
was an.xioUs to oblige."

But what about the incense ?
"

" I'm coming to that. Some bright youth said he'd look
after that—which relieved the CO. mightily as he was anxious
to do the correct thing and impress the feilow-country-men of

the deceased. Very important to keep on good terms with
Russia just then, you know ! . . . There was a great
turn-out. The padre chanted away like a gramophone—and
a N.C.O. duly lighted the sacred lire. Everybody sniffed.
' There's something verj' famiUar about that smell,' whispered
the CO. to me. ' Ver>- familiar.' And he sniffed like a fox-
terrier. 'I have it. sir,' I said, ' it's tobacco.' And so it

was. The X.C.O. had also contributed some packets of
woodbines—like the widow's mite—which was rather decent
of him when j,-ou come to think of it. And before the padre,
iiad finished I heard the sergeant say in a stentorian voice

—

' Collect the empties.'
"

"It sounds -a bit blasphemous," I remarked.
" Well, anyhow it was a good brand," said the pilot piously-.

" It was John Cotton.
"

The air seemed fresher. I looked at the aneroid ; we had
risen to 3,000 feet. The little red bubble in the statoscope,
looking like a drop of coagulated blood or what the bacteriolo-
gists call a " smear," which alternately solidified and liquified,
was crawling to the right—a sure sign that we were still

ascending. Periodically one of the learners shook out the
rontents of a sandbag which descended like pepper. We had
a steady S.E. wind behind us, and we made out our course by
observation of the roads and railways, checking them off on
our map with the aid of a compass. The mist had cleared
and 1 saw that we had left the city far behind us. We passed
over woods and forests, their tops looking like a bed of
asparagus

; we sailed over growing crops of cereals, still

green (it was early August), resembhng, after the heavy
storms, nothing so much as a cushion of green plush all rubbed
the wrong way. " Barley," said the pilot. " And that's
corn "

; he pointed to a beaten field ; I seemed to be looking
ilown at a rough plaster-cast in yellow clay. From far
l)elow us came a continuous hum and a large beetle appeared
to be racing along the road at a tremendous speed.

" A motor-cyclist," said the pilot. Again I felt that
lethal instinct. To aim a bomb at a rapidly moving target

—

" short !
" " over 1

" " hit !

" Undeniably there was a sport-
ing element in it.

' We're beating him." said the pilot. Yet our motion
was imperceptible. We seemed to hang in the ether like

a lonely planet. .

We picked oiit one feature after another with the aid of our
map. It was like doing a puzzle. Aerial observation has a
fascination of its own. Introduce an element of " camou-
flage " into it.-^uch as a screened battery, and you're back
at the old nursery game of " Puzzle. Find the Woodman."
There is much to be said for an aerial life. It's clean, which
is more than you can say of the trenches, and invigorating.
And if you get " knocked out "—well, it's all over in no time.

" It's about tea-time." said the pilot, and he pulled a rope.
I wondered if it was to summon the waiter. Then he let go.
'ibere was a loud clap.

" The valve," he explained. It may have been, but more
of that later on. A shower of tiny '-halk-like crystals descended
on us from the interior of the balloon, as though some chemical
change was going on up there. Sometimes the valve-rope

catches. Tiien yon climb up inside the ring. At least you
do if you can tfiink of nothing better. Personal!}', I would
rather not.

He pulled again at.intervals, and one of the others paid out
some 300 feet of drag-rope. As we descended, the rope
touched the ground, and I watched tlie deep furrow it made
in the grass—the aftermath of a liayfield. There was some-
thing uncanny about that rope. As we crossed a park of

' elms, having thrown out ballast to clear it, the rope rose from
the ground, jumped the park fence, climbed the trees and
followed us across their fan-like tops like an animated thing.
An enormous serpent seemed to be following us with diabolical
persistency, hissing as it brushed the trees. We passed a
gabled manor-house with tall chimneys and having cleared
the park threw out the grapnel. By this time the smootli full

cheek of the balloon was beginning to crinkle and pucker like

a rubicund countenance that has suddenly been stricken with
senile decay. The pilot pulled the " rip " rope, opening a
panel to the top of the balloon, and we came down with a
bump.
We bounced, bumped, and bounced yet again. I found my

head and shoulders caught in a snare of collapsing tackle with
the balloon heaving Hke a wounded bird above us.

" \^'ill you take tea or coffee, sir ?
"

I looked up, like a mouse caught in a trap, and I found
myself staring into the face of a housemaid in cap and ribbons
who was peering o\'cr the car in a state of wide-eyed excitfe-
ment.

" I think we'll get out first," I said, struggling hke Samson
with seven green withes. I was not yet feeling quite terres-
trial and I had a vague idea that the waiter had answered the
bell.

" Her ladyship saw you commg over the park," said the
housemaid, by way of explanation. " And she sent me out
and said, she said, " If they're not Germans, ask them if they'll
have tea or coffee ? But if they're Germans, send for the
police at once.' "

.

" Be they Germans or bain't they ? " I heard a masculine
voice behind the housemaid. " Because if they be

"

" Put that gun dowif. you silly old ass," shouted the pilot,
with his head in a noose. " What the hell do vou damned
well mean by

"

Tliey be ?:nghsh all riglit, .Jarge," said another voice
reassunngly. " Cassn't thee tell by the way they talk ?

That's good edicatcd English."
" Aye, 'tis Jacob, depend on it, 'tis. No German Hun

could talk such beautiful Enghsh. I'll take my gospel oath
on it. The gentleman hcv' a very proper gift of speaking."
A number of heads seemed suddenly to appear from

nowhere in a circle around us. An aged man, holding a gun,
looked over the side of the basket as though he were inspecting
pigs in a netted cart.

" Beg your pardon, gentlemen," he said, in a tone in which
he strove manfully to conceal his disappointment.

" Don't mention it," said our pilot, jxilitely, as we ex-
tricated ourselves and clambered out of the basket. " Got a
horse and cart anywhere ? Good. You men, there, you can
help us flatten her out. Xo, no, hke this. Start at each
end and roll her up."
They all set to, kneading the collapsed balloon as they

squeezed the gas out of her billowy folds.
" It do just seem hke holding down a pig at kimng-time,"

said one of them pensively. "What a girt chitterling it

It s the way mother makes dough," whispered one child to
another, as she stood round looking at us with a finger in her
mouth. The men rolled the fabric over and over, crushing
the pink clover and sulphur-coloured toad-flax beneath it.
In a few minutes our ballon was packed up in a green canvas
iiold-all little bigger than a kit-bag. to the no small astonish-
ment of those who had witnessed her descent. Canvas bag
and basket were hoisted into the cart with directions to drive

,,
~~; ^^^ nearest railway station, some six miles away.
Ihank you, madam, we 11 take tea," said our pilot as we

entered the house.
" I'm afraid it's a little strong." she said, graciously. " It's

been waiting some time for you."
I remembered that" the pilot had pulled a mysterious rope

about tea-time. - ^

I'm not in theR.F.C But I hear that their methods of
aerial communication are very wonderful.

Copies of "The British Firing Line Portfolio'-
containing a series of Engravings in Colour by Captain
Handley-Read and forming a wonderful record of the
Battle-area, may be obtained, price 5 guineas each,
from the Leicester Galleries, Leicester Square, W.
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On Minding Our Own Business
By Principal L. P. Jacks

Any person who dares, in tliese days, to say a good
/% ^^ord for minding one's own business will find

/ % liimsclf exposed to various forms of obIoqu\;.

^ .^^His neiglibours will conclude in general that he is a
selfish man. It he ventures his plea in public, somebody will

charge him with being an advocate of laissez-faire, and the
inference will be drawn that he is not only indifferent to the
sufferings of his fellow men, but thoroughly idle. It will

also be hinted that he regards himself as a superior person,

and mental pictures of him will be evolved in which he will bo
represented as bidding the whole world go to the de\-il. No-
body will believe that he is a good citizen or a patriot.

The best citizen, the best patriot I ever knew, was a man
whose life was fiercely devoted to the principle of minding
liis own business. I have never met a man more industrious,

more unselfish, more trustworthy. He had thirteen children,

v.ho grew up into stalwart, sober, intelligent and self-respecting

men and women ; every one contributing necessary service
to the world at this moment : three in the army, two in the
navy, the rest doing skilled work in munition factories or tiUing
the land. The man himself was a sliepherd, and his regular
\\ages were eighteen shillings a week. He bred the finest

rams in England. But for him the mutton on our tables to-da\'

would be poorer in quality and less in ((uantit\-. I wish I

could think that I had contributed to the life of the coiji«-

munity anything a quarter as valuable. To be sure he never
talked cither about citizenship or patriotism ; but he did the
thing the rest of us would talk about. He neither interfered
wit!) other people, nor would he allow them to interfere
with him. Because he wanted to mind his own business,
that of breeding sheep, he insisted on being left alone. And
he left others alone, thus doing unto them precisely as he
would they should do unto him. Taken on his own terms, he
was agreeable enough and interestini^ beyond measure. Ht;
was excellent company, and deeply religious. But if you inter-
fered with him, especially if you showed the least desire to
impro\e him or do him good, }ic would turn liis back and walk
away in wrath.

If all men were like him it would be impossible for anybody
to do good to anybody else—except, of course, in secret,
which is the way the Bible says it ought to be done. But in
tliat case—if everybody minded his own business as this
shepherd did—doing them good in ways that were not secret
would be unnecessary. The reason we have to do so much
good in public, to pass so many public laws, and to make so
many public speeches, is always, in the last resort, that some-
lx)dy is not minding his own business. It is a rather humiliat-
ing state of things and suggests that life moves in a vicious
circle. Smith causes trouble by not minding his own business

;

then Jones has to neglect his in order to set right the trouble
caused by Smith ; and then Robinson has to leave his counter
ill order to straighten things up in Jones's shop—and .sq it

goes on. Hence it is that our morals, politics, and social
reforms have much in them to remind us of the process by
which the men of Gotham earned their livelihood—they took
in one another's washing. It is clear that if everybody would
wash his own clothes there would be a general sauvc qui
pent among the moralists, politicians and social reformers.
Their occupation would be almost gone, and they would be
reduced to the necessity of having to do good in secret, which
some of them would find most uncongenial to their habits.

I believe good citizenship, patriotism, and, indeed, Christ-
ianity itself, were not well servexl when " doing good to others

"

became the war-cry of moralists. These moralists meant well,
iMit they did harm. Just because they meant so well we have
been half blind to the harm they did and are still doing.
What they meant to do, of course, was to promote good works
all round, in which no doubt they have succeeded—-to some
extent. But, incidentally, they caused a new division of
classes—that, namely, between "the people who fancy it their
mission to do good, and the " others " to whom good' is done.
Without intending it, they set up a small aristocracy, which
called itself " we," and at the same time they created (in
imagination) an enormous moral proletariat known as
" others." This has had the effect of opening a door, for anv
man who wants to neglect his own business, through which he
can press the claim that ho is one of the " others " whose
business ougiit to be minded for-them by somebody else.
That, in the miserable days before the war, was the a'ttitude
of the public—the artificially created proletariat—towards the
Government. " You," said the public, addressing the Govern-
ment, " represent the moral aristocracy, who mind other
people's business. Behold us, then, who are the 'others'
in question. Do us good. Mind our business—for we are
disinclined to mind it ourselves. Educate our children.

Regulate our wages. Insure us against poverty. Fix prices.

Compel us to behave ourselves decentlj-. Put policemen at
every street corner." ^

It is not wholesome for any man to think of himself as one
of the " we " who do good to others ; he is apt to become a
Pharisee without knowing it. Nor is it better for him, but
worse, if he think of himself as one of the " others " to whom
good is done ; he will almost certainly fall into the habit of
neglecting his own business, especially if it Imppens to be diffi-

cult. Most of us, it will be found, unconsciously place our-
selves in one or other of these two classes. Or rather, we trans-
fer ourselves from the first to the second and vice versa, accord-
ing to the convenience of the moment. If the business we arc
engaged in is pleasant and costs nothing—such as public
agitation, speech-making, devising schemes of social recon-
struction—the tendency is to place ourselves among the
" we " who go about doing good. If it is unpleasant, or
arduous, or requires abstinence, care, forethought and seU-

,
sacrifice—such as properly educating our children or pro-
tecting ourselves from poverty in old age—our tendency is

to let the business drift and w-ait till the' State steps in and
takes it off our hands : we now belong to the " others " to
whom good is done.

A Curious Process

You may see this curious process actively at work in the
discussions that arc now going on about "Education. The
assumption on which it proceeds is that there exists in the
community a comparatively small class of persons (" we ")

whose part is to educate, and an enormous multitude of
persons (" the others ") whose part is to be educated in the
manner which " we " consider best. Every one who has a
scheme to propose unconsciously reckons himself a member of
the small aristocracy represented by the first class ; rarely
indeed, do you encounter an educational reformer who shows
the faintest suspicion of his own need to be educated. On the
other hand, the great mass of the public is so accu6tomed to
be treated in this way that it doesn't bother its head about
education at all. It leaves the whole business, which is really
its own, to be looked after by " we ;

" though it is not unlikely
that when "we" have made their arrangements the public
will discover that they have been most unwarrantably inter-
fered with, and will kick ferociousiy ugainst the^rrangements
" we " have made.

That, I contend, is bad for both parties
As happens so often, the moralists, with their cry of " dc

good to others," have got hold of the stick, but they have
grasped it by the wrong end. The most effectual way of
doing good to others is to mind your own business—the most
effectual, but the least showy, for there is nothing in it to in-
dicate to the passers-by that you are a philanthropist. Your
conduct will commend itself "only to those who prefer to se<
good done in secret. Assuredly, there is no form of " social
service " comparable to that which one can render by doins
his job to the very*best of his ability. And, contrariwise,
the true enemies of society arc those who scamp their )obs,
no matter whether the cause be idleness, stupidity, selfishness
or the benevolent desire to spend one's time in looking aftei
the interests of other people. This applies to everybod\',
from the Prime Minister to the hodman. No education is
worth a straw that is founded on any other principle.
One often wonders what the w-orld would be like at the

present moment if civilisation had been grounded from the first
on the law of "mind your own business," with less said about
doing good to others'. I cannot but b .lieve that we should
be living in a far better world. There would be less idleness,
less inefticiency, less ughness, less dirt, less shoddy, and, above
all, less humbug—less, in short, of everything which darkens
the future of the earth. The curse of bad work—the root
of the labour problem—would never have hghted on our
civilisation. There might not be so much wealth in the world,
but what there was would be worth far more. We should
be doing each other more good than we can ever hope to do
by all that is commonly comprised under "social service."
W'e should entertain a higher respect for our neighbours

;

for there is nothing that makes you despise a man so com-
pletely as the sight of him scamping his job. We should be
more united, more sociable, more unselfish, and more NwUin"
to pull together. And the present war would never have
taken place. What is wrong with Germany is simply that she
has never learnt to mind her own business and to leave other
nations to mind theirs. She claims the right to impose her
.ulture on the rest of the world without consulting it, which
s precisely what our educational reformers do when th'cv take
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and greatlv dislikes hcaunj^ mm^At called by that name.

He <loesn't practice laissez-faire; he leaves that to the

pcoi)le who neglect their own business under the pretext

of doing good to others. He is not a troublesome member

of the community ; he gives less trouble than anybody

else, and at the same time performs more social service than

anybody else. His job is not the easiest ; it is the hardest,

but he makes no fuss about it and seldom complains. Taking

him all round he is the best/bf good fellows—staunch ,
neigji-

bourly, cheerful, healthy-minded, unpretentious—a pillar

of society in every sense of the term, an excellent citizen and a

true patriot. To be sure, he is a trifle disagreeable when he

finds himself in the midst of talking men, especiaJly if they are

talkingVibout social ser^'ice ; but, otherwise, you will find

him tiie most pleasant of companions, and be very glad you

liave him alongside pf you in the world.

Comrades of the Great War
By a Comrade

WE can look back through the brooding cloud of

three years of war, to the beginnings of our army

of to-dav—the Uttle handful at which a powerful

enemy "laughed then, boasting like the giant

Harapha—and his jest is immortal and our glory. Sniall as

it then was, it was grouped and divided with an mtimate

difference from the millions now massed on all our hattie

fronts. In the old days before 1914. " The Regiment was

all-in-all to the soldier. It had the best of him, and he was

part of it ; it got into his very bones.

Short service altered that ; and the sudden outbreak of war

and the country's unprepared state and urgent need, brought

in a different state of things, different types of men m all

ranks. The recruits in the first army of 1914 were mostly

small boys when we were fighting at Spion Kop. They had no

regimental tradition^, and they did not learn many, tor every-

thing was under new emergency conditions, and earned through

—crammed and hustled through if you like—against tinu-^

and in the rush old names, old prestige and sentiment, seemed

minor matters. For the first time in the memories of hving

men the country was in danger. And England became all at

once an upstanding reality to EngUshmen.

Every sailor and soldier, behind his more immediate

pride in his own craft or his own company, his particular

R.F.A. Battery, or armed trawler, has that dominant idea, we

believe • he" is fighting for his country. No bond holds closer

than suffering and danger shared for the sake of a common

faith. The ordeal of war has so knit together the men of

our forces that they mean to keep their war-time fellow-ship

through the coming years of peace. " The Comrades of the

Great War " is a league founded for and founded by old sailors

and soldiers, on equal terms, for intercourse, for mutual help,

and for keeping in mind the great lessons of patriotism learned

in these rugged days; for raising a hving memorial—

the noblest we can—to the brave who have given tl\eir hves

for home and for honour. ... _
Victory will bring peace, and peace demobilisation. For a

short time the five milUon or so of discharged men will be

publicly regarded as heroes. They will be no less heroes

when we have been at peace for five years. But nobody

supposes that the tumult and the shouting will go on all

that time. The disbanded forces will be just so many millions

in our population, dispersed and absorbed. Their life will

become the hum-drum round of working citizens, just the

same as if they had never taken a trench or sunk an enemy

destroyer ; a daily-bread affair, rush times and slack seasons,

shop disputes. Bank HoUdays, the wife and children, the bus

chock-full on a rainy morning, and all the rest of it.

" The rest of it
" will be fairiy complicated too ! Relations

between the discharged men arid those who have not served

with the colours, for good and sufficient reasons, and (often

against the grain) had to carry on at home ! Relations be-

tween employers and employees, between Government officials

and the men whose affairs they deal with and regulate ;
be-

tween men and women in the labour market. Altogether

a coil of problems.

In this dispersal and turmoil, this inter\veaving and clashing

of claims and interests, it is the purpose of the " Comrades

of the Great War " to stand for a national ideal. It is the

first association of men of all ranks meeting and co-operating

with the good of the country as a whole for their great objec-

tive. The league has an economic side, a special bearing on

the interests of the discharged sailor and soldier ; but though

every local centre will be an actively functioning organiser

working for their benefit, it is not estabUshed only for material

and economic pu^oses. Every Di\'ision, Branch and post

will be a social club : there will be friendly and family inter-

course, amusement and interest and good cheer. Do these

homely humanities belittle and weaken a strong public spirit :»

\\'c know better. On those ultimate plam things the great

societies of mankind stand fast.

The fellowship is, as its charter says, a' strong and demo-

cratic constitution. There is no preference for the commis-

sioned over the non-commissioned officer, " no class, rank, or

party "
is recognised, stoker and commander may sit side by

side on the Executive. Privates and N.C.O.'s are holding

many official posts of importance and responsibility, especiaUy

as organisers in provincial centres ; and they form about one

half of the numbers of the General Committee.

We may sketch here some of the society's activities on the

practical'side. Employment and Pension Bureaux are al-

ready in working order in connection with the National Head-

Ouarters in London, and it is intended that this will be ex-

tended to every division and important branch, at all events,

throughout the country. The Government Pensions machinery'

is largely—is bound to be—for sorting and sifting purposes,

rejection of bogus claims and much necessary work of a similar

kind. And the claiming of legitimate dues in form often

involves—again inevitably—much paper formality ;
and

there are endless small personal difficulties, urgencies, pecuhar-

ities, that special and personal help can more adequately meet.

Then there is the training of the discharged men in new

moves of activity. There are, too, a httle farther on in the

future, schemes of industrial enterprise.

As the league gets on a firm footing, it is intended to affiUate

similar societies formed or forming among the ex-Servicc men
of the Overseas Dominions. Who are our Comrades if not

they ? And, further, centres will be established in foreign

countries whence British residents have come to fight under

the flag. So that wherever the returned soldier goes home
he will find a foothold of fellowship and recognition.

A word here specially as to one section of the "Comrades"

.honourably distinguished. No man can surely have come back

as he went—these tremendous experiences must have seared

brain and nerve and left unseen traces on the strongest ;
but

some have paid heavily indeed "for valour." Every

wounded man knows his own hardship best, and none, I

think one can say, make any complaint.

Now their fighting days are over they ought to feel that they

can be of some use. Life, especially to a man badly damaged,
is of little value without that. He may be made as com-

fortable as circumstances will permit, may even be in In.xury

and have his path smoothed for him by every kindness and
consideration ; but if he has to feel that he is a drag and a

burden and a bore, he will be sorry he was not finished off alto-

gether. But the wounded Comrade has a great place and

purpose in the league. More than any other man he pan keep

his fellows in mind of that supreme sacrifice of the individual

that is sometimes for the common good.

The Comrades will make that common good, that national

well-being their principle of outlook and action. They risked

death for their country—and they will risk hving .
for

her. They know this war will have been won in vain if men
relapse into a base tooth-and-nail scramble of self-interest.

The rights of " The Comrades " have to be studied, their

claims adjusted, in connection, in a reasonable proportion,

with those of all others. They are to be a band of brothers,

but not such a devoted family (one has known families like

that) as to be shocking bad neighbours to everyone else.

Let them use their brains and their wills, let them bring to all

problems of national life the generous spirit, the good will,

patience, and indomitable resolution that kept them unbroken
in the field ; and they will rout many a bullying injustice, and
make impregnable the strong white heights of peace.
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Mt anil itelter^

By J. G. Squire

British Printing

IM
the summer of 1914 I was in Germany. Having

handed thoie plans to the Kaiser and received those
bags of gold from Bethmann—for it is just as well to
confirm at once the suspicions that my first sentence

will have aroused— I left Berlin and went to Leipzic. At
Leipzic there was being held an Exhibition of Printing and
the Graphic Arts, and thither on my first morning I bent my
stops. In one respect the E.xhibition was hke all other
exhibitions; having been open for several months it was
onlj' half ready. Even German efficiency, apparently,
breaks down when faced with the problem of exhibitions :

some of the buildings were not yet completed and the roads
were morasses. It was a very large concern ; almost every
State in the world had its pavihon and its official representa-
tive. Each building was in the style of the nation occupying
it ; the EngUsh exhibits, for example, were displayed in a
charming low Tudor house. Siam had a little box, and, for

all I know, specimens of Thibetan art were to be seen in a
miniature lamassery. I spent the whole day there : finishing
up, I remember, with a meal in the company of two stray
Englishmen who talked of what was the burning question of
the day, the prospects of the British polo team in America.

« 4! « * *

One thing that struck the English visitor at once was the
popularity of the Exhibition. Had one attempted such a
show here I imagine that we should have held it in the Agri-
fcultural Hall, that it would have been generally attended by
members of the printing trade on the look-out for economical
devices, and that the principal exhibits would have been enor-
mous machines capable of turning out miUions of Dailv
Mails in an hour. But the German Exhibition was de-
liberately made as popular as possible ; the public were
expected to come to it just as though it were Earl's Court or
the Zoo. All over the p'ace were touches of what the con-
troversiaUsts call " the old Germany of Beethoven, Goethe
and Kant." There were beer saloons in plenty ; there was a
life-size reproduction, not of a Zulu village, but of Old
Heidelberg, including that venerable vault where is kept the
largest Barrel in the world, and a students' museum containing
notable specimens of the equipment with which German under-
graduates contrive to improve each other's faces. There were
great halls where bands of Ba\arian peasants, in knee-breeches
and jaunty feathered hats, discoursed the music of their
highlands, whilst the audience drank beers and stuffed itself
with black bread and little gherkins. There were flags in
masses and booths with freaks in them and galleries where
Dne could shoot at models of beasts and men. It was all so
very unlike a really serious English industrial e.xhibition.

* * * *

But unhappily, the most noticeable and the most humiliating
thmg of all was the hopeless inferiority of the British as com-
pared with the foreign and especially the German exhibitions.
In the department of drawings we held our own. But the
show in our printing pavilipn was simply miserable. In
gallery after gallery the German publishers'showed thousands
of beautifully printed and produced books ranging from
the expensive edition dc luxe on vellum to the tasteful penny
series. All that we could show to equal or surpass their bes"t
were a few examples of the Kelmscott and other private
presses. Most of the Enghsh publishers who had taken cases
seemed to be totally unaware what printing was. They
had apparently mistaken the Exhibition for a book-shop,
and had sent specimens of all their dreary pubhcations
apparently in the hope that British or American tourists
would buy a few copies. They even, some of them, showed
rows of unreadable theological books bound in that sort of
horrible navy blue or sage green cover, which emits a dim
shriek when one runs one's finger nail across it. I admit
that the Germans, when they lay themselves out to produce
an unprepossessing book, can leave us stapding ; they could
even—though it may be hard to believe—surpass that pamphlet
entitled Murd.r Mosl Foul, which somebody in authority
seems to imagine is produced as the English people would
hke It. Hut the Germans are doing an immense amount of
very creditable commercial printing, and we are not,

* * «

These memories of the forgotten and shady past Cvere re-
awakened this week when I received a copy nf what is intended
to be the first volume of a new edition ot Shelley— 7"Ae Lvrical
Pocm^ and Trandations of P. B. Shelley, edited by C H
. 'l"'"i/^'^^"°T.'''"^

Hindus, 15s. net). " Tj^s book—printed
at the Florence Press—is a most beautiful book, and. like the

productions of the Riccardi Press, and our unexcelled private
presses, shows once more how well we can do if we care. But
the price of the volume is fifteen shillings, and I do not suppose
it could have been economically done for less. And this is

almost invariably the case in this country ; if one sees a well-
printed book it is almost sure to be expensively bound, and
printed on costly paper, so that its price puts'it out of the
reach of the big public. The chances also are that its con-
tents will be—well, Shelley, or Marius the Epicurean, or some-
thing else which is considered " worthy " of good print. It
costs no more to print from a good fount of type than from a
hideous one. It costs no more—once one has spent a little
time thinking about design—to print a well-arranged title
page than it does to print one, the type and spacing of which
are left to chance or evil custom. But in this country we
seem to be tied by two obsessions : one, that only the rich
deserve to have really nice things, and the other, that it is
indecent to " waste " good design upon something which has a

'

vulgar use. Just as we think—or act as if we thought—
that churches should be beautiful, but that workmen's
cottages are not worth bothering about, so we will refuse to
allow our taste to enter into the production of an ephemeral or
popular work merely because it is not the Faerie Qiieene.
Our lowest depths are plumbed with our^ technical works.
" Business is Business," one can hear their producers reflecting,
and they are probably afraid that if they take any pains to
make their books look pleasant they will be mistaken for
d.lettanti or quacks. The last irony is that some of the
ugliest books of the last generation have dealt with what their
authors and publishers, in mechanical respect for tradition,
were content to describe as the Art of Printing.*****
AU this would not be worth writing if printers and pub-

lishers only were going to read it. They are, in England,
a sluggish and unimaginative crowd ; and, ^s long as they
can market bad goods, not the eloquence of a Demosthenes
would persuade them to produce good ones. But the im-
portant thing is to overcome the apathy of the consumer,
the reading person who has a liking for a pretty book, but
does not allow his own tastes to influence his purchases suffi-
ciently or bother to make his views known to his bookseller.
Even authors usually allow their publishers to get their
works up in styles which make them writhe rather than insist
on having a voice in the matter themselves. I recommend
Professor Herford's Shelley to those who can afford it, and I
am glad to have it myself. But when it has gone on the shelf
it will cause its owner more pain than delight because of the
abominable-looking trash by which it will inevitably be
surrounded.

A Sailor's Garland
By N. U. F. Corbett.

01 will weave a garland,
.\ garland for my Sweet,
Of clouds of sunset splendour

;

Of wavelets' murmur tender ;

Of music of the Summer stars that glance on silver feet
Across the floor of Heav'n.
Of solemn hush of even ;

Of Twilight's shy surrender '

Her Lord the Night to greet.

A garland of the glamour ,

Of Ocean's tameless flood ;

Of sea-bird's wings a-quivcr ;

Of moonlit sails a-shiver ;

(Green fire-flakes at the forefoot and the mast-caps silver
shod),

And through the pattern running
Shall twist in fashion cunning,
O ! like a goWen river.

The sea-taught Peace of God.

! I will weave a garland
But not of fading flow'rs, /

I'll weave it of the swinging ''

Deep bosomed surges, flinging

Their diamonded, salt spray drops in rainbow-tinted sliow'ii-,
I'll weave it of the thunder.
The glory and the wonder.
The Sea is ever singing
To hearts that love like ours.
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Books of the Week
Hawk of the Desert. By G. K. Mittox. John Murray.

5?. nci.

Thomas. \W U H. Cressvvell. Nisbet and Co. 5s.net.

Merely Players. By I-VCY Dm.k and G. M r.xfi.PiNn.

r. I'isluT L'liwin. 6s.

Miss Mary. By Katiurine Tvnak. John Murray. 5s "c*.

Revoke. H\ \\ . de \'eer. John Lane. 6s.

TUV.RE is no liviiiR writer who can tell a story of

ativenturc to the greater delight and entrance-

ment of young pt<oi)le than Miss G. E. Mitton.

She always takes her audience with her to strange

j)laccs ; on this occasion to the innermost parts of the

ICgi.'ptian desert, and Hawk of the Desert—a splendid

title—bears you on his wing in one wild rush from

the first chapter to the last. The characters are forciby

drawn ; the German spy and intriguer, Thies, is a master-

piece, the «a\- he pidls the strings and finally meets his reward
.lie among the great excitements. Miss Mitton always scores

1 y ha\-ing gained first-hand knowledge of the wld regions

wnich she describes ; no one could have written this book
with the same effect who liad not been to Upper Egypt.
There arc occasions, so it seems to us, when she dilates a
little too fully on local facts and peculiarities, but these pages
we venture to think will be easily skipped by the young person
who is out for blood and not for information. This is certainly

one of the few really good ad\Tnture books that have been
produced this. Christmas.

* * « * »

Mr. H. B. Cresswell, author of Thomas, has designed his

book with a \iew to amusing his readers, and leaving the
task of instructing them to those who believe that " heavy

"

fiction is acceptable in war time. Thomas was a civil servant
who went on a holiday, and juggled with time so as to extend
a month into six weeks, or thereabouts ; he left at home a
rather masterful sort of mother and a very charming young
relative by marriage, both very well drawn 'figures in the
story. By means of a small motor car, certain fish, a duke,
and a few other equally varied accessories, Mr. Cresswell has
contrived as merry a story as has appeared for some time.
One makes friends with Thomas even while laughing at him,
and eventually one laughs with him, up to the last chapter,
where the author proves that he is capable of writing stirring
])rose; not without a touch of sentiment, as well as
comedy. Thomas is a very welcome acquaintance all round,
one in whose company it is quite possible to forget the war
lor an hour or two, and be genuinely amused.

* * * * *

It would be interesting to know how much of Merely Players
is due to each of its two authors, Lucy Dale and G. M.
L'aulding, for there is in the book no sign of collaboration, no
variation of style from which one might conclude a dual
authorship. It is the well-written story of two women and
two men—one man maiTied the wrong "woman, so that the
other man and woman were left out in the cold. Iji pre-war
days, such a situation would probably have led the author or
authors to take the characters on to such complications as
would have involved the banning of the book by libraries,
but there is at this present time a higher conception of life,

and, very wisely, these folk are made to act in such a way
that the most captious reader could not blame either Judith,
the woman who counts, or Denis, the man who realises his
mistake too late. It is a well-told storj-.

* * * * *

In the matter of plot, Mr. E. F. Benson's latest book. An
A iitimn Sowins, is little more than a short story ; Keeling
head of a provincial establishment paralleling' Whiteley's'
who began life in a small fish shop, took unto himself a secre-
tary when he reached the age of fiftv and found in that the
romance of his life

; mainlv through the strength of the girl
both he and she loved honour most—and there the book ends
with Kcehng realising that work is aU which can compensate
lor the loss of the girl and the presence of his wife. In this,
as far as plot is concerned, is no more than material for a
short stor}-, for the concurrent story of AUce Reeling's
daughter, and Silverdale, the parson with high church
habits and a " pawing " manner where the womenfolk of
his flock are concerned, is quite unimportant.

But, though the plot is so small, the treatment is other%vise
With uncanny skill Mr. Benson has stated the difference

between Keeling, honoijrable. even admirable, and the well-

bred folk with' whom his work brings him in contact ; with
equal insight is pictured the boring stupiditv of Keeling's
wife, her utter inability to rise with her husband from the fish-

shop level. Norah Propert, the heroine, is more shadowv
;

Silverdale, the offensi\e parson, is a caricature, tliough in

him one recognises an all to Common type, while .Mice, born
to spinsterhood and a prey to waste emotions, is little more
than commonplace. The author has centred his activities

in Keeling, and in him has created a figure worthy of more
than casual attention, one of the best types that modern
commercial life c\'olvcs. The book is more than clever, for

tlie skill with which the very slight relations between Norah
Propert and Keeling are traced from their beginning to the
inevitable end is worthy of a larger epithet. Mr. Benson has
done no better work than this, which is totally distinct in

manner as in constniction, from any other book he has written.

Pleasure is to be gained from s'uch a story as Miss
Mary Katherine Tynan's latest novel. (John Murray,
5s. net.) It is a simple relation of Irish Life, with
an exceedingly conventional plot. Miss Maxx is the
daughter of an Irish landlord, and the hern is a boy
who, although of good family, enters the skuv as' a
stable boy—and the end is the usual end to such a story.
But there is keen insight into Irish folk and Irish life, and cer-
tain anecdotes scattered about are more than nurmalh-
attractive. For instance, the voung doctor, very raw, wli<'
when confronted with finger-bowls for the first time, ladU<l
strawberries^ into his, remarking that it was wonderful how-
well up in " hygeen " we had become, as nothing wanted
washing more than strawberries. Whereupon his host's
strawberries went into his finger-bowl, as did those of the rest
of the guests, while at the end the company agreed that straw-
berries were best unwashed after all. " Washing spoils them
—we're too faddy about things nowadays," was the general
conclusion. It is not the anecdote itself, "but the way in which
it is told by Miss Tynan and the spirit which it and others
like it convey, that make the book a health\-, breezy novel,
well written and very entertaining. '

1 '*****
The slightest of stories makes up Revoke, by W. de Veer,

for it is the setting rather than the actual story that counts
in this novel., Onno Winter, president of the native court at
a Javanese provincial centre, met a charming English girl,
and lost his head over her—but she, after certain hesitations'
preferred to keep her head, and that is practically all. The
only pretence at an incident in the book consists in a snake-
bite for the girl, when Winter virtually saved her life but
not much emphasis is laid on this, for the author is too much
concerned with the course of the passion animating these two
a futile passion in the end.

'

But, apart from the story, the hfe and .scenery of Java arc
pictured with a sure hand, so that one may realis'e the tropical
lieat of t!ie coastal settlements, and the wonderful scenerv ol
the uplands. A certain journey that Winter took] with'the
girl and her father to a hill station yields us acquaintance with

'

thcwondersof the little-known road, with the rest houses and
v.-.th the manners and the laziness of the Javanese people yet
a i this IS painted in such a way as to fit with the st'on-
It is obviously the work of one who is intimately acquainted
with the country he describes, and, bv the time the con-
scientious reader reaches the end of the boolc, that reader will
feel that he too knows Java. Winter is a cleverly-drawn
character but the heroine is even more elusive and'contra-
cl ctorv than the majority of women. Without any attempt
at scaling dramatic heights, the author has told a story well

, .hl.°=V
'"•'"'' ^""^ *''"' '^''^^ "^^^^- 0"t ^f the matefial for

a Short stor}', a very attractive novel.
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Literature in War Time
By James Milne

" Give us the Book that flowers and flames,

. With Io\-e and youth and noble tears,"

THAT i-^ the book, iievv or old, on vvhicli the war, with

its ordeal of simple living and high thinking, has

made the greatest demand. People, in these tragic

but heroic days, look to books for resolution and com-

forting. They turn to them alike in moments of upliftiri,,::

anl moments of heart-breaking, as to triea friends who will

survive the furnace. So the book of discomfort, the book of

nndue ( uriosity which we knew so well before the war ; in

fine, the Ixiok concentrated in the " problem novel," has

practically disappeared amid the fires of the war.

If literature be true and great, it is life als<j, or, it may be,

death ; and that is seen in the relationship of the new books

which succeed, to the conditions of this long, searching war.

There has been a .-hcdding of what was fleshly—dii not

Rol)ert Buchanan once sjieak of the " fleshly school of

hction " ?—in current literature, and a growth of what is

spiritual. That note has Iseen constantly ascen iing as the

tumult has gone forward, and it is very noticeable during

the past publishing season. You did not meet the frivolous,

trifling br)ok as often as before, the book of which you. say,

"Whence comcst thou and why"? You did not see it

Isecause, like the Spanish fleet of the ballad, it is not in

sight. When Arm?.geddon broke it lookod as if the

l^n were to be broken by the sword ;
certainly the pen

of the average author, historian, novelist essayist or poet.

Kut gradually that shadow cleared, as it was bound to

clear, when the true business of the written literary word is

considered. The situation, therefore, is that the pen never

I)layed such a great part in a war ; only its influence las

tiuned new books into certain main channels. Soine, like

the " problem novel " it lias thrown aside ; otherj-, like bio-

graphy, it has stimulated, perhaps on the principle, " lives of

gi"eat men, they remind us, we c?ji makqour Uves sublime."

'Ihofte are simple words, homely like mucli of Longfellow,

but it is the simple things, the common touches of nature, that

are settling the big things at this epoch of history-making.

We are too near the events and personalities of the conflict

to see them fully ; to understand them as thev will be unveiled

by histor\-. The mountain ilarkens, but the past is an oj^en

lX)ok which we can consult, and in what better wav can this lie

done than through the pages of a biography ? You may if

\ou are a good reader by nature and habit, have set yourself

a particular course of reading as a war distraction. You arc

sure to have one or two friends-who have done so. Biography
is pretty certain to come into that readint, old biographies the

backlx)ne, with worthy new ones that arise. Bpsiie bio-

.yraphies, of course, one marshals autobiographies, which, as

old lights in new editions, or as new lights given to us, are

equally ill deman I, not alone with the good reader, but with
the other fellow, the general reader. v

The truth is, we arc living a page of the world's history

wlien fact is stranger, far stranger, than fiction. Run over

the bare titles of books gathered outof the fighting line, in

recent months, and you will be convinced. The soUlier

writer, first of the Old Army, then of the New Army, has
achieved wonders in prose. He has done so because he has
written simply of what he has met in warfare, given us plain

tales from the hills of Flanders, from the scarred rocks of

'^rallipoh, from the scorched sands of Mesopotamia, ot from
tlie yellow lagoons of East Africa. The soldier wrifer has

written from his fullness of feeling and hazard, and therefore

he has written lasting things. They are all jumbled up as yet,

in the heap of what we easily call " war books," but the day
will arrive for their sorting out, and fine will lie the array.

The British infantryman is not only making history-, but he
IS recording its making with a nearness which you may feel

on the shelves of any London library or book shop.

You may. in those same quarters. Jiear what may surprise

you a little, that the essay, the long neglected essay, has come
up again on the tempest of the war. Perhaps the initial

>timuhis to that is traceable to a few prose war books like

IXjnald Hankey's Student in Anns, and Charles Lister's

letters. Thi re you haVe the thoughtful temperament in

action for '^iiprcmc stakes. That temjierament senses it all.

groups it all. gives it all to us in a form whieh it finds natural.

t he essay. Serious minds have v\'elcomed it and bereaved hearts
liave found it a solace, for just so, perhaps, were the thoughts
of bom<; one, near and dear, who did not write. A similar

(motion leads to the volumes we have had on life and death,
the here and the hereafter, the possibility, howcyer unstable.
ihat tl^ose who have gone gloriously " over tlie top " in the
war. never to return, phvsically, may, in soul, survive in

another Iv-unic.

Christmas Morning, 1915

By An Eye Witness

IT
may live, this episode, as lives yet the legend of the

French and British soldiers' fraternising over that com-
mon .stream and washing-place in the Peninsula. The
grey, early Christmas morning

;
grey sky, and grey world

of the trenches. The winter mist lingering here and then',

moist and vapoury, making everything look big. The frost

still clinging to the ground. And the two long, irregular

lines of trenches facing each other.

The drab landscape of which every feature, every rise or
fall in the ground, every knoll, every hideous skeleton cf

shattered buildings, almost every tree, had its storv'. They
were consecrated for ever to the memory df the English race.

The Aubers Ridge opposite—that very inconsiderable, scarcely

noticeable rise in the ground—was con.'ccrated to the memory
of Englishmen. So were the very ordinary-looking trees

and hedgerows and fields that fringed its summit, that climbed
its slope. So were the bright-red and dark-red roofs of

buildings that clustered half-way up the slope •and the tall

factory chimney in their midst. Thev were Aubers itself.

A short distance to the left was a village— absolutely

sheltered. You could just see its brown roofs, its stark

walls, and vari-colourcd ruins, amid the trees. There was
the church— a ghostly shell dominating the flat scene. It

marked Gougli 's Corner. And immediately behind the trenches

at a distance of about 200 paces, there was a row of tall elms
and poplars, looking monstrous in the mist. They marked
the line of the road. Immediately in front of them was a
big farmstead with its courtyard and square little home-
field—an untidv heap of red bricks amid four naked walls.

Between the long irregular lines of trenches, with their

jumbled white sandbags and their untidy earth parapets,

was a stream marked by a line of twisted brown willows

bent to every conceivable grotesque shape. It ran down
the middle of No Man's Land. It was a place of coarse

grasses hiding little mouldering heaps of grey and khaki
(heaps of old clothes or fallen scarecrows, they looked like),

of knobs and unexpected pits, of" earthly holes and water-

logged ditches. Here British and Germans met.
As soon as it grew light that Christmas morning, they started

peeping at each other over the top of the parapet .... calling

across to each other. And away there on the right th.e

Bochc stood up openly on hjs parapet and waved his arms.

And then they came out all down the line, stood up on the

parapet, waved, shouted, and finaily swarmed out of their

trenches on either side.

A British sergeant had been shot dead almost at the oiitset,

as he stood on the parapet. But this made no difference.

It must have been an accident. The supreme craving of

humanity, the irresistible, spontaneous impulse born of a
common faith and a common fear, fully triumphed.
And so the grey and khaki figures surged towards each

other as one man. They met ar the willow-lined stream ;

they even crossed it and mingled together in a haphazard
throng. They talked and gesticulated, and shook hands
over and over again. They patted each other on the shoulder

and laughed like schoolboys, and leapt across the little stream

for fun. And when an Englishman fell in and a Boche helped

him out there was a shout of laughter that echoed back to the

trenches. They exchanged cigars and pieces of sausages,

and sauerkraut and concentrated coffee for cigarettes and
bully-beef and ration- biscuits and tobacco. They e.vpressed

mutual admiration by pointing and signs. It was our leather

waistcoats and trench-coats that attracted their attention ;

it was their trench-overalls, made of coarse canvas, that

attracted ours. Even confidences were exchanged in broken

English !

" What sort of billets have you?"
•Rotten!"
" Aren't you sick of the war ? We are !

"

" Not a bit of it. We shall fight for years yet."

And the information was even vouchsafed that the Christmas

Eve bombardment jiad caused the Germans a lot of casualties.

So for ten brief—all too brief—minutes there was peace

and good will among the trenches that Christmas Day.
Then two officers came out, and they were for taking

photographs of the Tommies, offering them cigars. And
presently they saici :

-" You will have five minutes to get

back to your trenches before our artillery will open fire."

.And it did. And two or three men were wounded almost

at once. But for twenty-four hours not a shot was fired

on either side. A common brotherhood of suffering—or

was it an act of God or just human curiosity 'i—had united

Englishman and Bavarian. on the battlefield one grey Christ-

mas morning which no oho on either side who had taken

part in that cjuaint scene will ever forget.
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Where the Public Schools Fail

By S. P. B. Mais

THE late Headmaster of Eton, writing ^^.T^heCon

temporary Refiav on that much discussed b«ok 7 w
Loom ofYouth. makes the interesting statement that

" whatever is wrong with our f.ubhc f
hools is tiic

outcome of certain defects of the English character a general

improvement in them is inconceivable unless there is nrst

a general improvement in Society," adding as a corollary,

thft.
•' masted, Uke the boys, are the product o English hom^.

and most of them have had to acquire a sort of '"tcrcst in

some intellectual subject in face of the steady discouragement

of an irresponsive home circle."

If this statement be true, it follows that untU we can

educate the general public to take an interest in in-

tellectual matters, there is no hope for reform in tnc

schools, and we are once again condemned to ny

round in our \'icious circle content to turn out a type

of boy physically fit, honourable, according to his lights a

good campanion and an excellent leader of others, but mental y

obtuse, both ignorant and indifferent to any of the intricate

problems relating to modern conditions, which arc likely not

only to tax the capacities of the cleverest and most patriotic

citizens in the solution, but will require distinctly brilliant

brains in every section of the community before' any attempt

at such solution can be feasible. I think, however, that Dr.

Lyttelton is wrong in his premises. It is not. as he says, that

society imposes its standard upon the schools, but rather the

school's which set the standard for society. How else, I would

ask, is society to be educated ? Even now the average adult

does not despise culture, nor is he ready to run at the mention

of poetry, music or painting, as lie was ten years ago. Why .•'

Because the aesthetic standards at school are higher than they
'

were in 1907. Not that they are satisfactory even now, but

the boy certainly hae done much to educate the parent.

My theory is that the failure of the public schools is due

to society only, in so far as society has still to learn that cheap

goods are the most expensive in the end. The average man
ha^ reaUsed that if he stints his children in food he will not only

ruin their health, birt incidentally have to pay considerably

more on doctors than he would have had to spend originally on

nourishment. What he has still to learn is that if he stints

his children in mental food, ha will not only impair their

intellectual and moral digestion, but will probably have to

continue to contribute towards their upkeep for a far Icnger

period than he would have done had he invested more at the

beginning on the best possible education. How can he under-

stand this unless he is taught ? Who so lit to teach him,

through his son, as the schoolmaster ? In a word, the root

of the educational evil, in common with the root of most evils,

is poverty. For who are ultimately responsible for education

in this country ? The schoolmasters.

Youth's Associates

On them depends the whole burden : they are the only grown
up people with whom the bulk of the youth of the nation come
into hourly and daily contact for the greater part of that period

in life when they are most amenable to discipline, initiative

of example, and malleable in character. It follows, then, that

their whole view in life is going to be coloured by the attitude

which they adopt at school, whether towards religion, morals,

mental or bodily powers. It would seem as a consequence.

that of all professions in the state that of teaching would stand

as the most honourable, that only the best men would be
all^)wed to enter its ranks, and that the qualities required,

high moral integrity, absolute sincerity and singleness of aim,

indefatigable energy and a fine intellect ever reaching out
for fresh realms to conquer, ccmblncd with an inexhaustible

sympathy, would justify those wlio were elected to so respon-

sible a calling in demanding a very high salary'.

Such would appear to be the logical conclusion if my argu-

ment is sound. Instead of which, what do we find ?

With the cost of living increased enormously, the school-

master still receives the quite inadequate wage he had before

the war. No man of brilliant capabilities can be expected to

give of his best in exchange for a salary lower than that of a
plumber. If you really want the best man you have to bait

your hook to catch him. A third-rate wage only means that
you will succeed in getting the third-rate intellect. That is

where the pubhc schools fail. The masters cannot be expected
to teach, as Mr. Fisher has well said, unless they arc happy

;

no honest man can be happy if he is continually harassed by
debt The average schoolmaster to-day simply cannot afford

to Hve on whit he gets from his work ; he has to undertake
uutside examining, give public lectures, try liis hand at journ-

alism, turn his house into a sort of private hotel, go 1 ound from

house to house in the holidays,\when he ought to be resting,

coaching backward boys for examinations ; in a word, he has

to turn his hand to all sorts of unnecessary labours in order

to remain in the ranks of the profession he adore:,. In the

light of this the astonishing thing is, not that there are so many
inefficient schoolmasters, but that there are so few,' Ten per

cent, is a quite generous estimate of those who are consistently
" ragged " and fail to teach boys anything. On the other

hand, not more than ten per cent, are really capable^fif making

boys realise that they come to school primarily to develop their

brain power, to leam how to learn, how to think, and the

(to them) strange fact that knowledge is power. S<^ we arrive

at the lamentable truth that eighty out of every hundred schoc 1-

masters are not only martyrs to a cause, but useleS? "v.,*- ,^

to a forlorn cause.

Where Money Conies In

When they left the University these men were ceirtainly full

of promise. They did not represent the cream of their,

society, it is true ; the Civil Service, the Bar, Science and

Politics may, perhaps, be said to have claimed all those who
seemed likely to make a stir in the world, but tlic second layer,

who shared the Church, Medicine and Education, were by no

means dull. Furthermore, they were willing for the sake of

an ideal to forego honour and riches. Unfortunately they

represented a type which is more likely to be led than to lead :

existing beliets, existing institutions and traditions become
too much for them ; after the briefest of struggles they rfollow

the line of least resistance, aud we see the lamentable result

in curates deliberately shutting out the light of reason in order

to be comfortable in their half-beliefs ; doctors in fair circum-

stances settling down in the country to perpetrate outworn
" cures," and, worst of all, schoolmasters enmeshed in the

snare of that pernicious tradition, which is still rampant in

our schools, that the training of the intellect comes last, and

very much least, among the myriad interests of boyhood.

Every spare hour of a schoolmaster's life is spent in coaching

games, which are still taken with a desperate seriousness out

of all proportion to their importance, or in perfomiing one of

the thousand duties involved in the Officers' Training Corps.

I am not pretending that these two side-issues of public

school life ought not to usurp all our sji/)e>-//!/0Ms energy ; what

I do maintain is they should come second to, not before, the

actual class work. At present it is well-nigh impossible to

make boys realise that it is as important, from the point of

view of their usefulness to the State, to reach a standard of

efficiency in actual work as it is to keep their bodies healthy

and to acquire the rudiments of military training.

The position in a nutshell is because the masters are under-

paid the boys are underfed mentally. If we wish, as a nation,

to utilise all our resonixes, to get the last ounce out of each

individual citizen, we must go to the fountain head of all the

present waste and confusion, and demand better education.

It will not be cheap, but will be worth paying for. I do not

pretend that the result of enticing the flower of the brains

of this country to enter the teaching profession will mean
that we shall get more Balliol Scholarships in the future, even
though that is an end which is Ijy no means despicable in it-

self. It will mean that we shall produce an average typo
of a more stable kind than hitherto, stable in the sense

of having interests outside the domain of sports, able to em-
ploy its leisure not in vacuous, insipid pleasure, crudely mis-

taken for happiness, nor in undertakings of doubtful morality,

entered upon owing to lack of both imagination and depth of

character.

For it is a fact all too little recognised that poverty of

intellect is the prime cause of poverty of morals. Training
of the mind no less than training of the body results in avoiding
excesses of any sort. Studies, as Bacon told us, serve for

delight, ornament, and ability. Not only so, but they serve
as an indispensable guide to life, a veiy present help in time
of trouble, and are of distinctly marketable value, none of

which things has even yet been sufficiently realised by the
general public, for the simple reason that but few people ha\e
hitherto pinned their faith to tiiem or turned them to account.
Our paramount duty is to find and encourage the right type

of schoolmaster, to find him by offering him a tempting salary,
to encourage him by giving him leisure to develop on his own
lines, ar.d to keep abreast of modem thought and discovery.
Once this is done the public schools will no longer fail, in spite
of attacks made upon them, either bv pupils like the author
of The Loom of Youth, or headmasters like Dr. Lyttelton.
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The Big Guns of France

Good Soecimen of Camouflage
F'tneh OIIM'I PhoioQTip't

A x::Ma3a'^r?'

A Heavy Battery in Action
rf»M4-'« i/i(»4.*.j. . .»w->»(» •*••*
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The Palestine Campaign

The Mountains of Syria
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Landing Stores
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